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V. O. L.
XXIII.

R E F L E c T 1 on s on the great Uſefulneſs and Importance of the

ME c H AN 1 c : A R Tis,

º

Happy Brit A N N 124 where sh; QuºdºfArts,

Inſpiring Vigour, L I B : I.T.Y.abroad ..." . . - - - -

Walks, unconfin'd, even to thy, £erſbeſt Cptis,

And ſcatters Plenty with gnſpañºg. Hand.

S the mechanic arts are an eſſential

part of the extenſive plan of the

Univerſal Magazine, we have, ac

cordingly, in ſeveral of the preceding num

bers of this work, preſented our readers

with a view of ſome of the branches thereof,

illuſtrated with proper explanatory plates,

as we ſhall hereafter take occaſion to exhi.

bit the reſt : But it is our preſent bufineſs to

treat of them in a general manner, and to

repreſent their great uſefulneſs and impor.

tance to kingdoms and ſtates. That theſe

arts are ſo uſeful and important is evident

from the experience of all populous and

flouriſhing communities, in which mecha

mics are well known to abound; for it has

always been found, that this claſs of people
has greatly contributed to their wealth and

Proſperity. To what an amazing height

of ſplendor was the ancient city of Tyre

advanced by its mechanic and manufačtural

arts, its excellent purple, fine linen, and

other invaluable artificial produćtions The

NUMA, CLVI, Vol. XXIII,

TH o Ms on.

Frºphet Iſaiah ſch. xxiii. 8.1 aſſures us,

* that is merchants were Princes, and its

traffickers the honourable of the earth 5’

and profane hiſtory informs us, that it be

came extremely opulent and powerful, by

means of its extenſive commerce; and that,

whilſt it induſtriouſly purſued its commer

cial intereſt, it continued to -make a very

ſplendid and conſpicuous figure in, the

world: The French, our great rivals in

trade, have been long convinced of the

public utility of the manual arts, and, there

fºre, give then the utmoſt encouragement;

the Dutch alſo daily experience the happy

effects of the care they take to encourage.

and promote handicraft trades and occupa"

tions; and our own Legiſlature have loudly

proclaimed the lively ſenſe they have of the

great uſefólneſs and importance of artifi

cers, by eas&ting that any of them, going

abroad, and not returning, on warning gº

ven by our Ambaſſadors, ſhall be incapable

of holding lands by deſcent or device, º:
A Q
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of receiving any legacy, &c. and be deem

ed, in all reſpects, aliens.

It muſt be confeſſed, that ſome perſons of

rank and fortune are too apt to treat theſe

very uſeful people with contempt and indig

nity, though they are indebted to them for

numberleſs conveniencies and accommoda

tions; but all true lovers of their country,

nevertheleſs, conſider them as highly bene

ficial members of the community. There

is ample ſcope for ingenuity in the whole
circle of the mechanic as well as liberal

arts ; a ſpacious field for an able genius to

diſplay both his fancy and judgment in the

contrivance and execution of his produc

tions; and, whatever opinion ſome perſons,

ignorant of their real value, may entertain

concerning them, excellent workmen and

their curious works, in any mechanic branch,

will never fail to aſtraćt the eſteem and ad

miration of proper judges, in all civiliſed

parts of the world.

The public utility of the mechanic arts

may be farther argued from the employment

they give to the bulk of the people; for they

thus render many perſons ſerviceable to the

itate, who would otherwiſe become a bur

then, if not a diſeaſe. Such is the condi

tion of moſt communities, that the genera

lity are obliged to labour with their hands,

in order to ſupply their neceſſities; and, if

they have nothing to do, they are ſoon re

duced to preſſing extremities. It is allow

ed by all political writers, that a multitude

of idle inhabitants is arºlifante inſtead ºf 3

bleſſing to any country, ºtºauſe ºilentº.is

the parent of theft, Beggary, and a train of

tions operate in a more extenſive and vigo

rous manner. It has been obſerved, that

there is a remarkable difference between the

humane, courteous, and obliging behaviour

of the inhabitants of even heathem nations

where the manual arts flouriſh, and the

barbarous, rude, and unſociable carriage of

thoſe of other countries intirely unacquaint

ed with them, who are very little ſuperior

to the brute creation; and this is aſſigned

as the reaſon why the Chineſe ſo greatly, in

the abovementioned reſpe&ts, excel the ſa

vages of Africa, or the wild and cruel In

dians of America. It is, among ourſelves,

daily ſeen, that our mechanics are abun

dantly more ſociable than the peaſants in

the country, who are deprived of the op

portunities they have of knowing the world :

their intereſt is immediately conneéted with

that of the community, and they have inti

mate conne&tions and frequent intercourſe

one with another; and, as they are no

ſtrangers to the loſſes and diſappointments

tradeſmen are incident to, they are as rea

dy, as any ſet of men whatſoever, to afford

mutual relief and aſſiſtance ; nor are any

ſort of people better diſpoſed to pay their

quota for the ſupport of the Government,

the good effects whereof they are daily ſen

ſible of from their own experience.

Another argument, to prove the great

uſefulneſs and importance of the mechanic

arts, may be drawn from their being ſo

ſuitably adapted to the capacities of the bulk

“ttſ:the people; for they are not ſo abſtruſe

%m: intricate as the ſpeculative ſciences, and

have this advantage beyond them, that the

other evils prejudicial to fºcićy;:tº:oñ:::pbjects thereof are ſenſible, and conſequent

the other hand, a nation cannºt.be tag poº iy make a ſtronger impreſſion upon the

pulous, if its poor members: are, all, of: mind, than mere abſtraët ideas can poſſibly

them, employed in uſefº ºupºidaiºsif dº; and, on this account, ſome learned men

is the caſe under confideratiºn.” What we have concluded, that any art may be more

have above aſſerted is abundantly exempli

fied in England, wherein ſuch innumerable

multitudes are comfortably maintained by

the vaſt variety of mechanic and manufac

tural arts that are cultivated in different

parts thereof; the hard-ware manufactory

alone, principally carried on in the towns

of Birmingham and Sheffield, is ſuppoſed to

employ more than 40,000 people; but this

is nothing, if compared with the prodigious

numbers ſupported by the woollen manufac

ture, the ſtaple commodity of the kingdom.

There is another very confiderable ad

vantage attending the exerciſe of the mecha

nic arts, which evidently proves their great

uſefulneſs and importance, viz. that, as the

minds of the artificers are thereby cloſely

and conſtantly engaged about inventions

beneficial to mankind in general, they are,

of courſe, civiliſed, and their ſocial affec

effectually taught by practice and experi

ment, than by univerſal rules. Artificers

never want opportunities of exerting and

improving their intelle&tual faculties; and,

accordingly, it has been often obſerved, that

ſkilful mechanics are uſually men of good

underſtanding. Befides, as their thoughts

are commonly fixed on what ſolely relates

to their particular occupation, they are not

diſtraćted by a multiplicity of objects ; and

many trades are commodiouſly ſubdivided

into ſeveral branches, each of which has a

diſtin&t workman, who more completely

and expeditiouſly executes his own branch,

than any man could be ſuppoſed to do the

whole; to which convenient diſtribution of

ſeveral parts of the ſame work to different

hands are principally owing the ſurpriſing

improvements that are made in moſt manu

factures.

The
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The great uſefulneſs and importance of

the mechanic arts will yet farther appear, it

we refle&t on the many ſubſtantial benefits

artificers communicate to mankind in gene

ral; and, indeed, this is the real ſtate of

the caſe, with reſpect to every individual of

all ranks and degrees of perſons. The

earth, it muſt be confeſſed, is, by the

bounty of Divine Providence, plentifully

ſtored with commodities ſufficient to ſupply

the wants of all its inhabitants; but then it

muſt be cultivated by human induſtry, in

order to anſwer the various purpoſes of life.

In like manner, nature amply fupplies mat

ter for the works of art; but it muſt be mo

dified and transformed into various ſhapes

by the artiſt, before it can be adapted to

the particular uſes of ſociety. The metal

lic ores muſt be purified, to become capable

of being uſefully employed; and even gold

muſt paſs through the refiner's hands, to be

rendered ſerviceable to the community. The

Nobility and Gentry are indebted to the

mechanics and..º.º. for their mag

nificent houſes, and all their rich and ele

gant furniture ; for the preparation of the

delicate proviſions of their tables, and their

ſplendid attire; for their glittering equi

pages, and the pompous figure they make

in the world; in a word, for all their exter

mal habiliments, ornaments, and accom

modations. Theſe are the men that ſupply

all ſorts of perſons, and one another, with

the neceſſaries and conveniencies of life;

and it is our happineſs to be better accom

modated, than was formerly the caſe, in

the preſent age, wherein the manual arts

are brought to ſuch maturity and perfection.

To be duly ſenſible of theſe advantages, we

need only refle&t on the inſuperable difficul

ties to which mankind were expoſed in the

ancient times of ignorance and fimplicity,

when they had no ſhelter, but caves and

other ſubterraneous places; no place of

reſt, but the ground; and no cloathing, but

the ſkins of wild beaſts ; which muſt have

been their misfortune, before the invention

of the uſeful arts under conſideration.

From what has been ſaid may be ſeen the

neceſſity of artificial produćlions; and, if

they be neceſſary, it naturally follows, that,

where they are not to be had, they muſt be

procured from the places where they are

produced; which, of courſe, introduces

and promotes the inland commerce of a

country. This is manifeſtly a true ſtate of

the caſe, as to England in particular ; it

abounds with inhabitants, who all ſtand in

need of ſeveral ſorts of manufactures; and,

as no one part has the whole, what is want

ed muſt, of neceſſity, be either gotten from

the reſpective countips wherein it is manu

factured, or from London, the center of the

traffic of the kingdom. Hence it comes to

paſs, that every county, befides thoſe that

are ſent to different parts of the country,

more or leſs, tranſmits goods to the metro

Polis, the grand ſtorehouſe of the nation;

which employs an infinite number of wag.

gons and other land carriages, as well as

barges and boats, ſhipping and ſeamen, to

the great enlargement of the inland and

coaſting trade of the iſland. Now, fince

the Engliſh manufactures create ſuch an

advantageous circulation of them, and con

ſequently increaſe the national riches, how.

uſeful a ſet of men are the manufacturers

themſelves, who are happily inſtrumental

in rendering the inland commerce of Eng

land more confiderable than that of any

other country :

But we proceed to ſhew, that the mecha

nic arts are likewiſe conducive to maintain

and promote foreign commerce; for the

merchant and artificer mutually contribute

to this excellent purpoſe, as well as to the

advancement of each other's intereſt. If a

ſtate be never ſo diſadvantageouſly ſituated,

and have never ſo few natural commodities,

provided it hath good manufačtures, which

it can afford to ſell abroad at reaſonable

rates, and is induſtrious in carrying on its

trade and commerce, it is in a fair way of

becoming richer than finer and more plen

tiful countries, that ſtand in need of being

ſupplied by foreign manufactures; which is

the real ſtate of the caſe between Spain and

Holland. As to the latter country, from

a very low and deſpicable condition, it is

highly advanced, merely by means of its

trade and commerce, and the patronage and

encouragement it has given to ingenious

artificers. It was originally a low, mar

ſhy, and unwholeſome country, ſmall in its

extent, and extremely poor in its native

productions; it ...! of a handful of

fiſhermen and cheeſemongers, who were ſti

led beggars, when the whole of the taxes

they paid to the Spaniards, for their cheeſe

and ſaltfiſh, amounted to a trifling ſum. But

this little unpromiſing ſpot, ever ſince a

mechanic and commercial ſpirit has been

diffuſed among its inhabitants, is become a

flouriſhing and wealthy place; they now

pay to the ſtate, at leaſt, a fourth part of

their incomes, or the produce of their in

duſtry; and there are no poor among them.

The face of this country is now ſurpriſingly

altered, the waters having been ſo effectu

ally drained, that it is capable not only of

paſturage and tillage, but of gardening

too ; the ground is both raiſed and ſtreng

thened, for the ſecurity of its habitations ;

it abounds with meat and gonvenient towns,

A 2. we!!
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well ſtocked with trading inhabitants; li

men, woollen, and many other profitable

manufactures have been eſtabliſhed therein;

and there is an eager emulation among the

mechanic artificers, as to excelling in their

reſpe&tive occupations. , Spain, on the con

trary, is a very extenſive and wholeſome

country, has a fertile ſoil, and abounds

with many valuable natural commodities;

it has, moreover, an immenſe treaſure an

nually remitted from the mines of Peru and

Mexico; and yet, for want of mechanic

arts and produćtions, it diffipates its wealth

among other countries.

Let us now take a brief view of the pre

fent ſtate of England, and we ſhall be far

ther convinced of the great influence and

ſubſerviency of the mechanic arts to main

tain and promote foreign trade and com

merce; for nothing is more evident, than

that the commercial intereſt and navigation

of this nation principally depend upon its

mechanic and manufactural arts. As to

fome of its natural produćtions, it would

be extremely impolitic to tranſmit them to

other nations, who might work them up, to

the prejudice of its own manufačtures; this

is the caſe, as to Engliſh wool in particular,

the exportation whereof is therefore wiſely

prohibited ; but, when it is manufactured

at home, it becomes an invaluable article

of foreign commerce, and is juſtly ſtiled a

ſtaple commodity. But there is a vaſt va

riety of other Engliſh manufactures, which

turn to exceeding account, by being ex

ported to foreign parts; and, in this view,

, the mechani appears to be of the laſt con

fequence and importance to his country, as

he ſo greatly contributes to its grandeur and

proſperity. What is it that has, of late

years, enabled this kingdom to make a

more illuſtrious figure than it did in former

times, but the enlargement of its traffic

And what is it that has been the chief means

of enlarging its traffic, but the cultivation

and improvement of its artificial produc

tions As to the value of land, it is hereby

increaſed to a ſurpriſing degree; and, as to

the ſupport of the Government, its princi

pal reſources ariſe from this quarter. It is

trade, the flouriſhing trade of his kingdom,

that maintains its power, ſplendor, and

opulence ; that gives magnificence to the

great, wealth to the rich, and employment

to the poor; and that plentifully diſtributes

the gifts of nature to all ranks and degrees

of perſons. -

If trade, then, be ſo highly conducive to

the proſperity of a nation, and if our own,

in particular, be ſo greatly indebted to it

for the reſpe&table figure it makes in the

world; it neceſſarily follows, that it de

*

ſerves to be encouraged, ſupported, impro

ved, and enlarged, in proportion to its real

uſefulneſs and importance. There are two

ways of doing this to very good purpoſe;

viz. by the improvement of the old, and

thedº, of new manufačtures ; for, as

to the former, the more complete and ex

cellent theſe artificial produćtions are, in

their kind, the greater is their intrinſic va

lue, and the more likely they are to turn to

a profitable account, and raiſe the credit

and reputation of the country wherein they

are made, and from whence they are ex

ported; and, as to the latter, the more the

number of trades is increaſed, the more

multiplied are the means of inriching the

community. The policy of the French, in

this reſpeši, is notorious, which has greatly

advanced their trade and navigation; for,

in France, every man, whether a native or

foreigner, who is endowed with abilities,

and exerts them in the cultivation and im:

provement of the mechanic arts, never fails

of meeting with a ſuitable reward; and the

Dutch encourage ingenious artificers from

every quarter, and all projects for the pro
motion of their manufaëtures. The Wiſ

dom of our own nation has given encou

ragement to new improvements and inven.

tions in trade by beneficial patents; and, if

pecuniary rewards had been alſo promiſed

to the improvers or inventors, they would,

perhaps, have proved a more effectual in:

centive to ſuch undertakings. The Royal

Society is, in its nature and conſtitution,

admirably adºpted both to improve and in

creaſe the manual arts, by means of philo

ſophical experiments; and, in faët, the me:

chanic artificers have been greatly indebted

to their important diſcoveries. But the So

ciety for the Encouragement of Arts, Ma

nufactures, and Commerce, agreeably to

the deſign of its inſtitution, has a direét

tendency to bring to perfe&tion the artificial

commodities in preſent uſe, as well as to

introduce new produćtions ; and this it ge

nerouſly attempts by prizes well adapted to

excite a laudable emulation in the candi

dates to exert their abilities. The plan of

theſe public-ſpirited Gentlemen is very ex

tenſive, as not only all parts of this king

dom, but the Britiſh colonies in America

are obječts thereof; but prudent precautions

are taken, that the commodities of the lat

ter do not interfere with the manufactures

of the former. They not only encourage

the mechanic arts, but alſo the cultivation

of the materials uſed by the artificers ; and

they not only picyoſe to beflow premiums

on thoſe who ſhali, in particular caſes, make

uſeful diſcoveries, but likewiſe to give a

gold medal to the author who ſhall point

- - out
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out the moſt practicable means of the future

advancement of the manual arts. Daily

experience ſhews the extraordinary effects

of the ſmall rewards diſtributed in Scotland

and Ireland, for the improvement of their

manufactures; and there is no doubt to be

made, that the good effects of the above

mentioned Engliſh Society will, in due

time, ... appear, to their own im

mortal honour, as well as to the reputation

and intereſt of the Imperial Crown of
Great Britain.

An Hiſtorical Account of the Proceedings of the laſt Sºſion of the Britiſh Parliament.

HE ſeſſion was opened on Thurſ

day, the firſt of December, 1757, by

a ſpeech from the throne (ſee Vol. XXI,

Page 256.) and addreſſes of thanks were

unanimouſly agreed to by both Houſes, and

the uſual Committees appointed.

On the 6th, the Commiſſioners of the

Cuſtoms preſented to the Houſe

No. 1. An account of prohibited Eaſt

India goods brought into the Eaſt. India

warehouſes in St. Helen's, in the port of

London, ſince Michaelmas 1756; alſo what

have been exported from that time, and,

what remained at Michaelmas 1757; and

alſo

No. 2. An account of prohibited Eaſt

India goods brought into the Eaſt-India

warehouſes at Leadenhall and Billiter-lane,

in the port of London, fince Michaelmas

1756; alſo what have been exported from

that time, and what remained at Michael

mas 1757; and alſo

No. 3. An account of prohibited Eaſt

India goods remaining in his Majeſty's

warehouſes, in the port of London, at

Michaelmas 1756; what have been ſince

brought in, what exported, as alſo what

remained at Michaelmas 1757; and alſo

No. 4. An account of Eaſt-India goods,

prohibited to be worn in this kingdom, in

the reſpe&tive warehouſes in the out-ports,

at Michaelmas 1756; what have been ſince

brought in, what exported, as alſo what re

mained at Michaelmas 1757; and alſo

No. 5. An account of prohibited Eaſt

India goods which have been delivered out

of the warehouſes at St. Helen's, Leaden

hall, Billiter-lane, and Cuſtom-houſe, in

the port of London, ſince Michaelmas 1756,

in order to be dyed, glazed, &c. what have

been returned, and what remained out of the

ſaid warehouſes at Michaelmas 1757; and

alſo

No. 6. An account of naval ſtores im

ported from Ruſſia into the port of Lon

don, from Michaelmas 1756 to Michael

mas 1757; and alſo

No. 7. An account of naval ſtores im

ported from Ruſſia into the ports of Eng

land, commonly called the out ports, from

Michaelmas 1756 to Michaelmas 1757;

and alſo

No. 8. An account of the number of

ſhips which have been employed in the

whale fiſhery to Davis's Streights and the

Greenland ſeas, with their reſpective names

and burthens, from whence they were

fitted out, and at what port in Great Bri

tain they were diſcharged; and alſo what

quantity of oil or whale fins each ſhip has

imported in the year 1757. -

On the 7th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for continuing certain laws made, in the laſt

ſeſſion of Parliament, for prohibiting the

exportation of corn, malt, &c.

The ſame day, the Lord Barrington pre

ſented to the Houſe -

An eſtimate of the charge of the guards,

garriſons, and other his Majeſty's land forces

in Great Britain, for the year 1758; alſo

An eſtimate of the charge of his Majeſ

ty's forces in the Plantations and Gibraltar,

for the year 1758; alſo

An eſtimate of the charge of four regi

ments of foot, on the Iriſh eſtabliſhment,

ſerving in North America and the Eaſt

Indies, for the year 1758; and alſo

An eſtimate of the charge of general and

ſtaff Officers, and Officers of the hoſpitals,

for the year 1758.

On the 8th, Dr. Hay (from the Commiſ

fioners for executing the office of Lord High

Admiral of Great Britain) preſented to the

Houſe -

The ordinary eſtimate of his Majeſty's

navy, for the year 1758.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

that 60,000 men be employed for the ſea

ſervice for the year 1758, including 14,845

marines.

That a ſum not exceeding 4 I. per man,

per month, be allowed for maintaining the

ſaid 6o,ooo men, for 13 months, including

the ordnance for ſea ſervice.

On the 9th, the Lords Commiſſioners no

tified the royal aſſent to an ačt for continu

ing certain laws made, in the laſt ſeſſion of

Prliament, for prohibiting the exportation,

of corn, mait, meal, flour, bread, biſcuit,

and ſtarch; for prohibiting the making of

low wines and ſpirits from barley, or any

other grain, or from meal or flour; to al

low the tranſportation of wheat, &c, to the

iſle of Man; for continuing an ačt made,

in the ſame ſeſſion, for diſcontinuing the du

ties on corn and flour imported, and on

Corn,

_*
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corn, &c. taken from the enemy; to permit

the importation of corn and flour into Great

Britain and Ireland in neutral ſhips ; to

authoriſe his Majeſty, with the advice of his

Privy-council, to order the exportation of

ſuch quantities of theſe commodities as may

be neceſſary for the ſuſtentation of any forces

in Britiſh pay, or of his allies; and to pro

hibit the payment of any bounty on the ex

portation of any of theſe commodities, du

iing the continuance of this ačt.

On the 12th, Mr. Earle preſented to the

Houſe / -

An eſtimate of the charge of the office of

©rdnance, for the year 1758, for the land

ſervice.

On the 13th, Mr. Oxenford (from the

Commiſſioners of the Cuſtoms) preſented to

the Houſe

An account of the quantity of grain and

meal imported into England, from Michael

mas 1756 to Michaelmas 1757, diſtinguiſh

ing the ſeveral ſpecies, the places from

whence brought, and the ports at which

imported.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That, towards raiſing the ſupply granted

to his Majeſty, the ſum of 4s. in the pound

be raiſed, within the ſpace of one year, from .

the 25th of March, 1758, upon lands, te

nements, hereditaments, and perſonal eſ

tates, and alſo upon offices and penſions, in

England, Wales, and the town of Berwick

upon Tweed ; and that a proportionable

ceſs be laid upon Scotland.

On the 14th, the Chamberlain of the

city of London preſented to the Houſe

An account of the ſurplus of the fund for

the relief of the orphans and other creditors

of the city of London, on the fifth of July,

1757; and alſo -

An account of money received and paid,

in purſuance of the act to improve, widen,

and enlarge the paſſage over and through

Lordon-bridge, from the 14th of December,

1756, excluſive, to the 5th of December,

1757, incluſive. -

The ſame day, Mr. Seddon, from the

Commiſſioners for building Weſtminſter

bridge, preſented to the Houſe

A ſtate of the proceedings of the ſaid

Commiſſioners, from the 3oth of November,

1756, to the 6th of December, 1757, in

cluſive; and alſo -

Accounts of the Treaſurer to the ſaid

Commiſſioners, from the 10th of O&tober,

1756, to the 10th of O&tober, 1757.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commens, ſignifying, That they

had Î aſſed a bill, intitled, ‘An act to ena.

ble J. hn Earl of Sandwich, Wellbore El.

lis, Eſq; and Thomas Potter, Eſq; to take,

in Great Britain, the oath of office as Vice

treaſurer, Receiver-general, and Paymaſter

general of all his Majeſty's revenues in

Ireland, and to qualify themſelves for the
ſaid offices. -

On the 15th, Mr. Wilford (from the

Exchequer) preſented to the Houſe

An account of the money remaining in

the Exchequer, diſpoſable by Parliament,

of the produce of the ſinking fund for the

quarter ending the Ioth of Oétober, 1757.

. The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

that a number of land forces, including

4oo8 invalids, amounting to 53,777 effec

tive men, commiſſion and non-commiſſion

Officers included, be employed in the year

1758.

That 1,253,368 1. 18s. 6 d. be granted

to his Majeſty, for defiaying the charge of

the 53,777 effective men, for guards and

garriſons, and other his land forces in Great

Britain, Guernſey, and Jerſey, for the year

1758. -

That 37,452 l. 3 s. 4 d. be granted to his

Majeſty, for the pay of the general and ſtaff

Officers, and Officers of the hoſpitals, for

his land forces, for the year 1758.

That 623,704 l. 2 d. be granted to his

Majeſty, for maintaining his forces and

garriſons in the Plantations and Gibraltar,

and for proviſions for the garriſons in Nova

Scotia, Newfoundland, Gibraltar, and Pro

vidence, for the year 1758.

That 43.968 l. 4. s. 2 d. be granted to his

Majeſty, for defraying the charge of four

regiments of foot, on the Iriſh eſtabliſh

ment, ſeiving in North America and the

Eaſt-Indies, for the year 1758.

On the 16th, Mr. Wilford, from the

Exchequer, preſented to the Houſe

An account of all ſums of money which

have been iſſued by his Majeſty's orders,

purſuant to the addreſſes of this Honourable

Houſe, and which have not been made

good by this Houſe.

On the 17th, the Commons paſſed the

bill for continuing to his Majeſty certain

duties on malt, mum, cyder, and perry,

for the ſervice of the year 1758.

On the 19th, Mr. Rowe (from the Com

miſſioners of the Cuſtoms in Scotland) pre

ſented to the Houſe

An account of all corn, meal, malt,

flour, bread, biſcuit, and ſtarch, that have

been exported from Scotland, from the

commencement of an ačt of Parliament,

made in the 30th year of his preſent Ma

jeſty, to the 1ſt of December, 1757; and

alſo

An account of what number of ſhips

from Scotland have been employed in the

whale fiſhery to Davis's Streights and the

Greenland
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. Greenland ſeas, with their names and bur

thens, from whence they were fitted out, and

at what port diſcharged; and alſo what

quantity of oil or whale fins each ſhip has

imported, from the 10th of O&tober, 1756.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for granting an aid to his Majeſty by

a land tax in Great Britain, for the year

1753; and for inforcing the payment of

the rates to be aſſeſſed on Somerſet-houſe in

the Strand.

On the zoth the Commons reſolved,

That 93,371 l. 11 s. 7 #d, remaining in

the receipt of his Majeſty's Exchequer, diſ

poſable by Parliament, of the produce of

the finking fund for the quarter ended the

10th of O&tober, 1757, be iſſued and ap

plied towards making good the ſupply grant

ed in this ſeſſion of Parliament.

That, towards raiſing the ſupply granted

to his Majeſty, there be iſſued and applied

.300,oool. out of ſuch monies as ſhall or

may ariſe of the ſurpluſſes, exceſſes, or over

plus monies, and other revenues, compo

ſing the finking fund.

That 181,505 l. 10 s. be granted to his

Majeſty, for the charge of the office of Ord

nance for land ſervice for the year 1758.

That 210, 2011. 17 s. 3 d. be granted to

his Majeſty, for defraying the extraordi

mary expence of the office of Ordnance for

land ſervice, not provided for by Parliament.

That 31,oool. be granted to his Majeſty,

to make good the like ſum which has been

iſſued by him, in purſuance of the addreſſes
of this Houſe.

On the 21ſt, the Commons paſſed a bill

for allowing the importation of ſuch fine

Italian organzine ſilk, into this kingdom,

from any port or place whatſoever, as ſhall

have been ſhipped on or before the day

therein mentioned.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a bill

from the Lords, intitled, “An ačt to en

able John Earl of Sandwich, Wellbore

Ellis, Eſq; and Thomas Potter, Eſq; to

take, in Great Britain, the oath of office as

Vice-treaſurer, Receiver-general, and Pay

maſter-general of all his Majeſty's revenues

in Ireland, and to qualify themſelves for the

ſaid offices.

On the 22d, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the land tax bill, the bill for con

tinuing the duties on malt, mum, &c. and

, that for the importation of fine organzine

ſilk into this kingdom, without any amend

* ment.

On the 23d his Majeſty came to the

Houſe of Peers, and gave the royal aſſent to

the bill for continuing the duties on malt,

mum, &c. to the land-tax bill, that al

*

–lº. ---

lowing the importation of.. filk,

and the bill enabling John Earl of Sandwich,

Wellbore Ellis, Eſq; and Thomas Potter,

Eſq; to qualify themſelves in England for

their reſpective offices in Ireland.

On the 16th of January, Mr. Pourier

(from the Committee of the Company of

Merchants trading to Africa) preſented to

the Houſe

A paper, intitled, “Anno 1757–The

account of the Committee of the Company

of Merchants trading to Africa; diſtin

guiſhing every article of expence under its

proper title.”

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed the

bill for puniſhing mutiny and deſertion.

On the 18th, Mr. Secretary Pitt deliver

ed to the Houſe a meſſage from his Majeſ

ty, ſigned with his own hand, recommend

ing to their ſpeedy confideration a ſupply

to enable him to ſubſiſt and keep together,

in this critical exigency, the army formed

laſt year in his electoral dominions; which

meſſage is as follows :

* G E O R G E R.

* His Majeſty having ordered the army,

formed laſt year in his elećtoral dominions,

to be put again into motion from the 28th

of November laſt, and to ačt with the ut

moſt vigour againſt the common enemy, in

concert with his good brother and ally the

King of Pruſſia; and the exhauſted and

ruined ſtate of the eleētorate, and of its

revenues, having rendered it impoſſible for

the ſame to maintain and keep together that

army, until the further neceſſary charge

thereof, as well as the more particular mea

ſures now concerting for the effectual ſup

port of the King of Pruſſia, can be laid

before this Houſe ; his Majeſty, relying on

the conſtant zeal of his faithful Commons,

for the ſupport of the Proteſtant religion, and

of the liberties of Europe, againſt the dam

gerous deſigns of France and her confede

rates, finds himſelf, in the mean time, un

der the abſolute neceſſity of recommending

to this Houſe the ſpeedy confideration of

ſuch a preſent ſupply, as may enable his

Majeſty, in this critical exigency, to ſubſiſt

and keep together the ſaid army.

G. R.”

On the 20th, the Lord Barrington pre

ſented to the Houſe

A liſt of the reduced Officers of his Ma

jeſty's land forces and marines intitled to re

ceive half-pay in great Britain, with an eſ

timate of the charge thereof, for the year

1758; alſo

An eſtimate of the charge for allowances

to the ſeveral Officers and private Gentle

men of the two troops of horſe-guards, and

regiment of horſe, reduced, and to the fu:

perannuated
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Perannuated Gentlemen of the four troops

of horſe-guards, for the year 1758; and

alſo

A liſt of the widows of ſuch reduced Of

ficers of his Majeſty's land forces and ma

rines, who died on the eſtabliſhment of half

pay in Great Britain, and who were mar

ried to them before the 25th of December,

1716, with an eſtimate of the chargethereof

for the year 1758.

On the 23d, the Commons paſſed a bill

for dividing and incloſing Brancepeth and

Stockley moors, or commons, in the county

of Durham.

The ſame day, they reſolved,

That 1oo, cool. be granted to his Ma

jeſty, upon account, towards enabling him

to ſubſiſt and keep together the army formed

laſt yearin his ele&toral dominions, and now

aćtually employed in concert with the King

of Pruſſia.

That 224,421 I. 5 s. 8d. be granted to

his Majeſty for the ordinary of the navy,

including half-pay to the ſea Officers, for

the year 1758, .

That 10,oool. be granted to his Majeſty

for carrying on the works of the hoſpital

for fick and wounded ſeamen, building at

Haſler near Goſport, for the year 1758.

That 10,000 l. be granted to his Majeſty

for carrying on the works of the hoſpital

for fick and wounded ſeamen, building

near Plymouth, for 1758. -

That to,oool. be granted to his Majeſty

upon account, for the better maintenance

of Greenwich hoſpital. -

On the 24th, Dr. Hay (from the Com

miſſioners for executing the office of Lord

High Admiral of Great Britain) preſented

to the Houſe

An eſtimate of the debt of his Majeſty's

navy, as it ſtood on the 31ſt of December,

1757.

On the zºth, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Houſe, fignifying, That they had paſ

ſed a bill, intitled, “An ačt to diſſolve the

marriage of Godfrey Wentworth, Eſq; with

Dorothea Pilkington, his now wife, and to

enable him to marry again, and for other

purpoſes therein mentioned.”

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for repairing and widening ſeveral roads

in the counties of Dorſet and Devon, lead

ing to and through the borough of Lyme

Regis. -

On the 26th, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Houſe, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill intitled, “An act for pu

niſhing mutiny and deſertion, &c. with an

amendment, to which they defired their con

currence.

~

On the 27th, Mr. Weſt preſented to the

Houſe

Surpluſes ſtated the 5th of April, 1757;
and alſo

Surpluſſes ſtated the 10th of O&tober,

1757.

The ſame day, the Commons agreed to

the Lords amendment of the bill for pu

niſhing mutiny and deſertion.

On the 31ſt, the Commons reſolved,

That 35,602 l; be granted to his Majeſty,

upon account of the reduced Officers of

his Majeſty's land forces and marines, for

the year 1758. -

That 3,0981. 17s. 11 d. be granted to

his Majeſty, for defraying the allowances

to the Officers and private Gentlemen of

the two troops of horſe-guards, and regi

ment of horſe, reduced, and to the ſuper

annuated Gentlemen of the four troops of

horſe-guards, for the year 1758.

That 2,2261, be granted to his Majeſty,

for paying penſions to the widows of ſuch

reduced Officers of his land forces and ma

rines as died upon the eſtabliſhment of half

pay in Great Britain, and who were mar

ried to them before the 25th of December,

1716, for the year 1758.

On the 1ſt of February, Mr. Tomkyns

(from the Commiſſioners of the Cuſtoms)

preſented to the Houſe

An account of the quantities of coal and

culm that have been exported out of Eng

land, from the 5th of January, 1755, to the

5th of January, 1757, diſtinguiſhing each

year, with the ſeveral duties paid thereon. ,

On the 2d, Mr. Rowe (from the Com

miſſioners of the Cuſtoms in Scotland) pre
ſented to the Houſe

An account of the quantity of grain and

meal imported into Scotland, from the 1 oth

of O&tober, 1756, to the 6th of December,

1757, diſtinguiſhing the ſeveral ſpecies, and

the places from whence brought, and at

which imported.

On the 6th, Mr. Collingwood, Secretary

to the hoſpital for expoſed and deſerted

young children, preſented to the Houſe

An account of the number of children re

ceived into the ſaid hoſpital, from the 31ſt

of December 1756, excluſive, to the 31ſt of

December 1757, incluſive, in conſequence

of 30,ooo l. granted, in the laſt ſeſſion of

Parliament, to enable the ſaid Governors

and Guardians to receive all ſuch children,

under a certain age to be by them limited,

as ſhould be brought to the ſaid hoſpital be

fore the 1ſt of January, 1758; and alſo to

enable them to maintain and educate ſuch

as are now under their care, and continue

to execute the good purpoſes of their incor

- - Poration;
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poration; and alſo an account how the mo

ney received, and the balance of the laſt ac

count, delivered into the Houſe the 22d

of December, 1756, being 2700 l. os. 3 d.

has been expended ; likewife an account of

the number of children now maintained at

the expence of the ſaid hoſpital.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they

had agreed to the bill, intitled, “An ačt

for dividing and incloſing Brancepeth and

Stockley moors, or commons, in the county

of Durham.”

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That zoo,oool. be granted to his Majeſty

for the buildings, rebuildings, and repairs

of his Majeſty's ſhips, for the year 1758.

On the 9th of February, Mr. Elliot (from

the Commiſſioners for executing the office

of Lord High Admiral of Great Britain)

preſented to the Houſe

An account of the number of ſick ſeamen

ſent to the royal hoſpital building at Haſler,

near Geſport, fince any part of the ſaid

building has been fitted for the reception

of ſuch ſick ſeamen, with an account of the

diſeaſes for which they were ſent, how ma

ny have been returned cured, how many

diſcharged unſerviceable, and how many
died. * -

On the 10th, Mr. Horne (from the Com

miſſioners of Greenwich hoſpital) preſented
to the Houſe -

The report of the Commiſſioners of

Greenwich hoſpital, of what money has

been received from the Derwentwater eſtate,

between the 1ſt of December, 1756, and

the 30th of November, 1757, and of their

proceedings in carrying on the building.

The ſame day, the Commons, paſſed a

bill for repairing the road, from the village

of Magor, to the Bridge-foot, in the town

of Chepſtow, in the county of Monmouth,

and other roads in the counties of Mon

mouth and Glouceſter; alſo

A bill for naturaliſing George Clifford;

and alſo

A bill from the Lords, intitled, “ An

aćt to diſſolve the marriage of Godfrey

Wentworth, Eſq;" with Dorothea Pilking

ton, his now wife, &c.”

The ſame day, Mr. Tomkyns (from

the Commiſſioners of the Cuſtoms) preſent
ed to the Houſe -

An account of the number of cattle that

have been imported into England from the

Iſle of Man, from Chriſtmas, 1746, to the

5th of January, 1757, diſtinguiſhing each

year.

On the 11th, Mr. Johnſon (from the

Commiſſioners of the Exciſe) preſented to
the Houſe -

An account of the produce of the duties

on candles in England, for the year ended

the 5th of July, 1756, diſtinguiſhing the

amount of each collection, and London.

On the 13th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for repealing ſo much of the ačt of the 15th

year of his preſent Majeſty, for enlarging

the terms and powers granted by an act of

the 13th of George I, for repairing the

roads from Cirenceſter town's end to St.

John's bridge, in the county of Glouceſter,

as dire&ts, that the inhabitants of the ſeveral

pariſhes and hamlets, therein named, ſhall

paſs toll-free ; and for repairing the ſtreet

from the High Croſs in Cirenceſter to the

town's end there, and for other purpoſes

therein mentioned, and for enlarging the

terms and powers granted by the ſaid two

former ačts.

On the 14th, Mr. Porrier (from the

Committee of the Company of Merchants

trading to Africa) preſented to the Houſe

Copies of advices, received by the ſaid

Committee, of the repairs done by their Of

ficers to the Britiſh forts on the coaſt of

Afica, fince Juſtly Watſon, Eſq; took a

ſurvey of them.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they

had agreed to the bill intitled, ‘An ačt for

repairing and widening ſeveral roads, in the

counties of Dorſet and Devon, to and

through the borough of Lyme Regis.

On the 15th, Mr. Tomkyns (from the

Commiſſioners of the Cuſtoms) preſented to

the Houſe -

An account of the quantity of tallow im

ported into England, from Chriſtmas, 1746,

to the 5th of January, 1757, diſtinguiſhing

each year, and the places from whence im:

ported, with the duties paid thereon; and

alſo

An account of the tallow exported from

England, from Chriſtmas, 1746, to the

3th of January, 1757, diſtinguiſhing each

year, and the places, to which exported,

with the drawback paid thereon.

On the zoth, Mr. Tomkyns (from the

Commiſſioners of the Cuſtoms) preſented

to the Houſe -

An account of the number of raw hides

imported into England, from Chriſtmas,

1746, to the 5th of January, 1757, diſtin

guiſhing each year, and the places from

whence imported, with the duties paid

thereon ; and alſo -

An account of the number of raw calf

ſkins imported into England, from Chriſt

mas, 1746, to the 5th of January, 1757,

diſtinguiſhing each year, and the places

from whence imported, with the duties paid

thereon; and alſo a
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An account of the value of tanners bark

exported from England, from Chriſtmas,

1746, to the 5th of January, 1757, diſtin

guiſhing each year, and the places to which

exported.

[ To be continued. I

Several Extraº from the Author's general Explanatory Defence of his Eſtimate of the

Manners and Principles of the Times.

I. is objećted, that “many good and

well meaning people have taken offence

as being involved in the blameable manners

of the times, and therefore charged with

guilt, as the enemies of their country, while

they are not conſcious of acting intentionally

amiſs.’— -

In reply to this, he quotes his vindication

from ſome paſſages in the book itſelf. “It

is not affirmed or implied, in this general

review, that every individual hath aſſumed

the garb and charaćter of falſe delicacy. —

As, in manly ages, ſome will be effeminate,

ſo, in effeminate times, the manly charaćter

will be found.’—‘But from the general

combination of manners and principles, in

every period, will always reſult one ruling

and predominant charaćter*.”

Yet, although the charaćter of guilty effe

minacy belongs not to all, it ſeems to the

writer, that none are exempt from ſome de

gree orother of thoſe ruling manners, which,

when indulged beyond a certain degree,

conſtitute the charaćter of guilty effeminacy.

He cannot acquit his beſt and worthieſt

friends of ſome participation with the defečts

of their time and country, nor doth he pre

tend to be exempt from them himſelf.

Theſe manners are, in a certain degree, in

wrought into our very nature by the force of

early habit; and we might as well attempt

to diveſt ourſelves of the modes of ſpeech,

as of the modes of thought and ačtion

which are peculiar to our time and coun

try +. Hence, all charaćters are imperfect,

not only from their internal frame and paſ

ſions, but from their external habits of edu

cation; but, where the ſcales fairly prepon

derate on the ſide of reaſon and virtue, tho’

the charaćter be imperfect, it is not vicious.

Nay, not only the worthieſt are in ſome de

gree neceſſarily tinétured with the ruling

errors of the times, but I affirm, “that men

may be involved in the manners of the

times, to a degree that is even pernicious, and

yet not be juſtly ſtigmatiſed as immoral

or unworthy chara&ers, ſo as to become

juſtly the objećts of hatred or deteſtation.”

To prove that I am not cooking up a new

ſyſtem in my own defence, I muſt again

have recourſe to the Eſtimate itſelf; the fol

* Vol. I, p. 65.

+ Virtuous and vicious ev'ry man muſt be,

Few in th' extreme, but all in the degree:

i Vol. II, F, 173. | Wol, I, P. 29.

lowing paragraph is decifive : “Several ha

bits, qualities, and ačtions, which ſeem in

nocent in themſelves, as they affect or influ

ence private life, are equally or more hurt

ful than others of a more odious appear

ance, if we conſider them as they affect the

public ſtrength and welfare. This comes

to paſs, becauſe the ill conſequences of

ſome ačtions are immediate; of others,

more diſtant. The firſt ſtrike the imagina

tion, and are ſeen by all : The latter muſt

be traced up to their cauſes by the uſe of

reaſon; and to do this exceeds the talents

of the many I.”

The author applies this truth fairly and

candidly in his own defence : A uſe, which

he little dreamt, when he writ it, that he

fhould ever have occaſion. When, there

fore, the author charged his contemporaries

with indulging manners permicious to the

public welfare, he never intended to charge

all, who thus indulged them, with any de

ſigned immorality or guilt. Theſe man

mers do not neceſſarily imply an immoral

charaćter, in the ſtricteſt ſenſe; becauſe, tho’

they be attended with diſtant conſequences

which are bad, may perhaps fatal, yet theſe

conſequences are not always perceived or

ſuſpected by thoſe who are involved in them.

There is, in this caſe, no idea, no ſuſpicion

of any violation of duty ; and therefore,

ſtričily ſpeaking, no moral guilt or demerit

can ariſe. Yet theſe manners “tho' in appear

ance they are too trite to merit notice, and

too trifling for rebuke, may, in their ten

dency, be as fatal to the ſtability of a na

tion, as maxims and manners more appa

rently flagitious ||.’

Now, theſe manners, thus fraught with

hidden and unſeen miſchief, ought ſurely to

be laid open, in all their conſequences, no

leſs than manners more apparently flagiti

ous; nay, there is indeed the greater neceſ

ſity for ſuch a developement, becauſe, with

out it, even the worthy and well-intentioned

may be drawn in, while they ſuſpect no ſuch

conſequence, to adopt a ſyſtem of manners

deſtrućtive to their country. Let the follow

ing paragraph ſerve as a concurrent proof

of what is here aſſerted : “The more trite

and trifling. the facts may ſeem, the more

The rogue and fool by fits is fair and wiſe;

And cv'n the beſt, by fits, what they deſpiſe.

their

|



their conſequences are likely to eſcape no

tice; for attention is naturally fixed only on

things of manifeſt importance. Now, if

indeed, notwithſtanding this, they be, in

their tendency, as fatal to the ſtability of a

nation, as maxims and manners more appa

rently flagitious; then it may be not only

a taſk of ſome importance, but of ſome de

licacy too, to trace them to their conſequen

ces and ſources”.’ This may be called the

ſecond degree, in which the writer eſteems

his country very generally infected with that

ſyſtem of manners which he hath attempted

to diſgrace; but neither, in this degree, does

he think that moral guilt is chargeable on

the delinquents; nor did he ever charge

them with it, ſo as to endeavour to render

individuals the objects of hatred and dete

ſtation.

But there is a third degree of degeneracy,

which the writer eſteems the proper object

of ſevere cenſure and reproof; and that

is “when, thro' a determined purſuit of gain

or pleaſure, manifeſt ill conſequences are

wilfully overlooked and ſeaſonable admoni

tions neglected, or when theſe conſequences

are ſeen, and admenitions attended to ; yet

deliberately deſpiſed, and ſet at defiance.”

Now, this degree of degeneracy, the author

believes and hopes, is not very common;

indeed, the very tenor of his work, the

very eſſential principles on which he ſet out,

imply and affirm the contrary; for, if this

had been the repreſentation he had deſigned

to make of his times and country, he muſt

have regarded and branded them as profli

gate. But he is ſo far from this, that he hath

expreſsly affirmed, as a fundamental princi

ple of his work, that the charaćier of the

times is not that of profligacy: “The ſight

eſt obſervation, if attended with impatiality,

may convince us, that the character of the

manners of this age and nation is by no

means that of abandoned wickedneſs and

prºfligacy. . This degree of degeneracy,

indeed, is often imputed t to the times; but

to what times hath it not been imputed '

Again : ‘If the previous eſtimate, already

given, be juſt ; if the ſpirit of liberty, huma

nity, and equity, be in a certain degree yet

left among us, ſome of the moſt eſſential

foundations of abandoned wickedneſs and

profligacy can have no place f. Yet, tho’

theſe atrocious crimes have no place among

us, ſo as to form the character of a people,

the writer can entertain no doubt but there

are charaćlers in every rank and ſtation of

.life, who may juſtly deſerve the ſtyle of

profligate. This is often ſuppoſed, in the

courſe of the Eſtimate ; theſe charaćiers,

with their effects on the public welfare, are

* Yol. II, p. 34.

incidentally touched on ; But, as the gene

ral tenor and complexion of the work ſup

poſes that the general character of the times

is totally different from this, no candid rea

der, ſure, will charge the writer with im

puting this profligacy to any particular cha

raēter, unleſs where it is particularly affirm

ed and imputed. -

Such, then, is the general foundation of

the writer's main Defence; and he hath only

to apply theſe general principles of defence

to all thoſe ranks, conditions, orders, and

profeſſions, which he hath ſcrutiniſed in his

Eſtimate, in order to clear himſelf of this

capital objection. Thus, when he affirms,

that the leading ranks in general are infect

ed with the manners of the times, he means

not to charge the leading ranks with a gene

ral profligacy or deliberate guilt; he believes

them involved, from their ſituation, in a

ſyſtem of manners, and in very various de

grees of theſe manners, which if not at

tended to, and curbed in their exceſs, will

ſoon or late endanger the ſtability of the

commonwealth; but he knows, that many

among theſe leading ranks are poſſeſſed of

qualities truly amiable. He only thinks,

and hath aſſerted what he thinks, that they

heedleſsly adopt a ſyſtem of manners, which,

if unchecked in their progreſs, will be at

tended with ſuch effects as they themſelves

would tremble to behold.

He regards the armies of Great Britain,

as being leſs groſsly vicious than in former

times; me applauds their valour in particu

lar initances; but he points out, what all

indifferent people acknowledge, that the ru

ling chara&ter of the times hath naturally

drawn them into a ſyſtem of manners which

tends to the deſtruction of military ſpirit.

Of the ſame kind are his firićtures on the

navy; nay, here he acknowledgeth inſtances

of the moſt conſummate bravery. He la

ments the public ačt of their country, which

expoſed theſe Gentlemen to the temptations

of gain, in preference to views of duty; he

affirms, that their remiſineſs is not properly

a perſonal guilt, but the natural effect of

their ſituation, in ſuch a period, and in ſuch

a nation; for that “they are brave, hardy,

and intrepid, till they riſe to the higher com

mands; and then the example and manners

of the time infect them.” -

He hath treated his cwn profeſſion with

the ſame freedom and impartiality : But

what is remarkable here, is, , that, while

ſome cry aloud againſt him for his ill uſage

of his own profeſſion, others affirm he hath

done it more than juſtice; for it ſeems he

hath affirmed that “in the middle ranks of

of this profeſſian there are more good quali

† Ib. p. 28,f Vol. I, p. 26.

B 2.
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ties found than in any other.” This, indeed,

he thinks is true; and reſolves it, not into

the ſuperior perſonal virtue of the profeſſors,

but into the nature of the profeſſion itſelf;

which, among the middle ranks, contains

and preſents ſtronger motives to virtue, and

more effectual bars to vice, than any other

profeſſion he knows of. Now, as he judgeth

of the virtues, ſo doth he judge of the fail

ings, or, if you will, the vices of this or

der; perſonal vices he never thought of med

dling with, but only thoſe of rank and pro

feſfion, eſpecially ſuch as the manners of the

times inflame. Now, it is manifeſt, that all

thoſe of this profeſſion, who “ converſe with

the world, and are ſuppoſed to make part

of it, without regard to their particular

rank, ſtand expoſed to temptations, follies,

and vices, which the more retired part of

the profeſſion are not expoſed to ; in ſuch a

eaſe it is hard to ſay where perſonal and mo

ral guilt begins ; but this he adventures to

fay, that many well-meaning men in the

profeſſion may be involved in manners and

habits which are conſequentially pernicious,

though ſeemingly innocent. This condućt

is often the effect of inattention ; doubtleſs,

it is ſometimes the reſult of deliberate deſign:

Where the boundaries lie, the writer pre

tends not to determine, neither is it neceſ.

ſary for his main purpoſe that he ſhould de

termine; becauſe his main purpoſe was only

to point out and prevent conſequences; and

conſequences will equally ariſe from any

ſuppoſed ſyſtem of condućt, whether that

condućt ariſeth from mere inattention, or

from moral depravity of heart.

With regard to the political Leaders of

the people, every man, who reads his work

With an eye of candor and impartiality, will

ſee that the general drift of his reaſoning is

of the ſame kind; he hath repreſented the

Great, as being too generally immerſed in

the purſuit of pleaſure, or of wealth, for the

fake of pleaſure; inattentive to the intereſts

of the public, but far from being void of

private, moral, and perſonal virtues. He

acknowledges there are kind fathers, mo

thers, fiſters, brothers, friends”; humani

ty to diſtreſs he inſiſts on as a ruling feature

of the times f ; and a general ſpirit of equi

ty, in all things that relate to private pro

perty, between man and man. Theſe vir

tues, yet left among us, do not only form

aniable chara&ters in the common inter

courſes of private life, but, in his opinion,

may form a fair foundation on which to

build thoſe public virtues, the loſs of which

He affirms and laments f : It is the idea of

a public that, in his opinion, is too gene

rally kºſt; it is the force of religion that is

* * Vol. I, Part I,

too generally no more ; it is the principhe

of virtuous and public honour that, in his

eſtimation, is too generally dwindled into

unmanly vanity. Thus, while the manners

of the times are in many inſtances amiable

and alluring, as they regard private life and

particular connections; the finews of the

commonwealth, the manners and principles

which ſhould unite all its members into one

body, vigorous ſtrong and terrible to its ene

mies; theſe, in his opinion, have been re

laxed into weakneſs and diſſolution.

Nay, even the great ruling evil of Par

liamentary influence, whoſe effects on the

national ſtrength he hath been ſo bold in

diſcloſing, and at which he believes the

Great have taken moſt offence;—even this

ruling evil, he believes, hath made its pre

greſs, in many inſtances, through the mere

inattention of the parties concerned ; who,

bent only on private advantage, or perhaps

a&tuated only by the reputation and honour

annexed to an extenſive influence (a view

no ways blameable, while conſiſtent with

the welfare of the public) and not conſcious

of thoſe effects which naturally aroſe from

ſuch a condu&, have often immerſed them

ſelves in all the wretchedneſs of party vio

lence and borough-jobbing, without any ill

intention to the ſtate. Nay, in many caſes,

he makes no doubt but the very private vir

tues of the man have given birth to the vices

of the politician; and a miſguided love to

ſons, daughters, friends, and dependants,

been the ſource of political ſervitude and at

tachments, which, in their unſeen or unre

garded effects, have been of the moſt fatal

conſequence to the commonweal, by raiſing

men to public offices of truſt and importance,

who were unequal to their flation, both in

capacity, public ſpirit, and other neceſſary

qualifications. But, although he thinks

thus of many of his fellow-ſubjects, he can

not think thus of all ; he cannot doubt but

there are ſome who would hire themſelves out

to ſale, obſtrućt wholeſome meaſures, and

forward bad ones, in order to force themſelves

into lucrative employments, and enrich

themſelves, their families, and dependants,

though the diſorder or the ruin of the ſtate

were the foreſeen and certain conſequence.

Yet, how many of theſe charaćters may in

feſt the nation, or where ſuch charaćters are

to be looked for, he neither hath affirmed,

nor even infinuated ; his defign was of a

far different nature, “not to make perſonal

applications, but to trace acknowledged

fačts to their unſeen conſequences. Whe

ther, therefore, diſh.cneſt intentions were

concerned or not, was of no effential im

port to his capital deſign; which was only

f Ikid, I Ibid.

~ to
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to point out the dangerous effe&ts of ſuch a

ruling ſyſtem of policy, whether, it was

founded in blameleſs or in wicked inten

tion.

On theſe foundations the author of the

Eſtimate reſts its Defence; he affirms, what,

indeed, the greater part of his readers are

well ſatisfied of, that he never meant to

ſtigmatiſe or point out perſonal defe&ts or

vices, but only thoſe of rank, of profeſſion,

of the times. He hath, in conſequence of

this principle, endeavoured to lay open the

peculiar defečts incident to each rank and

profeſſion; but no-where hath he deſignedly

pointed out the particular men which are

chargeable with theſe defečts. So far is he

from reſolving theſe general defects or vices

into perſonal and deliberate guilt, that he

thinks it poſſible, that, if the leading ranks

and the middle ranks of the nation were

to change places, they might change cha.

raēters too ; that many of thoſe who are

now borne down by the manners of the

times, might, through ſuch a change of ſi

tuation, ſtand intirely clear of them ; and

many of thoſe, who now ſtand clear of them,

might be overwhelmed by their prevailing

influence. But, if the writer was to eſti

mate the moral merit or demerit of private

and perſonal charaćters, he would ſurely

go another way to work; he would not

weigh conſequences ſo much as intentions;

he would confider who were delinquent

through inadvertence, and who through

deliberate deſign. As he never did this ;

as he hath in many places declared the very

contrary; it is evident, that he never meant

to charge individuals with moral guilt, but,

in one word, to eſtimate the conſequences

of thoſe manners and principles, in which

the particular ſtate of the times hath natu

rally, in ſome degree or other, involved

himſelf, his friends, and his country.

I foreſee that it may be objećted, ‘ If

theſe manners and principles of the times

are properly treated here with gentleneſs,

why, in the Eſtimate itſelf, are they often

treated with ſeverity ?”

The reply is eaſy, and not only conſiſt.

ent with the mature of the Defence, but eſ.

ſentially founded on it. In this Defence

the author hath confidered the manners and

principles of the times, as they affe&t the

intentions of thoſe who are involved in them,

which he ſuppoſes to be, in many inſtances,

void of deliberate guilt; therefore he regards

them as not chargeable with moral profli

gacy, and therefore to be treated with gen

tleneſs. But, in the Eſtimate itſelf, he con

fidered the manners and principles of the

times ſolely with regard to their conſequen

ces; theſe, he thought, were pernicious and

fatal; and therefore the manners and prin

ciples, which led to them, were, in his opi

mion, to be treated with ſeverity.

It is farther urged, ‘ that the writer hath

aćted with a blameable partiality, in paint

ing the ruling follies and vices of the times

with the utmoſt and even aggravated ſeve

rity, but hath given few or no virtues to

compenſate ; whereae an eſtimator of the

times ought to have been impartial.”

That men of ſenſe and knowledge ſhould

raiſe this objection, is not ſo eaſily account

ed for ; I can only ſuppoſe they take things

upon truſt, and have not read the book.

The writer hath given a catalogue of vir

tues, which adorn our times and country,

ſo very favourable, that the only candid and

decent adverſary, who hath yet appeared

againſt him, thinks the picture, in one cir

cumſtance, rather flattering *. Hear what

the writer himſelf adds on this ſubječt, in

the ſecond volume : * Let us do juſtice to

our age and country in every regard : A.

political conſtitution ſuperior to all that hiſ.

tory hath recorded, or preſent times can

beaſt ; a religious eſtabliſhment, which

breathes univerſal charity and toleration ;

a ſpirit of liberty yet unconquered; a gene

ral humanity and fincerity, beyond any na

tion upon earth ; an adminiſtration of juſ

tice, that hath even ſilenced envy : —Theſe

are bleſfings which every Engliſhman feels,

and ought to acknowledge.”—Theſe are

far from general and undiſtinguiſhing in

vcćtives againſt our times and country. Be

yond this, the writer hath expreſsly affirm

ed, that, in every rank, order, and pro

feſſion, there are men who ſtand diſtinguiſh

ed by their capacity and virtue ; this cata

logue he could have drawn out by particu

lar panegyric, but a general acknowledge

ment was ſufficient; and ſuch an enlarged

panegyric, however juſt, would have been

highly blameable : It could have anſwered

but two purpoſes ; to make himſelf a fa

voured writer among the Great, when he

meant to be an honeſt one; and to lull the

higher ranks in that flattering ſtupor in

which they were already ſunk. The firſt

of theſe he was not ſollicitous about; the

ſecond he held diſhoneſt. Mankind were

to be awakened and alarmed ; this could

not be done by dwelling on obſequious re

preſentations; the ſucceſs of the ſtroke de

pended on the ſtrength and boldneſs. This

was one of thoſe particular occaſions, when

it became his duty, not only to “cry aloud,"

but to ‘ſpare not; the diſeaſes of the times

called for ſuch a condućt. The national

diſtreſſes and diſgraces had already awaken

* Charaćteriſtics of the preſent political State of Great Britain, p. 203.
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ed the fears of ſerious men; theſe fears were

not confined to men of ſpeculation and the

cloſet, but public men and Miniſters ſaw

and avowed the ruling evils, which were

as freely and boldly expoſed in the Senate,

as they have been by the writer from the

preſs; this was the time for honeſt men of

every rank to join with thoſe of public ſta

tion in ſo laudable a work, and to ſecond

and ſupport their endeavours for a general

reformation, The Great, then, were to

be rouſed from their lethargy; the people

led to ſee the ſource of danger, and to pre

vent it. The view, therefore, was honeſt

and laudable; the means dangerous only to

him that uſed them. The writer may be

found, indeed, to have judged ill for himſelf,

in the language of worldly prudence; but

a man who riſks what is commonly held

moſt dear, from a conſcientious and fixed

reſolve to do what he thinks his duty, may

‘ſeem reaſonably intitled, at leaſt, to the ex

cuſe of thoſe who wiſh to ſee good manners

and principles prevail. Some, no doubt,

may think he hath ſacrificed his chief inte

reſts ; but it is a miſtake, for he hath ever

held his chief intereſts to lie in a perſeve

rance in the paths of duty.

Several Extrađs from the Author's particular Explanatory Defence of his Eſtimate of

the Manners and Principles of the Times.

SOME people have found the appear

ance of an inconſiſtency in the writer,

* while he delineates the times as ſelfiſh,

and yet admits them to be friendly, chari

table, and humane.”

This objećtion ariſeth, like moſt of the

reſt, from a miſapprehenſion of his plan ;

his deſign was to confider the general cha

raēter of his cotemporaries, as they ſtand

related to the public; in which light he can

not but regard the general charaćter of the

times as ſelfiſh. We have not that real and

generous concern for the national welfare,

which we diſcover in behalf of our friends

or individuals in diſtreſs: Doth not the fol

lowing circumſtance demonſtrate the truth

of this charaćter, that, while large and ge

merous ſubſcriptions are carried on for the

relief of all manner of private diſtreſs, moſt

men grudge what they are called upon to

contribute toward the public exigencies 2

They pay, when they are compelled to pay,

with murmurs and reluctance; I mean this

of the ſuperior ranks. The poor farmer,

labourer, and mechanic pays, without re

pining, the taxes on his candles, his ſalt,

and his ſhoes, though they are articles ne

ceſſary to his ſubſiſtence; but did the high

er ranks ſhew their public zeal, when the

wiſdom of the Legiſlature choſe that article

of luxury, a coach or chariot, as proper to

ſupport a moderate tax * Did each man

preſs forward to take his trifling ſhare of

the general burthen, and to contribute a

mite from his abundance? When the pomp

of the loaded ſide-board became another ob

ject of a moderate tax, did the owners re

joice in this opportunity of contributing to

the wants of the public Yet this was not

only called, by thoſe who projećted it, a tax

upon honour, but in reality it was ſo :

fince, in the very mature of it, it could not

be made compulſory. Thoſe who knew

the manners of the age foreſaw and forctoid

the conſequences of it; and, in fast, the

public honour of ſome among the Great

was found, on this occaſion, ſo equal to

their public ſpirit, that the tax has produced

a mere trifle. However, the ſenſe of ſhame

could produce what public honour and

public ſpirit failed to produce ; for I am

told, that the revenue arifing from one of

theſe taxes received a ſudden and moſt aſto

niſhing increaſe, from an order of the

Houſe of C. that the names of thoſe who

had paid it ſhould be laid before them. It

is, in truth, owing, in great part, to the

ſame turn of thought, that ſo much offence

hath been taken, amongſt the higher ranks,

at the truths delivered in the Eſtimate. They

ſee the repreſentations there made are unfa

vourable to the condućt, perhaps of them

ſelves, but, at leaſt, of many of their friends,

whoſe private qualities they eſteem and love;

how their public condućt affects the intereſts

of their country, they ſeldom enlarge their

views ſo far as to conſider ; and hence a

writer, who ſeparates their public condućt

from their private, and confiders the actions

of men only as they regard his country,

cannot poſſibly fail of incurring their diſ

pleaſure : The reaſon was aſſigned in the

ſecond volume; * enlarged views of bene

volcnce are quite beyond the reach of ſuch

a people.”

The following objećtions are chiefly per

ſonal ; but, as they have been made, they

ſhall be anſwered. It hath been aſked,

‘Who appointed this man a national prea

cher '- Now, the literal and proper man

ner of putting the queſtion, if any doubt

ariſes on the matter, is this ; * Who gave

this man authority to ſpeak his thoughts on

national affairs "--When the thought is thus

diveſted of figure, any modeſt and ſenſible

Engliſhman would bluſh to aſk the queſtion;

it is doubting of that common right which

every Engliſhman demands, and is*.
£
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ſed of. This privilege the writer hath ex

erted in common with hundreds of his time

and nation; by what motives they may have

been determined he leaves to themſelves ;

for his own part, he ſpoke, becauſe he

thought he ſaw the ruling errors of his

country. It is certain, that, in point of

opinion, he hath a great majority in his

favour; but he never expected to find that

majority among thoſe ranks where the ru

ling errors are ſuppoſed to lie. And, if it

be true, as the writer often ſuggeſts, that

all national failures begin among the high

er ranks, it is certain, that a declining na

tion may ſlide down to ruin, before a na

tional preacher be in form appointed ; or,

if he was, it may be preſumed his ſyſtem of

manners and principles would be ſomewhat

curiouſly modelled and preſcribed, and more

likely to help forward the ruling evils than

to cure them.

Whoever, then, has the power, has like

wiſe the right to command the national at

tention ; and there never was a period in

any ſtate where reformations of ſome kind

were not wanting. The great point is, not as

is commonly done, and with great applauſe,

to declaim, in a vague manner, againſt the

iniquity of the times ; but to point out the

ruling errors and corruptions with ſuch a

particularity of circumſtance, that every de

linquent, in every rank, ſhall ſee and be

made to feel his own ; this is the way to

awaken, to convince ; thus alone the mind

and conſcience is turned upon itſelf; but

this method of convincing, the writer was

well aware, is a taſk which will bring no

favour to the individual who undertakes it.

The next objećtion is, that, “ conſider

ing the writer's private ſtation, he takes too

much upon himſelf in his cenſures on the

Great ; that he is inſolent, dogmatical, ar

rogant, aſſuming.”— With regard to this,

the writer proteſts, that he is content to be

thought as inconfiderable as every reader

chuſeth to make him in his own eyes; he

never obtruded any authority but that of

reaſon ; he deſired the world only to read

the book, and weigh the truth of it. If to

be the means of conveying ſome plain and

neceſſary truths to the world, without at

tacking the private charaćter of individuals,

be inſolence, arrogance, and dogmatiſm,

the writer ſtands guilty of the charge; but,

if the accuſation be founded in the mere

want of thoſe frequent and common apolo

gies, reſerves, exceptions, ſalvo's, and dou

ceurs, by which writers are apt to court the

ſelf-love or malice of the world, and by

which every reader is happily prevented

from applying any thing to himſelf; the

writer apprehends, that in this caſe he is not

ought not to be imputed.

aſſuming, but that he did his duty in being

explicit and intelligible. . .

There is, in this reſpect, an eſſential dif

ference between writing and ſpeaking; the

ſpeaker's private rank and character is neceſ

ſarily attended to, becauſe, from his perſonal

preſence, perſonal confiderations will, con

trary to what is right, intermix themſelves;

a writer has the privilege to be exempt from

theſe perſonal diſtinétions and reſtraints, and,

if he loſes the benefits of ſuperior ſtation, on

one hand, on the other the want of them

On the public

ſtage, all thoſe who addreſs the public are,

in rank, equal ; or, rather, it is the pro

vince of reaſon, and not of Norroy King at

Arms, to determine their ſuperiority. Are

the follies and vices attacked of a public or’

private nature ? If public, they are of pub

lic cogniſance, and the accuſer is not to be

told, that he has no right to accuſe, becauſe

he is of an inferior ſtation; it is enough,

that he is a fellow-member of the commu

nity. If the happineſs of his country be at

ftake, it matters not whether it be endan

gered by the defe&ts of the Great or Vul

gar ; in ſuch a caſe the point of ceremony

muſt give way to the public welfare, and

the ſole queſtion, worth debating, is only,

whether the author ſpeaks the truth in ſuch

a manner as may be of moſt effectual ſer

vice to his country He gives in his evidence

and proof to the great court of judicature,

the world ; and this he hath a right to do

in the ſame unreſerved manner, whether the

ranks accuſed wear aprons, bands, cockades,

or coronets. In a word, the writer of the

Eſtimate, and the private man, are, in this

reſpect, two different chara&ers. The lat

ter knows his ſtation, and hopes he condućts

himſelf in it with humility and propriety;

the perſons of the Great he treats with due

reſpect, and, in point of decency, and per

haps of dignity too, maintains his diſtance.

As a writer, he is a little more familiar

with their vices, when they interfere with

the welfare of his country; becauſe theſe

are not the obječts of his reverence, not even

of his external reverence, as they have no

place, rank, or titles of honour legally an

nexed to them, that he knows of, in this

kingdom ; as his cenſures therefore are gé

neral, and not particular, he thinks he may

arraign the vice, and yet preſerve due re

ſpect to the man.

However, though he held this principle

of condućt to be neceſſary, and therefore

juſt ; yet, like every other principle, it cer

tainly hath its proper bounds; nor does the

writerpretend to erect himſelf into an abſolute

judge of the propriety of his own condušt,

in every inſtange. All that he is ſure of is
on, wº
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only this, that what he writ, in this kind,

was the pure reſult of his preferring truth

and public utility to the favour of any ranks

of individuals whatever; and if, in the ra

idity of compoſition, any ſeeming exceſſes

of this kind fell from his pen, whoever may

think they ſee ſuch exceſſes, will do him no

more than juſtice, if they aſcribe them to

the warmth of a well-intentioned mind,

heated with the importance of its ſubjećt.

[To be finiſhed in our next. )

The Hiſtory of ENGLAND (Page 345, Vol. XXII.) continued.

With a fine Head of John Maitland, Duke of Lauderdale.

Before the bill in favour of the Proteſtant

Diſſenters and ſome others were ready, the

King came to the Parliament, the 29th of

March, and paſſed ſeveral ačts; amongſt

which were the money-bill, the teſt-aēt,

and an ačt for a general and free pardon,

- but with many exceptions. Then he ad

journed the Parliament to the 20th of O&to

ber. If the King, in his declaration for

liberty of conſcience, had intended the eaſe

of the Proteſtant Nonconformiſts, as he

would have had it believed, he might have

deferred the adjournment of the Parliament

a few days, till the bill paſſed in their fa

vour was ready ; or, at leaſt, might have

preſſed the two Houſes to finiſh it. But, as

the Papiſts were excluded from the benefit

of this ačt, he ſhewed no farther concern

for the intereſt of the Preſbyterians, but

adjourned the Parliament, before the Lords

had given their conſent to the bill.

The teſt-aēt having received the Royal

aſſent, moſt of the Catholic Officers quitted

their places. The Duke of York himſelf,

who was Lord High Admiral, reſigned that

profitable office; and the Lord Clifford that

of High Treaſurer. He retired to his pa

termal eſtate, at Chidleigh in Devonſhire,

where he died ſhortly after.

While theſe things paſſed in the Parlia

ment, preparations for the ſea war were ma

king, in England and Holland, with equal

ardor and vaſt expence. The Duke of

York having reſigned his office of Lord

High Admiral, Prince Rupert was ap

pointed to command the fleet. Ruyter, ha

ving ſecret intelligence that the Engliſh fleet

would not be ready ſo ſoon, put to ſea with

.forty-two men of war, and fixteen veſſels

to be funk in the Thames. He came into

the mouth of the river the 2d of May,

where he found he had been miſinformed,

and that forty-five large ſhips were coming

to attack him. Upon this diſappointment,

he retired to expect the reſt of his fleet at

Schomevelt in Zealand. In this interval,

Prince Rupert ſailed to meet the French

fleet coming from Breſt, and joined them

in the channel the 16th of May. After

this jumétion, the combined fleet confiſted

of one hundred and forty ſail of all ſorts :

of which there were thirty large French

r

ſhips. The Dutch fleet had but a hundred |
and nine ſail, namely, fifty-four large ſhips,

fourteen frigates, twenty-four fireſhips, ele.

ven advice-boats, and ſix galliots. As I

am not ſufficiently verſed in marine affairs

to give clear ideas of ſea engagements, I

ſhall only ſay, that this year was fignaliſed

by three naval engagements, fought with

ſuch equal loſs, that neither could juſtly

boaſt of vićtory, though both challenged it

in every battle. The firſt was fought near

Schonevelt, the 28th of May; the ſecond

Aff Fluſhing, the 4th of June; but this was

rather a cannonading of about four hours,

after which, both ſides retired to their re

ſpective coaſts. The third, fought the 11th

of Auguſt, was the moſt obſtinate. The

Engliſh loſt Vice-admiral Spragg, who was

drowned in changing his ſhip ; and the

Dutch, Vice-admiral Sweers. The loſs of

the great ſhips, in theſe three engagements,

was inconſiderable; but, on both fides,

many leſſer ones were either burnt or ſunk.

In a word, nothing deciſive happened at ſea

this campaign, and therefore I need not be

more circumſtantial.

As to what paſſed at land, between

France and the States, I ſhall only ſay, that

the King of France took Maeſtricht in

June; and the Prince of Orange Naerden,

a town near Amſterdam, in September is

and afterwards Bonn, the reſidence of the

Ele&tor of Cologne, in O&tober. Theſe

two conqueſts, and the neceſſity the King

of France was under to maintain the war

againſt Spain (which had, at laſt, declared

againſt him ; beſides that the Emperor, and

ſeveral German Princes, were alſo upon the

point of declaring for the States) obliged

him to abandom all his conqueſts in the

United Provinces, except Maeſtricht and

Grave, where he left garriſons, after ha

ving drawn out all the reſt in November.

In the mean time, a congreſs was held at

Cologne for peace, but with no ſucceſs. , ,

The 19th of June, the King, at Buck’

ingham's recommendation, made Sir Tho

mas Oſborn, afterwards Earl of Danby,

Lord Treaſurer.

The Duke of York, as I have ſaid, had

caſt his eyes upon an Archducheſs of In

ſpruc, a branch of the Houſe of A.
uſ,

*
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But, the Empreſs dying at that time, the

Emperor married this Princeſs himſelf.

The Duke was therefore obliged to make

his addreſſes elſewhere, and, as his zeal for

the Popiſh religion allowed him not to mar

rya Proteſtant Princeſs, he made choice of

Maria d'Eſte, fifter to Francis Duke of

Modena'; and the marriage was immedi

ately concluded and ſolemniſed by his proxy,

Henry Mordaunt, Earl of Peterborough.

The King of France greatly contributed to

the marriage, by declaring the young Prin

ceſs, then but fifteen years of age, an adop

tive daughter of France, and by engaging

to pay her portion.

As the Duke's marriage with a Catholic

Princeſs could not but be very diſagreeable

to the Engliſh, the Court eaſily foreſaw,

that the Parliament, which was to meet the

20th of Oétober, would endeavour to op

poſe it. There were ſeveral bills ready,

which could be finiſhed in a few days; and,

as the Parliament was only adjourned, the

Court feared they would begin with com

pleting theſe bills, two of which the Court

was deſirous to put a ſtop to, namely, the

bill againſt intermarriages between Proteſ.

tants and Papiſts, and that for the eaſe of

the Proteſtant Diſſenters. Wherefore the

King eaſily reſolved to prorogue the Par

liament. The firſt thing the Commons did,

after their meeting, was, to preſent an ad

dreſs to the King, to deſire that the Duke's

marriage with the Princeſs of Modena might

not be conſummated, and that he might not

be married to any but a Proteſtant, Upon

this; the King prorogued the Parliament to

the 27th of the ſame month, to defeat the

two bills abovementioned, and ſome others

not more agreeable to him.

The 27th of Oétober, the King, coming

to the Parliament with the uſual formalities,

made a ſpeech to both Houſes ; in which

he told them,-- That, having conſent

ed to a negociation at Cologne, he hoped to

have welcomed them with an honourable

peace; but the Dutch had diſappointed him

in that expećtation, and treated his Am.

baſſadors at Cologne with the contempt of

conquerors, and not as might have been

expected from men in their condition :

That this obliged him to move them again

for a ſupply, the ſafety and honour of the

nation neceſſarily requiring it; that it muſt

be proportionable to the occaſion, and, if

he had it not ſpeedily, the miſchief would

be irreparable in his preparations for the

next ſpring.” He told them, “ That he

was ſteady in maintaining all the profeſſions

and promiſes made to them concerning re

ligion and property; and ſhould be very :

ready to give them freſh inſtances of his

*
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zeal for preſerving the eſtabliſhed religion

and laws, as often as any occaſion ſhalſ re

quire. In the laſt place, he commended to

their confideration and care the debt he owed

the goldſmiths, in which very many other .

of his good ſubje&ts were involved."

This debt to the goldſmiths was contra&t-

ed by the King, when he ſhut up the Ex

chequer, and amounted to more than two

millions ſterling. Thus the King, after a .

ſeizure of other men's property, by a pure

aćt of authority, pretended it belonged to

the Parliament to make reparation, on ac- -

count of the application of this money to a

war, of which he had not vouchſafed to

communicate the defign to them. This

was the hardeſt caſe that had, for a long

time, happened in England ; for, on one

hand, it was a melancholy thing to ſee ſo .

many families ruined, inº of an ex

pence which ought to have been common

to the whole nation ; but, on the other

hand, to pay this debt was to eſtabliſh a

precedent of a terrible conſequence, and

authoriſe the King, and his ſucceſſors, to

employ the ſame, or the like methods for

raiſing of money, without conſent of Par

liament. As for the twelve hundred and

ſixty thouſand pounds, granted the King

for his extraordinary occaſions in the laſt

ſeſſion, he believed that ſum ought not to be

employed in diſcharging this debt, nor even

in maintaining the Dutch war, ſince a new

ſupply was demanded for that purpoſe.

After the King had ended his ſpeech, the

Chancellor enlarged, with great eloquence,

upon all the points touched by the King.

But his ſpeech made little impreſſion upon

the Commons : They were no ſooner re

turned to their Houſe, but, inſtead of voting

the King thanks for his ſpeech, they ad

journed themſelves to the 3oth of the month.

The ſame day, the King ſent them his an

ſwer to their addreſs, concerning the Duke

of York's marriage, the ſubſtance of which

was, • That he perceived the Houſe of

Commons had wanted a full information of

this matter, the marriage not being barely

intended, but completed, according to the

forms uſed amongſt Princes, and by his

royal conſent and authority: Nor could he,

in the leaſt, ſuppoſe it diſagreeable to the

Houſe of Commons, his Royal Highneſs

having been, in the view of the world, for .

ſeveral months, engaged in a treaty of mar:

riage with another Catholic Princeſs, and

yet a Parliament held during the time, and

not the leaſt exception taken at it.' The -

Houſe was by no means pleaſed with this

anſwer; and therefore reſolved to preſent

a ſecond addreſs, with their reaſons againſt.

this marriage. The ſame day, it was voted,
C ... that

º
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that a bill ſhould be prepared for a general

teſt between Proteſtants and Papiſts; that

is to ſay, an oath, which ſhouki ſerve to

diſtinguiſh Proteſtants from Papiſts, with

this clauſe, “That they, who refuſed to

take it, ſhould be incapable of bearing any

office civil or military, or to fit in Parlia

ment, or to come within five miles of the

Court.” -

The 31ſt of Ośtober, the Commons took

the King's ſpeech into confideration, and,

after a ſerious debate, in a grand Commit

tee, came to the following reſolution :

* That the Houſe, confidering the preſent

condition of the nation, will not take into

any further debate the conſideration of any

aid or ſupply, or charge upon the ſubjećt,

before the time of payment of the eighteen

months aſſeſſment granted by a late ačt of

Parliament, intitled, An ačt for raiſing

the ſum of twelve hundred thirty-eight

thouſand ſeven hundred and fifty pounds,

be expired; except it ſhall appear, that the

obſtinacy of the Dutch ſhall render it me

ceſſary; nor before this kingdom be effec

tually ſecured from Popery and Popiſh

Counſellors, and the other preſent grievan

ces be redreſſed. -

The King, as may well be imagined,

was extremely offended with this reſolution,

and the more, as it was followed by an ad

dreſs for a general faſt, to be obſerved

throughout the whole kingdom, which in

timated to the people, that the kingdom was

in great danger. Two days after, the

Houſe, in a body, waited on the King, with

a ſecond addreſs againſt the Duke of York's

marriage; in which, after many compli

ments, they repreſented to him,

• 1. That, if this match do proceed, it will

be a means to diſquiet the minds of his

Majeſty's Proteſtant ſubjećts at home ; and

to fill them with endleſs jealoufies and dif

contents ; and will bring his Majeſty into.

ſuch alliances abroad, as will prove highly

prejudicial, if not deſtrućtive to the intereſt

of the very Proteſtant religion itſelf. 2.

They find, by ſad experience, that ſuch,

marriages had increaſed and encouraged,

Popery in the kingdom, and had given op

portunity to prieſts and Jeſuits to propagate

their opinions, and ſeduce great numbers of,

his Majeſty's ſubjects. 3. They do alrea

dy obſerve, how much the party is anima

ted with the hopes of this match, which was

lately diſcouraged by his Majeſty's gracious

conceſſions, in the laſt meeting of the Par

liament. 4. They greatly fear this may be

an occaſion to leſſen the affections of the

People to his Royal Highneſs, who is ſo a

nearly related to the Crown, and whoſe a

honour and eſteem, they defire, may always .

2. ' 3
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be intirely preſerved. 5. That, for another

age more at leaſt, this kingdom will be

under the continual apprehenſions of the

growth of Popery, and the danger of the

Proteſtant religion. Laſtly, they confi

dered, that this Princeſs, having ſo near a

relation and kindred to many eminent per

ſons of the Court of Rome, may give them

great opportunities to promote their deſigns,

and carry on their pračtices here, and, by

the ſame means, penetrate into his Ma

jeſty's moſt ſecret Councils, and more eaſily

diſcover the ſtate of the whole kingdom ;

And finding, by the opinions of very learn

ed men, that it is generally admitted, that

ſuch treaties and contra&ts by proxies are diſ

ſolvable; of which there are ſeveral inſtances

to be produced; they do, in all humility, be

ſeech his Majeſty to put a ſtop to the con

ſummation of this intended marriage. And

this they do the more importunately defire,

becauſe they have not, as yet, the happineſs

to ſee any iſſue of his Majeſty, that might

ſucceed in the government of his kingdom.”

—To this addreſs the King briefly replied,

• That it was a matter he would take into

his preſent confideration, and would ſpee

dily return an anſwer.” After which, the

Commons proceeded farther, and voted the

ſtanding army a grievance; and, accord:

‘agly, prepared an addreſs, to be preſented

to his Majeſty, ſhewing, that the ſtanding

army was a grievance and a burthen to the

nation.

But, the 4th of November, the day on

which the Commons were to preſent their

addreſs, the King came unexpe&tedly to

the Houſe of Peers, and ſent for the Com

It happened, that the Speaker and

the Uſher of the Black Rod met both at the

door of the Houſe of Commons; but, as

the Speaker was within the Houſe, the door

was immediately ſhut againſt the Uſher,

who came with the King's meſſage. The

Speaker was forced into the chair, and,

while the Uſher continued knocking at the

door, the Houſe voted, “ 1. That the al

liance with France was a grievance. 2

That the evil Counſellors about the King

were a grievance: And, 3. That the Duke

of Lauderdale was a grievance, and not fit

to be truſted or employed in any office or

place of truſt." Upon which there was a

general cry, “To the queſtion . To the

queſtion tº But, the Black Rod knocking

earneſtly at the door, the Speaker leaped out

of the chair, and the Houſe roſe in great con

fuſion. When the Commons came to the

Houſe of Lords, the King made a ſhort

ſpeech to both Houſes, in which he repre

ſented the great advantages which the ene--

my would reap from the leaſt*: of

a Qlitºcra.
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a difference between him and his Parlia

ment.—He told them he would not be want

ing to let all his ſubjećts ſee, ‘ that no care

ſhould be greater than his own, in the effec

tual ſupprefing of Popery. He then pro

rogued the Parliament to the 7th of Janu

ary following, and thus put an end to the

twelfth ſeſſion of this long Parliament,

which had continued bat nine days.

Immediately after the prorogation of the

Parliament, the King took the great ſeal

from the Earl of Shafteſbury, and gave it

to Sir Heneage Finch, with the title of Lord

Keeper. Soon after, the King ordered,

that no perſon who was a Roman-catholic,

or reputed to be ſo, ſhould preſume to come

near his perſon or Court. He likewiſe

publiſhed a proclamation for the rigorous

execution of the laws againſt Papiſts; this

was the eighth of the kind fince his reſtora

tion, and executed as the other ſeven. -

But this proclamation was not capable of

removing the fears occaſioned ". the Duke

of York's marriage with the Princeſs of

Modena, which was conſummated the 21ſt

of November, on the day of her arrival in

England with the Ducheſs, her mother.

The Parliament meeting, the 7th of Ja

nuary, 1673-4, the King repreſented to

both Houſes —“That no propoſal of

peace from the Dutch had been yet offered,

with an intent. to conclude, but only to

amuſe: That, therefore, the way to a good

peace was to ſet out a good fleet, which

there was time enough to do effectually, if

the ſupply was not delayed. That a

ſpeedy, a proportionable, and above all a

chearful aid, was now more neceſſary than

ever: He once more put them in mind of

his debt to the goldſmiths; and then told

them, that his alliance with France had been

very ſtrangely miſrepreſented to them, as if

there were certain ſecret articles of danger

ous conſequence; but he would make no

difficulty of letting the treaties, and all the

articles of them, without the leaſt reſerve,

be ſeen by a ſmall Committee of both

Houſes, who might report the true ſcope of

them.”

Then the Lord Keeper enlarged upon

all theſe points, with exceſſive flattery to

the King, for his extraordinary care to

maintain the laws and religion; and, that

this might not be doubted, he ałledged, for

proof, the aſſurances given by the King.

Above all, he magnified the King's offer

of letting them ſee the treaties with France,

as a condeſcenſion which could not be ſuffi

ciently acknowledged, but by an extraor

dinary ſupply. In a word, the King's and

the Keeper's ſpeeches were founded upon

this principle, that the war with the States

was juſt and neceſſary, and conſequently to

be vigorouſly maintained, in order to an

honourable peace.

It does not appear, that the two Houſes

much regarded the King's offer of laying

before them his treaties with France, fince

it was in his power to ſhew them what he

pleaſed, and ſuppreſs the reſt. The King

perceived, therefore, into what difficulties

the Cabal had thrown him by their violent

counſels: He had loſt the confidence of his

people, and neither his words nor his pro

miſes were any longer relied on. It was in

vain for him to proteſt his zeal for the Pro

teſtant religion, and the liberties of his ſub

jećts; theſe proteſtations could not obliterate

his paſt proceedings, which gave but too

juſt cauſe to ſuſpect his fincerity. Where

fore the Parliament, without regarding his

words, confidered his ačtions, and laboured

to take effectual meaſures to prevent the

execution of the Court's deſigns, which

were but too manifeſt. There were many

things concerning which they openly ex

preſſed their fear and diſcontent : 1. The

growth of Popery publickly encouraged by

the Court. , 2. The exorbitant power of

France, which, in the end, could not but

prove prejudicial to England. 3. The

Dutch war, undertaken direétly contrary to

the intereſt of England, and for which,

however, the King was inceſſantly demand

ing ſupplies, on a ſuppoſition of its bein

juſt and neceſſary, though he hadj
no lawful cauſe for it. T 4. The manage:

ment of affairs in Ireland, where the a&t of

eſtabliſhment was openly trampled upon,

and Papiſts continually advanced or encou

raged. 5: The King's proceedings in Eng

land, which were clear evidences of his

Fº and deſigns; namely, his raiſing

a land army, without any neceſſity; his

granting liberty of conſcience by his ſole

authority ; his ſhutting up the Exchequer;

his diſpenſing with ačts of Parliament; his

making a ſtrićt alliance with France, when

he ſhould rather have uſed his endeavours

to oppoſe the increaſe of her greatneſs.

6. The open profeſſion of the Popiſh reli

gion by the Duke of York, and his mar

riage with a Popiſh Princeſs, authoriſed by

the King, notwithſtanding the remonſtran

ces of the Parliament. 7. The three Mi

niſters, ſtill employed by the King, namely,

Arlington, Buckingham, and Lauderdale,

all three of the moſt arbitrary principles,

plainly ſhewed it was not for the good of

the kingdom, that the King uſed their coun

ſels. Theſe were too real cauſes of com

plaint to be filenced by the King's general

proteſtations, on every occaſion, to main

tain the laws and religion; ſomething more

C 2. ſubſtan
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ſubſtantial than words was neceſſary to diſ

pel the ſuſpicions and fears of the pecple

and Parliament; wherefore the Parliament

reſolved to reſtore the Government to its

natural ſtate. This very Parliament, which

had conſidered, as execrable rebels, the op

poſers of Charles I's uſurpations, was obii

ged to purſue the ſame meaſures againſt the

inc, oachments of Charles II, as were be

gun with by the Parliament of 1640. If

this produced not a civil war, it is to be

aſcribed to the weakneſs, fears, or, perhaps,

to the abilities of the King, who, leſs ob

ftinate, and more diſcerning than his fa

ther, did not think proper to abandon him

ſelf intirely to the counſels of his Miniſters,

and particularly of the Duke, his brother ;

for, certainly, as the Parliament ſtood af

fe&ted, an extreme confuſion, if not a ſe

cond and more bloody civil war, muſt have

been the conſequence of the King's attach

ment to his principles and deſigns. No
thing is more proper to confirm this con

jećture, than the revolution in the reign of

|. II. That Prince, naturally more

urious and obſtinate than his brother, re

ſolving to run all hazards, found the Eng

liſh, in their turns, as reſolute to venture

all in the defence of their laws, religion,

and liberty,

In order to proceed according to this plan,

the Houſe of Lords preſented an addreſs to

the King, praying him to iſſue out his

royal proclamation, requiring all Papiſts

and reputed Papiſts to remove out of Lon

don and Weſtminſter, during the ſeſſion of

the Parliament. Accordingly, his Majeſty,

without delay, publiſhed a proclamation,

dated the 14th of January, declaring, “That

as he had always manifeſted his zeal for the

reſervation of the true religion eſtabliſhed

in this kingdom, and to hinder the growth

and increaſe of Popery; ſo he was now

ready, upon this occaſion, to prevent all

fears and dangers that might ariſe by the

concourſe of perſons of that profeſſion in

or near the cities of London and Weſtmin

ſter, &c. This pretended zeal had ſhewed

itſelf only in eight proclamations, already

publiſhed by him at ſeveral times againſt

the Papiſts, the negligent execution of which

is very viſible from the number. When

the King's affectation of boaſting continu

ally of his zeal for the Proteſtant religion,

and againſt Popery, is conſidered ; and

when, on the other hand, it is remembered,

that he had abjured the Proteſtant religion,

and had a thapel ſecretly in his palace,

where he daily heard maſs, and ſometimes

even communicated, the ſame day, at his

Proteſtant and Popiſh chapels; ont knows

not what to think of ſuch monſtrous diſſi

mulation.

The next day, both Houſes joined in an

addreſs to the King for a general faſt, to

implore God's bleſfing againſt the efforts of

Popery, &c. Nothing was more offenſive to

the King than ſuch addreſſes, which plain

ly implied, that religion was in danger, and
through his fault; but he durſt not refuſe

them, and therefore the fourth of February

was appointed for a day of humiliation.

At laſt, the Commons, taking the King's

laſt ſpeech into conſideration, voted, “That

the Houſe will, in the firſt place, proceed

to have their grievances effectually redreſ

ſed; the Proteſtant religion, their liberties

and properties, effectually ſecured; and to

ſuppreſs Popery, and remove all perſons

and Counſellors popiſhly affected, or other

ways obnoxious or dangerous to the Go

vernment.” Then they preſented an addreſs

to the King,-‘ That the militia of the

city of London and county of Middleſex

might be in readineſs at an hour's warning,

and the militia of all other counties of Eng

land at a day's warning, for ſuppreſſing of

all tumultuous inſurrections which might

be occaſioned by Papiſts, or any other male

contented perſons.” The King anſwered

to this addreſs, “ That he would take a

ſpecial care, as well for the preſervation of

their perſons, as of their liberties and pro

perties.”

This addreſs was only to inſinuate to the

people, that the kingdom was in danger,

and to juſtify, beforehand, the meaſures

intended to be taken by the Houſe againſt

thoſe who were conſidered as the principal

authors of this danger, I mean the members

of the Cabal. By the death of Lord Clif

ford, and the change in the Earl of Shafteſ

bury, this Council was reduced to three,

namely, the Dukes of Buckingham and

Lauderdale, and the Earl of Arlington.

The Houſe began with the Duke of Lau

derdale, and unanimouſly voted, “ That

an addreſs ſhould be preſented to his Ma

jeſty, to remove the Duke of Lauderdale

from all his employments, and from his

preſence and Councils for ever, being a

perſon obnoxious and dangerous to the Go
vernment.”

The Duke of Buckingham, while the

Commons were debating upon the heads of

his accuſation, requeſted to be heard before

their Houſe, which was granted ; but, as

his ſpeech, in vindication of himſelf, was

full of ambiguities, the Houſe referred his

examination to the next day, and drew up

ſome queries, to which he was required to

give diſtinét anſweis. As theſe queſtions

- - follow
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follow from what had paſſed, and tend to

illuſtrate the hiſtory, 1 think myſelf obliged

to inſert them, without adding his anſwers,

the greateſt part of which left things as ob

ſcure as they were before.

1. Whether any perſons declared to his

Grace any ill advice or purpoſes againſt the

liberties and privileges of the Houſe ofCom

mons, or to alter the Government; who

they were, and what they adviſed ?

2. Some words fell from your Grace

yeſterday, wherein you were pleaſed to ſay,

you had got nothing, but others had gotten

three, four, or five hundred thonſand

pounds : Who were they that had gotten

theſe ſums, and by what means ?

His anſwer to this was,-That he was

not at all acquainted by what means they

got ſo much : That the Duke of Ormond

had got five hundred thouſand pounds,

which was upon record; that Lord Arling

ton had not got ſo much, but had got a

great deal.

3. By whoſe advice was the army raiſed,

and Monſieur Schomberg made General 2

4. By whoſe advice was this army brought

up to awe the debates and reſolutions of the

Houſe of Commons 2

5. Who made the triple alliance

6. Who made the firſt treaty with

France, by which the triple, alliance was

broken 2

He anſwered, ‘ I made it.”

7. By whoſe advice was the Exchequer

ſhut up, and the order of payment there

broken 2 -

8. Who adviſed the declaration in mat

ters of religion ?

9. Who adviſed the attacking the Smyr

na fleet, before the war was proclaimed 2

10. By whoſe advice was the ſecond trea

ty at Utrecht 2 -

11. By what counſel was the war begun

without the Parliament, and thereupon the

Parliament prorogued 2

12. By whoſe advice was the Parliament

prorogued, the 4th of November laſt 2

I did not think fit to add all the Duke's

anſwers, becauſe it is not juſt to prejudice

the reader againſt thoſe whom the Duke

of Buckingham accuſed to clear himſelf;

but the queſtions are very proper to ſhew

what it was that the Commons blamed in

the condućt of the King and Cabal : They

were ſo little ſatisfied with the Duke's an

ſwers, that they paſſed the ſame vote againſt

him as againſt Lauderdale.

The Commons, it ſeems, principally in

tended to ruin the Earl of Arlington,

fince, notwithſtanding his defence before the

Houſe, they drew up an impeachment a

gainſt him, conſiſting of ſeveral articles;

but, as this impeachment was not purſued,

I do not think it juſt to inſert the articles,

ſince I cannot alſo inſert what the Earl

could urge, in his defence. I ſhall there

fore only ſay, that this impeachment chiefly

concerned the open protection, granted by

the Earl of Ariington, as Secretary, to the

Catholics ; and ſome actions tending to

promote arbitrary power, or his own pri

vate intereſt. -

After this, the Commons proceeded to

prepare a bill for a gencral teſt, by which

every perſon, refuſing to take it, ſhould be

made incapable to enjoy any office civil or

military, to ſit in either Houſe of Parlia

ment, or to come within five miles of the

Court. The teſt was in theſe words:

: “I do ſolemnly, from my heart, and in

the preſence of Almighty God, profeſs,

teſtify, and declare, That I do not believe,

in my conſcience, that the church of Rome

is the only Catholic and univerſal church

of Chriſt, out of which there is no ſalva

tion ; or that the Pope hath any juriſdic

tion or ſupremacy over the Catholic church

in general, or over myſelf in particular; or

that it belongs to the ſaid church of Rome

alone to judge of the true ſenſe and inter

retation of the Holy Scriptures ; or that,

in the holy ſacrament of the Euchariſt, there

is made a perfect change of the whole ſub

ſtance of the bread into Chriſt's body, or of

the whole ſubſtance of the wine into Chriſt's

blood; which change the ſaid church of

Rome calleth Tranſubſtantiation ; or that

the Virgin Mary, or any other faint, ought

to be worſhipped or prayed unto ; And all

theſe aforeſa d doćtrines and poſitions I do

renounce and diſclaim, as falſe and errone

ous, and contrary to God's word and the

Chriſtian religion.” It was not without

reaſon that this oath was called the Teſt, or

Trial, ſince it was as a touchſtone to diſ

tinguiſh the Papiſts from the Proteſtants,

there being no Catholic who could in con

ſcience take this oath. The King had al

ready given his conſent to an act which im

poſed much the ſame oath ; but that was

only for thoſe who were in office or em

ployment, whereas this was univerſal, and

might be required of all ſuſpected perſons:

But, before the bill was ready, the King,

prorogued the Parliament, and ſo defeated

both this, and ſeveral other bills tending to

the ſame end.

[To by continued.]

A re
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4 remarkable Caſe of the Efficacy of the Bark in a Mortification. In a Letter to William

Watſon, M. D. F. R. S. from Mr. Richard Grindall, Surgeon to the London Ho

ſpital. Read before the Royal Society, December 8, 1757.

S I R,

H E following caſe, being very fin

gular, has induced me to lay it be

fore the Royal Society, and beg the favour

to do it through your means. Although

numerous inftances are related, in the re

cords of medicine, of the great danger in

interrupting nature in her operations, there

is not one (ſo far as I know) in which more

violent and extraordinary effects have been

produced, than in the following.

It may happen alſo, that this inſtance

may be of ſervice in aſcertaining the virtue

of the medicine in intermittents, when in

the hands of men of judgment.

On the 28th of June, 1757, Mary Alex

andºr, aged 31 years, of the pariſh of

Whitechapel, was brought into the London

hoſpital, having a mortification in both

hands, which reached about an inch and

kalf abova the wriſts. All her toes, and

about an inch of one foot beyond the laſt

joint, were mortified ; her noſe was alſo

intirely deſtroyed by a mortification; and

all theſe happened at the ſame time. Upon

inquiry into the cauſe of this misfortune, I

found, that, on Monday the 3oth of May,

ſhe was ſeized with a quotidian ague, which

uſually began about three of the clock in

the afternoon, and laſted near two hours;

which was ſucceeded by a hot fit, and then

a violent ſweat. And in this manner ſhe

was afflićted for ſeven days, without any

material alteration; when, being informed

by a neighbour of a perſon who had an in

fallible remedy for the cure of an ague, ſhe

applied to him. He brought her two phi

als, containing about an ounce and half

each, of a pale yellowiſh liquor; one of

which he dire&ted her to take dire&ly, pro

miſing, that ſhe ſhould have no return of

the fit of conſequence ; and that, if ſhe had

any ſmall return, the ſecond bottle ſhould

cure her effe&tually. In conſequence of

which, ſhe took one doſe, which was at the

time the cold fit had been on about a quar

ter of an hour: She had no ſooner ſwallow

edit, but, as ſhe ſays, her ſtomach was on

five, and felt as if ſhe had ſwallowed the

itrongeſt dram poſſible. The cold fit left

her inſtantly; but ſhe was immediately

ſeized with ſo violent a fever, as to make

he burn, and be extremely thirſty, all the

following might ; much more ſo than ever

fhe had been before, till the next morning,

whom a ſweat a little relieved her from the

violen: heat. When ſhe roſe in the morn

Auſtin-Friars, Dec. 7th, 1757.

ing, ſhe was much troubled with a great

itching in the hands, feet, and noſe ; and,

ſoon after, all thoſe parts began to feel

numbed, or, as ſhe deſcribes it, as if her

hands and feet were aſleep; which ſhe took

but little notice of till the evening of that

day, when ſhe found the nails of both hands

and feet were turning black, and, at the

ſame time, feeling great pain in both, as

alſo in her noſe, and that they appeared of

a darkiſh red colour, like the ſkin in cold

weather. Upon which, at nine o'clock

that night, ſhe ſent for an apothecary, from

whom, I have ſince been informed, the

perſon beforementioned had bought the me

dicine, which he gave her. The apothecary

was not at home ; his journeyman went,

and, finding the woman had a difficulty of

breathing, ordered her a mixture with ſper

maceti and ammoniacum, to be taken occa

fionally. The apothecary did not ſee her

himſelf till the 16th of June, when, finding

her in a very bad condition, that her

hands, and feet, and noſe, were intirel

black, and had many veſicles or ſmall blad

ders upon them, filled with a blackſh bloo

dy water; he opened them, and let out the

fluid, and dreſſed them with yellow baſili

con; and in this manner continued treat

ing her till the 20th of the ſame month,

when, finding no material alteration for

the better, he ordered her a browniſh mix

ture, of which ſhe was to take four ſpoon

fuls, every four hours; which, he informed

me, was a decočtion of the bark; and ſays,

on taking this, ſhe was better, as the mor

tification ſeemed inclined to ſtop. But, as

it was a bad caſe, he adviſed the woman to

be carried to an hoſpital; and in this con

dition was ſhe brought in, when ſhe was

immediately put into a courſe of the bark,

taking a drachm of the powder every four

hours; and, in 48 hours taking it, there

was a perfeót ſeparation of all the mortified

parts. She was then ordered to take it only

three times in 24 hours; and, purſuing this

method for eight days, theme was a very

good digeſtion from the parts above the

mortification.

The mortified part became now ſo offen

five, that the poor woman preſſed me much

to take off her hands, aſſuring me ſhe

would go through the operations with good

courage, being very deſirous to live, tho’

in this miſerable condition.

On the 12th of July I took off both her

hands;
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hands; I had very little more to do, than

ſaw the bones, Nature having ſtopped the

bleeding, when ſhe ſtopped the mortifica

tion. In a day or two after, I took off all

the toes from both feet, and now diſconti

nued the bark, the parts appearing in a

healthy and healing condition; which went

on ſo for five weeks, when, on a ſudden,

the parts began to look livid, her ſtomach

failed her, and ſhe was feveriſh; but, upon

taking an ounce of the bark, in 36 hours,

her fores began again to look well. She

was not ſuffered to leave off the bark ſo

ſoon this time, but continued taking it

twice a day, for a month. She is now al

moſt well: That part of her face, from

whence the noſe mortified, was healed in

ſeven weeks; the ſtumps of both arms are

intirely healed; and both feet are well,

only waiting for one piece of bone ſcaling

off, which I believe will be in a very ſhort

time; and ſhe is now in good health.

The perſon, who gave her this medicine,

is a barber and peruke-maker at Bow. I

applied to him ſeveral times, to inform

me what it was he had given her. The

affair was talked of ſo much in his neigh

bourhood, and the man threatened by the

woman's huſband, that, for a long time, I,

could not get him to tell me, till I told him

I had been informed where he bought the

medicines; and the time of the day, that

he had them, correſponding with the time

of his giving them to the woman, and that

I knew it was tinéture of myrrh, he at laſt

told me, that he had frequently given the

above quantity of an ounce and half of it in

an ague; that it had never done any harm;

and hardly ever failed to cure. Upon

which information, I carried ſome tinčture

of myrrh to the woman, who taſted it, and

is well aſſured it is the ſame liquor the bar

ber gave her in her ague fit. I am, with

reſpect,

Your obliged and obedient Servant,

Richard Grindall.

Melitus’s Charge againſ? Socrates; the latter's Defence; his heroic Speech to the judges,

who condemned him to drink a poiſonous Draught of Hemloc; and his laſt Speech to his

weeping Friends, when he had drank the poiſonous Draught. Extraded from Mr.

Buſhe’s excellent Dramatic Poem.

ME L 1 Tus's Charge againſt Soc R A T E s.

O B L E Athenians, he whom I arraign

Has introduc’d new gods, other than

thoſe

Whom Athens worſhips; and, by ſubtle arts

To him beft known, does alienate the minds

Of youth from firm attachment to the laws

Of the Athenian ſtate, by novel ſchemes

Of virtue and religion, form'd to lay

Our ſacred rites aſide, and introduce

Dočtrines abhorrent from the ſacred laws

Of our forefathers; who were wont to teach

That all the bleſfings we derive from Heav'n

Are owing to the gods, when each is ſerv'd

By miniſteries due and ſolemn rites

According to his rank : But Socrates

Talks high of inſpiration, and a daemon

Who*† him new beheſts from Heav'n, and

- lls

His mind with notions alien from the ſenſe

Of civil laws and myſteries divine,

Which we hold ſacred.

Soc R A Tris's Defence,

O, ye Athenians, I am ſummon'd here

To plead the cauſe of innocence and virtue.-

This furrow'd front, and ſilver-ſhining hair,

Confeſs my age; this country is my mother;

My father Athens' ſon; here did I firſt

Imbibe th' enlivening air, and as fair truth,

As copious knowledge join'd with wiſdom,

flow'd

From learning's ſpring, I trac'd the living lines

Of virtue's laws, till ſeventy ſuns have roll’d

Their annual round—

* Xenoph, in Apol, Socr.

Melitus argues

That I ſuborn new gods, to overturn

The ſacred rites, which have for ages paſt

Govern'd this ſtate.—Were this bold charge as

true

As 'tis ſevere, I doubtleſs ought to feel

The rigour of the laws, and ſhould refign

My life a vićtim to appeaſe the wrath

Of injur'd Heaven.—But from what latent cauſe

The charge ſhould riſe, that I have introduc’d

Dočtrines abhorrent from the ſacred rites

Of our forefathers, is a myſtery

I can't unveil: For, on all feſtal days,

On public altars and in ſolemn form,

I pay my vows; this might Melitus ſee

In open day, did not pale Envy caſt

A miſt before his eyes. Or how can I

Suborn new deities, when I have taught

That a ſtill voice from Heaven inſpires my ſoul

With ſacred thoughts, and tells me what is fit

And proper to be done * * They who conſult

The notes of birds, or omens draw from men,

Gather conjećtures from the vocal ſound,

And ačt as that directs. When thunders roll

Thro' the aerial way, do not they ſpeak

With aweful voice, and carry on their wings

The fates of empires 2 Does not Pythia ſwell

With ſacred rage, and impulſe not her own,

When from the tripod of the Delphic god

She ſpeaks th’Almighty purpoſe 2–Now, that he

Who rules ſupreme can take a fimple view

Of all futurity, and ſee the fates

Of things in embryo, nations do confeſs

As well as I ; but then, while others hold

That ſigns and omens of themſelves portend

Future events, I teach they only attº A
-
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As miniſterial agents, that derive

Their telling powers from God, whoſe voice

alone

All divination guides; for even I,

This Socrates, whom Envy here arraigns,

Have told my friends what good or bad effects

Would from their condućt riſe, ſhould they purſue

What was reſolv’d ; and I was never found

To err from truth.

If the Judges will not believe

What I aſſert, I hope they will attend º

To what the oracle pronounc'd when Chaerephon,

A friend to the Athenian ſtate, enquir’d

What the god thought of me, and many ſtood

Prepar'd to hear the ſacred voice aloud

Proclaim my praiſe ; and, tho’ our common

friend

Be now no more, * his brother is alive,

And can atteſt the fact ; let him come forth

And ſpeak his ſoul.

And if ye will but backward turn your eyes

On my paſt life, and view its various ſcenes

In all their lights, perhaps ye may aſſent

To what the god declar'd ; for, from the time

Of early age, I labour'd to explore

The depths of reaſon; firſt, indeed, I rang'd

The wide aethereal way, to trace the orbs

That various roll above, and meaſure times

In due proportion to the laws that rule

Their revolutions: But, as this purſuit

Was dark and intricate, beyond the ken

Of Reaſon's eye, ’twas I who firſt brought down

Philoſophy from Heav'n, and made it ſhine

In courts and cities; I firſt taught the laws

That humaniſe the ſoul, and make it taſte

The ſweets of moral charms; I found the path

That leads where juſtice reigns, and fix'd the

bounds

Of right and wrong: This does all Athens know,

Whoſe citizens in numbers flock to hear

My moral le&tures, which I freely give

Without reward ; while venal ſophiſ's ſell

Their gilded bane, which taints the tender ſeeds

Of virtue 'ere they ſpring, and gives the mind

A turn to vice: Have not I cloſe purſu'd

Their ſpecious wiles, and ſhewn the ſnares they

ſpread º

To catch unguarded ſouls Athenians, ſay,

If this be true, do not I merit praiſe

From gods and men And that I ſpeak the truth

Your filence is a proof. But I infer

That, if we take the oracle aright,

It only deem'd me wiſeſt of all men,

Becauſe the narrow bounds of human minds

I beſt have known, and moſt have been convinc'd

That God alone is wiſe. — But ye are told

That I corrupt the youth:-Can doćtrines form'd

To meliorate the mind with manly ſenſe,

And give the ſoul to taſte fair virtue's charms; -

Can dićtates of this kind divert the thoughts

Of giddy youth from paying due regard

To civil inſtitutes and ſacred rites

In veneration held

——Say, when diſeaſe or pain

Affails the human frame, Do parents mix

The healing draught Does not the patient run

To 42ſculapias' ſons for aid, who know

*.

* Chaºrocrates,

The malady and cure ? Arid is it deem'd

No proof of prudence to reſtore the mind

To a ſound ſtate by proper means of cure ?

Is it a proof

That I deny the gods, and introduce

A new religion alien from the laws

Of the Athenian ſtate, when here Iſland

Arraign'd for Virtue's cauſe, which, by the gods
And all wiſe men, was ever ſacred deem'd 3

But let us change the ſcene. — I clearly ſee,

In this great court, fathers and ſons who long

My dićtates fought; let them ſtand forth and

ſpeak … I -

Their inmoſt ſoul, whether they found the ſtream

Corrupt or pure ; – their filence ſeems to plead

The merit of my cauſe; — they know I ſtand

On a ſure ground, unſhaken as a rock

That bears the force of ſtorms, yet ſtill remains

Firm on the baſe, and rears its lofty head

Above the clouds: While therefore purple blood

Runs thro’ theſe veins, I neither can repent

Nor change my condućt. When I carried arms,

Let Potidaea, let Amphipolis

Confeſs my courage : Let Boeotians ſay

How firm I flood at Delium, on the edge

Of battle where it rag'd j and, when a flood

Of arms pour’d on us, meaſur’d back the field

Only by inches, while our ſoldiers fled

On all the wings of fear : I did retreat;

But, like a lion that diſdains repulſe,

I fac'd the foe, and held my ſword prepar'd . . .

Againſt aſſault : If I, who thus in war -

, Approv'd my courage, to reſtore the rights

Which Athens claim’d, ſhould now deſert the

- poſt -

Which Heav'n aſſign'd me, and, thro' fear of

death,

Ceaſe to prepare the minds of youth

For virtue's laws, and make them fit to rule

In peace or war; then might I freely own

That I am juſtly cited to appear

Before this great tribunal, here conven'd

To fit on life or death. Or, ſhould the laws

Remit their force, in caſe I ſhould renounce

My former doćtrines; whom ſhould I obey ;

God, or this court —Know then, Athenians,

That with my lateſt breath I will exhort

Both young and old, and uſe all proper means

To purge their ſouls from vice, and make them

ſoar -

. Above this ſordid earth, on which their thoughts

Seem too intent; unconſcious that the ſoul

Is the whole man, and ſhould be rul’d by laws

Of a ſuperior kind, which ſuit the port

Of intelle&tual beings that partake

Of pureſt effence, flowing from the ſource

Of immaterial life. —This, Judges, is the ſum

Of what I have to plead.

Soc R a res's Speech to his Judges.

: 'Tis well; I thank them for it:

That final draught is more to be deſir'd

Than their rich wines; — methinks I feel the
taſte . * * * * * * *

Already on my palate; ſoon 'twill mix

With the warm blood; and Socrates ſhall fly

From this retarding frame, and ſoar to heaven—

º Judges,

i
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Judges, at your command, I'm only going

To ſuffer death, to which I was condemn'd

From the firſt moment of my birth; but they

By whom I fall ſhall feel a heavier doom

By the decrees of truth, that ſacred law

By which the living God unerring deals

Rewards and puniſhments.--To him with joy

I do reſign my being, and ſubmit

To his eternal will.—I know to die

Is only to put off this mortal garb

That I may live for ever, where the rage

Of men has no acceſs, nor can diſturb

The peaceful manſions of rewarded ſaints

That never die. Know then, that, when the

zeal

Of faétion crols, ye will deplore the loſs

Of this old Socrates, ordain’d by God

Your guardian here, to vindicate the rights

Of Virtue's cauſe, whom I have long purſu'd

Thro' all her tracks, and view'd her virgin train

Array'd in robes of azure and of gold,

The work of Heav'n I Me ſhall ſome future

bards

Applaud in choral ſymphony attun'd

To the Creator's praiſe, from whom deſcends

All that is good and juſt; but chiefly thou,

Tranſcendent being, offspring of the God

Who reigns alone! O Virtue ! I would die

Ten thouſand deaths to have thy lovely form

For ever in my view — But give me leave

To aſk this boon 'ere I am carried hence;

Permit me to embrace and bid farewell

To theſe my friends, who in their ſouls abhor

The guilty deed.-O, judges, (for to you

Whoſe hearts are open to the truth, that name

Gf right belongs) to you I would impart

What now my mind ſuggeſts, left anxious

thoughts,

Concerning what is here decreed, ſhould raiſe

Commotion in your ſouls : Know then, the

daemon,

That voice prophetic, which I never hear

But when it means to check the fond purſuit

Of ſomething I reſolv'd : that voice divine

Neither oppos'd me when I hither came,

By order of the Court, nor curb'd my tongue

When I purſu'd the merits of my cauſe

With a firm mind; tho' oft’ at other times

It ſtopp'd me ſhort, perhaps in the mid-way

Of my diſcourſe; from whence I fair infer,

That what was done will in event produce

A real good. If in our lateſt breath

The ſpirit vaniſhes in air, and feels

No more ſenſations; or if death, as ſome

Would have us think, be fimilar to ſleep,

Devoid of viſions even ſeen in dreams,

When the ſoul reſts from thought; death, in

that view,

ls one long ſcene of eaſe, as far from end

As is eternity: But, if the ſoul

Be of immortal eſſence, and partakes

Of the Divinity, as Reaſon's voice

Aloud proclaims, then ſhall we find that death

Is only a migration to the realms

Where God's inthron'd, ſtill ready to receive

Departing ſpirits when they are releas'd .

From earthly cares; there ſhall I ſoon retire

From this bad world; and joyous converſe hold

With ancient ſages, who, by virtue rais'd,

And deeds of proweſs, have with merit won

The higheſt honours in the court of fame.

Soc R A T E s”s laſt Speech to his weeping .

Friends.

Ah! where, my friends,

Is now your virtue's wonted ſtrength 2 For this

I ſent away the women, leſt their eyes

Should flow with tears of weakneſs; I have

taught -

That men ſhould die in peace, and bleſs the gods

For their departure hence, who have prepar'd

A better life for all who firmly tread

The paths of virtue, and purſue the way

That leads to heav'n.—O! may my demeanour,

My ſteady pračtice in this aweful hour,

This hour, that verges on eternity,

Be ſuch as Socrates himſelf would praiſe!—

Shall this divorce my weary ſoul from earth *-

Tranſcendent drug!--this trivial ſimple draught--

This trampled weed confign me to the ſtars 1

—So bountiful is Nature!—Ceaſe to weep

My countrymen, my friends—rather rejoice,

Rejoice with Socrates—his triumph ſhare :-

No ſhade of doubt remains, 'tis day-light all

'Tis Heaven itſelf unfolds—O wider yet

Unfold that glorious gate, the courts of light—

I ſee, I ſee—no mortal tongue can utter

I ſpring, I ſoar, I mingle with the bleſs'd,

[He grows faint.

And yet—but friendſhip comes from Heav'n,

farewell I

Nature foregoes her gripe—I feel—I feel

Her ſlacken'd hand!—Thou potent, friendly

draught!-

My ſoul is half enlarg'd-embrace me—help

me-

Hold, hold me up—ye winged miniſters.-

To thee, thou God ſupreme—to thee I give—

Thou ſource of life—but O my ſoul is thine—

Take back this portion of thyſelf—take back—

Let Socrates be thine—for ever.— [Expires.

An authentic Account, from the beft Authority, of the late Enterpriſe againſ the

Coaſt of F R A N C E.

Tº: embarkation of the army from

the Iſle of Wight being completed at

Cowes, before twelve in the morning, on

Saturday May 27, 1758, the ſame evening

the frigates and tranſports fell down to Spit

head; and the next day, the 28th, to St.

Helen's. On Thurſday, June the 1ſt, ſail

ed from St. Helen's, about twelve o'clock

(much wind in the night) tranſports kept

back; two conſiderably damaged. On Fri

day morning, the 2d, ſaw the French coaſt,

between Cape Barfleur and La Hogue, and

diſcovered French fignals, on the appear

ance of the fleet ; about nine that night,

anchored
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anchored in the Race of Alderney, made

fignals to the tranſports to weigh anchor

and follow, about eleven; but, many loſing

their anchors, and others not chſerving the

ſignals, were obliged to lie to till Saturday

morning : That day, one of the tranſports,

with part of the firſt regiment of guards on

board, ſtruck upon a rock, near the iſland

of Sark; ſignals of diſtreſs being made, the

men were all carried off in boats to other

ſhips, before four in the afternoon, when

the wreck was abandoned. The whole

fleet ſailed that night round the iſle of Jer

fey, made Cape Frehel the day following

(Sunday the 4th) and came to an anchor,

at five in the evening, at three leagues di

ſtant.

Monday the 5th, early in the morning,

the fleet weighed, and ſtood in for the bay

of Cancalle ; and, at a quarter before ſe.

ven, a fignal was made for the troops and

light horſe, and, a quarter after, for the

artillery.

borough, Major-general Elliot, Commo

dore Howe, and Lieutenant colonel Wat

fon, went in a cutter to reconnoitre the

coaſt in the bay of Cancalle, and were fired

at from a battery on the ſhore. His Grace,

having fixed upon the beach before the vil

lage La Houle, for the landing, returned on

board the Eſſex; ſoon after which, the

Swallow ſloop of war, having got too near

the ſhore, was fired upon by three batteries

in the rocks; ſhe returned the fire very

briſkly, and was got off, by the help of

boats (as ſhe was becalmed) without having

received any other damage than a ſhot in

her bread-room.

The troops, ordered for the firſt diſem

barkation, were the three battalions of

guards under the command of Major gene

ral Dury; Bentinck's battalion; and the

ten eldeſt companies of grenadiers, formed

into two battalions, and each completed to

1 oo men, under the command of Major

general Moſtyn. The whole had orders to

carry two days proviſion along with them;

the Officers to take ſoldiers tents for them

ſelves, and eight private men to lie in one

tent. The boats aſſembled with the grena

diers aſtern of the Eſſex. About fix in the

afternoon, the Commodore went on board

the Succeſs man of war, and there hoiſted

his broad pendant, weighed, and went in,

together with the Flamborough, Roſe,

Swallow, Saltaſh, and Glenado bomb, a

bout ſeven.

As ſoon as he came open with the fort,

which had three guns, two twenty-four

pounders, and the other twelve, it began to

fire upon him, which was returned by the

Commodore and the other ſhips, as ſoon as

3

At eleven, the Duke of Marl-,

they got near enough, ſo as preſently to fi

lence the fire of the fort, with the koſs of

three men on bdard the Succeſs. The Com

modore, at this time, made the ſignal for

the troops to advance towards the ſhore,

where they landed, under cover of his fire,

without oppoſition, and immediately formed

upon the beach.

The grenadiers, being the firſt who land

ed, were ſoon followed by the third regiment

of guards, a part of the firſt, the Cold

ſtream, and Bentinck's, the tranſports car

rying the guards being more remote from

the ſhore; and, a ſufficient number of flat

bottomed boats not having been ſent for

them, were thereby prevented from landing

intire the firſt night. Lord Ceorge Sack

ville, accompanied by Major-general Elliot,

landed at the ſame time with the grenadiers,

and immediately ordered out proper detach

ments to take poſſeſſion of the heights which

commanded the beach, from whence ſeveral

ſhot were fired by the enemy, poſted at a

windmill there. Theſe were ſoon diſperſed

by the advanced parties of grenadiers, and

the eminences completely occupied by the

reſt of the troops; but it muſt be obſerved,

that the only aſcent to thoſe heights was

through a deep ravine ſurrcunded with

wood, and ſo narrow as hardly to admit the

march of two men abreaſt; inſomuch that,

if the enemy had poſted 500 men, properly,

it would have been next to impoſſible to have

forced a paſſage. -

By the priſoners taken at the mill, and in

the adjacent fields, it appeared, that the

enemy's troops which ſhewed themſelves

were only the guards de coſte, and ſome of

the ſoldiers of the regiment of Boulonnois,

belonging to the picquets of that regiment,

lying in St. Maloe's. The Commandant

of the guarde de coſte, Count Landale, was

killed, with another perſon in his company,

by a party of Kingſley's grenadiers, in the

village of Cancalle. Early the next morn

ing (Tueſday the 6th) the diſembaikation

of the remainder of the army was comple

ted; after which, the whole was incamped,

and a plan was given in for throwing up an

intrenchment, which, being approved of,

was immediately carried into execution,

under the dire&tion of Colonel Cunningham,

the chief Engineer.

By means of this intrenchment, and the

nature of the ground, our retreat was ab

ſolutely ſecured, in caſe the enemy ſhould

attempt to moleſt us in making it. About

twelve, Brigadier Elliot, with 1.5o light

horſe, and ſome picquets of infantry, was

detached along the ſhore, to reconnoitre the

ground, as far as the caſtle of St. Maloire,

at which place the high road frºm Dole;
Qit
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Port orſon leads to St. Maloe's. He left

the infantry at St. Maloire, and puſhed for

ward, with the light dragoons, as far as

Fontaine Epilleray, about two miles diſtant

ſrom St. Maloe's. At the ſame time, Ge

neral Waldegrave (Major-general of the

day) marched with the picquets through the

villages of Ralhat, La Choſieres, and Lan

gotiere, on the road to St. Maloe's, where

He left proper poſts, with orders to join their

corps on their march the day following.

Wedneſday the 7th, at break of day, the

army marched in two columns ; the firſt,

headed by the Duke of Marlborough and

Lord George Sackville, by the road which

had been reconnoitred the day before by

Brigadier Elliot; the ſecond, by Lieute

nant-general Lord Ancram and Major

general Elliot, by the road reconnoitred by

Major-general Waldegrave, as far as Fon.

taine Epilleray, where it halted, till joined.

by the firſt. One brigade was left behind,

under the command of Major-general Boſ.

cawen, to forward the intrenchment, and

ſecure the poſt of Cancalle, on account of

the army's retreat. The Duke of Marlbo

rough, on his march over Chateau Richeau,

near St. Maloire, found it a poſt of ſo

much importance, to prevent the enemy

from cutting off his communication with

the third brigade, left behind at Cancalle,

that he judged it neceſſary to keep poſſeffion

of it, and, accordingly, poſted the brigade

of guards there, under the command of

Major-general Dury. This poſt, at the

ſame time, prevented, by its ſituation, all

troops coming to St. Maloe's, from the

camp at Granville, by the way of Port

Orſon and Dole. -

Upon the junétion of the two columns,

Brigadier Elliot was ordered out, with a

party of light dragoons, accompanied with

Lieutenant colonel Watſon; and was or

dered to reconnoitre all the country about

Parame, towards St. Servan. At his re

turn, Parame was fixed upon for the head

quarters, and the army encamped on the

right and left of the road that leads into the

village.

Brigadier Elliot was again ordered out,

with zoo light dragoons, and fix-picquets

of foot (300 men) to march into St. Ser

van, where he arrived about duſk, and,

according to his inſtrućtions, burnt ſeveral

ſhips and ſtorehouſes. About eleven that

night, he was reinforced by the ſecond bri

gade, under the command of Major-gene

ral Waldegrave. They met with no op

poſition that night; but, the next day

(Thurſday the 8th) the enemy fired cannon

ſhot from St. Maloe's on Loudon's regi

gent, which was drawn up on the beach,

and with ſmall arms from a windmill fort on

the beach. They likewiſe fired from St. Ma

loe's upon every fingle perſon that appeared

upon the beach ; nevertheleſs, ſeveral more

ſhips were burnt that night. His Grace the

Duke of Marlborough, accompanied by

Lord George Sackville and Major general

Elliot, went to reconnoitre St. Servan; and,

finding the poſt too extenſive to be properly

poſſeſſed by one brigade, as the communi

cation between Parame and St. Servan was

almoſt impaſſable, the lower road along the

beach being too much expoſed to the batte

ries of St. Maloe's, and the upper road ſo

bad as to render it difficult to bring up the

heavy cannon ; added, that the danger of

not being able to bring it off again, in caſe

a haſty retreat ſhould become neceſſary; ta

king alſo into confideration, that Major-ge

neral Waldegrave's report of a conſtant ſup

ply of troops, in boats, being thrown into the

town of St. Maloe's, by the river Denant; it.

was determined to march back that brigade,

together with the light horſe, after having

ordered the remaining ſhips at Solidore ty

be burnt; which was executed. The gar

riſon itſelf burnt ſome ſloops on the ſtocks,

which lay near the cauſeway, for fear, as

was imagined, of ourmaking any lodgment

behind them. There were above 106 veſ.

ſels deſtroyed, in ali; among which were

ſeveral large privateers, and Engliſh ſhips

from the Weſt-Indies, which had been ta

ken, beſides ſtores and magazines. This

evening the camp at Parame was reinforced

by the firſt battalion of guards and Hay's

régiment. In the night, a terrible ſtorm

of thunder, lightning, and rain.

Friday, the 9th, 200 light-horſe, under

the command of Lieutenant colonel Brown,

joined by the Coldſtream regiment of guards,

marched to Dole, where they met with a

friendly, reception from the Magiſtrates,

from whence a party of 40 dragoons was

detached, under the command of Capt.

Lindſey, who reconnoitred towards Port

Orſon, five leagues from Dole, and, falling

in with the enemy's company of infantry of

dragoons, took two, who reported that

there were two troops of dragoons and fix

companies of infantry in the town of Port

Orſon; that a regiment was expe&ted there

the next day; and that the peaſants in the

neighbouring country had orders to get

ready, by that time, all their waggons, to

carry the baggage of the troops from Gran

ville towards St. Maloe's at the former of

which places there was an incampment of

between 7 and 8coo men.

Saturday, the 10th, the army marched

back to Cancalle in two columns, that of

the left headed by Lord Ancram, conſiſt

D 2 1, ºr
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ing of the firſt and ſecond brigades and the

battalion of Haye's, by the ſame route which

his Lordſhip took before; the column of the

right, headed by the Duke of Marlborough

and Lord George Sackville, compoſed of

the fourth brigade, the two battalions of

grenadiers, the artillery, the detachment of

5oo men, poſted at the windmill, and the

light-horſe, marched by the high road to

Chateau Richeau : The firſt battalion of

the guards, with a party of light dragoons,

were left with Major-general Elliot of the

day, as a rear-guard to the whole ; which,

after having remained ſome time, till the

column was marched from its ground, mo

ved off without diſcovering any appearance

of the enemy, and joined it at Fontaine Epil

lery, taking up a ſtrong poſt, commanded

by a Captain at La Bardoulaye, (a place

ſituate between Parame and Chateau Ri

cheau) on account of keeping up the com

munication between thoſe two places. The

rear was brought up by the brigade of

of guards. The Coldſtream regiment, with

the detachment of zoo light-dragoons, ha

ving joined that day from Dole, which did

not arrive in camp till near twelve at night,

on account of the narrowneſs and difficulty

of the road. -

Sunday, the 11th, the brigade decamped

about ſeven in the morning, and embarked;

the light-horſe and Officers horſes did the

ſame ; the whole of which was completed

in the afternoon, excepting ſome few, which

were obliged, by the coming in of the tide,

to wait till the next morning. Monday,

the 12th, the reſt of the army decamped :

At break of day began the embarkation by

the third brigade, next the ſecond, then the

firſt ; after that, the two battalions of gre

nadiers; and, laſtly, the brigade of guards,

cloſed by their own picquets and grenadiers

companies, under the command of Major

general Dury : The whole was finiſhed

within the ſpace of ſeven hours, without

the loſs of a man, or appearance of an ene

my. The fleet remained at anchor in Can

calle bay till Friday, the 16th, when it got

under way early in the morning ; but, ha

ving contrary winds, came, in the evening,

to an anchor off St. Maloe's : The wind

blowing very hard, and ſtill contrary all

night, the ſignal was made to weigh anchor

next morning, and return to Cancalle bay,

where the fleet anchored again about ten

o'clock. -

Sunday, the 18th, about four in the af

te: noon, the Duke of Marlborough, with

Lc d George Sackville, Commodore Howe,

at d Lieutenant-colonel Watſon, went on

board the Tartar frigate, and ſailed within

about two miles diſtance of Granville, in

order to take a ſurvey of the town and for

tifications : They rejoined the fleet again

about nine o'clock in the evening. Tueſ

day, the 20th, in the afternoon, the Com

modore, accompanied by Capt. Morriſon,

Engineer, went on board the Succeſs fri

gate, in order to reconnoitre Granville a ſe

cond time; when he came near the ſhore

he got into a cutter, that he might be able

to approach the place as near as poſſible, in

which he was fired at ſeveral times from the

enemy's batteries. He returned to the fleet

in the evening.

On Wedneſday, the 21ſt, early in the

morning, the fleet weighed and got under

ſail; but, having little wind, (and that ſtill

contrary) came again to an anchor off St.

Maloe's about twelve. About ſix in the af

ternoon, a boat, with a flag of truce, was

ſent by the Dukeºft. Comman

dant in St. Maloe's, with a letter to the

Duke of Marlborough, acquainting his

Grace, that he had ſent five priſoners, to

be exchanged with the like number of the

regiment of Boulonnois, or Languedoc dra

goons. The Drum-major reported, that

fifteen of our marauders and deſerters had

entered into their ſervice, and were ſent to

Breſt. That afternoon the Iſis man of war

joined the fleet, from Portſmouth, with four

light tranſports, to eaſe the crowded ones,

About ſeven, weighed and came to anchor

again off Cape Frehel. Thurſday, the 22d,

about two in the morning, weighed again,

and continued under ſail till two o'clock

Friday morning, when the fleet anchored

off the iſland of Jerſey; weighed again at

eight, and ſailed round the iſland of Guern

ſey; made the Caſkets early on Saturday

morning, the 24th ; about eight the ſaid

evening diſcovered the Engliſh coaſt, which

we took to be the High-land of St. Albin's,

or the iſland of Portland.

The fleet continued ſailing up the chan

nel; and, on Monday, about ten in the

morning, made Cape la Haye, diſtant about

three or four leagues; upon the appearance

of the fleet the French fired ſeveral guns

upon the coaſt. About noon, came off

the mouth of the river Seine, near Havre

de Grace; lay to till about three, when,

the wind blowing ſtrong, and right on ſhore,

the fleet ſtood to the weſtward. The Com

modore reconnoitred the coaſt, in a cutters

weſt of the Seine, where he found a land

ing place, and ſaw a camp, ſuppoſed to be

of three battalions. The ſignal was made

for the troops to prepare for landing; but

the wind blew too hard, and right on the

ſhore. The fleet kept plying on and cff,

with
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with moderate weather; and, on Wedneſ

day, the'28th, about ten in the morning,

made Cape Barfleur.

Thurſday, the 29th, the fleet ſtill ſtood

to the weſtward, and, in the afternoon, an

chored off Cherburg harbour, when a fig

nal was made to ſummon all Generals and

commanding Officers on board the Eſſex;

and a diſpoſition for landing was made as

follows, viz, the firſt battalion of guards,

and the fourth grenadier company of that

brigade, to be embarked, at eleven o'clock

at night, in the flat-bottomed boats, to

land in the center ofthe bay, between Ham

mit and Quinqueville, to attack the fort at

theſe two places, and another near a church,

and then to nail up the cannon : If they.

could maintain their ground, they were to

ſend back the boats for the remainder of

the brigade of guards, to join and ſuſtain

them : The firſt, ſecond, and third brigades

were to anchor as near the guards as poſſi

ble, to be ready to join them when ſent for

to diſembark : The fourth brigade was to

anchor off the iſland of Pelee, and to land

to the eaſtward of the town, in order to

make a diviſion of the enemy's forces.

At the ſame time the men of war and

bomb-veſſels were ordered to ſtand in to

batter the forts and bombard the town, du

ring the landing of the troops ; and ſeveral

of them were under ſail for that purpoſe,

and the guards in their boats, at the ap

pointed time, aftern of the Eſſex; but the

wind aroſe to ſuch a height that it was found

TRUCK with religious awe, and ſolemn

dread,

l view theſe gloomy manſions of the dead :

Around me tombs in mix’d diſorder riſe,

And in mute language teach me to be wiſe !

Time was theſe aſhes liv'd 5–a time muſt be

When othes thus may ſtand—and look at me;

Alarming thought ! no wonder ’tis we dread

O'er theſe uncomfortable vaults to tread,

Where, blended, lie the aged and the young,

The rich and poor, an undiſtinguiſh'd throng:

Death conquers all, and Time's ſubduing hand

Nor tombs nqr marble ſtatues can withfland.

Mark yonder aſhes, in confuſion ſpread

Compare earth's living tenants with her dead!

How ſtriking the reſemblance, yet how juſt 1

Once life and ſoul inform'd this maſs of duſt

Around,theſe bones, now broken and decay’d,

The ſtreams of life in various channels play'd :

Perhaps that ſkull, ſo horrible to view,

Was ſome fair maid's, ye belles, as fair as you:

Theſe hollow ſockets two bright orbs contain'd,

Where the loves ſported, and in triumph regn'd :

impračticable to land them, and it was de

ferred till next morning, Friday the 3oth;

but the wind continued all night, and ra

ther increaſed in the morning, which occa

fioned ſo great a ſwell and ſurf on the ſhore,

as to render it intirely impoſſible to land the

troops according to the former diſpoſition;

which made Commodore Howe, about fix

in the morning, prepare to batter and bom

bard the town and forts with the following

ſhips, viz. Eſſex, Deptford, Portland, Ro

cheſter, Jaſon, Maidſtone, and Brilliant,

with the bomb-ketches, and accordingly

gave orders to clear the ſhips and prepare

for ačtion : At the ſame time a detachment

of the four companies of grenadiers, and the

firſt battalion of guards, were to endeavour

to land, and to attack the forts abovemen

tioned, and cover the fire of the two frigates;

and the reſt of the troops were alſo to be in

readineſs; but, about mine o'clock, the wind

ſtill continued high and ſqually, and withal

northings, ſo as to blow directly on ſhore.

His Grace determined to return to England,

it being impoſſible to land that day; and,

the light troops having but three days water

on board, and a general ſcarcity of provi

ſions reigning through the whole tranſports,

a fignal was made for the flat-bottomed

boats to return to their ſhips; the fignal

was made for weighing, and ſtanding to

ſea dire&tly, which was accordingly done;

and the fleet anchored at St. Helen's, about

eight o'clock, the 1ſt of July, 1758.

The BRIT ISH Muſe, containing original Poems, Songs, &c.

A SOL I LO Q U Y written in a Country Churchyard:

- By the Rev. Mr. Moor E, of Cornwall.

Here glow'd the lips; there, white as Parian

flone,

The teeth, diſpos'd in beauteous order, ſhone.

This is life's gaol-no farther can we view tº

Beyond it all is wonderful and new :

O deign, ſome courteous ghoſt, to let us know

What we muſt ſhortly be, and you are now !

Sometimes you warn us of approaching fate,

Why hide the knowledge of your preſent ſtate 2

With joy behold us tremblingly explore

Th’ unknown gulph, that you can fear no more

The grave has eloquence—its lečtures teach,

In filence, louder than divines can preach;

Hear what it ſays—ye ſons of folly hear;

It ſpeaks to you—O give it then your ear !

It bids you lay all vanity aſide;

O what a leóture this for human pride 1

The clock ſtrikes twelve—how ſolemn is the

ſound !

Hark, how the ſtrokes from hollow vaults re

bound !

They bid us haſten to be wiſe, and ſhow

How rapid in their courſe the minutes flow. S

See
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See yonder yew—hew high it lifts its head Î

Around, their gloomy ſhade the branches ſpread!

Old and decay’d, it ſtill retains a grace,

And adds more ſolemn horror to the place.

whoſe tomb is this It fºys, 'tis Myra's tomb,

Pluck'd from the world in beauty's faireſt bloom;

Attend, ye fair, ye thoughtleſs, and ye gay :

For Myra dy'd upon her nuptial day !

The grave, cold bridegroom, claſp'd her inhisarms,

And the worm rioted upon her charms.

In yonder tomb the old Avaro lies;

(Once he was rich—the world eſteem'd him wiſe)

Schemes unaccompliſh'd labour'd in his mind,

And all his thoughts were to the world confin'd;

Death came unlook'd for--from his graſping hands

Down dropp'd his bags, and mortgages of lands.

Beneath that ſculptur'd pompous marble flone

Lies youthful Florio, aged twenty-one;

Cropp'd like a flow'r, he wither'd in his bloom,

Tho' flatt’ring life had promis'd years to come:

Ye filken ſons! ye Florio's of the age,

who tread, in giddy maze, life's flow'ry ſtage,

Mark here the end of man, in Florio ſee

What you and all the ſons of earth ſhall be

There low in duſt the vain H renſio lies,

whoſe ſplendor once we view’d with envious eyes;

Titles and arms his pompous marble grace,

With a long hiſtory of his noble race:

Still after death his vanity ſurvives,

And on his tomb all of Hortenſio lives!

• Around me, as I turn my wand'ring eyes,

Unnumber'd graves in aweful proſpect riſe,

Whoſe ſtones ſay only when their owners dy'd,

If young, or aged, and to whom ally’d:

On others pompous epitaphs are ſpread,

In mem'ry of the virtues of the dead;

Vain waſte of praiſe! ſince, flatt'ring or fincere,

The judgment day alone will make appear.

How filent is this little ſpot of ground !

How melanchcly looks each objećt round !

Here man, diſſolv'd, in ſhatter'd ruin lies •

So faſt aſleep—as if no more to riſe;

*Tisfrange to think how theſe deadbones can live,

leap into form, and with new heat revive

Or how this trodden earth to life ſhall wake,

Know its own place—its former figure take

But whence theſe fears When the laſt trumpet

founds, -

Thro' heav'n's expanſe, to earth's remoteſt

. bounds,

The dead ſhall quit theſe tenements of clay,

And view again the long extinguiſh'd day:

It muſt be ſo—the ſame almighty pow'r,

From duft who form'd us, can from duſt reſtore.

Chear'd with this pleafing hope, I ſafely truſt

Jehovah's pow'r to raiſe me from the duſt;

On his unfailing promiſes rely,

And all the horrors of the grave defy.

Ho R A CE, Book II, ode ... imitated

by Lord B–h.—PAUL to FAz.

Quid bellicoſus Cantaber, &c.

I.

EV ER, dear Faz, torment thy brain

With idle fears of France of Spain,

Or anything that's foreign :

I TIL U iv i V-LivC TAI-4 iwi ſi. VI. TMZ., 11v L,

What can Bavaria do to us?

What Pruſſia's Monarch, or the Ruſs,

Or ten Prince Charles of Lorrain

II. -

Let us be chearful whilſt we can,

And lengthen out the ſhort-liv'd ſpan,

Enjoying every hour:

The moon itſelf we ſee decay;

Beauty's the worſe for every day,

And ſo’s the ſweeteſt flower.

III.

How oft, dear Faz, have we been told,

That Paul and Faz are both grown old,

By young and wanton laſſes * -

Then, ſince our time is now ſo ſhort,

Let us enjoy the only ſport

Of toſſing of our glaſſes.

- IV.

From White's we'll move th' expenſive ſcene,

And ſteal away to Richmond Green;

There, free from noiſe and riot,

Polly each morn ſhall fill our tea,

Spread bread and butter—and then we

Each night get drunk in quiet.

Unleſs perchance Earl L

As noiſy as a dozen drums,

And makes a horrid pother;

Elſe might we quiet fit and quaff,

And gently chat, and gaily laugh

At this, and that, and t'other.

comes,

I.

Br— ſhall ſettle what's to pay,

Adjuſt accounts by algebra;

I'll always order dinner

Br , though ſolemn, yet is ſly,

And leers at Poll with roguiſh eye,

To make the girl a ſinner.

VII.

Powell, dye hear? Let's have the ham,

Some chicken, and a chine of lamb–

And what elſe?—let's ſee—look ye–

Br muſt have his damn'd boullie,

B—fattens on his fricaſſee;

l’ll have my water ſuchy.

VIII,

When dinner comes we'll drink about,

No matter who is in or out,

Till wine or ſleep o'ertake us;

Each man may nod, or nap, or wink,

And, when it is our turn to drink.

Our neighbour then ſhall wake us.

Thus let us live in ſoft retreat,

Nor envy, nor deſpiſe the great,

Submit to pay our taxes;

With peace or war be well content,

Till eas'd by a good Parliament,

Till Scroop his hand relaxes.

Never enquire about the Rhine,

But fill your glaſs, and drink your wine;

Hope things may ménd in Flanders:

The Dutch we know are good allies,

So are they all, with ſubfidies;

And we have choice Commanders,

- - - XI. Then
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- XI. - - - -

Then here's the King, God bleſs his Grace, And yet no treaſon's ſure in this, -

Though neither you nor I have place, Let who will take the pray’r amiſs, º

He hath many a ſage adviſer; God ſend 'em all much wiſer. -

The P L A N : A New S O N G,

K No laſs on fam'd Hi–ber--nia's plains, Where

beau—-ty all tri----um--phant reigns, Jen--ny

º can out—vie;

K Her art—--leſs charms no muſe can tell ; Nor can the

fing ſun ex—-cel The ra-diance of
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2.

Unnumber'd graces round her move,

At once inſpiring awe and love;

How heav'nly is her ſmile !

With what a ſweet bewitching mien,

Not to be told or ſafely ſeen,

She can the hours beguile !

Good-nature, dutiºn, and eaſe,

Improve the fair one's pow'r to pleaſe,

Which no vain pride deſtroys;

While meaner beauties gain, by arts

Of vulgar growth, the coxcombs hearts,

She ſcorns the worthleſs toys.

A New CO U N T R Y D A N C E.

Co M E I F Y o U c A N.

Turn right hands and caſt off one couple...; turn left hands, and caſt off again: ; lead to the tºp

and caſt off #; lead through the bottom and caſt up #.

A New song, in Imitation of Horace,

Book V. Ode 15.

Sung by Mr. Lowe at Vauxhall.

I.

* H E moon ſhone forth ſerenely bright,

And all the leſſer flars gave light,

To witneſs Caelia's ſhame:

Ye highly injur'd Gods declare

The tender oath ye heard her ſwear,

That blaſted all her fame.

2.

She ſwore, while wolves the lambs deſtroy,

Or dread Orion's ſtorms annoy

The barque in winter's ſea;

While Zephyr fans Apollo's locks,

Or ſhepherds pipe to fleecy flocks,

Our love ſhould mutual be.

Yet Caelia may ºrinº too late,

(For ſlighted love ſoon turns to hate)

And Strephon will diſdain

The nymph who baſely ſhares her heart,

And gives an envy'd rival part,

To give her lover pain.

4.

To thee, who mocking hears my fighs,

And quaffs love's neétar from her eyes,

This ſecret truth I tell;

Should Cupid lend thee all his pow'r,

She'll watch ſome ſtill unguarded hour,

And bid thee, too, farewell,

Ulvi L. W. LivºdaL IV.i.avy raz, I.INIº, -

4.

Be bold, my muſe, and tell the fair,

No tinſel charms can e'er enſnare

A heart that's worth the pains;

A ſhort-liv'd flame indeed 't may raiſe,

Which rapid, as it grows, decays,

And ſcarce a day remains.

But, would you fix º: conſtant love

Of ſwains who worth and ſenſe approve,

Purſue my Jenny's plan;

No other way you can ſucceed;

For, though you may the fopling lead,

You'll ne'er ſecure the man.

-

-º-º-º-

A New S O N G,

Sung by Miſs Stevenſon at Vauxhall.

I.

LL attendants apart,

I examin'd my heart,

Laſt night when I laid me to reſt;

And methinks I'm inclin'd

To a change of my mind ;

For you know ſecond thoughts are the beſt,

- 2* -

To retire from the crowd

And make ourſelves good,

By avoining of ev'ry temptation,

Is, in truth, to reveal,

What we'd better conceal,

That our paſſions want ſome regulation,

3.

It will much more redound

To our praiſe to be found,

In a world ſo abounding with evil,

Unſpotted and pure,

Tho' not ſo demure, -

And to wage open war with the devil.

4

In bidding farewell

To the thoughts of a cell,

I'll prepare for a militant life j

And, if brought to diſtreſs,

Why then— I'll confeſs,

And d in ſhape of a wife.
o Penance in inap H Y M-N
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HYMN in Praiſe of Socrates's heroic Con

tempt of Death.

AIL, happy Sage, by men admir’d,

And by a voice divine inſpir’d

Thy courage does exalt the mind

To notions high and thoughts refin'd.

In all thy ſentiments we view

Something ſublime and ſomething new :

With heav'nly warmth thy virtue glows,
And ſhews the ſource from which it flows:

To thoughts of death you bravely yield,

And conquer, when you loſe the field;

In haſte to leave this clouded flate,

Eager to enter heaven's bleſs'd gate,

Where obječts new freſh joys diſpenſe,

And pleaſe the intelle&tual ſenſe;

Where the ſoul ranges with delight,

And drinks th' eternal ſtream of light.

S 1 L E N c e in Love.

I L E N C E in love betrays more woe

Than words, tho' ne'er ſo witty;

A beggar that is dumb, you know,

Deſerves a noble pity.

july 23. A. T.

A Deſcription of Mr. Lyon's Steel Mill. See the Copper-plate Print.

I, HE nut; the diameter of the wi

deſt part, five inches three quar

ters; the ſmall end of the mut, four

inches three quarters; the whole length

of the nut, three inches three quarters.

*, A conic ſhell with teeth.

1, The whole length of the arbor which

paſſeth through the nut, ſeventeen inches.

4. The rachet wheel and ſcrew, for tight

ening the nut as required, to grind finer.

or coarſer.

5, The winch, the purchaſe of which is

eleven inches.

6, The binn.

7, The capping.

8, The rachet wheel or ſcrew.

9, The catch.

The whole height of the mill, eighteen

inches and a half.

N. B. There are 54 teeth in the ſolid part,

five teeth oblique; and 55 teeth in the

hollow part, ſtraight, or within half a

tooth: The teeth, in both parts, are

filed with a round-edged file; and, in

the hollow part, not near to an edge,

being left almoſt half land, and a little

rounded off.

Tranſlation of an Imperial Decree of Commiſſion, lately ſent to the Dyet of the Empire. º

- HE Ele&tors, Princes, and States

of the Empire have been informed

of the orders given by his Imperial Majeſty,

concerning the army of the Empire, ſince

the revolt of the King of Pruſſia, Ele&tor of

Brandenburg, and his violent invaſion of the

dominions of ſeveral Ele&tors and Princes

of the Empire; and of the extraordinary

care he took to put that army in order, and

to provide for it in ſuch a manner, that it

might, with hopes of ſucceſs, be employed

towards attaining the end propoſed in the

reſolution taken by the Germanic body, the

iyth of January,’ 1757, againſt the King of

Pruſſia, Ele&tor of Brandenburg, who per

*res in his inſurrečtion, and againſt the

adherents of that Prince.

“The laudable and patriotic zeal of di

Wºrs Electors, Princes, and States of the

Germanic body, who have the good of the

Cºuntry at heart, has co-operated with the

deſigns of his Imperial Majeſty, which tend

to the ſame end. The army, provided with

ºtrythingneceſſary, has been put in a con

dition to march againſt the King of Pruſſia,

whilſt other powers march at the ſame time

againſt that public diſturber of the Empire's

tranquillity; and, with the aſſiſtance of the

Moſt High, one may hope for the happieſt
ſucceſſes from it.

“In order to continue the operations, it

is an eſſential point that the neceſſary funds

be not wanting; and it is proper to take

the neceſſary precautions beforehand, to

prevent any ſuch deficiency, Though his

imperial Majeſty gave a ſtriët charge to all

perſons concerned, to huſband in the beſt

mamer poſſible the funds that have hitherto

been brought to the cheſt of operations, by

means of the thirty Roman months granted

laſt year, yet they are not ſufficient to an

ſwer the neceſſary expences for continuing

the operations that are begun; as the Elec

tors, Princes, and States will ſee by the

accounts, that ſhall be forthwith laid before

them. However, it is not to be expected,

that thoſe States who are in arrears ſhould

now pay their quota's, becauſe ſome of

them adhere to the King of Pruſſia; and,

the dominions of others being invaded, they

are thereby rendered incapable of making

their payments good : Therefore his Impe

rial Majeſty promiſes himſelf, that the E

le&tors, Princes, and States will, of their

own accord, take meaſures for rendering effi.

cacious the conſiderable expences they have

already put themſelves to, for the ſervice of

the country, by farther granting, as ſpeedily
as poſſible, ſome Roman months for the

cheſt of operations. -

• His imperial Majeſty aſſures them, that

theſe funds ſhall be applied with all poſſible

E çconomy
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Ceconomy that the arrears of the former

grants ſhall be collected, as far as circum

ſtances will permit; and, moreover, that he

will, in concert with the powers leagued

againſt the King of Pruſſia, Elector of Bran

denburg, as a diſturber of the public tran

quillity, take the moſt effe&tual meaſures

to quell his rebellion, to reſtore peace in

Germany, re-eſtabliſh its rights and laws,

and, in fine, reimburſe the expences which

the States of the Empire have been obliged

to put themſelves to.” -

[From this decree, which is dated the

th of June, it is evident, that the army of

the Empire will not be able to do much exe

cution this campaign.” It has taken the

field, and luckily eſcaped from Franconia

into Bohemia, where it has joined a body

of Auſtrian troops; but cannot continue

the operations, unleſs it receives a further

*ś for the military cheſt.

* It farther appears, that the Emperor does

not know how much to aſk for the ſupport

of that army; he knows, that ſome of the

States of the Empire will not, and ſees,

that others cannot contribute towards it;

therefore he leaves the ſum to be fixed by

thoſe that are willing and able to co-operate

with him in his endeavours to cruſh Pruſſia.

-And, as an encouragement for them to

go through with what they have begun, his

Imperial Majeſty aſſures them, that he and

his allies will take care to ſee the Empire

reimburſed its expences on this occaſion;

which we take to be counting the chickens

before they are hatched : . However, it is

good policy, in the Emperor, to make ſuch

a promiſe; but the States of the Empire

will be great fools, if they rely on it. :

Suppoſe the houſe of Auſtria, with the

help of her foreign and German allies,

ſhould be able to run down the King of

Pruſſia; if they did not abſolutely depoſe

him, they would take, at leaſt, above half

of his dominions from him, which would

be divided between Auſtria, France, and

Sweden ; and, if Ruſſia inſiſted on keeping

the kingdom of Pruſſia, for her ſhare of the

ſpoils, who could then hinder it 2 ... "

In ſuch a caſe, the States of the Empire,

that had contributed to raiſe and maintain

the army of execution, would exhibiºac

counts of their expences, and put the Ern

peror in mind of his promiſe. But what

anſwer would they receive? Why, truly,

the Imperial Court would plead inability;

produce an account of the vaſt charge ſhe

had been at, with a liſt of debts incurred

by the war; and deſire her good German

friends to have patience, tilſ her finances

could be put again in order; and ſo, from

year to year, the poor States of the Empire
would be fobbed off with evaſive anſwers;

and if, at laſt, they dared to murmur at

the injuſtice done to them, they would ob

tain juſt as much ſatisfaction, as the lion,

in the fable, gave to his hunting compa

mions, the#. goat, and ſheep.]

To the PRoPRIEToRs of the UNIVERSAL Magazine.

GENTLEMEN, -

I have ſent you an accurate Account of the Council of the Amphiétyons, a curious De

ſcription of the Macedonian Phalanx, and a brief but comprehenſive Characier of the

preſent King of Pruſſia, extraffed from the Hiſtory of the Life and Reign of Philip,

King of Macedon, by Thomas Leland, D. D. which deſerve a Place in your uſeful

Collečtion. I am

A.CIENT Greece was inhabited by

F. whoſe origin and language

were the ſame; but their manners,.

inſtitutions, and forms of government, in

many reſpečts, totally different: Yet, amidſt

this diverſity, their general principles were

alſo the ſame, an ardor for liberty, and a

ſtrićt regard to the public good. A num

ber of neighbouring ſocieties, thus formed

and modelled, became gradually to be con

fidered as one body or nation, compoſed of

ſo many diſtinét members, all united and

connected together by intereſt and affection.

Hence aroſe a fimilar ſpecies of civility, if

it may be ſo called, which each ſociety owed

to the general Aſſemblage. Even amidſt

thoſe conteſts and diſorders, which unruly

paſſions or the accidental-claſhing of inte

- t -

1%urs, &c. Z.

reſts might produce, war had its laws and

limitations; the univerſal intereſt of Greece

was, profeſſedly, at leaſt, the firſt and

greateſt objećt of attention ; the attempt of

any ſtate to extend its power, beyond its juſt

and equitable bounds, was confidered as an

injury to Greece in general; juſtice, mode

ration, and equality, were ever ſtrenuouſly

inforced, and all military conteſts carried

on, among the Greeks, in a manner ſome

what fimilar to judicial controverfies in pri

vate ſocieties: And, while it was allowed

thus to ſeek redreſs of particular injuries,

the general rights of the contending parties

were ſecured by the national laws, and de

manded a juſt and ſcrupulous attention,

even amidſt all the confuſion and violence

bfarms. Thus the great Athenian orator,
in
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"Hellenes.

in his 3d Philippic, deſcribes the principles

and ſentiments of the Greeks, ſpeaking of

the ancient wars of Athens and Sparta ;

‘Such was their ſimplicity, or rather their

civility, (that is, their deference to the ge

neral laws of Greece, and their attention to

the common good of that nation) that cor

ruption was never made the inſtrument of

, their ſucceſs; but they carried on a legal

and an open war.”

While theſe principles preſerved their due

vigour and influence, Greece continued a

really united body, happy in itſelf, and for

midable to its enemies. Many cirqumſtan

ces contributed to form this union; and ma

ny inſtitutions were ſuggeſted, by the ſaga

city of ſtateſmen and legiſlators, to ſecure

and confirm it; Of theſe, the famous Coun.

cil-of the Amphiółyons deſerves particular

regard; which, like other inſtitutions of the

fame kind, was at firſt inconfiderable ; nor

did it arrive at its full ſtrength and luſtre

but by gradual advances, and in a long ſe

ries of years. Its firſt origin we are to

aſcribe to Amphiétyon, the ſon of Deuca

lion, an ancient King of Theſſaly, as the

authority of the Arundelian Marbles war

rants us to determine. The intention of

Amphiétyon, in inſtituting this Aſſembly,

was, that the children of Deucalion, who

at his deceaſe divided the kingdom between

them, ſhould have a common tribunal, to

which they might appeal in all private con

teſts, and a Council in which they mightcon

cert all meaſures neceſſary for their defence

againſt their foreign enemies. And for

theſe purpoſes, befides thoſe laws by which

each particular city was governed, he en

aćted others of general force and obligation

to all, which were called Amphićtyonic

laws. Thermopylae was the limit which

divided the territories of Amphićtyon and

Hellen, the two brothers; here therefore

they built a temple to Ceres, at the com

mon charge, near the mouth of the river

AFſopus, in which the Members of the Am

phiétyonic Council aſſembled to offer their

ſacrifices, and to conſult about their com

mon intereſt, twice in every year, in ſpring

and autumn. -

The Aſſembly, thus formed, was at firſt

but ſmall, being wholly compoſed of thoſe

people whom Deucalion had commanded,

and who, from his ſon Hellen, were called

As Greece improved, and the

Hellenes increaſed in number, new regu

lations became neceſſary ; and accordingly:

we find, that, in ſome time after the origi

nal inſtitution, Acrifius, King of Argos,

when, through fear of Perſeus, (who, as

the oracle declared, was to kill him) he re. ,

tired into Theſſaly, obſerved the deſečts of

the Amphičtyonic Council, and undertook

to new-model and regulate it; extended its

privileges; augmented the number of its

Members; enaëted new laws, by which

the colle&tive body was to be governed ;

and aſſigned to each ſtate a ſingle Deputy,

and a ſingle voice, to be enjoyed by ſome in

their own ſole right, by others in conjunc

tion with one or more inferior ſtates; and

thus came to be conſidered as the founder

of this famous Repreſentative of the Hel

lenic body. - .

From the time of Acriſius, the Amphic

tyons ſtill continued to hold one of their an

nual Councils at Thermopylae, that of au

tumni but it was now made a part of their

funètion (and in time of peace became the

moſt confiderable part of it) to guard and

protećt the national religion. The vernal

Aſſembly therefore was held at Delphi, the

great ſeat of the Grecian religion, the ob:

jećt of univerſal veneration, whither all

people, Greeks and Barbarians, reſorted to

ſeek the advice and dire&tion of the famous

Pythian oracle. The immenſe quantity of

wealth, the number of rich votive offerings

which the ſuperſtition of ſo many ages and

nations had laviſhed on the templé, demand
'ed the exačteſt care and moſt vigorous.

protećtion. . The prodigious concourſe,

which attended there at particular ſeaſons,

naturally produced many conteſts, and re

quired a well-regulated polity, and the fre

quent interpoſition of a reſpe&table and pow

erful juriſdićtion. The Delphians i.

ſelves were intruſted with the poſſeſſion and

general guardianſhip of the temple; the

attended intirely on the ſervice of the god.

and were ſolely employed in the ceremoni

als of his religion; they were accounted in

ſome ſort ſacred, the prieſts, the attendants,

and as it were the family of Apollo. But

although they enjoyed certain powers and

privileges, with reſpe&t to the temple, and

could even grant ſome honours and favours

to particular perſons, ſuch as the right of

precedence in conſulting the oracle; yet

ſtill were they ſubject to the inſpection and

juriſdićtion of the Amphićtyons, who were

the great conſervators and protećtors of the

ſhrine; and who, befides their general care,

appointed certain of their Members, either

by lot or rotation, to preſide over the tem
es

Though the times of aſſembling were

two in a year, the Amphistyons aſſumed a

power of aſſembling oftener, on ſome extra

ordinary emergencies; but this ſeems to

have been a corruption introduced by time,

or the power of particular parties. Here,

however, we are to diſtinguiſh between the

Żvyížas 'Agºix'rvá wº, the regular Aſſen

E. 2. bly's
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bly, formed of thoſe Deputies only who had

a right to vote, and who had theſe ſtated

times of meeting ; and the Exxxnarſa,

which muſt be here explained. Whenever

or wherever the Council of Amphiétyons

were aſſembled, a great concourſe attended

from all parts of Greece, to ſhare in the

public games and ſpectacles which this

Council inſtituted and ſuperintended, and

to expoſe their wares and merchandiſes to

ublic ſale. Theſe Greeks were always al

owed to be preſent in the Aſſembly, to ob

ferve the condućt of their Repreſentatives,

to aſſiſt, dire&t, and inſtrućt them. When

the Council met at Delphi, the concourſe

was ſtill farther increaſed by the numbers

who came to conſult the oracle, among

whom were many perſons reſpe&table by

their ſtations and charaćters; and particu

larly the Oiwºol, or men commiſſioned to

repair to Delphi by each ſtate, together with

its Amphiétyons, in order to conſult the

oracle, to offer ſacrifices, and to aſſiſt in re

ligious rites. . All theſe perſons were not

only permitted to be preſent in the Council,

but, on extraordinary occaſions, were ſum

moned to attend. #. an Aſſembly ex

traordinary was ſometimes formed of the

uſual and ordinary Amphiétyonic Depu

ties, and theſe additional numbers, called

‘Exxxnzía.

The alterations, made in the Council of

the Amphićtyons at different times, ſeem

ed to have occaſioned the difference in hiſto

rians, as to the number and names of the

people who had a right to ſend Repreſenta

tives to that Aſſembly. Agreeably to the

diſpoſitions made by Acriſius, twelve cities

only were inveſted with this right, accord

ing to Strabo. AEſchines and Theopom

pus alſo confine it to twelve people; but,

though the former aſſerts the number to be

twelve, he enumerates only eleven, viz. the

Theſſalians, Boeotians, Dorians, Ionians,

Perrhaebeans, Magnetes, Locrians, Oete

ans, Phthiotes, Maleans, and Phocians;

by which it ſeems probable, that ſome co

pyiſt was guilty of an omiſſion, in leaving

out one name, poſſibly that of the Dolopes.

Difference of times and circumſtances might

have produced many alterations; but the

eneral intention of this Aſſembly, and the

invariable objećt of all its modellers and di

rećters, was to form a complete Repreſen- .

tative of all Greece; and accordingly it is

called, by Demoſthenes, r3 row', tà, EA

ańvor ºvyśloy; and by Cicero, who exaët

ly tranſlates him, “ commune Graecia Con

cilium.” The whole nation of Greece was

divided into twelve diſtrićts or provinces,

* De falſe Leg. Sea. 35.

each of which contained a certain number

of Amphičtyonic ſtates or cities; and each

of theſe had an equal right of voting and de

termining in all affairs relating to the gene

ral intereſt: Other inferior cities were de

pendent on ſome of theſe, and, as members

of their community, were alſo repreſented

by the ſame Deputies; and thus the Aſſem

bly of the Amphiétychs became, really and

properly, the Repreſentative of the whole

Hellenic body.

Each of thoſe cities, which had a right

to aſſiſt in the Amphičtyonic Council, was

obliged to ſend its Deputies to every meet

ing; and the number of theſe Deputies was,
uſually and regularly, two The one inti

tled Hieromnenon, to whom was particu

larly intruſted the care of religion and its

rite: ; his office was annual, and he was

appointed by lot.

called by the general name Pylagoras, and

was choſen by eleētion for each particular

meeting. Each of theſe Deputies ahowe

ver differing in their funètions, enjºyed an

equal power of determining all affairs rela

tive to the general intereſt; and thus the

cities which they repreſented, without any

diſtinčtion or ſubordination, each gave two

voices in the Council of thejº.

a privilege known by the name of the dou;

ble ſuffrage, which is frequently mentioned

in the ancient writings.

When the Deputies appeared to execute

their commiſfion, they, in the firſt place,

offered up their ſolemn ſacrifices to the

gods; to Ceres, when they aſſembled at

Thermopyle; when at Delphi, to Apollo,
Diana, Latona, and Minerva; and, before

they entered upon their funétion, each ºf

them was obliged to take an oath which

* AEſchines hath preſerved, or at leaſt ſome

part of it; and which was conceived in theſe

terms : * I ſwear that I never will ſubvert

any Amphiêtyonic city : I will never ſtop
the courſes of their waters, either in war or

peace. If any, ſuch outrages ſhall be at

tempted, I will oppoſe them by force of
arms, and deſtroy thoſe cities who may be

guilty of ſuch attempts. If any devaſta,

tions ſhall be committed in the territory of

the god; if any ſhall be privy to ſuch qt

fence, or entertain any deſign againſt the

temple; I will make uſe of my feet, my

hands, my whole force, to bring the of

fending party to condigm puniſhment. To

render this oath ſtill more ſolemn, the fol

lowing awful imprecations were ſubjoin

edit: ‘If any one ſhall violate any part of

this ſolemn engagement, whether city, pri

vate perſon, or country, may ſuch violators

tº Idem in Cteſ. Seá, 36.
be

The other Deputy was -
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be obnoxious to the vengeance of Apollo,

Diana, Latona, and Minerva the provi

dent. May their lands never produce their

fruits: May their women never bring forth

children of the ſame nature with their pa

rents, but offsprings of an unnatural and

monſtrous kind ; May they be for ever de

feated in war, in judicial controverſies, and

in all civil tranſaćtions ; and may they,

their families, and their whole race, be ut

terly deſtroyed: May they never offer up

an acceptable ſacrifice to Apollo, Diana,

Latona, and Minerva the provident; but

may all their ſacred rites be for ever re

jected.”

As the Hieromnemon was particularly

intruſted with the affairs of religion, the

dignity of his funétion gave him a ſuperio

rity over the Pylagoras, who appears to

have been obliged to pay him ſome kind of

deference and ſubmiſſion : But, whatever

honours might have been annexed to the of:

fice of Hieromnemon, the real equality of

power was ſtill ſcrupulouſly obſerved; and

even all appearances of ſuperiority, all

forms of ſpeaking or writing, that might

point out any difference between the Mem

bers of the Council, were avoided with par

ticulai delicacy and politeneſs.

Such was the conſtitution of this famous

Grecian Council. As to the diſputes of

particular perſons, it was accounted beneath

the dignity of the Amphićtyons to take cog

miſance of them : But all offences againſt

religion, all inſtances of impiety or profa

nation, all conteſts between the Grecian

ſtates and cities, came under the particular

cogniſance of the Amphićtyons, who had a

right to determine, to impoſe fines, and even

to levy forces, and make war on thoſe who

preſumed to rebel againſt their ſovereign

authority.

While the generous principles, on which

this illuſtrious body was firſt formed, con

tinued to preſerve their proper vigour, the

Amphiétyons, of conſequence, were reſpešt

able, auguſt, and powerful ; but, when the

nation itſelf began to degenerate, its Re

preſentative, of courſe, ſhared in the gene

ral corruption.

nal conſtituents committed the care of their

intereſts to men who gratified their paſſions,

with an intent to abuſe the truſt repoſed in

them; and, as the degeneracy was, in a

great degree, univerſal through Greece, it

ſeems highly probable, that moſt of thoſe,

who were depúted to fit in the Council of

the Amphićtyons, came prepared to earn

the wages of iniquity. The decline of this

Council we may date from the time when

Philiſ, King of Macedon, the father of

Selfiſh; luxurious, and ve

Alexander the Great, began to pračtiſe with

its Members, and prevailed to have his

kingdom annexed to the Hellenic body;

though it continued, for ages after the de

ſtruction of Grecian liberty, to aſſemble and

to exerciſe ſome remains of its authority.

Not only the Phocians, but the Lacedaemo

nians, and all the Dorians, are ſaid by Pau

ſanias to have been excluded from the Coun

cil, at the concluſion of the ſecond ſacred

war; but the Phocians afterwards recover

ed their ſeat by the ſervices which they per

formed in the defence of Delphi, when that

city was beſieged by the Gauls. When

Auguſtus, the Roman Emperor, had built

Nicopolis, in honour of his vićtory at Ac

tium, he ordered that this new city ſhould

be admitted into the Council, and enjoy the

power of ſuffrage, which was before poſ

ſeſſed by the Magnetes, Maleans, AEnians,

and Phthiotes (who were now ordered to

unite, and to make one Amphiétyonic ſtate

with Theſſaly) and by the Dolopes (a peo

ple at that time loſt.) In the time of Pau

ſanias, who lived in the reign of Antoninus

Pius, the Amphičtyonic cities were thirty;

but, of theſe, the cities of Athens, Delphi,

and Nicopolis, only ſent their Deputies con

ſtantly, the reſt at particular times in rota

tion: But, as their care was now intirely con

fined to the rites of their idolatrous worſhip;

and as theſe came to be forbidden in the time

of Conſtantine; this famous Council of the

Amphićtyons ſeems to have fallen, together

with their temple and their religion.

Diodorus Siculus * affirms, that Philip,

King of Macedon, formed the Macedonian

phalanx, which afterwards performed ſuch

effectual ſervices on many occaſions; which

fo greatly contributed to his ſon's conqueſts

in Aſia, and appeared ſo formidable to the

Romans, at a time when its figure and its

arms alone remained, without the ſpirit by

which it was originally animated. But it

hath been ſuggeſted, and not without rea

ſon, that Philip was, by no means, the

original inventor of the phalanx, but only

new-modelled and diſciplined a body, with

which the Macedonians, as well as the Gre

cians, were already well acquainted. In the

time of Philip, this phalanx was compoſed

of a body of infantry of about 6coo men,

which uſually formed his main battle: Their

arms were a ſhort cutting ſword; a large

ſquare buckler, four feet long, and two and

an half broad ; and a pike, fourteen cubits

long, called by the Grecians a22(zcz. This

body was uſually drawn up fixteen deep ;

the files were ſometimes doubled, ſometimes

divided, as the different exigencies requir

ed; and, in the manner of their revolutions

* Lib, xvi. Seſt, 3.

and
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and counter-marchings, on ſuch occaſions,

Philip introduced an alteration which he

deemed of conſequence, as it tended to en

courage his own ſoldiers, and to intimidate

the enemy. The original manner of this

counter-march, which the Macedonians

invented, was ſo contrived, as to have the

appearance of a retreat ; the new method,

which was adopted from the Lacedæmoni

ans, had an oppoſite effe&t, and ſhewed

like a bold and undaunted onſet. .

The ſpace between each phalangite, on

their march (as Polybius * hath deſcribed

this body, in the time of the Romans) was

four cubits; and the diſtance between the

ranks the ſame : As they advanced towards

the enemy, the men cloſed to half theſe

diſtances; and, when they were to receive

the enemy, they locked ſtill cloſer ; ſo, that

the diſtances were but one cubit. Their

pikes, as hath been obſerved, were fourteen

cubits long. The ſpace between the hands,

and that part of the pike which projećted

beyond the right, took up four; and, con

ſequently, each pike was advanced ten cu

bits beyond the body of the ſoldier. So far

did they advance towards the enemy, from

the ſoldiers of the firſt rank; while thoſe

alſo, of all the four ſucceeding ranks, pro

jećted... the front to their ſeveral pro

portional diſtances. The ſoldiers of all the

other ranks behind the fifth held their pikes

(which could not reach the enemy) raiſed

and reclining a little over thoſe before them,

ſo as to form a kind of roof to ſecure them

from all miſfive weapons. But this was

not the only uſe of thoſe ſoldiers, whoſe

pikes could not reach the enemy: They

were moſt effectually employed in bearing

up againſt thoſe who preceded them, and

in ſupporting them with all their ſtrength ;

ſo that the charge was ever made with the

whole united force and impetuoſity of all

this mighty body; immoveable and im

pregnable by its union; and without the

ieaſt poſſibility of a retreat for thoſe ſoldiers

who were, on every fide, cloſely locked in, .

and puſhed forward by their comrades. . .

The difficulty of ſuſtaining the weight of

- this body appears evidently from its deſcrip

tion; the difficulty of opening or breaking.t

it Polybius thus demonſtrates, by compa

ring it with the diſpoſition of the Roman

fame diſtance muſt be allowed for ſhifting

their ſhields, and wielding their arms.
The whole, then, is twice the diſtance of

way.

tacking them in the rear, eaſily effect

... .º.º.º.º.
army : Each Roman ſoldier, faith this hi-,

ſtorian, takes up, in fight, two cubits; the

head againſt ten different pikes; and, when

the phalanx waits to receive the enemy, the

numbers and difficulties are doubled. The

efforts of the affailants might, indeed, ſome

times break one, or more, in this vaſt for

reſt of pikes; but then (as Livy thath ob

ſerved in one particular inſtance) the pike,

ſo broken, ſtill continued to fill up the tre

mendous range, without any vacancy or

interval; , nor was its broken point inca

pable of doing execution.

The phalanx appears to have been irre

fiſtible in almoſt every caſe, but where the

inequality, or accidental obſtrućtions in the

ground, or the unwieldineſs occaſioned by

its numbers, made it break or fluêtuate.

This was the chief inconvenience attending

on the phalanx, which is ſaid to have been

greatly increaſed by the later Kings of

Macedon, who were enabled to augment

this body to 16,000 men; though their di

viſion of the phalanx, thus augmented into

ten diſtinét battalions, ſeems to have been

purpoſely intended to obviate this inconve

nience; and, if once broken, either by the

nature of the ground, or the artifice of the

enemy in retiring, and tempting the pha

langites to a diſorderly purſuit, or by any

other cauſe, the miſchief became totally

irreparable, as it was abſolutely impoſſible

for them ever to rally and reſume their

form. - -

Another defe&t of this body ſeems to have

been, that its rear was left intirely expoſed

and defenceleſs. Men armed with long

pikes, and exceeding cloſely, drawn up,

could by no means, if attacked behind, face

about readily, and preſent their arms that

Accordingly, we find, that, in the

battle of Cynocephalae, where the Roman

Conſul Flaminius conquered Philip, , the

later King of Macedon, a legionary Tri

, bune, with a few manipuli, undertook to

break through a formidable body of the

Macedonian phalanx, which continued,

after the diſperſion of their comrades, to

fight firmly on the right-wing; and, b i.
inis

deſign, cut the hindmoſt topieces, and obli

*::::::::: ºil. . . . ;Philip Ki
r. Leland, having, among rn HP Ring

of Macedon'sº: qualities, ta

plining forces, remarks, that, when an
exačtfº. of the military art is uni

ted with more elevated qualities, then it

becomes really valuable of this (he

adds) the preſentage hat an illuſtrious in:

, the phalangites, when they move to attack ſtance in a Prince [Frederic III, King of

the enemy. Every Roman, ...; op- Pruſſia]*.º:

poſes two of thoſe, and is obliged to make a ſtrong and ſtriking

º * Lib. xvii. p. 764-767. Lib, Kii. p. 664: .

reſemblance to the

+ Lib, xxxii, Šid, 17,

Macedo
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Macedonian, in all the bright and glori

eas parts of his charaćter; to poſſeſs the

ſame exalted genius, the ſame penetration,

the ſame indefatigable vigour, the ſame

firmneſs and greatneſs of mind, the ſame

boldneſs in enterpriſe, the ſame taſte for

the polite arts, and the ſame regard to

learning and its profeſſors. Like Philip,

in his moſt diſtreſſed condition, his abilities

have been employed in bearing up, with

. The Political State

From the Gazz rºt E, July 4.

Florence, June 17. - - --

N the 12th inſtant ſailed from Leghorn

his Britannic Majeſty’s ſhip the Ambuſ

cade, with ſeveral merchantmen under her con

voy, bound to Genoa. On the 11th anchored

at Leghorn the Leopard privateer, with a French

prize. She has a valuable cargo on board, and

was bound from Smyrna to Marſeilles. -

- July 8. . . . . . .

Cologne, June 26. Yeſterday morning his

Majeſty's army took poſſeſſion of Nuys, after

the French had quitted it ; but they firſt

ſold, gave away, or deſtroyed their great maga

zine: They had their head quarters yeſterday at

wohringen; and they were to have been here

to-day, but ſome alteration has been made ſince.

They pretend they will ſtand their ground.

Head quarters at Oſterad, June 27. The 24th

inſtant, the day after the battle of Crevelt, Ma

jor-general wangenheim, with four battalions

and four ſquadrons, marched and incamped at

Oſterad, to ſuſtain the light troops that were in

purſuit of the French. The 25th Te Deum was

ſung in our camp, with a Feu de Joye, and a ge

neral diſcharge of all our artillery. The 26th

Major-general Wangenheim, with his corps, ad

vanced to Nuys; and this day the army marched

in four columns and incamped in this neighbour

hood, leaving a camp at Crevelt, confiſting of fix

battalions and ten ſquadrons, under the command

of the Hereditary Prince, and the Prince of

Holſtein. . . . . . .

*The enemy are retreated towards Cologne;

and, by our accounts yeſterday, their head quar

ters were already at Wering: They have aban

doned, at Nuys, a magazine of flour, and ano

ther of oats, which, it is believed, they would

have totally deſtroyed if our light troops would

have given thern time; but there is a great quan

tity ſtill remaining, that is fit for ſervice, beſides
a large magazine of oats. . tº *

His Serene Highneſs has made a preſent to

the Hanoverian artillery; of a pair of kettle

drums we took from the enemy on the 23d, for

their gallant behaviour on that day; and, to do

them juſtice, no artillery was ever better ſerved,
or did more execution. . . . . .” - -

Our advanced guards ſend in priſoners every

hcur; and a great many French wounded Offi.

cers and ſoldiers, who could not keep up with

the army, are fallen into our hands."

Count Giſors, the only ſon of Marſhal Bel

leifle, died yeſterday, at Nuys, of a wound he

an unconquered ſpirit, againſt the united

powers of many different enemies, ſur

rounding him with their formidable num

bers.-But, as his difficulties have been in

finitely greater, ſo his abilities, in triumph

ing over, them, have, hitherto, appeared

unparalleled. The preſent age beholds them.

with aſtoniſhment: Poſterity muſt ſpeak of

them with delight and admiration.”
** ... * * *- * *º:: * * * * w et. - • *.

of EU Ro p E, &c. º

received from a muſket-ball in the late engage

Inent. - * .

y June 28. Yeſterday the Hereditary Prince of

Brunſwic marched towards Ruremonde; as did

the Prince of Holſtein to Gladbeck. Duffeldorp

has been ſummoned :- Every thing is ready to

bombard the town, if the commanding Officer

refuſes to ſurrender it. - ? * :-

.*P.S. The bombardment of Duſſeldorp is ac

tually begun. - * * * *

* Hague, June 30. General Yorke, his Bri

tannic Majeſty's Miniſter Plenipotentiary, arri

ved here this morning from Berlin. -

r: ... * * * : July 15.

- Conſtantinople, June 3. The Ramazan,

which is drawing towards a concluſion, has paſſed

with great quiet; and the want of corn, and

other proviſions, has been leſs felt than for ſome

rhonths paſt. The ſeveral repeated prohibitions

of the Sultan, concerning dreſs, have not been ob

ſerved by the people, who conjećtured, that all

ſuch orders were not fixed as a law, but that they

might tranſgreſs them, at will, by degrees; how

ever, the Grand Seignior, frequenting the town

incog, met with a Jew, whom he ordered to be

ſeized and cut off immediately by his own peo

ple; and the next day ſent an Armenian to the

Porte, who has ſince ſhared the ſame fate. Theſe

examples have occaſioned great conſternation

among the people, who now ſeem ſtrićtly to con

form to thoſe orders which timely warning and

lenity could not accompliſh. The Bairam be

gins on the 7th inſtant; the Miniſters will then be

occupied with ceremonialvifits for ſome days as

uſual. - -

Florence, June 24. On the 16th inſtant an

chored at Leghorn his Britannic Majeſty's ſhip

the Lyme, Capt. Vernon, from the Levant; and

on the 18th the Monmouth, the Hon. Capt.

Harvey Commander; both which ſhips ſailed

again on the 19th. -- - º

* . July 22. -

… Warſaw, June 28. There has been a ſkir

miſh between a ſmall body of Pruſſian dragoons

and huſſars, and a much greater number of Coſ

ſacs, but without any confiderable advantage on

either fide. General Fermer incamps at preſent

between Tuchal and Conitz, and his van-guard

is advanced as far as the frontiers of the New

Marche. -

* Head quarters at Grevenbroich, July 13. The

magazine of forage taken in Duffeldorp, which

ſurrendered ºn the 7th inſtant, is very confider

able. Prince Ferdinand has put into that place

a garriſon *
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a garriſon of three battalions, and has ordered

a bridge of boats to be laid over the river, which

will be finiſhed this day.

Cologne, July 14. Yeſterday morning the

French forced the arſenal of this free Imperial

city, and took out ſuch cannon as they wanted,

to defend the bridge they have built over the

Rhine.

Hague, July 18. We have no direét news

from the King of Pruſſia's army in Moravia;

but from all other quarters it ſeems agreed, that

the firſt accounts of the advantage gained by the

Auſtrians were greatly exaggerated, and that, in

reality, they had gained little or no advantage

over the Pruſſians. The raiſing the fiege of Ol

mutz continues to be believed; and the King of

Pruffia is ſaid to have aſſembled his whole army

at Littau, without any loſs. A large corps of

Pruſſians is advancing out of Sileſia towards the

Ruſſians on one fide, whilſt Count Dohna, with

his army, is marching to them on the other.

From other Papers. July 4.

On Saturday morning, ſoon after eight o'clock,

Jacob Romiart was carried from Newgate, in a

cart, to Tyburn, without a book, and executed

before ten, for the murder of Theodore.Went

worth. The priſoner and the deceaſed were fel

low journeymen in the jewelling bufineſs, in

Craven-buildings, both married men. A quar

rel ariſing betwixt them, Remiart ſtabbed the de

ceaſed in the body with a knife.

tive of Norway, 28 years of age, and very unhap

py in his temper. In his confinement he had

taken little care to make a proper defence on

his trial, and was regardleſs afterwards what be

*ame of him, being poſſeſſed of a ſpirit of obſti

māgy ſcarcely to be parallelled. As ſoon as he

was tied up, he ſaid to the executioner, ‘Friend,

diſpatch me as ſoon as you can, for I want to

be at home." The hangman told him a clergy

man was ready to attend him, to whoſe prayers

and admonitions he liſtened for a ſhort time, and

was then turned off. He died in great agonies,

and convulſions, which appeared ſtrong upon him

more than twenty minutes after the cart drew

away. When the execution was over his body

was carried off in a hackney-coach to the ſur

geons theatre in the Old Bailey, there to be diſ

ſe&ted purſuant to his ſentence.

July 6. -

Yeſterday the Court of Dire&ors of the Eaſt

India company ſtationed the following ſhips, viz.

Walpole, Capt. Francis Fowler, and Hector,

Capt. John Williams, for Canton; Cheſterfield,

Capt. Carter, and Edgecourt, Capt. Pearſe, for

China and Limpo: Oxford, Capt. Stevens; a

new ſhip, Capt. Fernake; a new ſhip, Capt.

George Jackſon; a new ſhip, Capt. Debuke

Suffolk, Capt. Lemin ; and Denham, Capt.

Tryon, for Fort St. George and China: Earl of

Holderneſſe, Capt. Brooke, and Delawar, Capt.

Quallet, for St. Helena and Bencoolen : A new

fhip, Capt. George Wilſon, for Madraſs: Duke

of Dorſet, Capt. Forreſter; a new ſhip, Capt.

Lindſey, and Stormont, Capt. Hindman, for

Coaſt and Bay: Griffin, Capt. Thomas Dethick,

Harcourt, Capt. Webber; Godolphin, Capt.

He was a na-.

Hutchinſon : Clinton, Capt., Nanfan, and

Houghton, Capt. Newton, for Bombay. -

July 11.

Extraćt of a letter from Anſtruther, July 3.

* The ſhip Hawk, of this place, Capt. Andrew

Reid, arrived this morning in our road, from the

Greenland ſeas, in a very ſhattered condition.

with no fiſh. Capt. Reid acquaints us, that he

ſpoke with the Greyhound, Tulloch, of Dundee,

the 13th of June, who acquainted him that they

ſaw the Riſing Sun on the 12th of June, all

well, and had received no hurt by the ice, but

had got no fiſh, nor did he hear of any Scotch

ſhips having got any, but the Dundee, of Dundee,

one dead fiſh, who had received damage in her

hull; the Burrowſtounneſs, of Burrowſtounneſs,

is loſt; part of her crew, he was informed, was

on board the Riſing Sun. The Scotch ſhips got

to the ice by the 15th of May; there are a great

many ſhips loſt this ſeaſon; they ſaw ſeven ſail

loſt themſelves, and heard of ſeventeen in all

being loſt, of Engliſh and Dutch ; they had in

the in-going on the ice extreme bad weather.’

Briſtol, July 8. On Saturday night laſt, about

eight o'clock, George (alias Captain) Forreſter,

committed ſome time ſince to Newgate for for

gery, and Capt. Moliere, a Frenchman, for

ſtealing a diamond ring, aſſiſted by ſeveral other

felons and two debtors, attempted to make their

eſcape out of the gaol. Their ſcheme was to

have got the keys of the ſeveral doors, and, in

order to procure them, they knocked down the

under turnkey, but, he not happening to have

the key of the outward door, their deſign was

fruſtrated. They then proceeded into the kit

chen, where they endeavoured to make a hole

in the wall under the window; but by this time

the city was alarmed, and the drum beat to

arms, when the invalids on duty, headed by

Iſaac Piguinet, Eſq; one of the Sheriffs, came

to the aſſiſtance of the gaoler. The felons were

ordered to deſiſt and ſurrender themſelves, decla

ring if they did not they would fire upon them ;

upon which Capt. Forreſter ſaid he would be with

them immediately, and give them fire enough.

Soon after the invalids fired three different ſhots

into the window, the laſt of which took Capt.

Forreſter in the right breaſt, and came out thro'

his back, and lodged in the partition. Forreſter

ſaid to his companions (who left off digging at

the wall when they found he was wounded)

* Work on, my boys, it is only a ſlight wound,

and I ſhall get the better of it after I have bled a

little.” Upon which he walked a turn or two

about the room, and then fell down, being un

able to get up again, but ſtill bid them not be

any ways daunted, for he ſhould be better pre

ſently; but he died about one o'clock the next

morning. The Sheriff had the door opened by

a ſmith, when he and the invalids went into the

gaol, and ſecured the reſt without any trouble.

They are all properly ſecured. The French

Captain, at the beginning of the riot. took the

watch out of Mr. Richard Watts's pocket,

uly 13.

Liſbon, June 7, The 3d inſtant, about two

in the morning, a ſhock of an earthquake i.
e

º
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felt here, which was preceded by a frightful ſub

tetraneous noiſe, but happily did no damage.

The ſame ſhock was felt at Coimbre, where ſome

houſes were thrown down by it.

The King has juſt iſſued an edićt, which re

gulates the manner in which this city is to be

rebuilt. -

The following is a tranſlation of the famous

memorial preſented to the States general by two

hundred and fixty-nine merchants; which is kept

very ſecret in Holland :

“We, the underfigned merchants, inſurers,

and others concerned in the commerce and na

vigation of the State, moſt humbly repreſent,

that the violences and unjuſt depredations com

mitted by Engliſh men of war and privateers on

the veſſels and effe&ts of the ſubjećts of the State,

are not only continued, but daily multiplied ;

and cruelty and exceſſes carried to ſuch a height

that the petitioners are forced to implore the aſ

ſiſtance of your High Mightineſſes, that the

commerce and navigation of the republic, which

are the two finews of the State, may ſuffer no

interruption, and be protećted in the moſt effi

cacious manner, in order that the being of the

State may be preſerved, and that it may be kept

from complete and final ruin.

* The petitioners ſhall not inſert here a long

liſt of their ſhips that have been illegally ſtopped

and ſeized; nor of the piracies and violences that

have been committed, for a conſiderable ſpace of

time, on the ſubjećts of the republic; nor of the

aćts of inhumanity with which they were often

attended, even ſo far that leſs cruelty might have

been expečted from a declared enemy, than they

have ſuffered from the ſubjećts of a power with

whom the State is conneéted by the moſt ſolemn

treaties of friendſhip. The whole is public and

notorious,

“Nor will the petitioners enlarge on the inſults

offered to the Dutch flag, in contempt of your

High Mightineſſes, the natural protećtors of the

ſubjećts of the republic. Theſe facts are known

to your High Mightineſſes.

* But the petitioners beg leave to repreſent,

with all due ſubmiſſion, that they cannot forbear

to lay their juſt complaints before your High

Mightineſſes, who are the protećtors of their per

ſons, their eſtates, their commerce, and naviga

tion; and to lay before you the indiſpenſable ne

ceſſity of putting a ſtop, as ſoon as poſſible, to

thoſe depredations and violences. The petition

ers offer to contribute each his contingent, and

to arm, at their own charge, for the ſupport and

protećtion of their commerce and navigation.

* The petitioners flatter themſelves that their

toils, and the riſque to which their effects are

expoſed on the ſeas, will have their proper influ

ence on the general body of the State; ſince the

traders of this country, finding themſelves left

to the diſcretion of a part of that nation, with

whom the State is moſt intimately conneéted,

thouſands of tradeſmen and others, who are con

ne&ted with merchants that have hitherto carried

on a flouriſhing trade, will be reduced to diſtreſs

and poverty; thoſe conneétions ceaſing by the

extinction of the eſtates of merchants, who have

always approved themſelves faithful to their

country, theſe will be forced to abandon it, to

their great regret, and ſeek ſhelter and prºtec

tion eiſewhere; whith will give a mortal blow

to the principal members of the State.

• For theſe juſt cauſes the petitioners have re

courſe to your High Mightineſſes, moſt humbly

imploring them, both in their own names, and

in the name of a multitude of unhappy people,

who are on the point of being ſtripped of all their

effects, of ſinking into the utmoſt diſtreſs, and

being reduced to beggary, that it may pleaſe your

High Mightineſſes to grant to commerce and na

vigation #. ſpeedy, vigorous, and effectual pro

teåion, that the faithful ſubjećts of this free

State may enjoy their poſſeſſions in full ſecurity

And your petitioners, &c.

July 15.

The following Gentlemen are choſe to manage

the African affairs for the year enſuing :

Rongat Lehook, Eſq;

Robert Scott, Eſq; }- London.

Henry Douglaſs, Eſq;

Samuel Smith, Eſq;

Vincent Biſcoe, Eſq; For Briſtol.

Pere Cuſt, Eſq;

Richard Gildart, Eſq;

Nathaniel Baſnett, #} For Liverpool.

Charles Pole, Eſq;

July 18.

Yeſterday the India Company received advice, ,

that the Carnarvon, Hutchinſon; Sandwich,

Purling; Royal Duke, Cumings; and Tryton,

Harris, were ſafely arrived at Canton ; which

news was brought by the Princeſs Louiſa, a Da

niſh ſhip, arrived at Copenhagen. They have

alſo advice of the arrival of the Grantham, Oli

ver, and Elizabeth, Burdett, at Bengal; the

Marlborough, M'Cleod, from Madraſs, at St.

Helena; and the Lord Anſon, Chick; Hawke,

Drake; Latham, Foot; and York, Laſcelles, at

the iſland of Ceylon.

Berlin, July 5. The Ruſſian army have be

gun their operations againſt Pomerania and the

New Marche in a manner that will do them lit

tle honour. It was on the roth of June that

General Fermer quitted the camp of Dirſchau, ,
in order to repair to Conitz, where the whole

army was aſſembled, From thence he detached

General Demickow, with 2000 Coſſacs, 30co

huſſars, and 2000 horſe grenadiers, towards Rat

zebuhr, a little town in Pomerania, bordering

on Poland, with a defign to ravage the country.

General Platen, being obliged to ſtay with his

troops near Stolpe, to cover the neighbouring

places, ſent Capt. Zedmar, with 90 buffers and

zo dragoons, to New Stettin, in order to obſerve

the enemy's motions. This Cfficer, who eager

ly longed for an opportunity to fignaliſe himſelf,

having heard that a party of 63 men lay behind

Ratzebuhr near Landeck, marched out of New

Stettin the 20th, in order to carry them off;

but, when he arrived near Ratzebuhr, he was

informed that the ſaid party had decamped. Ge"

neral Demickow, arriving about the ſane tune

on that fide, had detached ſome Coſſacs towards

New Stettin, with a deſign to ſui priſe th; town.

capt. Zedmar, who could not be appriſed of this

march, met in the village of Lotun a large*
F - of
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of Coſſacs, who ſet themſelves to prevent his

return to New Stettin. In ſuch a fituation he

had no other courſe to take but to attack, and

cut his way through them: He ruſhed upon them

ſo impetuouſly, that they took to their heels,

leaving many of their comrades dead on the ſpot;

but, General Demickow ſending ſucceſſively freſh

parties of Coſſacs, Capt. Zednar was forced to

fight them at every path and defile in his way.

Beſides the Cºſſacs, he had the enemy's huſſars

to deal with, who attacked him in flank. He

cleared his way three different times ſword in

hand, and at laſt extricated himſelf, and the

greateſt part of his men, in ſpite of the enemy's

vaſt ſuperiority, who, according to the report of

deſerters, and inhabitants of the country, were

50oo ſtrong, viz. zooo huſſars, and 3000 Coſ.

facs. He had ſome other obſtacles to ſurmount

in his retreat, and the principal was, that the

bridge over which he was to paſs at Wangerow,

broke down. The Ruſſians have taken Cºlonel

Biebring; we miſs, beſides, a ſubaltern Officer

and 39 men. The enemy’s loſs was a great

deal more confiderable; we know that 83 of

their dead were carried to Conitz. After the

acticn the Coſſacs plundered the town of Ratze

buhr, and 19 villages in that neighbourhood,

fripping the poor inhabitants to the laſt ſhirt.

They broke and burnt the houſhold goods, ſpoil

ed the corn, and drove away all the cattle and

horſes into Poland, where they have been ſold

for a trifle. The inhabitants were uſed in the

moſt cruel manner, though they delivered up

their all. The miniſter of Lottin, named Haen

ſel, they killed with a piſtol ſhot, after cutting

off his right hand. M. Oſten, Provincial Coun

fellor at Burtzen, and the miniſters of Wallach

ſee, Hafenſtier, and Waflatzke, were beaten

moſt unmercifully, and left half dead. Coun

fellor Often died in a day or two after. Ano

ther Gentleman of the name of Often, aged 66,

was tied neck and heels on a heap of ſtraw,

which they afterwards ſet on fire, and left him

in that condition. We paſs over in filence their

brutal behaviour to women of every age and
condition. --

After the Coſſacs had thus ravaged half the

circle of New Stettin, this gang of ſavages went

by the barony of Draheim into the New Marche,

and into the circles of Dramburgh and Arenſ.

walde, where they ſignaliſed themſelves in the

ſame infamous manner; but, being as cowardly

as they are cruel, the approach of ſome troops

&etached from Cuſtrin made them paſs the river

Dagra in all haſte. They have retired into the

Poliſh territory, and no doubt will come again

to ravage places where no reſiſtance can be made.

Thus General Fermer has only ruined ſome

thouſands of perſons, without any advantage to

himſelf, for the march of his army. He has

indeed reverſed the advantageous judgment we

had formed of his moderation, and of his ſpirit

of order and diſcipline. His army is now in the

neighbourhood of Poſen, Count Dohna has

raiſed the blockade of Stralſund, and is going to

give due chaſtiſement to ſo barbarous an enemy.

- sº 19. -

‘Yeſterday Sir John Barnard, Knt. Father of

the city, and Alderman of Bridge ward without,

deſired the Court of Aldermen weuld permit him

to reſign his gown, on account of his age and bad

ſtate of health; to which, after many importu

nities uſed by the Aldermen preſent to the con

trary, the Court, with much reluctance, con

ſented.

July 20. -

Rome, June 20. The Cardinal Columna di

Sciarra has received a diploma from the moſt

Chriſtian King, appointing him Protećtor of the

Crown of France; which high poſt has been va

cant ever fince the death of Cardinal Ottoboni,

in 1740. The French Ambaſſador has remitted

to the Cardinals, chiefs of the order, the follow

ing letter wrote by the King his maſter to the

Sacred College:

“To our moſt dear and beloved couſins the

Cardinals of the holy Roman church, aſſembled

in the Conclave. -

• Moſt dear and beloved couſins, The death

of cur. Holy Father, Pope Bennet XIV, has fin

cerely afflićted us; and we are moſt ſenſibly af

fečted, in quality of eldeſt ſon of the church,

with the ſentiments you expreſs in your letter in

forming us of the fatal event. That great Pon

tiff, one of the moſt enlightened, and one of the

moſt excellent Dočtors that has ever filled the chair

of St. Peter, merited, in every reſpect, the juſ

tice which you render to the ſuperiority of his

talents, to the extent of his knowledge, and to

the affiduity of his labours: Our kingdom was,

in particular, the chjećt of his paſtoral follicitudes;
and we have conſtantly had the conſolation to find

in his heart the principles of charity, of wiſdom,

and moderation, which charaćteriſe the true zeal.

We hope that the Lord, who never ceaſes to

watch over the welfare of his church, will give

the holy Pontiff, whom he has now called home

to his tabernacles, a ſucceſſor who will govern it

in the ſame principles and with the ſame prudence.

The diſpoſitions, which you have acquainted us

with, muſt be the omen of a happy ſucceſs of

your deſires, and of your cares to fix your choice

upon that perſon among you, whom you know

to be the moſt worthy of the moſt ſublime and

holy miniſtry which Providence can beſtow on

men. Our attachment to the Catholic faith

and to the Holy See, and our eſteem and affec

tion for the Sacred College in general, and for

each of you in particular, ſufficiently prove the

fincerity of our wiſhes. So we pray God, moſt

dear and beloved couſins, to keep you in his

holy protećtion. Signed L. O U I S ;
and underneath

DE P1 E R D E B E R N Is.

July 22.

Portſmouth, July 20. Tueſday afternoon an

experiment was made with the light horſe and

flat-bottomed boats, from the Southſea beach,

where the horſe lie encamped. Twelve horſes

were put on board a boat, which had a platform

laid in it, raiſed round; they were carried to

Spithead, and laid alongſide a tranſport three miles

from the beach, and were ſlung and hoiſted intº
the ſhip, and reimbarked into the boats with

great eaſe. Several guns were fired to try the

horſes, which they bore very Patiently, only

ſnorting
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ſhorting a little at the ſmoke flying about them.

They were landed on the beach again in extreme

good order.

The Loire, Capt. Gauties, of 36 guns and 300

men, from Toulon to Quebec, with upwards of

1000 tons of proviſions, wines, flour, &c., is

taken by the St. Alban man-of war and the Fa

vourite ſloop, and carried into Gibraltar.

At the aflizes for the county of Kent, held at

Maidſtone, was tried the noted cauſe in which

the bakers of Chatham and the county of Kent

were plaintiffs, and the ſhipwrights of Chatham

cock defendants; for the latter ſelling bread at

lower rates than the bakers, and making the

ſame, not having ſerved an apprenticeſhip to the

buſineſs; wherein the bakers were nonſuited.
uly 2 K. º

Wedneſdayº º: 12th of July, (to the

diſappointment of many thouſands, who had aſ

ſembled to ſee him paſs to the place of execution)

Dr. Florence Henſey was reſpited for a fortnight,

fince which he has been ſeveral times examined

at the Secretary of ſtate's office; and this morn

ing he was farther reſpited till the 8th of No

vember.

The Honourable the Judges have been pleaſed,

at the laſt affizes in the ſeveral counties of Eng

land, earneſtly to recommend it to the Grand Ju

ries and Gentlemen of the county, that proviſion

may be made for the felons that are ordered for

tranſportation, and that they may have a weekly

allowance in money to ſubfiſt on till they can be

conveniently ſent abroad, which has been already

agreed to ; and ten ſhillings a month is now al

lowed, in the counties of Eſſex and Kent, to

every tranſport.

The Corporation of the city of Briſtol have

given zool, to the Marine Society of London.

Rome, July 1. In the evening of the 21ſt

ult, it was reſolved that Cardinal Cavalchini

ſhould be Pope; thirty-four Cardinals aſſured

him of it, and complimented him upon it; he

believed it, and went to bed Pope. Soon after

the French Cardinals went to wait on the Car

dinal Dean, and told him, that they were order

ed, by the King their maſter, to exclude Cardinal

Cavalchini in particular, becauſe he was a ſub

jećt of the King of Sardinia. Cardinal Lante, Ca

valchini's beſt friend, and who was to have been

Secretary of ſtate, was ſent for to prepare his

friend to receive the unwelcome news. Lante

executed his commiſſion; Cavalchini wept, and

ſaid, he ſaw the Holy Spirit was againſt him.

He cauſed himſelf to be blooded, (he is 75 years

old) and afterwards went round the cells of the

thirty-four Cardinals who had ſo warmly declared

for him, and thanked them for their good in

tentions.—Thus ended the ſcene.

July 26.

Yeſterday was held a Court of Common-coun

cil at Guildhall, when the bill for raiſing zooo 1.

on the inhabitants of this city, for payment of

the orphans duty, was read a third time, and

paſſed into an act

After which, upon the motion of John Pater

ſon, Eſq;

It was reſolved, nemine contradicente,

‘That Sir John Barnard, Knt, ſo juſtly and

emphatically ſtiled the Father of this city, having

lately (to the great and laſting regret of this

Court) thought proper to reſign the office of Al

derman, the thanks of this Court be given him,

for having ſo long and faithfully devoted him

ſelf to the ſervice of his fellow citizens; for the

honour and influence which this city has, upon

many occaſions, derived from the dignity of his

charaćter, and the wiſdom, ſteadineſs, and inte

grity of his condućt; for his firm adherence to

the conſtitution, both in church and ſtate; his

noble ſtruggles for liberty; and his diſintereſted

and invariable purſuit of the true glory and proſ

perity of his King and country, unifluenced by

power, unawed by clamour, and unbiaſed by

the prejudice of party.”

A proſecution was ordered to be immediately

commenced againſt Thomas Truman, Eſq; for

having refuſed to take upon him the office of

Sheriff, to which he was lately elected.

After the Court of Common-council was broke

up, there was a Court of Aldermen, when Tho

mas Whately, Eſq; appeared with fix compurga

tors, and ſwore himſelf not worth 15,0co I.

whereupon he was diſcharged from ſerving the

office of Sheriff, and to-morrow there will be a

common-hall, for the election of two other per

ſons to be Sheriffs, in the room of Mr. Truman

and Mr. Whately.

Sir*#. Ladbroke at the ſaid Court decla

red his aſſent to take upon him the office of Fa

ther of this city, and the Aldermanſhip of Bridge

ward without.

A motion was made by the ſaid Gentleman.

that the thanks of the Court of Aldermen ſhould

be given to Sir John Barnard, which was agreed

to, and expreſſed in the following terms: ,

* It is unanimouſly agreed and ordered, that

the thanks of this court be given to Sir John

Barnard, Knight, late one of the Aldermen,

and Father of this city, for his conſtant atten

dance and ſalutary counſels in this Court ; his

wiſe, vigilant, and impartial adminiſtration of

juſtice; his unwearied zeal for the honour, ſafe

ty, and proſperity of his fellow citizens; his in

violable attachment to the laws and liberties of

his country; and for the noble example he has

ſet of a long and uninterrupted courſe of virtue,

in private as well as public life.”

Yeſterday afternoon James Hodges, Eſq; in

purſuance of orders from the Court of Common

council, and from the Court of Aldermen, wait

ed on Sir John Barnard at Clapham, and pre

ſented to him the thanks of the two Courts,

fairly copied, and figned by him as Town-clerk

of this city.

The following is a tranſlation of the manifeſto

which his Grace the Luke of Marlborough pub

liſhed in Brittany on the 7th of June, the ſecond

day after the landing of the troops at Cancalle:

“We, the high and mighty Prince Charles

Duke of Marlborough, Margrave of Blandford,

Earl of Sunderland, Baron Churchiil, Knight of

the moſt noble order of the Gaiter, Privy Coun

ſellor to his Britannic Majeſty, Grand Maſter of

the ordnance, and Commander in chief of his

forces, &c. -

• Make known to all the inha'itants of Brit

F 2. tºº".
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tany, that the deſcent on their coaſt with the

powerful army under our command, and our for

midable armament by ſea, is not made with an

intention to make war on the inhabitants of the

country, excepting thoſe who ſhall be found in

arms, or ſhall otherwiſe oppoſe the juſt war which

: wage againſt his Majeſty the Moſt Chriſtian

1ng.

* Be it known, therefore, to all who will re

main in peaceable poſſeſſion of their habitations

and effe&ts, that they may ſtay unmoleſted in

their reſpective dwellings, and follow their uſual

occupations; and that, excepting the cuſtoms and

taxes which they pay to the King, nothing will

be required of them, either in money or merchan

diſes, but what is abſolutely neceſſary for the

ſubſiſtence of the army; and that for all the pro

viſiºns they ſhall bring in they ſhall be paid ready

money.

• On the contrary, if, notwithſtanding this

declaration which we have been pleaſed to make,

the inhabitants of the ºwns or villages carry

away their furniture, effects, or proviſions, and

abandon their houſes or dwell ngs, we ſhall, treat

fuch delinquents as enemies, and deſtroy by fire

and ſword, or ſuch other methods as ſhall be in

our power, their towns, villages, dwellings or

houſes.

* Given at the head.

quarters at Parame,

June 7, 1758.

• By his Grace's command, BR y A N T.’

His Grace ſent at the ſame time the follow

ing letter to the Magiſtrates and Echevins of

St. Malo’s.

* G E N T L E M r N,

* We being in poſſeſſion of all the country

between Binant, Rennes, and Dole, as far as St.

Malo's, and finding that all the inhabitants of the

towns and villages in this extent of country have

abandoned their habitations, probably to avoid

the payment of the uſual contributions; and, as

we are informed that the inhabitants have, by

your orders, been compelled to go to St. Malo’s,

we give you notice, that, if they do not return

to their houſes, and ſend their Magiſtrates to our

head-quarters to ſettle the contributions, we ſhall

think ourſelves obliged to ſet fire to them with

out further delay. MARLBOROUGH.”

uly 27.

Yeſterday's letters from Plymouth brought a

confirmation of Lord Anſon's ſailing from thence

with the fleet under his command.

The firſt tranſportation of troops, ſent from

England to reinforce the army of Prince Ferdi

nand, are arrived at Embden. This corps con

ſiſts of 2668 men and 3000 horſes.

Extract of a letter from Portſmouth, July 26.

Monday in the evening came to this place his

Royal Highneſs Prince Edward, who was recei

ved with every mark of reſpeat and diſtinétion :

He embarked on board his Majeſty's ſhip Eſſex

yeſterday morning, in the Commiſſioner's barge,

with the ſtandard flying; next Admiral Holburne,

with a flag alſo ; then followed the Captains in

their barges: As ſoon as his Royal Highneſs was

out of the harbour he was ſaluted by the plat

form guns, -

MARLBOROUGH.

Cardinal Rezzonico, Biſhop of Padua, whº

elected Pope the 6th inſtant, and has taken the

title of Clement the 13th. He is fixty-five years

of age, and was made a Cardinal in the year

1737.

#ºn, July 6, Our new Pope was born on

the 7th of March 1603: He was formerly Au

ditor of the Rota: He was made a Cardinal by

Clement XII, on the zoth of Oétober 1737, at

the nomination of the republic of Venice: He

had the title of St. Mara d'Ara Caeli (the prin

cipal convent of the Cordeliers) and was Protec

tor of the Illyrian nation, the Pandours : He is

ill-favoured and hunch-backed; but of a ſtrong

vigorous conſtitution and freſh complexion ;

walks well and firm; the honeſteſt man in the

world; a moſt exemplary Eccleſiaſtic ; of the

pureſt morals; devout, fleady, learned, diligent;

in ſhort, worthy to ſucceed the great Benedićt

XIV, though no-body, certainly, ever thought

he would be called to ſucceed him.

July 28.

Yeſterday the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor

held a Wardmote at St. Mary Magdalen's church,

for the eleētion of an Alderman of Caſtle-Bay

nard ward, when Sir Robert Ladbroke, in a gen

teel manner, thanked the Gentlemen for the

many favours he had received, during 17 years

that he had the honour of being their Alderman ;

and begged leave to recommend to their choice

Nathaniel Naſh, Eſq; which being ſeconded by

George Bellas, Eſq; the Lord Mayor ordered

Mr. Naſh to be put in nomination, and he was

unanimouſly elected Alderman of the ſaid ward.

After which the Lord Mayor went to Guilhall,

and held a Common-hall, for the election of two

Sheriffs, when James Dandridge, Eſq; merchant

taylor, and Matthew Rolliſton, Eſq; goldſmith,

were ele&ted. Richard Holland, Eſq; ſtood upon

the liſt between the above two Gentlemen; but,

in purſuance of an advertiſement publiſhed for
that purpoſe, many perſons would not vote for

him, as he had ſpent a confiderable ſum of mo

ney for the benefit of the citizens of London.

Yeſterday, at a meeting of the Committee of

Chriſt's hoſpital, a letter direčed to Daniel

Webb, Eſq; Treaſurer, and to the Committee

of the ſaid hoſpital, from Sir John Barnard, was

read, wherein he reſigned the Preſidentſhip of

that houſe, and requeſted the Gentlemen would

wait on the Lord Mayor, to deſire his Lordſhip

to appoint a court for the ele&tion of a Gentle

man to ſucceed him, which they accordingly did

the ſame day, and his Lordſhip has ordered a

Cºurt to be ſummoned for that purpoſe on Tueſ

day next. -

At the ſaid Committee a motion was made,

that Sir Robert Ladbroke ſhould be put in nomi

nation, at the General Court, for the vacant of:

fice of Preſident, which was unanimouſly agreed

to, and the Committee immediately waited on

Sir Robert Ladbroke, to acquaint him of their

intention, and deſiring his acceptance thereof, if

it ſhould be agreeable to the General Court;

to which Sir Robert ſaid, that he thanked them

for the honour they intended him, and, if it

ſhould be alſo the ſenſe of the Governors, he

ſhould accept thereof.

- July
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that this is true.

July 29, -

* Utrecht, July 24. Letters from Lipſtadt, of

the 21ſt inſtant, adviſe, that a courier had juſt

paſſed through there, who was diſpatched the

18th from Berlin to Prince Ferdinand of Brunſ

wic, with the news of the King of Pruſſia's ha

ving gained a complete vićtory over the Auſtrian

army, between Konigſgratz and Pardubitz.

Extračt of a letter from a Gentleman at the

Hague to his friend in London, dated laſt Tueſ

day evening. ‘ I am now in the houſe of the

Pruſſian Envoy, who received two expreſſes this

afteraoon, one from Prince Ferdinand of Brun

ſwic's army, and the other direétly from Berlin,

with an account of a complete vićtory gained by

the King of Pruſſia over Marſhal Daun, who is

made priſoner, You may aſſure all your friends

The Auſtrians rallied twice,

but in vain; they could not ſtand before the

Pruſſians.

Other letters from Holland make mention of

this agreeable news, and add, that the loſs of the

Auſtrians, including priſoners, amounts to about

15,000 men; and that the number of villages

they ſet fire to, in order to retard the purſuit of

the Pruſſians, was no leſs than eleven.

There are ſome letters by this Dutch mail

which ſay, that, in the battle of the 12th inſtant,

there were no more than thirty thouſand Auſtri

ans and irregulars, who were ſoon beaten; and

that, Marſhal Daun coming up afterwards, and

reinforcing himſelf with thoſe defeated troops, a

ſecond battle happened on the 14th, in which

the Auſtrians were totally overthrown, and loſt

the greateſt part of their cannon, ammunition,

baggage, &c.

Extračt of a Letter brought by a Courier from

Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic to the Hague,

dated July 25.

* His Pruſſian Majeſty, having quitted Mora

via, marched with his whole army, in three co

lumns, direétly into Bohemia. He was follow

ed by all the Auſtrian forces, that is, by the ir

regulars, confiſting of 30,000 men, and by Count

Daun's army, which was given out to be twice

as ſtrong. *

“His Majeſty, having gained three marches,

halted; and, having refreſhed his troops, march

ed in order of battle to Konigſgratz (on the 12th

inſtant) attacked and routed the Auſtrian forces.

* But Field-Marſhal Count Daun, having re

ceived confiderable reinforcements, attacked his

Pruſſian Majeſty in his turn, and was, after a

very obſtinate engagement, repulſed and defeated.

The diſpute was very bloody. The Pruſſians

made themſelves maſters of ſeveral confiderable

magazines, a great many pieces of cannon, and

an immenſe quantity of baggage.”

From the Gaz e T T E, July 29.

Hague, July 23. Letters arrived here yeſter

day from Berlin, and from Upper Saxony, which

bring accounts of a battle between the King of

Pruſſia and the Auſtrians, near Pardubitz in

Bohemia, on the 12th inſtant, in which his

Pruſſian Majeſty had been vićtorious. As theſe

advices do not come dire&tly from the Pruſſian

army, we are impatiently waiting for a confir

pnation of them, - -

The laſt accounts from his Pruſſian Majeſty's

army are dated from Leitomiſchel in Bohemia,

of the 7th inſtant, by which it appears, That

the attack that had been made upon the Pruſſian

convoy, was near Domſtal, at a very bad paſs in

the mountains of Moravia; that the head of the

convoy had arrived ſafe in his camp ; that the

center had been put in confuſion; that the rear

had retired to Troppau ; and that the Pruſſians

had loſt between 7 and 8oo men, killed, wound

ed, and taken priſoners; that the want of am

munition had obliged the King of Pruſſia to raiſe

the fiege of Olmutz, which he had effeóted with

the leſs of three mortars and one piece of cannon;

and that he had marched into Bohemia, with his

whole army, without the loſs of a man; that

he had taken the Auſtrian magazine at Leito

miſchel, and was marching to that of Konigſ

gratz, which was very confiderable, and would

enable him to purſue his operations with advan

tage. The Auſtrians had made two forced

marches to gain Pardubitz, before the Pruſſians;

and our laſt letters from that army were of the

19th inſtant, which renders the probability of an

ačtion on the 12th much greater.

The Ruſſians, who had made a motion to

wards Frankfort upon the Oder, are retired to

wards Poland; ſo that at preſent the apprehen

fions cº, an invaſion into Brandenburg ſeems to

be ſuſ; hded; and Prince Henry of Pruſſia has

taken his ‘heaſures ſo as to be able to march to

the relief of that part of the Pruſſian dominions

in caſe of neceſſity. -

Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic was ſtill in his

Camp of Bedburdyck, on the 23d inſtant, and

was maſter of all the bridges upon the river Erff.

The French were at their old camp of Frauwei

ler, where it was uncertain whether they could

maintain themſelves for want of ſubſiſtence.

B I R. T. H. S.

Daughter to the Lady of Charles Yorke,

Eſq; Sollicitor-general, .

A ſon to the Marchioneſs of Tweedale, in

Groſvenor-ſquare. -

M A R R I A G E S.

A L T E R Strickland, Eſq; of Syſergh

in Weſtmoreland, to Miſs Meſſenger,

only daughter of Michael Meſſenger, Eſq; of

Fountains-Abbey in Yorkſhire.

- Leigh, Eſq; of Cheſhire, to Miſs

Reynolds, daughter of Francis Reynolds, Eſq;

Member in Parliament for Lancaſter.

James Williams, Eſq; of Flintſhire, to Miſs

Polly Reed, of Finchley.

Hon. Frederick Vane, Eſq; to Miſs Henrietta

Meredith, of Parliament-ſtreet, Weſtminſter.

Thomas Rowland, Eſq; of Goſport, to Miſs

Thompſon, of Eltham. - -

Thomas Gardner, Eſq; of York, to Miſs

Nancy Lewis, of Enfield. -

William Mayne, Eſq; to the Hon. Miſs Al

len, daughter of the late Lord Viſcount Allen.

Walter Waring, Eſq; Member in Parliament

for Biſhop's-Caſtle, to Miſs Ranby, daughter

of Mr. Ranby, ſerjeant-ſurgeon to the King.

William Turton, Eſq; of Oxfordſhire, to Miſs

Clarke, daughter to Mrs. Clarke, of Hertford

ſhire,

Samuel



Samuel Caterer, Eſq; of St. Kitt's, to Miſs

Maria Collins.

D E A T H s.

EV. Mr. Peter Nourſe, reëor of Witneſ

ham, near Ipſwich.

Michael Alcock, Eſq; oldeſt Captain in the

Earl of Effingham's regiment of foot.

Henry Trent, Eſq; in King-ſtreet Golden

fºuare.

Lieutenant-general James Cochran, at Hamp
ftead. -

Anthony Baynton, Eſq; at Wallington in

Surry.

Stephen Winthorp, Eſq; merchant in Fen

church-freet,

Rev. Mr. Burn, ſecond maſter of merchant

taylors ſchool, and lecturer of St. Anne's Al

derſgate.

Rev. Mr. Smith, rector of Alhallows Lon.

don Wall.

Henry Fines. Eſq; nominated for Sheriff of

London in the mayoralty of Marſhe Dickenſon,

Eſq.

Benjamin Everard, Eſq; eldeſt ſon of Edward

Everard, Eſq; of Kyng's Lynn in Norfolk.

Edmund Anguiſh, Eſq; at Hampſtead.

Mr. John Douglas, ſurgeon, and lečturer on

anatomy.

Mr. Michael Martindale, in Cheapſide, De

puty of the ward of Farringdon within.

John Heneage, Eſq; in Groſvenor ſquare.

Rees, Eſq; at Briſtol, he was High She

riff for the county of Glamorgan.

Miſs St. Quintin, eldeſt daughter of Sir Wil

liam St. Quintin, Bart, at Newton near New

bury.

George Parſons, Eſq; near Andover in Hamp

ſhire.

Joſeph Aſhton, Eſq; Sollicitor in Chancery.

P R E F E R M E N T S.

E. V. Mr. John Lockman, to be a Prebend

of the free chapel of St. George in the

Caſtle of Windſor.

Rev. Dr. Joſiah Tucker, to be Dean of the

cathedral church of Glouceſter.

Rev. Dr William Smith, to be Dean of the

cathedral church of Cheſter.

Rev. Dr. Hugh Thomas, to the Deanery of

Ely.

Rev. Dr. Chriſtopher Wilſon, to be Canon Re

fidentiary of the cathedral church of St. Paul,

London.

P R O M OT I O N S.

E N R Y Pelham, Eſq; to be one of the

Commiſſioners of his Majeſty's cuſtoms,

within that part of Great Britain called England.

Richard Dauber, Eſq; to be one of the Com

miſſioners of the revenues cf exciſe, within that

part of Great Britain called Scotland.

Thomas Sherriff, Gent. Rouge Dragon Pur

ſuivant at Arms, to the office of Windſor He

raid at A1 ns.

His Grace Charles Duke of Marlborough, to

be Commander in Chief of all the Britiſh forces

that are intended to ſerve on the Lower Rhine.

Col. Daniel Webb, to be Quarter-maſter Ge

n r 1 to the troops going to Germany.

- Henry Stubbs, Richard Burton, and Francis

Gore, Eſqrs. to be Majors of a brigade, Aña

Capt. Stuart Douglas, to be Judge-Advocate

to the ſaid troops.

William Whitmore, Eſq; to command, in the

abſence of the Governor, the town of Berwick

upon Tweed and Holy Iſland.

Right Hon. Henry Pleydell, Lord Viſcount

Downe, to be Captain of foot.

Sempill, Eſq; to be Captain,

Thomas Thorp, Eſq; Captain-Lieutenant,

George Fenwick, Gent. Lieutenant, And

William Stephenſon, Gent. Enſign, in the

11th regiment of foot.

Chriſtopher Woodward, Gent, to be Adjutant

to the militia regiment of foot for the county of

Dorſet, commanded by the Right Hon. Anthony

Aſhley, Earl of Shaftſbury.

B–K–TS. From the GAzr T. T. E.

Braham Leach the elder, of Newbold, in

the pariſh of Rochdale, in the county of

Lancaſter, dealer and chapman.

Mary Butters, of Stoke Newington, in the

county of Middleſex, dealer and chapwoman,

Henry Lovibond, of Mincing lane, London,

oilman, dealer, and chapman.

John Biddle and Robert Mitton, of Leaden

hall-ſtreet, London, hoſiers and partners.

Robet Gibſon, of Mancheſter, in the county

of Lancaſter, dealer and chapman. -

John Hammond, of King's-Lynn, in the

county of Norfolk, grocer and tailow-chandler.

William Cottle, of Trowbridge, in the coun

ty of Wilts, linen-draper, mercer, ſhopkeeper,

and chapman.

Suſannah Glover, of Edgware, in the county

of Middleſex, ſhopkeeper and chapwoman.

Thomas Fell the younger, late of the pariſh

of St. Clement Danes, in the county of Middle

ſex, taylor, dealer, and chapman.

John Simons, of the pariſh of St. Olave

Southwark, in the county of Surry, vićtualler,

dealer, and chapman. -

John Biddle, of Leadenhall-ſtreet, London,

hofier, dealer, and chapman.

William Howard, late of the pariſh of St.

Dunſtan in the Weſt, London, pewterer.

Thomas Billſon, late of Northampton, in the

county of Northampton, grocer, dealer, and

chapman. -

Daniel Speed, late of Shepton-Malet, in the

county of Somerſet, clothier, dealer, and chap

man

Thomas Jackſon and Arthur Rickards, late

of the borough of Leiceſter, hoſiers, dealers,

chapmen, and partners.

Richard Meers, late of Spalding, in the county

of Lincoln, merchant, dealer, and chapman.

William Maſon, of the city of York, in the

county of the ſame city, grocer.

Edmund Toulman, late of St. Martin's le

Grand, London, goldſmith, dealer, and chap

inan.

George Dare, of Chard, in the county of So

merſet, ſergemaker.

Benjamin Goodman, late of Devizes, in the

county of Wilts, baker and chapman.

Francis Lowther and Dinah Powell, widow,

both of the city of Briſtol, diffillers and partners.

B O O KS
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E Life of William ofWickham, Biſhop

of Wincheſter; by Robert Lowth, D.D.

Millar, 5 s. -

The Hiſtory of London-Bridge, from its Founda

tion, in the Year 994, to the Deſtrućtion by

Fire the 11th of April 1758. Cooper, 1 s. 6d.

An Extract out of Pauſanias, of the Statues, Pic

tures, and Temples in Greece. Shropſhire, 4s.

Memoirs of the Life of Sir Thomas More, Lord

Chancellor of England in the Reign of Henry

the Eighth; by Ferdinando Warner, LL.D.

Payne, 5 s.

The poſthumous Works of Dr. Thomas Parnell,

late Archdean of Clogher. Johnſton, 4s.

The Outlines of a Syſtem of vegetable Genera

º B O O K S publiſhed in J U N E and JULY.

Authentic Memoirs of Dr. Florence Henſcy.

Burnet, I s. -

Serious Thoughts on the Trial of Mr. Barnard.

Coote, 6 d.

An explanatory Defence of the Eſtimate of the

Manners and Principles of the Times. Davis,

1 s. 6d.

A Specimen oftrue Theology, or Bible Divinity.

Whiſton, 2 s.

Four Eſſays upon the Engliſh Language; by John

Ward, D. L.L. Ward, 3 s. ſewed.

Socrates, a Dramatic Poem. By Amyas Buſhe,

Eſq; A. M. and F. R. S. Dodſley, 3 s.

A genuine and particular Account of the late En

terpriſe on the Coaſt of France. Griffith, 1 s.

tion; by Dr. John Hill. , Baldwin, 2 s. 6d. . A Mellius Inquirendum into the Character of the

Letters wrote to the King of Pruſſia by a Man of Royal Martyr King Charles I. Owen, 1 s.

Quality. Hooper, I s. 6d. - Impartial Remarks upon the Preface of the Rev.

The Nature and Cauſe of Impotence in Men, and Dr. Warburton; wherein the Author has ta

Barrenneſs in Women, explained; by G. Ar- ken ſome uncommon Liberties with the Cha

chibald Douglas, M. D. Brett, I s. 6d. raćter of the Rev. Dr. Taylor, Chancellor of

Truth, a Viſion; by John Lockman. Cooper, Lincoln. Cooper, I s.

6 d. The Roman Antiquities of Dionyſius Halicarnaſ

The Patriot Enterpriſe. Cooper, 6d. ſenſis, tranſlated into Engliſh, with large Notes

The Kingof Pruſſia's Criticiſm on the Henriad of and ſeveral Diſſertations; in Four Vols. 4to.

Voltaire. Rivington, 6 d. By Edward Spelman, Eſq. Whiſton, 31. 12 s.

* The Polite Academy. Baldwin, 1 s.

A Meteorological journal of the Weather, from June 24, to July 24, incluſive, 1758.

Oppoſite Saliſbury-court, Fleet-ſtreet, July 24, 1758. John CUFF.

Days Barom. Ther. Ther. -

June Inch. low. |high. Wind. W E A T H E r.

25 || 29.9 58 62 | N. A fine day.

26 || 30.1 60 | 69 N. Ditto, afternoon wind N. E.

27 || 29.9 59 || 62 | N. E. Ditto, afternoon wind W.

28 29.85 58 63 N. Ditto.

29 || 29.6 55 6o N. Ditto, afternoon wind S. W.

ji. 29.5 55 58 S. W. A cloudy morning with hail and rain, a fine afternoon.

uly. -

1 || 29.68 || 55 57 | N. A fine morning, afternoon cloudy with ſmall rain, wind N. E.

2 || 29.85 || 54 56 | N. E. A fine morning, a rainy afternoon.

3 || 29.92 || 53 || 57 | N. A cloudy day, afternoon wind N. W.

4 || 29.58 || 54 6o N. W. A fine day. -

| 5 || 294 57 6o S. W. A fine morning, a cloudy afternoon with rain, wind N. E.

| 6 || 29.42 56 61 N. Rainy morning, fine about noon, afterwards rainy, wind N. E.

7 || 29.55 || 57 | 6o N. W. A cloudy day, rain in the evening, wind W.

8 || 29.6 56 58 S. W. A rainy day.

9| 29.8 58 58 || W. Ditto. '

to I 29.7 57 6o W. A fine morning, a cloudy afternoon, wind S. W.

11 || 29.55 6o 61 S. W. A fine morning, a cloudy afternoon with rain.

12 || 29.48 6o 62 S. W. A rainy day.

13| 29.42 | 6o 63 S. Rain early in the morning, afterwards a fine day, wind W.

14 29.68 || 6o 62 | W. A fine day, rain in the evening, wind S. W.

15 || 29.5 56 61 S. W. A fine morning, a cloudy afternoon with rain.

16| 29.65 || 56 58 || W. A rainy day.

17 | 29.6 56 6o | W. A fine day, afternoon wind N. W.

18|29.55 57 || 62 | N. W. A fine day till about 5 o'clock, afterwards ſmall rain.

19| 29.52 56 6o W. A fine day, rain in the evening, wind S. W.

* | 29.58 58 62 | N. E. A fine morning, a cloudy afternoon with rain.

* | 29.32 58 61 | N. E. A rainy day.

* | 29.5 58 || 62 E. A fine morning, a rainy afternoon, wind S. W.

*3 29.62 58 62 N. W. Ditto, a cloudy afternoon with ſmall rain.

*#| 29.48 || 58 6o | N. E. A cloudy day with ſmall rain, afternoon wind N.

NB, on the azd of July was publiſhed, the Supplement to the Twenty-ſecond Volume.
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An A cc ou N r of S T A F F O R D S H I R E.

Illuſtrated with a new and accurate Map of that County, curiouſly engraved.

TA FF OR D SHIRE is bounded on

the eaſt by Warwickſhire and Delby

ſhire; on the ſouth by Worceſterſhire; and

on the weſt by Shropſhire and Cheſhire;

the laſt of which, joining Derbyſhire on the

north, where it ends in an obtuſe angle,

makes the north border. It is divided by

the Trent into the north and ſouth, or ra

ther north-eaſt and north-weſt parts ; the

former whereof are ſubdivided into the

moor-lands, the more northerly mountain.

ous part, lying between the rivers Trent

and Dore, from the three heads of the

county to Draycot in the moors; and the

wood lands, the more ſoutherly part, from

Draycot to Wichmore, &c. It is, from

ſouth to north, almoſt in the form of a

rhombus, being broad in the middle, but

narrow towards the ends; and it is uſually

reckoned 4o miles in length, 26 in breadth,

and 141 in compaſs. But Templeman adds

ſeven miles to the length, and fix to the

breadth ; ſo that, according to him, the area

contains 1ooé ſquare miles, which others

call 810,ooo acres; wherein are contained

one city, 18 market-towns, five hundreds,

150 pariſhes, and 24, ooo houſes.

The air of this county is generally good,

as abundantly appears from the health and

longevity of the inhabitants; and even the

moor-lands, lying in an high and open

country, receive ſo much benefit from the

winds which diſperſe the noxious exhala

tions, that they are really as healthy as o

ther parts. This is particularly the caſe of

thoſe that lie between Beach and Trent

ham, which are free from woods, mines,

waters, and bogs; and the people here af

firm, that they have three chriſtenings to
one burial.

. Staffordſhire, though an inland county,

is watered by no leſs than 24 noted rivers;

the Wever derives great ſupplies of water

from its fountains ; and the Meeſe, Stour,

and Severn, the ſecond river in England,

have a paſſage through it; but I ſhall only

take particular notice of the three following:

1. The great river Trent, the third in the

kingdom, which, riſing among the moor

lands in the north weſt fide of the county,

out of New-pool, a ſpring in the grounds
of Sir John Bowyer, §. and two other

ſprings near Molecop and Norton-hay, runs

almoſt through the middle of the ſhire to

Derbyſhire, being increaſed, on the north

ſide, by many rivulets, which, with the Sow,

Eccleſhal water, and other ſtreams falling -

Nuus, CLVII, Vol. XXIII.'

into them, abound with fiſh; and the Trent

is famous for ſalmon.

2. The Dove, riſing in the moſtºlor

thern part of the county, ſeparates it, with

a great ſtream on the eaſt ſide thereof, from

Derbyſhire, which it enters, juſt as it falls

into the Trent; it has a white clayiſh chan

nel, without any ſhelves of mud, which is

ſo greatly inriched by running through a

lime ſtone ſoil, as Camden relates, that the

meadows on both ſides have a freſh and

green aſpect, even in the depth of winter;

and, if it overflows them in April, it renders

them ſo fruitful, that the neighbouring inha

bitants joyfully, on this occaſion, apply the

following rhyme:

In April, Dove's flood

Is worth a King's good.

in the ſenſe it is commonly ſaid in England

of March duſt, “ That a buſhel of it is

worth a King's ranſom.” But Dr. Plot

aſcribes this fertility to the ſheeps dung

waſhed down from the hills by the rains,

and thrown on the banks by the floods.

3. The Tame (not the river which joins

the Iſis, ſo named) has its riſe in the hun

dred of Serſdon, where, joining with Wal

ſal water, it paſſes through Offton hundred

into Warwickſhire, and, entering this ſhire

again at Draiton-baſſet, runs by Tam

worth, and along the borders of Offlow hun

dred, till it falls into the Trent, being in

creaſed, in its paſſage, by the Black Brook
and other rivulets.

Beſides its livers (which, all cf them,

have ſo ſwift a motion as to prevent the

aſcent of noiſome vapours to infect the air)

it has ſuch a multitude of brocks that very

few countries, of the like extent, can equal,

much leſs exceed; and it is, moreover,

plentifully ſupplied with water from many

capacious meres, ponds, and lakes, as Lad

ford pool, which contains about 60 acres;

New and Mare pools, with ſeveral others,

moſt of which, however, have rivulets con

tinually paſſing through and mixing with

them, or are as conſtantly fed with ſprings,

and well ſtocked with fiſh, which, as they

perpetually move the waters, always pre

ſerve them from the ſtagnation that never

fails to corrupt the air. -

This county likewiſe contains medicinal

waters of various kinds; ſome mixed with

bitumen, ſome with ſalts, and others with

ſulphur. Of the firſt kind is the ſpring near

Beresford houſe, called Warm-well...be

cauſe, in froſty weather, it will ſmoke like a
G - boiling
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boiling pot; and there is another of the

ſame nature at Hynts, not far from Mr.

Floyer's houſe. Of the ſaline kind, ſome

are of a ſtronger brine than the reſt, as the

pits at Chertley, which, though they do not

afford ſuch a quantity of ſalt as the withes

in Cheſhire, yet make as good white ſalt

for all uſes as any in England. Others of

a weaker brine, as thoſe about Epſon,

Penſnet-cloſe, and a lough iſſuing out of a

coal-mine in Blue-hill, in the pariſh of

Leeke, which turns the ſtones and earth it

touches of a ruſty colour. Of the ſulphure

ous kind, which are properly the moſt me

dicinal waters, is St. Eraſmus's well at

Ingeſtre, another near Codſal. wood, and

a third at Willough-bridge park, contain

ing a moſt reëtified ſulphur, which, though

ſcarce viſible in the water itſelf, being put

into a glaſs, leaves a bright oilineſs upon it,

and with ſublimate becomes yellow ; and

it is ſaid, that there are no leſs than 60

ſprings of this ſort in the ſaid park, by

which unaccountable cures have been per

formed. Other waters, not reducible to

any of the abovementioned heads, have alſo

the reputation of effecting ſtrange cures,

viz. Salter's-well, near Newcaſtle under

Line, which is reputed to cure the king's-

evil; Elder-well, near Blim-hill, good for

ſore eyes; and a well, called the Spaw, not

far from Wolverhampton.

The moor-lands of this ſhire, which are

mountainous, and therefore accounted the

moſt barren, produce a ſhort but ſweet

graſs, by which they bring up as fine large

cattle as thoſe of Lancaſhire; and the gra

ziers affirm, that they will feed much more,

and better, in the fertile paſtures and mea

dows on the banks of the Dove, Trent,

Blythe, Charnet, &c. which are all in the

north part of Staffordſhire. The banks of

the Dove, in particular, are reckoned the

beſt paſture ground in England, for the rea

ſons above related; and by theſe rich paſ

tures and meadows the great dairies are

maintained in theſe parts, which ſupply

Uttoxeter market with ſuch vaſt quantities

of butter and cheeſe. Sheep are likewiſe

fed, in great numbers, in the northern as

well as ſouthern parts of this county; but

they moſtly have black noſes, are ſmall, and

their wool is coarſe, though ſomewhat finer

in the ſouth, than in the north ; and much

of it is manufactured, in this ſhire, in the

cloathing and felting manufactures. The

arable land is no leſs fruitful than the paſ

ture; for even the barren moor-lands, ma

nured with marle and lime mixed with

turf-aſhes, produce excellent oats and bar

ley; the latter, indeed, not in ſuch plenty,

but as good as in the ſouth ; and, as to the

ſouthern parts, and ſome adjacent pariſhes

in the north, they afford all ſorts of grain,

as wheat, rye, barley, pulſe, &c. In theſe

parts they alſo ſow hemp and flax ; ſo that

this ſhire, all things confidered, may aptly

be ſtiled “terra ſuis contenta bosis, i. e. a

country that can ſubſiſt of itſelf, without the

help of any other.

As to ſubterraneous produćtions, both

the moor-lands and wood-lands produce

lead, copper, iron, marble, alabaſter, mill

ſtones, coal, ſalt, &c. and of this ſort of

land conſiſt the chace of Canock wood, and

moſt of the warrens and parks of the No

bility and Gentry, of the laſt of which there

were near 50, before the late civil wars.

In the more fruitful parts of the county are

found marles of ſeveral ſorts and colours,

moſt of which, laid upon their lands, great

ly improve them; and of ſome, eſpecially

of the reddiſh clay marle, are made very

good bricks. There are here likewiſe other

uſeful earths, as brick earth, which burns

blue, whereof it is ſuppoſed the Romans

made their urns; fullers-earth; potters

clay, particularly a ſort, uſed in the glaſſes

at Amblecot, whereof are made the beſt in

England, which is therefore ſold for 7 d. a

buſhel, and ſent to London, Briſtol, &c.

ſlip, a reddiſh ſort of earth, wherewith they

paint ſeveral ſorts of veſſels; yellow and

red okres, which principally lie in their

richeſt lands; and tobacco pipe clay, the

beſt ſort of which is found in Monway

field, between Wedneſbury and Willingſ

forth.

It alſo produces valuable ſtones and mi

nerals of various forts, viz. I. The fire

ſtone for the hearths of iron furnaces, &c.

2. Rocks of lime-ſtone. 3. Iron-ſtone,

dug at Dalleſton, Apedale, and many other

places. The beſt ſort of iron ſtone is called

muſh, which is ſometimes as big as the

crown of a hat, and contains a pint of

cold ſharp liquor, yet ſo pleaſant to the

taſte, that it is greedily drank by the work

men; it is found at Ruſhall, and of it are

made the beſt ſorts of iron wares, as keys,

&c. 4, The haematites, or blood-ſtone,

found in the brook Tent, which is very

weighty, and, if a little wetted, will draw

red lines, in the manner of ruddle. 5. Cop

per ore, or ſtones dug out of E&on-hill, in

the pariſh of Wetton, where a mine was

formerly worked by the Earl of Devonſhire

and other Gentlemen ; but they ſoon drop

ped their defign, becauſe copper could be

imported cheaper from Sweden. 6. Lead
ore, dug in a yellowiſh ſtone, with cawk

and ſpar, in Townsfield, on the fide of
- Lawton

-
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Lawton-park. , 7. Quarry-ſtones, mill

ſtones, and grindſtones, of ſeveral colours.

3. Alabaſter and various kinds of good

marble, ſome whereof exceeds any brought

from foreign parts; and there are whole

mountains of it in the lordſhip of Grindon

at Yelperſley-Tor, Powke-hill, &c.

To ſupply the ſcarcity of wood, which

is rarely uſed in this county for fuel, there

is plenty of turf and peat, and likewiſe of

cannel, peacock, and pit coals. The can

nel coal is ſuppoſed to derive its name from

the Britiſh word Canwill, which ſignifies a

candle; becauſe it ſupplies the place of one,

in the dark, by its ſhining flame. The

pencock coal, dug on Hanley-green, near

Newcaſtle under Line, is ſofter than cannel

coul, and therefore not ſo capable of po

liſhing; it is thus named, on account of its

having all the colours of the peacock's

train, when diſplayed to the light; but it

is fitter for the forge than the kitchen, which

is ſupplied by the pit coal dug about Wed

neſbury, Dudley, and Sedgeley. This is

by ſome preferred to cannel coal; for it

burns into white aſhes, leaving no ſuch

cinders as the coal from Newcaſtle upon

Tine. This ſort of coal is ſo plentiful in

Staffordſhire, that there are commonly

twelve or fourteen collieries, and twice as

many out of work, within ten miles round,

which produce from zooo to 5ooo tons a

year; but it is unfit for malting, till it is

charred; which, freeing it from all its diſ

agreeable fumes, renders it proper winter

firing for a chamber. The coal, ſo prepa

red, is termed coak, and affords almoſt as

good heat as charcoal itſelf; but it often

takes fire in the pit, by reaſon of the bitu

men mixed with it, which, being put into

a fermentation by water, produces fire;

and thus the pits take fire of themſelves.

As to the original inhabitants of this

county, before the coming of the Romans,

both Ptolemy and Mr. Camden unani

moufly agree, that the Cornavii originally.

inhabited this ſhire, together with War

wickſhire, Worceſterſhire, Shropſhire, and

Cheſhire ; but Dr. Plot, on the contrary,

is of opinion, that the Iceni anciently peo

pled Worceſterſhire and this county. He

was led to think, that this was a true ſtate

of the caſe, partly from the teſtimony of

Tacitus, who mentions a Britiſh people

about theſe parts, called Iceni, who were

diſguſted with the Propraetor Oſtorius Sca

pula, for blocking up their countrymen be

tween the rivers Antona and Sabrina,

which, he apprehends, belonged to the two

foreſaid counties; but chiefly fom the

noted Roman Conſular way, paſſing thro'

Worceſterſhire and Staffordſhire, and well

known by the name of Ickenild.ſtreet,

which remains to this day; for, as he

adds, “How it ſhould come by this name,

but from the people, viz. the Iceni, thro'

whoſe territories it was made, I cannot

imagine.”

This county lies in the Oxford circuit,

and iu the dioceſe of Litchfield, which in

cludes Staffordſhire, Derbyſhire, Warwick

ſhire, and Shropſhire; is governed by the

four Archdeacons of Stafford, Derby, Co

ventry, and Shrewſbury; and contains near

6oo pariſhes. This ſhire ſends eight

Repreſentatives to Parliament, viz. two

Knights of the ſhire, two for the city of

Litchfield, two for Stafford, the county

town; and two for Newcaſtle under Line.

The preſent Knights of this ſhire are Wil

liam Bagott, Eſq; LL.D. ſon to Sir Wal

ter Wagſtaff Bagott, Bart. and the Ho

nourable Frederic Thynne, Eſq; brother

to Lord Viſcount Weymouth.

1. Litchfield lies in a low ſituation, about

three miles from Trent, and 116 from

London; and it is divided into two parts

by a ſmall clear rivulet which glides heavi

ly through it, but has a ſwifter paſſage, as

ſoon as it gets out of the town. The part

ſtanding on the ſouth ſide thereof is called

the city; and the other the cloſe. The

former, which is much the largeſt and moſt

populous, contains a gaol for debtors and

felons apprehended within its liberties, a

fine free ſchool, and a pretty large, hand

ſome, and well endowed hoſpital, dedicated

to St. John, for the relief of the poor: But

the latter is the moſt beautiful, and has the

faireſt buildings ; which is termed a cloſe,

becauſe it is incloſed with a wall, and a

good deep and dry trench, except towards

the city, where it is defended by a great

lake, or marſh, formed by the abovemen

tioned brook. There are two cauſeways,

which join the city and cloſe, with ſluices

for the water; and the cloſe, being in the

late civil wars fortified for the King, made

a gallant defence againſt Cromwell's army,

º at laſt, after a great effuſion of blood

on hoth ſides, it was taken by ſtorm.

This town is ancient, being ſuppoſed to

have been firſt built, in the latter part of the

third century, on the account of the mar

tyrdom of Iooo Britiſh Chriſtians, who, in

conſequence of the cruel perſecution raiſed

by the Emperor Maximian, in Britain, in

the year 286, were by the Romans inhu

manly maſſacred here, and their dead bo

dies left above ground, as a prey to tie

fowls of the air and beaſts of the field;

from whence the city derived the name of

Litchfield, i. e. the field of carcaſes, which

it retains to this day i and this is alſo the

G * reaſon |

*
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reaſon of its bearing, for its device, rather

than arms, an open field, with mangled

carcaſes diſperſed about it, as murdered and

unburied. But, though this place was ſo

memorable, by the death of ſo many mar

tyrs, for ſeveral centuries together, hiſtory

is filent concerning it, until the reign of .

Oſwy, King of Northumberland, who is

ſaid to have ere&ted here an epiſcopal ſee;

and it is reported to have been made archi

epiſcopal, with juriſdićtion over the king

doms of the Mercians and Eaſt-Angles,

in 766; and to have continued in that ſtate

till 797, in all, 31 years. It was an in

confiderable place, before St. Ceadda was

made Biſhop thereof in 667; but it received

ſo great honour from him, that it ſoon be

came a flouriſhing town.

[To be continued.]

Several Extraº;#. the Author’s Explanatory Defence of Ji, Eſtimate of the Man

ners an

But it is farther objected, “ that, as the

book has been tranſlated into foreign

tongues, and made its way on the conti

ment, it has given advantage and encou

ragement to our enemies, by painting this

nation as being ſunk in effeminacy.’

Alas! our enemies knew our weakneſs

and degeneracy before ; the national diſ

graces had proclaimed it. As to the cauſes

and remedies of this political degeneracy,

the knowledge of theſe could only affečt

ourſelves; our enemies had already reaped

all the advantages of information from the

mere knowledge of the faët. Is a nation

to go quietly down to ruin, without one

awakening voice to rouſe it from its fatal

lethargy, merely through fear that our ene

mies ſhould take advantage They ſaw we

were aſleep; they had ſurpriſed and attack

ed us in our ſlumber; ſure it could not be

dangerous, or hurtful, to awaken from its

dream a nation ſo expoſed and attacked ;

nor could it leſſen that nation, in another’s

eyes, to ſee there was one bold enough to

attempt it.

But ‘ the alarm was ſo ſtrong, that it

was in danger of throwing the nation from

a ſtate of blind ſecurity into a ſtate of de

fpair.’

This is the vague language of undiſtin

guiſhing objećtors, and favours little of the

knowledge of human nature. Would to

God the feelings of the guilty were ſo deli

cate; but to bring that part of the nation,

which was ſunk in blind ſecurity, to the op

poſite extreme of deſpair, is, by no means,

an eaſy taſk; there are many intermediate

periods to be gone through, of doubt, ſuſ.
picion, fear, deſpondemº, before the diſ

ſolute mind can arrive at this extreme.

Rouſe the ſecure and luxurious as ſeverely

as you can, you will hardly awaken them

into the firſt ſtage of doubt ; a twitch by

the ear, or the ſcratch of a pin, may be felt

by a people whoſe ſenſibility is ſtrong ;

while the jethargic leaders of the others may

be proof againſt the application of red-hot

pincers. . . - - -

* Vol. I, p. 15q.

Principles of the Times, Page 10 of this Wolume, finiſhed.

This is a clear reply, with regard to the

Leaders of the people; with reſpect to the

people themſelves, the thinking part had

already been awakened into fear, if not to

deſpondency, by the public diſgraces. “The

nation ſtood aghaſt at its own misfortunes;

but, like a man ſtarting ſuddenly from ſleep

by the noiſe of ſome approaching ruin, knew

neither whence it came nor how to avoid

it *.” What then was the conſequence of

this book It was to inveſtigate the real

cauſes of thoſe national diſgraces which had

alarmed us; and, together with the cauſes,

to ſuggeſt the cure. Could this tend to

drive a people to deſpair? On the contrary,

it naturally led them to a rational and lively

hope; for, together with the ruling evils,

the natural remedy was pointed out. The

nation ſaw the remedy; they have claimed

it, and already feel its powerful effects.

It is farther objećted, “that, if the ſub

ſtance of the work was true, whence could

ſuch clamours riſe againſt it, even among

any rank or party of men º'

Worthy men may have taken offence at

the work, from a conſciouſneſs of their own

innocent intentions, and a miſapprehenſion

of the author's main deſign ; they ſee not

the conſequences of thoſe manners in which

they are involved, and therefore may think

it unjuſt that theſe conſequences ſhould be

charged upon their condućt, which is in

tentionally blameleſs. – Farther, that ſpa

ring hand, with which the author thought

it neceſſary to mingle panegyric in his work,

hath undoubtedly been the occaſion of much

diſcontent.—Again, the open and unreſer

ved manner in which the Eſtimate is writ

ten; the ſeeming danger of telling ſo much

political truth to the world, ſuppoſing the

repreſentations true. — All theſe have been

undoubtedly regarded as improper or im

prudent ſteps, and declaimed againſt, as

ſuch, by men of good intentions. For a

reply to theſe objections the author refers

to the former part of his Defence.

One ſource of clamour hath been the ob

ſtinate blindneſs of the diſſolute, in every

rank
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rank and ſtation; who, being determined

to proceed in the beaten track of pleaſure,

without regard to conſequences, do there

fore naturally diſlike thoſe who diſplay

them.

Again, the more truth appears in a work

of this nature, by which the intereſts of in

dividuals are ſo nearly affected, the more

enemies the work muſt have among a cer

tain party of men; I mean all that party

who look no farther than themſelves, and

are watching to plunder the public for their

own private emolument. How large a par

ty this may be, or where they may lie, the

writer does not determine ; it is enough to

obſerve here, that theſe men, ſeeing their

own plans of ſelfiſh intereſt obſtructed by

the open avowal of the truths thrown out

ſo freely to the public in this Eſtimate, muſt

naturally riſe againſt the author, and faſten

upon him like a neſt of hornets.

Beſides theſe cauſes of offence and cla

mour, many of the dependants of the Great,

and whom they are pleaſed to call their

friends, are, in truth, no more than their

flatterers in diſguiſe; their own intereſt is

the compaſs they ſteer by ; they are there

fore glad to take advantage of the common

partialities of human nature, to diſgrace all

men in the opinions of thoſe whom they

ſeem to ſerve, who dare point out to them

even the ſemblance of an error.

It is likewiſe ſaid, “that a particular paſ

ſage hath given much offence to the univerſi

ties and their friends, in which a general cen

ſure is thrown on the Heads of colleges.”

On this, therefore, the author thinks it

neceſſary to explain himſelf more particu

larly, as no man entertains a truer regard

to the real honour and welfare of theſe

learned bodies than himſelf. With regard,

therefore, to what he apprehends to be the

moſt material part of the ſuppoſed charge

againſt theſe Gentlemen, that is “ their not

ſufficiently recollećting the original purpoſe

of college government;’ he finds that his

meaning hath been ſtrangely miſtaken or

perverted. He was not, in that paſſage,

queſtioning the legal and ſtatutable adminiſ

tration, but pointing out the defe&tive form

of our college inſtitutions, and propoſing a

method by which their defects might in

ſome meaſure be remedied, through the vo

luntary care and ſuperintendance of the

Heads, in certain circumſtances, to which,

he believes, they are not obliged by ſtatute.

He had been pointing out the uſe and neceſ.

ſity of a ſubordination of inſtrućtors, in

which one party ſhould be an aſſiſtance and a

check to another ; and brought the great

ſchools, as examples, in ſome degree, of

this propoſed method of inſtrućtion. Who

ever confiders this circumſtance, here inſiſt

ed on, will find it of the laſt conſequence in

all public inſtitutions; it keeps all parties

alive and active in their reſpe&tive ſpheres,

who, without theſe awakening checks, are

apt to ſlide down into unſuſpe&ted negli

gence. Now, the general want of theſe

continued and ſubordinate checks are, in

his opinion, a capital defect in our univer

fity eſtabliſhments; he therefore took what

he thinks an allowable freedom, in point

ing out this ruling defect, which, as it is

not generally obviated by the Governors

of colleges, he could not reſolve this omiſ

ſion into any cauſe more excuſable than

their “not recollecting the original purpoſe

of college-government.”

As to the general cauſes of this inatten

tion, which, in the writer's opinion, im

plies no poſitive demerit", he ſuppoſes it to

ariſe from imperfections common to men,

and to men of worth and probity. With

regard to certain particular attentions hinted

at, more eſpecially to cards and entertain

ments; if, formerly, ſome growing atten

tions of this kind fell under his obſervation

in one of the univerſities, ſuch as the wor

thieſt men might inadvertently fall into, he

is informed they are now ceaſed; his re

mark, therefore, not being applicable to the

preſent time, becomes a miſtake in point of

faćt ; and, as ſuch, he freely devotes and

offers it up a voluntary ſacrifice to truth and

juſtice, leaving it to thoſe who are infallible

to upbraid him with the acknowledgment

of an error.

It is likewiſe objećted that ‘ the freedom

with which the charaćter of a famous Mi

miſter is treated, hath been the occaſion of

much offence to his friends and adherents,

which form a large and powerful party in

this kingdom.”

As to the mere matter of offence, there is

no preventing it in certain caſes ; but, if

the writer was to calculate numbers on this

occaſion, he finds the majority would confiſt

of thoſe who think he has treated the charac.

ter of this Miniſter at leaſt with ſufficient

lenity; it is certainly a kind of preſumption

in his favour, that one part of the nation

thinks he hath allowed too little, and others

too much, to this deceaſed Miniſter. Be

that as it may, it is of great importance to

this kingdom, that it be known whether this

Miniſter's political ſyſtem be ſalutary or de

ſtructive; therefore the chara&er of his Ad

miniſtration not only may, but ought to be

freely and fairly canvaſſed, for the convic

tion and benefit of the whole.

Had the writer treated this Miniſter's

* This was manifeſtly implied in the ſubſequent Paragraph, where the author declared he meant

no Perſonal invective.
charact."
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chara&ter with contempt, there hadbeen ſome

pretence for blame; as he ſtudiouſly avoid

ed every thing of this kind, he cannot but

be aſtoniſhed, that men of candor and fair

intentions can be offended at his cool and

diſpaſſionate reaſonings on this ſubject. He .

never entertained any perſonal diſlike to this

Miniſter, his friends, or adherents ; on the

contrary, he knows ſome of them to be men

of worth and honour, the friends of liberty

and their country; and for whoſe charaćters

he were both unjuſt and inſenſible if he had

not the higheſt deference: If he differs from

theſe Gentlemen in point of opinion, they

are ſatisfied he does it from the convićtions

of his own reaſon; they know he proceeds

on the ſame principles of liberty with them

ſelves; that he only diſſents in his conclu

fions; and are too juſt and generous to diſ

like him for throwing out his ſentiments

ſo freely on a ſubjećt of ſuch importance.

Is the writer miſtaken in his opinions

concerning the condućt of this Miniſter 2

The preſs is open to every-body: Why then

is clamour ſpread inſtead of rational confu

tation? To tie down the nation to this ſyſ

tem, to forbid or diſcourage rational inquiry

into its tendency, would be to erećt a poli

tical tyranny in the ſtate. If it is clear, then,

the writer's intentions are boneſt, the friends

of this Miniſter will find it equitable to

make allowance for difference in opinion :

What they contend for in religion, will they

deny in politics Certainly the maxims of

arbitrary power fit with the worſt grace on

the declared patrons of freedom.

It were perhaps unfair to charge any of

the more generous part of this deceaſed Mi

niſter's friends with joining in the clamours

raiſed on this occaſion. That no candid

and equitable mind can be diſguſted at his

condućt, he concludes from the generous

profeſſions of a late writer, ſo nearly con

ne&ted with this Miniſter, that his evidence

muſt be allowed above all ſuſpicion : “This

freedom of diſcuſſion on the dead of any

rank, or however conſecrated by the autho

rity of great names, or even by the eſteem

of ages, every man ought to be at liberty to

exerciſe. The greateſt men certainly may

be miſtaken ; ſo may even the judgment of

ages, which often takes opinions upon truſt.

No authority, under divine, is too great to

be called in queſtion-5 and, however vene

rable monarchy may be in a ſtate, no man

ever wiſhed to ſee the government of letters

under any form but that of a republic. As

a citizen of that commonwealth, I propoſe

my ſentiments for the reviſion of any decree,

of any honorary ſentence, as I think fit :

My fellow citizens, equally free, will vote ac

cording to their opinions".”—Such are this

Gentleman's free and generous principles

on the like occaſion; and the writer is well

perſuaded that this honourable perſon is too

equitable to refuſe that privilege to another

which he ſo rationally aſſumes to himſelf.

Others “think it ſomewhat ſtrange that

a man ſhould ſtep out of his own profeſſion,

and engage in a province in which he was

ºy particularly bound to concern him

ſeif.”

In reply to this ſeveral confiderations may

be ailedged : The writer perhaps might con

tent himſelf with the old apology of “Homo

fam; humani nihil a me alienum puto : "

He may alledge, that, as the cauſes of the

duration of the ſtate are the main objećt of

his enquiry, the preſervation of the Chriſ

tian and Proteſtant religion, become, among

other things, the natural objećts of his at

tention and purſuit. bove all, he inſiſts,

that the ſyſtem of policy which he recom-.

mends and inforces is not only religious,

but moral ; and, therefore, to endeavour

to eſtabliſh this ſyſtem is to endeavour

to eſtabliſh the public happineſs of man

kind on the ſolid baſis of virtue, which

is the end of religion itſelf; he therefore

thinks, that both in this, and in the pur

ſuit of his greater plan, he is, to the utmoſt

of his power, ſerving the cauſe and end of

religion and Chriſtianity; the main drift

of his general defign being only to prove,

that the moſt effectual way to render king

doms happy, great, and durable, is to make

them virtuous, juſt, and good. In this

point he confirms himſelf on the authority.

of an excellent Prelate, whoſe political re

ſearches were of like tendency : “As the

ſum of human happineſs is ſuppoſed to con

fiſt in the goods of mind, body, and fortune,

I would fain make my ſtudies of ſome uſe

to mankind, with regard to each of theſe

three particulars; and hope it will not be

thought faulty or indecent in any man, of

what profeſſion ſoever, to offer his mite to

wards improving the manners, health, and

proſperity of his fellow creaturest.’

Such, then, is the writer's reply to the ſe

veral objećtions which have been urged

againſt his Eſtimate ; how far it may be

ſatisfačtory he depends not to determine ;

but leaves every man to weigh it with can

did freedom. He cloſes this Defence with

a few obſervations, which may ſtill farther

tend to clear the doubts of thoſe who have

ſtarted the objećtions. In a ſubjećt ſo wide,

multifarious, and complicated, as that of the

manners and principles of a wealthy and

* Preface to Mr. Walpole's catalogue of royal and noble authors.

t Dr. Berkley's Miſc. p. 118.

luxurious
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luxurious nation, there are not perhaps two

individuals of that nation, whoſe opinions

do altogether coincide; every man that ex

amines ſuch a ſubjećt, proceeds not only on

a view of fačts, but on a ſet of principles

too, in ſome degree different from thoſe of

every other. The body of the nation,

which hath been ſo partial in favour of this

Eſtimate, ſhould they compare their parti

cular opinions, would find them widely dif

ferent in many circumſtances; and thoſe

among the higher ranks, who have diſſent

ed, ſhould they enter into the ſame critical

and minute compariſon of each other's

thoughts, would find them equally diſcor

dant. If ſo, is not here a manifeſt reaſon

for mutual forbearance, where opinions

claſh And who will deny that it was

a taſk of the greateſt difficulty to ſteer

through ſuch a ſea of doubt, where, though

the facts lie open to every mau's obſervation,

every man forms an opinion peculiar to

himſelf The great outlines, the eſſential

truths, the leading principles of ſuch a work

may be acknowledged to be juſt by thou

ſands, who, amidſt that infinite variety of

circumſtances glanced at in the courſe of it,

may have particular opinions different from

the author and each other ; all, therefore,

that a modeſt writer will pretend in ſuch a

caſe to give, or a modeſt reader expećt to

find, will be a good deal of truth, and a

little error.

In conſequence of this, it ſhould be far

ther conſidered, how often and how natu

rally particular paſſages muſt neceſſarily be

objećted to, in ſuch a work, while the ge

neral truths and leading principles, on

which the work is founded, are totally over

looked ; for every reader erects himſelf into

a judge of the particular remarks made, and

pronounces on them by the ſtandard of

his own judgment, formed upon his own

obſervation and principles ; while, among

the multitude of readers, even of thoſe who

mean well, an extended diſcernment of

things, and the comprehenſion of a general

plan, is not always to be found. How eaſy

a taſk, then, and how natural to weak, to

vain, or ungenerous minds, to throw out

'objećtions to particular parts, without any

regard had to the main tenor, extent, and

diſpoſition of the whole !

Beſides the nature of the ſubjećt, there

was a farther difficulty, ariſing from the

danger either of too general, or too parti

cular expreſfion. Had the writer declaimed,

in a vague and undiſtinguiſhing manner,

on the errors and vices of the times, he had

failed of his main intent, which was to point

out where the ruling errors and vices lay :

Had he fingled out indiyiduals, he had juſtly

I

incurred the cenſure of perſonal investive.

what then was left for him to do? He only

ſaw one proper expedient, which was to give

the predominant or leading charaćter of the

ſeveral ranks concerned, yet to admit, in ge

neral terms, that in each rank there were ex

ceptions to this leading charaćter. The very

intention of his work forbad him to dwell

at large on theſe exceptions ; and, beſides

this main reaſon, another preſented itſelf;

had he profeſſedly fingled out every indivi

dual, in every rank and ſtation, whoſe con

dućt deſerved praiſe, thoſe who had been

paſſed in filence might probably have up

braided him with perſonal reproach. He

judged it beſt, therefore, in general terms,

to admit exceptions, but to leave it to eve

ry man's particular judgment to determine

where theſe exceptions lay.

Thus the writer hath endeavoured to ex

plain and defend his Eſtimate; in which

he needed not to bave been ſo ſollicitous,

had it been true what, it ſeems, hath been

infinuated, that ‘ the work is not properly

his own ; that he hath only delivered the

ſentiments of other men, and been the mere

inſtrument of conveying their principles to

the public.” But he here declares, in the

moſt ſolemn manner, that the whole of this

Eſtimate was the ſole reſult of his own rea

ſon, uninfluenced by the advice or dire&tion

of any friend whatever; and that, indeed,

he thought the ſubječt of ſo delicate a na

ture, that it would have been ungenerous

to have involved any friend in the perſonal

conſequences which he foreſaw it might

produce. Had no diſagreeable effects at

tended the publication, he ſhould not have

judged it neceſſary to make this avowal ;

but, as the clamour and diſpleaſure of cer

tain ranks have been the conſequence of its

appearance and ſucceſs, he thinks it a duty

imcumbent on him to clear every friend of

this groundleſs imputation; and declares,

that whatever may appear in it either inad

vertent or erroneous, the whole is to be at

tributed to himſelf alone; to the overflow

ings of his own zeal, thrown out to the

world without diſguiſe, expectation, or fear;

and bent, not againſt perſons, but againſt

the predominant errors, follies, and vices

of his time and country. His work hath had

the fate which might reaſonably be expect

ed; it hath been read, approved, diſſented

from, and reviled. For the convićtion of

thoſe who have candidly diſſented the pub

lication of this Defence may be of uſe;

but, when the writer confiders by whom his

work hath been approved, and by whom

reviled, as the firſt of theſe parties deſire no

reply, ſo the latter deſerve none; they have

both done his work all the honour that is in

their
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their power to give, and he cannot but eſ

teem its fate to have been peculiarly happy;

the worſt that he wiſhes to his worſt enemy

is honeſty and a better mind.

Upon the whole, the writer can but de

clare his upright intentions, and leave the

world to judge of their propriety and ſuc

ceſs; he would deſire his countrymen to

remember the generous maxim of a true

politician, “that a patriot will admit there

may be honeſt men, and that honeſt men

may differ ;’ and that, “where the heart is

right, there is true patriotiſm ** He knows

it is the principle of many good men, that

all attempts towards innovation, of what

ever kind, are dangerous : For himſelf, he

is of a different opinion ; he thinks that

ſeeming innovation is, in many caſes, no

more than the neceſſary means of prevent

ing a gradual and unſuſpected change of

things for the worſe, which inevitably ſteals

on in every ſtate, if not checked by timely

and reſolute applications.

So far is the writer from imagining, with

the herd of politicians, that there is no vir

tue nor good intention in any but thoſe who

approve that ſyſtem of politics which he

eſpouſes, that, on the contrary, he makes

no doubt but ſome of the Great, who had

not the courage to combat the ruling evils of

the times, wiſhed ſincerely to compaſs ſuch

an end, but judged the end unattainable;

he is, therefore, the more ſurpriſed that in

dividuals ſhould take offence at this part of

his work, becauſe it is pointed, not againſt

the condućt of individuals, but againſt the

common and ruling errors of the times. He

believes there are upright men of all par

ties, and only wiſhes they would believe

ſo of one another; his approbation or diſ

approbation is not of men, but meaſures;

and he is well perſuaded, that many of thoſe

who once thought the preſent meaſures of

government impracticable, begin now to

ſee the poſſibility, as well as the great im

portance, of carrying on the public affairs

on a higher principle than that of venal in

fluence.

So ſudden and ſo great is the change in

the appearance of our public affairs, in con

ſequence of this ſudden and courageous

check given to the ruling manners and prin

ciples of the times, that the writer hath

been ſeriouſly aſked, “Whether the rifing

courage of the nation, our formidable ar

maments, and the gallant ſpirit of ſeveral

young men of faſhion and fortune, are not

ſo many confutations of the principles ad

vanced in the Eſtimate ** The writer of

the Eſtimate is right glad to be ſo confuted:

Had theſe appearances riſen before the pub

* Dr. Berkley's Maxims. + Vol. I, p. 220,

lication of his work, he might juſly have

been accuſed of partiality and miſrepreſen

tation; but, as it is confeſſed that theſe ap

pearances are but now riſing, he will only

deſire his objećtors to look back to the Eſti

mate itſelf, and conſider whether they are

not riſing on the very principles there urged,

delineated, and foretold. The writer did

indeed believe he foreſaw, may he foretold,

that ‘neceſſity alone could bring back ef

feminate and unprincipled minds from their

attachments to gain and pleaſuret.” Nay,

he foretold the very means; “the voice of

an uncorrupt people, and a great Miniſ

ter f." Let an eye be caſt back to no ve

ry diſtant day 5 what was the diſtreſs, and

what the neceſſity of the time ! Had not a

general diſſolution of manners and of prin

ciple diſordered, nay, almoſt unhinged the

ſtate 2 This it was that united the voice,

the legal repreſentations, of an uncorrupt

ed people; that united voice, ſteady, not

faćtious—loyal, yet courageous—was heard

and approved by a gracious Sovereign ; the

expected Miniſter was found ; and a coer

cive power hath thus appeared from the

throne, ſufficient to controul the blindneſs

and folly of the diſſolute and thoughtleſs

among the higher ranks, and to lead them

to ſalutary meaſures and their own ſafety.

Mark the effects of this uniting power:

Private good gives way to public ; the fe

veral ranks aſſume a ſpirit and fervour un

known before ; fear of ſhame, and thirſt

of honour, begin to ſpread through our

fleets and armies; and our growing youth

ſeem already to catch the kindling fire : In

a word, the national ſtrength is awakened

and called forth into ačtion; the Genius of

Britain ſeems riſing as from the grave; he

ſhakes himſelf from the dutt, aſſumes his

aneient port and majeſty of empire, and

goes forth in his might to overwhelm our

enemies.

I cannot conclude, without ſeriouſly re

commending two obſervations, which con

tain, indeed, the ſubſtance and end of the

Eſtimate itſelf, ariſing from the preſent ſtate

of our public affairs. The firſt is, that, by

proper exertions and well-directed applica

tions, the ruling evils of an effeminate pe

riod may be controuled : The ſecond is,

that, under our preſent conſtitution, the

national affairs may be carried on with ho

nour to the Crown and ſucceſs to the king

dom, (a truth which, not long ago, many

ſerious men did not believe) on a higher

principle than that of corrupt influence.

However, let us not be intoxicated with

the appearances of ſucceſs ; the tree may

bloſſom, and yet be blaſted; the ruling de

ibid, p. 121f P fe8ts
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fe&s and evils of the times are, for the pre

ſent, controuled indeed, but not extirpated.

The remedy, though it begins to take effe&t,

is yet no more than temporary ; the diſtem

per lurks, though the ſymptoms, begin to

vaniſh. Let thoſe who wiſh well to their

country, then, be watchful, and prepared

againſt a relapſe : It is ſomething to have

checked the diſeaſe at its criſis; the perfect

cure will require the attention and labour

of an age.

Refteåions on the Confinement of ſo great a Number of Engliſh Sailors in France, repre

ſenting the Neceſſity of their being releaſed, either by Exchange or Ranſºm.

T will, without doubt, be admitted by

every one, that our ſailors are, both in

time of peace and war, as uſeful a body of

people as any in the kingdom; nay, indeed,

it may be ſaid, they are, of all others, the .

moſt profitable to the community; for in

peace they procure us riches, and in war

not only protećt us, but vindicate the rights

and honours of their country, and may with

truth be called the chief ſupporters of the

ſtate and glory of the nation; and therefore

all perſons will agree, that nothing ſhould

be neglećted that is neceſſary for their ſup

port, relief, or encouragement, whether

they be in the King's or in the merchants

ſervice. Many laws for thoſe good purpo

ſes, it muſt be acknowledged, have been

made ; amongſt which, that for the better

payment of the ſeamens wages in his Ma

jeſty's ſervice, paſſed laſt ſeſſions of Parlia

ment, is not the leaſt. [See an abſtraćt of

this ačt in our Magazine, Vol. XXII,

Page 294.]

But yet there is one thing that ſeems not

to be ſo much regarded and attended to as

it deſerves, and could be wiſhed; one thing

which cannot but be, in time of war, a

great diſcouragement to all our ſeafaring

people in general ; and that is the ſuffering

fuch of them as happen to be ſo unfortunate

to be taken priſoners, and carried to France,

to lie ſo long unexchanged, and rotting in

their abominable dungeons. To make a

ſpeedy and regular exchange of all ſuch

priſoners ſeems to me to be the intereſt of

both powers; but why they are not ſo ex

changed, or from what quarter ſuch delay

or refuſal comes, is more than I can tell.

It is reckoned there are, at this time,

near twenty thouſand French ſeamen pri

ſoners in this kingdom; but what number

there are of ours in France I have not heard

computed, but am apt to think it cannot be

leſs than ten thouſand. Now, why ſuch

numbers of ſailors are ſo neglected by both

powers, and ſuffered to lie ſo long in pri

ſon, is what I can by no means accoun

for.

It is well known that, though we treat

our priſoners with as much kindneſs and

humanity as can be confiſtent with keeping

them ſecurely, many diſeaſes, nevertheleſs

unavoidably ariſing from numbers being

confined together, have carried off thou

ſands of them : What them muſt be the fi

tuation of our poor ſailors who are priſon

ers in France, where they do not ſhew their

captives ſuch humanity, where they are

cloſely confined in filthy dungeons, and

have a moſt ſcanty allowance of the worſt

proviſions Under ſuch dreadful circum

ſtances, and to avoid rotting alive in ſuch

ſtinking dungeons, is it unreaſonable to

ſuppoſe that many of them may be induced

to enter on board the French King's ſhips,

and fight againſt their country Though

our ſailors do indeed, generally ſpeaking,

ſhew as much regard and affection for their

native land as any men whoſoever; yet, Is

not ſuch a deplorable ſituation too ſevere a

trial; and may not ſelf preſervation, ſome

times, outweigh their loyalty to their King

and love to their country P

Whether the fault be in the French that

ſuch priſoners are not exchanged, or whe

ther there is any diſpute or difference about

the cartel, or how far it is in the power of

our Government to remedy this evil, I know

not; but this ſeems clear, that it is the du

ty, as well as intereſt, of every ſtate, to get

their ſubjećts, that are thus taken priſoners,

releaſed, either by exchange or ranſom, as

ſoon as poſſible. As this is a matter of ſuch

importance, and ſo worthy the attention of

the Government, I make no manner of

doubt but all the proper means in their pow

er will be taken for the ſpeedy releaſement

of ſuch priſoners.

Indeed, ſuch a number of French ſailors,

as we have now priſoners in the nation, are

a real burden to the ſtate; and, though the

French marine may be much weakened for

want of them, yet, Is not the loſs of ſo ma

ny of our own ſailors, as are now confined

in France, at leaſt an equal detriment to

ours ? By exchanging ſuch priſoners, man

for man, Great Britain would certainly be

a gainer; for, upon a juſt and impartial

eſtimation, one of our common ſailors is re

ally worth and full as good as two of the

French ; befides, as the French now carry

on almoſt all their commerce on neutral bot

toms, they have ſailors more than ſufficient

to man all the ſhips of war they have;
whilſt
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whilſt our navy is ſo large, and our com

merce ſo great, that it is not without much

difficulty we can find men to man our ſhips:

An exchange, therefore, of ſailors, would

at this time be of little ſervice to France,

but of great advantage to us ; we are con

ſtantly building new men of war, and yet

have not ſailors enough to man what we

have already ; I do not mean that it is

wrong to increaſe our navy, but that it is

right to take every method of increaſing our

ſailors alſo ; I mean that it is neither pru

dent nor juſt to ſuffer our brave ſailors to

rot in French dungeons, if it be in our pow

er to prevent it; juſtice and humanity join

in requiring the releaſement of ſuch priſon

ers ; and the commerce of the kingdom

calls for it.

Indeed, it appears to me that nothing

would be a greater encouragement to our

ſailors, or would tend more to ſtrengthen

our navy and increaſe our commerce, than

a ſpeedy, conſtant, and regular exchange

of priſoners.

I am, Sir, your humble ſervant

-BRITANNicus,

To the PRoPRIEToRs of the UNIVERSAL MAGAZINE.

G E N T L E M E N,

I have ſent you two Extrađs from Keyſler's Travel; ; the former whereof is his curious

Account of the Quickſilver Mines at Idra, a Town of the Duchy of Carniola in Germany;

and the latter his Deſcription of a remarkable Stag's Horn in his own Poſſeſſion: Both

‘which, in my Opinion, deſerve a Place in your uſeful Magazine.

HE town of Idra is ſituated in a val

ley, and the ſteep declivity, by which

you deſcend to it, is very difficult, and ſome

times dangerous to ride; it contains about

27o ſcattered houſes, and about 2000 inha

bitants.

Before the quickſilver mines were diſco

vered, which happened in 1497, this place

was only inhabited by a few coopers, who

made caſks and other wooden veſſels, toge

ther with laths and ſhingles; for this coun

try abounds with wood. One of theſe me

chanics, placing, in the evening, a new

tub under the dropping of a ſpring, to try

if it was tight enough to hold water, when

he came, in the morning, to take away the

tub, found it ſo heavy, that he could hardly

move the ſame. He at firſt imagined there

was ſome magic in the caſe; but at laſt,

perceiving a ſort of ſhining fluid at the bot

tom, and not knowing what to make of it,

he immediately went to Laubach, where

he ſhewed it to an apothecary, who gave

him a ſmall gratuity for it, and defired him

to bring him ſome more of the ſame, when

it came in his way; which he afterwards

frequently did, being highly pleaſed with

his good fortune. This affair, however,

at laſt becoming public, ſeveral perſons

formed themſelves into a Society, to im

prove what, upon trial, was found to be a

quickſilver mine ; but it did not long con

tinue in their poſſeſſion; for Charles, Arch

duke of Auſtria, being convinced of the

value and importance of ſuch a work, paid

the Company their paſt expences, and took

the whole into his own hands.

The two principal ſhafts are thoſe of St.

Agatha and St. Barbara; and the greateſt

I am

7%ur's, &c. S. T.

perpendicular height, computing from the

entrance of the ſhaft, is 130 fathoms. As

you deſcend, there are reſting places, ex

tremely agreeable to a tired traveller; and

it is remarkable, that, in ſome parts of theſe

ſubterraneous paſſages, the heat is ſo ex

ceſſive, as to force a man to ſweat profuſely.

Virgin quickſilver, or minera mercurii,

which is what is intirely prepared by na

ture, is found, in the ores of theſe mines,

in globules, or little drops, and ſometimes

flows like milk from a cow ; ſo that, in ſix

hours, a fingle perſon has been known to

gather more than 36 lb. thereof. It is of

great uſe in making the noćtilucae mercuri

ales, or lucid barometers, which emit light,

being ſhaken, in the dark, in a perpen

dicular dire&tion; but this light is alſo

brighter, when the mercury falls, than

when it riſes.

This ſort of mercury may be known by

the following experiment: Let an amal

gama be made of mercury and gold, and

put it, to evaporate, over the fire ; if it be

virgin mercury, it will carry all the gold

away with it; which is not the caſe with

common mercury.

The earth or clay, in which they find the

virgin quickfilver, is laid apart and waſhed

by itſelf; but the lumps of cinnabar are

ſeparated into two ſorts, viz. the good and

middling ore; and the mercury is after

wards extraćted by the ordinary methods.

Every common miner receives weekly,

in money and proviſions, about a guilder

and a half, or 3 s. 6d. ſterling; but the

health of many of them is extremely im

paired, being often afflićted with nervous

diſorders, violent tremblings, and ſudden
convul
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tonvulſive motions of their heads and legs;

for the quickfilver infinuates itſelf into their

bodies, in a wonderful manner.

The ſame pernicious effects have been

felt by the goldſmiths, who cannot gild,

without uſing quickſilver; on which ac

count, it is likewiſe ſafeſt for them to work

in the open air; and thoſe who filver look

ing-glaſſes at Venice are very ſubjećt to

paralytic diſorders. On the contrary, there

are inſtances of perſons labouring under

venereal diſtempers, whe have been cured

merely by working in the quickſilver mines;

and the penetratingi. of mercury is

the leſs ſurpriſing, as it is evident from ac

curate obſervations, that a ſmall globule of

quickſilver, not exceeding a coriander ſeed

in its bulk, may, by only preſſing it be

tween the finger and thumb, be divided

into 27,ooo, ooo minute particles, all of

them retaining their argentine luttre and

globular form, as may be ſeen through a

microſcope.

There is a conſiderable demand for quick

filver at Venice, where it is uſed, as has

been ſaid, in filvering looking-glaſſes; and

ſome of it is ſent to Rome and Naples:

The leather for keeping quickfilver muſt be

worked white, and of the kind uſed by

belt-makers.

It will, perhaps, be unneceſſary to aſk,

if mercury, as the alchymiſts aſſert, be the

principal of all metals, whence does it hap

pen, that in the quickſilver mines ſcarce any

other metal is found *

About ten years ago, a young roebuck,

or fawn, being taken on the eſtate of Baron

W , was brought home and kept tame;

but in time he became very untračtable,

and particularly was addićted to run at the

women, and tear their cloaths, till at laſt it

was thought neceſſary to have him cut :

Four weeks after this he ſhed his firſt horns;

but, contrary to the nature of a gelt roe

buck, they grew again, and with this ex

traordinary circumſtance, that, inſtead of

dropping at the time of the annual change,

they remained on the animal's head, as long

as he lived. The ſubſtance of theſe horns,

wanting a great deal of the uſual hardneſs,

was dilated, without forming a point at the

ends; but, as he never whetted or rubbed

them againſt a tree, the rough ſkin always

continued, and, in ſeveral parts, hung

down looſe; ſo that at laſt the branches on

them appeared ſomewhat like a crown.

Whether the debilitation, which the animal

had ſuffered, was the cauſe of the new

horn's not being ſo hard and compačt as

ſuch ſubſtances generally are, I ſhall not

pretend to determine.

An Hiſtorical Account of the Proceedings of the laſ Seſſion of the Britiſh Parliament,

continued from Page 10 of this Volume.

On the 22d of February, Dr. Hay (from

the Commiſſioners for executing the office

of Lord High Admiral of Great Britain)

preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their

addreſſes to his Majeſty,

1. Copy of a letter from Captain John

Weller, Commander of his Majeſty's ſhip

the Aſſiſtance, to Mr. Clevland, dated the

21ſt of May, 1757.

2. The ſtate and condition of Cape Coaſt

caſtle, on the Gold coaſt of Africa.

3. The ſtate and condition of Winnebah

fort, on the Gold coaſt of Africa.

4. The ſtate and condition of Annama

boe fort, on the Gold coaſt of Africa.

5. The ſtate and condition of Tantum

queny fort, on the Gold coaſt of Africa.

6. The ſtate and condition of the Eng

liſh fort at Dickſcove, on the Gold coaſt of

Africa. •.

7. The ſtate and condition of Succondee
fort, on the Gold coaſt of Africa. t

8. The flate and condition of Commenda

fort, on the Gold coaſt of Africa.

9. The ſtate and condition of William

. at Whydah, on the Gold coaſt of A

II C3.

1o. The ſtate and condition of Vernon

fort at Plampram, on the Gold coaſt of

Africa.

11. The ſtate and condition of James

fort at Accra, on the Gold coaſt of Africa.

12. The ſtate and condition of James

fort, in the river Gambia.

13. The ſtate and condition of the fort

at Bance iſland, in the river Sierra Leon,

in Africa; and alſo

No. 1. Copy of a letter from Captain

Thomas Pye, Commander of his Majeſ.

ty's ſhip

dated the 18th of March, 1749-50.

2. Copy of a letter from the Council of

Cape Coaſt to Captain Thomas Pye, of his

Majeſty's ſhip the Humber, mentioned in

his letter of the 18th of March, 1749-50.

3. Copy of a certificate from the principal

inhabitants and caboſeers of the town of

Cape Coaſt, of the good condućt of Richard

Stockwell, Eſq; their late Governor, men

tioned in Captain Pye's letter of the 18th of

March, 1749-50.

4. An account of the ſtate and condition

of the fort at Winnebah.

H 2. 5. An

the Humber, to Mr. Clevland,
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5. An account of the ſtate and condition

of James iſland in the river Gambia. ,

6. An account of the ſtate and condition

of the fort at Accra.

7. An account of the ſtate and condition

of the fort at Commenda.

8. An account of the ſtate and condition

of the fort at Whydah.

9. An account of the ſtate and condition

of the fort at Dickſcove.

Io. An account of the ſtate and condition

of the fort at Tantumqueny.

11. An account of the ſtate and condition

of Cape Coaſt caſtle.

12. An account of the ſtate and condition

of the fort at Succondee.

Together with ſchedules of the ſaid pa

pers.

The ſame day the Commons reſolved,

That an humble addreſs be preſented to

his Majeſty, that he will be graciouſly plea

fed to give dire&tions, that there be laid be

fore this Houſe an eſtimate of the charges

of ſupporting and maintaining the ſettle

ment of his Majeſty's colony of Nova Sco

tia, for the year 1758.

On the 23d, Mr. Wood (from the of.

fice of one of his Majeſty's principal Secre

taries of ſtate) preſented to the Houſe, pur

ſuant to their addreſs to his Majeſty,

A book, intitled, “Reports, plans, and

eſtimates for fortifying Milford Haven, by

Lieutenant-colonel Baſtide, Director of

engineers, November, 1757.’

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they

had agreed to the bill, intitled, “ An ačt

for naturaliſing George Clifford;’ and alſo

To the bill, intitled, ‘An act for repair

ing the road from the village of Magor to

the Bridge-foot, in the town of Chepſtow,

in the county of Monmouth, and other

roads in the counties of Monmouth and

Glouceſter.”

The ſame day, Mr. Rowe (from the

Commiſſioners of the Cuſtoms in Scotland)

preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their

order, -

An account of the quantities of coal and

culm exported from Scotland, from Chriſt

mas 1754 to Chriſtmas 1757, diſtinguiſh

ing each year, with the ſeveral duties paid
thereon.

The ſame day, Mr. Earle preſented to

the Houſe, purſuant to their order, . -

An account of what has been expended

by the office of Ordnance upon the fort of

Annamaboe, fince it was put under their

dire&tion.

The ſame day, Mr. Rowe (from the

Treaſury) preſented to the Houſe, purſu

ant to the dire&tions of an ačt of Parlia

ment, º

A copy of the report of the Commiſfion

ers and Truſtees for managing the annexed

forfeited eſtates in Scotland to the Lords

Commiſſioners of the Treaſury.

The ſame day, the Houſe reſolved,

That 38,360 l. 19 s. 10 # d. be granted

to his Majeſty, for defraying the charge

of 212o horſe, and 990o foot, with the ge

neral and ſtaff Officers, and train of artil

lery, the troops of the Landgrave of Heſſe

Caffel, in the pay of Great Britain, from

the 25th of December, 1757, to the 22d of

February, 1758, both days incluſive, toge

ther with the ſubſidy, purſuant to treaty.

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of the merchants, tradeſmen,

and tallow-chandlers, in the borough of

Liverpool and parts adjacent, alledging

that the petitioners humbly conceive, that,

if foreign tallow were allowed to be import

ed duty-free, it would reduce the preſent

high prices of ſoap and candles, and have

many other very defirable effečts; and there

fore praying the Houſe to conſider their

caſe, and grant them ſuch relief as to them

ſhall ſeem meet.

On the 24th, Mr. Oſwald (from the Com

miſſioners for Trade and Plantations) pre

fented to the Houſe, by his Majeſty's com

mand,

An eſtimate of the civil eſtabliſhment of

the colony of Georgia, and other inciden

tal expences attending it, from the 24th of

June, 1757, to the 24th of June, 1758.

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of ſeveral proprietors of lands,

landholders, ſaleſmen, and graziers of the

county of Buckingham, alledging that the

advanced price of proviſions has, by no

means, been an adequate ſatisfaction for

the great loſſes they have ſuſtained by the

contagious diſtemper which long, raged

among their cattle, and a very conſiderable

rot among the ſheep; and that, from the

preſent daily increaſe of tallow, they are

thoroughly convinced the ſeveral markets

will be ſufficiently ſtocked without the im

portation of any from Ireland; That, if the

bill for importing Iriſh tallow duty-free

ſhould paſs into a law, the Iriſh would

greatly underſell the petitioners, as they

pay no land tax, and leſs rent for their

farms; and that, conſequently, they and

others muſt have their rents proportionably

abated, which will very much affect the

landed intereſt of this kingdom : That,

from the above and other reaſons, they ap:.

prehend
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prehend that the paſſing of it would be in

jurious to the public, detrimental to the re

venue, and ruinous to the petitioners; and

therefore praying the Houſe that they may

be heard by their Council againſt the ſaid

bill.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for the encouragement of ſeamen em

ployed in the royal navy; for eſtabliſhing

a regular method for the punctual frequent,

and certain payment of their wages; for

enabling them more eaſily and readily to

remit the ſame for the ſupport of their wives

and families ; and for preventing frauds

and abuſes attending ſuch payments.

On the 27th, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, ſignifying, ‘That they had

paſſed a bill to enable John Earl jº.
mont, in the kingdom of Ireland, to raiſe

money for purchaſing lands in Great Bri

tain, for the purpoſes of his marriage ſet

tlement, by mortgage, inſtead of ſale of

part of his Iriſh eſtate.

The ſame day, were preſented to the

Houſe.

Two petitions againſt the bill for the im

portation of Iriſh tallow duty-free, (one of

the owners of lands, &c. of the county of

Leiceſter, and another of the proprietors of

land, &c. of the county of Lincoln) pray

ing the Houſe that the petitioners may be

heard by their Council againſt the ſame.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for dividing and incloſing certain open

and common fields in Great Glen, in the

county of Leiceſter; and alſo

A bill for the regulation of his Majeſty's

marine forces while on ſhore.

On the 28th, Mr. Poirier (from the

Committee of the Company of Merchants

trading to Africa) preſented to the Houſe,

Purſuant to their order,

Copies of advices received by the ſaid

Committee from their Officers there, of

the repairs done to their ſeveral forts in

Africa, from the time they had poſſeſſion

of them to the arrival of Juſtly Watſon,

Eſq; upon the ſaid coaſt.

. The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they

had paſſed a bill to enable Mary Woollett,

ſpinſter, notwithſtanding her infancy, upon

her marriage with Robert Mead Wilmot,

Eſq; to ſettle and convey her eſtate and in

tereſt in certain meſſuages, lands, and he

reditaments in the county of Kent, and in

two ſeveral ſums of zoool. and 3ool. to

the uſes in the articles of agreement men

tioned.

The ſame day, Mr. Cawne (Clerk to

the company of Mercers of the city of

London) preſented to the Houſe, purſuant

to the dire&tions of an aSt for the relief of

the annuitants of the ſaid company,

The accounts of the Wardens and Com

mcnalty of the myſtery of the Mercers of

the city of London, from the 10th of O&to

ber, 1756, to the 1 oth of Ośtober, 1757.

On the 1ſt of March, the Commons

paſſed a bill for transferring certain South

ſea annuities, ſtanding in the name of the

late Treaſurer to the Commiſſioners for

building 50 new churches, to the Rećtors

of eight of thoſe churches; and for veſting

certain fites for churches, purchaſed by the

ſaid Commiſſioners, in Truſtees, in order

to ſell the ſame for the purpoſes therein

mentioned.

On the 3d, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of the Mayor, Aldermen,

Common-council, Merchants, and other

principal inhabitants of the borough and pa

riſh of Barnſtaple, is the county of Devon,

ſubmitting to the Houſe, whether the im

portation of live cattle into this kingdom

from Ireland would not ſupply the paſtures

thereof with horned cattle, ſo greatly di

miniſhed by the diſtemper among them ;

and whether, by feeding them here, the

price of tallow would not be greatly leſſen

ed, the eſtates much better able to bear and

pay their taxes, our fleets be ſupplied with

beef from hence on reaſonable terms, and

the wicked pračtice of ſupplying our ene

mies with proviſions, and the ſmuggling

of ſoap and candles, from Ireland, very

much prevented; all which the petitioners

humbly pray the Houſe to take into confi

deration, and do therein as to them ſhall

ſeem meet. -

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for enlarging the term and powers

granted by an ačt, paſſed in the 24th year

of his preſent Majeſty's reign, for enlarg

ing the term and powers granted by an act,

paſſed in the 3d year of the ſaid reign, for

repairing and amending the ſeveral roads

from Woodſtock, through Kiddington and

Enſtone, to Rollright lane and Enſlow

bridge, to Kiddington aforeſaid, and for

making the ſaid ačt more effectual. '

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of ſeveral owners and occu

piers of wind and water corn-mills, in the

county of the town of Nottingham, and in

the county at large, and inhabitants of Not

tingham and other adjacent places; alledg

ing that they obſerve, with great ſatisfaction,

the reſolution of a Committee of this Houſe,

that the violences, committed in many parts

of this kingdom, have been one cauſe of

the preſent high price of corn, by prevent

ing the proper and uſual circulation*:
- a tº

- º



and that not only the petitioners, but all the

inhabitants of Nottingham and the country

adjacent, have been great ſufferers by the

late riots; and therefore praying, that the

Houſe will purſue ſuch meaſures for redreſ

fing the evil now complained of, as to them

ſhall ſeem meet.

On the 6th, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of ſeveral of the tallow-chand

lers, and dealers in candles, and of the

principal inhabitants and manufacturers of

the town of Nottingham, who are great

conſumers of candles, complaining that

the price of candles hath, of late years, been

raiſed very high ; and alledging that, as

the petitioners apprehend, the importation

of tallow from Ireland, duty-free, will low

er the price of candles; and therefore pray

ing the Houſe to give ſuch relief therein as

the nature of the caſe may require, and as

to them ſhall ſeem fit.

The ſame day, Mr. Chancellor of the

Exchequer, by his Majeſty's command,

acquainted the Houſe

That his Majeſty recommends to their

conſideration the further care of the hoſpi
tal for the maintenance and education of ex .

poſed and deſerted young children, and of

proper proviſions for that purpoſe.

On the 7th, were preſented to the Houſe,

Two petitions in behalf of the bill for

the importation of tallow from Ireland du

ty-free; one of the clothiers, ſerge-makers,

tallow-chandlers, and other tradeſmen, ma

nufačturers, and inhabitants of the ancient

borough of Taviſtock, in the county of

Devon ; and the other of the principal in

habitants, hoſiers, and wool-combers of the

borough of Leiceſter; alledging that the

paſſing of it will be of very great advantage

to the woollen manufacture in general, and

to the poor throughout the nation ; and

therefore praying that it may paſs, or that

the petitioners may have ſuch other relief as

to the Houſe ſhall ſeem meet.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That 40,000 l. be granted to his Majeſ

ty, to enable the Governors of the hoſpital

for the maintenance and education of ex

poſed and deſerted young children to receive

all ſuch children, under a certain age to be

by them limited, brought to the ſaid hoſ

pital, before the 1ſt of January, 1759 ; to

maintain and educate the children now un

der their care; and to continue to carry on

the good purpoſes of their incorporation;

and that the ſaid ſum be paid without fee or

reward, or any dedućtion whatſoever.

The ſame day, Mr. Simmons, Accompt

ant to the Society of the free Britiſh Fiſhery,

preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to the di.

reštions of an act of Parliament,

An account of the receipts and diſburſe:

ments by the ſaid Society, from the 31ſt of

December, 1756, to the 31ſt of December,

1757.

The ſame day, Mr. Charles Frederick

preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their

order,

An account of the charge of the ſeveral

works carried on at Gibraltar, between the

1ſt of July, 1756, and the 3oth of Novem

ber, 1757, by the particular dire&tion of

the Lord Tyrawley, the late Governor;

and alſo sa

A paper, intitled, “Report and obſerva

tions—Gibraltar, 1758.”

On the 8th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for repairing and widening the roads from

Donington High Bridge to Hale Drove,

and to the 8 mile ſtone, in the pariſh of

Wigtoft, and to Langret Ferry, in the

county of Lincoln ; alſo -

A bill for the more eaſy and ſpeedy re

pairing of public bridges within the county

of Devon ; alſo

A bill for enlarging the terms and pow

ers, granted and continued by ſeveral ačts

of Parliament, for repairing the harbour of

Dover in Kent ; alſo

A bill to amend an ačt, paſſed in the laſt

ſeſſion of Parliament, for building a bridge

or bridges croſs the Thames, from Smith's

Hill in Old Brentford, in the county of

Middleſex, to the oppoſite ſhore in Surry;
alſo

A bill for aſcertaining and colle&ting the

poor's rates, and for better regulating the

poor, in the pariſh of St. Mary Magdalen,

Bermondſey, in the county of Surry; and
alſo * -

A bill to enable George Amyand and

John-Anthony Rucker, of London, mer

chants, Agents for the Embden Eaſt-In

dia Company, to ſell and diſpoſe of the

cargo of the Prince Ferdinand of Pruſſia to

the united Company of Merchants of Eng

land, trading to the Eaſt-Indies ; to en

able the ſaid Company to purchaſe land,

ſell, and diſpoſe of the ſame, or any part

thereof; and to impower the ſaid George

Amyand and John-Anthony Rucker to

make inſurances on the ſaid ſhip and cargo,

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they

had agreed to the bill for the regulation of

his Majeſty's marine forces while on ſhore;

and alſo

That they had paſſed a bill for diſſolving

the marriage of George-Forſter Tuffnell,

Eſq; with Eliſabeth Forſter, his now wife;

and to enable him to marry again, and for

other purpoſes therein mentioned.

The ſame day, the Commons ordered,

That
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That an account be laid before this Houſe

of the money paid, and charges incurred,

by ſupporting and maintaining the ſettle

ment of his Majeſty's colony of Nova Sco

tia, from the 1ſt of Japuary, 1756, to the

31ſt of December following; and alſo

That an account be laid before this Houſe

of the money paid, and charges incurred,

by ſupporting and maintaining his Majeſty's

colony of Nova Scotia, from the 1ſt of Ja

nuary, 1757, to the 1ſt of December fol

lowing.

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of the merchants, manufactu

rers, and principal inhabitants of the city of

Norwich, alledging that they apprehend,

that the free importation of cattle and tallow

from Ireland, for a limited time, will not

only greatly contribute to the relief of the

diſtreſſed poor in that city and the parts ad

jacent, but to the ſupport of the trade and

manufačtures of the kingdom in general ;

and therefore praying that the bills depen

ding for ſuch importation may be ſpeedily

paſſed into a law, or that the Houſe will

afford ſuch other relief as ſhall ſeem moſt

conducive to the purpoſes abovementioned;

and alſo

Another petition, to the ſame purpoſe,

by the merchants of Liverpool.

The ſame day, Mr. Oſwald (from the

Commiſſioners for Trade and Plantations)

preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their ad

dreſs to histº:

An eſtimate of the charge for ſupport

ing and maintaining the ſettlement of his

Majeſty's colony of Nova Scotia for the

year 1758.

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of the ſeveral innholders and

vićtuallers, in the town of Colcheſter in Eſ.

ſex, complaining of many hardſhips and in

conveniencies from the great number of ſol

diers and horſes always quartered upon

them ; and therefore praying for ſuch relief

as to the Houſe ſhall ſeem meet.

On the 9th, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of ſeveral inhabitants and ma

nufacturers of the city of Canterbury in

Kent, complaining of the preſent high price

of candles, and praying that the bill depend

ing, for the free importation of Iriſh tallow,

may paſs into a law.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for amending ſeveral roads from the

town of Tiverton, in the county of Devon.

On the roth, the Houſe ordered,

That an account be laid before this Houſe

of the number of ſeamen employed in

the ſervice of the royal navy, from the

3

31ſt of December, 1756, to the 31ſt of De

cember, 1757, upon a medium of each

month, diſtinguiſhing what number were

borne, and what muſtered, in the ſaid ſer
wice.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for repairing the high road from Brent

bridge, in the county of Devon, to Gaſking

gate, in or near the borough of Plymouth

in the ſaid county; and alſo -

A bill for appointing Commiſſioners for

putting in execution the land tax ačt of this

ſeſſion of Parliament, and for rectifying a

miſtake therein, &c.

The ſame day, Mr. Hunter (from the

Commiſſioners for executing the office of

Lord High Admiral of Great Britain) pre

ſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their

order,

An account of the number of ſeamen em

ployed in the royal navy, from the 31ſt of

December, 1756, to the 31ſt of December,

1757, upon a medium, of each month, diſ

tinguiſhing what number were borne, and

what muſtered, in the ſaid ſervice.

On the 13th, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for dividing and incloſing

certain open and common fields in Great

Glen, in the county of Leiceſter; alſo

That they deſire that this Houſe will give

leave, that the Right Honourable George

Grenville, Eſq; a Member thereof, may

attend the Houſe of Lords on Thurſday

next, in order to be examined upon the fe

cond reading of the bill for the encourage

ment of ſeamen employed in the royal navy,
&c. alſo

That they deſire, that this Houſe will

give leave to Dr. George Hay, Thomas

Orby Hunter, Gilbert Elliot, and Hans

Stanley, Eſqrs. Members thereof, to attend

the Houſe of Lords on the ſaid day, and on

the ſame occaſion; and alſo

That they have returned a bill brought

this day from this Houſe, it not having any

title ingroſſed thereon, and being without

the uſual words importing a dire&tion for

ſending it from this Houſe to their Lord

ſhips.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That 3oo,oool. be granted to his Ma

jeſty for diſcharging the debt of the navy.

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of the Mayor, Aldermen, ca

pital burgeſſes, and principal inhabitants of

the borough of Sudbury, in the county of

Suffolk; alledging that, if the bill for the

importation of Iriſh tallow duty-free ſhould

paſs into a law, it would be a means of re

ducing the preſent exceſſive high prices of

ſoap



ſoap and candles; and expreſſing their hope,

that it may ſo paſs.

On the 14th, Mr. Oſwald (from the

Commiſſioners for Trade and Plantations)

preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their

order,

An account of money paid, and charges

incurred, by ſupporting and maintaining

the ſettlement of his Majeſty's colony of

Nova Scotia for the year 1756; and alſo

reported,

That the order of the Houſe for an ac

count of money paid, and charges incurred,

by ſupporting and maintaining the ſaid co

lony, from the 1ſt of January, 1757, to the

1ſt of December following, cannot be at

preſent complied with, becauſe the proper

Officers, in the ſaid colony, have not tranſ

mitted any accounts of the expenditure, or

any vouchers for the payment of money,

for the year 1757; but that, as ſoon as

they ſhall be received, the account ſhall be

made up with all poſſible diſpatch, and laid

before this Houſe.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill, from the Lords, to enable Mary Wool

lett, ſpinſter, notwithſtanding her infancy,

upon her marriage with Robert Mead Wil

mot, Eſq; to ſettle and convey her eſtate

and intereſt in certain meſſuages, lands, and

hereditaments in Kent, and in two ſeveral

fums of 2000 l. and 300 l. to the uſes in

the articles of agreement mentioned; and

alſo -

A bill to indemniſy perſons who have

omitted to qualify themſelves for offices and

employments, and Juſtices of the peace,

and others, who have omitted to regiſter

their qualifications, within the time limited

by law; and for giving further time for

thoſe purpoſes, and the filing of affidavits

of articles of clerkſhip.

The ſame day, the Lord Barrington pre

fented to the Houſe, by his Majeſty's com

mand,

An eſtimate of the charge of the troops

of the Landgrave of Heſſe Caſſel, in the pay

of Great Britain, for 60 days, from the

23d of February, 1758, to the 23d of April

following, both days incluſive; and alſo

An eſtimate of the charge of the out

penſioners of Chelſea hoſpital, for the year

I 7 & 8.

7%. ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they

deſired that this Houſe would give leave to

Iſaac Townſhend, Thomas Griffin, Tho

mas Frankland, and the Right Honourable

Harry Pawlett, Eſqrs. Members thereof, ,

to attend the Houſe of Lords, on Thurſday

next, in order to be examined upon the ſe

cond reading of the bill for the encourage

ment of ſeamen employed in the royal na

vy, &c.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That an humble addreſs be preſented to

his Majeſty, that he will be graciouſly plea

ſed to give directions, that copies be laid

before this Houſe of all the contračts made

in Europe, or elſewhere, with any perſon

or perſons to ſupply his Majeſty with ma

terials or ſtores for the uſe of his navy, from

the 1ſt of January, 1753, to the 1ſt of Ja

nuary, 1758, or to the lateſt accounts re

ſpecting the ſame ; alſo

Copies of all contračts made in Europe,

or elſewhere, to furniſh, for his Majeſty's

ſervice, any veſſel or veſſels for tranſports,

tenders, or other purpoſes, from the 1ſt of

January, 1753, to the 1ſt of January, 1758,

or to the lateſt accounts received; and that

there be annexed to ſuch copies what ſer

vices ſuch veſſel or veſſels, ſo contračted for,

were employed in, whilſt they lay upon de

murrage, and when they were diſcharged;

and alſo

Copies of all contraćts made in Europe,

or elſewhere, for proviſions, and dry or

other ſtores, for vićtualling his Majeſty's

navy, from the 1ſt of January, 1753, to the

1ſt of January, 1758.

The ſame day, the Commons ordered,

That an account be laid before this Houſe

of all the damaged dry and other ſtores and

proviſions that have been condemned in any

of his Majeſty's ſtorehouſes, er on board

any of his ſhips, frigates, or ſloops of war

and tenders, either at home or abroad,

from the 1ſt of January, 1753, to the 1ſt of

January, 1758, or to the time of the lateſt

accounts reſpećting the ſame, particularly

pointing out the different ſpecies of ſuch

ſtores and proviſions, their original coſt,

and what they ſold for ; alſo

An account of all the materials and ſtores

condemned, as unfit for ſervice, on board his

Majeſty's ſhips of war, or other veſſels em

ployed therein; and of thoſe condemned in

his Majeſty's yards, docks, or in any other

places in Europe, or elſewhere; from the 1ſt

of January, 1753, to the 1ſt of January, 1758,

or to the lateſt accounts reſpecting the ſame ;

with a particular account in what manner

they have been diſpoſed of, and of the ſum

or ſums of money received for them, du

ring the ſaid term, and to what uſes the

ſaid money has been appropriated.

On the 15th, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of the merchants, dealers in

leather, and tanners of the city of London

and places adjacent; alledging that they

have obſerved, that a bill is ordered to be

brought in, to take off the duties on raw

hides and ſkins imported into Great Britain

- - from
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from Iteland, repreſenting the good conſe

quences they apprehend would ariſe from

E. their exportation into foreign

parts; and praying that the exportation of

them from Ireland into all parts, except

Great Britain, may be prohibited; alſo

Another petition from the ſaid perſons,

repreſenting the many good effects of the

bill to give leave to import live cattle from

Ireland into this kingdom, and therefore

praying that it may paſs into a kaw; and alſo

petition of the innholders and vićtual

lers of the town of Witham in Eſſex, al

ledging that they have been equally, if not

more, aggrieved, with the towns of Chelmſ.

ford and Colcheſter, by the quartering of

ſoldiers upon them; and therefore praying

that they may, at leaſt, ſhare in the relief

granted to the towns abovementioned.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

nemine contradicente,

That a meſſage be ſent to acquaint the

Lords, that this Houſe (not being ſuffi

ciently informed by their meſſages, upon

what grounds, or for what purpoſes, their

Lordſhips defired, that the Members of their

Houſe, mentioned in the ſaid meſſages,

fhould have leave to attend the Houſe of

Lords, in order to be examined upon the

fecond reading of the bill for the encou

ragement of ſeamen employed in the royal

navy, &c.) deſire to be informed by them

of the ſame.

On the 16th, the flords ſent another

meſſage to the Commons, ſignifying, That

they deſired the attendance of the before

mentioned Members of this Houſe, in or

der to their being examined upon the ſecond

reading of the bill for the encouragement of

ſeamen employed in the royal navy, &c.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That the ſaid Members of this Houſe

have leave to go to the Lords as is deſired

by their Lordſhips, if they think fit.

The ſame day, Mr. Burnaby (from the

Treaſury) preſented to the Houſe, purſuant

to their addreſs to his Majeſty,

An account, ſhewing how the money

given for the year 1757 has been diſpoſed

of, diſtinguiſhed under the ſeveral heads

until the 16th of March, 1758; and the

parts remaining unſatisfied, with the defi

ciency thereupon ; and alſo

An account of the application and diſ

poſal of 8oo, oool. purſuant to the power

given by an act of the laſt ſeſſion of Parlia

ment for applying any ſum or ſums of mo

ney not exceeding a million, upon account,

to enable his Majeſty to defray any extra

ordinary expences of the war for the year

1757, and to take all ſuch meaſures, as

might diſappoint or defeat any enterpriſes

or deſigns of his enemies, and as the exi

gency of affairs might require. -

[To be continued.]

To the PRoPRIEToRs of the UNIVER'sAL MAGAZINE,

6ENTLEMEN,

As the Dutch are ſo clamorous in their Inveſtives againſ wº, on the Account of the Capture;

that our People have made of their Ships (particularly in the Weſt-Indies) which they

. repreſent as enormous Depredations ; and as the Governor of St. Euflatia has ſent three

Deputies to Amſterdam, to complain of their Conduć; ; I judged it expedient, at this

junéture, briefly to make it appear, that the diſmal Outcries of the Hollanders of their

being moſt cruelly and contemptuouſly oppreſſed by us, in a Time of profound Peace, are

intirely groundleſ; ; and my Remarks, which are obvious and natural, you are at Liberty

to publiſh in your uſeful Collection. I am

N the Public Advertiſer, dated Auguſt

A. 4, 1758, are contained the following

advices from Holland:

* Hague, July 24. Major-general York

has been invited to a conference with the

Deputies of the States-general, that re

monſtrances may be made to him againſt the

enormous depredations of the Engliſh, and

particularly againſt the capture of a Dutch

veſſel taken off the iſland of Goree by an

Engliſh privateer. The reſolution of the

States of Holland, concerning an augmen

tation of the navy of the republic to protećt

the trade and navigation of its ſubjects, was

carried, laſt Monday, to the States-general

£or their approbation, The province of

Your's, &c. Z.

Friſeland readily conformed to the opinion

of the province of Holland, in this matter;

the Deputies of the provinces of Zealand

and Gueldres ſaid, that they would ſoon

explain themſelves; and thoſe of the pro

vinces of Groningen, Utrecht, and Over

yffel took it “ad referendum.'

• In the mean while, the depredations of

the Engliſh ſtill continue; which continues

and increaſes our grievances, particularly in

the Weſt-Indies. The Governor of St.

Euſtatia has ſent three Deputies to Amſter

dam, to complain that Dutch veſſels are

ſeized by Engliſh privateers, under pretence

that, by trading to the French iſlands, they

are naturaliſed French: The Governor of
J. St.
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St. Euſtatia aſks dire&tions from the Weſt

India Company for his condućt, whether

he ought to repel force by force. . We ex

peãº here a formal deputation from this

Company to lay theſe complaints before the

States-general. A grievous outcry is raiſed

here on this occaſion. It is publicly ſaid,

that we could not ſuffer more by an open

war with the Engliſh. Even moſt of the

Members of the Government are of opi

mion, that we muſt take vigorous meaſures

towards the Engliſh, who ought to be re

ſtrained by ſeveral confiderations from re

ducing the State to the alternative of either

waging war in its own defence, or of being

moſt cruelly and contemptuouſly oppreſſed,

in a time of profound peace.”

In this account the Dutch give of the ill

treatment they receive from the Engliſh, a

particular ſtreſs is laid on their depredations

in the Weſt-Indies; and, from the Gover

nor of St. Euſtatia's concerning himſelf ſo

much in the matter, it is evident, that the

inhabitants of that iſland are conſidered as

great ſufferers by the ſeizure of their ſhips ;

but is it not, at the ſame time, notorious,

that theſe people have, in the courſe of the

preſent war, on all occaſions, done all that

was poſſible to diſtreſs us by aſſiſting our

enemies 7 e

St. Euſtatia, or Euſtathius, was firſt poſ

ſeſſed by the Dutch in 1635; and, though

this iſland has been, ſeveral times fince that

period, taken and retaken by the Engliſh

and Dutch, it was reſtored by the treaty of

Ryſwic to the latter, who are ſtill in the

eaceable poſſeſſion thereof. It is about five

†. in compaſs, and the channel be

tween it and St. Chriſtopher's is only three

leagues broad; but, with reſpect to its

fituation, it is accounted the ſtrongeſt of all

the Caribbee iſlands; for it has but one

good landing-place, which a few men may

eaſily defend ; and the haven is, moreover,

commanded by a fort mounted with guns.

It is a very fine and well-cultivated iſland,

the principal produćt whereof is tobacco,

though it has likewiſe fertile fields of excel

lent ſugar-canes; and the Dutch are ſaid to

be ſtrongly fortified therein, and to have

sooo white people, beſides 15,000 negroes:

The inhabitants have hogs, rabbits, goats,

and all ſorts, of poultry, in ſuch plenty, as

not only to be ſufficient for their own con

fumption, but for the ſupply of their neigh

bours; and, though they have no more

than one church, they are provided with

feveral ſtorehouſes repleniſhed with neceſſa

ries, eſpecially all ſorts of European com

modities, which they keep always in readi

neſs to export to places that are in the moſt
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preſſing want of them, and where the ſale

of them will turn to the bett account.

From this deſcription of St. Euſtatia it

manifeſtly appears, that it is advantageouſ

ly fituated for carrying on a trade with the

French iſlands in the Weſt-Indies; that it

is amply ſtored with merchandiſes for that’

purpoſe; and that the Dutch, who are well

known to be continually intent upon world

ly gain, would not fail to improve every

opportunity that fell in their way, in order

to promote their temporal intereſt. It is,

in fačt, undeniably certain, that they have

ſupplied the neceffities of thoſe iſlands; and

that, were it not for theſe ſupplies, (ſuch

have been their wants, and the precautions

taken by our ſhips of war to prevent their

being accommodated from Europe) they

muſt have been long ago reduced to the laſt

extremity. The Deputies from the Gover

nor of Euſtatia do not pretend to deny the

truth of this aſſertion, which is plainly im

plied in their very complaint; for in this,

they affirm, “That Dutch veſſels are ſeized

by Engliſh privateers, under pretence that,

by trading to the French iſlands, they are

naturaliſed French, i. e. treated as if they

were French: And are they not, in all rea

ſon and equity, to be confidered as ſuch, if

they ſupply our avowed enemies with am

munition or proviſions Did our people

take all their trading veſſels without any

exception, or not ſtrićtly obſerve the rules,

in ſuch caſes, acknowledged, on all hands,"

to be fair and equitable, they might have a

plauſible pretence to condemn their pro

ceedings. But let it be demanded, What

Dutch ſhips are made prize The anſwer

is obvious and eaſy: Such ſhips as ſupply.

our enemies with ammunition or proviſions.

Either they are our friends, as the neutra

lity neceſſarily ſuppoſes; or quite the re

verſe, our foes; which is a dire&t contra

dićtion to their neutrality. If the former,

it is incumbent on them to ačt up to their

charaćter, i. e. not to injure us, or act to

our prejudice: If the latter, it would be far

more honourable, if they openly declared

themſelves, and no longer pretended to be

our friends. But, if they cheriſh and ſup

port the French by ſupplying their neceffi.

ties, they, to all intents and purpoſes, aid

and aſſiſt them; and, under the maſk of

friendſhip, they ačt no lºſs injuriouſly to us,

than if they openly eſpouſed their cauſe.

If then they firſt violate the neutrality ſub

ſiſting between us, who are the aggreſſors r

Why, undoubtedly, themſelves, who, no

longer ačting a neutral part, forfeit all

right and title to the privileges of neutrality.

They, indeed, may, if they pleaſe, miſcall

Qur

* - - - - - - - * : **
* *
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cur equitable captures enormous depreda

rions, and unjuſtiy accuſe our people of

being moſt cruel and contemptuous oppreſ

ſors, on that account : But, after alſ, do

not we treat Daniſh or Swediſh ſhips, or

theſe of any other neutral power, in the

ſame manner we do theirs, if they ſupply

our French enemies with ammunition or

proviſions: Nay, are not the trading veſ.

ſels of the Iriſh, our fellow-ſubjećts, ſtized

by our guarde-coſta's, and condemned as

legal prizes, if they are laden with accom

modations for the uſe and benefit of thoſe

who are in arms againſt us? I would far

ther aſk, whether, if the Dutch themſelves

were engaged in war with another power,

and we, being obliged to ačt a neutral part,

ſhould, nevertheleſs, ſupply their enemies

with ammunition or proviſions, they would

not treat our ſhips in the very ſame manner.

we have done theirs, as they have, in fact,

always treated thoſe who, in the like cir

cumſtances, aſſiſted their foes? They far

ther alledge, that all French goods or mer

chand:ſes, found on board their trading

veſſels by our ſhips of war, are ſeized and

afterwards condemned by our Courts of

Admiralty; and this they repreſent as an

intolerable oppreſſion. But is it not equal

ly reaſonable, that theſe, as well as thoſe

that immediately relate to ammunition or

proviſions, ſhould be confiſcated to our ad

vantage It is generally allowed, that no

neutral nation is to protećt or cover the

trade of an enemy by tranſporting his

goods or merchandiſes in their ſhips; and

it has been the uſual praćtice of all mations

to prevent it, as far as their power ex

tended. It would, doubtleſs, be a very

beneficial branch of commerce to the Dutch,

if they could carry it on, without any mo

leſtation or interruption; but the law of

nature gives us an undoubted right to hin

der, as far as it is prſ:ble for us, their in

riching themſelves, at our expence, or to

our prejudice. If this was not the caſe,

their neutrality would be extremely detri

mental to us, and render it impoſſible for

us to put a ſtop to the trade and commerce

of France; for as the French, having

formerly found, that moſt of their own

merchant-ſhips fell into the hands of our

cruiſers and privateers, now attempt to car

ry on their trade, both in Europe and Ame

rica, in the ſhips of neutral powers, eſpe

cially the Dutch; if we ſhould allow them

to tranſport therein the manufačtures and

merchandiſes of France, and particularly

the produćt of the French ſugar iſlands and

American plantations, it would be wholly

out of our power to obtain the redreſs and

ſatisfaction we have a right to expect by a

juſt and neceſſary war, and, in the interim,

our own commerce, manufačtures, and ſu

gar iſlands, would be intirely ruined. From

what has been ſaid it ſufficiently appears,

that the grievous outcries made againſt us

in Holland are altogether groundleſs ; and

that, on the contrary, we may juſtly com

plain of the ſelfiſh and avaricious diſpoſition

of the Dutch merchants, who chuſe rather

to oppoſe us with open force, than ačt as

becomes a neutral nation. In the laſt war,

they did little for us, though they had the

title of auxiliaries; but, in the preſent,

they make a trade of injuring us, under the

pretence of neutrality. What may be the

reſolutions of the States-general, in conſe

quence of the abovementioned complaints,

is at preſent uncertain; but, however, in

the mean time, we may reaſonably hope,

that, ſuch vigorous and effectual ſteps are

now taken, in the condu&t of our war with

France, as will at length bring it to an

happy iſſue.

The Hiſtory of ENGLAND (Page 21, Vol. XXIII.) continued,

Since the States-general had perceived,

that the Parliament approved not of the

war the King was making upon them, they

had never ceaſed to ſollicit the King to a

eparate peace, and had offered him what

ever he could reaſonably expećt, in ſuppo

fing he deſigned the advantage of his king

dom; but, as that was not the caſe, it is

plain their offers could not ſatisfy him. To

content him, the commonwealth of the Se

ven Provinces ſhould have been intirely de

ſtroyed, and the King of France put in

poſſeſſion; but, as he durſt not openly avow

this demand, he pretended to find, in the

offers of the States, only ambiguous or inſo

left propoſitions, and from thence took ec

*

caſion to rejećt them. But affairs after

wards took a turn which obliged him to

come into other meaſures. The vićtories

he hoped for at ſea, with the aſſiſtance of

France, came to nothing ; if his fleet was

not beaten in the four late engagements, at

leaſt, it had gained no advantage over that

of the States. He had expe&ted to give a

mortal wound to the States by a deſcent

into Holland, and, for that purpoſe, had

ſent for Schomberg to head his forces; but

that General had been unſucceſsful in his

expedition, and obliged to return without

any thing dome. The King of France, as

I ſaid, had been forced to abandon his con

queſts in Holland, to defend himſelf againſt
I 2 the
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the new enemies raiſed him by the States.

In ſhort, the Parliament, diſcovering theſe.

£ret intent of this war, not only refuſed any

farther ſupplies, but were preparing to bring

the adviſers to juſtice. On the other hand,

the King had managed the money granted

by Parliament, and that of the Exchequer,

with ſo little ceconomy, that he had not a

ſhilling left. His profuſion had been ſo

exceſſive, that it appeared, from orders

counterfigned by the Earl of Arlington,

Secretary of State, that he had given away

above three millions ſterling to ſeveral pri

vate perſons. In a word, he did not know

which way to turn himſelf for the continu

ance of the war, as he ſaw his Parliament

little inclined to furniſh the means. All

theſe reaſons were very capable to induce

him to liſten to the offers made him by the

States. He therefore began, by degrees, to

diſcover, that he ſhould not be averſe to a

reaſonable peace, provided the States would

have ſuch regard to his honour as he had

room to expect. When there was no other

difficulty, the States writ him a very ſub

miſſive letter, and at the ſame time ſent full

powers to the Marquis del Freſno, the Spa

niſh Ambaſſador at London, to conclude a

peace, in their name, on the conditions al

ready offered, but rejected by the King, on

-tºº they were onlyãº. to amuſe

im. Theſe propoſals were ſo reaſonable,

and offered in ſoÉ. a manner, that they

could not be rejećted, without alarming the

whole kingdom, and confirming the ſuſpi

eions, which were but too general, that this

war was not deſigned for the advantage of

the people. Beſides, the King's affairs re

quired a ſpeedy peace.

Preſently after the receipt of the States

letter, the King came to the Parliament, the

24th of January, 1673-4, and communi

cated to both Houſes the offers from the

Dutch, deſiring their advice on this affair.

They anſwered, that it was their opinion

his Majeſty ſhould proceed in a treaty with

the States, in order to a ſpeedy peace. From

that time, all difficulties, relating to the

peace, were removed, in the conferences be

tween the Marquis del Freſno and the King's

Commiſſioners, and the treaty was conclu

ded in a fortnight.

In this ſhort interval, the Commons pro

ceeded to take into confideration the grie

vances of the nation. They inſiſted chiefly

upon keeping an army compoſed of regular

troops, and, after a vote that it was a grie

vance to the kingdom, they reſolved to ad

: the King :"hº all forces

iſed fince the year 1663. The examina

tion of this affair gradually led them to that

of the horſe and foot guards, eſtabliſhed by

the King without the concurrence or appro

bation of the Parliament.

that they were of vaſt charge to the King

and kingdom . That they were a ſtanding

army in diſguiſe, which might be eaſily

augmented : That guards were only in uſe

in arbitrary governments : That they were

altogether uſeleſs, as appeared from the

King's daily truſting his perſon to his peo

ple without a guard.

This debate was interrupted by the.

King's coming to the Houſe of Peers, the

11th of February. The Commons being

ſent for, the King communicated to both

Houſes, that he had ſigned the peace with

the Dutch. He told them, moreover, in

anſwer to their addreſs concerning the forces,

that he had given orders for diſbanding even.

more than were deſired, and for ſendin

back the Iriſh regiments. He added, that

he muſt needs acquaint them, that there

was a great want of capital ſhips, and he

ſhould be glad to be equal in number with

his neighbours : He hoped therefore to

have their aſſiſtance, on ſuch an occaſion,

to preſerve the honour and ſafety of the na-.'

tion. The Houſes thanked him for the

peace he had made, and for his gracious

anſwer to their addreſs.

This, however, was not capable of indu

cing the Commons to ſuſpend their debates

upon the grievances. They voted, “That

a Committee ſhould be appointed to inſpect

the laws lately made in Scotland, whereby

an army is authoriſed to march into Eng

land or Ireland, by the ſole dire&tion of the

Council of Scotland; and peruſe ſuch other

laws as tend to the breach of the union of

the two nations." They likewiſe, in a

grand Committee, reſolved, that a Com

mittee ſhould be appointed to inſpect the

ſtate and condition of Ireland, more eſpe

cially with regard to religion, the militia,

and the forces of that kingdom. They,

moreover, appointed another Committee :

—" To inſpect the law, and to confider

how the King might commit any ſubjećt by

his immediate warrant, as the laws then

flood ; and to report their opinions ; and

further, “ They were to conſider how the

law then ſtood, touching the committing of

perſons by the Council-table, and to report

the ſame. Upon this occaſion, they order

ed a particular bill to be brought in, con

cerning writs of Habeas corpus, which was

read three times, and paſſed the Houſe.

A bill was likewiſe ordered to be brought

in for a teſt to be taken by the Members of

both Houſes.

It was a great mortification to the King

to ſee the Commons ſo rigorouſly examin

ing his condu&; for all their reſolutions,-

º

It was found,

&

º:

&t;

&
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in this ſeſſion, pointed to the former pro

ceedings of the Court. It may well be

thought, that, as the projećt of the Cabal

was to render the King abſolute, and ad;

vance the intereſts of Popery, the King and

his Miniſters had not been very ſcrupulous

to gain firſt one point, and then another, in

.#. to eſtabliſh precedents, and put the

King in poſſeſſion of arbitrary power, in

things which were not equally obvious to

all. As the Commons proceeded, it ap

peared plainly they were reſolved not to

omit any point. The King, therefore, to

defeat their deſigns, made uſe of his con

ſtant method, and, coming to the Parlia

ment the 24th of February, prorogued it to

the 10th of November following, before any

bill was ready for the royal aſſent. Thus

ended the 13th ſeſſion of this Parliament,

after fitting ſix weeks and three days. The

prorogation was afterwards comtinued, and

laſted about fourteen months. --

The peace was proclaimed, the 28th of

February, in London, with much greater

demonſtrations of joy and ſatisfaction from

the people, than the war had been two years

before. The ſole difference between this

peace and that of Breda was, that the ſhips

and veſſels belonging to the States, whether

ſingle or in fleets, ſhould ſtrike their flag,

and lower their top-ſail to thoſe of England,

whether fingle or in fleets, ...? they

carried the King's flag. Moreover, the

States were to pay the* eight hundred

thouſand patacoons, at four payments 5

namely, two hundred thouſand on the ex

change of the ratifications, and the reſt at

three payments, within the ſpace of three

years. Thus the people of England diſ.

charged the expence of this war, and the

King alone reaped the benefit.

The King, finding himſelf freed from

the cares of war, and the uneaſineſſes cauſed

by the Parliament, abandoned himſelf in

tirely to a ſoft, indolent, and effeminate life,

The Ducheſs of Orleans, his ſiſter, had

brought him, at their interview at Dover,

the daughter of a Gentleman of Bretagne,

called de Queroualle, who commanded the

King's affection beyond any of his miſtreſ

ſes, and was created Ducheſs of Portſ.

mouth; but his particular fondneſs for her

did not prevent his having many others, by

whom he had ſeveral children,... with

no ſmall expence. In a word, not to dwell

on what paſſed at a Court ſo corrupted as

that of Charles II, I ſhall only ſay, that

the King's miſtreſſes had engroſſed the

whole credit of the Court, and that he

could refuſe them nothing.

It does not appear, *ia. France com

Plained much of Charles for deſerting her,

in making a ſeparate peace with the Dutch;

this cauſed ſeveral politicians to think, that

the King of France had given a full conſent

to this peace, in order to make Charles

Mediator between him and his enemies,

whoſe number was greatly increaſed fince

the laſt year. This ſuſpicion is farther con

firmed !, Charles's offer of his mediation

to the King of France, ſoon after his peace

with the States; which he readily accepted,

without the leaſt reſentment of what had

been lately tranſačted. , When the King

was aſſured, that his mediation was ac

cepted by France, he ſent Sir William

Temple into Holland, to offer the ſame to

the States. As their towns and provinces

were now recovered, except Maeſtricht and

Grave, they paſſionately wiſhed for peace;
theº obſtacle was, the intereſt of their

allies, the Emperor, the Empire, and Spain;

who, having engaged in the war for their

fake, could not be abandoned, without ex,

treme ingratitude...The only way, to pleaſe

them, was to bring things to a treaty, where

they might find their ſatisfaction; ſo that,

without being much ſollicited, they ac,

cepted the King of England's mediation,

It is true, France, and the allies, had alrea

dy, accepted that of the King of Sweden,

who had uſed his endeavours, to procure a

peace by his Ambaſſadors at the congreſs

of Cologne; but, ſince that congreſs was

broken off, by the forcible carrying away of

Prince William of Furſtemberg, the Swede

had rendered himſelf-ſuſpected to the allies,

by diſcovering too much partiality to

France; ſo that the States were not diſ

pleaſed to find another Mediator to renew

the conferences, though they had no great

reaſon to confide in the King of England.

But they were deſirous of peace, and ſuch

was the fituation of the affairs of Europe,

that another Mediator was not eaſy to be

found; wherefore it was more advantageous

to accept him, than to have none at all, and

loſe the hope of ending the war. However

this be, they ſo ſtrongly ſollicited all the

Princes, their allies, that, at laſt, they were

induced to accept the King of England's

mediation ; but there was a wide difference

between agreeing upon a Mediator and

concluding a peace. So many various in:

tereſts to adjuſt made it eaſy to foreſee, that

peace would be a very difficult work, be

fides the accidents which the continuation of

the war might produce, and that would

be too apt to alter the pretenſions of the two

parties : For inſtance, whilſt a mediation

of peace was talked of at the Hague, a

battle was fought at Seneſſ, which indeed

decided nothing, but might have had great

conſequences, if vićtory had intirely *;
re

–
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red for one of the armies; moreover, the

Prince of Orange took Grave in O&ober.

I cannot forbear taking notice of a thing

which became more public afterwards, and

of which I ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak more

amply ; namely, that, at the very time

Charles performed the office of a Mediator,

he received from France an annual penfion

of one hundred thouſand pounds ſterling ;

by this we may judge of his impartiality.

Moreover, it appears in Coleman's letters,

the Duke of York's Secretary, ſome of

which were writ this year, that there was a

cloſe union between the King of France

and the Duke of York, and that the

latter intirely relied on the affiſtance of

France for the execution of the project

formed in favour of the Engliſh Papiſts.

This manifeſtly ſhews, 'that Charles had

not defifted from his firſt deſigns, and only

waited a favourable opportunity to execute

them, when France, diſcharged from the

burden of this preſent war, ſhould be in a

condition to grant him the neceſſary aſſiſ

tance.

During theſe tranſa&tions, the Papiſts of

England were labouring to prevail with the

King to diſſolve a Parliament which was ſo

oppoſite to them ; this appears alſo in Colé

man's letters; but the King did not think

proper to take ſuch a ſtep ſo ſoon, which

might have done him great prejudice, b

exaſperating the people, and from ††

he could reap no other advantage, than to

procure ſome eaſe for the Papiſts. . But this

was not his principal view ; for, though he

was a diſguiſed Papiſt, he had ſo little zeal

for religion, that he was by no means in

clined to hazard his temporal intereſts, in

complaifiance to the Papiſts. He publiſhed,

therefore, on the contrary, a proclamation,

to ſtifle the falſe report, that the Parliament

would quickly be diffolved, and to ſatisfy

the people, that the thing had never come

under deliberation.

To finiſh the events of this year 1674, I

ſhall only take notice of ſome particulars

which may be of uſe for the ſequel. In

September, the Earl ofArlington was made

Lord-chamberlain of the King's houſhold,

and Sir Joſeph Williamſon, who had been

Plenipotentiary at the congreſs of Cologne,

was made Secretary in his room. On the

other hand, the Duke of Buckingham, who

had been the King's principal favourite,

loſt his favour and credit to ſuch a degree,

that the King, without any ceremony, gave

him a public affront, in declaring his office

of Chancellor of Cambridge vacant, and

in influencing the ele&tion in favour of his

natural ſon, the Duke of Monmouth,

The Earl of Clarendon died this year at

- w

Roan, in the 67th year of his age, after a

ſeven years exile; during which he had di

geſted the memoirs he had colle&ted to com

oſe his#; of the Rebellion and Civil

ars of England. The famous John Mil

ton, author of the poem called Paradiſe loſt,

died alſo this year.

Of the five Members of the Cabal, only

the Earl of Arlington and the Duke of

Lauderdale remained about the King. The

firſt, finding himſelf in a very diſagreeable

fituation, ſince the Parliament had ſo open

ly declared againſt him, believed he had no

other way to ſupport himſelf, than by taking,

or pretending to take, meaſures oppoſite to

thoſe of which the Cabal was accuſed. Ac

cordingly, he was the firſt who adviſed the

King to call in his declaration for liberty of

conſcience; and, when he ſaw the Parlia

ment ačting with ſuch vigour to break the

meaſures of the Court, he affected an extra

ordinary zeal for the Proteſtant religion.

He was conſtant at ſermons and ſacraments,

and carried his diſſimulation ſo far, as to

perſecute the Papiſts, whom he had till now

prote&ted. Some even ſay he adviſed the

King to remove the Duke of York from his

Court; but, if, by theſe proceedings, he

gained any favour with the people, he loſt

more with the King and Duke, who no

longer confided in him as before. The

King had particularly ſhewn he was dif

pleaſed with him, by giving the Treaſurer's

ſtaff to Sir Thomas Oſborne, afterwards

Earl of Danby; which had ever been Ar

lington's ambition. . This rendered the two

Earls mortal enemies to each other, and

cauſed them to labour one another's de

ſtrućtion. The Earl of Arlington, ſeeing

that his enemy daily gained ground upon

him, imagined he might recover his former

credit and favour by performing a ſignal

ſervice for the King, which was, to engage

the Prince of Orange to enter into the mea

ſures of the Engliſh Court, for procuring

ſuch a peace as was deſired by the Courts of

France and England. As his Counteſs was

Mr. Odyck's ſiſter, who was much in the

Prince's confidence, he imagined, that, with

the affiſtance of Odyck, and his other rela

tions and friends, it would be eaſy to ſuc

ceed in the ſcheme he had projected.

Wherefore he obtained the King's leave to

go to the Hague to execute his deſign; but,

as he was ignorant of the temper, humour,

and charaćter of the Prince of Orange, he

took the very courſe to gain him which he

ſhould have avoided. He endeavoured to

vindicate all the proceedings of the Cabal

and Engliſh Court by reaſons ſo weak and

oppoſite to the truth, that he ſeemed, in his

diſcourſe to the Prince, to think he *:
&
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deal with a child ignorant of the moſt com

mon affairs; which could not but offend

him. But what offended him moſt, was,

that he attempted to draw him into a diſco

very of the Engliſh Lords, with whom he

had held a ſecret correſpondence, during the

laſt war. In a word, this journey proved

ſo unſucceſsful, that he loſt not only the

Prince of Orange's eſteem, but all his credit

with the King. Beſides, he farther incur-,

red the Duke of York's hatred, by propo

fing to the Prince, without any order, as it.

is ſaid, a marriage with the Princeſs Mary,

the Duke's eldeſt daughter, which was af.

terwards accompliſhed; it ſeems the Duke .

foreſaw how fatal that marriage would be

to him. After the Earl's return to Court,

his credit declined ſo viſibly, and the King.

ſhewed it ſo openly, that the Courtiers made

no ſcruple to mimic him, in his preſence,

for the King's diverſion. Thus had the

Earl of Clarendon been uſed. It is ſaid,

that Colonel Talbot, afterwards Earl of

Tyrconnel, having been ſome time abſent

from Court, and, upon his return, happen

º: to ſee the Earl of Arlington one day

aćted by a perſon with a black patch on his

noſe, and a white ſtaff in his hand, could

not forbear reproaching the King with his

ingratitude, in ſuffering a man to be thus

unworthily treated, who had ſerved him ſo

faithfully, as well in his exile, as fince his

reſtoration; to which the King in his ex

cuſe replied, that he had no reaſon to be

ſatisfied with the Earl's condućt : * For,

not content to come to prayers as others

did, he muſt be conſtant at ſacraments too.”

Why, anſwered Talbot, does not your

Majeſty do the very ſame thing ‘ God's

fiſh replied the King, with ſome heat, I

hope there is a difference between Harry

Bennet and me."

This ſhews the King had changed neither

inclination nor principles, fince his defigns

had appeared to be ruined. The truth is,

he was not ſatisfied with the members of

the Cabal, though it was not for their

counſels, but their not having purſued the

general defign with ſufficient ability. Sir

William Temple, in his Memoirs, relates,

that, before he departed to offer the King's.

mediation to the States, he endeavoured, in

a private audience, to make the King ſen

fible how ill adviſed and ill ſerved he had

been by the Cabal; to which the King an

ſwered:—‘ It is, true, I have ſucceeded

ill, but, if I had been well ſerved, I might

have made a good buſineſs enough of it;',

and ſo proceeded to juſtify what was paſt.

The King is therefore to be confidered, at

the time I am ſpeaking of, that is, during

the fourteen months interval between the

3

two ſeſſions, as waiting a favourable†.
tunity for the better executing his deſigns;

and this opportunity was not to be found,

till France ſhould be at peace with her ene

mies, and in a condition to affiſt her ſecret.

ally. In the mean time, the King ſeems

to have had no other buſineſs, than to get

as much money as he could from his Par

liament; he began therefore, according to

cuſtom, with publiſhing a proclamation

againſt Popiſh prieſts and Jeſuits, to prepare
the Parliament to be favourable to him.

The fourteenth ſeſſion of this Parliament

began, the 13th of April, 1675. The

King opened it with a ſpeech to both
Houſes, in which he told them,-- That

the principal end of his calling them, now,

was to know what they thought might yes

be wanting to the ſecurity of religion and

property, and to give himſelf the ſatisfac

tion of having uſed his utmoſt endeavours.

to procure and ſettle a right underſtanding

between him and his Parliament,—For

he muſt tell them, that he found the con

trary was ſo much laboured, and the per

nicious deſigns of ill men had taken, ſo

much place, under ſpecious pretences, that

it was high time to be watchful in prevent

ing their contrivances; of which this was

not the leaſt, that they endeavoured, by all

means they could deviſe, to make it im

praćticable any longer to continue this pre

ſent Parliament.—That he had done as:

much, on his part, as was poſſible, to extin

guiſh the fears, and jealoufies of Popery :

and would leave nothing undone, that might

ſhew, the world his zeal to the Proteſtant

religion, as eſtabliſhed in the Church of

England, from which he would never de

part. He then recommended the condition

of the fleet, which he was not able, he ſaid,

to put into that ſtate it ought to be, and

which required a confiderable ſum of mo

ney, as well to repair as to build. Laſtly,

he told them, that the ſeaſon of the year

would not permit a long ſeſſion j-that he

intended to meet them again the next win

ter, and, in the mean time, recommended

to them all ſuch temper and moderation in

their proceedings, as might tend to unite

him and them in counſel and affections, and

diſappoint the expe&tations of thoſe who

could only hope, by violent and irregular

motions, to prevent the bringing the ſeſſion

to a happy cºncluſion.”

The Commons thanked the King for his

ſpeech and promiſes to preſerve their reli

gion and liberties; but, as he had given

them only proclamations, the little efficacy

of which was well known, they believed

them inſufficient, and, accordingly, pro

ceeded to a new bill againſt the growth of

* º Popery,
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Popery, and particularly Popiſh prieſts,

º ſuch .* had received º: from

the ſee of Rome.

This done, the Commons preſented a

long addreſs againſt the Duke of Lauder

dale, in which they ſaid, * That, upon

a ſerious examination of the ſtate of the

kingdom, they found, that ſome perſons,

in great employment under his Majeſty,

had fomented deſigns contrary to the inte

reſt of both his Majeſty and his people, in

tending to deprive them of their ancient

rights and liberties, amongſt which was

the Duke of Lauderdale (this was clearly

inting at the Cabal.) That he had open
ſ:affirmed, in the preſence of his Majeſty

itting in Council, and before divers of his

ſubjećts attending there, * That his Ma

jeſty's edićts ought to be obeyed; for his

º are equal with laws, and ought to

be obeyed in the firſt place." They then re

preſented to his Majeſty ſome ačts which

had been made by the Parliament of Scot

land, by which it appeared, that there was

a militiaſettled in that kingdom, of twenty.
thouſand foot and two thouſand horſe,

* who are obliged to be in a readineſs to

march into any part of this kingdom, for

any ſervice wherein his Majeſty's honour,

authority, and greatneſs may be concerned;

and are to obey ſuch orders and directions,

as they ſhall from time to time receive from

the Privy-council there 3’ and that the

Puke of Lauderdale was the promoter of

this ačt. . That by this means England

was expoſed to an invaſion from Scotland,

under any pretence whatſoever, while the

Duke of Lauderdale was intruſted with the

adminiſtration of that kingdom. For theſe

reaſons, *. humbly befought his Majeſty

to remove the ſaid Duke for ever from his

perſon and Council. The King did not

think proper to grant this requeſt, and gave

ſome reaſons for his refuſal, which were

not ſatisfactory to the Commons; and

therefore they reſolved to prepare a ſecond

addreſs againſt the Duke.

[To be continued.]

ºf compendious Syſtem of Natural Hiſtory (Vol. XXI, Page 32.) continued. Freap Syſtem of Mr. Edwards's Hiſtory ofº 3

With the Cock Padda, or Rice Bird, coloured from Nature.

This bird is figured of its natural big

fleſs; it is called the padda bird, becauſe it

is fed with that grain; padda being the

name by which rice is called, whilſt the

rain continues in the huſks; ſo that I think

rice bird not a very improper name. But,

though I have given it this name, I muſt

take notice, that it is of the tribe or family

of ſmall birds we in England call finches;

though its bill is larger in proportion, than

any of that genus we have with us; it is

about the ſize of a green finch, or rather

bigger; it hath a very thick bill for the

bigneſs of the bird, ending in a point, of a

fine red colour above and beneath in the

thick part towards the head; the point for

a little ſpace is white; the eye is of a dark

colour; the eyelid or border of ſkin round

the eye is of a bright red; the head is

black, except awhite ſpot on each cheek, of

the ſhape ofa kidney-bean; the neck, breaſt,

back, and covert-feathers of the wings are of

a fine bluiſh aſh-colour, the rump ofa lighter

aſh-colour than the back; the aſh-colour

on the breaſt changes gradually, towards

the belly, into a faint roſe or bloſſom co

Tour; beyond this colour the lower belly

and covert feathers, under the tail, are dirty

white ; the greater quill-feathers, and the

whole tail, are of a black colour; the legs

and feet of a faint red, the claws of a dirty

white colour. Though this bird has but

little gay colouring in it, yet is it a bird of

–

much beauty; the feathers all over, except

the wings, appear to have a fine ſoft bloom

on them, like that on plums ; and fall on

one another in ſuch order that no feather

can be diſtinguiſhed, but the whole appears
with a ſurface ſmooth and even.

Some people uſing the India trade, whº

have ſeen theſe birds, call them Java ſpar.

rows, and others Indian ſparrows, and af

firm they are found in Java; if ſo, it is like

they are found in moſt of the countries to

which our India Company trade; but I

rather believe the trade between China and

Java may have made them as plenty as

cage-birds in Java; from which ſome may
haveºr. them natives of that country.

I have obſerved figures of theſe birds very

frequently in Chineſe pićtures, which is a

pretty convincing argument they are natives

of China. I have ſeen one of theſe birds

alive at Sir Hans Sloane's.

As there are figures joined with all theſe

deſcriptions, in which great care has been

taken juſtly to expreſs the extreme parts,

ſuch as the bills and feet, and other parts

which diſtinguiſh the genus or ſpecies of

the different birds, I thought it not proper

to trouble the reader with long and per

plexed deſcriptions of thoſe parts, fince he

can, by caſting his eye on the figure, con

vey to his ſenſe a much perfe&ter idea, than

a laborious and juſt deſcription in words

could give,

4 brief
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Airi'ſ Review of the Quaſion, whether it is fºr the Interſ of Great Britain, at this

juncture, to ſend her Forces abroad to the Aſſance of her Allies in Germany.

S there ſeems to be a wide difference

in opinion, whether it is for the in

tereſt of Great Britain, at this junéture, to

ſend her forces abroad to the aſſiſtance of

her allies in Germany, and carry on a con

tinental war, or not, it may not be unne

ceſſary to confider once more that point with

coolneſs and impartiality; not with deſign

of carrying the queſtion according to our

own opinion, as is too common in politi

cal argumentations, but with intention of

coming at the truth, and aſcertaining clear

ly what is for the real intereſt of the nation.

But, before we enter upon the queſtion, it

will not be improper to take a ſhort review

of the apparent original deſigns of our allies

there, as well as of the French.

It is well known, whatſoever may have

been ſaid to the contrary, that Hanover did

not, at firſt, defire to be engaged at all in

the preſent quarrel, and that ſhe declined it

all ſhe could ; ſhe knew her own intereſt,

and would have purſued it; ſhe had, at

firſt, no intentions whatſoever of aſſiſting

either the King of Pruſſia or Great Britain,

but wanted and deſired a ſtrićt neutrality;

and her army, under the command of his

Royal Highneſs the Duke, was called an

army of obſervation, and was, at firſt, form

ed only for the defence of her eleētorate :

And as it appears, that Hanover had not,
at firſt, any thoughts of aſſiſting either Great

Britain of his Pruſſian Majeſty, ſo alſo it

will clearly appear, that France had no

real, intentions of ſerving the Houſe of

Auſtria; for, if ſhe had, ſhe would have

kt Hanover alone, as ſhe was deſirous of

being quiet, and ſent that army, with which

ſhe invaded her eleētorate, againſt his Pruſ

ſian Majeſty; by which, in all human pro

bability, he muſt have been cruſhed: But

France, without any juſt provocation, choſe

to attack Hanover; and why? Not to ſerve

Auſtria, that is clear : For what reaſon,

then Becauſe ſhe thought, that invading

Hanover would either make Great Britain

*omply with any terms ſhe ſhould be pleaſed

to impoſe upon her, or that it would in

duce her to engage in a continental war,

and, conſequently, divert her ſtrength from

being ſo vigorouſly employed where ſhe was

kaſt able to defend herſelf againſt it, and

where it might, therefore, be attended with

the greateſt probability of ſucceſs. And in

this, as ſome of our troops are now ſent

*road, we find ſhe was not altogether miſ.
taken. - - *

Let us, therefore, now confider, how far

ºur ſending forces to Germany is conſiſter t

with the intereſt of Great Britain; and

how far ſuch a body of troops, as ſhe is ca

pable of ſending, will be able to aſſiſt her

allies there. º

France, it is well known, hath men e- ,

nough, and can maintain an army in Ger

many, and reinforce it as ſhe thinks fit and

finds neceſſary, at half the expence that

Great Britain muſt of neceſſity be put to by

ſending over her forces there : She will,

therefore, be always ſure of outnumbering

us there, and of putting us to double the

expence : Now, under ſuch circumſtances,

is it not almoſt impoſſible for us to carry on

the war there to our advantage But, even,

ſuppoſing the expence of ſending our troops

to Germany was not ſo great as it really is,

yet, are we, or are we not, able to ſend

ſuch a force over as may, when joined with

our allies there, be ſufficient to ačt offen

fively againſt France, and in ſuch a manner

as may give us reaſonable hopes of obliging

her ſoon to juſt and honourable terms of

peace For, if we are not, we are only la

viſhing our men and money, not todiſtreſs

the enemy, but ourſelves. Leſs than thirty

thouſand troops will not, in my humble

opinion, be ſufficient, when joined with

our allies there, to ačt with proper vigour

againſt the enemy : Now, if we could ſpare

the men, could we bear the expence of

ſending ſuch a body there It is wellknown

we could not ; it is moſt certain, that ſuch

a meaſure would, in a few campaigns, not

only drain the kingdom of its caſh, already

much too ſcarce, but ſwell the national

debt beyond all poſſibility of bearing.

What then muſt be done Is there not a

neceſſity of aſſiſting our allies in ſome other

manner; and in what ? In order to anſwer

this queſtion, let us aſk another : What is

the beſt method of diſtreſſing France For

that which will diſtreſs France moſt, will

moſt effectually aſfift our allies. The me

thod that will diſtreſs France moſt is, in

my humble opinion, by deſtroying her ma

rine and commerce, for that will render it

impoſſible for her to ſupport the war long ;

and, if we deſtroy them, ſhe will, let her

arms be ever ſo ſucceſsful at land, be obli

ged, in the end, not only to relinquiſh all,

but make ſatisfa&tion too for the damages

ſhe may have done. And, as this method

of carrying on the war will diſtreſs France

moſt, ſo it is in every reſpe&t, alſo, the moſt

advantageous for Great Britain : It is beſt

adapted to her natural ſtrength ; it will

keep her money at home; it will augment

her marine, and increaſe her commerce;
K. and
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and make the nation, upon the whole,

richer at the concluſion of the war, than at

the beginning.

On the contrary, ſhould we carry on the

war upon the continent, and be, even be

yond probability, ſucceſsful there, yet,

whilſt we were conquering our foes abroad,

we ſhould be utterly ſubdued by our do

meſtic enemy, the public debt.

But then, it may be ſaid, we have a great

ſtanding army, and that it is unreaſonable

to keep ſuch a number of troops in idleneſs,

and to do nothing ; and that they ought to

be employed ſomewhere againſt the enemy

It is true, we have, at preſent, a very large

ſtanding army it is much larger than is

wanted to defend us at home; and it is

larger than we can afford to ſend abroad :

What then can we do To ſend a ſmall

number of troops to the continent will not

be ſufficient to ſupport our allies there, and

will, in all probability, be to very little pur

poſe, and from which our allies would reap

ſcarce any benefit; while it would be a real

loſs to Britain of ſo many men, and ſo

much money; and to ſend ſuch a body of

forces as would be ſufficient, would create

an expence that would exceed the ability,

and ſoon bring on the ruin of the nation.

That we have no real occaſion for ſuch a

number of troops, to defend us at home,

is evident to every one, not only by our

ſending ſome of them abroad, but by the

manifeſt happy effects which our navy, the

natural ſtrength of this nation, by being

properly employed with ſome of our forces

aboard now before our eyes, produces.

As our ſending a ſmall number of forces

will not, without the jumétion of more pow

erful allies, be able to cope with France upon

the continent; and, as we cannot bear the

expence of ſending a body that would be

ſufficient, there is a neceſſity of attacking

the enemy ſome other way 5 and what other

way is there, but by exerting our natural

ſtrength at ſea

Upon the whole, therefore, it appears to

me, that it is the intereſt of Great Britain

to puſh on the war vigorouſly by ſea, and in

America; and that to neglećt to do ſo, and

to carry on the war with France, upon the

continent, would be like attacking a fort

at a place where it was ſtrongeſt, and almoſt

impregnable, and neglecting to make the

aſſault where it was weak and, in a manner,

defenceleſs.

BRITANNICUs. A

The Life ºf Sir THOMAS MoRE, Lord Chancellor of England in the

Reign of HE n R Y VIII.

Sº THOMAS MoRE (whoſe

head is inſerted, Vol. II, page 314.)

was the only ſon of Sir John More, an able

and upright Lawyer, and a Judge of the

King's-bench, in the reign of Henry VIII;

he was born in Milk-ſtreet, in the city of

London, where his father had his uſual re

fidence, in 148o, when Edward IV. ſat on

the throne. He received his grammatical

education at a then very famous free-ſchool

in Threadneedle-ſtreet, wherein Heath and

Whitgift, Archbiſhops, and many other

eminent perſons, were inſtrućted in the ru

diments of learning. After he had here

made a ſufficient progreſs in the Latin

tongue, his father procured his admittance

into the houſe of Cardinal Morton, Arch

biſhop of Canterbury and Lord Chancellor;

who, being greatly delighted with his pro

miſing parts, together with his wit and hu

mour, at a very early age ſent him to Can

terbury (now Chriſt-church) college in Ox

ford; from whence, after he had been made

acquainted with rhetoric and philoſophy, he

was firſt removed to New-inn, to ſee com

anon praćtice; and ſoon after to Lincoln’s-

is n, to ſtudy the law; where he continued

till he was called to the bar.

Whilſt he reſided at the latter inn, he read

3.

a public lečture on St. Auſtin ‘de Civitate

Dei,' which was reſorted to by almoſt all

the learned men of the city ; and he acqui

red ſuch a reputation by theſe le&ures, that

he was appointed a Reader at Furnival's-

inn, which office he, for ſome time, diſ

charged in the ſame reputable, manner ;

but, being now inclined to give himſelf up

to devotion in the Charterhouſe, he therein

led a religious life, about four years, though

without any vow. It may ſeem ſurpriſing

that a man of his uncommon vivacity could

ſo long confine himſelf within the narrow

limits of a cloiſter ; but then it ſhould be

remembered, that this ſort of piety was then

in faſhion, and that, notwithſtanding his

aŠtivity and facetiouſneſs, it was agreeable

to his temper and inclination, . He was at

laſt, however, ſated with this ina&tive and

uſeleſs way of living; and, being preſ:

fingly invited by Mr. Colt, of New-hall

in Eſſex, to live with him, he made him

a viſit. This Gentleman having three

handſome, accompliſhed, and well-behaved

daughters, and giving him his choice of

any of them for a wife, he married the el

deſt, merely for being ſuch, though his

fancy inclined him to prefer the ſecond ;

and, upon his marrying this Lady, who º
we
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ved with him about ſeven years, he took a

houſe in Buckleſbury, and ſtudied and prac

tiſed the law at Lincoln’s-inn. .

In the interim he was eleēted a Burgeſs,

before he was 22 years of age, to fit in the

Parliament called by Henry VII, in order

to demand a ſubſidy and three 15ths, for

the marriage of his eldeſt daughter to the

King of Scotland; and, when it was mo

ved in the Houſe, as many of the Members

were afraid of oppoſing it, though the ma

jority were againſt it, Mr. More did not

fail to improve ſo fair an opportunity of

diſplaying his courage and integrity in the

defence of liberty and his country; he, not

withſtanding his youth, argued to ſo good

purpoſe againſt this unjuſt and arbitrary im

poſition, that his Majeſty's demand was at

length reječted ; upon which, Mr. Tyler,

a Privy-counſellor, who heard the ſpeech

he made, immediately went and informed

the King, “That a beardleſs boy had diſ.

appointed all his purpoſe.”

Thus did he give a very early ſpecimen

of his patriotiſm and probity, from which

nothing could ever ſeduce him, to the day

of his death; but Henry VII, a tyrannical

and avaricious Prince, was, of courſe, highly

incenſed againſt him, who, though ſo young

a man, had defeated his defign of raiſing

money ; and it is no wonder at all that he

ſhould reſolve on being, ſome way or other,

revenged on this riſing Lawyer, to prevent

his giving him any more diſturbance. How

ever, as he had nothing to loſe, the King

made Sir John More, his father, the butt

of his reſentment; for he, without the leaſt

cauſe of offence, ordered him to be impri

ſoned in the Tower till he had paid a fine

of Iool.

Mr. More having, ſoon after this, ſome

buſineſs with Fox, Biſhop of Wincheſter,

the favourite Miniſter of Henry VII, his

Lordſhip, taking him afide, aſſured him,

that, if he would follow his advice, he

would reſtore him to his Majeſty's favour,

intending, as it was thought, in a way

uſually pračtiſed by him, to get him to

confeſs ſome perſonal enmity againſt the .

King, that, with ſome ſhew of reaſon, he

might be called to account; but he had the

precaution to avoid the Biſhop's ſnare, by

deſiring ſome time to conſider his propoſal.

Having taken his leave with this anſwer,

he repaired to his Lordſhip's chaplain, and

conſulted him; who, being a much honeſt

er and better man than the Biſhop, very ur

gently diſſuaded him from following his ad

vice : * For my Lord, my maſter, (as he

frankly told him) to ſerve his Majeſty's

turn, will not ſtick to conſent to his own

father's death. Upon this we may be ſure

he did not return to this righteous Prelate;

and he was once on the point of going

abroad, judging it not to be ſafe for him

to remain in England, where he was obli

ged to drop his pračtice, and live at home

in a retired manner; here he diverted him

ſelf with muſic, arithmetic, geometry, aſ

tronomy, and the ſtudy of the French lan

guage; and he likewiſe made himſelf a per

fečt maſter of hiſtory.

Whilſt he was thus employed in acquir

ing ſo much learning, Henry VII, his ene

my, was taken out of the world; and, as

this Monarch's character will more fully

explain his condućt on the abºvementioned

occcaſion than the relation thereof, we ſhall

briefly deſcribe it in its proper colours : The

love of money was ſo predominant in his

heart, in ſpite of all the confiderations of

duty, dignity, honour, or reputation, that

the only thing he was brought to, under the

ſtings of conſcience and view of the grave,

was to order, in his will, that reſtitution

ſhould be made to all his ſubjećts of all the

money which had been unjuſtly taken from

them by his Officers. He left at his death,

in current coin, in his vaults at Richmond,

the prodigious ſum of 1,800 oool. which

abundantly ſhews, that money, whether

gotten juſtly or unjuſtly, was the diſtin

guiſhing meaſure of every part of his ad

miniſtration : He was, indeed, free from

thoſe paſſions which uſually dwell in the

ſouls of Princes, but not, as my Lord Ba

con infinuates, from any principle of virtue.

or religion; for ambition, fame, and the

pleaſures of love and wine, were not ſuited

to his taſte. His ſecreſy and ſuſpicion no

thing could equal but his tyranny and ava

rice, and his arbitrary government, eſpeci

ally towards the latter end of his reign; his

inſatiable appetite for money, haughtineſs,

and reſerve procured him the hatred of all

his ſubjects. In a word, without any vice

except that of covetouſneſs, which never

fails to draw a great deal of ill into its cir

cle, Henry VII. had ſo few virtues and

good qualities, either as a man or a Prince,

that he died lamented by none, but, on the

contrary, deteſted or dreaded by all his ſub

ie&ts. -
J. His powerful enemy being thus removed,

Mr. More appeared again in the world, and

to much greater advantage, on the account

of the improvements in learning he had ſo

wiſely made; and the city of London im

‘mediately gave him an office in the law ;

but, whether it was that of under Sheriff,

Judge of the Sheriff's court, or Recorder,

by reaſon of the contradištory accounts con

cerning it, it is difficult to determine, though

it is, in our opinion, moſt probable that he

K 2. was
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was under Sheriff; but by this office, what

ever it was, together with his own practice,

* he gained, without any ſcruple of conſci

ence, (as he often ſaid) above 4ool. a year,”

which in thoſe days muſt have been an im

menſe ſum ; and his reputation, as a Law

yer, was now riſen ſo extremely high, that,

before he was engaged in the ſervice of Hen

ry VIII, he was twice, by his Majeſty's

conſent, appointed Ambaſſador, at the ſuit.

of the Engliſh merchants, in ſome cauſes of

great importance between them and thoſe

of the ſteel-yard.

The King, being informed of his emi

ment dexterity in the management of theſe

affairs, ordered Cardinal Wolſey, then

Lord Chancellor, to engage him in his ſer

vice; and this great man was very ſollicit

ous to bring it about, who aſſured him of

a larger income than he acquired by the

practice of the law . But he could not pre

vail, Mr. More being unwilling to change

his preſent independent condition for that

of a Courtier; and his Majeſty, for that

time, admitted his excuſe. However, a

great ſhip, belonging to the Pope, ſoon af

ter arriving at Southampton, which the

King claimed as a forfeiture, the Legate

requeſted that his Maſter might have learn.

ed Council to plead his cauſe; and that,

as his Majeſty was himſelf a great Civilian,

it might be heard, in a public place, in his

preſence. The King agreeing to this pro

poſal, and Mr. More being the only Law

yer that was thought proper to be of the

Pope's Council, who could report all the

arguments on both ſides to the Legate, a

hearing was appointed, before the Lord

Chancellor and all the Judges, in the Star

chamber; and here he pleaded his client's

cauſe ſo effečtually, that the forfeiture was

immediately reſtored. His dexterity in the

condućt of this affair raiſed his reputation

ſo high, that his Majeſty would, at no rate,

permit him to continue any longer out of

his ſervice; and, no better place being then

vacant, he made him Maſter of the Requeſts;

in a month after this he knighted him, ap

pointed him one of his Privy council, and

admitted him to the greateſt familiarity

with himſelf.

| Sir Thomas More is henceforward to be

conſidered, not as a Barriſler or private

Gentleman, but as an Officer of ſtate, the

companion and favourite of a great and il

luſtrious Monarch ; which honours, how

ever, were far from elating him, or making

any alteration in his temper or manners. He

very well knew that Henry was of an obſti

nate diſpoſition, and at the ſame time incon

ſtant in his favour to his moſt faithful ſer

wants; he was, moreover, not inſenfible that

his natural ſimplicity and open-heartedneſs

were not adapted to a court; but, never.

theleſs, the ſame moderation, integrity, and

plainneſs of behaviour, which had hither

to adorned him, were no leſs conſpicuous

in his preſent exalted condition.

During the firſt years of his familiarity,

when the King had performed his devotions .

on holy-days, he often ſent for him into his

cloſet, and there, he conferred with him

about aſtronomy, geometry, divinity, and

other branches of learning, as well as af

fairs of ſtate. On other occaſions he would

take him, in the night, to the leads at the

top of the houſe, to be inſtructed in the va

riety, courſe, and motion of the heavenly

bodies.

ſuch as the greateſt Monarch might indulge

with dignity; and they intirely ſuited Sir

Thomas More's genius and learning : But

his Majeſty ſoon after found that he was

likewiſe a chearful man, poſſeſſed of a rich

fund of wit and humour; and on that ac

count, when the Council had ſupped, and

ſometimes whilſt they were at ſupper, he

would ſend for him, in order to divert him

ſelf and the Queen. They grew at length

ſo fond of his entertaining converſation,

that he could not ſpend one evening in a

month with his beloved wife and children,

nor be abſent from court two days together;

which gave him ſo much uneaſineſs that he

reſolved, by degrees, to reſtrain himſelf

from his former mirth, and in ſome mea

ſure to diſguiſe his natural temper; and by

this means he prevented his being ſo com

monly ſent for upon theſe occaſions of mer
riment.

The Treaſurer of the Exchequer dying

about this time, in 1520, the King, with

out any ſollicitation, conferred this office

on Sir Thomas More; and, a Parliament

being, three years after this, ſummoned,

with a view of raiſing money for a war

with France, he was eleēted Speaker of the

Houſe of Commons. He earneſtly defired

to be excuſed from this office ; but, as his

Majeſty had directed his nomination, and

would not conſent to his refuſal, he was

obliged to ſubmit. In the ſpeech he made

to his royal Maſter, when he was preſented

to him for his approbation, it is remarka

le that, under colour of the moſt profound

awe and veneration, he had the courage ve

ry artfully to remonſtrate againſt his arbitra

ry reſtraint of Parliamentary debates: “May

it therefore pleaſe your Majeſty (ſays he)

our moſt gracious King, of your great

goodneſs, to pardon feely, without doubt

of your dreadful diſpleaſure, whatſoever

ſhall happen any man to ſpeak in the dif

charging of his conſcience, interpreting eve

- ry

Theſe avocations, indeed, were
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ry man's words, how unſeemly ſoever

couched, yet to proceed of good zeal to the

proſperity of the kingdom, and the honour

of your royal perſon."—

Cardinal Wolſey was now at the head

of affairs, who was to the full as haughty

and uncontroulable as his Maſter; but Sir

Thomas More had a greater regard to the

honour and intereſt of his country, than to

his favour or diſpleaſure. A prime Miniſ

ter in England, of a mean original, can ne

ver be too cautious in the exerciſe of his

power ; and even Wolſey made uſe of this

caution, till he had gained an intire aſcen

dency over the King; but, intoxicated with

his extenſive power, he, by his pride and

inſolence, created enemies of the firſt rank

and abilities, and took a pleaſure in bid

ding defiance to their attempts againſt him;

ſo that it is no wonder at all that he ſhould

meet with frequent mortifications, and at

laſt, in the moſt infamous manner, by a

combination of men of parts and family, be

deſpoiled of his power. The following in

ſtance will illuſtrate what has been ſaid :

The Cardinal was greatly offended with

the Members of the Parliament which had

choſen Sir Thomas More for their Speaker,

* becauſe nothing was ſaid or done there,

but immediately it was blown abroad in

every alehouſe;’ and they, on the other

hand, thought they had an undoubted right

to repeat to their friends without doors

whatever had paſſed within. However,

Wolſey, apprehending that a large ſubfidy,

demanded by the King, would meet with

great oppoſition, reſolved to be preſent when

the motion was made ; but, the Houſe be

ing apprized of his deſign, it was a long

while debated, whether they ſhould receive

him with a few Lords or his whole train.

The majority inclining to the firſt, the

Speaker got up and ſaid:—Gentlemen, for

aſmuch as my Lord Cardinal hath, not

long ſince, as you all know, laid to our

charge the lightneſs of our tongues for things

ſpoken out of this Houſe, it ſhall not, in

my judgment, be amiſs to receive him with

all his pomp 5 with his maces, his pillars,

his poll-axes, his croſſes, his hat, and the

great ſeal too ; that ſo, if he blames us

hereafter, we may be the bolder to excuſe

ourſelves, and to lay it upon thoſe that his

Grace ſhall bring hither with him.” The

Houſe being pleaſed with the humour and

propriety of the Speaker's motion, the Car.

dinal was received accordingly; who, having

ſhewn the neceſſity of the ſubſidy, and per

ceiving that no-body made any anſwer, or

diſcovered the leaſt inclination to comply

with what he aſked, ſaid, with ſome emo.

tion, ‘ Gentlemen, you have many wiſe

and learned men amongſt you ; and, fince

I am ſent hither immediately from the

King, for the preſervation of yourſelves and

all the realm, I think it meet that you give

me a reaſonable anſwer to my demand.”

But, every one being ſtill ſilent, he parti

cularly addreſſed himſelf to Mr. Murray,

who making no reply, he applied to other

Members, that were accounted the greateſt

men in the Houſe; and, theſe alſo making

him no anſwer, it being agreed, as their

cuſtom was, to anſwer him by their Speak

er only, he, with extreme indignation, far

ther ſaid, “Gentlemen, unleſs it be theman

ner of your Houſe, as perchance it may, to

expreſs your minds in ſuch caſes by your

Speaker only, whom you have choſen for

truſty and wiſe, as indeed he is, here is,

without doubt, a ſurpriſing obſtimate ſilence.”

He then required an anſwer from the Speak

er ; who, having firſt, with profound reve

rence on his knees, excuſed their ſilence, in

the cencluſion told his Eminence, “That,

though they had all truſted him with their

voices, yet, except every one of them could

put their ſeveral judgments into his head,

he alone, in ſo weighty a matter, was not

able to make a ſufficient anſwer to his Grace.”

The Cardinal, taking offence at the Speak

er for this evaſive anſwer, and not promo

ting the ſubſidy, ſuddenly roſe up and de

parted, being greatly diſpleaſed with the

whole Houſe.

Sir Thomas More ſeconded the motion

for complying with the King's demand,

when it was firſt moved in the Houſe ; but

he was willing to diſtinguiſh between his

Majeſty's reaſonable demand and the inſo

lence of his Miniſter ; and perhaps he de

figned, by this contumelious uſage, to con

vince the King that the perſon of his Mi

niſter was not acceptable to the Parliament.

However this be, the Speaker being, a few

days after, in Wolſey's gallery at White

hall, his Eminence, having with great ve

hemence complained of this ill treatment,

and reproached him for his ingratitude,

ſaid, ‘Would to God you had been at

Rome, Mr. More, when I made you

Speaker.” Sir Thomas replied, ‘Your

Grace not offended, ſo would I too, my

Lord ;’ and to divert him from his ill hu

mour he commended his gallery. But,

though he by this digreſſion put a ſtop to

his reproacher, Wolſey afterwards, by way

of revenge, when the Parliament was up,

perſuaded the King to ſend him Ambaſſa

dor into Spain ; but, however, he remoni

ſtrated to his Majeſty freely againſt it, tel

ling him, among other things, that if he

ſent him upon it he would certainly ſend

him to his grave; which had ſo much

weight
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weight with him that he was pleaſed to

admit his excuſe.

Upon the death of Sir R. Wingfield,

in 1528, Sir Thomas More was appointed

Chancellor of the duchy of Lancaſter, and

admited into ſuch favour with the King,

that he would ſometimes come, without gi

ving him any notice, to his houſe at Chel

fea, in order to converſe with him on com

mon affairs; and in one of theſe viſits he

dined with him, and afterwards walked in

his garden for an hour, having his hand

about Sir Thomas's neck. This was ſuch

a diſtinguiſhing mark of favour, that he was

no ſooner gone than Mr. Roper, his ſon-in

law, with great pleaſure obſerved to him,

that he had never ſeen him ſhew to any one

before, except once to Cardinal Wolſey.

But ſo far was he from laying any ſtreſs on

this h nour, that he thus replied : ‘I thank

our Lord, ſon, I find his Grace to be my

very good Lord indeed; and I believe that

le doth as much favour me at preſent as any

fubjećt within this kingdom ; but yet, ſon,

I may tell thee, I have no cauſe to be proud

of it; for, if my head would win him a

caſtle in France, it would not fail to be

ſtruck off.”

There are but few inſtances to be met

with in hiſtory of ſuch favourite Miniſters

as he was, who diſcovered that moderation

to their inferiors which he always ſhewed

even to thoſe who offended him; for he was

of ſo mild and ſweet a natural temper that

he could never be provoked to expreſs an

ger or reſentment againſt his bittereſt ene

mies, as his ſon-in-law teſtifies, who was

continually converſant with him for above

16 years. Inſtead of cruſhing or ſilencing

thoſe who oppoſed or ſlandered him, he

thought, as their arrows did not hit him,

he received more benefit from them than

even from his friends; and it was his opi

nion that no innocent Miniſter would treat

his accuſers with inſolence, or perſecute

them with power. Nor was he leſs re

markable or his modeſty or humility; for

if any learned man, who came to him from

the univerſities, or foreign parts, happened

to enter into diſpute with him (in which but

few were his equals) and he perceived that

they could not maintain their argument with

any credit againſt him, left he ſhould too

much diſcourage them, or ſeem leſs concern

ed for truth than vićtory, he would break

off the diſcourſe by a witty or humourous

digreſſion.

Sir Thomas More was ſo famous for his

eloquence, and the readineſs of his inven

tion, that, whenever his Majeſty viſited the

univerſities, where he was received with

polite and learned ſpeeches, he was always

appointed to make an anſwer for him; whilſt

Chancellor of the duchy of Lancaſter, he

was twice. Ambaſſador to the Emperor;

and when he came to any foreign univerfi

ty, in his travels, he was always preſent at

their readings and diſputations, and would

ſometimes diſpute among them himſelf, to

the admiration of all that heard him. To

his other virtues and qualifications we may

juſtly add his extenſive benevolence, which

made a conſpicuous appearance in the whole

courſe of his life; for his time and labours

were intirely employed in the ſervice of

God, his King, and his country, without

a ſelfiſh regard to his own interett; nor did

he ever aſk of his Majeſty the value of a pen

ny for his family or himſelf, as he often de

clared at his latter end. And here let us

alſo behold and admire his difintereſted pub

lic virtue, as a Patriot Miniſter, who,

without any patrimony, or any other ſub

ſiſtance than what he drew from his em

ployment, had the courage to oppoſe the .

meaſures of the King and his Miniſters,

when he apprehended them to be detrimen

tal to his country; and that too in a reign

when oppoſition to them was very ſeldom

ſeen, and almoſt as rarely eſcaped with

impunity. - -

It was obſerved of Sir Thomas More,

that, of all people, he leaſt reſpected the

proud and ignorant, even in the higheſt ſta

tions ; but, on the other hand, he was a

friend to all men of letters, and held a li

terary correſpondence with all the learned

in Chriſtendom. Of the foreigners, Eraſ

mus ſeems to have had the aſcendant in his

affection and confidence, who came over to

England on purpoſe to enjoy the benefit of

his converſation; and it is ſaid that the per

ſon who condućted him to London contri

ved that Sir Thomas and he ſhould firſt

meet, unknown to each other, at the Lord

Mayor's table, which in thoſe days was open

to all men of learning of every nation. A

diſpute ariſing at dinner, Fraſmus under

took to defend the wrong fide of the queſ

tion ; but he was ſo ſharply oppoſed by his

friend that he ſaid in Latin, with ſome ve

hemence, and not without a mixture of

peeviſheſs, “You are either More, or no

body : To which Sir Thomas replied, in

the ſame language, with great vivacity,

* You are either Eraſmus or the Devil;’

for his argument had a tincture of irreli

gion.

We are told that Sir Thomas More, be

ſides his private devotions, conſtantly read

the Pſalms and Litany with his . and

children in a morning; and that he, every

night, with his whole family, went into

the chapel, where he read the Pſalms and

Collects.
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Colle&ts. He alſo, for the ſake of retire

ment even from his family, built, at ſome

diſtance from his manſion-houſe, a gallery,

library, and chapel, where, though on other

days he ſpent ſome time there in ſtudy and

devotion, on Fridays he continued the

whole day, employing it in ſuch exerciſes

as he thought would beſt improve his mind

on religious ſubjećts. From hence it ap

pears that he had a different ſenſe of reli

gion from that which Courtiers and men

of buſineſs have in our times. As he lived

in a ſplendid manner, he was obliged to

keep many ſervants; but he always took

care to find them ſomething to do, when

they did not attend upon him abroad; and

he thus preſerved them from ſloth, gaming,

and other profligate praćtices. He was ve

ry far from being auſtere and ſplenetic; but

then his pleaſures were innocent and ratio

nal, ſuch as became a man of ſenſe and a

Chriſtian. He had likewiſe hours of relax

ation in his family every night, which were

filled with muſic and the like ſerene amuſe

ments; though, whilſt he was at table, he

had always a perſon to read, to prevent all

improper converſation before the ſervants i

and at the end of reading he would aſk thoſe

who were at dinner how they underſtood

ſome paſſages that had been read, in order

to divert or improve the company. His in

ſtrućtions at thoſe times were principally

levelled againſt the pride of dreſs, and fol

lowing corrupt though faſhionable exam

ples; againſt ambition and diſcontent, idle

neſs, and a love of the world. Many ſuch

leſſons he taught his wife and children every

day at their meals, which is at once a pat

tern and a reproach to the converſation at

she tables of the Great in this degenerate

age 1

Whilſt he was Chancellor of the duchy

of Lancaſter, the ſee of Rome becoming

vacant, Wolſey entertained hopes of arriv

ing at that dignity, by means of the Em

peror; but, when he found, that Charles

had procured Cardinal Adrian to be fixed

in the papal chair, he reſolved to be re

venged on him, at all events; and moſt

hiſtorians pretend, that, with this view, he

ſeduced his Maſter from Queen Catharine,

the Emperor's aunt, and recommended to

him one of the fiſters of the King of France,

then at war with Charles. But there is no

authority for placing Henry's ſcruples about

the validity ..F. marriage to Wolſey’s ac

count, but the Queen's ſuſpicions; for, as

to the King, he declared he had them three

years before, and that the Cardinal neither,

firſt ſuggeſted nor cheriſhed them, but did

all he could to remove them. His Majeſty,

however, at length, required Sir Thomas

More's advice about the validity of his mar

riage, and ſhewed him certain paſſages of

Scripture, which ſeemed, in ſome meaſure,

to anſwer his purpoſe; who, when he had

looked them over, deſired to be excuſed

from giving his opinion about this matter,

which was out of his ſphere, as he had not

profeſſed divinity; but, his Majeſty infiſting

on his advice, he intreated him to allow

him time coolly to confider the caſe, to

which he conſented. Having conſulted the

ancient Fathers on the abovementioned

places of Scripture, at his next coming to

Court, he readily diſcourſed with the King

on the ſubjećt; and he produced the opi

nions that he had colle&ted: But, as they

did not ſuit his Majeſty's inclination, he

was not very well pleaſed with his producing

them; though he uſed ſuch diſcretion in

his future co, verſations with him on this

head, that he often argued with him, with

out his ſeeming to take any offence.

Henry, intending to proceed no farther

in his divorce, ſent Tunſtall and him on an

ambaſſy to Cambray, in order to mediate

a peace between the Emperor, his Majeſty,

and the King of France; which was ef

fe&ted accordingly; and Sir Thomas More,

by his dexterity, procured ſuch unexpected

advantages to the kingdom, that his Ma

jeſty afterwards, upon Wolſey's fall, made

him Lord Chancellor. But, upon his re

turn from Cambray, the King, again re

ſolving to put the divorce into execution,

was ſolicitous, as before, to get his ap

probation ; he told him, ‘That there was

another thing found out of late, by which

his marriage, with Queen Catharine ap

peared to be ſo direétly contrary to the law

of nature, that it could in no wife be diſ

penſable by the Pope.” Of this, he ſaid,

Stokeſly, Biſhop of London, could more

fully inform him ; but, in his conference

with that Prelate, he ſaw nothing that could

induce him to change his ſentiments;

Stokeſly, however, ſpoke ſo favourably of

him, in his report to his Majeſty, that he

was not offended.

Some hiſtorians believe, that one of the

principal reaſons, which induced the King

to give the great ſeal to Sir Thomas More,

was to procure his approbation of the di

vorce and ſecond marriage; but, as there

is no authority for this opinion, it has no

foundation. But, whatever were his Ma

jeſty's views in this promotion, when he was

inveſted, with the office of Lord Chancellor,

he was condućted through Weſtminſter

hall, to the court of Chancery between the

Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk; the former

of whom aſſured the audience, that the

King had charged him, in a ſpecial com

miſſion,

º
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miſſion, to declare openly to them all, how

much England was indebted to the Chan

cellor for his good ſervice, how worthy he

was of the higheſt preferment in the king

dom, and how dearly his Majeſty loved

and confided in him. When the Knight

was recovered a little from the confuſion

into which he was thrown by the Duke's

encomiums, he expreſſed a deep ſenſe of

his unworthineſs; his unwillingneſs to be

a Courtier; his gratitude and dutifulneſs

to the King ; and, above all, his averſion

to this high office, which was a weight un

ſuitable to his weakneſs; concluding his

ſpeech with thefollowing remarkable charge:

* That, if, at any time, or in any circum

ſtances, they ſaw him digreſs from his duty

in that honourable office, ſo as they would

diſcharge even their own duty to God and

their fidelity to the King, that they ſhould

not fail to inform his Majeſty, who might

otherwiſe have juſt occaſion to charge his

fault to their account.” In a very ſhort

time, every-body perceived a ſurpriſing al

teration in this court; Wolſey was a man

of great abilities, and incorrupt as a Chan

cellor; but he was too haughty to look or

ſpeak to one of common rank, and money

muſt be given to his Officers and ſervants

to be even admitted into his preſence. On

the contrary, a man now prefided in this

court, who, the meaner a ſuitor was, was

the more condeſcending, would the more

attentively hear his buſineſs, and the more

readily diſpatch it; who commonly, every

afternoon, ſat in his open hall, that, if any

perſon whatſoever had a ſuit to prefer to

him, he might come without bills, ſollici

tors, or petitions, and make him acquainted

with his complaints. His ſon-in-law, Mr.

Dauncy, between jeſt and earneſt, told him,

that the caſe was otherwiſe, when Wolſey

was Lord Chancellor; for then not only

many of his privy chamber, but his porters

alſo got a great deal of money.

If we take a view of his whole charaćter,

we ſhall very eaſily credit what he ſaid of

himſelf, That he would not digreſs from

juſtice, in the ſmalleſt matter, for any con

fideration. Mr. Heron, his ſon-in-law,

having a cauſe depending, he adviſed him

to put it to arbitration; but, he preſuming

on his father's favour, and not agreeing to

his propoſal, on hearing the cauſe, he made

a decree dire&tly againſt him. Mr. Roper

acquainting him, that ſome of the Judges

complained of his injunčtions to ſtop proceed

ings at common law, he ordered the chief

of the Six Clerks to make a docket of them

all, together with the reaſons of them; and

then, having invited all the Judges to dine

with him in the Council-chamber at Weſt

minſter-hall, he, after dinner, ſet this matter

in ſo clear a light, that, upon mature de

liberation, the whole bench declared, that,

in the like cauſes, they ſhould have done

the ſame thing themſelves. He afterwards

made an offer, that, if each of them, in

their reſpe&tive courts, would mitigate the

rigour of the law, he would grant no more

injunctions ; which they thought fit to re

fuſe.

In order to prevent vexatious frivolous

ſuits, he gave dire&tions to all the ſollicitors

of his court, that no ſubpoena's ſhould be

iſſued out of the general matter, without

giving him proper notice, with their hands

to the bill ; and, if, upon examination, he

found it a cauſe of complaint that deſerved

hearing, he would ſet his hand thereto, or

elſe, it ſhould be cancelled. At the ſame

time that Sir Thomas More was Lord

Chancellor, his father, Sir John More, was

one of the oldeſt Judges in the King's-

bench ; and, if the latter court was fitting,

when his Lordſhip came into the hall, he

went firſt into it, and, kneeling down, in

a public manner, aſked his father's bleſfing;

and, when they met together at the read

ings at Lincoln’s-inn, he always offered

him the precedence; which Sir John al

ways declined.

Though the Chancellor had very little

leiſure for theological ſtudies, he wrote ſe

veral books in defence of religion, and par

ticularly one againſt Tindal's hereſy, whilſt

he was Speaker of the Houſe of Commons;

and, as they are written with much acri

mony, it is to be conſidered, that this was

the faſhion of controverſial writings in

thoſe days, and contrary to his own hu

mane and benevolent temper. The Bi

ſhops, to whoſe province the writing of

ſuch books more eſpecially belonged, §.

at this time, no great regard to the duties

of their ſtation; but, if they wanted learn

ing or application themſelves, it muſt be

confeſſed, that they had, what is not the

caſe in every age, a generous regard to

merit in other men. This they made il

luſtriouſly appear in their generoſity to Sir

Thomas More ; for, as he neither had

amaſſed riches, nor had an income from

his employments equal to his deſerts, it

was agreed, in Convocation, to make him

a preſent of 4 or 50ool. a prodigious ſum

in thoſe days, as a recompence for his pains

in writing ſo many books of religion ; to

the payment of which ſum the clergy li

berally contributed, according to their abi

lities. Tunſtall, Clark, and Veſey, the

Biſhops of Durham, Bath, and Exeter,

were deputed to wait on him; who pre

ſented him with the ſaid ſum, and pº
1.In
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him to accept it; but ſuch was his great

meſs of foul, that he generouſly refuſed it;

and the caſe was the ſame, when they de

fired his leave to make a preſent of it to his

family: “Not ſo, ſays he, my Lords, in

deed; I had rather ſee it all caſt into the

Thames, than that I, or any of mine, ſhould

have a penny of it,” After this repulſe, the

money was reſtored to the reſpective con

tributers.

But, after all, as the beſt of men have

their foibles, Sir Thomas More, it muſt

be confeſſed, had a great allay to all his

virtues, viz. his furious and cruel zeal in

the perſecution of heretics. Much of this,

however, if not the whole, muſt be attri

buted to the ignorance and ſuperſtition of

the age, and the religion he profeſſed; and

he is not the only man, whoſe natural

ſweetneſs of temper has been ſowred by a

fiery zeal. If it be aſked, How he ſpent

his income 2 The anſwer is, that he made

ſome entertainments for the Nobility and

Gentry, theugh not many; which were ra

ther neceſſary in his ſtation, than to diſ.

play pomp and luxury. All his poor neigh

bours, and indigent men of merit, were not

only entertained at his table, but liberally

relieved, according to their neceſſities; and,

when the neceſſaries of his houſhold were

properly taken care of, the reſt of his ap

pointment was ſwallowed up in public and

private charities. He hired a houſe at Chel

ſea, where he lived, for ſeveral ancient peo

ple paſt their labour, whom he maintained;

and he charged his favourite daughter to

ſee that they wanted nothing neceſſary to

their age and infirmities. A little before

he was Lord Chancellor, he built a chapel

in this pariſh for public uſe, and provided

all the ornaments and neceſſaries at his own

expence, giving a great deal of plate for .

the communion ſervice; in a word, as his

heart was ever open to the calamities of

his fellow-creatures, ſo his purſe was never

ſhut, when he could be of any ſervice either

to the bodies or the ſouls of others.

Soon after he was Chancellor, the King

importuned him to reconfider the important

point of his divorce; but he reminded his

Majeſty of the virtuous leſſon he had former

ly taught him, firſt to look to God, and then

to him. Henry very courteouſly replied,

that, if his Lordſhip could not ſerve him in

it, he would accept his ſervice otherwiſe;

aſſuring him withal, that he would no

more moieſt his conſcience on that ſubječt.

However, ſome time after this, having made

a farther progreſs in the affair of his di

vorce, and being determined, at all events,

to marry the Lady Ann Boleyn, he called

a Parliament, in order to diſcloſe and exe

cute his reſolution; and he commanded the

Ciancellor to go down to the Houſe of

Commons, with ſome Biſhops and tempo

ral Lords, to inform them of the opinions

both of the foreign univerſities, and thoſe at

home, about his marriage; who delivered

this diſagreeable meſſage, as it was not ir

regular, and he was under no neceſſity of

declaring his own opinion. He had wil

lingly concurred in the ſtatutes of praemu

mire and proviſors, which cut of the Pope's

illegal juriſdićtion in England; but he now

foreſaw a total rupture, which he could not

in his conſcience approve. He, moreover,

had invincible objećtions againſt the di

vorce; and he was apprehenſive, that, by

virtue of his office, he muſt be engaged in

the farther attempts that would be made to

put it in execution. He therefore inceſſant

ly ſollicited; his great and intimate friend

the Duke of Norfolk, to intercede with his

Majeſty, that he might deliver up the ſeal,

for which he was rendered unfit by his

manifold bodily infirmities; who at length

obtained the King's permiſfion, . When he

reſigned the ſeal to his Majeſty, he received

many thanks and commendations for his

faithful diſcharge of that important truſt,

and was aſſured of his friendſhip and favour

on all future occaſions; but how well he

performed his promiſe will be ſeen here

after. [To be finiſhed in our next.]

The Britiſh Muſe, containing original Poems, Songs, &c.

HYMN in Honour of Heroic Virtue. Extracted from Mr. Buſhe’s Dramatic Poem:

O ONER ſhall ceaſe the circling ſun

His ſtated annual courſe to run;

Sooner the living lamps of light

Forget to gild the face of night;

Sooner the magnet ceaſe to draw

The ſteel, and err from Nature’s law ;

Sooner the fire ſhall turn to ſnow,

And ſeas refuſe to ebb and flow,

Than a firm mind to ſenſe of danger yield,

And to the fear of death reſign the glorious field.

The man who, conſcious of his ſacred truſt,

Is reſolute and obſtinately juſt,

Spurns the proud tyrant with diſdain,

Defits his frowns with mind ſciene;

From Reaſon's noble height looks down on

earth, *

And reverences God, who gave to Virtue birth:

Not the drear waſte of frozen zone,

Where chearleſs winter plants her throne;

Not the foul damp of gloomy cells,

Where the Cimmerian nation dwells;

Not the rough whirlwind, that deforms

The ſeas and earth and heav'n with ſtorms,

The firmneſs of his ſoul can move ;

Not the red arm of angry Jove,

That flings the forky thunder from the ſky,

And gives it rage to roar, and force of wing to fly.
L. Should



Should the bright orbs of heav'n diſcordantjar, He would, intrepid, ſee the ruins hurl’d,

And all the elements engage in war; And ſtand, unknown to fear, amidſt a finking
Should Nature's frame around him fall world.

And form one rude chaotic ball,

A New SO N G, ſung by Mr. Lowe at Vauxhall.

< The weſtern ſky was Pur---Pled o'er

- With ev'—ry plea--fing ray, And flocks re--vi--ving

*

i

:

w

| felt sno more the ful—try heat of day; When, from *

º

-

L :

ha--zle’s art---leſs bow'r, warbled 'Strephon's

tongue: iHe bleſs'd the ſcene, he bleſs'd the hour, While

Nan—--cy's praiſe he ſung.

- a. Ltt
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Let fops with fickle falſhood range

The paths of wanton love,

Whilſt weeping maids lament their change

And ſadden ev'ry grove :

But endleſs bleſfings crown the day

I ſaw fair Eſham's dale,

And ev'ry bleſfing find its way

To Nancy of the vale.

Her ſhape was like º reed ſo ſleek,

So taper, ſtraight, and fair;

Her dimpled ſmile, her bluſhing cheek,

How charming ſweet they were !

Far in the winding vale retir’d

This peerleſs bud I found, -

And ſhadowing rocks and woods conſpir'd

To fence her beauties round.

-

4

That nature in ſo lone a dell

Should form a nymph ſo ſweet,

Or fortune to her ſecret cell

Condućt my wand'ring feet!

Gay Lordlings ſought her for their bride,

But ſhe would ne'er incline;

• Prove to your equals true, ſhe cry'd,

* “As I will prove to mine.

• "Tis Strephon, on i. mountain's brow, )

* Has won my right good-will;

* To him I gave my plighted vow,

* With him I'll climb the hill.”

Struck with her charms and gentle truth,

I claſp'd the conflant fair; -

To her alone I give my youth,

And vow my future care.

A New CO U N T R Y D A N C E.

B O Y ER’s M A GG O T.

Firſt couple caſt off and turn partners...; ſecond couple do the ſame ...; firſt couple whole figure

through the ſecond couple +; lead down and up and caſt off #.

The MoRAL CEconomy. From Mr. Buſhe’s Dramatic Poem.

S in the ſyſtem of the world we find

Parts of a lower and a higher kind;

And each, as in due order plac'd,

Is with peculiar beauty grac'd ;

So does the ſoul ſuperior claim

A right to rule the human frame;

Whilſt lower powers, in obſequious train,

Exert their menial aid, and reaſon's laws maintain,

For paſſions, in a truly moral ſtate,

On will, by reaſon guided, ever wait;

Serve lawleſs motions to controul,

And are the guardians of the ſoul ;

Which, by their aid, with bold eſſay,

To heights of virtue ſpeeds her way;

From ſordid earth, uprais'd with effort, flies,

And claims a meral kindred to her native ſkies.

How delicately made is nature's chain,

Where all things mutual lend and mutual gain!

The will a middle ſtate maintains;

Here reaſon rules; there paſſion reigns,

To execute the will's commands;

While at the helm ſage reaſon ſtands,

To ſee that all things thither fairly tend

Where God directs the way, and nature points

the end,

Will then and reaſon are in kind the ſame,

And ſtand diſtinguiſh'd only in the name;

For choice, where reaſon fails, is blind,

But, with it, of the moral kind; ..

For then both will and reaſon draw ..

Eternal truths from nature's law ;

While moving paſſions are the aëtive ſprings

Which give the ſoul to riſe on reaſon's ſoaring

wings.

A beautiful Deſcription of the ſweet and un

ruffled Eaſe Socrates enjoyed while heflºpti

the natural Effect of his Integrity.

From the ſame.

AS E, delight of human kind

Soft enchantreſs of the mind

Sweet the warbling wood-lark's ſong,

When he chants the trees among!

But without thee his ſweeteſt ſtrain,

Inſtead of pleaſure, gives a pain.

Sweet is the dewy-ſpangled mead,

The level lawn, or winding glade 1

Sweet is the cadence of the limpid rill

When gently trickling down the ſmooth recli

ning hill!

I, 2 But
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But nor rill nor lawn can pleaſe,

When the mind is not at eaſe.

Eaſe, thou happy gift of Heaven,

By the gods to mortals given

Thou, to fair virtue near ally'd,

Art ever by her ſacred ſide

Whether ſhe chuſe the rugged way,

Or thro’ the moſs-grown valley ſtray,

You, ſooth'd with raptur'd fancy, walk along,

And lend attentive ear to her celeſtial ſong.

Eaſe the lyric bard inſpires,

Warms his breaſt with heav'nly fires;

Bids him ſwell a fuller key,

Or a ſofter ſound convey.

*Tis eaſe alone gives peaceful reſt

To the pure virtue-breathing breaſt;

'Tis eaſe that calms the ruffled ſoul;

'Tis eaſe can paſſion's force controul:

Virtue and eaſe for ever ſocial join,

Both of congenial form, and both of birth divine!

See the ſoftly-ſleeping ſage,

Silver'd o'er with hoary age

See his viſage calm and clear,

Such as ſmiling infants wear

When at ſome pleaſing glitt’ring toy

Their little hearts exult with joy.

Happieſt of mortals : ſoon ſhall we

Thy unembodied ſpirit ſee;

When in high heav'n it tunes the golden lyre,

And joins in ſymphony with the celeſtial choir,

A Quest 1 on. By T. W.

2N O U R gen’rous maids of taſte and ſenſe,

Whoſe ages ſee below *,

Would liſten to the ſoft pretence

Which truth and honour ſhew,

Their fortunes much, their merit more,

Their forms unmatch'd, ſo fair!

Their times of life pray, Sirs, explore,

Then win 'em, if you dare. -

Let v = the eldeſt’s age, z = the ſecond,

J = the third, and z = the youngeſt.

Then * v-H x+ y + z= 100

w, x, and y in arithmetical proportion

vº + x2 + y” + 2* = 2.514

‘Uz = 594.

Q. v., x, y, and x *

A New So N G, ſung by Mr. Lowe at

. Vauxhall. From Anacreon.

I •

N the dead of the night, when, with labour

oppreſs'd, -

All mortals enjoy the calm bleſfing of reſt,

Cupid knock'd at my door; I awoke with the

poiſe,

And who is it, I call'd, that my ſleep thus de

ftroys 2 - --

- 2. -

You need not be frighten'd, he anſwer'd ſo mild,

Let me in, I'm a little unfortunate child;

'Tis a dark rainy night, and I’m wet to the ſkin,

And my way I have loſt, and do pray let me in.

... 3" -- -

I was mov’d with compaſſion, and, ſtriking a

light,

I open'd the door, when a boy ſtood in fight,

Who had wings on his ſhoulders; the rain from

him dripp'd :

With a bow and with arrows too he was equipp'd.

4.

I ſtirr'd up my fire, and, cloſe by its fide,

I ſet him down by me; with napkins I dry'd,

1 chaf’d him all over, kept out the cold air,

And I wrung with my hands the wet out of his

hair.

He from wet and fromà. was no ſooner at eaſe,

But, taking his bow up, he ſaid, If you pleaſe,

We will try it; I would by experiment know

If the wet hath not damag'd the firing of my
bow.

6.

Forthwith from his quiver an arrow he drew,

To the ſtring he apply'd it, and twang went the

yew ;

The arrow was gone, in my boſom it center'd 5

No fling of a hornet more ſharp ever enter’d.

7.

Away ſkipp'd the urchin as briſk as a bee,

And, laughing, I wiſh you much joy, friend,

quoth he ; -

My bow is undamag'd, for true went the dart;

But you i. have trouble enough with your

- eart,

The Glorious Twenty-ſixth of July, 1758.

I.

RIT ANNIA's ſons rejoice;

To George exalt your voice;

God ſave the King!

In whoſe auſpicious reign

Cape Breton we regain,

And, in recording ſtrain,

Vićtory fing.

2 *

Amherſt and Boſcawen, -

And all their Britiſh men,

Like Heroes ſhone :

Thanks be to patriot Pitt,

Whoſe penetrating wit

And wiſdom judg'd it fit

To ſet them on.

O grant, thus nobly **,
That never Cape Breton

Again may fall !

May, Britiſh hands protećt;

While Britiſh hearts direct;

And Gallic ſchemes detect; -

God ſave us all,

Whiteball, Aug. 18. H. 2.

4 FRAGMENT of the late Mrs. Pilking

'ton's, never publiſhed; addreſſed to Dr.

Clancy, the blind Poet.

Apleſs Clancy, grieve no more,

| Socrates was plagu'd before ;

- Tho’,
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Thº', o'ercaſt, thy viſual ray

Meets no more the light of day,

Yet ev’n here is comfort had,

Good prevailing over bad :

Now thou canſt no more behold

The grim aſpect of thy ſcold;

Oh what raptures wouldſt thou find,

Wert thou deaf as well as blind

St. James's Park, Auguſt 10, 1758.

Anſwer to the Rebus in the Magazine for

April laſt, addreſſed to Sylvia.

Y L. VIA, your age is twenty-one,

My dear, your prime is juſt begun,

Sylvia, your lovely cheeks diſcloſe

The fragrant beauties of the roſe ;

Both theſe, connected, plainly ſhew

A PR 1 M Ros E. helps to faſhion you

The Political State

From the Gazz T T E, Auguſt 1.

Admiralty-office, Auguſt 1.

Y Letters received, of the 26th and 28th

paſt, from Capt. Wheeler, of his Majeſty's

ip the Iſis, off Embden, there is advice of the

arrival, in the river Embs, of the firſt embarka

tion of the troops under his convoy, confiſting

of the troops under the command of the Marquis

of Granby: Alſo of the arrival of thoſe, which

went under convoy of the Dolphin, under the

command of Major-general Waldegrave: And

of the Invalids from Shields, under convoy of

the Deptford : And likewiſe of another convoy

being in fight, which it was concluded were the

tranſports with the troops under the command

of the Duke of Marlborough.

Whitehall, Auguſt 12.

On Thurſday laſt an Officer arrived from Lien

tenant-general Bligh and Capt. Howe, with let

ters, dated the 7th and 8th inſtant, giving an

account, that his Majeſty's troops had effected a

landing, under cover of the frigates and bomb

ketches, in the Bay des Marees, two leagues

weſtward of Cherburg, in the face of a large bo

dy of the enemy prepared to receive them ; and

#. in the afternoon, Captain Howe's firſt

ieutenant arrived, with a further account, that,

on the 8th inſtant, in the evening, Cherburg

ſurrendered at diſcretion, the enemy having

marched out and abandoned the place, on the

approach of his Majeſty's troops. The ſame

day Lieutenant-general Bligh took poſſeſſion of

the forts Querqueville, Homet, and La Galette,

and hoiſted Engliſh colours in them. The Ge

neral was preparing to deſtroy, on the next day,

the baſon, and the two peers at the entrance of

the harbour. There were about 27 ſhips in the

harbour ; and 30 pieces of fine braſs cannon

have been taken. Capt. Howe, with the ſhips

under his command, was in Cherburg road.

Leghorn, July 21. This morning arrived

here his Majeſty’s ſhips the Monmouth and

Lyme from a cruiſe; they have burnt the Prow,

* French frigate of 36 guns, and 300 men, near

the iſland of Malta, - -

But all the ſweetneſs of the year,

Blooms in your pleafing form, my dear.

M. Applin.

A R E B U. S. -

HAT’s common to all the induſtrious

on earth,

And a thing that oft gives to charities birth;

The name of a god that the heathens adore,

And the name of a being more fierce than a

boar;

What makes the fond lover decline his addreſs,

And the time of our birth that a word does ex

preſs.

Then a word can you find with each line to

agree,

By the firſt letters join'd you'll find a city.

of E U Ro P e, &c.

Auguſt 15. -

Hague, Auguſt 8. On the 2d inſtant the

French were diſlodged from Bruggen : Prince

Ferdinand made a feint immediately afterwards,

as if he intended to attack the enemy near

Dulken, who, giving into the ſnare, marched

from Dalen to Gladbach, and Prince Ferdinand

turned off immediately towards Aldenkirchen

and Heering. The 3d inſtant his Serene High

neſs marched to Wachtendonck, where the

French had a ſtrong poſt, which the Hereditary

Prince of Brunſwick, at the head of the grena

diers of the army, attacked ſword in hand, and

drove the French from thence by ſeven o'clock

in the evening, with the loſs of only two grena

diers.

The army remained that night near Wachten

donk, and the next day, being the 4th inflaxt,

Prince Ferdinand marched to Rhynberg, , by

which the Rhine is again ſecured. Whilſt this

operation was performing, Prince Ferdinand re

inforced General Imhoff (who commands at

Rees) with thoſe troops which were in and about

Cleves. This ſtep was extremely well timed;

for, on the ſame day that he marched to Rhyn.

berg, Lieutenant-general Chevert (who had

failed in his attempt to ſurpriſe Duſſeldorp) ha

ving been reinforced by part of the garriſon of

Weſel, marched towards Rees, with 14 batta

lions, 5 ſquadrons, and 12 pieces of cannon, in

order to deſtroy the bridge upon the Rhine, and

to ſurpriſe General Imhoff. The latter was not

only upon his guard, but advanced to meet the

enemy with 6 battalions and 6 ſquadrons, came

to ačtion with them, and after a ſmart engage

ment, in which the allied troops behaved with

their uſual ſpirit, he intirely routed M. de Che

vert, took eleven of his twelve pieces of cannon,

two or three ſtandards, and a great number of

priſoners: The remainder fled with precipitation

towards Weſel. This affair is the more ho

nourable, as the diſproportion of numbers was

very great, and the General, who commanded

the French, paſſes for the ableſt and the moſt

enterpriſing of their whole army.
- , Advice
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Advice is juſt received that Prince Ferdinand

has fince marched to Santen, by which all our

communications are again opened; and that M.

de Contades has been deceived and fruſtrated in

tall he has endeavoured to do. We wait with

impatience for further particulars from the ar

my, but have not the leaſt reaſon to doubt of

the truth of the above accounts; which add like

wife, that the Engliſh troops were to paſs the

Rhine at Rees on Sunday next the 13th inſtant,

By the accounts from Heſſe Caſſel, the Prince

d’Iſenbourg had reaſſembled thoſe of his forces

that had been diſperſed, and receives great ap

plauſe for his condućt in all that country: He

has been reinforced at Eimbach with a few more

troops and militia, ſo that his force is more con

fiderable than it was, and he is marched forward

again towards the enemy: About 2000 men are

come out of Magdeburg to join him, and the

country ſeems thereupon to have taken new

courage, notwithſtanding the heavy exactions

made upon them.

The Lo N Do N Gazz t t = Extraordinary.

Friday, Auguſt 18, in the Morning.

Whitehall, Auguſt 18. -

On Wedneſday laſt a Meſſenger arrived at

the Earl of Holderneſſe’s Office, from the

King's Army, under the Command of

* Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwick, with Ad

vice of its having repaſſed the Rhine on the

roth Inſtant; and the following authentic

Account of its Motions for ſome Time paſt.

From the time that his Highneſs received the

news of Prince Soubiſe's having entered the

country of Heffe Caſſel with his army, it ap-,

peared, either that the French army under M.

de Contades muſt be reduced to the neceſſity of

calling Prince Soubiſe to their affiſtance, or that

his Highneſs would be obliged to retreat,

In the hopes, that Prince Iſenbourg would

have been able to ſtand his ground for ſome time

at leaſt in Heſſe Caffel, Prince Ferdinand of

Brunſwick reſolved to carry the ſcene of ačtion

to the Maeſe, in order to draw the enemy from

the Rhine; and had formed a plan which would

have effectually anſwered the purpoſe above

mentioned, and been produétive of the greateſt

conſequences for the public ſervice; and it was

in execution of this plan, that his Highneſs

marched to Ruremonde towards the latter end of

#. But the long and heavy rains, which had

allen in thoſe parts, had ſo broke the roads,

that his progreſs was greatly retarded; and, in

the mean time, his Highneſs was informed of

the defeat of Prince Iſenbourg's corps near Caſſel,

whereby the enemy opened to themſelves the

poſſeſſion of the Weſer, in caſe they purſued

their advantage, and conſequently might ačt in

Weſtphalia on any fide they pleaſed. In this

fituation, his Highneſs had no other option, but

a vićtory over the French, or to repaſs the Rhine.

In the firſt, he was repeatedly diſappointed, by

the backwardneſs of the French to ſtand an en

gagement; and as it was dangerous to remain

long in a poſition, where he had the French ar

my on one wing, and on the other the fortreſs

of Gueldre, (of which the garriſon had been

conſiderably reinforced) as well as ſeveral other

poſts within reach of obſtructing the convoys

and ſubſiſtence. the army; beſides the poſſibi

lity of the Engliſh troops from Embden being

prevented from joining the army, in caſe time

ſhould be left M. Soubiſe to think of intercept

ing them ; his Highneſs reſolved to march back

to the Rhine, which was accordingly executed

with the greateſt ſucceſs, in the manner con

tained in the following relation. -

Relation of the March of the King's Army from

Hellenrad, near Ruremonde, to the Rhine.

‘On the 28th of July the army moved ſtill

nearer the Maeſe, and encamped between Ru

remonde and Schwalm; the head quarters were

fixed at Hellenrad. On that day advice was re

ceived there of the ačtion, that had paſſed the

23d in Heſſe Caſſel. The enemy having ſhewn

themſelves upon our left, and taken poſſeſſion of

Bruggen, the Duke ſent the Hereditary Prince

of Brunſwick with orders to diſlodge them from

thence, and to make himſelf maſter of the town;

which was done with ſucceſs the next day. No

doubt was made but that the enemy would move

towards us ; but they ſo well covered the mo

tions of their army by detachments of light troops,

that we had but imperfeót notions thereof. In

part however we were informed of them, and

the Duke gueſſed at the reſt; inſomuch that,

having marched on the night between the 1ſt

and 2d of Auguſt towards Dulcken, he found the

enemy likewiſe on their way to the ſame place

from Dalem. M. de Contades, who probably

did not expe&t his Highneſs there, choſe rather

to go back and take up his former camp at Da

lem, than to give battle. It was the general

opinion, that there would have been an engage

ment the next day. The allied army was under

arms on the 3d very early in the morning, and

made a motion for advancing towards the ene

my; but it appeared, from the motions we ſaw

them make upon our coming on, that they would

again endeavour to avoid an ačtion. His Serene

Highneſs had reaſons that induced him not to

loſe time in purſuing an enemy, that was deter

mined not to fight. He made therefore, at eight

in the morning, diſpoſitions for the march to

Wachtendonck. The Prince of Holſtein with

the Pruſſians compoſed the rear guard; the He

reditary Prince of Brunſwick marched with the

van guard to force the poſt of Wachtendonck.

That place, as is well known, is an iſland ſur

rounded by the Niers, of a very difficult ap

proach, though without fortifications. The He

reditary Prince, not being able immediately to get

down the bridge the enemy had drawn up, with

out giving them time to recolle& themſelves,

entered the river, paſſed it with ſome companies

of grenadiers who followed his example, and

drove the enemy away with their bayonets. Af

terwards at ſun-ſet all the army paſſed the bridges

of Wachtendonck, excepting only the baggage,

which marched on during the whole night, and

the rear guard which covered that march. The

army marched onwards the fourth to Rhinber

gen, ſo little harraſſed by the enemy, that not

- a ſingle
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Lingen the 8th inſtant, in their way to Coeſ

feldt; and Lieutenant, general Imhoff, with eleven

battalions and ten ſquadrons, is arrived at Boek

holt, which being but one forced march from

Coesfeldt, his junction with the corps of Engliſh

troops becomes certain.

Before the paſſage of the Rhine, his Highneſs

received from Lieutenant-general Imhoff the fol

lowing relation of his engagement with M. Che

vert. The conſternation of the French in that

affair was ſo great, and their flight ſo precipitate,

that zooo muſquets were gathered from the

ground over which they fled.

Lieutenant-general Imhoff's Account of the Ac

tion of the 5th of Auguſt, 1758, between the

Detachment under his Command, and M. de

Chevert's Corps, near Meer.

* On the fourth of Auguſt, at ſix o'clock in

the evening, I received advice, from a good

hand, that the enemy, who were to paſs the

Lippe over three bridges, would match that night

with much artillery towards Rees, in order to

poſſeſs themſelves of that place, and burn the

bridge. As he might go thither by turning my

camp, I took the reſolution to decamp with the

four battalions and four ſquadrons under my com

mand, in order to cover Rees, and join the bat

talions of Stoltzenberg and of the Hereditary

Prince of Heſſe, that were marching under the

command of General Zaſtrow from Spick, where

they had paſſed the Rhine in boats. Having

perceived nothing of the enemy, and believing

that the accounts I had received might be falſe,

I reſolved to return to my advantageous poſt at

Meer. I ſet forward at fix in the morning,

and, after I had reached my old camp, the ad

vanced guards were no ſooner poſted, but they

found themſelves engaged with the enemy, who

advanced towards me from Weſel, under the

command of Lieutenant-general de Chevert, and

Meſſ. de Voyer and de Chavigny, Major-gene

rals, with the whole corps of troops which was

defigned to make the fiege of Duſſeldorp., My

front was covered by coppices and ditches, with a

riſing ground on my right, from whence I could

ſee the whole force that was coming againſt me.

Perceiving, then, that the enemy was marching

into this difficult ground, I reſolved to attack

them as ſoon as they had entered it. I therefore

ordered my infantry to advance about 2co paces

from the firſt hedges, and took the regiment of

Stoltzenberg from my right, to poſt it in the

coppice, in order to fall upon the left of the

enemy, whom I ſaw quite uncovered; and gave

orders to the other regiments to march, with

drums beating, up to the enemy, as ſoon as they

ſhould hear the fire of the regiment of Stoltzen

berg, and to attack them with bayonets. This

being executed with the greateſt ſpirit, by the

whole ſix battalions, had ſo great an effect, that,

after a reſiſtance of about half an hour, the enemy

was put into confuſion, and fled towards Weſel,

leaving on the ſpot eleven pieces of cannon, with

a great many waggons and other carriages with

ammunition,

• The loſs on my fide confiſts of po more than

a fingle troop of them came in fight. That

evening news was brought, that M. de Chevert

had paſſed the Lippe with 12 or 14 battalions,

and ſeveral ſquadrons, in order to join the gar

riſon of Weſel, and then fall upon the corps en

camped at Meer, under Lieutenant-general Im

hoff. There was not a moment's doubt, but

that that attack would be made the next day.

'His Serene Highneſs could have wiſhed to have

reinforced General Imhoff; but the men were

too much fatigued to begin another march the

ſame evening; and the extraordinary overflowing

of the Rhine, which rendered the bridge at Rees

impračticable, was an additional difficulty. So

M. Imhoff had no reſource but in his own good

conduët, and in the inexpreſfible bravery of his

troops, conſiſting of 6 battalions and four ſqua

drons, much weakened by different detachments

made from them. But the hand of Providence

ſo viſibly ſeconded the efforts of that handful of

men, that, after a ſharp engagement, they gained

a complete vićtory over an enemy who was triple

their number. The enemy was drove under the

cannon of Weſel, and the field of battle was

covered with their dead. Ten pieces of cannon

were taken from them, and a number of priſoners

of a moſt confiderable rank. To-day General

Wangenheim paſſed the Rhine with ſeveral bat

talions and ſquadrons to reinforce M. Imhoff,

and put him in a condition to make the utmoſt

advantage of a yićtory as complete, as it is glo

rious, to the arms of his Majeſty and of his allies.

The army marched to Santen, where they have

juſt pitched their camp this 6th of Auguſt.”

When the army arrived at Rhynberg, his

Highneſs intended to have paſſed the Rhine there,

which would have been attended with ſeveral ad

vantages: But the prodigious flood in the river,

occaſioned by the continual rains, had made it

overflow to ſuch a degree, that the ſhore was

inacceſſible; and the ſame reaſon made it im

Poffible to make uſe of the bridges at Rees. It

was therefore found neceſſary to march further

down; and, in the night between the 8th and

9th, a bridge was laid over the river at Griet

huyſen.

The enemy had prepared four boats of a par

ticular invention to deſtroy it, which were

coming down the river from Weſel; but they

were all taken on the morning of the 9th by

ſome armed barks we had upon the river, before

they could put their deſign in execution. The

ſame morning, about day-break, the army be

gºn to paſs, and the diſpoſition his Serene High

neſs was pleaſed to make for paſſing it was as fol

lows : Four ſquadrons of dragoons, the baggage

of the head quarters, the fick of the army, the

heavy artillery, the army in four divifions, the

baggage of the army, and the rear-guard, which

is upon this occaſion very ſtrong. The paſſage

was intirely compleated on the 10th, the laſt of

the rear-guard paſſing over it about ten o'clock,

without any interruption from the enemy. Prince

Ferdinand has received a letter from the Duke of

Marlborough, acquainting him, that his Grace,

with all the Engliſh troops, except Lieutenant

general Campbell's regiment of dragoons, was at 200 men killed and wounded, That of the

enemy
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enemy is not exačtly known. We have taken

354 priſoners, among whom are eleven Officers.

General Zaſtrow perfečtly well ſeconded me in

this ačtion; and all the Officers fought with the

greateſt courage. The names of theſe brave re

giments are, that of Stoltzenberg, Saxe-Gotha,

Hereditary Prince of Heſſe, and Imhoff of Brun

ſwick, and the four ſquadrons of Buſch's, which

could not ačt in the manner they wiſhed, on ac

count of the incloſures.’

The Lo N Don Gaz E t t e Extraordinary.

Friday Auguſt 18, in the Evening.

Whitehall, Auguſt 18. This morning Capt.

Edgecumbe and Capt. Amherſt arrived expreſs

from Admiral Boſcawen and Major-general Am

herſt, with an account, That, on the 26th of

July, M. le Chevalier Drucour, Governor of

Louiſburg, ſurrendered that place, by capitula

tion, on the following articles, viz.

Articles of Capitulation between their Excel

lencies Admiral Boſcawen and Major-Ge

neral Amherſt, and his Excellency M. le

Chevalier Drucour, Governor of the Iſland

of Cape Breton, of Louiſburg, the Iſland of

St. John, and their Appurtenances.

I. The garriſon of Louiſburg ſhall be priſoners

of war, and ſhall be carried to England in the

ſhips of his Britannic Majeſty.

II. All the artillery, ammunition, proviſions, as

well as the arms of any kind whatſoever, which

are at preſent in the town of Louiſburg, the

iſlands of Cape Breton and St. John, and their

appurtenances, ſhall be delivered, without the

leaſt damage, to ſuch Commiſſaries as ſhall be

appointed to receive them, for the uſe of his

Britannic Majeſty.

III. The Governor ſhall give his orders that the

troops which are in the iſland of St. John, and

its appurtenances, ſhall go on board ſuch ſhip

of war as the Admiral ſhall ſend to receive

them.

IV. The gate called Porte Dauphine ſhall be

given up to the troops of his Britannic Ma

jeſty to-morrow, at eight o'clock in the

morning; and the garriſon, including all thoſe

that carried arms, drawn up at noon on the

Eſplanade, where they ſhall lay down their

arms, colours, implements, and ornaments of

war; and the garriſon ſhall go on board, in

order to be carried to England, in a conveni

ent time.

w. The ſame care ſhall be taken of the ſick and

wounded, that are in the hoſpitals, as of thoſe

belonging to his Britannic Majeſty.

VI. The merchants and their clerks, that have

not carried arms, ſhall be ſent to France, in

ſuch manner as the Admiral ſhall think proper.

Louiſburg, July 26, 1758.

Signed Le Chevalier de Drucour.

Two hundred and twenty-one pieces of can

non, and eighteen mortars, with a confiderable

quantity of ammunition and ſtores, had been

found in the place, and it was expected that

mor; would be found. The following is the re

tº:of the ſtate of the garriſon when it capitu

ºtd.

State of the garriſon of Louiſburg, the 26th

of July, 1753, when it capitulated.
2 z z -3

.* | *.* | * .* | *

2, T. s. 3 s, F

Names of the regi- 3 || 3 || # =
ments. # a £| 3 × I

Twenty-four com- 3 3. g #.

panies of marines I - I - -

of the uſual garri- 76 6 I Io I

ſon and two of the 74 95 7

artillery

Second battalion of

Volontaires Etran- 38 I 402 || 36|| 526

gers

Second battalion of

Cambiſe 38 || 466 104 || 608

Second battalion of

Artois 32 407 || 27 || 466

Second battalion of

Bourgogne 3C 353 31 || 414.

Total of the garriſon 214 || 2374 443 3031

Sea Officers, pri-Y TIT

vate men, and ma

rines fit for duty,

with the fick a P 135||1124 1347 26ob

wounded, belong

ing to the ſhips

All the French men of war that were in the

harbour have been taken and deſtroyed, viz.

Prudent, 74 guns, burnt by the boats of the

fleet, under the Captains Leforey and Balfour.

Entreprennant, 74 guns, blown up and burnt

by a ſhot from the marine battery.

Capricieux and Celebre, each of 64 guns, burnt

by the Entreprennant.

Bienfaiſant, 64 guns, taken by the boats of

the fleet, and towed from under the walls of the

town into the eaſt harbour, by Capt. Balfour.

Apollo, 50 guns; and the Chevre, Biche,

and Fidelle frigates, were ſunk by the enemy

acroſs the harbour's mouth, to prevent the fleet's

going in.

Diana, 36 guns, taken by his Majeſty's ſhip
Boreas.

Echo, 26 guns, taken by his Majeſty's ſhip

Juno,

Of his Majeſty's Forces were killed and

wounded as follows :

- K I L L E D.

Royal.-Lieutenants Fenton and Howe.

Gen. Amheiſt's. Lieutenants Nicholſon and

Campbell.

Gen. Forbes's. Capt. Earl of Dundonald.

Gen. Webb's, Enfien Godfrey Roe.

Col. Monckton's, Lieut. Hart.

Col. Fraſer's. Capt. Bailey, Lieutenants Cuth

bert, Fraſer, and Murray.

Capt. Rogers's Rangers. Enfign Francis Ce

ruthers.

Io non-commiſſion Officers.

146 private men.

Artillery. 1 gunner, and 3 mattroſſes, -

W O U N D E D.

Col, Baſtide, Engineer in chief.

Total Priſoners 5637

Royal.

N

*
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Rºyal. Lieutenants Fitz Simmons, Bailley, and

Aſhe; Enſign Waterſon.

Gin, Amherſt's, Lieut. Hamilton, Lieut. and

Adjutant Mukins, Enfign Monneypenney. .

Gen. Forbes’s. Capt. Rycaut, Lieut. Francis

Tew.

Gen. Whitmore's, Lieutenants Pierce Butler,

John Jermyn, and William Hamilton.

Gen. Bragg's. Capt. Browne.

Gen. Otway's. Lieutenants Allan and Brown,

and Lieutenant and Adjutant Cockburn; En

fign Armſtrong.

Gen. Hopſon's, Lieut Lilley.

Gen. Webb’s. Lieut. Hopkins. ,

Col. Anſtruther's. Capt. Smith,

Col. Fraſer's. Capt. Donald M*Donald ; Lieu

tenants Alexander Campbell and John M*Do

nald.

7 non-commiſfion Officers.

2 drummers.

315 private men.

Artillery. I corporal, 1 gunner, 3 mattroſſes.

Whitehall, Auguſt 19.

Journal of the Landing of his Majeſty's Forces

on the Iſland of Cape Breton, and of the

Siege of Louiſburg, extraćted from Major

general Amherſt's Letter to the Right Ho

nourable Mr. Secretary Pitt, dated June 11

and 23, and July 6, 23, and 27.

On the 28th of May I had the good fortune

to meet Admiral Boſcawen with the fleet and

the troops coming out of the harbour of Hali

fax. Lieutenant-general Bragg's regiment, from

the bay of Fundy, joined the fleet this day.

The 29th we had fine weather; the ſhips kept

well together; the whole confiſted of 157 ſail.

The Dublin went very fickly into Halifax.

The 3oth the wind blew hard in the after

moon; the ſhips were greatly diſperſed. -

The 31ſt the wind ſometimes contrary, obli

ged us to tack, and it blew freſh.

The 1ſt of June, Capt. Rous in the Sutherland

came from off the harbour of Louiſburg; ſaid,

two ſhips had got in the 3cth; that there were

13 ſail in the harbour. We ſaw the entrance of

Gabarus at night.

The 2d. it was foggy in the morning; about

twelve ſaw Louiſburg and the ſhips in the har

bour. The fleet, with about a third of the

troops, anchored in Gabarus bay; and this even

ing, with Brigadier-generals Lawrence and Wolfe,

I reconnoitred the ſhore as near as we could, and

made a diſpoſition for landing in three places the

next morning, in caſe the troops arrived.

The enemy had a chain of poſts from Cape,

Noir to the Flat Point, and irregulars from

thence to the bottom of the bay; ſome works.

thrown up at the places which appeared pračti

cable to land at, and ſome batteries.

On the 3d moſt of the tranſports came in this

morning, all was prepared for landing; but the

ſurff on ſhore was ſo great, it was impoſſible to

land. This day Brigadier-general Whitmore ar

rived from Halifax, at which place I have left

Colonel Monckton to command. As one bay

was found to have leſs ſurff than the others, a

diſpoſition was made to land the next morning

in one place inſtead of three, -

The 4th the wind and ſurff were ſo very high,

that Admiral Boſcawen told me it was impračti

cable to land.

The 5th a great ſwell and fog in the morning,

* Admiral declared it ſtill impračticable to

anol.

The 6th an appearance of change of weather,

in the morning early: I was reſolved to ſeize the

firſt opportunity; the fignal was made to pre

pare to land between five and fix o'clock, and at

eight all the men were in the boats: The fog

came on again, and the ſwell increaſed during

the time the men were getting into the boats,

and the Admiral again declared it impračticable

to land. I ordered the troops on board their re

ſpective ſhips, firſt acquainting them with the

reaſons for ſo doing.

The 7th the weather bad in the morning; in

the afternoon the ſwell rather decreaſed, and

gave us great hopes of landing at day-break the

next morning, for which orders were given ;

and Bragg's regiment, who were in a number of

ſloops, to ſail under convoy, by the mouth of

the harbour, to Lorembec; ſending at the ſame

time a proportion of artillery deſtined for the

Light-houſe Point, with orders to make all the

ſhew they could of landing, but not to land till

further orders, intending to draw the enemy's

attention on that fide.

From the 2d to this time, the enemy has been

reinforcing their poſts, adding to their works,

cannonading and throwing ſhells at the ſhips,

and making all the preparations they can to op

poſe our landing. Seven tranſports were now

miſſing with troops on board. Three of which

came in at night. The Admiral gave all neceſ

ſary orders for the frigates to cover our landing.

On the 8th the troops were aſſembled in the

boats before break of day, in three diviſions;

and Commodore Durell having viewed the coaſt

by order of the Admiral, and giving me his opi

nion the troops might land, without danger from

the ſurff, in the bay on our left, the Kenning

ton and Halifax ſnow began the fire on the left,

followed by the Grammont, Diana, and Shannon

frigates in the center, and the Sutherland and

Squirrel upon the right. When the fire had

continued about a quarter of an hour, the boats

upon the left rowed into the ſhore, under the

command of Brigadier-general Wolfe, whoſe de

tachment was compoſed of the four eldeſt com

panies of grenadiers, followed by the light in

fantry, (a,corps of 550 men, choſen as markſ

men from the different regiments, ſerve as irre

gulars, and are commanded by Major Scott, who

was Major of brigade), and the companies of

rangers, ſupported by the Highland regiment,

and thoſe by the eight remaining companies of

grenadiers.

The diviſion on the right, under the command

of Brigadier-general Whitmore, conſiſted of the

Royal, Laſcelles, Monckton, Forbes, Anſtruther,

and Webb, and rowed to our right by the White

Point, as if intending to force a landing there.

The center divifica, under the command of

Brigadier-general Lawrence, was formed of Am

herſt's, Hopſon's, Otway's, Whitmore's, Law

rence's, and Warburton's, and made, at the ſame

time,
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time, a ſhow of landing at the freſh Water Cove.

This drew the enemy's attention to every part,

and prevented their troops, poſted along the

coaſt, from joining thoſe on their right.

The enemy ačted very wiſely, did not throw

away a ſhot, till the beats were near in ſhore,

and then direéted the whole fire of their cannon

and muſquetry upon them. The ſurff was ſo

great, that a place could hardly be found to get

a boat on ſhore. Notwithſtanding the fire of

the enemy, and the violence of the ſurff, Bri

gadier Wolfe purſued his point, and landed juſt

at their left of the Cove, took poſt, attacked

the enemy, and forced them to retreat. Many

boats overſet, ſeveral broke to pieces, and all

the men jumped into the water to get on ſhore.

So ſoon as the left diviſion was landed, the

firſt detachments of the center rowed at a proper

time to the left, and followed; then the re

mainder of the center diviſion, as faſt as the

boats could fetch them from the ſhips; and the

right diviſion followed the center in like manner.

It took up a great deal of time to land the

troops; the enemy's retreat, or rather flight,

was through the rougheſt and worſe ground I

ever ſaw ; and the purſuit ended with a canno

nading from the town, which was ſo far of

uſe, that it pointed out how near I could en

camp to inveſt it: On which the regiments

marched to their ground, and lay on their arms.

The wind increaſed, and we could not get any

thing on ſhore.

The loſs of his Majeſty's troops at landing is,

Capt. Baillie and Lieut. Cuthbert, of the High

land regiment; Lieut. Nicholſon of mine, 4 Ser

jeants, 1 Corporal, and 38 men killed; 21 were

of my regiment, (the grenadiers) of which 8

were ſhot, and the reſt drowned in trying to get

on ſhore.

Five Lieutenants, 2 Serjeants, 1 Corporal,

and 51 men wounded; and, of the five compa

nies of rangers, 1 Enfign and 3 private men

killed, I wounded, and one miſſing.

On the enemy's fide, 2 Captains of grena

diers, and 2 Lieutenants, are priſoners; 1 Offi

cºr killed, and an Indian Chief: Several men

likewiſe killed; and, I imagine, about 70 men

taken priſoners : They were ſent on board as faſt

as poſſible. By ſome of the priſoners I had in

telligence, that M. St. Julien, Colonel, com

manded in the Cove: That there were 5 bat.

talions in the town, namely, Bourgogne, Artois,

Royal Marine, Cambiſe, and Volontaires Etran

gers, with about 7co Canadians. The three firſt

regiments wintered in Louiſburg; Volontaires

Etrangers came there not long fince with part of

the fleet, and Cambiſe the night before we

Janded.

We took from the enemy three 24 pounders,

ſeven 9 pounders, and ſeven 6 pounders, 2 mor

tars, and 14 ſwivels; all which were placed

along the ſhore, to prevent our landing; with

ammunition tools, and ſtores of all kinds.

The 9th Lieutenant-general Bragg's regiment

returned in their ſloops from Lorember. The

weather continued extremely bad; the ſurff ſo

great, that we could get only ſome of our tents

en ſhore in the afternoon.

The roth the ſurff flill continued, and it was

with great difficulty that we got any thing on

ſhore.

The 11th the weather grew clear and better,

and the light 6 pounders, which I had ordered on

ſhore immediately after the troops, were now on

ly landed, and ſome artillery ſtores with them.

On the 12th, from intelligence I had re

ceived, that the enemy had deſtroyed the grand

battery, and called in their out-poſts, I detached

Brigadier Wolfe with 12oo men, 4 companies of

grenadiers, 3 companies of rangers, and ſome

light infantry, rouni the north-eaſt harb a tothe

Light houſe Point, with an intention to filence

the iſland battery, and, at the ſame time, to at

tempt to deſtroy the ſhips in the harbour; ſend

ing, at the ſame time by ſea, the proportion of

artillery, tools, &c. that had been ordered for

this ſervice.

I received, this day, a report from Brigadier

Wolfe, that he had taken poſſeſſion of the Light

houſe Point, and all the poſts on that fide the

harbour, which the enemy had abandoned, leav

ing ſeveral cannon, which were rendered uſeleſs,

tools, &c. and a great quantity of fiſh at Lorem

bec. The weather continued extremely bad;

but we got ſome tools on ſhore this night, ſo

that, on the 13th, we began to make a commu

nication from the right to the left in front of

the camp; and I ordered three redoubts on the

moſt advantageous ground in the front. A par

ty of the enemy came out this day towards our

camp, but were ſoon beat back by the light in

fantry, before two picquets could well get up to

their aſſiſtance. We worked at three redoubts

in front all night.

The 14th the enemy cannonaded us a great

part of the day. The ſurff ſtill continued ſo great,

that it was with the greateſt difficulty we could land

any thing. The fleet, under the command of

Sir Charles Hardy, which appeared yeſterday for

the firſt time, was in the night blown off to ſea.

The 15th I ſent four more mortars in a ſloop

to the Light-houſe, but we could not get any

artillery landed on this ſhore. At night two de

ſerters from the Volontaires Etrangers came in ;

ſaid they had 5 killed and 40 wounded in the

ſkirmiſh on the 13th.

The 16th, the firſt fine weather, we landed

twelve days proviſion, and got many things on

ſhore, but could not yet land any artillery.

The 17th I got Colonel Baſtide on horſeback,

and, with Colonel Williamſon and Major M'Kel

lar, we reconnoitred the whole ground as far as

we could ; and Colonel Baſtide was determined

in his opinion of making approaches by the

Green Hill, and confining the deſtrućtion of the

ſhips in the harbour, to the Light-houſe Point,

and the batteries on that ſide. I added two 8

inch mortars and three royals to the Light-houſe

batteries.

The 18th we had fine weather. Some Indians

took three of the tranſports men at the bottom

of Gabarus bay, who landed there contrary to

orders. The road for the artillery was puſhed on as

faſt as poſſible. We got three 24 pounders on

ſhore, though the furff was great the beginning

of the day.

The
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The 19th the batteries of the Light-houſe

were intended to have been opened this night,

but could not be got ready ſo ſoon. L'Echo,

a French frigate of 32 guns, was brought in-to

day; had got out of the harbour the 13th at

night, and was bound to Quebec: By her we

have intelligence, that the Bizane got out the

day we landed, and the Comette ſince our ar

rival off the harbour.

The 20th the iſland battery and ſhips fired at

the batteries on the ſhore, who began their fire

this laſt night. The enemy burnt an old ſhip

at the bottom of the harbour.

The 21ſt very bad weather, and the ſurff high.

The enemy diſcovered us making the road for

the artillery, and cannonaded us; threw ſome

ſhot into the left of the camp, but did not oblige

me to decamp any part. An advanced redoubt

towards Green-Hill was thrown up this night.

The 22d the bad weather continued ; we were

employed on the roads, and getting up a block

houſe on the left, by the Miray road, to ſecure

the communication to the north-eaſt harbour

and Light-houſe, and to hinder any parties from

going into the town.

The 23d the Admiral aſſured me there were

above a hundred boats loſt in landing the troops

and proviſions. This day fine weather ; and

we now have on ſhore twelve 24 pounders, and

fix 12 pounders. The enemy fired a great deal

from their ſhipping and iſland battery, and they

threw ſome ſhot into the left of our camp. Co

lonel Meſſervey, and moſt of his carpenters,

taken ill of the ſmall-pox, which is a very great

loſs to the army. Gabions and faſcines are

landed, and carried forward as faſt as poſſible, to

make an epaulement to Green-Hill. The bat

teries at the Light-houſe fire with ſucceſs againſt

the iſland battery, and I hope will ſoon ſilence it,

On the 24th the enemy fired on the Light

houſe batteries from the town and ſhipping, and

on our advanced redoubt, which was finiſhed,

they fired from the town. Colonel Baſtide re

mained fixed in his opinion of advancing by

Green-Hill. We had this day in the park of

artillery thirteen 24 pounders, and ſeven 12

pounders.

The 25th the cannonading continued night

and day : In the evening the iſland battery was

filenced ; their own fire had helped to break

down part of their own works: Faſcines and

gabions were forwarded to Green-Hill as faſt as

poſſible. All the men employed at work, and

making the neceſſary communications. The

enemy fired a good deal at our advanced redoubt.

The 26th a ſmall alarm on the left of a par

ty that had advanced from the town; had got

up to the block-houſe, which was not quite

finiſhed. They had with them a barrel of pitch

to ſet it on fire : The guard on it was not ſuffi

cient to oppoſe a large party ; but a detachment

was ſent out ſo quick, that they were forced to

retreat without effecting their defign, though

two of the men had been in the block-houſe,

and they were drove back into the town very

faſt. Three hundred pioneers ordered to Green

Hill. Admiral Boſcawen landed zoo marines,

and took the Poſt at Kennington-cove, which

is a great eaſe to the army. I deſired of the Ad

miral four 32 pounders and two 24 pounders to

leave at the Light-houſe, to keep the iſland bat

tery in ruin, that," with a proper number of men

intrenched there, Brigadier Wolfe, with his de

tachment, might be able to come round the har

bour, bringing his artillery with him; and to

try to deſtroy the ſhipping, and to advance to

wards the weſt gate.

The 27th one braſs 24 pounder was loſt in

12 fathom water, by ſlipping off the catamaran,

as they were coming from the ſhip to land it.

The cannon I aſked of the Admiral were landed

this night at the Light-houſe.

The 28th a great many popping ſhots and

cannonading. As the poſt at Green-Hill was

covered, we began the road over the bog, and

throwing up an epaulement. Colonel Meffervey

and his ſon both died this day; and, of his com

pany of carpenters of ro8 men, all but 16 in the

ſmall-pox, who are nurſes to the ſick. This is

particularly unlucky at this time.

The 29th cannonading continued; the frigate

fired conſtantly at the epaulement; we purſued

working at the road, which coſt a great deal of

labour : At night the enemy ſunk 4 ſhips in the

harbour's mouth; Apollo, a two-decked one;

la Fidelle of 36 guns, la Cheve, and la Biche,

of 16 guns each, and they cut off moſt of their

maſts. Remain in the harbour five of the line

of battle, and a frigate of 36 guns.

The 30th, at night, ſome firing at Kenning

ton-cove: The marines thought they ſaw In

dians: The frigate fired all night at the epaule

ment, as the men worked in the night-time.

The 1ſt of July the enemy creeped out in the

morning to get ſome old paliſades and wood.

Brigadier Wolfe and Major Scott's light infan

try puſhed them in with a very briſk fire; and

the Brigadier took poſts on the hills, from whence

it was intended to try to demoliſh the ſhipping;

we marched forward on the right, and forced th:

enemy back to Cape Noir with a ſmart fire.

The 2d the epaulement and road went on

heavily, from the extreme badneſs of the ground:

The enemy tontinued their cannonading, and

threw ſome ſhells; we ſkirmiſhed all day with

parties out of the town.

The 3d a great cannonading from the town

and ſhipping on the batteries: Brigadier Wolfe

was making an advanced work on the right,

thrown up at 650 yards from the covered way,

with an intention of erecting a battery to deſtroy

the defences of the place, it being pretty well on

the capital of the citadel baſtion; and the falling

of the ground from this place, towards the works,

would hinder diſcovering as much of the works

as would be neceſſary to do them any confidera

ble damage. In the evening the ſea Officers

thought ſome of the ſhips would try to get out

of the harbour; the batteries on the left imme

diately played on them, but it grew ſo dark they

could not continue.

The 4th a great fog; when there were glares

of light, the cannonading began; 5oo men kept

continually making faſcines,

The 5th very bad weather ; the epaulement

was haſtened on as much as Poſſible; it ſwallow

M 4
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ed up an immenſe number of faſcines, and coſt

ſome men, as the frigate cannonaded on it with

out ceaſing.

The 6th a ſloop ſailed out of the harbour with

a flag of truce to Sir Charles Hardy, to carry

ſome things to their wounded Officers and pri

ſoners.

The many difficulties of landing every thing

in almoſt a continual ſurff, the making of roads,

draining and paſſing of bogs, and putting our

felves under cover, render our approach to the

place much longer than I could wiſh.

On the 7th we had very foggy weather; can

nosading continued all day, and a good deal of

popping ſhots from the advanced poſis.

The 8th I intended an attack on ſome advan

ced poſts at Cape Noir, but it did not take place.

Col. Baſtide got a contuſion by a muſquetball on

his boot, which laid him up in the gout.

The 9th, in the night, the enemy made a

ſortie where Brigadier Lawrence commanded;

they came from Cape Noir, and, though drunk,

I am afraid rather ſurpriſed a company of grena

diers of Forbes's, commanded by Lord Dundo

nald, who were poſted in a Fleecke on the right.

Major Murray, who commanded three compa

nies of grenadiers, immediately detached one, and

drove the enemy back very eaſily . Whitmore's

and Bragg's grenadiers behaved very well on this

occaſion. Lord Dundonald was killed, Lieute

nant Tew wounded and taken priſoner, Captain

Bontein, of the Engineers, taken priſoner; one

corporal’ and three men killed, one ſerjeant and

11 men miſſing, 17 men wounded : The ſortie

was of five picquets, ſupported by 600 men; a

Captain, Chevalier de Chauvelin, was killed, a

Lieutenant wounded and taken priſoner, 17 men

killed, 4 wounded and brought off priſoners, be

ſides what wounded they carried into the town,

one of which, a Captain, died immediately.

The enemy ſent out a flag of truce to bury their

dead, which when over, the cannonading began

again. The frigate was ſo hurt ſhe hauled cloſe

to the town ; the ſhips fired very much againſt

Brigadier Wolfe’s batteries,

The Ioth the road at the epaulement went on

a little better; the enemy fired a great deal, and

threw many ſhells.

The 11th a waggoner was taken off by ſome

Indians, between the block-houſe and the left of

the north-eaſt harbour.

The 12th it rained very hard all night; not a

man in the detachment could have a dry thread

on: We made an advanced work to Green. Hill;

at night the waggoner who had been taken luc

kily made his eſcape; he ſaid they were 25o Ca

nadians. The citadel baſtion fired very ſmartly.

The 13th the enemy threw a great many

ſhells; we perfeóted our works as faſt as we

could ; bad rainy weather; the enemy was at

work at Cape Noir, to hinder us taking poſſeſſion

near that point, which is of no conſequence;

ſome deſerters came in, who ſaid a ſloop from

Miray got in three days ago.

The 14th; the batteries were traced out laſt

night, with an intention to place twenty 24

Pounders, divided in four different batteries, to

deſtroy the defences, and a battery of 7 mortars,

with ſome 12 pounders, to ricothet the works

and the town.

The 15th the cannonading and firing continu

ed; the enemy tried to throw ſome ſhells into

camp, ſuppoſed to be intended againſt our pow

der magazine: At ten at night the Lighthouſe

battery fired ſome rockets, as a fignal of ſhips

failing out of the harbour; Sir Charles Hardy

anſwered it: The frigate got out, and Sir Charles

Hardy's fleet got under ſail and went to ſea.

Before day-break Captain Sutherland, poſted at

the end of the north-eaſt harbour, was attacked,

and there was a great deal of firing; the grena

diers of Brigadier Wolfe's corps marched to ſuſ

tain him, and all the light infantry; it was over

before they could get up; and, by a deſerter from

the enemy, they were only 1oo men come from

Miray, where they left Monſ. de Boiſber", who

had, on the other fide the water, 300 men, with

boats to paſs. Major Scott, with the light in

fantry, purſued, but could not get up with them.

I encamped a corps forward.

The 16th, towards night, Brigadier Wolfe

puſhed on a corps, and took poſſeſſion of the

hills in the front of the Baraſoy, where we made

a lodgment; the enemy fired very briſkly from

the town and ſhipping.

The 17th a great fire continued from the town

and ſhipping; we reſolved to extend the paral

lel from the right to the left. The fleet re

turned.

The 18th; all laſt night the enemy fired muſ

quetry from the covered way, and tried to throw

ſhells into the camp.

The 19th I relieved the trenches by battali

ons, the 14 battalions forming 3 brigades; a

ſmart fire from the covered way: the batteries

on the left fired againſt the Baſtion Dauphine

with great ſucceſs.

The 21ſt one of the ſhips in the harbour had

ſome powder blown up in her, made a great ex

ploſion, and ſet the ſhip on fire, which ſoon

caught the ſails of two more; they burned very

faſt, and we kept firing on them the whole time,

to try to hinder the boats and people from the

town to get to their aſſiſtance; the Entrepren

nant, Capricieux, and Superb were the three

burned ſhips; the Prudent and Bienfaiſant re

mained. -

The 22d two batteries on the right opened

with thirteen 24 pounders, and another of 7

mortars, and fired with great ſucceſs; the enemy

fired very well from the town for ſome time, and

threw their ſhells into our works. Our ſhells

put the citadel in flames. I ordered Colonel

Williamſon to confine his fire as much as he

could to the defences of the place, that we might

not deſtroy the houſes. A Lieutenant of the

Royal Americans, going his rounds on an ad

vanced poſt, loſt his way, and was taken priſon

er near Cape Noir. A battery was begun on the

left for four twenty-four pounders.

The 23d the cohorns were uſed at night, and

the French mortars ſent to throw ſtones from

the trenches. The enemy fired all ſorts of old

iron, and any ſtuff they could pick up. , Colonel

Baſtide was out to-day, for the firſt time fince

he received the contuſion. “Our batteriesº
wit
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with great ſucceſs. This night the ſhells ſet fire

to the barracs, and they burnt with great vio

lence,

Onthe 24th the fire was very briſk on our fide,

ind the enemy's decreaſed. The Admiral gave

me 4oo ſeamen to help work at the batteries,

&c. and 200 miners, added to a corps of 10o

already eſtabliſhed, that we might make quick

work of it, and they were immediately employed.

The 4 gun battery opened, and another of 5

erecting. One of the men of war in the har

bour, the Benfaiſant, fired at our trenches at

high water, and the citadel and Baſtion Uauphine

fired againſt the 4 gun battery; but our men,

firing ſmall arms into the embraſures, beat the

enemy off their guns.

The 25th the batteries fired with great ſucceſs.

The Admiral ſent me word he intended to ſend

in boats with 600 men, to take or deſtroy the

Prudent and the Bienfaiſant in the harbour. I

ordered all the batteries at night to fire into the

works as much as poſſible, to keep the enemy's

attention to the land. The miners and work

men went on very well with their approaches to

the covered way, though they had a continued

and very ſmart fire from it, and grape ſhot, and

all ſorts of old iron from the guns of the ram

parts. We continued our fire without ceaſing,

and a ricochet: The boats got to the ſhips at one

in the morning, and took them both ; they were

obliged to burn the Prudent, as ſhe was aground ;

and they towed off the Bienfaiſant to the north

eaſt harbour.

The 26th the Admiral came on ſhore, and told

me he propoſed ſending 6 ſhips into the harbour

the next day. Juſt at this time I received a let

ter from the Governor, offering to capitulate,

and the articles (which are printed in the prece

ding Extraordinary Gazette) were agreed upon.

The troops remained in the trenches this night,

as uſual.

The 27th three companies of grenadiers, under

the command of Major Farquhar, took poſſeſ

fion of the weſt gate; and I ſent in Brigadier-ge

neral Whitmore to ſee the garriſon lay down their

arms, and poſt the neceſſary guards in the town,

on the ſtores, magazines, &c. and I had the

arms brought out of town, and 11 colours, which

I ſend you under the care of Capt. William Am

herſt. As I have given in orders, that I defired

every commanding Officer of a corps would ac

quaint the Officers and men that I was greatly

pleaſed with the brave and good behaviour of the

troops, which has, and always muſt inſure ſuc

ceſs; I am to acquaint you, Sir, that I took the

}. to add to it, that I would report it to the

ing. - -

Extraćt of a Letter from Admiral Boſcawen to

the Right Hon. Mr. Secretary Pitt; dated

Namur, Gabarus Bay, º 28, 1758.

I will not trouble you with a particular detail

of the landing and ſiege, but cannot help men

tioning a particular gallant action in the night

between the 25th and 26th inſtant : The boats

of the ſquadron were in two diviſions, detached

under the command of the Captains Laforey and

Balfour, to endeavour either to take or burn the

Prudeat of 74 guns, and Bienfaiſant of 64, the

only remaining French ſhips in the harbour; in

which they ſucceeded ſo well as to burn the for

mer, ſhe being a-ground, and take the latter and

tow her into the north-eaſt harbour, notwith

ftanding they were expoſed to the fire of the can

non and muſquetry of the Iſland battery, Point

Rochefort, and the town; being favoured with

a dark night. Our loſs was inconfiderable, 7

men killed and 9 wounded.

I have given the command of the Bienfaiſant

to Capt. Balfour, and the Echo, a frigate, to

Capt. Laforey; Mr. Affleck and Mr. Bickerton,

Lieutenants, who boarded the Bienfaiſant, ſuc

ceed thoſe Gentlemen in the AEtna fireſhip and

Hunter ſloop.

I have only farther to aſſure his Majeſty, that

all his Officers and troops, both ſea and land,

have ſupported the fatigue of this fiege with great

firmneſs and alacrity.

An Account of the Guns, Mortars, shot,

Shells, &c. in the Town of Louiſburg,

found upon the Surrender of the Town to

his Majeſty's Forces, under the Command

of his Excellency Major-general Amherſt.

36 pounders

Iron ordnance, #

mounted on ſtanding 12

carriages, with beds 8

and coins 6

-

Mortars, braſs,“ º inches

beds 64—

- ... trºl -—
Mortars, iron, with º

beds

9 --

Muſquets with accoutrements — 75

i

Powder, whole barrels — — 6

Muſquet cartridges — — — 8occo

balls — — — tons 13

36 pounders — 1607

Round ſhot 24— — 1658

12— — 4ooo

6 — 2336

36— – 139

Grape ſhot 24. - 134
I2, - 33o

6 - 130

Caſe ſhot — – 24 - 53

Double-headed ſhot } 24 - 245

12— – 153

13 inches - 850

IO -- - 38

Shells 8 -— — 138

- 6 -— — 27

Lead *:: - - - - { tons 12

Iron of all ſorts — — — tons 6

Wheel barrows — — — — 6co

wood - - - - 760

shovels; iron — — — — 9oo

Pickaxes — — — — — 822

Iron crows .º – – :

Iron wedges — — — -- 4+

Hand mauls - - - - 18

Pin mauks - - - - - 12

Maſons



yer - - -- -- - - - -

Maſons trowels — — — . 36

Hammers -- - - - 36

Axes - - - 18

This is all that the Commiſſaries have as yet

found, but there is undoubtedly more not yet

accounted for.

N. B. The numbers and force of the French

ſhips deſtroyed, the flate of the garriſon of Lou

iſburg, and of the killed and wounded of his Ma

jeſty's forces, are printed in the preceding Ex

traordinary Gazette.

*** See an accurate Plan of the City and

Fortifications of Louiſburg, with a Map of

Gabarus Bay, in our Magazine for May

laſt.

Whitehall, Auguſt 19.

This morning two Officers arrived with let

ters from Lieutenant-general Bligh and Capt.

Howe, to the Right Hon. Mr. Secretary Pitt,

dated Cherburg, the 16th and 17th inſtant, giv

ing an account, That his Majeſty's forces, after

having completely demoliſhed the baſon, piers,

and harbour of Cherburg, and deſtroyed all the

batteries, forts, magazines, and ſtores, at that

place, and along the coaſt, were all re-imbarked,

without the leaſt oppoſition from the enemy, in

order to purſue the further objećts of his Ma

jeſty's inſtručtions. Twenty-two fine braſs can

non, and two braſs mortars, have been ſent to

England; and 173 iron cannon, and three iron

mortars, were deſtroyed. **:::::-

Other. Accounts.

Extračt of a Letter from an Officer of Marines,

dated at Cherburg, Auguſt 13.

* Yeſterday I went on ſhore, for the firſt time,

as eſcort to the proviſions for the camp, and was

charmed with the ſight of the baſon, which is

certainly one of the fineſt in the univerſe; and,

if we can but make a ſtand of about fix days

longer, our workmen tell me I ſhall ſee the to

tal deſtruction of it. This gave me the greater

pleaſure, as it was almoſt finiſhed ; would cer

tainly have been the receptacle for privateers of

all kinds, and conſequently the greateſt annoy

ance of our channel trade of any of the French

ports, as it juſt faces the Iſle of Wight. The

army has thrown up ſlight intrenchments, and

completely cover the workmen, confifting not

only of our own people, but of many hundreds

of others, who are all paid for their labeur; and

it is incredible to conceive the deſtruction they

have already made. The enemy at preſent con

tinue at a diſtance, and are colle&ting together

as faſt as poſſible; but we hope, as they muſt

by this time pretty well know our ſtrength, that

they will not be able to give us much diſturbance,

before we have finiſhed the buſineſs for which

we were ſent here. As to the reſt, the people,

who, I am told, were greatly alarmed at our ap

proach, all ſeem now very quiet, and ſupply the

army with every thing the country affords, for

which they are punétually paid. How far reli

gion may bias them I know not; but otherwiſe,

I am perſuaded, they would much rather be ſub

jećt to our laws than their own, of the ſeverities

of which ſome ſenſible men made very heavy

complaints to us this evening.’

-*-*-* ----- *** * * *-* * * *-ſ a i v ii-g

Copy of a Letter from Spithead, dated Aug. 19.

‘We left Cherburg laſt night, at eight o'clock,

all well, and the troops embarked. Prince Ed.

ward ſteered off the laſt boat, loaded with troops,

in quality of midſhipman; he is very well, and
ſeems to like the ſea.

* We have brought the fine braſs cannon in

in a Daniſh ſhip.

* The following is the amount of the dama

ges dºne to the enemy at Cherburg. 4.

To building the piers and forts 126,ooo
To braſs cannon - — 5,ooo

Ships and timber - — 6,oco

Forts and batteries - - 15,oco

Contributions, for which we

bring two hoſtages 3eooo

Powder, ſhot, and ſmall arms 7,coo

Iron guns and mortars — — 3,oto

Other damages in general — 16,oco

Total 169,coo

beſides other contributions which are very confl
derable.”

Commodore Howe, with the fleet and tranſ

ports under his command, is arrived at Wey

mouth, from Cherburg; he has brought with

him ſeveral pieces of braſs cannon, light horſe and

hoſtages; he waits there for a fair wind to carry

him round to Plymouth, where he will take in

freſh proviſions and water, and then proceed

upon another expedition.

A Return of Braſs and Iron Ordnance, &c.

taken in and near Cherburg.
t Ordnance.

Mortars

:*
o

º

-
# f #

Atthe batteries beyondQuer- %
queville, great and ſmall

At three batteries on this ſide

ditto, 12 and 6 pounders {
At ditto, 12 pounders — — .

At Hornet, 6 pounders

At Querqueville, 12 and 14

inch mortars

At Fort Galette, 24 pounders

16 ditto

12 ditto

At ditto, 14 inch mortars. 2.

On the road to Cherburg, 12

pounders

At Longlette, 12 pounders - 3

At ditto, 14 inch mortar – r

In the town of Cherburg, of
different ſizes r

At the ſand-hill intrench

ment, 6 pounders {
At Fort Tourlaville, 42

pounders

At ditto, 14 inch mortar - I

:
:

o 52

Total 22 |99 3 i 2.

Deſtroyed at Fort Galette, 133 inch ſhells 4co
Shot of different kinds 6coo

Tlint caſks — — I

Lead ſhot caſks – 3.

Powder

º

º

s

º
º

º

º

º

*
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Powder left for the uſe of the engineers ; I

- 7
deſtroying the forts barrels

Ditto deſtroyed, with a great quantity

of flores and ſhot thrown into the 13

ſea, at the redoubt at Tourlaville

barrels

Filled cartridges for 42 pounders 4o

1 large gun

Shells of 14 inches - - 2 11

Deſtroyed at Fort Galette, ſmall arms 113

Ditto, at Cherburg, ditto and muſquetoons 300

Ditto, at Hornet, powder pounds 210oo

Ditto, at Cherburg magazine, ditto 27ooo

Ditto, match tons 4.

Cherburg, Caeſaris Burgus, a city and ſea-port

towards the extremity of the Cotentin, was

founded, according to ſome, by Julius Caeſar ;

but it does not appear that ever Caeſar was in

that part of France; and, if he had, we hear of

many cities he deſtroyed in Gaul, but of none

that he built. The town ſtands in a plain on the

north ſide of Lower Normandy, in the diſtrićt of

La Hogue, and in the peninſula of the Cotentin,

at the bottom of a large bay, in the form of a

creſcent, between the Capes of La Hogue and

Barfleur, being about 19 miles diſtant from the

former, and 16 from the latter. It has on the

north the ſea; on the eaſt a large plain, about

three miles long; on the ſouth a very agreeable

ſpot of fruitful ground, and the eminence called

the hill of Roule, on the top of which is the

great foreſt of Brix and Tourlaville ; and on the

weſt another plain about a mile and a half long.

It lies in 49 deg. 38 min, north latitude, longi

tude 16 deg. 18 min, reckoning from the meri

dian of Ferro. It is 13 miles diſtant from Va

logne, 51 from Coutances, 64 from Granville

by land, about 70 from the Iſle of Wight and

Portſmouth, 51 from Guernſey, and 57 from

Jerſey, by ſea. The town is nearly of an oval

form, and has large ſuburbs about the harbour,

and on the fide next the hill of Roule. Cher

burg was formerly very well fortified, and had a

fine caſtle to defend the mouth of the harbour.

In 1687, Lewis XIV, upon the repreſentation

of Marſhal Vauban, intended to enlarge the

town, fortified it in the modern way, and add a

large baſon to the harbour; and, in conſequence

of this reſolution, theſe works were a&ually be

gun, and the new walls were carried to a confider

able height in the year 1688; but, in the following

year, the old and new fortifications were intirely

demoliſhed; ſo that nothing of that kind now

remains but two towers, which were a part of

the old fortifications; one of which is converted

into a magazine for gun-powder.

It is pretended that the town, and more parti

tularly the caſtle, were very ancient ; and that,

when the latter was demoliſhed, there were

found in the ruins ſeveral gold medals of great

antiquity, at leaſt, much older than the art of

ſculpture in Gaul, with a face on one ſide, and

a horſe on the other, but both very ill executed,

There were alſo found ſeveral medals of Julius

Caeſar, Nero, Nerva, and other Roman Empe

tors; and under ſome rocks of the hill of Roule

a great many, with the following inſcription in

Greek characters, Nicomedes King of Epirus,

A.

It is alſo ſaid that Cherburg was a confiderable

place in the tenth century; and that it had a

public hoſpital, to which, as well as to the hoſ

pitals of Rouen, Caen, and Bayeux, William,

Duke of Normandy, firnamed the Conqueror,

added proviſion for a good many poor, that he

might obtain a diſpenſation to marry his firſt

couſin Mathilda, daughter to the Earl of Flan

ders; and, in proof of this donation, they pro

duce the teſtimonies of ſeveral old hiſtorians, and

other arguments from fačts. The town of Cher.

burg was the laſt of the whole province that re

mained in the poſſeſſion of the Engliſh; which

fell into the hands of the French, under Charles

VII, in 1453. In this city was formerly made

very fine glaſs, which, in its clearneſs and beau

ty, even excelled that of Venice; but this ma

nufacture has, for certain reaſons of ſtate, been

lately removed to Auxerre in Burgundy; and

theſe glaſſes are now poliſhed in the ſuburbs of
St. Antoine at Paris.

Before the fortifications were demoliſhed, the

town had but one entrance, and three gates one

within another, and each of theſe gates had a

draw-bridge; but no traces of theſe are now left.

The ſtreets are narrow and ill-paved; the houſes

are built of ſtone, and covered with a coarſe

kind of ſlate which that country produces; they

are however neat and well built, though not re

gular. The town and ſuburbs contain about

12oo families, or 6ooo inhabitants.

The militia of Cherburg conſiſts of four com

panies of the citizens, commanded by a Major,

an Aid-major, four Captains, four Lieutenants,

and four Enfigns or ſecond Lieutenants ; ſome

out of theſe companies mount guard daily. In

time of war, they have a conſtant guard in Fort

Gallet, which confiſts of a fourth part of the

citizens, and ſometimes of one half; and more

ſtill when an enemy is near, becauſe generally

the fleets ſhelter themſelves under this port, till

they have tide enough to carry them into the

harbour.

There are five forts built along the bay of

Cherburg, viz. The redoubt of Tourlaville, Fort

Longlet, Fort Gallet, Fort Equerdreuille, and

Fort Cherſeuil, to defend the road and the

mouth of the harbour, in time of war, againſt

the Engliſh and the privateers of Guernſey and

Jerſey, who are always cruiſing before Cherburg.

The redoubt of Tourlaville is ſituated to the

ſouth-eaſt of the town; the reſt lie towards the

weſt and north-weſt. The moſt confiderable of

them is Fort Gallet; the moſt remote from the

city is Cherſeuil. The Iſle of Pelee lies to the

north-eaſt of Cherburg, and extends in length

from N. W. to S. E. 400 toiſes, or fathoms;

and in breadth from E. N. E. to W. S. W. 3oo.

This iſland ſecures the harbour from north-eaſt

winds, but is itſelf overflowed in time of high

water.

The harbour lies on the eaſt and ſouth ſides of

the town, and the entrance to it on the ſouth

and north : The water riſes in it, at high tide,

13 or 14 feet; but, at low water, nothing re

mains in it but the water of the river. Sorne

time ago the Cherburgers built two jetties of dry

ſtone, which they lengthened a little every#.
ey
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They have likewiſe begun of late to heighten a

part of the jetty towards the weſt, but ſtill it is

covered with water in time of tide, by which

means many ſhips run againſt it; which was the

caſe of two veſſels in the year 1721, one of

which was intirely loſt. For the fituation of

Cherburg, ſee the map we have given of the ſea

coaſts of France bordering on the Britiſh channel,

in the Magazine for May, 1756.

The Lo N Don Gaz et T = Extraordinary.

Whitehall, Auguſt 22.

Extraćt of a Letter from Major-general Aber

cromby to the Right Honourable Mr. Se

cretary Pitt, dated at Camp, at Lake George,

July 12, 1758.

The embarkation of the artillery, ſtores, and

proviſions being compleated on the evening of

the 4th inſtant, next morning at break of day

the tents were ſtruck, and all the troops, amount

ing to 6367 regulars, Officers, light infantry,

and rangers included, and 9024 provincials, in

cluding Officers and batteau men, embarked in

about 9oo batteaux, and 135 whale boats, the

artillery, to cover our landing, being mounted

on rafts.

At five in the evening, reached Sabbath Day

Point (25 miles down the lake) where we halted

till ten, then got under way again, and pro

ceeded to the laiding-place (a cove leading to

the French advanced guard) which we reached

early next morning the 6th.

Upon our arrival, ſent out a reconnoitring

party; and, having met with no oppoſition,

landed the treops, fermed them in four columns,

regulars in the center, and provincials on the

flanks, and marched towards the enemy's ad

vanced guard, compoſed of one battalion, poſted

in a logged camp, which, upon our approach,

they deſerted, firſt ſetting fire to their tents, and

deſtroying every thing they could ; but, as their

retreat was very precipitate, they left ſeveral

things behind, which they had not time either

to burn or carry off. In this camp we likewiſe

found one priſoner and a dead man.

The army in the foregoing order continued

*their march through the wood, on the weſt fide,

with a deſign to inveſt Ticonderoga; but the

wood being very thick, impaſſable with any re

gularity to ſuch a body of men, and the guides

unſkilful, the troops were bewildered, and the

columns broke, falling in upon one another.

Lord Howe, at the head of the right center

column, ſupported by the light infantry, being

advanced, fell in with a French party, ſuppoſed

to confiſt of about 4oo regulars, and a few In

dians, who had likewiſe loſt themſelves in their

retreat from the advanced guard; of theſe our

flankers killed a great many, and took 143 pri

ſoners, among whom were five Officers and three

cadets.

But this ſmall ſucceſs coſt us very dear, not

as to the loſs of numbers, for we had only two

Officers killed, but as to conſequence, his Lord

fhip being the firſt man that fell in this ſkirmiſh;

and as he was, very deſervedly, univerſally be

loved and reſpečted throughout the whole army,

it is eaſy to conceive the grief and conſternation

his untimely fall occaſioned; for my part, I

cannot help owning that I felt it moſt heavily,

and lament him as ſincerely.

The 7th, the troops being greatly fatigued,

by having been one whole night on the water,

the following day conſtantly on foot, and the

next night under arms, added to their being in

want of proviſions, having dropped what they

had brought with them, in order to lighten

themſelves, it was thought moſt adviſeable to

return to the landing-place, which we according

ly did about eight that morning.

About eleven in the forenoon, ſent off Lieu

tenant-colonel Bradſtreet, with the 44th regi

ment, ſix companies of the 1ſt battalion of

Royal Americans, the batteau men, and a body

of rangers and provincials, to take poſſeſſion of

the ſaw-mill, within two miles of Ticonderoga;

which he ſoon effected, as the enemy who were

poſted there, after deſtroying the mill and break

ing down their bridge, had retired ſome time

before.

Lieutenant-colonel Bradſtreet having laid ano

ther bridge acroſs, and having ſent me notice of

his being in poſſeſſion of that ground, I accord

ingly marched thither with the troops, and we

took up our quarters there that night.

The priſoners we had taken being unanimous

in their report, that the French had 8 battalions,

ſome Canadians and colony troops, in all about

6ooo, encamped before their fort, who were in

trenching themſelves, and throwing up a breaſt

work, and that they expected a reinforcement of

3ooo Canadians, befides Indians, who had been

detached under the command of Monſ. de Levy,

to make a diverſion on the fide of the Mohawk

river, but, upon intelligence of our preparations

and near approach, had been repeatedly recalled,

and was hourly expected; it was thought moſt

adviſeable to loſe no time in making the attack;

wherefore, early in the morning of the 8th, I

ſent Mr. Clerk, the engineer, acroſs the river on

the oppoſite fide of the fort, in order to recon

noitre the enemy's intrenchments.

Upon his return, and favourable report of the

pračticability of carrying thoſe works, if attacked

before they were finiſhed, it was agreed to ſtorm

them that very day: Accordingly the rangers,

light infantry, and the right wing of provincials,

were ordered immediately to march and poſt

themſelves in a line, out of cannon-ſhot of the

intrenchments; the right extended to Lake

George, and their left to Lake Champlain, in

order that the regular troops, deſtined for the

attack of the intrenchments, might form on

their rear. -

The picquets were to begin the attack, ſuſtain

by the grenadiers, and they by the battalions :

The whole were ordered to march up briſkly,

ruſh upon the enemy's fire, and not to give

theirs, until they were within the enemy's

breaft-work.

After theſe orders iſſued, the whole army, ex

cept what had been left at the landing-place to

cover and guard the batteaux and whale-boats,

and a provincial regiment at the ſaw-mill, were

put into motion, and advanced to Ticonderoge,

where unfortunately they found the intrench

ments, not only much ſtronger than had been

repre
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repreſented, and the breaſt-work at leaſt eight or

nine feet high; but likewiſe the ground before

it covered with felled trees, the branches pointed

outwards, which ſo fatigued and retarded the ad

vancing of the troops, that, notwithſtanding all

their intrepidity and bravery, which I cannot

ſuffitiently commend, we ſuſtained ſo conſiderable

a loſs, without any proſpect of better ſucceſs, that

it was no longer prudent to remain before it 5

and it was therefore judged neceſſary, for the

preſervation of the remainder of ſo many brave

men, and to prevent a total defeat, that we

ſhould make the beſt retreat poſſible : Accor

dingly, after ſeveral repeated attacks, which

laſted upwards of four hours, under the moſt

diſadvantageous circumſtances, ahd with the loſs

of 464 regulars killed, 29 miſfing, 11 17 wound

td; and 87 provincials killed, 8 miſſing, and

239 wounded, Officers of both included, I re

tired to the camp we occupied the night before,

with the broken remains of ſeveral corps, ſend

ing away all the wounded to the batteaux, about

three miles diſtance; and early next morning we

arrived there ourſelves, embarked, and reached

this in the evening of the 9th. Immediately af

ter my return here, I ſent the wounded Officers

and men, that could be moved, to Fort Edward

and Albany. -

Return of the Names of the Officers of the ſeve

ral Regiments, who were killed and wounded

near Ticonderoga, July 8, 1758. -

17th. Lord Blakeney's regiment.— Engineer

Matthew Clerk, killed; Capt. Gordon, Capt.

Holmes, Capt. Wrightſon, Capt. Skeen, Lieut.

Cook, Enfign Elliot, wounded.

42d. Lord John-Murray's regiment. — Major

Duncan Campbell, Capt. Gordan Graham,

Capt. Thomas Graeme, Capt. John Campbell,

Capt. James Stewart, Capt. James Murray,

wounded; Captain-lieutenant John Campbell,

Lieut. . George Farquarſon, Lieut. Hugh

M'Pherſon, Lieut. William Baillie, Lieut.

John Sutherland, killed ; Lieut. William

Grant, Lieut. Robert Gray, Lieut. JohnCamp

bell, Lieut. James Grant, Lieut. John Gra

ham, Lieut. Alexander Campbell, Lieut.

Alexander M*Intoſh, Lieut. Archibald Camp

bell, Lieut. David Mill, Lieut. Patrick Bal

nevis, wounded; Enfign Peter Stewart, En

fign George Rattray, killed; Enſign John

Smith, Enfign Peter Grant, wounded.

44th. General Abercromby's regiment.-Ma

jor Eyre, Capt. Falconer, Capt. Lee, Capt.

Bartman, Capt. Bailey, Lieut. Treby, Lieut.

Sympſon, Lieut. Drummond, Lieut. Penning

ton, Lieut. Gamble, Lieut. Dagwarthy, Lieut.

Greenfield, wounded; Enſign Fraſer, killed.

46th. Lieutenant-general Thomas Murray's re

giment. —Col. Bever, killed; Major Brown

ing, wounded; Capt. Needham, Capt. Wynne,

killed; Capt. Forbes, Capt. Marſh, wounded;

Lieut. Lauike, Lieut, Loyd, Enſign Crafton,

Enfign and Quarter-maſter Carboncle, killed ;

Enfign Gordon, wounded.

55th. Late Lord Howe's regiment.—Brigadier

general Lord Howe, Col. Donaldſen, Major

Proby, killed; Capt. Bredin, Capt. Wilkins,

*unded ; Captain-ligutenant Murray, litut,

Steward, killed ; Lieut. Le Hunt, Enſign

Loyd, Quarter-maſter French, wounded.

1ſt Battalion Royal Americans.— Major Tulli

kins, Capt. Munſter, Capt. Mather, Capt.

Cockrane, wounded ; Captain - lieutenant

Forbes, Lieut. Davis, killed; Lieut. Barnſley,

Lieut. Ridge, Lieut. Wilſon, Lieut. Guy, En

fign Bailey, Enſign Gordon, Enfign M*Intoſh,

wounded.

4th Battalion Royal Americans. - Major Ru

therford, killed; Capt. Prevoſt, Capt. De

pheze, Captain-lieutenant Sloſſer, wounded ;

Lieut. Haſelwood, killed ; Lieut. M'Lean,

Lieut. Allaz, Lieut. Turnbull, Lieut. M'In

toſh, wounded.

Light Infantry, Colonel Gage's. – Capt. Glad

win, wounded; Lieut. Cumberford, killed;

Enſign Patterſon, wounded.

P R O V I N C F A L S.

Colonel Preble's.-Capt. Winſlow, Capt. Good

win, Lieut. Macomber, Lieut. Dorman, Lieut.

Adam, wounded.

Colonel De Lancey's. – Lieutenant-colonel Le

roux, wounded; Lieutenant and Adjutant

Muncey, Lieut. Gatehouſe, killed ; Lieut.

Duncan, Lieut. Degraw, Lieut. Yates, Lieut.'

Smith, wounded.

Colonel Babcock's.-Col. Babcock, Capt. John

Whiting, Lieut. Ruſſel, wounded.

Colonel Fitche's.—Lieut. Howland, killed; En

ſign Robins, wounded,

Colonel Bagley's.-Capt. Whiple, wounded;

Lieut. Burman, Lieut. Low, killed.

Colonel Johnſton's.– Lieutenant-colonel Shaw,

killed; Capt. Douglas, wounded. -

Colonel Worſter's. – Lieutenant-colonel Smed

ley, wounded.

Colonel Partridge's. – Capt. Johnſon, killed;

Capt. A. Willard, wounded; Lieut. Braggs,

killed. Auguſt 22.

Cadiz, July 18. This day Admiral Reggio

returned into this bay with the Spaniſh ſquadron

under his command, and it is expe&ted that ſome

of the ſhips will be laid up again.

Turin, July 26. The laſt letters from Tou

lon confirm the report of his Britannic Majeſty's

ſhip the St. Albans, having carried into Gibral

tar, the Loire, a frigate of 36 guns, but pierced

for 44, with two polaccas loaded with ſtores and

ammunition for Martinico.

Auguſt 26. -

Kenfington, Aug. 26. This day the Right

Hon. the Lord-Mayor, Aldermen, and Commons

of the city of London, in Common Council aſ

ſembled, waited on his Majeſty And being in

troduced to his Majeſty by the Right Hon. the

Earl of Holderneſſe, one of his Principal Secre

taries of State, Sir William Moreton, Knt. the

Recorder, made their compliments in the fol

lowing addreſs:

To the KING's, Moſt Excellent Majeſty.

The humble Addreſs of the Lord-Mayor, Al

dermen, and Commons of the City of London

in Common-Council aſſembled.

Moſt Gracious Sovereign,

Amidſt the joyful acclamat o is of your faith

ful people, permit us, your Majeſty's moſt duri

ful and loyal ſubjećts, the Lord Major, Alder
N ghen;
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men, and Commons of the city of London, in

* Common-Council aſſembled, humbly to congratu

late your Majeſty on the ſucceſs of your arms in

the conqueſt of the important fortreſs of Louis

burg, the redućtion of the iſlands of Cape Breton

and St. John, and the blow there given to a con

ſiderable part of the French navy.

An event ſo truly glorious to his Majeſty, ſo

important to the colonies, trade, and navigation of

Great Britain, and ſo fatal to the commercial

views, and naval power of France, affords a rea

fonatle proſpect of the recovery of all our rights

and poſſeſſions in America, ſo unjuſtly invaded;

and in a great meaſure anſwers the hopes we

had formed, when we beheld the French power

weakened on the coaſt of Africa, their ſhips de

ſtroyed at home, and the terror thereby ſpread

over all their coaſts.

May theſe valuable acquiſitions, ſo gloriouſly

obtained, ever continue a part of the Britiſh em

pire, as an effe&tual check to the perfidy and am

bition of a nation, whoſe repeated inſults and

uſurpations obliged your Majeſty to enter into

this juſt and neceſſary war: And may theſe in

flances of the wiſdom of your Majeſty's Councils,

of the condućt and reſolution of your Comman

ders, and of the intrepidity of your fleets and ar

mies, convince the world of the innate ſtrength

and reſources of your kingdoms, and diſpoſe your

Majeſty's enemies to yield to a ſafe and honour

able peace.

Extrađ of a Letterfrom Louiſburg, dated July 30.

Have the pleaſure to acquaint you with the

ſurrender of Louiſbourg; they capitulated the

26th. ... We had not had our batteries againſt the

town above a week, tho' we were aſhore ſeven

weeks; the badneſs of the country prevented our

approaches. It was neceſſary to make roads for

the cannon, which was a great labour, and ſome

loſs of men; but the ſpirits the army was in, is

capable of doing anything. The garriſon are pri

ſoners of war; and the people of the town to be

ſent to France. What the numbers were at firſt

I cannot tell; but now there remain 5600 ſoldiers

and ſailors. I believe their loſs by ſhot and fick

neſs to be about 20co: They buried 3co the night

before laſt, and laſt night had three waggon loads

to bury. Our loſs is about462 killed and wound

ed, 143 or 144 killed outright. We have burnt

two ſhips of 74 guns, and two of 64, and taken

one. The French ſunk in the mouth of the

harbour one of 54 guns, and 3 or 4 frigates. Three

of the ſhips were burnt by General Wolfe's batte

ries; the other two were ſurpriſed the night be

fore the capitulation by the boats of the fleet:

one of them they carrried up the harbour out of

gun-ſhot, the other was aground, and could not be

got off without the loſs of many men, which made

them burn her.

You will hear of the great honour General

In all events, we ſhall moſt chearfuſly contri

bute, to the utmoſt of our power, towards ſup

porting your Majeſty in the vigorous proſecution

of meaſures ſo nobly deſigned, and ſo wiſely di

rećted. And it ſhall be our moſt fervent prayer,

that your Majeſty may long, very long, enjoy the

fruits of your auſpicious government, in returns

of loyalty and affection from a grateful people; and

that the crown of theſe realms may flouriſh, with

equal luſtre, on the heads of your auguſt deſcen

dants, to lateſt poſterity. * *

To which Addreſs his Majeſty was pleaſed te,

return this moſt gracious Anſwer: *

* I receive this dutiful and loyal addreſs as

a freſh mark of your conſtant affection to me, and

my government; and I return you my hearty

thanks for it. The ſteady affections of my peo

ple, united in a hearty zeal for the honour of my

crown, will, I doubt not, enable me to carry on,

with vigour and ſucceſs, a war which was neceſſa

rily undertaken, to defend the religion, liberties,

and valuable poſſeſſions of my kingdoms, againſt

the unjuſt attempts of my enemies. The city of

London may always depend upon my protećtion,

and favour, and upon my conſtant care for the

extent of their trade and navigation.”

. They were all received very graciouſly, and had

the honour to kiſs his Majeſty's hand.

-- -

Wolfe has gained in the fiege. It is incredible

what he has done.

We have accounts of an action between Gene

ral Abercrombie and the French: Lord Howe

is killed.

Ourlanding was one of the boldeſt attempts that

eyer was made: General Wolfe, at the head of ſome

companies ofgrenadiersand light infantry, landedin

a bay where there were about zooomen intrench

ed up to the eyes, and defended beſides with eight

pieces of cannon and ten ſwivels; beſides all this

there was a very great ſurff, ſo great that it was

even dangerous to land, had there been no oppoſi

tion. But nothing could ſtop the impetuoſity of

our troops, headed by ſuch a General. Some of

the light infantry got on ſhore firſt, which were

followed by Fraſer's grenadiers, who drove every

thing before them. The Captain and Lieutenant

were killed in the boat before they landed, which

made the Highlanders almoſt mad: The regiment

has gained great honour, and has loſt more Officers

than any other. .

. I have mentioned light infantry: They are a

body of men draughted out of the regiments, and

cloathed ſomething like the Indians, to ſcower the

woods, which the country is intirely covered

with; and a curſed country it is!

- Occurrences Foreign and Domeſtie. From the common Paperſ.
.*

Auguſt 1.

HIS morning a loan to his Majeſty, in his

guality of Klečtor of Hanover, for two hun

dred thouſand pounds, was opened at the Bank;

which was immediately filled by the following

Gentlemen ;
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- - 1.

Sir Joſhua Vanneck — — 5oooo

Meſſrs. Backwell, Hart, and co. 5oooo

Simſon Gideon, Eſq; — — 4oooo

• Nicholas Magens, Eſq; — — 2000o

. George Amyand, Eſq; ; – – 150oo

Bartholomew Burton, Eſq; — 15oco

. Thomas Martin, Eſq; — — 5coo

- Joſeph Salvadore, Eſq; — — 50oo

2cocoo

And Meſſieurs Amyand, Backwell, Burton, and

Magens, are appointed Truſtees for the manage

ment of the ſaid loan.

- Auguſt 8. -

On the 16th ult, the new Pope, Clement XIII,

was crowned at Rome; on which occaſion tri

wmphal arches, from whence flowed fountains of

wine, were erected in many parts of the city;

and a prodigious quantity of proviſion was diſtri

buted amongſt the populace.

Auguſt 12. -

Thurſday laſt the Magdalen-houſe in Good

man's-fields was opened; when many of the Go

vernors attended, and received petitions from 50

young women, 11 of whom were admitted.

By a Dutch Eaſt-India ſhip arrived laſt week

at Amſterdam, there are letters, which give an

account, that all the Engliſh ſettlements at Ma

draſs, Bengal, China, and Bencoolen, were ſo

well fortified and provided with forces as to be in

no apprehenſions of danger from the deſigns of

the French, and that ſeveral Britiſh men of war

were cruiſing off thoſe places for their better ſe

curity.

ºr Auguſt 15. -

Concluſion of a Letter from an Officer on Board

- one of his Majeſty's ſhips juſt arrived from

Guinea, Auguſt 8.

* The 17th of May we left Senegal, and arrived

at Goree. The 26th we all came to anchor be

fore the forts, with ſprings on our cables, On

our firſt attack ſome of the enemy run from their

guns; but, finding that but few of them fell,

they all returned: In ſhort, we were warmly en

gaged for two hours and an half; when, finding

we made no impreſfion on the forts, the Commo

dore made the fignal to cut: We had ſome few

killed and wounded, Our hulls, maſts, and rig

ging were much damaged; werepaired our defects

as ſoon as poſſible, and ſailed from thence the

3oth, and called at St. Jago, one of the Cape de

Verd iſlands, to water; and from thence have had

a paſſage of nine weeks home.' . -

- Auguſt 17. - -

Edinburgh, Auguſt 10. Tueſday laſt John

Lockhart, Eſq; late Commander of his Majeſ

ty's ſhip the Tartar, now of the Chatham, was

preſented with the freedom of this city, in teſti

mony of the ſenſe the community entertain of

his diſtinguiſhed abilities, his condućt and intre

pidity, which have rendered him a terror to the

enemy, of fignal ſervice in protećting the trade,

*and an ornament to his country.

- - Auguſt 19.

We are informed that, an information having

this week been laid before the Right Hon. the

hard Mayor, that lights had been ſeen in the

works belonging to the temporary bridge, his

Lordſhip directed an inſpection to be made into

the ſaid works, to know if any attempt had been

made to ſet them on fire; and, upon examination,

it was found attempts had been made to fire the

bridge in three places: Upon which his Lordſhip

ordered a proper guard to be kept, and alſo ſum.

moned the Bridge Committee to meet on the oc

caſion, to conſider on the moſt effectual means to

Prevent the malicious deſign of again burning down

the ſaid bridge, which, it is believed, would have

happened, had not timely diſcovery been made.

Extraćt of a Letter from Amſterdam, July 29.

The Princeſs Regent ſtill continues to inſiſt

upon the point ſhe hath ſo much urged; as ap

pears from the following extraćt from the jour

mals of the ſtates of Holland and Weſt-Frieſland.

Veneris, 23 Die| ". 1758.

Her Royal Highneſs the Governante, being

come to the Aſſembly of their Noble and Great

Mightineſſes, made them the following ſpeech:

Noble, Great, and Mighty Lords,

* When I addreſſed your Noble and Great

Mightineſſes, on the 7th inſtant, on the ſubject

of the augmentation to be made in the troops of

the republic, I expected that, as the neceſſity of

that meaſure was notorious, your conſent would

not be delayed. Many members, and even the ma

jor part have in fact conſented, but not all; where

fore I again appear in the Aſſembly of your Noble

and Great Mightineſſes, not to put you in mind

of what I then repreſented to you; but again to

inform you, that the circumſtances of the repub

lic are become ſtill more critical in ſeveral re

ſpects; that, as not only the ſafety, but even theho

nour of the ſtate requires this affair to be brought

to a ſpeedy iſſº, thoſe members who are notyet

prepared to gº. their conſent, or have hitherto

sº to give it, may ſpeedily agree to this mea

re. . " -

‘I need not lay before your Noble and Great

Mightineſſes the condition of a ſtate which is fur

rounded by foreign troops, and without any de

fence, and which cannot even repel an unforeſeen

inſult; I need not repreſent to you what commerce

and navigation muſt be, when both are unſafe and

unprotećted: The unavoidable conſequences muſt

be apparent to every one that attends thereto ever
ſo little, as well as to me, who behold them with

the utmoſt anxiety. Wherefore I again inſiſt up

on a proviſion for the ſecurity of the ſtate with

that earneſtneſs which my concern for the com

mon welfare dištates. I have already demonſtra

ted, and ſhall give farther proof, that the protec

tion of our commerce and navigation has a prin

cipal ſhare in my care and vigilance. The one of

thoſe obječts muſt be attended to without neglect

ing the other.

“If we would tranſmit our liberty and the frce

exerciſe of our religion to poſterity, we muſt not

think of leaving the ſtate deſtitute of a ſufficient

force. I cannot therefore ſuffer your Noble and

Great Mightineſſes to put an end to their ſeſſion

without recommending to them once more, in the

moſt ſerious manner, the augmentation propoſed;

that, being unanimouſly agreed to, it may be im

mediately carried into execution; that the repub

lic may be ſatisfied none will force her to depart

N 2. frcin
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from the neutrality ſhe hath embraced, and to take

part in the preſent broils.

* May theſe ſerious exhortations make the ne

ceſſary impreſſion I ſhall then have the pleaſure

to ſee my country drawn out of its critical fitua

tion; and I ſhall redouble my care and vigilance,

with the divine aſſiſtance, to employ every method

for rendering it happy in all its engagements. But

if, on the contrary, I muſt continually ſtruggle

againſt oppoſition, I ſhall ſtill have the ſatisfac

tion at leaſt that none can reproach me if the re

public ſhould in the end loſe its confideration, and

be involved in ſome calamity, having ceaſed not,

as the danger approached, to forewarn you of it

whilſt there was yet time to prevent it.

Whereupon it was reſolved that their High

Mightineſſes ſhould thank her Royal Highneſs for

her conſtant zeal, her toils, and vigilance. It

was afterwards reſolved, that a copy of the

ſpeech ſhould be delivered to each member; and

that thoſe who have hitherto either deferred or

refuſed to give their conſent to the propoſed aug

mentations, ſhould be aſked to give it as ſoon as

poſſible. And as her Royal Highneſs deſigns to

ſet out to-morrow for Soeſdyck for ſome time, the

Counſellor Penfionary, in the name of their No

ble and Great Mightineſſes, and afterwards the

members, made her the proper compliments on

her journey. - -

Atuguſt 22.

Extračt of a Letter from Halifax,

* The Hon. Capt. Boyle, of his Majeſty's ſhip

the Boreas, has taken off Louiſburg, and ſent in

herc, a privateer of Bayonne, another of Marti

nico, a ſtoreſhip from Bourdeaux bound to Louiſ

burg, another from the ſame place bound to Que

beck, who fought him an hourwad three quar

ters; her cargo is valued at betweº ſixty and ſe

wenty thouſand pounds.”

The following Paragraph is taken from the

Bruſſels Gazette, which we have inſerted to

let our Readers ſee what vague and prema

ture Accounts the French Court calculate to

amuſe and deceive the People.

Paris, Auguſt 15. M. Des-Roches, an Offi

cer belonging to one of our men of war, was diſ

Patched from Louiſburg the 15th of July, and ar

rived here the 12th inſtant; he brought to the

King the following detail of the deſcent of the

Engliſh, and the fituation of affairs in that iſland:

The Engliſh, to the amount of 14,0co men,

landed in Iſle Royale, and formed the attack of

Louiſburg; but, the Canadians arriving, they

poſted themſelves in a wood behind the enemy's

camp, and haraſſed them day and night; whilſt

the garriſon, and its Officers, all in high ſpi

rits and eager for fighting, exerted their courage

by ſallies, which retarded till now the opera

tions of the fiege (becauſe that day, the 15th

of July, they were ſtill upwards of 6co toiſes

from the covered way;) and they had already

loſt near 5ooo men, in killed, wounded, and

dead of fickneſs : A kind of waſp infeſts their

camp; their ſting cauſes immediately confide

rable ſwellings, and ſoon after inſupportable

Pain : Their troops ſuffer alſo much by deſer

ticn.’ This detail leaves room to preſume, that

the Engliſh will be oblig d to raiſe the fiege and

º

retire from the iſland; but they will not do ſo

with impunity. /

Auguſt 24.

The account of a French ſhip of 74 guns being

taken by Commodore Moore, and ſent into Anti

gua, is confirmed. She is called the Florizon,

and was one of thoſe that were drove aſhore at the

Iſle of Aix,when they threw their guns overboard,

This week five watermen, armed with blun

derbuſſes and cutlaſſes, have watched from ten at

night till five in the morning, ſtationed in a boat

under the grand arch at London-bridge, to prevent

any attempts to ſet fire to the temporary bridge.

Dantzick, Auguſt 1. All the letters from Po.

land ſeem to forbode that that kingdom will ſoon

become the theatre of war. The Ruſſians are

aſſembling there in great numbers, and the Pruſ

fians approaching the frontiers, with expreſs orders

to attack the enemies wherever they find them,

The Grandees of the kingdom are divided in their

ſentiments, and view the preſent circumſtances of

affairs in very different lights, which is likely to

cauſe a great fermentation among them. Several

palatines have aétually told the King that he

muſt either engage the Empreſs of Ruſſia to with

draw her troops, or expect to ſee the Poles join

the Pruſſians in order to drive out the Ruſſians,

whom they look upon as the firſt diſturbers of the

repoſe of the ſtate.

Berlin, Auguſt 8. According to the lateſt ad

vices from the King's army in Bohemia, it was

ſtill encamped on the 4th of this month at Jeſenitz

on the Metau. During its march from Moravia

it had taken upwards of 8oo priſoners; and his

Majeſty, to the great aſtoniſhment of his enemies

themſelves, had hitherto preſerved all his artillery

and baggage. Auguſt 25.

The States General have prohibited the expor

tation of hay and ſtraw from their territories, be

fore the 1ſt of July 1759.

They write from Madrid, of the 31ſt ult, that

the extreme unétion was adminiſtered to the Queen

of Spain the day before, and that the news of her

death was every moment expečted,

Wedneſday night a meſſenger arrived at Ken

ſington, with an account that the Engliſh forces,

under the command of the Duke of Marlborough,

had joined Prince Ferdinand, and that the troops

were all encamped together.

Hague, Auguſt 2. The Count d'Affry, the

French Ambaſſador, preſented the following me

morial to the States General, July 25.

High and Mighty Lords,

• On the repeated ſollicitations which M. de

Barkenrode hath been ordered to make, and on

thoſe which the Counſellor penſionary hath often

made, particularly of late, that the King, my

Maſter, would be graciouſly pleaſed to grant a

bounty on herrings taken by the Dutch and im

ported into France; his Majeſty authoriſes me to

declare to your High Mightineſſes, that he is diſ

poſed to grant your ſubjećts ſuch bounty; which

ſhall be immediately ſettled at Paris, agreeably to

the inſtrućtions which your High Mightineſſes

ſhall be pleaſed to ſend, on that head, to M.

Barkenrode your Ambaſſador.

• The King, my Maſter, has determined to

grant this favour to the Republic, from hisfiº,
ſhip
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ſhip for her, and his aſſurance that the Republic

will never depart from that ſyſtem of equity and

neutrality which ſhe hath adopted with regard to

the preſent war.”

The gaining of this point is an evident proof

that their High Mightineſſes let ſlip no occaſion

of promoting the trade of their ſubjećts, and gives

us room to hope, that they will leave no ſtone un

turned to obtain from the court of London redreſs

of the crying grievances, which excite the juſt

complaints of all our trading towns and colonies.

Auguſt 26.

It is ſaid an additional duty will be laid upon

all goods imported from Holland. .

The following, we are aſſured, is an authentic

account of the French navy, and the number of

ſhips that have been taken, loſt, and deſtroyed:

Ships of the Line.

1 of 116 guns.

1-114—

I- loo-

I– 90—

6- 84 —, I taken.

32- 74-, 5 taken or burnt.

3- 7o— -

26- 64—, 6 taken, burnt, or loſt.

5- 6o—, I taken. --

13- 5o –, 6 taken, ſunk, or loſt.

89 19

Frigates.

2 of 44 guns.

2-40 —, 2 taken.

7-36—, 7 taken or burnt.

2-34—

14–30 —-, 2 taken or loſt.

1–28

7–26 —, 3 taken, ſunk, or burnt,

14-24—, I taken.

1-22 —, I taken.

1 — 18—

5-16 —, 3 taken or ſunk.

7-12-

3 r

The followingBrian are extraćted from a

Letter written by an Officer now at Louiſ

burg, dated July 28.

‘That, on the 8th of June, when the French

were driven from their works by the firſt of our

troops that landed, they left behind them their

magazine of powder, and their ſuttlers grand tent

for ſupplying the troops deſtined to prevent our

landing, with two thouſand loaves, ſeven bags of

bread, an hundred kegs of wine, and as many of

brandy, ſeven hundred dollars, and other valuable

things. The bread, wine, and brandy, were of

great ſervice, as our people could receive but little

from the ſhips, the ſea running ſo high.

* That the Indian Chief, who was ſlain at the

landing, had a medal at his breaſt (repreſenting the

French King, in a Roman dreſs, ſhaking hands

with an Indian, the motto “Honor et virtus') and

alſo a crucifix ſuſpended by a chain.

“And that the Echo frigate, which got out of

Louiſburg harbour in the night of the 13th of.

aly, but was taken by the Scarborough and Juno,

on board the Governor's Lady, with ſome o

3

thers of the French gentry, with their plate, jew

els, and other valuable effects, and conſequently

will be a very valuable prize.”

Auguſt 28.

Inſcription on the Pier at Cherburg.

Hanc juſt Lodovix, ſuaſit Floraeus, et undis

Curavit mediis Asfeldus ſurgere molem,

Non alias votis almae praeſentior urbis.

Ars franavit aquas, fluêtus domuitque minaces,

Hinc tutela viget, ſtat copia, gloria creſcit,

Hinc rex, hinc ſapiens, heroſque manebit in

aevum. .

LupovIci xv. Jussu,

FL or AE1 cons 1 lio,

AsFr LD 1 DucTu

STAT hat c Moles.

Ars naturae vićtrix aquarum impetum refraenat,

facilem navibus tempeſtate actis aditum dat, tute

lam aſſerit, copiam invehit, gloriam perpetuat, fi

mulque principem, ſapientem, heroa poſteritati

commendat. -

Tranſlated by an Officer in the Army.

Lewis and Fleury truſt to Asfeld's care,

Amidſt the waves, to raiſe this mighty pier.

Propitious to our pray'rs the fabric ſtood,

Curb’d the fierce tide, and tam'd the threat'ning

flood:

Hence wealth and ſafety flow, hence.juſt renown

The King, the Stateſman, and the Hero crown.

On the Demolition of the Pier.

Lewis and Fleury muſt, with Asfeld, now

Reſign to George, to Pitt, to Bligh, and Howe.

One blaſt deſtroy'd the labour of an age,

Let looſe the tides, and bid the billows rage:

Their wealth and ſafety gone, their glory loſt,

The King's, the Stateſman's, and the Hero's boaſt.

B I R T H S.

Son and heir to the Lady of the Marquis

of Tweedale, in Groſvenor-ſtreet.

A ſon to the Lady of John-William Bacon,

Eſq; of Newton-Capp, near Biſhop-Auckland.

M A R R I A G E S.

E.W. Mr. Fairchild, to Miſs Ann Stuke

R ley, daughter of the Rev. Dr. Stukeley,

ećtor of St. George the Martyr in Queen-ſquare,

Holborn.

Sir Wyndham Waſhbury, Bart. of Babington,

to Miſs Judith Long.

Right Rev. Dr. Hume, Biſhop of Oxford, to

the Lady Mary Hay, fiſter to the preſent Earl of

Kinnoul. .

William Deeds, Eſq; at St. Stephen's near

Canterbury, to Miſs Bramſton, daughter ofTho

mas Bramſton, Eſq; of Skreens in Eſſex.

Right Hon. the Lord Feverſham, to Miſs Ann

Hales, third daughter of Sir Thomas Hales, Bart.

of Howlett in Kent.

Rev. Mr. Hey, of the county of Kent, to Miſs

Etheldred Lynch, daughter to the Dean of Can

terbury.

John Caſling, Eſq; of Holborn, to Miſs Polly

Wynn, of Great Marlborough-ſtreet.

Collyer, Eſq; to Miſs French, ofChar

terhouſe-ſquare.

Philip-Carteret Webb, Eſq; Sollicitor to the

Treaſury, to Miſs Rhoda Coates, daughter of La

Delves.dy William
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William Ruſſel, Eſq; of Worceſter, to Miſs

Polly Edmonds, of Leominſter,

Francis Auſten, Eſq; of Sevenoaks in the coun

ty of Kent, to Mrs. Lennard, widow of Samuel

Lennard, Eſq; of Wickham-court in the ſaid:...

county. ..

Daniel Wray, Eſq; Deputy to the Right Hon.

Philip Viſcount Royſton, one of the four Tellers

of the Exchequer, to Miſs Darell, daughter of

Robert Darell, Eſq; of Richmond.

Titus Melmoth, Eſq; at Biceſter in Oxford

fhire, to Miſs Sukey Cartwright. . -

Dr. James Hibbens, one of the phyſicians to

the London Hoſpital, to Mrs. Culver, widow of

the late— Culver, Eſq; one of his Majeſty's

Juſtices of the peace for Eſſex.

B E A T H S. -

IGHT Hon. George Hay, Earl of Kin

noul, Viſcount Dupplin, and Baron of

Kinfairns in Scotland, and Baron Hay, of Ped

wardin in England.

Charles Hitchcock, Eſq; at North-End.

Miſs Robinſon, eldeſt daughter of Sir Thomas

Robinſon, Knt. of the Bath, and Maſter of the

Great Wardrobe.

Right Hon. Francis Willoughby, Lord Middle

ton, at Bath.

Right Hon. George Booth, Earl of Warring

ton, Baron Delamer, at Durham Maſfie in

Cheſhire.

Lord Howe, Brigadier-general, in America.

Rt. Hon. the Earl of Dundonald, at Louiſburg.

Rev. Mr. Swainſton, at Sunderland.

Lieut. Colonel Richard Harward, at Chelſea,

Lady of the Right Hon, Lord Baltimore, ſiſter

to the Duke of Bridgewater. -

John Eyles, Eſq; Warden of the Fleet priſon.

Mr. Arnold, at Hampſtead, in partnerſhip

with Meſſ. Hoare and company, bankers, in

Fleet-ſtreet.

Miſs Gore, daughter of Henry Gore, Eſq; at

Richmond, -

Giles Earle, Eſq; at Eaſtcoat, near Malmſbu

ry in Wiltſhire.

Thomas Fanſhawe, Eſq; at Parſlowe in Eſſex,

, Henry Rieſly, Eſq; at Iſleworth.

Thomas Shelly, Eſq; a chief Clerk under the

Right Hon. William Pitt, Eſq.

James Buchanan, Eſq; at Highgate, :

Mr. James Royſton jun, wine-merchant, in

Great St. Helen's,

Mr. Abraham Watkins, timber-merchant, in

Oxford Road,

P R E F E R M E N T S,

E V. Mr. Samuel Wiſeman, to the reët,

of Muſſelden in Wilts.

Rev. Mr. Moſes White, to the reët. of Rede

ham in Norfolk.

Rev. Mr. James Safford, to the vic, of Met

tingham in Suffolk.

Rev. Mr. Joſeph Goſling, to the vic. of Gat

ley in the county of Norfolk.

Rev. Dr. Thomas Robinſon, to the Archdea

sonry of Northumberland,

Rev. Mr. Richard Winne, to the reët. ofAy

ott St. Lawrence in Hertfordſhire.

P R O M O TI O N.S.

I R James Lowther, Bart. to be Lieutenant

of the cºunty of Weſtmordland,

-

Right Hon. John Viſcount Caſtlecomer, te rise

dignity of an Earl of the kingdom of Ireland, by

the name, ſtile, and title of Earl of Wandesford,

in the county of Kilkenny. -

Right Hon. Charles Baron Moore, of Tulla

moore, to the dignity of an Earl of the kingdom

of Ireland, by the name, ſtile, and title of Earl

of Charleville, in the King's county.

Sir Arthur Gore, Bart. to the dignities of Ba

ron and Viſcount of the kingdom of Ireland, by

the name, ſtile, and title of Baron Saunders, of

eeps, in the county of Wexford, and Viſcount

Sudley, of Caſtle-Gore, in the county of Mayo.

Right Hona John Bowes, Eſq; to the dignity
of ajº the kingdom of Ireland, by the

name, ſtile, and title of Baron Bowes, of Clon

lyon, in the county of Meath. -

Right Hon. the Dowager Baroneſs of Athun

ry, to the dignity of a Counteſs of the kingdom

of Ireland, by the name, ſtile, and title of Coun

teſs of Brandon, in the county of Kilkenny. i

Sir Maurice Croſby, Knt. to the dignity of a

Baron of the kingdom of Ireland, by the name,

ſtile, and title of Baron of Branden, in the coun

ty of Kerry.

William Anneſley, Eſq; to the dignity of a

Baron of the kingdom of Ireland, by the name,

ſtile, and title of Baron Anneſley, of Caſtle-Wei

lan, in the county of Downe,

James Stopford, Eſq; to the dignity of a Baron

of the kingdom of Ireland, by the name, ſtile,

and title of Baron Courtown, in the county of

Wexford. • -

John Lyſaght the elder, Eſq; to the dignity of

a Baron of the kingdom of Ireland, by the name,

ſtile, and title of Baron Liſle, of Mount North,

in the county of Cork.

.**
-

-

B–K—TS. From the GAzzTTE.

AMES Haynes the elder, of Clerkenwell

Green, in the county of Middleſex, carpenter.

James Stewart, otherwiſe James Stewart Stew

art, late of Friday-ſtreet, London, linen-draper.

Henry Leeſon, late of the Strand, in the coun

ty of Middleſex, haberdaſher and chapman,

Henry Blomfield, of Sternfield, in the county

Suffolk, tanner, dealer, and chapman. -

John Bentley, of the pariſh of St. Mary Wool

church-haw, London, butcher, dealer, and chap

finan, .

Anna-Maria Blackſtone, of the pariſh of St.

George Hanover-ſquare, in the county of Mid

dleſex, milliner, dealer, and chapwoman.

Iſaac Reynous, of the pariſh of St. Mary le.

Bone, in the county of Middleſex, broker and

chapman, -

John Catts, of Bridge-ſtreet, Weſtminſter, ha

berdaſher, dealer, and chapman.

John Maſon, now or late of the city of Bath,

in the county of Somerſet, ſtaymaker, ſhopkeep

er, dealer, and chapman.

John Burton, of Skipton, in the county of

York, grocer.

Nicholas Lilley, of Aſhton under Line, in the

county of Lancaſter, clothier, dealer, and chap

man.

Edward Watſon, of Leadenhall-ſtreet, London,

cabinet and chair maker,

- B O O KS



B O O K S publiſhed in A U GUST.

HINGS as they are. Hooper, 2s. Things ſet in a proper Light. Pridden, 1s.

The Virtues of Valerian in Nervous Diſ- A Survey of the Search after Souls, by Dr. Cow

ºries. By John Hill, M. D. Baldwin, 1s. ard, Dr. S. Clarke, Mr. Baxter, Dr, Sykes,

The Inportance of the African Expedition conſi-. Dr. Law, Mr. Peckard, and others. By Ca

dere. By Malachy Poſtlethwayt, Eſq., Coo- leb Fleming. Henderſon, 4s.

per, 1s. 6d. - - A Letter to the Rev. Dr. Lowth, Prebendary of

A conplete Hiſtory of the Riſe and Progreſs and Durham, &c. Baldwin, 1 s.

preſent State of the Navy of England. Coo- Remarks on the Tenets and Principles of the

per, I s. Quakers. Withers, 5 s.

The Conſtrućtion of the Nerves, &c. By Chriſ Alpha and Omega, a Poem. By Lewis Jones,

tian Uvedale, M. D. Baldwin, 1 s. 6d. A. B. Davey and Law, 2 s.

AM:teorolºgical journal of the Weather, from July 24, to Auguſt 24, incluſive, 1758.

Oppoſite Saliſbury-court, Fleet-ſtreet, Aug. 24, 1758. John Cuff.

slBarom. Ther. Ther. - -
-º Inch, º: high. | wing - - - - w: A T H E R.

25 29.9 54 || 59 N. . A cloudy day with rain, afternoon wind S. W.

zé 29.65-1 38 - 60 S. W. H. A fine morning, afternoon cloudy with rain, wind S.

27] 29.72 59 62 | S. W. || A fine day. - - -

23|29.9 38 59 S.W. A rainy morning, a fine afternoon

29 || 36.65 56 61 W. A fine day, afternoon wind E.

30 29.75 59 64 E. Ditto.

31 29.55 66 62 | N. E. A cloudy day with rain. -

Aug. -

1 29.8 61 63 | N. E. Ditto. -

2 29.95 62 64 |S. W. Rain early in the morning, afterwards a fine day, wind W.

3 30, 6o 63 | N. W. A fine day. - - -

4 || 29.8 62 || 67 E. Ditto. -

5 29.78 63 || 65|S. W. Ditto.

6 29.78 62 || 65|S. W. Ditto. -

7 29.8 64 65 S. W. A fine morning, rain about 12 o'clock, a fine afternoon.

13| 29.78 62 64 S. A fine day, afternoon wind S.W.

9 29.82 61. 64 S. W. A fine morning, afternoon cloudy with ſmall rain.

io || 29.75 59 63 S. W. A fine morning, afternoon ſmall ſhowers of rain.

11 || 29.9 60- 65 | N. W. Cloudy in the morning early, afterwards a fine day.

12 29.85 / 58 || 63 | N. W. Ditto, Ditto.

*3 29.9 58 66 | N. W. A fine day. . -

14 29.95 || 63 || 64 || N. W. Ditto. -

15 29.92 || 62 || 64 || S. W. A cloudy day with ſmall rain, rain in the night.

26 29.95 || 61 || 65 N.W. A fine day. --- -

17| 29.95 : 58 62 W. Ditto.

18| 29.9 || 61 63 S. W. Rain early in the morning, a fine day.

19 || 30.18 56 || 62 W. A fine day. -

zo 30.18 61 || 63 || W. Ditto.
21 || 29.93 6o 64 S. W. Ditto, afternoon wind S.

22 29.68 62 65 S. E. Ditto, afternoon wind S. W.

23 || 30, 58 63 | N. W. Ditto, afternoon wind W.

24 29.68-1 57 | 66 E. A fine morning, a rainy afternoon with thund. and lightn.

- -
T H E -

PROPRIETORS of the UNIVERSAL MAGAZINE

- Hereby acquaint the PUBL I C,

That in the Magazine for the Month of MAY §: was publiſhed, a large

Whole-Sheet Plan of Louiſburg, with a Deſcription of the Town and Harbour, being

much the beſt of any publiſhed. -

Alſo, in the Magazine forMAY 1756, was a large and corre&t Map of the Sea-Coa

...” &c. of England and France, bordering on the Britiſh Channel, fine!

Coloured. -

And, in QCTOBER 1755, a whole SheetMap of the Britiſh and French Settlements

in North America, finely coloured, in which is a Plan of Fort Frederick at Crown

Point, built by the French in 1731.
Printed for J. Hinton, at the King's-Arms in Newgate-ſtreet,

Where may be had, any fingle Numbers at 4 d, each,

-
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The Universal MAGAZINE for SEPTEMBER, 1758. fog

A Geographical Deſcription of the South-weſt Part of Germany, comprehending the

Circles of the Upper and Lower Rhine, Swabia, Franconia, Burgundy, Lorrain,

and the Countries adjacent (which is a Continuation of the Accounts already given of

Saxony, Brandenburg, Sileſia, Poland, and Bohemia, in the Magazine for No

vember, 1756; of Pruſſia, Pomerania, &c. in the Magazine for February, 1757;

of the Circles of Lower Saxony and Weſtphalia, in the Magazine fºr April, 1758;

and of the Circles of Auſtria and Bavaria, with a Part of Franconia and Bohemia,

and the Marquiſate of Moravia, in the Magazine for June, 17i. to which Maps

etare annexed) in order to exhibit the preſent State of the War

Pruſſia and the Auſtrians, &c.

ween the King of

illuſtrated with a new and accurate Map of thoſe Countries, and others adjacent, finely
coloured.

Tº: duchy of Brabant is bounded on

- the north by Holland and Gelder

land; on the weſt by Zealand and Flanders;

... on the ſouth by the counties of Hainault

* and Namur; and on the eaſt by the princi

T. and biſhopric of Liege and a part of

Pruſſian Gelderland. This province, in

cluding the marquiſate of the Holy Empire,

d the lordſhip of Mechlin, which are

conſidered by ſome geographers as parts

ereof, is about 75 miles long, and 65

oad; its air is generally ſalubrious, and

s ſoil extremely fertile, except in ſome of

the northern parts, which are ſandy and
ren.

| Bruſſels, the capital city of Brabant, and

ll the Netherlands, ſtands on the little river

ne, which runs through it, 2.5 miles

uth of Antwerp, 13 weſt of Louvain, 28

of Oudenarde, and as many ſouth-eaſt

ºf Ghent; it makes a very fine appearance,

as you paſs to it from Aloft, being ſituated

on the brow of a hill; and it has ſeven

tes, each of which leads to extenſive ſub

rbs, wherein the citizens have gardens for

eir recreation in the ſummer ſeaſon. Its

reets, though ſteep, are ſpacious, and the

ouſes, for the moſt part, lofty; and, as to

trade, it confiſts of camblets, laces, and

e tapeſtries, manufačtured here, which

ſend all over Europe.

Louvain ſtands on the river Dyle, almoſt

Scheld : it lies 25 miles north of Bruſſels,

27 north-eaſt of Ghent, 20 ſouth of Ber

ghem-op-Zoom ; and almoſt 15 north-eaſt

of Mechlin. It was formerly the empo

rium for trade on this fide of Europe; but

it fince departed from Antwerp to Am

ſterdam in Holland. It is an epiſcopal ſee,

ſuffragan to the Archbiſhop of Mechlin;

and, as to its citadel, which is very ſtron

and regular, and of an exact pentagona

figure, it commands the town, the river,

and the adjacent country : It is now ſubjećt
to the Houſe of Auſtria. -

Mechlin, the capital of the lordſhip ſo

named, ſtands on the ſmall river Dyle, 15

miles ſouth of Antwerp, 12 north of Bruſ

ſels, and about 12 north-weſt of Louvain;

it is an archiepiſcopal fee; and the Arch

biſhop has, within his juriſdićtion, five Suf

fragans, 17 cities, and 455 villages. The

inhabitants carry on a confiderable trade in

corn, blankets, and thread; but their chief

manufacture is that of fine laces, which

are famous in all parts of Europe ; It is

ſubject to the Houſe of Auſtria. '

The province of Limburg is bounded on

the north and eaſt by the duchy of Juliers;

on the ſouth, by a ſmall part of the duchy

of Luxemburg, and by the country and bi

ſhopric of Liege, which ſurrounds it like

wiſe on the weſt. It is about 36 miles

long, and 25 broad; and it is uſually di.

3 miles eaſt of Bruſſels, 11 ſouth-eaſt ofºvided into four parts, viz. the duchy of

echlin, 34 north-weſt of Liege, and 26

th of §: It is a large, ſtrong,

ancient city, ſituated in a very fruit

All ſoil, and once had a very flouriſhing

rade, which principally conſiſted in its

woollen manufačtures; but it is inconfider.

ible at preſent, and chiefly conſiſts in the

ellent beer, brewed here, which they

d, in great quantities, to the neigh

buring cities : It is ſubjećt to the Houſe

of Auſtria.

\ Antwerp, the capital of the marquiſite

f the Holy Empire, and formerly the me.

tropolis of the Spaniſh Netherlands, ſtands,

| in low and fenny ground, on the river

F. Nuxº, CLVIII, Vol. XXIII,

!

º

Limburg, properly ſo named; the lordſhip

of Dalem; the lordſhip of Rolduc ; and the

lordſhip of Falkenburg. The duchy be

longs wholly to the Houſe of Auſtria; but

the three lordſhips are divided between that

Houſe and the States-general of the United

Provinces, by virtue of a treaty made, be

tween them and the King of Spain, in 1664.

Limburg is alſo the name of the capital city

of the whole province, which is ſituated on

a fine and fruitful hill, at the foot whereof

runs the little river Weſe, 15 leagues ſouth

of Aix-la-Chapelle, 24 ſouth-eaſt of Maeſ

tricht, and 23 eaſt of Liege.

The earldom of Namur is bounded by

Q - Brabant
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Brabant on the north, the biſhopric of Liege

on the eaſt and ſouth, and Hainault on the

weſt; it is about 30 miles long, and 28

broad. Namur is its principal city, which

ſtands on the conflux of the rivers Sambre

and Meuſe, 16 miles ſouth-weſt of Huy,

9 north of Dinant, 14 eaſt of Charleroy,

3o ſouth-eaſt of Bruſſels, and 26 ſouth of

Louvain; it is accounted the ſtrongeſt for

treſs in Europe; and it is ſubject to the

. Houſe of Auſtria.

The province of Luxemburg, alſo termed

a duchy, is bounded on the north by the

biſhopric of Liège, a ſmall part of Limburg,

and the territory of Stablo; on the eaſt by

the country of Eyffel and the eleētorate of

Treves ; on the ſouth by Lorrain, or rather

French Luxemburg; on the ſouth-weſt by

Champagne; and on the weſt it extends to

the river Meuſe, or a little beyond it: It is,

in its greateſt extent, excluſive of French

Luxemburg, between 50 and 6o Engliſh

miles long, and about 70 broad. Luxem

burg, the capital city of this province, from

whence it derives its name, lies 23 miles

ſouth-weſt of Treves or Triers, 16 north

of Thionville, 43 eaſt of Sedan, and 52

ſouth of Limburg; it was taken from the

French in 1701, and by the peace of Utrecht

iven to the States-general of the United

rovinces, as a barrier town againſt the

French; but it was ſurrendered to the late

Emperor in 1715.

French Luxemburg is that part of the

duchy which the French had ſeized, and

that was ſurrendered to them by the treaty

of the Pyrenees; it is comprehended under

the government of Lorrain, and is bounded

on the north by the Auſtrian Luxemburg;

on the eaſt by the river Moſelle and the

archbiſhopric of Treves; on the ſouth by

Lorrain and Bar; and on the ſouth-weſt

and weſt it is divided from Champagne by

the river Meuſe. Thionville, one of the

moſt noted towns of French Luxemburg, is

ſituated on the weſtern bank of the Moſelle,

in 1734; and he has given the title of Duke

of Lorrain to his father-in-law Staniſlaus,

once ...; of Poland, to repair his loſs of

that kingdom. The three biſhoprics, viz.

Metz, Verdun, and Toul, form, as it were,

an equilateral triangle, in the northern and

weſtern parts of Lorrain; and they were,

for ever, with their whole dioceſes, ceded

to the French by the treaty of Weſtphalia,

concluded in 1648.

Metz, the capital city of Meſfin, ſtands

on the conflux of the rivers Seille and Mo

ſelle, in a very fertile country, zo miles

north of Nanci, 12 ſouth of Thionville, 33

eaſt of Verdun, and about 150 likewiſe eaſt

9f Paris; it is dignified with an epiſcopal

ſee under the Metropolitan of Treves ; and

the Biſhop's income amounts to 9o,ooo li

wres per annum. . This place is invironed

with ancient and irregular fortifications,

which have been ſince ſurrounded with 15

baſtions and other modern works. Near

the river is a large intrenchment confiſting

of two half baſtions and a great curtain,

after the manner of the Chevalier de Ville;

and Marſhal Vauban has covered the face

of it with a large half-moon, and the front

of the citadel with a ſpacious horn-work.

This city is now three times leſs than it was

about zoo years ago; though it ſtill con

tains 16 pariſhes and 20,000 inhabitants;

and it may be juſtly accounted one of the

moſt beautiful and agreeable cities in the

kingdom. Metz and Verdun, with their

dependencies, are under one and the ſame

Governor ; and Toul under another.

Verdun, an ancient and opulent city, is

fituated on the Meuſe, about 34 miles weſt

of Metz, and 35 north of Toul; and, as it

is a place of very great importance, its walls

are flanked with ten baſtions, and defended

by a ſtrong citadel, repaired and improved

by Marſhal Vauban. The Biſhop of this

ſee, who is ſtiled Count of Verdun, and

Prince of the Holy Empire, is Suffragan to

the Archbiſhop of Treves; and his annual

16 miles ſouth of Luxemburg, and 12 be--income amounts to about 50,000 livres.

low Metz to the north; it is intirely inha

bited by Germans, who ſpeak the German

language; and their number is reckoned not

to exceed 550.

The duchy of Lorrain and Baris bounded

on the north by Luxemburg and the Pala

tinate of the Rhine; on the eaſt by Alſace;

on the ſouth by Franche-Compte; and on

the weſt by Champagne: It is about 11o

Engliſh miles long, and roo broad. This

country is divided into the duchy of Lor

rain, properly ſo called; the duchy of Bar;

and the three biſhoprics. The laſt part has

been long fince in the poſſeſſion of France;

the two firſt were ſeized by the French King

3.

Toul ſtands on the Moſelle, which runs

near its walls, where it receives a rivulet,

that, croſſing the town, turns a great num

ber of mills, and ſupplies the tanners and

other tradeſmen with abundance of water;

it is a very ancient place, lying 14 miles

weſt of Nanci, and 26 north of Metz.

This city was made imperial and free by

the Emperor Henry I, but came into the

poſſeſſion of the French in 1552; and Lewis

XIV, in 17oo, cauſed a new wall to be

raiſed round it, flanked with nine large

royal baſtions ; which rendered it a very

regular fortification, and greatly enlarged

the place. The Biſhop of Toul, who ſtiles

- himſelf
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himſelf Count of Toul, and a Prince of

the Holy Empire, is Suffragan to the Me

tropolitän of Treves ; and, though his in
come amounts to no more than 14 or 15,000

livres per annum, his dioceſe is one of the

largeſt in the kingdom; for ſome affirm,
that it contains zooo Pariſhes. -

The principality and biſhopric of Liege

belongs to the circle of Weſtphalia in Ger

many, though it lies in the midſt of pro

vinces that are always accounted a part of

the Netherlands; it is bounded on the weſt

by Brabant, Namur, and a part of Hai

nault; on the ſouth by the foreſt of Ar

denne and a part of Luxemburg ; on the

eaſt by Luxemburg,_Limburg, the duchy

of Juliers, and Pruſſian Gelderland; and

on the north by Dutch Brabant and a part

of Gelderland . In ſome places it is above

90 miles long, but in others it has not half
that length; and its breadth in ſome parts

is ſcarce : 5 miles, though, near the city of

Liege, it is about 45 miles broad. The

juriſdiction of this principality and biſhop

ric is very great and extenſive; for it con

tains 1500 pariſhes , 17 abbies for Gentle

men, and 11 for Ladies; 52 baronies, with

many other earldoms and lordſhips; and

24 walled towns, the moſt confiderable

whereºf is Liege. This city is pleaſantly

ſituated on the left bank of the river Meuſe,

28 miles north-eaſt of Namur, 12 ſouth of

Maeſtricht, almoſt 23 weſt of Limburg, 63

north of Luxemburg, almoſt 6o eaſt of

Mons, and 45 ſouth-eaſt of Mechlin ; it is

one of the largeſt and moſt eminent cities of

Europe, on the account of its antiquity, the

magnificence of its public buildings, and
the vaſt number of its churches, convents,

and other religious foundations. It is ſtiled

the hell of women, becauſe they drag boats,

carry burthens, and work harder here than

in any other place ; the purgatory of men,

becauſe the wives generally wear the

breeches; and the paradiſe of prieſts, be

cauſe the whole country almoſt belongs to

the clergy.

The duchy of Juliers is bounded on the

north by Gelderland and Cleves, on the

fouth by Luxemburg and Treves, on the

eaſt by the duchy of Berg and the elećtorate

of Cologne, and on the weſt by Liege and

Limburg ; It is about 60 miles long, and

near 3o broad; and it is in the poſſeſſion of

the Ele&tor Palatine of the Rhine. The

city of Juliers, the capital of the duchy, is

ſituated on the hither Roer, which, at Ru

remonde, falls into the Meuſe; it lies 13

miles north-eaſt of Aix-la-Chapelle, 39

eaſt of Maeſtricht, and 84 eaſt of Bruſſels.

This town is ancient and well-fortified;

and it has a ſpacious piazza, with a palace,

wherein the Dukes formerly had their refi
dence.

The electorate of Cologne, which is

likewiſe an archbiſhopric, is fituated on the

weſtern bank of the Rhine, between the

duchy of Cleves on the north, the electorate

of Treves on the ſouth, and the duchies of

Berg and Juliers on the eaſt and weſt; it is

near 100 miles long, though it is ſcarce

any where above 7 or 8 broad. The Arch

biſhop is fupreme Lord of this country, and

also of another extenſive one in Weſtphalia;

who is richer and more potent than either

of the two other eccleſiaſtical Electors. Co

logne, the chief town of this eleētorate,

ſtands on the Rhine, 20 miles ſouth-eaſt of

Puffeldorp, 16 eaſt of Juliers, 70 ſouth of

Munſter, and $2 north-weſt of Mentz and

Nimeguen; it is a ſtrong, free, and ancient

city, and it is, moreover, very confiderable,

not only for its extent, buildings, and the

number of its inhabitants, but for its great

trade in Rheniſh wine and other German
commodities.

Bonne, the uſual place of the Archbiſhop

of Cologne's reſidence, is fituated in a fer.

tile country on the weſt fide of the Rhine,

25 miles ſouth of Cologne, 21 ſouth-eaſt of

Juliers, 57 north-eaſt of Treves, and 62

north-weſt of Mentz; it is a well-built

trading town, and has magnificent churches.

It was formerly fortified in a regular man

ner ; but by the treaty of Utrecht the Elec

tor was obliged to demoliſh its fortifications,

within three months after he was put in poſ
ſeſſion thereof. : : .

Rhineberg lies 12 miles eaſt of Gueldre,

¥6 ſouth-eaſt of Cleves, and 37 north-weſt

of Cologne; it enjoys a good trade, and is

mot only covered on one fide by the Rhine,

but has trenches full of water, with baſtions

that have flanked ravelins and gates in the
middle of the curtains. Here it was that the

Prince de Clermont lately pitched his boaſt

ed camp ; but Prince Ferdinand obliged

him to quit it, and retire in the might to
wards Meurs.

Kempen, a fortified town, is ſeated on

the river Erp, 9 miles north-weſt of Co

logne, and 10 weſt of the Rhine; it made

a gallant defence, in 1642, againſt the uni

ted forces of the French,#. and Sax

ons, though it was at laſt conſtrained to

ſurrender.

Nuys, a large and very ſtrong city, ſtands

near the Rhine, 15 miles ſouth-eaſt of Kem

pen, and 20 north of Cologne; towards

which place the French troops retired, after

they were defeated, in the battle of Crevelt,

by his Britannic Majeſty's army, command

O 2. ed
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ed by Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic, where.

of we have given a relation in Vol. XXII,

Page 346. -

Recklinghauſen is ſituated in a territory

belonging to the ſee of Cologne, that is zo

miles long, and 10 broad; it is a fortified

town, 3.2 miles north-eaſt of Cologne, and

35 of Nuys ; and here the French army, un

der the command of the Marquis de Con

fades, is at preſent incamped.

Dorſten, which lies in the barony of

Recklinghauſen, ſtands on the river Lippe,

which divides it from Munſter; this river

the French army lately paſſed, in their way

to the town where their camp is now pitched;

and the Marquis ordered a redoubt to be

made, in order to cover the head of the

bridge at Dorſten, and ſecure this paſs a

gainſt the enemy, who are on the other ſide

of the liver,

Meurs, already mentioned, is a very

frong place, 8 miles ſouth of Rhineberg,

23 ſouth-eaſt of Cleves, and 30 north weſt

of Cologne; it was formerly ſubjećt to its

own Counts, but afterwards poſſeſſed by

the Houſe of Orange, and at length by the

King of Pruſſia, as one of the heirs to Wil

liam III.

Mark, the largeſt county in Weſtphalia,

is 40 miles long, and as many broad; it lies

weſt of the duchy of Weſtphalia, north of

that of Berg, and ſouth-eaſt of Cleves ; and

it is ſubjećt to the King of Pruſſia. Soeſt,

its principal town, which is a large, ſtrong,

and populous place, ſtands on the river

Arſe, i2 miles eaſt of Hamm, 28 weſt of

Paderborn, and almoſt 32 eaſt of Dort

mund. . . . .

The duchy of Weſtphalia, which gives

the tile of Duke to the Elector of Cologne,

to whom it belongs, is 55 miles long, and

4o broad; it has Munſter and Paderborn

on the north, Wetteravia on the ſouth, and

the counties of Waldec and Mark on the

eaſt and weſt.

Perg, a duchy in Weſtphalia, is ſituated

on the eaſt ſide of the Rhine, and has the

ele&torate of Cologne on the ſouth, the

county of Mark on the north, and the du

chy of Weſtphalia on the eaſt; it is 50 miles

long, and 29 broad; and it is ſubject to the

Elector Palatine of the Rhine : Its inhabi

tants are5. inclined to trade and com

merce. Duſſeldorp, the capital of this du

chy, lies 4 miles ſouth-eaſt of Keyſerwaert,

2c north-weſt of Cologne, 23 north-eaſt of

Juliers, and 57 ſouth-weſt of Munſter ; it

was anciently an imperial city, and had a

flouriſhing trade, before its fairs were remo

ved to Frankfort, when the Rhine is report

ed to have run by its walls. It is at pre

\#nt 3. large, pleaſant, and well-fortified

-

place; and it was lately taken by his Bri:

tannic Majeſty's troops under the command

of Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic, who have

fince abandoned it. .

The electorate of Mentz, which is like

wiſe an archbiſhopric, is about 60 miles

long, and 50 broad; it has the eleētorate

of Treves, or Triers, on the weſt, the Pa

latinate on the ſouth, Franconia on the eaſt,

and Wetteravia on the north. This Elect

tor crowns the Emperor, and is the ſecond
perſon in the German empire, as Arch

chancellor thereof; he is, moreover Preſi:

dent of the Eccleſiaſtical College, Viſitor of

the Aulic Council and all the other impe

rial courts, and Guardian of the archives

and matricula. Mentz, its capital and the

ſeat of the Ele&or, is a very ancient and

ſtrong city, which ſlands on the Rhine,

near its confluence with the Mayne, 15

miles weſt of Frankfort, 20 north of Worms,

and 6o eaſt of Treves; it has a great trade,

eſpecially in Rheniſh wines, the beſt vine

yards for them being in the neighbourhood

thereof; and its commerce is the briſker,

becauſe all the merchandiſes that paſs either

up or down the Rhine, ſtop in its harbour,

in order to be put on board freſh bottoms.

The landgraviate of Heſſe lies on the

north ſide of the Mayne ; the whole coun

try is bounded on the north by Weſtphalia,

on the weſt by the duchy of Berg and elec

torate of Treves, on the ſouth by the elec

torate of Mentz and Franconia, and on the

eaſt by the duchy of Weimar and Thurin

gia; and in its utmoſt extent it is about

joo miles long, and as many broad. The

Houſe of Heſſe, one of the moſt ancient in

Germany, is divided into two principal

branches, viz. Caſſel and Darmſtadt; the

former whereof includes Heſſe-Caſſel and

Heſſe-Rhinfels; and the latter Heſſe-Darm

ſtadt and Heſſe-Homburg. The landgra

viate of Heſſe-Caſſel, which is ſituated on

the banks of the Weſer, Eder, and Lohn,

contains ſeveral eſtates and dominions; the

chief town whereof is Caſſel, the capital of

the Lower Heſſe, and the ſeat of the Land

grave, who, on the Prince of Soubiſe's en

tering into this country with a French army,

retired to Utrecht. It ſtands on the river

Fuld, in a rich and pleaſant plain, near the

borders of the duchy of Brunſwic, 40 miles

ſouth-eaſt of Paderborn, 68 ſouth-weſt of

Hanover, and 85 north-eaſt of Frankfort ;

and it is a fortified city, which has a good

trade for wool and other merchandiſes.

Darmſtadt, the chief town of the landgra

viate of Heſſe-Darmſtadt, and the capital

of Upper Catzenellebogen, lies 26 miles

north of Manheim, 10 miles eaſt of the

Rhine, and 12 ſouth of Frankfort on the

- Mayne i
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Mayna ; ; it is, though ſmall, well-built

and fortified, and the ſeat of the Landgrave

of Heſſe-Darmſtadt. Rhinfeld, the princi

al town of the Prince of Heſſe-Rhinfels, is

amous for a ſtrong caſtle built on the top

of a mountain; it is ſituated 25 miles weſt

of Catzenellebogen, and 20 ſouth of Cob

lentz. Homburg, the chief town belong

ing to the family of Heſſe-Homburg, and

the place of their reſidence, lies at the eaſt

end of the foreſt of Hohe, not far from

Frankfort, 19 miles ſouth of Caſſel. For

the moſt conſiderable places in Franconia

ſee Vol. XXII, Page 277.

The electorate and palatinate of the Rhine

is divided into two parts by that river; one

of which belongs to the circle of the Upper

Rhine, and the other to the Lower. It has

Alſace, Swabia, and Lorrain on the ſouth;

the archbiſhoprics of Treves and Mentz on

the north; a part of Lorrain and the arch

biſhopric of Treves on the weſt; and Fran

conia and Wirtemberg on the eaſt : It is

almoſt 90 miles long, and about 45 broad.

The Elector Palatine was formerly Great

Maſter of the empire, and had the 5th ſeat in

the bench of Ele&tors; and their dominions

and poſſeſſions were much larger than they

are at this day; for the Emperor, in 1620,

diſpoſſeſſed Frederic V, who married the

daughter of James I, King of Great Bri

tain, and was elected King of Bohemia, of

his crown and patrimony, after the loſs of

the battle of Prague. He gave his eſtates,

together with the els&toral dignity, to the

Duke of Bavaria; and, though by the treaty

of Munſter, in 1648-9, Charles Lewis, his

ſon, obtained the reſtitution of the imperial

dignity and the lower Palatinate, the upper

he could never recover. Heydelberg, the

metropolis of that part of the electorate

which belongs to the circle of the Upper

Rhine, is very delightfully ſituated on the

Neckar, 12 miles from Manheim, 12 north

eaſt of Spires, and 38 ſouth of Frankfort;

it is an ancient city, and has an univerſity,

founded in 1346, which maintains 14. Pro

feſſors; and it is remarked, that the firſt

chair, for publicly teaching the law of na

ture and nations, was inſtituted for the fa

mous Samuel Puffendorf, who here began

his ſyſtem, which he finiſhed in Sweden.

Treyes, or Triers, an archbiſhopric and

ele&orate in the circle of the Lower Rhine,

lies between Cologne, Berg, and Juliers on

the north ; Lorrain and the Palatinate on

the ſouth; Luxemburg on the weſt; and

Wetteravia on the eaſt; it is about 70 miles

long, and 6o broad. The Archbiſhop and

Ele&or of Treves is ſtiled Arch-chancellor

of the empire in France, Biſhop of Worms,

Abbot of Elwengen, Count of Schonborn,

&c. is the temporal as well as ſpiritual Lord

of this country, and has the precedency of

the Elector of Cologne, on the account of

his church's antiquity. Though he was

once the greateſt of all the German Metro

politans, he is now the leaſt, having only

three Suffragans, viz. the Biſhops of Metz,

Verdun, and Toul, who are all of them ex

empted from his juriſdićtion by the French

Monarch. Treves, or Triers, the prin

cipal town of this eleētorate, ſtands 52 miles

ſouth of Cologne, 60 weſt of Mentz, and

82 north of Straſburg; it was anciently the

metropolis of Gallia Belgica, and both

Ptolemy and Antoninus give it the name of

Auguſta ; and it is alſo rendered remarka

ble by ſeveral Synods or Councils.

The circle of Swabia is bounded on the

north with the Palatinate and Francosia,

on the ſouth with Tyrol and Switzerland,

on the weſt with Alſace, and on the eaſt .

with Bavaria : It is 11o miles long, and

13o broad. Augſburg, the metropolis of

Swabia, is ſituated near the borders of Ba

varia, at the conflux of the rivers Lech and

Werdach, which, 25 miles below it, fall

into the Rhine; it lies 34 miles eaſt of Ulm,

57 weſt of Ratiſbon, and 70 ſouth of Nu

remberg. It is the capital of the biſhopric

of Augſburg, which extends about 60 miles

in length, and Io in breadth ; and it is a

fine as well as ancient city, though it is

not now equal to what it was in former

times. Its trade, which was once the moſt

confiderable in all Germany, has ſuffered

extremely from the declenſion of that of Ve

nice ; it at preſent, beſides the Bank com

merce and Tyrol wines, chiefly conſiſts in

goldſmiths wares, clocks, and all ſorts of

pretty toys, with which they ſupply Ger

many, Poland, and the northern parts of

Europe. As to the principal places in Ba

varia, ſee Vol. XXII, Page 276.

In the circle of Upper Saxony is contain

ed the duchy of Saxe-Gotha, which is bound

ed by Naumburg on the eaſt, the landgra

viate of Heffe on the weſt, the county of

Erfurt on the north, and Franconia on the

ſouth ; it is 30 miles long, and 12 broad.

Gotha, the capital city of this duchy, ſtands

on the river Leina, 12 miles weſt of Erfurt,

and 20 eaſt of Eyſenach; its trade princi

pally confiſts in dyers woad, whereof they

have three crops ; and this herb has the re

putation of curing wounds almoſt with a

touch, if applied in time.

Saxe-Altenburg is a duchy that has Thu

ringia on the north, Franconia on the weſt

and ſouth, and Voigtland on the eaſt; and

the town of Altenburg is fituated on the

river Pleiſs, 24 miles ſouth of Leipſic, 28

weſt of Meiſſen, and 37 of Dreſden. It is
a beautiful
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a beautiful city, and was formerly imperial;

and it is rendered remarkable by a confe

rence that was held therein, between the di

vines of Thuringia and Saxony, in 1568,

which continued from the 21ſt of O&tober to

the 9th of the following March.

Saxe-Naumburg is a ſeculariſedbiſhopric,

about 25 miles long, and 15 broad ; it is

extended between Saxe-Altenburg on the

north-eaſt, and Saxe-Gotha on the weſt;

and, on the death of the laſt Duke of Saxe

Zeits, it was ſeized, in 1718, by the late

Flećtor of Saxony.

The duchy of Saxe-Halle lies between

the county of Mansfeldt and the duchy of

Saxe-Merſburg, and is about 57 miles long,

and 12 broad; and the town of Hall is ſeat

ed on the river Saal, 24 miles north-weſt of

a

north-eaſt of Erfurt : It is ſubject to the

King of Pruſſia.

Saxe-Merſburg is a county that lies be

tween Saxe-Hall and Saxe-Naumburg; it

was formerly a biſhopric, but ſeculariſed by

the treaty ºft. in favour of the Houſe

of Saxony. The town of Merſburg, where

in the Duke has his refidence, is charming

§ fifuated in the midſt of gardens and mea

ows, on the banks of the Saal, 16 miles

north of Naumburg, 1o ſouth-eaſt of Hall,

and 17 north-weſt of Leipſic. It is a large

and populous town, and alſo well-built,

though not in the modern taſte; and it

formerly had a very flouriſhing trade, and

a moſt famous annual fair, from 1947 to

1zoo but it was them almoſt intirely con

ſumed by fire, and the merchants removed,

Lºpſic, 4o ſouth of Magdeburg, and 56 with their effects, to other places.

To the PRohrnerors of the Universal MAGAZINE. *

GENTLEMEN, -

I have ſent you an Extraći from Sir Thomas More's Utopia, tranſlated into Engliſh

Ferdinando Warner, LL.D. as it contains the Sentiments of a very able and upright

judge on an important Queſtion, that has been often diſputed, Whether Death, or Con

finement to hard Labour for a limited Time, be the moſt proper and effectual Puniſhment

jor Theft and Robbery? The States of Holland are of Opinion, that the latter is the beſ

Courſe that can be taken with Thieves and Robbers, who have experimentally found its

beneficial Effects; and ſome wiſe and good Britons believe, that the ſame Method of Pro

ceeding, in this Kingdon, would better anſwer the Ends of Government than ſo many

capital Executions. As to Sir Thomas, he, in the Perſon of Raphael, in his fictitious

Utopian Commonwealth, peremptorily declares, that to take away the Lives of Thieves

and Robbers is abſolutely unlawful, as well as impolitic and prejudicial to Society; and

the Tranſlator of this curious Piece, in a Note, which f have annexed to the abovemen

tioned Extraº, not only approves the Knight's Declaration, but proceeds ſo far as to ſtile

fuch Executions ‘a national Abomination."

• TT ſeems to me a very unjuſt thing

(ſays Raphael) to take away a man's

life for a little money; for nothing in the

world can be of equal value with a man's

life: And if it is ſaid, that it is not for the

money that one ſuffers, but for his break

ing the law; I muſt ſay, that extreme juſ

tice is an extreme injury: For we ought

not to approve of theſe terrible laws that

make the ſmalleſt offences capital; nor of

that opinion of the Stoics, that makes all

crimes equal, as if there were no difference

to be made between the killing a man, and

the taking his purſe; between which, if we

examine things impartially, there is no like

meſs or proportion. God has commanded

us not to kill; and ſhall we kill ſo eaſily

for a little money But if any one ſhall ſay,

that by that law we are only forbid to kill,

except when the laws of the land allow of

it; upon the ſame grounds, laws may be

made, in ſome caſes, to allow of adultery

and perjury: For, God having taken from

us the right of diſpoſing either of our own,

or of other People's lives, if it is pretended,

I am 1ſours, &c. Z.

that the mutual conſent of men, in making

laws, can authoriſe manſlaughter in caſes

in which God has given us no example ;

that it frees people from the obligation of

the divine law, and ſo makes murder a

lawful action; what is this but to give a

preference to human laws before the divine

And, if this is once admitted, by the ſame

rule, men may, in all other things, put what

reſtrićtions they pleaſe upon the laws of

God. If by the Moſaical law, though it

was rough and ſevere, as being a yoke laid

on an obſtinate and ſervile nation, men were

only fined, and not put to death for theft ;

we cannot imagine, that in this new law of

mercy, in which God treats us with the

tenderneſs of a father, he has given us a

greater licence to cruelty, than he did to

the Jews. Upon theſe reaſons it is, that I

think putting thieves to death is not lawful;

and it is plain and obvious, that it is ab

ſurd, and of ill conſequence to the common

wealth, that a thief and a murderer ſhould

be equally puniſhed : For if a robber ſees

that his danger is the ſame, if he is con

vićted

|
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vićted of theft, as if he were guilty of mur

der, this will naturally incite him to kill the

perſon whom otherwiſe he would only have

robbed; fince, if the puniſhment is the ſame,

there is more ſecurity and leſs danger of diſ

eovery, when he that can beſt make it is

put out of the way; ſo that terrifying

thieves too much provokes them to cruelty.

But as to the queſtion, What more con

venient way of puniſhment can be found 2

I think it is much more eaſy to find out that,

than to invent any thing that is worſe.

Why ſhould we doubt, but the way that

was ſo long in uſe among the old Romans,

who underſtood ſo well the arts of govern

ment, was very proper for their puniſh

ment They condemned ſuch as they found

guilty of great crimes to work their whole

lives in quarries, or to dig in mines, with

chains about them. But the method, that

I liked beſt, was that which I obſerved, in

my travels in Perſia, among the Polylerits,

who are a confiderable and well governed

people. They pay a yearly tribute to the

King of Perſia; but, in all other reſpects,

they are a free nation, and governed by their

own laws. They lie far from the ſea, and

are invironed with hills; and, being con

tented with the produćtions of their own

country, which is very fruitful, they have

little commerce with any other nation; and,

as they, according to the genius of their

country, have no inclination to enlarge

their borders, ſo their mountains, and the

penſion they pay to the Perſians, ſecure

them from all invaſions. Thus they have

no wars among them; they live rather con

veniently than with ſplendor, and may be

rather called a happy nation, than either

eminent or famous ; for I do not think,

that they are known ſo much as by name to

any but their next neighbours. Thoſe that

are found guilty of theft among them, are

bound to make reſtitution to the owner, and

not, as it is in other places, to the Prince ;

for they reckon, that the Prince has no

more right to the ſtolen goods than the

thief: But, if that which was ſtolen is no

more in being, then the goods of the thieves

are eſtimated, and, reſtitution being made

out of them, the remainder is given to their

wives and children, and they themſelves are

condemned to ſerve in the public works;

but are neither impriſoned nor chained, un

keſs there happened to be ſome extraordinary

circumſtances in their crimes. They go

about looſe and free, working for the pub

lic: If they are idle or backward to work,

they are whipped; but, if they work hard,

they are well uſed and treated without any

mark of reproach, only the liſts of them are

called always at night, and then they are

ſhut up. They ſuffer no uneaſineſs, but

this of conſtant labour; for, as they work

for the public, ſo they are well entertained

out of the public ſtock, which is done dif

ferently in different places. In ſome places,

whatever is beſtowed on them is raiſed by a

charitable contribution; and, though this

way may ſeem uncertain, yet ſo merciful

are the inclinations of that people, that they

are plentifully ſupplied by it: But, in other

places, public revenues are ſet aſide for

them, or there is a conſtant tax of a poll

money raiſed for their maintenance. In

other places they are ſet to no public work,

but every private man, that has occaſion to

hire workmen, goes to the market-places, .

and hires them of the public, a little lower

than he would do a freeman; and, if they

go lazily about their taſk, he may quicken

them with the whip. By this means, there

is always ſome piece of work or other to be

done by them; and, beſides their liveli.

hood, they earn ſomewhat ſtill to the public.

They all wear a peculiar habit, of one cer

tain colour; their hair is cropped a little

above their ears, and a piece of one of their

ears is cut off. Their friends are allowed

to give them either meat, drink, or cloaths,

ſo that they are of their proper colour; but

it is death both to the giver and taker, if

they give them money; nor is it leſs penal

for any freeman to take money from them,

upon any account whatſoever; and it is alſo

death for any of theſe ſlaves (ſo they are

called) to handle arms. Thoſe of every

diviſion of the country are diſtinguiſhed by

a peculiar mark ; which it is capital for

them to lay aſide, to go out of their bounds,

or to talk with a ſlave of another juriſdic

tion : And the very attempt of an eſcape is

no leſs penal than an eſcape itſelf; it is

death for any other ſlave to be acceſſary to

it 3 and, if a freeman engages in it, he is

condemned to ſlavery : Thoſe that diſcover

it are rewarded; if freemen, in money;

and, if ſlaves, with liberty, together with a

pardon for being acceſſary to it; that ſo.

they might find their account, rather in re

penting of their engaging in ſuch a deſign,

than in perfiſting in it.

Theſe are their laws and rules, in rela

tion to robbery; and it is obvious, that they

are advantageous, as they are mild and

gentle; ſince vice is not only deſtroyed, and

men preſerved, but they are treated in ſuch

a manner as to make them ſee the neceſſity

of being honeſt, and of employing the reſt

of their lives in repairing the injuries they

have formerly done to ſociety. Nor is there

any hazard of their falling back to their old

cuſtoms. So little do travellers apprehend

miſchief from them, that they generally

make
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make uſe of them for guides from one juriſ

dićtion to another, for there is nothing left

them by which they can rob, or be the bet

ter for it; fince, as they are diſarmed, ſo

the very having money is a ſufficient con

vićtion : And, as they are certainly pu.

niſhed, if diſcovered, ſo they cannot hope

to eſcape; for, their habit being, in all the

arts of it, different from what is common

y worn, they cannot fly away, unleſs they

would go naked ; and, even then, their

cropped ear would betray them. The on

ly danger, to be feared from them, is their

conſpiring againſt the government : But

thoſe of one diviſion and neighbourhood can

do nothing to any purpoſe, unleſs a general

conſpiracy were laid amongſt all the ſlaves

of the ſeveral juriſdićtiens; which cannot

be done, ſince they cannot meet or talk to.

gether; nor will any venture on a deſign

where the concealment would be ſo dange

rous, and the diſcovery ſo profitable. None

are quite hopeleſs of recovering their free

dom, fince, by their obedience and pa

tience, and by giving good grounds to be

lieve that they will change their manner of

life for the future, they may expe&t at laſt

to obtain their liberty; and ſome are, eve

ry year, reſtored to it, upon the good cha

raēter that is given of them.” Theſe are

the words of Raphael, dićtated by Sir Tho

mas More, who, as he wrote his Utopia

in the arbitrary and tyrannical reign of

Henry VII, when it would have been dan

gerous for him to have openly and freely.

owned his ſentiments about government,

prudently choſe to convey them to the

world under a fićtitious charaćter; but,

notwithſtanding this artful diſguiſe, it is

not very difficult to diſcern, that this ima

ginary ſpeaker aſſumes the ſtile and ſtrain

a Divine, Lawyer, and a perſon ac

quainted with political affairs. Raphael is

ſuppoſed to be a great traveller, and to have

viſited England, as well as other countries;

and, during his reſidence in this kingdom,

it is imagined, that, at the table of Cardi

nal Morton, Archbiſhop of Canterbury,

who had been Sir Thomas's patron and

benefačtor, at his Eminence's requeſt, he

affigned the reaſons above related, why

thieves and robbers ſhould not be puniſhed
with death. t

The tranſlator's note is expreſſed in the

following terms : * It has long been my

opinion, that we preſume too much on our

power of making laws, and too far infringe

on the command of God, by taking away

the lives of men, in the manner we do in

England, for theft and robbery; and that

this is not only a pernicious error, for the

reaſon given, but a national abomination,

It muſt be granted, that all ſocieties have a

power within themſelves of making laws to

ſecure property, and of annexing puniſh

ments to the breach of them : But then, on

the other hand, it muſt be owned that no

man, or body of men, can have power to

make laws which are contrary to the laws

of God, or to ordain ſuch puniſhments for

the breach of them as he has poſitively for

bidden. It is to little purpoſe to urge,

that men may agree to give up their natu

ral rights, for their mutual benefit, and to

hold their lives and liberties upon certain

terms and conditions, on the breach of

which they ſhould be forfeited ; becauſe,

though this argument will hold, with re

gard to liberty and property, it will not

hold, with regard to life; of which God a

lone is the ſole diſpoſer, and over which we

have no right, in ourſelves, or in other men.

A robber in this country, indeed, fins with

his eyes open, and knows the penalty which

he is going to incur : But the wilfulneſs of

the crime is no ſort of excuſe for making

the puniſhment far exceed the heinouſneſs

of the tranſgreſſion : And who will deny

that a little theft or robbery, perhaps of the

value of two or three ſhillings only, is not

puniſhed infinitely beyond a juſt proportion,

when it is puniſhed with death

Theſe laws, however, in my opinion,

are not more abominable, than they are ill

contrived; if this obſervation, which men

verſed in affairs make, is true, that the

riches of a nation are in proportion to the

number of hands employed in works of ſkill

and labour. How many hands of this fort,

which might be ſo employed in making ſails

and cordage for the navy, in our fleets or

dock-yards, in mending the high-ways, or

converting waſte land into tillage, are ſent,

every ſeſſions, to Tyburn for theft and rob

bery, the reader need not be told. The

laws of God affix no other puniſhment to

theſe crimes than ample reſtitution, or per

petual ſlavery; a word of great horror in

England, where we boaſt ſo highly of our

liberty; but it does not require the ſpirit of

prophecy to foreſee, that this liberty, which

is now in many caſes our miſery, will, ſome

time or other, be our deſtrućtion. A con

ſinement of this ſort to conſtant labour for

the public, whatever name we give it, would

be dreaded worſe than death by theſe

wretches, who have no idea of a future

ſtate; and conſequently deter them more

from the commiſſion of fiveh crimes, which

is the only reaſonable end of puniſhment in

a ſtate,”

The
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The L1 r s ºf Sir THOMAS MORE (Page 81, Vol. XXIII) finiſhed.

About the time of his reſignation, Sir

John More, his father, died, in a very ad

vanced age; whom he frequently comforted

in his laſt illneſs, and to whom he diſco

wered the utmoſt filial tenderneſs and affec

tion in his expiring moments. This event,

however, brought but an inconſiderable ad

dition to his fortune, becauſe the greateſt

art of his eſtate, with his ſeat at Gubbins

in Hertfordſhire, was ſettled upon his wife,

who outlived Sir Thomas many years; and,

when he ſurrendered the ſeal, as he declares

to the public, in an Apology he wrote for

himſelf, ‘all the revenues and penfions which

he had, by his father, by his wife, or by

his own purchaſe, except the manors given

him by the King of his mere liberality

(which from a King to ſuch a ſervant are

not worth the naming) did not amount to

the value of 5ol. a year.” All the land he

ever purchaſed, and it was all purchaſed be

fore he was Chancellor, did not amount to

above 2.0 marks per annum; and, when he

refigned his office, after all his debts were

paid, he had not left, in gold and filver, his

chain excepted, the value of 10ol. The firſt

thing he now ſet about was to provide

places for all his Gentlemen and ſervants

among the Nobility and Biſhops; this being

done, he leſſened his family by diſpoſing his

children into their own houſes; and then he

gave himſelf up intirely to ſtudy and devo

tion, and the writing of religious books.

His firſt troubles began about the holy

maid of Kent, an impoſtor, who pretended

to revelations from God to give the King

warning of his wicked life, and his abuſe of

the regal authority; for he was brought in,

by his Majeſty's direction, as an accomplice

with her, becauſe, in a journey to the nuns

of Sion, ſhe called on Sir Thomas More,

and declared to him her pretended revela

tions. However, when the bill of her at

tainder was to be read a third time in the

Houſe of Lords, in an addreſs to his Ma

jeſty, they deſired to know, whether Sir

Thomas, who was mentioned therein, at

leaſt, as a concealer of her treaſon, might

not be heard to ſpeak in his own defence;

and, indeed, all the preſumptions againſt

him appear to be no more than his ſending

her a letter, which highly offended the

King ; and ſome converſations that he had

had with her, from his opinion of her holi

neſs and humility. He even then thought

very meanly of the maid's underſtanding,

whom, in his letters to his daughter Roper,

he always calls ‘the filly nun; and in ſe

veral letters to Secretary Cromwell, (where

in he affirms, that he was now convinced

of her being an impoſtor) he fully juſtified

himſelf, as to all the intercourſe he had

with her; but theſe juſtifications were of

no ſervice to him. The King, being ex

tremely incenſed againſt him for not aſſent

ing to the divorce and his ſecond marriage,

was reſolved to puſh him with this bill of

attainder; imagining that the terrors there

of would conſtrain him to approve his

meaſures. Sir Thomas deſired to be ad

mitted into the Houſe of Commons, in or

der to make his own defence againſt it;

but his Majeſty would not conſent to his

requeſt. He, however, aſſigned a Com

mittee of Council, conſiſting of Archbiſhop

Cranmer, the Lord Chancellor Audley,

the Duke of Norfolk, and Secretary Crom

well, to hear his juſtification; but this,

being a mere pretence, was hardly ſo much

as touched upon in his examination. The

Lord Chancellor made a great parade of

the King's extraordinary love and favour

to Sir Thomas, and of his preſent friendly

inclination towards him ; hoping to prevail

on him to conſent to that out of gratitude,

which his conſcience had engaged him to

refuſe.

Having firſt aſſured the Lords of the ſenſe

he had of his Majeſty's goodneſs to him,

and his readineſs to do whatever would be

acceptable to him, he told them, ‘That

he had found nothing, fince the firſt agita

tion of this matter, to perſuade him to

change his mind; if he had, it would have

given him a great deal of pleaſure.’ All the

Lords, in their turn, attempted to prevail

on him to alter his ſentiments ; but, when

they found him inflexible, they frankly de

clared, that it was the King's command,

if they could not bring him over by gentle

methods, to charge him with ingratitude,

and to inform him, that there never was a

more villainous ſervant, or traitorous ſub

jećt, than he j and, to ſupport this heavy

charge, they were to alledge his ſubtle

and finiſter devices, in procuring his Ma

jeſty to write a book, to his great diſho

nour throughout all Chriſtendom ; by which

he had put a ſword in the Pope's hands to

fight againſt himſelf.” Sir Thomas, in his

reply, told them, ‘ that theſe terrors were

arguments for children, not for him; but,

as for the book, his Majeſty knew, that he

had not procured norsº the writ

ing of it; and, when he revite} it by the

King's command, and found the Pope's

authority defended and advanced very high

ly, that he remonſtrated againſt it to his

P Majeſty,
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Majeſty, and told him, that, as he might

not be always in amity with the Pope, The

thought it beſt, that it ſhould be amended

in that point; to which the King would not

conſent. Upon this, he farther reminded

his Majeſty of the ſtatute of premunire,

which had pared away a good part of his

paſtoral cute : To which his Majeſty had

replied, that, whatſoever impediment be to

the contrary, we will ſet forth that autho

rity to the uttermoſt, for we received from

the See our Crown Imperial; which, till it

was told him from the King's mouth, he

had never heard of before.' The Lords

having nothing to reply, the conference

was ended ; but, when they made their re

port to his Majeſty, he was ſo highly ex

aſperated againſt the Knight for vindicating

himſelf at his expence, that he declared the

bill of attainder ſhould proceed againſt him.

The Duke of Norfolk and Secretary

Cromwell, having a particular friendſhip

for Sir Thomas, did all that was poſſible

to diſſuade the King from this reſolution;

but, the more they preſſed him, he was the

more ſtiff and inflexible. At laſt, they, on

their knees, beſought him to forbear from

this confideration, “that, if the bill ſhould

be carried againſt him, in his own pre

ſence, as they believed it would be, it would

encourage his ſubjećts to deſpiſe him, and

be a diſhonour to him all over Europe;

that they did not doubt of finding out ſome

thing elſe againſt him; but, in this affair

of the nun, he was univerſally accounted

fo innocent, that the world thought him

worthier of praiſe, than of reproof." With

theſe ſuggeſtions they overcame his obſtina

cy, and Sir Thomas's name was ſtruck out

of the bill; but yet to him it was only the

beginning of ſorrows. A book had been

publiſhed, by the authority of the Kin

and Council, repreſenting the reaſons of his

Majeſty's divorce; and it was ſoon after

reported, that Sir Thomas More had an

ſwered the ſame ; but, in a letter to Secre

tary Cromwell, he fully cleared himſelf

from this calumny. He was accuſed by

one Parnell of making a decree againſt

him, in the court of Chaneery, at the ſuit

of Vaughn, his adverſary, for which he

had received, from the hands of his wife,

a great gilt cup as a bribe. Being, by the

King's direction, brought before the Coun

cil, he readily owned, that he took the

cup, as it was brought him, for a new

year's gift, long after the decree was made;

upon which, the Lord Wiltſhire, father to

Queen Ann, who proſecuted the ſuit againſt

iſ in, triumphantly cried out, “ Lo, my

J.ords, did I not tell you, that you ſhould

find the matter_uue.’ Sir Thomas farther

declared, that, though he took it, as ſoon

as ſhe had pledged him in it, he returned

it, and ſhe carried it back again, tho' with

ſome reluctance. The truth of this was

depoſed by the woman herſelf, and others,

to the great confuſion of Lord Wiltſhire,

and the diſapppointment of his other ene

miles,

The King, in the four years that his

divorce was depending, had cauſed ſeveral

aćts of Parliament to paſs, in order to

abridge the papal power; but he was now

determined to tear it up by the roots, hav

ing carried the 1. at home againſt his

Holineſs by his divorce from Queen Catha

rine, and marriage with the Lady Ann

Boleyn. Among other ačts, there was one

which declared the King's marriage with

Queen Catharine againſt the law of God;

confirmed the Archbiſhop's ſentence againſt

it, notwithſtanding any diſpenſation to the

contrary; and eſtabliſhed the ſucceſſion to

the Crown of England in the iſſue of his

Majeſty's preſent marriage. There was a

clauſe in this a&t, that, if any perſon ſhould:

divulge any thing to the ſlander of this

marriage, or of the iſſue begotten in it, or

being required to ſwear to maintain the

contents of this ačt, and refuſed it, that

they ſhould be adjudged for miſpriſion of

treaſon, and ſuffer accordingly. Before the

two Houſes broke up, all the Members

took the oath relating to the ſucceſſion ;

and Commiſſioners were ſent, all over the

kingdom, to adminiſter it to the people of

every rank and denomination. The oath,

taken by ſeveral Abbots and friars of every

order, was, “ that they would bear faith

and true obedience to the King, and to the

iſſue of his preſent marriage with Queen

Ann; that they would always, acknow

ledge him the Head of the Church of Eng

land; that the Biſhop of Rome has no

more power than any other Biſhop; that

they renounced obedience to him, and would

preach no other doćtrine than what was

ſincerely agreeable to the Scriptures and

Catholic tradition.”

Soon after the breaking up of this Par

liament, ſeveral eccleſiaſtics were cited to

appear before a Committee of the Cabinet.

Council at Lambeth, and take the oath ;

but no other layman than Sir Thomas

More ; who, when the oath was tendered

to him, deſired to ſee the ačt of ſucceſſion.”

This being alſo ſhewed him, he ſaid, that

he would neither blame thoſe that made the

aćt, nor them that took the oath ; but, for

his own part, though he was willing, to
ſwear to the ſucceſſion in a form of his

own drawing, he could not take that offered

to him, with ſafety to his ſoul. Archbi

ſhop
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flop Cranmer preſſed him with the following

argument : “Since you blame no other per

fon for taking it, it appears that you are

notperſuaded it is a fin, and are only doubt

ful in the matter: You are certain, how

ever of this, that you ought to obey the

King and the law; and there being a cer

tainty on the one hand, and a doubt only

on the other, you are obliged therefore to

do that about which you are certain, not

withſtanding the doubts you may be under.”

This argument, Sir Thomas More ac

knowledges, ſtaggered him at firſt 3 and

Biſhop Burnet mentions it with ſeeming

approbation; but, after all, it teaches, a

doštrine oppoſite to that of St. Paul, who

not only affirms, ‘ that every man ſhould

be fully perſuaded in his own mind, but

alſo that, though nothing is unclean of

itſelf, yet that to him who eſteemeth any

thing to be unclean, to him it is unclean :

and he that doubteth is damned, if he eat."

Sir Thomas More offered, however, to

fwear to the ſucceſſion of the crown in the

iſſue of the King's preſent marriage, 'be

cauſe he thought the Parliament had a

right to determine that matter. Mr. Se

cretary Cromwell expreſſed the moſt tender

and affectionate concern for him, who evi

dently foreſaw, that his ruin would be the

conſequence of his refuſal; for he proteſted,

with an oath, “that he had rather his only

ſon ſhould have loſt his head, than that Sir

Thomas More ſhould have refuſed to ſwear

to the ſucceſſion.”

The conference ending in this manner,

he was, for four days, committed to the

cuſtody of the Abbot of Weſtminſter; and,

it being in the mean time debated, by the

King and Council, how they ſhould pro

ceed with him, Archbiſhop Cranmer, who

was a man of ſenſe and candor, extremely

preſſed the accepting the oath, on his own

terms; becauſe his ſo taking it would not

only be a means of ſatisfying Queen Catha

rine and her daughter, but his great cha

raēter would alſo not a little contribute to

filence the Emperor and other foreign

Princes, as well as quiet the ſcrupulous

conſciences of many at home. Others ad.

ded to this expedient, that he ſhould be

ſworn not to reveal whether he had taken it

or not, or what his ſentiments were con

cerning it; but the King was too much

irritated to be governed by the wholeſome

advice of his Miniſters, and, perhaps, the

$º threw her weight into the ſcale. The

oath was ordered to be again adminiſtered

to the Knight; and, on his refuſal, he was

committed to the Tower, and indićted on

the ſtatute. In the following November,

an act of Parliament was paſſed to confirm

his title of ſupreme Head of the church ;

and, by another ačt, the form of the oath

about the ſucceſſion was preſcribed, and,

in this new form, it was tendered to Sir

Thomas in the Tower ; upon which, he

remarked to his daughter Roper, who had

leave to yiſit him, that they who committed

him, for refuſing this oath not agreeable to

the ſtatute, could not, by their own law,

juſtify his impriſonment. In the cloſe of

this ſeſſion, he was not only excluded by a

general clauſe from an act of grace, but he

was, by a particular ağt attainted of miſ

priſion of treaſon; and it alſo ſet aſide the

King's grants ; and invidiouſly charged

him with ingratitude to his Majeſty. . -

Whilſt he remained in the Tower, his

own Lady remonſtrated to him with much

petulance, for his chuñng to be ſhut up in

a cloſe and filthy priſon, with rats and mice,

when he might enjoy his liberty and his

royal Maſter's favour; but this is the lan

guage of a worldly mind, that has no re

gard to conſcience and immortality. His

ſoul was made in a different mould, and

ſublimed above the feelings of ſenſe; it diſ

dained riches and honours, and even life it

ſelf, when they were not to be purchaſed

without the loſs of inward tranquillity here,

and the favour of God hereafter. About

the ſame time, his Majeſty ſent a Commit

tee of the Privy-council, to engage him to

own his ſupremacy, or elſe openly to deny

the ſame ; but, being unwilling to aggra

vate the King's diſpleaſure, he contented

himſelf with this reply, “that the ſtatute

was like a two-edged ſword; if he ſpoke

againſt it, he ſhould procure the death of

his body; and, if he conſented to it, he

ſhould purchaſe the death of his ſoul.” The

ſame Committee were, ſoon after this, again

ſent to him by the King, to try if they

could prevail on him to change his mind;

but he ſtrićtly adhered to his former an

ſwer; whereupon his Majeſty ordered Rich,

whom he had juſt made Sollicitor-general,

Sir R. Southwell,and Mr. Palmer, his under

Secretary, to take away all his books, with

his pens, ink, and paper, that he might not

write againſt his ſupremacy or ſecond mar

riage.

Whilſt the other two were executing

their commiſſion, Rich, pretending a great

friendſhip for him, put the caſe to him,

Whether, if an act of Parliament was paſ

ſed to make Rich the King, he would not

own him to be ſo Sir Thomas anſwering

in the affirmative, he farther aſked him,

Whether, if an ačt of Parliament ſhould

create him Pope, Sir Thomas would not

acknowledge him as ſuch To this he re

plied by another, Whether, if an act of
P 2. Parliame
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Parliament ſhould ordain, that God ſhould

not be God, Mr. Rich would own, that

he ſhould not be ſo The Sollicitor anſwer

ed in the negative, as no Parliament could

make ſuch a law; and this was all that was

ſaid on that ſubjećt. Whether Rich was

ſent on purpoſe by the King to intangle Sir

Thomas in a diſpute on this topic, we are

not told by any of the hiſtorians; but there

are ſufficient grounds, from both their cha

raēters, and eſpecially from Rich's beha

viour, when he was on his trial, to ſuſpect

ſuch a deſign. Sir Thomas had been now,

above a year, a priſoner in the Tower, and

his Majeſty had in vain uſed all the means

he could think of to prevail on him to ap

prove his divorce and ſecond marriage; he

was therefore determined to get rid of a

man who had given him ſo much trouble,

and of whoſe virtues and popularity he ſtood

in awe; and accordingly he gave orders,

that he ſhould be brought to his trial. His

ſtrength was ſo greatly impaired by his long

impriſonment, that, when he was carried

to Weſtminſter-hall, he went leaning on a

ſtaff from the water-fide in a very feeble

manner, though he had the ſame chearful

air in his countenance, which always ſat

thereon, in the days of his proſperity. He

was tried, at the §: of the King's-bench,

by the Lord Chancellor and a Committee

of the Lords, with ſome of the Judges;

and, being arraigned, he pleaded not guil

to ; adding, that, if the terms “maliciouſ

ly, traitorouſly, and diabolically,’ were ta

ken out of the indićtment, he ſaw nothing

in it that could juſtly charge him with any

treaſon. -

When the Attorney-general had gone

through the charge, the Lord Chancellor

told him, that he might yet expect mercy

from the King, if he would change his

opinion ; and he was therein ſeconded b

the Duke of Norfolk; but Sir Thomas,

after he had thanked theſe Lords for their

courteſy, declared, “ that he beſought Al

mighty God, that, through his grace, he

might continue in the mind he was then in

unto his death.' . Being afterwards permit.

ted to ſpeak in his own defence, he reduced

what he had to ſay to four principal heads,

the firſt whereof was, that he had been an

enemy, out of ſtubbornneſs of mind, to the

King's ſecond marriage; to which he ie

lied, that he always told his opinion to
É. Majeſty, according to the dićtates of

his conſcience; which he neither ever

would, nor ought to have concealed. The

fecond accuſation was, that he had tranſ

greſſed the ſtatute paſſed in the laſt Parlia

ment, in not diſcloſing to the Lords of the

Council, by whom he was twice examined

in the Tower, his opinion, out of a ma

lignant, perfidious, obſtinate, and traitorous

mind, whether the King was ſupreme Head

of the church, or not ; to which he anſwered,

that neither this ſtatute, nor any law in the

world, can puniſh a man for holding his

peace. To the third accuſation, that, he

had traitorouſly wrote eight packets of let

ters, whilſt he was in the Tower, to Bi

ſhop Fiſher, wherein he exhorted him to

break the ſame law, he replied, that the

Biſhop had, in one of his letters, deſired to

know how he had anſwered, in his exami

nations, to the oath of ſupremacy; in re

ference to which, his reply was, That he

had already ſettled his own conſcience, let

him ſettle his to his own good liking ; and

that he gave him no other anſwer he called

God to be his witneſs, as he hoped he ſhould

ſave his ſoul. To the fourth and laſt accu

ſation, that Fiſher's anſwer, in his exami

nation, was like his in the Tower, when

he called this law a two-edged ſword, he

replied, that this did not proceed from any

conſpiracy of theirs, but from the ſimilarity

of their wits and learning.

The Attorney-general, having nothing

to ſay in anſwer to Sir Thomas's juſtifica

tion, as the term “malice’ was much in the

mouths of almoſt the whole court, proceeded

to examine the witneſſes, in order to prove

his treaſon to the jury. Mr. Rich, the Solli

citor-general, depoſed, that, upon his own

ing, in the abovementioned conference, that

no Parliament could make a law that God

ſhould not be God, Sir Thomas replied:

* No more could the Parliament make the

King ſupreme Head of the church.' . The

priſoner, aſtoniſhed at the malice and falſ

hood of this declaration, ſaid, “If this oath,

which you have taken, be true, then I pray

that I may never ſee God in the face;

which I would not ſay, were it otherwiſe, to

gain the whole world.” He then gives a true

account of the conference he had with Mr.

Rich in the Tower, and, to invalidate his

teſtimony, ſhews, from his known charaćler,

that he was a man of no credit or veracity.

The Sollicitor-general, upon this, deſired,

that Sir R. Southwell and Mr. Palmer,

who were in the chamber, when this con

verſation º: between him and the

priſoner, might be called to give evidence

of what they had beard; and both declared,

upon oath, that they knew nothing of the

diſcourſe that paſſed between them. But,

though Sir Thomas's innocence was ſo

conſpicuous, and the evidence againſt him

ſo poorly ſupported, the jury found him

guilty; and the Lord Chancellor Audley

would have immediately pronounced the

ſentence, if Sir Thomas had not reminded

- . . . . . . . him,
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bim, “ that, when he was towards the law,

the manner, in ſuch caſes, was to aſk the

priſoner, before ſentence, whether he could

give any reaſon why judgment ſhould not

proceed againſt him.” The Chancellor had

the grace, upon this, to aſk him what he had

to offer why the ſentence ſhould not proceed.

againſt him. Sir Thomas, among other

things, ſaid, that this realm alone, being:

but one member and a ſmall part of the

church, might not make a particular law

diſagreeing with the general law of the uni

verſal Catholic church, no more than the

city of London might make a law, againſt

an ačt of Parliament, to bind the whole

kingdom; and, in the concluſion, he af

firmed, “that no more might this kingdom.

refuſe obedience to the ſee of Rome, than

might the child to its natural father.” He

then proceeded to make more exceptions,

in order to avoid the indićtment; and the

Chancellor, turning to the Lord Chief Juſ.

tice, aſked him his opinion, openly before

the court, as to its validity, notwithſtanding

the exceptions of the priſoner. The an

ſwer of the Chief Juſtice, named Fitz

James, is very remarkable : ‘My Lords

all, by St. Gillian, I muſt needs confeſs,

that, if the ačt of Parliament be not unlaw

ful, then, in my conſcience, the indićtment

is not inſufficient.” Upon this equivocal

opinion, without waiting for any reply, be

É. ed intence on the priſoner, viz. that

e ſhould be drawn, hanged, and quarter

ed; his four quarters be ſet over the four

5. of the city, and his head upon Lon

on-bridge. The court, after this ſhocking

entence was pronounced, told him, that

they were willing to hear what he had far

ther to alledge in his juſtification; who re

plied in the following words: “I have no

thing to ſay, my Lords, but that, like as the

bleſſed apoſtle St. Paul was preſent and con

ſented to the death of Stephen, and kept

their cloaths who ſtoned him to death; and

i. they be now both twain holy ſaints in

eaven, and ſhall continue there friends for

ever ; ſo I verily truſt, and ſhall therefore

right heartily pray, that, though your Lord

ſhips have now been Judges on earth to my

condemnation, we may yet hereafter all

meet together in heaven to our everlaſting

ſalvation : And ſo I pray God preſerve you

all, and eſpecially my Sovereign Lord the

King, and ſend him faithful Counſellors.”

He was hereupon condućted from the bar

to the Tower; and, when he came to the

wharf, a moſt affecting ſcene was preſented

to his view. His favourite daughter, Mrs.

Roper, who waited there for his coming,

po ſooner ſaw him, than ſhe forced her

way through the crowd and guards that

ſurrounded him; and, having received his

bleſſing on her knees, ſhe embraced him, .

before them all, with the utmoſt tenderneſs.

and affection; but, amidſt a flood of tears

and a thouſand kiſſes, her heart was ſo

greatly oppreſſed with ſorrow, that ſhe could

only cry out, “My father, oh my father l'

This was a moſt piercing fight ; and yet,

he only took her up in his arms, and told

her, ‘ that, whatſoever, he ſhould ſuffer,

though he was innocent, yet it was not.

without the will of God, to whoſe plea

ſure ſhe ſhould conform her own will; that

ſhe knew well enough all the ſecrets of his

heart, and that ſhe muſt be patient for her

loſs.” Upon this, ſhe left him ; but ſcarce,

had ſhe turned from him, before her paſ

ſions of grief and love became ſo irreſiſtible,

that ſhe again burſt through the throng of,

the ſpectators, claſped him round the neck,

and hung upon him with her embraces,

being, all the while, ready to die with ſor

row. This was too much for human na

ture to bear ; and now, though he did not

ſpeak a word, the tears flowed down his

cheeks in great abundance, till ſhe gave

him her laſt kiſs, and took her leave.

A few days after he received his ſentence,

one of the King's creatures made him a viſit,

in order to perſuade him, if poſſible, to com

ply with his Majeſty's will ; and Sir Tho

mas, being at laſt wearied with his non

ſenſe and importunity, told him, that he

had changed his mind. The officious

Courtier immediately went and informed

the King; who, apprehending that he had

miſtaken Sir Thomas's meaning, directly

ſent him back, to know in what particulars

he had changed his mind; but, when he

came to the Tower, he had the mortifica

tion of being informed by the priſoner, that

he had no otherwiſe changed his mind than

in the following manner, viz. ‘ that where

as he had intended to be ſhaved, that he

might appear to the people as he was wont

to do before his impriſonment, he was now

fully reſolved, that his beard ſhould ſhare

the ſame fate with his head.” Though

Henry was not a little vexed at this diſap

pointment, as well as his creature, he was

pleaſed by his pardon, as it was called, to

change his former ſentence of being drawn,

hanged, and quartered into beheading;

upon which, he ſaid, with his uſual mirth,

* God forbid the King ſhould uſe any more.

ſuch to any of my friends; and God bleſs

all my poſterity from ſuch pardons.” The

day before his execution, he wrote a letter

to his daughter with a coal, the uſe of pen

and ink being ſtill denied him ; wherein he

expreſſes a great defire, that he might ſuf

fer the next day; and, being unwilling that
- - - his
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his ſeverity to himſelf ſhould be publickly

known, he ſent his whip and hair ſhirt,

with this letter, to her, who was the only

one of the family that was privy to this cir

cumſtance of his ſuperſtition. .

On the following day, July 5, 1535,

Sir Thomas Pope, his intimate friend,

came to him from his Majeſty, very

early in the morning, to acquaint him,

that he was to be executed at nine o'

clock; and that therefore he muſt im

mediately prepare himſelf for death; which

tidings he received in a joyful manner.

He was farther informed, that it was the

King's pleaſure, that he ſhould not uſe

many words at his execution; to which

command he declared that he would con

form himſelf obediently. Heº Sir

Thomas Pope to procure leave for his

daughter Margaret to be at his burial ;

and, when that Knight. him,

that his Majeſty had already conſented,

that his wife and children, and any of his

friends, might be preſent at it, Sir Thomas

More ſaid, “O how much am I beholden

to his Grace, that unto my poor burial

vouchſafeth to have ſuch gracious confide

ration.” He dreſſed himſelf in the beſt

cloaths he had to appear on the ſcaffold,

that his outward appearance might expreſs

his inward complacency; and, when the

Lieutenant of the Tower objećted to this

eneroſity to his executioner, who was to

#. his cloaths, he aſſured him, “if it was

cloth of gold, he ſhould think it well be

ſtowed on him, who was to do him ſo fin

gular a benefit.” But, the Lieutenant great

ly preſſing him to change his dreſs, he put

on a frize gown ; and of the little money

that he had left he ſent an angel in gold to

the executioner. About nine o'clock, he

was condu&ed to the place of execution;

but, obſerving, when he came to the ſcaf

fold, that it was ſo weakly built as to be

ready to fall, he turned about and ſaid,

with his uſual gaiety, ‘ I pray you, Mr.

Lieutenant, ſee me ſafe up, and, for my

coming down, let me ſhift for myſelf.” . As

ſoon as he had aſcended it, he defired all

the people to pray for him, and witneſs with

him, “That he ſhould then ſuffer death,

in and for the faith of the Holy Catholic

church, a faithful ſervant both of God and

the King." When he had made an end of

his prayers, he, with as much vivacity

and chearfulneſs in his countenance as he

had ever diſcovered, ſaid to the executioner,

• Pluck up thy ſpirits, man, and be not

afraid to do thine office : My neck is very

ſhort; take heed therefore thou ſtrike not

awry, for ſaving thine honeſty. He co

3

vered his eyes himſelf, with a cloth Île had

brought for that purpoſe; then, kneeling

down, and laying his head on the block,

he bid the executioner “ſtay till he had re

moved his beard, for that, he ſaid, had

never committed any treaſon;' and, with

one blow of the ax, his head was ſevered

from his body.

As to Sir Thomas More's charaćter, it

has been already deſcribed; and, as to his

perſon, he was of a middle ſtature, and

well-proportioned; of a pale and phlegmatic

complexion; his hair was of a cheſnut co

lour; his eyes grey; his countenance ami

able and chearful; his voice neither ſtrong

nor ſhrill, and, though clear and diſtinét,

not very muſical ; his conſtitution good in

itſelf, and never impaired by his way of

living, except by writing too much in the

latter part of his life, which cauſed a pain
in histić that was often extremely trou

bleſome; and his diet was ſimple and ab

ſtemious. By his firſt wife he had a ſon

and three daughters; but, as the girls were

born firſt, his wife greatly deſired to have

a ſon, who proved little better than a fool;

and therefore he told her, “ that ſhe had

prayed ſo long for a boy, that ſhe had one

now who would be a boy as long as he

lived." Of his two youngeſt daughters we

only know, that they were married to Gen

tlemen ; but his eldeſt daughter Margaret,

the wife of Mr. Roper, was a woman of

extraordinary parts and learning. She wrote

two declamations in Engliſh, which her fa

ther and ſhe tranſlated ſo elegantly into La

tin, that it was difficult to determine which

was the beſt. She alſo wrote a treatiſe on

the Four laſt Things ſojudiciouſly, that her

father acknowledged it to be a better per

formance than a diſcourſe of his own on the

ſame ſubject. Eraſmus wrote an epiſtle to

her, as to a woman famous for true and

ſolid learning ; and Cardinal Pole was ſo

charmed with her Latin ſtyle, that it was a

long time before he could be perſuaded,

that it was penned by a woman. In a

word, ſhe was a perfečt Miſtreſs of the

Greek and Latin tongues, and all ſorts of

muſic ; ſhe had great ſkill in arithmetic

and many ſciences; and, on this account,

ſhe was complimented by the greateſt men

of the age. Sir Thomas's ſecond wife was

a widow, when he married her, and brought

him no children. His Latin works, which

make a volume in oštavo, were colle&ted

and publiſhed at Baſil and Louvain, in

1563-4; and his Engliſh works, colle&ted

in one volume in folio, were publiſhed by

Serjeant Raſtall, his fiſter's ſon, two years

after the author's execution. - An

.
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The ſame day (March 16, 1758) Mr.

Rowe (from the Commiſſioners of Exciſe in

Scotland) preſented to the Houſe, purſuant

to their order,

An account of the groſs and net produce

of the duty on wrought plate in Scotland,

from the commencement thereof on the 1ſt

of June, 172o, to Midſummer, 1757.

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of the merchants, owners, and

maſters of ſhips, and other inhabitants of

the borough of Minehead, in the county of

Somerſet ; complaining of the deſtructive

practice, of late years, of running wool from

Ireland into France; and praying the Houſe

to encourage the importation of Iriſh wool,

grant a free liberty for tallow, hides, ſkins,

and live cattle, and put an effe&tual ſtop to

the running of wool into France, or give

ſuch other relief as to them ſhall ſeem meet.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for the more eaſy and

ſpeedy repairing of public bridges in the

county of Devon; alſo to

A bill foramending ſeveral roads leading

from Tiverton, in the county of Devon;
alſo to

A bill for enabling George Amyand and

John Anthony Rucker of London, Mer

chants, Agents for the Embden Eaſt-India

Company, to ſell and diſpoſe of the cargo of

the#. Ferdinand of Pruſſia to the uni

ted Company of Engliſh Merchants trading
to the Eaſt-Indies, and to enable the ſaid

Company to purchaſe, land, ſell, and diſ

poſe of the ſame, or any part thereof; and

to impower the ſaid George Amyand and

John Anthony Rucker to make inſurances

on the ſaid ſhip and cargo; and alſo

That they had paſſed a bill for veſting the

foreſts and manors of Singleton and Charl

ton, and other manors, &c. in the counties

of Suſſex and Wilts, in truſtees and their

heirs, upon the truſts therein mentioned,

freed and diſcharged from the eſtates, uſes,

*and truſts, to which they are at preſent ſub

and for other purpoſes therein men

ioned. -

| On the 17th, the Commons paſſed a bill

to diſcontinue, for a limited time, the duties

Fupon tallow imported from Ireland.

: The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they

ad agreed to the bill for appointing Com

imiſſioners to execute an ačt of this ſeſſion

|Parliament for granting an aid to his Ma

from Michaelmas

jetty by a land tax, and to enforce the pay

ment of the rates aſſeſſed on Somerſet-houſe

in the Strand ; and for rectifying a miſtake

in the ſaid act, &c. alſo

To the bill for amending an att, paſſed

in the laſt ſeſſion of Parliament, for build

ing a bridge or bridges from Smith's Hil

in Old Brentford in Middleſex, croſs the

Thames, to the oppoſite ſhore in Surry ;
alſo

To a bill for repairing and widening the

roads, from Donnington, High Bridge to
Haledrove, and to the 8th mile ſtone in the

pariſh of Whigtoft, and to Langret Ferry,

in the county of Lincoln; alſo . . .

To a bill for enlarging the terms and

powers granted by an act, paſſed in the 24th

year of his preſent Majº reign, for en

larging the term and powers granted by an

aćt, paſſed in the 3d year of the ſaid reign,

for repairing and amending ſeveral roads

from Woodſtock, through Kiddington and

Enſtone, to Roll-right lane and Enſlow

bridge, to Kiddington aforeſaid, and for

making the ſaid act more effectual; and

alſo - -

To the bill for transferring certain South

ſea annuities, ſtanding in the name of the

late Treaſurer to the Commiſſioners for

building so new churches, to the Rećtors

of eight of thoſe churches, and for veſting

certain ſites of churches in truſtees, in or

der to ſell the ſame for the purpoſes therein

mentioned.

On the 20th, Mr. Rowe (from the Com

miſſioners of the Cuſtoms in Scotland) pre

ſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their orders

An account of the quantity of tallow, an

the quantity and number of raw hides and

ſkins that have been imported into Scotland

1747 to Michaelmas

1757, diſtinguiſhing each year, and the

places from whence they have been import

ad, with an account of the duties paid

thereon ; alſo

An account of what tallow has been re

exported from Scotland, from Michaelmas

1747 to Michaelmas 1757, diſtinguiſhing

each year, and the places to which it has

been exported, with an account of the draw

back paid thereon; alſo

An account of the tanners bark exported

from Scotland, from Michaelmas 1747 to

Michaelmas 1757, diſtinguiſhing each year,

and the places from and to which it has

been exported ; and alſo -

An account of the number of cattle im

ported into Scotland from the iſle of*.
Tori
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from Michaelmas 1747 to Michaelmas

1757, diſtinguiſhing each year.

• The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for confirming and eſtabliſhing articles

of agreement for dividing and incloſing the

open common fields, common meadows,

commons, and waſte grounds in the town

fhips of Brompton and Sawdon, in the north

riding of the county of York.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for enlarging the term and

powers granted and continued by ſeveral

aćts of Parliament for repairing the harbour

of Dover in Kent; and alſo

To a bill for repairing the high road

from Brent-bridge, in the county of Devon,

to Gaſking-gate, in or near Plymouth, in

the ſaid county.

On the 21ſt, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for aſcertaining and col

lećting the poor's rates, and for better re

gulating the poor in the pariſh of St. Mary

Magdalen, Bermondſey, in the county of

Surry.

The ſame day, the Commons ordered,

That an account be laid before this Houſe

ef the quantities of foreign leather imported

into this kingdom, from the 24th of June,

1750, to the 24th of June, 1757, diſtin

guiſhing each year; alſo

An account of the quantities of foreign

tanners bark imported into this kingdom,

from the 24th of June, 1750, to the 24th of

June, 1757, diſtinguiſhing each year; and

alſo -

An account of the drawbacks paid upon

leather manufactured or unmanufactured,

re-exported out of this kingdom, from the

24th of June, 1750, to the 24th of June,

1757, diſtinguiſhing the manufactured from

the unmanufactured leather, and alſo each

year.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That 284,802 l. 1 s. three faithings be

granted to his Majeſty, to make good the

deficiency of the fº. for the year 1757.

That 38,360 l. 19 s. 10d. three far

things be granted to his Majeſty for 2120

horſe, and 990o foot, with the general and

ſtaff Officers, and train of artillery, the

troops of the Landgrave of Heſſe Caſſel, in

the pay of Great Britain, from the 23d of

February, 1758, to the 23d of April fol

lowing, both inclufive, with the ſubſidy,

purſuant to treaty:

That 26,oool. be granted to his Majeſty,

upon account, for the out-penſioners of

Chelſea hoſpital, for the year 1758.

On the 22d, the Commons paſſed a bill

for enlarging the term granted by an ačt,

made in the 26th year of his preſent Ma

jeſty's reign, for laying a duty of two pen

nies Scots, or a 6th part of a penny ſterfing,

upon every pint of Scots ale and beer, brew

ed for ſale, brought into, tapped or ſold .

within the town and pariſh of Preſton Pans, i.

in the ſhire of Eaſt. Lothian, otherwiſe Had. .

dingtoun, for repairing the harbour of the

faid town, and other purpoſes therein men

tioned; alſo

A bill for enlarging the term and powers

granted by an ačt, of the 25th year of his

preſent Majeſty's reign, for repairing the

poſt road from Edinburgh, through the

counties of Linlithgow and Sterling, from

the Boat-houſe ford on Almond water,

and from thence to the town of Linlithgow,

and from thence to Falkirk and Sterling,

and alſo from Falkirk to Kilſyth, and

Inche Bellie bridge on the poſt road, to the

city of Glaſgow; and for building a bridge

croſs Almond water; and alſo

A bill for inclofing and dividing the

moors and commons within the chapelry of

Hamſterly, in the manor of Wolfingham,

in the county of Durham.

The ſame day, they ordered,

That there be laid before this Houſe a

copy of the commiſſion appointing the Lord

Tyrawley Governor of Gibraltar.

That Colonel Skinner, his Majeſty's

chief Engineer, do, upon to morrow fort

night, attend the Committee of the whole

Houſe, to whom it is referred to conſider of

the account of the charge of the works car

ried on at Gibraltar, between July 1, 1756,

and November 30, 1757, by the particular

order of the Lord Tyrawley, with the pa

per intitled, “Report and obſervations—

Gibraltar 1758.”

That Major-general Napier, Colonel

Watſon, and the Lord Tyrawley do atter.

the ſaid Committee at the ſaid time.

The ſame day, they reſolved,

That an humble addreſs be preſented to

his Majeſty, that he will be graciouſly

pleaſed to give direétions that there be laid

before this Houſe a plan of the new works

made at Gibraltar by the order of Lord

Tyrawley, and alſo a plan of the fortifica

tions at Gibraltar in general ; and alſo

An account of all ſums of money iſſued,

and to whom paid, by the Receiver-general

of his Majeſty's revenues at Gibraltar, by

virtue of orders from the Lord Tyrawley

The ſame day, was preſented to the
Houſe

A petition of ſeveral owners of barges.

lighters, and other ſmall craft occupied or

or navigating the river Thames; alledgins

that, if the bill, depending in the Houſe.

for explaining and amending the aët for

widening
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widening and enlarging the paſſage over

and through London-bridge, and rendering

it more effectual, ſhould paſs in the form

it now ſtands, it would be extremely inju

rious to the petitioners and the public inge

neral; and therefore praying that they may

be heard by themſelves, or their Council,

againſt ſuch parts of it as will affect them.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they had

paſſed a bill to enable Charles Bagot, now

called Charles Cheſter, and his ſons, to take

the ſurname of Cheſter, and for carrying an

agreement, therein mentioned, into execu

tion.

On the 23d, the Commons paſſed a bill

for explaining, amending, and rendering

more effectual, an ačt paſſed, in the 9th and

19th years of William III, for erecting hoſ.

pitals and workhouſes in the city and

county of the city of Exon, for the better

employing and maintaining of the poor

there.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for repealing ſo much of

the act of the 15th year of his preſent Ma

jeſty, for enlarging the term and powers

granted by an ačt of the 13th year ofGeorge

I, for repairing the roads from Cirenceſter

town's end to St. John's bridge, in the

county of Glouceſter, as dire&ts that the in

habitants of the pariſhes and hamlets there

in named ſhall paſs toll-free, for repairing

the ſtreet from the High Croſs in Cirenceſ.

ter to the town's end there, and other pur

poſes therein mentioned; and for enlarging

the terms and powers granted by the ſaid

aćts.

The ſame day, the bills which had paſſed

both Houſes received the royal aſſent, by

virtue of a commiſfion from his Majeſty.

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe

A petition of Charles Dingley, of Lon

don, merchant, ſetting forth, that, ſince the

late earthquake at Liſbon, ſeveral cargoes

of culm have been exported from Wales to

Portugal, to be uſed in the burning and

aalcining of lime, for the better and more

#." rebuilding of the ſaid city; that the

ame duties have been taken, for the expor

tation thereof, as for that of coals, though

theſe commodities greatly differ in value ;

that, if the ſame duties ſhall continue to be .

taken, on the exportation of culm, as on

that of coals, the price thereof will be ſo

far enhanced, that the future exportation

of it to Portugal will be totally prevented,

to the great loſs of the inhabitants of Liſ.

bon, as well as of this kingdom; and there

fore praying the Houſe to make ſuch provi

* - a vas-a-, * * *
- / o -n- -

fion therein as ſhall appear to be juſt and

neceſſary.

On the 3d of April, Mr. Wood (from

the office of one of his Majeſty's pºincipal

Secretaries of ſtate) preſented to the Houſe,

purſuant to their order, -

A copy of the commiſſion appointing

Lord Tyrawley Governor of Gibraltar.

The ſame day, the Houſe ordered,

That Mr. Burgeſs, late his Majeſty's

Receiver-general at Gibraltar, do, on

Thurſday morning next, attend the Com

mittee of the whole Houſe, to whom it is

referred to confider the accounts of the charge

of the works carried on at Gibraltar, be

tween the 1ſt of July, 1756, and the 30th

of November, 1757, by the particular order

of the Lord Tyrawley; together with the

paper intitled, “Report and obſervations—

Gibraltar 1758.”

The ſame day, was preſented to the

Houſe -

A petition of the merchants, dealers in

leather, and tanners of the city of Cheſter,

and places adjacent, repreſenting the good

conſequences which they apprehend would

ariſe, if the exportation of ſkins from Ire

land to all foreign parts, except Great Bri

tain, was prohibited; and therefore pray

ing for ſuch a prohibition; and alſo

Another petition of the ſaid perſons, re

preſenting the many good effects which

would ariſe from the bill ordered in to give

leave for the importation of live cattle from

Ireland; and therefore praying that it may

paſs into a law.

On the 4th, Mr. Burgeſs, Receiver-ge

neral of his Majeſty's revenues in Gibraltar,

preſented to the Houſe -

An account of all ſums of money iſſued,

and to whom paid, by him, by virtue of

orders from the Lord Tyrawley.

Mr. Earle preſented to the Houſe, pur

ſuant to their addreſs to his Majeſty,

No 1. Plan of the peninſula and city of

Gibraltar.

2. Plan of the line wall from the north

to the ſouth baſtion, as altered by the Lord

Tyrawley—Gibraltar, 1757. -

3. Plan of the Princeſs of Wales's line,

&c. erected by the ſaid Lord's order–Gi

braltar, 1757.

4. Profiles of the Princeſs of Wales's

line, &c. &c. Gibraltar.

5. Plan of the new works at the Roſia

ground—Gibraltar, 1757.

6. Plan of the additional works near the

new mole, Gibraltar, 1757.

7. Plan and profile of Prince Edward's

battery, Gibraltar. -

8. Plan and ſe&tion of the new magazine,

above the Red Sands, Gibraltar, 1757.

Q. 9.
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9. Plan of Lady Louiſa's battery at Eu

ropa, Gibraltar, 1757. º

19. Plan of the powder magazine ad

joining to the eight gun battery—Gibraltar,
I 57.

11. Plan of the part of the north baſtion

done by Lord Tyrawley, Gibraltar, 1757.

12, Plan of Hanover battery and line at
Gibraltar. -

13. Plan, elevation, and profiles of the

Queen's battery, Gibraltar.

14. Plans, elevations, and ſe&tions of

the wooden barracks, near Water port,

Gibraltar, 1757.

15. Plan, elevation, and ſe&tion of the

wooden barracks in the Shot yard, Gibral

tar, 1757.

16. Plan ſhewing the ſituation of the

wooden barracks near the ſouth port, with

the new road to the flat baſtion, Gibraltar,

1757.

17. Plan of the wooden barracks near

the ſouth port—Gibraltar, 1757.

18. Section through the eight gun bat

tery.

Together with a liſt of the ſaid plans,

profiles, and ſe&tions.

The ſame day, Mr. Tomkyns (from the

Commiſſioners of the Cuſtoms) preſented to

the Houſe, purſuant to their order,

An account of the quantity of Cordivant

ſkins imported into England, from Chriſt

mas, 749, to the 5th of January, 1757,

diſtinguiſhing each year.

Together with a ſpecial return, with re

ſpect to the quantity of tanners bark im

ported into this kingdom, from the 24th of

June, 1750, to the 24th of June, 1757, diſ

tinguiſhing each year; and alſo with re

ſpe&t to an account of the drawbacks paid

upon leather, manufactured or unmanufac

tured, re-exported out of this kingdom,

from the 24th of June, 1750, to the 24th of

June, 1757, diſtinguiſhing the manufactu

red from the unmanufactured leather, to

gether with each year.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That this Houſe will, on Thurſday ſeven

night, the 13th of this inſtant April, reſolve

itſelf into a Committee of the whole Houſe,

to confider of the ſaid account and paper.

. . The ſame day, they likewiſe ordered,

that the ſeveral perſons, ordered to attend

the ſaid Committee on Thurſday morning

next, do attend it on Thurſday ſevenmight;

and alſo

That Captain John Innis of the artillery

regiment, Captain Francis Bowyer, Cap

tain John Strahan, Captain William Ho

tham, and Captain Jervis Mapleſton, do

attend the ſaid Committee at the ſame time.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they

had paſſed a bill for carrying into execution

ſeveral contračts made by, or on behalf of,

James, late Lord Bulkeley, in the kingdom

of Ireland, in his life-time, for the ſale of

ſeveral lands and tenements in Angleſey,

and for applying the purchaſe money to

diſcharge incumbrances affecting the ſame;
and alſo

A bill for veſting in William Read, Eſq;

and his heirs, ſeveral entailed eſtates in the

county of York, in order that the ſamemay

be ſold; and for ſettling another eſtate, in

the ſaid county, to the like uſes.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed abill

to amend an act, made in the 3d year of

William and Mary, for the better..
tion and ſupplying the defe&ts of the former

laws for the ſettlement of the poor, ſo far

as the ſame relates to apprentices gaining a

ſettlement by indenture; and alſo to im

power Juſtices of the peace to determine

differences between maſters and miſtreſſes,

and their ſervants, in huſbandry, about their

wages, though ſuch ſervants are hired for

leſs time than a year.

On the 5th, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for indemnifying perſons

who have omitted to qualify themſelves for

offices and employments, and Juſtices of

the peace, and others, who have omitted to

regiſter their qualifications within the time

limited by law; and for giving further time

for thoſe purpoſes, and the filing of affida

vits of articles of clerkſhip.

On the 6th, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of the Mayor, Alderman,

Sheriff, and the reſt of the Common-coun

cil of the town and county of the town of

Newcaſtle upon Tyne, alledging... that the

free importation of cattle and tallow from

Ireland, for a limited time, will not only

very much contribute to the relief of the

diſtreſſed poor in the ſaid town and county,

and parts adjacent, but to the ſupport of

the trade and manufačtures of the kingdom

in general; and therefore praying, that the

bills depending for ſuch exportation may

paſs into a law, or that ſuch other relief

may be afforded, as ſhall ſeem moſt condu

cive to the purpoſes abovementioned.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they had

paſſed a bill for ſettling the ſeveral charities

of the hoſpital and free ſchool of Kirklea

tham, in the county of York, founded by

the late Sir William Turner, purſuant to

the will and codicil of Cholmley Turner, of

Kirkleatham, Eſq; lately deceaſed; and

alſo

A bill for veſting part of the lands, tene

, ments,

t
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ments, and hereditaments, ſettled, on the

marriage of William Norris, Eſq; on him

and his heirs, and for ſettling other lands

in lieu thereof. -

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a bill

for enlarging the powers granted by an ačt,

paſſed in the 18th year of his preſent Ma:

jeſty, for rendering more effectual ſeveral

aćts paſſed for the erecting of ſeveral hoſpi

tals and workhouſes in the city of Briſtol,

for the better employing and maintaining

the poor thereof; and alſo

A bill to confirm and eſtabliſh articles of

agreement for dividing and incloſing ſeveral

open and common fields in Ottringham, in

the county of York.

The ſame day, they reſolved,

That 800,oool. be granted to his M1

jeſty, to enable him to diſcharge the like

ſum raiſed, in purſuance of an act made in

the laſt ſeſſion of Parliament, and charged

on the firſt ſupplies to be granted in this

ſeſſion; alſo

That 99.02 1.5 s. be granted to his Ma

jeſty, upon account, for ſupporting the ſet

tlement of Nova Scotia for the year 1758;

alſo

That 662.61. 9s. 9 d. half-penny be

granted to his Majeſty, upon account, for

defraying the charges incurred by ſupport

ing the ſaid colony for the year 1756, and

not provided for by Parliament; and alſo

That 3557 l. Io s. be granted to his

Majeſty, upon account, for defraying the .

charges of the civil eſtabliſhment of Georgia,

from the 24th of June, 1757, to the 24th

of June, 1758.

The ſame day, the Commons ordered,

That Major Thomas Flight, of the roy

al artillery regiment, do attend, on this day

ſevenmight, the Committee of the whole

Houſe, to whom it is referred to conſider of

the account of the charge of the works car

ried on at Gibraltar by Lord Tyrawley's

particular orders, &c.

On the 7th, the Commons paſſed a bill

to encourage the growth and cultivation of

madder in England, by aſcertaining the

tythe thereof.

The ſame day, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of the merchants, dealers in

leather, and tanners of the city of Glaſgow,

and places adjacent, repreſenting the good

conſequences which they apprehend would

ariſe, if the exportation of raw hides and

ſkins from Ireland to foreign parts was pro

hibited ; and therefore praying, that the

exportation of raw hides and ſkins from Ire

land to all parts, except Great Britain, may

be prohibited.

On the 10th, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of the merchants, dealers in

leather, and tanners of the city of Edin

burgh, repreſenting many advantages which

they alledge would ariſe, if the large quan

tities of raw hides and ſkins, yearly ex

ported from Ireland to foreign parts, were

to be tanned in Great Britain or Ireland;

and therefore praying, that the exportation

of raw hides and ſkins from Ireland to all

parts, except Great Britain, may be prohi
bited. w

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That the

Lords had agreed to the bill for incloſing

and dividing the moors and commons with

in the chapelry of Hamſterly, in the manor

of Wolfingham, in the county of Durham.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That an humble addreſs be preſented to

his Majeſty, that he will be graciouſly

pleaſed to give directions that there be laid,

before this Houſe, the laſt accounts received

by the Commiſſioners, for executing the

office of Lord High Admiral of Great Bri

tain, from any Commander or Comman

ders of his Majeſty's ſhips of war flationed .

on the coaſt of Africa, giving an account

of the ſtate and condition of the forts and

ſettlements there, fince thoſe received from

Captain Weller, of his Majeſty's ſhip Aſ

fiſtance. -

... The ſame day, they paſſed a bill for fur

ther explaining the laws about the eleētors

of Knights of the ſhire for England.

On the 11th, were preſented to the Houſe

The ſeveral petitions of the tanners, cur

riers, and other dealers in leather, in the

county of Salop and in the county and city

of Glouceſter, repreſenting the good conſe

quences which they apprehend would ariſe,

if the exportation of raw hides and ſkins

from Ireland to all parts, except Great Bri

tain, was prohibited, and the importation of

live cattle into this kingdom from Ireland

was permitted; and therefore praying, that

the bills depending for ſuch exportation and

importation may paſs into a law.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for enlarging the term

granted by an ačt, made in the 26th year of

his preſent Majeſty's reign, for laying a

duty of two pennies Scots, or a 6th part of

a penny ſterling, upon every Scots pint of

ale and beer, which ſhall be brewed for

ſale, brought into, tapped, or ſold in the

town and pariſh of Preſton Pans, in the

ſhire of Eaſt Lothian, otherwiſe Hadding

toun, for repairing the harbour of the ſaid

town, and other purpoſes therein mention

ed; alſo to

The bill for explaining, amending, and

rendering more effectual, an act, paſſed in

Q_* the
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the 9th and 10th years of the reign of Wil.

liam III, for erecting hoſpitals and work

houſesin the city and county of the city of

Exon, for the better employing and main

taining the poor there; .# to

The bill for enlarging the term and

i. of an act, paſſed in the 25th year of

is preſent Majeſty's reign, for repairing

the poſt road from the city of Edinburgh,

through the counties of Linlithgow and

Sterling, from the Boathouſe. on Al

mond water, and from thence to the towns

of Linlithgow and Falkirk, and from thence

to Sterling; alſo from Falkirk to Kilſyth

and Inch Bellie bridge, on the poſt road, to

the city of Glaſgow; and for building a

bridge croſs Almond water.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for eſtabliſhing agreements made be

tween Charles Brandling, Eſq; and other

proprietors of lands, for laying down a

waggon way, for the better ſupplying the

town and neighbourhood of Leeds, in the

county of York, with coals; alſo

A bill to enlarge, alter, and render

more effe&tual, the term and powers of an

aćt, of the 12th year of his preſent Majeſty,

for repairing the roads from Bakewell to

©heſterfield in the county of Derby, and

from Cheſterfield to Workſop in the county

of Nottingham, and other roads therein

mentioned ; and alſo

A bill, for eſtabliſhing and confirming

articles of agreement for dividing and in.

cloſing two ſtinted paſtures or commons,

called Settle Banks, High Scar, and Scale

ber, in the townſhip of Settle, in the coun

ty of York.

The ſame day, they alſo ordered,

That there be laid before this Houſe an

account of the money remaining in the Ex

chequer, diſpoſable by Parliament, of the

produce of the ſinking fund on the 5th of

this inſtant April.

On the 12th, were preſented to the Houſe

Two ſeveral petitions of the merchants,

dealers in leather, and tanners of the city

of Briſtol and places adjacent; one repre

ſenting many good effects which they al

ledge will ariſe from giving leave to import

live cattle from Ireland into this kingdom;

and the other ſhewing the good conſequen

ces that would follow, if the exportation of

raw hides and ſkins from Ireland to all

parts, except Great Britain, was prohibit

ed; and praying, that the bills depending

for theſe purpoſes may paſs into a law.

The ſime day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, That they

had paſſed a bill to enable Sir Maurice

Croſbie, or any future guardian of Francis

Thomas, Earl of Kerry and Lixnaw, in

the kingdom of Ireland, a minor, to dif

charge an incumbrance on certain collieries

and coal-mines in the county of Durham,

part of the eſtate of the ſaid Earl.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill from the Lords, for veſting the foreſts

and manors of Singleton and Charlton, and

other manors, lands, tenements, and here

ditaments, in the counties of Suſſex and

Wilts, in truſtees and their heirs, on the

truſts therein mentioned, freed and diſ

charged from the eſtates, uſes, and truſts,

to which they are now ſubject, and for other

purpoſes therein mentioned.

On the 13th, was preſented to the Houſe

A petition of ſeveral traders and inhabi

tants of the borough of Great Yarmouth,

in the county of Norfolk, and the liberties

thereof, praying, that, as South Town,

otherwiſe Little Yarmouth, is within the

limits of the ſaid borough, and not expreſly

mentioned in the petition preſented to the

Houſe for leave to bring in a bill for the

recovery of ſmall debts therein, to prevent

any doubts that may ariſe on that account,

the ſaid bill may extend to the more eaſy

and ſpeedy recovery of ſmall debts in the

borough of Great Yarmouth and liberties

thereof; and alſo

A petition of the Sheriff and Grand Ju

ry, Gentlemen, proprietors of land, land

holders, and breeders of cattle, aſſembled

at the great ſeſſions, held for the county of

Pembroke, on the 6th of April, 1758; re

preſenting, that the free importation of
cattle from Ireland would be attended with

very affe&ting conſequences to the general

landed intereſt of this kingdom, and to that

part of it in particular; and expreſſing their

hopes, that the Houſe, as we are now en

gaged in an expenſive war, will not paſs a

É. ſo fatal a tendency, the evils of which

were ſo ſenſibly felt in a former reign, that

no leſs than four very ſtriët and ſevere laws

were made to prevent them.

The ſame day, Mr. Wilford (from the

Exchequer) preſented to the Houſe, purſu

ant to their order, -

An account of the money remaining in

the Exchequer, diſpoſable by Parliament,

of the produce of the finking fund on the

5th of April, 1758. -

* The ſame day, Mr. Secretary Pitt, by

his Majeſty's command, preſented to the
Houſe º

The copy of a convention between his

Majeſty and the King of Pruſſia, conclu

ded and ſigned at London, the 11th ofA

pril, 1758,-and tranſlation. -

The Lord Barrington, by his Majeſty's

command, preſented to the Houſe

An eſtimate of the charge of 38,000 men
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of the troops of Hanover, Wolfenbuttel,

Saxe Gotha, and the county of Buckke

burg ; and of the extraordinary charge of

the ſaid troops; alſo

An eſtimate of the charge of the troops

of the Landgrave of Heſſe Caſſel in the pay

of Great Britain, from the 25th of Decem

ber, 1757, to the 24th of December, 1758,

both days incluſive; and alſo

An account of extraordinary ſervices in

curred in the year 1757, not provided for

by Parliament.

: The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for confirming and eſta

bliſhing articles of agreement for dividing

and incloſing the open common fields,

H E honourable Edward Boſcawen,

Eſq; of Hatchland in Surry, next bro

ther to Hugh, the preſent Lord Viſcount

Falmouth, is lineally deſcended from an an

cient and noble family, who were poſſeſſed

of the lordſhip and manor of Boſcawen, ly

ing at the Land's end in Cornwall, from

whence they had their denomination, in the

reign of King John : He is the ſon of

Hugh, Lord Viſcount Falmouth, by Char

lotte, eldeſt of the two daughters and coheirs

of Charles Godfrey, Eſq; and he has ren

dered himſelf truly illuſtrious by his perſo

nal qualities and eminent ſervices to his

King and his country. Being inclined to

: a ſeafaring life, he had the command of the

Shoreham, of 20 guns; a ſhip that was a

part of Admiral Vernon's ſquadron, in the

º Weſt-Indies in 1739, where, as a volun

teer, he diſplayed his valour, at the taking

and blowing up the fortifications of Porto

:

|

Bello. In the memorable attack of Car

thagena, in February 1741-2, he com

manded a party of ſeamen, who bravely

took the faſcine battery of fifteen 24 pound

ers, and a ſmaller one of five guns, not

withſtanding a bloody and obſtinate reſiſt

ance; and who, after ſpiking up the guns,

- tore up and burnt all the platforms and

carriages, by means whereof, the enemy

had extremely galled General Wentworth.

He was, as Commander of the Prince Fre

deric, diſpatched from hence by the Admi

ra! and General, with advice, that the fleet

common meadows, commons, and waſte

grounds in the townſhips of Brompton and

Sawdon, in the pariſh of Brompton, in the

north Sriding of the county of York, with

ſome amendments, to which they deſire the

concurrence of this Houſe.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill from the Lords, for diſſolving the mar

riage of George Forter Tuffnel, Eſq; with

Eliſabeth Forſter, his now wife, and for

enabling him to marry again, and other

purpoſes therein mentioned.

The ſame day, the Lords, authoriſed by

his Majeſty's commiſſion, notified the royal

aſſent to ſeveral public and private bills.

[To be continued.]

A the Honourable E D w A R D B osc A we N, Eſ; has, on many former Occaſions,

ſignaliſed himſelf as a brave and/ºilful Commander, and ſo lately acquired immortal

Renown in the Taking of the important City, Harbour, and Fortifications of Louiſ

burg, in the Iſland of Cape Breton; wherein his Palour and Conduct were conſpi

cuouſly diſplayed, as well as his conſtant Readineſ to concur with and promote the

Deſigns and Operations of the Commander in chief of the Land Forces; we havejudged

it expedient to preſent our Readers with a brief Account of his memorable Exploits:

With his Head neatly engraved.

and land forces, under their command, were

ſailing on a new expedition againſt the Spa

niards; and he, in nine weeks, arrived,

from Jamaica, at St. Helen's, on the 14th

of May, 1742.

On the 26th of November, 1746, being

then Captain of the Namur, and Commo

dore of a ſquadron of his Majeſty's ſhips,

he took the Intrepide, a French privateer

of St. Malo’s, of 20 guns and 200 men ;

and alſo a diſpatch ſnow from the Marquis

d’Anville's ſquadron at Chebucto in Aca

dia, with very important advices to the

court of France. On the 3d of May, 1747,

he ſignaliſed himſelf in an engagement with

a French fleet that were convoying, from

the ports of France to the Eaſt and Weſt

Indies, ſhips laden with merchandiſes and

military ſtores ; and not ſo much as one of

the ſhips of war eſcaped from his hands.

He was, hereupon, conſtituted Rear-admi

ral of the Blue ſquadron of his Majeſty's

fleet; and likewiſe Commander of a ſqua

dron, and General of the land forces, em

ployed on an expedition to the Eaſt-Indies.

He ſailed from St. Helen's, on the 4th

of November, 1747, with a fair wind, which

only continued for a ſingle day; but he

choſe rather to turn to the windward, than

to return with his fleet, being eagerly de

firous of getting out of the channel. On

the 29th of the following March, the fleet

anchored in Table-bay at the Cape of

Good Hope; and, on the 30th, thesº
- or
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for a camp being pitched upon, men were

ordered on ſhore to clear it for that purpoſe;

but the wind blowed ſo freſh, that the forces

could not land till the 6th of April, when

they all, being three battalions with artille

ry, incamped in a regular manner. On

the right were 4oo marines, which formed

one battalion; on the left 6 Engliſh inde

pendent companies, each conſiſting of 1 12

men; and 6 Scotch companies in the cen

ter. They made a fine appearance; and

no pains were wanting to prepare them for

aćtion by diſcipline and refreſhment. The

Admiral intirely gained the love of the

land Officers by his gentle behaviour; and

ſo great was the harmony of all ranks

‘and orders among them, that every one

thought they were happy under his com

mand. On the 8th of May, the fleet ſailed

from the Cape in good health and high ſpi

rits; and, after much bad weather, they

came to the iſland of Mauritius, in 20 de

grees ſouthlatitude, belonging to the French,

on the 23d of June, 1748. At 9 o'clock,

on the ſame day, the Admiral ſailed along

the ſhore in line of battle, the Pembroke

man of war, of 50 guns, leading the van ;

and, at about 3 in the afternoon, they were

expoſed to the fire of an oppoſite battery,

which was returned by the Pembroke and

moſt of the other ſhips; but, as they were

both out of point-blank ſhot, no damage was

done on either fide. About 7 at night,

the fleet anchored in Turtle-bay, near the

mouth of the harbour; out of which the

wind blew ſo conſtantly, that no ſhip could

enter it ; and the channel was ſo narrow,

that only one could ſail into it, at a time.

The French had two batteries at this bay,

which fired on the Pembroke; one of Io

guns, and the other of eight; but ſhe was

out of the reach of moſt of their ſhot.

On the 24th, in the morning, the Ad

miral ordered proper perſons to reconnoitre

the harbour and coaſt, in order to fix on a

lace to land the troops; but it appeared to

f Council of war, held at their return,

from the report they made, that the forces

could land no-where, except at Turtle-bay,

four miles from the town ; and that the

whole way was through a thick wood,

wherein the enemy had ſeveral batteries.

The Pembroke was ordered, in the might,

to warp in, to filence the batteries; and

the Maſters of the men of war were com

manded, in boats, to ſound the coaſt : But,

though the former drove them from their

guns, ſhe could not get near enough to diſ

mount them; and, as to the latter, they

declared, that the coaſt was defended by

rocks; that the enemy had moored a ſhip

of 63 guns croſs the channel 5 and that there

were two forts on each ſide of the harbour,

which would fink any ſhip, before it could

be warped in. On the 25th, another Coun

cil, compoſed of land and ſea Officers, un

animouſly agreed to proceed on their voyage,

as it was judged that 500 men would be

loſt in attempting to land, and the Admi

ral had received orders not to hazard the

forces there, but reſerve them for an affair

of greater importance; and accordingly,

. the 27th of June, they quitted this

ace.

They had a fine paſſage from the iſland

of Mauritius, and, on the 28th of July, ar

rived at Fort St. David's the men were all

well and in high ſpirits, a few excepted,

who were ill of the ſcurvy. On the follow

ing day the troops landed, and were in

camped till they were in a readineſs to march

to Pondecherry, which was about 16 miles

diſtant; the India Company's forces joined

them ; and, every thing neceſſary for the

fiege being compleated on the 7th of Au

guſt, they, next day, ſet out for Ponde

cherry, but were conſtrained to make ſhort

marches, on the account of the extreme heat

of the weather. On the 13th of Auguſt,

they attacked Arrecopong fort, within three

miles of Pondecherry, which commanded

the paſs of a river; and they were under a

neceſſity of taking it, to keep a communi

cation with Fort St. David's. Having been

informed, that the French were intrenched

before this fort, all the grenadiers and pic

quets were ordered to attack them ; which

they did in as gallant a manner as was ever

known on ſuch an occaſion. They, for near

a mile, marched up a plain facing the fort,

continually expoſed to the fire of 10 guns;

and they even approached the walls, without

taking their firelocks from their ſhoulders,

the enemy playing their cannon and ſmall

arms upon them, without intermiſſion. Find

ing at length no intrenchment, and not be

ing prepared to take the fort, they retreated

in good order, with the loſs of 5 Officers and

50 private men, killed and wounded ; and

they incamped near the fort. Having got

two guns from the ſhips, 18 pounders, and

two 12 pounders, they made regular ap

proaches, and on the 19th blew up a ſmall

battery, whereupon the French abandoned

the fort ; and on the 26th they took the

barrier of Pondecherry, which the enemy

but poorly defended. Guns and ſtores be

ing landed with all poſfible expedition, they,

the next day, opened their trenches, and the

bomb-veſſels began to play; on the 10th of

September they opened a mortar battery,

with five mortars; and on the 17th another

with three 12 pounders. On the 20th they

opened a battery, with two 12*:
all
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and another of 5 mortars; and on the 25th

a grand one, of 8 guns, at the diſtance of

600 yards. On the 27th the ſhips, approach

ing as near as poſſible, played upon the town,

when they made their grand attack; but,

the enemy being ſtronger in garriſon than

the befiegers, the monſoons being alſo ex

pe&ted, and their men growing fickly, the

Admiral called a Council of war, wherein

it was reſolved to raiſe the ſiege ; and, ha

ving ſecured all their cannon on board the

ſhips, they ſet their batteries on fire, and,

decamping on the 6th of Ośtober, marched

for Fort St. David's, with drums beating

and colours flying. In two days they reach

ed the fort; and their retreat was ſo well

condućted, that Mr. Boſcawen therein diſ

covered himſelf to be an able General ; and

indeed no land Commander in chief of an

army could do more than he did with ſo few

forces. Pondecherry is a regular fortifica

tion, having a ditch, a covered way, a gla

cis, and a citadel; the ground is a light

ſand, and therefore none of the balls did

much execution; and the garriſon confiſt

ed of near 2000 Europeans, beſides Blacks,

within the walls ; whereas the ſtrongeſt

Britiſh force was only 3200 men, who did

all that could poſſibly be expected from

them.

The Admiral, having ſent forces, and ta

ken poſſeſſion of Fort St. George, which

was ſurrendered by the French on the 19th

of O&tober 1749, ſailed with the fleet from

Fort St. George, and arrived at Spithead

in April 1750. On his return he was con

ſtituted Rear-admiral of the White ſqua

dron of his Majeſty's fleet; and in June,

1751, one of the Lords Commiſfioners of

the Admiralty. On the 4th of February,

1755, he was made Vice-admiral of the

Blue ſquadron of his Majeſty's fleet; and,

on the 2d of April following, he was ap

pointed Commander of a fleet that was to

be employed on a ſecret expedition. He ſet

out for Portſmouth 5 days after this appoint

ment; and his valour and condućt were a

gain illuſtriouſly diſplayed, in 1755, in the

Weſt. Indies. He was next promoted to

be Vice-admiral of the White, and after

wards Vice-admiral of the Red ſquadron.

In three ſucceſſive Parliaments he was

elected one of the Repreſentatives of the

borough of Truro in Cornwall ; and he

is a Member for the ſaid place in the

preſent Parliament. He married Fran

ces, daughter of William-Evelyn Glanville,

of St. Clete, in Kent, Eſq; by whom he

has iſſue four children, Edward-Hugh,

Frances, Eliſabeth, and William-Glan

ville. He has three younger brothers :

George, Repreſentative of the borough of

Penryn in the county of Cornwall, Colonel

of the 29th regiment of foot, Deputy Go

vernor of the iſland of Scilly, Aid de Camp

to his Majeſty, and a Major-general;

John, Repreſentative of the borough of

Truro in Cornwall, Captain of a company

in the 1ſt regiment of foot guards, and

Maſter of the horſe to his Royal Highneſs

the Duke of Cumberland ; and Nicholas,

created D. D. at Cambridge, when the

Duke of Newcaſtle, Chancellor of that uni

verſity, was there, on the 15th of June,

I753.

The Hiſtory of ENGLAND (Page 72, Vol. XXIII.) continued.

The Commons, after attacking the old

members of the Cabal, proceeded againſt a

new one, namely, the Lord-treaſurer Dan

by, who was believed to be deeply engaged

in the deſign of making the King abſolute:

They examined his whole condućt ſince his

admiſſion to his high poſt, and drew up

ſeveral articles, in which they accuſed him

of great miſdemeanors. In one of theſe ar

ticles, he was accuſed of ſaying, at the hear

ing of a cauſe in the Treaſury-chamber,

* That a new proclamation is better than

an old ačt.” But, as ſufficient proofs were

not found to ſupport the charge, it was

dropped.

It may be eaſily inferred, from theſe pro

ceedings of the Commons, that they were

extremely jealous of the King and his Mi

niſters, and did not doubt of the Court's

intention to introduce Popery, and invade

the liberties of the ſubjećt. Thoſe who

would wholly aſcribe the ill humour of the

Commons to Shafteſbury's influences, can

hardly anſwer the abovementioned facts,

which would not be leſs true, though the

Earl of Shafteſbury had never been born.

The Commons ſhewed alſo their diſtruſt

in another point, which was no leſs grie

vous to the King; by an addreſs they pray

ed him to recal his troops out of France,

and prevent his ſubjects from engaging in

that ſervice for the future. The King re

jećted the firſt part of the addreſs, on pre

tence that, in the treaty concluded with the

States, he had not engaged to recal thoſe

troops, and that it could not be done with

out prejudice to the peace, which he now

enjoyed with all his neighbours; but, by

a proclamation, he prohibited his ſubjects

from entering into the ſervice of France.

Whilſt the Commons were thus proceed

ing with vigour, and giving on all‘.
oils
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fions fignal marks of their diſtruſt, the Lords

remained idle, and ſeemed regardleſs of the

fears and jealoufies expreſſed by the Com

mons. Nay, ſome, and particularly the

Biſhops, obſerving that the Commons were

gradually departing from the principle

which had been eſtabliſhed by this very

Parliament, as well concerning the Church

of England as the Royal authority, feared

they would lean too much to the oppoſite

ſide. At the beginning of this Parliament,

whilſt it was believed that the King was

and ever would be a protećtor of the Church

of England, and would give continual

proofs of his affection for a people who had

ſo generouſly reſtored him, it was thought

the Royal authority could not be carried

too high, nor too many precautions taken

againſt the Non-conformiſts. But, the face

of things being changed, and the King ha

ving ſhewn by his condućt, fince he was

on the throne, that he really deſigned to in

troduce Popery, and render himſelf abſo

lute, the ſame principles, which had been

conſidered as a bulwark to defend both

Church and State, appeared too apt to coun

tenance the deſigns, aſcribed to the King

and his Miniſters, of invading the govern

ment and the eſtabliſhed religion. The

Commons, therefore, ſeeing the King was

not the perſon he was thought to be, and

that he took advantage of the acts made in

his favour to advance his own intereſts,

which were not thoſe of the nation, uſed

all poſſible precautions to hinder the execu

tion of his deſigns. Theſe precautions went

ſo far, that the Houſe of Lords were at laſt

apprehenſive, that the Commons intended

to overturn every thing eſtabliſhed concern

ing the Royal prerogative and the Church's

ſecurity; and that, by degrees, the nation

would again become Republican and Preſ

byterian. It is pretended the Biſhops were

all, or moſt of them, of this opinion. To

prevent an evil which to them appeared very

dangerous, Robert Bartu, Earl of Lind

ſey, brought into the Houſe of Lords a bill,

intitled, “An act to prevent the dangers

which may ariſe from perſons diſaffected to

the Government.” By this bill, all per

ſons who enjoyed any office eccleſiaſtical,

civil, or military; all Privy-counſellors, and "

Members of Parliament; were obliged, un

der a penalty, to take the oath which had

been introduced firſt in the corporation aét,

then in the militia ačt, and afterwards

more fully in the five mile ačt. The oath,

to ſave the reader the trouble of looking for

it elſewhere, was thus expreſſed : * I do

declare, that it is not lawful, upon any

pretence whatſoever, to take up arms againſt

the King; and that I do abhor the traite

3

rous poſition of taking arms by his autho

rity againſt his perſon, or againſt thoſe that

are commiſſioned by him, in purſuance of

ſuch commiſſion : And I do ſwear, that I

will not at any time endeavour the altera

tion of the government either in Church or

State. So help me God.”

When this oath was inſerted in the three.

forementioned ačts, it produced no confi

derable debate, for the reaſons I have been

ſpeaking of; but the caſe was very different,

when it was propoſed in this ſeſſion : Firſt,

becauſe it was rendered in a manner univer

ſal, fince it was extended to all perſons in

any office whatever, apd even to Privy

counſellors and Members of Parliament.

Secondly, becauſe the times were altered,

and moſt men had not the ſame opinion of

the King, as when the three former ačts

were made. This bill occaſioned debates

in the Upper Houſe, which laſted ſeventeen

days, without a poſſibility of coming to any

concluſion. There were two powerful par.

ties in the Houſe, one for, and the other

againſt the bill; and the votes of the Bi

ſhops turned the ſcale on the ſide of the firſt.

This apppeared, in that, notwithſtanding

all the efforts of the oppoſers of the bill

to hinder its being referred to a Committee,

they could not ſucceed; whereupon ſome

Lords of that party entered their proteſta

tion againſt it. The ſame thing happened,

when the bill came to be examined in a

Committee of the whole Houſe; in fine,

with regard to the ſubſtance of the bill, the

two parties diſplayed all their art and elo

quence; the one for the paſſing, and the

other for the reješting it. In general, thoſe

who argued for the bill maintained, that

“ the poſition of taking up arms by the

King's authority againſt his perſon, or a

gainſt thoſe that are commiſfioned by him,'

was falſe and pernicious ; and they ſup

ported their opinion by inſtances of what

had been done in the laſt reign, where it

cauſed ſuch great diſorders, and occaſioned

the ſubverſion both of Church and State.

They ſaid, therefore, that, the kingdom

being ſtill full of Famatics, Republicans,

and enemies of the Church, it was abſolute

ly neceſſary to impoſe this oath upon them,

to diſtinguiſh them, that it might be known

who were to be guarded againſt : That,

otherwiſe, there was danger of ſeeing one

day renewed the diſorders which had redu

...}the kingdom to ſo deplorable a condi

tion, and that the oath, injoined by this

bill, was “a moderate ſecurity to the

Church and Crown.”

The other party maintained, “That the

oath, impoſed by this, contained three

clauſes, the two firſt aſſertory, and the laſt

- promiſſory;
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promiſory; that it was worthy the conſide

ration of the Biſhops, whether aſſertory

oaths, which are properly appointed to give

teſtimony of a matter of fact, of which a

man is capable to be aſſured by the evi

dence of his ſenſe, be lawful to be made

uſe of to confirm or invalidate doćtrinal

propoſitions; and whether that legiſlative

power, which impoſes ſuch an oath, does not

neceſſarily aſſume to itſelf an infallibility.

And, as to promiſſory oaths, it was deſired,

that the learned Prelates would confider the

opinion of Grotius de Jure Belli & Pacis,

lib. ii. cap. 3- who ſeems to make it plain,

that this kind of oaths is forbidden by our

Saviour Chriſt, Matt. v. 34, 37. And

whether it would not become the fathers of

the church, when they have well weighed

that and other places of the New Teſta

ment, to be more tender in multiplying

oaths, than hitherto the great men of the

church have been º' But, the queſtion being

put, the oath was voted by the majority of

the Houſe, the Biſhops being all for it.

Then they proceeded to the particulars

cf the oath contained in the bill, and it was

alledged by the oppoſers, that the poſition

of taking arms by the King's authority a

gainſt his perſon was true and neceſſary in

a limited government, like that of England;

otherwiſe this would be to ſurrender the

rights and liberties of the ſubjećt to a Prince,

who, being ſuppoſed a tyrant (which was a

very poſſible caſe) would not be reſtrained

by the fear either of God or man : That,

ſhould ſuch a future King undertake to abo

liſh all the laws, and invade the eſtates and

liberties of his ſubjećts, they would be obli

ed, by this oath, not to reſiſt him, but to

ſubmit to his yoke : That, even without

ſuppoſing ſuch a tyranny, a King might

happen to be made priſoner by his own ſub

jećts, as was the caſe of Henry III. and

Henry VI; and then thoſe who ſhould have

the Sovereign in their hands might aSt in

his name and authority, by virtue of his

commiſſions, while the ſubjects would be

reſtrained, by the obligation of this oath,

from endeavouring to free him from capti

vity. In ſhort, ſeveral other probable caſes

were alledged, by which it was clearly

proved, that the oath ought neceſſarily to

have ſome reſtriótions, if it was not intend

ed to ſurrender to the King all the liberties

of the nation. But, as ſuch reſtriótions

were not eaſy to be expreſſed, they conclu

ded it much better to leave the oath in ge

nerals which ſhould not comprehend all

poſſible caſes, as ſeemed to be the intention

of this oath, from the terms in which it was

conceived.

This affair was interrupted by an acci

dent which raiſed a violent conteſt between

the two Houſes; I ſhall not relate the par

ticulars, which ſuppoſe the knowledge of

many things concerning the privileges of

both Houſes, which few foreigners are ac

quainted with ; I ſhall content myſelf with

briefly ſhewing the occaſion of it: One Dr.

Shirley having brought an appeal in the

Houſe of Lords, from a decree in Chance

ry, againſt Sir John Fagg, a Member of

the Houſe of Commons, they ordered Shir

ley to be taken into the cuſtody of the Ser

jeant at arms for a breach of privilege :

The warrant for taking Shirley into cuſto

dy was forcibly taken from the Serieant's

deputy by the Lord Mohun. The Com

mons demanded Juſtice of the Peers againſt

the Lord Mohun, and were anſwered by

the Lords, that he had only done his duty.

The quarrel, thus begun, daily increaſed,

ſo that the Houſes, in their anſwers and

replies, came to language ſo reproachful,

that there was no hope of an accommoda

tion; wherefore the King came to the Houſe

of Peers the 9th of June, and prorogued

the Parliament to the 13th of O&tober.

Thus ended the fourteenth ſeſſion of this

Parliament, before the money bill and other

public bills were ready for the royal aſſent.

The Commons had deſigned to grant the

King three hundred thouſand pounds ſter

ling for the building of ſhips; but, at the

ſame time, reſolved to apply the ancient

tonnage and poundage to the maintenance

of the navy, according to its original de

ſign, which amounted to four hundred

thouſand pounds a year. As the King

would have been a real ſufferer by ſuch an

appropriation, he was not ſorry to have oc

caſion to prorogue the Parliament, chufing

rather to be deprived of a ſum of three hun

dred thouſand pounds, than loſe a revenue

of four hundred thouſand.

During the campaign of 1675, the King

of France loſt the famous Marſhal Tu

renne, who had done him very great ſer–

vices; he was killed by a cannon-ball in

an action not important in itſelf, but ren

dered ſo by the death of this General, his

army being obliged to repaſs the Rhine.

Their retreat facilitated the recovery of

Treves to the allies, which was yet in the

hands of the French. In the beginning of

the year, the contending powers had agreed,

after long negociations, to treat of a peace

in the city of Nimeguen; but nothing con

fiderable was done this year.

In England, ſince the laſt ſeſſion, there

were ſome intrigues at Court to engage the

King to diſſolve the Parliament. The

Preſbyterians, earneſtly wiſhed it, hoping

that the people, diſſatisfied with the Court,

R would,
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would, as uſually happens, chuſe Repre

ſentatives who had other principles than

thoſe of the preſent Parliament. The Pa

piſts had paſſionately defired this diſſolution,

before the laſt ſeſſion; but, as it appears in

one of Coleman's letters, of Auguſt this

year, they had altered their mind, and ex

pećted much from this very Parliament

which had hitherto been ſo averſe to them ;

bet it is not ſeen on what this hope was

founded. I ſhall hereafter ſpeak of this and

ſome other letters of Coleman, in which it

evidently appears, that the Papiſts were at

this time very ačtive to procure great ad

vantages to their religion, and relied much

on the Duke of York and the affiſtance of

France,

The 13th of O&tober, the King opened

the fifteenth ſeſſion of this Parliament with

a very ſhort ſpeech, in which, after recom

mending union to both Houſes, and the in

tereſts of the Church of England, he de

manded money, as well for building ſhips,

as for taking off the anticipations upon his

revenues, deſiring them to remember it was

now above three years fince he had aſked any

thing of them for his own private uſe.

Then the Lord-Keeper made a ſpeech

full of flattery to the King, in which he en

deavoured to ſhew, that no King had ever

a more fincere affection for his ſubjects, or

laboured with more zeal for the preſerva

tion of religion and liberty; and therefore

it was not to be doubted but they would be

have themſelves like thoſe that deſerved to

be called the King's friends, and that they

would put him at eaſe too.

But the Commons, inſtead of being mo

yed by ſo unſeaſonable rhetoric, and by ſuch

ill-grounded reaſons, reſumed the confide

ration of the bills, left unfiniſhed the laſt

ſeſſion, for the liberty of the ſubject, and

added others for its better ſecurity.

Afterwards they took into confideration

the ſums granted to the King for the laſt

war, and the expences of the ſame; and

found, that the charges amounted to a mil

lion leſs than the receipt, without being

able to diſcover to what uſes this million

had been applied.

In the report made of this affair it was

ſaid, that the Parliament was not obliged

to pay the King's private debts by a tax;

for, if this pretenſion was admitted, they

would have to pay the like debts about a

year and half hence, and ſo encourage the

Court to exačt yearly a million and a half,

as they had hitherto done: That, ſince the

end of the war, the whole charge of the

Government, both by ſea and land, amount

ed not to above ſeven hundred thouſand

Pounds ſterling, and like clear income of

I

the revenue came at leaſt to fixteen hundred

thouſand; and, conſequently, there ought

to have been a yearly remainder of near a

million : And yet the King had anticipated

his revenues near a million more; to pay

which would be to intail perpetual antici

pations upon the kingdom, to its utter ruin

and deſolation. The Parliament therefore

reſolved to grant the King nothing for ta

king off theſe anticipations; nevertheleſs,

a few days after, they voted a ſupply of

three hundred thouſand pounds ſterling for

the building of twenty large ſhips of war,

but, withal, reſolved to appropriate tonnage

and poundage to the uſe of the navy; which

could not but be very diſagreeable to the

King.

Then the Commons proceeded to exa

mine the trade with France, and found,

that the French imported yearly, into Eng

land, commodities to the value of a million

more than they exported; upon which a

bill was ordered to be prepared.

Laſtly, the Commons, being informed

of a public report, that many of their

Members were penſioners to the Court, re

ſolved to oblige all their Members to take

an oath, by which they were to proteſt,

that they had not received any money from

the Court ſince the 1ſt of January, 1672 ;

but I know not whether this reſolution was

executed.

The debates of the Commons were a lit

tle interrupted by a report made to the

Houſe of the inſolence of a French Jeſuit,

named St. Germain. This Jeſuit being in

formed that one Luzancy, a French prieſt,

had embraced the Proteſtant religion, and

afterwards had publicly preached to juſtify

his converſion, went to him, and, threaten

ing to aſſaſſinate him, or carry him away

by force into France, extorted from him a

recantation in writing of his converſton and

ſermon. This was done, during the ſeſſion

of the Parliament. A complaint was laid

before the Secretaries of State, and alſo be

fore the Commons, atteſted by Luzancy,

with an addition of the following particu

lars, which he offered to ſwear : That fa

ther St. Germain, in ſeveral conferences

with him, declared, 1. That the King was

a Roman Catholic in his heart. 2. That

the Court were endeavouring to get a liber

ty of conſcience in England for the Roman

Catholics, and, that being granted, in two

years, moſt of the Engliſh would acknow

ledge the Pope. 3. That he knew the

King's intentions concerning religion, and

that he was ſure his Majeſty would approve

of all he ſhould do in that matter. 4. That

he laughed at the Parliament, as being only

a wave that had but a little time; andº:
t
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that no-body was more welcome at Court,

and had greater intrigues with any of the

Nobility than he. 5. That it was good

ſometimes to force people to heaven; add

that there were an .nfinite number of prieſts

and Jeſuits in London, that did God very

great ſervice. Luzancy added farther, that

many good perſors of good credit and re

pute were ready 'o juſtify, upon oath, that

ſeveral of the Roman Catholics had ſpoken

things quite as bad or worſe; in a word,

that they were grown ſo bold and inſolent,

that a proſelyte could not walk the ſtreets,

without being threatened and called oppro

brious names.

This affair threw the Houſe into a fer

ment, and obliged the King to publiſh a

proclamation, promiſing 2001. for the ap

prehending of St. Germain ; but that Jeſuit

was now retired into France, from whence

he kept a conſtant correſpondence with

Coleman, the Duke of York's Secretary;

in whoſe letters it appeared, that the Duke

laboured the advancement of Popery, to

the utmoſt of his power.

I have obſerved, how much this Parlia

ment had been againſt the Preſbyterians,

and that the diſcovery of the Court's deſigns

had induced them to bring in a bill for their

eaſe, but that the bill became abortive by a

ſudden prorogation of the Parliament. The

affair of Luzancy and St. Germain cauſed

the Commons to think of a like bill, but

they were prevented by the Lords. The

Duke of Buckinghamt, having in a ſpeech

to the Peers ſhewn the miſchiefs ariſing

from the perſecution of the Proteſtant diſ

ſenters, deſired leave to bring in a bill for

their eaſe, which was granted immediately.

But this bill, and all the reſt prepared by

the Commons,were unhappily ſtifled, in their

birth, by the revival of the former conteſt

between the two Houſes. This diſpute

about privileges was managed with ſuch

heat on both ſides, that it was moved, in

the Houſe of Lords, to preſent an addreſs

to the King to diſſolve the Parliament ;

and, the queſtion being put, it was paſſed

in the negative by only two voices. At

laſt, the King, ſeeing no expedient could

be poſſibly found to reconcile the two

Houſes, prorogued the Parliament, from

the 22d of November to the 15th of Februa

ry, 1677, that is, for fifteen months.

I ſhall cloſe this year with ſome leſs im

portant tranſactions, which ought not to be

omitted.

In May, the Prince of Newburg came

into England, and was received with great

diſtinction by the King, as well on account

of his perſonal merit, as in confideration of

-

the civilities received by the King, in his

exile, from the Duke, his father.

The Ducheſs of Mazarin, having a dif

ference with her huſband, retired into Eng

land this year, where it is pretended ſhe

would have ſupplanted the Ducheſs of Portſ

mouth, had not an intrigue with a certain

Courtier been too ſoon diſcovered to the

YKing; he aſſigned her, however, an annual

penſion of 4000 l. ſterling ; her houſe, to

the day of her death, was the rendezvous

of all the men of wit and quality, and St.

Evremond, a refugee as well as herſelf, was

one of her moſt conſtant attendants.

The 19th of December, Heneage Lord

Finch, Baron of Daventry, who had been

only Lord-Keeper, was made Lord High

Chancellor.

The moſt remarkable deaths were thoſe

of Dr. Lightfoot, Dr. Willis, and Bul

ſtrode Whitelocke ; the laſt has been fre

quently mentioned in the recital of the dif

ferences between Charles I. and the Parlia

ment. .

As there was to be no meeting of Parlia

ment the next year, the Catholics, and the

Court, which openly protected them, were

leſs reſerved and appeared more a&tive. This

gave great uneaſineſs to the people, who,

befides, ſaw with concern the growing great

neſs of Lewis XIV, and the indolence of

the King, who, inſtead of being uneaſy or

jealous, manifeſtly ſeemed to behold it with

pleaſure. It may be affirmed, that the prin

cipal article of Charles II's reign conſiſts in

the perpetual oppoſition between the parti

cular intereſts of the King and thoſe of the

Engliſh nation. All the world ſaw and

were ſenſible of it. It was the common

talk, and the ſubjećt of daily libels. The

King therefore by proclamation ſuppreſſed

all coffee houſes, on pretence of being places

where diſaffected perſons met, and deviſed

malicious and ſcandalous reports againſt

the King and his Miniſters. Immediately

after was publiſhed another proclamation,

for diſcovering and puniſhing the writers,

who daily publiſhed libels in London a

gainſt the Government; but it is ſeldom

known, that ſuch proclamations produce

any great effects, eſpecially in England,

where the liberty of ſpeaking againſt the

Government is more unreſtrained, than in

any other country. -

Though all the contending powers had,

the laſt year, conſented to ſend their Pleni

potentiaries to Nimeguen, to treat of a

peace, by the mediation of England, there

was no great likelihood of a general peace.

Sir William Temple and Sir Lecline Jen

kins, the Engliſh Mediators and Ambaſſa

R 2 dors,
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dors, repaired to Nimeguen in July, and

only found there the Plenipotentiaries of

France and thoſe of the States-general. The

Emperor, the King of Spain, and the Elec

tor of Brandenburg, retarded the negocia

tions, as much as poſſible, in hopes that the

King of England, being concerned in the

preſervation of the Netherlands, would not

ſuffer them to fall under the dominion of

France, and that this would oblige him, in

the end, to declare for the allies; but they

were extremely miſtaken in imagining that

the intereſt of England was that of the

King. It was this that made the proceed

ings of the Engliſh Court always unintelli

gible to them, as well as to the reſt of the

Princes of Europe, who were ignorant of

Charles's ſecret deſigns, and his engage

ments with France.

[To be continued.]

A brigſ Account of the Riſe of the Republic of the United Provinces, and of the Friend.

ſhip and Aſiance it received from Queen Eliſabeth, which principally contributed to

its Eſtabliſhment and Proſperity; with a few Remarks on the preſent Proceedings of

our good Friends the Dutch, in affling our Enemies.

PO N the declenſion of the empire

which Charlemagne had erected in

the weſt, the Low-countries became ſubjećt

to different Governors, who, under various

names, with the conſent of the people, aſ:

fumed the ſupreme dignity; and it is abun

dantly evident from hiſtory, that, as they

derived their power and titles from the in

habitants, the latter were too jealous and

tenarious of their liberty to ſubmit to their

authority, any further than they judged it

to be expedient to their own advantage.

With this view, they had no more than one

chief Magiſtrate, who was to preſide in their

Councils in peaceable times, and to com

mand their forces in the field, when they

were obliged to make war with their ene

mies; but the regulation of civil affairs, as

to the repealing of old and enacting new

laws, as well as the power of giving, rai

fing, and appropriating the public revenues,

was in the General Aſſembly of the States,

which conſiſted of the Nobility, clergy, and,
cities. Theſe countries were then divided

into 17 provinces, viz. four dukedoms, Bra

bant, Limburg, Luxemburg, and Gueldres;

7 earldoms, Flanders, Artois, Hainault,

Holland, Zealand, Namur, and Zutphen ;

5 lordſhips, Frieſland, Malines, Utrecht,

Overyſſel, and Groningen i and Antwerp,

which was ſtiled a marquiſate of the Roman

empire. The people in general, under each

of theſe forms of government, enjoyed great

and extenſive privileges, whilſt they were

ruled by their ancient Princes, who always

found it their intereſt to preſerve them; be

cauſe, as their reſpective dominions were of

a ſmall extent, their greateſt ſtrength and

fecurity conſiſted in the affection of their

ſubjećts ; but the caſe was quite otherwiſe,

when all theſe provinces became ſubjećt to

one Prince, who had large territories and

poſſeſſions in other parts of the world.

Charles V, Emperor of Germany, was

the firſt of theſe Princes, who was likewiſe

King of Spain and Duke of Burgundy;

who, being at war with France, brought

troops from his other dominions into the

Netherlands, notwithſtanding their laws

againſt it; and, in his latter days, as the

Proteſtant religion began to get a footing

here, he iſſued ſuch rigorous edićts againſt

thoſe who profeſſed it, that, in his time,

according to Grotius, no leſs than 1co,ooo

perſons ſuffered death, on that account.

But, nevertheleſs, as he was a native of

Ghent, and, during a long reſidence among

theſe people, had given them ſubſtantial

procfs of his paternal affe&tion ; as he had

ruled them in peace and proſperity, and

employed the Nobility of the country in the

government thereof; he met with from them

a reciprocal return of duty and loyalty.

Philip II, his ſon and ſucceſſor to the

crown of Spain and the poſſeſſion of the

Low-countries, was, by no means, of his

temper and diſpoſition ; he conſidered, as

downright ſedition, whatever thwarted his

abſolute will and pleaſure; and, having

conceived the higheſt prejudices againſt

them, he reſolved to quit them, and reſide

in Spain, the principal part of his domi

nions. He was firſt diſguſted with them,

at the time of his father's reſignation of the

Imperial dignity; for, being then among

them, application was made to him by the

States, that he would withdraw his foreign

troops, confide the defence of his fortreſſes

to the national forces, and beſtow all places

of profit and truſt upon the natives; which

ſo greatly incenſed him, that he determined

to make them feel the weight of his reſent

ment. He appointed Margaret, Ducheſs

of Parma, his father's natural daughter,

Governeſs of the Netherlands; but ſhe had

no more than an empty title; for Cardinal

Granville, Archbiſhop of Mechlin, had the

ſole and intire direction of affairs. This

man was of mean extraćtion, whoſe father,

Nicholas Perremot, Sieur de Granville, by

his artifices and addreſs, had advanced him

ſelf to the cifice of Secretary to Charles V;

and,
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and, as to his ſon, the Cardinal, Bentivo

glio deſcribes him in the following terms:

• He was a man who had learned, under

the tuition of his father, and in the ma

nagement of the ſecret affairs of Charles,

to govern abſolutely, rather than content

himſelf with an authority limited by law;

he was left with the Ducheſs of Parma, as

an arbiter and dire&tor of her condućt; and

he did not know how to moderate the au

thority which the King gave him leave to

aſſume. He was naturally haughty, and

choleric, with a behaviour more proper for

a layman than an eccleſiaſtic; he loved to

make an oſtentation of his credit with the

King, rather than to hide it; and to appear

ſuperior to all the world, without giving

himſelf any pain about the oppoſition he

might meet with, or the envy that it might

draw upon him; and this in a manner that

was rather imperious than modeſt.”

It is not to be ſuppoſed, that the Cardi

na's violent and illegal proceedings could

ſuit the temper and diſpoſition of a people

who were paſſionate lovers of liberty, and

had been formerly governed in a gentle and

indulgent manner; and, in fact, they were

extremely impatient under his rigorous ad

miniſtration. They, in general, complained,

that he was an intolerable oppreſſor, who

had not the leaſt regard for their rights and

liberties; and they every-where exclaimed

againſt him, on account of the bloody in

quiſition, which, they alledged, owed its

eſtabliſhment to his advice and influence.

The Prince of Orange and the Count of

Egmont were greatly diſpleaſed with the car

riage and conduct of this haughty Miniſter;

Philip de Montmorency, Count of Horn,

was alſo diſguſted with him, whom he had

diſappointed of the government of Gelder

land, to which he aſpired; and it gave no

ſmall uneaſineſs to all ranks and degrees of

perſons, that a ſtranger ſhould trample upon

their Nobility, and make his own arbitrary

pleaſure the ſole meaſure of all his pro

ceedings. Indeed, he was at laſt recalled,

as well as the Ducheſs of Parma; but the

ſeeds of diſcontent, which he had ſo plen

tifully ſown, broke out into a flame, under

the Duke of Alva, whom Philip, ſome

time after this, appointed Governor of theſe

countries. -

The Duke copied after the Cardinal, but

he greatly exceeded him, in the rigour and

ſeverity of his adminiſtration; he was ſo in

defatigably active in the invention and exe

cution of the moſt unprecedented ſchemes of

injuſtice and barbarity, that he has been

deſervedly ſtiled a monſter of cruelty; and

ſuch a malicious pleaſure did a refle&ion on

his infamous behaviour afford him, that,

when he retired out of the Netherlands, he

gloried that, during the ſhort time of his

government, he had cauſed above 18,ooo

perſons, of all degrees and conditions, to be

put to death by the hands of the common

executioner. Philip II. is allowed to have

been a coaſummate politician; but it muſt,

at the ſame time, be acknowledged, that he

was far from diſcovering any wiſdom or

good policy in his treatment of the inhabi

tants of the Low.countries. They had been

loyal ſubjects to his father and their former

Princes, who ruled them in a diſcreet and

moderate manner ; the Romans had an

ciently given the Batavi, or Hollanders,

diſtinguiſhing marks of their friendſhip,

whom they accounted the braveſt of all the

Germans, as well as the moſt ſteddy de

fenders of their iiberties; and they ſtill re

tained the bravery of their anceſtors, and

were equally tenacious of their rights and

privileges. It is ſaid, that Philip's deſign,

in treating theſe people with ſeverity, and

even the Prince of Orange with ſuch indig

nity as no man of his quality could endure,

was to ſubdue and inſlave theſe provinces,

and, moreover, get the poſſeſſion of the

Prince's confiſcated eſtates, which were

very large and of no ſmall value; but the

ſteps he had taken raiſed and ſpread ſuch a

ſpirit of diſaffection all over the country,

that the people, being ripe for a revolt, on

ly wanted a head to command them ; and

the Prince of Orange had too deep a ſenſe

of their ill uſage and his own, to refuſe his

affittance. -

William of Naſſau, Prince of Orange,

whom Cardinal Granville firmamed the Si

lent, may be juſtly termed the founder of

the republic of the United Provinces, as he

laid the foundation of their union and li–

berties, as well as the grandeur of his ſuc

ceſſors : He was endowed with great natu

ral abilities, which were improved by con

ſtant ſtudy and obſervation, together with

an excellent education under the Emperor

Charles V, whoſe Page he was from the

12th to the 21ſt year of his age, and by

whom, when a youth, he was truſted with

the moſt profound ſecrets of ſtate. He pre

ferred him, when he was no more than

22 years old, to all his moſt experienced

Generals ; and he gave him the com

mand of an army, when his affairs were in

the moſt critical ſituation; which he executed

in ſuch a ſurpriſing manner as abundantly

juſtified the confidence repoſed in him,

though he was concerned with the moſt

ſkilful Commanders. He inherifed, by his

deſcent, great eſtates in Germany, the Low

countries, the county of Burgundy, and in

France ; and, as he came early to ſoº:
a lº



a fortune, he lived in ſuch magnificence as

it enabled him to ſupport, and added a luſtre

to the court from which he received the ho

mours due to his birth, and nothing more.

He had a magnanimity that neither proſpe

rity could elate, nor adverſity depreſs; and

his wiſdom dire&ted him how to ačt on the

moſt emergent occaſions. He never with

drew his allegiance from Philip, till that

Monarch had withdrawn his protećtion,

and even laid ſnares for his life; but, when

he found it dangerous, any longer to obey

his Prince, he judged it expedient to ap

pear in arms, in the defence of himſelf and

his country.

The provinces of Holland and Zealand

were the firſt that united themſelves for the

ſupport of their liberty; who entered into

a particular alliance, which was ſigned on

the 25th of April, 1576. The Prince of

Orange, Governor for the King of Spain

over both theſe provinces, was the author

of this treaty; whereby they inveſted him

with the ſupreme authority, to govern and

condućt them, in all matters relating to

the war, which they did not openly avow

to be againſt the Spaniſh Monarch, but in

oppoſition to the violent, illegal, and cruel

proceedings of the Spaniards and ſtrangers,

their Governors, who had abuſed his au

thority; for it is even affirmed, in the 8th

article of the Prince's inſtrućtions annexed

to this treaty, that his Excellency, in the

King's name, as Count of Holland and

Zealand, ſhould adminiſter juſtice by the

Provincial Council of the province of Hol

land. The example of Holland and Zea.

land was at length followed by all the other

provinces, except Luxemburg and Lim

burg; who jointly entered into an alliance,

called the pacification of Ghent; the prin

cipal articles whereof were, that they ſhould

expel all foreign ſoldiers out of the country,

reſtore the ancient conſtitution that the

Duke of Alva had ſubverted, and refer the

religious affairs of each province to their

own particular States. Upon the paſſing of

this a&, not only the Spaniards, but alſo

the German troops, were ordered to depart

the Netherlands, and, upon their refuſal,

were declared rebels; and they would not

admit Don John of Auſtria, whom the King

of Spain had made their Governor, until

he confirmed the ſaid pacification ; but,

though he did confirm it, and with the con

ſent of his royal Maſter, he did not intend

to obſerve it, as afterwards appeared by his

furpriſing the caſtle of Namur that was in

their poſſeſſion. The courage, conſtancy,

and fincerity of the Prince of Orange at

tracted the friendſhip of the Nobility; and

his probity and affability ſecured him the

reſpe&t and affection of the people. All

ranks and orders of men confidered him, as

the only perſon that could, in their diſtreſſed

circumſtances, protećt and deliver them;

and he amply repaid their confidence by a

$.” and heroic contempt of every

anger, and even ſacrificing his hereditary

fortune for their defence and ſecurity. But,

with all his virtues, he could not eſcape en

vy, though he triumphed over it; for the

Duke de Arſchot, and ſome other Braban

tine Noblemen, becauſe the States of Bra

bant had, under the title of Ruart (an office

reſembling that of Dićtator among the Ro

mans) conferred upon him the ſuperinten

dency of their country, in order to diminiſh

his credit, procured the election of the Arch

duke Matthias, brother to the Emperor

Rodolphus II, as Governor-general of the

Low-countries; and the Prince of Orange

was declared his Lieutenant. He did not

oppoſe this choice, nor that of the Duke

Anjou, who was afterwards ele&ted Pro

tector of the Belgic liberties; being willing

to yield to any meaſure that might ſave his

country from utter deſtrućtion.

Theſe ſteps, however, proving abortive,

all eyes were again fixed on the Prince, as

the only perſon that could prevent their

ruin; and, though the affairs of the pro

vinces were now involved in great perplexi

ty, and in an almoſt deſperate ſituation, he

readily reſumed the adminiſtration thereof,

and, by his prudent management, effected

the famous union of Utrecht, that was ſigned

on the 23d of June, 1579 ; from which

time may be dated the birth of the republic

of the United Provinces. This treaty ori

ginally included only Gueldres, Holland,

Zealand, Frieſland, and Utrecht, but Ghent

and Ypres afterwards acceded thereto; and

the Prince of Orange was ele&ted Governor

of Fianders. The confederates, however,

notwithſtanding this union, were, as yet,

in a low and precarious condition, by rea

ſon of the different humours and intereſts

of the uniting parties, and the formidable

preparations that the Spaniſh Monarch was

making againſt them ; and, on this ac

count, they ordered a medal to be ſtamped,

repreſenting a ſhip to be toſſed by the waves,

without either ſails or oars, with the follow

ing motto ; ‘Incertum quo fata ferant;

i. e. Whither fate will drive us is uncer

tain.” The United Provinces, for a cen

ſiderable time, continued to make war with

the Spaniards, without directly renouncing

their allegiance to the King of Spain ; but

at laſt, by an edict dated July 26, 1581,

they peremptorily declared, that the Spaniſh

Monarch had ačtually, ipſo fačto, forfeited

his right to the ſovereignty over theſe pro

vinces,
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vinces, and that they would no longer ac

knowledge him as their Lord, nor ſubmit

to his authority. The Prince of Orange,

who, on all all occaſions, exhibited the

moſt ſignal proofs of his wiſdom, valour,

and love to his country, was, in the 52d

year of his age, on the 10th of July, 1584,

affaffinated by Balthazar Gerard, a native

of Burgundy; who, when his Highneſs

was juſt riſen from dinner, in his palace at

Delft, treacherouſly diſcharged a piſtol la

den with three bullets directly againſt his

breaſt ; of which wound be immediately

died, without ſpeaking a word. This da

ring aſſaffin, being apprehended, avowed

the bloody fačt; but, even in the midſt of

thoſe torments which put a period to his

miſerable life, he would not diſcover the

principal author of the conſpiracy whereof

he was merely the executioner. Moſt of

the Dutch writers, and, in all appearance,

not without reaſon, charge this murder on

the Spaniards; for it is not to be ſuppoſed,

that Philip II, would have made any ſcruple

of engaging a villain to execute ſuch an un

dertaking, who, by an edićt iſſued on the

25th of March, 1580, had proſcribed the

Prince of Orange, and promiſed pardons,

honours, and rewards to any who would

diſpatch him. -

The death of this great and illuſtrious

man was a very heavy misfortune to the

United Provinces, who were thereby de

prived of their chief ſupport; the poor loſt

their protećtor, patron, and benefactor; the

ſoldiers an Officer, who maintained the

itrićteſt diſcipline, without any ſeverity;

and the friends to rational liberty a warm

and zealous advocate and defender, whoſe

maxim it was, that happineſs ought to be

extended to all ranks and degrees of per

ſons; that the conſciences of men ſhould be

intirely free ; and that whatever was raiſed

on the public ſhould beſpent in the public ſer

vice. The people in general greatly lamented

his loſs; and yet his death was agreeable

to the partiſans of Spain on the one hand,

who diſdained to have any other than a

King for their maſter; and the high re

publicans, who could not bear the thought

of having any maſter at all. The States

general, upon the Prince of Orange's death,

declared themſelves Sovereigns of the Uni

ted Provinces; as Philip, Prince of Orange,

was priſoner in Spain, they conferred the

government of Holland and Zealand on

Count Maurice, Prince William's ſecond

ſon, though he was only 18 years of.

and William de Naſſau, nephew to the late

Prince of Orange, from whom the preſent

Stadtholder is lineally deſcended, was de

clared by them Stadtholder of Frieſland,

The States, however, ſoon found, that the

authority they had aſſumed was in a very

feeble and precarious ſituation; the Prince

of Parma, a powerful, politic, and exaſpe

rated enemy, having taken many places of

importance from them, at length beſieged

Antwerp, which he reduced after a long

blockade; and they were in no condition

to ſtop his rapid progreſs, and, what was

no ſmall addition to their other misfortunes,

they were deprived of their late glorious

head, whoſe civil ſkill, as well as military

prudence, was the real ſource of their power

and ſafety. In theſe deplorable circum

ſtances, they were as ready to part with

their ſovereignty, as they had been to aſ

ſºme it; but they were at a loſs where to

find a proper maſter, able and willing to

preſerve their rights and liberties. They

could, at no rate, think of ſubmitting to

their former Sovereign, from whom, in this

caſe, they could not reaſonably expe&t any

indulgence; and yet they were in imminent

danger of being compelled by his troops to

make ſuch a ſubmiſſion. In this perplexity,

they applied to Henry III. of France, of.

fering to acknowledge him as their Lord;

but he was himſelf too much embarraſſed

to accept their propoſal. They, in the next

place, in the humble ſtile of “poor and

diſtreſſed States,’ implored the relief and

aſſiſtance of Queen Eliſabeth, and earneſtly

intreated her to become their Sovereign;

who, though ſhe declined the ſovereignty

over them, gave them ſuch ſubſtantial proofs

of her friendſhip as raiſed them out of their

preſent low and afflićted condition, and

paved the way for their future grandeur

and proſperity. -

Let us here take a brief ſurvey of the fa

vours which theſe people, from time to

time, received from her Majeſty; for ſhe

was their conſtant friend and benefactor,

and never with-held her friendly aid, till

they were in a full capacity of ſhifting for

...themſelves. She, ſo early as the year 1573,

..when the Duke of Alva was Governor of

the Netherlands, though ſhe did not think

it expedient to engage in an expenſive war

on their account, granted refuge to , the

Gueux Marins, a confiderable party of No

blemen, and others, who had fled from the

Low-countries, and ſubfifted by the pirati

cal captures they made of Spaniſh ſhips ;

whom ſhe permitted to ſell their prizes in

England, and let their veſſels lie at anchor

in the Downs, or ſome other neighbouring

harbour; and ſhe likewiſe allowed her ſub

jećts to furniſh them with proviſions. In

1576, ſhe lent them 20,000 l. and promiſed

to ſupply them with a loan of 200,oool. on

the credit of the States, and was afterwards

3S
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as good as her word. In 1585, the year

after the Prince of Orange's deceaſe, when

they were on the point of being utterly un

done, ſhe entered into a beneficial treaty

with them, which prevented their deſtruc

tion ; ſhe therein engaged to provide them

with 5ooo foot, and 1 ooo horſe, under the

command of an Engliſh General; and to

pay theſe troops, during the war, on the

condition of being repaid, at the concluſion

thereof. For the ſecurity of this repayment,

Fluſhing and Rammekins in Zealand, and

the Brille in Holland, were to be delivered

up into her hands; and, when the whole

money was repaid, theſe towns were to be

reſtored, not to the King of Spain, but to

the States. It was farther agreed, that, if

the Queen ſhould ſend a fleet to ſea, the

States ſhould join it with an equal number

of their ſhips, under the command of an

Engliſh Admiral; and that the ports ſhould

be open to both mations. This treaty, ſo

highly advantageous to the States, was ſuch

an hazardous undertaking to her Majeſty,

that the King of Sweden is reported, upon

his being informed thereof, to have uttered

the following words : “Queen Eliſabeth has

now taken the diadem from her head, and

adventured it upon the doubtful chance of

war.” In purſuance of this treaty, the Brille

was delivered to Sir Thomas Cecil ; Sir

Philip Sidney was appointed Governor of

Fluſhing; the Earl of Leiceſter was made

General of the auxiliary forces; and the

States inveſted the laſt-mentioned Noble

man with an almoſt abſolute power over

their ſubjects. It muſt be confeſſed, that

the condućt of this Engliſh Stadtholder was

far from being anſwerable to the raiſed ex

pećtation of the United Provinces, or to

her Majeſty's wiſe and gracious intentions ;

but, whatever his faults were, the States

very fully acknowledged, that the Engliſh

troops and money did them, at this junc

ture, moſt ſignal and important ſervice ;

which they, in ſome meaſure, repaid, in

1588, when, by a ſtratagem, they not a

little contributed to the deſtrućtion of the

invincible Spaniſh armada ; wherein they

were true to our intereſts, as well as their

own. What has been ſaid abundantly ſhews,

that the republic of the United Provinces

was greatly obliged to the friendſhip and

aſſiſtance of Eliſabeth, Queen of England :

It was indeed founded by William, Prince

of Orange; but, when it was much de

clined, ſhe revived and reſtored it. It was,

ſoon after that Prince's deceaſe, in a very

weak and defenceleſs condition, and, muſt,

in courſe, in a little time, have been diſ

ſolved, if ſhe had not ſeaſonably interpoſed

to prevent it; but her M-jeſty, by her ef

feštual ſuccours, confirmed and eſtabliſhed

it, ſo that theſe provinces, in conſequence

of her friendly ſupport, from being, to the

laſt degree, poor and diſtreſſed, became at

length High and Mighty States. The

Dutch, as Sir William Temple obſerves,

have a profound veneration for the memory

of Queen Eliſabeth, whom they acknew

ledge to have been a great friend and bene

factreſs to the United Provinces ; and, if

they are indebted to her Majeſty, are they

not alſo under obligations to the Engliſh

nation, whoſe blood and treaſure were ſo

freely and plentifully ſpent, in that glorious

reign, in the vindication of their rights and

liberties How unaccountable, then, is the

behaviour of the Hollanders in the preſent

war between us and the French, who take

all poſſible occaſions of injuring and diſtreſ

fing us by aſſiſting our enemies?

It cannot with any ſhew of reaſon, be

pretended, that they herein conſult the real

good or proſperity of their country; becauſe

nothing is more evident than that it is their

true national intereſt to live in the moſt per

fest friendſhip and harmony with the ſub

jects of his Britannic Majeſty. Both theſe

countries have continually reaped the great

eſt advantages, when the ſtrićteſt union, has

ſubſiſted between them ; and they both have

always felt, and ſtill feel, the bad effects of

being ſet at variance, and employing their

maritime ſtrength againſt each other, by

means of the artful intrigues of their com

mon foes. Their civil and religious inte

reſts are one and the ſame ; they are both

profeſſors of the Proteſtant religion, and

they likewiſe both find their account in pro

moting trade and commerce; and the ge

nuine patriots of both nations have ever

conſidered any ruptures, or even miſunder

ſtandings, between England and Holland as

unnatural, and no leſs injurious to one

than the other. They have, indeed, each

of them, their particular and diſtinét com

mercial intereſts; but theſe may and ought

to be ſo adjuſted, as to prevent their claſh

ing or interfering with each other. The

Dutch, then, in injuring us, in fact, injure

themſelves, as a community, by abating

that good underſtanding or union between

us in which their national happineſs or

proſperity, as well as ours, is ſo nearly

concerned ; and, if they ſhould ſo far diſtreſs

us by aſſiſting our enemies, as utterly to

ruin our trade and commerce, they would

thereby put it wholly outof the powerof their

natural ally to give them the aſſiſtance they
have formerly wanted, and may ſtand in

need of on future occaſions. The truth of

the matter is this: The Dutch merchants,

in aſſiſting the French, are intirely*:
y
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by ſelfiſh motives, and wholly regardleſs of

the good of their country; they, for the

ſake of a preſent temporary advantage, do

all that is poſſible to promote the trade and

commerce of a nation that, under the diſ

guiſe of a friendly appearance, is, in reali

ty, by intereſt and inclination their invete

rate enemy; and, if the French ſhould re

duce us into a ſlaviſh ſubjection to their ſu

- -

perior power, the United Provinces would
not long enjoy their liberty. Sir William

Temple affirms, that all paſſions and appe

tites ſeem to run lower in Holland than in

other countries, avarice excepted ; this is

their darling national vice; and into this,

and this alone, muſt be reſolved their pre:

ſent partial proceedings, in the behalf of

our enemies.

The Britiſh Muſe, containing original Poems, Songs, &c.

On the KING of P R U S S I A :

-- . . By Miſs G1 t t in s, of Arundel in Suſſex.

-A RISE, my Muſe, and fing, in loftieſt lays,

- The juſt, the brave, the valiant Fred'ric's

praiſe; -

Strike, ſtrike, the lyre, affiſt ye Sacred Nine,

O give me words to make the Hero ſhine !

Could I, like Homer, mighty ačts relate

In ſtrains like his ſo noble and ſo great;

Or, like great Pindar, in impetuous flight

Keep pace proportion'd to thy godlike might;

(A ſecond Hector more than Hector thou,

Who doſt ſuch complicated hoſts purſue 1)

More than Achilles ſhould thy glory ſhine,
Earleſs his merit and his fame than thine :

But, fince ſuch numbers are deny'd, my Muſe

More humble ſtrains than thoſe great bards muſt

chuſe:

Or Leſbos’ nymph, whoſe well-inſtructed quill

Made all admire, and all applaud her ſkill,

Till fatal love did Sappho's hand reſtrain,

And bade her numbers flow with grief and pain.

- But thou, great Prince, art all and everything,

The Patriot, Warrior, Poet, and the King;

Bellona's pride, the Muſes chiefeſt care,

Thy ſubječts joy, and foes dread ſcourge in war:

Proud Auſtrians now bend low beneath thy ſtroke,

Now fly, amaz'd, while ev'ry rank is broke;

Whilſt thou purſu'ſt, nor quitt'ſt the bloody field

Till each rebellious foe is made to yield:

Then in ſweet order tow'rds the camp you move,

Where ev'ry heart exults with joy and love.

When all are gone to reſt, and ſable night

Has drawn her curtain and expell'd the light,

Thy taper's burning, and thy pen at hand,

Thy Muſe attending; on thy high command

In ſofteſt ſtrains thy gentle numbers flow,

And ev'ry line does leſſen ev'ry woe,

Still, as thy tow'ring fancy mounts on high,

And ſoars, angelic, in the purer ſky;

Still, as thy mind on heav'nly themes attends,

And ev'ry thought to thy Creator bends ;

Yet nought on earth's unheeded, unredreſs'd,

To dry the widow's tears, and eaſe th' oppreſs'd.

Thou, mighty Prince, to whom ſuch virtue's

iv'n,

Muſt ſurely be the great delight of Heav'n,

Who on thee all its choiceſt bleſfings pour’d,

To be, in thee, in laſting themes ador'd.

Great gen’rous Hero, deign theſe lines to read,

The humble tribute of a lowly maid,

Who'll think herſelf than amply repaid,

A New S O N G,

Sung by Mr. Lowe at Vauxhall.

1.

TINT me not in love or wine,

I'll have full draughts of either ;

Round me ſprings the mantling vine,

Bacchus, haſte you hither.

See, ſee, the grape bleeds to repleniſh my cup

I'll drink it, Silenus, I'll drink it all up ;

And tho' my feet ſtagger, and tho' my eyes roll,

Ye Bacchanals bring me another full bowl.

Ye Bacchanals, &c.

- 2.

Truce with bumpers, Venus now

The ruddy vićtor chaces;

Send ſome nymph with graceful brow

•To my warm embraces. -

See, blooming young Hebe is now on the wing,

As ripe as full ſummer, as wanton as ſpring:

Ye fawns and ye dryads far hence from the grove,

'Tis filence and gloom that is ſacred to ove

3.

Steering thus from joy to joy

Careful thoughts I baniſh ;

Time this flame ſhall ne'er deſtroy,

Others blaze and vaniſh.

Ye graces and ſatyrs my chaplet prepare 3.

with myrtle and ivy come bind up my hair;.

while I, in due juſtice, your pains will requitº

By drinking all day, and by loving all night.

Anſwer to the Re Bus in our laſt.

A B O U R is common to th’ induſ.

- trious on earth; - . . .

Osºr ENTATIon oft gives to charities

birth : w

NEP Tung's a god whom the Heath-nº

adore ;

A DragoN's a being more fierce than a boar:

Oh Du RAT 1 on makes lovers decline their

addreſs ;
And NAT 1 v.1ty the time of our birth does ex

- reſs.

Now, theº to diſcloſe, the firſt letters take

In the order they ſtand, and LONDON twill

- make.

Ilmirºffer, Sept. 18, 1758,

S The

W. Banfield.
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The F A I R I N G :

Sung by Miſ; ST E V E N so N at Vauxhall.

< As I went o'er the mea-dows, no mat-ter the day, A

< ſhepherd I met, who came trip-ping that way: I was go--ing to

< fair, all ſo bon-ny and gay; He aſk'd me to let him to

-: go with me there; No harm ſhall come to you, young

< - - - dam-ſel, I ſwear, I'll you a fair--ing

|i hair, I'll - buy you a fair—ing to put in your hair.-

fºi

U - —, – -
-:

2, You've
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2. Young Roger had promis'd and baulk'd me laſt

- at way to go, it is more than a mile ear :

§.ººº 'when we come to yon If he ſhould do ſo I would go no more there, -

i. Tho' I long’d e'er ſo much for a gift from the fair.

>
-

-

've a ſtory to tell that will charm you the while : - 4. -

#.. him farther I did not much care, When we got to the ſtile he would ſcarce be

But ſtill I went on, tho' ſuſpecting a ſnare; * , ſaid no; ... - -

f a fairing to come from the fair. He preſs'd my ſoft lips as if there he would grow;
For I dreamt of a tal i. (Take care how that way with the ſhepherd

To make me more eaſy he ſaid all he cou’d ; ; - you go:) . . -

I threaten’d to leave him unleſs he'd be good; Confounded I ran when I found out his.ſnare;

For I'd not for the world he ſhould dare to be. No ribband, I cry'd, from ſuch hands will I wear,

rudé : " " " ' " ' " " " Nor go while I live for a gift to the fair,

A New CO U N T R Y D A N C E,

J A C K E Y S T U A R T's RE E L.

Caſt off two couple - and up again = 3 lead down and up and caſt off =#; lead through the bottom

and caſt up #3 foot corners and turn =; hey contrary fides and half turn #.

A New S C N G :. . . . .

Sung by Miſs St E v E N so N at Vauxhall.

I.

HERE's my forain ſo blith and clever?

Why d'ye leave me all in ſorrow?

Three whole days are gone for ever,

Since you ſaid you’d come to-morrow :

If you lov’d but half as I do

You'd been here with looks ſo bonny;

Love has flying wings I well know,

Not for ling ring lazy Johnny.

Love has, &c.

- 2.

What can he be now a doing

Is he with the laſes maying

He had better here be wooing

Than with others fondly playing.

Tell me truly where he's roving,

That I may no longer ſorrow ;

If he's weary grown of loving

Let him tell me ſo to-morrow.

Dces ſome favºrite isi hide thee *

Let her be the happy creature;

I'll not plague myſelf to chide thee,

Nor diſpute with her a feature :

But I can't and will not tarry,

Nor will kill myſelf with ſºrrow;

I may loſe the time to marry . .

, If I wait beyond to-morrow.

-- - 4.

Think not, ſhepherd, thus to brave me;

If I'm your's away no longer;

If you won't another’ll have me;

I may cool, but not grow fonder.

If your lovers, girls, forſake ye

Whine not in deſpair, and ſorrow 5

Bleſs'd another lad may make you;

Stay for none beyond to-morrow,

A New B A L L A D.

L. D. Marlb’rough was a brave man,

And ſo was Charles of Sweden;

They play’d about tan tara dan,

And laid whole armies bleeding :

But, of all heroes in the world,

Behold the King of Pruſſia

Bellona's thunder he has hurl’d,

And ſmote great Beſs of Ruſſia,

2.

He forc'd a march from Morava,

Like Mars, the god of war, Sir ;

The Auſtrians thought he ran away,

And kenn'd him, from afar, Sir :

But ſoon they found that they miſtock

The gallant King of Pruſſia;

And that the ſureſt way he took

º great Bºſs of Ruſſia,

* 3.
Tlºs
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This jobb now done, *. coming back

}. To ſpeak with Mynheer Daun, Sir;

And ſoon you’ll hear how he will thwack

Maria-Thereſa's brawn, Sir :

Then let us take the glaſs in hand,

And drink the King of Pruſſia;
For he, with his courageous band,

Has knoated: Beſs of Ruſſia.

4.--

To mighty George a bumper quaff,

And eke to Ferdinando;

May Britons never ceaſe to laugh

At what the French e'er can do.

May Louiſburg for ever be

A mine of England's treaſure :

Succeſs attend that Miniſtry

Which gives the nation pleaſure. C. J.

* The knout is a ſevere Ruſſian puniſhment.

To the Pro P R i e to Rs of the UN i vers Al Mac az in E.

G E N T L E M E N,

Asyou have already publiſhed, in your uſeful Colleãion, ſome curious and entertaining Extrađs from

Mr. Buſhe's Dramatic Poem,

ſame excellent Performance,

I deſire you would inſert therein another valuable Extrač from the

viz. the Philoſophical Dialogue between Socrates and Ariſtodemus ;

****, though it may perhaps take up morº Room than you uſually allow for ſuch Purpoſes, wiń

qmply compenſate for its Length by the Sublimity of

beautiful Manner as cannot fail of being highly acceptable to moſt of your Readers. I am

So c R a T E s.

- Welcome my friend!

I hope, Ariſtodemus, no new doubts,

Sºncerning God and Providence, diſturb

The quiet of thy mind. -

A R I s to D E M us,

Till clearer thoughts

Have calm'd the tumult of a working ſoul

It cannot reſt, but, like a rolling ſhip

Tºtton tempeſtuous waves, reſigns the helm

That ſhould direct its courſe, and feels the force

9: riſing doubts, which, like fierce-warring winds
From divers quarters, agitate the ſoul

With anxious thoughts that violate the peace

And quiet of the mind–O Socrates

That thinking principle I feel within me

Is ever on the rack, * . . . .

So c R A T E s.

Come, let us view

Qnce more the matter in fair points of light,

And then let reaſon judge. Canſt thou perceive

How cauſes operate à What latent ſprings

Move nature's works Know'ſ thou what

rounds the hail,

9 points the flaming dart How the hoar froſt

is form'd of pearly dew How icy chains

Reſtrain the fluid maſs, and ſtay the courſe

Of limpid ſtreams, that wont to glide along

In liquid hapſe Or, grant that you could view

Nature's receſs, and ſee the hidden wheels

By which things move and operate with eaſe 5

Are they at thy diſpoſal 2 Canſt thou wing

The feather'd ſhow, or bid the bruſhing winds

Śweep the aºrial way? Canſt thou diſpoſe

Qf ſeaſons and their change Do elements,

Qf jarring atoms form’d, at thy command

In friendly league combine; or day and night

Alternate reign And yet all nature moves

By certain laws that rule the vaſt machine

In each degree of change, and ſpeak a power

That gives it motion, and direéts the parts

To their reſpective ends; for things inert

Could never aćt without a living ſoul

To give them energy: Were it not ſo

The orbs of heav'n would ceaſe to roll, the air

its Sentiments, which are expreſſed in fuch a

Tours, &c, Z,

Forget to breathe, and earth refuſe to yield

Her various fruits.

A R I s Tºo D E M U. S.

Amazing are the laws

That rule the univerſe, and keep the world

In order juſt1–My thoughts have been employ'3

On other things.

So c R A T E s.

What can employ your thoughts

With ſo much pleaſing joy as thus to view

The works of God P Does not the genial ſun

Warm and invigorate all things on earth,

Fervent with life of every goodly kind,.

And ſhew them too But, as the human frame

Is form'd of mould terreſtrial, which perſpires

Much of its vital heat, have not the gods

Crdain'd the night for reſt, to give freſh ſprings

To life and labour And, when ev’ning ray

Dips in the ſhade, is not the firmament

Bedeck'd with lights, that run their wonted round

In circles multiform 2 Anon ſhines forth

The ſplendid regent of the night, array'd

In filver robes, and paints in ſoften’d ſhades

All nature's charms; till the bright orient ſun,

Slow-gleaming thro’ the dark and cloudy duſk,

By fair Aurora led, again revives

The face of things, and bids the lamps of night

Withdraw their ray: Is this ſeconomy

A proºf of providence; or does it ſpeak

The laws of chance 2

A R I s T o D E M U s.

- O Socrates you ſpeak

Of things inanimate, which muſt be mov’d

By ſome external force; but I would chuſe

To hear your thoughts of effences, that ačt

And move at will.

Soc R A T E s,

Thither I did intend

To bend my way, had not your haſty mind.

Check'd my diſcourſe, and broke the chain of

thought

I meant to hold—Say then, are not ſome men

For wiſdom deem'd ſuperior to the reſt

Of human kind

A R is To D E M us,
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A R I s To D E M U. S.

Yes, doubtleſs; Homer ſtands

For ever foremoſt in the roll of fame

For epic ſtrains; and Sophocles, high rais'd,

In buſkins trod; the forming chiſel grac'd

The hand of Polyclete; and living lines'

From Zeuxis' pencil flow'd.

So c R A T E s.

Say then, my friend,

Are they who images of things expreſs,

Of mind and motion void, or they who gave

Spirit and energy to what they raiſe

In living form, moſt worthy to be held

In admiration ?

A R I s T o D E M U. S.

Doubtleſs living forms

By far excel; for living forms ariſe º,

Not from blind chance, but wiſe and deep deſign

Which ſpring from reaſon; and the works expreſs

The final cauſe to which they owe their frame.

So c R A T E s. -

Does not the being then, whoſe boundleſs thought

Firſt plann'd man's frame, ſo wonderfully made,

So curious and ſo fearful, and diſpens'd

The active powers of thought and motion, ſeem

To have directed all its various parts

To uſeful ends Was not th’ inſatiate eye,

With all its coats, made porous to receive

And drink the limpid light 2 Does not the ear

Admit the floating ſound 2 Is it not ſtor'd

With organs fit to move the hearing ſenſe,

Which by the fibres of the brain conveys

Sounds to the ſoul? or why ſhould nature breathe

This gay profuſion of luxurious ſweets,

This odorific bliſs, had not the wiſe,

Th’ unerring power of the creative hand

Prepar'd the organs to imbibe the ſtream

* That fragrant floats in fields of liquid air 2

Or how from viands could ſuch taſtes ariſe,

Acid or ſweet, did not the tongue explore

Their various juices, and the palate chuſe

What is moſt grateful ?

A R I s To D E M US,

Wond’rous is the frame

Of man, and ſeems to ſpeak the hand divine

Which rais'd the ſyſtem.

So c R A T E s,

Let us farther view

The human frame, and we ſhall clearly trace

Strong lines of Providence — Has it not ſkreen'd

That open to the light? And, when the dew

Qf ſleep ſteals on the eyes, do they not fall

Like a ſoft veil P Are not their pliant valves,

Which ſhut and open, edg’d with fringe of hair,

To guard againſt the wind that with rude blaſt

Might fret the ball 2 Are not the eyebrows form'd

Like a fair penthouſe, to caſt off the drops

That trickle down the front, and would annoy

! The ſeat of fight Does not the hearing ſenſe

Receive all kind of ſound, and yet the ear

Is never full 2 Is not thy iiving frame

A portion ſmall of the great maſs, which forms

Th'amazing ſum ? Is not that frame ſuſtain'd

By intelle&tual powers, which cannot riſe

From matter void of ſenſe 2 By ſequel fair

Should you not thence inſer, that intellect,

The tender ball of fight with moving lids --

*_2
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Forecaſt, and wiſdom, from ſome power flow,

As from a ſource of pure celeſtial light,

Which ſhews the moral world to reaſon's eye,

And gives it luſtre 2

A R is To D E M us.

Yes; theſe ſeem the works

Of art and counſel; but what human eye

The artiſts ever ſaw Who knows the tools

With which they work 2 Or what relation bear

Things incorporeal to material forms ?

So c R A T E s.

Can you, Ariſtodemus, ſee the ſoul

Which animates the man 2 Is not the ſpring

That moves and actuates the whole machine

Conceal’d from view And yet you ſeem to ağ T

With counſel and defign: Thus, he, who ſchem’d

This world immenſe, preſides and rules

By ſecret laws, himſelf inviſible

To mortal ken; whom yet we fairly trace

In his material works, which all declare

A power divine. Say, when you gaze'dire&t,

Full on the ſun, is not the radiant orb

Loſt in the blaze of light And yet the ſun

Paints heav'n and carth to view. When thunder

peals

Thro' the aërial vault, is not the bolt

Hurl’d on unſeen, tho’ viſible the figns

It leaves behind 2 Or, when fierce warring winds

Spread deſolation round, can you diſcern

The wings with which they fly, tho’ nature ſpeak

Their rapid force 2 And, if there's aught in man

That does reſemble God, it is the ſoul,

Which guides all parts, yet cannot be diſcern'd

By ſharpeſt eye, Ceaſe then to doubt of things

Latent from fight, and to deny a God,

Becauſe you cannot ſee him with an eye

To mortals giv'n.

A R I s T o D. E. M. Us.

- You ſeem, Sage Socrates,

To reaſon right; and I would gladly pay

Devotion to the gods, were their chief care

Employ'd on men: But do not men live here

In common with the brutes, who all enjoy

The powers you ſpeak of in a high degree,

Higher perhaps than we ?

Soc R A T E s.

Can you conceive

That gods are careleſs of the general good

Of human kind, when you muſt own that man

Is, of all creatures that reſpire in air,

Alone of frame erect, ordain'd to view

The azure round, whether the ſun by day

Heav'n's vault illumine, or the ſpangling ſtars

Glitter by night Are not the optic lights,

Which view all nature in her fineſt dreſs,

Plac'd in the higheſt region of the frame

Objects remote to ſee, like centinels

In a watch-tow'r, to guard againſt approach

Of dangers from abroad 2 While reptiles creep

Along the ground, or draw a finuous train

Of many a fold; and others range the wilds,

Or browze the flow'ry mead, on feet that ſerve

No other end than to conduct their frame

Of aſpect prone : Have not the gods benign

Furniſh'd the human race with hands and arms

Plac’d near the ſeat of fight, by faultleſs ſkill

Fitted for uſeful ends 2

A R I s To D E M us.
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e

With boaſted hands P -

A R is to D E M U s.

I know no ends

They mean to ſerve, than what the brutes purſue

Without their aid : Do they not live at will,

And propagate their kinds? What more could men

So c R A T E s. *

Ariſtodemus, judge,

How without hands could fruits be rais’d to feed

Theſe weakly frames, and keep the mould'ring

clay . .

From falling into duſt Or how could cloaths

'Be made to guard againſt the bitter blaſt

Of rigid cold, or the fierce flaming fires

Of ſolar ray ? Could houſes, made for ends

Of neceſſary uſe, ſpontaneous riſe

And ſettle into order Could the ox

Bleed at the altar, to appeaſe the gods

And make atonement, without hands to fell

And dreſs the ſacrifice Do not the hands

Make marble breathe, and canvaſs ſpeak the
deeds

Of deathleſs heroes, and tranſmit their fame

To future ages 2 Are not theſe ſtrong proofs

Of God's peculiar caſe of human kind?

- A R I s To D E M us.

You reaſon like a theiſt—I can hear

our arguments with pleaſure; but perhaps

They may not prove concluſive in the end.

So c R A T E s.

Are not all other animals depriv'd

Of ſpeech and elocution But in man

The tongue is form'd to vocal ſound, and ſpeaks

The language of the mind, whence all the ſweets

Of convere flow; for words expreſs to ſenſe

All ſuch ideas as the ſoul receives

From outward objećts, latent elſe to ken

Of reaſon's eye 2 for the ſoul cannot think,

Without materials fit, whereon to raiſe

Its ſpeculations. . . º

"A R 1 st b D F M U s.

What Do not all brutes

In ſounds diffimilar their ſenſe convey,

When fear or pain the beating heart affails,

Or when their boſoms with warm pleaſure glow

Is not the neighing of a horſe expreſs'd -

In varied found, when in the bloom of life,

Florid and freſh, he wantons o'er the plains,

Stung with the fervour of a youthful love?

Or when from noſtrils wide he darts the flame

Of kindling war, and ſhuffs the blaze of arms 2

Do not the feather'd kind, of varied plume,

Vary their ſtrain, as riſing paſſions ſwell

The heaving breaſt Other the notes which

haviºs -

Or eagles uſe, as queſt of food or fight

Dircóts the ſound: When, flying near to land,

The full-gorg’d cormorant forſakes the deep,

And ſends his ſtreams before him to the beach,

Other his tone than when with level wing

He ſkims the ſurface of the briny wave.

Many of plumy race oft change their notes,

As temperatures of air or weather change:

The tempeſt-loving raven, and the crow

Intelligent of ſeaſons, brooding clouds

W.t', hoarſer throat demand, and with fell croak

The gathering ſtorms and riſing winds foretel.

3

So c R A T E s. . .

'Tis true, Ariſtodemus, that, as brutes,

Of reaſon void, are influenc'd by ſenſe,

They oft their fears, or fond deſires, expreſs

By inarticulate ſounds, as appetite

Or ſenſe directs, when ſtrong inſtinétive powers
Of nature animal exert their force -

And agitate the frame; ſo nature ſpeaks,

And nature is their law, who never ſwerves

From the firſt rules her Maker firſt impreſs'd

On creatures mov’d by ſenſe. But man is form'd

Of a ſuperior nature, made to ſuit

His intellettual faculties, that ſoar

Beyond the verge of ſenſe, and raiſe the ſoul

To lofty thoughts, which, when reduc’d

Into true order by the ſettling mind, .

He can expreſs in words, that are the types

Which give ſubſiſtence ſure to his ideas

Regularly laid. Hence man with man .

Can converſation hold, or, joycus, hymn

With vocal ſymphony their Maker's praiſe

Like ſpirits glorified, who ſweetly tune

The ſpheres to harmony; or mutual lend

And borrow reaſon, as the fiſter moon

From Phoebus draws her rays, which ſhe again

Diffuſes thro’ the vault of heav'n, to gild

The dreary face of night—This is the ſtate

Of man, ordain'd for high and noble ends. ,

- A R I s T o D E M U s.

O Socrates my ſoul begins to feel

The force of heav'nly truth—go on, great Sage,

To clear the argument with ſtronger proof,

And let convićtion ſtill reform my mind,

By thee impreſs'd with dignity of thought.

. . So c R A T E s.

Let us inveſtigate with farther ſearch

The human nature in a higher light,

That point of view wherein man joyous claims

Relation to his Maker; for is not man

Alone, of living things on earth, endued

With mind and ſoul, by which he clearly knows

That God exiſts, and that he rais'd a world

For this his favºrite creature; yet requires

No other tribute than a grateful mind

To holy adoration train'd, and pure

Conceptions of the Deity, ſupreme

O'er gods and men, who with his eſſence fills

The extended univerſe, thus wond’rous fair,

Himſelf how wond’rous then unſpeakable !

And veil'd amid the luſtre which ſurrounds

His glorious throne, too dazzling to be ſeen

By mortal eye; that pleaſure is reſerv'd

For righteous men; for, when this brittle frame

Of finer mould, by which the ſoul performs

Her operations, ſhall diſſolve and mix

With genial earth, the heav'n-born ſoul ſprings

forth

And freely mingles in the bleſs'd abodes.

A R I S T o D E M U. S.

My ſoul relents—From what you have advanc'd

Of conſequence I clearly can allow

That men live here like demigods, and reign

Over inferior beings; and, when death

Removes this cloud, the inteliečtual part

Shall ſtill ſubſiſt.

So c R A T E s.

- Your inference is right';

This beauteous world, with all the treathingi.
- - t
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That move in air, or earth, or ſeas, was rais'd

To ſerve the uſe of man, while here he lives

His deſtin'd time; but, when the cumb’rous load

Which preſſes down the ſoul, that particle

Of air divine which animates the frame,

And wings the mind to contemplations high,

Shall ceaſe to act, and is by death reſolv’d

To its firſt principles, then ſhall the ſoul,

For ever ſever'd from material mould,

Feel virtue’s quick’ning pow'r and heav'nly

light.

A R 1 s to D E M U s.

I ſee your reaſons in united force,

And find my ſoul inclin'd to think that gods

Take care of man; one doubt unſatisfy'd

Diſturbs me ſtill—Is not man left to tread

A mazy round, where doubts to doubts ſucceed

In wild confuſion mix'd, without a clue

To guide his ſteps, and lead him to the bow'r

Where virtue, heav'nly goddeſs, rich array'd

In her celeſtial robes, preſiding, rules

The moral world, by laws too darkly plann'd

To be diſtinétly ſeeaf Why do not gods,

By miniſterial agency, convey

Their will to men, that they may clearly view

The lines of duty, and purſue the path

That leads where moral reëtitude is found 2

- So c R a T E s.

Does not, Ariſtodemus, the fair code

Of nature's laws, voluminous and vaſt,

Lie open to your eye 2 May not you read

The marks of ſhame and turpitude impreſs'd

On ev'ry vice, and trace the heav'nly charms

That ſhine on virtue's brow, pleaſing as light

That iſſues from the ſun ? Are you not mov’d,

By nature's impulſe, to admire the garb

Which beauty wears, and to avert the eye

From foul deformities, whatever ſhape

Or colour they aſſume *

A R 1 s T o D E M U s.

All this is true

Of beauteous nature, when ſhe means to pleaſe

The curious eye, and to preſent herſelf

In beſt attire; but what analogy

Do nature's beautes, which aficét the ſeat

Of ſenſe corporeal, bear to the charms

Of moral virtue, which, remote from fight,

Lie latent in the mind

So c R A T E s.

Come; bend your thoughts

To moral and material light, and ſee

The fair analogy : Material light

Flows from the ſource of day, and paints the

world •

In various bloom; before it fly the clouds -

Shot thro' with orient beam, and the blue vault

Of heaven ſhines : The moral is a ray

Of reëtitude divine, which gives the mind

To view ideal beauties, only ſeen

By reaſon's eye. As the material light

arms and invigorates the genial ſeeds

Which nature ſows, and brings them forth to life

Florid and fair; ſo does the moral ray,

By an athereal influence, raiſe to life

True virtue's ſeeds, congenial to the ſoul

When firſt it felt the forming hand that rais'd

The moral ſyſtem, -

A R 1 s To D E M us.

This is ſtated right,

And I aſſent: But ſtill in what reſpect

Do moral alſº material light conſiſt

With divination ? I would have the gods

Tell me, in ev'ry act, what ſuits the ſtate

Of intellectual beings; what is rais'd

From reaſon's laws; and what we muſt derive

From a ſuperior aid, which we expreſs

By divination?

Soc R A T E s.

- When th’ almighty God.

By miniſterial agents, form'd to ſpeak

His ruling will, anſwers the humble ſuit

Of the Athenian ſtate, if reaſon fails

To give a final ſentence, can you think

He does not ſpeak to you ? Or when to Greeks;

Taken at large, or to the human kind,

However ſcatter'd o'er the face of earth,

He ſends his ſolemn portents to denounce

What ſhall hereafter happen, or what now

Is fitteſt to be done, can you imagine

That you alone, of all the human race,

Lie quite exempted from his ſpecial care *

Can you conceive that gods would plant in man

An innate notion that they can diſpenſe

Or pain or pleaſure, if in real fact

They want the pow'r to do ſo? Or that men

Should be ſo long deceiv'd, without leaſt ſenſe

Of the deluſion ? Muſt you not confeſs

That realms and cities, which have foremoſt ſtood

In the records of fame, for arts polite

And wiſdom's lore renown'd, have ever held

The gods in veneration high, and rais'd

Temples and altars ſacred to the uſe -

Of rites divine And ſtill, the farther back

You caſt your eye on ages more remote,

Do not you find that divination reign'd

With ſtronger force, and deeper fix'd the ſenſe

Of watchful Providence 2

A R I s To D F M U s.

What Can the God

You call ſupreme reſide above the ſpheres,

Yet rule the world with univerſal ſway,

And keep each individual in his view

This ſeems a paradox, which, wants a proof

So c R A T E s.

You know, Ariſtodemus, that the ſoul,

By active pow'r, the body moves and guides

With arbitrary rule, and keeps the nerves

In proper tenſion, which by ſecret ſprings

Play on the muſcles; hence can ſenſe perceive

What is impreſs'd, and to the ſoul convey

The images from which it raiſes plans

Of truth, and ſcience : Muſt not therefore God,

Who ſchem’, this ſyſtem, and whoſe effence fills

Th’ unbounded univerſe, at will direét

And rule the ſettled whole, by ſecret laws

Which operate unſeen, beyond the verge

Of human ſenſe 2 Does not your eye extend

To half the firmament, and clearly ſee

Cbjects remote, tranſmitted thro’ the thin

Pellucid air And cannot God, whoſe eye)

No darkneſs veils, with undivided view

Pervade the univerſe, and ſee the parts

Of things in cmbryo, 'ere the plaſt.c pow'rs

Have perfected the work 2 Is not the ſpark

- Divine,
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Divine, which moves the intelle&tual pow'rs

To think and act, with as much eaſe employ'd

On things in Egypt, or in Sicily,

As well as here 2 Does it not wing its way

As ſwift as lightning And can he, who reigns

Sole univerſal Lord of heaven and earth

Be circumſcrib'd He, to whom men apply

In ev'ry place; he, whoſe all-hearing ear

Yields free attention to the humble ſuit

Of a meek heart, in ſolemn form addreſs'd

To the ſole Father of the gods and men

And beings of all kinds !

A R I s T o D E M U s.

O, Socrates,

You reaſon right!, the being who contriv'd

This beauteous world is only viſible

In theſehisworks, which ſpeak the pow'rful hand,

That gave them birth. My mind is quite at eaſe,

...And I imbibe the ſacred ſtream of truth,

Which from thy ſoul with heav'nly wiſdom flows.

- w

An AE NIG M A for the LA d 1 Es.

HILE Albion's King fair Liberty de

fends,

And on his ſubjećts love, not guards, depends,

I, with tyrannic arbitrary ſway,

By fell oppreſſion mark my devious way;

Kill all who, inadvertent, near me come,

And vainly hope in my domains to roam :

For this the foreſt-ranger, void of fire,

And prancing ſteed, calmly my fall conſpire.

'Tis not for me my Lord, with winged pace,

Purſues the heat, the glory of the chace:

For an ignoble fate reſerv'd am I,

By ſome bright nymph inglorious doom'd to die; -

“No, ſay the fair, we with ſoft pity move,

“Our every thought is tenderneſs and love ſ”

Charmers, for you ten thouſand lives I’d give;

And let me tell ye, Ladies, while I live

Your ſex's reputat on is at ſtake;

Now death's dread harbinger forbear to take'

Now ſpare me, if you can, and no deſtruction }
make

II.

From the Lo ND ON G A Z ETTE. ... •

Kenſington, September 2.

The following Addreſs of the Mayor, Al

dermen, and Common Council, of the

City of Exeter, having been tranſmitted

by J. Elliott, Eſq; Mayor of Exeter, to

the Right Honourable Mr. Secretary Pitt,

has by him been preſented to his Ma

jeſty; Which Addreſs his Majeſty was

pleaſed to receive very graciouſly.

To the King's moſt Excellent Majeſty.

May it pleaſe your Majeſty,

W E your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and

loyal ſubjećts, the Mayor, Alder

men, and Common Council, of the city of

Exeter, in Chamber aſſembled, humbly beg

leave to approach your royal throne, with

our warmeſt and moſt fincere congratula

tions on thoſe ſignal and repeated ſucceſſes,

with which it hath pleaſed Almighty God

to diſtinguiſh the juſtice of your Majeſty's

arms againſt the common diſturber of the

peace of Europe.

That moſt important fortreſs and harbour

of Louiſburg, lately the dread of our colo

nies and fiſheries, is now become their bul

wark. No longer alarmed at threatened in

vaſions, we now ſpread the terror of our

aims through thoſe coaſts which had hither

to boaſted of being beyond the reach of in

ſult. The reputation of the Britiſh navy

hath been retrieved and carried to the higheſt

pitch by the late a&ion in the Mediterra

nean; and the redućtion of the French ſet

tlements on the river Senegal hath opened a

, new and advantageous branch of trade to

your Majeſty's ſubjects.

Events, like theſe, will diſtinguiſh with

glory the annals of your Majeſty's reign,

and be a laſting monument of the wiſdom

and ſteadineſs of the counſels by which

they were concerted, and of the condućt

and bravery of the Commanders intruſted

with the execution. From the continued

purſuit of the like prudent and vigorous

meaſures; from that remarkable unanimity

and uncommon zeal with which the whole

nation is united in ſupport of the public in

tereſts; from the ardour and intrepidity,

which animate your Majeſty's fleets and ar

mies; and, above all, from an humble con

fidence in the Divine protećtion and aſſiſt

ance, we cannot but form the moſt pleafing

expe&tations, that our haughty enemy will,

at length, be obliged to ſubmit to the terms

of a ſafe and equitable peace.

With this proſpect before us, may we be

permitted to indulge our hopes, that the

moſt valuable of theſe acquiſitions will, for

the future, remain a part of the Britiſh do

minions, as a reaſonable ſecurity againſt the

perfidy of that nation, whoſe reſtleſs ambi

tion no treaties have been hitherto found to

reſtrain. -

In the mean time we beg leave to aſſure

your Majeſty, that we ſhall, with the ut

moſt chearfulneſs, contribute every aſſiſtance

in our power, in ſupport of your Majeſty

and your auguſt family on the throne of

theſe kingdoms, and towards carrying on

with vigour that iutt and neceſſary war, in

which your Majeſty has ſo generouſly en

gaged, in vindication of the religion, the

liberties, the commerce, and the indiſputa

ble rights of the Britiſh nation.

Kenſington,
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Kenſington, September 12.

The following Addreſs of the Chancellor,

Maſters, and Scholars, of the Univerſity

of Cambridge, was this Day preſented

to his Majeſty by his Grace the Duke of

Newcaſtle, Chancellor; the Reverend Dr.

Green, Vice-Chancellor; and the Reve

rend Dr. Law, Maſter of Peter-Houſe

College; which Addreſs was moſt gra

ciouſly received by his Majeſty; and they

had the Honour to kiſs his Majeſty's

Hand.

To the King's moſt Excellent Majeſty.

The humble Addreſs of the Chancellor,

Maſters, and Scholars, of the Univer

fity of Cambridge.

Moſt Gracious Sovereign,

W E your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and

loyal ſubječts, the Chancellor, Maſ.

ters, and Scholars, of your Univerſity of

Cambridge, humbly beg leave to expreſs

our grateful ſenſe of your Majeſty's con

ſtant and unwearied endeavours to main

tain the dignity of your imperial crown,

and to promote the happineſs of all your

people.

It would be unpardonable in us, who

have ſo often felt the influence of your pa

ternal care, did we not, at this time eſpe

cially, join with the moſt zealous of our

fellow-ſubjećts, in humbly preſenting to

your Majeſty our fincere and joyful congra

tulations, upon the many ſignal ſucceſſes

which have attended your Majeſty's wife

and vigorous meaſures, for the vindication

of the juſt rights of your kingdoms, the

ſupport of your allies, and the defence of

the common liberties of Europe.

The conqueſt of Cape Breton, and the

ſtrong fortreſs of Louiſburg, is an event,

not leſs glorious to your Majeſty's arms,

than important to the intereſts of your ſub

jećts, for the extending of their trade, and

the ſecuring of the Britiſh colonies, ſo eſ

fential to the wealth and ſtrength of their

mother country.

The great redućtion of the naval force of

France, by taking and deſtroying ſo many

of their ſhips of war in America and other

parts; the ſucceſsful acquiſition of one of

their principal ſettlements in Africa; the

diſtreſſes brought upon them by the re

peated attacks of their coaſt; and the de

molition of works ere&ted at a great ex

pence to annoy this country; muſt produce

the moſt beneficial conſequences, by wea

kening our enemies, and ſupporting the

power and commerce of Great Britain.

The memorable vićtory at Crevelt, and

the other great advantages gained over the

common enemy, by the bravery of your

Majeſty's electoral troops, and thoſe of your

allies, under the able condu&t of Prince

Ferdinand of Brunſwic, give us the more

particular pleaſure, as they highly conduce

to reſcue from oppreſſion thoſe of your Ma

jeſty's dominions, that have been ſo unjuſt

ly invaded, and have ſuffered the moſt bar

barous treatment in a cauſe intirely Britiſh.

We cannot here omit to declare our un

feigned joy for the complete vićtory ob

tained, at this critical juncture, by your

Majeſty's faithful and magnanimous ally,

the King of Pruſſia, upon whoſe ſucceſs,

in conjunction with your Majeſty, the fate

of the Proteſtant intereſt in Germany does

ſo much depend.

So many ſucceſſive, happy events, afford

us juſt reaſon to hope, that the bleſfing of

God upon your Majeſty's arms and coun

cils may, 'ere long, procure a ſafe, ho

nourable, and laſting peace; and that our

holy religion, under the protećtion of the

Divine providence, will ever be able to

withſtand the ſecret attempts, and open vio

lence, of all its adverſaries.

Permit us, moſt gracious Sovereign, to

add our fervent prayers, that your Majeſty,

under whoſe auſpicious government your

loyal ſubjects poſſeſs ſo many ineſtimable

bleſfings, may, in perfe&t tranquillity, en

joy a long and glorious reign, over a duti

ful and grateful people ; and that the vir

tues of your royal deſcendents, derived from

your Majeſty, may tranſmit to our lateſt

poſterity the benefits of your illuſtrious

example.

The following Addreſs of the Mayor, Bur

geſſes, and Commonalty, of the City of

Briſtol, having been tranſmitted to the

Right Honourable Mr. Secretary Pitt,

has by him been preſented to his Ma

jeſty : . Which Addreſs his Majeſty was

pleaſed to receive very graciouſly.

To the King's moſt Excellent Majeſty.

. The humble Addreſs of the Mayor, Bur

geſſes, and Commonalty, of the City

of Briſtol, in Common Council aſ

ſembled.

Moſt Gracious Sovereign,

Wł your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and

loyal ſubjects, the Mayor, Burgeſ

ſes, and Commonalty, of the city of Briſtol,

in Common Council aſſembled, humbly

crave leave to teſtify our joy, and do moſt

ſincerely congratulate your Majeſty on the

happy and glorious ſucceſs of your arms in

the conqueſt of the iſlands of Cape Breton

and St. John, and the important fortreſs of
T Ilouiſ
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Louiſburg : A conqueſt ſo complete in all

its circumſtances, as muſt convince your

enemies, that Britiſh valour, under the con

dućt of reſolute and ſkilful Commanders,

is ſuperior to the greateſt difficulties.

We, having an intire confidence in your

royal wiſdom and goodneſs, doubt not but

your councils, and the ſeveral operations of

your Majeſty's forces by ſea and land, will,

through your unwearied endeavours, be ſo

vigorouſly directed, as to reſtrain the reſt

leſs ambition of our'ancient enemy, ſecure

to theſe nations their indiſputable rights

and poſſeſſions, maintain the liberties of

Europe, and reſtore every deſirable bleſfing

to your faithful people, by an honourable

and laſting peace; which we ſhall ever con

fider an additional glory to your Majeſty's

moſt gentle and auſpicious reign.

And your Majeſty may be aſſured, that

your loyal citizens of Briſtol, from an un

feigned zeal for your honour and ſervice,

will, upon every occaſion, exert their ut

moſt in defence and ſupport of your Ma

jeſty and your illuſtrious houſe, againſt aff

enemies and oppoſers whatſoever.

Addreſſes have been alſo preſented to his

Majeſty from the following cities, towns,

and corporations, &c. viz. of the town and

county of the town of Newcaſtle-upon

Tyne; of the Governor, Aſfiſtants, War

dens, and Fellowſhip of Merchant Adven

turers of the town and county of Newcaſtle

upon-Tyne; of the Maſter, Pilots, and

Seamen, of the Trinity Houſe in Newcaſtle

upon-Tyne; of the city of Norwich; of the

borough of Great Yarmouth, in the coun

ty of Norfolk; of King's Lynn, in the

county of Norfolk; of the borough of Ber

wick-upon-Tweed; of the city of York ;

of the city of Lincoln; of the city of Cheſ

ter; of the city of New Sarum; of the city

of Glaſgow; of the borough of Dorcheſter,

in the county of Dorſet; and of the borough

of Shafton, otherwiſe Shafteſbury, in the

county of Dorſet; all which were moſt gra

ciouſly received.

An Extrač of a Letter from an Officer in the late Expedition on the Coaſt of France,

dated Portſmouth, September 19.

E ſailed from Portſmouth the latter

end of laſt month, and all arrived

ſafe on the coaſt of Britany, on Sunday the

3d inſtant; and, the ſame evening, we ſafe

ly anchored in St. Lunaire bay, about five

leagues weſtward of St. Maloe's.

On Monday the 4th, the troops, being

embarked in flat-bottomed boats, ſtood for

Arborough-bay, about two leagues weſt of

St. Maloe's ; where they landed without

oppoſition, being covered by the Roſe fri

gate and two other of his Majeſty's ſhips.

Indeed, a few guns were fired from a bat

tery on an iſle on one fide of the bay; but

they did not the leaſt damage. The troops,

at night, got proviſions, &c. on ſhore, and

incamped on the heights which ſurrounded

the place of their landing; I was ſent on

the picquet guard, a body of 50 men, poſted

about half a mile from the camp, to prevent

a ſudden ſurpriſe; and we continued all

might under arms. We ſhot ſeveral of the

enemy, and took others priſoners, who

were endeavouring to diſcover our fituation

and numbers. - -

On Tueſday the 5th, Lord Howe, with

the Prince, came on ſhore; they accom

panied the Generals to a village three miles

from St. Maloe's, to reconnoitre the place;

and they were greatly annoyed by the ene

my's cannon, one ſhot whereof fell within

a yard and a half of the Prince. In the

morning, the Brilliant, and two other fri

gates, received orders to be in readineſs to

go into St. Maloe's harbour, and attack a

caſtle ſituated on a peninſula, which ſome

of the troops attempted to force by land ;

but this projećt the Commodore found to be

impracticable, without loſing the ſhips. In

the evening Sir William Boothby returned

to the camp, being ſent with a detachment

of 3oo grenadiers to burn all the ſhipping

that lay about a mile on the outfide of St.

Maloe's harbour; which he executed, with

great bravery, to the number of 13 ſhips.

Nothing material happened on Wedneſ

day the 6th, the whole day being ſpent in

Councils of war; wherein Lord Howe aſ

ſured the General, that, in aſſiſting him

to bombard the town, he ſhould hazard the

loſs of all the men of war, by reaſon of the

dangerous ſituation of the harbour, which

is an intire chain of rocks; and alſo, that

the troops could not be ſafely embarked, at

the place where they landed; which obliged

us to marsh, 18 miles farther, to a proper

place of embarkation.

The whole army, on Thurſday the 7th,

began their march, and were often ob

ſtrućted by ſmall parties of the enemy, who,

firing through the woods, killed 10 men,

and wounded two Officers; we halted about

6 in the evening, and incamped within half

a mile of a village, called St. Briac, near

which lay a river that we were to croſs the

next day; and, though the enemy, in the

night, frequently alarmed our camp, and

parties of them appeared, in order of battle,

º on
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bn the other ſide of the river, they did us

not the leaſt damage.

On Friday the 8th, the whole army croſſed

the river, each perſon wading it, to his

middle, without any diſtinétion; but, as

the enemy fired very briſkly on us, the Ge

neral acquainted them, by a friar, that, if

they did not defiſt, he would reduce all the

villages we paſt through into aſhes; and,

the fiar not returning with an anſwer, he

gave orders, accordingly, to ſet them on

fire. We this day loſt an Officer and 10

men, and two Officers were wounded ; this

evening we incamped pretty ſoon, and lay

all night on our ſtraw, without any diſtur

bance.

We began our march on Saturday the

9th ; at about eleven, our advanced guards

were attacked by five companies of French

regulars, who only ſtood one fire ; and,

zoo of them being killed, all the reſt took

to their heels. At two, we paſſed quietly

through a city called Matilion, and in.

camped about half a mile beyond it; we

loſt this day about 30 men; 11 were taken

priſoners, one of whom, eſcaping, informed

us, that his comrades were put to death in

a barbarous manner. At ten at night, our

Picquet guards having taken a French dra

oon priſoner, on pain of being immediate

y diſpatched, he confeſſed, that 11 regi

ments of foot, and 5 of horſe, with to

pieces of cannon and two mortars, were

incamped within 3 miles of us, who were

determined to give us battle next morning.

Qur General, as their ſtrength was greatly

ſuperior, gave orders for us to lie all night

under arms, and, as ſoon as day-light ap

peared, to make the beſt of our way to the

water-fide, where the ſhipping would re

ceive us; but the French were before us,

for, at one, we could hear their drums beat

to arms. Their deſign was, as we were told

by ſome deſerters, to cut off our retreat;

which they would certainly have effected,

had not the bringing of their cannon up

very bad roads taken up moſt of the morn.

mg.

On Sunday the 10th, in the evening, Lord

Howe made the ſignal for all Lieutenants,

the purport of which was, that all the flat

bottomed boats ſhould be ready, early in the

morning, for the embarkation of the troops;

and that the A&tive, Brilliant, Roſe, Pallas,

and Tartar frigates, and Granada, Fur.

nace, and Infernal bombs, together with the

Swallow and Saltaſh ſloops, ſhould go as

near the ſhore as poſſible, to cover the ſame.

Theſe ſhips, accordingly, ſtood into St.

Qas bay, by fix in the morning, on Mon.

day the 1 (th; and they lay all in a line,

within leſs than half a mile of the ſhore, in

3 and a half fathom water. Before our

troops appeared in fight, we heard a firing

of ſmall arms between the enemy's van

guard and our rear; in which rencounter,

though our men were obliged to wade

through a river, we had only three killed

and ſeven wounded, whereas the enemy had

but ſeven left of their whole party. At nine

in the morning, our army began to march ;

and at eleven, two thirds thereof, with the

light horſe and artillery, being on board,

we diſcovered a body of the enemy's horſe

on the top of the hill; and, a little after, a

much larger one of infantry, which occu

pied the ground round a windmill, from

whence our troops had lately deſcended.

Upon a motion made by the French to

come down the hill, our bomb ketches

played upon them with great ſucceſs; a 13

inch ſhell was ſo well dire&ted, that I plain

ly ſaw it fall on one of the horſemen ; and,

when it burſt, it did confiderable damage

to the reſt, and obliged them to diſmount.

Between eleven and twelve, they opened a

battery of fix pieces of cannon, near the

windmill, from which they kept a cloſe

fire on our troops, while they were em

barking ; but the ſhells, thrown by our

ketches, forced them at laſt to file off to

wards St. Cas. The Iriſh brigades ſhel

tered themſelves in a wood to the right ;

from whence they were ſoon diſlodged by

the continual fire of our ſhips and ketches;

and a village was ſet on fire by a carcaſs,

whereof ſome of the enemy had taken poſ

ſeſſion. At twelve, they opened a battery

of cohorns behind a hedge on the right of

the mill ; but we fired ſo inceſſantly upon

it, that they only threw two ſhells, which

did us ſome damage. Our people, in the

mean time, embarking as faſt as poſſible,

thoſe that were left on the beach, waiting

the return of the boats, were about 14oo,

conſiſting of 12 companies of grenadiers,

and four of the guards, under General Du

ry, who drew themſelves up in form to give

battle to the French, that were at firſt

17,ooo of their beſt troops, from Breſt and

Rochelle. The enemy again filed to the

left, and got poſſeſſion of the village of St.

Cas, halfway down the hill ; but, to be

leſs expoſed to our fire, they attempted te

get poſſeſſion of a hollow way, which in

tirely covered them. But they no ſooner

began to deſcend, than they were ſo cloſely

peppered with ſhells and ſmall ſhot from

the ſhips, that, the French ſoldiers being in

timidated by the great ſlaughter, we made,

their Officers were obliged to drive them

down before them, like a flock of ſheep ;

for ſome hundreds of them were killed by

the ſhipping, before the two armies en -

T 2 . gage'
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gaged; and, as they paſſed along the beach,

I ſaw their colours fall twice. By this

time, the cavalry, left at the top of the hill,

had got up 4 pieces of cannon there ; but,

our troops being too low, the ſhot went all

over them, and came to the ſhips, which,

with a ſhell or two, put a ſtop to their

ihooting.

The two armies below being now with

in piſtol ſhot of each other, the three front

companies of our grenadiers gave the ene

my the firſt fire, and charged them ſo briſk

ly, that they killed every Frenchman, as

faſt as they advanced ; and ſo many of them

were deſtroyed by the one pound ſhot from

the bombs, that they could not move, their

dead and wounded lying ſo thick; and they

were on the point of retreating, when, un:

luckily, the grenadiers had expended all

their ammunition, and were obliged to re

tire; and, before they could form again, for

want of room, being cloſe to the water, or

the rear advance, the enemy took advantage

of their diſorder. Upon the beach, it ſeems,

the peaſants had thrown up a ſort of dyke,

to hinder the ſea from overflowing the coun

try; which, reaching from one fide of the

bay to the other, ſerved as an excellent

breaſt-work to cover us from the enemy:

But, by ſome miſtake in General Dury, who

commanded one diviſion, and made the at

tack, it became uſeleſs to us, and of vaſt ad

vantage to the French; for, inſtead of wait

ing behind it, he marched the diviſion over

it, and attacked the enemy, who were rea

dy formed on the other fide; and, though

he made them twice give way, yet the ſuc

cours, continually pouring down the hollow

way, brought them back to the charge, and

them, in turn, they drove General Dury.

He now perceived his error; for the ſecond

diviſion could not get over the breaſt-work

time enough to ſuccour the firſt, which was

intirely broken, though ſome, with great

difficulty, got back to the other diviſions.

The enemy, being poſſeſſed of the dyke,

kept a continual É. on the grenadiers;

and, when the General ſaw no other reme

dy left, he ordered the whole to wheel in

mediately to the right, and make for the

boats, with all poſſible expedition. Some,

indeed, got on board the ſhips; but a bat

tery, which the French had erected on the

middle of the hill, played ſo furiouſly, that

numbers of the boats were beat to pieces.

Then the enemy, ſeeing that our people

had no place to retreat to on the ſhore,

mounted the dyke, and, by a vaſt ſuperiority

of numbers, drove thoſe that remained into

the ſea, and continued their fire upon them,

even there, and alſo upon the boats. Some

of theſe people ſheltered themſelves under

J.

put off in.

the cover of a rock, and were taken up by

our boats; but moſt of them were either

killed or drowned ; and the remainder, left

on ſhore, threw down their arms. During

this attack, the fire from the ſhips was ren

dered uſeleſs ; for it would have been as

prejudicial to our own people, as to the ene

my. General Dury was ſhot in the breaſt,

and, a grenadier having helped him off with

his cloaths, he took to the water. In ſome

of the flat boats were ſlain Io; in others

12 ; and in one 16 ſeamen, and a Lieute

mant, out of zo. But no men ever behaved

more bravely than ours did; ſome of whom,

turning about, diſcharged their pieces,

whilſt they ſtood up to the chin in water ;

and, then throwing off their cloaths and ac

coutrements, they choſe rather to ſwim for

their lives, than be taken priſoners.

Some of the French, after the engage

ment, ſeemed to behave very well to our

poor wounded men that were left behind at

their mercy but I ſhall never forgive thoſe

cowardly villains who, when all the boats

were out of their reach, inceſſantly fired

whole platoons on ſome of our naked men,

left behind, who could not ſwim, and ſtood

with their heads juſt above water; ſeveral

of whom were picked up by the boats of ſuch

ſhips as lay neareſt the ſhore. One, be

longing to a bomb veſſel, took up two that

were ſtanding within their depth ; and two

others copied after this example. I mutt

needs ſay, that the ſeamen ran all riſques

to ſave the ſoldiers ; ſuch was the friend

ſhip between theſe people, who, before they

had been ſo much together, as in the preſent

year, were implacable enemies. The

French militia, we are told, behaved cruelly,

notwithſtanding our lenity before; and, in

the beginning of the engagement, their

troops in general refuſed quarter to ours,

which reduced them to the terrible neceſſity

of taking the water; but, when they found

the day to be theirs, they ſpared ſeveral per

ſons, and have now in their cuſtody ſeveral

Officers of diſtinčtion. Prince Edward, in

his behaviour, diſcovered uncommon inte

pidity; and Lord Howe, with difficulty,

ot him off from the ſhore, numbers of men

ying dead about him, and many being

killed in the boat that his Royal Highneſs

The Commodore did as much

as human prudence could poſſibly perform ;

and indeed all that were on ſhore behaved

in the moſt gallant manner. -

On Tueſday the 12th, in the morning, a

flag of truce was ſent on ſhore to bury our

dead, and ſee whom we had loſt; 15 Offi

cers were ſlain on the ſpot, among whom

are General Dury, who was killed in the

water, in attempting to make his eſcape;

the
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the Colonels Griffin and Wilkinſon ; Sir

John Armitage, a young Gentleman of

great fortune, who was a volunteer; and a

Captain, whoſe name is to me unknown.

There are ſeveral others wounded and ta

ken priſoners, ſome of whom have had their

limbs cut off, and are thought to be in a

dangerous way; four Captains of ſhips,

who commanded the flat-bottomed boats,

viz. Rowley of the Montague, Mapleſden

of the Portland, Paſton of the Jaſon, and

Elphinſtone of the Salamander, are all like

wife priſoners, the firſt of whom is wound

ed; who, each of them, drew their ſwords,

and rallied the grenadiers. Sir William

Boothby, who had the ſecond command

over them, ſwam near two miles to the

ſhips, in his cloaths; and a Captain of our

regiment did the ſame.

It is computed, that we loſt, in this ac

tion, 45 Officers, and 700 men, killed, pri

ſoners, &c. but the following liſt, annexed

to the preceding letter, agrees with the ac

count given by the Gazette of the Officers

killed and wounded, and adds Lieutenant

Sherwin, of Wolfe’s regiment, and Lieute

nant Willoc, of Manners's, among the

wounded; and Sir John Armitage, among

the ſlain:

Officers killed, priſoners, &c. — 37

Serjeants, corporals, &c. — 15

Guards - - 158

Grenadier guards - 124.

Of the line - - 453

Sea Officers - - 5

Seamen - - 3o

822

This bold attack of the French will cer

tainly cauſe Te Deums to be ſung all over

France; but, in my opinion, they have leſs

to boaſt of than our own troops. It was

vaſtly brave in them to let our army, not

8ooo in all, land on their coaſt, and make

a week's march through their country (burn

ing and deſtroying all the way they went,

in return for the uſage they gave us at Ha

nover) and yet never to attack us, till we

had not near zooo to withſtand 17,ooo,

and ſo diſadvantageouſly ſituated, as to be

immediately between fire and water. The

French troops were chiefly as follow :

Le Duc d'Aiquillon, Commander in

chief; the Marquis d'Aubigne, Lieute

nant-general ; and the Marquis de la Brock

and Monſieur de la Tour Auvergne, Ma

jor-generals.

Regiments of infantry from Breſt.

Battalions. Men.

Bourbon 2. 14oo

Royal Vaſſaux 2. 14oe

Royal Etrangers 2. 14co

Briſac I 7oo

Brice r 7oo

Breſt r 7oo

Penthievre i 7oo

Dragoons. 7ooo

Squadrons.

Mauvert 2 336

Militia, gardes de coſte, and

armed peaſants 5ooe

Cannon 8

Mortars 8

The names of the regiments that joined

theſe troops, from St. Maloe's and Gran

ville, the day before the attack, are not

known; they are ſaid to be upwards of

3oco regulars, foot and dragoons, beſides

militia.

The following genuine Letter, from a General Officer in the Pruſſian Army that fought

General Fermor, is more circumſtantial than any yet publiſhed, and will enable the

Public to judge ºf the Credit due to the Accounts publiſhed on the other Side.

v.

Greeable to an order received from Cu

ſtrin, I repaired to the King's army,

Damm, Aug. 27, 1758.

they arrived at Zorndorff, we then thought

ourſelves ready to come upon the back of

which I found encamped the 24th at Der- the enemy; and orders were given for the

nitzel, while General Fermor changed the

ſituation of his army before the place, ex

tending his right to the village of Zicker,

and his left to that of Quartſchen. Between

two and three in the morning the King broke

up his camp and marched forward, in order

to wind round the enemy's left flank. The

army paſſed the ſmall river Mićtre, as well

as the currents which ſupply the mills of

Damm. Afterwards it filed off by the foreſt

of Maffin and the village of Bazelo into the

plain, where, both infantry and cavalry

ſpreading themſelves on the left flank till

attack.

Perhaps our Generals flattered themſelves

that theſe manoeuvres, no leſs fatiguing than

wiſely conceived and happily executed,

would throw the Ruſſians into confuſion ;

but they were miſtaken. Their numbers

made up for what they wanted in point of

ſituation; and, as the ground would not

permit them to extend themſelves, we found

them on four lines, forming a front on eve

ry ſide, and ſurrounded by cannon and che

vaux de frize. The village of Zicker co

vered their right flank, beyond which their

cavalry
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cavalry reached. Prince Maurice com

manded our firſt line under the King ;

Lieutenant-general Manteuffel the left wing

of infantry; and General Seydlitz conduct

ed the cavalry of that wing. The infantry

began the attack of the village, under fa

vour of a diſcharge of 30 pieces of cannon,

of fix and twelve pounders, which Colonel

Muller had placed very advantageouſly; and

a brigade of 2200 grenadiers were advan

cing to make the aſſault; but all on a ſud

den, about half after ten, when we already

ſaw the enemies getting together their ar

tillery in order to make a retreat, this bri

gade, on which we ſo much depended,

wholly gave way, without our being able

to diſcover the reaſon, and were not rallied

without great difficulty. This eccaſioned

a confiderable opening, not only between

the cavalry, but in the infantry, whoſe flank

became hereby uncovered. -

The enemies cavalry loſt this favourable

moment. Two things concurred for us,

to prevent diſorder: One was, the Ruſſians

perceiving their advantage too late; the o

ther, General Seydlitz's bringing up his

cavalry juſt in the interim.

The King, informed of the rebuff of his

grenadiers, immediately ordered the regi

ments of Brunſwic-Bevern, Kalkenſtein,

and of the Prince of Pruſſia, with two bat

talions of grenadiers, to march to that place.

Five ſquadrons of dragoons of Czetteritz,

as many ſquadrons of Gens d'armes, and

three of the body-guards, were to ſupport

the attack. It began towards noon, and

General Seydlitz, after routing the Ruſſian

cavalry, fell ſo a propos upon the enemies

flank, that, at the iſſue of the combat, pret

ty well ſuſtained by the cannon, the village

was carried, with the military cheſt and

baggage, which was found aſſembled be

hind the houſes. -

Notwithſtanding the confuſion the ene

mies whole right wing was now in, they

obſtinately perſiſted in not quitting the

ground; which occaſioned a horrible ſlaugh

ter, as well by ſword and bayonet, as by

our cannon, charged with cartridge-ſhot,

and the enemies being in a manner cloſe to

their mouths. The loſs of the Ruſſians

was very conſiderable; ours trifling; 15,ooo

of their men covered the field of battle :

But, while we thought ourſelves ſure of

vićtory, they were }. preparing to diſpute

it. The remains of this right wing having

fallen down to the left, we ſaw them both,

with the corps de reſerve, aſſembling about

the village of Quartſchen.

The King's troops, far from being diſ

pirited by the fatigues of the day, thought

of nothing but ſignaliſing themſelves by

their bravery. Animated more and more,

they ſurmounted all difficulties, and at

length overcame the obſtinacy of the ene

my. The ſetting ſun terminated, to our

advantage, the laſt maſſacre, by a ſhower

of bullets and an attack with the bayonet

fixed at the end of the muſquet. Then the

great ſuperiority of the enemies only ſerved

to augment their loſs ; and really but a ve

ry ſmall number of them would have eſca

ped, if, towards the decline of the day, one

of their Generals, with a choſen troop, had

not made an effort upon the King's right

wing. That Officer loſt the greateſt part

of his men; but the attempt had this ad

vantage, that, in drawing our attention to

that ſide, the broken remains of the ene

mies infantry had leiſure to withdraw from

the fide of our left wing, and to take a new

poſt in the night for rallying with the reſt

of their army. On our fide, we paſſed the

night under arms, and the next morning,

the 26th, began again to cannonade the ene

mies, who yet ſtood it the whole day. The

27th they ſeemed to have a deſign to engage

in a new combat; but, inſtead of advan

cing, they ſoon turned off and took the

road to Landſberg. Immediately all the

Pruſſian army put in motion to purſue

them. As it was impoſſible for them to

reach the city under the eyes of our troops,

they turned towards Vietzel, and poſted

themſelves between that village and the ri

ver Warte. This was perhaps the worſt

ſtep they could have taken, fince, being

deprived of bridges, they had no retreat,

nor ſubſiſtance but for a few days.

Our loſs is very moderate, confidering

what a great vićtory we have gained : In

all the liſts we ſee but 30 Officers killed

and 87 wounded; 768 ſoldiers killed, 1372

wounded, and 358 miſſing. But the Ruſ

fians left 20,000 of their men on the ſpot, ex

cluſive of the ſlightly wounded, whom they

carried off. In the night between the 25th

and 26th we made 12oo of them priſoners,

including 6o Officers, amongſt whom there

are ſeven Generals of different ranks. The

number of priſoners increaſed confiderably

the next day, and this day (the 27th) we

have zooo. As many of their wounded as

were judged curable, have been taken off

the field of battle by the King's orders. In

ſhort, one might wonder at the diſpropor

tion between the loſs on both fides, had we

not obſerved that the enemies artillery was

ſo ill ſerved, that the balls went ten or

twelve feet over our heads; only a few

cannon, charged with cartridge-ſhot, did

ſome execution againſt us : And, moreover,

they are ſo aukward in handling their arms,

that they give us more trouble in killing

- than
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than overcoming them ; for a ſhot through

the body is not ſufficient to make them

leave off fighting, unleſs the vital parts are
touched.

Our trophies are 104 pieces of cannon,

The Political State

From the Lo N Do N G A z F. T. T. E.' "

Whitehall, September 2.

HIS morning a Meſſenger arrived, at the

Earl of Holderneſſe's office, with letters

, from his Majeſty's Miniſter Plenipotentiary at

the Hague, dated laſt Thurſday morning, giving

an account, That, the ſame morning early, an

expreſs was arrived there from the King of

Pruſſia's army on the frontiers of Poland, with

authentic advice, dated from the field of battle,

That, on the 25th paſt, at nine o'clock in the

morning, his Pruſſian Majeſty had attacked the

Ruſſian army, and, after an engagement which

laſted till the evening, had intirely defeated them;

that fifteen thouſand Ruſſians had been left on

the field of battle; and that their military cheſt,

all their artillery, and three Lieutenant-generals'

have been taken. The Pruſſians had loſt about

, three thouſand, killed and wounded ; and the

only General Officer, on their fide, who had

any accident, was Major-general Kahlden, who

was ſlightly wounded. The King of Pruſſia had

detached ail his cavalry in purſuit of the enemy.

A particular relation of this important event

is hourly expected.

The London Gazette Extraordinary.

Whitehall, September 8.

The day before yeſterday a Meſſenger arrived

at the Earl of Holderneſſe's office, with letters

from Mr. Mitchell, his Majeſty's Miniſter to

the King of Pruſſia, now at the Pruſſian army

on the frontiers of Poland, of the 26th and 28th.

of Auguſt, confirming the account of the vićtory

obtained by his Pruſſian Majeſty over the Ruſſian

army on the 25th paſt; and with the following

general relation of that important event :

* On the 22d the King arrived at Frankfort

upon the Oder, by the way of Ziebigen, with

the reinforcement which he brought from Sileſia.

In the two laſt marches his Majeſty was on the

ſame ſide of the river as the Ruſſians; but they

did nothing to interrupt his march.

* On the 21ſt, in the morning, the King went

with his huſſars to Count Dohna’s camp, and

was followed that night by the remainder of his

corps, ſo that the whole army was aſſembled at

Gorgas the 22d, at ſeven o’clock in the morn

ing; and, the junétion being made, they mar

ched on at ten o’clock at night.

* On the 23d his Majeſty cauſed a bridge to

be thrown over the Oder at Gataviſe; which

was done with ſo much diſpatch that the whole

army paſſed the River the ſame day, and his

Majeſty took up his quarters at Golaſh.

“The 24th the King let the army, which

was very much fatigued with the long and toil

ſome march they had made, reſt till one o'clock

in the afternoon, after which he marched to

Dirmitzel, where he encamped, and made his

diſpoſitions for attacking the enemy the next day,

12 mortars, 37 colours, 5 ſtandards, ſome

kettle-drums, &c. the whole ranged before

the King's tent, and expoſed to the view of

the army, &c.

of E U Ro P E, &c.

* The 25th the army marched in four columns,

three of infantry and one of cavalry, Lieutenant

general Manteuffel, at the head of ten battali

ons, forming the van guard; and, though they

were obliged to croſs the little river Mitzel over

one fingle bridge, the whole arrived in preſence of

the enemy at eight o'clock in the morning, and

immediately formed in order of battle. -

* The action began at nine o'clock, near the

village of Zorndorff, and laſted till ſeven o'clock

at night. The fire of the artillery was terrible

and uninterrupted till towards the end. The

Ruſſian infantry made a great reſiſtance, ſo far

as to render the aëtion, for ſome time, doubtful

on our left; where, their right wing endeavour

ing to improve its advantage, Lieutenant-general

Seidlitz haſtened up thither, at the head of his

own regiment of the Gardes du Corps, and the

Gens d'armes; and, after having routed the Ruſ

fian cavalry which covered it, he fell upon the

infantry, broke them, and recovered the affair.

The Ruſſians, forced at laſt to quit the field of

battle, formed themſelves into a ſquare, in or

der to cover the remaining part of their baggage,

and paſſed the night in that poſition. The King

alſo remained that night upon the field of battle,

with his whole army, and took the neceſſary

meaſures to improve his advantage.

* The 26th his Majeſty advanced again to

wards the enemy, and the cannonading was

renewed; but it did not laſt long, for the enemy

were forced to continue their retreat, abandon

ing their artillery, and a great number of co

lours, ſtandards, &c.

* The King did not give, them time to reco

ver, but cauſed them to be harraſſed on all ſides

during the whole day; and the ſlaughter was

very great; for, however deſirous his Majeſty

was to prevent the effuſion of ſo much blood,

the cruelties of all ſorts committed by the ene

my, and the fight of all the villages round about,

which the Ruſſians had ſet on fire, had irritated

the ſoldiers to ſuch a degree, that it was almoſt

impoſſible to put a ſtop to their fury. However,

a number of priſoners have been taken; among

whom are ſeveral General Officers, namely,

Generals de Soltikoff, de Chernichew, Manteuf

fel, Tieremhauſen, Chivers, &c. General

Brown, the ſecond in command, having refu

fed quarter, was killed by the Pruſſian dragoons;

and the fate of his Highneſs Prince Charles of

Saxony is not known. According to the ene

my's own confeſſion, ſeveral others of their Ge

nerals are killed.

* The King being unwilling to require more

from his infantry without giving them ſome reſt,

made them encamp on the 26th in the evening,

and ordered his cavalry and huſſars to continue

to purſue and harraſs the enemy; and on the

27:h his Majeſty marched as far as Tamſel.

- - * Gºnçral
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• General Fermor is in the moſt critical ſitu

ation, being in want of proviſions and ammuni

tion, and obliged to retreat before our vićtorious

army, the van-guard whereof, commanded by

Prince Maurice d’ Anhalt Deſſau, gives him no

manner of reſt, ſo that it is impoſſible to ſay

how he will accompliſh his retreat.

• The ſlaughter of the enemy has been very

great; and, if they had not ſullied their bravery

by horrid exceſſes, we ſhould with the greater

pleaſure have done them the juſtice which is due

to the firmneſs and condućt of their infantry.

• We have already taken their military cheſt,

containing about nine hundred thouſand rubles;

ſeventy-three pieces of cannon; and a great

number of ſtandards and colours.

• We compute our loſs at about ſix hundred

killed, and not eleven hundred wounded; among

the firſt are two of his Pruſſian Majeſty's Aids

de Camp. And we return thanks to God, who

has ſo viſibly protećted us on this important oc

caſion, in preſerving his Majeſty's precious life,

for which the whole army have ſo often trembled.

• The further detail of this great event will

be given as ſoon as poſſible, our time being too

much taken up, at this junčture, to enter into

more particulars.'

September 9.

Whitehall, Sept. 6. The King having been

pleaſed to order that the colours taken at Louiſ

burg, which were lately brought to the palace

at Kenfington, ſhould be depoſited in the cathe

dral church of St. Paul, and this day being ap

pointed for that purpoſe, proper detachments of

horſe and foot grenadiers were ordered to parade

at Kenfington at ten o'clock, and marched be

fore his Majeſty (who was pleaſed to ſee them

paſs by) in the following order:

A ſerjeant, and 12 horſe grenadiers.

A Field Officer, and Officers in proportion.

A detachment of fourſcore of the horſe gre

nadier guards.

Then eighty of the life guards, with Officers

in proportion, with their ſtandard, kettle drums,

and trumpets.

Then a ſerjeant and twelve grenadiers of the

foot guards.

Then eleven ſerjeants of the foot guards, car

rying the eleven French colours, advanced.

Then the four companies of grenadiers of the

foot guards cloſed the march.

In this manner they proceeded from Kenſing

ton, through Hyde park and the Green park into

St. James's park, and through the Stable-yard,
St. James's, into Pall Mall, and ſo on to the

weſt gate of St. Paul's, where the colours were

received by the Dean and Chapter, attended by

the Choir; about which time the guns at the

Tower, and in St. James's park, were fired.

The ſaid colours are to be put up in ſome

public part of the ſaid cathedral church, as a

iaſting memorial of the ſucceſs of his Majeſty's

arms, in the redućtion of the important fortreſs

of Louiſburg, and the iſlands of Cape Breton and

St. John.

The London Gazette Extraordinary.

Whitehall, September 18.

Late on Saturday night laſt an expreſs arrived

with the following letters from the Right Hon.

Lord Howe, and Lieutenant-general Bligh, to the

Right Hon. Mr. Secretary Pitt; dated on board

the Eſſex, off of St. Cas bay, on the coaſt of

Britany, in France.

Eſſex, off of St. Casbay, Sept. 12, 1758.

S I R,

In my letter of the 7th I had the honour to

inform you of the movement of the fleet from

St. Lunaire to this bay. º

The re-imbarkation having commenced, at

the Lieutenant-general's requeſt, upon his arri

val with the troops upon this ſhore yeſterday in

the morning, the former corps were taken off

without any conſiderable interruption from the

enemy; but, in their attack upon our rear-guard,

the Captains Rowley, Mapleſden, Paſton, and

Elphinſtone, (commanding under Capt. Duff the

different diviſions of the flat boats) waiting to

embark with the grenadiers, were made priſon

ers. My own obſervation of the very reſolute

behaviour of thoſe Captains, and of Capt. Duff,

being confirmed by the report of the land Offi.

cers concerned in that ſervice, I cannot omit this

notice of it. The other particulars of our loſs,

reſpecting the Officers and men belonging to the

fhips of war, are added in the liſt annexed.

Judging the anchorage on this part of the coaſt

to be no wiſe proper for the fleet to remain in at

this ſeaſon of the year, till the further ſupplies

provided could be taken on board, if ſent for, and

the troops put again into a proper ſtate of ſervice;

I am therefore preparing, with the Lieutenant

general's conſent, to return for that purpoſe to

any ſuch port as I may be firſt able moſt conve

niently to gain in England.

I am, &c. H. O. W. E.

P. S. His Royal Highneſs, who was pleaſed

to be preſent at the embarkation, continues in

perfeót health. . -

Liſt of the Sea-officers and men killed, wounded,

&c. at the Re-imbarkation of the troops from

the Bay of St. Cas, on the 11th Day of Sep

tember, 1758.

Seamen.

2, 3

#| #

- Officers killed, wounded, fl

Ships Names. or made Pºiſoner. |- *

Eſſex — — — — — - - 1 || I

Mr. Sommerville, Se

cond Lieutenant, kil

Rocheter 5 i. A wºman, R 7|*
wounded.

2.

Captain Mapleſden, ta

Portland ken. Mr. Lindſay, > –

Midſhipman, weunded.

Captain Rowley, ſlightly 2 '.

wounded, and taken.

Jaſon — —Captain Paſton, taken.

Salamander }ºn Elphinſtone, ta- { -
- en,

Speedwell

Montague

Total 3

Ti

*

s

|
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The Eſſex, Sept. 13, 1758.S I R, ; Sept. 13, 175

H mentioned, in my laſt letter to you, that it

was neceſſary, on account of the ſafety of the

fleet, to go to St. Cas, being obliged to quit the

bay of St. Lunaire, where we diſembarked, for

fear of being drove on ſhore againſt the rocks,

the wind blowing hard upon the ſhore. Accor

dingly we marched the 9th to St. Gildan, and

the 10th to Matignon, to meet our fleet, which

lay out beyond St. Cas bay, to get proviſions,

That evening I received intelligence, That there

were twelve battalions of foot and two ſquadrons

of horſe at Lambale, on their march towards us,

which came from Breſt. Having conſulted the

General Officers upon this occaſion, they thought

it the beſt way to retire to St. Cas; upon which

I ſent off immediately an Officer to acquaint the

Commodore with it, that he might give orders

for his fleet to put into what bay he thought

beſt to re-imbark at ; and marched the 11th, at

four o'clock in the morning, to St. Casbay, where

the fleet put in, and had their flat bottom boats

aſhore ready to receive us. The troops marched

into the boats as faſt as they arrived. In about

an hour after we began to embark we ſaw the

enemy begin to appear on the heights above; and

£oon after they began to fire on us with their

cannon, but did not attempt marching down till

almoſt all the troops were re-imbarked, except

the grenadiers, which made the rear-guard of the

whole, who marched up to oppoſe their advan

ring, and behaved with great bravery and reſo

lution, till, overpowered by numbers, they were

at laſt obliged to give way, and retire to the wa

ter-fide, till the boats could come in to take them,

where they ſuffered much by the enemy’s fire.

We have loſt ſome Officers and men, which muſt

always be the conſequence when there is an

enemy to oppoſe our landing or our re-imbarking.

We have loſt between fix and ſeven hundred men,

killed, drowned, and taken priſoners. The liſt

of the Officers I ſend you incloſed. I am afraid

General Dury is killed, as he is not down in the

ſiſt ſent me by the Duke D'Aiguillon. Lord

Frederick Cavendiſh is among the priſoners, and

well. The Officers miſfing or kiſled are about

ten, whoſe commiſſions I ſhall fill up, in con

ſequence of your letter. I ſhall do juſtice to

every regiment in the filling up the commiſſion,

and ſhall not prefer my nephew, Lieutenant St.

George, to hurt any regiment. Lieutenant-co

lonel Wilkinſon, of Lord Robert Manners's

regiment, is killed. I ſhall only mention the

Majors names, according to ther ſeniority, who

are all very deſerving men : Major Preſton, of

General Cornwallis's regiment; Major Daulhat,

5f Lord Charles Hay's regiment, who was Ma

jor to the grenadiers on this command, and be

haved well; and Major Remington, of Lord

Robert Manners's regiment. The preſent ſtate

9f the troops makes it neceſſary to return to
England. I am, &c.

TH O M A S B L I G H.

P. S. I received juſt now a letter from the

Duke D'Aiguillon, that there as about three

or four hundred Priſoneri,

Liſt of Officers

Guards.

Lord Frederick Caven

diſh,

Lieut. Col. Pierſon,

Capt. Dickens,

Capt. Hyde, wounded,

Lieut. Col. Lambert,

Enſign Sir Alex. Gil

mour,

Capt. Pownal.

Lord Geo. Bentinck's.

Capt. Heathcote,

Lieut. Shearing.

Cornwallis's.

Lieut. Thompſon.

Loudon's.

Lieut. Price,

Effingham's.

Capt. Bromhead,

taken Priſoners.

Lieut. Whyly,

Lieut. Denſhire.

Manners's.

Capt. Napier.

Wolfe’s.

Capt. Myers,

Lieut. Roſe.

Lambton's.

Capt. Revel,

Lieut. Grant.

Richmond's.

Lieut. Price, -

Lieutenant Lambourn

doubtful.

Grenadier Guards.

Capt. Bridgeman,

Capt. Matthews,

Capt. Caſwell, wound

ed.

Liſt of Officers killed.

Major-general Dury.

Guards.

Gapt. Walker,

Enſign Cocks.

Loudon’s.

Lieut, Williamſon.

Hay's,

Capt. Edmonſtone.

Effingham's.

Manners's.

Lieut. Cel. Wilkinſons

Lieut. Moore,

Lieut. Wells.

Richmend's.

Lieut. Drummond.

Grenadier Guards-,

Capt. Rolt.

Lieut. Sandys,

September 19. - -

Algier, May 22. We have, ſince the begin”

ning of this month, had no leſs than ten diffe

rent ſhocks of earthquakes. - -

Peterſburg, Auguſt 22. The Turkiſh Envoy

had his audience of leave, on Sunday laſt, as

Peterſhoff, and was at the apartment there i*

the evening, where the Empreſs appeared with

the crown on her lead. -

Madrid, Auguſt 28. Her Catholic Majeſty

departed this life yeſte, day morning, about fºr
o'clock, at Aranjuez. And in the evening his

Catholic Majeſty ſet out for Villavicioſa, where

he will remain the uſual nine days of retire

ment, obſerved in this country on ſuch mourn"

ful occaſions.

Muhlroſſ, Sept. 3. The Pruſſian army

marched yeſterday, and paſſed by Cuſtºn, crº

fed the Oder, and incamped about half a mile

farther on : The head quarters were at Man
chow. They marched again this morning very

early, to this place, which is a little town on

the frontier of Saxony, diſtant from Frankfort

two miles; and it is thought they will continue
marching at leaſt two or three days foote with

out halting, till the junétion is made with the

army cominanded by Margrave Charles:

Hague, Sept. 1a. By our laſt advices from

Dreſden, and other parts, Prince Henry ſeems

to be is nº danger from the united forces under

Marſhal Daun and the Prince of Deux Pontº;

the former, on the 5th inſtant, fearing that his
retreat towards Luſatia and Bohemia might be

cut off, withdrew from about Dreſden, and
marched towards Zittau ; and the Prince of

Deux Ponts kept quict at Sturzºn. This "-
V

- den
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den change is owing to the approach of the dif

ferent Pruſſian corps, under Prince Francis of

Brunſwic, General Ziethen, and the King of

Pruſſia himſelf. His Pruſſian Majeſty, having

left Count Dohna to purſue the Ruſſians in their

precipitate retreat to the Viſtula, marched to

wards the Auſtrians on the 2d inſtant, and was

to be in Luſatia on the 6th. Our laſt letters

from thence are of the 5th, from Trebatſch.

The Ruſſians, in order to be difincumbered of

all unneceſſary baggage in their retreat, have

thought proper to burn a great part of their

waggons; ſo that there ſeems to be no appre

henſion of their attempting to make a ſtand any

where at preſent. The armies upon the £ippe

furniſh nothing new. The French are getting

together a great deal of forage at Ruremende ;

which makes people imagine that they intend to

repaſs the Rhine as ſoon as the ſeaſon of the

year furniſhes them with an excuſe for ſo doing,

in order to take their winter quarters in the

Netherlands. -

Admiralty-office, September 19.

Yeſterday the Right Honourable Lord Anſon,

with part of his Majeſty's fleet under his com

mand, arrived at Spithead; as did likewiſe Com

modore Lord Howe, and Lieutenant-general

Bligh, > -

Extract of a Letter from Capt. Pallyſer, of

the Shrewſbury, at Sea, to Lord Anſon ;

dated Sept. 14, 1758. ,

On the 12th inſtant, in the forenoon, I join

ed the Unicorn and Lizard. In the afternoon,

ftanding in ſhore, the Lizard being a-head, and

the reſt of the ſhips following, got fight of a

great number of ſmall coaſting veſſels, under

convoy of the Thetis and Calipſo frigates, and

an armed ſnow, working between the paſſes of

Fontenoy and Toulinguet, towards Breſt, with

the wind northerly; the greateſt part of them

got into the paſs of Toulinguet, where nothing

could get at them. Captain Hartwell, of the

Lizard, ran all riſks to cut ſome of them off,

and accordingly got between the Toulinguet and

the frigates, and part of the convoy, on which

they bore away for the ſouth ſhore. Captain

Hartwell came up with, and engaged, both the

Thetis and Calipſo, alone, very bravely, for

above two hours; then the Thetis ſheered off,

and run in for the rocks at the mouth of the

river Poul Davit. A little before dark the Ca

Iipſo, and about 20 ſail of the ſmall craft, run

on ſhore upon the rocks, at or near a place cal

led Point de Leven, where Captain Hartwell

concludes ſhe would break up, it being the lee

fhore; ſhe laying upon a large heel; and, with

the ſwell of the ſea, ſtriking very hard upon the

rocks, with her yards, ſails, &c. ſhot all to

pieces. The Lizard had one man killed, and

eight wounded; and received ſome damage in

her hut, maſts, yards, &c. At ten at night I

anchored between the rocks called Lebouc and

Baſſe Vicille, and lay there till the Stirling-Caf

tie, Unicorn, and Lizard, who were within us,

&ame out. -

From other Papers. September 3.

By ſome papers, found at Cherburg, it ap

pears that the baſon, &c. had coſt the French

1,300,oool. and will, in the opinion of ſome

of the Engineers, take up a century to put it into

the ſame ſtate as when it was demoliſhed by our

forces in the late expedition.

September 12.

Letters from Louiſburg by the Hawk ſloop,

dated Aug. 8, give an account that Admiral

Boſcawen was preparing to return for England

in the Namur, with a ſquadron of men of war

of the line, which the ſeaſon would not permit

to continue there; and expected to be at Spit

head the latter end of September. It is alſo

mentioned, that the marines, who landed and

took Cove-point, were commanded by Capt. Col

lids, and, after joining General Wolfe, were in

the hotteſt fire from the town for three weeks,

and never pulled off their cloaths, or ſlept above

three hours day or night: That two of the ma

rine Officers were wounded, and ſeveral of the

common men killed and wounded. It was the

marine battery which ſet fire to the ſhips in the

harbour.

The train camp in Hyde-Park, guarding the

braſs ordnance taken at Cherburg, is poſted at

the ſouth fide of the eaſt end of Kenſington pa

lace garden: Each piece is finely ornamented

with the arms of France, and other hierogly

phics, ſuch as trophies, &c. finiſhed in a maſ

terly manner. Their names, exačt weight, and

nearly their bore, are as follows:

In the F Ro N T , -

The Union flag flying, with French-colours under.

In the firſt line of ordnance,

Two large mortars, weight not expreſſed.

Cannon. Wt. Cannon. Wt.

Hecube — 4090 || Antonin – 5740

Nitocris — 4ošo L'Inſenſible 5660

Emerillon — 5:3zo Le Malefaiſant 55oo

Le Temeraire 568o Le Vainqueur 5670.

Auguſté — 577o | Le Juſte 5.490

The bores of all theſe are ſix inches diameter.

In the ſecond line.

L’Ulyſſe — 2353 | Le Sage – 4346

Le Foudroyant 331 r La Violente 4150

La Renommée 3367 || La Furieuſe 416o

Le Laborieux 3.302 || L’Imperieuſe 4130

La Diligence 3960 La Devinereſſe 4ooo

La Moreſque 398o

The bores of all theſe are five inches diameter,

except L'Uliſſe, which is only four and an half.

Note, The French take not their weight, as

the Engliſh, by the long weight, but by the

groſs number of pounds. -

On all the cannon are theſe motto's : “Ultima

ratio Regum;’ i. e. The ultimate reaſon of

Kings; and “Pluribus nec impar, A match for

many. On the two mortars, “Non ſolis radios

fed jovis fulmina, Not the rays of the ſun, but

Jupiter's thunder.

All the pieces, excepting fix, are nailed up at

preſent, as left at Cherburg by the enemy.

Extračt of a Letter from Berlin, Sept. 2.

* Moſt of the troops which the King carried

from Sileſia paſſed by Frankfort on the Oder on

the 28th Paſº, in their way to Luſatia, ".
cy

\
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they are already arrived. Each of the common

men had upwads of 200 rubles [45 1. ſterling]

in his pocket, the King having diſtributed among

the troops, to reward their bravery, all the ready

money found upon the Ruſſians, except a certain

fum which he gave to the inhabitants of Cuſtrin

to enable them to rebuild their houſes.

* Juſt as the battle was beginning, the King

took a pair of colours in his hand, and, addreſ

fing himſelf to his men, ſaid, “My lads, the mo

* ment is now come when we muſt fight for our

* country, to protećt it from that ruin with which

* it is threatened.” It is eaſy to conceive what

an effect ſuch a ſpeech would have upon the

minds of the ſoldiers, who burnt with defire to

revenge the devaſtation they beheld all round

them.

• The day before the battle the King had in

tercepted a Courier, diſpatched by Count Daun to

General Fermor, wherein he told him “that

the King was marching to him [Fermor] doubt

leſs to attack him; and deſired him to be on his

guard againſt this cunning enemy, whom he did

not ſufficiently know ; and, rather than ſtand

his ground, to retreat, till he [Daun] ſhould

flrike the blow he meditated in Saxony, where

he would ſoon be.” The day after the battle

the King ſent back the Courier, with a letter

written in the ſame cypher as the other, and

containing theſe words: “You was much in the

right, Marſhal, to apprize General Fermor to be

on his guard againſt the cunning enemy; and to

tell him that he did not know him ſo well as

you did. He flood his ground, and has been

drubbed.”

* The death of General Brown is a great loſs

to the Ruſſians: It was he who made the diſpo

ſitions of the battle.

* The broken remains of the Ruſſians are

fcampering along the Warte, towards Poland :

They have no bridges to paſs that river, and our

people are ſtill in purſuit of them. Many wag

gons of the enemy's baggage are left in the

marſhes.”

This day at noon the cannon and mortars,

taken at Cherburg, were drawn from Hyde-Park

to the Tower, guarded by a company of the

matroſſes. The firſt was drawn by 15 light

grey horſes, the reſt by 13, 11, 9, &c.

September 16.

The days of transferring at the public offices

being altered, are now as follow, viz.

Bank ſtock, Tueſday, Wedn. Thurſday, Friday.

Reduced annuities, Monday, Wedn, and Friday.

Three per cent. 1726,

Conſolidated annuities, Ditto.

#. per cent. 1757,

ree # per cent. 1756,#:#.§. #Tued. and Thurſd,

South-ſea flock, Monday and Friday.

Qld annuities, Monday, Wedneſday, and Friday.

New annuities, Tueſd. Thurſd. and Saturday,

Three per cent. 1751, Tueſday and Thurſday.

India ſtock, Tueſday, Thurſday, and Saturday.

India annuities, Monday, Wedneſday, and Friday.

September 19.

His Majeſty has been pleaſed to iſſue his royal

Prºslamation for both Houſes of Parliament to

meet the 14th day of November next for the

diſpatch of buſineſs.

The bounties to ſeamen and able-bodied land

men, voluntarily entering themſelves in the roy

al navy, are direéted, by an crder of Council, ta

be further continued till the 18th day of No

vember next.

September 19.

Vienna, Sept. 2. We have received the diſ

agreeable news that the town of Troppau, in

which was a large magazine of warlike ſtores and

proviſions, is burnt to the ground : We ſuppoſe

that ſome ſpies in Pruſſian pay ſet fire to it.

The loſs is computed at a million of florins.

The Court will ſoon publiſh the edićt for im

poſing a poll tax. A florin per head is to be

paid, and ten per cent. will be raiſed on real

and perſonal eſtates. The Auſtrian countries

are taxed at forty-two thouſand recruits, and er

dered to furniſh them before the opening of the

next campaign.

The Aulic Council continue, with great affi

duity, the proceedings againſt the Princes whom

the Emperor intends to put under the ban of the

empire. The 21ſt of laſt month the Elector of

Hanover, the Dukes of Wolffembuttle and Go

tha, and the Count of Lippe Buckeburg, were

exhorted to deſert the party in rebellion againſt

the Empire and its Head.

The 22d injunétions were iſſued for the fol

lowing Princes to quit the Pruſſian and Hanove

rian armies, on pain of being fined 10oo gold

marks in caſe of diſobedience; viz. -

Prince Auguſtus Ferdinand of Bevern,

The Margrave Charles of Schwedt,

Prince Henry of Pruſſia,

The Hereditary Prince Frederic-Francis

Wolffembuttle,

Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic,

The Hereditary Prince Frederic of Heſſe-Caſºl,

Prince Frederic of Wirtemberg,

Prince George-Lewis of Holſtein,

Prince Maurice of Deſſau,

Prince Adolphus of Berburg, And

The Counts of Wied and Dohna.

. The Count de Wied Runckel is ſummoned

to furniſh his contingent to the army of the em

pire; and the city of Frankfort on the Mayne,

with the cantons of the immediate Nobleſle of

the empire, are charged to publiſh and execute

the Emperor's avocatory reſcripts.

September 21.

The following ſhips are arrived at Briſtol from

Jamaica, under convoy of the Sphynx man of

war; The Cornwall, Duncomb ; Milford, Wat

fon; Durſley, Watſon; St. James, James; Sal

ly, Ball; Kent, Brunſden; Queen-Eliſabeth,

Heney; Henry, Lewis; Jane, Hodgſon; Spit

fire, Chilcot ; Redland, Thomas; Union, Lorain;

Princeſs of Wales, Fell; Richmond, Forreſt;

Roman Emperor, Watkins; Tartar, Thomp

ſon; Proſper, Holbrooke; and the Boyd, Hen

derſon. *

The following ſhips are arrived at Plymouth

from Jamaica, under convoy of the Lynn and

Blandford men of war, viz. The Morning,...,

Hume; the Lion, Irvine; the Apollo, Blanket;

the Great Britain, Gouland; the Hannah, Cur

U 2. tiss

of
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tis; the Porpus, Grey; the Friendſhip, Thómp

ion ; and the Pellins, Somerſall. .

Letters from Plymouth ſay, that 58 ſail of

fhips from Jamaica are arrived in that port, the

names of which are not yet known, except the
above.

Tranſlation of a Letter from the King of Pruſ.

fia to his Miniſters at foreign Courts, dated

Auguſt 26. - -

* I would not defer for a moment giving you

notice of the complete vićtory which Heaven hath

juſt granted to my arms over the grand Ruſſian

*rmy commanded by Geheral Fermor; The bat

tle was fought yeſterday, the 25th, between

Cuſtrin and Tumbſel. As I had to do with an

army greatly ſuperior, and provided with a very

numerous artillery, the engagement was long and

obſtinate, and laſted till the cloſe of night; but

the defeat of the enemy hath been the greater and

more decifive. Time will not permit me to

enter into a detail of the circumſtances of this

action ; I ſhall reſerve a more ample account of

it tº Hext feſt. Aſ I can now tell you is, that.

the loſs of the Ruſſians is very great. I have

tºken three of their Lieutenant-generals, many

cannon, and their military clieſt. My troops

#ought with uncommon bravery, and like men

who defended their country. -

* Theſe are the firſt circumſtances I can give

you of this great event, which will give a new

face to affairs; and in which Heaven ſeems to

have interpoſed ſo remarkably, in order to enable

me to diſappoint the deſtrućtive projects which

Imy enemies had formed for the devaſtation and

guin of my dominions.”

Tranſlation of a Letter from the King of Pruſ

fia to his Miniſters at foreign Courts, dated

at Luben, Sept. 5 -

* I have at length reaped the fruits of my laſt

vićtory over the Ruſſians. Superior as they were

in number, even after their defeat, they took

an advantageous camp three leagues from the

field of battle, where they halted till the 31ſt of

Auguſt, to collect the runaways and ſecure their

retreat. On that day they at laſt took a reſolu

tion to retreat towards Poland, by Lanſberg, after

fetting fire to the greateſt part of their baggage.

I have ſent General Manteuffel in purſuit of

them ; and General Malehowſky hath already

had an opportunity to fall upon their rear, and

hath taken three pieces of cannon. You will

ſee the particulars, together with a liſt of the

Ruſſian Generals and Officers, who were made

priſoners in the battle of the 25th, in the incio

ied paper.

* Whilſt I was employed againſt the Ruſſians, ,

Marſhal Daun, as well as the Prince of Deux

Ponts, advanced with all their forces to the

Elbe, to ſurround my brother Henry ; which

hath determined me to commit the further ope

rations againſt the Ruſſians to Count Dohna, and

zgain to turn myſelf againſt the Auſtrians. I

left the camp at Cuſtrin on the ſecond inſtant,

and am marching to Luſatia, bringing with me

a good body of forces. I have reached Luben

this day, the 5th ; and I expect to arrive ſoon

enough to diſengage my brother Henry, and

diſconcert the vaſt Projećts of the Auſtrians,”

*

September 23,

On Wedneſday night his Royal Highneſa

Prince Edward arrived at Kew from Portſmouth,

and on Thurſday waited on his Majeſty at Ken

fington in his uniform.

Commodore Lord Howe and General Bligh

are both arrived in town, and yeſterday waited on

his Majeſty, and were moſt graciouſly received,

September 21.

Hague, Sept. 17. Complaint having been

made to the States-General, of ſome diſorders

committed, near Venlo, by perſons belonging to

the army of Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic, their

High Mightineſſes came to a reſolution on that

head; a copy of which was delivered to Baron

Sporcken, the Hanoverian Envoy, to be com

municated to his court, and to Prince Ferdinand,

The following is the Prince's Anſwer to the

Baron :

‘ I have received the two letters you did me

the honour to ſend me, dated the 16th and 27th

of Auguſt, incloſing an extraćt of the regiſter of

the reſolutions of their High Mightineſſes the

States-General of the United Provinces, relative

to eertain diſºrders with which the troops under

my command are charged.

* As I am moſt defirous to give, on all occar

fions, proofs of my regard for the Republic, I

chuſe rather to ſatisfy her demands, as far as

lies in my power, than to enter into long diſcuſ

fions concerning the faāts in queſtion, though the

circumſtances of them ſtand in great need of ex

planation. -

• On the complaints made to me by the Droſ

ſard of Monfort, when I was with the army near

Waffenberg, I granted him ſafeguards, and took

proper meaſures to prevent every irregularity i

with which the Droſſard himſelf was ſo well ſa

tisfied, that he returned me his thanks, and even

fignified that he no longer ſaw it neceſſary to car

ry his complaints elſewhere. If thoſe who have

ſuffered any damage have not been indemnified,

it was not my fault. I was not informed where

in the damage cºnfifled.

• The exceſſes of which a report was made

by the Prince of Naſſau-Uſingen, were commit

ted by vagabonds.

• I know nothing of the pretended Officer of

huſſars, called Kyff. As two or three of the

fellows who were taken with him are ſtill con

fined at Venlo, I could neither examine them,

nor puniſh them for the exceſſes laid to their

charge.

* The diſorders committed at Vlodorp would

certainly have been puniſhed; but, after the

firićteſt ſearch, we have not been able to diſco

ver the authors; as the inhabitants themſelves

ſuffered two of thoſe marauders, whom they had

apprehended, to eſcape, who might have ſerved

for examples, or for inſtruments to find the reſt,

and bring them to juſt puniſhment.

• As to the ſpecification of the damage which

you have ſent me, I think that, agreeably to

the regard I have always had for the Republic,

I ought not to ſcrutiniſe the ſeveral articles.

‘ I have ordered the whole ſum to be paid out

of the military cheſt, without any deduction.'

In conſequence of this letter, Baron Spoercken

Preſented
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preſeñted the following memorial to the States

General : . .

High and Mighty Lords,

• The underfigned Envoy Extraordinary of his

Majeſty the King of Great Britain, Elector of

Brunſwic and Luneburg, having been attentive

to ſend to his Court the reſolution of your High

Mightineſſes of the 1rth of Auguſt laſ, (com

plaining of diſorders committed near Venlo by

perſons belonging to his Majeſty's army under

the command of his moſt ſerene Highneſs Duke

Ferdinand of Brunſwic and Luneburg :) Having

alſo ſent to this Prince a copy of the ſaid reſolu

tion, with the pieces annexed ; he doth himſelf

the honour to inform your High Mightineſſes of

what his Highneſs hath been pleaſed to write in

anſwer to his letter of the 27th of Auguſt, and

of which he takes the liberty to annex an extract

to this memorial,

* Your High Mightineſſes will be pleaſed to

obſerve, from this extraćt, how ready his High

neſs is to conform in every thing to thoſe fincere

ſentiments of friendſhip and affection which his

Majeſty bears towards' your High Mightineſſes

and the Republic, and of which he is deſirous to

convince them more and more by eſſential

marks. - -

* To give a proof thereof, no leſs ſpeedy than

fignal, Duke Ferdinand hath remitted to the

underfigned a ſufficient ſum fully to indemnify

the loſſes and damage occaſioned by the aforeſaid
diſorders. --

“Wherefore the underſigned finds himſelf ob

liged to defire your High Mightineſſes to be

pleaſed to impower ſome perſon to receive the

money from him, and give him a proper receipt;

as he doubteth not that they will be fully ſatis

fied with this proceeding of the King his maſter

and of the Duke.”

SP OERC K E N.

September 28.

Dreſden, Sept. 13. The King of Pruſſia, ac

companied only by General Seidlitz, a page, and

two domeſtics, arrived here the 11th, in the

morning, in good health, and went to the head

Quarters of Prince Henry at Gahmig. His Ma

jeſty, on meeting with his brother, embraced him,

and ſhewed the tendereſt marks of affection.

He dined afterwards with the Prince, and ad

mitted M. de Borck, and General Seidlitz, to fit

down with them at table. His Majeſty ſtaid with

the Prince three hours, and gave him an ample

detail of what had paſſed from his ſetting out

from Zorndorff. After this his Majeſty took

horſe to return to his quarters at Reichenberg,

ſcarce a league diſtant from this place. Soon #.
ter the King's arrival here the regiment of cui

rafficurs of the late Prince of Pruſſia, and that

of the Margrave Frederic, paſſed by, going to

*join the army of Prince Henry, from which

they were detached, about fix weeks ago, to re

inforce General Count Dohna. The ſame even

ing all the troops that came with his Pruſſian.

Majeſty arrived in this neighbourhood, march

ºng in five columns : Theſe troops conſiſt of 58

**ttalions and 95 ſquadrons; and immediately,

after their arrival they began to ered two bridges

"Pon the Elbe, the one above and the other be

low this city, in order to facilitate the communi

cation with the army of Prince Henry,

On the approach of the King the divers bo

dies of Auſtrian troops that were in Lower Lu

ſatia, under General Laudon and the ,Prince of

Bade Dourlach, fell back upon the army of Mar

ſhal Daun, which is ſtill incamped at Stolpen.

That of his Pruſſian Majeſty is poſted about a

league from this place, upon the right of the

Elbe, while the Prince of Deux Ponts, who poſ

ſeſſes the left ſide of the river, continues to have

his quarters at Struppen, and Prince Henry

keeps the ſame poſition at Gahmig; ſo that at

preſent there are two Pruſſian and two Auſtrian

armies in our neighbourhood, amounting together

to near 250,000 men.

Marſeilles, Sept. 3. All the letters from Con

flantinople are filled with the preparations of war

in the Ottoman empire. They are caſting a pro

digious quantity of artillery, fitting out a fleet

upon the Black ſea, repairing the roads as far as

Adrianople; and all the Baſhaws have orders ta

unite their reſpe&tive bodies of troops.

Hildeſheim, Sept. 10. The Prince of Yſem

burg having advanced, with the corps under

his command, from Eimbeck to Gottingen, has

fixed his head quarters at Moringen. In the

mean while a large body of French troops have

taken poſſeſſion of Gottingen, which has obliged

the Hanoverian General, who is greatly inferior

in numbers, to retire to Uſlar. The Allied army

and the French have not yet made any motion.

Dreſden, Sept. 10. The news of the taking

of Pirna and Sonneſtein has greatly ſurpriſed us ;

The latter was very well provided with ammu

nition and proviſions, we cannot conceive how

the Auſtrians could ſo ſoon maſter it, and there

fore ſuppoſe that the garriſon or the Command

ant muſt be in fault. However, this ill luck

has not obliged Prince Henry to alter the poſition

of his army. - -

* We have received advice, that a detachment

of Pruſſian huſſars ſet fire, the 5th inſtant, to

the caſtle of Pforten, a magnificent country-ſeat

belonging to Count Bruhl, and burnt it down to

the ground, with all the rich furniture and paint

ings in it. "The like has been done to this Na

bleman's fine country-houſe at Krochewitz, be

tween Meiſſen and Torgau.

This day, at Guildhall, James Dandridge and

Alexander Maſters, Eſqrs, were reſpectively ſworn

into the offices of Sheriffs of this city, and county

of Middleſex, for the year enſuing, And,

To-morrow, Sir Richard Glynn, Knt. Alder

man of Dowgate ward, will be elected Lord

Mayor of this city, for the year 1759.

B I R T H S. .

Son and heir to the Lady of the ºf

John Spencer, Eſq; at Wimbleton .

Surry. - -

A daughter to the Lady of Spencer Compt

Eſq; at Northampton. *

M A R R I A G E S.

ON. John Forbes, Eſq; one of the Lº

of the Admiralty, to Lady Mary Ca.

5fter to the Earl of Eſſex. -

Rev. Mr. Tºton, of Hickael, to Miſs J. **
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efthe ſame place, daughter of the late Dr. Jurin.

Sir Samuel Fludyer, Knt. and Alderman of

Theap ward, to Miſs Carolina Brudenell, daugh

ter of the late James Brudenell, Eſq; formerly

one of the Lords of Trade and Plantations.

Corbin Morris, Eſq; to Mrs. Wright of Pic

cádilly. -

Sir Randall Ward, Bart. of Bixley, near

Norwich, to Miſs Durrant, daughter of David

Durrant, Eſq; of Scottow.

John Spooner, Eſq; to Miſs Peggy Hankey,

daughter of Sir Joſeph Hankey.

. Capt. Bernard Forreſter, in the Eaſt-India

Company's ſervice, to Miſs Stackhouſe of Hat

ton Garden.

Hon. and Rev. Mr. Keppel, Canon of Wind

ſor, to Miſs Walpole, eldeſt daughter of Sir Ed

ward Walpole, Knight of the Bath.

John Pluntree, Eſq; of Jermyn-ſtreet, to

Miſs Mary Glover, daughter of the late Philips

Glover, Eſq; of Wiſpington in Lincolnſhire.

Thomas Grovenor, Eſq; one of the Members

in Parliament for the city of Cheſter, to Miſs

Skinner. -

D E A T H S.

A R D IN G Tomkins, Eſq; Clerk to the

Company of Fiſhmongers.

Capt. Thomas Maſterman, in Virginia-ſtreet,

Wapping.

Rev. Mr. Lawſon, Vicar of Trowleigh, near

Feverſham, in Kent.

Thomas Wilkſen, Eſq; in South Audley-ſtreet.

Nathaniel Hills, one of the Governors of

Greenwich hoſpital.

Rev. Mr. Michael Daintry, at Leek, in Staf

fordſhire, Vicar of that town.

Rey. Mr. Barnes, Head Maſter of the free

grammar ſchool at Monmouth.

William Naunton, Eſq; at Letheringham-ab

bey, Suffolk. -

Edmund Bradſhaw, Eſq; at Limerick, Ma

jor in General Pole's regiment of foot.

Lady Boſworth, relićt of the late Sir John

Boſworth, Chamberlain of London.

Right Hon. the Earl of Carliſle, at York.

James Freke, Eſq; near Frome, in Glouceſ

terſhire.

Right Hon. the Counteſs of Bath.

Rev. Mr. Churchill, Curate and Leóturer of

... St. John the Evangeliſt, Weſtminſter.

** Right Hon. the Counteſ, of Burlington.
Ru' william Maxwell, Eſq; in North-ſtreet, Red

Pºlion-ſquare.

* James Clark, Eſq; at Kingſton-upon-Thames.
g Henry Chitty, Eſq; at Kenſington.

** Thomas Hili, Eſq; at Richmond.

Fentºm, Joſeph Bell, an inſurance broker, in Ex

**, *ge-alley.
hath de” p # E F E R M E N T S.

****) E v. Mr. Darling, to the vicarages of

.." he’ Laurence Waltham, and Wargrave, in
eft the

ſhire.

**m ev. Mr. William Adair, to be Chaplain to
a good 31ſt regiment of foot.

**yev. Mr. Thomas Herbert, to the vicarage

*Albury, in the county of Hertford. -

ºvateev. Mr. George Booth, to the reëtory of

on-under-Line, in the county of Lantaſter,

* 3 -

r

Rev. Mr. Richard Roberts, to the reëory of

Sedgcombe, in the county of Somerſet.

P R O M O T I O N S.

IS Grace Charles Duke of Marlborough,

H to be General over all and fingular the

oot forces employed, or to be employed, in his

Majeſty's ſervice.

Francis Mowatt, Gent, to be Adjutant to the

weſtern battalion; And

Thomas Holland, Gent. to be Adjutant to

the eaſtern battalion of the Norfolk militia.

B—K–TS, From the Gaz ET T E.

Illiam-Henry Shute, of Cornhill, Lon

don, hatter, ſword-cutler, and chap
-

Iman.

John Sandell, of the pariſh of Chriſt Church,

in the county of Middleſex, dyer.

John Jones, of the pariſh of Llandeevll, in

the county of Merioneth, in North Wales, ho

fier, dealer, and chapman."

Richard Morgan, of Old Fiſh ſtreet, London,

taylor.

Barton Hoſe, late of Addle-ſtreet, Londons

corn-chandler.

George Parker, of Sunderland, in the county

of Durham, grocer, dealer, and chapman.

Robert Warter, of Bradford, in the county of

York, money-ſcrivener, dealer, and chapman.

William Stevens the elder, and William Ste

vens the younger, of Little Trinity-lane, Lon

don, malt factors and partners,

John Evans, of the county borough of Carº

marthen, merchant.

Thomas Bradford, of Wood-ſtreet, London,

haberdaſher, broker, and chapman,

John Cuttell, of Gracechurch-ſtreet, London,

grocer.

Stephen Le Bas, of the pariſh of St. Giles in

the Fields, in the county of Middleſex, brewer.

George Mercer, late of Liverpool, in the

county of Lancaſter, merchant. -

Samuel Moore, of Bearbinder-lane, in the

city of London, haberdaſher.

Cornelius Gardiner, of the pariſh of St. Ni

cholas, in the city of Glouceſter, merchant, deal

er, and chapman. -

Joſeph Standerwick, late of Taunton, in the

county of Somerſet, linen-draper, grocer, and

chapman.

William Davis, otherwiſe Davies, of the pa

riſh of St. Mary Magdalen Bermondſey, in the

county of Surry, ſhip-ſcraper, dealer, and chap

man.

Richard Hinckeſman, late of Mancheſter, in

the county of Lancaſter, chapman,

Joſeph Pemberton, of Great Queen-ſtreet, .

near Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields, in the county of

Middleſex, vintner, dealer, and chapman.

Samuel Ware, of Whitechapel, in the county

of Middleſex, ſilk-thrower.

Thomas Bell, of Whitechapel, in the pariſh

of St. Mary Matfellon, otherwiſe Whitechapel,

in the county of Middleſex, watchmaker, dealers

and chapman. .

William Knutton, late of Kingſton-upon

Hull, in the county of York, ſoapboiler.

Bartholomew Nelſon, of Stoake, in the county

of Norfolk, merchant and dealer in corn.

- Francis
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Francis Mercer, of the liberty of St Martin's

le Grand, within the city of London, merchant,

factor, broker, dealer, and chapman.

Joſeph Cohan, late of Ruſſel-ſtreet, in the

pariſh of St. Paul Covent-garden, in the county

of Middleſex, jeweller, dealer, and chapunan.

William Roughſedge, late of Preſcott, in the

county of Lancaſter, ſhoemaker, dealer, and

chapman.

John Neale, now or late of Leadenhall-ſtreet,

London, watchmaker, broker, and chapman.

William Champion, of the pariſh of St. Tho

mas the Apoſtle, in the city of London, mer

chant, dealer, and chapman.

Samuel Kightly, late of Stoke Goldington, in

the county of Bucks, wheelwright, dealer, and

chapman.,

Pleaſant Fenn, of Eaſt Cowes, in the Iſle of

Wight, in the county of Southampton, ſhip,

wright, merchant, dealer, and chapman.

B O O K S publiſhed in A U G U.S.T.

the moſt probable Means of avoiding the

ngers of Inoculation. Cooper, 6 d,

Woman, a Fragment. Withy, 1s.

An Account of a Stone, in the Poſſeſſion of the

Earl of Stafford, which, on being watered,

produces excellent Muſhrooms, Baldwin,

1 s. 6d.

A new Deſcription of the Pićtures, &c. and other

Curioſities, at the Earl of Pembroke's Houſe

at Wilton. Baldwin, 1 s. 6d.

The Political Touchſtone. Coote, 1 s,

& Vindication of the great Revolution in Eng

A Serious Addreſs to the Public, concerning

2

The Britiſh Genius revived by Succeſs, a Poem;

by Mr. Howard. Hope, 6d.

A Letter to Mr. Garrick, on the Opening of the

Theatre. Coote, 6d.

The Maid of Orleans, tranſlated from the French;

2 Vols. Pye, 6 s.

An Eſſay on Monopolies; or Refle&tions upon

the Frauds and Abuſes pračtiſed by wholeſals

Dealers in Corn and Flour. Dodſley, 6d.

Some Enquiries concerning the firſt Inhabitants,

Language, Religion, Learning, and Letters of

Europe; by a Member of the Society of Anti

uarians, Rivington and Fletcher, 6 s.

land, A.D. 1688, and of the Charaćter of The Life of Eraſmus; by John Jortin, D. D.

King William and Queen Mary, &c. Robin

(on, 1 s. 6d.

Whiſton, 1.5 s.

A Meteorological journal of the Weather, from Auguſt 24, to September 24,

incluſive, 1758.

Oppoſite Saliſbury-court, Fleet-ſtreet, Sept. 24, 1758.

Days Barom. Ther. Ther.

John Cuff.
w

Aug. Inch. , Jow. |high, Wind. W .E.A.T. M. E. Rs

à 29.56 || 6o 63 S. A rainy day.

25 || 29.72 || 58 62 S. W. A fine day.

27 || 29.6 58 62 S. W. Ditto.

28 29.45 58 6o S. W. A rainy day.

29 || 29.65 56 61 W. A fine morning, afternoon cloudy with rain.

3o 29.75 55 61 || W. A fine day, -

s: 29.8 55 61 | N. . A fine morning, rainy afternoon, wind E. rain in the night.

ept.

1 || 29.6 57 58 N. E. A rainy day, afternoon wind N.

2 || 29.981: 52 58 W. A fine morning, afternoon cloudy,

3 || 29.9 57 6o S. W. A rainy day. -

| 4 || 29.75 || 57 6o N. E. Ditto.

5 || 29.8 57 6o N. W. A fine morning, afternoon cloudy, wind S. W.

6 || 29.65 || 57 6o S. W. A rainy morning, a fine afternoon.

7 29.85 58 6o S. W. A fine morning, afternoon cloudy with ſmall rain.

8 || 29.75 ſ 56 || 58 S. W. H. A cloudy day, afternoon wind N. W.

9 || 3o.o; 56 6o N. A fine day.

Jo 3o. I 56 58 S. W. I Ditto.

11 || 3o.o.5 56 58 W. W. Ditto.
12 || 3o. 54 58 W. Ditto.

13 || 3o. 55 60 | W. Ditto, afternoon wind N. W.

I4 || 3o. 1 56 59 N. E. A cloudy day. -

15 || 30.05 || 53 || 58 N. A fine day, afternoon wind N. E.

16 29.65 53 6o N. E. Ditto, afternoon wind E.

17 || 29.65 54 6o E. A rainy day.

28 29.78 54 || 58 S. W. I. A fine day.

19 || 29.8 51 56 - A cloudy day with rain, afternoon wind N. E.

zo 29.82 || 51 || 55 | N. E. Fine early in the morning, afterwards cloudy with ſhowers,

21 29.88 || 48 H 54 N. Ditto.

22 || 29.95 || 48 || 54 | N. A fine day.

23 3o.c3 | 59 53 | N. . A fine morning, afteroon cloudy, wind N. W. -

34 || 30, 18 w 48 53 N, A fine day,

Pa 1 c 1.4

-
-
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The Account of Staffordſhire, from Page 52 of this Wolume, continued.

With a perſpeãive View of Dudley-caſtle, neatly engraved.

The city of Litchfield, which is a coun

ty of itſelf, is governed by a Recorder,

Steward, and twenty-three Aldermen; two

of whom are annually choſen Bailiffs, and,

for a year after ſerving that office, they con

tinue to act as Juſtices of the peace. The

preſent Recorder is the right honourable

William Earl of Dartmouth ; and his un

cle, the honourable Mr. Baron Legge, is

Steward.

The town-hall is a very long commodi

ous room, and has other rooms added to

it, for the convenience of holding Aſſem

blies : It has, within theſe few years, been

new-fronted with ſtone in a very handſome

manner, having the arms of the city carved

over it; and the top is ornamented with

ſtone flower pots. This front, together

with the well-built houſe of Mr. Robinſon

adjoining to it, affords a good proſpećt towards the Market-ſtreet. good prope

The cathedral, an excellent piece of ar

chite&ture, begun in 1148, ſtands in the

cloſe ; it ſuffered extremely, during the late

civil wars, being ſeveral times taken and

retaken by the forces of the King and the

Parliament; but it was ſo completely re

paired, ſoon after the reſtoration, that it is

now, perhaps, one of the nobleſt and moſt

beautiful ſtrućtures in England. It is wall

ed round like a caſtle, but ſtands on ſuch an

eminence, that it is ſeen, on all ſides, at the

diſtance of ten miles; its infide is 450 feet

long, whereof the choir is 110 ; and, in its

wideſt part, it is 8o broad. . Its portico, or

front, is hardly to be paralleled in the king

dom; for there are 26 ſtatues of the Kings

“f Judah in a row above it, as large as the

life; on the top, at each corner, is a lofty

ſpire, beſides a fine high ſteeple in the mid

le of the church, which was the model of

the ſpire deſigned by Sir Chriſtopher Wren
for the middle of Weſtminſter-abbey. Dr.

Plot does not ſcruple to affirm, that this

cathedral is the moſt eminent building,

whether eccleſiaſtic or civil, in England ;

ſince it is adorned with three ſuch lofty

fires as no other Engliſh church can pre

tend to. There are ſeveral ſtatues on its

outfide, as well as within; and the choir, a

great part of which is beautifully paved

with alabaſter and cannel coal, in imitation

9f black and white marble, has a chapel

behind it. The Prebendaries ſtalls, by

ſome accounted the beſt of the kind in the

kingdom, are, indeed, of curious workman

ſhip; which were, moſt of them, re-erected,

at the charge of the country Gentlemen,

NuMB, CLIX, Vol. XXIII,

each ſtall bearing the arms of its particular

benefactor. In the ſame cloſe are the pa"

laces of the Biſhop and Dean, and the

houſes of the 'rebendaries in a court on the

hill, all very handſome; and therein ſtand

ſeveral other fair and well-built ſtructures.

Beſides the cathedral, there are three

churches belonging to this town, viz. St.

Mary's; St. Chad's, commonly called Stow

church; and St. Michael's, commonly cal

led Green-hill church. St. Mary's is a vi

carage in the gift of the Dean and Chapter

of this cathedral; and the other two are

perpetual curacies, which the vicar of St.

Mary's nominates to. St. Michael'schurch

yard is ſo large, that, in its extent, it can

hardly be paralleled in the kingdom; for it

contains ſix or ſeven acres of ground.

This city formerly had a caſtle, long

ſince deſtroyed; which has given the title

of Earl to ſeveral families, as it now does to

George Henry Lee, Cuſtos brevium in the

court of Common-pleas, LL.D. the noble

deſcendant of Fdward Henry Lee, who was

ſo created by Charles II. in 1674. Some

take Litchfield to be the principal city, next

to Cheſter, of all the north-weſt part of

England; but, though it is pretty large,

and contains, as has been ſaid, ſeveral very

handſome houſes, it is, after all, a long

ſtraggling place. It has a market, on

Tueſdays and Fridays; and annual fairs,

on the three firſt Thurſdays after Epiphany,

Aſh-wedneſday, May-day, and the Friday

before St. Simon and Jude.

The town ſtands in a dry healthy ſitua

tion, and the inhabitants, generally ſpeak

ing, are genteel well bred, people. The

ale is incomparable here, as it is, indeed, in

all parts of the county; and the brook of

this town, which has two bridges, runs into

the Trent. The ſtreets are well paved, and

kept very clean; the adjacent country is

both pleaſant and fruitful, and in the neigh

bourhood are frequent horſe-races. The

preſent Repreſentatives of this city in Par

liament are Thomas Anſon, Eſq; elder

brother to the right honourable George

Anſon, Lord Anſon of Soberton, firſt Lord

Commiſſioner of the Admiralty; and Hen

ry Vernon, Eſq.

About a mile ſouth of Litchfield, ſtands

a village, called Cheſterfield wall, which

Dr. Plot, as well as Mr. Camden, ſuppoſes

to be the remains of the ancient Etocetum

of the Romans, a military ſtation ; not only

by reaſon of its being moſt agreeable to the

uſual* and order of theirintº
ºt
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but alſo becauſe the ruins of old walls and

buildings evidently prove it to be a place of

extent and antiquity, and Roman antiqui

ties have been here diſcovered.

There are ſeveral fine country ſeats not

far diſtant from the foreſaid city, viz. the

Duke of Bridgewater's, at Newborough,

five miles from Litchfield; the Earl of

Berkſhire's at Elford, and Lord Leigh's

at Ridware, near the ſame; but that of

Beaudeſert, four miles diſtant from it, a

famous ancient ſeat, at preſent in the

poſſeſſion of the right honourable Henry

Paget, Earl of Uxbridge, who is ſtyled Ba

rom of Beaudeſert, deſerves, on ſeveral ac

counts, to be mentioned in a particular

manner. As to its antiquity, it is reported

to have been built by Hugh Lupus, Earl of

Cheſter; and its very name intimates, that

it is of Norman or French original. The

park is very beautiful, and has a moſt de

lightful ſituation; wherein there is a famous

antique camp, or fortification, ſurrounded

with a double trench, very deep and exten

five; which is ſuppoſed, by the author of

the Addenda to Camden, to have been

made by Canutus, the Dane, when he ra

vaged this part of the country. But the old

Caſtle-hill above Beaudeſert affords ſuch a

charming proſpect as is not to be paralleled

in the whole county; for it is elevated ſo

high, that from it may be ſeen, at once, the

mine following ſhires, viz. Staffordſhire,

Terbyſhire, Leiceſterſhire, Warwickſhire,

Worceſterſhire, Shropſhire,Cheſhire, Mont

gomeryſhire, and Flintſhire.

2. Stafford, the county town, where the

aſſizes are held, ſtands low on the river Sow,

over which it has a good bridge; and it is

twelve miles diſtant from Litchfield, and

a 55 from London. Merlin, the famous

Britiſh prophet, who flouriſhed about the

year 480, is the firſt writer that takes any

notice of this place, by whom it is only

mentioned in a prophetical manner; for the

iſland wherein it lies, anciently called Beth

nei, is ſaid to have been firſt inhabited, in

the beginning of the eighth century, by St.

Berteiline, the ſon of a King of this coun

try, and ſcholar of St. Guthlac, who led here

an hermetical life; and it is reported, that

the widow of Ethelred, Earl of Mercia,

afterwards founded this town (named Staf

ford, i. e. the ford of a ſtaff, from a ſhal

low part of the river hereabouts, which could

be paſſed over ſolely by the help of a ſtaff)

who made it the capital of the county. It

formerly had a caſtle, which ſtood on the

north ſide of the river Sow, and was ere&t-

ed, in the beginning of the tenth century,

by the renowned AEgelfleda, or Elfleda,

King Alfred's daughter; but there are no

I

remains of this fortreſs now to be ſeen. As

to the Stafford-caſtle at about a mile's diſ

tance from the town, it was built, a long

time after the former, by Ralph, the firſt

Earl of Stafford; and it now gives the ſame

title to the Catholic branch of the Howard

family, ſo created by James II, and is the

country ſeat where they reſide. William

Howard, Lord Viſcount Stafford, was one

of the five Popiſh Lords impriſoned in the

Tower, in the reign of Charles II, being

accuſed of being concerned in the plot a

gainſt him; and, being tried before the

Lords, and found guilty, he was beheaded,

on the 29th of December, 1680, in the 63th

year of his age.

Stafford is an ancient borough, governed

by a Mayor, ten Aldermen, twenty Com

mon-council-men, a Town-clerk, and two

Serjeants at mace; it is well built and pa

ved, and has a pleaſant, though low, fitua

tion; and it is, of late years, by means of

its cloth manufacture, greatly increaſed,

both in wealth and inhabitants. It has a

weekly market on Saturdays; and its an

nual fairs are on the Tueſday before Shrove

tide, the 6th and 26th of February, the

22d of April, 3d of May, 29th of June,

30th of July, 21ſt of September, and the

4th of December. The old cuſtom of bo

rough Engliſh, that the youngeſt ſons

ſhould inherit the lands of their fathers, is

ſtill retained here, as well as in other parts

of the county; and the reaſon, aſſigned for

it by the famous Littleton, is, that the

younger ſons are, in law, preſumed to be

leaſt able to ſhift for themſelves. This

town, in Domeſday-book, is ſtiled a city;

but, though it is more convenient for tranſ

aćting the county buſineſs, it is at preſent

much inferior to Litchfield. It is ſuppoſed

to have been anciently walled round, be

cauſe the remains of the walls are ſtill to be

ſeen ; and, though its buildings are, for the

moſt part, of ſtone and flate, ſome of them

make a very modiſh appearance. The

quarter-ſeſſions, as well as the aſſizes, muſt

always be held in this town, purſuant to a

ſtatute ena&ted in the firſt year of Queen

Eliſabeth's reign; King John made it a

corporation; and its charter was confirmed

and enlarged by Edward VI. Its barony,

from William the Conqueror's time to that

of Edward III, was ſo large, that it was

equalled by few, if any, in England ; for

fixty knights fees belonged to it, befides

eighty villages; but, by the attainder of

Edward Stafford, Duke of Buckingham, it

was wholly diſſolved. This unfortunate

Nobleman, of weak parts, but violent paſ

fions, and the moſtchildiſh vanity, had been

ſo unguarded as to ſay, ‘That, ifº
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VIII. died without iſſue, he would claim

the Crown, as the deſcendant of Anne of

Glouceſter, grand-daughter of Edward III;

and that, if he ſhould ever aſcend the

throne, he would puniſh Wolſey, according

to his demerit.” Theſe words were report

ed to the Cardinal, who, immediately de

voting him to deſtruction, by bribing ſome

of his domeſtics to betray their maſter, col

de&ted matter ſufficient for an impeachment;

and, to deprive him of his two principal

ſupports, the Earl of Northumberland, his

father-in-law, and his ſon-in-law, the Earl

of Surry, the former was, under a frivolous

pretence, committed to the Tower, and

the latter appointed chief Governor of Ire

land. He was tried by one Duke, one

Marquis, ſeven Earls, and twelve Barons,

before the Duke of Norfolk, and condemn

ed to die the death of a traitor; but the

Duke could not foibear ſhedding tears,

when he pronounced his ſentence; to which

he replied, “ My Lord of Norfolk, you

ſpeak to me as to a traitor; but traitor was

1 never. My Lords, I malign you not for

what you have done; but may the eternal

God forgive you my death, as I do. I

{hall never ſue to the King for life; how

ever, he is a gracious Prince, and more

grace may come from him, than I deſire;

and ſo I intreat you, my Lords, and all my

fellows, to pray for me.” He was after

wards beheaded, to the univerſal regret of

the people, who openly libelled the Cardi

mal as the ſon of a butcher, delighting in

blood. The preſent Repreſentatives of this

borough in Parliament are the honourable

William Richard Chetwynd, Eſq; ſon and

heir to the right honourable Lord Viſcount

Chetwynd; and William Chetwynd, Eſh;

Maſter-worker of the Mint, only brother

to the ſaid Lord.

Near this town ſtands Tixhal-hall, the

ſeat of Lord Aſton, a fine piece of maſonry,

that well deſerves the notice of the curious;

and it is remarkable, that, though its win

dows are very numerous, ſcarce two of

them are alike ; and that there is the ſame

variety in the fretwork of the tunnels; from

whence it is natural to conclude, that the

beauty of a ſtructure did not, in thoſe days,

viz. of Henry VIII, conſiſt, as in the preſent,

in uniformity, but in the greateſt variety

the artiſt could poſſibly diſcover. Not far

from Stafford, is likewiſe ſituated Ingeſtre

hall, Lord Chetwynd's ſeat, which has the

fineſt park and gardens that are to be ſeen

in this part of England; and here the late

Walter Chetwynd, Eſq; erected, at his

fole charge, an elegant church, which was

conſecrated, in 1677, by the Biſhop of

Litchfield and Coventry,

3. Newcaſtle under Line, or Lyme, which

is 11 miles diſtant from Stafford, and 148

from London, derives its name and origi

mal from a caſtle which the Earl of Lan

caſter, in the reign of Henry III, erected

in the midſt of a pool, near the place where

on this town ſtands; and he called it New

caſtle, or a new caſtle, to diſtinguiſh it from

the old caſtle of Cheſterton under Lyme,

which was then going to decay. It was

incorporated by Henry I, and is governed

by a Mayor, two Juſtices, two Bailiffs, and

24 capital Burgeſſes; it has three great fairs

for all ſorts of cattle, on Shrove-tueſday,

Eaſter and Whitſon Mondays, and the

Monday before the 15th of July ; and a

fourth, for wool, on the firſt Monday in

September, and the 6th of November. The

principal manufačture is hats; but the

cloathing trade alſo flouriſhes here, and the

town is ſurrounded with coal-pits. The

ſtreets are broad, and well paved, but moſt

of the houſes are low and thatched ; and it

had formerly four churches, which are now

reduced to one, it having greatly ſuffered in

the Barons wars. It lies on the river Trent,

and in its neighbourhood are frequent horſe

races; and the corporation has a court veſt

ed with the privilege of holding pleas for

a&tions under 40 s. They have here a pe

culiar artifice for the corre&tion of ſcolding

women, more effectual than the ducking

ſtool, and yet not ſo prejudicial to the health

of the perſons correółed, viz. a jointed col

lar that comes round the neck, with loops

and ſtaples, tolet it in and out, according to

its bulk; a jointed ſemicircle that comes

over the head, made forked at one end to
let through the noſe; and a plate of iron

that is put into the mouth, to keep down

the tongue. This inſtrument being, by

the Magiſtrate's order, put upon the of

fender, and faſtened with a padlock behind,

ſhe is, to expoſe her, led by an Officer

round the town ; and it is not taken off, till

the diſcovers all the external ſigns imagin

able of her humiliation and amendment.

The preſent Repreſentatives of this borough

in Parliament are the honourable John

Waldegrave, Eſq; only brother to the right

honourable James Waldegrave,Earl Walde

grave, Groom of the bedchamber to his

Majeſty, Colonel of the 3th regiment of

dragoons, and a Major-general ; and the

honourable Baptiſta Leveſon Gower, Eſq;

uncle to the right honourable Grandville

Leveſon Gower, Earl Gower, whoſe ſeat is

Trentham-hall, near this town. -

Some accounts of the counties of Eng

land add Tamworth to the Parliamentary

boroughs of Staffordſhire; but, as it pro

perly inelongs to Warwickſhire, we ſhall
X 2. defer
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defer the deſcription of it, till we proceed

to deſcribe that county,

The other noted towns in this ſhire are,

1. Wolverhampton, 117 miles diſtant

from London; it has a weekly market on

Wedneſdays, and an annual fair on the

24th of June. It was anciently called Hamp

ton, and ſo large a pariſh, that it was near

30 miles in compaſs, and contained no leſs,

than 17 great villages ; a priory was alſo

formerly erected here by King Edgar, as

. Sir William Dugdale affirms, at the requeſt

of his dying ſiſter Wulfruna; and, on this

account, the place was termed Wulfruna's-

Hampton, which is fince corrupted to

Wolverhampton. It ſtands on high ground,

is populous and handſomely built, and the

ſtreets are well paved; but all the water it

has, except what falls from the ſkies, is ſup

plied from four weak ſprings of different

qualities, which are termed Pudding-well,

Horſe-well, Waſhing-well, and Meat-well,

all appropriated to their reſpective uſes,

From the laſt of theſe they fetch all the wa

ter they uſe for boiling or brewing, in lea

ther budgets laid acroſs a horſe, with a fun

nel at the top, by which they fill them ; and

to the other three wells they carry their

tripe, horſes, and linen. To this ſcarcity

of water, and its high ſituation, is attributed

the healthy ſtate of the town, in ſpite of the

adjacent coal-mines; and it is ſaid, that

the plague was ſcarce ever known here,

though the ſmall-pox often i which have

been obſerved to be an indication of the

wholeſomeneſs of the air.

The principal manufacturers of this place

are lockſmiths, who are accounted the moſt

expert artiſts in England; for they are ſuch

curious workmen, that they can contrive a

lock ſo ingeniouſly, that, if a ſervant be ſent

into the cloſet with the maſter-key, or their

own, it will ſhew exačtly how often that

ſervant has gone into it, at any diſtance of

time; and how often the lock has been ſhot,

for a whole year; ſome of them being con

trived to diſcover 50o or 1 ooo times... We

are likewiſe told, that a very fine clock was

made in this town, ſold for 20 l. which had

a ſet of chimes in it that would go, at what

ever hour the owner ſhould think fit.

There is a charity ſchool here, built and

endowed by Stephen Jennings, a native of

Wolverhampton, who was Lord Mayor of

London, in 1668 ; and there are two other

confiderable ſchools here ; the one for 50

boys, who are both taught and cloathed ;

and the other for 40 girls, part of whom are

alſo cloathed; which are ſupported by ſub

feription. There is, moreover, a collegiate

church in this town, annexed to the Dean

and Chapter of Windſor; and Henry III.

granted a charter to it for its market, and

for a fair on the eve and day of St. Peter

and St. Paul.

Near Wrotteſley, to the north-weſt of

Wolverhampton, are the ruins of an ancient

Britiſh city, or fortification, of a great ex

tent; for it includes more than a half of

Wrotteſley, and a part of Patteſhull, Pep

perhill, and Bonningal parks; and likewiſe

a part of the two commons of Kingſwood

and Weſtbach; the whole containing a cir

cuit of three or four miles, lying partly

in Staffordſhire, and partly in Shropſhire.

Within theſe limits, there are ſtill to be ſeen

ſeveral partitions, running different ways,

like the fides of ſtreets; which, together

with the large hinges for doors and an an

tique dagger found here, and ſome of the

ſtones being ſquared, inclined Dr. Plot ra

ther to think it to be the ruins of a city,

than a fortification only; though otherwiſe

he ſhould have thought it to have been ſuch

a Britiſh vallum, or incampment, as Taci

tus ſays Caraćtacus made on a hill in Shrop

ſhire, with great ſtones rudely heaped upon

one another, to defend him from the im

preſſions of the Roman army. The anno

tator on Camden affirms, that fiones of an

enormous bulk have been found near Wrot

teſley, whereof he mentions one that made

1oo loads; and another, that, after ten

loºds were hewn off, required 36 yokes of

oxen to draw it, and madea great ciſtern in

a malt-houſe there, which, at once, wets

37 ſtrikes of barley. At Kinfare, in the

ſame neighbourhood, is an oblong ſquare

figure, about 300 yards long, and 299

broad, which is ſurrounded with an artifi

cial bank, and fenced with a deep ditch on

the north-north-eaſt and ſouth-ſouth-weſt

ſides, the other two being inacceſſible;

which, though the tradition of the town

repreſents it as a Daniſh fortification, Dr.

Plot places among the Saxon antiquities.

At Abbots, or rather Apewood-caſtle, near

Seaſdon, on the borders of Shropſhire, is an

old Britiſh fortification, ſtanding on a loſty

round promontory, with a ſteep ridge, for

half a mile together, having hollows cut in

the ground, over which it is thought, that

the Britons pitched their tents; and upon

Aſhwood-heath, in the pariſh of King's-

Swinford, is a large intrenchment, which

Dr. Plot apprehends to be Roman.

Aqualat, or Aqua lata, Broad water, was

ſo named by the Romans, on the account

of its wide and extenſive mere, which is

1848 yards long, and its breadth 672 ; it

lies on the borders of this county, at about

a mile's diſtance from Newport in Shrop

ſhire; and Aqualat-houſe is now the ſeat

of Charles Baldwin, Eſq. Si

ir

ºn:
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Sir John Aſtley, Bart, at preſent Knight

of the ſhire for Shropſhire, has a magnifi

cent houſe at Patteſhull in Staffordſhire,

intirely built of ſquared ſtone; which, to

gether with its curious gardens and water

works, is ſuppoſed to be the moſt complete

and delicious ſeat in the whole county.

Dudley-caſtle, 4 miles diſtant from Wol.

verhampton, a great part whereof is now

in ruins, is ſaid to have been erećted by

Dudo, or Dodo, a Saxon, about the year

7oo; it was poſſeſſed by Gervaſe de Paga

nel, in the reign of King Stephen; but, he

dying without iſſue male, and his fiſter

marrying John de Someri, it came into the

Someri's poſſeſſion. It was demoliſhed by

Henry II, who deprived them of the power

of making a caſtle of it again; but Hen

ry III. granted them a licence to rebuild it

in its ancient form. In Edward II's time,

by the like failure, it paſſed, with Marga

ret, of the Someri family, to that of the

Suttons, who were created Lords Dudley;

and one of their deſcendants was Duke of

Northumberland, and Earl of Warwick,

&c. in the reign of Edward VI: But, for

want of male iſſue, Humphry, Lord Ward,

by marriage, became poſſeſſor thereof; and

it ſtill continues in the hands of this noble

family, who are, therefore, Lords Dudley

and Ward. It ſtands on a high mountain,

being cut out of a rock; and from its tow

er is a delightful proſpect into five ſhires

and a part of Wales. This caſtle greatly

ſuffered in the late civil war; but, notwith

ſtanding its ruins, the marks of its loyalty,

what remains of it is, at this day, the ſeat

of the right honourable John Ward, Lord

Ward of Birmingham, Recorder of Wor

ceſter. In the hall thereof there is a table

made of one intire oak, plank, which is

above 17 yards long, and a yard broad; it

meaſured ſeven yards and nine inches more,

which were cut off, to ſuit it to the place.

The whole tree was of a prodigious fize,

and, it is thought, could not have contained

leſs than 100 tons of meat timber; and it

grew in the new park at Dudley. As to

the neighbouring town of Dudley, it is fitu

ated in Worceſterſhire,

[To be continued, }

REFLECTIONS on the Dominion of Man over the Brute Creation.

There wanted yet their Maſer-Work, the End

Of all yet done; a Creature, who, not prone,

And brute as other Creatures, but endu'd

With Sanétity of Reaſon, might erect

His Stature, and, upright with Front ſerene,

Govern the reſt, ſelf-knowing, and from thence

Magnanimous to correſpond with Heav'n.

A° the wiſdom of God is illuſtriouſly

diſplayed in the formation of the

whole univerſe, and the nature and conſti

tution of its ſeveral parts; ſo it is remarka

bly conſpicuous in their proper arrange

ment in the ſcale of exiſtence. All created

beings, whether material or immaterial,

viſible or inviſible, in heaven or on earth,

are fully qualified to ačt the part aſſign

ed them by their aknighty Creator; for,

whilſt the capacities of the meaneſt of them

are admirably ſuited to perform the inferior

offices of their rank and degree, the higher

orders have faculties extremely well fitted

for the diſcharge of their ſuperior functions.

This is manifeſtly a true ſtate of the caſe,

with reſpect to the lower or terreſtrial world,

which is amply ſtored with ſuitable accom

modations for the various claſſes of its in

numerable inhabitants; and every one of

theſe ot only enjoys all the happineſs it is

capable of, but alſo contributes, in propor

tion to the extent of its abilities, to the com

fort and conveniency of man, who is conſti

tuted their Lord and Governor. Revela

MILTON.

tion aſſures us, that the ſupreme Being has

inveſted him with dominion over the fiſhes

of the ſea, the fowls of the air, and the

beaſts of the field; and the experience and

obſervation of all ages and countries abun

dantly prove, that they are, each of them,

more or leſs, put under his ſubjećtion, and

thereby rendered ſubſervient to his felicity.

I ſhall, in the ſequel, to avoid prolixity.

confine my refle&tions to the laſt of theſe,

and briefly ſhew, that the brute creation have

a conſtant and neceſſary connexion with and

dependence upon man, as their head and ru

ler; and that, in conſequence of this ſubor

dination, they ſeverally contribute to pro

mote his welfare.

That brutes were originally intended to

be under his dominion, in order to become

ſerviceable to him, will evidently appear

from an attentive ſurvey of their narrow

capacities, which are wiſely adapted to ſuch

a ſubordination, but altogether unfit for a

more elevated condition ; for it is, to the

laſt degree, abſurd to ſuppoſe that they were

deſigned to act a part in life which they are

utterly
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utterly unable to perform.

ferior ſpheres, and no more than barely ſuf

ficient to enable them to diſcharge the lower

offices appertaining thereto ; fince it riſes no

higher than an inſtinét to ſatisfy their natu

ral appetites of hunger and thirſt, continue

their ſpecies, alternately to labour and reſt,

and exert their ſtrength and activity on pro

per occaſions; and this is enough to render

them as happy as it is poſſible for them to

be in their preſent ſituation, and, at the

fame time, uſeful to mankind in general.

If their capacities were more enlarged than

they are, they would no longer be contented

with a ſtate of ſubjećtion: If they could

compare, ſele&t, and recolle& their ideas; if

they could refle&t on what is paſt, foreſee

what is future, and draw from thence ra

tional inferences and dedućtions; if they

were ſenſible of their ſervitude, and knew

how to apply their ſuperior bodily ſtrength

to procure their liberty: If this was, in rea

lity, their condition, inſtead of continuing

profitable and obedient ſervants, they would

rebel againſt their maſters, and become the

peſts of human ſociety. This would in

tirely deſtroy the preſent order and harmony

fubſiſting between men and the brute crea

tion, for their mutual advantage; for the

former would be continually expoſed to the

fury of the latter, and unable to make an

effectual defence, as their bodies, notwith

ſtanding their tranſcendent dignity, majeſtic

form, and exquiſitely delicate frame and

contexture, are confeſſedly, with reſpect to

their ſtrength, a very unequal match to ma

my of the beaſts of the field. But, if man

would, in this caſe, be a ſufferer, the brutes

themſelves would likewiſe ſuffer, if they

were endowed with more extenſive intellec

tual abilities; for their own happineſs would

then be liable to be interrupted by ambition,

envy, corroding anxieties, and many other

perplexities,j they are now wholly

ſtrangers to; and they would, moreover,

greatly diſturb each other's repoſe and tran

guillity. In the preſent ſtate of things, if

their enjoyments are few and of an inferior

kind, they are exempted from many ſorrows

and ſufferings incident to more noble and

exalted beings; and, in their ſubordinate

fituation, they are better provided for, by

the means of the provident care of their ma

ſters, than they could poſſibly provide for

themſelves, if they were deprived of the be

nefit of their aſſiſtance; for a great number

of them would periſh in the winter ſeaſon,

and tempeſtuous weather, without human

aid and contrivance.

But if the minds of the brute creation are

aptly diſpoſed for the ſervice of man; if they

know neither more nor leſs what is requiſite
to render them ſubſervient to his advantage;

the qualities of their bodies are alſo condu

cive to this important purpoſe. The prone

meſs, bulk, and ſtrength thereof qualify them

to perform thoſe laborious offices which he

ſtands in need of, and cannot execute him

ſelf; the ſwiftneſs of ſome of them, in the

chace, affords him an agreeable and healthy

amuſement; the fleſh of many of them ſup

plies him with wholeſome food; and their

very fleeces and ſkins are of great uſe to co

yer and defend him from the injuries of the

weather. Indeed, theſe animals were not

ſolely created for the benefit and conveniency

of man ; for, far from being mere machines,

they are made capable, by the goodneſs of

God, which is diffuſed over all his works,

of being happy themſelves, in a manner ſuit

able to their rank and degree 5 but then it is

certain, that their enjoyments can riſe no

higher than the gratification of their ſenſual

appetites and inclinations, which are confin

ed to very narrow limits, as has been already

obſerved. They have, doubtleſs, a right to

all the pleaſures they are qualified to enjoy;

and it would be cruel and unnatural, in

their Lords and Maſters, to treat them with

rigour and ſeverity; wantonly to torture or

torment them, compel them to labour be

yond their ſtrength, or refuſe them neceſſary

ſhelter and nouriſhment. To uſe them thus

is groſly abuſing them; and ſuch treatment

of theſe uſeful creatures is as impolitic as it

is tyrannical, ſince, the more they are neg

le&ted, and the worſe their uſage is, the leſs

able they will be to do the ſervice expected

from them. But, on the other hand, if

theſe profitable ſervants are duly ſupported,

and proper care is taken to ſupply their ne

ceſſities, their uſefulneſs to mankind in ge

neral is ſo far from impairing their own

happineſs, that it dire&tly promotes it; be

cauſe they are, in this caſe, better provided

for, than, independently from human aſſiſt

ance they could provide for themſelves. .

That man is appointed to have dominion

over the brute creation will farther appear

from his ſuperior faculties, which amplyqua

lify him for ſuch a dominion. He, in this

reſpe&t, as much ſurpaſſes them as in his ex

alted ſituation in the ſcale of being ; for he is

an intelligent and moral agent, being, as to

his tranſcendent knowledge, formed after the

divine image, and rendered capable of imi

tating the moral perfe&tions of his Creator.

His erect and beautiful body has a peculiar

dignity; but, as to his ſoul, it is immortal

and qualified for the moſt ſublime rational

enjoyments; and ſuch is the influence he

has over the brute creation, that he can di

rećt and apply their reſpective intº
itlöö

Their know

ledge is proportioned to their reſpective in
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lities to be ſubſervient to his felicity. They

have, in fa&t, all of them, been more or leſs

brought under his ſubjećtion, the largeſt,

frongeſt, ſwifteſt, fierceſt, and moſt ſagaci

ous of them not excepted; and there are

none of them ſo inſignificant, as not to be,

forme way or other, ſerviceable to him. If

man had been intended to undergo the la

bours which theſe animals endure, on his

account, he would not have wanted propor

tionable ſtrength; and, in order to be as

ſtrong as an ox or an elephant, he muſt

have had their limbs and ſhape, together

with their bones and muſcles; but this

would have been inconſiſtent with his pre

fent comely form, and he would then have

been deprived of the benefit of his hands,

which are ſo uſeful to him in the praćtice of

the manual arts, and on all other occaſions.

Since then he continually ſtands in need of

the ſervices the brutes are qualified to per

form, and he is altogether unable to execute

them himſelf, it naturally follows, that

they were defigned to ſupply his defects. It

is all one to him, provided he has what he

wants, whether he get it by his own labour

or that of others; for he knows where to find

fuitable affiſtance; which is more conveni

ent for him, as it leſſens his fatigue, than if

he ſupplied himſelf by his own toil. He is

no ſtranger to their ſeveral powers and ca

pacities, and has the ſkill of applying their

talents in a proper manner, which would

otherwiſe be loſt or buried in obſcurity; for,

as the moſt precious metals, whilſt they re

main in the ore, are uſeleſs, to the world,

fo are the qualities of theſe animals, until

they are by human contrivance, prepared

and adapted to promote the good of man

kind. Hence it comes to paſs, that they all

contribute, in one ſhape or other, to the wel

fare and conveniency of their Lord and

Maſter; and he trains them up for his ſer

vice, and determines them to their reſpective

occupations. The elephant is a very ſtrong

as well as bulky animal; and, if it equalled

its governor in knowledge, would never be

ſubject to a perſon, with reſpect to his body,

ſo many degrees weaker than himſelf; and

yet he can manage this unwieldy creature,

and avail himſelf of its labour; which is of

great uſe, on this account, as well as the

camel, in the Eaſtern parts of the world.

The ox is ſerviceable in a double capacity,

both for food and labour; and the aſs is

likewiſe uſeful in the latter reſpect. The

horſe, by reaſon of its ſtrength and agility,

is of great uſe for various purpoſes in life;

it is extremely beneficial to the farmer,

tradeſman, and manufacturer, and the ſol

dier too; and, as riding is an agreeable and

wholeſome exerciſe, it is at once a diverſion

and a means conducive to preſerve and pro

mote bodily health. Some brutes are wild,

fierce, and miſchievous, as the lion, panther,

leopard, and ſuch-like animals; but theſe

are few in number, and kept retired, as it

were from the ſight of men, in ſpacious de

ferts, left they ſhould annoy or obſtrućt them

in their worldly deſigns and undertakings;

and, even here, they are not intirely uſeleſs,

as they feed where and on what other crea

tures diſlike, and, by devouring carcaſes,

prevent the air from being infected by their

noxious exhalations; and there is no fear of

their becoming too numerous, as they con

tinually prey upon one another, and are fre

quently hunted down, for the ſake of their

valuable ſkins. As for thoſe brute crea

tures that are remarkably ſwift, and yet

are otherwiſe weak and defenceleſs, as hares,

rabbits, foxes, &c. they yield excellent ſport

to the purſuers, and contribute to their health

and ačtivity; and the two firſt alſo afford

delicate food. Others are neither fit for the

chace, nor tračtable and domeſtic, as bea

vers, fables, ermins, &c.which, nevertheleſs,

fupply precious ſkins and furs to cloath and

adorn the human body; and as to the bul

locks, cows, ſheep, goats, &c., it is univer

ſally known, that they are uſeful for food

and cloathing, as well as for labour. And

there is a remarkable circumſtance attending

all theſe animals, which evidently ſhews, that

they were intended to be ſerviceable to men;

viz. that their variety of their ſhape and

colour as plainly diſtinguiſhes them from

one another, as the diverſity of features

does different men; which is of no fignifi

cancy at all to themſelves, who are inſenſible

of it, and ſo ſoon forget their offspring; nor

are they thereby rendered more uſeful to

thoſe of their own kind; but it is of fignal

uſe to the proprietors, as it aſcertains their

F.” and ſo prevents diſcord and con

uſion. -

Aftrađ of the two late Aé's of Parliament, paſſed in the 30th and 31/ 1'sars of his

preſent Majeſty, for the better Regulating the Militia of this Kingdom, which was

printed and diſtributed throughout the City of York, by the Direction, and at the

Expence, of George Fox Lane, Eſq; one of the Repreſentatives in Parliament for the

Jaid City, for the better Information of Perſºns choſen, by Lot, to ſerve in the Militia.

The PAY, Privileges, and Duty of a MILITIA-MAN.

Private man, for each day he is em

ployed in the militia, ſhall receive one

PAY. -

ſhilling. There ſhall be one corporal to

every twenty private men, who ſhall be paid
- goyle
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one ſhilling and fix-pence every day he is

employed.

Out of the private men, vacancies, on the

death or removal of ſerjeants, may be filled

up, in the proportion of one to every twen
ty private men ; w

Who are, in that caſe, diſcharged from

ſerving as ſuch,

And ſhall have the pay of a ſerjeant,

viz. every day in the year one ſhilling.

The ſerjeant-major muſt be made out

of the ſerjeants, and ſhall be paid two ſhil

lings and ſix-pence more a week.

PRIVILEGEs.

No militia man can be compelled to

march out of the kingdom ;

Nor be obliged to go about fix miles from

home, to perform exerciſe, in companies or

half companies;

Nor be detained, on days of exerciſe,

longer than fix hours; or under arms, with

out refreſhment, more than two hours.

He ſhall be dieted and billeted at public

houſes, paying for diet and ſmall beer, four

pence each day. -

Having ſerved three years, he may re

tain his cloaths.

He ſhall be exempted from doing any

highway duty, or ſerving as a peace offi

cer or pariſh officer.

He ſhall not be liable to ſerve, unleſs by

conſent, in any of his Majeſty's land or

ſea-forces.

Having been called out into ačtual ſer

vice, and being a married man, he may

iſet up any trade in any town.

Diſabled by ſickneſs on a march, or at a

place of annual exerciſe, he ſhall be pro

vided for (by an order from one Juſtice of

the peace or Magiſtrate) by the officers of

the pariſh where he ſhall them be, who ſhall

be reimburſed, by the officers of the pariſh

for which he ſhall ſerve.

If ordered out on ačtual ſervice, he ſhall

receive a guinea before the day he is order

ed to march.

If ordered out, leaving a family not of

ability to ſupport themſelves, the pariſh

officers, where ſuch family reſides, ſhall

relieve them by a weekly allowance, until

his return, and be reimburſed out of the

county ſtock.

Having ſerved three years, he ſhall not

be liable to ſerve again, until by rotation it

comes to his turn.

Being 35 years of age, and having ſerved

two years, or on ſhewing juſt cauſe, he may

be diſcharged;

And, at any time, he may be diſcharged

by ſubdiviſion meetings. -

If maimed or wounded in ačtual ſervice,

he ſhall be equally intitled to Chelſea hoſpi

tal, with any other ſoldier belonging to i.

Majeſty's other forces.

Pariſhes may offer, and Deputy lieute

mants' may accept volunteers, inſtead of

thoſe choſen by lot.

DUTY,

Every militia-man ſhall appear at the

ſubdiviſion meeting, on notice, and be

inrolled to ſerve for three years, or find a
ſubſtitute.

He ſhall be exerciſed in half companies,

. . º Mº" in the months of

arch, April, May, June, July, Auguſtśand§º. , July, Auguſt,

In whole companies, on the third Mon

day in the ſaid months.

And if they cannot be exerciſed in half

companies, by reaſon of the diſtance, then

in ſmaller bodies ; and

In regiments, or battalions, on Tueſday

Wedneſday, Thurſday, and Friday, in

Whitſun-week.

The days of exerciſe may be altered to

any other day in the ſame week, Sunday

excepted.

The two days in any one month, in

harveſt, may be changed to Tueſday and

Wedneſday in Eaſter-week.

If any day is inconvenient, on account

of fairs and markets, it may be altered to

any other day in the ſame week, except

Sundays.

Notice of the ſeveral places of exerciſe

ſhall be fixed on the church or chapel

doors of the pariſhes reſpectively; or, in

caſe of no church or chapel, on the door

of ſome church or chapel, next adjoining.

After exerciſe, every man ſhall clean

and return his arms, cloaths, and accoutre

ments.

Changing his reſidence, he ſhall ſerve

in the diviſion he ſhall remove to, on giv

ing previous notice to the Deputy-lieute

nants, and receiving a certificate from

them.

And, in caſe of invaſion, imminent

danger thereof, or a rebellion, he may be

drawn out for ačtual ſervice, and in ſuch

caſe only, and in this kingdom only, and

not elſewhere.

An Hiſtorical Account of the Proceedings of the laſt Seſſion of the Britiſh Parliament

(from Page 125 of this Wolume) finiſhed.

On the 14th of April, 1758, the Lords

ſent a meſſage to the Commons, ſignifying,

That they had agreed to the bill for the ens

couragement of ſeamen employed in the

royal navy.

The ſame day, the Commons Paº,-i
l
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bill for explaining, amending, and enfor

cing an act, made in the laſt ſeſſion of Par

liament, for the better ordering of the mi

litia forces in the ſeveral counties of Eng

land.

On the 18th, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, that they had

agreed to the bill for amending an act, of

the 3d of William and Mary, for the better

explanation and ſupplying the defects of the

former laws for the ſettlement of the poor;

and alſo to

A bill for further explaining the laws

about the eleētors of Knights of the ſhire to

ſerve in Parliament for England.

The ſame day, the Commons reſolved,

That 492,400 l. 8s. and 3 d. remaining

in the receipt of his Majeſty's Exchequer,

diſpoſable by Parliament, of the produce of

the ſinking fund, on the 5th of April, 1758,

be applied towards making good the ſupply

granted in this ſeſſion of Parliament.

On the 19th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for the encouragemeut of the exportation of

culm to Liſbon in Portugal.

The ſame day, they alſo ordered,

That an account be laid, before this

Houſe, of the prices paid for beef for vic

tualling his Majeſty's navy, from Chriſt

mas, 1730, to Chriſtmas, 1757, diſtinguiſh

ing each year.

On the zoth, the Commons reſolved,

That 670,000 l. be granted to enable

his Majeſty to make good his engagements

with the King of Pruſſia, purſuant to the

convention concluded on the 11th of April,

1758; alſo

That 463,0841. 6 s. 10 d. be granted for

defraying the charge of 38,000 men of the

troops of Hanover, Wolfenbuttle, Saxe

Gotha, and the Count of Bukkeburg, with

the general and ſtaff Officers, ačtually em

ployed in concert with the King of Pruſſia,

from November 28, 1757, to December 24,

1758, incluſive; alſo

That 386,915 1. 13 s. 2 d. be granted,

in full ſatisfaction for the train of artillery

of the ſaid troops, and all other extraordi

nary expences, from November 28, 1757,

to December 24, 1758, incluſive; alſo

That 145,454.1. 15 s. and one farthing

be granted for defraying the extraordinary

expences of his Majeſty's land forces, and

other ſervices incurred in 1757, and not.

provided for by Parliament; alſo

That 165,175 1. 4. s. 1 od. halfpenny be

granted for diſcharging what remains to be

paid for 21zo horſe, and 9900 foot, with

the general and ſtaff Officers, and train of

artillery, the troops of the Landgrave of

Heſſe Caſſel, in the pay of Great Britain,

fiom the 25th of December, 1757, to the

**

24th of December, 1758, both days inclu

five, together with the ſubſidy for the ſaid

time, purſuant to treaty ; and alſo

That 15,oool. be granted for the re

building of London-bridge.

On the 21ſt, Mr. Hunter (from the

Commiſſioners for executing the office of

Lord High Admiral of Great Britain) pre

ſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their ad

dreſs to his Majeſty,

A copy of a letter from Captain Barton,

Commander of his Majeſty's ſhip the Litch

field, dated, at Antigua, January 13, 1758,

incloſing a copy of the ſtate and condition

of the ſeveral forts on the coaſt of Africa,

as inſpected by him ; as alſo a copy of his

order to Captain Brown, of the Centaur, to

proceed in queſt of a French privateer which

had been on the coaſt; being the laſt ac

counts received at the Admiralty-office,

fince thoſe from Captain Weller of the Aſ

fiſtance.

On the 22d, the Commons reſolved,

That, towards raiſing the ſupply granted

to his Majeſty, 4,500,oool. be raiſed by

annuities, at 31. Ios. per cent. per annum 5

and 500,000 ſ. by a lottery, to be attended

with annuities redeemable by Parliament,

after the rate of 3 1. per cent. per annum 5

the ſaid annuities to be transferrable at the

Bank of England, and charged on a fund to

be eſtabliſhed in this ſeſſion of Parliament

for payment thereof, and for which the

finking fund ſhall be a collateral ſecurity;

and that every ſubſcriber for 50ol, ſhall be

intitled to 450 l. in annuities, and 5ol. in
lottery tickets, and ſo in proportion for a

greater or leſſer ſum : That the ſaid lottery

Íhall conſiſt of tickets of the value of 10 1

each, in a proportion not exceeding eight

blanks to a prize; the blanks to be of the

value of 61. each ; the blanks and prizes to

bear an intereſt after the rate of 3 l. per

cent. per annum, to commence from the

5th of January, 1759 ; and that, the
4,500,000 l. to be raiſed by annuities bear

an intereſt after the rate of 31. Ios. per

cent. per annum, from the 5th of July,

1758; which ſaid annuities ſhall ſtand re

duced to 3 per cent. per annum, after the

expiration of 24 years, to be computed

from the ſaid 5th of July, 1758; and ſhall

afterwards be redeemable, in the whole or

in part, by no leſs ſums than 500,ooo l, at

a time, fix months notice having been firſt

given of ſuch payment or payments reſpec

tively : That any ſubſcriber may, on or

before the 29th of this inſtant April, at five

in the afternoon, make a depoſit of to per

cent. on ſuch ſum as he ſhall chuſe to ſub

ſcribe towards raiſing the ſaid ſum of

5,000,000 l, with the caſhiers of the Bank;
Y º of
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of England, as a ſecurity for his making

the future payments on the days herein after

appointed.

- On the 5,ooo,oool.

1o 1. per cent. depoſit, on or before the

29th of this inſtant April, on the whole five

millions.

On 4, 5oo,oool in Annuities.

15 per cent. on or before the 3oth of May

Ilext.

15 per cent. on or before the 28th of June

next.

15 per cent, on or before the 27th of July

next.

15 per cent. on or before the 30th of

Auguſt next.

15 per cent. on or before the 27th of Sep

tember next.

15 per cent. on or before the 26th of Oc

tober next. -

On the Lottery for 500,0col.

20 per cent. on or before the 10th of June

next.

15 per cent. on or before the 10th of July

next.

15 per cent. on or before the 19th of

.Auguſt next.

20 per cent, on or before the 9th of Sep

tember next.

20 per cent. on or before the 9th of O&to

ber next.

Which ſeveral ſums, ſo received, ſhall by

the ſaid caſhiers be paid into the receipt of

the Exchequer, to be applied, from time to

time, to ſuch ſervices as ſhall then have been

voted by-this Houſe in this ſeſſion of Par

Jiament, and not otherwiſe. That any ſub

ſcriber, paying in the whole or any part of

his ſubſcription, previcus to the days ap

pointed for the reſpective payments, ſhall be

allowed a diſcount after the rate of 3 per

cent. per annum, from the days of ſuch re

fpe&tive payments to the reſpective times on

which ſuch payments are directed to be

made ; and that all who make their full

payments on the ſaid lottery, ſhall have their

tickets delivered, as ſoon as they can con

veniently be made out. And alſo

That, towards, raiſing, the ſaid ſupply,

there be iſſued and applied 1,626,0761. 5s.

a d. farthing, out of the monies that ſhall

or may ariſe out of the ſurpluſſes, exceſſes,

or overplus monies, and other revenues,

compoſing the finking fund.

On the 24th, the Commons paſſed a bill,

that no Member of this Houſe do preſume

to plead at the bar of the Houſe of Lords,

without leave firſt obtained from this Houſe,

and to be moved for between the hours of

eleven and one o'clock.

On the 26th, Mr. Stanley (frcm the

Commiſſioners for vićtualling his Majeſty's

navy) preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to

their order, -

An account of the prices paid for beef for

vićtualling his Majeſty's navy, from Chriſt

mas, 1730, to Chriſtmas, 1757, diſtinguiſh

ing each year. -

On the 27th, Mr. Oſwald (from the Com

miſfioners for Trade and Plantations) pre

ſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their ad

dreſs to his Majeſty,

No. 1. Copy of a letter from Henry El

lis, Eſq; Lieutenant-governor of Georgia,

to the Board of Trade, dated December 15,

1757.

§. 2. Extraćt of a letter from William

Henry Lyttleton, Eſq; Governor of South

Carolina, to the Board of Trade, dated

Charles Town, O&tober 12, 1757.

No. 3. Extraćt of a letter from Arthur

Dobbs, Eſq; Governor of North Carolina,

to John Powmall, Eſq; Secretary to the

Lords Commiſſioners for Trade and Plan

tations, dated January 4, 1758.

No. 4. Copy of a letter from Horatio

Sharpe, Eſq; Lieutenant-governor of Mary

land, to the Lords Commiſſioners for Trade

and Plantations, dated O&tober 22, 1757;

incloſing

A copy of an account of the quantity of

iron exported from Maryland, between

the 31ſt of December, 1749, and the

1ſt of May, 1756.

No. 5. Copy of a letter from James De

lancey, Eſq; Lieutenant-governor of New

York, to the Board of Trade, dated De

cember 1, 1757; incloſing

A copy of an account of the iron made

at Ancram, in the manor of Livingſton,

by Robert Livingſton, junior, Eſq.

No. 6. Extraćt of a letter from Thomas

Fitch, Eſq; Governor of Conneéticut, to

the Board of Trade, dated, at Norwalk,

November 18, 1757.

No. 7. Extract of a letter from Benning

Wentworth, Eſq; Governor of New Hamp

ſhire, to the Board of Trade, dated Sep

tember 24, 1757; inclofin

copy of an account of bar iron made

at Kingſton, in New Hampſhire, from

Chriſtmas, 1749, to Chriſtmas, 1756.

No. 8. Extra&t of a letter from Robert

Monckton, Eſq; Lieutenant-governor of

Nova Scotia, to the Board of Trade, dated

Oćtober 13, 1757.

Together with a liſt of the ſaid papers.

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, fignifying, That they

had agreed to the bill for the encouragement

of the exportation of culm to Liſbon in

Portugal ; alſo to º

The bill for enlarging the powers grant

ed by a former act for rendering moreº
tu
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tual the ſeveral aćts paſſed for the erecting

of hoſpitals and workhouſes in Briſtol, and

for making the ſaid ačt more effectual.

On the 28th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for explaining, amending, and rendering

more effectual a former ačt for appointing a

ſufficient number of conſtables for the city

and liberty of Weſtminſter, and to com

pel proper perſons to be jurymen in the

me.

On the 29th, the Commons reſolved,

That 93,371 l. 11 s. 7d. three farthings,

remaining in the receipt of his Majeſty's

Exchequer, of the produce of the finking

fund for the quarter ended on the 10th of

October, 1757, be applied to make good

the ſupply granted to his Majeſty; alſo

That, towards raiſing the ſaid ſupply,

3oo,oool. be applied out of ſuch monies as

ſhall or may ariſe out of the ſurpluſſes, ex

ceſſes, or overplus monies, and other re

venues compoſing the ſinking fund; alſo

That 492,400 l. 8s. 3 d. of the produce

of the ſinking fund on the 5th of April,

1758, be applied towards making good the

ſaid ſupply; and alſo

That, towards raiſing the ſame, there be

applied 1,666,076 l. 5 s. 1 d. farthing, out

of the monies that ſhall or may ariſe out of

the ſurpluſſes, exceſſes, or overplus monies,

and other revenues compoſing the finking

fund.

On the 1ſt of May, the Lords ſent a

meſſage to the Commons, ſignifying, That

they had agreed to the bill for encouraging

the growth and cultivation of madder in

England.

On the 2d, the Commons paſſed a bill

for the due making of bread, &c. in Eng

land.

The ſame day, they reſolved,

That 1oo,oool. be granted, upon ac

count, for defraying the charge of pay and

cloathing of the militia for 1758, and the

expences thereby incurred in 1757.

On the 3d, Mr. Rowe (from the Com

miſſioners of the Cuſtoms in Scotland) pre

ſented to the Houſe, purſuant to their or

ders,

An account of the drawbacks paid on

leather manufa&tured or unmanufactured,

exported out of Scotland, from the 24th of

June, 1759, to the 24th of June, 1757 ;

diſtinguiſhing the manufactured from the

unmanufactured leather, and likewiſe each

year; alſo

An account of the quantities of foreign

leather imported into Scotland, from the

24th of June, 1750, to the 24th of June,

1757, diſtinguiſhing each year; and alſo

An account of the quantities of foreign

tanners bark imported into Scotland, from land)

the 24th of June, 1750, to the 24th of June,

1757, diſtinguiſhing each year. -

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for applying the ſum of money granted

in this ſeſſion for rebuilding London bridge,

and for rendering more effectual the aët to

improve, widen, and enlarge the paſſage

over and through London-bridge.

On the 4th, the Commons reſolved,

That 10,000 l. be granted for carrying

on the works for fortifying and ſecuring
the harbour of Milford.

On the 5th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for the more effectual compelling of over

ſeers of the poor, &c. to obey the orders of

Juſtices of the peace for the ſpeedy relief of

impotent and neceſſitous poor.

On the 8th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for regulating, governing, preſerving, and

improving the oyſter fiſhery in the river

Colne, and waters thereunto belonging ;

and alſo

A bill for allowing further time for the

inrollment of deeds and wills made by Pa

piſts, and for the relief of Proteſtant pur
chaſers.

The ſame day, they ordered,

That an account be laid, before this

Houſe, of the quantity of tallow contraćted

for, to be uſed in his Majeſty's ſhips and

yards for three years, ending at Chriſtmas

laſt, diſtinguiſhing each year, with the ſe

veral prices thereof.

On the 9th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for the more eaſy and ſpeedy recovery of

ſmall debts, in the borough of great Yar

mouth, and the liberties thereof.

On the 11th, Mr. Stanley (from the

Commiſſioners for executing the office of

Lord High Admiral of England) preſented

to the Houſe, purſuant to their order,

An account of the quantity of tallow

contračted for, to be uſed in his Majeſty's

ſhips and yards, for three years ending at

Chriſtmas laſt, diſtinguiſhing each year,

with the ſeveral prices thereof.

The ſame day Mr. Chancellor of the

Exchequer preſented to the Houſe, by his

Majeſty's command,

A petition of William Bollan, Eſq;

(agent for his Majeſty's province of Maſſa

chuſet's bay in New England) to his Ma

jeſty in Council; alſo

The Paymaſter-general and Secretary at

war's report on Mr. Bollan's petition for

repayment of monies expended for provi

fions, &c. furniſhed by the ſaid province

to their troops in his Majeſty's ſervice for

the campaign of 1756; alſo

A petition of Richard Partridge (agent

for the colony of Connecticut in New Eng

to the King in Council 5 and alſo

Y a The
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The Paymaſter-general and Secretary at

war's report on Mr. Richard Partridge's

petition. -

On the 22d, the Commons paſſed a bill

for eſtabliſhing a free market for the ſale of

corn and grain, in the city or liberty of
Weſtminſter; and alſo w

A bill to continue, and render more ef

fečtual, an aSt for laying a duty of two

pennies Scots, or a fixth part of a penny

ſterling, on every Scots pint of ale and

beer, which ſhall be brewed for ſale, brought

into, tapped, or ſold, in the town of Kir

kaldy and liberties thereof.

On the 23d, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for applying a ſum of

money granted, in this ſeſſion, for rebuild

ing London-bridge. *

On the 26th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for applying the money granted by Parlia

i. for the pay and cloathing of the mi

itla.

On the 29th, the Commons paſſed a bill

to permit the importation of ſalted beef,

pork, and butter, from Ireland, for a ‘li

mited time.

On the 30th, Mr. Collingwood, Secre

tary to the hoſpital for the maintenance and

education of expoſed and deſerted young

children, preſented to the Houſe, purſuant

to their orders,

An account of all the children taken in

to this hoſpital, from the 25th of March,

1741, to the 31ſt of December, 1757.-As,

alſo, an account of what children died, and

at what ages; alſo

An account of all the children placed

out as apprentices, either boys or girls; and

to what buſineſs; alſo

An account of the children returned to

their parents; and alſo

An account of all the monies received

by the Governors of this hoſpital, ſince its

firſt commencement, diſtinguiſhed into an

mual accounts; and likewiſe their annual

diſburſements, diſtinguiſhing what was laid

gut for building, in purchaſes, in the pub

lic ſtocks, or in other charges relating to

the hoſpital.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for ſeveral rates and duties on offices

and penſions, and on houſes; on windows

or lights; and for raiſing 5,000,oool. by

annuities and a lottery, to be charged on

the ſaid rates or duties.

On the 1ſt of June, the Commons re

ſolved,

That 27,38ol. 19 s. 11 d. # be granted

for reimburſing to the province of Maſſa

chuſet's Bay their expences in furniſhing

proviſions and ſtores to the troops they rai

ſed in the campaign of 1756; alſo

That 13,7361. 17 s. 7d. be granted for

reimburfing to the colony of Conneéticut

their expences in furniſhing proviſions and

ſtores to the troops they raiſed for the cam

paign in 1756; and alſo

That 4oool. be granted for repairing

the pariſh church of St. Margaret Weſt

minſter.

On the 2d, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for repealing the duty on

filver plate made, wrought, touched, aſ

ſayed, or marked, in Great Britain; for

granting a duty on licences for dealing in

gold or filver plate ; for diſcontinuing all

drawbacks on filver plate exported; and

for more effectually preventing frauds and

abuſes in marking or ſtamping gold or fil

ver plate; and alſo

A bill to aſcertain the weight of hay and

ſtraw, and reſtrain ſaleſmen from buying

the ſame, or live cattle, on their own ac

count, to ſell again, in London, or within

the bills of mortality.

On the 6th, Mr. Secretary Pitt de

livered to the Houſe the following meſſage

from his Majeſty, figned with his own

hand:

• G E O R G E R.

• His Majeſty, relying on the experienced

zeal and affection of his faithful Commons,

and conſidering that, in this critical con

jećture, emergencies may ariſe which may

be of the utmoſt importance, and be at

tended with the moſt pernicious conſequen

ces, if proper, means ſhould not be imme

diately applied to prevent or defeat them,

is deſirous, that this Houſe will enable him

to defray any extraordinary expences of the

war, incurred or to be incurred, for the

ſervice of the year 1758; and to take all

ſuch meaſures as may be neceſſary to diſap

point or defeat any enterpriſes or defigns of

his enemies, and as the exigency of affairs

may require. G. R.'

The ſame day, the Lords ſent a meſſage

to the Commons, ſignifying, that they had

agreed to the bill for continuing, and ren

dering more effectual, a former ačt for lay

ing a duty of two pennies Scots, or a 6th

part of a penny ſterling, on every Scots

pint of ale and beer, which ſhall be brewed

for ſale, brought into, tapped, or ſold, in

the town of Kirkaldy and liberties there

of ; and alſo to

The bill for eſtabliſhing a free market

for the ſale of corn and grain in the city or

liberty of Weſtminſter.

On the 7th, the Lords ſent a meſſage*:
- hº
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the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for granting ſeveral rates

and duties on offices and penſions, houſes,

and windows or lights; and for raiſing

5, ooo,oool. by annuities and a lottery to

be charged on the ſaid rates and duties.

On the 8th, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for explaining, amending,

and inforcing an ačt, made in the laſt ſeſ

fion of Parliament, for the better ordering

of the militia forces in the ſeveral counties

of England.

The ſame day, Mr. Vice-chamberlain

delivered to the Houſe the following meſ

ſage from his Majeſty, ſigned with his own
hand :

* G E O R G E R.

* His Majeſty, being defirous that a pro

per ſtrength may be employed in the ſettle

ments of the united Company of Merchants

of England trading to the Eaſt-Indies, and

having cauſed a battalion to be withdrawn

from thoſe ſettlements, therefore recom

mends it to this Houſe to enable his Ma

jeſty to aſſiſt the ſaid Company in defraying

the expence of a military force in the Eaſt

Indies, to be maintained by them in lieu of
the ſaid battalion. G. R.”

The ſame day, they reſolved,

That 8oo,oool. be granted, upon ac

count, for enabling his Majeſty to defray

any extraordinary expences of the war in

curred, or to be incurred in the preſent

year. -

On the 9th, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, ſignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for applying the money

granted by the Parliament for the pay and

cloathing of the militia. -

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a

bill for enlarging the times for holding the

firſt meetings of Commiſſioners to execute

certain ačts of this ſeſſion of Parliament,

and for other purpoſes therein mentioned.

The ſame day, the Lords, authoriſed by

his Majeſty's commiſſion, notified the royal

aſſent to ſeveral public and private bills.

On the 10th, the Commons reſolved,

That zo,oool. be granted, upon ac

count, for enabling the Eaſt-India Compa

my to defray the expences of a military

force in their ſettlements, in lieu of a bat

talion of his Majeſty's forces withdrawn

from thence; and alſo,

That 10,000 l. be granted to ſupport the

Britiſh forts and ſettlements on the coaſt of

Africa.

On the 12th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for applying a ſum of money, granted in

this ſeſſion of Parliament, for carrying on

the works to fortify and ſecure the harbour

of Milford, in the county of Pembroke.

On the 13th, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for permitting the impor

tation of ſalted beef, pork, and butter from

Ireland, for a limited time; alſo to

The bill to aſcertain the weight of hay

and ſtraw, and prevent ſaleſmen from buy

ing the ſame, or live cattle, on their own

account, to ſell again, within the bills of

mortality; and alſo to

The bill for repealing the duty granted

by a former ačt on ſilver plate made,

wrought, touched, aſſayed, or marked in

Great Britain, and for granting a duty on

licences for dealing in gold or filver plate;

for diſcontinuing all drawbacks on filver

plate exported, and for more effe&tually

preventing frauds and abuſes in marking or

ſtamping gold or filver plate; and alſo to

The bill for the due making of bread.

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a
bill for the relief of the coal-heavers work

king on the river Thames, and for enabling

them to make a proviſion for ſuch of them

ſelves as ſhall be fick, lame, or paſt their

labour; and for their widows and orphans.

On the 14th, the Commons paſſed a bill

for granting to his Majeſty certain ſums of

money, out of the ſinking fund, for the

year 1758; for impowering the proper Of

ficers to make forth duplicates of Exche

quer bills, tickets, &c. in lieu of ſuch as

are loſt or deſtroyed; and for obliging the

retailers of ſweets, or made wines, to take

out a wine licence ; and alſo -

A bill to amend a former act for making

a free fiſh market in the city of Weſtmin

ſter, and for other purpoſes; to regulate

the ſale of freſh ſalmon, ſalmon trouts, tur

bots, and freſh cod fiſh in London and

Weſtminſter, and within the weekly bills

of mortality, by ſaleſmen thereof; and to

allow turbots, under the ſize of 16 inches,

to be imported under certain reſtrictions.

On the 16th, Mr. Simmons, Accomp

tant to the Society of the Free Britiſh Fi

ſhery, preſented to the Houſe, purſuant to

their orders, -

No. 1. An account of the number of

decked veſſels or buſſes built for the uſe of

this Society, from their firſt incorporation

to the preſent time, ſpecifying when and

where each veſſel was built, their burthen,

where they now are, the particular ſums of

money paid for each of them, and what

ſums remain due for the ſame.

No. 2. An account of the number of

veſſels or buſes employed by them every

year from their being firſt interº,
With
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with the quantity of herrings taken by

them, and how, and for what ſums of mo

mey, the ſame have been diſpoſed of, diſtin

guiſhing each year. -

No. 3. An account of all that has been

expended by the ſaid Society for fiſhing

mets, diſtinguiſhing each year; with an ac

count of the quantity of netting now be

longing to their buſſes, and fit for their

Fiſhery.

No. 4. An account of the ſeveral ſums

of money paid to the members of their

Council for their attendance, and to their

Officers for ſalaries, ſpecifying the ſame,

and diſtinguiſhing each year.

No. 5. An account of all that has been

paid for wages, to the maſters, mates, and

ſeamen employed on board their buſſes, and

for proviſions for the ſame, ſpecifying the

particulars thereof, and diſtinguiſhing each

year.

No. 6. An account of all the ſums of

money received, by the ſaid Society, of the

Commiſſioners of his Majeſty's Cuſtoms

for intereſt, at the rate of 3 1. per cent. per

annum on their ſubſcription money; and

for the bounty of 30 s. per ton, and 50s.

per ton, on their buſſes, granted by Parlia

ment, diſtinguiſhing each year; alſo an ac

count of all the ſums of money they have

received of the Commiſſioners of ſalt duties,

for debentures on herrings exported, diſ

tinguiſhing each year.

No. 7. A general ſtate of receipts and

diſburſements by them, from their firſt in

corporation to the 31ſt of December, 1757;

and alſo

A ſpecial return, with reſpect to the laſt

of the ſaid accounts,

Together with an abſtraćt of the ſaid ac

counts,

The ſame day, the Commons paſſed a bill

for enabling his Majeſty to raiſe Soo,000 l.

for the purpoſes therein mentioned ; and

for further appropriating the ſuppliesgranted

in this ſeſſion of Parliament.

On the 19th, the Lords ſent a meſſage to

the Commons, fignifying, That they had

agreed to the bill for granting certain ſums

of money, out of the finking fund, for the

year 1758; for impowering the proper Of

ficers to make forth duplicates of Exche.

quer bills, tickets, &c. in lieu of ſuch as

ſhall be loſt or deſtroyed; and for obliging

the retailers of ſweets or made wines to

take out a wine licenſe; alſo to

The bill for enabling his Majeſty to raiſe

8oo,oool. for the uſes therein mentioned;

and for further appropriating the ſupplies

granted in this ſeſſion of Parliament ; and

alſo to

The bill for the relief of the coal-heavers

working on the river Thames.

On the 20th, the Lords Commiſſioners

motified the royal aſſent to the ſeveral public

and private bills, and afterwards put an end

to the ſeſſion with a moſt gracious ſpeech,

inſerted in Vol. XXII, Page 317.

To the PRoPRIEToRs of the UNIVERSAL MAGAZINE.

GE NT L E M EN,

I have ſent you an Abſtraff of the Reverend Mr. William Borlaſe's curious Account of

the Manners of the inhabitants of Cornwall, together with their Interludes, Exerciſes,

Fiftivals, Trade, and Tenures; which I deſire you to inſert in your entertaining Colle&ion.

I am

HOUGH the eaſtern part of Corn

wall [ſee a new and accurate map of

Cornwall in the Magazine for May, 1748.]

does not contain more inhabitants than an

equal ſpace of ground in other counties in

tirely addićted to huſbandry; yet the weſ

tern half thereof, which abounds with tin

and fiſh, is, to the full, as populous as any

part of England, of the ſame extent, that is

without a great town or city. The Corniſh

people are generally of a middle ſtature,

and remarkable for their health, ſtrength,

and bodily ačtivity; for, by means of their

mining and fiſhing, they are better enabled

to bear watchings, cold, and wet, than

thoſe who are unacquainted with theſe oc

cupations; and the miners in particular,

whoſe bodies are by daily uſe hardened

againſt the different extremes and injuries

of the weather, if they eſcape accidents, and

w

Yours, &c. G.

live in a temperate manner, uſually arrive

at an advanced age.

The air of this country, as it is very

fetting and acrimonious, has a malignant

influence on tender, foul, and neglected

conſtitutions; but few of the natives are

thereby rendered unhealthy j and as many

inſtances of longevity occur in this county

as perhaps in any part of the kingdom. In

1676 a woman died, in the pariſh of Gwy

thien (as to its air, one of the ſalteſt parts of

this county) 164 years old, who at that age

had the uſe of her memory, with a good

degree of bodily health; and the reverend

Mr. Cole, late Miniſter of Landawidnek,

in which pariſh is the Lizard (a promontory

more expoſed to the ſea, on the eaſt, weſt,

and ſouth ſides, than any place in Great

Britain, and conſequently the air muſt be

as ſharp here as any where elſe) *:
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this life, as appears by the pariſh regiſter,

in 1633, aged upwards of 12o years. Mii

chael George, late ſexton of the ſaid pariſh,

was at his death above 100 years old ; and

an old man, named Collins, died at the Li

zard, in 1754, in the 107th year of his age.

Several examples might be produced of

the bodily-ſtrength and ačtivity of the

Corniſh people, which Mr. Carew has ta

ken notice of in his Survey of Cornwall;

but the following inſtance of the ſtrength

of the human thorax deſerves to be related,

as it is extremely ſurpriſing : On Tueſday,

March 22, 1757, John Chilew, of the pa

riſh of Ludgvan, carrier, aged 41 years,

walking by the fide of his wain, accidentally

fell on his back in the way of the wheel,

which, before he could extricate himſelf,

preſſed on his left ſhoulder, broke his collar.

bone, and went off juſt below his right arm

hole; the wheels were about three inches

and a half wide, ſhod with iron plates, and

nails in proportion thereto. The whole

weight of the wain, at a moderate compu

tation, was 6oo lb. wherein were four

blocks of tin, each of 31 o lb. a caſk of

brandy 250 lb. and ſome baſkets with tri

fling weights, which may be reckoned at

20 lb. The road on which he lay was ſo

level, that his breaſt had the full preſſure of

one half at leaſt of 21 10 lb. during the paſ

ſage of the wheel ; and yet, on Friday,

April 1, he was able to come on foot to

church, half a mile from his own habita

tion : He only complained of his breaſt be

ing fore, which he attributed to the buttons

of his coat being preſſed inward by the run

of the wheel; and he has ever ſince, with

out any inconveniency, followed his calling

as he did before.

That the powers of the mind, together

with the nervous faculties of the body, may

be interrupted and ſuſpended, and after

wards reſtored, is exemplified in the caſe of

Phillis, wife of Thomas Sibley, of the town

of Penzance, fiſherman ; who, on the 3d

of Auguſt, 1744, being then about 41

years of age, had a male child, which ſhe

nurſed, and had plenty of milk ; but not

long after this, viz. in September 1744,

upon hearing a rumour that her huſband

was drowned in Gwavas-lake by the then

violent ſtorm, ſhe took ſuch a fright, that

her milk was ſtruck back immediately, and

ſhe became low-ſpirited; but, growing gra

dually weaker, ſhe deſpaired of a cure,

partly loſt her memory, and could ſcarce

diſtinguiſh one perſon or thing from ano

ther. On the 7th of May, 1747, ſhe was

delivered of a dead child, and, about ſix

weeks after her delivery, intirely loſt her

memory, knew no-body, and was totally

3

deprived of the uſe of her ſpeech; ſhe took

occaſionally milk, broth, fiſh, and potatoes,

as they were adminiſtered; but ſhe could

not ſtir to feed herſelf. In the mean time,

for want of ſufficient mouriſhment, ſhe was

altogether emaciated, and, till Chriſtmas

1753, ſhe continued without motion, ſpeech

leſs, and wholly inſenſible, when, on a Sun

day night, ſhe had ſeveral ſtrong convulfive

fits, which the family apprehended to be

her laſt ſtruggles; but they were only the

kind efforts of nature to remove obſtrućtions,

and reſtore the ſenſibility of the nervous ſyſ

tem. The fits returned, and, for about

half a year, ſhe manifeſtly improved in her

apprehenſion and diſcernment of things,

when, a little before Midſummer 1754, af

ter much ſtruggling, ſhe ſpoke a few words,

like a child learning to pronounce, very im

perfectly, and ſome days elapſed before ſhe

could ſpeak diſtinčily, after ſhe had been

ſeven years and two weeks utterly ſpeechleſs.

She is accounted a ſerious, good woman;

and ſhe was inclining to be corpulent, when

I ſaw her, on the 27th of July, 1757.

An ancient cuſtom, ſtill retained by the

Corniſh, is that of decking their doors and

porches, on the 1ſt of May, with green ſy

camore and hawthorn boughs, and of

planting tiees, or rather ſtumps of trees,

before their houſes; and, on May eve, they

from towns, make excurſions into the coun

try, and, having cut down a tall elm,

brought it into town, fitted a ſtraight and

taper pole to the end thereof, and painted the

ſame, erect it in the moſt public place, and

on holidays and feſtivals adorn it with flow

er garlands, or enſigns and ſtreamers.

This uſage is nothing more than a gratula

tion of the ſpring ſeaſon ; and every houſe

exhibited a proper ſignal of its approach,

to teſtify their univerſal joy at the revival of

vegetation. They likewiſe commonly make

bonfires, in every village of Cornwall, on

the eve of St. John Baptiſt's and St. Peter's

days; which I take to be the remains of

part of the Druid ſuperſtition.

In two MSS. in the Bodleian library are

contained ſome interludes, or ordinalia;

the firſt, in parchment, written in the 15th

century, exhibits three ordinalia, of the cre

ation of the world, the paſſion of our Lord,

and the reſurre&tion. The other MS. is

on paper, written, in 1611, by William

Jordan ; which has only one ordinale, of

the creation of the world and the deluge.

There is a third M.S. in Corniſh on vel

lum, which Mr. Ed. Lhuyd, late keeper

of the muſeum at Oxford, received from

John Anſtis, Eſq; Garter King at arms;

which is intitled Mount Calvary, and treats

of the paſſion in metre, but not in dramatic

dialogue,
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dialogue. The poetry is the beſt part of

theſe interludes, whereof a perſon, ſtiled

the ordinary, was the principal manager;

and the whole was done and ſpoken, as he

preſcribed and prompted. The perſons of

the drama are numerous, amounting ſome

times to no leſs than 60 ; and therein are

introduced Princes, patriarchs, ſaints, good

and bad-angels, and even the perſons of

the ever-bleſſed Trinity. Unity of time,

aćtion, or place, is not at all regarded ; for

the firſt-mentioned play runs from the cre

ation to the building of Solomon's temple,

and abſurdly ordains a Biſhop to keep the

ſame; and it alſo takes in the fabulous le

gend of Maximilla's martyrdom, in which

part a Biſhop, a croſier-bearer, a meſſen

ger, four tormentors, the martyr, Gebal,

and Amaleck are the reſpective ačtors. The

Biſhop rewards the tormentors, for putting

the martyr to death, with Behethlan, Bo

faneth, and all Chenary, places in this

county; King Solomon ſpeaks the epi

logue; and the audience is diſmiſſed, with

a ſtrićt charge to come early on the mor

row, in order to ſee the Paſſion exhibited.

The chief compoſition in the Corniſh

tongue, now extant, is that ſtiled Mount

Calvary, which is not dramatic, but nar

rative, and more ſolemn; moſt of the in

cidents whereof are taken from the Goſpel

hiſtory of the paſſion of our Saviour, and

contain very affecting circumſtances of diſ

treſs and ſorrow.

Theſe interludes were a&ted in places

called the Rounds, which reſembled an

amphitheatre, and had benches either of

turf or ſtone; whereof there is one, in the

pariſh of Piran-ſand, that is a large, curious,

and regular work, formed with the exašt

meſs of a fortification; but the viſible benches

within, the pit, trench, and cavity, together

with the foſs's having no eſplanade beyond

it, determine it to have been deſigned for

theatrical repreſentations. As to theſe per

formances, the compoſition greatly excelled

the ſcenery part; for, as the perſons of the

Deity, introduced on the ſtage, were ſup

poſed to deſcend from above, and the infer

mal ſpirits to aſcend from below, they had

two places in the Rounds, named heaven

and hell, from whence the aëtors of theſe

different chara&ers proceeded to ačt their

reſpective parts, and to which they with

drew, when they were completed; but the

judicious reader will eaſily perceive how

proper theſe wild expedients were to raiſe

the admiration, affections, and piety of the

beholders. Theſe entertainments, in Corn

wall, called miracle-plays, were exhibited

in other parts of the kingdom, and attended

by people of the higheſt rank, as well as

the vulgar; and Biſhop Nicholſon, affirms,

that they were remembered by the laſt ge

neration. They were of the ſame kind with

the holy plays and repreſentations of mira

cles taken notice of by Stow, in his Survey

of London; and I have often ſeen, in the

weſtern part of this county, during the

Chriſtmas ſeaſon, ſome of the moſt learned

of the vulgar enter in diſguiſe, and, before

the Gentry, perſonate charaćters, and carry

on miſerable dialogues on Scripture ſub

jects, which I take to be ſome faint remains

of the above-mentioned ancient cuſtom ;

and, when their memory failed them, they

exhibited the combats .#puppets, the final

vićtory of the hero of the drama, and the

death of his antagoniſt.

Wreſtling and hurling, which are man

ly exerciſes, deſerve to be placed among

the general cuſtoms of this county; the for

mer being more generally practiſed therein

than in any other part of England, and the

latter peculiar thereto. The Corniſh have

been famous, for many ages, on the ac

count of their expertneſs in athletic contem

tions, as if they inherited the ſkill and

ſtrength of their firſt Duke Corinaeus, whoſe

renown principally conſiſted in the reputa

tion he acquired by wreſtling with and

overcoming the giant Gogmagog; but this

fable, perhaps, was founded, 5oo years

ago, on the eſtabliſhed and univerſal cha

raēter they then had of being ſkilful wreſt

lers. It is not eaſy to determine from

whence this cuſtom had its original, which

is ſtill preſerved in its full vigour, in this

corner of the iſland, when it is not uſed at

all, or very little, in other parts thereof;

though it is certain, that the Grecians, who

had the higheſt eſteem and regard for this

exerciſe, traded hither, and no, where elſe,

for tin ; but, however this be, there is

ſcarce any party of boys to be met with in

this county, who will not readily give a

ſpecimen of their ſkill in this#.
As to hurling, it derives its name from

throwing or hurling a ball, or round piece

of timber, about three inches diameter, co

vered with plated ſilver, that is ſometimes

gilt ; and, upon catching it dextrouſly when

dealt, and carrying it off expeditiouſly, in

ſpite of all the oppoſition of the contrary

party, the ſucceſs, of this exerciſe depends.

This pattime requires a ſtrong and nim

ble hand, a quick eye, and ſwiftneſs of

foot; athletic ſkill, ſtrength and breath to

hold out in running, addreſs to deceive and

evade the enemy, and judgment to deliver

the ball into proper hands, as occaſion of

fers; in a word, as it excites emulation in .

the youngeſt breaſts, and exerts all the bo

dily faculties, it muſt, of courſe, be of fig

nal
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mal uſe to ſupple and ſtrengthen the body,

and eſpecially to prepare it for all the ex

erciſes of a camp. It is a conteſt between

two parties of zo, 4o, or any indeterminate

number, and ſometimes two or more pa

riſhes; but it is more commonly, and in a

more friendly manner, praćtiſed between

thoſe of the ſame pariſh, who are naturally

conne&ted; and, as the reſpective inhabitants

are hereby united, each pariſh conſiders it

ſelf as obliged to contend for its own fame,

and oppoſe the pretenſions and ſuperiority

of its neighbours. Wreſtling and hurling

were formerly more uſed than at preſent ;

and it is greatly to be lamented, that fro

licking and exceſſive drinking ſhould, at

pariſh feſtivals, obtain the place of ſuch an

cient, and, with a few regulations, ſo laud

able and manly recreations. There is no

ſtated time for theſe diverſions, but they are

generally a part of their feſtival entertain

ments. At the annual feaſt in every pariſh,

the pooreſt inhabitants make a ſhift, on the

Sunday, to entertain their friends and rela

tions ; and on the Monday and Tueſday,

all buſineſs being ſuſpended, the young men

aſſemble to hurl or wreſtle, or both, in a

place of the moſt public reſort.

The pariſh feaſts, inſtituted in comme

moration of the dedication of the parochial

churches, were highly eſteemed among the

primitive Chriſtians, and originally kept on

the Saint's day to whoſe memory the church

was dedicated; the generoſity of the foun

der and endower thereof was at the ſame

time celebrated, and a ſervice compoſed

ſuitable to the particular occaſion. On the

eve of this day prayers were ſaid, and hymns

ſung, all night in the church; and from

theſewatchings the feſtivalswere fliled wakes,

which name ſtill continues in many parts of

England, though theſe vigils have been long .

aboliſhed. It being found very inconveni

ent, eſpecially in harveſt time, to obſerve

the pariſh feaſt on the Saint's day, they

were, by the Biſhop's ſpecial authority,

transferred to the followiug Sunday; and

at length, in the 28th of Henry VIII, it

was injoined, that they ſhould be always,

every-where, celebrated on the firſt Sunday

in O&ober, and no other day; which in

junétion was never univerſally complied

with, cuſtom in this caſe prevailing againſt

the law of the land. Theſe feaſts have

been much exclaimed againſt by thoſe who

do not duly diſtinguiſh between the inſtitu

tion itſelf, and the degenerate abuſe thereof;

and the Judges of the aſſize, both at Exeter

and in Somerſetſhire, in 1627 and 1631,

made an order for their ſuppreſſion; but it

was reverſed in the latter place, by means

of the Biſhop of Bath and Wells, who, with

• Nun’s well.

72 of the moſt orthodox and able of his

clergy, certified, under their hands, that,

on the feſtival Sundays, the ſervice of God

was more ſolemnly performed, and the

church much fuller, both parts of the day,

than any other Sunday; that the people

greatly deſired their continuance, as did al

ſo moſt of the miniſters, not only for pre

ſerving the memorial of the dedication of

their ſeveral churches, but for civilifing

their pariſhioners, compoſing differences by

the mediation and meeting of friends, in

creaſing of love and unity by theſe feaſts of

charity, and for the relief and comfort of

the poor.

Some holidays are peculiar to the tinners,

particularly the Thurſday that falls out a

week before Chriſtmas-day; which they

call White Thurſday, as conſtant tradition

reports, in commemoration of black tin be

ing firſt melted and turned into white in

thoſe parts; and they likewiſe, on St. Pi

ran's day, the 5th of March, ceaſe from

their labour, and, in all conſiderable mines,

are allowed money for merriment, in ho

nour of this Saint, who is recorded to have

given them ſome very uſeful informations

concerning the tin manufacture.

A very ſinguiar local cuſtom, called

bouffening or immerſion, was anciently

practiſed, for the cure of madneſs, in the

pariſh of Altarnun in Cornwall; where the

diſtraćted perſon was placed on the brink of

a ſquare pool filled with water from St.

The patient was, by a ſud

den blow on the breaſt, tumbled thereinto,

and toffed up and down, till, being quite

ſpent, his fury forſook him; he was then

carried to the church, and had certain

maſſes ſaid over him ; and, if not cured at

once, he was again immerſed in the pool.

This ſeemed to the generality ſuch an im

potent remedy, that they were eaſily in

duced to attribute any enſuing cure to the

miraculous virtue of the holy water and St.

Nun's interpoſal ; but, nevertheleſs, if it be

confidered that madneſs is a raging fever,

ſo violent a bodily exerciſe in cold water,

without a miracle, will appear to be no con

temptible preſcription, ſomething very like

it, in parallel caſes, having been preſcribed

by the moſt able phyſicians. . As to the

cocking-ſtool, wherein ſtrumpets and ſcolds,

with bare head and feet, were formerly ex

poſed to the deriſion of the paſſengers, it

has been made uſe of, for the ſame purpoſe,

in other parts of the kingdom ; but there

was, in former times, at Loſtwithiel, an

ancient annual cuſtom, peculiar to the coun

ty of Cornwall; Here, on Little EaſterSun

day, the freeholders of the town and manor

aſſembled, one of whom, as it fell to his
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lot, bravely apparelled, and gallantly mount

ed, having a crown on his head, a ſcepter

in his hand, and a ſword carried before

him, and being dutifully attended by all the

reſt on horſeback, rode through the princi

pal ſtreet to the church; and, having there

heard divine ſervice, he returned, in the

fame ſtate, to the houſe appointed, made a

feaſt for his attendants, ſat at the upper

end of the table, and was ſerved on the

knee, and with all the other rites due to a

King; which ſeems to retain ſome traces of

the royalties anciently belonging to the lit

tle kingdom of Cornwall.

The Corniſh people, as to their manners,

are generally allowed to be civil and cour

teous to ſtrangers; this was their eſtabliſhed

charaćter, even in the days of Auguſtus

Caeſar; and Diodorus Siculus aſcribes it to

the frequent intercourſe they had, by means

of the traffic for their tin, with the mer

chants of foreign countries. The Gentry

are famous for their hoſpitality, and, though

at ſo great diſtance from Court, formerly

diſcovered (as it is hoped they ſtill do) ſuch

an aptneſs, as well as capacity, for the bu

fineſs of the ſtate, that Queen Eliſabeth uſed

to ſay, ‘That the Corniſh Gentlemen were

all born Courtiers with a becoming confi

dence.” As to the bravery of the inhabi

tants of this county, it has never been diſ

puted; and, as they are almoſt divided by

the ſea from the Engliſh, and reckon them

ſelves, in a manner, a different people, they

have, for the moſt part, in military expe

ditions, kept themſelves more unmixed from

the reſt of the army, than thoſe of other

counties. They have formerly been ho

moured with diſtinguiſhing privileges, on

the account of their valour; for, in Eg

bert's time, they claimed the honour of

leading the van in the field of battle, which,

according to Michael Cornubienſis, they

enjoyed, in the reign of King Arthur; and,

in that of Canute, the Corniſh brought up

the rear, which Johannes Sariſburienſis at

tributes to their extraordinary valour. Hum.

phry Lluyd, in his Breviary, repreſents

them as the ſtouteſt of all the Britiſh na

tions ; and he affirms, that they were ac

counted, in 1568, the moſt valiant in mar

tial affairs. The manly exerciſes of hurl

ing and wreſtling, which, in former times,

were commonly praćtiſed by the Gentry, as

well as the vulgar, undoubtedly, contri

buted to render them brave as well as ac

tive ; and the occupation of mining, as it

hardens the conſtitution, of courſe, enables

it more patiently to bear the hardſhips and

exceſſes attending a military life. Theſe

were, perhaps, the reaſons why the Cor

miſh Gentlemen, and their forces, acquired

3 -

ſuch immortal renown in the civil wars,

during the reign of Charles I; who, equal

ly convinced of their valour and loyalty,

remarkably diſtinguiſhed them from all his

other ſubjećts by a letter from his camp at

Sudely-caſtle, dated September 10, 1643;

which he ordered to be read and preſerved

in every church and chapel of the county,

“ that, (as his Majeſty therein expreſſes

himſelf) as long as the hiſtory of theſe

times, and this nation, ſhall continue, the

memory how much that county has merited

from us, and our crown, may be derived,

with it, to poſterity.”

But, after all, it muſt be confeſſed, that

the Corniſh people are not without their

failings, which is not my deſign to juſtify

or conceal. The meaner ſort are accounted

litigious; and litigiouſneſs may be juſtly

laid to their charge ; but then it is only in

part, their fault, and partly the reſult of

their polity and occupations. The nume

rous and minute ſubdiviſions of property,

both in mining and fiſhing, which are of.

ten bought and ſold, and ſo paſs into the

hands of different proprietors, are apt to

produce law-ſuits and contentions; the in

tricate commerce the miners and fiſher-men

are obliged to carry on with a variety of

tradeſmen and manufactures, for many ne

ceſſary materials, as it occaſions a multipli

city of bargains, frequently creates diſputes

and wranglings; and there are never want

ing ill-deſigning perſons, who are in readi

neſs to inflame, rather than appeaſe ſuch

diſſenſions. There is, moreover, too open

and eaſy acceſs to vexatious ſuits and con

teſts in this county, as it has as many ſorts

of law-courts as any part of England; for,

beſides the aſſizes and eccleſiaſtical courts,

there are thoſe of the Duke of Cornwall,

Lord-warden, Vice-warden, and the Stan

nary courts; and likewiſe court-leets of the

Duke and other Lords of manors, for debts

and differences relating to property. The

lower claſs are likewiſe extremely addićled

to the vice of exceſſive drinking ; which

ſhameful ſort of debauchery prevails in

Cornwall to ſuch a degree, eſpecially among

the tinners, whoſe employment ſecretes them

from the notice and obſervation of their

maſters, that, fince the preſent laws againſt

it are ineffectual, ſome farther reſtraints on

vićtuallers and retailers of ſpirituous liquors

are thought to be neceſſary, to prevent their

giving credit to theſe poor labourers for any

ſum exceeding one or two ſhillings; ſince

to truſt them for ſuperfluities is to tempt

them to neglećt and tranſgreſs every ſerious |

and important duty of life. But this great

evil of intemperance is not confined to the

mining part of the county, but diffuſed to
towns
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towns and villages; which is, doubtleſs, to

be attributed to the preſent too general (but

it is to be hoped ſhort-lived) corruption of

the Corniſh boroughs. This fatal and in

famous traffic begins with exceſs and riot,

which diffipate every generous and patriotic

ſentiment, as well as induſtrious inclina

tion; venality maturally ſucceeds, and is

followed by profuſion and idleneſs; theſe

by poverty; and this (ſuch is the round !)

by intemperance again, on the firſt oppor

tunity, and the vileſt proſtitution of the

higheſt privilege. This is a corruption both

of principle and praćtice, of patriotiſm and

morality, which infeſts more counties than

Cornwall; but it is fo much the more to be

lamented in this county, as it ſends a much

greater number of Repreſentatives to the

Britiſh Parliament than any other, and al

moſt as many as the kingdom of Scotland.

The Corniſh, however, are not the only

people chargeable with this opprobrious ini

quity, which is a national vice, and not

confined to the vulgar; and, though the

part of the corrupted is moſt ignominious,

in the opinion of the world, that of the

corrupter is no leſs criminal, and ought

equally to ſhare our abhorrence.

As to the trade of this county, it princi

pally confiſts in exporting tin, copper, and

fiſh; and its chief imports are timber, iron,

and hemp, with ſuch other neceſſaries as

mining and fiſhing require. Charles I.

granted to the Corniſh, for their inviolable

attachment to the royal cauſe, the liberty of

trading to all parts of the world; but this

privilege has redounded more to their ho

nour, than advantage, ſince foreign com:

merce has been fettered and limited to ex

cluſive companies; though, this can, by no

means, excuſe the permicious abuſe of trade,

called ſmuggling, to which the common

people on the ſea-coaſt are, it muſt be con

feſſed, greatly addićted. They carry our

bullion to France, and bring nothing back,

in return, but brandy, tea, and other luxu

rious ſuperfluities; the pooreſt family in

any pariſh has its tea, ſnuff, and tobacco;

and, if they have either money or credit,

brandy too: But nothing can be more pre

judicial to theſe parts, as well as the king

dom in general, than this illicit traffic ;

which, it is much to be feared, will never

ceaſe, whilſt the duties are ſo high, and the

advantages of clandeſtinely importing fo

reign uncuſtomed goods continue to be ſo

great temptations thereto. 8 -

. The Corniſh tenants uſually pay a fine,

and take lands of the Lord of the ſoil, for

the term of 99 years determinable with the

lives of three perſons named in the grant or

leaſe ; and they ſeem to have choſen this

method, 1ſt, becauſe, being generally in

clined to mining, farming is not ſo well un

derſtood here as in other parts : Secondly,

becauſe, as the profits of mining and fiſh

ing, come by ſtarts, after a fortunate year,

the proprietor, not well knowing the ma

nagement of each, chuſes to have a certain

income for it; and, leſt it ſhould waſte in

an improper channel, he depoſits it with his

landlord, and either takes a new leaſe or

renews the former : Thirdly, the continual

increaſe of the number of inhabitants, both

on the ſea-coaſt and in the tinning parts,

occaſions the ſplitting of large tenements,

equally to the Lord's advantage, and the

conveniency of his tenants, as every one is

willing to have a ſmall ſhare of a houſe and

land for his own life, and that of his neareſt

dependants, in proportion to his ability.

The taker commonly pays, for a leaſe of

three lives, 14 years value of the real an

nual profit of the eſtate; ſo that, if it is

worth rol. per annum, he will not ſcruple

to give a fine of 140 l. beſides the conven

tionary rent of 10 s. at the rate of 1 s. in

the pound, annually reſerved to the Lord ;

but this uſage admits of ſuch increaſe and

abatement, as the neighbourhood is popu

lous and has a flouriſhing trade, or other

wiſe, that, in ſome tin pariſhes, moſt te

nements bring 20 years value for a leaſe of

three lives, inſtead of 14 ; and there are

other tenures, of the duchy, Biſhop's lands,

and private Gentlemen's manors, conform

able to the particular cuſtoms of each ma

nor, as in other counties. The yearly re

venues of the parochial churches, as Mr.

Hals's MS. affirms, were computed, in

1602, by Edward Herle, of Prideaux, Eſq;

at 16,62ol. and thoſe of the y impropria-.

tions at 8200 l. The Biſhop of this dioceſe

is Lord of ſeveral manors and lands in Corn

wall, worth annually, if they were not

leaſed, 12,000 l. and the lands which for

merly belonged to religious houſes, if not

leaſed, are yearly worth zo,oool. in which

computation chanteries, oratories, and hoſ

pitals are not included.
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IT appears in hiſtory, that from and du

ring the reign of Queen Eliſabeth, to

that of King Charles II, the tradeſmen,

vićtuallers in general, that is, all that pleaſed,

coined ſmall money or tokens for the be

nefit and convenience of trade. This ſmall

money, halfpence and farthings, was coin

ed by the incorporations of cities and bo

roughs, by ſeveral of the companies there,

and by the tradeſpeople and vićtuallers, at

pleaſure, both in them and in country vil

lages. It was ſtruck for neceſſary change;
the figure and devices very various, and

the materials were often lead, tin, copper,

or braſs. Every community, tradefinan,

or tradeſwoman, that iſſued this uſeful kind

of ſpecie, was obliged to take it again

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

when brought to them; and therefore in

cities and larger towns, where many ſorts

of them were current, a tradeſman kept a

ſorting-box, into the partitions of which he

put the money of the reſpective coiners,

and at proper times, when he had a large

quantity of any one perſon's money, he ſent

is to him, and got it changed into filver.

And in this manner they proceeded till the

year 1672, when, King Charles II. having

ſtruck a ſufficient quantity of halfpence and

farthings, for the intention and exigencies

of commerce, the nummorum famuli were

ſuperſeded, and an end was put to theſe

ſhifts and pračtices of the vićtuallers and

ſhopkeepers, as being no longer either me

ceſſary or uſeful.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 1: The reading round the margin,

on one ſide, is PHILLIP BALLARD;

in the middle, HIS HALFE PENNY;

on the margin on the other fide is OF

EVESHAM. and P: B. in the middle,

Fig. 2. Is THOMAS PALMER, and

a book laid open in the middle, on one ſide;

on the other ſide is ºr 'M in the middle;

IN TEWXBVRY round the margin, I

have made diligent inquiry, and found this

imall braſs piece an halfpenny, belonging

formerly to one Thomas Palmer, a book

feller in Tewkeſbury.

Fig. 3. Is a piece of copper farthing,

which, I ſuppoſe, was coinedby order ofKing

Charles I; on one ſide is a crown with two

ſceptres, with the following round the mar

gin: CARo : D : G. : MAG : BRI:

but almoſt decayed by time. On the other

fide is the harp and crown in the middle ;

round the margin FRA : ET : HIB :

REX - which, according to the beſt of my

judgment, is a piece of royal money, coined

by order of the then preſent Government;
it is extreme good copper, not the leaſt re

ſembling the other two pieces of the num

morum famuli, which are nothing more

than a kind of ſpurious braſs metal.

The Hiſtory of ENGLAND (Page 132, Vol. XXIII.) continued.

At the beginning of the campaign of

1676, the King of France took Conde and

Bouchain; after which, in June, he return

ed to Paris, leaving his army to the con

dućt of the Count de Schomberg. On the

other ſide, the Prince of Orange beſieged

Maeſtricht, towards the end of July ; which

gave Schomberg time to take Aire, and

march to the relief ef Maeſtricht; his ap

proach, and ſome other accidents, obliged

the Prince to raiſe the ſiege.

The campaign being ended, all eyes

were turned to the negociations at Nime

guen. It ſoon appeared, that the deſign of

France was only to divide the allies, and

make a ſeparate peace with the States. The

King of England had alſo the ſame view,

and therein affitted France with all his pow

er, having ſent orders to Sir William Tem

ple, to endeavour to perſuade the States and

the Prince of Orange to give their conſent.

The States were inclinable enough, but the

Prince of Orange could not be prevailed

with, who thought it would be a betraying

of the common cauſe, and the intereſts of

the Princes, who had engaged in the pre

ſervation of Holland, which, without their

aſſiſtance, had been irrecoverably loſt. He

ſaid, it was in his uncle's power to make

peace, when he pleaſed, by declaring againſt

France; but nothing was farther from the

King's intention, who, inſtead of being jea

lous of the King of France, was privately

doing him all the ſervice he could, in ſolli-r -

citing the States, and his nephew the Prince,

to make a ſeparate peace. This diſcovers

with what partiality he aâed as Media
toi's

i. The
-
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The hope entertained by the allies, that

England would at laſt declare againſt

France, was the greateſt obſtacle to peace.

The King, not being ignorant of it, be

lieved he ought to undeceive the allies, in

order to induce them to make ſuch a peace

as was deſired by France; for this purpoſe,

he publiſhed two proclamations, in which,

on pretence of regulating ſome things con

cerning the neutrality, his deſign was to

thew he had no intention to depart from
it.

Since the King had made peace with

Holland, the French privateers infeſted the

channel in ſuch a manner, that, without

any regard to the neutrality of England,

they ſeized her ſhips, and, as if in open war,

made prizes of them; it was proved, that

they had taken fifty-three, ſince the peace.

At laſt the thing went ſo far, that the Com

miſſioners of trade were obliged to preſent

a report, concerning theſe indignities, to

the King, and to pray him that he would

take ſome courſe about it. The King very

$.” received the report, and ſent or

ers to his Ambaſſador at Paris to make

complaints on this occaſion; but that was

all the ſatisfaction the merchants could ob

tain; for the Court of France, knowing that

Charles would not break with them for fif

ty-three ſhips belonging to private men,

took no notice of theſe complaints. The

King's indolence produced at leaſt this ef.

fe&t, that the people of England, inraged to

ſee themſelves thus expoſed to the piracies

of the French, were extremely deſirous of a

war with France, in order to be revenged;

and impatiently waited the meeting of the

Parliament, in the belief that both Houſes

would be more careful, than the King, of

the intereſts of the nations.

The remaining part of this year afforded

nothing memorable, beſides a proclamation

publiſhed by the King, forbidding his ſub

jećts to hear maſs in the Queen's chapel

in Somerſet-houſe, or in the houſes of Am

baſſadors. Theſe proclamations were al

ways expreſſed in very rigorous terms, but

executed with ſuch negligence, that the

frequency of them only ſerved to ſhew,

how little deſirous the King was to have

his orders ſtrićtly obſerved ; they were uſual

ly a preparative to the next ſeſſion, but,

during the intervals of Parliament, the Ro

miſh prieſts and Jeſuits, who ſwarmed in

the kingdom, and all other Papiſts, were

ſure of impunity.

This year died George Digby, Earl of

Briſtol, in the ſixty-fiſth year of his age,

who has often been remembered in the courſe

of this Hiſtory.

The King, as I ſaid had prorogued the

Parliament for fifteen months, except a few

days. This prorogation, the longeſt that

ever was known, raiſed a doubt, whether

by it the Parliament was not ačtually diſ

ſolved ; this doubt was owing to a ſtatute

of Edward III, never repealed, whereby it

was ena&ted, that a Parliament ſhould be

held once every year, and oftener, if occaſion

required. This diſpute made a great noiſe

in the kingdom, and books were publiſhed

on both ſides the queſtion; in general the

Court party maintained, that the Parlia

ment was not diſſolved ; and the contrary

party pretended it could not meet, after a

fifteen months interruption. I believe the

intereſt of neither party was herein much

concerned, though perhaps ſome private

perſons might have found ſome advantage in

a new Parliament.

The Parliament however met, the 15th

of February, according to the prorogation.

The King in his ſpeech to both Houſes,

declared, “That he was prepared to give

them all the ſatisfačtion and ſecurity; in the

great concerns of the Proteſtant religion as

eſtabliſhed in the church of England, that

ſhould be reaſonably aſked, or could conſiſt

with Chriſtian prudence; and he declared

himſelf as freely, that he was ready to gra

tify them in a further ſecurity of their liberty

and property, (if they could think it was

wanted) by as many good laws as they

ſhould propoſe, and as could conſiſt with

the ſafety of the Government, without which

there could be neither liberty nor property

left to any man.” After this, reckoning he

had given both Houſes intire ſatisfaction,

he toid them, ‘That he expećted and re

quired from them, that all occaſions of

differences between the two Houſes ſhould

be carefully avoided. — In the next place,

he deſired them to confider the neceſſit

of building more ſhips, and how much all

their ſafeties were concerned in it.—And,

as they knew him to be under a great bur

den of debts, he hoped they would not deny

him the continuance of the additional re

venue of exciſe, which was near expiring

—And, that they might be ſatisfied how

impoſſible it was (whatever ſome men

thought) to ſupport the Government with

leſs than the preſent revenue, they might at

any time ſee the yearly eſtabliſhed charge,

by which it would appear, that, the con

ſtant and unavoidable charge being paid,

there would remain no overplus towards

the diſcharging thoſe contingencies which

might happen in all the kingdoms, and

which had been a conſiderable charge to him :

the laſt year.

Then the Chancellor enlarged upon all

theſe points; but as his ſpeech was wholly
founded
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founded upon this unqueſtionable truth,

according to him, that the King had only

the welfare of his people in view ; I ſhall

tranſcribe only this fingle paſſage:– For

the King hath no deſires but what are pub

lic, no ends or aims which terminate in

himſelf; all his endeavours are ſo intirely

bent upon the welfare of his whole domini

ons, that he doth not think any man a good

ſubjeSt, who doth not heartily love his

country : And therefore let no man paſs for

a good patriot, who doth not heartily love

and ſerve his Prince. Private men, indeed,

are ſubjećt to be miſled by private intereſts,

and may entertain ſome vain and ſlender

hopes of ſurviving the public; but a Prince

is ſure to fall with it, and therefore can ne

ver have any intereſts divided from it. To

live and die with the King is the higheſt

profeſſion a ſubjećt can make, and ſome

times it is profeſſion only, and no more ;

but in a King it is an abſolute neceſſity, it

is a fate inevitable, that he muſt live and die

with his people. Away then with the vain

imaginations of thoſe who infuſe a miſbelief

of the Government; away with all thoſe

ill-meant diſtinétions between the Court

and the country, between the natural and

the political capacity; and let us who go

about to perſuade others, that there are fe

veral intereſts, have a care of that precipice,

to which ſuch principles may lead them.”

As ſoon as the Commons were with

drawn, the Duke of Buckingham ſtood up in

the Houſe of Lords, and made a very long

ſpeech, to prove, that the Parliament was diſ

{ölved by the laſt prorogation. He ground.

ed his opinion upon ancient ſtatutes (which,

he ſaid, are not like women, the worſe for

being old) and chiefly upon the ſtatute of

Edward III, namely, that a Parliament

fhould be holden every year once, and more

often, if need be. He added, “Though theſe

words are as plain as a pºke-ſtaff, and no

man living, that is not a ſcholar, can poſſi

bly miſtake their meaning, yet the gram

marians in thoſe days made a ſhift to ex

plain, that the words, if need be, related as

well to the words, every year once, as to

the words, more often, and ſo, by this

grammatical whimſy of theirs, have made

this ſtatute to ſignify nothing. For this

reaſon, in the 36th year of the ſame reign, a

new ačt of Parliament was made, in which

thoſe unfortunate words, if need be, are

left out, and that ačt relating to Magna

Charta, and other ſtatutes, made good.

Here now, my Lords, there is not left the

leaſt colour for any miſtake, for it is plainly

declared, that the Kings of England muſt

call a Parliament once within a year. Then

he reduced the whole matter to this dilem

itſelf.

ma: “Either the Kings are bound by theſe

aćts, or elſe the Government of England by

Parliaments is at an end; for, if the Kings

have power, by an order of theirs, to invali

date an ačt made for the maintenance of

Magna Charta, they have alſo power, by an

order of theirs, to invalidate Magna Charta

It appears by the ſequel of this

ſpeech, that the Duke of Buckingham's aim

was to put an end to this Parliament, which

had continued ſo long, and thereby rendered

the Commons, in ſome meaſure, ſovereigns

over their countrymen. The Duke was

ſeconded by the Earls of Saliſbury and

Shaftſbury, and the Lord Wharton. At

laſt, after great debates, the Houſe ſent all

four to the Tower; from whence they were

ſhortly after releaſed, except the Earl of

Shaftſbury, who was continued there above

a year, becauſe he would not own the

juſtice of his impriſonment.

A few days after, the Commons voted

the King a tax of five hundred and eighty

four thouſand pounds, to build thirty ſhips,

without appropriating tonnage and pound

age; beſides, they continued, for three

years, the additional tax upon beer, which

was to expire, the 24th of June.

It appeared ſoon after, that their grand

affair was to ſtop the great progreſs of

France in the Netherlands, and engage the

King in a war with that kingdom; for

which purpoſe, they preſented the follow

ing addreſs:

“We, your Majeſty's moſt loyal ſubjects

do moſt humbly offer to your Majeſty's con

fideration, that the minds of your people

are much diſquieted with the manifeſt dan

gers ariſing to your Majeſty by the growth

and power of the French King, eſpecially by

the acquiſition already made, and the farther

progreſs like to be made by him in the Spa

niſh Netherlands, in the preſervation and

ſecurity whereof we humbly conceive the

intereſt of your Majeſty, and the ſafety

of your people, are highly concerned; and

therefore we humbly beſeech your Majeſty

to take the ſame into your royal care, and

to ſtrengthen yourſelf with ſuch ſtriëler

alliances, as may ſecure your Majeſty's

kingdoms, and ſecure and preſerve the ſaid

Spaniſh Netherlands, and thereby quiet the

minds of your Majeſty's people.” To which

the King anſwered,—“That he was of the

opinion of his two Houſes of Parliament,

that the preſervation of Flanders was of

great conſequence; and that he would uſe

all means in his power for the ſafety of his

kingdoms.”

This anſwer not being ſatisfactory, the

Houſe preſented a ſecond addreſs on the

ſame ſubjećt, the 30th of March. It was

much
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much the ſame with the firſt, excepting the

addition, that, in caſe his Majeſty ſhould

happen to be engaged in a war with France,

they ſhould always be ready to aſſiſt him

with ſuch ſupplies, as might enable him to

proſecute the ſame with ſucceſs. -

The King gave no anſwer to this addreſs

till twelve days after, when he ſent a meſ

ſage, “that the only way to prevent the

dangers which might ariſe in theſe king

doms, would be to put him timely in a

condition to make ſuch fitting preparations,

as might enable him to do what ſhould be

moſt for their ſecurity.’

This drew from the Commons a third

addreſs to the King, in which they informed

him, that they were preparing a bill for the

additional duty of Exciſe, on which he

might borrow two hundred thouſand pounds,

and promiſed to give an ample teſtimony

of their affection at their next meeting, after

a ſhort receſs during Eaſter. The King,

not ſatisfied with ſo ſmall a ſum, told them

plainly, that, without ſix hundred thouſand

pounds, it would not be poſſible for him to

anſwer the ends of their ſeveral addreſſes.

Many Members being abſent on account

of the expe&ted adjournment at Eaſter, the

Commons were cautious of proceeding upon

other money-bills; but deſired his§ S

leave to adjourn, promiſing, that, after the

receſs, they would comply with his demands.

The ſame day, the 16:h of April, the King

came to the Houſe of Peers, and gave his

aſſent to ſeveral ačts. The chief were, an

aćt for the raiſing of five hundred and eigh

ty-four thouſand pound ſterling, for build

ing of thirty ſhips. 2. An act for an addi

tional exciſe upon beer, and other liquors,

for three years. 3. An act for prevention

of frauds and perjuries. 4. An act for ta

king away the writ de haeretico comburen

do. 5. An act for erecting a judicature

to determine differences touching houſes

burnt by the late dreadful fire in South

wark. Then the Chancellor acquainted

the two Houſes, that the King gave them

leave to adjourn to the 21ſt of May next.

The King undoubtedly, had no deſire to

begin a war with France, his private en

gagements with Lewis being too ſtrong to

allow him ſuch a thought. However, he

improved the preſent occaſion to draw mo

ney from his Parliament, on pretence of

providing for the ſafety of the nation; for

that was all he had yet obliged himſelf to,

though the Commons imagined, he was

ready to come into their meaſures, as ſoon

as he ſhould be aſſured of a ſupply. The

vigour with which the Commons asted,

was owing to the progreſs of Lewis in the

Netherlands, and on the Rhine, while

Charles, plunged in pleaſures, remained un

concerned, and by his condućt effectually

deſtroyed the principles eſtabliſhed by his

Chancellor, that it was impoſſible for the

King and kingdom, to have oppoſite inte.

reſts. The 17th of March, the King of

France took Valenciennes, and beſieged

Cambray, while St. Omer was inveſted by

the Duke of Orleans. Cambray coſt him

but ſeven days, and, while he beſieged the

citadel, the Prince of Orange marched to

the relief of St. Omer, and was overcome

by the Duke of Orleans at Montcaſſel.

After this defeat, the citadel of Cambray,

and St. Omer, ſurrendered by capitulation,

about the 20th of April; by which means

the Spaniſh Netherlands were open on all

fides, and could only be preſerved by the

affiſiance of England. This was clearly

ſeen by the Commons, and excited their

endeavours to awaken the King out of his

affected lethargy. The King knew the

danger as well as, or better than, his Par

liament ; but, contrary to the maxim of his

Chancellor, the kingdom's danger was

not his. The more powerful the King of

France rendered himſelf, the greater was

his private advantage, becauſe it was by the

aſſiſtance of France, that he pretended to

inſlave his own kingdom, "Let a man

ſtudy never ſo much to find plauſible rea

ſons for the King's condućt and negligence,

with regard to the Netherlands, and the

growing power of France, he will find none,

without ſuppoſing what I have ſaid con

cerning the King's deſigns. The Spani

ards and Dutch, the Emperor and the Prin

ces of Germany, all reaſoned wrong: They

ſuppoſed, that Charles would not ſuffer the

Netherlands to be loſt, becauſe it was the

intereſt of England to preſerve them, and

were miſtaken in imagining the King

would be influenced by the good of his

kingdom. But he had a particular intereſt

direčtly contrary to that of England, name

ly, his own; which he blindly purſued :

He would have ſeen the laſt town of the

Spaniſh Netherlands loſt, without being

moved. Nevertheleſs, as it was alſo his

intereſt not to diſcover his deſigns beſore

the time, for fear of alarming the Engliſh,

and engaging the Parliament in other mea

ſures, he pretended to approve of their

views; but this was only to obtain a ſupply,

without promiſing, however, any thing but

to make preparations, which properly was

obliging himſelf to nothing at all. Such

was the King's condućt in this whole affair,

aSº appear ſtill more plainly in the ſe

que -

The Parliament meeting, the 21ſt of

May, by the King's proclamation of ſum

mons,
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mons, after an adjournment of near five

weeks, the Commons believed the King

had ſpent this interval in making the al

liances they had defired, and that he would

communicate to them what had been done;

but the King only told them, by Secretary

Coventry, that he expected the Houſe would

forthwith proceed to the money-bill; and

the rather, becauſe he intended there ſhould

be a receſs very quickly. This meſſage oc

caſioned warm debates in the Houſe. They

were inclined to give the King the ſix hun

dred thouſand pounds he had aſked, but

were willing to have ſomething for their

money; whereas the King was for being

ſure of the ſupply, before he proceeded in

what was deſired by the Commons. Their

diſtruſt was not very honourable to him, but

it was his fault, becauſe he had given ſo ma

my occaſions for it, and therefore he could

not think it ſtrange: He made it, however,

ſubſervient to his deſign, and pretended in

his turn to fear, that the Commons intend

ed to engage him in a war with France,

and then leave him to extricate himſelf as

well as he could, without granting the ne

ceſſary aſfiſtance to ſupport it; on which

pretence he ſent for the Commons to White

hall, and made them the following ſpeech:

• Gentlemen, I have ſent for you hither,

that I might prevent thoſe miſtakes and

diſtruſts, which I find ſome are ready to

make, as if I had called you together only

to get money from you, for other uſes

than you would have it employed. I do

aſſure you on the word of a King, that you

ſhall not repent any truſt you repoſe in me,

for the ſafety of my kingdoms; and I de

fire you to believe, I would not break my

credit with you; but as I have already told

you, that it will not be poſſible for me to

ſpeak or ačt thoſe things which ſhould an

ſwer the ends of your ſeveral addreſſes, with

out expoſing my kingdoms to much great

er dangers; ſo I declare to you again, I

will neither hazard my own ſafety nor yours,

until I be in a better condition than I am

able to put myſelf, both to defend my ſub

jects, and offend my enemies. I do farther

aſſure you, I have not loſt one day, fince

your laſt meeting, in doing all I could for

your defence; and I tell you plainly, it ſhall

be your fault, and not mine, if your ſecurity

be not ſufficiently provided for.”

As this ſpeech, under general and obſcure

terms, perfe&tly anſwered the King's ſecret

intentions, it is abſolutely neceſſary to make

ſome remarks, in order to ſhew, diſtinétly

and plainly, both the King's intention and

charaćter.

Firſt, the Commons had deſired the King

*

to provide for the ſafety of his kingdoms,

upon the foundation that their ſafety de

§. on the preſervation of the Spaniſh

etherlands; but the King ſays not a word

which may oblige him to the defence of the

Netherlands, and contents himſelf with

promifing, upon his royal word, that he

will provide for the ſafety of his kingdoms;

which general promiſe left him room to ſay

afterwards, that whatever he had done was

for the ſafety of his kingdoms.

Secondly, heA. that, in providing

for this ſafety, his kingdoms would be ex

poſed to great dangers, unleſs he had the

money beforehand, which was a groundleſs

ſuppoſition.

Thirdly, he told them, he ought to be

put in a better condition to defend his ſub

jects, and offend his enemies. By this laſt

expreſſion he inſinuated, that he would enter

into a league offenfive againſt France, which

was not his intention, as will hereafter plain

ly appear.

Fourthly, he told them, he had not loſt

one day in doing all he could for their de

fence; which expreſſion ſignified nothing,

ſince he had juſt told them, he could neither

ſpeak nor ačt, before he had the demanded

ſupply. In what therefore did his five weeks

care conſiſt

Fifthly, there it is but one thing clear in

this ſpeech, and that is, he would be ſure

of the money, before he began to act; by

which he intimated to the Commons, that

he pretended to have as much reaſon to diſ

truſt them, as they could have to diſtruſt

him, though aſſuredly the caſe was very

different.

This ſpeech occaſioned very great debates

in the Houſe of Commons. The Court

party propoſed a ſpeedy grant of the deſired

ſupply, to enable the King to make allian

ces, otherwiſe they could not be expe&ted to

be made; and alledged, that the King had

the ſame power of making war and

leagues, as the Houſe had in giving money;

he could not have money without them,

nor they alliances without him. The con

trary party remarked, that nothing poſitive

was promiſed by the King, except that he

would provide for the ſafety of the king

dom, which might be explained ſeveral

ways, without any aſſurance it ſhould be

underſtood in the ſenſe of the Commons. As

for ſaying that the King would make alli

ances when he ſhould have the ſupply, the

expreſſion was too general to hazard upon

it a ſum of ſix hundred thouſand pounds ;

but, if alliances were made forthwith, and

declared to-day, the ſix hundred thouſand

pounds would be granted to-morrow.

This
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This laſt opinion prevailed, ſuch was the

iſtruſt conceived of the King; ſo that the

Houſe reſolved to preſent an addreſs to the

King, which ſhould oblige him to ſpeak

more plainly, that they might know how to

proceed. The ſubſtance of this addreſs
was:

“It is a great afflićtion to us to find our

ſelves obliged to declare againſt the granting

the ſupply you are pleaſed to demand, con

ceiving it not agreeable to the uſage of Par

liaments to grant ſupplies for the mainte

nance of wars and alliances, before they are

fignified in Parliament; from which uſage

#. depart, the precedent might be of

dangerous conſequence in future times.—

“We humbly beſeech your Majeſty to en

ter into a league offenſive and defenſive with

the States-general of the united provinces,

againſt the growth and power of the French

King; and for the preſervation of the Spa

niſh Netherlands; and to make ſuch other.

alliances with other ſuch of the confede

rates as you ſhall think fit and uſeful to that

end.— -

“Laſtly, they laid before him ſeveral rea

ſons to convince him, that, in this junéture,

a war with France was abſolutely neceſſary,

in order to oblige her to leave the reſt of .

Chriſtendom in repoſe; and promiſed to

put him in a condition for a vigorous main-.

tenance of the ſame.’

Had the King really intended to ſtop the

great progreſs of the ki. of France, this

addreſs would have been more than ſuffici

ent to engage him in a war with that

Prince, or at leaſt to have done ſomething

to make him fear it; but, as nothing was

farther from his thoughts, he affected a diſ.

truſt of the Commons, which he really had

not. He had undertaken the firſt war a

gainſtthe Statas, upon a like aſſurance, with

out the leaſt heſitation; he had engaged in

the ſecond war, without even inparting his

deſign to the Parliament; but, when a war

with France was deſired, he pretended to

fear, from the Commons, what he had not

feared when a war with Holland was in que

ſtion; tho' it was manifeſt, this fear was

intirely groundleſs. But any delay was to

be uſed rather than oppoſe the progreſs of

his good friend, and yet he was unwilling

to loſe this opportunity of procuring a ſup

ply from his Parliament. "

The Commons pretended by their laſt

addreſs to oblige the King to give a clear

anſwer; but they found themſelves miſta

ken. The King, receiving this addreſs, the

26th of May, ſent, two days after, for the

Commons to Whitehall, and, for anſwer,

ſharply reproved them for invading his

Prerogative, in requiring him to enter in

to a league offenſive and defenſive with the

States-general “Should I, ſaid he, ſuffer

this fundamental power of making war and

peace to be ſo far invaded, as to have the

manner and circumſtances of leagues pre

ſcribed to me by Parliament, no Prince or

State would any longer believe, that the

ſovereignty of England reſts in the Crown.

—Wherefore you may reſt aſſured, that no

condition ſhall make me depart from ſo eſſen

tial a part of the Monarchy.’ At the conclu

ſion of this ſpeech, he declared his pleaſure

to them, that the Houſe be adjourned till

the 16th of July; telling them he would

give them notice by his proclamation when

he intended they ſhould fit again, which, he

ſaid, would not be till winter, unleſs ſome

extraordinary occaſion ſhould happen.

[To be continued.]

The compendious Syſtem of Natural Hiſtory (Vol. XXIII, Page 72.) continued.

with the American Indigo Plant, coloured from Nature.

This plant is joined to the emerus, or

ſcorpion ſenna, by Dr. Tournefort and other

botanic writers; moſt of whom, not having

feen it, in flower, had no opportuuity of

examining its charaćters. John Bauhin

ranges it with the colutea, or bladder ſenna;

and Caſpar Bauhin joins it to the iſatis, or

woad, from its making a blue dye : But

this genus was never properly diſtinguiſhed

from others of the ſame claſs, till Mr.

Marchant, in a memoir to the Royal Aca

demy of Sciences at Paris, in 1718, gave a

very minute deſcription of all the parts

thereof.

The chara&ers of the indigo plant, which

is called anil by the inhabitants of all the

countries wherein it grows, are as follows:

*

• It hath a ſpreading empalement of one

leaf, which is indented in five parts at the

top ; the flower is of the butterfly kind;

the ſtandard is open, bordered, and reflex

ed; and the wings are oblong, blunt, and

• ſpread open, as is alſo the keel, which turns

backwards. There are ten ſtamina in the

flower, nine of which are joined, and the

other ſtands ſeparate; and theſe are crown

ed by roundiſh ſummits. In the center is

ſituated a cylindrical germen, ſupporting a

ſhort ſtyle, crowned with an obtuſe ſtigma;

and the germen afterwards becomes a taper

pod, filled with kidney-ſhaped ſeeds,'

Dr. Linnaeus, who has altered the title

of this genus from anil to indigophera,

places it in his 17th claſs of plants, intitled
A a Diadel

*

*

i
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Diadelphia Decandria, from the flowers

having ten ſtamina joined in two bodies;

but I chuſe to continue the former name of

anil, the ſpecies whereof are, 1. ‘Anil le

guminibus, arcuatis incanis, racemis folio

brevioribus, caule fruticoſo perenni.” In

digo with hoary crooked pods, ſpikes of

flowers ſhorter than the leaves, and a ſhrub

by perennial ſtalk. This is the Jamaica

wild indigo. 2. ‘Anil leguminibus ſeſſi

libus arcuatis, glabris, foliis imparibus pin

natis, foliolis ovatis obtuſis.” Indigo with

fmooth arched pods growing cloſe to the

blanches, unequal winged leaves, whoſe

lobes are blunt and oval. This is the Gua

timala indigo. 3. ‘Anil leguminibus te

retibus brevibus, foliis pinnatis quiniſve,

fpinis florum longiſſimis laxis, radice per

enni.” Indigo with ſhort round pods,

winged leaves having five lobes, very long

looſe ſpikes of flowers, and a perennial root.

This is the Carolina wild indigo. 4. ‘A-

nil leguminibus pendulis lamatis compreſis

foliis pinnatis.” Indigo with woolly#.
ing compreſſed pods and winged leaves.

5. “Anil leguminibus horizontalibus tere

tibus foliis pinnatis ternatiſque.” Indigo

with round horizontal pods and winged

leaves, having three lobes.

The 2d, 4th, and 5th ſorts are, with us,

annual plants; their feeds muſt be ſown on

a hot bed early in the ſpring; and, when

the plants are two inches high, they ſhould

be tranſplanted into ſmall pots filled with

good freſh earth, which ſhould be plunged

into a hot bed of tanners bark. When the

plants have obtained ſome ſtrength, the

glaſſes muſt be raiſed, in the day-time, to

give them a great ſhare of freſh air ; to

which they may be more expoſed in June,

when they will begin to produce their flow

ers, which, ſhortly after, will be ſucceeded

by pods; and their ſeeds will be perfe&ted

in Auguſt, if the plants are brought for

ward in the ſpring. The 3d ſort grows to

the height of five or ſix feet, and will abide

two or three years, if it is preſerved, in

winter, in a very warm ſtove; this produ

ces ſpikes of flowers from the wings of the

leaves on the fides of the ſtem of the plant,

and ſometimes perfeóts its ſeeds in England;

and it muſt be raiſed in a hotbed, but not

be wholly expoſed to the open air, even in

the hotteſt weather. The 2d and 4th ſorts

are ſuppoſed to be promiſcuouſly uſed in the

making of indigo ; but the 2d is the ſort

commonly cultivated in the Engliſh planta

tions in America. However, I have been

aſſured by a perſon of undoubted credit, that

he has made as good indigo from the 1ſt

fort, as any produced in thoſe parts ; and,

as it is a much larger plant, and will grow

in poorer land, it will produce a greater

quantity from the ſame compaſs of ground,

and may be cultivated in places where the

other ſort will not thrive. The French

chiefly cultivate the 2d ſort; but indigo may

be made from other ſorts, natives of India;

two whereof, viz. the 4th and 5th ſorts, I

have had growing in the garden at Chelſea;

both which greatly differ, in their leaves and

pods, from either of the abovementioned

American ſorts. I have alſo received ſeeds

of the 3d ſort from India, which was high

ly eſteemed, ſome years ago, by the indigo

planters of South Carolina, for the beauty

of the commodity produced thereby ; but,

as the plants, being ſlender, and thinly gar

miſhed with ſmall leaves, did not afford a

quantity of indigo proportionable to their

bulk, this ſort has not, of late, been much

cultivated there.

The ſpecies, exhibited in the plate an

nexed, is the “amil, five indigo Americana,

filiquis in falculae modum contortis.” Ame:

rican indigo, with crooked pods, ſhaped

like a fickle. The letter a repreſents the

flower with its two wings expanded ; b, the

pod; and c, the ſeeds taken out of the pod

This is called, in the Weſt-Indies, Guati

mala indigo, to diſtinguiſh it from a wild

ſort, very like it, which grows in the Ame

rican iſlands ; and there is likewiſe another

fort that widely differs from either of theſe,

which is found wild in South Carolina : It

hath a perennial root, but an annual ſtalk,

which decays in winter; the leaves are ſet

much thinner on the branches, and are not

ſo ſucculent as thoſe of the manured ſort.

The inhabitants of this country make good

indigo from this wild ſort, and alſo from

two other ſpecies, which grow naturally in

India; a ſpecies of anonis was formerly

uſed in America for the ſame purpoſe; and

I am perſuaded, that ſeveral other plants

will afford this dye, though perhaps not in

ſo great a quantity as that under confide

ration.

As to the culture of the American indigo,

plant, it requires a rich level ſoil, and nºt

too dry; it greatly impoveriſhes the ground,."

and muſt be alone; and there cannot be too

much care taken to keep it clean. The

Americans weed the ground four times o

ver, wherein they intend to plant the indigo.

ſeed and they ſometimes ſweep it as they

do a room. They then make holes, or

pits, for the ſeeds; for which purpoſe, the

iſlaves, or other workmen, range themſelves

in a line, at the top of the ground; and,

going backwards, they make little pits as

broad as their hoe, three or four inches.

deep, about a foot diſtant every way, and,

as much aspoffible, in a ſtraight line. When

they
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they come to the end of the ground, each

of them having a ſmall bag ofſeeds, and re

turning the way they came, they put 11 or

13 ſeeds into each of the holes; for a relic

of ſuperſtition has taught them, that they

muſt uſe an odd number. This is the moſt

toiſſome work of any in the manufacture of

indigo ; for the planters muſt continue ſtoop

ing, till they have planted the whole length

of the ground; ſo that, as it almoſt al

ways is large, they are obliged to remain

two hours, and often more, in this uneaſy

poſture. When they come to the top of the

ground, they return, and thruſt in, with

their feet, the earth they had taken out of

the holes; and ſo the ſeed is covered with

about two inches thereof.

The culture of this plant may berendered

very eaſy by the uſe .#a drill plough; for,

with it, two perſons and a horſe, or mule,

will ſow more land with indigo in a day,

than 20 can do, in the preſent method; for

the plough makes the drill, and the hopper,

fixed thereto, follows, and ſcatters the ſeeds

at equal diſtances in the drills; and another

inſtrument behind the hopper covers in the

diills. Indeed, the uſeº, machine re

quires ſome ſkill; but a little practice will

bring any man ſufficiently acquainted there

with. As the indigo is ſown in rows, a

É. hoeing plough will clean the ground

tween them, in leſs time than it is now

performed; but I would adviſe the ſtirring

of the ground, ſoon after the plants are

come up, before the weeds have got much

ſtrength ; which will greatly encourage

them; and the ſtrongeſt and moſt thriving

plants make the beſt indigo. As ſoon as

the flowers begin to appear, the plants

ſhould be cut ; for, if they ſtand much

longer, their ſtems will grow hard and

ſtringy, and the lower leaves will turn yel.

lowiſh, which will render the indigo leſs va

luable; and, the plants being too cloſe to

gether, the bottom leaves will decay, for

want of free air. The caſe will be the

ſame, if weeds grow among them ; and

therefore great care muſt be taken to keep

them always clean. -

Though all ſeaſons are good for the plant

ing of indigo, yet it ſhould, by no means,

be ſown in a dry time; for, though it ma

lie a month, without being ſpoiled, a riſk is

run of its being eaten up by vermin, carried

away by the wind, or choked by weeds.

When the indigo is got above ground, the

weeds muſt be carefully deſtroyed, as ſoon

as they appear; for they would abſolutely

ſpoil it, and are very often partly the cauſe

of breeding a kind of caterpillars, which, in

a ſhort time, devour all the leaves. It is

only two months from its firſt riſing to its

perfect maturity, when it is fit to cut; and

the new branches and leaves may be cut

about every fix weeks, if the ſeaſon be rainy.

It would be infallibly loſt y cutting it, in

a time of drought; but, if rightly mana

ged, it may lant two years, when it muſt be

Fº up. The plant is ripe, when the

eaves grow brittle; and then they cut it,

ſome inches from the ground, with great
crooked knives made like ſickles.

The whole proceſs in making indigo, ac

cording to Father Le Bat, is as follows:

There is not a ſtream nor river in the pa

riſh of Macauba, where there are not ſtone

backs, or vats, well cemented, wherein the

indigo plant is put to digeſt. There are

uſually three, one above another, in the man

ner .# a caſcade; the 2d whereof receives

the liquor in the 1ſt, when the holes in its

bottom are unſtopped; and the 3d, in its

turn, receives what was in the 2d wat. The

1ſt, called the ſteeper or rot, which is the

largeſt and higheſt, is commonly 20 feet

long, 12 or 15 broad, and 3 or 4 deep; the

2d, named the battery, is almoſt half as

ſmall again as the 1ſt ; and the 3d, much

leſs than the 2d, is termed the devilling.

The names of the 1ſt and ad perfectly agree

with their uſes; for the plant is ſteeped in

the former, where it ferments, is macerated,

and becomes like rotten dung; and, in the

latter, the water, impregnated and loaded

with the ſalts of the leaf and rind, is beaten

and agitated, till, being as it were coagu

lated, they form the particles that compoſe

the dye. As to the name of the 3d, which

is only uſed in St. Domingo, I do not ſee

how it can agree with the uſe thereof, un

leſs becauſe it is deeper-coloured than the

others; it is, in the Windward iſlands,

more properly ſtiled ſettler, for, in this vat,

the indigo grows into a maſs, and ſettles at

the bottom, from whence it is taken to be

put into little bags. It is highly neceſſary,

that the ſtone work and plaſter of theſe vats

be very ſubſtantial, a very moderate crack

being ſufficient to let out a vat of indigo;

but, when this misfortune happens, the

following is an eaſy and infallible remedy:

Taſte ſea ſhells of any kind, pound them

without burning them, powder them, and

fift them, through a fine fieve; then take

and fift an equal quantity of quick lime;

mix them together with water enough to

make a ſtiff mortar, and, as quickly as you

can, ſtop the cracks therewith. This mix

ture incorporates, ſticks, and dries in a

moment, and immediately prevents the

matter's running out of the vat.

Indigo is uſed to dye wool, filk, cloths,

and ſtuffs of a blue colour; the Spaniards

call it anilo, and the fineſt, made in New

A a 2 Spain,

-
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Spain, comes from Guatimala; and it is

alſo made in the Eaſt-Indies. Father Du

Tertre, and other authers, fancy, that the

indigo which comes from the Eaſt Indies is

finer and more beautiful, as well as dearer,

than that which comes from the weſt. In

dies; but all the difference is only this,

that the former is ſhaped like half eggs,

and the latter is in the ſhape of cakes; for,

as to goodneſs and beauty, the one will be

equal to the other, if both are wrought with

equal care and fidelity. The Oriental in

digo is pounded, for the conveniency of

putting more into the cheſts or barrels;

which makes it finer than the Weſt. Indian,

which, coming in cakes, juſt as it was dried,

ſhews its grain intire ; but what is this to

its intrinſic goodneſs If you take a lump

9f ſugar equally white in every part, break

it in two, pound one part of it, and reduce

it to powder; this will appear finer and

whiter than the other, becauſe its grain has

been divided into a greater number of parts,

which, though very ſmall, and almoſt in

feniible, yet have a greater number of fur

faces, and conſequently reflea more light,

and have a whiter and more beautiful ap.

pearance. The caſe I take to be preciſely

the ſame, with reſpe&t to the Eaſt. Indian

and Weſt-Indian indigo's, if they be bºth

wrought in the like manner; but the latter

feems to be the better for uſe, becauſe this

dye cannot be pounded, without a diſſipa.

tion of the moſt ſubtile parts in the air;

and theſe parts are, doubtleſs, the beſt, and

go the fartheſt, when it is uſed. As to its

clearneſs, it is the neceſſary conſequence of

it, coming, farther, and running greater
riſks; but it does not at all prove it to be

better or more beautiful. - " - - - - - - -

As indigo is compoſed of the ſalt and

ſubſtance of the leaves and rind of a plant of

the ſame name, it may be termed a diſſolu

tion or digeſtion thereof, cauſed by the fer

mentation it has excited in the water where

in it was fleeped. Some writers pretend,

that the ſubſtance of the leaves does not

produce the indigo, which they will have

to be only a viſcous tinéture, or colour,

which the fermentation of the plant pro

duces in the water; but, when it is taken

out of the ſteeper, it is certain, that it no

longer has its former weight, colour, or

conſiſtence. . The leaves, which were very

plump and juicy before, are light, flabby,

and withered; and, if the ſame ſubſtance

that was obſervable in them, and the reſt

of the plant, before it was ſteeped, is not

afterwards found, it is moſt matural to be

lieve, that it has formed the blue maſs,

called indigo.
-

The American planters, having cut the

*

ripe plant, as has been already deſcribed,

in making indigo, proceed in this manner:

Some make it into bundles, like double

bottles of hay; but moſt of them put it into

large pieces of coarſe cloth, which they tie

by four corners ; and, by this means, the

plant is leſs handled and ſqueeſed, the ſmall

are carried away as ſafely as the great, and

the work goes quicker on, than in making

bottles. Eighteen or twenty packets of

plants, each about the ſize of two bottles

of hay, will fill ſuch a ſteeper as has been

deſcribed ; and, when it is ſo full of water,

that it covers the plants, they put pieces of

wood on the top, to prevent their riſin

above the water. The fermentation is raiſe

ſooner or later, in proportion to the degree

of heat, or ripeneſs of the plants, in 6, 8,

or 1 o hours; and ſometimes they are obli

ged to wait 18 or 20 hours, but ſeldom

longer. The water then boils on all fides,

and, though it was at firſt clear, it inſenſi

bly grows thick, and becomes of a blue,

inclining to a violet colour; and now, with

out meddling at all with the plants, they

open the cocks at the bottom of the ſteeper,

and let all this water, loaded with the ſalts

and ſubſtance of the plant, run into the bat

tery., whilſt they throw away, as uſeleſs,

the plants that were in the ſteeper, and clean

it, that it may be filled with freſh, the ne

groes continually beat the water, let out of

the fleeper into the battery, with a kind of

pretty targe pales, faſtened to ſtrong poles

placed upon chandeliers, till the ſalts and

other parts of the ſubſtance of the plant are

ſufficiently, as it were, coagulated for in

corporation; and the hitting of this mi

nute exačtly diſcovers the ſkill of the over

ſeer of the work. In order to find it, they

uſe a ſmall filver cup, which they fill with

this water, whilſt the negroes are beatin

it j and, as the faeces fink to the bottom o

the cup, or remain diſperſed in the water,

they ceaſe, or continue beating. When

they have left offbeating, the faeces fink to

the bottom of the vat, and are like a kind

of mud; and the water, ſwimming above

it, grows clear. Then they open the cocks

placed in the battery at different diſtances

from the bottom, and let this water run

away; and they alſo open the cocks at the

bottom, that all the faeces may fall into the

devilling or ſettler. Here they let it ſettle a

little while longer, and then put it into linen

bags, 15 or 18 inches long, made with a

point, where it intirely purges itſelf from

the water that remained among its particles;

and they afterwards ſpread it in ſmall boxes

three or four feet long, two broad, and

about three inches deep 5 and dry it per

fečily in the open air. They take care not
to
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to expoſe it to the ſun, which would ſtarve

the colour; and to keep it fºom the rain,

becauſe that would diſſolve and utterly

ſpoil it.

If caterpillars get among the indigo, the

ſureſt way is to cut it down with all ſpeed,

and throw both the plants and caterpillars

into the ſteeper; where they burſt, and part

with what they had devoured. Indeed, the

plant yields much leſs, as it is not come to

tºº. maturity; but many experiments

ave taught us, that it is of a much more

beautiful colour; and perhaps all the ſecret

of thoſe, whoſe indigo is ſo highly extolled

above ours, only lies in cutting the plant

before it be º, ripe, when it yields

the livelieſt colour. Good indigo ought to

be ſo light, as to ſwim upon water ; its

colour ſhould be a deep blue, inclining to a

violet, brilliant, lively, and bright; and it

ought to be more beautiful within than

without, and have a ſhining and, as it were,

filvered appearance. If it is too heavy, in

proportion to its bulk, it ought to be ſuſ.

pe&ted ; and it concerns the buyer to guard

againſt the following frauds, which may be

committed in this manufacture. The 1ſt

fraud is the beating the plant too much in

the ſteeper, to increaſe the quantity of indi

go; which is hereby rendered blackiſh,

thick, heavy, and fitter to be thrown away

than uſed. The 2d is the mixing aſhes,

earth, or a browniſh ſand commonly found

in the bays by the ſea-fide, and eſpecially

owdered ſlate, with the faeces, as they fall

into the devilling, and ſtirring all well to

gether; which fraud is much better conceal

ed in the powdered indigo, than in that in

cakes; becauſe it is very difficult for thoſe

heterogeneous bodies ſo to unite, as not to

leave, in many places, as it were, beds of

a different matter ; and then, by breaking

the pieces, they are eaſily perceived. The

two following expedients may be practiſed,

in order to know whether indigo be good

or otherwiſe. The 1ſt is to diſſolve a bit

of it in a glaſs of water; if it is pure, it

will intirely diſſolve; but, if it is adulte

rated, the foreign matter will ſink to the

bottom of the glaſs. The 2d is to burn it;

for the good indigo will be conſumed,

whereas the aſhes, earth, &c. will remain

after the conſumption thereof.

In 1694, indigo was ſold, in the Wind

ward iſlands, at from 3 livres 10 ſols to 4

livres per pound, according to its beauty,

and the number of veſſels to be freighted

with it j I have known it fince at a much

lower price ; and the planter would make

a very conſiderable profit, if he ſhould get

for it only 40 ſols per pound; becauſe this

commodity requires fewer utenfils, and is

leſs chargeable than a ſugar work. The

Engliſh planters, however, notwithſtanding

the great quantities of this uſeful dye im

ported into England, and the encourage

ment granted % Parliament, have not ar.

rived to ſuch perfection in the making of it,

as could be wiſhed; for moſt of their in

digo, which I have ſeen, has been too hard

to be eaſily diſſolved, occaſioned by their

pouring lime-water into the vat, in order to

make the feces of the plant ſubſide. I have

alſo been informed by letters from many of

the planters, that the plant, after its fer

mentation in the vat, is very little leſſened,

either in bulk or weight; which may pro

bably be owing, in a great meaſure, to their

culture of the plant, as alſo to their vats

being too ſmall to contain a quantity of the

herb ſufficient to make the fermentation

ſtrong enough to diſſolve it; or to their

vats being built in the open air, whereby

the fermentation may be impeded ; for, in

the iſlands where the beſt indigo is made,

all their vats are under cover, though their

heat is greater than that of Carolina. There

are two inſtances in the culture of this plant,

in which they bave always failed ; the 1ſt is

in ſowing the ſeeds too cloſe, whereby the

plants are drawn up tall, and have more

ſtalks than leaves; and the ſtalks, chiefly

conſiſting of fibres, afford but a ſmall quan

tity of indigo. The 2d is in letting the

plants ſtand too long before they are cut for

uſe, by which means moſt of the large leaves

are decayed or fallen off, and the plants

become woody; ſo that only a ſmall part of

them is diſſolved in the vat. But, if the

plants have ſufficient room, to grow, they

will have fat and ſucculent leaves from the

ground upward; and, if the herb is cut,

as ſoon as any flowers appear on the plant,

the ſtalks will be ſo ſoft, that, after they

have been fermented in the vat, only a ſmall

part of the plant will remain undiſſolved,

and much more indigo be produced from

the ſame quantity thereof, which will be of a

finer colour, and bear a greater price in the

markets of Europe.

An Affract of Dr. Jortin': Life of E R A S M U.S.

RASMUS was born, on the 28th of

Oćtober, 1467, at Rotterdam, from

whence he was called Roterodamus ; his

father Gerard, of the town of Tergou, had

him by Margaret, daughter to Peter, a

phyſician of Sevenbergen, after ſolemn #.
- miſºs
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miſes of becoming her huſband; and, as he

was a gay and witty man, his ſon had the

ſame diſpoſition. His relations, who de

figned to make him an eccleſiaſtic, in hopes

of ſharing his patrimony, forcing him by

very ill uſage to leave his country, he went

to Rome, where he employed himſelf in

tranſcribing ancient authors; and, to pre

vent his returning to Margaret, they in

formed him, that ſhe was dead; which

melancholy news ſo greatly affected him,

that it gave him a religious turn of mind,

and made him take orders. Upon his re

turn to Holland, finding that ſhe was alive,

he lived ſeparate from her, and ſhe would

never marry any other perſon; he ſent his

ſon to ſchool at four years of age ; and,

having a pretty voice, he was, ſoon after,

choſen choriſter in the cathedral of Utrecht.

In 1476, in the 9th year of his age, he was

put under the care of Alexander Hegius,

maſter of a ſchool at Deventer; and Adria

nus Florentius, afterwards Pope Adrian

VI, was his ſchool-fellow, who continued

to be his friend. Zinthius here took notice

of his uncommon abilities; and it is re

ported, that he could then repeat all Te

rence and Horace by heart. His affectionate

mother, who followed him to this place, to

have an eye over him, died there of the

º: when he was about 13 years old;

is father, through grief, did not long ſur

vive her; and they both, at their death,

were aged but a little more than 40 years.

Gerard, in 1480, left his ſon in the hands

of three diſhoneſt guardians, who, that they

might the more eaſily plunder his ſmall pa.

trimony, forced him into a convent of fri

ars at Bolduc in Brabant, where he re

mained three years; but, young as he was,

he would not part with his liberty : They

afterwards, to as little purpoſe, tried him at

the cenvent at Sion near Delft ; and at

length they ſent him to a third, that of

Stein near Tergou, where he unwillingly

went through his year of probation, and

made his profeſſion in 1486, aged 19. The

father of Eraſmus had another ſon by Mar

garet, named Peter, who was alſo compel.

led to become a monk; but, breaking looſe

from his confinement, he led a profligate

iife whereas his brother, though he like

wiſe quitted his monaſtic ſtation, behaved

in a ſober and regular manner. In his

routh, as was the faſhion of learned men

in thoſe times, he changed his name of

Gerard, which, in the German language,

ſignifies amiable, into thoſe of Deſiderius

and Eraſmus, Latin and Greek words of

the ſame import and ſignification.

In 1490, he was in the family of Henry

à Bergis, Archbiſhop of Cambray, who

took him out of the monaſtery; and here

he was often ill, though he wanted for no

thing; but he was prevented by this Pre

late's parſimony from going into Italy, in

order to take his Doctor's degree. In 1496,

Eraſmus was at Paris, where he paſſed ſome

#; in poverty, having no other means of

ubfiſtence than what he got by reading

lećtures to young pupils; for the Archbi

.# wholly negle&ted him, though he pro

miſed to aſſiſt him with a .# penſion;

but his neceſſities, however, as they obliged

him to ſtudy inceſſantly, contributed to ren

der him illuſtrious in the republic of letters:

He had not, amongſt all his diſciples at

Paris, a more conſtant benefactor than Wil

liam Lord Montjoy, who afterwards gave

him an annual penſion of 100 crowns. In

1497, he left Paris, on account of the

plague ; and, coming to the Low Coun

tries, he was kindly entertained, in the

caſtle of Tornenhens, by Anna Berſala,

Marchioneſs of Vere, a Lady of great me

rit and generoſity; and he was, this year,

at London and Oxford, where he became

acquainted with Colet, his fingular friend;

and alſo with Grocym, Linacer, and Lati

mer. William Grocyn was a profeſſor of

Greek at Oxford, whoſe generous temper

reduced him to ſuch difficulties, that he

was obliged to pawn his plate to Dr.Young,

Maſter of the Rolls; who returned it to him

again, by his will, without taking either

principal or intereſt; Eraſmus owns great

obligations to him, and repreſents him as

one of the beſt divines and ſcholars of the

Engliſh nation. Thomas Linacer, who was

an excellent grammarian, had long taught

the Greek language at Oxford ; and, after

wards ſtudying phyſic, he became phyſician

to the royal family ; , and Eraſmus, who

had experienced his friendſhip on many oc

caſions, often conſulted him about his own

frequent indiſpoſitions. William Latimer

was a divine well verſed in all ſacred and

profane letters; a man, as Eraſmus ob

ſerves, of more than virgin modeſty, under

which was concealed the greateſt worth.

He alſo at Oxford contračted an acquaint

ance with More, Claymond, and Halſey,

with whom he kept up a conſtant correſpon
dence.

He was, in 1498, at Paris, in a letter

from whence he takes notice, that he was

cloſely ſtudying the Greek language ; and

that, as ſoon as he could get money, he

would, 1ſt, purchaſe Greek authors, and,

adly, cloaths. He complains of his ill ſtate

of health and his poverty, and wiſhes that

the Marchioneſs of Vere would ſend him

200 franks; he was now printing his book

de Ratione conſcribendi Epiſtolas, de Copia

- Verborum,
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verborum, &c. which he intended to dedi

cate to her ſon Adolphus. He, at Mid

fummer, went to Holland; but, though his

native air agreed with him, he diſliked the

Epicurean repaſts and manners of the peo

ple. In 15oo, he ſent from Paris two im

portunate letters to Antonius à Bergis, Ab

bot of St. Bertin, and the Marchioneſs of

Vere, in order to procure ſome ſubſidies

from them, which he found difficult to ob

tain, though he well underſtood the art of

begging ; he alſo deſires Battus, her ſon's

tutor, to plead his cauſe with the Lady ;

and, in his epiſtle to her, he ſhews her how

neceſſary it was for him to go to Italy, and

take his Dočtor's degree. He ſpent ſome

time in the caſtle of the Prince of Courtem

burn, and borrowed from his neighbours

ſome of the works of the Fathers; his Ada

gies were, this year, firſt printed at Paris.

In 1501, he compoſed a handſome letter

for Antonius à Bergis, to be ſent to the

Cardinal de Medicis; but, in 1502, the

plague being at Paris, he ſpent ſome time

at Louvain. He here publiſhed a traćt de

Reformidatione Chriſti, a Paean, an Obſe

cratio, and particularly the Enchiridion

Militis Chriſtiani. In 1504, he congratu

lates Colet on his being made Dean of St.

Paul's, and gives him ſome account of his

own occupations; he complains, that want

of money hindered him from finiſhing ſome

treatiſes, becauſe it forced him to ſpend ſo

much time in reading le&tures to young

ſtudents..

Eraſmus, in 1505, wrote a good apology

for Laurentius Valla, who had incurred a

great odium for daring to cenſure the Vul

gate; their genius's had ſome reſemblance,

and their adverſaries were much alike; but

Eraſmus was better-tempered, and had more

diſcernment. In 1506, he was in England,

and dedicated the Tyrannicida of Lucian

to Richard Whitford, with a declamation

of his own, in anſwer thereto. Whitford

was educated in Queen's college, Cam:

bridge, whereof he hid been a fellow, and

and chaplain to Biſhop Fox, about the lat

ter end of Henry VII's reign; but, affe&t-

ing retirement, he became a monk of Sion

monaſtery near Brentford in Middleſex;

he left behind him many pious tracts, in

moſt of which he ſtiles himſelf the wretch

of Sion. He, the ſame year, dedicated his

Tranſlation of Lucian's Timon to Dr.

Thomas Ruthall, Secretary to Henry VII,

who had a great eſteem for him, and was

kind to him in the following reign, when

he was Biſhop of Durham ; and, in 1507,

he returned to Paris, taking with him the

ſons of Dr. Joannes Baptiſta, firſt phyſician

to Henry VII. In 1503, he went to Italy,
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and took his Doğor's degree; he continued

about a year at Bonania, and thence went

to Venice, where he publiſhed a 3d edition

of his Adagies. Here he became acquainted

with Marcus Muſurus and Scipio Cartero

machus, and conſulted them on ſuch diffi

culties as occurred to him in the explication

of Greek proverbs; and he was alſo parti

cularly intimate with Hieronymus Alean

der, afterwards a Cardinal; they lodged, at

Aldus Manutius's houſe, in the ſame room

and bed, but they did not long continue

friends. He was new tutor to Alexander,

Archbiſhop of St. Andrew's, natural ſon of

James, King of Scotland, who was unfor

tunately ſlain, with his father, and by his

ſide, by the Engliſh, in the battle fought at
Flodden-field. -

The ſpring of the year 1509 Eraſmus

paſſed in Italy, where he was kindly re

ceived by perſons of the firſt rank, and,

among the reſt, by the Cardinal of St.

George ; he has given a particular account

of the fiendly reception he met with from

the Cardinal Dominic Grimani, who folli

cited him to ſettle in Rome; but, when he

told him, that he had an invitation from

the King of England, he preſſed him no

farther. The Pope offered to make him

one of his Penitentiaries, a ſtep to the

higheſt preferment in that Court; but, from

his own repreſentation of Julius's charaćter,

he ſeems to have found ſo little ſincerity in

this place, that he more joyfully embraced

the aſſurances Montjoy gave him, in a let

ter, of great favours from Henry VIII. and

Warham in England. In the beginning

of the year 1510, Eraſmus was in that

kingdom, where he remained a confider

able time ; the King, Queen, Archbiſhop

of Canterbury, and Biſhop of Lincoln aſ

ſured him of their friendſhip; and he taught,

as he ſays himſelf, Greek and Divinity at

Cambridge, without any ſtipend, as he was

reſolved to do. At his arrival in England,

he lodged with the famous Thomas More,

then a young man; and, at this time, he

wrote, in a week, his Praiſe of Folly,

wherein he expoſed the Court of Rome,

not even ſparing his Holineſs, to expreſs

his reſentment of his being there negle&ed;

ſo that he was never, after this, conſidered

as a true ſon of the church. He ſent ſeveral

letters from Cambridge to Ammonius, who

was his particular friend. Andreas Am

monius, an Italian, of Lucca, was a learned,

handſome, ingenious, generous, and good

natured inan, who fought employment at

the Engliſh Court ; he was apoſtolical Pro

thonorary, the Pope's Colleśtor in England,

Latin Secretary to Henry VIII, and a Pre

bendary of Weſtminſter and Saliſbury.

In
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In 1511, he earneſtly preſſes Colet for 15

angels he had promiſed him, long before,

on condition that he would dedicate to him

his book de Copia Verborum, which was

not publiſhed till the following year; and,

in another, he tells him, that the academics

at Cambridge were as poor as himſelf; but,

though he ſaid, that he taught there gratis,

it appears that he made ſome profit, ſince he

expeśted the payment of 30 nobles, which

detained him in that univerſity. He gives

a noble chara&ter of Warham and Fiſher;

the former of whom was a man of letters,

and a great favourer of learned men; and

the latter ſuch a lover of learning, that,

when of an advanced age, he was extreme

ly defirous of becoming ſkilful in the Greek

language; who was probably one of the

four intimate friends of Eraſmus, who ſuc

ceſsfully began to ſtudy it, when they were

more than 40 years old. In 1512, he

fent a Tranſlation of Lucian de Aſtrologia

to his friend Joannes Baptiſta, now phyſi

cian to Henry VIII; and, in 1513, he

wrote, from London, to the Abbot of St.

Bertin, againſt the rage of going to war; a

fubjećt that he had often treated on with

great vivacity, eloquence, and ſtrength of

argument, being almoſt a Quaker in this

particular. He acquaints him, that the

preſent war between the Engliſh and French

greatly diſtreſſed him, on account of the

ſcarcity of proviſions, and becauſe no good

wine was to be had in England. Eraſmus

was obliged to live in an expenſive manner,

becauſe he could bear neither malt liquor,

nor new or bad wine, which gave him fits

of the gravel; he was, beſides, often ill,

and kept a horſe, and probably a ſervant too.

His edition of the New Teſtament, a

moſt laborious undertaking, which helped,

as he ſays, to deſtroy his health, drew upon

him the malicious cenſures of ignorant and

envious divines; and one of the colleges of

Cambridge would not ſuffer it to enter with

in its walls. Colet had told him, that he

would give him a ſmall matter, if he would

beg with humility, and aſk without mo

deſty; had adviſed him to imitate Dioge

mes ; and had hinted to him, that he was

too querulous and greedy. . It muſt be con

feſſed, that he was ſometimes too queru.

lous, and complained without a cauſe of

his beſt benefactors; even the generous

Warham he has, on ſome occaſions, repre

fented as parſimonious, and the munificent

Montjoy as wanting in generoſity. He

ſometimes blames his Engliſh friends in

general as deficient in their kindneſs to

him; but, at other times, he highly extols

their friendly regard, and frankly acknow

ledges, that he ſhould have been, to the laſt

degree, diſtreſſed, without their aſſiſtance:

and, in one of his letters, he obſerves, that,

though the Engliſh have the character of

being heretically inclined, they are far from

being heretics in their friendſhip and affec

tion: And, as to his greedineſs, it cannot

be denied, that he readily embraced every

opportunity of making application to thoſe

who were in a condition to aſſiſt him. In

his anſwer to Colet, after excuſing his being

a beggar in the beſt manner he could, he

thus concludes: “But, fince you ſeem to

approve of impudence, I will end my letter

in the moſt impudent manner I can. I

have not aſſurance enough to aſk you for

any thing; and yet I am not ſo proud as

to rejećt a preſent, if a friend, like you,

ſhould offer it to one in my circumſtances.”

Warham, in 1511, had given to Eraſmus

the living of Aldington in Kent, and, at

his requeſt, preſented another to it, whowas

obliged to pay him zol. a year, to which

the Archbiſhop generouſly added 20 l.

more; but this cuſtom of charging livings

with penſions, though very common, was

ſo much diſapproved by him, that he de

termined never to grant the like favour to

any other perſon. Eraſmus, this year, de

dicated his Tranſlation of Plutarch de tu

enda Valetudine to John Young, Dean of

York, and Maſter of the Rolls, who was

a very great encourager of learned men ; an

inſtance whereof we have, beſides his gene

rofity to Eraſmus, in the caſe of Grocyn

already related.

In the beginning of the year 1514, Eraſ.

mus was in Flanders; and, being invited

to come to the Court of Charles, Archduke

of Auſtria, he accepted the offer, and was

made Counſellor to that Prince, by the fa

vour of the Chancellor of Burgundy. A

ſtipend of 200 florins was annexed to the

title, which weighed more than 600 at pre

ſent; ſo that, if he had been pumétually

paid, he would have been in eaſy circum

ſtancés. He afterwards went to Bafil, whi

ther he carried his New Teſtament, his E

piſtles of St. Jerom with his Notes, and

ſome other works, to have them printed in

that city; he found, at his arrival, St. Je

rom in hand, Joannes Amberbachius, a

wealthy man, and Joanes Frobenius, a

ſkilful printer, being concerned in this un

dertaking. Eraſmus was not better pleaſed

to find them thus diſpoſed, than they were to

have ſuch an able critic's aſſiſtance; and

Amberbachius had three ſons, Bruno, Ba

fil, and Boniface, well verſed in the Hebrew

language (which was not the caſe of Eraſ

mus) without a knowledge whereof, it was

impoſſible to do juſtice to Jerom. Here he

contracted the ſtriëteſt friendſhip with the
- - - - Amber
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ever after had the higheſt eſteem; and he

paſſed ſome months, greatly pleaſed with

this part of Germany, and the Biſhop's

behaviour, who, though frugal, offered him

money, and forced him to accept of a horſe,

which he could have ſold inſtantly for so

franks, that is, more than 150 of the pre

ſent coin. Here he received a moſt obliging

letter from Ulricus Zafius, profeſſor of law

at Friburg, who afterwards proved one of

his beſt friends; and he alſo now contračted

an acquaintance with Beatus Rhenanus,

Nicolas Gerbelius, and Joannes Oelocam

padius, all learned and ingenious men.

Reuchlin, or Capnio, acquainted him, how

he was perſecuted by the divines and monks

of Cologne; and Eraſmus, who gives him

a great charaćter, complains, , in ſtrong

terms, to Cardinal Grimani, of his cruel

uſage, in his old age, for the moſt frivolous

cauſes.

letters in Germany, was, for his fingular

merit, honoured by all the learned and il

luftrious men of his time, both in church

and ſtate ; and, notwithſtanding the malice

of his perſecuting enemies, he died in peace,

at laſt, in 1522; Eraſmus wrote his apo

theofis, and made him a ſaint.

He, in 1515, ſent a long and very po

lite letter to Cardinal Grimani, wherein he

ſaid, that he regretted Rome, and had twice

deſigned to return thither, becauſe ſo many

Cardinals had honoured him with their

friendſhip, and the city itſelf had ſo many

things to attračt a man of letters; he ſent

another, in the ſame ſtrain, to the Cardinal

of St. George, and a very handſome epiſtle

to Pope Leo, full of compliments, in which

he made an offer of dedicating to him his

edition of Jerom. And yet, after all, Eraſ.

mus hath declared, that he deſignedly ab

ſtained from going to Rome, or even to

the Imperial Court, leſt he ſhould be com

manded to write againſt the new herefies;

and, accordingly, when the Pope's Nuncio

to the Engliſh Court had inſtrućtions to

perſuade him to throw himſelf at his Holi

neſs's feet, he was more cautious than to

truſt him ; and indeed, if he had ſo done,

he would probably have met with the fate

of Antonio de Dominis, Archbiſhop of

Spalato. Leo not only returned a very

obliging anſwer to his epiſtle, but recom

mended him to the favour of Henry VIII;

Eraſmus returned him thanks, dedicated

his New Teſtament to him, and informed

him, that Charles, ſucceſſor to his grand

father Ferdinand, had made him his Coun

ſellor, and affigned him an annual penſion,

with the canonry of Courtray, which he

reſigned to another, reſerving a penſion to

TAmberbachii and Froben, for whom he

Reuchlin, one of the reſtorers of

wº

himſelf. He alſo befought him to grant

him a diſpenſation, in form, from the vow

he made in his youth, among the Regular

canons; which he not only granted, but

ordered that it ſhould be expedited for him,

without any expence. Dorpius, a divine

of Louvain, inſtigated by Eraſmus's ene

mies, this year, attacked his Praiſe of Fol

ly; he was the firſt adverſary that wrote

againſt him; and he diſcovered a malignity

of mind, as well as meanneſs of ſpirit, in

decrying uſeful and important works, that

he neither underſtood, nor was able to imi

tate. Eraſmus replied to him in a mild

manner, and, after he had cleared up ſome

points to him, convinced him of his miſ

taken apprehenſions; and it is an argument

of his good temper, that he not only took

Dorpius into his favour again, but conti

nued in friendſhip with him to his death,

which he greatly lamented. -

Eraſmus, in a letter to Francis, Wolſey's

phyſician, informs him, that, by reaſon of

the ſtone in his kidnies, he had, for 20 years,

read and written, ſtanding or leaning; fit

ting very little, except at meals, or when he

ſometimes took a ſmall map after dinner;

but that all theſe precautions did not ſecure

him from many diſtempers. He aſcribes

the plague, from which England was ſcarce

ever free, and the ſweating ſickneſs, partly

to the incommodious form and ſituation of

their houſes, the filthineſs of the ſtreets,

and the fluttiſhneſs within doors but this

country is happily altered, in theſe reſpe&ts,

fince the days of Eraſmus; though much

is ſtill wanting to render London more airy,

clean, and healthful, eſpecially in regard to

the priſons. In 1516, Eraſmus, having

been in England, ſoon returned to the

Low Countries, where he received an ac

count from Budaeus, and Copus, phyſician to

Francis I, that his Majeſty invited him in

to France, and promiſed him a benefice of

1ooo livres; the ſame offers were repeated

to him at Bruſſels by Stephen de Ponchery,

Biſhop of Paris, who had his reſidence

there, as the French Ambaſſador; but Eraſ.

mus prudently refuſed a ſettlement in France,

where the envy of ſome men of letters, to

gether with the malice of the Monks and

Sorboniſts, would have given him not a

little diſturbance. The New Teſtament,

Greek and Latin, with Eraſmus's Notes,

being publiſhed at Baſil, was ſoon ſpread

into far diſtant countries ; and he was,

thereupon, congratulated by his friends,

and, among the reſt, Francis Deloin and

Nicholas Berauld, who wrote to him from

Paris. The works of St. Jerom made their

appearance in April, in the dedication

whereof to Warham he very juſtly com

B. b plains
al
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plains of the little care taken by paſt ages

to preſerve the works of the ancient Chriſ

tians; and that the ſchoolmen gave a help

ing hand to deſtroy them. Germanus

Brixius, a wealthy and learned Frenchman,

in a polite letter, preſſed him to come to

France; and Ludovicus Canoſſa, Biſhop

of Bayeux, offered him a genteel allowance

of zoo ducats a year, board for himſelf and

his ſervant, and proviſion for two horſes ;

but Eraſmus would not part with his dear

independency for any conſideration, having,

at this time, a ſufficient income. Budaeus

and Eraſmus correſponded together, and

their letters abounded with compliments,

intermixed with bickerings; which ſhew,

that their friendſhip was not without envy

and jealouſy, eſpecially on the fide of the

former. Bilibaldus Pirckheimerus, Coun

ſellor to the Emperor, and Senator of Nu

remberg, who was a very learned and wor

thy man, this year, ſought the acquaintance

of Eraſmus, who returned a polite and re

ſpectful anſwer; the Bilibaldicae, mentioned

in his Colloquies, are two learned nuns,

Charity and Clare, Pirckheimerus's fiſters.

More (whoſe head was inſerted in the Sup

plement of Vol. II, and his Life in the

Magazine for Auguſt laſt) acquaints Eraſ.

mus, that the Epiſtolæ obſcurorum Virorum

met with a general approbation from the

blockheads derided in them; they are le

velled againſt egregious boobies, who were

alſo ſhameleſs calumniators and blood-thir

ſty perſecutors'; and it is ſaid, that, when

Eraſmus read them, he fell into ſuch a fit

wof laughing, that an abſceſs in his face

burſt, which ſhould otherwiſe have been

laid open by order of his phyſician. Luther,

in a letter this year to Spalatinus, ſhews

himſelf a zealous Auguſtinian and Anti

pelagian, in the points of original fin, grace,

i. by faith, &c. and, blaming

raſmus for leaning too much the other

way, he affirms, that, as much as Eraſmus

prefers Jefom to Auguſtin, ſo much does

he prefer Auguſtin to Jerom. -

In 1517, Lee, afterwards Archbiſhop of

York, began to attack Eraſmus, and treated

him, not only as a man of little erudition,

but as an heretic and enemy to the church

of Rome; and, in return, he often ſaid,

that the earth never produced a more vain,

arrogant, ſcurrilous, ignorant, fooliſh, and

malicious animal than Lee. Eraſmus high

ly commends the charity of Hieronymus

ISuſlidius, an eccleſiaſtic of the Low Coun

ºries, who died this year, and gave his ef
ſe&ts to the academy of Louvain, to ere&t a

college for the teaching of Latin, Greek,

and Hebrew ; but this noble inſtitution

greatly diſguſted the divines in this quarter,

who, as he ſays, would rather be double

tongued, than at the pains of learning a

new language. He now began to be quite

fick of an ungrateful and quarrelſome world;

he declares to More, that he was uncertain

where he ſhould ſettle, but not, in the leaſt,

diſpoſed for England. In 1518, began vio

lent conteſts between the Reformed and

Romaniſts, for nothing leſs than life and

liberty on the one fide, and power and do

minion on the other ; Eraſmus was ex

tremely alarmed at this afflićted ſtate of af

fairs, and afterwards complained, that his

attempts to pacify the oppoſite parties only

drew upon him the reſentment and indigna

tion of both. Leo X. having every-where

induſtriouſly publiſhed his indulgences to

raiſe money, under the pretence of making

war upon the Turks, as ſome affirm ; but

to build St. Peter's church, according to

others; Luther examined into the doćtrine

thereof, and, in 1517, refuted it a public

manner. From this time, Eraſmus was

moſt maliciouſly preſecuted by the eccleſi

aſtics, who uſed to ſay, that he laid the

egg, which Luther had hatched; and, in

deed, they were not miſtaken, in this par

ticular. It is reported, that, when Pope

Leo was cenſured for not putting a ſtop to

Luther's proceedings, he moſt imprudently

replied, ‘Brother Martin is a fine genius,

and his enemies are little envious monks.”

Luther had uncommon abilities, a lively

imagination, a good ſhare of learning, a

pious and devout diſpoſition, a tin&ture of

melancholy and enthuſiaſm, and a great

warmth and impetuofity, which impelled

him, in his controverſial works, to inſult,

and ridicule his adverſaries; he was alſo

fond of muſic, and compoſed ſome poems,

both Latin and German. Eraſmus, in a

letter to Cardinal Wolſey, heavily com

plains of the calumnies of ignorant and

malicious men, who croſſed his defign of

tranſlating and illuſtrating the Holy Scrip

tures: “ Theſe wretches, ſays he, aſcribe to

Eraſmus every thing that is odious; like

true calumniators, they confound the cauſe

of learning with that of Reuchlin and Lu

ther, though they have no connexion; they

call every one heretic, whom they diſlike.’

It is remarkable, that, in this defence, and

in many other places of his writings, he

does not condemn Luther, though he open

ly condemns the condućt and ſentiments of

his enemies.

He greatly commends the Rećtor of

Erphort, for having introduced the belles

lettres into that academy in a gentle and

peaceable manner & “I hate tumults, ſays

he, and I am much miſtaken, if more is

not obtained by moderate counſels, than by
out

*
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outrageous violence. —Luther hath given

us good advice on many points; I wiſh he

had done it with greater diſcretion and ci

vility more perſons then would have fa

voured and defended him. And yet it

would be an impiety to leave him unde

fended; for then who will ever dare to

fland up for the truth?". Eraſmus, to filence

thoſe who calumniated the 1ſt edition of

his New Teſtament, obtained a brief from

Leo, which he prefixed to the 2d ; and, as

the divines of Louvain exclaimed againſt

him this year more than ever, he very ſkil

fully defends himſelf againſt their attacks:

• There are none, ſays he, who bark at me

more furiouſly than they who never even

ſaw the outſide of my book; try the expe

riment upon them, and you will find that

I tell you what is true.” In another letter,

he repels the attacks of a monk, who had

written like a barbarian, and reaſoned like

an ideot; he complained, that Eraſmus had

dared to reprehend Jerom and Auguſtin

• What a ſpirit, and what a condućt is this,

to defend the ancients, and to wink at their

faults, and to revile and calumniate every

thing in the works of the moderns º' Luther

£ent him, in 1519, a very courteous letter,

fancying that he was on his fide, from his

declarations againſt the monkiſh ſuperſti

tions, and eſpecially from his new preface

to the Enchiridion Militis Chriſtiani; in

the reply to which, calling Luther his

deareſt brother in Chriſt, he owns, that he

had peruſed part of his Commentaries on

the Pſalms, liked them much, and hoped

they might be very ſerviceable; he exhorts

him alſo to moderation, not to attack the

perſons of Popes and Kings, but thoſe evil

Counſellors who made a bad uſe of their

authority. The Lord Jeſus, ſays he, grant

you, from day to day, an increaſe of his

ſpirit, for his glory and the public good.

Cardinal Campegius, having, in London,

received from Eraſmus his 2d edition of the

New Teſtament, returned him a polite let

ter full of commendations, and preſented

him with a diamond ring and 10 pieces of

gold ; he exhorts him to deſpiſe the malice

of thoſe divines who traduced him in ſo

odious a manner; and he declares, that their

cenſures had not, in the leaſt, diminiſhed

his eſteem and affection. Eraſmus makes

heavy complaints to Leo of thoſe who were

eternally railing at the New Teſtament,

which he had dedicated to his Holineſs;

and he beſeeches him to interpoſe his au

thority. But, after all, it was really out

of his power to filence ſuch people; and a

certain Pope judged not amiſs, when he

declared, that he thought it ſafer to quarrel

with a Prince, than with a friar.

In 1520, the eccleſiaſtics began to ex

claim furiouſly againſt Eraſmus in Eng

land; and Standiſh, a monk, Biſhop of St.

Aſaph (whom Eraſmus, by way of derifian,

ſometimes calls Epiſcopum a Sanéto Aſino,

Biſhop of St. Aſs) accuſed him of hereſy

before the King and the Queen; but his

enemies in Brabant gave him yet more

vexation and diſturbance. As Leo had,

this year, publiſhed a furious bull againſt

Luther, Eraſmus was in pain for that Re

former: “I fear, ſays he, to Noviomagus,

for the unfortunate Luther; ſo violent is

the conſpiracy, and ſo ſtrongly have the

Pope ...?the Princes been inſtigated againſt

him.’ He had been ſeverely cenſured for not

refuting Luther's erroneous opinions ; and

the reaſons he aſſigned for declining this

taſk were, 1. Becauſe they who would un

dertake it ſhould attentively, and more than

once, read his writings, for which he had

no leiſure, being occupied in other ſtudies.

2. Becauſe it was a work above his abili

ties. 3. Becauſe he would not deprive the

univerſities, which have undertaken to con

fute him, of their honour and glory. 4.

Becauſe he had no mind to draw upon him

the reſentment of many powerful perſons,

eſpecially as he was not appointed to this

office. He proteſts, however, that he was

very far from oppoſing himſelf to the Vicar

of Chriſt; only he wiſhed, that Luther had

been ſolidly confuted, before they had burnt

his books. It is ſaid, that the Pope's agents

made an offer to him of one of the beſt bi

ſhoprics, if he would write againſt Luther;

and that he replied, Luther is ſo-profound

a divine, that I do not pretend even to

comprehend him thoroughly ; and ſo great

a man, that I learn more in one page of his

books, than from all Thomas Aquinas.

Hieronymus Aleander, the Pope's Num

cio, this year, ſollicited the Emperor and

Frederic, Ele&or of Saxony, Luther's pro

te&tor, to puniſh this Reformer; Frederic

was then at Cologne, and Eraſmus too,

whom he conſulted on this occaſion. He

replied to the Elector, that Luther's doc

trine was unexceptionable; and he cen

ſured the Pope's bull as tyrannical, which,

he ſaid, Aleander had forged, and gone

beyond his commiſſion in the execution

thereof. He ſollicited the Emperor's Mi

miſters to favour the cauſe of Luther, and to

perſuade him not to begin the exerciſe of

his Imperial dignity with an ačt of violence;

and to Frederic he preſented ſeveral axioms

for his confideration, two of which are very

remarkable, viz. r. That Luther, being a

man void of ambition, was the leſs to be

ſuſpected of hereſy. 2. That they, who

condemned him, deſerved to be condemned

B b 2 time.n-
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themſelves, for advancing propoſitions of.

fenſive to pious ears. When the Dyet of

Worms, in 1521, reſolved, that Luther's

works ſhould be burnt, and himſelf pro

ſcribed as an heretic, Eraſmus publiſhed his

complaints to all the world; and the Lu

therans acknowledged their obligations to

him by a pićture, in which Luther and

Hutton were repreſented as carrying the

ark of God, and Eraſmus, like another

David, dancing before them, with all his

might; whilſt Aleander was hung up by

the heels, and the Pope and his Cardinals

were ſpectators of the ſhew.

Eraſmus, in 1541, ſent a'letter to Pace,

Dean of St. Paul's, wherein he franklyopens

his mind, and ingenuouſly owns his timi

dity; for after he had blamed the German

Lutherans, as reſolving, at all adventures,

to engage him in Luther's affair; and that

Reformer, as defeating the effect of his

wholeſome doćtrine by his intolerablefaults;

he adds: “But, if he had written every

thing in the moſt unexceptionable manner,

I had no inclination to die, for the ſake of

truth; every man hath not the courage re

quiſite to die a martyr; and I am afraid,

that, if I were put to the trial, I ſhould imi

tate St. Peter.” He elſewhere declares his

hatred of diſcord to be ſuch, that he diſ.

liked even truth, if it was ſeditious; from

the ſame political principles, he extolled

Henry VIII's book againſt Luther, even

before he had ſeen it; and he began now to

throw out intimations, that he would alſo

enter the liſts againſt him; which gave great

offence to the Lutherans. Eraſmus, in

1522, publiſhed the works of Hilary, and

dedicated them to Joannes Carondeletus,

Biſhop of Palermo this dedication is an

excellent compoſition; and ſo is the preface,

which the Benedićtins of Paris call a de

clamation, and are offended with, on the

following accounts : , 1. Eraſmus therein

ſhews, that the monks, who had formerly

tranſcribed the works of Hilary, had cur

tailed and interpolated ſeveral places, be

cauſe they thought them not conformable to

the doćtrines received in their days. z. Ha

ving obſerved, that Hilary's maſter-piece is

his treatiſe on the Trinity, he takes notice,

that he complains of being under a neceſ

ſity of ſpeaking concerning things incom

prehenſible, and moſt difficult to be expreſ

fed in proper language. 3. After ſome

refle&tions on Hilary's ºf: and ob

ſcure ſtyle, he proceeds to his book of Sy

nods, and offers many excellent remarks on

arbitrary decifions; on Hilary's violent tem

per and railing investives againſt the Ari

ans; his fingular opinions and injudicious

expreſſions; on the errorsofthe Fathers, &c.

Luther wrote a rough anſwer to Henry VIII,

this year, in Latin, which he afterwards

tranſlated into German; and his Majeſty

was informed, that Eraſmus aſſiſted him in

writing this reply; but he fully cleared

himſelf, as he tells Pirckheimerus, in a let

ter, which was probably written in 1523.

[To be ń. in our next.]

The Aulic Council paſſed, on the 21ſt of Auguſt laſt, the following Reſolution againſ!

his Pruſſian Majeſty:

4.A S to the violent invaſion of the

King of Pruſſia, Elečtor of Bran

denburg, in the eleētorate of Saxony, and

other territories of the Empire, having heard

the report of the Imperial Fiſcal, and the

ſummons by him given to the King of

Pruſſia as Elector of Brandenburg, that he

might ſee and hear that he is declared to

have incurred the penalty of the ban of the

Empire, with deprivation of all his fiefs,

rights, privileges, graces, and expectances;

having, moreover, heard the report of the

ſaid Fiſcal of the 9th of February of the

preſent year, that the term fixed for hearing

theexceptions is elapſed; in failure of which

exceptions, the contumacy is deemed to be

manifeſt : The Court therefore admits the

contumacy againſt the ſaid Ele&tor of Bran.

denburg, and authoriſes the ſaid Fiſcal to go

on with the proſecution.” (Signed)

John GeoRGE Reitzer.

The ſame day, three decrees were iſſued;

ºne againſt the Elector of Brunſwic-Lu.

3

memburg, the ſecond againſt the Duke of

Brunſwic-Wolffenbuttle, and the third a

gainſt the Count of Lippe-Buckeburg.

The firſt being a curious original, worthy

of the charaćter of the Court of Vienna, we

muſt give the ſubſtance of it, which is,

* That a decree ſhall be made, import

ing the penalty of the ban of the Empire

againſt the King of Great Britain, in qua

lity of Ele&tor of Brunſwic, ſeeing that, his

Imperial Majeſty having forewarned him,

by his reſcripts of the 13th of September

and 9th of November, 1756, to ceaſe from

adhering to the rebellion of the Ele&or of

Brandenburg, he paid no regard thereto;

that, far from ſhewing any deference to the

decree of the Dyet of the 17th of January,

1757, which granted a triple contingent,

and furniſhing his quota like his co-eſtates,

he declared he would not ſubmit to that de;

cree, though confirmed by his Imperial

Majeſty, but that he was reſolved to re

main neuter, and run counter to the*:
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of the Empire, and of his Imperial Ma

jeſty; that, not content with ſo notorious a

diſobedience, he joined his troops with thoſe

of the Ele&tor of Brandenburg, and took

into his pay the forces of ſeveral Princes, in

order to ſupport his rebellion; from whence

enſued the invaſion of the countries of Hil

deſheim, Oſnabrug, and Munſter; that he

has made an alliance with the King of

Pruſſia, and ſhewed himſelf to be a declared

adherent to his rebellion, by taking one of

his Generals to command his troops; that,

with force and arms, he has invaded the

countries of Paderborn, Juliers, Bergue,

Cologne, Liege, Brabant; tooktowns there

in, beſieged places, ſeized the revenues by

force, impoſed contributions and deliveries

of proviſions, &c. acting every-where like

an enemy; that, in order to increaſe his

rebellion againſt the laws of the Empire,

and more effectually oppreſs his co-eſtates,

he has even brought foreign troops into the

JEmpire; that, by all theſe proceedings,

well known to the public, he not only in

fringed the inhibitory decrees anteriorly

publiſhed, and incurred the penalties therein

mentioned, but has alſo rendered himſelf,

in all reſpects, guilty of a breach of the

Empire's peace. Now, as his Imperial Ma

jeſty, by virtue of his authority, ought to

endeavour to ſuppreſs the rebellion, in the

firſt place, he very ſeriouſly orders, by theſe

reſents, the King of Great Britain, as E

}. of Brunſwic-Lunenburg, to defiſt

from ſupporting the rebellion of the Elec

tor of Brandenburg, and to be no wa

concerned therein; to abſtain himſelf from

every flep that tends to break the peace of

the Empire; to withdraw immediately from

Germany the foreign forces, and the troops

he has taken into his pay, as well as his

own ſubjects ; to put a ſtop to all prepara

tions inconſiſtent with the ſafety of the Em

pire; to reſtore every thing he has taken

from his co-eſtates ; to repair without de

lay all the damages he has done; to give

ſufficient ſecurities for his future good be.

haviour; to obey the Imperial decrees of

the 17th of January and 9th of May, 1757,

and to execute them in all points. To

which ſhall be annexed the uſual ſummons,

with the term of two months. Secondly,

That an avocatorial mandate be drawn up,

for all the troops that are in the ſervice and

pay of the King of Great Britain, Ele&tor

of Brunſwic, in the ſame form as that which

was iſſued for the Ele&tor of Brandenburg's

troops. Thirdly, That this mandate be

paſted up in all the territories of the circle,

to the end that they may recal their ſub

jećts; and ſuch as fail to do it ſhall forfeit

their eſtates, honour, and life, according
to the ſtatutes.

• And as the peace of the Empire, and

the maintenance thereof, require, that no

paſſage nor ſuccours be given, nor recruits,

nor place of aſſembly be allowed, to him

that is attainted of rebellion againſt his Im

perial Majeſty and the Holy Empire, nor

to his abettors, but that they ſhould rather

be repelled and diſfipated; all that has been

ena&ed, in the decrees againſt the Ele&tor

of Brandenburg, is intimated to the States

of the ele&orate of Brunſwic; his Imperial

Majeſty moſt ſeriouſly injoining them, by

theſe preſents, to conform thereto, in all

points, and to prevent or puniſh all thoſe

that may dare to ačt openly, or ſecretly, in

contradićtion to the ſame and forthwith to

make a report thereof to his Imperial Ma

jeſty, to the end that he may bring them to

order. Fourthly, It is ordered, that a re

ſcript ſhall be addreſſed to the immediate

Nobleſſe of the Empire, not only to the end

that they may conform to theſe Imperial

decrees, but alſo that they may produce,

within the ſpace of two months, an exact

lift of the members of their body that are

in the ſervice of the Elečtor of Hanover,

with a note of their places of abode and

their eſtates, in order to their being pu

miſhed according to law.” (Signed)

John GeoRGE REITZER.

Remarks on the late Proceedings of the Aulic Council againſ the Eleåor of Hanover.

HE ſtep, lately taken by the Aulic

Council againſt Hanover, ſeems to

have been long ago expected or foreſeen by

his Majeſty; for, in the ſpeech from the

throne, at the opening of the laſt ſeſſion of

Parliament, ſpeaking of the preſervation of

the Proteſtant religion and the liberties of

Europe, as another great objećt which he

had at heart, his Majeſty adds, “ For this

cauſe I ſhall decline no inconveniences.”

This expreſſion was then rightly taken

=~

but by few ; the generality could make nor

thing at all of it 3 and ſome ſaid, with a

ſneer, they could not ſee any perſonal incon

veniences that might happen: But, as the

King of Pruſſia had been threatened with

the ban of the Empire, two months before

the battle of Roſbach, men of ſpeculation

readily perceived his Majeſty meant here,

that the Imperial Court would not fail to,

decree the ſame penalty againſt him, when

ever they ſhould think themſelves able to en

force
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force it, if he continued to ſupport his Pruſ

fian Majeſty, along with whom the Pro

teſtant religion, and the liberties of Europe,

muſt either ſtand or fall.

This proſpect did not daunt our Sove

reign : He ſhewed himſelf, at once, a truly

Britiſh King, a German patriot, and a

friend to the general liberty of Europe. His

foreign dominions were already in the hands

of the French, and almoſt ruined ; the ene

my were likewiſe in poſſeſſion of all the ter

ritories of the Landgrave of Heſſe Caffel.

A reſolution was taken to drive them back

to the Rhine, and happily executed, before

they could have time to receive reinforce

ments from France; and, as the King of

Pruſſia continued ſucceſsful, in Sileſia, the

remainder of that winter campaign, theAu

lic Council's finiſter intentions againſt him

and Hanover were ſuſpended, till they

ſhould ſee a more favourable opportunity.

At length they thought the fair oppor

tunity was come, and their evil genius

prompted them to iſſue the fatal decrees,

before they had heard from the Ruſſian ar

my, nay, juſt four days before it was de

feated. It ſeems Marſhal Daun had laid

his ſcheme ſo well, that the Imperial Court

reckoned upon nothing leſs than recovering

Saxony, over-running Brandenburg, con

quering Sileſia, and cooping up the King

of Pruſſia either at Stetin or Magdeburg:

In which caſe, all the ſagacity and bravery

of Prince Ferdimand of Brunſwic could not

have ſaved his Majeſty's eleētoral dominions.

Therefore the decree went forth in due form

againſt his Pruſſian Majeſty; and, he be

ing declared guilty of rebellion againſt the

Emperor and the Empire, his chief ſupport

muſt of courſe fall under the ſame ſentence;

and, accordingly, is to be formally put

under the ban of the Empire, after the 21ſt

of the preſent month, if he continues to aſſiſt

the houſe of Brandenburg.

But can any impartial man contain his

indignation, when he conſiders that this

Elector of Hanover, thus threatened by the

Imperial court to be ſtripped of his dignity,

honours, and eſtates, is the very ſame Prince

that raiſed the Duke of Tuſcany to the Im

perial dignity, fought in perſon at Dettin

gen to keep the crown on the Queen of

Hungary's head, and, at the peace of Aix

la-Chapelle, left her in poſſeſſion of more

dominions, than any of that race ever de

ſerved to poſſeſs The treaſure of England,

the blood of Britiſh and Hanoverian troops,

effectually guarantied the pragmatic ſanc

tion ; and the heireſs of Charles VI, though

attacked by ſo many enemies at once, loſt

nothing but the Lower Sileſin, which the

Britiſh Court perſuaded her to cede to Pruſ.

ſia, for the ſake of preſerving all the reſt of

the Auſtrian ſucceſſion; for the guaranty

of the pragmatic ſanétion always tacitly im

plied a clauſe in favour of the rights of a

third perſon; and the claim of the houſe of

Brandenburg to part of Sileſia was ſo clear,

that England could not pretend to interfere

in the quarrel about it, nor was it prudent

to oppoſe Pruſſia in that matter. Nay more,

when all the Auſtrian Netherlands were

loſt, Britain procured the reſtitution of them,

by giving back to France, what I hope ſhe

will never poſſeſs again, Cape Breton.

And yet, behold the monſtrous ingratitude

of the Auſtrian family Under the baſe,

groveling, chicaning forms of law in the

Empire, wreſted according to the paſſions

and ambitious views of the Imperial Court,

the King of Great Britain, who but a few

years ago ſnatched them out of the jaws

of deſtrućtion, is now peremptorily com

manded to run counter to the laws of na

ture, and to act againſt his religious prin

ciples: They have the conſummate effron

tery to require him to withdraw an handful

of Britiſh forces from Germany, employed

in defending his dominions againſt the de

clared enemies of Britain, while they them

ſelves have called into the Empire no leſs

than two hundred thouſand foreigners;

they would not only have our Sovereign

with-hold all manner of aſſiſtance from his

magnanimous nephew contending againſt

more than the half of Europe, and beſet by

a greater force than Rome, in the meridian

of her grandeur, ever kept on foot ; but

they alſo inſiſt upon his furniſhing his con

tingent towards the banditti army of execu

tion, the derificn of Germany and diſgrace

of the Empire! And, as if this was not

enough, his Majeſty, in his eleētoral capa

city, muſt indemnify ſome ſtates of Germa

my for the damage he has been forced to do

them in his own defence: Nay, he muſt

befides deſiſt from all meaſures that may

tend to diſturb the peace of the Empire; the

meaning of which may be, for aught we

know to the contrary, that the Engliſh muſt

not make any more expeditions on the

coaſts of France, becauſe this hinders the

French from ſending troops enough into

the Empire, to ſettle peace there to the

liking of the Court of Vienna.

After ſuch glaring proofs of ingratitude,

and ſo flagrant an abuſe of the Imperial

authority, whereby the Emperor hath made

himſelf both judge and party in the war

premeditated by his conſort againſt the houſe

of Brandenburg, the conſequence is, that he

muſt be dethroned, if he can be dethroned.

-They
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—They have pulled off the maſk, and

plainly ſhewn what is to be expe&ted from

them, if they can get the upper hand; no

thing leſs than the total annihilation of

Pruſſia and Hanover, that they and their

- Rouſe, Bri—-tons, rouſe and

brave al—ly; His

on their per—fi--dy,

ſtrains, Ye love—ly nymphs

joy--ful hearts we'll

face

ar—--dour i-mi--tate, and

Tune, tune

glad---ly ſing,

allies may afterwards be able to give laws

to Britain :- Therefore if Auſtria can be

brought down to the duſt, that it may never

be ſuffered to riſe again, is the hearty
wiſh of Yours, &c.

The BRIT IS H. Mºſ: -

Containing original Po E M s, So N G s, &c.

- A New SON G, in Honour of the King of PRussia.

the foe, Sup-port your roy—al,

-

throw De—ſtruc---tion

your notes to chear--ful

and
jol—-ly ſwains; With

Long live the brave,

Long live the brave,

Inog
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long the brave, long live the brave, tie Piuſ--fian King;

- zºº.

long live the brave, long live the brave, the Pruſ--fian King;

N

| With joy— 'I hearts well glad--ly ſing, Long live the brave,

- |
Long live the brave,

\

t

< long live the brave, long live the brave, the Pruſſian King.

long live the brave, long live the brave, the Pruſſian King.

2. 3.

Let Poiáiers, Creſſy's battles ſpur That hero may ſucceſs attend,

Thy ſleeping valour into fame; Who does ſo well ſupport his cauſe;

Convince the French, without demur, Join, Britons, join your noble friend,

You've caught a ſpark of Fred'ric's flame. Firſt beat the French, then give them laws.

Tune, tune your notes to chearful ſtrains, Tune, tune your notes to chearful ſtrains,

Ye lovely nymphs and jolly ſwains; Ye lovely nymphs and jolly ſwains; :

With joyful hearts we'll gladly ſing, With joyful hearts we'll gladly fing,

Cho. Long live the brave, the Pruſſian King. Cho, Long live the brave, the Pruſſian King.

A New C O U N T R Y D A N C E,

The ROY A. L. M ID SHIPM A. N.

Foot partners ...; then foot fideways + ; ſwing right hands =, and caſt off = i foot acroſs and
|

not turn: ; right and left E.

A C O N T R A S T.

H E vain coquette, by fludy’d arts, At opera's, ridotto's, plays, -

Endeavours to trepan our hearts; She could attend whole nights and days;

Trifling 1



Trifling her time and care employs,

Nor can ſhe taſte ſubſtantial joys.

This is the buſineſs of her ſphere,

And all her knowledge centers here.

But ſee Miranda, prudent maid,

Convinc'd of reaſon's ſolid aid;

From foibles of her ſex refin'd,

To others failings wiſely blind;

Her virtue's in her condućt ſeen;

No ſelf-conceit does intervene;

Though Heav'n has form'd her all that's fair,

Yet is her mind her only care;

With manly ſenſe her ſoul ſhe decks,

And ſhines ſuperior to her ſex.

A : P A S T O R A L.

I ,

E nymphs and ye ſhepherds ſo gay,

Oh I aſk not the cauſe of my woe,

Nor wonder, while Florio's away,

My eyes thus inceſſantly flow.

He was ſurely the pride of the plain,

He was all that on earth I deſir'd;

The envy of ev'ry young ſwain,

And by ev’ry young damſel admir’d.

2s

When the deareſt of ſhepherds was here,

How lovely the ſweet rural ſcene I

How gay did the flow'rets appear,

And the meads how delightfully green!

But verdant no more is the mead,

The flow'rets no longer are gay;

It ſeems all a waſte as I tread,

For, alas! my dear Florio's away.

The birds, how milia. their notes,

And their plumage how beauteous and gay!

What harmony pour'd from their throats,

When they hail'd the approach of the May 1

But their muſic to Roſabell's vain,

Their beauty no longer ſhe ſees;

For, alas! when the heart is in pain,

Nor muſic not beauty caa pleaſe.

4

How happy, when tending my ſheep,

Have I ſat at the foot of the hill;

While my lute a juſt meaſure would keep

To the murmuring ſound of the rill

My lambs are no longer my care,

Nor with pleaſure their paſtimes I ſee;

Ye wolves, the ſweet innocents ſpare,

As they wander unheeded by me.

Oh! tell me, ye wº rural maids

(Whoſe friendſhip I gratefully prove)

Tf, amidſt all the groves and the ſhades,

...You've beheld ſuch a youth as my love

Did you e'er ſee a form ſo complete,

Such beauty unaided by art 2

Or did ſo many virtues e'er meet

As at once are combin’d in his heart

Ye youths, who have woo'd me in vain,

No more at my rigour repine;

You are amply reveng'd by my pain,

if your flaws was as ferven; as mine,

- – – – –––– r - 1 v - - - - -

To nymphs more deſerving than me

Let now your chaſte vows be addreſs'd;

And, how wretched ſoever I be,

May you in your wiſhes be bleſs'd.

Now my leave of dºuin will I take,

To deſarts and woods will I fly;

But, ah! can my Florio forſake

The maid who without him muſt die!

Alas! 'tis in vain to depart,

No change can alleviate my woe;

Since the image I bear in my heart

Purſues me wherever I go!

*. 8.

Ceaſe, Roſabell, ceaſe to purſue

A ſubječt that, breaks all thy reſt ;

Alas! thy fond boſom's too true

To be wretched, if Florio is bleſt,

If another his heart ſhall obtain,

, And thou all thy hopes muſt reſign,

May the paſſion ſhe feels for the ſwain

Be as chaſte and as conſtant as thine.

An E PIT H A L A M I U M,

Wrote the 26th ult, on a Nuptial Morm.

Idem velle, et idem nolle, ea demum firma

amicitia eſt. SA L. Lus T.

YMEN, prepare thy ſacred torch;

Fair Venus, aid him in the porch;

Ye ſmiling Loves, advance;

Prepare the way, your banners ſpread,

Around ambroſial odours ſhed,

And chaſte deſires enhance,

Your altars raiſe, your brows adorn,

Grand as the blooming, bluſhing morn,

With colours bright and gay;

For Delia and her fav'rite youth,

Led on by Liberty and Truth,

Come jocund on their way.

Ye wanton winds, in breezes play;

Ye ſturdy poplars, homage pay;

Nor rudely ſhake the air :

Soft as Favonius in the vale,

Or mild as Caffia's ſpicy gale,

Salute the happy pair :

Whoſe minds no ſordid vice reprove,

No guilty thirſt of lawleſs love

Their placid peace annoy :

Each heart approves the public voice,

Conſenting parents crown their choice,

And glow with conſcious joy.

Hail, wedlock, ever-honour'd rite |

, Reſiſtleſs charºns in thee unite,

Attraćtive graces ſhine;

In Eden's flow'ry vale aſſign'd

• To bleſs and to enrich mankind

In Adam's virtuous line.

How ſoft the chain, the bond how ſweet,

Where merit, virtue, wiſdom meet,

Where ſouls by inſtinét turn ?

Like the chaſte doves each other know,

With ſympathetic ardour glow,

With honeſt tranſport burn,

C c Speak,
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Speak, ye who feel its ſacred force,

Who know its deep, myſterious ſource,

Who can its cauſe explore :

Would men but love by virtuous rules,

Marriage, the frequent jeſt of fools,

Would then be heard no more.

Peace and content would bleſs each day,

The hours ſerenely glide away,

Nor feel time's reſtleſs rage;

Improving and improv’d, they'd learn

New charms in wiſdom to diſcern,

New beauties in old age.

With health and undiſturb’d delight

Long may you bleſs each other's fight,

Each other's peace purſue;

In pleaſures innocently gay

Paſs the remains of life away,

With purer bliſs in view. 0xamienſis.

An EP I L O GUE, addreſſed to the La

dies at a Rebearſal of Terence's Andrian;

which was afterwards performed by the young

Gentlemen of the Grammar Schºol at Reading,

before the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford and the

other Viſters of that School, the Members for

the County, and a numerous and polite Audience,

on Wedneſday, the 18th Infant. -

Spoken by Mafter Coates in the Charaćier of Myſis.

2 IS kind, ye fair, thus patiently to wait,

Where we, I fear, no pleaſure can create,

To view unpoliſh'd actors, and to hear

A language foreign to your nicer ear.

But ſee how Cupid reigns in ev'ry breaft,

In ev'ry language is his force confeſt;

He warms the frozen hearts of Lapland's ſons,

His fair ones ſcorn the ſwarthy Indian moans;

To no one region is his force confin'd,

He rules invincibly in ev'ry mind.

O 1 were our Conſcious Lovers free from ſtain,

Was Terence chaſte, as Steele, throughout his

plan;

Had Glycerie, helpleſs, deſtitute, oppreſt,

With Indiana's virtue warm'd your breaſt;

And Pam, like Bevil, conſtant, generous, kind,

Baniſh'd forbidden pleaſures from his mind;

Each ſcene the tender ſex muſt pleas'd attend,

* To virtue only and her friends a friend.”

WhenPam thedangerous ſtage of life ſhall tread,

And court your ſmiles, or your reſentment dread,

Fairer in your eſteem we hope he’ll ſtand,

And, tho' with Latin freely at command,

Will ſpeak a language that you'll underſtand.

A New S O N G,

Sung by Miſs Stevenſon at Vauxhall.

RIGHT Sol, at length by Thetis woo'd,

Is ſunk beneath the weſtern flood;

And now, within yon ſacred grove,

I haſte to meet the youth I love :

Reclin’d beneath the beachen ſhade,

While zephyrs whiſper round his head,

Methinks I hear him fighing ſay,

Come, lovely Stella, haſte away.

2s

I come, my Damon, fraught with joy;

Swift as the mountain-deer I fly,

Within thy faithful arms to lay,

And love the cares of life away :

There will I vow, dear gen'rous youth,

To love thee with eternal truth; -

Firm as great Heav'n's unchang'd decree,

To keep my ſpotleſs heart for thee.

By that fond heart, #. trueſt, beſt,

That ever warm'd a virgin's breaft;

By that fond heart, dear youth, I ſwear

Thou, only thou, art treaſur'd there :

There ſhalt thou ever, deareſt ſwain,

My boſom’s faithful inmate reign;

While oft. I'll ſay, what all muſt ſee,

Was ever woman bleſs'd like me !

A Q_U E S T I O N.

ELL me, ye learned heads, if ſuch there

C,

Nature's profound and ſecret myſtery 2

How this vaſt orb on unſeen axles turns,

And unconſum'd the fun for ever burns

what unknown power gives its heat ſuch force,

Orders its motion, and directs its courſe *

How angry tempeſts drive the ſeas to ſhore,

Beat the vaſt fºrelling waves, and make 'em roar?

when waves, like mighty iſlands, rife and ſwell,

How fiſh beneath thoſe moving mountains dwell?

Why ſervile ſprings do conſtant tribute Pay

Unto their arbitrary Monarch, ſea?

How, in the hidden ſpace of fate's dark wombe

Things are at preſent laid that are to come

Next the myſterious births of flow’rs diſcloſes

from the field-daiſy to the garden-roſe

Why ſuch a painted coat the tulip wears,

And why in red the bluſhing roſe appears

why clad in white the inn'cent lily's ſeen,

And how the ſcent comes from the jeffamin P

Why humble ſtrawberries creep on the ground,

And why the apple ſtruts and looks around 3

why ivy clings to the oak's harden'd waiſt,

And why the elm by th’ loving vine's embrac'd *

Why nature did for fiſhes ſcales prepare,
And cloaths ſome beaſts in wool, and ſome in

hair 2

why golden feathers do the fowls adorn,

And why they chirp and fing beneath the morn*

And why all theſe are deſtin'd to maintain

The ſov’reign Lord of all the creatures, man?

Wakefield. jo. England.

A R E B U. S.

AKE the latter four fifths of an inſe&t’e”

roduce,

And a thouſand that's ſhorteſt ſet down;

Then prefix this to that, and 'twill ſhew what's
of uſe d

In ſupporting the country and town.

Ilrainſter. M. Bampfield.

N. B. No Riddles or Rebus's will be inſerted, unleſs their Solutions are ſent at the ſame Time.

*...* The Proprietors offer Half a Guinea to the Perſon who ſhall fund an Anſwer to the Rebº.in
ths Magazine for July 1757. Mr.
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Mr. Hugh Leſter's Anſwer to the Queſtion by T.W. in the Mag. for Auguſt laſt.

Ages. 25 22,

27, the eldeſt, 25 22,

a6, the ſecond, 27 = ºv -

25, the third, 22 – 2. 625 = y”, 484 = z*.

22, the youngeſt. - -

- 594 = ‘U&-

Ioo - ź

- 625

27 26 484

27 26

- - 2514 = to the ſum of the ſquares.

729 = wº. 676 = x*. -

Extract of a Letter from Barbadoes, July 19. *

Cº. Rowan, in the privateer

brig Frankland, has been cruiſing ever

ſince the war, and has had barely as much

ſucceſs as would defray expences, no French

veſſels being in theſe ſeas to take, all their

trade being carried on by the Dutch, &c.

About a month paſt Capt. Rowan took

a large privateer from Guardaloupe, which

had been ſupplied juſt before by the Dutch

at St. Euſtatia. Captain Rowan's genteel

treatment to the Captain induced him to

tell Capt. Rowan that he had a few hours

before parted with a ſhip under Dutch co

lours, bound to St. Domingo, with a French

cargo; and directed him how to ſhape his

courſe, which Capt. Rowan purſued, took

her and brought her into this bay, where

her cargo was condemned. The French

paſſports, invoices, and letters, were con

cealed in a caſe, number 26o, in the hold;

the letters were dated in Paris, in March ;

and by them we find, that, fince the com

mencement of the war, the Dutch are the

carriers of their effe&ts; and that many

French merchants are gone over to Hol

land ; That one Feſtis and co. carry on

the chief part of the trade for the French.

The letters mention, that many French

men are concerned in the bottoms, which

really appeared by ſeveral of the French

letters; but, as the papers were Dutch pro

perty, the ſhip was not libelled. This ſhip,

with many more, has got French effects,

and that they are to take in the effects or

produce of the French at Martinico, and of

the iſlands in our neighbourhood, as well as

at St. Domingo, and carry them to Holland,

to be configned there on purpoſe ; ſo that,

if a ſtop is not put to this way of trade,

the French will be ſafe with their outward

and homeward-bound cargoes, through the

Dutch: For, if the French Captain had not

told Capt. Rowan he had ſeen the French

papers on board the Dutch ſhip, Rowan

would have let him paſs, as he produced a

proper clearance for St. Euſtatia; and fićti

tious letters and invoices, with bills of la

ding, conſigned to Mr. Alleive, merchant

there; which, in fačt, would have deceived

any Captain ; and the Captain had many

directions, if he ſhould meet Engliſh pri

vateers, how to baffle them, &c. *

When the ſhip was brought in here, and

the Captain found the French letters in the

caſe, proving the cargo to be French pro

perty, the Captain ſwore the French were

damned rogues, and ſaid that many French

men had lately come over to Holland, and

that all the large veſſels were chartered to

carry goods on account of the French, and

bring home their indigo, ſugar, cotton, &c.

and, fince he had been tricked by them, he

wiſhed all the ſhips might fail into the

hands of the Engliſh; he alſo ſaid, that the

Dutch were not ſuffered to have any of their

own goods on board.

He alſo ſaid, if Capt. Rowan would ſail

into a particular latitude immediately, he

might take a large new ſhip, of 400 tons,

that had taken in her cargo at Havre-de

Grace, and came to Holland for a Dutch

paſs; and that all herhands were diſcharged

in Holland, to take in freſh men; that the

faid ſhip had cannon, powder, ball, arms,

and other valuable goods, and was to ſail

in a few days after him for St. Domingo.

According to the Dutch Captain's advice

we got Rowan out, and ſent the ſloop he

took, with 4o hands, as a tender ; and four

days after he left us, in the very track

the Captain acquainted Rowan, he fell in

with the ſaid ſhip, mounting 16 guns, fix,

nine, and twelve pounders, and had pre

pared to fight Rowan; but he and his ten

der bore down under French colours, haled

them in French, and bid them be careful

C c 2. thºr
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they did not meet with Engliſh privateers,

or to that purpoſe. Rowan took him; when

he acquainted the Captain of every circum

itance, of his lading in France, and going

to Holland, and with what he was laden,

he ſaid no one but the devil could have in

formed him, for not a perſon in the ſhip

knew it but himſelf and his clerk; how

ever he gave up his French papers as well

as his Dutch: The ſhip was carried to An

tigua, where ſhe will be condemned, as

well as her cargo. It is reported that ſhe

is worth 40,000 l. ſterling. My family is

concerned in half of the privateers. On the

whole, it has been a lucky thing in-taking

the French privateer, as theſe two ſhips are

hindered from ſupplying his Majeſty's ene
intesv

The French letters, found by this ſhip,

are lodged in the Regiſter-office, to be pro

duced againſt the Dutch. We imagine

this is the firſt clear proof, as the Dutch

fhips always conceal their French papers.

W. M. knows, and can make it appear,

that he was at St. Euſtatia, on a trading

voyage, when the Governor, at whoſe houſe

he was, had an account of the declaration

of war; above twelve Frenchmen were with

him, and they lamented much how they

ſuffered laſt war, as moſt of their veſſels

were taken. The ſubjećts under the Go

vernor told the Frenchmen, they would be

godfathers for their veſſels, and actually

ſeventy-three of their veſſels were made

Dutch bottoms; and I was offered to have

ſome paſſes, but would not accept them t

And though we have, in times paſt, been

great traders with the Dutch, yet, ſince the

war, have never traded a penny. W. M.

was, in February latt, in a flag of truce to

Martinico and Guardaloupe, and he ſays,

that there were not, at both iſlands, ten

merchant ſhips belonging to the French,

but that continually ſloops were coming

from the Dutch with all manner of ſupplies

of proviſion and dry goods, and keep re

gular ſtores; ſeveral of them were laden

with French effects, and there had been but

one veſſel from France for ſix months. A

Frenchman I knew, aſſured me, if they had

not ſupplies from the Dutch, they muſt

quit their iſlands, for no ſupplies could

come from France; ſo that it behoves every

honeſt man to give all the informations he

can, that proper methods may be taken at

home.

P. S. Juſt now a veſſel arrived from Su

rinam, the Captain of which ſays, he had

been from thence but ſix days, and that a

large French ſhip came from Keyan, laden

with a valuable cargo, to get Dutch paſ

ſes, &c. -

The Method of making B R I C K S and TI L E S.

Illuſtrated with a Copper-plate, repreſenting a Kiln for burning Tile and Brick.

An Explanation of the Copper-plate.

The plate ſhews the plan and elevation of

the whole building.

A, in Fig. 1, is the ground-plan of the

intire kiln.

B, The plan of the kiln.

C, C, C, The three arches of the fire-place.

D, in Fig. 2, is a ſection of the conic

building.

E, A ſe&ion of the kiln,

F, The fire-place under it.

G, The aſh-pit.

H, H, The entrances.

I, I, The ſurface of the ground.

K, A ladder leading down to the fire-place

and the coal-cellar.

L., An arched vault before the fire-place.

M, The coal-cellar, over which are ſheds

for keeping the tiles.

RICKS are made of a clayey or loamy

earth ; they are ſhaped in a mould,

and burnt to a hardneſs, after ſome drying

in the ſun or air. The uſe of them was

very ancient; but whether the manner of

making them was always the ſame admits

a doubt; for it does not clearly appear

why they uſed ſtraw in the bricks for build

ing in Egypt, and there is room to queſ

tion, whether thoſe of many later periods

were expoſed to the fire. The bricks, in

the remains of great brick buildings of the

Romans, ſeem to have been never burnt,

but hardened by a very long expoſure to

the ſun ; and ſome of their own writers

mention four or five years drying for this

purpoſe. The Greeks built with bricks,

and uſed them of fix ſeveral ſhapes, or, at

leaſt, ſizes; three being the principal, and

the reſt as many exact half fizes; which

gave a variety to their appearance. We

are generally, but without any reaſon, li

mited by cuſtom to one form and ſize, viz.

8 or 9 inches in length, and about 4 in

breadth; but Sir Henry Wotton mentions,

with commendation, from Daniel Barbaro,

a ſort of brick that was, in its ſhape, trian

*

gular, of equal fides, and each a foot long.

. Its thickneſs was an inch and an half, and

therefore might be called a kind of thick

tile ; but this may be altered at pleaſure;

and, doubtleſs, bricks of this and other re

gularly angular forms might be uſed, with

advantage, in many parts of our common

buildings.
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buildings. Some have propoſed to ſteep

bricks in water after the burning, and then

burn them over again, in order to give

them greater ſtrength; but this may be

much better done by a proper choice of the

materials, and tempering them with tho

rough ſkill and ſufficient labour. Palladio

obſerves, that the ancients made their bricks

of a larger fize, which were deſigned for

great buildings; and this was certainly a

reaſonable proceeding: But he is not inſen

fible how difficult it muſt have been to bake

them in a thorough and equal manner ;

for the Greeks had bricks 5 palms long, as

appears from the name given to the largeſt

ſort they uſed in common buildings. The

manner of burning is a very eſſential article

in the making of bricks; they are com

monly burnt in a clamp about London, .

though, in ſome places, in a kiln; but the

fineſt are done in the kiln for burning tile

and brick above deſcribed. The degree of

burning makes a confiderable difference in

the quality of the bricks; but the principal

diſtinčtion ariſes from the nature of the ma

terials wherewith they are made.

As to the materials of bricks, we have

already ſaid, that they are made of a clayey

or loamy earth ; and, the more pure it is,

the harder and firmer will be the brick; but

then, the leſs mixture there is, the more la

bour it will require in the working. Not

withſtanding the great variety of bricks,

they may be all reduced to the three fol.

lowing ſorts : 1. Grey ſtocks, which are

made of a good earth, well wrought, and

with little mixture. 2. Place bricks, made

of the ſame earth, or worſe, with a mixture

of dirt from the ſtreets; and theſe are often

ſo bad, that they will hardly hold together.

3. Red ſtocks, and red bricks, called alſo,

from their uſe, cutting bricks, owe their co

lour to the nature of the clay whereof they

are made, which is always tolerably pure;

and ſome call thoſe of the better kind’ clay

bricks, becauſe they are ſuppoſed to be made

of nothing elſe. The grey ſtocks and place

bricks are made in all the brick works near

London; but, as the making of red bricks

depends on a particular kind of earth, they

are brought from ſeveral places within 15 or

zo miles of that city. There is an excel

lent ſort of red or cutting bricks that is

called Hedgerley brick, becauſe it is made,

at a village ſo named, of the famous Hed

gerley loam, well known to the glaſs-makers

and chemiſts. This loam is of a yellowiſh

colour, very harſh to the touch, and con

tains a great deal of ſand; its particular va
lue confiſts in its bearing, without damage,

the greateſt violence of the fire; and, for

this reaſon, chemical furnaces are coated and

luted with it, and the ovens of glaſs-houſes

likewiſe repaired and lined there with. It is

ſold in London at a large price, under the

name of Windſor loam, the village of Hed

gerley being near that town ; and the bricks

made of it, which are of the fineſt red co

lour, are called fire bricks, on account of

their bearing the fire. The foreign bricks

are the Dutch, or Flemiſh, and clinkers;

and theſe are all nearly of a kind, and often

confounded together : They are very hard,

and of a dirty brimſtone colour; ſome

whereof are not much unlike our grey

ſtocks, but others yellower. The Dutch

and Flemiſh bricks are uſed for paving

yards, ſtables, &c. and the clinkers, which

are the moſt baked of all, and alſo come

from the ſame places, for ovens.

The fine red-cutting bricks are more

than twice the price of the beſt grey ſtocks ;

the red ſtocks half as dear again as the

grey; and the place bricks, being a great

deal worſe, are proportionably cheaper than

any of the others. The grey ſtocks and

place bricks are employed in the better and

worſe kinds of plain work; the red ſtocks.

are ſometimes thus uſed, and at other times

for arches and other more ornamental

pieces; the fine red-cutting bricks are em

ployed for ruled and gauged work, and
ſometimes for paving; but the red ſtocks

are more frequently uſed, when a red kind

is required for this purpoſe. The red-cut

ting bick is the fineſt of all bricks; it is not

known at all in ſome places, and it is in

others confounded with the red ſtock, which

is uſed in its ſtead; though, where the fine

red brick, pure and perſe&tly made, is to be

had, the difference is 5 to 3 in the price, be

tween that and the red ſtock. The red

and grey ſtocks are frequently ſet with put

tey in gauged arches; which, though ex

penſive, is a beautiful work; for the regu

larity of this diſpoſition, with the fineneſs

of the joints, has a very pleafing effect.

The fine red brick is alſo ſet with puttey in

ruled arches, and, in ruled cornices, in its

beauty, exceeds all others; but the grey

ſtocks of an inferior kind are uſed in walls.

The place bricks, in paving, are made uſe

of dry, or laid in mortar, flat or edgewiſe ;

if they be placed flat, 32 of them pave a

yard ſquare; but, if edgewiſe, it requires

twice that number. The place bricks be

ing altogether unfit for the front work of

walls of any buildings, and the fine-cutting

bricks, thus employed, coming very dear,

the grey and red ſtocks are chiefly applied

to this purpoſe ; but the grey are moſt in

uſe, not only for their cheapneſs, but be

cauſe they will have the preference in moſt

caſts where judgment, and not fancy, de

w termines.
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- termines. There are many very beautiful

pieces of workmanſhip made of red brick,

and the front of the green-houſe in Ken

fington Gardens never fails to attraćt the

admiration of the curious ; but the red

brick, nevertheleſs, ſhould never be admit

ted in the frontwalls of a building. The co

lour itſelf has a fiery aſpect, and is therefore

both diſagreeable and troubleſome to the eye

ofa ſpectator; and, as, in ſummer, it has

the appearance of heat, it is moſt improper

in the country, though it is ofteneſt uſed

there, from the difficulty of getting grey.

Beſides, it does not ſuit ſtone work, which is,

more or leſs, employed in the fronts of moſt

expenſive buildings; for the tranſition from

red brick to ſtone ſeems to the eye harſh

and unnatural; whereas the grey ſtocks,

which have leaſt of the yellow caſt, ſo near

ly approach to the colour of ſtone, that they

always range and ſort well together. The

caſe is the ſame where wood is uſed; ſor,

as it is commonly painted white, red brick

has a worſe effect therewith, than even with

ſtone ; for the tranſition is more ſudden;

but, in the mixture of grey bricks and white

paint, there is no violent change. The

grey ſtocks are now made, about London,

in a very excellent manner; and it highly

concerns the brick-maker, if he would im

prove in this branch of his profeſſion, to

Fº an earth that will burn pale and

ave a good body, and to ſee, that it has

fufficient working.

Tiles differ from bricks more in the ſhape

than in their nature; and they are made of

a finer or coarſer earth, more pure or with

mixture, according to their uſe and the price

they bear. The common kind are formed

of blue clay that is found every-where about

3.ondon, though uſually at ſome depth; it

often lies under the common kinds of brick

earth; and, being moulded, it is baked in

kilns, as the bricks are in clamps. The

kilns, in the forms of cones, or ſugar-loaves,

at preſent uſed about London, excellently

anſwer the purpoſe; and we have given

the figure of a very complete one, in the

plate annexed. The clay, uſed for tiles,

may be always wrought into bricks; but

only the beſt of the brick earth can be

wrought into tiles, which, being thinner,

require more toughneſs in the ſubſtance.

The tougheſt and pureſt clay is the moſt

}. for tiles; and care muſt be taken to

eparate from it all foreign mixtures. It

lies ſo deep, that it is generally free from

ſtones; but there are commonlyº there

in abundance of lumps that have the ap

pearance of braſs. ... Theſe are frequently

in the ſhape of ſhells, and have a matural

poliſh; they moulder into powder, if ex

places, is employed in potteries.

poſed to the air, though they will keep in

fire for ages in a bed of clay; and, what

is, yet more remarkable, they will remain

whole under water any length of time,

whereas the air ſoon deſtroys them. The

lumps that reſemble ſhells have been mould

ed in real ſhells; and ſome are found with

the ſhelly part not waſted, which have pro

bably lain from Noah's flood. They con

fiſt of ſulphur and vitriol, and of them cop

Peras is made; great quantities whereof are

picked up on the ſhores, where the water

has waſhed them out of the clay in the

cliffs, and ſold to advantage; it is the tile

maker's intereſt to ſeparate them from his

clay, as ſoon as it is dug i and it will, in

many places, be worth his while to ſave

them in heaps, as the profit, ariſing from

the ſale of them, will recompenſe his trou

ble and pains. The clay for tiles ſhould be

dug in September and O&ober, and lie ex

poſed all the winter; it muſt be turned in

January, and, in February, it may be work

ed into tiles, which, like bricks, are made

by tempering and beating up the clay to a

due conſiſtence, and then faſhioning them

in a mould ; but more care and pains are

required therein than in making of bricks,

as tile-making approaches nearer to the

pottery work, and the earth of which they

are made is ſuch as might be, and, in ſome

The clay

for tiles muſt not only be more tough and

firm, but more thoroughly wrought, than

that for bricks, that it may be equally firm

in every part; and, when the tile is ſhaped,

if of the common kind, it muſt be kept flat;

but, if of the pan or gutter kind, it muſt be

afterwards bent, whilſt it is ſoft, on a mould

to a proper form, that it may take and re

ceive the impreſſion. More care is alſo re

quiſite in the management of the fire for

burning tiles, than is needful in bricks;

for, if it be too ſlack, they do not get a

proper hardneſs; and, if too violent, they

fuffer in their ſhape, and become glazed.

When bricks are burnt in the clamp, the

fire is lighted, and they are left to them

ſelves ; but, in the kiln for burning tiles,

the fire muſt be moſt carefully watched,

and managed with the utmoſt diſcretion.

All forts of tiles, uſed on the exterior

part of buildings, may be compriſed under

the fix following heads: 1. The plain tile

for the covering of houſes, which is flat

and thin. , 2. The plain tile for paving,

which is alſo flat, but thicker, and its ſize

12, 1o, or 9 inches. 3. The pantile, like

wiſe uſed for covering buildings, which is

hollow or crooked, being ſomewhat bent in

the manner of an S. 4. The Dutch glazed

pantile. 5. The Engliſh glazed pantilei
ań
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and 6. The gutter tile, which is made with

a kind of wings. There is, moreover, a

ſmall glazed and flat kind, called the Dutch

tile, which is ſometimes plain, and, at other

times, decorated with figures; it is em:

ployed about fire-places, and of a different

ſubſtance from all the others, being tenderer

and more eaſily damaged. The goodneſs

of common tiles is in proportion to their

ſtrength, and the duſky-coloured are uſual

ly the ſtrongeſt; but the paving tiles are

made of a kind of loam that burns to a

freſher red colour than the beſt of the com

mon tile clay. Theſe are thicker and larger

than the common roof-tiles; and they are

very regular and beautiful, when care has

been taken in the choice of the earth, and

in the management of the fire. Pantiles

are formed of an earth that reſembles

that of the paving tiles, and often of the

fame; but the beſt ſort of all is a paler

coloured loam that is leſs-ſandy; they have

about the ſame degree of fire given them

in the baking, and come out nearly of

the ſame colour. Glazed pantiles get that

quality in the fire, the great heat whereof

cauſes many kinds of earthy matter to run

into a glaſſy ſubſtance; and glazing pre

ſerves them much longer than the common

pantiles. Gutter tiles are made of the ſame

earth as the common pantiles, and only

differ from them in ſhape; but it muſt be

tempered and worked with particular care

for theſe, as none are more liable to acci

dents. Dutch tiles for chimnies are formed

of earth approaching to the potters kind,

which is worked in the ſame manner; it is

very fine, ſoft, and tender, being much the

fame with that whereof apothecaries pots

are made, and glazed in the like manner;

and it is either white or black; but the

black kind becomes white in the burning.

The plain or common tile is greatly pre

ferable to any other, both as to ſervice and

beauty, for the covering of houſes ; but

even this, in its beſt condition, is not at all

comparable to ſlate. Theſe tiles are either

reddiſh or duſky; the former of which have

a fiery aſpect, and the latter a poor and

dirty appearance; and they both not only

ſeem rough, coarſe, and heavy, but the

mortar, when they are laid in the beſt

manner, is very plainly ſeen in irregular

white joints and ſeams. Beſides, no tiles

look well with ſtone work, painted wood,

or the brick work of chimmies ; whereas

ſlate agrees very well with all theſe, and

has a light and elegant appearance; its

pieces lie thin and regular, and the joints

of mortar are ſo ſlender, that they can ſcarce

at all be diſcerned. Theſe confiderations

juſtly give it the preference to tiles; and,

as it has the advantage over them in its

beauty, it likewiſe ſurpaſſes them in its long

duration. The plain or common tiles have

holes for pins, and are hung on by means

of thoſe pins; the pantile has a lump in

ſtead of a pin, and is hung on by that;

and gutter tiles are laid plain, the broad

end upwards without any mailing. As to,

the thick tiles, when they are ſound and of

a good colour, they ſerve to pave very pret

tily country ground floors in meaner houſes,

and offices in ſuch as are better; if they

eaſily get dirt, they as eafily waſh again;

and, when freſh cleaned, they have a bright

and beautiful appearance. The Dutch tiles

for chimnies, when intire, it muſt be con

feſſed, have an agreeable aſpect; but then

they are inferior to ordinary ſtone for that

purpoſe, on account of their continual fal

ling; for, by reaſon of the ſmallneſs of the

joints, the ſetting is weak, and the heat of

the fire deſtroys the force of the lime; and

they are, moreover, ſo thin, that they are

cracked by a very ſlight blow, and then,

of courſe, ſoon fall out.

As to the kiln for burning tile and brick,

in the plate annexed, it will burn, at once,

of tiles alone, including the three ſorts of

plain, pan, and paving tiles, 34,ooo; and,

if there be little occaſion for tiles, a great

part of the expence may be ſaved, and yet

the kiln anſwer the purpoſe for bricks, in

the moſt perfect manner. The lower part,

ſolely intended for the burning of bricks,

ſhould be juſt the ſame as in the plan and

ſections; but all the come, or great upper

building, may be ſpared, the kiln being

covered with a ſlight ſhed, and the ſmoke

let out at the ſides.

w From the L O N DO N G A Z E TT E.

Kenſington, O&tober 14.

The following Addreſs of the Chancellor,

Maſters, and Scholars, of the Univerſity.

of Oxford, has been preſented to his

Majeſty by the Rev. Dr. Randolph, Pre:

fident of Corpus Chriſti College, and

Vice-chancellor of the Univerſity, toge

ther with the Rev. Dr. Gregory, Dean

of Chriſt-Church, being introduced by

the Lord of his Majeſty's Bed chamber

in Waiting : Which Addreſs his Ma

jeſty was pleaſed to receive very graci

ouſly. -

| Te
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To the King's moſt Excellent Majeſty,

The humble Addreſs of the Chancellor,

Maſters, and Scholars, of the Univer

fity of Oxford.

May it pleaſe your Majeſty,

Wº your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and

loyal ſubjects, the Chancellor, Maſ

ters, and Scholars, of the Univerſity of Ox

ford, moſt humbly beg leave to congratu

late your Majeſty on the great ſucceſs, with

which it has pleaſed Almighty God to bleſs

the arms of your Majeſty, and your allies,

in defence of the juſt rights of your crown,

againſt the incroachments of an ambitious

and perfidious enemy. -

May it pleaſe your Majeſty to accept our

particular congratulations for the vićtories

obtained by your Majeſty's brave ſubjećts

and allies. We cannot but rejoice to ſee

the enemy trapped in the work of his own

hands, and the unjuſt invaſion of yourMa

jeſty's territories returned on the treacherous

invaders.

To theſe we beg leave to join our moſt

hearty congratulations on the ſucceſs of

your Majeſty's arms in France, Afia, Afri

ca, and America; but more eſpecially on

the acquiſition of the moſt important fortreſs

of Louiſburg, which we hope will be the

greateſt ſecurity to the trade of this nation,
and the moſt effectual check to the ambi

tious views and injurious incroachments of

France.

It is our duty, in the firſt place, to re

turn hearty thanks to Almighty God, who

hath bleſſed your Majeſty's arms with vic

The Political State

From the Lo N p on Gaz E t t e, Oétober 7.

Warſaw, September 13.

H. E. Ruſſians have evacuated Stolpe and

Buttow, and are retiring into Poland.

They give cut that their army ſtill amounts to

35,0co men, but own that the loſs they ſuſtained

at the late battle will make it impoſſible for

them to ačt offenſively for ſome time. There is

a conſiderable body of Ruſſian troops aſſembled

in the palatinate of Kiow. They are, it is

ſaid, deſigned to reinforce General Fermor, but

are at ſuch a diſtance, that the campaign muſt

be over before they can arrive. -

Copenhagen, Sept. 19. About ten days ago

the Ruſſian ſquadron quitted the ſtation of Fal

ſterbo, and ſailed towards the coaſt of Pomera

nia; and the Swedes towards Carlſcroon.

Extraćt of a letter from Dreſden, Sept. 20.

The King of Pruſſia has not only diſlodged

the Croats and Pandours of Fiſchbach, but has

likewiſe made 4oo priſoners; among whom are

one Lieutenant-celonel, and two Captains: All

theſe priſoners are already brought in this city.

His Majeſty has fince been employed in cutting

tory, and delivered us, and our allies, con

trary to the ſanguine expe&tations of the

enemy, and beyond all human appearance

and probability. In the next place, our

grateful acknowledgments are due to your

Majeſty. To the wiſdom and influence of

your Majeſty's Counſels, to the prudent diſ

poſition of our fleets, and to the condu&

and courage of our Officers, ſoldiers, and

ſailors, we owe, under God, theſe ſignal

ſucceſſes.

May it pleaſe your Majeſty to accept our

moſt fincere and hearty thanks for the many

and great bleſfings, which we enjoy under

your Majeſty's mild and auſpicious go

vernment, by whoſe care and prudence we

are enabled to purſue our ſtudies, and en

joy the bounty of our founders and bene

factors, in ſecurity, free from the miſeries

and calamities of war.

To theſe our congratulations, we beg

leave to add our moſt ſolemn aſſurances of

inviolable duty and affection to your Ma

jeſty's perſon, family, and government;

faithfully promiſing to bring up the youth

committed to our care, in principles of

virtue, religion, and loyalty to your Ma

jeſty; and praying to Almighty God to

grant your Majeſty a long and happy reign

over us, to crown all your attempts with

ſucceſs, and enable your Majeſty to put an

end to a juſt and neceſſary war, by a ſafe,

honourable, and laſting peace.

Given at our Houſe of Convocation, this

1oth day of O&ober, in the year of

our Lord, 1758. -

of EUR ope, &c.

off the convoys, and all communication with

Luſatia, at leaſt by the way of Bautzen; for the

road of Zittau, by Loebau and Neuſtadt, ſtill

remains open, as alſo that of Bohemia, in part,

by the Elbe. The King has his head quarters

ſtill at Schonfeldt, and Marſhal Daun his at

Stolpen. The Auſtrian army is incamped in

the neighbourhood, in a very advantageous poſt,

which is not eaſy to be attacked, on account of

the eminences, which they have planted with

artillery. In the mean time, it does not appear

that Marſhal Daun can ſtay long there, as con

voys, in this ſeaſon, would become too difficult,

and the roads, from the Elbe to Stolpen, over

the heights, are naturally inconvenient, and are

beſides made impračticable by the rains; which

makes it, with reaſon, apprehended, that there

will be a change there in a very little time.

Nothing confiderable has paſſed between the

two armies of Prince Henry and the Prince of

Deux Ponts; and they will probably regulate

their motions by thoſe which the King and

Marſhal Daun ſhall make.

The King's army, and that of Prin; Henry,

3
are
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wre ſupplied with proviſions from the magazines

of this city; for which purpoſe there paſſes,

every day; through this place, ſome hundreds

of waggons.

Monday laſt his Majeſty received, by a cou

rier from General Dohna, the news that the

Ruffian army, under the command of General

Fermor, had begun to make its retreat from

the New Marche of Brandenburg, towards Po

kand : That the 1ſt diviſion had marched on the

... I 5th, and the 2d and 3d were to follow the 16th

and 17th. The Ruſſians would have returned

by Pomerania, but the Pruſſians have prevented

them. The ſame letters alſo ſay, that they have

left behind them, in the city of Landſberg upon

the Wartha, about 90oo fick and wounded, and

1oco men in health to take care of them.

The letters from Berlin, of the 17th inſtant,

mention, that the Swediſh troops, which had

already advanced within about five German

miles of Berlin, having received advice, that Ge

neral Weedel was drawing near that city, with a

body of troops detached from hence, had, there

upon, taken the reſolution to go back again;

but their retreat may poſſibly not be eaſily ef

fe&ted, the garriſon of Stettin having had orders

to march to meet them, and General Weedel to

foliow them with his corps.

Hague, Sept. 26. Upon the approach of Ge

neral Oberg on one ſide by the way of Pader

born, and of Prince d'Yſemburg by that of Eim

beck, the Prince of Soubiſe has been obliged to

retire, with the utmoſt precipitation, to Caſſel,

abandoning a great deal of baggage. Thoſe two

Generals are now ſtrong enough, and reſolved to

give him battle, which he muſt either riſk, or

intirely evacuate the landgraviate. In the mean

while, the Saxons have been prevented from

joining the Prince of Soubiſe; and the armies

upon the Lippe keep their former poſition.

Head quarters at Dulmen, September 24.

On the 19th inſtant Lieutenant-general Oberg

ſent a detachment of four ſquadrons of dragoons,

the grenadiers of his ſeven battalions, and Luke

ner's corps, towards Warberg, where the enemy

had a camp of five battalions, eight ſquadrons,

and the huſſars of Naſſau Saarbruck, commanded

by M. Dumenil, who, immediately upon their

approach, decamped, paſſed the Dymel, and

marched about two leagues beyond it; and the

next day, ſome of Lukener's patroles having

paſſed the Dymel, they retired to Caſſel, and

Lieutenant-general Oberg's detachment returned

to Paderborn.

The corps of Major-general Zaſtrow, which

marched from Warendorp on the 16th, went

to Hamelen to join Prince d'Yſemburg; and two

of the battalions of Heſlian militia, which Prince

d'Yſemburg had with him, are marched to Lip

ſtadt, to relieve two of the battalions in garriſon

there, who are to join Lieutenant-general Oberg's

corps, which will then conſiſt of ten battalions

and twelve ſquadrons, including one battalion

and two ſquadrons which have joined him lately;

and it is then computed, that this corps, with

that of Prince d'Yſemburg, will make together

a body of upwards of 15,000 men. -

Yeſterday arrived 1 ooo Hanoverian recruits

* 64 guns, t 36 guns,

for his Maieffy's elećtoral troops; and the Heſ

fians expect about 12oo more in a few days.

Admiralty-Office, Oétober 10.

Captain Douglas, of his Majeſty's ſhip Al

cide *, gives an account in his letter of the 8th

inſtant, that having received intelligence of a

French frigate called the Felicite, of 36 guns,

aad a flute called the Robuſte, of 24, being ſailed

from Bourdeaux the 1cth of September, he (with

his Majeſty's ſhip Aéteon) ſteered a courſe to in

tercept them; and on the 15th, twenty leagues

to the weſtward of Cape Finiſterre, they came

up with, and took the Robuſte, the Felicite

having left her the night before : She is ladeli

with fix 24 pounders, twelve of 18, fix iron mor

tars, 3.coo ſhells of 13 inches diameter, cordage,

canvas, flour, and ſeveral other ſtores for the uſe

of the French men of war at Hiſpaniola.

An account is alſo received from Capt. Hart

well, of his Majeſty's ſhip Lizard t, that on the

2d inſtant, cruiſing off Breſt, he came up with,

and engaged two French frigates, called L'Heroine

and Duc D'Hanover, for more than an hour,

when L'Heroine, the largeſt, made all the ſail

ſhe could for the rocks near the opening of the

paſſage of Fontenoy; and then he wore down

and engaged the Duc D'Hanover, which ſhip in

little more than half an hour ſtruck. She

mounted 14 carriage and ſeveral ſwivel guns.

On the 24th paſt, Capt. Gilchriſt, of his Ma

jeſty's ſhip Southampton f, ſaw a ſail to wind

ward at two in the morning, to which he gave

chace, and came up with her at noon, when af

ter an obſtinate engagement till three in the af

ternoon, ſhe ſtruck, and proved to be the Cau

martin privateer from Dunkirk, commanded by

Jean Baptiſt De Cock, new from the ſtocks,

mounted 16 fix pounders, ſtuck full of ſwivels

and muſquetoons, burthen 280 tons, and had on

board 147 men. -

His Majeſty's ſhip Unicorn ||, Capt. Graves, is

arrived at Plymouth, who, on the 21ſt paſt, af:

ter a chace of ſeven hours, took, off the iſle of

Bas, the Duc D'Harcourt ſnow privateer of

Dunkirk, of eight guns and 61 men.

Whitehall, O&tober 14.

By a letter from Admiral Boſcawen to Mr.

Secretary Pitt, dated Louiſburg harbour, the

13th of September laſt, the following account

of the inhabitants on the iſland of St. John has

been received.

Point le Prince - 7oo

N. E. River - 20oo

St. Peters — - 7oo

North Point - 5oo

Weſt-and North River – 2oo

4. Iod

Lieutenant-colonel Lord Rollo writes to the

Admiral, that moſt of the ſaid inhabitants had

brought in their arms.

The Admiral's letter further contains, that by

the beſt accounts he can get, the ſaid iſland of

St. John has been the only ſupply for Quebec,

of corn and beef fince the war, except what has

been brought from Europe, having at preſent

above to,0co horned cattle, and many of the in

habitants declare they grow each of them 1200

|| 40 guns13 gunſ, | 40 guns, his ſhals
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buſhels of corn annually; they have no other

market for it but Quebec : It has been an aſy

lum of the French inhabitants from Nova Scotia;

and from this iſland has been conſtantly carried

on the inhuman praćtice of killing the Engliſh

inhabitants of Nova Scotia; for the ſake of car

rying their ſcalps to the French, who pay them

for the ſame: Several ſcalps were found in the

Governor's quarters, when Lord Rollo took poſ
ſeſſion.

Peterſburg, Sept. 8. Marſhal Apraxin died

of an apoplexy on Tueſday morning laſt; and it

is ſaid he will be buried with the honours due to

his rank.

Hamburg, Oét. 3. The Ruſſians have eva

cuated Lansberg, and are retreating towards

Pruſſia. Count Dohna is ſtill in purſuit of them.

The Swedes ſuſtained a confiderable loſs on

the 28th paſt at Fehrbellin, where a detachment

of 14oo of their men were attacked by a body of

Pruſſians, and totally defeated; the loſs of the

Swedes is computed at 5oo killed, wounded, and

Priſoners, befides two ſmall pieces of cannon.

By letters from Dreſden, the King of Pruſſia

has made a motion towards Bautzen, with a

view to bring Marſhal Daun to a battle, or to

force him to retire into Bohemia. In the mean

while, the Swedes have been worſted in ſeveral

encounters, and have retired towards Mecklen

burg, owing to the Prince of Bevern's coming

upon their flank, from Stettin, with a corps of

ſeven battalions, 1200 horſe, and a body of light

troops, with which he leaves them no reſt.

General Oberg was within a German mile of

Caſſel, at Over-Vilmer, on the 27th paſt, after

having been joined by the Prince of Yſemburg.

The Prince of Soubiſe was encamped near the

town upon the height of Kratzenberg.

Hague, Oét, 6. The armies upon the Lippe

are juſt where they were; and as General Oberg

arrived a few hours too late, to cut the Prince of

Soubiſe off from Caſſel, he could only take an

advantageous poſition near him. It is very cer

tain, however, that the French are ſending their

heavy baggage and their equipages towards Ha

naºs and it is generally believed, that they will

endeavºur ſoon to follow them, if they can do it

without running too great a riſk.

Hague, Oét. 7. All the letters by the Ham

burg poſt, which is juſt arrived, agree, that the

Ruſſians are certainly gone. They evacuated

Landsberg on the 21ſt paſt, and, on the 26th,

had paſſed Stargard. The Pruſſians had entered

Landsberg ſoon after. The further accounts,
by the ſame letters, are, that the Swedes have

been ſurprized at Fehrbellin; that the French

are fill at Caffel, and General Oberg in fight of

them; that the King of Pruſſia is endeavouring

to get round Marſhal Daun's right flank, and to

force him to a battle if poſſible; and that Prince

Henry has cut off the Prince of Deux Ponts from

getting any ſubſiſtance in Saxony. Marſhal

Contades has made a detachment to endeavour

to relieve the Prince of Soubiſe; and, at the

fame time, appeared by his diſpoſitions to have

forme deſign againſt the left flank of the allied

army, where Prince Ferdinand is well prepato receive him. Prepared

3.

Oćtober 2r.
-

Florence, Sept. 30. A ſhebeck, belonging te

Rear-admiral Broderick's fleet, was, on the 22d

inſtant, at night, in a violent ſtorm, drove on

fhore on the rock called the Melora, and there

wrecked; but the crew, confiſting of $o men,

were all ſaved.

Whitehall, Tueſday, O&tober 24.

This morning a meſſenger arrived at the Earl

of Holderneſſe's office, with letters from Andrew

Mitchell, Eſq; his Majeſty's Miniſter to the

King of Pruſſia, dated the 16th inſtant from

Dreſden, importing,

That on the 14th, at four in the morning,

the right wing of the Pruſſian army, encamped

at Hoh-Kirch, was unexpectedly attacked by

the Auſtrians, and put into ſome confuſion;

but that the brave reſiſtance made by the regi

ments of the Margrave Charles, and the Prince

of Pruſſia, gave time to the reſt of the troops to

get under arms; and that, the King of Pruſſia

coming in perſon to that part of the army, the

enemy was repulſed. His Pruſſian Majeſty af

terwards thought proper to remove his camp

from Hoh-Kirch, and retire with his right wing

towards Budiſlin; ſo that the poſt, it now oc

cupies, is between Budiſfin and Weiſſenburg,

with the head quarters at Doebruchutz.

Marſhal Keith and Prince Francis of Brunſ

wick were unfortunately killed in the confuſion

at the beginning of the action. Prince Maurice

of Deſſau and Major-general Geiſt are ſlightly

wounded. During the whole time, his Pruffian

Majeſty expoſed himſelf to the greateſt dangers.

The ſame letters bring an account, that the

Ruſſians, after having failed in a ſecend aſſault

upon the fortreſs of Colberg, had raiſed the fiege

thereof. And that General Hulſhen, who was

detached from Prince Henry's army againſt Ge

neral Haddick, has taken Freyburg.

From the Bruſſels Gazette.

Bruſſels, O&t. 24. This morning, at eight

o'clock, the Courier Loyſeau arrived here, pre

ceded by twenty-four poſtillions blowing horns,

being diſpatched from Vienna on the 16th, with

the news that Baron Rotſitz arrived there the

night before from Marſhal Daun's army, with

the agreeable news, that, on the day before (the

14th) the Marſhal attacked the King of Pruſſia

in his camp, and took tents, camp utenfils, and

baggage, with fixty pieces of cannon, many ſtan

dards, colours, &c. General Tilliers was ex

pećted at Vienna on the 17th, with a detail of

this grand vićtory. General Laudoa and the

Prince of Dourlach were ſent in purſuit of the

King of Pruſſia. Baron Rotlitz travelled from

the army to Vienna, which is 50 German (above

200 Engliſh miles) in three-and-thirty hours.

N. B. The London Gazette of Saturday, Oc

tober 28, takes no further Notice of the

King of Pruſſia's Defeat.

Relation from General Oberg's Army at Lang

wehrenhagen, on the Frontiers of the E

lećtorate of Hanover, Oétober 7.

Prince Iſemburg's corps joined that of General
Oberz
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eberg at Velmar the 27th of laſt month; the

28th and 3Cth the French daily made ſome al

terations in their poſition, and were ſending away

their baggage every day; and we ſent out detach

ments, which ſurrounded them. The Heſſian

huſſars took ſome ſoldiers and horſes from them

at Werckel ; and Colonel Lukener alarmed

them at the back of their camp at Wahlerſ

hauſen. The night between the 30th of Sep

tember and 1ſt of Gétober, orders were given

for turning their left, whilſt a body of cavalry

was to threaten their rear by the way of Hoff.

But, as it appeared, that, we ſhould have been

obliged to return to our camp; and as a letter

diſcovered that they were ſenſible of the riſk of

retreating in fight of our army; the conſe

quences alſo of ſuch a ſtep to the town of Caſſel

and its neighbourhood; our advices of the corps,

reinforced by a body of Saxons, being ačtually in

motion; the expediency likewife of covering a

good part of the country of Heſſe towards the

Werre; as alſo the being better enabled to re

ceive our proviſions by the Weſer and Munden:

All theſe confiderations induced General Oberg

to quit his camp at Ober Vellmar the 3d inſtant,

at ten in the morning. The French detached a

large body of cavalry, with all the grenadiers of

their army, to an eminence above Nieder Vell

mar towards Caſſel; their light troops ſkirmiſhed

with our hunters and dragoons; and Fiſcher's

corps followed our rear. Our army formed it

felf; and we quietly took poſſeſſion of the camp

between Hohenkirchen and Rothwurſten.

On the 4th we arrived here, and 5000 French

made a motion towards Munden; but an acci

dent diſappointed that deſign, which would have

greatly embarraſſed us.

The 5th, General Oberg got hither without

the leaſt misfortune; and the enemy are ſtill in

camped, in five different bodies, at Bettenhauſen;

and we ſhall take poſſeſſion of Kauffungen to

day. A large detachment of our huſſars and

hunters is ſet out to obſerve what paſſes on the

road of Fitſar; and we have poſſeſſed ourſelves

of Witſenhauſen and Gottingen, where we ſhall

wait to ſee what Prince Scubiſe will reſolve on.

From General Oberg's Camp at Gunterſheim,

Oćtober 12.

The ſuccour, ſent by M. de Contades to the

Prince de Soubiſe, incamped, the 8th,inſtant,

under the cannon of Caſſel; and General Qberg

could not doubt, but that the French army

would endeavour immediately to enter upon

ačtion. The ſuperiority of the enemy, with the

advantage of their poſition, did not allow him

either to paſs the Fulde above Caſſel, or to riſk

the loſs of all by a hazardous attack; wherefore

he reſolved to keep his advantageous poſt near

Sanderhauſen. In the mean while, the Prince

de Soubiſe marched his army, the 9th in the

morning, on the fide of Neuenmuhl ; and, in

the evening, he took poſſeſſion of the camp near

the Waldau. The motions of the French were

made, at a diſtance, on eminences divided by

hollow ways; and, by reaſon of their ſuperiori

ty, General Oberg's care was to prevent being

turned. He decamped the 10th, at four in the

morning, and intended to incamp behind Luts

tenberg; but, as the French were prepared to

follow us, he formed his troops in order of

battle. At ſeven in the morning, we ſaw a con

fiderable body of troops file off at a diſtance from

our left, which, marching towards Sichelſtein,

might take us in flank and rear, or paſs by

Nienhagen to Munden; our hunters, being on

that ſide, routed them; and as General Oberg

had detached Major-general Zaſtrow, with two

battalions of the ſecond line, ſuſtained by four

ſquadrons, the French were obliged to quit the

wood again, and retire to ſome diſtance; but

they puſhed forward ſtill more troops, and planted

in their front more than 30 pieces of cannon.

General, Oberg employed the whole ſecond

line both in reinforcing Major-general Zafirow,

and in ſupplying two battalions, which were

placed behind a thin wood lying between our left

and Major-general Zaſtrow, through which the

enemy might have come and attacked us; and

they might alſo fall on the French flank,' which

out-lined our left. At four in the aſternoon,

the French fell, with a ſtrong body, on Major

general Zaſtrow ; their firſt line, compoſed of

infantry, Major-general Zaſtrow attacked with

the bayonet and routed; but it was ſupported by

a confiderable line of cavalry. Our eight ſqua

drons broke ſome ſquadrons of the enemy's ca

valry; but their number increaſed, and came on

us from the wood; as did the French infantry,

which had not been engaged, Ours having been

partly broken, the remainder was retreated in

good order; and the French, coming out almoſt

on the back of our firſt line, placed their can

non, whilſt all the reſt of their army was in

motion towards us ; whereupon General Oberg

commanded a retreat, which was made in excel

lent order quite up to the wood, The French

continued firing very briſkly on us with their ar

tillery, under the condućt of the Duke de Brog

lio; and, ſome of the ſhot falling among our

troops near the defile, the horſe threw themſelves

into it precipitately. The battalions filed off;

three or four of them formed themſelves before

the opening of the defile; and, night coming on,

the whole marched through Munden, and lay

all the night under arms, on the other ſide of

the Weſer, in the little plain near Ginpen. In

our retreat we were followed by the huſſars on

ly, who were driven back by the battalion of

Buckeburg; the fick and wounded were carried

from Munden in the night ; General Oberg

withdrew the garriſon, and yeſterday the 11th,

at day-break, we marched and incamped here,

without having our rear at all moleſted.

We cannot as yet make any certain eſtimate of

our loſs in wounded and ſlain; but it is thought

that it does not exceed rooo men. The regi

ments of Iſemburg and Canitz have ſuffered ti'

moſt, and are almoſt ruined; the French *

the advantage of a very great ſuperiority,

is certain they, at the loweſt computation,

ceeded 30,000. – It appears that their g

point was to get between us and Munden:

Head Quarters at Munſter, Oétober.

On the 8th inſtant, the army under §

mand of Prince Ferdinand, marched to ºt

in three columns, where being joinºſ.

D d 2 -

-

- Pharles
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detached corps of Lieutenant-general Imhoff and

Wutgenau, we encamped, and the next day

marched to this place. At the ſame time the

corps, under the command of the Hereditary

Prince and the Duke of Holſtein, marched to

Tellight, and yeſterday advanced towards Wa

rendorp. A few days ago Lieutenant-colonel

Lukener attacked a party of the enemy, com

poſed of infantry and the huſſars of Naſſau Saar

bruck, in the neighbourhood of Melſangen,

whom he defeated, and took three Officers and

56 men priſoners.

Oćtober 14. This morning the corps under

the command of the Hereditary Prince, marched

from Warendorp to Rheda ; and the Prince of

Holſtein, with his corps, is marched to Waren

gorp, and the army that was incamped here to

Tellight, leaving a garriſon at Munſter.

From other Papers. Oétober 5,

The late §. of Spain has appointed her

brother, the Infant Don Pedro of Portugal, her

reſiduary legatee. To the King her husband,

and to the King of Portugal, her brother, ſhe

has left each a jewel of great value; 4coo piſ

toles to her confeſſor ; an annuity for the eſta

bliſhment of two miſſions; and a diamond ring,

with all her muſical inſtruments and books, to

the celebrated Farinelli, &c.

Oćtober 7.

Some time ſince John O'Bryan, of Ballinterry

in the county of Corke, in Ireland, aſſuming the

title of Lord Biſhop of Cloyne, did, as Biſhop of

the ſaid dioceſe, excommunicate the inhabitants

of the town of Mitchelſtone, and pariſh of Bri

gown, and forbad all perſons within the ſaid

dioceſe to hold any correſpondence or commerce

with the inhabitants of the ſaid town and pariſh,

upon pain of excommunication, on account of

fome inſult alledged to have been given Pierce

Creagh, who aſſumes the title of Lord Biſhop of

Waterford and Liſmore. And in conſequence

of the ſaid ſentence, and the orders of the ſaid

O Bryan and Creagh, ſeveral Popiſh prieſts and

friars did on Sunday the 13th day of Auguſt laſt,

and at ſeveral times afterwards, at their reſpec

tive chapels, denounce, openly and publickly,

the excommunication, cenſure, and orders, cf the

faid O Bryan and Creagh, as the excommunica.

tion and cenſure of the Lord Biſhop of Cloyne

lawfully authoriſed, which has put a ſtop to all

traffic and commerce between the inhabitants of

that country; and as ſuch proceedings are not

only oppreſſive and illegal, but likewiſe danger

bus, in order to bring ſuch offenders to public

juſtice, and to put a ſtop for the future to ſuch

proceedings, the Right Hon. James Lord Baron

of Kingſton has promiſed a reward of 20 l. for

prehending the ſaid John O'Bryan and Pierce

reagh, or either of them, and 51, for each of

*Popiſh prieſts and friars who preſumed to

bliſh the aforeſaid ſentence.

t Oćtober 10,

*: Univerſity of Oxford made a collection,

hting to 122 l; and upwards, and ſent it

wek by the Rev. Dr. Brown, Maſter of

fſity college, to the Overſeers of Burford,

föy; them diſtributed among the late pogr

arºv the ſmall-pox in that town,
to it

The new elečted Duke of Courland, Charles

Chriſtian Joſeph, Prince of Poland and Saxony,

is the third ſon to the reigning King Auguſtus

the Third, and in the 27th year of his age,

When it was declared at Warſaw that he was

choſen unanimouſly, an old Palatine ſhook his

head and ſaid, “So much the worſe.” Count

Bruhl aſked him, Why? He replied, “Freemen

think differently; but fear makes men all of

one mind.”

Oćtober 12.

The following Letter was lately received by a

noble Lord :

My Lord,

* I was a Lieutenant when General Stanhope

took Minorca; for which he was made a Lord.

I was a Lieutenant when General Blakeney loſt

Minorca; and for which he was made a Lord.

I am a Lieutenant ſtill. Yours, &c."

Oćtober 14,

Laſt week a melancholy accident happened in

the Iſle ºf Angleſea: Three Gentlemen were out

together partridge-ſhooting, two of them being

on one ſide of the hedge, and the third on the

other, when ſuddenly ſprung up a large covey of

partridges: The two Gentlemen were cloſe to

the hedge, who, not ſuſpecting their compa

nion was within ſhot, one of them fired at the

birds; but unexpectedly the perſon on the other

fide firing at the ſame inſtant, ſhot each other;

the one died upon the ſpot, and the other is very

much wounded, but likely to recover.—What

makes it the more ſhocking is, the unfortunate

perſons were brothers, the eldeſt not 22, and

the youngeſt ſcarce 19,

Oćtober 16.

Extračt of a Letter from Lake George, July 26.

• Many of the wounded in the late repulſe

are recovering, and ſome are got perfectly well.

Major Campbell, of the Highlanders, died at

Fort Edward on the 17th ; and next day, at the

camp, the principal Engineer of our army, Mr.

Clerk; both theſe Gentlemen died of their

wounds received at the late ſtorm. Col. Grant

is recovered, as is alſo Major Eyers, who is ap

pointed Chief Engineer. Several promotions and

preferments are now taking place in the army.

None of the vacant Field-Officers are yet filled

up. Some lines are now forming round osr

camp. It is impoſſible for any in my ſtation to

know what is deſigned to be next attempted.

The affair of Col. Nicholls's regiment, at Half

Way Brook, occaſions much refle&tion here.

The faireſt opportunity of cutting the enemy

off was not only loſt, but grounds given for

throwing diſhonour upon the province.”

Oćtober 19.

Extraćt of a Letter from an Officer in the

Expedition againſt Fort Du Queſne, dated

at Fort Loudon, July 17, 1758.

* I can now tell you that the ſupplies, neceſ

ſary for the expedition, will be at the head quar

ters in ten days. The artillery will be here to

morrow. The General is expected in three or

four days. The troops are in high ſpirits, not

withſtanding the ſevere duty ; and the hopes, I

may ſay aſſurance, of ſucceſs, makes them gº

through it with chearfulneſs, I am told there
ar:
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are about 200 Indians with Col. Bouquet; they

are going and coming every day; they have been

ſupplied with every thing they aſked. The par

ties that have been ſcouting near Fort Du Queſne

ſay, the Indians are very numerous there. We

type&t orders to decamp every moment, and

wiſh their arrival. Ray's Town is 90 miles

from Fort Du Queſne.

Liſt of Troops employed in this Expedition.,

350 Royal Americans, 4 companies.

1zoo Highlanders, 13 ditto.

26oo Virginians.

27co Pennſylvanians.

Icoo Waggoners, ſutlers, and followers of the

army.

735o This is the computation, &c.

$oo dedućted, garriſoning the forts.”

Oćtober 21.

An exact Liſt of French Ships of War and Fri

gates taken or deſtroyed by the Engliſh in

the preſent War.

Guns.

Foudroyant 8o taken by Admiral obº

Eſperance 74 deſtroyed by the Orford **

Prudent -

Entreprenant : {ieflroyed at Louiſburg

:* § : taken by Admiral Boſcawen

Orpheus 64 taken by Admiral Oſborn

Raiſonable 64 taken by the Dorſetſhire

Bienfaiſant 64 taken

Capricieux 64 deſtroyed } at Louiſburg

Celebre 64 deſtroyed

Arc en Ciel 5o taken by the Litchfield

Duc d’Aquitain 5o taken by the Eagle

— 50 deſtroyed at St. Malo’s

Apollo 5o deſtroyed at Louiſburg

Aquilon 48 deſtroyed by the Antelope

Royal Chariot 36 taken by the Torbay

Hermione 36 taken by the Unicorn

Abenakife 36 taken by the Chicheſter

Roſe 36 deſtroyed by the Monmouth

Fidele 36 deſtroyed at Louiſburg

Diana 36 taken by the Boreas

Loire 36 taken by the St. Alban's

Melampe 34 taken by the Tartar

Emerald 34 taken by the Southampton

Nymph 34 deſtr. by the Hampton-court

Brune 32 deſtroyed by the Huſſar

Echo 26 taken by the Juno

Robuſte . . 24 taken by the Alcide

Galatea 22 taken by the Eſſex

Garland 22 taken by the Renown

º : { deſtroyed at Louiſburg

Duc d'Hanover 16 taken by the Southampton

1526 guns, in 16 men of war of

the line, and 18 frigates.

Engliſh Ships taken or loſt.

Prince George 8o burnt

Invincible 74.

Mars #}a
Tilbury 6o

Warwick $93 tak
Greenwich : aken

2ox

There have been 6894 children received into

the Foundling-hoſpital from the 25th of March

1741, to the 31ſt of December 1757; of which

number 55 10 were received fince the 1ſt of June

1756. Twenty-one have been claimed and re

turned to their parents, and 2821 have died in

town and country to the end of December laſt.

The double militia, as it is called, which is

raiſing in France with great rigour, occaſions

great diſturbances : Beſides the riot at Orleans,

moſt of the young fellows at Amiens left the

town to avoid being enliſted, and fled to Paris;

but many of them have been apprehended by the

Marechauſsée and thrown into gaol.

Oćtober 26.

This day the ſeſſions ended at the Old Bailey,

when the five following priſoners received ſen

tence of death, viz. Robert Nolan, tried on the

black ačt, for ſhooting off a piſtol at the perſon

of Guſtavus Forſhohm, near Hanover-ſquare;

Edward Thackerill, for fealing one hundred

weight of tea, the property of his maſter, Mr.

Walker, in Friday ſtreet; Stephen Valles, for

ſtealing a gelding ; David Bell, for breaking and

entering a dwelling-houſe, and ſtealing goods and

money to the amount of 61. and William Green,

for ſtealing a mare.

One to be tranſported for 14 years, nine for

ſeven years, and one to be branded.

Next ſeſſions will begin on the 6th of December.

Oćtober 28.

Portſmouth, Oét. 26, Yeſterday the fleet

under the command of Commodore Hughes, con

ſiſting of the St. George, Norfolk, Berwick, and

two bomb-ketches, ſailed down to St. Helen's,

and remain there.

B I R T H S.

Son to the Earl of Plymouth.

A daughter to the Lady Mendez, relićt

of— Mendez, Eſq; late of St. James's-ſtreet.

M A R R I A G E S.

I R Harry Echlin, Bart. to Miſs Roach, of

Nº Curzon-ſtreet, May-fair.

Charles Dalrymple, Eſq; brother to Sir Hugh

Dalrymple, Rart. Member of Parliament, to

Miſs Edwin, only daughter of the late John Ed

win, Eſq.

Golden Griggs, of Miſſen in Eſſex, Eſq; to

Miſs Horley, daughter of Mr. John Horley, of

Bermondſey.

George Safford, Eſq; of Newberry, Berkſhire,

to Miſs Sally Wotton, of Norfolk-ſtreet.

Philip Blackburn, Eſq; of Clarges-ſtreet, to

Miſs Kitty Carter, of the ſame place.

George Kilby, Eſq; of Nottingham, to Miſs

Nelly Williams, of Carmarthen.

Michael Benjoſt, Eſq; of Suffolk, to Miſs

Nelly Humphries, of Camberwell.

David Mills, Eſq; of Ealing in Hampſhire,

to Miſs Iſabella Pockley, of St. Martin's lane.

Thomas Rogers, Eſq; of the Exciſe-office, to

Miſs Peggy Ruſſel, of Lothbury.

Alexander Goodwin, Eſq; to Miſs Jane Ri

vens, of Rupert ſtreet, Goodman's-fields. -

Capt. Woodward, of Col. Hudſon's regiment,

to Miſs Mullins, daughter of the Rev. Mr.

Mullins, of Dover,
- Charles
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Charles Searman, Eſq; of Rocheſter, to Miſs

Sophia Eimes, of Southwark.

Thomas Pearce, Eſq; nephew to the Biſhop

of Rocheſter, to Miſs Jennings, eldeſt daughter

of Thomas Jennings, Eſq; Deputy Auditor of

his Majeſty's Exchequer.

Rev. Dr. Hallifax, to Mrs. Fothergill, relićt

of Thomas Fothergill, Eſq; and heireſs to Tho

mas Greenwood, Eſq; of Chaſtleton.

Rev. Mr. Robertſon, aſſiſtant preacher at

Berkley-ſquare Chapel, to Miſs Raikes, of

Shire-lane. -

Thomas Bolwell, Eſq; of Biſhopſgate-ſtreet,

to Miſs Roſalind Ellirey, of Lynn in Norfolk.

Caeſar Roberts, Eſq; of Carmarthen, to Miſs

Amelia Evans, of Hatton-garden.

D E A T H S.

OMAX Martyn, Eſq; Serjeant at law,

and one of the four Common Pleaders of

the city of London.

Francis Craeſteyn, Eſq; in Lawrence-Pount

ney-lane.

Charles Maynard, Eſq; Treaſurer of the Ly

ing-in-hoſpital.

John, white, of the Middle Temple, Eſq;

Counſellor at law, at Selbourn in Hampſhire.

William Barker, Eſq; at Sunning-hill in

Windſor-foreſt. .

Rev. Mr. Jekyll, Vicar of Dallington, and

Rećtor of Harleſton, near Northampton.

Rev. Mr. Stanton, Rećtor of Brickhill, Buck

inghamſhire.

Mr. John Ives, merchant, at Yarmouth.

Mr. Vancrude, formerly a Hamburgh mer

chant.

Capt. William Warner, one of the oldeſt

Commanders in the late African Company's ſer

wice.

Samuel Nicoll, Eſq; of Uxbridge-common.

Dr. Clephane, of Golden-ſquare, phyſician to

the army employed in the late expedition.

John Ince, Eſq; of King-ſtreet, Covent-garden,

Right Hon. Richard Moleſworth, Baron of

Philip's Town, Viſcount Moleſworth of Swords,

Fellow of the Royal Society, and one of his Ma

jeſty's Privy Council.

Sir Clement Cottrel Dormer, Knt. Maſter of

the Ceremonies.

Benedićt Ithel, Eſq; at Hitching, Hertford.

Hon, Robert Dalzell, Eſq; in Jraig's-court,

Charing-croſs,

Bryan Benſon, Eſq; formerly a merchant of

the city of London, and a Direétor of the Bank.

John-James Robinſon, Eſq; of Newcaſtle.

George Andrews, Eſq; of Northamptonſhire.

Michael Biddolph, Eſq; one of the Benchers

of Lincoln’s-Inn.

Right Hon. Samuel Lord Maſham, Baron

Maſham of Oates in Eſſex.

Dr. John Ward, many years Profeſſor of the:

toric at Greſham-College, Fellow of the Royal

and Antiquarian Societies, and Truſtee of the

Britiſh Muſæum.

P R. E. F. E R M E N T S.

E V. Mr. Abel Ward, to the rećtories of

St. Ann's in Mancheſter, and Dodleſton

in Lancaſhire.

Rev. Mr. William Hale, to the reëtories of

Burford in Shropſhire, and Staunton in Worceſ.

terſhire. .*

Rev. Mr. Kyte, to the reët. of St. John the

Evangeliſt, Weſtminſter.

Rev. Mr. Robertſon, to the living of Harriot

in Hampſhire.

Rev. Mr. Thomas Heath, to the reëtories of

Helmorton and Wellington, both in Wilts.

Rev. Mr. Bennet, to the reët. of Street, So

merſet.

Rev. Mr. Ely, to be Leôturer of the united

pariſhes of St. Mary Magdalen and St. Gregory.

Rev. Mr. Thomas Wetenhall, to the reët. of

Baddiley in Cheſhire.

Rev. Mr. Thomas Saunders, to the reët. of

Eaton-Parva in Staffordſhire.

Rev. Dr. John Dawſon, to the reëtories of

Shawton and Beverley, Worceſterſhire.

Rev. Mr. William Norris, to the reët. of

Riddleſworth with Gaſthorpe in Norfolk.

Rev. Mr. Henry Crooke, to the vic. of Kip

pax in the county of York.

#: Mr. Bruce, to the living of Raynmen

1ſh Eiick,

*Rev. Mr. Francis Potter, to the archdeaconry

of Taunton, w

Rev. Mr. Gibbons, to be a Minor Canon of

St. Peter's, Weſtminſter.

P R O M O T I O N S.

OHN Ingram, Eſq; to be Captain in the

regiment of foot commanded by Lord Charles

Manners;

Wilſon Marſhal, Eſq; Captain-Lieutenant;

William-Richard Wilſon, Gent. Lieut. And

Thomas Kennedy, Gent. to be Enfign in

the ſaid regiment.

B—K—TS. From the G A z E T T F.

ICHARD Hawkeſwood, now or late of

Stowerbridge, in the county of Worceſter,

grocer.

John Wills, of the pariſh of St. Andrew Hol

born, in the county of Middleſex, carpenter,

dealer, and chapman.

Richard Whitley, late of Caſtle-court in the

Strand, in the pariſh of St. Martin in the Fields,

in the county of Middleſex, cheeſemonger.

John Spurr, late of Chertſey, in the county

of Surry, ſcrivener, dealer, and chapman.

Samuel Mellor and Ebenezer Mellor, both of

Mancheſter, in the county of Lantaſier, diſtil

lcrs, chapmen, and copartners.

Richard Bridges, of Froome, in the county

ef Somerſet, mercer.

Thomas Groome, late of Southees, in the

county of Suſſex, cornfactor, miller, dealer, and

chapman.

St. George Rudd, of Eaſt-Smithfield, in the

county of Middleſex, haberdaſher, hoſier, deal

er, and chapman.

William Holland, late of Lincoln’s-Inn, in

the county of Middleſex, dealer in corn, ſlate

merchant, and chapman,

John Smith, of Mancheſter, in the county of

Lancaſter, grocer.

Abraham Price, of the pariſh of St. Marga

ret Weſtminſter, in the county of Middleſex,

taylor.

Thomas Chatter's, of Oundle, in the county
of
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of Northampton, carrier, dealer, and chapman.

william Cottingham, of Great Yarmouth, in

the county of Norfolk, innholder, dealer, and

chapman. - -

James Barnham, of Bungay, in the county of

Suffolk, money ſcrivener. -

Thomas Alſton, of Great Yarmouth, in the

county of Norfolk, wine merchant:

Lancelot Sanderſon, late of Market-ſtreet, in

the county of Bedford, innholder, carpenter, and

chapman.

B O O K S publiſhed

HE Hiſtory of the Marchioneſs de Pom

padour. Hooper, 3 s. 6d.

An Account of Ruſſia, as it was in the Year

1710; by Charles Lord Whitworth. Gra

ham, 3 s.

The Art of Preaching, a Poem, addreſſed to the

clergy; by Anthony Moore, A. B. Henry,

1 s. 6d.

An impartial Narrative of the laſtº
the Coaſt of France, Wilkie, 6 d.

A Letter to Jonas Hanway, Eſq., Noon,

A Bone for the Chroniclers to pick. Coote, 6d.

Oſwald Hoſkyns, of Limehouſe, in the coun

ty of Middleſex, ropemaker.

Ninian Jaffrey, late of Berwick upon Tweed,

grocer and baker.

Stowe Wade, late of Eaſt Retford, in the

county of Nottingham, hop merchant, ſadler,

and chapman.

John Farrington, of Kidderminſter, in the

county of Worceſter, chapman.

James Ridgeway, of Wincarfon, in the coun

ty of Somerſet, merchant, dealer, and chapman.

in O C T O B E R.

An accurate and authentic Account of the Tak

ing of Cape-Breton in the Year rſ35. Sta

ples, I s.

The Old Man's Guide to Health and longer

Life, &c. Cooper, I s. 6d. -

The Hiſtory of Health, and the Art of preſerving

it; by James Mackenfie, M.5, i.ongman,

S.

Rātain. on the Condućt of General Bligh.

Pridden, 6 d.

The Method of cultivating Madder; by Philip

Miller. Rivington, 2 s. 6d.

A Meteorological journal of the Weather, from September 24, to O&ober 24,

incluſive, 1758.

Oppoſite Saliſbury-court, Fleet-ſtreet, Ott, 24, 1758. John Cuff.

W E A T H E R.

A ſunſhine morning, afternoon cloudy, wind N. E.

A fair morning, afternoon cloudy. -

A fair day, afternoon wind W.

A fair morning, afternoon cloudy.

afternoon wind N. E.

Foggy early in the morning, afterwards a fair day.

A ſunſhine morning, a fair afternoon, wind W.

Ditto.

Cloudy till about 9 o'clock, afterwards ſunſhine.

A ſunſhine morning, a fair afternoon, wind N.W.,

afternoon wind N. E.

afternoon wind E.

A cloudy morning with ſmall rain, afternoon cloudy, wind Nº.

A ſunſhine morning, a fair afternoon, wind N. E.

Ditto.

A ſunſhine morning, a fair afternoon.

DavslBarom. Ther. Ther. -

j."|...}}...] will.
25 || 30.22 || 46 53 "N.W. A fine day.

26 || 3o. 1 5o 53 N.

27 || 30.33, 48 53 N. E.

28 || 39.42 52 55 N. E. -

29 || 30.45 47 55 W. Ditto.

36 30.35 54 55 W.

Oćt. -

1 || 30.28 54 56 W. A ſunſhine day.

2 || 3o.3 54 58 N. W. A fair day.

3 || 3o. 1 51 55 N. W. Ditto,

4 30. 52 55 | N. E.

§ 29.98 || 53 56 S.W. -

6 || 3o. 50 55 W. Ditto.

7 29.72 54 56 W. A cloudy day.

§ 29.15 54 58 S. W. Ditto, with ſmall rain.

9 28.85 48 58 W.

16 29.75 46 51 W. -

11 29.75 46 59 S.W. A ſumſhine day.

r2 29.9 44 || 48 N. Pitto,

13 || 30. I 42 49 N. Ditto,

14 || 29.95 || 46 || 51 E. A fair day.

I5 || 39.3 48 || 51 E. Pitto.

ró || 30.52 44 59 E. Ditto.

r" | 30.2 41 46 N. E. Ditto.

18 29.9 44 48 N. E. Ditto.

19 || 29.98 || 46 49 E.

20 || 3o.o2 46 49 N.

21 || 29.72 46 5o E. Ditto,

22 l 29.55 || 46 50 E. A ſunſhine day. .

23 29.3 5o 54 N.E.
24 29.12 5o 52 N.

N. B. The Piece from T.

A cloudy day with ſmall rain.

B. came too late for this Month, as well as ſeveral others from out kind

Correſpondents, which will be inſcrted in our next.

P R 7 c f :
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The Account ofStAffordshire, from Page 165 of this Wolume, finiſhed.

4. r With a Perſpective View of Dudley Priory, neatly engraved.

WeUThe priory of Dudley, of the Cluniac order, ſubordinate to the abbey of Wenlock, was

-
º

ithful buried here.

found in this place.
º

ºz. Walſal, or Walſhall, which was not

ºne of the meaneſt towns in Camden's time,

aſantly ſituated on the top of a hill, at

iſtance of five miles from Litchfield,

: 113 from London; it has a good

y market on Tueſdays; and it is a

ration governed by a Mayor, &c. In

near it are ſeveral mines of iron, where

§ with the inhabitants make ſpurs, bridle

ſtirrups, buckles, &c. They are ſo

ice in the ſeveral branches, that each of

them, for the moſt part, has its particular

artiſt; as, for inſtance, in ſpur-making,

ºne workman makes the body of the ſpur;

# another the hook or button; a third the

buckle, chape, tongue, and roll; and a

fºurth the pointed rowels of iron or ſteel;

and, in the various articles of this manu

ºure; they carry on a confiderable trade,

Here is dug the beſt ſort of iron ore, called

ºnaſh; which contains the liquor the work

men are ſo fond of, as we have already ob

*… ſerved.

|| 3: Penkridge, or Penkrich, is ſuppoſed by

|##| Camden to be the Pennocrucium of the

# Re s; but Dr. Plot is of a contrary

ion, becauſe it is two miles diſtant from

ng-ſtreet road, and does not corre

with the diſtance between the Roman

ions aſſigned in Antoninus's Itinerary;

... º. he therefore places Pennocrucium at

* Stretton, which, being 12 Italian miles

from Cheſterfield-Wall, the next ſtation,

= exa&ly agrees with the diſtance mentioned

ly that ancient author. ... Penkridge is but

ſmall town, four miles from Wolver

mpton, and 122 from London; it has a

ne bridge over the river Penk; and it has

weekly market on Tueſdays, and an an

al fair on the 29th of September. It is

noted for its great horſe-fair, eſpecially for

ſaddle-horſes, which are brought hither from

Yorkſhire, the biſhopric of Durham, and all

the horſe-breeding counties in England; for

e purchaſe whereof there is a vaſt reſort of

Jockies from London. It is, in a word,

* NUMB, CLX, Vol. XXLII,

º

founded, in the reign of Henry II, by Gervaſe de Paganel, to the honour of St.

ames, according to the intention of Ralph, his father ; but, he dying without iſſue,

ind his ſiſter marrying John de Someri, that family became patrons thereof. Roger,

iſhop of Coventry and Litchfield, granted a remiſſion of 40 days penance to thoſe

ho, being truly contrite and confeſſed, ſhould ſay the Lord's prayer and ſalutation of

the Bleſſed Virgin for the ſoul of Roger de Someri, grandſon of John ; and for all the

It afterwards, for want of male iſſue, came by marriage to John

de Sutton; and, on the like failure, it deſcended, with the caſtle, to the Lords Dud

ley, &c. Several fine monuments of the families of Someri and Sutton have been

the greateſt horſe-fair in the world for

hunters and road-horſes ; nor is it without

fine and large ſtone-horſes. The Lord of

the village procured the grant of this fair

from Edward II.

4. Rugeley is a handſome and well-built

town, commodiouſly fituated near the river

Trent, in the great Lancaſhire and Cheſhire

road from London, and on one ſide of

Cankwood-chace; it lies five miles from

Litchfield, ſix from Penkridge, and 126

from London; and it has a weekly market

on Tueſdays. About three miles ſouth

eaſt of this town, the Cheſhire road falls into

the famous Roman cauſey, called Watling

ſtreet; , which, in this county, begins at

Faſely bridge, and ends at Crackley, bank,

where it enters Shropſhire; and, about a

mile from Litchfield, it croſſes the other an

cient cauſey, termed Ickenild-ſtreet.

5. Burton ſtands on the north fide of the

Trent, 123 miles from London ; it was

formerly remarkable for its abbey, and like

wiſe for its alabaſter works ; but at preſent

it is principally noted for its excellent ale.

It has a weekly market on Tueſdays; and

three annual fairs on Holy Thurſday, the

27th of June, and the 18th of Ośtober. It

had anciently a caſtle, which belonged to

the family of Ferrars; but the chief ſtruc

ture, which this town has now to boaſt of,

is its ſpacious bridge over the Trent, that

is, in the opinion of ſome, the fineſt piece of

workmanſhip of any civil public building in

England. It is intirely built of ſquared

freeſtone, and its length exceeds a quarter

of a mile ; it has 37 arches, through which

the river runs, and here divides into three

channels; and it was erected in the time of

Bernard, Abbot of Burton, who died in

1175, in the 21ſt year of the reign of Hen

ry II. The pariſh church is joined to the

decayed abbey, which was formerly opu

lent ; it was founded, for the Benedićtimes,

in 11 oA.; and its Abbot, being mitred, ſat

in Parliament. The town chiefly sonſiſts

E & of
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of one large ſtreet, which extends from the

abbey to the bridge; and it has a manu

facture of cloth, that turns to very good ac

cºunt. Barges come up hither, by the aſ

flitance of art, with a full ſtream, in a deep
and ſecure channel. Between the rivers

Trent, Dove, and Blith, near this place,

is ſituated the large foreſt of Needwood,

which contains many parks, wherein the

Gentry often divert themſelves with hunting
and horſe races. -

6. Tutbury, or Stuteſbury, ſtands near

the Dove, a little before it falls into the

Trent; it is 120 miles diſtant from Lon

don; and it has a weekly market on Tueſ.

days. It once had a caſtle, erected, with a

{mall monaſtery, by Henry de Ferrars, a

Norman, to whom it was given by Wil

liam the Conqueror; and Mr. Camden

affirms, that it was very ſpacious, and, be

ing ſituated on an alabaſter hill, com

manded an extenſive view of the country :

But we read, that it was demoliſhed by

Henry III; and that John of Gaunt, Duke

of Lancaſter, afterwards built the gate-houſe

and walls about the ſame. It is, at this

day, a good old houſe, walled on all ſides,

except one, where the hill is ſo ſteep, that it

ſtands in no need of fortification; and yet,

even there, it is incloſed with a ſtrong pale.

Dr. Piot, in his deſcription of it, repreſents

it as like Acrocorinthus, the old caſtle of

Corinth, from whence Greece and Pelo

ponneſus, with the Ionian and Ægean ſeas,

were, at one view, to be ſeen; for it has a

proſpect, eaſtward, over the rivers Dove and

Trent, as far as Nottingham; on the ſouth

eaſt, towards Burton, &c. and, on the ſouth

and ſouth-eaſt, are nothing but wood-lands,

in which are many parks, moſt of which be

long, to the caſtle and honour of Tutbury,

to which a great part of the inhabitants of

the adjacent country are homagers, and of

which they hold their eſtates.

Whilſt the Dukes of Lancaſter, who were,

all of them, of the blood royal, reſided at

their honour of Tutbury, their liberal hoſ.

pitality drew a general concourſe of people

hither from all parts of the country, and all

forts of muſicians were likewiſe permitted to

come, in order to contribute to their diver

ſon; but, as their number was great, quar

rels and diſorders aroſe among them, which

it was neceſſary to prevent by a proper regu

lation. For this purpoſe, John of Gaunt,

King of Caſtile and Leon, and Duke of

Lancaſter, appointed a Governor over them,

called King of the minſtrels, or muſicians;

whom he (by a charter bearing date the 22d

of Auguſt, in the fourth year of Richard II)

impowered, by his Officers, to apprehend aſ

fuch of them as refuſed to do their ſervice in

1 ITIL U1N-1 W I', DKSAL IV. H.G.A.Z., 11 N.I.",

a regular manner. He alſo granted the

minſtrels a bull annually, if, in their purſuit

after him, they could take him on the ſide of

the river Dove next Tutbury; which Spa

niſh cuſtom of bull-running was thus intro

duced by the ſaid Prince into England.

There was another remarkable uſage that

anciently belonged to the honour of Tut

bury, viz. Sir Philip de Somervile, in the

1oth year of Edward III's reign, held the

manor of Whichnovre, in the county of

Stafford, of the Lords of that honour, a

mong other conditions, by the following

memorable ſervice, that he ſhould find,

maintain, and ſuſtain a bacon flitch, hang

ing in his hall at Whichnovre, ready, at all

times of the year, except Lent, to be given,
upon demand, to every married man, on

woman, a year and a day after their mar

riage. The man, laying his hand upon
the bacon, was obliged to take the follow

ing oath: ‘Here ye, Sir Philippe de So

mervile, Lord ef Whichenoure, mayntener

and gyver of this baconne: That I A-ſythe

I wedded B. my wyfe, and ſythe I had hyr

in my kepyng, and at my wylle, by a yere

and a day, after our mariage; I wold not

have chaunged for none other, farer, me

fowler, rycher me pourer; ne for none other

deſcended of greater lynage; ſleping me

waking, at no tyme. And, yf the ſeyd

B. were ſole, and I ſole, I would take her

to be my wyſe, before allethe wymen of the

worlde, of what condiciones ſoever they be,

good or evylle; as helpe me God and his

ſeyntys ; and this fleſhe, and all fleſhes.

This being done, and two of his neighbours

having ſworn, that they verily believed what

he ſo ſolemnly ſaid; if he was a freeman,

he had, beſides the bacon, half a quarter of

wheat and a cheeſe; but, if a villager, half

a quarter of rye, without cheeſe. Theabove
mentioned cuſtom bears ſome reſemblance to

that of Dunmow in Eſſex, whereof we gave

an account in Vol. VI, page 65.

7. Bromley-Pagets, a pretty town on

the borders of Derbyſhire, was anciently

called Abbats-Bromley, by reaſon of its

belonging to the abbey ſo named ; and it

was afterwards termed Pagets, becauſe, at

the diſſolution of the monaſteries, it was

beſtowed upon the Lord Paget, to hold of

the Crown. It lies 7 miles from Tutbury,

and 128 from London. At this place,

within the memory of man, Dr. Plot affirms,

they had a ſport on New-year's day, and

Twelfth day, which had the name of hob

by-horſe dance, from a perſon who rode ºn

the image of a florſe made of thin boards,

with a bow and arrow in his hands, with

which he made a ſnapping noiſe, as he drew

it to and fro, keeping time with the muſic:

- - whilſt
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whilſt fix other men danced the Hay, and

other country dances, with as many rain

deers heads on their ſhoulders, half white,

half red. To this hobby-horſe belonged a

pot, which the Reeves of the town kept and

filled with cakes and ale, and to which all

the ſpe&tators gave a penny for themſelves

and their families; with this they paid for

the cakes and ale, and with the reſt main

tained their poor, and repaired their church.

This town has a weekly market on Tueſ.

days, and a yearly fair on the 24th of

Auguſt,
8. Uttoxeter, Ulceſter, or Toceſter, is

fituated on a hill of an eaſy aſcent, near the

river Dove, over which it has a ſtrong ſtone

bridge; it lies 6 miles from Tutbury, and

13o from London; and it has a weekly

market on Wedneſdays, and two annual

fairs on the 5th of April and the 8th of

September. Camden informs us, that it

was rather rich, by means of its excellent

meadows and cattle, than neat and hand

ſome, with reſpect to its buildings; but,

fince his time, it is improved, though it has

greatly ſuffered by fire. The houſes here

are but indifferent, though the town is

pretty large, and the market-place very meat

and commodious; but, as to the market,

it is one of the greateſt, in theſe parts of the

kingdom, for cattle, ſheep, ſwine, butter,

cheeſe, corn, and all ſorts of proviſions; .

inſomuch that ſome of the London cheeſe

mongers have fačtors here, who often lay

out sool. in a day in the articles of butter

and cheeſe only. The butter they buy by

the pot, which is of a cylindrical form,

made at Burſlem in this county, of a cer

rain fize, ſo as not to weigh above 6lb. at

moſt, and yet to contain at leaſt 14lb., of

butter, purſuant to an act paſſed in the reign

of Charles II, for regulating the abuſes

practiſed in the make of the pots, and falſe

packing of the butter; which, before this

ſtatute was enacted, uſed ſometimes to be

laid good, for a little depth, at the top, and

to be bad at the bottom ; and ſometimes to

be ſet in rolls, only touching at the top,

and ſtanding hollow below at a great di

ſtance from the fides of the pot. To pre

vent theſe frauds, the factors keep a ſur

veyor here all the ſummer, who, if he has

grounds to ſuſpe&t any of the pots, tries

them with an iron inſtrument, made like a

cheeſe-taſter, only much larger and longer, -

called an augre or butter-bore; with this

he makes proof (thruſting it in obliquely)

to the bottom of the por; ſo that they weigh

none, or ſeldom ; which would be an end

leſs buſineſs. They never bore, if their

cuſtomer be known to be a fair dealer ;

and, as to the cheeſe which is brought to

this market, which is little, if any thing

inferior to Cheſhire, it is ſold by weigh.

as at other places. Thomas Earſ of I.

caſter Procured the market of Uttoxeter

and likewiſe a fair to be held on the ...a ºf

July,. is fince changed.

9. Stone is a little town, 5 miles di

from Stafford, and 140 foihº
ſtands. on the Trent, having commodiou,

inns, in the great Cheſhire road; and it has

a weekly market on Tueſdays, and an an

nual fair on the 25th of July. The Hä.

ry of Peterborough affirms, that it was ſo

called from ſtones anciently heaped up

there, according to the cuſtom of the sax.

ons, to preſerve the memory of the murder

committed by Ulfere, King of Mercia, on

his two ſons, for embracing Chriſtianity;

of which, however, he ſo greatly repeated

afterwards, that he turned Chriſtian him.

ſelf, and deſtroyed all the Heathen temples

in his kingdom, which he converted into

Chriſtian churches and monaſteries. The

Hiſtory adds, that Queen Ermenhild, their

mother, turned the heap of ſtones into a

tomb, to cover their bodies; and that ſhe

thereupon ereºted a church: There is a

ſmall charity ſchool in this town.

Io. Eccleſhall, a ſmall but prett

near the river Sow, four miles ‘....".
Stone, and 136 from London; it is noted

for pedlars wares ; and it has a weekly

market on Tueſdays, and a yearly fair on

Holy Thurſday. It has a charity ſchool,

wherein zo boys and as many girls are

taught; the former to read and write, and

the latter to knit and ſpin : They are coath

ed with the cloth that is made of their yarn,

and fix or eight of the poor children arean:

nually put out to farmers. It had formerly

a caſtle built or repaired, in the reign of

Edward I, by Walter de Longton, Biſhop

of Litchfield and Lord High Treaſureſ ºf

England, to whom the manor belonged;

and the Biſhops of this ſee have their palace

here, wherein the preſent Biſhop, the ho

nourable Dr. Frederic Cornwallis, has his

reſidence... This caſtle is rendered remark

able, in hiſtory, for the detection of the vile

impºſtures of the boy of Bilſon, named

William Perry, the ſon of Thomas Perry,

an honeſt yeoman, of the ſaid place, who

was altogether ignorant of his ſon's baſe and

wicked deſigns. This impoſtor, when only

13 years of age, in 1620, learned his tricks

from an old, man who carried a cradle of

glaſſes at his back; and he was ſo tractable

that, in fix leſſons, he was inſtrućted t;

groan, pant, and mourn; to roll and turn

up his eyes, that the whites of them ſhould

only appear; to wreſt both his neck and

head towards his back, and then to gape in
E e z &R
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an hideous manner, grind his teeth, &c.

and then to convey crooked pins, rags, and

the like, into his mouth, ſo that he might

ſeem to vomit them up. He was alſo taught

patiently to endure the pain of pricking,

pinching, or whipping ; and likewiſe to

pretend that he was bewitched, He was

farther dire&ted to accuſe ſome perſon of

bewitching him, and, whenever he heard

the 1ſt verſe of the 1ſt chapter of St. John's

Goſpel repeated, to fall into fits. To theſe

tricks he added ſome of his own, as occa

fion required; viz. a wilful abſtinence; the

rolling of his tongue, and placing it in his

throat, in ſuch a manner that it appeared

hard and ſwoln ; and the mixing of ink

with his urine, to make it believed, that it

came immediately thus from his body. He,

purſuant to his inſtrućtions, afterwards ac

cuſed Joan Cock, or Coxe, a poor old wo

man in the neighbourhood, of bewitching

him, who was tried, at the aſſizes for this

county, on the Ioth of Auguſt, 162o ; but,

the proofs brought againſt her appearing to

be mere fantaſtical deluſions, ſhe was ac

quitted; and the care, and, if poſſible, the

cure of the boy, committed to Dr. Thomas

Morton, then Biſhop of Litchfield and Co

ventry. This Prelate, after a month's ob

fervation of his temper and ačtions at Ec

cleſhall-caſtle, diſcovered what was ſuffi

cient to convince him, that the boy was an

impoſtor; but, at length, by means of a

faithful ſervant, whom the Biſhop ordered

to watch him narrowly, he was fully de

te&ted; for this perſon was eye-witneſs to

his making water in the urinal through a

piece of cotton ſoaked in ink, which natu

rally gave it a black tinéture. The Biſhop,

being informed of this, told the boy what

he had heard, and threatened to ſend him

to the houſe of corre&tion; which ſo greatly

terrified him, that he made a full confeſſion

of all his impoſtures; and he afterwards,

at the ſummer aſſizes held at Stafford, o

penly begged the pardon of God and the

woman's forgiveneſs ; at the ſame time,

requeſting the whole country, whom he had

ſo notoriouſly and wickedly ſcandaliſed, to

accept his fincere confeſſion, inſtead of a

proper ſatisfačtion.

There are, in this ſhire, beſides the anti

quities already mentioned, at Cheekley, 14

miles from Newcaſtle under Line, three

very remarkable ſtones, with little images

cut upon them, which are erected in the

church-yard, in the form of a ſpire; but by

whom they were ſet up, or on what ac

count, it is difficult to determine. The

inhabitants have a tradition, that there was

an engagement between two armies in a

field, called Naked Field, near this place;

one with weapons, and the other without;

and that three Biſhops were killed in one

of them, for whom theſe ſtones were put

up, as memorials, by the Danes. Near

Wigginton, there are ſeveral lows, as they

term them, which, from the pieces of bones,

coals, and aſhes contained in them, ſeem

to have been the depoſitaries of the Roman

bones, after the bodies were conſumed by

fire. On the top of a hill in a place named

Berry-bank, at Darlaſton, are likewiſe the

ruins of a large caſtle, which, according to

tradition, was the ſeat of the foreſaid Mer

cian King, who murdered his ſons.

Beſides the ſeats of this county taken no

tice of above, there are ſeveral others, as

the Earl of Dartmouth's, at Sandwell; the

Earl of Stamford's, at Envield-hall, three

miles from Sturbridge; Lord Vane's, at

Careſwell, 9 miles from Stafford; Lord

Audley's, at Heleigh caſtle; Lord Stour

ton's, at Stourton-caſtle; &c. &c. but the

principal ones have been deſcribed.

The Affract of Dr. Jortin's Life of Eraſmus (Vol. XXIII, Page 196.) finiſhed.

Adrian VI, having received a letter from

Eraſmus, with a ſecond copy of Arnobius,

in his anſwer, invited him again to Rome,

and acquainted him, that he would gladly

hear his advice, which he formerly promi

fed, as to the quieting of the Lutheran con

teſts about religion; which he, accordingly,

propoſed in the following particulars; 1.

He very honeſtly diſapproves all violent me

thods, and wiſhes, that ſome condeſcenſion

was uſed to the Lutherans. 2. He thinks

that the cauſes of the evil ſhould be inveſti

gated, and ſuitable remedies applied ; that

a general amneſty and pardon ſhould enſue,

for all that was paſt; and that the Princes

and Magiſtrates ſhould take care to prevent

3.

innovations, for the future. 3. He judges

it neceſſary to reſtrain the liberty of the

preſs, which he had made ſo much uſe of

himſelf, though he would have been the

very firſt to feel the bad effects of ſuch pro

hibitions. 4. He adviſes his Holineſs to

give the world hopes of the amendment of

ſome faults, which could not be juſtified.

5. He would have him call together perſons

of abilities and integrity, and of all na

tions—Here he abruptly ſtops in the mid

dle of a ſentence, intending to proceed

hereafter, if the Pope ſhould favour him

with a proper opportunity ; but he had al

ready ſaid too much, and, if Adrian had

not died ſoon after, he would probably have
fallen
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fallen a ſacrifice to his reſentment. He in

timates to his friend Pirckheimerus, that

many at Rome wanted to deſtroy him, who

almoſt accompliſhed their purpoſe, before

the death of Adrian : " After having, at

his own requeſt, ſays he, communicated to

him my ſecret opinion, I found that things

were altered, and I was no longer in fa

vour.” He elſewhere affirms, that this Pope

had offered him a good deanery, and that

he deſigned to go to Rome; that the Car

dinal of Sion had promiſed to bear his

charges, and ſettle on him 5oo ducats a

year; and that he went as far as Con

itance, in his way thither, where he was

taken ill of the gravel ; But, after all, it is

evident, that he did not really intend wo

throw himſelf into the Pontiff's hands; for

he was not inſenſible, that he would have

been, at beſt, only a priſoner at large, and

intirely ſubject to the papal authority.

In the mean time, Hutten was preparing

a bitter investive againſt him, to revenge

his diſreſpećtful behaviour to him at Baſil,

in the preceding year; for, though he had

been told by Eppendorf, that Hutten was

defirous of ſeeing him, he declined an in

terview with him. Eraſmus had often com

mended him on former occaſions; but, as

he fince openly declared for Luther, and

ubliſhed ſeveral libels againſt the Court of

ome, he was apprehenſive, that a viſit

from ſuch an obnoxious man would confirm

the ſuſpicions of his ſecretly favouring the

Lutheran cauſe, and bring an odium upon

him. Eraſmus, hearing of his deſign, at

tempted to diſſuade him from putting it in

execution; he communicated to him the

reaſons why it was then improper to ſee

him; and he alſo hinted toº that, in

attacking him, he would, at once, diſgrace

himſelf, and gratify thoſe who were avowed

enemies to them both. Hutten, however,

being implacable, publiſhed his inve&tive,

wherein, among other things, he ſeverely

cenſured Eraſmus, for his obſequiouſneſs to

the Court of Rome; which ſo greatly pro

voked him, that he anſwered it in a tračt,

intitled Spongia, or Sponge; in which he,

on the one hand, acknowledges the juſtice of

Luther's complaints of the Romiſh Court;

and, on the other, he ſmartly laſhes the Lu

therans. Hutten's furious libel was diſap

proved by Luther, Melanchton, and all the

moderate Reformers ; but, though the au

thor died about this time at Zuric, Scotus

undertook to reprint it, in the following

year, at Straſburg, with many ſatyrical ad

ditions. Eraſmus, in two letters, heavily

complained to the Magiſtrates of that city

of this undertaking; and he hoped, that his

old friends Hedio and Capito, then mini

ſters of the goſpel there, would ſecond his

complaints; but, ſeeing that, though he

owned the neceſſity of a Reformation, he

would run no riſque to promote it, they diſ

regarded his remonſtrances and expoſtu
lations.

The long expe&ted book of Eraſmus againſt

Luther at length, in 1524, appeared in

the world; the ſubjećt whereof was the free

will of man, in oppoſition to that Reform

er's ſentiments about predeſtimation. The

Court of Rome was very little obliged to

him, on account of this performance; for,

in attacking Luther on the fingle point of

human liberty, he in fact, though indireét

ly, allowed him to be ſuperior to his adver

ſaries, in all other reſpects; and the Luthe

rans made a ſober uſe of his advice, in de

parting from the indefenſible extreme main

tained by their Reformer. Eraſmus ſent

this treatiſe to Henry VIII, Wolſey, and

Warham; to the laſt of whom he complain

ed of the Lutherans, and of the monks too,

by whoſe clamours he had been compelled

to write againſt Luther. In a long epiſtle

to Melanchton, he inveighs againſt Hutten,

in a ludicrous manner; but, as to himſelf,

he declares, that, if Wittemberg was not

at too great a diſtance, deſpiſing all fear of

giving offence, he would repair thither, in

order to converſe with him and Luther;

though his whole condućt evidently ſhewed,

that he did not intend to make any ſuch vi

ſits. He commends Melanchton's Loci

communes, as very proper and ſufficient to

demoliſh Phariſaical tyranny ; but he, at

the ſame time, throws out ſevere refle&tions

againſt Zuinglius, Oelocampadius, Farel

lus, Capito, and Hedio 5 and he violently

exclaims againſt the morals of the Reform

ed, who now began to make a party, as well

as thoſe of the Lutherans. As to his wri

ting againſt Luther, he affirms, that the ca

lumnies of the eccleſiaſtics, and the impor

tunity of Princes, had conſtrained him there

to ; and he concludes with deſiring him not

to ſhew his letter to ill-diſpoſed perſons.

Melanchtom, in a polite anſwer, told him,

that a good cauſe ought not to ſuffer by the

vices of particular perſons; that Luther did

not, in the leaſt, reſemble thoſe whom he

had painted in ſuch odious colours; and

that the Lutherans were far from being

ſhocked at his diſſertation on human liber

ty. Luther, ſays he, is not ſo eaſily pro

voked, as to be unable to bear diſſent; and

he promiſes to obſerve the ſame modera

tion in his reply.—It is alſo your duty not

to bring an odium upon a cauſe, which the

holy Scriptures ſo evidently favour ; as you

yourſelf have not, as yet, condemned it, if

you attack it with vehemence, you will

wound
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wound your own conſcience." Luther, be

fore Eraſmus publiſhed his Diatribe againſt

him, ſent him a letter, not indeed written

in the moſt elegant ſtyle, but full of fire,

fpirit, and vivacity; wherein he exhorts

him to be rather a ſpectator, than an ačtor

in the Lutheran tragedy; and to bear with

others, as he expected to be borne with

Himſelf: ‘ I never wiſhed, ſays he, that,

forſaking or negle&ting your own proper ta

lents, you ſhould enter our camp ; you

might indeed have favoured us not a little

by your wit and your eloquence; but, for

aſmuch as you have not that courage which

is requiſite, it is ſafer for you to ſerve the

Lord in your own way. My dear Eraſ.

mus, if you duly reflect on your own im

becillity, you will abſtain from thoſe ſharp

and ſpiteful figures of rhetoric ; and, if you

cannot or will not defend our ſentiments,

you will let them alone, and treat of ſub

jećts which ſuit you better. Our friends,

even you yourſelf being judge, have ſome

reaſon of anxiety at being laſhed by you,

becauſe human infirmity thinks of the au

thority and reputation of Eraſmus, and

fears it; and indeed there is much difference

between him and the reſt of the Papiſts,

and he is a more formidable adverſary than

all of them joined together.’

Charles V, and his aunt Margaret of

Auſtria, Governeſs of the Low Countries,

this year, invited him to return to Brabant;

but he very well knew the danger of return

ing thiuher : * Margaret and the Emperor,

fays he to Pirckheimerus, have promiſed me

the payment of my penſion—but it is upon

condition that I return into my own coun

try. A hard condition! for Egmond reigns

there, a madman, armed with the inſtru

ments of death, who hates me twice more

than he hates Luther.” The malignity of

the French divines prevented him from go

ing to France ; he durſt not venture his

perſon in the Low Countries; and, as to

his penſion, it had been with-held from him,

for four years together. He, about this

time, wrote a congratulatory letter to Cle

ment VfL, wherein he boaſts of his having

refuſed very preſſing follicitations to join the

Lutherans; he alſo ſent him his Paraphraſe

on the A&ts of the Apoſtles; and he re

ceived the thanks of his Holineſs, with a

preſent of zoo florins. He was highly in

cenſed againſt Fareilus for ſtigmatifing him

with the name of Balaam, who, as he de

clares, in a letter to Ant. Brugnarius of

Montbeliard, never would accept of a pen

ny to write againſt Luther ; but it is, ne

vertheleſs, certain, that he had, for ſome

time, ſeemed to take a pleaſure in reviling

the Reformers, in crder to preſerve the fa

vour of the Romiſh partys and perhaps,

though he was hardly ſenſible of it, to ſecure

his own revenues. In one of his letters

are the following expreſſions : ‘ I am al

ways the ſame; and yet I have laid the

egg, and Luther hatched it. This is a

joke of the Minorite brethren, for which

they deſerve to be complimented as wits;

but I laid the egg, and Luther hath hatched

a quite different bird.’ The rebellion of the

peaſants now began, which, in the ſucceed

ing year, proved ſo fatal to Germany; then

aroſe Muncer at the head of another ſet of

fanatical rebels; and at length the Ana

baptiſts took up arms, and did infinite miſ

chief in the German Empire and other

countries. Luther exerted himſelf againſt

theſe villainous peeple, who, as they pro

teſted againſt Popery, were a ſcandal to the

Reformation; he always preached up obe

dience to the civil Magiſtrate, and con

demned rebellions againſt the State; and,

when he found that they were incorrigible,

and perſiſted in the commiſſion of the moſt

execiable crimes, he exhorted the Magi

frates to deſtroy them, as ſo many wild

and rapacious beaſts. -

In 1525, Luther publiſhed a treatiſe de

Servo Albitrio, in anſwer to Eraſmus's

diſſertation on human liberty; it was not ſo

moderate a reply as ſome of his own friends

could have wiſhed, and Melanchton ſaid

that he had actually promiſed; but it was,

however, ſuch an anſwer as he thought his

adverſary richly deſerved. He compliments,

praiſes, ſcorns, inſults, ridicules, and in

veighs againſt Eraſmus; he tells him, that

his book, as to its manner and compoſition,

is excellent ; but that, as to the matter

thereof, it is extremely contemptible, and

reſembles an excrement in a golden diſh.

Eraſmus, being greatly provoked by this

rough uſage, ſpeedily publiſhed the 1ſt book

of his Hyperaſpiſtes; which was anſwered

by Luther, who reproached him for his

ſupercilious airs and reviling language;

and indeed he had ſo long ſeverely laſhed

the Lutherans, or Evangelics, that he had

the leſs reaſon to complain of their reſent

ment. He acquaints Bedda, in a letter,

that Carolſtadius maintained, that there is

nothing in the Lord's ſupper, except bread

and wine; and that Oelocampadius defend

ed this opinion with ſuch ſkill, that, if God

ſhould not interpoſe, even the elect may be

ſeduced. In 1526, he is highly incenſed a

gainſt Pellicanus, for ſaying, that he enter

tained the ſame ſentiments concerning the

eucharift with the laſt-mentioned Reformer;

and, becauſe Leo Judae had, in a libel, as

he termed it, affirmed that he did not be

lieve the real preſence of the body of Jeſus

Chriſt
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Chriſt therein, he very ſolemnly affirmed

the contrary, not for fear of men, as he de

clared, but for the ſake of his conſcience;

and yet he owns, in a letter to Pirckheime

rus, that the opinion of Oelocampadius

would not diſpleaſe him, if the conſent of

the church did not hinder him from adopt

ing the ſame. He, though grievouſly af

flicted with the ſtone, this year, publiſhed

the works of Irenaeus, which he dedicated

to Bernard, Biſhop of Trent; and he alſo

addreſſed his book of Chriſtian Marriage to

Catharine of Auſtria, Queen of England.

Eraſmus, in 1527, ſent Cannius of Am

flerdam, one of his copyiſts, into England,

to colle&t his revenues, penſions, and free

will offerings; and he inſtrućts him, in a

ridiculous manner, how to proceed on his

begging errand; from whence it appears,

that the Mendicant friars did not under

ſtand this art better than himſelf. He like

wiſe publiſhed his 2d Hyperaſpiſtes againſt

Luther, wherein he anſwered ſuch objec

tions as were not refuted in the 1ſt; and the

remaining part of the year was employed

in pouring out heavy complaints againſt the

Reformers, as well as the monks; for he

now repented ofhaving advanced ſofte bold

evangelical truths, which they adopted and

improved to excellent purpoſe; ſo that, in

his old age, he became a zealot with a very

ill grace, and flattered the Court of Rome,

to the end of his days, with too much ſervi

fity. In a letter to Martin Bucer, wherein

he deckares his eſteem for that Reformer, he

aſſigns the reaſons why he could not join

with the Reformed, to whom he gives a

very bad character. This judicious and

moderate divine was, perhaps, in learning,

inferior to none of all the Reformers; but,

for diſcreet zeal, true piety, and a moſt

tender care to preſerve unity among the for

reign churches, Melanchton and he, with

out injuring the reſt, may be ranked apart

by themſelves. The Faculty of Theology,

| the Univerſity of Paris, this year, paſſed

a very ſevere cenſure on a multitude of pro

poſitions extraćted from the works of Eraſ

mus; which, as M. de Burigni obſerves,

in his Life of that author lately publiſhed,

was diſapproved by Francis I, who, in a

letter to the Parliament, commanded them

inſtantly to acquaint the ſaid Faculty, that

they ſhould not all, or any of them, write,

compoſe, and print any thing, which was

not firſt ſeen and approved by them, or their

Deputies, and deliberated upon in full

Court; and the cenſure of the Sorbonne was

ſo ill received by the Miniſtry, that it was

not printed till the year 1531.

The Ele&tor of Saxony, the Kings of

England and Poland, and the Archbiſhop of

Toledo, in 1528, ſent obliging letters to E

raſmus ; and the three latter invited him to

come to their reſpective countries; but he

now lived with much more quiet and ſecu

rity among the Reformed than he could have

enjoyed in any of thoſe places, though he

treated them ń. better than the monks,

whom he contifiually found it impoſſible

to appeaſe. In a letter to Fiſher, Biſhop.

of Rocheſter, he, with great art and elo

quence, defends his Colloquies, which had

ſo greatly diſpleaſed this ſuperſtitious Pre

late, that he wanted him to make retraćta

tions, in the manner of Auguſtin: “I cor

rečt my works every day, ſays Eraſmus;

but St. Auguſtin, after all his retraćtations,

left many things ſtanding in his works,

which if a man had advanced in our days,

he muſt have paſſed for an heretic." He

then laſhes the monks, and relates ſome of

their pious frauds and ridiculous miracles;

and, writing to another friend about their

deluſive tricks, the doğrine of purgatory

does not eſcape his derificn. He intimates

to his friend Ludovicus Wives, that he did

not care to meddle with the divorce of Hen

ry VIII ; that he had received a preſent

frem a Queen, probably Catharine of Au

ſtria; and he ſays, that, if he was the arbi

trator in that affair, he would ſooner allow

the King two wives, than take one from

him. He tells, a good ſtory of a ſtupid

monk, who had collected many egregious

errors out of his Jerom, miſtaking the Fa

ther for the editor; ſo that all the blows,

intended for Eraſmus, fell upon the head of

poor Jerom himſelf. To the Biſhop of

Liege he ſends an account of a profane fel

low, who was ſtruck dead for playing the

fool with the hoſt; and it is amazing, that
he would vouch for the truth of ſuch a ri

diculous tale, Eraſmus had the god Ter

minus for his ſeal, with the following in

ſcription, ‘Concedo mulli; from whence

ſome of his ignorant and malicious enemies

took occaſion to charge him with intolerable

vanity, as repreſenting himſelf ſuperior to

all men; whereas he only added the legend

to an ancient ſeal given him by the Archbi

ſhop of St. Andrew's, as a proper ſymboli

cal repreſentation of Death, who ſpares

none, and for whoſe approach every wiſe

man ſhould hold himſelf prepared.

In 1529, Eraſmus publiſhed a new and

accurate edition of Seneca, which he dedi

cated to the Archbiſhop of Cracow, Chan

éellor of Poland; and, in this dedication,

he gives a copious account of the author,

together with many judicious and elegant

critical remarks. As to the former edition

addreſſed to Ruthal, Biſhop of Durham, it

came out very incorre&t, either through the

careltſ -
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careleſſneſs or incapacity of the perſon to

whom he had intruſted the care thereof;

and, befides, the book was not, in due

time, preſented to this Prelate, through the

fault of the bookſeller; on both which ac

counts, he was highly offended, and never

intirely reconciled to the author. This

Biſhop was commanded by the King to

write a treatiſe on the ſtate of the kingdom,

and to deliver it, when finiſhed, to Cardinal

Wolſey; but, having written another, a

bout his own affairs, exactly covered and

ftitched like the other, he, through miſtake,

ſent it, inſtead thereof. The Cardinal,

opening it, was agreeably ſurpriſed to find,

from his own account, that he was worth

roo, oool. an immenſe ſum in thoſe days;

whereupon he told the King where he

might be ſupplied, if his Majeſty wanted

money ; but the Prelate, as ſoon as he per

ceived his error, was ſeized with ſuch grief,

that it is ſaid to have haſtened his death.

The revolution, which happened at Bafil, in

the winter, in favour of the Reformed reli

gion, determined Eraſmus to remove to Fri

burg, whither he had ſent his moſt valuable

effects; though the Magiſtrates and Mini

ſters, notwithſtanding their being Proteſ.

tants, endeavoured to retain him amongſt

them.; but he was apprehenſive of being

accuſed by the Romaniſts of colluſion with

their adverſaries, if he continued any longer

in his old quarters. He received, this year,

a preſent from the Archbiſhop of Toledo,

for which he returned his thanks, and pro

miſed to diſtribute part thereof to his fellow

labourers in the edition of St. Auguſtin ;

for he had already publiſhed ſome of that

Father's tračts, and projected the publication

of all his works, with the affiſtance of ſome

of his learned friends, to whom he would

have allotted their ſeveral parts; but the

Dominicans began to rail at this underta

taking : * Sots and giuttons, ſays he, and

not born for the pen, but the plough-tail.”

Antonius Fuggerus ſent a filver cup to E

raſmus, and made him generous offers ;

whoſe family was rendered illuſtrious by its

liberalities to learned men: The Fuggeri

were celebrated German merchants, of ama

zing wealth, who, to teſtify their gratitude

for the honour dome them by Charles V, in

lodging at their houſe, when he paſſed

through, Augſburg, among other magnifi

cent ačtions, laid on the hearth a large bun

dle of myrrh, then a moſt precious mer

chandiſe, which they lighted with the Em

peror's note of hand for a confiderable ſum.

Eraſmus could not, however, obtain from

this Prince the payment of his penſion, tho’

mountains of gold were promiſed him, on

the condition of returning to Brabant: ‘It

ſeems to be by a certain fatality, ſays he,

that the Imperial Court is ever in a ſtate of

poverty.' . Some of the Evangelics had, in

their writings, produced teſtimonies from

his works, to prove the unlawfulneſs of put

ting heretics to death; and therefore Eraſ

mus, to avoid the reſentment of the perſe

cuting Popiſh Princes, now maintained,

that certain heretics might be capitally pu

niſhed, as blaſphemers and rioters.

A book on the ſacrament, written againſt

Berenger by Algerus, a Benedićtin monk

of the 12th century, was, in 1530, dedicated

by Eraſmus to the Biſhop of Hildeſheim ;

and he affirms, that the peruſal of this tračt

confirmed him in the belief of a real pre

fence ; but, as he had formerly acknow

ledged, that he could have eaſily embraced

the ſentiments of Zuinglius and Oelocam

padius, if his mother, the church, would

have given him leave, it was juſtly ſuſpect

ed, that he had not quite ſo much implicit

faith as he pretended to. He had apart

ments at Friburg in a houſe belonging to

the King; and he lived here on very good

terms with the Franciſcans, who were ſo

near neighbours to him, that he could fing

along with them, in his own chamber. Me

lanchton, in a letter from Augſburg, where

the Dyet was held, to which he preſented the

confeſſion of faith of the Lutherans, intreats

Eraſmus to continue the charitable office of

exhorting the Emperor to moderation; and,

though he declared, in a peeviſh reply, that

he would not be concerned in behalf of the

Evangelics, he deſired Cardinal Campegius

to diſſuade the Emperor from making a re

ligious war. The affairs of the Proteſtants

were now in ſuch a melancholy ſituation,

that Melanchton was overwhelmed with for

row ; but Luther, who was more coura

geous, wrote him many excellent letters, in

order to revive his drooping ſpirits. Some

perſons, in 1531, befought Eraſmus to re

pair to the Dyet at Augſburg ; but, to ex

cuſe his not appearing in that Aſſembly, he

alledged, that he could not have appeared,

without running the riſque of his life : * I

knew very well, ſays he, that, if I went

there, I ſhould bring miſchief upon my own

head, without being able to compoſe the

diſſenſions and tumuits. I alſo knew upon

whoſe judgment the Emperor relied; upon

divines, in whoſe opinion, whoſoever ſhall

dare to open his mouth, in favour of piety,

is a Lutheran, and worſe than a Lutheran.

—So I have ſome obligations to my bad

ſtate of health, which furniſhes me with a

plea for abſence.” Petrus Caſtellanus, in

his younger days, went to Baſil, for the

ſake of converſing with Eraſmus, who re

commended him to Froben, as an aſſiſtantà
an
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and indeed he was of great ſervice, in cor

rećting not only the errors of the preſs, but

even thoſe of Eraſmus himſelf. He enter

tained as ill an opinion of the Court of

Rome as Luther; but, as he was, never

theleſs, for maintaining the Catholic reli

gion, he was hated, as an ambitious hypo

crite, by the Reformed party. He, how

ever, became ſuch a favourite with Fran

cis I, that he made him a Biſhop; and, in

a funeral oration on this Monarch, his ge

nerous patron, he declared his hope, that he

was gone direétly to Paradiſe. This aſſer

tion highly offended the Sorbonne, which

ſent Deputies to complain of it at Court ;

but they met with a cold reception. Men

doza, the King's Steward, acquainted them,

that he knew his old Maſter's temper better

than they ; that he could never ſtay long in

a place; and that, if he went to Purgatory,

he only juſt ſtopped to take a jill of wine,

or ſo, in his paſſage.

Sadolet, Biſhop of Carpentras, in 1532,

adviſed Eraſmus to excuſe or retraćt, in a

book, ſome of the bolder ſentiments of his

youth, and explain his notions in a Catho

}. ſenſe; and afterwards to hold his peace,

and diſregard his adverſaries. In one of his

epiſtles, he derides the Franciſcan monks,

with much humour and vivacity; which

evidently ſhews, that hewas farfrom retraćt

ing all cenſures of that kind, notwithſtand

ing the ſollicitations of the Romiſh Prelates.

Warham, his conſtant and generous bene

fačtor, died this year; whoſe liberality he

had celebrated on many occaſions; it is

ſaid, that this Archbiſhop, being near his

end, aſked his Steward, what money he had

in his hands ; who telling him, that he had

only 3ol. he chearfully replied, “Satis

viatici ad coelum, That was enough to carry

him to heaven.” In 1533, the States of

Holland preſented him with zoo franks, the

firſt compliment he ever received from his

native country; which friendly gift was

highly agreeable to him, and the more ac

ceptable, becauſe it was a free-will offering,

and not the reſult of intereſt or application.

In one of his epiſtles, he refers thoſe who

ſtill doubted of his orthodoxy to the expli

cations that he had oppoſed to the cenſures

of the Pariſian divines; which, however,

he will, by no means, allow to be retraćta

tions. Eraſmus was, in the beginning of

the year 1534, very ill of the gout, and

had almoſt loſt the uſe of his limbs ; but,

after all the proteſtations he had made of

his innocence, he was as guilty as ever, in

the opinion of the monks: “ Theſe ani

mals, ſays he to Cholerus, are omnipotent

at the Emperor's Court. Mary is a mere

Puppet, maintained by our nation; Mon

tigny, a man of authority, is a tool of the

Franciſcans; the Cardinal of Liege is an

ambiguous friend, and, when he takes of

fence, a violent enemy; the Archbiſhop of

Palermo is a giver of good words, and no

thing elſe.” The letter, which contains

theſe words, was dićtated by Eraſmus, tho’

written by another hand; and, after this

proceeding, it is needleſs to conjećture why

his penſion was not duly paid, or why he

did not chuſe to return to Brabant.

Eraſmus, in 1535, printed his Eccleſ

aſtes at Baſil, whither he went to take care

of this edition, and alſo to try whether he

could recover his health, which was greatly

impaired at Friburg; and Froben's heirs

were ſo glad of his company, that they built

a chamber, for his accommodation. He

was, at this time, greatly afflićted with the

news of the impriſonment and execution of

Fiſher and More, and other troubles in

England; and he affirms, that Paul III.

had reſolved to add himſelf to the number

of Cardina's ; but that it was objected to

his promotion, that his bad ſtate of health

rendered him unfit for this fumétion, and

his income was inſufficient to ſupport the

dignity thereof. He likewiſe ſaid, that his

Holineſs had appointed him Provoſt of the

college of Canons at Deventer; and M. de

Burigni has recited Paul III's brief for this

purpoſe, dated Auguſt 1, 1535 ; but he

declared, that he would have nothing to do

with preferments, which he had refuſed all

his days, as he was now ſo near the time of

his departure out of the world. In 1536,

he complains, that all his Engliſh friends

were either dead, or in a manner ſo to him,

through fear of correſponding with him in

thoſe dangerous times; for (though Crom

well, the King's Secretary, ſent him zo

angels, Cranmer, Archbiſhop of Canter

bury, 18, and the Biſhop of Lincoln 15)

not one of them ventured to ſend him a let

ter. Eraſmus, who had been ill at Fri

burg, was no better at Bafil; and, in the

very laſt epiſtle we have of his writing, da

ted June 28, he acquaints his old friend

Goclenius, that he had deſigned, as ſoon

as his Eccleſiaſtes was finiſhed, to go to

Beſancon, that he might ſtill remain in

the Emperor's territories; but that, grow

ing worſe, he was obliged to paſs the win

ter at Baſil. He farther added, that he was

there among his beſt friends, and ſuch as

he could not have at Friburg ; though. on

account of the difference of religious ſenti

ments, he could have been glad to have

ended his days elſewhere ; I wiſh, ſays he,

Brabant was nearer at hand.”

He was, for almoſt a month, ill of a

dyſentery; and he plainly perceived, that
F f his

º
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his diſeaſe would prove mortal to him.

When Amberbachius, Froben, and Epi

ſcopius paid him a viſit, he ſaid, that, in

them, he beheld Job's three friends; and

he, ſmiling, aſked them, whether they had

not rent their cleaths, and put aſhes on

their heads. He ſpent the remainder of his

time in conſtantly imploring the mercy of

God and Jeſus Chriſt, without the leaſt men

tion of thoſe minute and ſuperſtitious devo

tions of the monks that he had ſo often de

rided; and he enjoyed the uſe and exerciſe

of his reaſon to his dying moments. He

calmly expired on the 12th of July, aged

69 ; and, a great concourſe of people at

tending his funeral, he was buried in the

cathedral of Baſil, where his tomb is ſtill to

be ſeen; and, in his will, made in Febru

ary, he left handſome legacies to ſeveral of

his friends, and ordered the reſidue to be

diſtributed to relieve the fick and poor,

marry young women, and aſſiſt young men

of good chara&ler, and ſuch as they ſhould

judge to be neceſſitous and deſerving. Am

berbachius, Froben, and Epiſcopius, his

executors, who were men of generoſity, as

well as honour and probity, were preciſely

punctual, even to their own detriment, in

the diſtribution of his charitable donations ;

and from his teſtament it appears, that he

was far from being in low circumſtances;

which ſhews how greatly he was indebted to

the liberality of his friends, and eſpecially

of the Nobility, Prelates, and other iliuſ.

trious perſons of the Engliſh nation; and

alſo that he was not ſo bad an oeconomiſt,

as he ſometimes ſeemed to repreſent himſelf

to be, in his letters.

in the arms of his deareſt friends, who yet

then were profeſſors of the Reformed reli

gion; whereas, if he had died in a Popiſh

country, he would, doubtleſs, have been im

portunately ſolicited to make a ſórdid re

traStation, or perform ſome acts of minute

ſuperſition, which would have tarniſhed his

memory; and this he muſt have ſubmitted

to, if he would have received the ſacraments

of the church, and then have ſlept in holy

ground. Eraſmus had lived longer at Ba

fil than at any other place; it was his aſy

ium, where he had nothing to fear from the

malice of his enemies; and, though he

ſometimes made an excurſion, he never fail

ed to return thither. Here is ſhewn the

houſe wherein he died ; and the place where

the profeſſors of divinity read their lećtures

is called the college of Eraſmus. His ca

binet, which the Magiſtrates, in 1661,

bought, for 9oco crowns, of the deſcendants

of Bonifacius Amberbachius, his heir, is

one of the principal rarities of this city; it

•ontains his ring, ſeal, ſword, knife, and

He departed this life.
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pencil; his will written with his own hand,

and his pićture, by Holbein, which is a

maſter-piece.

Eraſmus, as to his perſon, was of low

ſtature, though not remarkably ſhort ; he

was well-ſhaped, and of a fair complexion ;

his hair, in his youth, was of a pale yellow

colour, and he had grey eyes, a chearful

countenance, a low voice, and an agreeable

elocution. He was, in his apparel, neat

and decent; his conſtitution was very in

firm, and he had a vaſt memory. He was

a facetious and agreeable companion, and a

very conſtant friend; he was good-natured,

generous, and charitable; and, though apt

to be eaſily provoked, he was of a forgiving

and reconcileable temper and diſpoſition

Nothing has contributed to render the city

of Rotterdam more famous than her giving

birth to this illuſtricus man; and ſhe has

teſtified her gratitude in the following par

ticulars : 1. The houſe wherein he was

born is adorned with an inſcription. 2. The

college, wherein Latin, Greek, and Rhe
toric are taught, bears his name, and is

conſecrated to his memory. 3. A wooden

ſtatue was raiſed to his honour, in 1549.

4. A ſtatue of ſtone was ere&ted, in its

itead, in 1557; and, the Spaniards having,

thrown it down in 1572, the inhabitants

ſet it up again, as ſoon as they were deli-.

vered from the Spaniſh tyranny. 5. They

ere&ted a copper ſtatue in 1622, which is

admired by the curious; it ſtands in an

open part of the city, near a canal, on a

pedeſtal ornamented with inſcriptions, and

ſurrounded with iron rails.

But, notwithſtanding Eraſmus's many

excellent qualities, it muſt be confeſſed,

that he may be juſtly cenſured for his weak

neſs in flattering the Romiſh party, and

blaming the Reformed, whom, upon the

whole, he more mearly reſembled than he

did their adverſaries; but they are ſtill vaſt

ly more culpable, who compelled him to

diſſemble in this manner, by treating all

perſons as vile heretics, that even wiſhed for

a Reformation. It has been thought by

ſome, that he made too many complaints,

when he was attacked by malicious and in

confiderable men; and that he was too rea- -

dy to anſwer their investives. Indeed, in

this caſe, he wanted a diſcreet and faithful

friend to curb and reſtrain his warm matu

ral temper; but then, on the other hand,

it ſhould be confidered, that he contended

for his honour, and even his life, being.

often accuſed of heterodoxy, impiety, and

blaſphemy, by men, whoſe foreheads were

rocks, and their tongues razors.

ſtyle of Eraſmus, it is always unaffected,

eaſy, copious, fluent, and clear, thºugh

ſºmetimes

As to the ,
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formetimes not ſtrićtly pure and claſſical;

and ſome have repreſented him as a dealer

in barbariſms, who had not half of his abi

lities and erudition, and did not even write

Latin half ſo well as he. His writings

fhew, that he had a ſtrong memory, a na

tural eloquence, a lively imagination, and

a ready invention; he compoſed with great

eaſe and rapidity, but diſliked the trouble

of reviſing and correóting his compoſitions.

He had ſpent all his days in reading, wri

ting, and talking Latin; for he ſeems to

have had no turn for modern languages,

and he had, perhaps, almoſt forgotten his

mother-tongue. His verſes plainly diſco

ver, that he was a man of ſenſe and learn

ing, who underſtood proſody, or the tech

nical part of poetry; but he was, upon the

whole, rather a verſifier than a poet, as he

had not an equal elegance of taſte, and

wanted an ear for poetical numbers. E

raſmus, in his younger days, carefully ſtu

died the Greek and Latin grammar, read

lećtures upon them, and tranſlated Greek

books into Latin ; whereby he laid a right

foundation for criticiſm and philology; and

it is greatly to be wiſhed, that other young

ſtudents, of promiſing abilities, would, in

ſome meaſure, follow his ſhining example.

It was the uſual cuſtom of this great man

to dine late, that he might have a long

morning for ſtudy; and, after dinner, he

would chearfully converſe with his friends

on all ſouts of ſubjects, and deliver his opi

nions, about men and things, in a very

free and impartial manner. His Paraphra

ſes, of all his theological works, met with

the beſt reception; and yet even theſe were

extremely inveighed againſt by Biſhop Gar

diner, who called them an abomination. As

to his religion, we ſhall leave it to the

reader's judgment to determine concerning

it, from what has been ſaid in the account,

of his life; but, however, it evidently ap

pears, that, if it had been in his power to

have eſtabliſhed articles of faith, he would

have propoſed very few, and none but ſuch

as were adorned with a primitive fimplicity;

which would not have ſuited thoſe who

cannot enjoy the comfort of believing, or at

leaſt of pretending to believe, what they

think fit, unleſs they can vex, haraſs, and

torment all that will not ſubmit to their

arbitrary deciſions. He has been accuſed

of Arianiſm by many eccleſiaſtics, and

claimed, as ſuch, by Sandius and others;

and he has aſſerted what is more than ſuffi

cient to render him ſuſpected by violent and

unreaſonable men; but it is, nevertheleſs,

certain, that he denied the charge, and has

often expreſſed himſelf, on this ſubject, in
orthodox terms.

Lord Whitworth's Account of R U S S I A, as it was in 1710.

HARLES, Lord Whitworth, was the

ſon of Richard Whitworth, Eſq; and

was bred under that accompliſhed Miniſter

and Poet, Mr. Stepney. Having attended

this Gentleman through ſeveral German

Courts, he was, in 1702, appointed Refi

dent at the Dyet of Ratiſbon ; in 1704, he

was ſent as Envoy extraordinary to Peterſ

burg; and, in 1710, he went thither, in

the quality of Ambaſſador extraordinary,

to accommodate a difference that aroſe be

tween the Courts of England and Ruſſia,

on the account of the Czar's Miniſter's

having been arreſted for debt in London;

and he had the honour of terminating this

unhappy quarrel. His reſidence in Ruſſia

furniſhed him with materials for the account

thereof lately publiſhed by the Honourable

Mr. Walpole, which was printed at Straw

berry-hill ; Lord Whitworth’s MS. was

communicated to the editor by Richard

Owen Cambridge, Eſq; who purchaſed it

among ſome very curious books collected

by Monfieur Zolman, Secretary to the late

Stephen Poyntz, Eſq; which relate ſolely to

the hiſtory and affairs of Ruſſia, and, con

tain, in many languages, all perhaps, that

has been written about that country i and

Mr. Cambridge has given an undoubted

proof of his known benevolence, and diſ

poſition to encourage every uſeful under

taking, in throwing open this magazine of

curiolity to thoſe who ſhall be inclined to

compile a hiſtory of Ruſſia, or elucidate the

tranſactions of an Empire, which is almoſt

unknown even to its contemporaries. Mr.

Walpole, in his advertiſement or preface,

has related an anecdote concerning the

Czarina, which he received from the mouth

of the late Sir Luke Schaub, who was told it

by Lord Whitworth himſelf, who had a

perſonal intimacy with the celebrated Ca

tharine, when her favours were neither pur

chaſed nor rewarded at the price of a dia

dem : Having compromiſed the rupture be

tween the Court of England and the Czar,

he was invited to a ball at Court, and taken

out to dance by the Czarina; and, as they

began the minuet, ſhe ſqueefed him by the

hand, and ſaid, in a whiſper, “Have you

forgot little Kate.” As to the mean pa

rentage, education, and condition of this

extraordinary perſon, together with the

mammer how ſhe became the Czar's favou

rite, and at length Empreſs of Ruſſia, ſee

our Magazine, Vol. IX, Page 107 i and,

Ff 2. in
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in the ſame Volume, Page 164, may be ſeen

a particular account of the ſignal deliverance

9f the Czar, in 1711, by means of her po

licy, when he was reduced to the laſt extre

mity.

The Empire of Muſcovy is bounded on

the north by the frozen ſea and the unknown

regions near the pole; on the eaſt and ſouth

eaſt by China, Great Tartary, the Uſbec

Tartars, and Perſia; on the ſouth by part

of Turky, Poland, and Lithuania; and on

the weſt by the Baltic ſea, Sweden, and

Lapland. It is of ſuch a vaſt extent, that,

in compaſs, it almoſt equals the reſt of Eu

rope; but it is very much inferior to ſeveral

kingdoms thereo", in its riches, and the

number of its inhabitants. The banks of

its rivers are tolerably inhabited, and the

ground is ſo far cleared, as to ſupply the

ſcattered towns and villages with the neceſ.

fries of life i, but the reſt of the country is

either covered with foreſts, or has very ſpa

cious plains, which, indeed, plentifully pro

duce graſs, ſweet herbs, and flowers', 'but

they are wanting both in wood and water,

and lie expoſed to the inroads of the Tar.

tars, whom no treaty nor agreement can

reſtrain. The ſoil varies, according to the

Slimate; that about Moſco is ſandy and

barren ; which is, however, provided with

neceſſary accommodations, by means of the

rivers in ſummer, and cheap ſled carriage

in the winter, that uſually continues about

6 mºnths. The Muſcovites are the prin.

£pal inhabitants; the reſt are either Lap

landers, Samoiedes, Tartars, or Coffa's.

The Laplanders and Samoiedes are diſ.

perſed along the large woods about the

white and frozen ſeas; they are of a low

flature and diſagreeable figure; their un

Gerſtanding is hardly ſuperior to that of

brutes; and their uſual food is raw fiſh, or

whatever they kill or find dead, without

any diſtinélion. They are uſeful to the

Muſcovites in their ſeal fiſhery, near Nova

Zembla; and they pay the Czar a ſmall tri
bute in furs. -

The firſt Ruſſians, that entered the king
doms of Siberia and Daury, were ſome ma

lefactors, who fled from juſtice, in the time

of John Bafilowitz, about the year 1552;
who, receiving their pardon for this diſco.

very, and being ſeconded by ſome ſoldiers,

made ſeveral ſettlements on the neareſt ri

vers, which have been gradually extended

to the frontiers of China. The original in

habitants of theſe countries were ſeveral ſorts

of Tartars, who, as they lived in little

bordes or companies under diſtinét go

vernments, like the Indians in America,

were eaſily ſubdued; thoſe of them that

Heſide near the Ruſſian plantations have

learned to dwell in houſes, and till the

ground; and they pay the Czar an annual

tribute of furs. The other Tartars, who

continue to range about with their tents,

will not acknowledge any ſubjećtion, and

are often troubleſome in ſmall parties, tho’

incapable of making any great impreſſion.

Caſan and Aſtracan, formerly Tartarian

kingdoms, once made the Muſcovites tri

butary, and ſeveral times brought that go

vernment to the brink of ruin ; but the

were at length intirely defeated by John Ba

filowitz, who built towns on the Wolga,

and planted colonies of his own people in

the country, who, to this day, will not ſuf

fer any Tartarians to ſettle within their

walls. The Czeremiſſes and Morduars poſ

ſeſs a large tračt of land, between Niſen

Novogrod and Caſan, on both ſides of the

Wolga; they live in houſes, follow huſ

bandry, and pay taxes to the Czar, but

never furniſh recruits to the war. The

Baſkirs, a powerful nation, are extended

from Caſan to the frontiers of Siberia; they

have ſome villages, but have never wholly

ſubmitted to the Czar. They, in 1707,

rebelled againſt him, when his Officers at

tempted to load them with new impoſitions,

and compel ſeveral of them to be baptiſed;

but they were appeaſed by the redreſs of

their grievances. The Calmucs, and other

hordes, poſſeſs the reſt of the country, to

Aſtracan and the frontiers of the Uſbecs;

who remove, with their tents, from one

place to another, as they are invited by the

ſeaſon and the convenience of ſubſiſtence;

the Czar annually preſents them with

cloaths, money, and arms; and they, in

return, ſerve him, without pay, in his wars;

but they never fail to plunder friends and

enemies, wherever they march. All theſe

Tartars are either Mahometans or Hea

thens; in the profeſſion whereof they have

been left undiſturbed by the Czar and his

anceſtors.

There are three ſorts of Coſſacs, the Don

Coſſacs, and thoſe of the Ukraine and the

Zaparoh i but they are all of one nation,

language, and religion, and have the ſame -

form of government. They were original
ly Poliſh peaſants, formed into a militia,

and placed in the Ukraine, to ſecure Poland

againſt the Tartars; but, in proceſs of time,

becoming prodigiouſly numerous and rich,

they could no longer bear the tyranny of

the Poliſh Nobility, and many battles were

fought with various ſucceſs. In one of the

firſt, the Coſſacs being worſted, ſeveral of

them, rather than ſubmit to the yoke, re

moved from the fertile plains of the Ukraine

to the unfrequented banks of the Don, or

Tanais, where they began a new planta

tion i
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tion; and, in 1637, another party, on the

ſame account, reſolved to ſeek their fortune

as far as the borders of the Caſpian ſea;

but their countrymen on the Don prevailed

on them to ſtop ſhort, and join in an at

tempt againſt Aſoph, which they took the

ſame year, and kept till 1642, when, the

Turks approaching with a great army, and

the Muſcovites refuſing them timely ſuc

cours, they burnt the place, and fixed their

little commonwealth at Circaſky, a town

on an iſland in the Don. They, ſome time

after this, put themſelves under the protec

tion of the Muſcovites, and lately had 39

towns on that river, from Rybna to Aſoph,

moſt of them on the north-eaſt fide; which

country is almoſt without trees, but won

derfully fruitful in graſs, flowers, ſweet

herbs, wild aſparagus, &c. They ſow very

little corn, that being only the employment

of their ſlaves; and fiſh, fleſh, and fruits

are their principal food. Their riches con

fift in cattle, horſes, dromedaries, and ca

mels; they are generally neater, in their

houſes and cloaths, than the Muſcovites;

and their religion is that of the Greek

church. Very few of them are tradeſmen

or artificers, arms being their employment

and delight j in peaceable times, they ex
erciſe themſelves againſt the Calmuc, Cu

ban, and Crim Tartars, their conſtant ene

mies ; and, in time of war, againſt the

Turks on the Palus Mæotis. Their go.

vernment is a ſort of military democracy;

their Hetman is Colonel over all; and every

town has its own Hetman, or Captain, who

commands, in the field, his own commu

nity. They are ſtill poſſeſſed of their old

laws and cuſtoms, pay the Czar no tribute,

furniſh no recruits, and are only bound to

appear in arms, when ſummoned, at their

own charge ; but, in conſideration of this

ſervice, they enjoy great privileges; and, in

particular, no peaſant or ſlave, who has once

entered their country, can be reclaimed by

his maſter, or by the Muſcovite Govern.

ment.

The Coſſacs of the Ukraine are much

more numerous and confiderable, whoſe do

minions extend ſeveral Ioo miles, between

the rivers Boriſthenes, or Neiper, and the

Don; in 1654, they revolted from Poland,

and put themſelves under the Czar's protec

tion. This country is extremely well in

habited and tilled; and it has many towns,

all fortified with a dry ditch, an earthen

wall, and paliſadoes. The villages are

large, and neatly built of wood; the inha

bitants drive a great trade in hemp, pot aſh,

wax, corn, and cattle; they live in much

eaſe and plenty, and enjoy the ſame privi

leges as thoſe on the Don, The Zaparo

3

vian Coſſacs, ſo denominated from the Za

porah, or falls of the Boriſthenes, nearly

reſemble thoſe of the Don ; but their num

ber at preſent is very inconſiderable. It

evidently appears from theſe accounts, that

the Czar's main ſtrength muſt be computed

from his national Muſcovites ; and the

higheſt and moſt probable computation of

their numbers amounts to 6,540,000 ſouls.

I have ſeen another, comprehending the

Muſcovites, with their ſeveral colonies from

Chioff to China and the frozen ſea, which

makes their number 4,200,ooo ſouls. As

moſt of the land in Muſcovy lies untilled,

the Muſcovite Officers, in all their ſucceſs

ful wars, carry off as many people as poſſi

ble, and ſettle them on their own eſtates;

and hence it comes to paſs, that not only

very many of the peaſants, but moſt of the

Nobility, are of foreign extraćtion ; as the

Galliczyns, Apraxins, Nareſkins, &c. from

Poland; the Circaſkys from Tartary ; and

even the Czar prides himſelf on being of

a Pruſſian original.

The Muſcovites are divided into three

ranks, the Nobility, or Kneas; the Gen

try, or Duornins; and the peaſants. The

Kneas, or Dukes, were anciently Heads

of little governments; but they were all at

length ſubdued by the Princes of Volodo

mir, who tranſlated their reſidence to Moſco,

and aſſumed the title of Weliki Kneas, or

Great Dukes. The deſcendants of theſe

families ſtill retain the ancient title; and

ſeveral Poles, tranſplanted thither, took the

ſame mark of diſtinction, when they became

confiderable, on pretence of their being de

ſcended from their Waywodes or Palatines.

This title is honoured, according to the re

venue or employment of the poſſeſſor; for

thoſe Dukes, who received eſtates in ex

change for their petty ſovereignties, ſtill re

tain ſome ſplendor; and others have been

raiſed again by their civil or military ſer

vice : But the reſt are reduced to the loweſt

poverty and contempt; and, not above two

years ago, near 3oo of them were common

ſoldiers in Prince Menzikoff's regiment of

dragoons. To remedy this confuſion, the

Czar created ſeveral Counts, without hav

ing recourſe to the Imperial Court; and he

deſigned to introduce the title of Barons and

Knights; he has already inſtituted an or

der of knighthood, in honour of St. An

drew, who wear a blue ribband and ſtar, in

imit ſtion of the Garter. The Duornins

are country Gentlemen, moſt of whom hold

their lands by Knight's ſervice, being obli

ged to appear in perſon armed on horſe

back in the field of battle, where each of

them, though he is, perhaps, maſter of ſeve

ral loopeaſants, muſt diſcharge the*:
- o
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of a common ſoldier; but their greateſt mor

tification is, that, if any of their peaſants

enter, as volunteers, into the army, they

are immediately declared freemen, and held

in equal conſideration with their maſters;

though there have not yet appeared many

inſtances of this ſort of freedom. The Du.

ormins treat their inferiors in the moſt inſo

lent and tyrannical manner, though they,

at the ſame time, are abjećtly ſubmiſfive to

the Nobility and Officers; for this country

is a complete model of Bayes's grand dance,

wherein every one has his ſhare of ſervility

and worſhip, except the peaſants. As to

this 3d and laſt rank of Muſcovites, they

are intirely ſubjećt to the arbitrary power of

their Lords, and transferrable, as well as

their goods and chattels; they can call no

thing their own, and conſequently, when

they have done their taſk, and provided a

little bread and firing for the year, the reſt

of their time is conſumed either in idleneſs

or ſleep. Their houſhold goods conſiſt of

two earthen pots, a platter and ſpoon made

of wood, and a knife; their drink is wa

ter; their food oatmeal, bread, ſalt, muſh

rooms, and roots; ſometimes a little fiſh,

or milk, but very ſeldom fleſh : But they,

neveitheleſs, lead a contented life, to the

diſgrace of the pretended auſterities of phi

loſophy and devotion ; and, being by cuſtom

admirably fitted for the fatigues of war, they

have as much paſſive valour as any nation

in the world.

The religion of the Muſcovites is that of

the Greek church, though ſtill more cor

rupted by ignorance and ſuperſtition ; they

think, that they fully keep the 2d com

mandment, in not allowing any carved

images; for their churches are filled with

wretched paintings ; and yet theſe dawb

ings, as well as the finer Italian pieces, are

ſaid to be the work of angels; eſpecially a

celebrated pićture of the Virgin Mary with

three hands, preſerved in the Jeruſalem mo

mattery, about 30 miles from Moſco. Their

worſhip of theſe pi&tures, which is the groſ

feſt kind of idolatry, conſtitutes the princi

pal part of their devotion ; they bow to

them and croſs themſelves ; and to every

child, at its baptiſm, a particular patron

faint is allotted. Every room has its guar

dian picture, termed Bog, or God, in a

corner, the Ruſſian place of honour; to

which trangers, at their entrance, pay their

reverence. They likewiſe obſerve four very

ſevere faſts in the year, beſides Wedneſdays

and Fridays; they frequent the church once

a day, if near; and they light up wax can

dºes to their faints, often repeating the

Goſpodi pohmeli, or Lord have mercy upon

me, without any attention, They now be
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gin to be leſs ſtrićt in their faſts, and the

Czar himſelf privately eats fleſh on all of

them; though he avoids giving any ſcandal

in public. Their churches, which are very

numerous, are built of ſtone, or wood, in

the form of a croſs, with 5 little cupola's ;

every Nobleman's ſeat has one, the building

of them being eſteemed a meritorious ac

tion; but they are left at liberty, as to the

frequenting thereof. Their pariſh prieſts

and chaplains are of the meaneſt parentage

and condition, and they are ‘huſbands of

one wife, in the literal ſenſe of the words ;

and, at her death, the prieſt was formerly

excluded from the ſervice of the church ;

but the preſent Czar allows them to diſ

charge the inferior offices. Their educa

tion is ſuch, that they can only repeat the

public prayers with a muſical accent, and

read a chapter in the B:ble, which is under

ſtood by very few, being in the Sclavonian

language; and they never read the Old

Teſtament in the church, which they will

not ſuffer to be placed on the altar. The

monks and dignified clergy are almoſt equal

ly ignorant, except a few educated at Chi

off; but they are in much greater eſteem

and veneration with the people, on account

of their habits, rigorous faſts, gravity, and

their continual devotion. Their large poſ

ſeſſions formerly reedered them ſo power

ful, that the Czar's father could not keep

under the Patriarch Nichon, without great

diſturbance; but the preſent Czar, on the

late Patriarch's death, ſequeſtered the office,

committing the ſpiritual adminiſtration to the

Archbiſhop of Rezam, and the management

of the temporal affairs to a lay commiſſion,

who have likewiſe the diſpoſal of the abbey

lands and revenues; ſo that the clergy have

now no freeholds, and their peaſants imme

diately depend upon the Czar's Officers.

The government of Ruſſia is abſolute in

the higheſt degree, and by the arbitrary

pleaſure of the Prince the lives and fortunes

of all the ſubjećts are decided; for the

common compliment of the principal Nobi

lity is, ‘ I am thy ſlave, take my head.”

Thoſe, however, who are employed in the

ſtate, have a ſhare of this unlimited power,

as their proceedings are without appeal, in

the name of the Czar; which they often

abuſe to gratify their avarice, revenge, or

other criminal paſſions. As to the light

between private men, they have written

laws for it, which they generally follow,

tho' without any obligation; and their me •

thods are ſufficiently eaſy and ſhort, if their

juſtice was proof againſt bribery, which is

ſeldom the caſe. The Czars formerly ap

peared very rarely in public buſineſs, whilſt

the Bojars, or Privy-counſellors, alſº



of the Empire, at their pleaſure; but his

preſent Majeſty has broke through this for

mal ſervitude, and, the more effectually to

weaken ancient families, often obliges their

children to the meaneſt offices, and raiſes

perſons of no extraction to the great em

ployments. The Bojars had formerly the

chief dire&tion of all the pricaſſes, or offices;

the Ocolnitzen were their aſſiſtants; the

Dumnoy are the judges of all the proceſſes,

and the Diacs the Secretaries. Every pri

caſe conſiſted of theſe Officers, and had a

ſovereign juriſdićtion of life and death, in

dependent of one another; which frequent

tly cauſed not a little confuſion; they were

once above 30 in number, but at preſent

moſt of the pricaſſes are left to the Diac, or

Secretary. The Czar has lately divided

the Empire into 8 governments : Moſco,

with all its dependencies, is given to Mr.

Streſnoff, Preſident of war; Archangel to

Prince Gallyczin ; Aſoph and the Don to

Count Apraxin, High-admiral; Caſan and

Aſtracan to Lieutenant-general Apraxin,

his brother ; Chioff and the Ukraine to

Lieutenant-general Gallyczin ; Siberia to

Prince Gagarin; Livonia, Ingria, Pleſcow,

and Novogrod, to Prince Menzikoff, the

favourite ; Smolenſko to Monſieur Solti

koff; and Veroniz, and the ſhip-yards,

are to be a ſmall government apart, which

the Czar reſerves in petto. Theſe Gover

nors diſpoſe of all employments civil and

military, receive the revenues, and ſend an

nually a certain ſum into the great Trea

fury, clear of all charges; they have abſo

lute power, except in relation to the regular

troops, who receive their orders immediate

ly from the Czar and his Generals.

Peter the Great, Czar of Muſcovy (whoſe

head and life we have given in Vol. IX,

Page 7) is in his 38th year; he is a hand

ſome Prince, and of a ſtrong conſtitution,

though, of late, much broken by irregular

living and other fatigues. He was very

ſubject to convulſions, ſaid to be the effects

of poiſon from his ſiſter Sophia, in his

youth; which made him ſhy of being ſeen;

but they are lately much abated. He is ex

tremely curious and diligent, and has far

ther improved his Empire in 10 years, than

any other ever was in Io times that ſpace ;

and, what is yet more ſurpriſing, without

any education or foreign aſſiſtance, contrary

to the intentions of his people, clergy, and

chief Miniſters, merely by the ſtrength of

his own genius, obſervation, and example.

He has gradually paſſed through all the

employments of the army, from a drum

mer to a Lieutenant general ; of the fleet,

from a common ſeaman to a Rear-admi

ral; and, in his ſhip-yards, from an ordi
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nary carpenter to a maſter-builder. He is

good-natured, but very paſſionate; though,

by degrees, he has learned to conſtrain him

ſelf, except the heat of wine is added to his

matural temper. He is, doubtleſs, ambi

tious, though very modeſt in appearance;

ſuſpicious of others; not too ſcrupulous in

his engagements, or gratitude; violent at

firſt, but irreſolute on longer deliberation;

and not rapacious, though extremely near,

in his temper and expences. He loves his

ſoldiers, and underſtands navigation, ſhip

building, fortification, and fire-works; i.

ſpeaks High-Dutch pretty readily, which is

now growing the Court language; and, in

his way of living, he is very particular:

He never lodges in the palace, when at

Moſco, but in a little wooden houſe built

for him in the ſuburbs, as Colonel of his

guards ; and he has neither a court, equi

page, nor any other diſtinction from a pri

vate Officer, except when he appears on

public ſolemnities.

The Court of the former Czars was very

numerous and magnificent, being filled by

the Privy-counſellors, with all the Officers

of ſtate and principal merchants, who, on

ſolemn occaſions, received rich brocade

gowns lined with furs from the Treaſury,

which they returned, as ſoon as the cere

monious appearance was ended; but his

preſent Majeſty has intirely aboliſhed theſe

formalities. Some affirm, that this was

done to ſpare the expence, during the war;

though it rather proceeded from his natural

averſion to ſuch conſtraints. He is attend

ed, on any ceremony, by the Officers of his

army and the Nobility, without any diſ

tim&tion ; which, however, makes a tole

rable ſhew, Alexander Menzikoff, his fa

vourite, is of very mean extraction, whom,

when a boy, the Czar accidentally met in

the ſtreets, and, for ſome unlucky anſwers,

preferred to ſerve one of his Gentlemen;

aud he is at length become the moſt power

ful ſubječt in Europe. His diligence and

diſpatch are his principal qualities; and

ſome have thought, that the intimacy be

tween his Majeſty and him more reſembled

love than friendſhip, on account of their

frequent jars and reconcilements, though

ſome ſuch accident may prove fatal at laſt,

as, by this means, his ruin has already been

nearly effected. His parts are not extra

ordinary; his education was low, for the

Czar would never let him learn to read or

write; and his advancement has been too

rapid to give him time for obſervation or

experience. Under his royal Maſter's name,

he often contradićts his orders, making eve

ry intereſt give way to his private paſſions;

and, if it be conteſted, he generally*:
tile
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the point from his Majeſty. He is not be

loved by the common people; and, as to

the old Nobility and chief Officers, they

form a ſtrong cabal againſt him, headed by

the High-Admiral Apraxin. He was made

Prince of the Empire in 1706, Duke of

Ingria in 1797, and Felt-marſhal in 1709,

he is a violent enemy to Felt-marſhal She

remetoff, whom he has often brought to

the brink of ruin; and he has a Court like

thoſe of the petty German Princes, conſiſt

ing of Chamberlains, Marſhals, &c. moſt

of whom are foreigners.

[To be finiſhed in our next. J .

The Hiſtory of ENGLAND (Page 185, Vol. XXIII.) continued.

Nothing is a plainer demonſtration, how

different the King's intereſts were from thoſe

of his kingdom, than his conduct on this

important occaſion. The Commons be

lieved it abſolutely neceſſary, for the ſafety

of the kingdom, to check the progreſs of

the French King, and preſerve the Nether

lands, and, to that end, make alliances

with the States-general and their confede

rates. This was a very evident truth.

The King himſelf did not deny it, while

there was hope of getting the fix hundred

thouſand pounds, demanded on pretence of

putting himſelf in a condition to defend the

kingdom, which ſhewed at leaſt that he be

lieved it in danger; but, when he ſaw the

Commons would not be ſatisfied with ge

neral promiſes, but required ſomething real,

the neceſſity of putting the kingdom in a

ſtate of defence vaniſhed at once. He ad

journed the Parliament for ſeveral months,

without any notice of the danger with which

the kingdom was threatened, though that

danger ſubſiſted no leſs, than at the begin

ming of the ſeſſion. Thus the danger was

reſſing to the kingdom, when it was no

H. ſo to the King : A clear evidence,

that the King and Parliament had different

views and intereſts. Accordingly, on pre

tence of an attempt of the Commons upon

his prerogative, he took occaſion to order a

long adjournment, which broke all the

meaſures of the Commons, and almoſt de

ſtroyed the hopes, entertained by the allies,

of aſſiſtance from England; which could

not but be very advantageous to France. I

do not think it poſſible to account for the

King's condućt in a manner ſatisfactory

to the impartial, without ſuppoſing that he

expećted affiſtance from France to make

himſelf abſolute, and change the eſtabliſhed

religion. On this ſuppoſition, inſtead of

being concerned to ſtop the progreſs of

France, it could not but be for his intereſt,

that ſhe ſhould become ſtill more powerful ;

and this was, in fact, what he wiſhed, as

all his proceedings manifeſtly ſhewed.

we learn from Sir William Temple

himſelf, that, whilſt he was at Nimeguen

as Plenipotentiary-mediator for a peace, he

was ſent for to London by the King, on

Pretence of making him Secretary of State,

but in reality to diſpatch him to the Hague,

to endeavour to perſuade the Prince of O.

range to conſent to a ſeparate peace with

France; but Temple declined a commiſſion

which he had before tried to execute, with

out being able to ſucceed. This ſhews

with what zeal the King endeavoured to

ſerve France, which only wanted to divide

the allies by ſuch an expedient. It is cer

tain the King of France, though till now

ſuperior to his enemies, was little able lon

ger to ſuſtain a war with almoſt all Europe

united againſt him. It was, therefore, in

the King of England's power to procure a

juſt and reaſonable peace, by declaring a

gainſt France, as he was defired by the Par

liament; but this could never be obtained

of him ; on the contrary, fearing to be

forced to it at laſt by the clamours of his

people, he ſecretly laboured to procure

France an advantageous peace, by the di

viſion of her enemies.

Sir William Temple having refuſed to be

employed upon this errand, Mr. Laurence

Hyde was ſent to the Hague, to try to gain

the States and Prince of Orange. The

King had the more hopes of prevailing with

the Prince, as there had been, ſome time

ſince, a propoſal from him for his marriage

with the Princeſs Mary, eldeſt daughter to

the Duke of York; and as he did not

doubt, that, to ſucceed in that affair, the

Prince would grant every thing deſired of

him concerning the ſeparate peace with

France. It was probably for this end, that

the King permitted the Prince, his nephew,

to come to his Court, and ſollicit his affairs

in perſon; but without any poſitive aſſu

rance, that his addreſſes would be well re

ceived. The Prince could not leave the

army before the campaign was ended, and

therefore arrived not in England till the 9th

of OStober, when he landed at Harwich,

and from thence went to the Court. The

King, the Duke of York, the Lord Trea

ſurer, and Sir William Temple, were the

only perſons informed of the motive of the

Prince's journey. The Court, which was

then at Newmarket, being returned to Lon

don, the Prince had a ſight of the Princeſs,

and then demanded her in form of the King

and Duke of York, by whom his Propoſal
was
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was differently received. The Duke of

York ſeemed very cold, and the King ap

peared to embrace it with joy; but it was

on condition that he and the Prince ſhould

previouſly agree upon the terms of a gene

ral peace; which was like to render the

Prince's journey intirely fruitleſs. The

Prince was abſolutely againſt ſpeaking of a

peace till after the marriage, and the King

as reſolute to agree upon the plan of a peace

before the marriage ſhould be concluded;

and they continued five or fix days fixed to

their reſolutions. The Prince acquainted

the King, by Sir William Temple, “That

his allies, who were like to have hard terms

of the peace, as things then flood, would be

apt to believe, that he had made his match

at their coſt, and, for his part, he would

never ſell his honour for a wife.” All this

was not capable to divert the King from his

reſolution, and the affair ſeemed upon the

point of breaking off; but all was recon

ciled. Temple, paying a viſit to the Prince

one night after ſupper, was told by him,

* That he repented his coming into Eng

land, and reſolved to be gone in two days,

if the King continued in his mind of treat

ing upon the peace before he was married;

but that, before he went, the King muſt

chuſe how they ſhould live hereafter ; for

he was ſure it muſt be either like the greateſt

friends, or the greateſt enemies ; and de

fired Sir William to let his Majeſty know

ſo next morning, and give him account of

what he ſhould ſay upon it.” Sir William

repreſented to the King the ill conſequences

9f a breach with the Prince, confidering the

ill humours of ſo many of his ſubjećts on

account of his engagements with France,

and the invitation made the Prince by ſeve

ral of them during the late war. The

King, having heard him with great atten

tion, anſwered, ‘I never yet was deceived

in judging a man's honeſty by his looks,—

and, if I am not deceived in the Prince's

face, he is the homeſteſt man in the world;

and I will truſt him, and he ſhall have his

wife, and you ſhall go immediately and tell

my brother ſo, and that it is a thing I am re

ſolved on." The Duke of York appeared at

firſt a little ſurpriſed, but, however, anſwered,

the King ſhould be obeyed, and he ſhould be

glad his ſubjećts would learn from him the

obedience which they owed to their Sove

reign;–adding, “I tell him my opinion

very freely upon any thing, but, when that

is done, and I know his pleaſure upon it, I

obey him.’ Immediately after, Sir Wil

liam waited on the Prince with the agree

able news. The ſame day, the marriage

articles were drawn and agreed to, the Prin

ceſs's portion being forty thouſand Pounds

ſterling; and, the day after, the King de

clared the marriage in full Council. The

city of London teſtified an extraordinary

joy at the news, and Sir Francis Chaplin,

the Lord-mayor, invited the King to a

magnificent entertainment the 29th of Oc

tober. The marriage was conſummated

on the Prince's birthday, the 4th of No

vember.

A few days after, the King, the Duke of

York, the Prince of Orange, the Lord-trea

ſurer, and Sir William Temple, entered

into conference for ſettling the ſcheme of a

general peace, and, after ſome debates, a

greed upon theſe terms: “All ſhould be

reſtored by France to the Emperor, thathad

been taken from him in the war, the duchy

of Lorrain to that Duke, and all on both

ſides between France and Holland : And

to Spain the towns of Aeth, Charleroy,

Oudenard, Courtray, Tournay, Conde,

Valenciennes, St. Guillain, and Binch.

That the Prince of Orange ſhould endea

vour to procure the conſent of Spain; and

the King that of France, for which pur

poſe he ſhould ſend ſome perſon immediate

ly over with the propoſition, who was to

demand a poſitive anſwerin two days.” The

Lord Duras, afterwards Earl of Feverſham,

a creature of the Duke ofYork, was the per

ſon fixedupon to execute this commiſſion.

The Prince and Princeſs of Orange im

barked for Holland ſhortly after. The

King poſitively aſſured the Prince he would

never depart from the ſcheme agreed upon
for a general peace, and that, if France

refuſed her conſent, he would declare war

againſt her; and yet the Prince had the

mortification, before his departure, to ſee

the adjournment of the Parliament prolonged

from the 3d ofDecember to the 4th of April.

The Court of France were extremely ſur

priſed, as well with the ſcheme of the peace,

as the manner in which it was pretended to

impoſe it on them; but whether the Lord

Duras had ſecret orders to give hopes, that

the ſcheme might be altered ; or it was not

deſpaired to gain the King of England;

the Envoy, after ſtaying ſome days beyond

his commiſſion, returned without an an

ſwer, or at leaſt with an anſwer of no ſigni

fication. It contained only, “That the

moſt Chriſtian King hoped his brother

would not break with him upon one or two

towns, to which Eugland had no preten

fion; but, however, he would ſend orders

to his Ambaſſador at London to treat with

his Majeſty himſelf. It is known the

King of France offered Mr. Montague, the

Engliſh Ambaſſador, large ſums for the

King and the Treaſurer, which were not

accepted, at leaſt openly ; but, on the other

G g hand,
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hand, the King ſuffered himſelf to be ſo

mollified by the offers or articles of France,

that the ſcheme of peace, agreed on with

the Prince of Orange, was at laſt reduced to

nothing, and no more heard of.

From the Lord Duras's return, to the

meeting of the Parliament, the King was

ačtually negociating, with the King of

France, the terms on which he was to reſiſt

the follicitations of his Parliament, and pre

vent his declaring for the allies. This ap

peared openly in the Parliament itſelf, by

the letters of the Lord-treaſurer Danby,

produced before the Commons, in 1678, by

Mr. Montague, Ambaſſador at the French

Court; and, ſince that, a fuller convićtion

has been given of this by Mr. Montague's

letters, publiſhed by the Earl of Danby, in

the reign of William III. I ſhall tran

feribe the extraćts of theſe letters, that the

reader may be ſatisfied of what I ſay, with

out relying on my word; but I am to pre

miſe, that the King, after prolonging the

adjournment to April 1678, thought proper

to aſſemble the Parliament, the 15th of Ja

nuary, and, as ſoon as they met, to adjourn

the Commons, by a meſſage, to the 28th of

the ſame month. The letters I mentioned

were as follow:

Extraćt of a letter from Mr. Montague to

the King, from Paris, in the year 1677.
g—I AM ſure the greatneſs of the

King of France is ſupported only

by your Majeſty's connivance at what he

does, and the good-will Chriſtendom ſees

you have for him. The advantage he has

by it, even in point of revenue, by his con

queſts, does amount to five times the ſum

you have now from him : And, though

after-games are hard to play, I think I un

derſtand this Court ſo well, and, if you care

to have it done, I am confident I could get

you by agreement a million of livres a

year, to be paid while the war ſhall laſt,

and four millions after the peace ſhall be

made, I mean, Sir, over and above what

you have from France now."—

Fxtraćt of a letter from Mr. Montague to

the Lord treaſurer Danby, writ a little

after the former.

& I Expect his Chriſtian Majeſty's anſwer

to the demands I made, by the King's

dire&tion, of two hundred thouſand pounds

ſterling, to be paid till the general peace is

concluded, taking for granted, that it will

be conform to my orders from the King to

infilt upon two millions of livres a year du

ring the war, and four millions after the

peace, or elſe two hundred thouſand pounds

iterling during the war : But I am told,

this morning, that Mr. Courtin has agreed

this matter with the King, my maſter; and

that his Majeſty will be contented with two

millions of livres a year only during the

war; which I confeſs ſurpriſed me extreme

ly, confidering the neceſſity of his Majeſty's

condition, and the poſitiveneſs of his com:

mands to me to infiſt upon two hundred

thouſand pounds ſterling; which I had done

very effectually, and muſt have ſucceeded
in, conſidering the reaſonableneſs of the de

mand, except the generoſity of the King

our maſter's nature, who values money ſo

little, has already condeſcended to the leſſer

ſum oftwo millions of livres, &c."

Extraćt of a letter from the Lord-treaſurer

Danby to Mr. Montague, Ambaſſador

in France, the 17th of January, 1677-8.

º—S 7. Eſterday young Ruvigny came

to me with Mr. Barillon (ha

ving given me his father's letters the day

before) and diſcourſed much upon the con

fidence the French King hath of the firm

meſs of ours to him ; of the good opinion

his maſter hath of me; of his King's reſo

lution to condeſcend to any thing, that is

not infamous to him, for the ſatisfaction of

our King; how certainly our King may

depend upon all affiſtances and ſupplies from

his maſter, in caſe the friendſhip be pre

ſerved. The main of their drift was to

engage me to prevail with the Prince of Q

range, as to the town of Tournay. The

King muſt come to ſome declaration of his

mind to the Parliament, when it meets

That which makes the hopes of peace leſs

probable is, that the Duke grows every day

leſs inclined to it, and has created a greater

indifferency in the King than I could have

imagined; which,being added to the French

King's reſolutions not to partwith Tournay,

does, I confeſs, make me deſpair of any ac

commodation. Nevertheleſs, I am aſſured,

that one principal cauſe of this adjournment

for 13 days has been to find an expedient

for the peace; and the effe&t hath hitherto

been, that no-body will now believe other,

than that the peace is already concluded

between us and France.”

Extraćt of another letter from the ſame hand

to the ſame perſon, dated the 25th of

March, 1678.
g —I. caſe the conditions of peace

Ji ſhall be accepted, the King ex

pº, to have fix millions of livres a year,

or three years, from the time that this a

greement ſhall be figned betwixt his Ma

jeſty and the King of France; becauſe it

will probably be two or three years, before

the Parliament will be in humour to give

him any ſupplies, after the making of any

peace with France; and the Ambaſſador

- - here
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here has always agreed to that ſum, but not

for ſo long a time. ... If you find the peace

will not be accepted, you are not to men

tion the money at all; and all poſſible care

muſt be taken to have this whole negocia

tion as private as is poſſible, for fear of giv

ing offence at home, where, for the moſt

part, we hear in ten days after of anything
that is communicated to the French Mi

niſters.”— At the bottom of the letter

were theſe words, under the King's own

hand:

• This letter is writty my order, C. R.’

. I ſhall make no remarks on theſe letters,

which plainly ſhew with what fincerity the

King diſcharged the office of Mediator, and

how much he favoured France. The beſt

excuſe for him is, that theſe ſecret proceed

ings and negociations were only to get mo

ney; but when it is conſidered, that he

would have received much more from his

Parliament, if he had purſued the paths of

uprightneſs, and might have had more left

. the Parliament would have granted

him in one fingle year, than he hoped to

draw from France in three, a man can

hardly forbear thinking, that his blind at

tachment to the intereſt of France was for

hidden deſigns which it was not yet time to

diſcover ; and, if it is ſaid he took money

from France, only to be freed from the

trouble of applying to his Parliament, this

does but confirm that he intended to render

himſelf abſolute.

The King had not prolonged the ad

journment of the Parliament to the 28th of

January, in order to find expedients for a

general peace, as the Treaſurer told Mon

tague, in his letter of the 26th of January,

but to have time to receive the news of a

league with Holland, which was, indeed,

ſigned the 16th of January. This league

was very far from anſwering the defires of

the Parliament; it was properly but de

fenſive, to prevent the King of France from

purſuing his conqueſts in the Netherlands ;

nay, it may be eaſily judged, confidering

the King's ſtrićt union with France, and

the ſecret correſpondences between the two

Courts, whether he had any great defire to

go to war with the King of France, in order

to oblige him to reſtore what he had taken ;

he believed, nevertheleſs, that this league

would be capable to impoſe upon the Par

liament, and therefore had deferred their

meeting to receive the news of its conclu

fion; and, ſupported by this league, which,

according to him, was to produce wonder

ful effects, he made the following ſpeech to

both Houſes, the 28th of January:

* My Lords and Gentlemen,

* When we parted laſt, I told you, that,

before we met again, I would dothat which

ſhould be to your ſatisfaction. I have ac

cordingly made ſuch alliances with Hol

land as are for the preſervation of Flanders,

and which cannot fail of that end, unleſs

prevented either by the want of due aſſiſ

tances to ſupport thoſe alliances, or by the

ſmall regard the Spaniards themſelves muſt

have to their own preſervation. The firſt

of theſe I cannot ſuſpećt, by reaſon of your

repeated engagements to maintain them ;

and I know you are ſo wiſe as to confider,

that a war, which muſt be the neceſſary

conſequence of them, ought neither to be

proſecuted by halves, no to want ſuch aſ

ſurances of perſeverance as may give me en

couragement to purſue it; beſides, it will

not be leſs neceſſary to let our enemies have

ſuch a proſpect of our reſolutions, as may

let them ſee certainly, that we ſhall not be

weary of our arms, till Chriſtendom be re

ſtored to ſuch a peace as ſhall not be in the

power of any Prince alone to diſturb.

* I do acknowledge to you, that I have

uſed all the means poſſible, by a mediation,

to have procured an honourable and ſafe

}. for Chriſtendom; knowing how pre

erable ſuch a peace would have been to any

war, and eſpecially to this kingdom, which

muſt neceſſarily own the vaſt benefits it has

received by peace, while its neighbours only

have yet ſmarted by the war; but, finding

it no longer to be hoped for by fair means,

it ſhall not be my fault, if that be not ob

tained by force which cannot be had any

other ways. For this reaſon, I have re

called my troops from France, and have

confidered, that, although the Dutch ſhall

do their parts, we cannot have leſs on ours

than ninety ſail of capital ſhips conſtantly

maintained, nor leſs than thirty or forty

thouſand land men, with their dependencies,

to be employed upon our fleets and elſe

where; and, becauſe there ſhall be no fear

of miſemploying what you ſhall give to

theſe uſes, I am contented, that ſuch money

be appropriated to thoſe ends as ſtrictly as

you can defire. I have given teſtimony e

nough of my care in that kind, by the pro

greſs I have made in building the new ſhips;

wherein, for the making them more uſeful,

I have directed ſuch larger dimenſions as

will coſt me above one hundred thouſand

pounds more than the aët allows. I have

gone as far as I could in repairing the old

fleet, and in buying neceſſary ſtores for the

navy and ordnance; and, in this and other

proviſions for betterſecuring both my foreign

plantations and the iſlands nearer home, I

have expended a great deal more than the

two hundred thouſand pounds you enabled

me to borrow upon the exciſe, although I

G g 2 - “.
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have not found ſuch credit as I expećted

upon that ſecurity. I have borne the charge

both of a rebellion in Virginia, and a new

war with Algier : I ſtand engaged to the

Prince of Orange for my niece's portion,

and I ſhall not be able to maintain my con

ſtant neceſſary eſtabliſhments, unleſs the

new impoſts upon wine, &c. be continued

to me, which would otherwiſe turn only to

their profit to whom we leaſt intend it.

* I hope theſe things will need little re

commendation to you, when you confider

your promiſes in ſome, and the neceſſity of

the reſt; and, to let you ſee that I have not

only employed my time and treaſure for

your ſafety, but done all I could to remove

all ſorts of jealouſies, I have married my

niece to the Prince of Orange, by which I

hope I have given full aſſurances, that I

Íhall never ſuffer his intereſts to be ruined,

if I can be aſſiſted, as I ought to be, to pre

ſerve them. Having done all this, I expect

from you a plentiful ſupply, ſuitable to ſuch

great occaſions, whereon depends not only

the honour, but, for aught I know, the

being of the Engliſh nation, which will not

be ſaved by finding fault afterwards, but

may be prevented by avoiding the chief

fault of doing, weakly and by halves, what

can only be hoped from a vigorous and

thorough proſecution of what we under

take. Theſe confiderations are of the greateſt

importance that ever concerned this king

dom, and therefore I would have you enter

immediately upon them, without ſuffering

any other buſineſs whatſoever to divert you

from bringing them to good reſolutions.”

It is very ſtrange, that Charles II, with

more extraordinary ſupplies than were ever

granted to any King of England, with a

revenue much larger than that of any of his

predeceſſors (which, by the calculation of

the Commons, amounted to fixteen hun

dred thouſand pounds) was, nevertheleſs,

always in want, and oppreſſed with debts,

and in every ſpeech told his Parliament, that

he had expended, for the public, more than

was granted him. He had, however, been

engaged but in two wars, which he might

have avoided, if he had pleaſed, and ſaved

his ſubjects ſeveral millions, fruitleſsly con

fumed in theſe wars; but this is not the

only refle&tion which may be made upon

this ſpeech; there is another of much greater

importance.

The whole ſpeech was founded upon a

ſuppoſition which naturally ought to have

been true, but was not, namely, that his

alliance with Holland could not fail to en

gage him in a war with France, though

nothing was farther from his intention. His

ºn therefore was to repreſent his alliance

with Holland, and the war againſt France,

as one and the ſame thing, or at leaſt the

war as the neceſſary conſequence of this al

liance, though he gave no poſitive hopes of

the war. There was, indeed, a wide dif

ference between the one and the other; for,

if the Parliament had granted the immenſe

ſums he demanded, it is certain he might

have made peace, when he pleaſed, without

expending any of the money in preparations.

He would only have had to declare againſt

France, and peace would inſtantly have

followed ; for France was not in condition

to refiſt, if England had been ſincerely uni

ted with the reſt of her enemies. Herein

the King threw the Parliament into a great

dilemma for either they were to grant him

the large ſums he demanded, without ha

ving any other hope of a future war, than

a conſequence not abſolutely neceſſary; or,

in refuſing the ſupply, they gave the King

a plauſible pretence to ſay it was not his

fault, that England did not join with the

enemies of France. But in the Houſe of

Commons were men of ſufficient abilities to

diſcover the King's artifices, and inſtrućt

their fellow Members; wherein they ſuc

ceeded the more eaſily, as above two thirds

of the Houſe were little inclined to truſt to

the King's word.

It was therefore reſolved, after great de

bates, to preſent an addreſs to the King,

the ſubſtance of which was ; “That they

beſought him not to admit of any treaty of

peace whereby the French King ſhould be

left in poſſeſſion of any greater dominion or

power, than was left him by the Pyrenean

treaty ; that no trade be admitted with

France, or any goods ſuffered to be im

ported from thence, on pain of forfeiture;

and, when he ſhould be pleaſed to commu

nicate his alliances to them in Parliament,

they would give ſuch ready aſſiſtance, on all

occaſions, as might bring the war to a hap

y concluſion.’

This addreſs threw the King, in his turn,

into a great perplexity; he would have it

believed, that he intended to make war upon

France, though he had already reſolved a

gainſt it; he could not therefore anſwer this

addreſs, without a dire&t aſſent or diſſent;

and this is what he was willing to avoid.

To extricate himſelf, he had recourſe to the

expedient he had formerly uſed, viz. to

complain of the great invaſion of his prero

gative, in thus preſcribing the methods he

was to uſe; which, at the ſame time, he

ſhewed to be ridiculous and impračticable.

He ſaid his ſpeech was to both Houſes, and

the return ought to be from both : That,

however, if, by their aſſiſtance, he had arms

ſufficient for ſuch a work, he would never

- be
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be weary, till Chriſtendom was reſtored to

ſuch a peace, that it ſhould not be in the

power of one Prince to diſturb it. That

the rights of making and managing war

and peace belonged ſolely to him ; and they

were miſtaken, if they thought he would

ever depart from that right: . That, if the

Commons would encourage him to go far

ther in alliances, they muſt confider of raiſ

ing ſpeedy ſupplies; for from the confidera

tion of thoſe he muſt take his meaſures.

The meaning of this anſwer was eaſily

underſtood, namely, that the King ſtudi

ouſly avoided to ſay, poſitively, he intended

to declare war againſt France, though he

wiſhed that conſequence to be drawn from

his alliance with Holland: An alliance, the

contents- whereof were not known, and

which was not yet imparted to the Parlia

ment. He pretended, however, that, on

his bare declaration or information of an

alliance with Holland, the Parliament

ſhould enable him to maintain ninety large

ſhips, beſides thirty others, and forty thou

ſand land forces; and yet, when the ar

ticles of this treaty, ſhortly after, came to be

known, the Commons voted, that it was

not purſuant to their defires. It is eaſy to

ſee wherein the difference between the King

and the Commons conſiſted : The King

feared, or feigned to fear, that the Parlia

ment, after engaging him in a war with

France, would leave him deſtitute of means

to ſupport it: The Commons really feared,

that, after receiving the money, he would

think no more of war, but ſuffer an unſafe

peace to be concluded. Let the reader de

termine for either of theſe; I ſhall only ſay,

that, if the reigns of Henry III. and Ri

chard II. are excepted, England had never

ſeem, till within the laſt fixty years, ſuch

mutual diſtruſt between her Kingsand Par

liaments. It muſt be imputed to this, that

James I, Charles I, and Charles II, were

no ſlaves to their word; and, while they

pretended to ſalve their ſincerity by generals,

reſtrićtions, and obſcure or ambiguous ex

preſſions, they intirely loſt the confidence

of their ſubjećts. Every King of England

is in danger of being very unhappy, when,

by ſuch artifices, he renders the ſincerity of

what he ſays, in full Parliament, ſuſpected.

However this be, the Commons reſolved

to grant the King a ſupply, but with ſtrićt

limitations; at the beginning of this ſeſ

fion, they had granted him ſeventy thou

ſand pounds for a ſolemn funeral of his fa

ther, whoſe body could not be found, tho’

it was certainly known to be interred in

Windſor chapel; I do not know, whether

it was ever diſcovered, or the intended ob

ſequies performed.

The Earl of Shafteſbury, after thirteen

months confinement in the Tower, was at

laſt diſcharged ; but not till he had begged

pardon on his knees at the bar of the Houſe

of Lords, as well for his fault, as his obiti

macy in not acknowledging it.

[To be continued.]

The ID L E R, Numb. 31.

HE deſires of man increaſe with his

acquiſitions; every ſtep which he ad

vances brings ſomething within his view,

which he did not ſee before, and which, as

ſoon as he ſees it, he begins to want. Where

neceſſity ends, curioſity begins, and no

ſooner are we ſupplied with everything that

nature can demand, than we ſit down to

contrive artificial appetites.

By this reſtleſſneſs of mind, every popu

lous and wealthy city is filled with innume

rable employments, for which the greater

part of mankind is without a name; with

artificers, whoſe art and labour is exerted in

producing ſuch petty conveniences, that

many ſhops are furniſhed with inſtruments,

of which the uſe can hardly be found with

out inquiry; but which he that once knows

them, quickly learns to number among ne

ceſſary things.

Such is the diligence, with which, in

countries completely civiliſed, one part of

mankind labours for another, that wants

are ſupplied faſter than they can be formed,

and the idle and luxurious find life ſtagnate,

for want of ſome deſire to keep it in mo

tion. This ſpecies of diſtreſs furniſhes a

new ſet of occupations, and multitudes are

buſied, from day to day, in finding the rich

and the fortunate ſomething to do.

It is very common to reproach thoſe artiſts

as uſeleſs, who produce only ſuch ſuperflui

ties as neither accommodate the body, nor

improve the mind; and of which no other

effect can be imagined, than that they are

the occaſions of ſpending money, and con

ſuming time. -

But this cenſure will be mitigated, when

it is ſeriouſly confidered, that money and

time are the heavieſt burthens of life, and

that the unhappieſt of all mortals are thoſe

who have more of either than they know

how to uſe. To ſet himſelf free from theſe

incumbrances, one hurries to New-market,

another travels over Europe; one pulls

down his houſes, and calls archite&ts about

him ; another buys a ſeat in the country,

and follows his hounds over hedges and

through
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through rivers; one makes colle&tions of

ſhells, and another ſearches the world for

tulips and carnations.

He is ſurely a public benefačtor, who

finds employment for thoſe to whem it is

thus difficult to find it for themſelves. It

is true, that this is ſeldom done merely

from generoſity or compaſſion; almoſt eve

ry man ſeeks his own advantage in helping

others; and therefore it is too common for

mercenary officiouſneſs to confider rather

what is grateful, than what is right.

We all know, that it is more profitable

to be loved than eſteemed; and miniſters

of pleaſure will always be found, whoſe in

tention is only to make themſelves neceſſary,

and to ſupplant thoſe who are endeavouring

to court attention by the ſame arts.

One of the amuſements of idleneſs is

reading, without the fatigue of cloſe atten

tion; and the world therefore ſwarms with

writers, whoſe only wiſh is to be read.

No ſpecies of literary men has lately been

ſo much multiplied as the writers of news.

Not many years ago, the nation was con

tent with one Gazette; but now we have

not only in the metropolis papers for every

morning and every evening, but almoſt eve

ry large town has its weekly Hiſtorian,

who regularly circulates his periodical intel

ligence, and fills the villages of his diſtrićt

with conjećtures on the events of war, and

with debates on the true intereſt of Europe.

To write news in its perfection requires

ſuch a combination of qualities, that a man

completely fitted for the taſk is not always

to be found. In Sir Henry Wotton's jocu

lar definition, an Ambaſſador is ſaid to be

“a man of virtue, ſent abroad to tell lyes

for the advantage of his country;' a News

writer is “a man without virtue, who writes

lyes at home for his own profit." To theſe

compoſitions is required neither genius nor

knowledge, neither induſtry nor ſprightli

meſs; but contempt of ſhame, and indif

ference to truth, are abſolutely neceſſary.

He who, by a long familiarity with infamy,

has obtained theſe qualities, may confidently

tell, to-day, what he intends to contradićt

to-morrow ; he may affirm fearleſly what

he knows that he ſhall be obliged to re

cant, and may write letters from Amſter

dam, or Dreſden, to himſelf. -

In a time of war, the nation is always of

one mind, eager to hear ſomething good of

themſelves and ill of the enemy. At this

time, the taſk of News-writers is eaſy; they

have nothing to do, but to tell, that a bat

tle is expected, and, afterwards, that a bat

tle has been fought, in which we and our

friends, whether conquering or vanquiſhed,

did all, and our enemies did nothing.

Scarce anything awakens attention like

a tale of cruelty. The Writer of news

never fails, in the intermiſſion of a&tion, to

tell how the enemies murdered children and

raviſhed virgins; and, if the ſcene of ac

tion be ſomewhat diſtant, ſcalps half the

inhabitants of a province.

Among the calamities of war may be

juſtly numbered the diminution of the love

of truth, by the falſhoods which intereſt dic

tates, and credulity encourages. A peace

will equally leave a warrior, and relator of

wars, deſtitute of employment; and I know

not, whether more is to be dreaded from

ſtreets filled with ſoldiers accuſtomed to

plunder, or from garrets filled with ſcrib

blers accuſtomed to lye.

A Demonſtration of the Utility of a general Acquaintance with the Laws of the Land,

in all conſiderable Situations of Life; extraded from the Introdućtory Lecture on the

Study of the Law, read in the Public Schools, Oétober 25, 1758, by William

Blackſtone, Eſq; D. C. L. Barriffer at Law, and Winerian Profeſſor of the Laws

of England in the Univerſity of Oxford.

O demonſtrate the utility of ſome ac

quaintance with the laws of the land,

Jet us only refle&t a moment on the ſingular

frame and polity of that land, which is go

verned by this ſyſtem of laws. A land,

perhaps the only one in the univerſe, in

which political or civil liberty is the very

end and ſcope of the conſtitution *. This

liberty, rightly underſtood, conſiſts in the

power of doing whatever the laws permitt;

which is only to be effečted by a general

conformity of all orders and degrees to thoſe

equitable rules of ačtion, by which the

* Monteſquieu's Spirit ef Laws. b. 11. ch. 5.

meaneſt individual is protećted from the

inſults and oppreſſion of the greateſt. As

therefore every ſubjećt is intereſted in the

preſervation of the laws, it is incumbent

upon every man to be acquainted with thoſe

at leaſt, with which he is immediately con

cermed ; left he incur the cenſure, as well

as inconvenience, of living in ſociety with

out knowing the obligations which it lays

him under. And thus much may ſuffice

for perſons of inferior condition, who have

neither time nor capacity to enlarge their

views beyond that contracted ſphere in

t Faculta: “jus, quod cuique facere libet, nifi quid vi, autjure prohibetur, Inſt, I, 3. 1,

|
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which they are appointed to move. But

thoſe, on whom nature and fortune have

beſtowed more abilities and greater leiſure,

cannot be ſo eafily excuſed. Theſe advan

tages are given them, not for the benefit of

themſelves only, but alſo of the public :

And yet they cannot, in any ſcene of life,

diſcharge properly their duty either to the

public or themſelves, without ſome degree

of knowledge in the laws. To evince this

the more clearly, it may not be amiſs to

deſcend to a few particulars.

Let us therefore begin with our Gentle

men of independent eſtates and fortune, the

moſt uſeful as well as confiderable body of

men in the nation; whom even to ſuppoſe

ignorant in this branch of learning is treat

ed by Mr. Locke *, as a ſtrange abſurdity.

It is their landed property, with its long

and voluminous train of deſcents and con

veyances, ſettlements, entails, and incum

brances, that forms the moſt intricate and

moſt extenſive obječt of legal knowledge.

The thorough comprehenſion of theſe, in

all their minute diſtinčtions, is perhaps too

laborious a taſk for any but a lawyer by

profeſſion : Yet ſtill the underſtanding of a

few leading principles, relating to eſtates

and conveyancing, may form ſome check

andj upon a Gentleman's inferior

agents, and preſerve him at leaſt from very

groſs and notorious impoſition.

Again, the policy of all laws has made

ſome forms neceſſary in the wording of laſt

wills and teſtaments, and more with regard

to their atteſtation. An ignorance in theſe

muſt always be of dangerous conſequence,

to ſuch as by choice or neceſſity compile

their own teſtaments without any technical

aſſiſtance. Thoſe who have attended the

Courts of juſtice are the beſt witneſſes of

the confuſion and diſtreſſes that are hereby

occaſioned in families; and of the difficul

ties that ariſe in diſcerning the true meaning

of the teſtator, or ſometimes in diſcovering

any meaning at all : So that in the end his

eſtate may often be veſted quite contrary to

theſe his enigmatical intentions, becauſe

perhaps he has gmitted one or two formal

words, which are neceſſary to aſcertain the

ſenſe with indiſputable legal preciſion; or

has executed his will in the preſence of

fewer witneſſes than the law requires.

But to proceed from private concerns to

thoſe of a more public confideration. All

Gentlemen of fortune are, in conſequence

of their property, liable to be called upon

to eſtabliſh the rights, to eſtimate the inju

ries, to weigh the accuſations, and ſome

times to diſpoſe of the lives of their fellow

ſubjects, by ſerving upon juries. In this

ſituation they are frequently to decide, and

that upon their oaths, queſtions of nice im.

portance, in the ſolution of which ſome le

#. ſkill is requifite; eſpecially where the

law and the fact, as it often happens, are

intimately blended together. And the ge

neral incapacity, even of our beſt juries, to

do this with any tolerable propriety has

greatly debaſed their authority; and has

unavoidably thrown more power into the

hands of the Judges, to direét, control, and

even reverſe their verdićts, than perhaps the

conſtitution intended.

But it is not as a juror only that the

Engliſh Gentleman is called upon to de

termine queſtions of right, and diſtribute

juſtice to his fellow-ſubjećts : It is princi

pally with this order of men that the com

miſſion of the peace is filled. And here a

very ample field is opened for a Gentleman

to exert his talents, by maintaining good

order in his neighbourhood; by.#.
the diffolute and idle; by protećting the

peaceable and induſtrious ; and, above all,

by healing petty differences and preventing

vexatious proſecutions. But, in order to

attain theſe deſirable ends, it is neceſſary

that the Magiſtrate ſhould underſtand his

buſineſs; and have not only the will but

the power alſo (under which muſt be in

cluded the knowledge) of adminiſtring le

gal and effectual juſtice. Elſe, when he

has miſtaken his authority, through paſſion,

through ignorance, or abſurdity, he will be

the objećt of contempt from his inferiors,

and of cenſure from thoſe to whom he is

accountable for his condućt,

Yet further; moſt Gentlemen of conſi

derable property, at ſome period or other

in their lives, are ambitious of repreſenting

their country in Parliament: }. thoſe,

who are ambitious of receiving ſo high a

truſt, would alſo do well to remember its

nature and importance. They are not

thus honourably diſtinguiſhed from the reſt

of their fellow-ſubjećts, merely that they

may privilege their perſons, their eſtates, or

their domeſtics; that they may liſt under

party banners ; may grant or with-hold

ſupplies; may vote with or vote againſt a

popular or unpopular adminiſtration; but

upon confiderations far more intereſting

and important. They are the guardians of

the Engliſh conſtitution ; the makers, re

ſº and interpreters of the Engliſh

aws; delegated to watch, to check, and to

avert every dangerous innovation; fo pro

poſe, to adopt, and to cheriſh any ſolid and

well-weighed improvement; bound by every

tie of nature, of honour, and of religion, to

tranſmit that conſtitution and thoſe laws to

* Education. §, 187.

3.
their
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their poſterity, amended if poſſible, at leaſt

without any derogation. And how unbe

coming muſt it appear in a Member of

the Legiſlature to vote for a new law, who

is utterly ignorant of the old ! What kind

of interpretation can he be enabled to give,

who is a ſtranger to the text upon which he

comments!

* Indeed it is really amazing, that there

ſhould be no other ſtate of life, no other

occupation, art, or ſcience, in which ſome

method of inſtruction is not looked upon as

requiſite, except only the ſcience of legiſla

tion, the nobleſt and moſt difficult of any.

Apprenticeſhips are held neceſſary to almoſt

every art, commercial or mechanical : A

long courſe of reading and ſtudy muſt form

the divine, the phyſician, and the pračtical

profeſſor of the laws: But every man of

ſuperior fortune thinks himſelf born a Le

giſlator. Yet Tully was of a different opi

nion : “It is neceſſary, ſays he t, for a Se

nator to be thoroughly acquainted with the

conſtitution; and this, he declares, is a

knowledge of the moſt extenſive nature; a

matter of ſcience, of diligence, of refle&tion;

without which no Senator can poſſibly be fit

for his office.”

The miſchiefs that have ariſen to the

public, from inconfiderate alterations in

our laws, are too obvious to be called in

queſtion; and how far they have been ow

ing to the defective education of our Sena

tors, is a point well worthy the public at

tention. The common law of England

has fared like other venerable edifices of

antiquity, which raſh and unexperienced

workmen have ventured to new-dreſs and

refine, with all the rage of modern im

provement. Hence frequently its ſymme

try has been deſtroyed, its proportions diſ.

torted, and its majeſtic fimplicity exchan

ged for ſpecious embelliſhments and fan

taſtic novelties. For, to ſay the truth, al

moſt all the perplexed queſtions, almoſt all

the niceties, intricacies, and delays (which

have ſometimes diſgraced the Engliſh, as

well as other, Courts of juſtice) owe their

original not to the common law itſelf, but

to innovations that have been made in it by

ačts of Parliament; overladen (as Lord

Coke expreſſes it t) with proviſoes and ad

ditions, and many times on a ſudden pen

ned or corrected by men cf none or very

little judgment in law.” This great and

well experienced Judge declares that in all

-a, ------ *-* * * - W - iv.-M.L.A. - M.W.L.L.A.- M -- A.A. V. J.--

his time he never knew two queſtions made

upon rights merely depending upon the

common law, and warmly laments the

confuſion introduced by ill judging and

unlearned Legiſlators. “But if, he ſub

joins, ačts of Parliament were after the old

faſhion penned, by ſuch only as perfectly
knew what the common law was before the

making of any ačt of Parliament concerning

that matter, as alſo how far forth former

ſtatutes had provided remedy for former

miſchiefs and defe&ts diſcovered by experi

ence; then ſhould very few queſtions in

law ariſe, and the learned ſhould not ſo

often and ſo much perplex their heads to

make atonement and peace, by conſtruction

of law, between inſenſible and diſagreeing

words, ſentences, and proviſoes, as they

now do.’ And, if this inconvenience was

ſo heavily felt in the reign of Queen Eliſa

beth, you may judge how the evil is in

creaſed in later times, when the ſtatute book

is ſwelled to ten times a larger bulk; un

leſs it ſhould be found, that the penners of

our modern ſtatutes have proportionably

better informed themſelves in the knowledge

of the common law”.

What is ſaid of our Gentlemen in gene

ral, and the propriety of their application to

the ſtudy of the laws of their country, will

hold equally ſtrong, or ſtill ſtronger, with

regard to the Nobility of this realm, except

only in the article of ſerving upon juries,

But, inſtead of this, they have ſeveral pe

culiar provinces of far greater conſequence

and concern; being not only, by birth, he

reditary Counſeliors of the Crown, and

Judges, upon their honour, of the lives of

their brother-Peers, but alſo arbiters of the

property of all their fellow-ſubjects, and

that in the laſt reſort. In this their Judi

cial capacity, they are bound to decide the

niceſt and moſt critical points of law ; to

examine and corre&t ſuch errors as have

eſcaped the moſt experienced ſages of the

profeſſion, the Lord Keeper, and the Judges
of the Courts at Weſtminſter. Their ſen

tence is final, decifive, irrevocable; no ap

peal, no correstion, not even a review can

be had ; and to their determination, what

ever it be, the inferior Courts of juſtice

muſt conform; otherwiſe the rule of pro

perty would no longer be uniform and

ſteady.

Should a Judge, ºn the moſt ſubordinate

juriſdićtion, be deficient in the knowledge

* the ſeveral paſſages, which are printed between two afferiſks, were omitted at the public re

cital, as they would have extended the iecture to a very inconvenient length.

+ D. Legg. III. 18. Eſt ſenatori neceſſarium noſe rempublicam ; iddue late patet:— genus

hoc omne ſcientiae, diligentiae, memoriae eſt; find quo paratus effe ſenator dullo Paºlo Poteſt.

I 1 Rep. Pref.
of
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ef the law, it would refle&t infinite contempt

upon himſelf, and diſgrace upon thoſe who

semploy him ; and yet the conſequence of

his ignorance is comparatively very trifling

and ſmall : His judgment may be examin

ed, and his errors rectified by other Courts.

But how much more ſerious and affe&ting

is the caſe of a ſuperior Judge, if, without

any ſkill in the laws, he will boldly venture

to decide a queſtion, upon which the wel

fare and ſubſiſtence of whole families may

depend where the chance of his judging

right, or wrong, is barely equal; andwhere,

if he chances to judge wrong, he does an

injury of the moſt alarming nature, an in

jury without poſſibility of redreſs

Yet, vaſt as this truſt is, it can no-where

be ſo properly repoſed, as in the noble
hands where our excellent conſtitution has

placed it ; and therefore placed it, becauſe,

from the independence of their fortune, and

the dignity of their ſtation, they are pre

fumed to employ that leiſure, which is the

conſequence of both, in attaining a more

extenſive knowledge of the laws, than per

ſons of inferior rank; and becauſe the

founders of our polity relied upon that de

licacy of ſentiment, ſo peculiar to noble

birth; which, as, on the one hand, it will

prevent either intereſt or affection from in

terfering in queſtions of right, ſo, on the

other, it will bind a Peer in honour, an

obligation which the law eſteems equal to

another's oath, to be maſter of thoſe points,

upon which it is his birthright to decide.

The Roman pande&ts will furniſh us

with a piece of hiſtory not unapplicable to

our preſent purpoſe. Servius Sulpicius, a

Gentleman of the patrician order, and a

celebrated Orator, had occaſion to take the

opinion of Quintus Mutius Scaevola, the

oracle of the Roman law; but, for want of

being converſant in that ſcience, could not

fo much as underſtand even the technical

terms, which his Council was obliged to

make uſe of. Upon which, Mutius Scae

vola could not forbear to upbraid him with

this memorable reproof”; “That it was a

ſhame for a Patrician, a Nobleman, and an

Orator, to be ignorant of the law under

which he lived.” Which reproach made

ſo deep an impreſſion on Sulpicius, that he

immediately applied himſelf to the ſtudy of

the law ; wherein he arrived to that pro

ficiency, that he left behind him about a

hundred and fourſcore volumes, of his own

compiling, upon the ſubjećt; and became,

in the opinion of Cicero t, a much more

complete Lawyer, than even Mutius Scae

vola himſelf.

I would not be thought to recommend to

our Engliſh Nobility and Gentry to be

come as great Lawyers as Sulpicius ; tho’

he, together with this charaćter, ſuſtained

likewiſe that of an excellent Orator, a firm

Patriot, and a wiſe indefatigable Senator;

but the inference which ariſes from the ſtory

is this, that ignorance of the laws of the

land hath ever been eſteemed diſhonourable,

in thoſe who are intruſted by their country

to maintain, to adminiſter, and to amend

them. º

But, ſurely, there is little occaſion to in

force this argument any farther to perſons

of rank and diſtinétion, if we of this place

may be allowed to form a general judg

ment from thoſe who are under our inſpec

tion ; happy, that, while we lay down the

rule, we can alſo produce the example. You

will therefore permit your Profeſſor to in

dulge both a public and private ſatisfac

tion, by bearing this open teſtimony, that,

in the very infancy of theſe ſtudies among

us, they were favoured with the moſt dili

gent attendance, and purſued with the moſt

unwearied application, by thoſe of the no

bleſt birth and moſt ample patrimony:
Some of whom are ſtill the ornaments of

this ſeat of learning; and others, at a

greater diſtance, continue doing honour to

its inſtitutions, by comparing our polity and

laws with thoſe of other kingdoms abroad,

or exerting their Senatorial abilities in the

Councils of the nation at home.

Nor will ſome degrees of Legal know

ledge be found in the leaſt ſuperfluous to

perſons of inferior rank, eſpecially to thoſe

of the learned profeſſions. The clergy, in

particular, beſides the common obligations

they are under, in proportion to their rank

and fortune, have alſo abundant reaſon,

confidered merely as clergymen, to be ac

quainted with many branches of the law,

which are almoſt peculiar and appropriated

to themſelves alone. Such are the laws

relating to advowſons, inſtitutions, and in

dućtions ; to fimony and fimoniacal con

tracts; to uniformity, reſidence, and plu

ralities; to tithes and other eccleſiaſtical

dues; to marriages (more eſpecially of late)

and to a variety of other ſubjects, which

are conſigned to the care of their order by

the proviſions of particular ſtatutes. To

underſtand theſe aright, to diſcern what is

warranted or injoined, and what is forbid

den by law, demands a ſort of Legal ap

prehenſion; which is no otherwiſe to be ac

quired, than by uſe and a familiar acquain

tance with Legaſ writers.

For the Gentlemen of the faculty of phy

H h fic,

* Ff. I. 2. 2. S 43. Turpe effe patricio, & nobili, & cauſat oranti, jus in quo verſaretur ig
Rorare. t Brut, 41.
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fic, I muſt frankly own, that I ſee no ſpe

cial reaſon, why they, in particular, ſhould

apply themſelves to the ſtudy of the law ;

unleſs in common with other Gentlemen,

and to complete the charaćter of general

and extenſive knowledge; a charaćter which

their profeſſion, beyond others, has remark

ably deſerved. They will give me leave,

however, to ſuggeſt, and that not ludicrouſ

ly, that it might frequently be of uſe to

families, upon ſudden emergencies, if the

phyſician were acquainted with the doćtrine

of laſt wills and teſtaments, at leaſt ſo far

as relates to the formal part of their exe
cution.

But thoſe Gentlemen who intend to pro

feſs the civil and eccleſiaſtical laws in the

ſpiritual and maritime Courts of this king

dom, are of all men (next to common law

yers) the moſt indiſpenſably obliged to ap

ply themſelves ſeriouſly to the ſtudy of our

municipal laws. For the civil and canon

laws, confidered with reſpect to any intrin

fic obligation, have no force or authority

in this kingdom ; they are no more binding

in England, than our laws are binding at

Rome. But, as far as theſe foreign laws,

on account of ſome peculiar propriety, have

in ſome particular caſes, and in ſome parti

cular Courts, been introduced and allowed

by our laws, ſo far they oblige, and no far

ther; their authority being wholly founded

upon that permiſſion and adoption. * In

which we are not fingular in our motions;

for even in Holland, where the Imperial

law is much cultivated, and its deciſions

pretty generally followed, we are informed

by Van Leeuwent, that “ it receives its

force from cuſtom and the conſent of the

people, either tacitly or expreſly given;

for otherwiſe, he adds, we ſhould no more

be bound by this law, than by that of the

Almains, the Franks, the Saxons, the

Goths, the Vandals, and other of the an

cient nations. Wherefore in all points, in

which the different ſyſtems depart from

t Dedicatio Corporis Juris Civilis. Edit. 1663.
Fletam.

§. 2s

5 Rep. Caudrey's Caſe.

From the M O N I TO R. Number CLXXIII.

To the M O N I TO R.

S I R,

Th E RE can be nothing ſo well con

certed, nothing ſo neceſſary to be

done, but is liable to be traduced by an invi

dious heart. He that has forfeited the eſteem

of the public by a ſucceſſion of blunders and

bad meaſures, is ready to improve every

circumſtance in the adminiſtration of his

fucceſſor to depreciate him in their good

r - - *

Coke on Artic. Cler. 2 Inſt. 599.

§ Cowelli Inſt. Jur. Anglican, in Proëmio.

each other, the law of the land takes plate

of the law of Rome, whether ancient or

modern, imperial or pontificial. And,

in thoſe of our Engliſh Courts wherein

a reception has been allowed to the civil

and canon laws, if either they exceed the

bounds of that reception, by extending

themſelves to other matters than are per

mitted to them; or if ſuch Courts proceed

according to the deciſions of thoſe laws, in

caſes wherein it is controlled by the law of

the land ; the common law, in either in

ſtance, both may, and frequently does, pro

hibit and annul their proceedings f ; and it

will not be a ſufficient excuſe for them to

tell the King's Courts at Weſtminſter, that

their practice is warranted by the laws of

Juſtinian or Gregory, or is conformable to

the decrees of the Rota or Imperial cham

ber *. For which reaſon, it becomes high

ly neceſſary for every Civilian and Canoniſt,

that would ačt with ſafety as a Judge, or

with prudence and reputation as an Advo

cate, to know in what caſes, and how far,

the Engliſh laws have given ſančtion to the

Roman ; in what points the latter are re

jećted ; and where they are both ſo inter

mixed and blended together, as to form

certain ſupplemental parts of the common

law of England, diſtinguiſhed by the titles

of the King's Maritime, the King's Mili

tary, and the King's Eccleſiaſtical law.

The propriety of which enquiry the Uni

verſity of Oxford has, for more than a cen

tury, ſo thoroughly ſeen, that, in her ſta

tutes ||, ſhe appoints, that one of the three

queſtions, to be annually diſcuſſed at the aët

by the juriſt inceptors, ſhall relate to the

common law; ſubjoining, this reaſon,

“Qūia juris civilis fludioſos decet haud im
peritos eſſe juris municipalis, & differentias

exteri patriique juris notas habere. And

the Univerſity of Cambridge, in her fla

tutes §, has declared herſelf to the ſame

effe&t.

f Hale's Hiſt. C. L. c. 2. Selden in

| Tit. VII. Sečt. 2.

-

opinion. His moſt ſhining virtues are too

often introduced to leſſen ſome other neceſ

ſary qualification.

pamphleteer has attempted an eſſay to diſ

cover his proficiency in the art of traduc

tion ; he confeſſes that we have ‘A Mi

niſter, whoſe redundancy of ſpeech, like a

torrent, breaks down the fences of oppoſi

tion, and burſts the barriers of party and

fačtion : But after ſo valuable a charaćter,

With this ſpirit a late
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he adds, “That ſeldom or ever does a ſolid

and diſcerning judgment attend an over

flow of words, and too impetuous a volu

bility of tongue: For, continues he, it is

obſervable, that where theſe prevail, a ſoli

dity of underſtanding and reach of thought

are greatly wanted, or at leaſt defective

and ſcanty.’ Then he introduceth the af

fair, in the late expedition at St. Cas, as a

proof of the Miniſter's want of diſsernment

in his advice to his Majeſty, to commit the

care of that expedition to Lieutenant-gene
ral B–h.

This writer ſets out with a declaration of

regard for truth, and concern for the wel

fare and intereſt of his country; and then,

without mercy, lets go his talons upon the

Commander in Chief, whom he diveſts of

every quality requiſite for ſuch a ſervice.

He calls his condućt in queſtion for land

ing at a port, where in caſe of an emer

gency, the troops could not be reimbarked

with the ſame facility; or on a neck of

land, which, running into the ſea at a diſ.

tance of ſeveral miles from the place of

landing, gave the enemy time to colle&t

their forces, and to attack the invaders

with advantage.—He after emblazoning the

chara&ters of the French Officers on that

coaſt, with bold ſtrokes of courage and

condućt, their principle of henour and zeal

for the glory of their Monarch; and taxing
L–G B—h with previous intelli

getice of the great preparations made by

France to cover that coaſt; accuſes him of

neglect in counteraćting the ſtratagems and

operations of the enemy. In particular, he

blames the fluêtuating and undermined diſ.

poſition of the principal Commanders, with

regard to the attack of St. Maloes, when

the forces had landed at St. Lunaire, which

he would infinuate to be impračticable;

though he allows, that there were people

on board the Eſſex, well acquainted with

the place : He rings the chimes cn the vi

gilance and care of the French, and the

impropriety of our forces marching into the

country, ſo as to loſe fight of the fleet;

and entering Matignon, an iſland town,

with drums beating and ſound of trumpet,

He charges the Commander in Chief

with neglect, for not making a requiſition ,

of an additional force, ſuch as the Commo

dore could have ſupplied, and ſuch as

might have animated his troops to maintain

their ground on the ſhore, till the night

ſhould favour their reimbarkation; and with

want of ſkill in the military art, becauſe

ſome of his troops under the command of

Colone! D–y paſſed a hollow way.

Theſe are things complained of by the

populace, ſays the letter-writer to L-4

G l B–h, at whom (he adds) their re

ſentment and clamour at this time are le

velled. But by a tranſition, common to

thoſe, who envy their ſuperiors, he, in the

ſame period, acquits him, whom he has

been degrading through eighteen pages,

and caſts the whole miſcarriage, miſtakes,

and miſcondućt, upon another, in a higher

and more exalted ſtation.

Now, though it is not my intention to

vindicate the condućt of the Commanders,

it is an ačt of juſtice to hear their defence;

beſides, that will lead us to diſcover the

malice and evil tendency of imputing the

miſcarriages of a chief Commander, eſpe

cially in this expedition, to the incapacity

or bad advice of the Miniſter.

By his Majeſty's inſtrućtions it appears

that the L t G 1 was confined to

certain operations for alarming the coaſt of

France, and to make deſcents, &c. where

praśticable, from the eaſternmoſt point of

Normandy, as far weſtward as Morlaix, in

cluſive. Now, after the deſtrućtion made at

Ckerburg, he was deterred from attacking

Granville by the extraordinary preparations

that had been made both by land, and at the

mouth of the harbour for its defence : Nei

ther was he ſtrong enough to attempt Mor

laix, where he might be eaſily overpowered

by the ſuperiority of the forces quartered at

Breſt, and in that neighbourhood.

He, by theſe circumſtances, being re

duced to the narrow compaſs of the inter

mediate country, and informed that he

might probably meet with a vaſt number of

ſhipping at St. Briac, in the neighbourhood

of St. Maloes, which might probably have

been taken, by cutting off the pipes of the

common aquedućt, and bombarding the

town ; or by opening the wall to take it by

ſtorm at low water; reſolved to land at St.

Briac, to burn the ſhips in that bay, as a

neceſſary ſtep; which was accordingly done

on the 4th of September.

Rut when the troops were landed, many

difficulties retarded the execution of this

plan ; in particular, the weather not only

confined the troops aſhore, but forced the

floet to ſeek for a ſafe harbour in the bay of

St. Cas.

This, at once, put off the attempt upon

St. Maloes, and obliged the land forces to

take the rout to that part of the coaſt, where.

the fleet was gone before; and the ſtay at

Matignon, about a league from St. Cas,

was protračted, in order to create a diver

ſion, alarm the country, and thereby to

contribute to the recalling troops from Ger

many, -

During his ſtay at Matignon, he took

every ſtep that an experienced and ſkilful
H h a Officer
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Officer could do to maintain his ground in

caſe of neceſſity, or ſecure a retreat to the

beach of St. Cas; and did not think of re

imbalking, till the General Officers in

formed that the enemy was greatly ſuperior

to our army, and encamped within two

leagues of it.

It being reſolved to reimbark, and notice

thereof being diſpatched to Commodore

Howe, the whole army marched off the

ground by break of day in one column ;

for, it conſiſting of no more than fix thou

ſand five hundred men, the L–G l

apprehended that in caſe of an attack they

could be quickly formed, and otherwiſe,

that this method would bring the battalions

faſter to the beach, than it was poſſible for
them to embark.

The embarkation began at nine, and

four battalions were on board before there

was any appearance of the enemy; and af

terwards the ſhips fired ſo ſharply upon the

French, that Moyſtem's, Boſcawen's, and

Eliot's brigades got on board, and the

greateſt part of Drury's was embarked with

out much loſs. -

L—t G l B–h, whoſe ſtation re

quired his going off much ſooner, ſhewed

great courage, reſolution, and anxiety for

the troops, by ſtaying on the ſhore, till all

the forces, except the rear-guard and a few

more, were embarked. After which began

the engagement between the enemy, who

poured down from the high grounds upon

the rear-guard; Colonel Drury haſtened

with three companies of his brigade, not

yet embarked, to their aſſiſtance ; and for

ſome time this little army, reduced by the

embarkation to about fourteen hundred

men, did great execution, till being ever

powered by numbers of freſh troops, they

were obliged to retire to their boats with

the loſs of about one half killed or made

priſoners.

. Theſe are faëls alledged in favour of the

chief Commander, and ought to carry their

due weight : “For though there is no other

way of pleaſing the mob but by ſucceſs;

yet men of ſenſe, and people in power,

ought to judge in a different manner; if

not out of humanity and regard for the Ge.

meral, at leaſt upon account of the intereſt of

their country. Whenever it is otherwiſe, it

muſt ariſe either from the views of particu

lar conne&tions, and from little motives of

envy and jealouſy, or from a violent ſpirit

of faction, with deſign to clog the ſprings

of government, and bring ruin and de

ſtruction upon the ſtate.”

What then ought we to think of thoſe,

who declaim with ſo much heat and acri.

mony againſt the Great Man, to whom

they aſcribe the choice of L t G. 1

B—h to command the late expedition, for

giving the command to one of his great

age and infirmities; and who declare for a

parliamentary enquiry after the Miniſters,

who adviſed his Majeſty to appoint ſuch a

Commander in Chief ? Are not theſe the

men, with whom his crime is, that he has

done too much, not too little; and from

whom he might have expected friendſhip

and protećtion, had he a&ted the part of an

ignorant coward or a diſhoneſt man 2

L t G-1 B–h cannot be ſuppo

fed infallible. The greateſt Generals have

retired when they ought to have fought,

and ſometimes fought when they ought to

have retired. But this is certain, L–t

G | B–h has brought more diſgrace

upon the French, and more honour to his

country, than has been done by any enter

priſe on the coaſt of France for ſeveral cen

turies paſt. What then can be the views

and motives of thoſe writefs and others,

who eo-operate more or leſs with our ene

mies in finking and depreſſing the ſpirits

of the ſtate in their inve&tives againſt the

Commander in Chief, and againſt the Mi

miſter, to whom they aſcribe this appeint

ment P

The Miniſter is evidently the butt of their

envy. The national intereſt and glory may

fink, provided they could diſgrace and ruin

him in the opinion of his royal Maſter, and

of his fellow-ſubjects.

But two things ought to be well weighed

by us, before we hearken to their cavilings.

Should it not be proved, That L t

G—l B–h was ſo aged and infirm that

he was incapable both in ſtrength of body

and mind to be placed at the head of an

army should it not alſo be ſhewn beyond

contradićtion, That his Excellency was re

commended to the command of this expe

dition, in preference to the Officers, who

had lately landed near St. Maloes

To argue from the great age of his Ex

cellency, that he could not be a proper

Commander, would be proving too much :

What might not be ſaid of Sir J--L r

in England, and of Count Daun in Ger

many, whoſe years equal thoſe of L t

G—l B–h at leaſt. So that, except it

could be made appear that his military ge

nius was impaired by his age, this kind of

argument, as it proves too much, it ought

to go for nothing.

That there was no appearance of a decay

in his military capacity, is ſtrongly pre

ſumed from the intention of his royal

Maſter, who called him from Ireland, to

command the troops going then to Ger

many : And his Majeſty's good*::
- - - s
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his judgment and ačtivity was confirmed

ſoon after by his condućt at Cherburg ;

which being the only particular point pre

ſcribed in his inſtrućtions, he then, greatly

above the ſtile of the preſent times, might

have returned, after cruiſing along the coaſt,

without landing a ſecond time, and riſking

the glory of that ačtion by ſome unforeſeen

and unavoidable accident. But his future

endeavours to inforce the intention of his

inſtrućtions muſt convince the impartial,

that he neither wanted vigour nor zeal in

the ſervice, upon which he was ſent.

So far nothing appears to raiſe any ſuſ

picion of a want of ſpirit and ačtivity re

quiſite in an expedition of ſuch importance,

as that on which L t G l B–h

was ſent ; even if his appointment had

been owing intirely to the advice and choice

of the Miniſter, whoſe ſpeech breaks down

the fences of oppoſition, and burſts the bar

riers of party and faction.

But leaving the Commander's ačtions to

plead for his activity and condućt, for

which Mr. P has no more to anſwer

than the Miniſtry in a former reign had for

the miſcarriages of our arms in Spain, when

thoſe in Flanders were crowned with lau

sels; it is very certain that the appoint

ment of Mr. B–h to the command of

this expedition was not of Mr. P—'s

ſeeking; neither was it a matter of choice

in that Miniſter, but it proceeded merely

from a diſappointment, or from a refuſal in

thoſe, who were young, active, and expe

rienced upon the French coaſt; but declined

going any more on ſuch expeditions.

Thus, without any neceſſity to palliate

the choice of L–t G l B–h, it is

evident, that the Great Man, who is at the

head of thoſe Councils, which have reduced

the power of France lower than is has been

for a century paſt, and reſtored the Britiſh

flag to theŽº of the ſeas, has no

thing to anſwer either for the real or ſup

poſed miſcondućt of an Officer, who had

never incurred the leaſt cenſure for courage

or integrity ; and who, notwithſtanding

the diſadvantage he laboured under, from

the ſhortneſs of the time to plan the execu

tion of his inſtrućtions, and from the dimi

nution of the land forces, which were con

fiderably leſs than thoſe in the former ex

pedition, reſolved upon a principle of duty,

to obey his Majeſty, “who was obliged to

have recourſe to him, and to deſire him to

accept of a command, which had been re

fuſed by ſo many General Officers ; a cir

cumſtance, which more properly demands

a parliamentary inquiry, that juſtice may

overtake thoſe who deſerve puniſhment,

than the imaginary cauſe of thoſe clamours,

raiſed againſt the Miniſter for L–t

G—l B–h's condućt, at the bay of St.

Cas : Which, I cannot avoid thinking, is

much more juſtifiable than ſome operations

on the French coaſt, which have been

ſkreened from popular clamour and natio

mal juſtice by parliamentary intereſt and

connections.

Precepts of Health peculiar to Infancy, Youth, Manhood, and Old-age, extraded

from Dr. James Mackenzie's Hiſtory of Health, and the Art of preſerving it.

H%D the philoſopher, “whom Aulus

Gellius introduces declaiming againſt

the unnatural behaviour of mothers, who

neglect to ſuckle their own children,” lived

in our days, and known, that men of rank

and faſhion frequently chuſe their wives,

not for the graces of their perſon, or the

virtues of their mind, but only for the large

neſs of their fortune, he weuld, perhaps, in

compaſſion to the infant, have preferred a

healthy diſcreet nurſe to a weakly capricious

mother. Such parents, therefore, as have

not taken care, by their own temperance,

good humour, and health, to ſecure a via

gorous and happy conſtitution to their chil

dren, may ſurely be permitted to make up

that deficiency, as well as they can, in the

choice of a proper nurſe.

The firſt care to be taken of the infant

(in caſe the mother ſhould not be fit for the

momentous taſk) is to chuſe a virtuous,

healthy, chearful, chanly, and experienced

nurſe, Her milk ſhould be white, ſweet,

and of a good flavour, untainted with any

foreign taſte or ſmell, between two and fix

months old, and of a thin rather than a thick

conſiſtence. The child's other food ſhould

be fimple, and of very eaſy digeſtion; his

cloaths ſhould neither be ſtraight nor too

warm, and the nurſe ſhould be diſcharged

from uſing pins in dreſſing him, where there

can be any danger of pricking his ſkin ;

and ſhe muſt give as much as he can bear

of air and exerciſe. -

Toprevent rickets, ſcrophulous diſorders,

coughs, and broken bellies, to which chil

dren are very liable in this iſland, the moſt

likely means would be to introduce the

cuſtom of dipping their whole bodies every

morning in cold water; after which they

ſhould be immediately rubbed dry and dreſ

ſed; deferring, nevertheleſs, the commence

ment of this practice for ſome months, or to

the next ſummer after the infant is born,

left there ſhould be too quick a tranſition

from the warmth in which the foetus was

- formed,
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formed, to the extreme coldneſs of the wa

ter. If the infant becomes warm and live

ty upon riſing out of the bath, there can be

no danger in this immerfion; but, in caſe

he ſhould remain chilly and pale for a con

fiderable part of the day, the uſe of the

cold bath muſt be laid afide for ſome time,

and may be tried again, when the child

grows ſtronger.

When the firſt dawn of reaſon appears in

children, the parents ſhould take the earlieſt

care poſſible to make their minds obedient to

diſcipline, and ‘gradually * inſtil into them

that great principle (as Mr. Locke calls it)

of all virtue and worth, viz. to deny them

ſelves their own defires, and purely follow

what reaſon dićtates as beſt, though the ap

petite ſhould lean the other way. We fre

quently, ſee parents, by humouring them

when little, corrupt the principles of ma

ture in their children, and wonder after

wards to taſte the bitter waters, when they

themſelves have poiſoned the fountain :

Why ſhould we think it ſtrange, that he

who has been accuſtomed to have his will

in every thing, when he was, in coats,

£hould defire it, and contend for it, when

he is in breeches º'

And, in this, our judicious author has

adopted, or confirmed, the remark which

the admirable Quintilian made long before

him, part of whoſe words f I have quoted

at the bottom of the page; and, indeed,

we frequently ſee, that thoſe indulgences to

the child have grown into ſettled habits,

and proved the ruin of the man, with re

ſpect both to his health and his morals.

Of Yo UT H.

The diet of youth ſhould be indeed plen

tiful, as Hippocrates adviſes 1, but ſimple,

and of eaſy digeſtion; becauſe food which

cannot be well digeſted breeds groſs hu

mours, and imperceptibly lays a foundation

for ſcurvy, ſtone, rheumatiſm, and other

very bad diſtempers. Wine alſo, or ſtrong

drink, ſhould never, or very ſparingly, be

allowed to youth. They ſhould be kept

intirely from unripe fruit, and from too

much of what is ripe. Their exerciſe

fhould be moderate ; for too little would

bloat them, and make them ſhort-breathed;

and too much would waſte their ſtrength.

Too much ſleep alſo (like too little exerciſe)

would ſtupefy them ; and too little would

render them thin and ſubječt to fevers.

* Locke on Education.

But, above every other care and confi

deration, youth is the moſt proper ſeaſon to

inure the mind to the pračtice of virtue;

upon which their future health and repu

tation muſt depend, and without which it

will be impoſſible to deliver their conſtitu

tions unbroken to manhood and old-age.

Many vices are abſolutely inconſiſtent with

health, which never dwells where lewdneſs,

drunkenneſs, luxury, or ſloth, have taken

poſſeſſion. The life of the rake and epicure

is not only ſhort, but miſerable. It would

ſhock the modeſt and compaſſionate to hear

of thoſe exquiſite pains and dreadful ago

nies, which profligate young perſons fift.
under the reiterated courſes of their de

bauchery, before they can reach the grave,

into which they often hurry themſelves; or,

if ſome ſtop ſhort in their career of riot, be

fore they have quite deſtroyed the ſprings

of life, yet theſe ſprings are generally ren

dered ſo feeble and crazy, by the liberties

which they have already taken, that they

only ſupport a gloomy, diſpirited, dying

life, tedious to themſelves, and troubleſome

to all about them; and (which is ſtill more

pitiable) often tranſmit their complaints to

an innocent unhappy offspring.

The expediency of virtue, towards the

preſervation of health, is no new doćtrine

with thoſe who ſtudied and recommended

that art; it was taught many years ago by

Galen, who, ſpeaking of youth, expreſſes

himſelf in the manner following: “This

is the proper ſeaſon to diſcipline the mind,

and train it up in virtuous habits, eſpecially

in modeſty and obedience, which will prove

the moſt compendious method to attain

whatever may be neceſſary towards the

health of the body in the future periods of

life.”

But how ſhall giddy youth, hurried a

way by ſtrong appetites and paſſions, be

prevented from running into thoſe exceſſes

which may cut them off in the prime of

their days, or, at leaſt hoard up diſeaſes and

remorſe for old-age 2 I anſwer, that their

paſſions and appetites muſt be reſtrained

early by proper diſcipline and example.

This is to be done by their parents, whoſe

firſt care ſhould be to train up their chil

dren at home in ‘the way they ſhould go,

that, when they are old, they may not de

part from it.’ -

In the next place, ſuch as can afford their

ſons a liberal education, ought to ſend them,

+. Utinam liberorum noſtrorum mores ipſ, non perderemus, infantiam flatim deliciis ſolvimus.

Mollis illa educatio, quam indulgentiam vocamus, nervos omnes & mentis & corporis frangit.—Fit

exhis conſuetudo, deinde natura.

f Sečt. 1. aph. 13.

Inſtit. orat, lib. 1. cap. 2.

| De San. tuend. Iib. 1. cap, 12. Vide inſuper ejuſdem libellum de cognoſcend. & surand. Ani

si Morbit, cap. 7.

–

for
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for inſtruction and example, to thoſe ſemi

aaries of learning where eligion and virtue

are held in the higheſt eitcem, and practiſed

with the greateſt care and decency; for

ſuch an education will not only prove a be

nefit to the youth themſelves, but a bleſ.

fing alſo to the community, which is al

ways ready to imitate as well the good as

the bad example of their ſuperiors.

We have reaſon to felicitate our youth

upon the many opportunities which they

have of a virtuous education, in the excellent

Univerſities of Great Britain. Oxford is

certainly one of the moſt commodious refi

dences for ſtudy on the face of the earth. I

was never ſo charmed with any place of

public reſort, as I was with that Univerſity.

There religion, learning, and good man

mers appear in all their beauty; there igno

rance, vice, and infidelity are reputed

clowniſh and contemptible ; and there the

Wirtues and the Graces are united, or, in

other words, the knowledge of the ſcholar is

joined with the politeneſs of the Gentleman.

I never, indeed, had the good fortune to be

at Cambridge; but, from the great and

good men which that Univerſity has pro

duced, it is reaſonable to conclude, that ſhe

is not inferior to her ſiſter of Oxford. Nor

have the ſeveral Univerſities of Scotland

been at any time deſtitute of maſters, or

ſcholars, conſpicuous for genius, literature,

or virtue.

Thoſe Gentlemen, therefore, who ſend

their ſons abroad for a foreign education,

before they are grounded in virtue and

learning at our own Univerſities, ſeem to

have no great value for the future health

and dignity of their children, or (give me

leave to add) for the proſperity of their

country ".

. Of M A N H oo D.

To this period belong all the general

rules of health beforementioned, and, in a

word, all theſe rules that are not diſtinétly

appropriated to infancy, youth, or old-age.

The beſt ſecurity to health, in this period,

is the good habit of temperance and mode

ration, tranſmitted to it from childhood and

youth; for a man, arrived at the perfect uſe

of his reaſon, is not very apt (unleſs he lays

refle&tion quite aſide) to indulge any vicious

appetites, over which he had an abſolute

command in the former part of his life.

It is alſo reaſonable to expect, that a per

* / O ~ - ++/

ſon will, in this period, attend to the tem

perament moſt predominant in himſelf,

whether it inclines to the choleric, melan

chólic, phlegmatic, or ſanguine; and will

regulate his way of living in ſuch a manner,

that his peculiar temperament ſhall be kept

within the bounds neceſſary to the conſerva

tion of health; or (which is the ſame thing)

' that he will be careful to avoid whatever he

finds by experience to be detrimental to his

health, and will perfiſt in the uſe of ſuch

things as he finds, by the ſame experience

and obſervation, to agree with him ; ſeri

ouſly reflecting how eaſy it is, either by a

ſupine indolence, or by criminal exceſſes, to

deſtroy even a good conſtitution in the prime

and vigour of life, beyond the poſſibility of

repair; Of this unhappy condućt too many

ſad examples fall within the circle of every

man's acquaintance.

Of O L D. A G E.

Health is an invaluable bleſſing in age,

when the judgment, arrived at full maturi

ty, diſplays more ſtrength and beauty, than

ever it did before; and therefore it ſhould

be ſecured, as far as lies in our power, by a

diligent obſervation of the following plain

rules, which point out to,the aged, firſt,

what they† to avoid, and, ſecondly,

what they ought to purſue.

In the # place, old people muſt be

careful to avoid whatever they have, by ex

perience, found always hurtful to them in

the former part of their lives; for age is not

the . ſeaſon to ſtruggle with new or

unneceſſary evils. They muſt alſo ſhun

every exceſs that has a natural tendency to

impair their remaining ſtrength ; for, tho’

men may, ſometimes, eſcape the bad effect

of thoſe exceſſes in the vigour of life, old

age would quickly be demoliſhed by them ;

ſuch are too much care and anxiety about

wealth, an over aſſiduous application to

ſtudy, habitual fretfulneſs, or, in a word.

whatever is known to weaken f a good

conſtitution.

Secondly, As to what they ought to pur

ſue. Old men ſhould be careful to practaſe

the following important rule : Firſt, To

chuſe a pure and healthy air for the place of

their reſidence. Secondly, To adjuſt their

diet to their exerciſe; to be moderate ja

both; to retrench a little in their ſolid food,

and add proportionably to their drink; and

to riſe from meals always with ſome appe

* * What can be expected from thoſe young adventurers, but an importation of all the foliº.cº.

fopperies, vices, and luxuries of the ſeveral countries through which they have paſſed ?'
Sherridan

on Britiſh Education, Book 1. chap. 2. pages 32, 33.

+ Exceſſive venery enervates old men extremely. The Adventurer, in one of his admirable eſſay”.

humorouſly applies to them what Virgil reports of his fighting beef, ‘animaſque in vulacrº Po"

nunt.”

**
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tite to eat more; but, in caſe of any acci

dental exceſs one day, to retrench the next,

or for a longer ſpace, unleſs the ſtomach is

quite eaſy. Thirdly, To contrive, that

their evacuations be regular by nature, or

by art. Fourthly, To ſtudy every means

that can contribute to make their night's

reſt ſweet, and their ſleep ſound; for quiet

fleep wonderfully cheriſhes old people.

Fifthly, To be clean and neat in their per

The BRITISH MUSE, containing original Poems, Songs, &c.

A New SO N G, ſung by Mr. Low E at Vauxhall.

pany.

ſons, and to keep their bodies well cloath.

ed, eſpecially their ſtomach, legs, andfºg,

without, which they cannot enjoy a gºd

ſtate of health: And, fixthly, To be ºf a

contented, chearful mind; and endeavour

to render their behaviour and converſatiºn

agreeable to, and courted by young peº

ple; and to be frequently in their com.
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º

kind; for, fince I love

I'll ne'ernum--bers

|

|
2.

Count the bees that on Hybla are playing;

Count the flow’rs that enamel the fields;

Count the flocks that on Tempe are ſtraying;

Or the grain that rich Sicily yields :

Count how many ſtars are in heaven ;

Go number the ſands on the ſhore ;

And, when ſo many kiſſes you've given,

I ſtill ſhall be aſking for more.

thee

º

mea-—ſure, to

-

be yond

fin'd.con

To a heart full of lº. let me hold thee,

A heart which, dear Chloe, is thine;

In my arms I'd for ever infold thee,

And twiſt round thy neck like a vine :

What joy can be greater than this is

My life on thy lips ſhall be ſpent ;

But the wretch who can number his kiſſes

Will always with few be content.

A New C O U N T R Y D A N C E.

CoM M o DoR E HOW E 's R A M B L E.

Whole figure down and up ... 2: ; croſs over two couple =5 lead to the top and caſt off == foot

contrary corners and turn ... → ; lead outſides ===.

P S A. L. M. CXXXIX.

REAT God! thou guardian of each hour,

Thou guide of all my ways;

My morning ſteps confeſs thy pow'r,

And night proclaims thy praiſe.

The ſecret purpoſe of my ſoul

Is to thy wiſdom known;

7thine eye directs my walk by day,

And ſees my lying down,

On ev'ry fide I find thy hand,

Where-e'er I turn my view;

And, 'ere my lips could ſpeak my heart,

Thou, Lord, my meaning knew.

Vainly to trace ſuch wond’rous pow'r

My grov'ſing reaſon tries ;

Fruitleſs attempt my ſtrićteſt ſearch

Th’ amazing ſubjećt flies.

I i Should
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Should hell inſpire the blacken'd thought,

From thee, my God, to hide,

Where ſhould a helpleſs mortal go,

In ſecret to abide 2

If I to heav'n direét my courſe,

There thy full glories ſhine;

And hell's dark priſon feels thy arm,

And owns the wrath divine.

If with the morning's early light

I ſeek the weſtern ſea;

There ſhall thine hand deteå my flight,

And diſappoint my ſtay.

If, favour'd with the ev'ning ſhades,

I court the rayleſs night;

The gloom, diſpers'd at thy command,

Shall give me to thy fight.

Darkneſs and light (to thee the ſame)

Fulfil thy great deſign ;

And ſuns and ſhades, before their God,

With equal brightneſs ſhine.

Before that God, whoſe piercing eye

This curious frame ſurvey’d,

And in my embryo-ſtate his ſkill

In ev'ry part diſplay’d.

Thy boundleſs thought contriv'd the ſcheme,

And each proportion plann'd ;

Before the clay, my future frame,

Was faſhion’d by thy hand.

How ſhall my tongue deſcribe my ſoul,

Or paint the love I bear 2

Or count the num’rous thanks I owe

For thy ſurrounding care 2

Leſs mtim’rous are the countleſs ſands

That ſwell the lengthen’d ſhore;

And in the morning, when I wake,

I find the number more.

Search me, O God! with ſtrióteſt view

Explore each ſecret part ;

Know the receſſes of my ſoul,

And frailties of my heart,

If error clouds my darken'd mind,

Remove the diſmal gloom ;

Condućt me with a father's hand,

And bring thy ſervant home. C. B.

O DE for his MAJ E sty's Birth-day,

November 10, 1758.

Written by William Whitehead, Eſ. Poet-Lau

reat, and ſet by Dr. Boyce, Mafter of the

King's Band of Muſic. The vocal Parts by

Mºſſ. Beard, Savage, Waſs, Cowper, Barrow,

and the ref of the Gentlemen and Children of

the Chapel Royal ; the inſtrumental by his Ma

jºffy's Band, &c. ,

* Bavaria.

A R G U M E N T.

About the Year 963, Ottoberto, of the family

of Eſte, paſſed from Italy into Germany with

the Emperor Otho the Great. Azo, his De

ſcendant in the next Century, by a Marriage

with the Daughter of Welfus Count Altdorf,

inherited the Dominions of that Family in

Suabia. Welfus, a Son of that Marriage, in

the Year 1061, received the Dukedom of Ba

varia from the Emperor Henry the IVth. The

Deſcendants of Welfus became afterwards poſ

ſeſſed of thoſe Duchies which lie between the

Elbe and the Weſer (Brunſwic, Wolfenbuttle,

Lunenburg, Zell, Hanover, &c.) and, in the

Year 1714, George the Firſt, Duke and Elec

tor of Hanover, ſucceeded to the Throne of

Great Britain.

I ,

HEN Othbert left th’ Italian plain,

And ſoft Ateſtè’s green domain,

Attendant on Imperial ſway

Where Fame and Otho led the way,

The Genius of the Julian hills

(Whoſe piny ſummits nod with ſnow,

Whoſe Naiads pour their theuſand rills

To ſwell th’ exulting Po)

An eager look prophetic caſt,

And hail'd the Hero as he paſs'd :

• Hail, all hail, the woods reply'd,

And Echo on her airy tide

Roll'd the long murmurs down the mountain's

fide.

2.

The voice reſum’d again : ‘ Proceed,

“Nor caſt one ling'ring look behind;

• By thoſe who toil for Virtue's meed

* Be ev'ry ſofter thought reſign'd ;

“Nor ſocial home, nor genial air,

“Nor glowing ſuns are worth thy care;

* New realms await thee in a harſher ſky,

“Thee and thy choſen race from Azo's nuptial tie.

3.

• ‘Tis Glory wakes; her ačtive flame

“Nor time ſhall quench, nor danger tame.

• Nor + Boia's ampleſt range confine,

• Tho' Guelpho reigns, the Guelphic line.

“Yon Northern Star, which dimly gleams

• Athwart the twilight veil of eve,

* Muſt point their path to diſtant ſtreams;

• And many a wreath ſhall Vićt'ry weave,

“And many a palm ſhall Fame diſplay

• To grace the warriors on their way,

‘’Till regions bow to their commands

• Where Albis widens thro’ the lands,

• And vaſt Viſurgis ſpreads his golden ſands.

• Nor reſt theyº Yon guiding fire

‘Still ſhines aloft, and gilds the main!

“Not Lion + Henry's fond defire

“To graſp th’Italian realms again,

+ Henry the Lion, Duke of Bavaria, Saxony, &c. was one of the greateſt Heroes of the XIIth

century. He united in his own perſon the hereditary dominions of five families. His claims upon

Italy hindered him from joining with the Emperor Frederic I. in his third attack upon the Pope,

though he had aſſiſted him in the two former, for which he was ſtripped of his dominions by that

Emperor, and died, in 1195, poſſeſſed only of thoſe duchies which lie between the Elbe and the weſt.

Frºm this Henry, and a fiſter or daughter of Henry II, of England, his preſent Majeſty is liº'ſ
deſcended. - - - • Nor

-
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• Nor warring winds, nor wint'ry ſeas

“Shall ſtop the progreſs Fate decrees:

• For lo! Britannia calls, to happier coaſts

“And wales more verdant far than ſoft Ateſtè

.* beaſts :

* Behold, with Ewing, I clear

• Thy viſual nerve, and fix it there

• Where, crown'd with rocks groteſque and

‘ ſteep,

• The White Iſle, riſes o'er the deep !

• There glory reſts. For there arrive

• Thy choſen ſons; and there attain

• To the firſt title fate can give,

“The father Kings of freeborn men!

• Proceed. Rejoice. Deſcend the vale,

• And bid the future Monarchs hail!'

Hail, all hail, the Hero cry'd,

And Echo on her airy tide

Purſu'd him, murm'ring down the mountain's

ſide.

6.

'Twas thus, O King, to Heroes old

The mountains breath'd the ſtrain divine,

'Ere yet her volumes Fame unrail'd

To trace the wonders of thy line;

'Ere Freedom yet on Ocean's breaſt

Had northward fix’d her halcyon neſt;

Or Albion's oaks, deſcending to the main,

Had roll'd her thunders wide, and claim'd the

wat'ry reign.

7.

But now each Briton's glowing tongue

Proclaims the truths the Genius ſung;

On Brunſwic’s name with rapture dwells,

And hark, the general chorus ſwells |

* May years on happy years roll o'er,

‘’Till glory cloſe the ſhining page,

* And our ill-fated ſons deplore

* The ſhortneſs of a Neſtor’s age!

* Hall, all hail on Albion's plains

• The friend of man and freedom reigns!

• Echo waft the triumph round,

* "Till Gallia's utmoſt ſhores rebound,

“And all her bulwarks tremble at the ſound.’

A New S O N G,

Sung by Miſs Stevenſon at Vauxhall.

I.

7 H E N, tutor'd under mamma's care,

Such charms I did inherit,

She gave ſtrićt charge that none ſhouki dare

To curb my growing ſpirit :

My neck and boſom ne'er were hid,

Romances ever reading;

To hold my head up I was bid,

That I might ſhew my breeding.

That I, &c.

2.

By turns I play'd the flirt and prude,

Affected joy and ſorrow ;

And what to-day was monſtrous rude

I thought polite to-morrow :

By Dukes and Earls I was addreſs'd,

Each fop ſure of ſucceeding;

Of ev'ry one I made a jeſt,

That I might ſhew my breeding.

Young Damon toowº a flame,

And rivals I had many ;

But, though I us’d him juſt the ſame,

I lik’d him beſt of any :

With tears and fighs he, often ſwore

For me his heart was bleeding;

I only plagu'd him ſtill the more,

That I might ſhew my breeding.

4.

Enrag’d, he vow'd to break his chain,

And fly to ſmiling Kitty;

I could not bear to meet diſdain -

For one not half ſo pretty :

With gentler words I bade him ſtay,

For pardon fell to pleading;

We went to church, and from that day

I ſhew'd him better breeding.

SU SPIRI A : Occaſioned by the Death of

that beloved Prince CHARLES SPENCER,

Duke of Marlborough.

Inſcribed, by Permiſſion, to the Right Honourable

Lord Viſcount Ligonier.

Ardens evexit ad AEthera virtus,

OT the dread pangs which Nature diſ.

unite,

'Ere, urg'd by Death, the ſpirit wings its flight,

When dire convulſions ſhake the human frame,

Glow on each limb, and ev’ry nerve inflame;

Not lateſt groans of all I deareſt prize,

Or pendant ruin hov'ring o'er my eyes,

Could grief ſincerer in my breaſt create,

Than noble Spencer's unexpected fate.

When ſleep aſſumes dominion o'er the ſenſe,

And horrid dreams alternately commence,

What new-born joy the riſing morn attends,

When, 'midſt a conflićt, the deluſion ends

Oh! could ſome angel to my ſoul proclaim

Thy death, lamented Hero, but a dream 1

Thy life (Britannia's choiceſt gem) reſtore,

1.oſt on a bleak unhoſpitable ſhore;

This loath’d exiſter for a while endear,

By fond perſuaſio tue ſtill was here;

That ſtill a patro, ºnju 'd worth might find,

Still thy example reëtify mankind;

Loſt, in a torrent of unbounded joy,

I’d chafe theſe ſorrows, which content deſtroy.

Not, ever-honour'd Malbro’, that thine ear

Was prompt as Providence my plaint to hear;

Not that thy bounty, like the rapid main,

Scarce limits found its ardour to reſtrain ;

"Midſt ruin'd fortune, helpleſs genius priz'd,

Nor my aſfiićted mother's woe deſpis'd. -

To know thy virtues, by minute detail,

Bids us, at once, to human-kind appeal;

Each day, each hour, each interval of thine,

Gave fome great inſtance of a heart benign;

Whether you wip'd the agonizing tear,

Or bid dejection be of better chear;

Plann'd patriot ſyſtems in Britannia's cauſe,

Or gave to ſcience ſuccour and applauſe;

Shone in domeſtic, or in ſocial light;

In acts of tenderneſs, or acts polite;

I i z The
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The finiſh'd Hero, Gentleman, and Friend,

To form the whole unanimouſly blend.

While Fame and Conqueſt all their laurels ſpread,

To form a deathleſs chaplet for his head Î

While waſteful ruins, on the Gallic plain,

The recent marks of his ſucceſs remain;

While earth rever'd, and wond'ring pow'rs

above

Hail'd him the pattern of connubial love;

By all regretted, and by all admir’d,

Immortal Marlbro’ from the world retir’d :

Bear him, ye cherubs, to eternal reſt,

A bright, ſcraphic, unpolluted gueſt,

Fitly adapted to adorn that ſphere,

Who gain'd the ſummit of perfeótion here.

0&ober 29, 1758. j. C. Pilkington.

PARAD Is E R E G A IN E D :

. To a Friend.

From Mr. William Thompſon's Poems.

I.

O R D of himſelf, and ſole of humankind,

In reëtitude of reaſon Adam ſhone:

Till the ſtill-voice infus'd into his mind,

* It is not good for man to be alone.”

2.

By God's own hand his virgin Eve was led.

Now Paradiſe with freſher beauties glows:

The conſcious roſes form a bluſhing bed:

Conſenting nature fooths them to repoſe.

A ſingle is an intº life :

Compleatly bleſ, O friend! to thee is given,

A ſweet, a fair, a wiſe, a modeſt wife,

The bloom of innocence, and bluſh of heav'n'

4.

May Eden-life in bright ſucceſſion flow,

When all was happineſs, for love was all:

Her beauties will a Paradiſe beſtow,

And both your virtues guard you from a fall.

Anſwer to the R.ºrg, E in June laſt.
frt, -

Wanton St º'" ; c. nded lay,Without .. tºº. *... . y

Upon her native be , * * *eſcºt .

Each comer's turn to lerve :

Bright PHo E B us view'd, and, hot with love,

Exhal'd the filver dame

To airy regions far above,

And ſofter beds of fame.

*** Several poetical Pieces, from different Correſpondents, are come

of which we are obliged to defer till another Opport

. Or inability their thoughts ſuppreſs,

But Frost the am’rous Su N beguil'd,

While abſent from his place;

Begat on her a ſnowy child,

By cold conſtrain'd embrace :

The Flaxy babe, of roving mind,

Soon left its place of birth,

And fleets about, in hopes to find

Its mother's ſeat on earth :

PH or p us deſcry'd the maiden SNow,

On her prolific ſmil'd ;

Then ſhe brought forth her mother too,

That was before her child.

C, R, & A.

An AE N I G M A.

E enigmatic ſons, I am your friend,

And at your pleaſure readily attend:

When on my parent's boſom I did reſt,

Of ſmall perfeótiºn then was I poſſeſt;

But now you’ll find great favours I beſtow

On young and old, as well as belle and beau:

A worthy patrict I am truly found,

And can aſſiſt in ſcience moſt profound;

With ancient and with modern poets I

Eſteem did gain, and did their wit deſcry :

The parſon, lawyer, and the ruffic ſwain

My qualities diſplay and worth proclaim;

My univerſal pow'r is oft careſs'd, -

And in the Court am found a conſtant gueſt.

Both pain and joy alternately I ſhow,

And oft have fill'd the lighteſt heart with woet

When ſmitten lovers ceaſe to make addreſs,

Then by my wonted aid they can reveal,

What modeſty or preſence dares conceal:

So obvious I’m deſcrib'd that, without doubt,

'Tis not a thoughtful work to find me out.

Ilminſter. - W. Bamfield,

An Acrost 1 c, on Miſ;

-A R N A S S I A N Nymphs, harmonious

Nine !

O-nce more aſſiſt my bold defign;

L-et me in tender am’rous lays,

Like Ovid, fing my charmer's praiſe:

Y-e Gods' ſhe's juſt, like Venus fair,

H-as all her bloom, her ſhape, and air;

E-xcels each nymph in grace and mi

A-nd reigns triumphant beauty's Queen:

T win her heart I’ve ſtrove in vain;

H-er ſlave I am, and muſt remain.

- 5.T. Yºrk,

, ; the Publication

-y-

N. B. The Proprietors of the Univerſal Magazine offer Hal F a Guº N E a to the Perſon

who ſhall firſt ſend an Anſwer to the Rebus in the Magazine for July 1757.

A QUEST I O N. By T. Bar & E R of Weſthall in Suffolk.

G I W E N the chord of an arch (A B C) = 4o.

Quere the ſegment's area, when the verſed fine, chord,

and arch are in geometrical progreſſion
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- ! º ºlia Deſcription of the Ele&iorate of Hanover, or the King of Great Bri
ºf Ja | , Dominions in Germany (which is a Continuation of the Accounts already

of Saxony, Brandenburg, Sileſia, Poland, and Bohemia, Vol. XIX,

wer Saxony and Weſtphalia, Vol. XXII, Page 169 ; of the Circles of Auſtria

A Bavaria, with a Part of Franconia and Bohemia, and the Marquiſate of

ravia, Wol. XXII, Page 273; and of the South-weſt Part of Germany, com

bending the Circles of the Upper and Lower Rhine, Swabia, Franconia,

rgundy, Lorrain, and the Countries adjacent, in this Wolume, Page 1 of ; to

ich Maps are annexed) in order to exhibit the preſent State ofthe War between

he King of Pruſſia and the Auſtrians, &c.

‘ated with a new and accurate Map of thoſe Countries, and others adjacent, finely
coloured.

193; of Praffia, Pomerania, &c. ºol. XX, Page 49 ; of the Circles of .

S to the German Empire in general,

and its ſeveral Princes and States in

icular, it has ever been a maxim of

iſh policy to maintain a fair correſpon

e with them, and manifeſt, in caſes of

ſfity, a juſt concern for their liberties;

the ſame condućt will be always neceſ

, whilſt Britons preſerve a reſpect for

roteſtant religion, and that noble prin

e of independence, which, in no part of

orld, is ſo tenderly and zealouſly cul

d as in Germany, and where it ſtill

inues to make an illuſtrious appearance.

is the foundation of the cloſe and inti

alliance between their Britannic and

ian Majeſties, the principal object

of is to defeat the grand conſpiracy

led by ſeveral arbitrary Princes for the

deſtrućtion of the Proteſtant religion,

the total ſubverſion of the liberties of

pe; and it has already been a great

to the French and Auſtrians, and

in proceſs of time, reduce their ex

t power to reaſonable limits; which

ly tends to promote the particular in

of Great Britain, as well as the com

cauſe of the Proteſtant religion.

t there is yet a nearer commercial

xion between us and the electorate of

er, ariſing from the very conſiderable

tages we reap by trading with this

f Germany; as has been before hinted,

e geographical deſcription thereof.

Swedes continued maſters of the du

/ s of Bremen and Verden till 1712, when

... [.. were conquered by the King of Den

mark 5 and this Prince ſoon mortgaged

them to George I, who, in 1715, had

259, ooo 1. granted him by Parliament, to

3 -

. Though this Ele&orate has been already exhibited in the Map of the Circles of

Lower Saxony and Weſtphalia, Vol. XXII, Page 169 ; we have judged it expe

dient to preſent the Reader with a View of it on a larger Scale, not only on Ac

count of its Alliance and Connexiom with Great Britain, but becauſe it has lately

been the Scene of the preſent War in Germany, and lies contiguous to the Land

graviate of Heſſe, which is ſtill occupied by the French i but, as to the Geogra

phical Deſcription thereof, to avoid

Page 80; and Vol. XXII, Page 171.

Repetition, we ſhall refer to Vol. XXI,

enable him to purchaſe the ſame; for, how

ever convenient they might be for this Elec

tor, whoſe family was poſſeſſed of Bremen

once before, the Britiſh Legiſlature wiſely

judged, that it might be of the moſt dan

gerous conſequence to the Crown of Great

Britain, that any foreign Prince, eſpecially

a maritime power, ſhould hold the key of

the Elbe and the Weſer; for any one, by

a peruſal of the maps of this country, will

be convinced, that, whilſt that Miomarch

was poſſeſſed of the duchies of Bremen and

Verden, he was maſter of the ſea-coaſt from

Denmark almoſt to the ſeven United Pro

vinces. The maps ſhew, that the Elbe

runs, for above 500 miles, through Bohe

mia, Saxony, Brandenburg, and the reſt

of Germany; and that the Weſer paſſes,

for above 250 miles, through Heſſia, Weſt

phalia, Oldenburg, and ſome other Ger

man countries. Now, the vaſt importance

of theſe rivers to the Britiſh trade will be

confeſſed by every one who confiders, that

all our woollen and other manufactures,

and almoſt all our commodities, both do

meltic and foreign, to the value of above

3oo, cool. a year, are by theſe ſtreams con

veyed to innumerable markets in the eleēto

rate of Hanover and the whole circle of

Weſtphalia; and that, by the ſame navi

gation, a great part of our riches flows

home to England. This is a trade too

precious to lie at the mercy of any foreign

power, either to lock it from or to lay

what impoſition they pleaſe thereon ; as

might have been the caſe, if his late Britan

nic Majeſty had not got Bremen and Ver

den out of the hands of the King of Dem

mark. From what has been ſaid it evidently

- appear

.
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appears, that the commerce of Great Bri

tain is promoted by its connexion with the

ele&torate of Hanover, and conſequently its

national intereſt ; for the intereſt and com

merce of the Britiſh Empire are ſo inſepa

rably united, that they may be juſtly confi

dered as one and the ſame.

In the geographical deſcription of this

electorate, we have taken notice of the an

nual amount of the Ele&tor's revenues, and

fhewn from whence they ariſe; and, as

to the mines of Clauſthall, with thoſe of

St. Andrew and Altena, they yield near

zoo,oool. a year. There are few Sove

reigns, whoſe finances are ſaid to be in ſo

good a condition as thoſe of this Ele&or;

which is aſcribed to the wiſe oeconomy of

the three laſt Princes of the eleētoral family,

who have, nevertheleſs, maintained a ſplen

dor ſuitable to their high birth and rank in

the Empire, without oppreſſing their ſub

jećts; for it is allowed, that this Court is

one of the moſt ſplendid in Germany, and

likewiſe the moſt civil to ſtrangers, who

never fail of being entertained according

to their quality. The preſent Ele&tor hiſ

ſome troops of life-guards, and two regiº

ments of foot-guards, of one battalion, each

cloathed in red lined with blue; and he has

the Officers of ſtate, uſual in the Courts of

crowned Heads. He has 6 Courts, or Coun.

cils, the principal whereof is the Council

of ſtate, to which all the dominions of Ha

nover are aceountable; it receives its or

ders immediately from the EleStor, counter

ſigned by one or other of the German Mi

niſters who attend his perſon. The Sove

reigns of this country, as well as their ſub

jects, are Lutherans; but a Jewiſh ſyna.

gogue and a Roman-catholic church are

tolerated, in Hanover, for ſeveral wealthy

families of both theſe religions. The clergy

here, and in the dominions of Brandenburg

and Heſſe-Caſſel, are the beſt provided for,

as they are the moſt able and learned of any

in Germany ; but, though the national re

ligion is Lutheran, free liberty of conſcience

is enjoyed by the Calviniſts and all other

perſuaſions.

To the PRoPRIEToRs of the UNIVERSAL MAGAZINE.

G E N T L E M F N,

The Magdalen Charity, for the Reception of thoſe unhappy young Women, who, being once ſº

duced by artful Men, and havingtº; fullied their Virtue, loft their Charađer and the

g/?Prote:tion of their Friends, have ever ce lived in a State of Proſtitution, Infamy, and

Sin; but are penitent for their paſt Condu&#, and willing to lead ſober, induſtrious, and

pious Lives, and ther, y regain their loſt Reputation ; having been opened ſome Time,

and ſeventy ſix iſomen admitted, who, we are informed, ſhew the moſt evident Marks ºf

their Abhorrence of their former Lives, by behaving in a decent, orderly, and induſtriouſ

Manner; it may not be diſpleaſing to your Readers to inſert a Liſt of thoſe worthy Per

ſons who, by their Bounty, have ſet on Foot ſo benevolent a Deſign.

HE Committee meet, for reception

of theſe unhappy objećts, every Thurſ

day, at 5 o'clock, at their Houſe in Preſcot

ſtreet, Goodman's-fields ; where all fuch as

are deſirous to be admitted may apply by

etition (to be had gratis, at the Houſe) and,

if judged deſerving, are admitted : But, in

order that every means of encouragement

may be given, to reclaim theſe unhappy

creatures from their otherwiſe loſt ſtate; if

any one, whoſe fituation is ſuch that ſhe

cannot have an opportunity to come on the

Thurſday 5 or is deſirous to eſcape from

the hands of thoſe moſt infernal monſters,

the bawds, but is fearful, ſhould not ſhe

take the firſt opportunity, ſome illicit means

would be taken to detain her; in any ſuch

caſes, the unhappy woman, by application

at the Houſe, if her circumſtances and con

dition ſeem deſerving to the Treaſurer, may

be immediately admitted into the Houſe, till

the next meeting of the Committee, when

ſhe will be finally admitted or rejećted, at:

cording to the merits of her caſe ; and, i

admitted, no perſon will be ever permitted

to ſee her, but ſuch as ſhe voluntarily de

fires; nor will her name or circumſtances

be ever divulged to the world.

Number 349. a Ticket in this preſent Lottery, drawn a Prize of 500 l. was a Bene.

jačtion to this Charity by an humane and worthy Lady unknown.

The

* £. J. d.

Robert Dingley, Eſq; Trea

fu er - - 5o o o

Robe t .Nettleton, Eſq; — so o o
-

Carried over ico o o

L I S T of S U B S C R I B E R S.

£. s. d.

Brought over Ioo o 0

George Wombwell, Eſq; 5o o 0

John Thornton, Efa; — 5o o 0

Carried over 20o o 9



J. W.M. ava

. . d.

Brought over 2 oo o o

łin Dorrien, Eſq; - 5o o o

homas Preſton, Eſq; — 5o o o

harles Dingley, Eſq; — 5o o o

mas Hanway, Eſq; — 3o o o

tephen Thompſon, Eſq; 5o o o

Joſeph Salvador, Eſq; 5o o o

John Dupré, Eſq; - 5o o o

Fraſer Honeywood, Eſq; 5o o o

Sir Alexander Grant, Bart. 5o o o

Philip de la Haize, Eſq; 50 o o

Stephen Peter Godin, Eſq; so o o

Mr. William Fletcher, jun. 21 o o

Timothy Waldo, Eſq; 2 I O O

Mr. John Nightingale — 5o o o

Mr. John Wickenden — 2 I O O

John Martin, Eſq;

Joſeph Martin, Eſq; o o

Richard Stone, Eſq;

Ebenezer Blackwell, Eſq;

Nathaniel Braſſey, Eſq;

— Lee, Eſq;

Sir Samuel Fludyer

: 5
o O o

Thomas Fludyer, Eſq; : I oo O O

Auguſtus Boyde, Eſq; 5o o o

John Taylor, Eſq; - 50 o o

Thomas Spencer, Eſq; — 50 o o

Edmund Boehm, Eſq; — so o o

Sir John Barnard, Knt. — 5o o o

Henry Shiffner, Eſq; — 5o o o

John Shiffner, Eſq; - 5o o o

Andrew Thomſon, Eſq; 5o o o

James Norman, Eſq; — 5o o o

Mr. James Godin, jun. 2 I C o

Hon. Lady Betty Germain roo o o

John Weyland, Eſq; — 2 I O o

John Barker, Eſq; - 5o o o

James Crockatt, Eſq; — 5o o o

Hugh Roſs, Eſq; - 5o o o

Thomas Wale, Eſq; – 2 I o o

Henry Hoare, Eſq; - IOO O O

Ditto, annual ſubſcription 21 o o

Mr. Jacob Wilkinſon — 25 o e

Mr. Joſeph Kane, per annum 5 5 o

Mr. William Clarke, ditto 5 5 o

Mr. George Portis, ditto — 5 5 o

Mr. James Portis, ditto — 5 5 o

Mr. John Henderſon, ditto 5 5 o

Mr. John Eddowes, ditto 5 5 o

J. B. - - 2 I O o

Richard Morhall, Eſq; his Lady 21 o o

John Lefevre, Eſq; - 25 o o

John Smith, Eſq; - 5o o o

William Gardner, Eſq; — so o o

Reverend Dr. Edmund Tew 20 o o

Mrs. Jemima Turnpenny 50 o o

E. W. - - 5 5 o

Mr. Richard Rooker — 5 5 o

George Errington, Eſq; 5o o o

-

Carried over 2331 © o

i v ºf v ii., ivi i-Mei-liv 2. * / 59.

Brought over ań.

Right Hon. the Earl of Bath,

by G.Wombwell, Eſq;

Samuel Horne, Eſq;

John Horne, Eſq;

Stephen Croft, Eſq;

Jacob Boſanquet, Eſq; per ann.

Reinholdt, Eſq;

James Whitchurch, Eſq;

G. H. Cox

Ditto, for his friend

Speculative Society in Lom

bard-ſtreet, by W. Hunter

Meſſ. Barnes, Van Mildert,

and Sedgwick

Samuel Watſon, jun. Eſq;

John Thornton, Eſq; his Lady
Maſter Thornton

Miſs Thornton

John Cornwall, Eſq;

Dr. George Kelley

Richard Duhorty, Eſq;

James Fivey, Eſq; annually

Mr. Thomas Naſh, ditto

Mr. Richard Aſtley

Mrs. Middleton, by C. Ding

ley, Eſq;

Dr. James Grieve, annually

William Ord, Eſq; by Jonas

Hanway, Eſq;

Wathen, M. D.

Reverend Mr. Dormer

Mr. Robert Newton

Edward Dixon, Eſq;

Mr. Samuel Garbett, of Bir

mingham

Mark Weyland, Eſq;

Mr. John Whiſton

John Broadribb, of Worceſter,

Eſq;

-

-

52

31

2 I

2. I

5

2. I

5o

2

2.

5

2 I

2 it

2. I

2 I

2 u

2 i

Richard Newman, Eſq; 2 I

John Rooke, Eſq; - 5o

Reverend William Dodd Io

Thomas Light, Eſq; per ann. 5

H. W. and I. I. - 2.

Mrs. Rebecca Crane - I

Robert Carey, Bſq; by George

Errington, Eſq; - 21

Mrs. Mary Berriman – 10

Mr. Laurence Champs 2.

Mr. John Hurſt - - 5

William Scawen, Eſq; 5o

Benjamin Mendez da Coſta,

Eſq; - - 2. It

Nathaniel Cholmley, Eſq; 5o

Mr. Thomas Fletcher 31

Thomas Major, Eſq; 5

William Reynolds, Eſq; 5o

A Lady unknown - 5

Carried over 32 1.8

z55

s. d.

o o

Io o

Io o
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o o

5 o

o o

o Q
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o o
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O o

O O.

5 o
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5 o

5 o
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o o

5 o

o o

5 o

I Q

Io o

O Q

o

o o

5 o
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o o

o o
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1 o

o o

IO Go

2 o

5 o

O ©

o o
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5 o
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Brought over 32.8 o

Francis Plumer, Eſq;

Saunders Welch, Eſq; annually 5 5

M. P. by Mr. Leake, of Bath 5 5

Auguſtus Brander, Eſq; an

nually - -

A country Gentlewoman

Sir Joſeph Hankey, Knt. an

nually - —

John Minyer, Eſq;

John Tozer, Eſq; and Co.

Meſſieurs Beale and Wells

E. F. by R. Dingley, Eſq;

Mr. Edward Nicklin, annually 5

Iſaac Eeles, Eſq; -

Mr. John Darby, annually

Mr. John Staples —

Sir Joſeph Hankey, Knt.

Joſeph Percival, Eſq;

Mr. Wally Boog -

Captain Thomas Bennet

Edward Hooper, Eſq;

The Right Hon. the Earl of

Huntingdon, annually

William Holden, of Bir

mingham, Eſq; -

R. E.

Her Grace the Ducheſs of

Bolton -

T. B.

Honourable Mrs. Spencer

Hsnourable Mrs. Poyntz

Several Gentlemen, at Will's

Coffee-houſe, Lincoln’s-

Inn - -

A perſon unknown, by Meſſ.

Walker and Dawſon

John Coap, Eſq; -

Sir Charles Aſgill, Knt.

Lord-Mayor -

William Snead, Eſq; per ann.

Thomas Hollis, Eſq;

Mrs. Eliſabeth Smith

Dr. Robert Taylor, M. D.

A Lady unknown, by Mr.

Hanway -

A Lady unknown, by Mr.

Hanway

The Right Hon. the Coun

teſs of Huntingdon

His Grace the Archbiſhop of

Canterbury, annually

Admiral Long -

Ditto, annually

Thomas Edwards Freeman,

Eſq; —" -

A Lady unknown, by Mr.

Joſ. Wakeford, of An

dover - -

4. d.

o

Io no o

o

O

5 5 o

I I O

5 5 o

IO IO O.

31 Io o

5 5 o

5 5 o

5 o

5o o o

I I O

Io I O O

1 5 I 5 o

2o O O

2 12 6

1o I O O

3 3 o

Io IO O

5 5 o

2, 2 O

5 5 o

5 5 o

5 5 o

2, 2 O.

1.6 16 o

Io i o o

2O o o

21 o o

5 5 o

2 I o O

5 5 o

IO Io o

5 5 o

5 5 o

25 o o

5 5 o

5o o o

5 5 o

25 o o,

Io IO - O

- 1. d.

Brought over 3699 7 6

Stamp Brookſbank, Eſq; 5 5 O

Mr. Rich. Davis, of Ham

merſmith - 5 5 o

The Laudable Order of An

tigallicans, by R. Phipps 2 I o o

The Right Hon. the Lord

Romney, annually 5 5 o

John Darker, Eſq; 5, 5 o

Mrs. Knipe - 5 5 o

J. M. by R. Dingley, Eſq; 5 § o

J. C. M. D. by ditto 3 3 o

John Bagnell, Eſq; 2. I O. O.

The Right Hon. the Dowa

ger Counteſs of Ferrers 4o o o

Dr. Heberden, M. D. 5 5 o

Her Grace the Ducheſs of

Somerſet - IO Io o

Mr. Charles Wray 2. 2. C.

John Coap, Eſq; 2d ſubſcript. 1 O. O.

he Right Honourable the

Farl of Cheſterfield I
o I o o

A Lady, by Mr. James I 1 o

Mrs. Andrews, annually 3 3 o

Capt. Molineux Shuldham 2 2 O

Peter Gauſon, Eſq; 5 5 o

Peter Gauſon, jun. Eſq; 5 5 o

A Friend, by Geo. Womb

well, Eſq; - ro Io o

3872 13 6

Any benefactions from thoſe who do not

chuſe to become ſtated Subſcribers, will

be gratefully received by the perſons af

termentioned.

Such as chuſe to be Benefaštors by their

laſt will, have the following form of a

legacy, recommended to them.

Item, I give and bequeath unto A. B.

and C. D. the ſum of upon

truſt, and to the intent that they, or

one of them, do pay the ſame to the

Treaſurer or Treaſurers for the time

being, of a Society who now call

themſelves the Governors of the

Magdalen-houſe, for the reception

of penitent proſtitutes, which ſaid

ſum of - I will and de

. fire may be paid out of my perſonal

º eſtate, and applied towards carrying

- on the charitable deſigns of the ſaid

Society. .

Benefa&tions to this charity are received by

the Treaſurer, Robert Dingley, Eſq., in

Little St. Helen's, Biſhopſgate ſtreet,

London, and the following Bankers :

Sir Charles Aſgill, Nightingale, and Wic

Carried over .3699 7 6 kenden; Meſſ, Braſſey, Lee, and ſon

Mefſ.
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Meſſ. Ironſide, Belcher, and Howe ;

Meſſ. Henton, Brewm, and ſon ; Meſſ.

Martin, Stone, and Blackwell, in Lom

bard-ſtreet.

Meſſ. Honywood, Fuller, and co, in Bir

chin-lane.

Meſſ. Colebrook and co. in Threadneedle

ſtreet.

The humble Petition of the Priſºners in the

nity of the Nation in P

Cruelty.

ºWº the priſoners in the–

for debt, in behalf of ourſelves

and all others in, or likely to be in, the

ſame unhappy circumſtances; and appre

henſive, from the preſent enormous price of

everything neceſſary to the ſupport of life,

of greater numbers than ever being forced

to follow our ſteps hither; and conceiving

that, however criminal it may be to owe,

we have ſtill a right of appealing to our

fellow-creatures, in moſt humble wiſe pre

fume to repreſent,

... “That, confidering by our preſent con

dition we are rendered a burden to the pub

lic, uſeleſs to ourſelves, and incapable of

ſatisfying our creditors in any thing, but

their revenge ; tho' we are far from charg

ing them all with having any, as we are

thoroughly convinced a great part of them

has intirely forgot, that any one is under

confinement, at their ſuit ; and, at the ſame

time, being informed, that there is at pre

ſent, in theſe kingdoms, the utmoſt want of

men for the ſervice at ſea, and as many of

us yet, by means of air, exerciſe, and nou

riſhment, might become able-bodied, our

moſt humble requeſt is, That it may be

lawful for any preſs-gang to demand entry

of any priſon for debt, and a fight of every

priſoner therein detained, and all or any

ſuch priſoners as to them ſhall ſeem meet,

without any conſent of the ſaid priſoners

aſked or had, then and there to preſs, and

(after receipt given for their bodies) aboard

their reſpective ſhips immediately to con

vey, and in the ſervice of the ſame thence

forth to employ; and, left the running the

!onſtant riſques of ſea, wounds, ſickneſs,

and death, ſhould be thought ſo over hap

by a fituation (confidering our demerits) as

o be defrauding our creditors of the right

hey have to our complete miſery, we, on

Aur ſides, are willing and deſirous, that

uch proportion of our pay, as ſhall be

udged proper, be ſtopped towards their re

pective ſatisfactions; and we ſhall eſteem

ºurſelves happy, if thoſe laws, whoſe vic

ims we are, ſha}l think fit to make this uſe

Meſſ. Hoares and Arnold; Meſſ. Goſling,

Bennet, and Goſling; Meſſ. Child, and

co. in Fleet-ſtreet.

Meſſ. Drummond, and co. at Charing

croſs. -

Meſſ. Blackwell, Hart, Darrel, and Croft,
in Pall-mall. -

for Debt, addreſſed to the Huma

t aſſembled. Extractedfrom a Pamphlet, intitled,

Reflections on the different Ideas of the French and Engliſł, in regard to

of us, as a counterbalance to thoſe miſchiefs

which the dread of them has brought upon

our country, by not only building, but

manning our enemy's ſhips; it not being

to be expected, that ſuch as could eſcape

ſhould preferº home in a priſon,

for thewant of a few ſhillings, when they may

enjoy freedom abroad, and encouragement,

ſheltered from the rigour of our laws, under

the milder treatment of popery, of arbitrary

power, may, of the Inquiſition. -

* That, in caſe we ſhall be deemed to

aſk terms too favourable to ourſelves, our

moſt humble petition is, inaſmuch as it has

been the opinion of many wiſe and ſkilful

perſons in ſea affairs, that galleys might be

of great utility in our ſeas, were they but

conſiſtent with our liberty; a ſcruple at

which we cannot help wondering ; that

ſuch be forthwithconſtrućted, and we there

in employed, ſubjećt to the ſame conditions

as galley-ſlaves univerſally are abroad, we,

for our parts, being moſt ready to make our

country a compliment of the term Liberty,

which, to our coſt, we find not worth our

confideration; beſeeching our country to

be ſo good for the future, whether it ſhall

pleaſe to accept or reject our humble pro

poſal, as to make no manner of difficulty

to call us, what we already are to the extre

mity of the ſenſe of the word, Slaves.

• And, in caſe we ſhould ſtill be ſo un

fortunate, as to have this looked upon as

dealing too mercifully with us, then our

moſt humble and earneſt petition is, That

it may pleaſe the humanity of the nation to

enaët, that for the time to come, and for

forty years retroſpective, all debts that in

ſuch courſe of time ſhall have been, or for

the future may be contraćted, exceeding the

ſum of forty ſhillings of lawful money of

Great Britain, be deemed, conſtrued, and

puniſhed as felony, without benefit of cler

gy. And, in return for ſuch great lenity

to us had, in being no worſe dealt withal

than highwaymen, either by tranſportation,

which might give us a chance of acquiring

a conſiderable fortune; or by death, which

K k has
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has proved the only real jail-delivery to men

in our ſituation; we your Petitioners, as in

duty bound, ſhall ever pray.”

Whether we ſhall have any compaſſion

upon theſe unfortunate people, or no, or

whether they deſerve any, let us at leaſt

have ſome upon ourſelves, that is, ourcoun

try. The number of thoſe detained in our

priſons, ſurpriſing and ſhocking as it is, is

but a trifle, in compariſon of the droves

that, in terrors of the ſame fate, have con

#antly been, and ſtill are flying from us on

every fide, and at every port. Arts, trade,

and manufactures make their eſcape along

with them, and, whenever they happen to

take root again, it is from our vitals, at the

long run, that theirnouriſhment is ſupplied ;

there was a time, when one might have

added the danger, contraćted to our reli

gion by the perverſion of ſo many into its

virulent enemies. We have not that ene

my in the world (and do but refle&t how

great a part of it that implies) whoſe arms

by ſea or land, or both, are not aſſiſted by

our fugitives. The Engliſh are diſperſed as

far and wide as the Jews, though not al

ways under the ſame curſe of growing rich.

Athome, we are ſhrinkinginto depopulation

to a degree melancholy to thoſe who obſerve

and refle&t. What difficulties do we not

find in raiſing the few forces neceſſary to

our defence Can any thing, but the abſo

lute ſcarcity of men, account for the in

completion of our militia P. For it cannot be

£uppoſed that we, every one of us, wiſhed

for it with ſo much zeal and ardour, with an

exception to our own particular ſervice in

it. A kingdom like this, when it has not

a hundred thouſand men to ſpare upon an

emergency, is an eſtate that can only make

fhift to ſupport its owner, until he has a fit

of fickneſs, but then cannot pay the doc

tor's bill. We have been drained and

waſted by commerce, colonies, gin, debau

chery, tranſportation, and the laviſh uſe of

the gallows, until the ſkin of what we were

hangs looſe about us in plaits; and yet we

talk on, as when we were all muſcle and

nerve. As long as the ſtreets of London

continue a little ſhew of hurry and buſineſs,

Extrač of a Letter from Bradwell juxta

\/TOrrice Friſby, an inn-keeper, of this

'VE place, about eight years ago, ha

ving received a quarter of a moidore, put it

into his mouth. An acquaintance of his,

meeting him, told him he would have the

piece from him ; and, giving him a ſudden

chuck under the chin, it paſſed the epi

glottis, and went down into his lungs. He

r

we judge the whole country to be full of

vigour, not conſidering that, as long as

any blood is left in us, the pulſe of it will

certainly beat there; nay, perhaps, will be

found, in time, to palpitate a little while,

like the heart of an eel, after the vitals are

ſeparated from it.

It would be eaſy, from Sir William Pe

tit's eſtimate of the annual value of every

ſubjećt to the public, and from the number

of a&tual priſoners for debt in Great Britain;

allowing only five times as many to have

fled for fear of becoming ſuch, to ſhew that

we generouſly are at the expence of millians

to give the advantage over ourſelves to our

rivais in trade, and our enemies in war;

and this at a time when we ought rather, in

national prudence, to buy inhabitants to the

land, at a ſtill greater rate than we already

give to confine or ſcare away the ſcanty re

mains of ourſelves.

But why, after all, though we have only

called what we ſue for an ačt of perpetuar

inſolvency, ſhould not all men be treated

alike, and the ačt of bankruptcy (under

whatever new reſtrićtions or penalties ſhalf

be thought proper) be thrown open equally

to all 2 Is not that man's liberty as valu

able to himſelf, who deals only for a dozem

rows of pins, as his who is concerned in as

many ſhips to either Indies 2: Why ſhould

the greatneſs of the debt, which ought ra

ther to aggravate the penalty, become the

ſecurity of the failer I will not endeavour

to vary the lights in which this might be

expoſed, leſt I ſhould dim the glaringneſs

of the convićtion ; for ſuch, unleſs. I am.

quite faſtinated with my new chara&er of

author, I take it to be. But do not let me

be ſuppoſed proportionably ſanguine of ſuc

ceſs ; I am aware, that all of us, though

we may liſten to reaſon for a while, yet we

never fail, at the concluſion, to give an au

dience, of at leaſt an equal length, to our

old prejudices; like the Jews, who, in the

Pope's domain, are obliged to attend on

certain days at a ſermon preaehed for their

converſion; from which they adjourn di

rečtly to their ſynagogue, and hear their

own Rabbies hold forth as long againſt all.

they have been hearing before.

Mare, in Eſſex, dated Nov. 1, 1758.

was, from that time, troubled with a violent

and almoſt continual cough, and was fre

quently in very great danger of being ſtran

led. He had indeed, ſometimes, inter

vals of tolerable eaſe, for three weeks or a

month together; which he ſuppoſed might

happen, when the piece, being raiſed by

coughing, fell edgeways down again, and,

- conſe
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conſequently, was not ſo great an impedi

ment. He ſaid he could feel it riſe, very

requently, to the upper part of his wind
pipe, during a fit of coughing, and flatter

ed himſelf, that, at one time or other, he

finould cough it out. He continued in this

miſerable ſituation till about a fortnight ago,

when he died of a ſlight fever, attended

with no dangerous ſymptoms, except his

cough, and that not ſo violent as uſual.

His lungs being taken out very, care

fully, the piece of money was found in the

left lobe, about two inches below the divi

from of the trachea; where, I preſume, it

had not ſtaid ſo long, as there was no puru.

dent matter ledged near it, and that part

of the lungs appeared to be very ſound.

The piece had a confiderable cruſt upon

it; I therefore weighed it firſt in air, and

found, that it had gained near four pence

above the original value; I then weighed

it in water, and found it weighed near three

pence leſs than the original value. Mr

Thomas of Malden, Mr. Bridge of South

minſter, and Mr. Fox of Tillingham, were

the Gentlemen appointed by will to take

out the money. I have only related the

plain matter of fact, and ſhall think myſelf

happy, if it may ſerve as a caution for

people to put their money, not into their

mouths, but into their pockets.

Tranſlation of the Brief, which the Pope addreſſed to the Empreſ-Queen, when he

- conferred upon her the Title of Apoſtolic ºueen of Hungary.

HE Roman Pontiffs, whom we have

ſucceeded notwithſtanding our want

of merit, wiſely applied themſelves, and

greatly to their honour, amidſt different re.

gulations, paternally to diſtinguiſh and load

with favours, as occaſion offered, the coun

tries ſituated on the frontiers of the perpe

tual enemies of the Chriſtian name, and

have always regarded theſe countries as the

bulwarks which can alone ſecure Chriſtia

mity from hoſtile invaſions. We have re

garded, in the ſame light, the moſt flou

riſhing kingdom of Hungary, poſſeſſed by

our dearly beloved daughter in Jeſus Chriſt,

which, both by its ſituation and the bravery

of the people, is the moſt proper for the

propagation of the Chriſtian ſplendor and
name. All the world knows how the no

ble Hungarians have contributed, by their

valour, to the extending and defending the

Chriſtian religion; how often, and with

what ſucceſs, this ſame nation has fought

againſt the hereditary enemy. Who knows

not the ſignal, and almoſt incredible, vic

teries which it has gained, when Chriſten

dom was in danger of being totally ruined

and overwhelmed by that enemy?

Theſe actions are generally known. They

are recorded in the moſt authentic annals,

and will be handed down to poſterity.

Mean while, we ought to call to mind St.

Stephen, that valiant Sovereign of Hun

gary, whoſe memory is precious to the

church; which has been inſcribed in the

catalogue of the Saints, and whom we par

ticularly reverence. We talk, even in theſe

parts, (to the honour of the Hungarian na

tion) of his virtues, his piety, and his mag

nanimity. The Princes, who have ſuc

ceeded him, have exerted themſelves at all

tlemes to imitate his virtuous example.

Ne wonder, then, that the ſovereign Pon

tiffs, having regard to the ſincere and un

ſhaken attachment of the Princes and Kings

of Hungary to the Catholic faith, and cal

ling to mind the ſervices they have done to

the Holy See, have, from time to time,

heightened their merit, and granted them

particular privileges. Among theſe, their

Kings enjoyed the privilege of cauſing a

croſs to be carried before them by a Biſhop,

when they appeared in public on ſolemn

occaſions, as the moſt exalted ſign of their

Apoſtleſhip ; a particular conceſſion of the

Holy See, which would thereby ſhew that

the Hungarian nation, and its Kings, gloried

only in the croſs of our Saviour Jeſus Chriſt,

and have always been wont to fight and

overcome for the Catholic faith, under this

holy fign. -

The Kings of Hungary have alſo, at

divers times, acquired the privilege of be

ing decorated and honoured with the glo

rious and magnificent title of Apoſtolic

Kings, though we cannot preciſely diſcover

the true origin of this cuſtom, and the au

thenticity of ſuch a high prerogative.

We, for our part, though we cannot

manifeſt the true ſpirit of our predeceſſors,

have, nevertheleſs, made it our conſtant

endeavours to follow their ſentiments. We

cannot, we imagine, mcre advantageouſly

diſtinguiſh the beginning of our reign, than

by conferring all poſſible honours and the

utmoſt ſplendor on thoſe Princes and Kings

whom we know to he attached to the Holy

See and therefore we have thought proper

to contribute particularly to the exaltation

of your Apoſtolic Majeſty, and of your

kingdom of Hungary. We cannot do this

more effectually, than by confirming, as

far as in us lies, by our Papal authority and

power, this Apoſtolical denomination. We

therefore, of our own proper motion, cer

K. k z taxº
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tain knowledge, and plenitude of Apoſto

lic authority, inveſt, honour, and decorate

your Majeſty, as Queen of Hungary, and

your ſucceſſors in that kingdom, with the

title and denomination of Apoſtolic Queen;

willing that all, and every one, ſhall name

and acknowledge you, and your ſucceſſors,

for Apoſtolic Queen.

Receive then, dearly beloved daughter in

Chriſt Jeſus, this title with joy; not, how

ever, as a mark of that power which the

vanity of the age, and a deceitful ambition

may invent, but as a ſymbol of a Chriſtian

ſubmiſſion to Jeſus Chriſt, by whom alone

the true glory of your kingdom can ſubſiſt
for ever. #. title you receive as a teſti

mony or recompence of your zeal for the

propagation of the Catholic religion ; a

zeal, which has been tranſmitted to you

through a long ſeries of anceſtors, which

you have kept up, and which increaſes in

you more and more. Tranſmit this title

of honour and ſplendor to the beſt and beſt

beloved ſon, that ſon who ſhall poſſeſs the

whole glory of his mother's inheritance.

Receive this brief as the pledge and the

firſt fruits of our paternal love and affec

tion, which we bear towards your Apoſto

lic Majeſty, and we give you, dearly be

loved daughter in Chriſt Jeſus, moſt ten

derly our Apoſtolic benedićtion.

Rome, Auguſt 25, 1758,

The MO N I To R, Number CLXXV. . .

They ſhall ſeek Peace, and there ſhall be none.

To the M ON I To R.

S I R,

HIS is the language of a prophetic

writer, to a nation whoſe ambition,

perfidy, violence, and bloody crimes had

provoked the Almighty to devote them to

deſtrućtion : For, though a declaration of

war be an act of human policy, we are to

conſider the ſword to be an inſtrument in

the hand of juſtice, not to be ſheathed till

the end for which it was drawn be obtained;,

and that the people who are engaged in a

juſt and neceſſary war need not doubt of

ſucceſs, if they be not wanting to themſelves,

nor betrayed to their enemies.

As the end of a war ought to be for a

recovery of our juſt rights, for the puniſh

ment of our enemies, and for procuring a

laſting peace ; ſo where the ambitious in

wader offers no reſtitution, or ſuch as ſhall

be only a commutation for an advantage

improvable to the injury of the party ag

grieved ; where a peace ſhall provide no re

compence for the dangers brought upon the

innocent ; and where it leaves the enemy

in a condition to diſturb the public tranquil.

lity by the ſame means which had provoked

the taking up of arms; they ſhould have no

peace, though they might ſeek it ever ſo

earneſtly: There can be no ſincerity in ſuch

* requeſt, nor any ſecurity for their peace

able behaviour. They who ſeek for peace,

in order to recover an ability to rekindle the

flames of war, ſhould be treated after their

own way, and judged according to their de

ferts ; reduced to an incapacity of reviving

falſe pretenſions, and of ſupporting them

with violence and bloodſhed.

A peace, concluded upon other conditions,

deviates not only from the rules of diſtributive

juſtice, when the Almighty viſiteth the na

*ions of the earth for their iniquities; but

EzEKIEL vii. 25.

is deficient in human policy. To give

peace to an enemy, that never ſeeks for it

till he is brought to the brink of deſtruction

by a war of his own hatching, without a

vailing ourſelves of his weakneſs, ſo far as

to deprive him of the means to give us fu

ture trouble about the matters contended

for, would be tempting of Providence,

which favours our cauſe ; and a neglect of

thoſe means, without which no peace can

be preſerved againſt the perfidy and ambi

tion of a powerful neighbour. -

In like manner, a peace, which at our

expence and riſque might be patched up in

favour of an ally, reduced to great extremi

ties by the miſeries of war, is to be avoided,

by every ſtate. Should France and her al

lies ſeek peace, at this jun&ture, with Great

Britain, Pruſſia, and Hanover, there ſhould

be none granted, except upon ſuch condi

tions as could be approved on by all the al

lies, and ſuch as might moſt probably ob

tain the juſt and neceſſary end for which arms

were taken up ; and might ſecure their

quiet and peaceable poſſeſſion and enjoy

ment.

The war was begun, on the part of

Great Britain, to procure ſatisfaction from

the French for invading her dominions in

North America, which the enemy had per

fidiouſly ſeized upon, during the time of.

peace, without provocation or any juſt claim ;

and with a view to reduce the French to

ſuch a ſtate, as never more to be able to diſ

turb the peace, or to uſurp upon the Bri

tiſh territories in the new world. There

fore, whatever conditions may be propoſed

for putting an end to this war with France,

if they do not effe&tually offer us ſatisfaction,

and put the Britiſh empire in America above

all apprehenficns of danger, from a people

who never make peace but to be better able

to
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to renew war with their neighbours, they

are to be rejećted.

Theprincipal ſupport of the enemy's am

bitious and unjuſt meaſures, for depriving

us of the advantages we reap by the Ame

rican trade and navigation, were their for

tifications daily multiplying, and their navy,

which ſerved to convoy troops and all the

neceſſaries of war. Nothing can prevent

their ſucceſs, except we ſhall be able to cut

off their communication with Old France by

ſea, and conquer their ſtrongholds in Ame

rica: And, ſhould we effect this neceſſary

ſervice for our country, and be prevailed

upon, by any confiderations, to hearken to

a peace, whereby Great Britain ſhall be

obliged to reſtore thoſe fortifications ſhe has

or ſhall conquer, and to conſent to any terms

Biſhonourable to the Britiſh flag, and inju

ious to our trade and navigation, at a time

The French marine is reduced to the loweſt

degree of imbecillity ; it would be ſo ſar

rom purſuing the end for which Britain

ook up arms, that, after the blood ſpilt,

nd the immenſe treaſure ſpent in this cauſe,

ºt would expoſe our plantations and trade

more to inſults, loſs, and ruin.

Long after the commencement of theſe.

oſtilities we ſee another war fomented in

Hermany, and one part of the belligerents,

tacked by France, ſeeking the friendſhip

ld aid of Britain : Sound policy adviſed

ºr attention to every circumſtance that

ight embarraſs the French King ; and a

... aty is concluded under certain conditions

be performed by Great Britain, to pre

... nt her allies from making a ſeparate peace

th the common enemy: But, as theſe

... nditions ſpecifically confined our aid to

ºn, money, and martial operations, which

º we been punétually ſupplied ; they can

...t expe&t that Britain is obliged, or in

..md policy will ever be prevailed upon to

...te up to France the conqueſts ſhe ſhall

ke; on the keeping of which depends her

n ſafety, to procure any advantage to

..'allies. -

**was the opinion of the greateſt civili.
* in the laſt age, “ That, in all leagues

* 'ch a Prince enters into with his neigh

ºrs,upon the points of aſſiſtance and ſup

is, this exception ought always to be

"...oſed, “If the condition and circum

º ces of my own kingdom will permit;”

* hatconſideration ought always to over

**nce, not only any private reſpešt, but

the ties of blood and affinity; for, ſince

* mpoſſible a Prince ſhould be under near

* : ſtrićter obligations to an ally than to

ſº ºwn ſubjećts, it is evident that he can

** no promiſe, which can be binding to

| tonſiderate, when it is manifeſtly in

|

conſiſtent with the good of his own ſub

iects.” -

} This is the doćtrine of Puffendorf, and

this is the law of nature and nations; which

makes advantage the baſis of all confedera

cies between kingdoms or ſtates. While

it is conſiſtent with the intereſt of the Britiſh

dominions in America, which is the prima

ry object of our war with France, it is ge

nerous, it is religious, it is good policy to

aſſiſt the diſtreſſed, to defend the Evangelic

Body, and to cut out work for our natural

enemy upon their own borders, that we may

attack him with greater advantage in his

vital parts. But, after we have, by force

of arms, poſſeſſed ourſelves of ſuch part of

the enemy's power as enabled him to diſ

turb the public peace, and to uſurp upon

our property, and without which he could

never more be in circumſtances to renew hoſ

tilities, it would be prodigal, nefarious,

and an exceſs of folly to ſubmit to any

terms of peace, for the ſake of an ally,

which would deprive this nation of the ſpe

cial advantages it has gained by her own

arms ; and without which ſhe could never

be able to cover her own dominions and

trade from invaſion and incroachments.

What equivalent could our Hanoverian.

ally propoſe to Great Britain, ſhould that

Regency require a reſtitution of Cape Bre

ton to our enemy, in order to get rid of their

French invaders ? Without Cape Bretoa

the Britiſh empire in America will be a very

precarious appendage to this nation ; but

with this fortreſs and its member forts, that

have ſubmitted to our arms, America will,

always be defended againſt the inſults and

falſe claims of our enemies, though Hano

ver ſhould be reduced to be a province to

France; an event inconſiſtent with the Ger

manic conſtitution, and more natural for

the confideration of the Imperial Dyet thana

Britiſh Parliament.

The ſame objection lies againſt all over

tures of a peace in favour of Pruſſia, where

by the Britiſh intereſt muſt be ſacrificed.

What commerce can we expe&t from Ger

many, that ſhall balance the loſs of thoſe

advantages gained in Africa by the con

queſt of Senegal, and by the ſucceſs of our

arms in America What protećtion may we

hope for from our allies on the continent, who

diſavow all obligation to aſſiſt us in the de

fence and recovery of our juſt claims beyond

the Gulph of Florida 2 Yet ſuch will be the

ſituation of Britain; ſhe will be deprived of

the advantages gained both in trade and

power on the ſea, and in extent of domini

on, ſhould ſhe, by evil counſel, be prevail

ed upon to purchaſe a peace for her German

allies, at the expence of the barriers her

aſſus
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arms have conquered for her trade, againſt

the perfidy and power of France.

Such a meaſure would be not only incon

£ſtent with the intereſt of Great Britain,

but the ready way toencourage and impower

the common enemy to purſue the projećts

formed for the rooting out the reformation

in Germany, and for deſtroying the liber

ties of Europe. A peace, concluded upon

terms that ſhould ſtrengthen France and

weaken Great Britain, would furniſh the

propereſt opportunity for carrying thoſe im

gious and ambitious deſigns into execution,

which they intended by this war, but are

not in a capacity to accompliſh. Put the

Grand Monarch once more in poſſeſſion of

the means to recover and extend the com

merce of his ſubjećts, to give laws to the

American navigation, and to repair the loſs

of his navy, and it will be found, that nei

ther the ſacred ties of peace, nor the uni.

ted force of the Britiſh allies on the conti

rent, ſhall be ſufficient barriers againſt any

future attempts upon their religion andliber

ty, when the glory, ambition, or bigotry of

the Moſt Chriſtian King ſhall prompt him

to chaſtiſe his neighbours, add new territo

ries to his conquered countries, and to ex

tirpate the Goſpel.

Therefore, ſhould he ſeek peace upon

theſe terms, Britain muſt not grant it. A

peace, which will ſtrengthen an enemy, will

alſo produce another more dangerous and

heavy war. What we have engaged to do

towards the ſupport of our allies, let it be

done with the ſtrićteſt regard to the honour

of the public faith; and even, if that is not

enough, let us go, as far as the condition

and circumſtances of our nation will permit,

to preſerve them from ruin; but let us

hearken to no peace in which our all muſt

be the price of their ſalvation.

Gur German allies are neither principals

nor auxiliaries in our American war. With

what countenance then can they expe&t to

avail themſelves on our American conqueſts,

to procure for themſelves an advantageous

peace : Or how barefaced muſt be the de

mand of the French Miniſtry, to aſk their

reſtitution in favour of Hanover and Pruſſia;

with whom the intereſt of Britain, in the

iſſue of that war, is no ways connected.

If they are tired of a war, into which

they have been driven by neceflity, and are

diſſatisfied with the aid they receive from

Britain, let them make the beſt terms they

can for themſelves; and, if they reječt the

protection and ſubſidy given by our Parlia

ment, I dare ſay it would be leſs grievous

to theſe kingdoms, and infinitely more to

our interett, for them to provide for their

own Peace upon any terms, than for Bri

tain to pay ſo dear for it, by giving up

Cape Breton, and thereby involving our.

ſelves in freſh and continual troubles in A

merica. -

It is evident, from all circumſtances, that

Britain can ſtand alone againſt France; but

it is not ſo with our allies. Neceffity com

pels them to ſollicit our friendſhip and help;

policy engages us to accept of their applica

tion. For, though our allies have not al

ways dealt ſincerely with us, as we have ex

perienced in the condućt of thoſe Princes

and States, whoſe very exiſtence is owing

to the aid of Britain, and whoſe preſent at.

tachment to, and union with France diſco

vers, that they never heartily fought the

welfare of their defender and deliverer;

yet a little money and a few men, when

opportunely granted to oppoſe the ambitious

views and increaſing power of our refileſs

and perfidious neighbours, has been always

conſidered good policy. But it was never

known, that either this or any other nation

renounced their peculiar advantages, to gra

tify an ally; for the ſtates, which are moſt

reſpectable for their antiquity and influence

in the policy of Europe, never meaſure their

aliances and friendſhips, otherwiſe than by

the credit and intereſt they bring them.

Should Britain be reduced to the neceſſity

of continuing the war alone with France, it

would be preferable to any peace that ſhould

deprive her of her conqueſts; and it is

greatly to be ſuſpected, that the enemy, who

is always meditating war in the time of

peace ; whoſe conſtitution includes a ſtand

ing military force, and whoſe genius is of

the martial kind; would never ſeek a peace,

were they not reduced to a ſtate of inability;

and therefore more likely to accept of ſuch

terms as we might in honour give them,

than to demand a reſtitution of thoſe con.

queſts, which nothing but force or treachery |
can make us evacuate. t

There is yet another confideration, which

ſhould weigh with us againſt a peace with

France. Who is not a witneſs of the bloody

crimes and violence, with which our ene

mies have filled the land they have unjuſtly

invaded ? And ſhall we, who have drawn

the ſword in defence of the innocent, of our

religion, and of our juſt rights, and been

favoured by Providence in ſo eminent a

manner, as to bring them to the brink of

deſtrućtion, and to the neceſſity of ſuing for

peace, fruſtrate the intention of the ſupreme

Diſpoſer of all things, when he has enabled

us to put it out of the power of the French

to make any future attempt upon the liberty

and religion of their neighbours ?

This is not a time to talk of peace with

the profeſſed enemy of our religion and nº
ticſ,
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tion, when we ſee their misfortunes multi

ply, and a ſucceſſion of loſſes cloath their

palace with mourning, and fill the people

of their land with trouble; we ought to

conſider the triumphant ſword to be the in

The Political State

The Lon Don Gaz E t t e Extraordinary.

- Whitehall, Oétober 31.

Eſterday a mail arrived from New York,

with letters from Major-general Aber

cromby to the Right Honourable Mr. Secretary

Pitt, dated from the camp at Lake George the

8th and Ioth paſt, giving an account, That

Lieutenant-colonel Bradſtreet, having propoſed

a plan againſt Cadaraqui or Fort Frontenac, had

been detached to make an attempt on that place,

with a body of men confiſting of 154 regulars,

2491 provincials, 27 of the royal regiment of

artillery, 61 rangers, 300 batteaumen, and 7o

Indians, in all 31-3 men, including Officers :

And the following copy of a letter from Colonel

Bradſtreet to Major general Abercromby, dated

Oſwego, Auguſt 31, contains the account of his

ſucceſs in that very difficult and moſt important

enterpriſe.

* I landed with the troops within a mile of

Fort Frontenac, without oppoſition, the 25th :

The garriſon ſurrendered priſoners of war the

27th, between ſeven and eight in the morning:

-It was a ſquare fort of 100 yards the exterior

fide, and had in it 11o men, ſome women,

children, and Indians; ſixty pieces of cannon,

(half of which was mounted;) fixteen mortars;

with an immenſe quantity of proviſions and

goods, to be ſent to the troops gone to oppoſe

Brigadier-general Forbes, their weſtern garriſons,

Indians, and to ſupport the army winder the

command of M. Levy, on his intended enterpriſe

againſt the Mohawk river, valued by the French

at 8oo,ooo livres.—We have likewiſe taken nine

veſſels from eight to eighteen guns, which is all

they have upon the lake, two of which I have

brought here; one richly laden; and the reſt and

the proviſions I have burnt and deſtroyed, toge

ther with the fort, artillery, ſtores, &c. agree

able to your Excellency’s inſtrućtions, ſhould I

ſucceed. The garriſon made no ſcruple of ſaying,

that their troops to the ſouthward and weſtern

garriſons will ſuffer greatly, if not intirely ſtarve,

for want of the proviſions and veſſels we have

deſtroyed, as they have not any left to bring

them home from Niagara.

“The terms on which the garriſon ſurrendered

were priſoners of war, until exchanged for equal

numbers and rank.”

From the Lo N Do N Gaz E t t E.

Oćtober 31.

An authentic Relation of what has paſſed at

the King of Pruſſia's Army ſince the Battle

of Zorndorff, till the Aétion of the 14th of

Oétober 1758.

Berlin, O&ober 21. The body of troops, un

der the King, left the camp of Blumberg the 2d

of September, and joined the army, which was

coming under the command of the Margrave

Charles from Sileſia, the 9th, at Großenhayn.

ſtrument of divine Juſtice, not to be ſheath

ed, till it has exacted due puniſhment upon

thoſe, that ſtick not at any means to rob.

God of his glory, and man of his libertf

and property.

of EU Ro P E, &c.

On the 10th they marched on the heights bea.

tween Moritzburg and Dreſden; after which we

pitched our camp at Schonberg; the enemy had

theirs at Stolpen. They had detached General

Laudohn to Fiſchbach, from whence he was diſ.

lodged by General Retzow. We made near

3oo of the enemy priſoners. General Retzow

encamped at Fiſchbach, after which our army

made a motion to the left, and marched to Ram

menau. This obliged the Prince of Dourlach.

to march to Bautzen. Two days after we diſ

lodged General Laudohn from an eminence,

which we were deſirous of occupying, and en

camped at Biſchofswerda. Marſhal Daun thought

proper to make a march on his right, and then

encamped in the mountains of Wilten. The

King had previouſly given orders to General

Retzow to take poſt at Bautzen, and, in conſe

quence of the enemy's motions, our army marched

thither, while General Retzow puſhed as far as

Weiſſenberg. The Prince of Dourlach had poſted

himſelf upon the height of Arenſdorff, and Mar

ſhal Daun was encamped at Kittlitz. The King's

army marched to Hoch-kirchen, from whence

he diſlodged the Auſtrians, and poſted himſelf,

upon the eminences, which extend from Hoch

kirchen towards Groditz. In the night between

the 13th and 14th Marſhal Daun ordered an at

tack to be made on our right; and as the night

was extremely dark, and the fog very thick, the

Pandours having diſlodged our free battalions,

which were at the very extremity of our flank,

by that means ſlipped into the village and ſet it:

on fire, and thereby obliged the battalions, which

had covered the fides of it, te abandon it, and

retire farther. The Auſtrians attempted, ſeveral

times, to paſs through it, but were repulſed both

by our infantry and cavalry. General Retzow

was at the ſame time attacked by the Prince of

Dourlach; but after he had repulſed the enemy,

and taken 3oo priſoners, he was coming to join

the army, the left of which was attacked at the

time they received orders to reinforce the right,

which was done by the whole, except the bat

talion of Kieiſt, which, having advanced too far

in repelling the enemy, could not join the army

again, and was obliged to lay down their arms.

The poſt on the right was maintained from half

an hour after four till ten, when the army re

ceived orders to retire. General Retzow joined

it, and, it now occupies the poſt of Bertitz and

Dobreſchutz. We have loſt Marſhal Keith and

Prince Francis of Brunſwick, whom we cannot

ſufficiently regret. Prince Maurice of Anhalt

is wounded ; and, as he was going in a coach to:

Bautzen, was made priſoner. General Geiſt is

wounded in the arm, and Major-generalCrockow,

of the cuiraſſiers, in the ſhoulder. The King,

the Margrave, and all the Generals, who were

in the action, have either received contuſions, or

- bad
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had their horſes wounded. We cannot as yet

make an exact eſtimate of our loſs, but it may be

depended on, that the whole does not exceed

3ooo men, Night prevented the regiments on

the right from ſtriking their tents, by which we

were greatly incommoded, and they conſequently

loſt : But theſe are misfortunes which are ſome

times unavoidable in the chances of war. We

have about 500 of the enemy priſoners, among

whom is the General Marquis de Vitteleſchi.

We hope ſoon to give the public better news.

We may add to this account, that, ſince it was

written, our loſs has greatly decreaſed by the re

turn of a great number of ſoldiers, who were ſe

parated from their corps during the engagement.

The loſs of the enemy greatly exceeds ours.

The Ruſſian army has lately left Stargard, and

wirečts its march precipitately through Reets and

Kalies, two towns in the New Marche, upon

the frontiers of Poland.

Hague, O&tober 27 Prince Ferdinand's army

made a motion by its right, on the 2.ſt inſtant,

from Soeſt to Hofftadt, upon the Lippe, with

its right to that place, and its left to Oiſnig

hauſen, in which camp Lieutenant-general Oberg

arrived the ſame day, and was poſted ſo as to

cover the right flank of the army. The light

troops had been engaged with the enemy, and

had had good ſucceſs, particularly Lieutenant

colonel Boiſt, of the Pruſſian huſſars, who drew

the French into an ambuſcade at Soeſt, in which

he killed and wounded a good number, and took

ſeveral priſoners. Marſhal Contades was about

Werle. By letters from Prince Ferdinand's ar

my, we are informed, that his Grace the Duke

of Marlborough, Commander in Chief of the

Britiſh forces in Germany, died, greatly regret

ted, on the zoth inſtant, at Munſter.

Admiralty Office, November 14,

Captain Saumarez, of his Majeſty's ſhip An

telope, having received intelligence in King

Road, on the 31ſt paſt, that a French ſhip cf

war was lying in Lundy Road, he immediately

weighed and went in queſt of her, and though

the wind was contrary, and blew hard, he beat

down the Channel, and, on the 1ſt inſtant, ſaw

her at anchor below llfracombe. Up 'n diſco

vering the Antelope, ſhe weighed and ſtood to

wards her, and, upon coming pretty near, hoiſted

her colours, and ſeemed prepared to engage, but

ſoon after hauled them down. When the An

telope came within gun ſhot, ſhe fired at the

French ſhip, which ſhe not returning, Captain

Saumarez ſent a boat, with his firſt Lieutenant,

to know if they had ſurrendered; but, finding

the boat did not return, he bore down under her

ſtern, and aſked if ſhe had ſtruck, and was an

ſwered they had. She proved to be the Belli

queux, pierced for 66 guns, and had 64 mount

td, with 417 men. -

November 18.

Conſtantinople, Oét. 2. There have been ſe

vere prohibitions againſt dreſs renewed here again

lately by the Sultan's expreſs order; and the late

examples of ſeverity are ſo recent in the minds of

the people, that moſt conform to the rules pre

ſcribed. The Vizir, by his prudent adminiſtration,

continuee in full power. The Grand Seignior, who

ſeemed to be of a weak conſtitution on his ac.

ceſſion to the throne, is now extremely ačtive,

and takes much exerciſe.

. Dreſden, Oét. 29. His Pruſſian Majeſty ha.

ving had notice, before he left Budiſfin, of the

detachments ſent from the Duke de Deux Pont's

army to intercept the convoy of priſoners, &c.

has, it is ſuppoſed, ordered that convoy, inflead

of coming to Dreſden, to march direétly to

Francfort on the Oder. This conjećture is the

more probable, as it now appears that theſe de

tachments from Deux Pont's army have not

marched on, but occupy Biſchoffswerda, Stolpen,

and Radberg. By our advices of the 25th inſtant,

the Pruſſians were encamped near Gorlitz, and

Marſhal Daun occupied the heights of Landes

Crone, within half a mile of the Pruſſian camp,

The Pruſſian troops, under the command of

Lieutenant general Itzenplitz, remain in their

camp near Dohna.

Dreſden, Nov. 1. By the laſt accounts re

ceived from his Pruſſian Majeſty's army, it ap

Peared that there had been a ſkirmiſh between

the Pruſſians and a body of Auſtrian cavalry, on

the 26th paſt, near Gorlitz, to the advantage of

the former, who began the attack, broke the

Auſtrians, and drove them to a hill near Landes

Crone. The number of priſoners taken from

the latter, in this affair, is ſaid to be about 600

men, beſides Officers.

November 21. -

Rome, Oét. 24. The Pope, in the laſt Con

fiſtory, notified to the College of Cardinals, that

he had confirmed to the Queen of Hungary, her

heirs, and ſucceſſors, the title of Apoſtolic. The

Pope having fixed the 12th of November for the

ceremony of his taking poſſeſſion, great prepari

tions are making for that purpoſe,

Hague, Nov. 14. Count Dohna, with a part

of his army, paſſed through Berlin the 7th in

ſtant, on his way to Saxony, leaving a body of

troops in Pomerania, to obſerve the Ruſſians,

and to check any incurſions of light troops;

whilſt General Manteuffel, with another corps,

is marched thro' Stetin, to oppoſe the Swedes,

who continue about Prentzlow and Strom

berg.

The Duke de Deux Ponts has recalled the de

tachments he had ſent over the Elbe, and is

moved to Freyberg, which has obliged Gential

Itzenplitz, who commands in the abſence of

Prince Henry, to change his poſition : He is

now encamped near Keſſelſdorff.

It is confidently ſaid, that the Ruſſians have

raiſed the ſiege of Colberg, after beſieging it

near a month: The detachment that formed the

fiege thereof, is retired towards Marienwerder,

and the army under General Fermor towards

Poland. . . -

Hague, Nov. 17. The fiege of Neiſs his

been raiſed; the news of his Pruſſian Majeſty's

marching that way having been ſufficient to de

termine General Harſch to abandon it, which he

did in the night between the 5th and 6th in

ſtant; and the garriſon gained a conſiderable ad

vantage over the beſiegers, in a ſalley they made

on that occaſion. The King of Pruſſia, who

flopt upon this news at Groſs-Noſſen, between

Breſlau
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Breſlau and Neiſs, immediately returned to Lu

ſatia, to oppoſe the army under the command

of Marſhal Daun, which, it is reported, had

marched back towards Dreſden, in order to take

advantage of the King of Pruſſia's abſence from

thoſe parts.

Marſhal Contades has abandoned Hamm and

the Lippe; and the army under his orders is

haſtening into winter-quarters. Prince Ferdi

nand has likewiſe ordered the army under his

command into cantonments.

November 25.

Munſter, Nov. 18. The Britiſh troops de

camped this morning, and are marched into win

ter-quarters. M. de Contades's army was in full

march to repaſs the Rhine, at Cologne, Duffel

dorp, and Weſel ; and there is no appearance of

their intention of keeping troops on this fide of

that river. The Prince de Soubiſe's army had

evacuated Munden; and from appearances there

was reaſon to believe, that they had ačtually left,

or ſoon would leave, Caſſel.

Hague, Nov. 21. By accounts from Saxony

we learn, that Dreſden was inveſted by the Au

ftrians ſince the 8th or 9th of this month. In

the mean while the King of Pruſſia had marched

with moſt ſurpriſing expedition from Silefia into

Luſatia, and arrived with his army at Bautſen

on the 13th ; as about the ſame time General

Wedel and Count Dohna did between Dreſden

and Torgau : And the whole force of the Pruſ

fians was to rendezvous near Dreſden on the 16th.

It was confidently ſaid too, that the Prince of

Deux Ponts had recalled his detachments from

Halle and Leipſic, ſo that thoſe cities are freed

from their apprehenſions of an aſſault,

From the Gaz e TT E.

Weſtminſter, November 23.

This day, the Lords being met, a meſſage was

ſent to the Honourable Houſe of Commons by

Mr. Quarme, Deputy Gentleman-Uſher of the

Black Rod, deſiring their attendance in the Houſe

of Peers; the Commons being come thither ac

cordingly, the following ſpeech of the Lords

Commiſſioners, appointed by his Majeſty, for

holding this Parliament, was delivered by the

Lord Keeper to both Houſes.

My Lords and Gentlemen,

. In purſuance of the authority given to us by

his Majeſty's commiſſion under the Great Seal,

amongſt other things to declare the cauſes of his

holding this Parliament, his Majeſty has been

graciouſly pleaſed to direét us to aſſure you, that

he always receives the higheſt ſatisfaction in be

ing able to lay before you any events that may

Promote the honour and intereſt of his king

doms.

That, in conſequence of your advice, and ena

bled by that affiſtance which you unanimouſly

gave him, his Majeſty has exerted his endeavours

to carry on the war in the moſt vigorous manner,

in order to that defirable end, always to be wiſh

ed, a ſafe and honourable peace. It has pleaſed

the Divine Providence to bleſs his Majeſty's mea

ſures and arms with ſucceſs in ſeveral parts; and

to make our enemies feel, that the ſtrength of

Great Britain is not te be provoked with impa

Inity,

We have it alſo in command from his Majeſ

ty to acquaint you, that the conqueſt ofthe ſtrong

fortreſs of Louiſburg, with the iſlands of Cape

Breton and St. John; the taking of Frontenac,

of the higheſt importance to our operations in

North America; and the redućtion of Senegal 5

cannot fail to bring great diſtreſs upon the French

commerce and colonies; and, in proportion, to

procure great advantages to our own. That na

tion has alſo been made ſenſible, that, whilſt their

forces are ſent forth to invade and ravage the do

minions of their neighbours, their own coaſts are

not inacceſſible to his Majeſty's fleets and armies :

This they have experienced in the demolition of

their works at Cherburg, erected at a great ex

pence, with a particular view to annoy this coun

try; and in the loſs of a great number of ſhips

and veſſels; but no treatment, however injurious

to his Majeſty, could tempt him to make retali

ation on the innocent ſubjećts of that crown.

In Germany, his Majeſty's good brother the

King of Pruſſia, and Prince Ferdinand of Brun

ſwic, have found full employment for the armies

of France and her confederates; from which our

operations, both by ſea and in America, have de

rived the moſt evident advantage. Their ſucceſ

ſes, owing, under God, to their able condućt,

and the bravery of his Majeſty's troops and thoſe

of his allies, have been fignal and glorious.

His Majeſty has further commanded us tº ob

ſerve to you, that the common cauſe of liberty

and independency is ſtill making noble and vi
gorous efforts, againſt the unnatural union form

ed to oppreſs it That the commerce of his ſub

jećts, the ſource of our riches, has, by the vi

gilant protećtion received from his Majeſty's fleet,

ñouriſhed in a manner not to be parallelled dur

ring ſuch troubles. In this ſtate of things, his

Majeſty, in his wiſdom, thinks it unneceſſary

to uſe many words to perſuade you to bear up

againſt all difficulties; effeitually to ſtand by,

and defend his Majeſty; vigorouſly to ſupport

the King of Pruſſia, and the reſt of his Majeſ

ty's allies; and to exert yourſelves to reduce our

enemies to equitable terms of accommodation.

Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons,

The uncommon extent of this war, in diffe

rent parts, occaſions it to be uncommonly expen

five. ‘This his Majeſty has ordered us to declare

to you, that he fincerely laments, and feels deep:
ly for the burdens of his people. The ſeveral

eſtimates are ordered to be laid before you ; and

his Majeſty defires only ſuch ſupplies as ſhall be

requifite to puſh the war with advantage, and be

adequate to the neceſſary ſervices.

My Lords and Gentlemen,

. His Majeſty has, in the laſt place, graciouſly

commanded us to aſſure you, that he takes ſo

much ſatisfaction in that good harmony which

ſubfiſts amongſt his faithful ſubjects, that it is

more proper for him now to thank you for it,

than to repeat his exhortations to it. This uni

on, neceſſary at all times, is more eſpecially ſo

in ſuch critical conjunctures; and his Majeſty

doubts not but the good effects we have found

from it will be the ſtrongeſt mºtives to you to

purſue it,

i. I The
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The humble Addreſs of the Right Honourable

the Lords ſpiritual and temporal in Parlia

ment aſſembled ; preſented to his Majeſty on

Friday the 24th Day of November, 1758.

Moſt gracious Sovereign,

We, your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and loyal

ºbječts, the Lords ſpiritual and temporal, in

Parliament aſſembled, beg leave to approach your

throne, with hearts full of that duty and affec

tiºn to your ſacred perſon and government,

which become the moſt faithful ſubjects to the

beſt of Kings.

That conſtant regard and attention, which

your Majeſty has ſhewn to the honour and inte

reſt of your kingdoms, have filled our minds with

the moſt grateful ſentiments; and we ſee, with

real ſatisfaction, thoſe active and vigilant efforts,

which your Majeſty, in your great wiſdom, has

made, to carry on the war with vigour, in order

to the defirable end, which we all wiſh, a ſafe

and honourable peace. -

Juſtice and good policy required, that our ene

nies ſhould feel how dangerous it is for them to

Provoke the ſpirit and ſtrength of the Britiſh na

tiºn. ... We acknowledge, with becoming thank

fulneſs, the goodneſs of the Divine Providence,

in having crowned your Majeſty's meaſures and

arms...with ſucceſs, in ſeveral parts; and we

joyfully congratulate your Majeſty on the con

Queſt of the ſtrong fortreſs of Louisburg, with

the iſlands of Cape Breton and St. John, the ta

king of Frontenac, and the reduction of Senegal.

The high importance of theſe ſucceſſes is appa

ºnt in the reputation, thereby acquired to your

Majeſty's arms, and in the diſtreſs they cannot

fail to bring upon the French commerce and co

lonies, as well as in the happy effects procured
to thoſe of Great Britain. -

We have ſeen, with the warmeſ, emotions of

reſentment, the exorbitant devaſtations commit.

ted by the armies of France, upon the dominions

of your Majeſty and thoſe of your allies, in Ger

many. They muſt now have experienced how

much, in conſequence of their unbounded ambi

tion to invade their neighbours, their own coaſts

are expoſed, in the demolition of their expenſive

works at Cherburg, particularly intended for the

annoyance of this country; and in the loſs of ſo

many ſhips and veſſels, as well privateers as

others, in their ports. At the ſame time we

cannot ſufficiently admire your Majeſty's magna

nimity and moderation, in not having hitherto

retaliated, on the innocent ſubječts of that Crown,

the injurious treatment which you have received.

We have a juſt ſenſe of the real advantages

derived to the operations of Great Britain in par

ticular, as well as to the common cauſe in gene

ral, from the wife conduct of the King of Pruſ

fia and Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic; their

great abilities, and the bravery of your Majeſty's

troops and thoſe of your allies, have been fignally

conſpicuous in the ſucceſſes with which they have

been attended, and muſt be acknowledged by all

Europe.

Nothing can poſſibly be of greater national im

portance, than the navigation and commerce of

your ſubjects; and we return your Majeſty our

dutiful thanks for that protection and ſecurity

which they have received from your royal care,

in the diſpoſition of your fleet, to which their

preſent flouriſhing condition is ſo much owing:

The ſtagnation of our enemy's trade, and the ta

king and deſtroying ſo many of their capital ſhips

of war, ought, in this view, to be reckoned a

mongſt the moſt happy events.

Permit us to declare our grateful ſenſe of that

paternal tenderneſs which your Majeſty has ex

preſſed for the burdens of your people: We re

ceive from thence the ſtrongeſt encouragement

to adhere the more firmly to the cauſe of the

Proteſtant religion and public liberty, againſt any

unnatural union formed to oppreſs it. In this juſt

cauſe we will, to our utmoſt, effečtually ſtand

by and defend your Majeſty; ſupport the King

of Pruſſia, and the reſt of your allies ; and vi

gorouſly exert ourſelves to reduce our enemies to

equitable terms of accommodation.

Our duty and fidelity to your Majeſty, and our

zeal for the Proteſtant ſucceſſion in your royal

family, are uniform and unalterable ; our prayers

for the prolongation of your precious life and

auſpicious reign over us are ſincere and fervent:

And we beg leave to give your Majeſty the

ſtrongeſt aſſurances, that nothing ſhall be want

ing, on our part, to improve union and good

harmony amongſt all your ſubjećts, for promot

ing and ſecuring theſe intereſting and eſſential

objećts.

His Majeſty's moſt gracious Anſwer.

My Lords,

I return you my hearty thanks for this very

dutiful and affectionate addreſs. The ſatisfac

tion which you expreſs in my meaſures, and the

zeal you ſhew for my honour and ſupport, the

true intereſt of my kingdoms, and the aſſiſtance

of my allies, as well as for purſuing the war

with vigour, are highly acceptable to me: They

cannot fail to produce the beſt effects in the pre

ſent conjunéture.

The humble Addreſs of the Houſe of Commons

to the King; preſented to his Majeſty on Sa

turday the 25th Day of November, 1758.

Moſt gracious Sovereign,

We your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and loyal ſub

jećts, the Commons of Great Britain in Parlia

ment aſſembled, return your Majeſty our moſt

fincere and hearty thanks for the ſpeech deli

vered, by your Majeſty's command, to both Hou

ſes of Parliament.

We beg leave to congratulate your Majeſty,

with hearts full of the moſt unfeigned joy, upon

the many fignal ſucceſſes with which it has plea

ſed Divine Providence to bleſs your Majeſty's

meaſures and arms in ſeveral parts of the world;

particularly in the important conqueſt of the

frong fortreſs of Louisburg, with the iſlands of

Cape Breton and St. John; the taking of Fron

tenac, ſo eſſential to our operations in North

America; the redućtion of the valuable ſettle

ment of Senegal; the total demolition of the

harbour and works of Cherburg, erected at ſo

great expence by the enemy, with a particular

view to annoy this country; and the deſtruction

of the ſhipping and Privateers in the ports of

France,

Your

—i.
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Your Majeſty's faithful Commons feel, with

the higheſt ſatisfaction, how greatly theſe events

redound to the honour and intereſts of your Ma

jeſty's kingdoms, to the upholding the reputa

tion of the Britiſh arms, and to the maintaining

and extending the glories of your Majeſty's

reign.

We have the moſt lively ſenſe of theſe happy

conſequences (under God) of your Majeſty's wiſ

dom in the powerful exertion of the naval force

of theſe kingdoms, to the annoyance and diſtreſs

of the fleets, trade, and navigation of France,

whilſt the commerce of Great Britain flouriſhes

in full protećtion and ſecurity; and, at the ſame

time, of your Majeſty's juſtice and magnani

mity, in ſteadily ſupporting your allies, and in

carrying on with vigour, in all parts, this ardu

ous and neceſſary war.

It is with joy and admiration we ſee the glo

rious efforts made in Germany, by your Majeſ.

ty's great ally the King of Pruſſia, and thoſe

made by Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwic, ſecon

ded by the valour of your Majeſty's troops, and

thoſe of your allies ; and that full employment

has thereby been given to all the armies of France,

and of her confederates; from which cur opera

tions, both by ſea and in America, have received

...the moſt evident and important advantages.

Permit us to aſſure your Majeſty, that your

faithful Commons, juſtly animated in defence of

the rights of your Majeſty's crown, and of the

Proteſtant religion, and the common cauſe of li

berty and independency, againſt the dangerous

union which hath been formed to oppreſs them,

will bear up againſt all difficulties, and exert

themſelves to the utmoſt, by granting to your

Majeſty ſuch ſupplies as ſhall be neceſſary, effec

tually to ſtand by and defend your Maj-ſty, and

vigorouſly to ſupport the King of Pruſſia, and

the reſt of your Majeſty's allies; firmly relying

on the wiſdom and goodneſs of your Majeſty, that

- the ſame will be applied, in the propereſt man

ner, to puſh the war with advantage, and to re

duce the enemy to equitable terms of a ſafe, ho

nourable, and laſting peace,

We beg leave, alſo, to expreſs our moſt grate

ful ſenſe of the paternal ſatisfaction your Majeſty

takes in that good harmony, which ſubſiſts a

mong your faithful ſubjećts; and of your Majeſ

ty's gracious acceptance of the univerſal zeal

and affection of your people; which ſalutary

union hath enabled us ſo effe&tually to exert our

{trength abroad, and hath preſerved, at home,

tranquillity, ſafety, and public credit ; and we

truſt, that the continuance of the ſame truly na

tional ſpirit will, by the bleſfing of God, be at

tended with the like happy effects for the fu

ture.

From the common Papers. November 14.

By the Purſer of the York Indiaman, who ar

rived on Sunday evening laſt, we have the follow

ing account of the loſs of that ſhip in Maharee

bay, in the county of Kerry in Ireland:

‘That, on Oétober 26, they ſpoke with a veſ

ſel 26 leagues from Cape Clear, and that night, a

hard gale of wind coming on, they were parted

from their conſorts, the Prince Edward and Lord

Anſon. At ſeven A. M. of the 29th, it blowing

hard, and being then in lat. 51.44. N. and not

above Io leagues to the weſtward of the land,

the Captain, having the approbation of his firſt

and ſecond Officers, bore away for the river

Shannon, ſteering S. E., as that courſe would

carry him into the lat. 52. 24. or 52, 25. by

noon, which was the latitude the entrance of

that river is laid down in. At half paſt ten ſaw

the land; at noon, by a good obſervation, lat.

52. 28. N. flood in till two o'clock, and then

diſcovered that the entrance of the river muſt be

erroneouſly laid down, as, by the fºrm of the

land in fight, it muſt be Tralee bay, which is

(by the draught) the point immediately to the

S. W. of the mouth of the Shannon: Upon this

diſcovery, and no pilot anſwering a fignal, wore,

and took in the topſails, with intent of flanding

in all night. At half paſt two ſaw a veſſel

ftanding down to us under Engliſh colours, or

dered all hands to quarters, and fired a gun to lee

ward, upon which he came cloſe under our ſtern,

and told us he was come from London, bound for

Limerick; upon the Captain aſking him if he

was well acquainted with the river, and would

undertake to pilot him in, he anſwered, Fear

nothing, and follow me, I will carry you in with

ſafety. From this time he behaved in every re

ſpect as a man who had charge as a pilot, mak

ing an eaſy ſail, and very exactly obſerving our

motions, at the ſame time we could ſee his lead

line paſſing along. The Captain of the York

ſtood all the while on the forecaſtle, giving the

neceſſary orders, and dire&ting the ſhip imme

diately after the other, whom he again ſpoke

with, and, befides repeating pretty much the

ſame queſtions as formerly, aſked him if he would

make a fignal ſome time before he came to, and

if it ſhould fall dark if he would ſhew him a

light; both which he promiſed he would. The

York was then under a double reef-foretopſail

and reef.mizentopſail; the other veſſel under a

foretopſail before the wind, depth of water fifteen

fathoms; when the ſtrange veſſel, clewing up

her topſail all at once, let go her anchor; upon

which the Captain called out to clew up our top

ſails, let run the halliards, and let go the an

chor; but, as the ſhip immediately ſtruck, he

refle&ting that if the anchor was let gº, it might

be a means of bulging her, called out avaſt the

anchor; and as, by ſtriking, the veſſel came up

to the wind, he ordered to back the ſails, in

hopes of that bearing her off; ſent the pinnace

for the Captain of the other ſhip (whom we

now perceived was a-ground alſo) that he might

give us an account of the exact place where we

were, and anſwer for his condućt in this affair,

with orders to get from him what boats he

might have to aſſiſt us. Upon the return of our

beat with the Maſter of the veſſel, he informed

us, that he had been at Cape Breton, where he

had received French priſoners for Rochelle,

where he had delivered them, and got forty Iriſh

men in return; that off Scilly, on his way for

Plymouth, they ſecured him, and thoſe of his

people who would not join them, took poſſeſſion

of his veſſel, and threatened ſeveral times to

throw bim overboard; that at laſt, reſolving to

go for the Shannon, and taking us for a man of
Ll 2 wafa
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war, were determined to run aſhore if we proved

to be ſo; and when we ſpoke to them, that

ſome of them ſtood over him with arms, threa

tening his life if he anſwered otherwiſe than as

they dićtated to him; which was the unhappy

cauſe of our misfortune.

* The Captain, with the greateſt calmneſs

and preſence of mind, gave all the neceſſary or

ders, ſuch as getting out an anchor before the

tide made, to heave her off a-ſtern, &c. and after

fhe bulged and filled, (which was about twelve

o'clock, ſhe not making above 18 inches water

before that time) for cutting away the maſts, to

prevent her going to pieces, encouraging the

people with regard to their ſafety, and aſſuring

them he would ſtay by them to the laſt ; which

he did until day-light; when he called them,

and aſked them if they had any objection to his

endeavouring to land firſt, and look out aſſiſt

ance and ſecurity for them; they all anſwered

him, to do as he pleaſed; he was their Captain,

and his orders ſhould be obeyed; whoever he

called into the boat, ſhould go, and none elſe.

In ſhort, never was any Captain more beloved by

his ſhip's company than he ; and his condućt

was greatly the means of ſaving the lives of his

own people, and thoſe of the other veſſel, not a

man of either being loſt, though it is feared lit

tle or none of the cargo will be ſaved.

* It may be worth the obſervation of Gentle

men who have the charge of ſhips, to take no

tice, that though Maharee bay extends upwards

of three leagues, yet it is not laid down at all

in the draught; by which means the mouth of

the river Shannon is laid down in lat. 52. 24. N.

whereas it lies in lat. 52. 36. N. or there

abouts.”

November 18.

Advice to thoſe who may intend to purchaſe

chances in the preſent lottery, from one that

bought a fourth of a chance, which has been

drawn a prize of 20 l. I. s. d.

20 l. is (ſay they) worth – 17 12 o

1-4th of the chance is - - 4 8 o

Deduct 5 per cent. - - - o 4 o

4 o

Dedućt the fourth part of the

price of a ticket, which is
to be returned as the tick- 2 ro O

et is a prize --

Remain due to the adventurer 1 14 o

The purchaſe of the above fourth was 1 J, 18s.

and, notwithſtanding it is a prize of 201, the

adventurer is four ſhillings out of pocket.

November 20.

His Majeſty has a ſlight fit of the gout, which

hindered his being yeſterday at the chapel royal.

We hear from Italy that part of the ſquadron

under the command of Admiral Broderick, con

fifting of ten men of war of the line, five of

which are cruiſing on the coaſt of Corfica, and

the other five between Civita Vecchia and Leg

horn, viſits all ſhips that are bound to thoſe

ports.

The Mercury, Harding, is arrived at Briſtol,

from Jamaica; ſhe left that place the 6th of

September, and brings advice, that the Eagle

men of war, with the fleet under her convoy,

was to ſail from Bluefields the 20th of that

month.

On Wedneſday morning laſt a very remarka

ble, but moſt ſhocking affair, was tranſacted at

Worceſter, viz. one Thomas Giles, a maſter

barber and peruke-maker, proving unſucceſsful

in his addreſſes to a ſervant girl in his neighbour

hood, he determined upon murdering her; ac

cordingly, that morning, he went td her in her

Maſter's ſhºp, where, after a ſhort converſation,

he ſeized on her, and cut her throat in ſo terrible

a manner, with a razor, that ſhe dropped down,

before ſhe could get from the ſhop into the

kitchen, and expired. The fellow made off as

ſoon as he had given the wound; but the other

maid ſervant and the apprentice, who were in

the kitchen, hearing ſome diſturbance in the

ſhop, went towards it, and met with the poor

girl on the floor, and they knowing this man had

juſt been with her, an alarm was immediately

given, and in a few minutes a conſtable, with

proper aſſiſtants went to his houſe, where, after

burſting open a door which led to a back room,

they found him dead, lying on ſome matting up

on a bedſtead, with his throat cut from ear to

ear, and a razor between his legs, with a ſtock,

which he had pulled off his neck, lying by his

ſide.—This misfortune to the poor girl ſeems to

be a matter of general concern, more eſpecially

to her Maſter and Miſtreſs, as ſhe was a very

honeſt creditable ſervant, of great prudence, with

an agreeable perſon.

November 25.

Portſmouth, Nov. 23. This morning ſet out

from the Blue-poſts on the Point, for London,

18 waggons loaded with the merchants money

brought home in the Intrepid man of war, Cap

tain Pratten. The whole ſum is upwards of

1, Ico,cool. all in dollars. They are eſcorted

by a ſtrong guard. From the ſhip the cavalcade

is under the direétion and condućt of Lieutenant

Samuel Short.

Extraćt of a Letter from a Gentleman in

Dublin to his Friend in London, dated No

vember 14, 1758.

I R,

• I received your's ſome time fince, and am

ſorry to write to you now on ſo melancholy an

occaſion. The veſſel on board whereof the box

you forwarded to me was ſhipped, i. e. the Dub

lin, Capt. White, foundered at ſea, and every

perſon therein, to the number 6o ſouls, periſhed.

All the effects ſhe carried are loſt; which, it is

ſaid, amounted to upwards of 150,000 l; ſterling.

It is well known there was 70,000 l. in ſpecie,

and 80,000 l. in goods. The paſſengers were al

moſt all eminent linen-drapers and ſhopkeepers

of this city, who were returning from Cheſter

fair. Among the unfortunate ſufferers were the

Earl of Drogheda and ſon; Mr. Tobin, of Back

lane, and Mr. Richard Shaw, linen-drapers;

Mr. Fletcher, of Caſtle-ſtreet, and his wife, ha

berdaſhers; Mr. Boyle, Mr. Travers, Mr. Grif

fin, linen-drapers; Mr. Rudd, bookſeller; Mr.

Theophilus Cibber, comedian, and Mr. Maddox,

waic
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wire-walker, who were both coming to perform

at the Theatre royal in Smock-alley; and moſt

of the ſhopkeepers of Bridge-fireet, Corn-mar

ket, and Back-lane.

The Europa, a letter of marque of Briſtol, has

taken and carried into St. John's a very rich

ſhip, from Quebec, having ſeveral families of

note on board.

The following ſhips are left to winter at Ha

lifax, or Louiſburg, under the command of Rear

admiral Durell; viz. Princeſs Amelia of 80

guns, Prince of Orange and Vanguard of 7o

each, Devonſhire of 66, Prince Frederick and

Captain of 64 each, Nottingham and Pembroke

of 6o each, Centurion of 54, and Sutherland of

5o guns.

Commodore Keppel's fleet, which is ſailed for

Africa, conſiſts of the Torbay of 74 guns, Naſ.

fau and Fougueux of 64 each, Dunkirk of 6c,

Litchfield of 50, and Prince Edward of 40; with

the ſecond battalion of Lord Forbes's regiment

on board.

The following liſt is an authentic one of the

armament ſent to the Weſt. Indies under the

command of Commodore Hughes and General

Hopſon:

Ships. Guns. Commanders.

St. George go Capt. Gayton.

Norfolk 74 Commodore Hughes.

Burford 7o Capt. Gambier

Lancaſter 66 Capt. Mann [to follow]

Berwick 64 Capt. Harman. -

Panther 6o Capt. Shuldham

Lion 6o Capt. Trelawney.

Rippon 6o Capt. Jekyl.

Wincheſter 50 Capt. Le Cras.

L. A N D F O R C E S.

Major-general Hopſon, Commander in Chief.

Brig. Gen. Barrington, Armiger, and Haldane.

3d reg. Old Buffs. 63d Watſon's.

4th Duroure's. 64th Barrington's.

61ſt Elliot's. 65th Armiger's.

And 8oo marines.

Commodore Moore, who is to command in

chief by ſea, has at Antigua the Cambridge of

80 guns, the Buckingham of 70, the Briſtol of

5o, and two or three more.

B I R T H S. -

Son to the Lady of Henry Compton, Eſq.

A daughter to the Lady of Charles Gore,

Eſq; Member of Parliament for the county of

Hertford.

B A ſon to the Lady of Sir William Baynard,

art.

A daughter to the Lady of George-Richard

Carter, Eſq; of Hanover-ſquare.

M A R R I A G E S.

Heodore Bayntun, Eſq; of Jamaica, to

Miſs Henrietta Porter, of Cheſhunt, Hert

fordſhire. -

John Bulteel, of Fleet, in the county of De

von, Eſh; to the Hon. Miſs Diana Bellenden,

one of the daughters of the late Lord Bellenden.

Bennet Williams, Eſq; to Miſs Heſketh, daugh

ter of Roger Heſketh, Eſq.

Ripely, Eſq; Barriſter at law, to Miſs

Morrel, of Smith-ſtreet, Weſtminſter,
º

George Couſſmaker, Eſq; of Staple, in the

county of Kent, to Miſs Hayward, only daugh

ter of Gervas Hayward, Eſq; of Sandwich.

William Howard, Eſq; of Fleet-ſtreet, to Mrs.

Eliſabeth Weeks, of Peaſmarſh in Suſſex.

Right Hon. Lord Aberdour, ſon of the Earl

of Morton, to Miſs Kattie Hamilton, daughter

of John Hamilton, Advocate at Edinburgh.

D E A T H S.

IS Grace Charles Duke of Marlborough,

H Knight of the moſt noble order of the

Garter, one of his Majeſty's moſt hon. Privy

Council, Commander in Chief of the Britiſh for

ces in Germany, &c.

James Forfan, Eſq; in Hampſhire.

Charles Bolas, Eſq; of Shrewſbury.

Hon. James Dormer, Eſq; near Red-lion

ſquare.

– Millner, Eſq; at Woolwich, formerly

a Commander in the army in King William and

Queen Anne's wars.

Henry Turner, Eſq; at Fern-hall in Eſſex.

Dr. Holebrook, of Leiceſter.

Edward Perryn, Eſq; near Morpeth, Nor

thumberland.

Robert Heartwell, Eſq; at Woodford, Eſſex.

Rev. Mr. David Waterhouſe, Rećtor of Lang

ley in Kent.

Capt. Joſeph Darby, of the 24th regiment of

foot, at Plymouth.

The Lady of Richard Betteſworth, Eſq.

Hon. Henry Southwell, Eſq; brother to Lord

Southwell.

Thomas Pridgeon, Eſq; at Hampſtead.

Capt. William Compton, at Chelſea.

Sir Hutchins Williams, Bart. at Chicheſter,

Suſſex.

Stephen Webb, Eſq; at Bangor in Cornwall.

Lady Thomas, wife of the Right Rev. the

Lord Biſhop of Lincoln.

William Erſkin, Eſq; at Fulham.

Sir Samuel Clark, Bart. near Leiceſter-fields.

William Hicks, Eſq; at Bath.

Nathaniel Micklethwayte, Eſq; at Norwich,

John Tomlinſon, Eſq; at Reading, Berks.

Hon. John Cockburne, Eſq. -

Rev. Mr. Heath, Rečtor of Huxham in De

vonſhire.

William Foreſter, Eſq; Member of Parlia

ment for Wenlock in Shropſhire.

William Woodforde, M. D. Regius Profeſſor

of phyſic in the Univerſity of Oxford.

Sir Nathaniel Curzon, Bart, at Keddleſton

near Derby.

The Lady of Sir John Shelley, Bart.

Right Hon. John Earl of Kintore, at Keith

hall, in the county of Aberdeen.

Right Hon. Richard Lord Edgecumbe, at his

ſeat at Mount Edgecumbe in Devonſhire.

P. R. E. F. E. R. M. E N T S.

EV. Mr. Richard Newman, to the vic. of

Barton in Wilts.

Rev. Mr. Wilkinſon, to the living of Lang

ton, Oxfordſhire.

Rev. Mr. Bluck, to be one of the Leóturers of

St. Andrew's Holborn.

Rev. Mr. Thomas Rowland, to the reët. of

Shenflona, Glouceſterſhige. R

eV. .
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Rev. Mr. James Hingeſton, to the vic. of

Raydon in Suffolk.

Rev. Mr. John Bartlett, to the vicarage of

Church-Eaton, in the county of Wilts.

Rev. Mr. Burdett, of Guilford, to be Chap

laim to the Hon. Houſe of Commons.

Rev. Mr. John Cooks, to the reëtories of

Leigh and Luckley in Suſſex.

Rev. Mr. Thomas Marſhal Jordan, to the

rećt, of Barning in Kent.

Rev. Mr. Jºſhua Gunn, to the reët. of Red

grave in Suffolk.

Rev. Mr. John Warren, to the reët. of Bret

tenham in Norfolk.

Rev. Mr. Wilſon Bewick, to the vic, of Cal

verley, Yorkſhire.

P R O M. O. T I O N S.

I G HT Hon. James Earl of Kildare, to

be Mafler of his Majeſty's ordnance in

the kingdom of Ireland.

* Right Hon. George Sackville, Eſq; common

!y called Lord George Sackville, to be Comman

der in Chief of all his Majeſty's Britiſh forces,

now ſerving on the Lower Rhine, under the

command of his ſerene Highneſs Prince Ferdi

nand of Brunſwic.

Right Hon. John Lord Chedworth, to be his

Majeſty's Lieutenant of and in the county of

Glouceſter, the city of Briſtol and county of the

ſame, and the city of Glouceſter and county of

the ſame; and alſo to be Cuſtos Rotulorum for

the ceunty of Glouceſter; and likewiſe to be

Conſtable of the Caſtle of St. Briavells, in the

Foreſt of Dean in the county of Glouceſter, and

Keeper of the deer and woods in the ſaid forefl.

R—K–T S. From the Gaz F. T. r. F ,

Illiam Smith, of Mancheſter, in the

ccunty of Lancaſter, grocer.

Peter Maſon, late of the pariſh of St. Paul

Covent Garden, in the county of Middleſex,

Hinen-draper, dealer, and chapman.

Thomas Pearce, late of Cranbrook, in the

rounty of Kent, and ſince of the Cliffe, near

Lewes, in the county of Suſſex, carrier, dealer,

and chapman.

Bartholomew Jay, of Great Yarmouth, in the

county of Norfolk, linen-draper, dealer, and
cnapinan. •

Gerrard Trotter, of Great Yarmouth, in the

county of Norfolk, merchant.

William Groſſmith, of Alton, in the county

of Southampton, felmonger, glover, and chap

inan.

William Hodgſon, of Saint Margaret's Hill,

Southwark, woollen-draper.

John Jones, of the pariſh of Saint Margaret

Lothbury, London, haberdaſher of hats and ho

fier.

Walter Thomſon and Samuel Tabor, of Lon

dºn, merchants, dealers, chapmen, and partners.

Jonathan Spurrier, of the pariſh of St. Luke

Old ſtreet, in the county of Middleſex, broker,

dealer, and chapman.

Samuel Hague, of Luzley, in the pariſh of

Aſhton-under-Line, in the county of Lancaſter,

carrier, dealer, and chapman.

Thomas Hudſon, of Fleet-ſtreet, London,

woollen-draper, dealer, and chapman,

Peter Hunſley, late of Beverley, in the county
of York, tallow-chandler.

George Knowles, now or late of Oldſwinford,

in the county of Worceſter, malſter, dealer, and

chapman.

Joſeph Marſh, late of the city of York, coal

merchant, dealer, and chapman.

William Seddon, of Bread-ſtreet-hill, Lon

don, threadman and haberdaſher.

Thomas Perry, of Cambridge, in the county

of Cambridge, taylor, dealer, and chapman.

Francis Hunt, of Yarm, in the county of

York, mercer, linen-draper, dealer, and chap

inan.

John Rigby the younger, of Mancheſter, in

the county of Lancaſter, dealer and chapman.

William Shaw, of Ipſwich, in the county of

Suffolk, dealer and chapman.

Arnold Royle and William Speakman, of

Bread-ſtreet, London, copartners, warehouſemen,

dealers, and chapmen.

Thomas Hunter, late of the city of York,

innkeeper, dealer, and chapman.

Samuel Chorlton, of Mancheſter, in the county

of Lancaſter, hatter.

Thomas Cryer, now or late of Friday-ſtreet,

in the city cf London, haberdaſher.

John Riſhton, of Ludgate-ſtreet, London, li

nen-draper.

Lewis Oppenhein and Himan Levy, late of

Houndſditch, in the pariſh of St. Botolph Ald

gate, London, merchants and copartners.

John Conſtable, of Edmonton, in the county

of Middleſex, brewer.

Iſaac Heapy, late of Stockport, in the county

of Cheſter, but now of Mancheſter, in the county

of Lancaſter, felt-maker and chapman.

Thomas Percival, late of Salford, in the

county palatine of Lancaſter, dyer.

James Elmy, of Beccles, in the county of Suf.

folk, tanner.

John Pritchard, of Old Palace-yard, in the

pariſh of St. Margaret Weſtminſter, in the coun

ty of Middleſex, cyder-merchant.

Edward Brookfield, late of Treeton, in the

county of York, butcher and chapman.

Goodwin Oates and Robert Grammer, of

Mancheſter, in the county of Lancaſter, partners,

dealers, and chapmen.

James Cox and Edward Grace, of London,

merchants and copartners.

Benjamin Titley, of the city of London, mer

chant.

Thomas Parke, of Liverpool, in the county

of Lancaſter, merchant, dealer, and chapman.

Joſeph Morris, of Luton, in the county of

Bedford, tanner, baker, dealer, and chapman.

Mark Oliver, of Ipſwich, in the county ºf

Suffolk, upholſterer, dealer, and chapman.

Thomas Merrick, of the pariſh of St. Saviour

Southwark, in the county of Surry, wharfinger,

mealfačtor, dealer, and chapman.

John Parke, of Abchurch lane,

merchant, dealer, and chapman.

John Grace the younger, of London, Guſta

vus Hunnius, and Samuel Johnſton Read, of

Leeds, in the county of York, merchants and

copartners,

William

London,
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William Allen, of Mancheſter, in the county

of Lancaſter, chapman.

John Green, late of the city of Norwich,
h

B O O K S publiſhed

Eponſe au Memoire concernant la Priſe des

woollen draper, taylor, dealer, and chapman.

James Royle, now or late of Salford, in the

county of Lancaſter, dealer and chapman.

in N O V E M B E R.

Letter to G. B.

The Eulogy of Frederick, King of Pruſſia.

Examination of G. B's Letter to Mr. P. I s. 63,

Remarks on the Condućt of G. B. and C. H.

A Journal of the late Expeditions.

Confiderations on the Exchange of Seamen.

Select Tales in Verſe. The Britiſh Advocate, Numb. I. by a Civilian.

Defence of the Warden of Wincheſter College. A Treatiſe on the Court of Exchequer; and ano

Sermon on the new Birth. - ther on Rents; by a late L. C. B. of the Ex

Vaiſſeaux Hollandois.

Cicero's Tuſculan Diſputations tranſlated.

Angelica; or, Quixote in Petticoats.

Sophron; or, Nature's Characteriſtics of Truth.

Charaćters of the Age.

Sermon at opening the King's-Bench Chapel. chequer. -

A Warning; by the aſſociate Synod in Scotland. Diſcourſe on Law; from the French of Sir H.
Theatre of War in North America. Finch.

Letter from G. B. to W. P. Eſq.

Proceedings at Juſtice-Hall in the Old Bailey.

Diſcourſe on the Study of the Law.

Fabric of the Eye.

The Spouting Club ; by Richard Lewis, 6d.

Leótures concerning Oratory; by J. Lawſon, D.D.

Epiſtles philoſophical and moral. 8vo. 5 s. 6d.

The Builder's Direétor. 4 s. bound.

The Wedding Night. The Adventures of ſeveral Circum-Navigators.

Remarks on Mr. Hume's Natural Hiſtory of Re- The Adventures of a Turk. 2 Vols. 5 s. ſewed.

ligion. Two Diſſertations on the Subjećt of Carauſius.

Manner of ſecuring Buildings from Fire.

The Almanacs, Calendars, &c, for 1759.

Refle&tions on Good and Ill Luck.

Lawfulneſs of juſt Wars, a Sermon, by P. Fo

reſter.

A Meteorological journal of the Weather, from Očtober 24, to November 24,

incluſive, 1758.

Oppoſite Saliſbury-court, Fleet-ſtreet, Nov. 24, 1758. John Cuff.

Barom. Ther. Ther.Davs -

à. Inch. low. |high. Wind. W E A T H E r.

25 || 29.55 47 || 5o N. A cloudy day with ſmall rain.

26 || 29.9 45 46 | N. E. A fair day.

27 29.7 40 48 S. E. Foggy early in the morning, afterwards a fair day, wind S.

28 || 29-2 49 || 52 S. E. A fair day, rain in the evening.

29 || 29.35 52 53 S. A cloudy day.

3o 29.5 52 53 S. W. A ſunſhine day.

3I 29-3 53 54 S. A cloudy day with ſmall rain.

Nov.

1 || 29.52 52 || 54 || S. A ſunſhine morning, afternoon cloudy with rain.
2 || 29.42 || 42"| 56 S. Rain early in the morning, afterwards a fair day.

3 29.55 52 54 || W. A fair day, afternoon wind S.

4 29.7 5o 53 S. A ſunſhine morning with rain, a fair afternoon.

5 || 29.65. 47 50 | S. E. A rainy day.

6 || 29.55 42 5o S. E. Foggy early in the morning, afterwards a fair day.
7 29.4 5I 53 S. A fair day.

8 || 29.22 || 54 54 S. A ſunſhine day.

9 || 29.75 || 54 || 54 S. Sunſhine till 11 o'clock, rain till 2 o'clock, afterwards fair,

ro || 29.85 53 56 S. A ſunſhine morning, afternoon fair, wind S. W.

x 1 || 30.8 5o 53 N. A fair day.

12 || 30.22 || 46 49 N. Ditto.

13 || 30.25 || 44 || 48 N. Ditto.

-I4 || 29.7 42 47 | S. E. A foggy morning, afternoon fair, wind S.

15 29.48 || 44 || 47 S. A cloudy day with ſmall rain, afternoon wind S. W.

16 29.6 41 46 W. A fair day. -

17 | 29.55 || 41 || 47 S. W. A cloudy day with ſmall rain.

18 || 29.4 48 || 50 | S. W. Ditto.

I9 || 29.3 48 || 51 S. A ſunſhine morning, afternoon fair.

20 || 29.6 44 || 46 | E. A fair day.

21 || 29.9 42 || 46 N. Ditto.

22 || 30, 12 || 41 || 43 N. A cloudy day.

- 23 || 30.18 || 39 || 45 N. Ditto, afternoon wind S.

24 || 3o, I 4o 45 | S. E. A ſunſhine morning, afternoon fair,

(P r ( t g :
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The Hiſtory of the Foundation and Founders of Ford-Abbey, in Devonſhire; extraded

from a Latin Manuſcript in the Cotton Library.

With a perſpective View ofFord-Abbey, curiouſly engraved,

ALDWIN, of the family of Brioniis,

in Normandy, married Albreda, niece

to William the Conqueror, by whom he

had, among others, a ſon called Richard,

and a daughter, by name Adelicia. The

Conqueror beſtowed on this Richard the

intire dignity and barony of Okehampton,

in Devonſhire, for him and his heirs for

ever; and beſides made a grant to him of

the caſtle of Exeter, and the charge or ſhe

riffalty of the whole county of Devonſhire,

in confideration of a certain annual rent to

be paid to the King. Upon account of this

donation and charge, Richard was called

Viſcount Devon, and every one of his ſuc-"

ceſſors enjoyed the ſame title, till the fix

teenth year of the reign of King Henry,

ſon of King John, at which time the caſtle

became a royalty.

Richard, who had diſtinguiſhed himſelf

in his younger days by many warlike ex

ploits, being now advanced in years, be

came very devout ; and, defirous perhaps to

leave behind him ſome monument of his

piety, made a grant, in 1133, of his eſtate

of Brightley, ſituate below the lordſhip of

Okehampton, for the founding of an abbey

for the Ciſtercian Order, and obtained leave

of Gilbert, Abbot of Waverley, in the dio

ceſe of Wincheſter, to tranſplant thither

ſome of his monks.

Richard, having no offspring, left his in

tire hereditary right to his ſiſter Adelicia,

who accordingly ſucceeded her brother in

the inheritance, and even was honoured

with the title of Wiſcounteſs.

The monks had now reſided about five

years at Brightley ; but being reduced to

extreme poverty after Richard's death, and

withal deſtitute of the common neceſſaries

of life, by reaſon of the barrenneſs of the ſoil

in their precinét, they came to a reſolution

of returning to their former houſe at Wa

verley, with their Abbot Robert Penigton.

As they were returning a-foot through the

-manor of Thorncomb, and proceeding two

by two, the croſs ere&t in the front of the

proceſſion; they were ſeen by the Viſcoun

teſs, who immediately diſpatching a meſ.

ſenger after them to know the cauſe of their

migration, they same and acquainted her,

how mere neceſſity had compelled them to

it. Their pitiful complaint having ſenſibly

affected her with ſorrow, ſhe made anſwer,

fetching a deep figh : “Far be it from me,

NUMB, CLXſ, WQL, XXIII.

** **

that became nuns.

my Lords and moſt holy Fathers, to incur

the guilt of damnable ſcandal and ignomi

nious danger. . What my Lord and brother

Richard, out of a heart full of pure devotion

for the honour of God, and the ſalvation

of us all, began ſo ſolemnly, and with ſuch

an upright intention of beneficence; ſhall

not I, his fiſter and heir, into whoſe hands,

before his death, he delivered all his poſ.

ſeſſions, be willing or able to accompliſh

ſo ſalutary a work? Behold my manor, in

which I now refide I It is ſufficiently fer

tile; it is ſheltered and ſhaded with woods;

it is produćtive of grain and other fruits of

the earth. Behold, we give it you in ex

change for the barren land of Brightley,

together with our manſion-houſe, for ever i

Remain here, till ſome where elſe in this

poſſeſſion you can have a more competent

monaſtery. We ſhall not be wanting to

you in this reſpect; nay, even, we ſhall ſuf

ficiently help you to build it.’ It was thus

this pious and religious Lady allotted a per

petual foundation for the monks of Bright

ley, in her manor of Thorn.comb, and alſo

wholly made over to them, by a ſufficient

title and full ſeizin, her palace, or principal

manſion-houſe of that manor, which was

primitively called Harteſcath, then Forde,

but now goes by the name of Weſtford.

On the 23d of O&tober, in the ſecond

year, ſince the tranſlation of theſe monks

from Brightley to Ford, which was the

ſeventh of the reign of King Suephen, and

of Grace the 1142d, the Viſcounteſs Ade

licia died, and was buried in the new mo

maſtery of Ford. She was ſucceeded, in

eſtate, title, and juriſdiction, by her only

daughter and heir, Alicia, the wife of Ran

dolphus Avenell ; and Alicia was alſo ſuc

ceeded by an only daughter called Matil

da, married to Robert de Aubrincis, com

monly called Averinges, by whom ſhe had

a daughter, named Hawiſia, and two others

This Matilda, after

the death of her huſband Robert of Ave

ringes, engaged in a ſecond marriage with

Robert, a natural ſon of King Henry I,

by whom ſhe had alſo a daughter, called

Matilda.

Her ſecond huſband, and ſhe herſelf, ſoon

after him, dying in 1172, and the 19th of

the reign of King Henry II, the two daugh

ters, namely Hawiſia, the heir of the firſt

huſband, and Matilda of the ſecond, were
M In - GQin -
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committed by the King to the guardian

fhip of Reginald de Courtnay, who himſelf

took to wife Hawiſia, the elder and more

noble, as Viſcounteſs; and gave Matilda

in marriage to his ſon William de Court

nay, he had by a former wife in Normandy.

Reginald de Courtnay was the ſon of

Florus, the ſon of Lewis, ſurnamed le

Gros, King of France. Thus the intire

poſterity of Reginald and Hawiſia, both by

father and mother's ſide, were of blood

royal, and therefore accounted very noble.

Reginald had, by Hawiſia, Robert de

Courtnay, who, by hereditary right, obtain

ed the intire lordſhip of Okehampton, to

gether with the caſtle of Exeter, and the

charge of the whole county, till King Hen

ry, in the 16th year of his reign, took into
his own hands that caſtle with the other

caſtles in England, and committed them to

the care of Peter de Rievalle. Hereupon

Robert de Courtnay loſt the title of Viſ

count Devon, but enjoyed the eſtates and

revenues of Okehampton, the peculiar and

former inheritance of his family.

After Robert's death, his ſon John de

Courtnay enjoyed all his poſſeſſions; but

could never get again the caſtle of Exeter,

nor procure himſelf to be reinſtated in the

ſheriffalty of the county of Devon. He was

ſucceeded by his ſon Hugh de Courtnay,

whoſe heir was of the ſame name, and ex

celled all his predeceſſors of the Courtnay

family, in ſecular power and dominion,

having, beſides the full poſſeſſion of his he

reditary right, acquired the title of Earl of

Devonſhire. -

Many of this illuſtrious family were bu

ried in Ford-Abbey; and, while the patro

nage of the monaſtery continued among

them, they had it in fingular reverence, and

were all very good benefactors to it, except

the firſt Hugh, the ſon of John, who en

deavoured to diſtreſs the monks, and was

very troubleſome to them. Joceline de Po

merei, or Pomeroy, and ſome others, were

alſo great benefactors to it, as appears from

the regiſters of Ford-Abbey, chap. z o. and

22; and the ſeveral donations were con

firmed by King Richard I.

This abbey was a long time in the poſſeſ.

fion of a branch of the family of Prideaux,

Barts. till, iſſue male failing, it devolved, by

marriage of a daughter, to Francis Gwin,

of Glamorgan, Eſq; whoſe heirs are the

preſent proprietors.

A Critico-Moral Diſcourſe on the Frontiſpieces prefixed to Mr. Pope's Eſſay on Man,

by way of Letter to a Friend. -

S I R,

Gladly comply with your requeſt, for

paſſing in review the frontiſpieces that

have been prefixed to ſome editions of Mr.

Pope's Eſſay on Man, with the intent of

§ a general, yet expreſſive idea of the

work,

Writing, painting, and all ſuch collate

ral and fifter arts are different in their ope

rations, though they all may be ſaid to aim

at the ſame end. To be deemed good and

accurate by connoiſſeurs, they muſt be pro

duced by the conjoint helps of a ſound

judgment and lively imagination ; and

their tendency is to inſtrućt, to pleaſe, and

to move ; though by ſome moving is re

puted an unneceſſary end, as being inclu

ded in pleafing; becauſe whatever affe&ts

the mind with pleaſure, muſt alſo quicken

her into emotions more or leſs vivid, ac

cording to the force of the application of

the object : But moving, in other reſpects,

cannot properly be included in pleafing;

the deſcription and repreſentation of a mul

tiplicity of objećts, inſtead of directly in

ſpiring us with pleaſure, rouſing often in

our ſouls the ſtrong perturbations of jealou

ſy, hatred, anger, terror, and pity. -

The firſt frontiſpiece that made its ap

pearance with this work of Mr. Pope, con

ſiſted of an Afiatic, an African, an Euro

pean, and an American; all diſtinguiſhed

by their reſpe&tive forms of dreſs, and other

implements; and all with ſolemn aſpects

looking up at the heavens, where, for the

common objećt of their adoration, was re

preſented a triangle, the emblem of the

trinity of the Godhead, ſurrounded by a

#: diffuſing a portion of its rays on theſe

ifferent inhabitants of the earth. This

frontiſpiece, I muſt fuppoſe, was afterwards

ſet aſide, as an incongruity, and a very im

proper ſymbol to charaćteriſe the Eſſay on

Man, chiefly on account of the triangle,

denoting the Chriſtian belief of the trinity

and unity of the Godhead, which, confi

dered in itſelf, could not be indiſcriminate

ly the immediate objećt of the adoration of

Aſiatics, Africans, Europeans, and Ame

ricans; becauſe, though itº be alledged,

that Chriſtianity had been planted, and is

found in theſe diviſions of the habitable

earth; yet, as Mahometaniſm, and rank

idolatry are the reigning and eſtabliſhed re

ligions of Aſia and Africa, and as but few

the native Americans have embraced the

the light of the Goſpel, fince the poſſeſſion

cf the greater part of their continent by

Europeans ; it is plain, that, confidering

man, firſt in the abſtract, and next, as to

3 his
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his dependency with regard to the Author

of his being, it would have ſeemed more

conſonant to common ſenſe to place him

in the attitude of uplifted eyes and hands,

admiring the ſtupendous bodies that roll

over his head, the framing and governing

of which, as he cannot attribute to chance,

he muſt conceive that a ſupreme and intel

ligent Being has created him, and all theſe

things; and that to him alone he is in

debted for all the bleſfings he enjoys.

Thus we ſee that deſigns for painting,

or ſculpture, may be erroneous, when not

fuitable to what they ought to repreſent;

and, confidered in this point of view, as lit

tle allowance ſhould be made for a miſtake,

as for a mediocrity in poetry, or any other

compoſition, whoſe real merit muſt depend

upon truth, as a foundation for every

thought, and upon the exactneſs of judg

ment for a due arrangement of things eſ

ſential and incidental. We need not go

out of ourſelves in queſt of reaſons to ſatiſ.

fy.us in this particular : A little reflection

will let us know, that there is ſomething

ſecret in nature, not to be defined or ex

preſſed with words, which, upon the hearing

or reading of a thing, ſuppoſed to be de

ſigned for awakening the paſſions from the

indolency of a dull lethargy, to make them

imbibe all the delicacies of refinement,

elates the ſoul with the proſpect of gran

deur, magnificence, harmonious excellence,

and extreme delight : But, as all theſe ex

alted ideas are only yet in embryo, as all

this pleaſure is only ſtill in expe&tation;

judgment, before the will raſhly conſents,

muſt interfere and examine duly the ſeveral

aptitudes, that no room by the impoſition

of a falſe glaring light may be left for de

ception. . If the ſoul after this reſearch by
the interior convićtion of ſatisfačtion de

fires nothing more, ſhe magnifies and ex

tols what was intended to promote her plea

ſure; but, if the reverſe happens, ſhe vilifies,

makes nothing of it, and often diſcards it

with an air of ſcorn. .

It is therefore from ſuch habitudes of the

ſoul we may diſcover, whether a piece of

painting will anſwer its genuine character :

For it is not a ſufficiently plauſible argument,

on the contrary, to ſay, that this or that

F. has its admirers; becauſe, abſtraćting

rom their taſte, which may be corrupt, and

their judgmentº, it does not ex

aćtly ſuit what it ſhould repreſent, than

which there cannot be a more evident fign

of what is good and true. - -

Hence, it is certain, that nothing ought

more to be attended to than the ſuitable;

but it is not enough that things ſhould be

ſuitable; the ſame quality ought alſo to be

required for perſons, as both are linked to

each other by mutual ties, have mutual de

pendencies, and conſpire friendly to propa

gate all that is conſiſtent with uniformity.

On this account, all connoiſſeurs in paint

ing and ſculpture will have the aſſemblage

of figures to bear ſome apparent relation to

each other. In a good piece of painting it

is neceſſary, that all the figures be divided

into groups. By being diſpoſed in this

manner, it will retain or exhibit ſomewhat

in it of the nature of ſymphony, or a con

cert of voices: For as in the one the voices

muſt ſuſtain each other, in order to fill the

ear with an agreeable harmony from the

whole; ſo in groups, if the parts or figures

be not well diſpoſed, ſomething will be

found harſh and diſagreeable. ,

But, leſt a more ample diſcuſſion of theſe

matters may withdraw us from the fight of

our principal ſubjećt, it need only be ſaid,

that the deſign of a piece of painting, cal

culated for inſtrućtion, ſhould exhibit the

hiſtorian, the poet, and the philoſopher;

that the expreſſion, befides being proper to

the ſubjećt and the characters of the per

ſons, ſhould be ſtrong, ſo that the dumb

ſhew may be perfectly and readily under

flood, and that every part of the pićture

ought to contribute to this end, whether

colours, animals, draperies, eſpecially the

aćtions of the figures, and above all the

airs of the heads.

To make amends for the impropriety

of the frontiſpiece, juſt now deſcribed and

animadverted upon ; Mr. Pope himſelf

made it his buſineſs to deſign and draw

one; which, upon a curſory inſpection, we

may find to be expreſfive of great excellence

in thought, and that it juſtly charaćteriſes

this tract of his writings, of which the in

tention, in the main, is, to diſplay in ge

nuine colours the vanity of human glory,

in the falſe purſuits after happineſs :

Herein the rich, the honour'd, fam’d,

and great, -

See the#. ſcale of happineſs complete!

To the left we behold a cobweb curtain

ſuſpended between the ruins of a huge py

ramid, and an ancient tree, partly in bloom,

and partly decayed. This cobweb curtain is

a ridicule upon the folly of mankind in the

purſuit of momentary pleaſures. Forgetful

of the final end of their being, they imagine

that the proſpe&t of pleaſure they feed them

ſelves with, will upon fruition be laſting

and permanent; that it will always enter

tain them with the moſt enginging charms,

and that nothing can tear it from their em

braces. But what muſt their ſentiments

be, when experience convinces them, that
* M m z. there
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there is little ſolidity in their pleaſures;

that many circumſtances render them dull

and inſipid; that their greateſt ſweets are

mingled with an intolerable bitterneſs; that

calamities and miſery are often their inevi

table conſequences; that their ſubſtance is

as brittle and as inſignificant as that of a

cobweb, and that in reality they are but a

mere nothing compared with the pure plea

ſures of the mind, which, from a conſciouſ

neſs of having done well, prides herſelf

amidſt the ſmiles of moderate contentment,

and exults amidſt the joys of unalterable

tranquility -

In ſtations of life, which we fancy, for

the enjoyment of all ſorts of pleaſure are

placed above the attacks of human caſual

ties, we frequently diſcover a world of diſ

contentment: Nay even the poſſeſſors of all

this happineſs, often forced to declare can

didly their ſentiments, make a mockery of all

human vanity, and regard all the incen

tives for gratifying their ſenſes, as ſo many

cobweb delights, when, at the ſame time,

they cannot find interior peace, which alone

can heighten the reliſh of human pleaſure,

and without which there ean be no ſuch

thing as real pleaſure.

Beſides the emptineſs and inſignificancy

of bodily pleaſure, when it cannot be ac

ºd by that of the mind, the ridi

cule of the cóbweb curtain will furniſh us

with another piece of inſtrućtion; which

is, that in deſpite of all our endeavours to

to conceal our ill ačtions, they will ſome

time or other appear in their genuine vi

fage, or if they can be palliated by a ſpe

cious outſide, and ſo continue undiſcovered,

the ſenſe of the impiety will always pre
upon the mind, and #ºn us at |.

with the apprehenſion, that they have no

other covering than that of a cobweb cur

tain, which, eaſily ſeen through, and as ea

ſily broke, muſt expoſe the flagrant infamy

to the eyes of the world.

It is for this reaſon that Seneca, forming

his friend upon the plan of perfect morali

ty, gives him this advice : * Then only

deem yourſelf a good and happy man, when

you live at home as in public; when the

walls of your houſe cover, and not hide

you. We for the moſt part deſire to be

encompaſſed by walls, not to live with

greater ſafety, but to fin in greater privacy.

The conſciouſneſs of doing ill, as well as

purpride, has ſtationed porters at the gates

of our houſes. Where is the advantage of

hiding one's ſelf, and ſhunning the eyes

and ears of men A bad conſcience even

in ſolitude is anxious and ſollicitous ; but a

good conſcience takes pleaſure in appearing

among a croud. If the things you do, be

honeſt, let all know them ; it baſe, where

is the fignificancy of none being privy,

when you yourſelf are privy Thou art an

unhappy man, if thou deſpiſeſt this witneſs!

Wickedneſs may perhaps be ſometimes ſafe,

but it never can be devoid of care. The

firſt and greateſt puniſhment of finners is

to have fianed; and no wickedneſs, though

not publicly puniſhed, remains unpuniſhed;

the puniſhment of wickedneſs being in

wickedneſs. Conſcience is the ſcourge of

all evil ačtions. Wicked perſons always

fear, and tremble. A good conſcience is

willing to go forth and to be ſeen ; but a

bad conſcience is alarmed at a very ſhadow,

even darkneſs fills it with the moſt diſmal

horrors.” -

* Having confidered the cobweb curtain,

as it may be a ſymbol of our folly in the

purſuit of falſe pleaſure, as alſo of the thin

and ſlight diſguiſe of ill ačtions; we may

now take a view of two other figures,

which ſeem to be analogous to each other.

Theſe are the death's head, raiſed conſpi

cuous on an altar, and crowned with lau

rel, with this inſcription, ‘Sic tranſit glo

ria mundi,” “It is ſo the glory of this world

paſſes away;’ and the ſtatue of a mighty

conqueror, partly tumbled into ruins by

fire from heaven, and partly ſtanding on a

pedeſtal, with the inſcription, “Viro im

mortali,” “To the immortal man.”

Here we have a lively repreſentation of

the vanity of human glory, and the falſe

ideas that fill the minds of the generality of

mankind with regard to the extraordina

ſouls they think conquerors poſſeſſed of.

The wife, on the contrary, are convinced,

that nothing has ſo little ſolidity; becauſe

they feed themſelves with the vanity of

titles and praiſe, and their greateſt ambi

tion is limited by the noiſe of their fame:

So that, if heroes ſhould ſpeak fincerely their

language, it would be the ſame with that

of Themiſtocles, who upon hearing, whilſt

he aſſiſted at the Olympic games, that ſome

ſtrangers teſtified an extreme defire of ſeeing

him, was ſo tranſported with joy, that he

could not help declaring, ‘Now it is, that

I taſte the ſweets of my vićtories 1’ And in

reality, as Auguſtus was often heard to

ſay, no men are ſo frivolous as the ambi

tious, who undertake perillous wars, and

hazard their life, and that of their beſt

friends, together with the ſafety of their

country, through the ſole defign of crown

ing their foreheads with laurel, and ho

nouring them by theſe unfruitful leaves.

This weakneſs was viſible in Alexander,

and in Caeſar; In Alexander, by the Prºg

--
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he made to the gods, on quitting the Indies,

that no conqueror penetrated farther than

he had into theſe remote parts of the earth;

and by the armour of a prodigious fize and

weight he had ordered to be forged, and left

... in different places, with the view of eter

nifing his memory by theſe vain inventions,

and inducing future ages into the belief of

his having commanded an army of giants.

As to Caeſar, it will ſeem very aſtoniſhing,

that he never had a true reliſh for ſovereign

ty, becauſe he had not the name of King :

And thus the ſole want of a title was a rea

ſon why the empire of the univerſe could

not content his ambition.

Notwithſtanding theſe foibles, theſe gla

ring abſurdities obſervable in conquerors,

they paſs for men truly great: Firſt, be

cauſe we give our approbation, not to what

merits it, but to what affects our minds

and aſtoniſhes our ſenſes, as does the num

ber of warlike exploits : For the great num

ber of warlike exploits ſo dazzles our judg

ment, that we ſcarce are at leiſure to de

cide, whether vanity or juſtice had the

greater ſhare in the undertaking. To rank

Alexander and Caeſar among heroes, it

ſuffices to learn in their hiſtory, that the

latter ſacked eight hundred cities, and ſub

dued eight hundred nations; and that the

former, in three battles, gained a complete

vićtory over fifteen hundred thouſand men.

But ſhould not we deem it a horrible im

piety in Caeſar, for having filled his own

country with fire and blood ; and in Alex

ander, for having deſtroyed the empire of

the Perſians, and deprived a King of his

crown, who had not in the leaſt offended

him It is true, we ſhould ſo : But we en

tertain ſuch exalted notions of the grandeur

of their conqueſts and vićtories, that the in

juſtice of the wars they waged never finds

acceſs to our minds, and the ravages of the

torrents hinder us not from admiring the

vaſt expanſe of the inundation.

Secondly, Alexander, Caeſar, and all

other famous conquerors, who laid waſte

the world, are reputed brave and noble'

ſouls; becauſe in all ages there are ambi.

tious men, fond admirers of thoſe, who

have been ſo in the higheſt degree, and who

are effectually perſuaded, that ambition is

a fine paſſion, and the proper charaćteriſtic

of great ſouls, and that it is lawful to kill,

Plunder, ſack, burn, and commit all ſorts

of violence, injuſtice, and inhumanity, to

come at ſovereign power. Such is the blind

neſs of mankind in their judgment, ſuch

their infatuation, that they think, as Seneca

beautifully expreſſes it, “ The killing of

one man a notorious piece of wickedneſs,

but the butchering of a whole nation a

glory.” -

Another inſtance of human vanity and

falſe glory may be ſeen in the broken pil

lar, with the inſcription, “Capitolii immo

bile ſaxum,” “The immoveable rock of the

Capitol; and the aquedućt inſcribed, “Ro

ma aeterna,” “Eternal Rome.”

Men often, to indulge their pride, and

tranſmit a memorable name, as they vainly

flatter themſelves, to poſterity, ſet about

erecting monſtrous piles of buildings, py

ramids, and monuments, towering to the

ſky. But how often is this frivolous and

empty deſire of immortal fame defeated by

fundry cauſes Sometimes by impetuous

hurricanes and inundations; ſometimes by

the activity of the etherial fire, and ſome

times by #. deſolation of earthquakes, that

ſap the foundations of the moſt firmly rooted

rocks, and ſwallow or crumble into ruins

in a moment of time the moſt ſtately edifi

ces. Auguſtus Caeſar could boaſt, that

the city of Rome, which he had found built

of brick, he left ſumptuouſly adorned with

marble. But where now is that eternal

Rome, that miſtreſs of the world ! She no

longer vaunts the magnificence of her ſtruc

tures. She now is but a wretched epitome

of her ancient ſplendor; and, by confider

ing her in her ruins, we ſhall be naturally

drawn into this refle&tion, that obeliſks,

ſtatues, and other ſuperb monuments, avail

but little to etermiſe the memory of man,

when a deficiency, in points of juſtice and

integrity, muſt, inſtead of endearing, ren

der him odious to poſterity.

What is expreſſed by the figure of the

bearded philoſopher, fitting by a fountain,

running to waſte, and blowing up bubbles

with a ſtraw, from a ſmall portion of water

taken out of it, in a dirty diſh, is explained

in the advertiſement to the Eſſay on Man,

as repreſenting the vain buſineſs of ſchool

philoſophy, which, with a little artificial

logic, ſits inventing airy arguments, in ſup

port of falſe ſcience, while the human un

derſtanding is ſuffered to lie waſte and un

cultivated: But in general it may be ſaid,

that it is an emblem making us ſenſible,

that the better part of the ſchemes and pro

jećts of man are but airy bubbles; that his

eager purſuits after pleaſures, honours, and

fame, are but mere deluſions, and that he

cannot experience any degree of ſubſtantial

happineſs in his mortal life, but by the

knowledge of himſelf, and the frequent

confideration of the end of his ſtation in this

world.

- Lord
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Lord Whitworth's Account of Ruſſia, as it was in the rear 1710, concluded

(Continued from Page 232.)

, M. Golofkin, of an ancient family, is

1.ord Chancellor of the empire, which great

employment he modeſtly declined for ſeveral

months. He is a Gentleman of good ſenſe,

very devout, and has the general character

of a man of honour. M. Schapfirrof, whoſe

grandfather was a Poliſh Jew, is Vice

chancellor : He has more experience than

matural qualifications, and is generally eſ

teemed fair enough in his buſineſs; but his

feveral and rapid preferments have given

him an air of ſtiffneſs, and it is ſaid, his

private intereſt will not always let him

diſtinguiſh the merits of the cauſe. The

Privy-counſellor is Prince Dolgoruki, a

perſon of good ſenſe, manners, modeſty,

and honour., M. Apraxin, of blood royal,

is High-admiral : . He is a man of ready

wit, and his conſcience does not ſeem in

flaved to any ſcruples that might obſtrućt

his fortune; he is beſides very revengeful,

and no enemy to preſents. M. Shereme

toff, of a very ancient family, famous for

producing lucky Generals againſt the Tar

tars, is Field marſhal: He is the politeſt

man in the country; magnificent in his

equipage and way .# life; extremely be

loved by the ſoldiers; almoſt adored by the

people; and has good-nature, honour, and

as much perſonal valour as any man, but

not experience enough to at againſt an ar

my of regular troops. There are ſeveral

other Miniſters who come into the Privy

council; but as they confine themſelves to

the domeſtic affairs, and have no remark

able degree of favour, or influence in mat

ters of ſtate, I ſhall proceed to ſome ſmall

account of the Czar's riches.

The commercial coin of Muſcovy is a

ſmall filver piece about the ſize of an Eng

liſh penny, called a copeek, which was

formerly the only real money of the em:

pire; but then there were many nominal

£oins like our pound ſterling, the chief of

which was a ruble, equal in value to 1 oo

copeeks. Pieces called rubles, and half

rubies, have been ſince coined; though the

maſs of money is ſtill in copeeks. The

int, inſic value of the ruble is about 4s. 4d.

In 1702, the firſt ducats were coined with

the Czar's ſtamp, at 29 carrats, being the

fame value with the ducats of Holland.

In 1705, braſs copeeks, halfs and quarters,
were coined.

The goods imported from England are

all ſorts of woollen manufačtures ; lead,

tin, dying woods, indigo, pewter, oliba

num, brimſtone, and lignum vitae : Fro

Høiland and Hamburg, wines, paper, alº

lum, glaſs-ware, ſpices, dollars, plate

gold and ſilver lace, brocades, Sileſia cloth

and all kinds of finery.

The goods exported to England art

hemp, flax, train-oil, linen, pot-aſh, rhu

barb, iſinglaſs, wax, tar, red hides, and

caviar; the two laſt to Leghorn ; To Hol

land and Hamburg, wood-aſh, maſts, hides

dried and ſalted, tallow, ſables, hemp-ſeed,

mats, and hog's briſtles.

Their ſeal-fiſhery produces about 1o,oool,

per ann. in oil the ſkins and oil are ſent

to England. Some advantage is alſo made

of morſes, or ſea-horſes, from Nova Zem

bla, which yield blubber, and an inferior

kind of ivory. Three ſhips are ſent yearly

to Denmark with cod and ſtock-fiſh, and

one to Bilboa, with ſalted and dried ſalmon.

Foreign merchants are obliged to pay

their cuſtoms in dollars ſpecie, at Archan

gel ; five per cent. for all goods bought and

ſold by weight, and four per cent. for thoſe

by tale or meaſure. Goods ſent up by them

to Moſco, or any inland towns, pay ten per

cent. in dollars, and fix per cent. where

they buy or ſell in Ruſs money. Wine pays

a particular cuſtom of five dollars per hogſ

head.

In 1710, the courſe of exchange was

three rubles, ten copeeks, to the pound ſter

ling, whereas the intrinſic value is only

about four rubles and a half; for the ex

portations exceeding the importations near

two thouſand rubles yearly ; the national

credit of their money is kept up, which

would fall almoſt to the real worth, if any

conſiderable ſum above the balance of the

trade was to be remitted beyond ſea.

The Czar's revenues amount to about

7,ooo,ooo of rubles per. ann; ariſing chiefly

from the cuſtom of goods in Archangel,

and the duties on them, when bought or

ſold by retail in the country ; from ſeveral

monopolies in the Czar's hands; from the

mint, by recoinage of dollars, at 12 oper

cent. profit; of old money, at 30 per cent.

and of braſs money, at 65 per cent. from

the Chineſe and Perſian trades; from new

impoſitions on ſtamp paper, and all law

ſuits, which pay 1o per cent. of the value

conteſted ; oven, or chimney money; all

hackney horſes and carriages, and all bath

ſtoves: Alſo from the abbey lands, and

from the land tax and royal domains.

All the Czar's expences are paid within

the year.

There are in this country mines of iron,

thoſe in Ruſſia indifferent ; in Siberia very

good; Of copper, at Olonitz; and of brim

ſtone,
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ſtone, at Caſan, and in the mountains

bounding Siberia. Hot baths and mine

ral waters are found about Terki, on the

Caſpian ſea. Salt-petre comes from Chioff

and Rebena, in the Ukraine, and as good

as any in the world. -

In 1709, an engineer ſent down into the

defarts, between Aſoph and Chioff, found

three mines of different ore, on the river

Kundruczi, which falls into the Don, above

the town of Circaſki. On other little ri

vers, which fall into the Don, he found

old melting ovens, the openings of ſeveral

mines which had been worked on, all

thought to be the remains of the Genoeſe

colonies. He ſuppoſes ſome of them to have

vitriol and quickſilver, or good tin.

The Czar's forces which are regimented,

cloathed and diſciplined after the foreign

manner, conſiſt of 51 regiments of foot,

51 companies of grenadiers, one company

of bombardiers, 26 regiments of dragoons,

3 regiments of horſe grenadiers, amounting

in the whole to 109,650 men.

The regiments, which are not complete

ly cloathed and diſciplined in the foreign

manner, amount to 1 50,600 more.

[In the account of theſe troops, there is,

however, ſome miſtake ; for 36 regiments

of dragoons, at 100 men each, are made, in

p. 96, to amount to 36,000 men. This miſ

take might eaſily be reëtified by ſuppoſing

an o to be left out; but, in p. 1 oz, we are

told, that 90 regiments of dragoons, as in

p. 96, amount to 109,650 men; and it is

evident, that by the ſame computation,

whatever it be, 36 regiments cannot amount

to 36, ooo men, and 90 to ..
1o.9,650 is the total of troops mentioned in

p. 96, and that ſeems to have been here put,

by miſtake, inſtead of 90,ooo, the amount

of 90 regiments, at 1ooo in a regiment, the

number which ſhould ſtand in p. 96, in

ſtead of 100. This miſtake is not noticed

by the editor.]

The Coſſacs and Tartars are ſuppoſed

to be about 30,000. To theſe muſt be

added the garriſons of Siberia and the

North, which cannot be drawn off for any

ſervice in Europe.

The army is cloathed once in two years,

and, towards the cloathing, one copeek per

diem is dedućted from the ſoldiers pay; the

arms and horſes are provided by the Czar.

The artillery is very well ſerved ; the

great guns are chiefly of mixed metal, and

are from 3 to 36 pounders, moſt of them

caſt ſince the preſent war, either from old

pieces which had been heaped up by the

Czar's anceſtors, without any juſt regard

to the calibre ; or from the bells, which

every church and cloiſter were obliged to

furniſh, according to their largeneſs and in

come. In 1708, there were a thouſand

pieces of cannon in the town of Moſco

alone, from ene to 60 pounders. Other

arſenals are filled in proportion; and every

battalion has, befides, two long 3 pounders

of mixed metal. The mortars are of braſs,

or Siberia iron, of all bores. The powder

is made in Moſco, and is ſtrong and good."

As to the naval force of this country,

the firſt ſhip was built for the Czar's plea

ſure, when very young, on the White ſea,

a large lake about 3oo miles from Moſco.

In the winter of 1695, ſeveral half gallies

and brigantines were prepared at Moſco,

and carried on ſledges to Veronitz, where

they were put together, and ſent down the

Don, to be uſed at the ſiege of Aſoph.

In 1696, a conſiderable number of ſhip

carpenters came from Holland, with two

Italians and a Greek maſter from Venice;

and a fleet was raiſed at Stupena and Vero

nitz, by a tax on the whole empire,.
being, for that purpoſe, divided into 84

parts, each diviſion was obliged to furniſh

a ſhip, or a number of gallies, brigantines,

and ſmall craft, that was equivalent. The

chief Nobility, appointed to overſee this

work in the Czar's abſence, contračted for

the ſhips with foreigners, who, for want of

experience, dry timber, and ſufficient time,

as well as for their private gains, ran up the

veſſels very ſlightly, with green and bad ſtuff,

ſo that they decayed before they were finiſh

ed; which the Czar perceiving, at his re

turn from England, he came by degrees to

diſlike intirely the Dutch building and

maſters, and diſcharged them, as he could

procure Engliſh. The laſt ſhips built by

the Dutch were eleven frigates, at Stupena,

in 1703.

In proceſs of time, confiderable additions

and improvements were conſtantly made in

the marine, and havens were formed on the

principal rivers, at confiderable diſtances up

the country. Peterſburg was the Czar's

favourite town and haven, built on two

ſmall iſlands in the river Nieva, which is

there large and deep enough to receive fixty

gun ſhips cloſe to the walls of the fortreſs.

The foundation of this new town was laid

ſoon after the taking of Nyenſchantz, which

the Czar demoliſhed, in hopes it might one

day prove a ſecond Amſterdam or Venice.

To people this place, he compelled the No

bility to remove thither from the moſt re

mote parts of the country; but a ſettlement

was not effected without great difficulty:

For the climate is too cold, and the ground

too marſhy to furniſh the conveniencies of

life, which are therefore all brought from

other places. The fortreſs, which is not

built
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fi, Hſiao ºf the Fundation and Fºunder ºf Ford-Abbey, in Devonſhire, extradia

from a Latin Manuſcript in the Cotton Library.

With a perſpective View of Ford-Abbey, curiouſly engraved, -

ALDWIN, of the family of Brioniis,

in Normandy, married Albreda, niece

to William the Conqueror, by whom he

had, among others, a ſon called Richard,

and a daughter, by name Adelicia. The

Conqueror beſtowed on this Richard the

intire dignity and barony of Okehampton,

in Devonſhire, for him and his heirs for

ever; and beſides made a grant to him of

the caſtle of Exeter, and the charge or ſhe

riffalty of the whole county of Devonſhire,

in confideration of a certain annual rent to

be paid to the King. Upon account of this

donation and charge, Richard was called

Viſcount Devon, and every one of his ſuc-"

ceſſors enjoyed the ſame title, till the fix

teenth year of the reign of King Henry,

ſon of King John, at which time the caſtle

became a royalty.

Richard, who had diſtinguiſhed himſelf

in his younger days by many warlike ex

ploits, being now advanced in years, be

came very devout ; and, defirous perhaps to

leave behind him ſome monument of his

piety, made a grant, in 1133, of his eſtate

of Brightley, ſituate below the lordſhip of

Okehampton, for the founding of an abbey

for the Ciſtercian Order, and obtained leave

of Gilbert, Abbot of Waverley, in the dio

ceſe of Wincheſter, to tranſplant thither

ſome of his monks.

Richard, having no offspring, left his in

tire hereditary right to his ſiſter Adelicia,

who accordingly ſucceeded her brother in

the inheritance, and even was honoured

with the title of Viſcounteſs.

The monks had now reſided about five

years at Brightley ; but being reduced to

extreme poverty after Richard's death, and

withal deſtitute of the common neceſſaries

- of life, by reaſon of the barrenneſs of the ſoil

in their precinét, they came to a reſolution

of returning to their former houſe at Wa

verley, with their Abbot Robert Penigton.

As they were returning a-foot through the

-manor of Thorncomb, and proceeding two

by two, the croſs erect in the front of the

proceſſion; they were ſeen by the Viſcoun

teſs, who immediately diſpatching a meſ.

ſenger after them to know the cauſe of their

migration, they same and acquainted her,

how mere neceſſity had compelled them to

it. Their pitiful complaint having ſenſibly

affected her with ſorrow, ſhe made anſwer,

fetching a deep figh : “Far be it from me,

NUMB, CLXſ, WQL, XXIII.

-* *

nious danger.

that became nuns.

my Lords and moſt holy Fathers, to incur

the guilt of damnable ſcandal and ignomi

What my Lord and brother

Richard, out of a heart full of pure devotion

for the honour of God, and the ſalvation

of us all, began ſo ſolemnly, and with ſuch

an upright intention of beneficence; ſhall

not I, his fiſter and heir, into whoſe hands,

before his death, he delivered all his poſ.

ſeſſions, be willing or able to accompliſh

ſo ſalutary a work? Behold my manor, in

which I now refide I It is ſufficiently fer

tile; it is ſheltered and ſhaded with woods;

it is produćtive of grain and other fruits of

the earth. Behold, we give it you in ex

change for the barren land of Brightley,

together with our manſion-houſe, for everi

Remain here, till ſome where elſe in this

poſſeſſion you can have a more competent

monaſtery. We ſhall not be wanting to

you in this reſpect; nay, even, we ſhall ſuf

ficiently help you to build it.’ It was thus

this pious and religious Lady allotted a per

petual foundation for the monks of Bright

ley, in her manor of Thorn.comb, and alſo

wholly made over to them, by a ſufficient

title and full ſeizin, her palace, or rincipal

manſion-houſe of that manor, which was

primitively called Harteſcath, then Forde,

but now goes by the name of Weſtford.

On the 23d of O&tober, in the ſecond

year, fince the tranſlation of theſe monks

from Brightley to Ford, which was the

ſeventh of the reign of King Slephen, and

of Grace the 1142d, the Viſcounteſs Ade

licia died, and was buried in the new mo

maſtery of Ford. She was ſucceeded, in

eſtate, title, and juriſdićtion, by her only

daughter and heir, Alicia, the wife of Ran

dolphus Avenell ; and Alicia was alſo ſuc

ceeded by an only daughter called Matil

da, married to Robert de Aubrincis, com

monly called Averinges, by whom ſhe had

a daughter, named Hawiſia, and two others

This Matilda, after

the death of her huſband Robert of Ave

ringes, engaged in a ſecond marriage with

Robert, a natural ſon of King Henry I.

by whom ſhe had alſo a daughter, called

Matilda.

Her ſecond huſband, and ſhe herſelf, ſoon

after him, dying in 1172, and the 19th of

the reign of King Henry II, the two daugh

ters, namely Hawiſia, the heir of the firſt

huſband, and Matilda of the ſecond, were
M In - GQial -
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committed by the King to the guardian

fhip of Reginald de Courtnay, who himſelf

took to wife Hawiſia, the elder and more

noble, as Viſcounteſs; and gave Matilda

in marriage to his ſon William de Court

nay, he had by a former wife in Normandy.

Reginald de Courtnay was the ſon of

Florus, the ſon of Lewis, ſurnamed le

Gros, King of France. Thus the intire

poſterity of Reginald and Hawiſa, both by

father and mother's ſide, were of blood

royal, and therefore accounted very noble.

Reginald had, by Hawiſia, Robert de

Courtnay, who, by hereditary right, obtain

ed the intire lordſhip of Okehampton, to

gether with the caſtle of Exeter, and the

charge of the whole county, till King Hen

ry, in the 16th year of his reign, took into
his own hands that caſtle with the other

caſtles in England, and committed them to

the care of Peter de Rievalle. Hereupon

Robert de Courtnay loſt the title of Viſ

count Devon, but enjoyed the eſtates and

revenues of Okehampton, the peculiar and

former inheritance of his family.

After Robert's death, his ſon John de

Courtnay enjoyed all his poſſeſſions; but

could never get again the caſtle of Exeter,

nor procure himſelf to be reinſtated in the

ſheriffalty of the county of Devon. He was

ſucceeded by his ſon Hugh de Courtnay,

whoſe heir was of the ſame name, and ex

celled all his predeceſſors of the Courtnay

family, in ſecular power and dominion,

having, beſides the full poſſeſſion of his he

reditary right, acquired the title of Earl of

Devonſhire.

Many of this illuſtrious family were bu

ried in Ford-Abbey; and, while the patro

nage of the monaſtery continued among

them, they had it in fingular reverence, and

were all very good benefactors to it, except

the firſt Hugh, the ſon of John, who en

deavoured to diſtreſs the monks, and was

very troubleſome to them. Joceline de Po

merei, or Pomeroy, and ſome others, were

alſo great benefactors to it, as appears from

the regiſters of Ford-Abbey, chap. 2 o and

22; and the ſeveral donations were con

firmed by King Richard I.

This abbey was a long time in the poſſeſ.

fion of a branch of the family of Prideaux,

Barts. till, iſſue male failing, it devolved, by

marriage of a daughter, to Francis Gwin,

of Glamorgan, Eſq; whoſe heirs are the

preſent proprietors.

A Critico-Moral Diſcourſe on the Frontiſpieces prefixed to Mr. Pope's Eſſay on Man,

by way of Letter to a Friend.

S I R,

Gladly comply with your requeſt, for

paſſing in review the frontiſpieces that

have been prefixed to ſome editions of Mr.

Pope's Eſſay on Man, with the intent of

giving a general, yet expreſſive idea of the

work.

Writing, painting, and all ſuch collate

ral and fifter arts are different in their ope

rations, though they all may be ſaid to aim

at the ſame end. To be deemed good and

accurate by connoiſſeurs, they muſt be pro

duced by the conjoint helps of a ſound

judgment and lively imagination; and

their tendency is to inſtrućt, to pleaſe, and

to move ; though by ſome moving is re

puted an unneceſſary end, as being inclu

ded in pleafing; becauſe whatever affe&ts

the mind with pleaſure, muſt alſo quicken

her into emotions more or leſs vivid, ac

cording to the force of the application of

the obječt : But moving, in other reſpects,

cannot properly be included in pleafing;

the deſcription and repreſentation of a mul.

tiplicity of objects, inſtead of directly in

ſpiring us with pleaſure, rouſing often in

our ſouls the ſtrong perturbations of jealou

ſy, hatred, anger, terror, and pity. -

The firſt frontiſpiece that made its ap

pearance with this work of Mr. Pope, con

~

ſiſted of an Afiatic, an African, an Euro

pean, and an American; all diſtinguiſhed

by their reſpective forms of dreſs, and other

implements; and all with ſolemn aſpects

looking up at the heavens, where, for the

common objećt of their adoration, was re

preſented a triangle, the emblem of the

trinity of the Godhead, furrounded by a

#: diffuſing a portion of its rays on theſe

ifferent inhabitants of the earth. This

frontiſpiece, I muſt fuppoſe, was afterwards

ſet aſide, as an incongruity, and a very im

proper ſymbol to charaćteriſe the Eſſay on

Man, chiefly on account of the triangle,

denoting the Chriſtian belief of the trinity

and unity of the Godhead, which, confl

dered in itſelf, could not be indiſcriminate

ly the immediate objećt of the adoration of

Aſiatics, Africans, Europeans, and Ame

ricans; becauſe, though it may be alledged,

that Chriſtianity had been planted, and is

found in theſe diviſions of the habitable

earth; yet, as Mahometanifin, and rank

idolatry are the reigning and eſtabliſhed re

ligions of Aſia and Africa, and as but few

the native Americans have embraced the

the light of the Goſpel, fince the poſſeſſion

cf the greater part of their continent by

Europeans ; it is plain, that, confidering

man, firſt in the abſtract, and next, as to

3 his
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required for perſons, as both are linked tohis dependency with regard to the Author

of his being, it would have ſeemed more

Sonſonant to common ſenſe to place him

in the attitude of uplifted eyes and hands,

admiring the ſtupendous bodies that roll

over his head, the framing and governing

of which, as he cannot attribute to chance,

he muſt conceive that a ſupreme and intel

ligent Being has created him, and all theſe

things; and that to him alone he is in

debted for all the bleſfings he enjoys.

Thus we ſee that deſigns for painting,

or ſculpture, may be erroneous, when not

fuitable to what they ought to repreſent;

and, confidered in this point of view, as lit

tle allowance ſhould be made for a miſtake,

as for a mediocrity in poetry, or any other

compoſition, whoſe real merit muſt depend

upon truth, as a foundation for every

thought, and upon the exactneſs of judg.

ment for a due arrangement of things eſ

ſential and incidental. We need not go

out of ourſelves in queſt of reaſons to ſatiſ.

fy us in this particular : A little reflection

will let us know, that there is ſomething

fecret in nature, not to be defined or ex

preſſed with words, which, upon the hearing

or reading of a thing, ſuppoſed to be de

ſigned for awakening the paſſions from the

indolency of a dull lethargy, to make them

imbibe all the delicacies of refinement,

elates the ſoul with the proſpe&t of gran

deur, magnificence, harmonious excellence,

and extreme delight : But, as all theſe ex

aſted ideas are only yet in embryo, as all

this pleaſure is only ſtill in expe&tation;

judgment, before the will raſhly conſents,

muſt interfere and examine duly the ſeveral

aptitudes, that no room by the impoſition

of a falſe glaring light may be left for de

ception. . If the ſoul after this reſearch by

the interior convićtion of ſatisfačtion de

fires nothing more, ſhe magnifies and ex

tols what was intended to promote her plea

ſure; but, if the reverſe happens, ſhe vilifies,

makes nothing of it, and often diſcards it

with an air of ſcorn. .

It is therefore from ſuch habitudes of the

ſoul we may diſcover, whether a piece of

painting will anſwer its genuine charaćter :

For it is not a ſufficiently plauſibleargument,

on the contrary, to ſay, that this or that

iece has its admirers; becauſe, abſtraćting

#. their taſte, which may be corrupt, and

their judgmentº, it does not ex

aćtly ſuit what it ſhould repreſent, than

which there cannot be a more evident fign

of what is good and true.

Hence, it is certain, that nothing ought

more to be attended to than the ſuitable;

but it is not enough that things ſhould be

£uitable; the ſame quality ought alſo to be

each other by mutual ties, have mutual de

pendencies, and conſpire friendly to propa

gate all that is confiſtent with uniformity.

On this account, all connoiſſeurs in paint

ing and ſculpture will have the aſſemblage

of figures to bear ſome apparent relation to

each other. In a good piece of painting it

is neceſſary, that all the figures be divided

into groups. By being diſpoſed in this

manner, it will retain or exhibit ſomewhat

in it of the nature of ſymphony, or a con

cert of voices: For as in the one the voices

muſt ſuſtain each other, in order to fill the

ear with an agreeable harmony from the

whole; ſo in groups, if the parts or figures

be not well diſpoſed, ſomething will be

found harſh and diſagreeable. ,

But, leſt a more ample diſcuſſion of theſe

matters may withdraw us from the fight of

our principal ſubject, it need only be ſaid,

that the deſign of a piece of painting, cal

culated for inſtrućtion, ſhould exhibit the

hiſtorian, the poet, and the philoſopher;

that the expreſſion, beſides being proper to

the ſubjećt and the characters of the per

ſons, ſhould be ſtrong, ſo that the dumb

ſhew may be perfectly and readily under

ſtood, and that every part of the pićture

ought to contribute to this end, whether

colours, animals, draperies, eſpecially the

aćtions of the figures, and above all the
airs of the heads.

To make amends for the impropriety

of the frontiſpiece, juſt now deſcribed and

animadverted upon ; Mr. Pope himſelf

made it his buſineſs to deſign and draw

one ; which, upon a curſory inſpection, we

may find to be expreſfive of excellence

in thought, and that it juſtly charaćteriſes

this tract of his writings, of which the in

tention, in the main, is, to diſplay in ge

nuine colours the vanity of human glory,

in the falſe purſuits after happineſs:

Herein the rich, the honour'd, fam'd,

and great, -

See the falſe ſcale of happineſs complete!

To the left we behold a cobweb curtain

ſuſpended between the ruins of a huge py

ramid, and an ancient tree, partly in bloom,

and partly decayed. This cobweb curtain is

a ridicule upon the folly of mankind in the

urſuit of momentary pleaſures. Forgetful

of the final end of their being, they imagine

that the proſpect of pleaſure they feed them

ſelves with, will upon fruition be laiting

and permanent; that it will always enter

tain them with the moſt engaging charms,

and that nothing can tear it from their em

braces. But what muſt their ſentiments

be, when experience convinces them, that

* M m z there
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there is little ſolidity in their pleaſures;

that many circumſtances render them dull

and inſipid; that their greateſt ſweets are

mingled with an intolerable bitterneſs; that

calamities and miſery are often their inevi

table conſequences; that their ſubſtance is

as brittle and as inſignificant as that of a

cobweb, and that in reality they are but a

mere nothing compared with the pure plea

ſures of the mind, which, from a conſciouſ

neſs of having done well, prides herſelf

amidſt the ſmiles of moderate contentment,

and exults amidſt the joys of unalterable

tranquility ? - - -

In ſtations of life, which we fancy, for

the enjoyment of all ſorts of pleaſure are

placed above the attacks of human caſual

ties, we frequently diſcover a world of diſ

contentment: Nay even the poſſeſſors of all

this happineſs, often forced to declare can

didly their ſentiments, make a mockery of all

human vanity, and regard all the incen

tives for gratifying their ſenſes, as ſo many

cobweb delights, when, at the ſame time,

they cannot find interior peace, which alone

can heighten the reliſh of human pleaſure,

and without which there ean be no ſuch

thing as real pleaſure.

Beſides the emptineſs and inſignificancy

of bodily pleaſure, when it cannot be ac.

companied by that of the mind, the ridi

cule of the cºbweb curtain will furniſh us

with another piece of inſtrućtion; which

is, that in deſpite of all our endeavours to

to conceal our ill ačions, they will ſome

time or other appear in their genuine vi

ſage, or if they can be palliated by a ſpe

cious outſide, and ſo continue undiſcovered,

the ſenſe of the impiety will always pre

upon the mind, and frighten us at lea

with the apprehenſion, that they have no

other covering than that of a cobweb cur

tain, which, eaſily ſeen through, and as ea

fily broke, muſt expoſe the flagrant infamy

to the eyes of the world. -

It is for this reaſon that Seneca, forming

his friend upon the plan of perfect morali.

ty, gives him this advice: “ Then only

deem yourſelf a good and happy man, when

you live at home as in public; when the

walls of your houſe cover, and not hide

you. We for the moſt part deſire to be

encompaſſed by walls, not to live with

greater ſafety, but to ſin in greater privacy.

The conſciouſneſs of doing ill, as well as

our pride, has ſtationed porters at the gates

of our houſes. . Where is the advantage of

hiding one's ſelf, and ſhunning the eyes

and ears of men A bad conſcience even

in ſolitude is anxious and ſollicitous; but a

good conſcience takes pleaſure in appearing

among a croud. If the things you do, be

honeſt, let all know them ; if baſe, wheſt

is the ſignificancy of none being privy,

when you yourſelf are privy Thou art in

unhappy man, if thou deſpiſeſt this witneſ!

Wickedneſs may perhaps be ſometimes ſiſt,

but it never can be devoid of care. The

firſt and greateſt puniſhment of finner; it

to have fiamed; and no wickedneſs, though

not publicly puniſhed, remains unpuniſhed;

the puniſhment of wickedneſs being in

wickedneſs. Conſcience is the ſcourge ºf

all evil ačtions. Wicked perſons alway,

fear, and tremble. A good conſcience iſ

willing to go forth and to be ſeen; but a

bad conſcience is alarmed at a very ſhadow,

even darkneſs fills it with the moſt diſmil

horrors.”

Having confidered the cobweb curtain,

as it may be a ſymbol of our folly in the

purſuit of falſe pleaſure, as alſo of the thin

and ſlight diſguiſe of ill ačtions; we may

now take a view of two other figurt,

which ſeem to be analogous to each othº,

Theſe are the death's head, raiſed conſpi.

cuous on an altar, and crowned with lau,

rel, with this inſcription, Sic tranſit gº

ria mundi,” “It is ſo the glory of this will

paſſes away;’ and the ſtatue of a mighly

conqueror, partly tumbled into ruins by

fire from heaven, and partly ſtanding on 1

pedeſtal, with the inſcription, ‘Viſo im:

mortali,” “To the immortal man.'

Here we have a lively repreſentation ºf

the vanity of human glory, and the falº
ideas that fill the minds of the generally ºf

mankind with regard to thetººl
ſouls they think conquerors poſſeſſed ºf

The wiſe, on the contrary, are convince,

that nothing has ſo little ſolidity; beta}

they feed themſelves with the vanity ºf

titles and praiſe, and their greateſt amº

tion is limited by the noiſe of their fame:

So that, if heroes ſhould ſpeak fincerely tº

language, it would be the ſame with tº
of Themiſtocles, who upon hearing, whilſt

he aſſiſted at the Olympic games, that ſº

ſtrangers teſtified an extreme defire of ſtrº

him, was ſo tranſported with joy, intº

could not help declaring, ‘Now it is, tº

I taſte the ſweets of my vićtories". Andº

reality, as Auguſtus was often heard."
ſay, no men are ſo frivolous as the ambi’

tious, who undertake perillous war,

hazard their life, and that of their º

friends, together with the ſafety of tº

country, through the ſole defign of crº
ing their foreheads with laurel, and h9.

nouring them by theſe unfruitful le”

This weakneſs was viſible in Alexanº

and in Caeſar; In Alexander, byºr.
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he made to the gods, on quitting the Indies,

that no conqueror penetrated farther than

he had into theſe remote parts of the earth;

and by the armour of a prodigious fize and

weight he had ordered to be forged, and left

in different places, with the view of eter

, niſing his memory by theſe vain inventions,

and inducing future ages into the belief of

his having commanded an army of giants,

As to Caeſar, it will ſeem very aſtoniſhing,

that he never had a true reliſh for ſovereign

ty, becauſe he had not the name of King :

And thus the ſole want of a title was a rea

ſon why the empire of the univerſe could

not content his ambition.

Notwithſtanding theſe foibles, theſe gla

ring abſurdities obſervable in conquerors,

they paſs for men truly great: Firſt, be

, cauſe we give our approbation, not to what

merits it, but to what affects our minds

and aſtoniſhes our ſenſes, as does the num

ber of warlike exploits : For the great num

ber of warlike exploits ſo dazzles our judg

ment, that we ſcarce are at leiſure to de

cide, whether vanity or juſtice had the

greater ſhare in the undertaking. To rank

Alexander and Caeſar among heroes, it

ſuffices to learn in their hiſtory, that the

latter ſacked eight hundred cities, and ſub

dued eight hundred nations; and that the

former, in three battles, gained a complete

vićtory over fifteen hundred thouſand men.

But ſhould not we deem it a horrible im

piety in Caeſar, for having filled his own

country with fire and blood; and in Alex

ander, for having deſtroyed the empire of

the Perſians, and deprived a King of his

grown, who had not in the leaſt offended

him? It is true, we ſhould ſo : But we en

tertain ſuch exalted notions of the grandeur

ºf their conqueſts and vićtories, that the in
juſtice of the wars they waged never finds

acceſs to our minds, and the ravages of the

torrents hinder us not from admiring the

vaſt expanſe of the inundation.

Secondly, Alexander, Caeſar, and all

ºther famous conquerors, who laid waſte

the world, are reputed brave and noble'

ſºuls; becauſe in all ages there are ambi.

tious men, fond admirers of thoſe, who

have been ſo in the higheſt degree, and who

are effectually perſuaded, that ambition is

*fine paſſion, and the proper charaćteriſtic

ºf great ſouls, and that it is lawful to kill,

plunder, ſack, burn, and commit all ſorts

of violence, injuſtice, and inhumanity, to

come at ſovereign power. Such is the blind

ºff of mankind in their judgment, ſuch
their infatuation, that they think, as Seneca

beautifully expreſſes it, “ The killing of

one man a notorious piece of wickedneſs,

but the butchering of a whole nation a

glory.” -

Another inſtance of human vanity and

falſe glory may be ſeen in the broken pil

lar, with the inſcription, “Capitolii immo

bile ſaxum,” “The immoveable rock of the

Capitol;’ and the aquedućt inſcribed, “Ro

ma aeterma,” “Eternal Rome.”

Men often, to indulge their pride, and

tranſmit a memorable name, as they vainly

flatter themſelves, to poſterity, ſet about

erecting monſtrous piles of buildings, py

ramids, and monuments, towering to the

fky. But how often is this frivolous and

empty deſire of immortal fame defeated by

fundry cauſes Sometimes by impetuous

hurricanes and inundations; ſometimes by

the activity of the etherial fire, and ſome

times by #. deſolation of earthquakes, that

ſap the foundations of the moſt firmly rooted

rocks, and ſwallow or crumble into ruins

in a moment of time the moſt ſtately edifi

ces. Auguſtus Caeſar could boaſt, that

the city of Rome, which he had found built

of brick, he left ſumptuouſly adorned with

marble. But where now is that eternal

Rome, that miſtreſs of the world ! She no

longer vaunts the magnificence of her ſtruc

tures. She now is but a wretched epitome

of her ancient ſplendor; and, by conſider

ing her in her ruins, we ſhall be naturally

drawn into this refle&tion, that obeliſks,

ſtatues, and other ſuperb monuments, avail

but little to etermiſe the memory of man,

when a deficiency, in points of juſtice and

integrity, muſt, inſtead of endearing, ren

der him odious to poſterity.

What is expreſſed by the figure of the

bearded philoſopher, fitting by a fountain,

running to waſte, and blowing up bubbles

with a ſtraw, from a ſmall portion of water

taken out of it, in a dirty diſh, is explained

in the advertiſement to the Eſſay on Man,

as repreſenting the vain buſineſs of ſchool

philoſophy, which, with a little artificial

logic, fits inventing airy arguments, in ſup

port of falſe ſcience, while the human un

derſtanding is ſuffered to lie waſte and un

cultivated: But in general it may be ſaid,

that it is an emblem making us ſenſible,

that the better part of the ſchemes and pro

jećts of man are but airy bubbles; that his

eager purſuits after pleaſures, honours, and

fame, are but mere deluſions, and that he

cannot experience any degree of ſubſtantial

happineſs in his mortal life, but by the

knowledge of himſelf, and the frequent

confideration of the end of his ſtation in this

world.

- Lord
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Lord Whitworth's Account of Ruſſia, as it was in the rear 1710, concluded

(Continued from Page 232.)

, M. Golofkin, of an ancient family, is

1.ord Chancellor of the empire, which great

employment he modeſtly declined for ſeveral

months. He is a Gentleman of good ſenſe,

very devout, and has the general charaćter

of a man of honour. M. Schapfirrof, whoſe

grandfather was a Poliſh Jew, is Vice

chancellor : He has more experience than

matural qualifications, and is generally eſ

teemed fair enough in his buſineſs; but his

feveral and rapid preferments have given

him an air of ſtiffneſs, and it is ſaid, his

private intereſt will not always let him

diſtinguiſh the merits of the cauſe. The

Privy-counſellor is Prince Dolgoruki, a

perſon of good ſenſe, manners, modeſty,

and honour., M. Apraxin, of blood royal,

is High-admiral : He is a man of ready

wit, and his conſcience does not ſeem in

ſlaved to any ſcruples that might obſtrućt

his fortune; he is beſides very revengeful,

and no enemy to preſents... M. Shereme

toff, of a very ancient family, famous for

producing lucky Generals againſt the Tar

tars, is Field marſhal: He is the politeſt

man in the country; magnificent in his

equipage and way of life; extremely be

loved by the ſoldiers; almoſt adored by the

people; and has good-nature, honour, and

as much perſonal valour as any man, but

not experience enough to ačt againſt an ar

my of regular troops. There are ſeveral

other Miniſters who come into the Privy

council; but as they confine themſelves to

the domeſtic affairs, and have no remark

able degree of favour, or influence in mat

ters of ſtate, I ſhall proceed to ſome ſmall

account of the Czar's riches.

The commercial coin of Muſcovy is a

ſmall ſilver piece about the ſize of an Eng

liſh penny, called a copeek, which was

formerly the only real money of the em:

pire; but then there were many nominal

coins like our pound ſterling, the chief of

which was a ruble, equal in value to 1 oo

copeeks. Pieces called rubles, and half

rubies, have been ſince coined; though the

maſs of money is ſtill in copeeks. The

int, inſic value of the ruble is about 4.s. 4d.

In 1702, the firſt ducats were coined with

the Czar's ſtamp, at 29 carrats, being the

ſame value with the ducats of Holland.

In 1705, braſs copeeks, halfs and quarters,

were coined.

The goods imported from England are

all ſorts of woollen manufačtures ; lead,

tin, dying woods, indigo, pewter, oliba

num, brimſtone, and lignum vitae : Fro

Høiland and Hamburg, wines, paper, alº

lum, glaſs-ware, ſpices, dollars, plate

gold and ſilver lace, brocades, Sileſia cloth

and all kinds of finery.

The goods exported to England art

hemp, flax, train-oil, linen, pot-aſh, rhu

barb, ifinglaſs, wax, tar, red hides, and

caviar; the two laſt to Leghorn ; To Hol

land and Hamburg, wood-aſh, maſts, hides

dried and ſalted, tallow, ſables, hemp-ſeed,

mats, and hog's briſtles.

Their ſeal-fiſhery produces about 1o,oool,

per ann. in oil ; the ſkins and oil are ſent

to England. Some advantage is alſo made

of morſes, or ſea-horſes, from Nova Zem

bla, which yield blubber, and an inferior

kind of ivory. Three ſhips are ſent yearly

to Denmark with cod and ſtock-fiſh, and

one to Bilboa, with ſalted and dried ſalmon.

Foreign merchants are obliged to pay

their cuſtoms in dollars ſpecie, at Archan

gel ; five per cent. for all goods bought and

ſold by weight, and four per cent. for thoſe

by tale or meaſure. Goods ſent up by them

to Moſco, or any inland towns, pay ten per

cent. in dollars, and fix per cent. where

they buy or ſell in Ruſs money. Wine pays

* pºisºn cuſtom of five dollars per hogſ

CaCl.

In 17 Io, the courſe of exchange was

three rubles, ten copeeks, to the pound ſter

ling, whereas the intrinſic value is only

about four rubles and a half ; for the ex

portations exceeding the importations near

two thouſand rubles yearly ; the national

credit of their money is kept up, which

would fall almoſt to the real worth, if any

conſiderable ſum above the balance of the

trade was to be remitted beyond ſea.

The Czar's revenues amount to about

7,ooo,ooo of rubles per. ann; ariſing chiefly

from the cuſtom of goods in Archangel,

and the duties on them, when bought or

ſold by retail in the country ; from ſeveral

monopolies in the Czar's hands; from the

mint, by recoinage of dollars, at 12 oper

cent. profit; of old money, at 30 per cent.

and of braſs money, at 65 per cent. from

the Chineſe and Perſian trades; from new

impoſitions on ſtamp paper, and all law

ſuits, which pay to per cent. of the value

conteſted ; oven, or chimney money; all

hackney horſes and carriages, and all bath

ſtoves : Alſo from the abbey lands, and

from the land tax and royal domains.

All the Czar's expences are paid within

the wear.

here are in this country mines of iron,

thoſe in Ruſſia indifferent ; in Siberia very

good; Of copper, at Olonitz; and of brim

ſtone,
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ſtone, at Caſan, and in the mountains

bounding Siberia. Hot baths and mine

ral waters are found about Terki, on the

Caſpian ſea. Salt-petre comes from Chioff

and Rebena, in the Ukraine, and as good

as any in the world.

. . In 1709, an engineer ſent down into the

defarts, between Aſoph and Chioff, found

three mines of different ore, on the river

Kundruczi, which falls into the Don, above

the town of Circaſki. On other little ri

vers, which fall into the Don, he found

old melting ovens, the openings of ſeveral

mines which had been worked on, all

thought to be the remains of the Genoeſe

colonies. He ſuppoſes ſome of them to have

vitriol and quickſilver, or good tin.

The Czar's forces which are regimented,

cloathed and diſciplined after the foreign

manner, conſiſt of 51 regiments of foot,

51 companies of grenadiers, one company

of bombardiers, 26 regiments of dragoons,

3 regiments of horſe grenadiers, amounting

in the whole to 109,650 men.

The regiments, which are not complete

ly cloathed and diſciplined in the foreign

manner, amount to 150,600 more.

[In the account of theſe troops, there is,

however, ſome miſtake ; for 36 regiments

of dragoons, at 1oo men each, are made, in

p. 96, to amount to 36,000 men. This miſ

take might eaſily be reëtified by ſuppoſing

an o to be left out; but, in p. 1 oz, we are

told, that 90 regiments of dragoons, as in

P. 96, amount to 109,650 men; and it is

evident, that by the ſame computation,

whatever it be, 36 regiments cannot amount

to 36, ooo men, and 90 to 1 oº,650.

109,650 is the total of troops mentioned in

p. 96, and that ſeems to have been here put,

by miſtake, inſtead of 90,coo, the amount

of 9o regiments, at 1ooo in a regiment, the

number which ſhould ſtand in p. 96, in

ſtead of 100. This miſtake is not noticed

by the editor.]

The Coſſacs and Tartars are ſuppoſed

to be about 30,000. To theſe muſt be

added the garriſons of Siberia and the

North, which cannot be drawn off for any

ſervice in Europe.

The army is cloathed once in two years,

and, towards the cloathing, one copeek per

diem is dedućted from the ſoldiers pay; the

arms and horſes are provided by the Czar.

The artillery is very well ſerved ; the

great guns are chiefly of mixed metal, and

are from 3 to 36 pounders, moſt of them

caſt fince the preſent war, either from old

pieces which had been heaped up by the

Czar's anceſtors, without any juſt regard

to the calibre ; or from the bells, which

every church and cloiſter were obliged to

furniſh, according to their largeneſs and in

come. In 1708, there were a thouſand

pieces of cannon in the town of Moſco

alone, from ene to 60 pounders. Other

arſenals are filled in proportion; and every

battalion has, befides, two long 3 pounders

of mixed metal. The mortars are of braſs,

or Siberia iron, of all bores. The powder

is made in Moſco, and is ſtrong and good."

As to the naval force of this country,

the firſt ſhip was built for the Czar's plea

ſure, when very young, on the White ſea,

a large lake about 3 oo miles from Moſco.

In the winter of 1695, ſeveral half gallies

and brigantines were prepared at Moſco,

and carried on ſledges to Veronitz, where

they were put together, and ſent down the

Don, to be uſed at the ſiege of Aſoph.

In 1696, a conſiderable number of ſhip

carpenters came from Holland, with two

Italians and a Greek maſter from Venice;

and a fleet was raiſed at Stupena and Vero

nitz, by a tax on the whole empire, º:
being, for that purpoſe, divided into 84

parts, each diviſion was obliged to furniſh

a ſhip, or a number of gallies, brigantines,

and ſmall craft, that was equivalent. The

chief Nobility, appointed to overſee this

work in the Czar's abſence, contraćted for

the ſhips with foreigners, who, for want of

experience, dry timber, and ſufficient time,

as well as for their private gains, ran up the

veſſels very ſlightly, with green and bad ſtuff,

ſo that they decayed before they were finiſh

ed; which the Czar perceiving, at his re

turn from England, he came by degrees to

diſlike intirely the Dutch building and

maſters, and diſcharged them, as he could

procure Engliſh. The laſt ſhips built by

the Dutch were eleven frigates, at Stupena,

in 1703.

In proceſs of time, confiderable additions

and improvements were conſtantly made in

the marine, and havens were formed on the

principal rivers, at confiderable diſtances up

the country. Peterſburg was the Czar's

favourite town and haven, built on two

ſmall iſlands in the river Nieva, which is

there large and deep enough to receive fixty

gun ſhips cloſe to the walls of the fortreſs.

The foundation of this new town was laid

ſoon after the taking of Nyenſchantz, which

the Czar demoliſhed, in hopes it might one

day prove a ſecond Amſterdam or Venice.

To people this place, he compelled the No

bility to remove thither from the moſt re

mote parts of the country; but a ſettlement

was not effected without great difficulty:

For the climate is too cold, and the ground

too marſhy to furniſh the conveniencies of

life, which are therefore all brought from

other places, The fortreſs, which is not

built
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built on the ſame iſland with the town, is

conſtructed of good ſtone baſtions, erected

upon piles, but is not of ſufficient extent

to make any conſiderable defence. In au

tumn the floods are very inconvenient to the

inhabitants of Peterſburg; for they ſome

times riſe ſuddenly in the night as high as

the firſt floors, ſo that the cattle in the

neighbouring fields are ſwept away, the

horſes drowned in the ſtables, and the in

habitants driven to the tops of their houſes,

to avoid drowning. In this place, there

fore, there can be neither magazine nor cel

lar. The river is ſeldom clear of ice till the

middle of May, and the ſhips cannot keep

the ſea longer than the end of September.

The Czar, that nothing might be want

ing to advance his trade and ſhipping, or

dered communications to be cut between the

moſt navigable rivers. The firſt is be

tween the Don and Wolga, which was be

fore, in 1560, attempted by Sultan Selim,

for the better tranſporting of his army to

Aſtracan and the Caſpian ſea againſt the

Perſians; but the deſign was defeated by

the continual irruptions of the Coſſacs and

Ruſſes. The digging work was about half

finiſhed by the Czar in 1710, when it was

ordered to be laid aſide till after the war.

The ſecond communication is by a cand

near the lwan Ozero, between a branch d

the river Don, and the Tula, which fals

into the Occa. This work has ſeveral ſtom

ſluices, but was not then brought to per.

fection. It was only deſigned for a paſſage

for large boats. The third communication

is between the Wolga and the Wolchow, a

river which runs by Novogrod, and falls

into the Ladoga ſea. This canal was quite

finiſhed, but ſeems to be more for curioſity

than uſe ; for the frigates brought from

Caſan have been three years in their paſ.

ſage. They are frozen up the fix winter

months ; during the ſpring floods, for five

or ſix weeks, it is ſcarce poſſible for them to

mount the Wolga againſt the current; to

wards the autumn, the waters are very low,

and they are often forced to warp round the

points of land and ſand-banks.

Lord Whitworth concludes, that theſ,

obſervations on the ſtate of Ruſſia were all

that occurred to him as neceſſary, till thein

fluence of that nation, and its ſhare in the

general affairs of Europe, make it better

known to ſtrangers.

Some ſurpriſing Effects of Eleåricity. From the Hiſory of the Royal Academy ºf

Sciences at Paris, for the 1%ar 1753.

HE Academy has already given an

account to the public of the ſeveral

attempts that had been made to cure para.

lytics by the means of eleētricity. The fol

lowing is a very complete cure of a palſy,

which in reality muſt appear fingular, both

as to its cauſe, and the parts affe&ted. A

girl between thirteen and fourteen years of

age, being left alone in a houſe, and hear

ing ſome hard knocks at the door, was ſo

ſeized with fear, that ſhe fell into violent

convulſions. The convulſive motions ceaſ

ing, they were followed by a kind of very

extraordinary palſy, which deprived her of

the uſe of the hand, and from the elbow

down to the wriſt, without affecting the

arm and ſhoulder. The thigh and foot

were alſo impotent; but the leg was not

attacked. The tongue was drawn down

and motionleſs, and ſhe was befides fre

quently afflićted with epileptic fits. . Theſe

grievous ſymptoms yielded to the force of

remedies, but the tongue remained obſti

nately in a total ina&tion. It was difficult

to ſet right its tip, with the fingers; and,

when left free, it immediately reſumed its

firſt form. M. Allaman, who ſaw her in

this condition, bethought himſelf that, if

electricity could have any virtue, it muſt in

this occaſion, and cn a ſubjećt otherwiſe in

good health. He therefore ele&trified the

patient, and drew ſparks of fire from her

tongue. The firſt time, he fancied he had

obſerved ſome motion, and, by repeating

the experiment the next day, found it very

ſenſible. At the fourth application, the

tongue, was ſufficiently diſengaged to aſ

ſume the figure of a bridge. The tenth

time, after a ſeries of a very viſible pro

greſs, the patient could keep it in its natu

ral ſituation. By the twelfth operation ſhe

could thruſt it out of her mouth, and then

began to ſpeak imperfečtly, and with heſi

tation. Seven or eight ſubſequent electri

ſations, and exerciſe, which probably was

not wanting, reſtored at laſt to her the free

uſe of ſpeech, ſuch as ſhe had before her

illneſs. This cure was intirely owing to

the effe&ts of ele&tricity, and to it may be

added thoſe performed by M. Le Roy, the

one upon a correſpondent of the Academy,

tormented by a violent tooth-ach; the other

on a Profeſſor of Straſburg, much afflièed

with deafneſs, both being cured by the ap

plication of eleētricity.

Here follows a very different effect of

ele&tricity, whereby it may appear with

what caution perſons ſhould proceed to new

experiments in this reſpect. The 6th of

Augutt, 1753, M. Richmann, of the Im

Perial

-
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perial Academy of Peterſburg, and Profeſ.

for of experimental natural philoſophy in

the ſame city, was killed by too cloſe an

examination of an apparatus he had con

ſtrućted, for receiving the ele&tricity of ſtor

my clouds. M. Sokolow, the engraver of

the Academy, who was then with him, and

aſſiſted him in making the experiments,

ſaid, that he had ſeen a pretty large ball of

fire dart from the apparatus towards M.

Richmann's forehead, who was then about

a foot diſtant from it. M. Sanchez, who

wrote an account of this accident to Abbot

Nollet, ſays, that when the dead body was

inſpećted, ſome marks like thoſe of burn

ing were diſcoverable on it; that there was

one on the forehead, yet the hair was not

ſcorched; that two others appeared on both

fides of the cheſt, and that the laſt was on

the left foot, of which the ſhoe had been

rent. On opening the body, the hinder

part of the lungs was found blackiſh, and

fluffed with blood; the membranous part

of the trachean artery, or pipe of the lungs,

was as it were conſumed, and, by ſqueefing

together the bronchiae, frothy blood iſſued

from the trachean artery, as it flowed when

the body had been ſtirred after death. The

heart was in good condition, but the veſſels

of the hinder part of the ſmall inteſtines,

particularly thoſe of the duodenum, and all

the pancreas, were filled and gorged with

blood: The reſt of the body was in a na

tural ſtate.

It is more than probable that this death

was the effect of a very ſtrong electricity,

communicated to the rod of iron by the

ſtormy clouds; and, if to this terrible ac

cident we join the experiment related by

M. de Romas, " there will be good reaſoa

to preſume that none ſhould expoſe them

ſelves without great precaution to the ačtion

of a matter, whoſe effects it is ſtill ſo little

in our Power either to foreſee, or moderate.

* Sav. Eſtrang. Tome II. Page 393.

A ſhort Account of Mr. Viner's Will and Effects, and of the Eſabliſhment which has

lately been formed by the Univerſity of Oxford; being a Supplement to Dr. Black

ſtone's Diſtourſe on the Study of the Law, inſerted in our loft. See Page 238.

HARLES Viner, Eſq; by his laſt will

and teſtament bearing date December

29, 1755, deviſed (inter alia) to the Chan

cellor, Maſters, and ſcholars, of the Uni

verſity of Oxford, whom he alſo appointed

his executors, all the printed copies of his.

Abridgment, and the reſidue of his real

and perſonal eſtate not otherwiſe diſpoſed

of by his will, “to be applied, by and with

the approbation of a majority of the Mem

bers there in Convocation to be aſſembled

for that purpoſe, (on public noticeſº
for the nominating, appointing, and eſta

bliſhing a profeſſorſhip of the common law

in the ſaid Univerſity; and to put it upon

a proper foot, that young Gentlemen, who

ſhall be ſtudents there, and ſhall intend to

apply, themſelves to the ſtudy of the com

mon laws of England, may be inſtrućted

and enabled to purſue their ſtudies to their

beſt advantage afterwards when they ſhall

attend the Courts at Weſtminſter; and not

to trifle away their time there in hearing

what they underſtand nothing of, and there

upon perhaps divert their thoughts from

the law to their pleaſures: That a certain,

annual, handſome allowance be fixed upon

to be made to ſuch Profeſſor and his ſuc

ceſſors, to be choſen from time to time by

the ſaid Univerſity in Convocation aſſem

bled;’ and then dire&ted that a competent

fund be raiſed from the ſurplus to continue

his Abridgment at proper intervals. He

alſo willed and defired, “that ſuch Profeſ

ſor, ſo to be eleēted, ſhould be at leaſt a

Maſter of Arts, or a Bachelor of the Civil

Law in the ſaid Univerſity, and likewiſe a

Barriſter at the Common Law; and ſhould

read a ſolemn lecture and le&tures when

and ſo often as ſuch Convocation ſhould

think proper and dire&t, ſo as ſuch time of

reading ſhall not interfere or be within the

time of the law terms.' And his will far

ther was, ‘that after an ample proviſion,

according to the judgment and approbation

of the ſaid Convocation, ſhall be made and

fecured for ſuch Profeſſor as aforeſaid, the

remaining part of the monies to ariſe from

the ſale of the reſidue of his ſaid Abridg

ment,. &c., ſhall be diſpoſed of, by and

with the direction and approbation of ſuch

Convocation aſſembled or to be aſſembled

as aforeſaid, for the conſtituting, cftabliſh

ing, and endowing one or more fellowſhip

or fellowſhips, and ſcholarſhip or ſcholar

ſhips, in any college or hall in the ſaid

Univerſity as to ſuch Convocation ſhall be

thought moſt proper for ſtudents of the com

mon law; ſuch Fellow or Fellows to be

Maſter or Maſters of Arts, or Bachelor or

Bachelors of civil Law; and ſuch ſcholar or

ſcholars to be of two years ſtanding at leaſt

at the time of election; and that one at leaſt

of ſuch Fellows ſhould be propoſed as a tu

tor to ſuch ſtudents in the ſaid univerſity

as ſhall be intended for ſuch ſtudy; and this

as often as a Fellow or Fellows die, or ſuch

fellowſhip or fellowſhips ſhall otherwiſe be

N n CQIIle
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come vacant, the ſaid ſcholar or ſcholars

may from time to time ſucceed to ſuch fel

łowſhip or fellowſhips, if approved of by

the ſaid Convocation; otherwiſe ſome other

to be choſen or nominated by them, whom

they ſhall think more proper. And in caſe

ſuch profeſſorſhip, as is before mentioned,

ſhall at any time or times become vacant,

his will was that ſuch Convocation ſhall

from time to time nominate and appoint a

proper ſucceſſor or ſucceſſors; but in ſuch

caſe he would recommend it to them to ap

point ſuch Fellow, or one of ſuch Fellows

as aforeſaid, in caſe he or either of them

ſhall be really deſerving to ſucceed to ſuch

vacancy.

Mr. Winer's eſtate and effects were found

to conſiſt, on the 27th of January 1758, of

upwards of 8oool. in money; of a freehold

eſtate of 91. per annum in poſſeſſion; of a

certain reverſion (after one very ancient life)

of a copyhold eſtate of 30 l. per annum; of

a reverſion (depending on a contingency) of

another freehold eſtate of 51 1. per annum;

and of a number of books, then unſold,

which on a moderate calculation may pro

duce about 30col. but, if all ſold at their

preſent prices, will amount to 5ool. more.

In the execution of this truſt, the Univer

fity has ordained and decreed in ſubſtance

as follows:

1. That the accounts of this benefa&tion

be*. kept, and annually audited by

the delegates .accounts and Profeſſor, and

afterwards reported to Convocation.

2. That a profeſſorſhip of the laws of

England be immediately eſtabliſhed, with

a ſalary of zool. per annum *; the Profeſ

for to be elected by Convocation, and to be

at the time of his ele&tion at leaſt a Maſter

of Arts, or Bachelor of Civil Law in the

Univerſity of Oxford, of ten years ſtanding

from his matriculation; and alſo a Barriſter

at Law, of four years ſtanding at the bar.

3. That ſuch Profeſſor (by himſelf, or

by deputy, to be previouſly approved by

Convocation) ſhall read one ſolemn public

lećture on the laws of England, and in the

Engliſh language, in every academical term,

at certain ſtated times previous to the com

mencement of the common law term ; or

forfeit zol. for every omiſſion to Mr. Vi

mer's general fund ; And alſo (by himſelf,

or by deputy to be approved, if occaſional,

by the Vice-chancellor and Pročtors; or,

if permanent, both the cauſe and the depu

ty to be annually approved by Convocation)

ſhall yearly read one complete courſe of

leśtures on the laws of England, and in

the Engliſh language; conſiſting of fixty

le&tures at the leaſt, to be read during the

Univerſity term time, with ſuch proper in

tervals, that not more than four le&tures

may fall within any fingle week. That the

Profeſſor ſhall give a month's notice of th:

time when the courſe is to begin, and ſhall

read gratis to the ſcholars of Mr. Viner's

foundation, but may demand of other au

ditors ſuch gratuity as ſhall be ſettled from

time to time by decree of Convocation :

(Which gratuity is at preſent ſettled to be

four guineas for the firſt courſe, and two

for the ſecond; but nothing for any future

attendance) and that, for every of the ſaid

fixty le&tures omitted, the Profeſſor, on

complaint made to the Vice-chancellor

within the year, ſhall forfeit 49 s to Mr.

Viner's general fund; the proof of having

performed his duty to lie upon the ſaid Prº
feſſor. - -

4. That every Profeſſor ſhall continue in

his office during life, unleſs in caſe of ſuch
miſbehaviour as ſhall amount to bannition

y the Univerſity ſtatutes; or unleſs he de

ſerts the profeſſion of the law, by betaking

himſelf to another profeſſion; or unleſ,

after one admonition by the Vice-chancel

lor and Pro&ors for notorious neglect, he is

guilty of another flagrant omiſfion 3 in any

of which caſes he ſhall be deprived by the

Vice-chancellor, with conſent of the Houſe

of Convocation.
- -

5. That out of the reſidue of the ſaid ef
fećts ſuch a number of fellowſhips, with a

ſtipend of 5ol. per annum, and fºliolar

ſhips with a ſtipend of 391. be eſtabliſhed,
as the Convocation ſhall from time to time

ordain, according to the ſtate of Mr. Vi

ner's revenues : And that at preſent two

ſcholarſhips be eſtabliſhed, and one fellow

ſhip next afterwards, as ſoon as the reve

nues will permit.

6. That every Fellow be elected by Con

vocation, and at the time of election be un

married, and at leaſt a Maſter of Arts, or

Bachelor of Civil Law, and a Member of

ſome college or hall in the Univerſity of

Oxford; the ſcholars of this foundation;

or ſuch as have been ſcholars (if qualified

and approved ofH. Convocation) to have

the preference : at, if not a Barriſter

when choſen, he ſhall be called to the bar

within one year after his election, but ſhall.
reſide in the Univerſity two months in every

year, or, in caſe of non-reſidence, ſhall for

feit the ſtipend of that year to Mr. Winer's

general fund.

7. That every ſcholar be eleēted by Con
* It is recommended to the Profeſſor by the Houſe of convocation to pay Mr. Viner's widow an

*nuity of 591. Pei annum; during her natural life; at the expiration of which, the copyhold eſtate
abovementioned will alſo fall in, towards completing the farther purpoſes of this benefaction.

vocation,
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wocation, and at the time of election be un

married, and a Member of ſome college or

hall in the Univerſity of Oxford, and ſhall

have been matriculated twenty-four calen

dar months at the leaſt : That he proceed

to the degree of Bachelor of Civil Law with

all convenient ſpeed ; (either proceeding in

arts or otherwiſe) and previous to his tak

ing the ſame, between the ſecond and eighth

year from his matriculation, ſhall be bound

to attend two courſes of the Profeſſor's lec

tures, to be certified under his hand; and,

within one year after taking the ſame, ſhall

be called to the bar: That he ſhall annu

ally refide fix months till he is of four years

ſtanding, and four months from that time

till he is Maſter of Arts, or Bachelor of

Civil Law; after which he ſhall be bound

to refide two months in every year; or, in

caſe of non-reſidence, ſhall forfeit the ſti

pend of that year to Mr. Viner's general

fund.

3. That the ſcholarſhips ſhall become

void in caſe of non-attendance on the Pro

feſſor, or not taking the degree of Bachelor

of Civil Law, being duly admoniſhed ſo to

do by the Vice-chancellor and Pro8tors.

And both fellowſhips and ſcholarſhips ſhall

expire at the end of ten years, after each

reſpective ele&tion; and ſhall become void

in caſe of groſs miſbehaviour, non-reſi

dence for two years together, marriage,

not being called to the bar within the time

before limited, (being duly admoniſhed ſo

to be by the Vice-chancellor and ProStors)

or deſerting the profeſſion of the law by

following any other profeſſion. In any of

which caſes the Vice-chancellor, with con

ſent of Convocation, ſhall declare the place

actually void.

9. That, in caſe of any vacancy of the

profeſſorſhip, fellowſhips, or ſcholarſhips,

the profits of the current year be ratably di

vided between the predeceſſor, or his repre

ſentatives, and the ſucceſſor; and that a

new ele&tion be had withim'one month af

terwards, unleſs by that means the time of

ele&tion ſhall fall within any vacation, in

which caſe it ſhall be deferred to the firſt

week in the next full term. And that be

fore any Convocation ſhall be held for ſuch

elećtion, or for any other matter relating

to Mr. Viner's benefačtion, ten days pub

lic notice be given to each college and hall

of the Convocation itſelf, and the cauſe of

convoking it. - -

An Account of the new Tragedy, called C L E O N E.

M R. Dodſley, the author of this piece,

has given us a freſh proof that it is

very difficult to write a tragedy. His repu

tation is not likely to ſuffer by this, though

it certainly falls ſhort of what is, or ſhould

be underſtood by that word.

The fable, as the author ſays in his ad

vertiſement prefixed to the play, is built up

on the old legend of St. Genevieve, written

originally in French, and tranſlated into

Engliſh, by Sir William Lower, about an

hundred years ago. We muſt therefore

not look upon it as grounded on any fact

in hiſtory, but rather as one of thoſe ſtrange

tales deviſed by romance writers, when that

ſpecies of compoſition was in its infancy,

and had not yet adopted probability.

The perſons of the drama are ſix men

and two women. SIFFRoy is a Command

er in the army, a man of honour and for

tune, married to CleoNE, and three years .

abſent in the ſervice ; they have an infant

ſon ; and in the houſe with Cleone lives

a young, Gentleman, by name PAULeT,

he friend of Siffroy. In the family, be

ides BEAUFort ſenior and junior, the fa

her and brother of Cleone, are two rela

ions, by name GLANville and Is ABellA.

Theſe, with a ſervant, called RAGozin,

sorrupted by Glanville, are all the charac.

ers. The ſcene is in Siffroy's houſe and

**

an adjoining wood; the time that of the ac

tion. All theſe particulars will appear, in

their reſpective lights, by paſſing in review

the play, after firſt preſenting the reader

with the prologue.

PRO Lo Gue, by w. Melmoth, Eſt.

Spoken by Mr. Roſs.

2 WA S once the mode inglorious

war to wage - *

With each bold bard that duſt attempt

the ſtage, -

And prologues were but preludes to en

age.

Thenºd the Muſe, not ſtory'd woes

alone,

Condemn'd, with tears unſeign'd, to weep

her own. -

Paſt are thoſe hoſtile days; and wits nos

ºnmore

One undiſtinguiſh’d fate with fools deplore.

No more the Muſe laments her long-felt

wrongs

From therude licenſe of tumultuous tongues; ,

In peace each band prefers his doubtful claim,

And, as he merits, meets or miſles fame.

‘Twas thus in Greece (when Greece fair

ſcience bleſs'd,

And heav'n born arts their skoſen land poſ

ſeſs'd)

N n 2 Tº ºf
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Th'aſſembled people ſat, with decent pride,

atient to hear, and ſkilful to decide;

Leſs fºrward far to cenſure than to praiſe,

Unwillingly refus’d the rival bays.

Yes; they whom candour and true taſte

inſpire

Blame not with halfthe paſſion they admire;

Each little blemiſh with regret deſcry,

But mark the beauties with a raptur'd eye.

Yet modeſt fears invade our author's breaſt,

With Attic lore, or Latian, all unbleſt ;

D*ny’d by fate thro Claſſic fields to ſtray,

Where bloom thoſe wreaths which never

know decay;

Where arts from kindred arts new force ac

quire,

And poets catch from poets genial fire.

Not thus he boaſts the breaſt humane to

prove,

And touch thoſe ſprings which gen’rous

paſſions move ;

To melt the ſoul by ſcenes of fabled woe,

And bid the tear for fancy'd ſorrows flow.

Far humbler paths he treads in queſt of fame,

And truſts to mature what from mature came.

A CT I. S C E N E I.

The play opens with a ſcene between

Glanville and Iſabella; wherein, in order

to induce her to bear a part in, and favour

his villainy, he pretends to upbraid her

with being diffident of his love for her. He

alſo affects to have it thought he has been

defrauded of his fortune by Siffroy, the poſ
ſeſſor of it. -

- GLANville.

What means this diffidence, this idle fear *

Have I not giv'n thee proof my heart is
- thine P

Proof that I mean to ſam&tify our joys

By ſacred wedlock Why then dº my

*- truth 2

Why heſitate, why tremble thus to join

In deeds which juſtice and my love to thee

Alone inſpire 2 If we are one, our hopes,

Our views, our int’reſts ought to be the

fame.

And canſt thou tamely ſee this proud Siffroy

Triumphant lord it o'er my baffled rights 2

Thoſe late acquir’d demeſnes, by partial

deed -

Convey'd to him, in equity are mine.

ISABELLA.

Forbear reproach O Glanville,

Thou haſt my heart, and thou ſhalt guide

my will

Obedient to thy bidding.

Iſabella being allured by a pretended

love, and Ragozin, the ſervant, by money,

Glanville flattered himſelf that nothing could

obſtruct his ſcheme of deſtroying all in his

way. His plan was this: He writes the
- 3. -

huſband word, Cleone is diſhoneſt, and

names Paulet as the lover. Siffroy, in a

fury, writes him a letter to ſend her to her

father. This he expected ; and thereupon

determines to murder Paulet, that he may

not diſturb his project, to deſtroy alſo Cle

one and her child; and, on the return of

Siffroy, to lay the death of Paulet upon

him, ſuborning evidences. Thus the law

is to take him off; and the reſt being diſ.

poſed of before, the inheritance is ſecured
to himſehſ.

S C E N E II.

In this ſcene Ragozin, being returned

from his meſſage to Siffroy, is aſked by

GLANville.

—What news,

Dear Ragozin How did Siffroy receive

My letters : What was their effect 3 of

ſpeak.

RAGoz1 N.

All you could wiſh.-A whirlwind's rage
is weak

To the wild ſtorm that agitates his breaſt.

At firſt indeed he doubted—Swore 'twas

falſe—

Impoſſible—But, as he read, his looks

Grew fierce; pale horror trembled on his

cheek; -

And, with a fault'ring voice, at length he

cry'd,

O ſhe is #. !—It muſt, it muſt be ſo—

Then threw him on the ground, in ſpeech

leſs woe.

GLANVILLE.

Good, very good!—I knew 'twould gall

proceed.

- RAGozi N. -

His ſmother'd grief at length burſt forth in

rage. -

He ſtarted from the floor—he drew his

ſword— -

And, fixing it with violence in my graſp

Plunge this, he cry’d, O plunge it in the
heart

Of that vile traitor Paulet !—yet forbear

hat exquiſite revenge my own right hand

Demands, nor will I give it to another

This ſaid-puſh'd on by rage, he to her fire

Diſpatch'd a letter, opening to him all

Her crime, and his diſhonour. This to you.

[Gives a letter to Glanville, which he

opens and reads.]
GLANVILLE.

This is enough—by Heav'n' I ſought no

more.

º S C E N E III.

Changes to another room, and is between

Cleone and Paulet. Cleone, who is re

preſented as a charaćter of perfe&t innocence

and goodneſs, laments with Paulet, who is

- - - - - - - equally
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equally honourable, andº; innocent,

the long abſence of her huſband; and this

in terms which give him cauſe to think ſhe

has ſome other grief which adds to it: He

preſſes to know what it is, and ſhe acquaints

Him with the monſtrous paſſion of Glanville,

who, though ſhe thinks him the huſband of

Iſabella, is continually torturing her with

love. As they are ſpeaking, Cleone ſees

Glanville approaching, and ſhe ſends Paulet

into her chamber, to over-hear his diſcourſe.

CLEoNE.

Kind Heav'n, I thank thee! My Siffroy

hath yet -

One faithful friend. O Paulet—but to thee

The many virtues that adorn the mind

Of my lov'd lord, and made me once ſo

bleſs'd, -

*Twere needleſs to diſplay. In mine alone

His happineſs was plac'd; no grief, no care

Came ever near my boſom ; not a pain

But what his tenderneſs partaking, ſooth'd :

All day with fondneſs would he gaze upon

me,

And to my liſt’ning heart repeat ſuch things

As only love like his knew how to feel.

G my Siffroy! when, when wilt thou return ?

Alas, thou know'ſt not to what bold attempts

Thy unſuſpecting virtue has betray'd me.

- - PAULET.

What danger thus alarms Cleone's fear 2

CleoNE.

I am aſham'd to think, and bluſh to ſay,

Thatin my huſband's abſence this poor form,

Theſe eyes, or any feature, ſhould retain

The pow'r to pleaſe—but Glanville well

you know.

PAULET.

Sure you ſuſpect not him of baſe deſigns !

He wears the 'ſemblance of much worth and

honour.

- - CleoNE.

So to the eye the ſpeckled ſerpent wears

A ſhining, beauteous form ; but, deep

within,

Foul ſtings and deadly poiſons lurk unſeen.

O Paulet, this ſmooth ſerpent hath ſo crept

Into the boſom of Siffroy, ſo wound

Himſelf about my love's unguarded heart,

That he believes him harmleſs as the dove.

S C E N E IV.

Is between Glanville and Cleone. Glan

ville makes love to her; and, as ſhe up

braids him with baniſhing truth and honour

from his breaſt, he replies :

GLANVILLE. -

Honour!—What's honour A vain phan

tom rais'd

To fright the weak from taſting thoſe de

lights -

Which Nature's voice, that ſureſt law, en

forces.

Be wiſe, and laugh at all its idle threats.

Beſides, with me your fame would be ſecure;

Diſcretion guards my name from Cenſure's

tongue.

CleoNE.

And doſt thou call hypocriſy diſcretion

Say'ſt thou that vice is wiſdom Glanville,
hear me :

With thee, thou ſay'ſt, my fame would be

ſecure,

Unſully'd by the world. It might. Yet

know,

Tho' hid beneath the center of the earth,

Remov’d from Envy's eye and Slander's

tongue,

Nay,from the view of Heav'n itſelf conceal’d,

Still would I ſhun the very thought of guilt,

Nor wound my ſecret conſcience with re

proach.

S C E N E S V, VI, and VIf.

In theſe ſcenes Paulet ruſhes forth from

the chamber and ſhames Glanville: But he,

whoſe character is equally ready in cunning

and villainy, ſays his own love was a pre:

tence to try her, and charges him, urging

the place where he was concealed as proof.

He then produces the letter of Siffroy, or

dering both Paulet and Cleone to be turned

out of his houſe, and brings in Ragozin as

evidence that he received it from his own

hand. Paulet challenges him for the next

morning; and he orders Ragozin to mur

der Paulet in the night. The paſſages that

ſeem moſt ſtriking in theſe ſcenes are, in

ſcene VI, Cleone's words to Paulet, who

deſires her not to regard Glanville's ſlander:

CLEoNE.

Ah Paulet !

The ſting of ſlander ſtrikes her venom deep;

The envious world with joy devours the tale

That ſtains with infamy a ſpotleſs name.

And Glanville's words to himſelf when Ra:

gozin quits him in order to murder Paulet.

GLANville.

Hence, hence Remorſe 1.

I muſt not, will not feel thy ſcorpion ſting :

Yet hell is in my breaſt, and all its fiends

Diſtraćt my reſolutions.—I am plung'd

In blood and muſt wade thro’; no§. now

But on the farther ſhore. Come then, Re

venge,

Ambition come, and diſappointed love;

Be you my dread companions ! Steel, O ſteel

My heartwith triple firmneſs; nerve my arm

With tenfold ſtrength, and guide it to at

chieve

The deeds of Terror which yourſelves in

ſpir’d.

A CT

-
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A CT II, S C E N E I.

In this ſcene Glanville enquires of Iſa

bella whether ſhe had conveyed to Cleone

the forged letter, urging her flight, and

threatening her with danger from himſelf;

which ſhe tells him ſhe had.

S C E N E S II. and III.

Ragozin relates the manner whereby Pau

łet was aſſaſſinated ; and is further ordered

by Glanville to way-lay Cleone, as ſhe is

going to her father's houſe, and to murder

both her and her child, and bury them in

the woods.

S C E N E IV.

Contains ſome expreſſions of fondneſs be

tween Cleone and her child.

S C E N E S V. and VI.

Iſabella preſſes Cleone to take the child

with her, and go to her father's. Cleone, on

quitting her houſe, ſpeaks theſe words :

CLEONE. -

Indeed, my ſteps

Will linger, Iſabella.-O 'tis hard—

Alas! thou can'ſt not feel how hard it is—

To leave a huſband's houſe ſo dearly lov’d

And muſt I go

Adieu, dear manſion of my happieſt years

Adieu, ſweet ſhades 1 each well-known

bow'r, adieu !

Where I have hung whole days upon his

words,

And never thought the tender moments

long—

All, all my hopes of future peace, farewell!

[Throws herſelf on her knees.

But, O, great Pow'r who, bending from

thy throne,

Lock'ſt down with pitying eyes on erring

man,

Whom weakneſs blinds, and paſſions lead

aſtray,

Impute not to Siffroy this cruel wrong!

O heal his boſom, wounded by the darts

Of lying Slander, and reſtore to him

That peace which I muſt never more regain!

S C E N E S VII, VIII, IX, and X.

Repreſent that the father and brother of

Cleone, having letters from Siffroy full of

fury and accuſation againſt his wife, repair

to Siffroy's houſe, to inquire into the truth.

Glanville, taking advantage of Paulet's

diſappearing, as well as her’s, endeavours

to aſſure them they are gone off together.

There is nothing very intereſting in theſe
frenes.

A CT III. S C E N E I.

This act brings home Siffroy, a new cha

raēter, whoſe love and honour are equal to

his raſhneſs. The ſcene is in the area be

fore his houſe, and he expreſſes his anguiſh

in the following ſoliloquy :

SIFFRoy ſolus.

O dreadful change: my houſe, my ſacred

home,

At fight of which my heart was wont to
bound

With rapture, I now tremble to approach.

Fair manſion, where bright honour long

hath dweit

With my renown'd progenitors, how, how

At laſt hath vile pollution ſtain'd thy walls!

Yet look not down with ſcorn, ye ſhades

rever'd,

On your diſhonour’d ſon—He will not die

Till juſt revenge hath by the wanton's blood

Aton'd for this diſgrace.—Yet can it be?

Can my Cleone, ſhe whoſe tender ſmile

Fed my fond heart with hourly rapture, ſhe

On whoſe fair faith alone I built all hope

Of happineſs—can ſhe have kill'd my peace,

My honour? Could that angel form, which

ſeem'd

The ſhrine of purity and truth, become

The ſeat of wantonneſs and perfidy ?

Ye powers! — Should ſhe be wrong’d—in

my own heart

How ſharp a dagger hath my frenzy plung’d!

O paſſion-govern'd flave! What haſt thou

dome 2

Hath not thy madneſs from her houſe, un

heard,

Driven out thy boſom friend?— Guiltleſs

perhaps—

Hell, hell is in that thought 4–O wretch

accurſt'

Such thy raſh fury, thy unbridled rage,

Her guilt or innocence alike to thee

Muſt bring diſtraćtion.

S C E N E II.

Changes to a room in the houſe, and is

between Iſabella and Glanville, whom ſhe

appriſes of Siffroy's arrival, and he tells her

that he is ready armed for his deſtrućtion.

s C E N E III.

GLANville, advancing to embrace Siffroy.

My honour'd friend —

SIFFROY.

Glanville, forbear—

And 'ere I join my arms with thee in friend

ſhip,

Say, I ºr. thee by that ſacred tie

By all thou holdeſt moſt dear on earth, by all

Thyhºof heaven, and dread of deepeſt

hell—

Haſt thou not wrong'd my wife 2

GLANVILLE.

Unjuſt Siffroy'

Hath my true friendſhip ſo regardful been,

So jealous of thy honour, and doſt thou

Suſpect my own Surely the double*:
* - O
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‘ºf friendſhip and of blood, are ties too ſtrong

To leave a doubt of my ſincerity.

Heaven give thee patience—O Siffroy

º my heart

Bleeds for thy injuries, for thy diſtreſs.

. The wife, whom thou ſo tenderly haſt kv'd,

Is fled with Paulet.

SIFFROY.

Fled !—How Whither When F.

GLANVILLE.

This day they diſappeard, and 'tis believ'd

Intend to fly from ſhame, and leave the land.

SIFFRoy.

Impoſſible !—She cannot be ſo changed—

Was ſhe not all perfection ?—Otake heed—

Once more I charge thee, Glanville, and

my ſoul's

Eternal welfare reſts upon thy truth—

Traduce her not l Nor drive me to perdition!

For by the flames of vengeance, if I find

Thy accuſation true, they ſhall not ‘ſcape

Q I will trace th’ adulterer's private haunts,

Ruſh like his evil genius on their ſhame,

And ſtab the traitor in her faithleſs arms.

S C E N E IV.

Beaufort ſenior, Cleone's father, here ex

poſtulates with Siffroy, for impeaching the

honour of his name by ill-treating his child,

and ſays,

BEufort ſenior.

O thou haſt from

Thy boſom caſt away the ſweeteſt flower

That ever nature form'd.

SIFFROY.

- O Sir,

That flower which look’d ſo beauteous to

ſenſe

Turn'd wild, grew ranker than a common

weed.

In the reſt of this ſcene, none of the fa

er's arguments are powerful enough to.

perſuade Siffroy of Cleone's innocence, by

reaſon of her being miſfing at the ſame time

with Paulet; and though the infant's join

ing her flight is urged, that injury and not

guilt drove her from home, he ſtill is full

of the motion of his ſhame, in conſideration

of the honour, juſtice, religious truth, fide

lity, andń. he had experienced in

Glanville, her accuſer.

- S C E N E V.

Here Beaufort junior arrives from his

ſearch after Paulet, and aſks Siffroy, whe

ther he has not murdered his fiſter; becauſe

Paulet, whom his fierce revenge purſued,

is believed to be that night murdered, his

ſword being found, and bloody marks ap

pearing, which ſpeak the deed plainly. He

and his father ſuſpećting alſo that Glanville

is falſe, Siffroy expreſſes the flustuation of
his mind in theſe words:

SIFFROY.

Tremendous power!

What tempeſt wrapp'd in darkneſs now

prepares

To burſt on my devoted head What crime

Unknown, or unrepented, points me out

The mark diſtinguiſh'd of peculiar ven

geance 2.

Why turns the gracious all-protesting eye

Averſe from me? O guide my ſteps to find
Where lurks this hidden miſchief.

Afterwards believing that his wife is

wronged, and that Glanville may not be

unjuſtly accuſed, he ſays:

Till this dread hour, ſuſpicion of his truth

Ne'er touch'd my breaſt—Now, doubt and

horror raiſe r

Diſtraćtion in my ſoul.

S C E N E VI.

Changes to a wood, and diſcovers Cleone

and her child paſſing through it.

CI, EONE.

Whence do theſe terrors ſeize my finking

heart P

Since guilt I know not, why ſubmit to fear *

And yet theſe filent ſhadowy ſcenes awake

Strange apprehenſions. Gracious Heaven,

rotećt

My weakneſs —Hark! what noiſe is that?

—all ſtill.

It was but fancy.—Yet methought the how!

Of diſtant wolves broke on the ear of night,

Doubling the deſart's horror.

Ragozin, who was diſpatched to murder

them both, and bury them in the woods,

overtakes them. He kills the child, and,

leaving the mother in a ſwoon, thinks it

will ſerve his purpoſe without killing her.

S C E N E VII.

Changes to an adjoining, part of the

wood, and diſcovers the child murdered :

Poor Cleone, waking from her trance, wan

ders in the woods, becomes diſtraćted, loſes

the place where her ſon was murdered, and

even forgets the murder, till at length ſhe

finds the body. She covers it with boughs;

ſhe hangs deſpairing over it; at times, as

her ravings or her intervals of ſenſe return,

fondling him as if aſleep, or lamenting him.

as murdered.

CLEONE. S.

Tremendous filence not a ſound returns,

Save the wild echoes of my own ſad cries,

To my affrighted ear!—My child' my
child t

* Where
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Where art thou flray'd? O where, beyond

the reach -

Of thy poor mother's voice —Yet, while

in heaven

The God of juſtice dwells, I will not deem

The bloody viſion true. Heaven hath not

left me—

There my truth is known, well known—

And, ſee my love! -

See where, upon the bank, its weary'd limbs

Lie ſtretch'd in ſleep. In ſleep!—O agony

Blaſt not my ſenſes with a fight like this!

*Tis blood! 'tis death ! my child, my child

is murder'd l -

[Falls down by her child, kiſſing it and

weeping. Then raiſing herſelf on her arm,

after a dead ſilence, and looking by degrees

more and more wild, proceeds in a diſtraćt

ed manner:]

Hark! hark! lie ſtill, my love!—O for the

world

Don't ſtirl—'Tis Glanville, and he'll mur

der us!

Stay, ſtay—I'll cover thee with boughs—
don't fear—

H'll call the little lambs, and they ſhall bring

Their ſofteſt fleece to ſhelter thee from cold.

There, there—lie cloſe—he ſhall not ſee—

mo, no ;

I'll tell him 'tis an angel I have hid.

- [She riſes up.

Where is he? Soft he's gone, he's gone,

my love,

And ſhalſ not murder thee–Poor innocent!

*Tis faſt aſleep.–O well thought ! I'll go,

Now while he ſlumbers—pick wild berries

for him—

And bring a little water in my hand—

Then, when he wakes, we'll ſeat us on

the bank,

And ſing all night.

ACT IV. S C E N E F, and II. .

A room in Siffroy's houſe. Glanville and

Iſabella harbour ſome ſuſpicions of be

ing betrayed by Ragozin ; but, on his re

turn from the wood, being aſſured by him

of his fidelity, , and of having deſtroyed

both Cleone and her ſon, Glanville thinks

all is now done, but the deſtrućtion of Siff.

roy.

S C E N E S III, IV, and v.

Siffroy finds his error, and alſo ſuſpects
Glanville. Cleone's father cauſes him to be

ſeized by the Officers of juſtice, on ſuſpicion.

He, upon this, charges the murder of Pau

let upon Siffroy, as was his firſt purpoſe;

and producing his letter, wherein he vows

vengeance, and will intruſt it into no hand

but his own, the ſuſpicion becomes ſtrong

againſt him.

A ſoft and melting ſtrain, as if to footh

Ragozin. Cleone, abſolutely mad, and

S C E N E VI.

Cleone's brother, who has been indefat

gable in ſearching after her, at laſt find

her, but could not prevail upon her to qu
the place; he returns to his father and Siff

roy, and gives them the following deſcrip.

tion of her melancholy fituation.

Beaufort junior.

Dreadful indeed!

On the cold earth we found her laid: He

head,

Supported on her arm, hung o'er her child,

The image of pale grief lamenting innº.
Cence.

Sometimes ſhe ſpeaks fond words, and ſeems
to ſmile

On the dead babe as 'twere alive.—Now, like

The melancholy bird of night, ſhe pours

Its ſlumbers —And now claſps it to her

breaſt, -

Cries Glanville is not here—fear not, my

love,

He ſhall not come—then wildly throws her

eyes

Around, and in the tendereſt accent calls

Aloud on thee, to ſave her from diſhonour.

A C T V. S C E N E I. !
Diſcovers Cleone fitting in the wood by

her dead child; over whom ſhe has formed

a little bower of ſhrubs and branches of

trees. She ſeems very buſy in picking the

leaves from a bough in her hand, and ſing

. ... Sweeter than the damaſk roſe

Was his lovely breaſt;

There, O let me there repoſe, |

Sigh, figh, and fink to reſt.

S C E N E II.

This ſcene brings them to her; and the |

prudent father makes the Officers of juſtics

take thither alſo Glanville, Iſabella, and

mindful only of the obječt which has cauſed

her diſtraćtion, neither regards, nor know;

them when ſhe ſees them. But her lamen

tations, and her frantic ſtarts of terror,

ſhew very plainly, that ſhe looks on Glan

ville as the murderer. He ſtill avows his

innocence, and with a firmneſs which con

founds them : But Iſabella clears up all

doubts ; ſhe throws herſelf upon her knees,

ſtruck with the horror of the ſcene, and,

though her own life muſt be the ſacrifice,

prepares to confeſs all. Glanville draws:

concealed dagger, and attempts to ſtab her;

but the Officers prevent him. Then all is

diſcovered by her.

ISABELLA.

Hear, hear me, Sirs !—My very heart is

pierc'd!. -

And
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And my ſhock'd ſoul, beneath a load of

guilt

Sinks dºwn in terrors unſupportable. .

'Tis Heaven impels me to reveal the crimes

In which, O miſery I have been involv’d—

- [To Glanville.

Tremble, O wretch! —Thou ſeeſt that

Heaven is juſt,

Nor ſuffers even ourſelves to hide our deeds.

To death I yield—nor hope, nor wiſh for

life—

Permit me to reveal ſome dreadful truths,

And I ſhall die content. Thy hapleſs wife,

Chaſte as the pureſt angel of the ſky,

By Glanville is traduc’d—by him betray'd,

Paulet is murder’d—and, by his device,

The lovely child. Inveigled by his arts,

And by the flattering hopes of wealth in

ſnar'd—

Diſtraćting thought! I have deſtroy'd my

ſoul.

S C E N E III. and laſt.

In this laſt Scene, as an accumulated teſ

timony of Cleone's innocence, Paulet, whom

we underſtood to be killed in the firſt act,

according to the cuſtom of romance, is de

chared to be ſtill alive by Beaufort junior,

though deſperately wounded. Glanville is

delivered over to the hands of juſtice; and

all that remains is the fate of Cleone. She

faints in agony, and when ſhe recovers,

finds alſo her reaſon reſtored to her. The

huſband is in raptures, but they are of ſhort

duration; for ſhe recovers her ſenſes only at

the approach of death : She tenderly takes

leave of them and expires.—The moſt affect

ing ſpeech in this ſcene is of Cleone ſtill in

her frantic mood lamenting over her child : .

O who hath done it! who hath done this

deed

Of death — My child is murder’d—my
ſweet babe -

Bereft of life! — Thou Glanville I thou

art he

O bloody fiend! deſtroy a child an in
fant!—

O wretch, forbear!—See, ſee the little heart

Bleeds on his dagger's point

[Looking down to the earth.

But *: º Furies —the black fiends of

ell

Have ſeiz'd the murderer! look! they tear

his heart—

That heart which had no pity!–Hark! he
ſtrikes—

His eye-balls glare—his teeth together gnaſh

In bitterneſs of anguiſh—while the fiends

Scream in his frighted ear—Thou ſhalt not

murder! [Looking up to heaven.

Is that my infant?-Whither do ye bear

-

My bleeding babe? — Not yet-O mount

not yet

Ye ſons of light, but take me on your wings,

With my ſweet innocent—I come! I come t

Siffroy and Beaufort ſenior conclude the

tragedy with theſe words :

SIFFRoy. -

She's gone l—for ever gone !—Thoſe love

ly eyes

Are clos'd in death--no more to look on me !

My fate is finiſh’d—in this tortur’d breaſt,

Anguiſh—remorſe-deſpair—muſt ever

dwell. .

BEAUFort ſenior.

Offended Power at length, with pitying

eyes

Lookcº, miſery Cut ſhort this thread,

That links my ſoul too long to wretched life!

And let mankind, taught by his hapleſs fate,

Learn one great truth, experience finds

too late;

That dreadful ills from raſh reſentment flow,

And ſudden paſſions end in laſting woe.

It is impoſſible to overlook the weakneſs

and improbability of this play. The au

thor has been obliged, in order to form a

plot, to make his charaćters all idiots: The

firſt confuſion riſes from Cleone's hiding

Paulet in her chamber; but what ſhould

induce her to do it; or why did neither

ſhe, nor he, foreſee that Glanville would do

what he ſo naturally did, ground an accu

ſation upon it The great buſineſs of the

latter ačts, and indeed the intire cataſtro

phe, depend upon the murderer's leaving

Cleone alive: 'He who had juſt imbrued.

his hands in the blood of an infant, could

not have mercy! His own life depended on

deſtroying her, yet he contents himſelf

without it, intending to get his reward by a

lye, and to eſcape by flight: Which when he

attempted, he found impoſſible ; and which,

with the leaſt glimmering of ſenſe, he muſt

have known would be ſo,

Theſe things might be neceſſary for the

condućting of the action, but they are not

in nature; therefore the author ſhould

have ſeen the plot was altogether faulty.

This is not intended as a refle&tion on

the author of the play; probably he has

no other error in it but the choice of ſuch a

ſubječt. There is an air of the firſt glim

mering of romance-writing in the whole

ſtory; and if it be of that original, he may

quote even Shakeſpear in his cauſe; who,

when he adopted any one of the legendary

ſtories, took it as it was . He did not alter

the plan, at leaſt not always; and he

thought himſelf not anſwerable for its er

rors, ſo he adopted proper language.

Q 9 - It
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It is not in nature that an Officer, who

leaves a young and handſome wife at home,

ſhould provide her a gallant young fellow

for a companion, and place him in the

houſe with her: And, with regard to the

incident of her hiding him in her chamber

when a lover was coming, it not only falls

under the cenſure of fully in itſelf, but

rebs her of the merit of that excellent part

fhe bears in the ſucceeding converſation.

Cleone was a perſon, who from the very

principles of honour would have ſpoke all

thoſe virtuous and heroic things which ſhe

fo well declared on this occaſion; and it

would have warmed every honeſt heart to

have heard them free and natural: But we

Joſe all the ſpirit of the ſcene by being ſen

fible ſhe knew ſhe ſpoke before a witneſs,

before a friend of her huſband, and a man

of honour.

With reſpect to the chara&ers, Siffroy

utterly diſappoints us. He ſhould have been

the moſt confiderable perſon in the piece,

but is far from being ſo. We are prepared

for his appearance half the play, and we

hear of him as extravagant in fury. He is

not ſuch when he appears; being tame, e

ven while he thinks his own cauſe juſt.

Glanville is too much a villain. Mac

beth and Richard are as bloody; but love

makes no part of their employment; nor

is it in nature, that a man who had already

a Miſtreſs Iſabella, and whoſe ſoul was

bent upon ſo much blood and horror for

intereſt ſake, ſhould have the leaſt thought

of it. Iſabella is not a human charaćter :

We have had inſtances of cruelty in wo

men, but nothing near to this. As to

Paulet, he ſhould not have appeared at all:

If ſuch an one were ſpoken of, it would

have been enough. To bring in ſuch a

ſhewy charaćter upon the ſtage in the firſt

-

a&t; to give him ſo much buſineſs, and at

once loſe him, giving the action into other

hands ; disjoints the play, and confounds

the audience in their attention.

The general ſentiments are very juſt ;

and the moral of the play ſhews the misfor

tunes ariſing from inconfiderate fury; but

the whole is liable to great exception. The

dignity of tragedy is intirely wanting, and

the author ſeems to have raiſed horror and ,

deteſtation, where he meant only to have

excited pity. -

The E P I L O G U E.

Spoken by Mrs. B E L L A M Y.

W ELL, Ladies—ſo much for the

tragic ſtile— -

And nowth; cuſtom is—to make you ſmile

*

To make us ſmile !—methinks I hear you

ay—

Why, who can help it, at ſo ſtrange aplay ?

The Captain gone three years—and then to

blame

The faultleſs condućt of his virtuous dame!

My ſtars!—What gentle belle would think

it treaſon,

When thus provok'd, to give the brute

ſome reaſon 2

Out of my houſe !—this night, forſooth,

depart | -

A modern wife had ſaid—“With all my

* heart—

* But think not, haughty Sir, I'll go alone :

* Order your coach—condućt me ſafe to

* town— -

* Give me my jewels, wardrobe, and my
* maid—

“And pray take care my pin-money be

* paid.”

Such is the language of each modiſh fair

Yet memoirs, not of modern growth, de

clare - -

The time has been, when modeſty and truth

Were deem'd additions to the charms of

youth;

When women hid their necks, and veil'd

their faces,

Nor romp'd, nor rak'd, nor ſtar'd at pub

lic places, -

Nortook the airs of Amazons for graces:

Then plain domeſtic virtues were the mode,

And wives ne'er dreamt ofhappineſs abroad;

They lov'd their children, learn’d no flaunt

ing airs,

But with the joys of wedloc mix'd the cares.

Thoſe times are paſt—yet ſure they merit

praiſe,

For marriage triumph'd in thoſegolden days:

By chaſte decorum they affection gain'd;

By faith and fondneſs what they won

maintain'd.

'Tis yours, ye fair, to bring thoſe days

again,

And form anew the hearts of thoughtleſs

men ;

Make beauty's luſtre amiable as bright,

And give the ſoul, as well as ſenſe, delight; >

Reclaim from folly a fantaſtic age,

That ſcorns the preſs, the pulpit, and the

ſtage.

Let truth and tenderneſs your breaſts adorn,

The marriage chain with tranſport ſhall be

worn;

Each blooming virgin, rais'd into a bride,

Shall double all their joys, their cares di

vide :

Alleviate gieſ, compoſe the jars of ſtrife,

And pour the balm that ſweetens human

Tº, -

Some
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Some remarkable Paſſages of the Life and Death of the celebrated Dr. Boerhaave. See

the Life of Dr. Boerhaave, with his Head curiouſly engraved, in our Magazine, for

February, 1752, Vol X, Page 49.

I. was the daily praćtice of that eminent

phyſician Dr. #º. throughout

his whele life, as ſoon as he aroſe in the

morning, which was generally very early,

to retire for an hour to private prayer, and

meditation on ſome part of the Scriptures.

—He often told his friends, when they

aſked him how it was poſſible for him to

go through ſo much fatigue 2 That it was

this which gave him ſpirit and vigour in

the buſineſs of the day. This he therefore

recommended as the beſt rule he could

give; forº: he ſaid, could tend more

to the health of the body, than the tran.

quility of the mind; and that he knew

nothing which could ſupport himſelf, or

his fellow-creatures, amidſt the various

diſtreſſes of life, but a well-grounded con

fidence in the ſupreme Being, upon the prin

ciples of Chriſtianity. This remark of the

Dočtor's is undeniably juſt, for a benevo

lent manner of a&ting, and a true greatneſs

of ſoul, can never flow from any other

ſource than a conſciouſneſs of the divine fa

vour and affiſtance.—This was ſtrongly

exemplified in his own illneſs, in 1722,

which can hardly be told without horror,

and by which the courſe of his le&tures as

well as his praćtice was long interrupted.

He was for five months confined to his bed

by the gout, where he lay upon his back

without daring to attempt the leaſt motion,

becauſe any effort renewed his torments,

which were ſo exquiſite, that he was at

length not only deprived of motion, but of

ſenſe.—Here his medical art was at a ſtand,

nothing could be attempted, becauſe nothing

could be propoſed with the leaſt proſpe&t of

ſucceſs. But having (in the fixth month

of his illneſs) obtained ſome remiſſion, he

determined to try whether the juice of fu

mitory, endive, and ſuccory, taken thrice

a day in large quantities (viz. above half a

pint each doſe) might not contribute to his

relief, and by a perſeverance in this me

thod he was wonderfully recovered. This

patience of Boerhaave's was founded not

on vain reaſonings, like that of which the

Stoics boaſted, but on a religious compoſure

of mind, and a Chriſtian refignation to the

will of God.

Of his ſagacity and the wonderful pene

tration with which he often diſcovered and

deſcribed, at the firſt fight of the patient, ſuch

diſtempers as betray themſelves by no ſymp

toms to common eyes, ſuch wonderful ac

counts have been given, as can ſcarcely be

credited, though atteſted beyond all doubt.
4.

*

—Yet this great maſter of medical know

ledge was ſo far from a preſumptuous con

fidence in his abilities, or from being puffed

up by his riches, that he was condeſcending

to all, and remarkably diligent in his pro

feſfion, as he uſed often to ſay, that the life

of a patient (if trifled with, or negle&ted)

would be one day required at the hand of

the phyſician.—And he always called the

poor his beſt patients, for God, ſays he, is

their pay-maſter.

The ačtivity of his mind ſparkled viſibly

in his eyes.—He was always chearful and

defirous of promoting every valuable end of

converſation; and the excellency of the

Chriſtian religion was frequently the ſub

jećt of it; for he aſſerted on all proper oc

caſions the divine authority, and ſacred ef

ficacy of the Scriptures; and maintained

that they only could give peace of mind,

that ſweet and ſacred peace which paſſeth

all underſtanding; fince none can conceive

it, but he who has it; and none can have

it, but by divine communication. He never

regarded calumny, nor detraćtion, (for

even Boerhaave himſelf had his enemies)

nor ever thought it neceſſary to confute

them : “They are ſparks, "ſaid he, “which,

if you do not blow, will go out of them

ſelves.”—“The ſureſt remedy againſt ſcan

dal is to live it down, by a perſeverance in

well-doing; and by praying to God, that

he would cure the diſtempered minds of

thoſe who traduce and injure us.”— An

excellent method this; eſpecially as it keeps

our own minds contented and unruffled,

whilſt the hearts of our enemies are over

flowing with rancour, envy, and other dia

bolical paſſions.

He was not to be over-awed or depreſſed

by the preſence, frowns, or inſolence of

great men, but perfiſted on all occaſions in

doing what was right, regardleſs of the

conſequences.—He could too, with uncom

mon readineſs and almoſt to a certainty,

make a conjećture of men's inclinations and

capacity by their aſpect.—A ſagacity per

haps unequalled, and which often ſurpriſed

even his moſt intimate acquaintance, though

they ſo well knew his talents.

Being once aſked by a friend, who had

often admired his patience under great pro

vocations, whether he knew what it was

to be angry, and by what means he had ſo

intirely ſuppreſſed that impetuous and un

govermable paſſion ? Dr. Boerhaave an

ſwered, with the utmoſt frankneſs and ſin

cerity, that he was naturally quick of te

Q o 2. ſentment,
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ſentment, but that he had, by daily prayer

and meditation, at length attained to this

maſtery over himſelf.—But this he ſaid was

the work of God's grace; for he was too

fenſible of his own weakneſs to aſcribe any

thing to himſelf, or to conceive that he could

ſubdue paſſion, or withſtand temptation by

his own natural power: He attributed every

good thought, and every laudable ačtion to

the Father of Goodneſs. - -

To the will of God he paid an abſolute

ſubmiſſion, without endeavouring to diſ

cover the reaſons of his unſearchable deter

minations; and this he accounted the firſt

and moſt inviolable duty of a Chriſtian.

About the middle of the year 1737, he

felt the firſt approaches of that fatal illneſs,

which brought him to the grave, viz. a diſ

order in his breaſt, which was at times very

painful; often threatened him with imme

diate ſuffocation ; and terminated in an

univerſal dropſy ; but, during this afflićtive

and lingering illneſs, his conſtancy and firm

neſs did not forſake him. He neither in

termitted the neceſſary cares of life, nor for

got the proper preparations of death. About

three weeks before his diſſolution, when

the Rev. Mr. Schultens, one of the moſt

learned and exemplary divines of the age,

attended him at his country-houſe; the

Dočtor deſired his prayers, and afterwards

entered into a moſt remarkably judicious

diſcourſe with him on the ſpiritual and im

material nature of the ſoul; and this he il

luſtrated to Mr. Schultens with wonderful

perſpicuity by a deſcription of the effects

which the infirmities of his body had upon

his faculties; which yet they did not ſo op

preſs or vanquiſh, but his ſoul was always

maſter of itſelf, and always reſigned to the

pleaſure of its Maker—and then he added,

* He who loves God ought to think nothing

deſirable but what is moſt pleafing to the

ſupreme Goodneſs."—Theſe were his ſenti

ments, and ſuch was his condućt in this

flate of weakneſs and pain : As death ap

proached nearer, he was ſo far from terror

or confuſion, that he ſeemed leſs ſenſible of

pain, and more chearful under historments,

which continued till the 23d day of Sep

tember, 1738; on which he died (much

honoured and lamented) between four and

five in the morning, in the 70th year of his

age—often recommending to the by-ſtan

ders a careful obſervation of St. John's pre

cepts concerning the love of God and jove

of man, as frequently inculcated in his firſt

epiſtle, particularly in the 5th chapter.

Such were the qualities of the great

Boerhaave.—So far was this truly eminent

man from being made impious by philoſo

phy, or vain by his extraordinary genius

for phyſic, that he aſcribed all his abilities

to the bounty, and all his goodneſs to the

grace of God.—May his example extend

its influence to his admirers and followers!

May thoſe who ſtudy his writings as a phy

fician imitate his life as a Chriſtian And

thus, while they are endeavouring after his

medical knowledge, be aſpiring likewiſe to

his exalted piety; as he was ſo admirable

a pattern of patience, fortitude, chearful

meſs, charity, candour, humility, and de

Votion,

His funeral oration was ſpoken in Latin,

before the Univerſity of Leyden, to a very .

numerous audience, by Mr. Schultems, and

afterwardspubliſhed at their particular defire.

The Hiſtory of ENGLAND (Page 185, Vol. XXIII.) continued.

With a Head of James Duke of Monmouth, finely engraved.

While ſo much time was ſpent in Eng

land in deliberations about war, the King

of France, taking the field in February,

made himſelf Maſter of Ghent and Ypres

in March, and then put his forces into

quarters of refreſhment. Theſe conqueſts

fo alarmed the Dutch, that, from this time,

they reſolved on a ſeparate peace, though

they durſt not publickly own it. Lewis

XIV, who knew their intentions, and had

nothing to fear from England, began to

talk like a Conqueror, and to form himſelf

the plan of the peace he was willing to grant

the allies, which was different from that

agreed on between Charles and the Prince

of Orange.

On the other hand, the Commons of

England, alarmed at the progreſs of the

French arms, made haſte to finiſh a bill for

raiſing money by a poll-tax. The 14th of

March, they reſolved upon an addreſs to the

King, to pray him to declare war againſt

France, to diſmiſs the Ambaſſador of that

Crown, and recal his own from Paris, with

a promiſe of the neceſſary and plentiful ſup

plies. This addreſs was ſent, the next day,

to the Lords for their concurrence; but,

before an anſwer was given, the Kingcame

to the Houſe of Lords, the 20th of March,

and after paſſing the poll-bill and ſome

others, adjourned the Parliament to the

11th of April.

It is remarkable that, five days after, the

Lord Treaſurer writ the ſecond of the fore

mentioned letters to Ambaſſador Montague,

concerning the ſecret negociation of which

I have ſpoken.

The Parliament, meeting the ". of
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April, 1678, was farther adjourned to the

29th, when the Chancellor acquainted the

two Houſes, that the King had diſcovered

that the Dutch were thinking of a ſeparate

peace, without his conſent or privity; and

deſired their advice how to proceed. The

Commons gave their advice for an ačtual

war with France, and at the ſame time

voted, “ That the late leagues, made with,

the States-general of the United Provinces,

were not purſuant to the addreſſes of the

Houſe, nor confiſtent with the good and

ſafety of the kingdom.” The King re

turned an anſwer, which teſtified his reſent

ment of this vote; but the Commons, not

at all diſcouraged, preſented a ſecond ad

dreſs, in which—“They beſought him

to communicate to them his reſolutions

upon their advice.”— They added, “That

the inconveniencies and dangers, which the

kingdom lay under, might have been to

tally, or in a great meaſure, prevented, if his

Majeſty had accepted of the advice by them

given in their addreſs of the 26th of May

laſt, and the 31ſt of January : They be

ſought him, therefore, that he would be

pleaſed to remove thoſe Counſellors that

adviſed him to give thoſe anſwers which he

did to the ſaid addreſſes.—In fine, that he

would be pleaſed to remove the Duke of

Lauderdale from his preſence and Council.”

The King immediately anſwered, “ That

he was much ſurpriſed at the extravagancy

of their addreſs, and unwilling, at preſent,

to give it ſuch a due anſwer as it deſerved.”

Two days after, namely, the 13th of May,

he prorogued the Parliament to the 23d of

the ſame month ; thus the propoſal for a

war with France never failed to produce

either an adjournment or a prorogation. It

muſt be remarked, that this was at the very

time the ſeparate peace between France and

Holland was negociating, which the Dutch

would never have reſolved, could they have

believed that England would declare for a

war; nevertheleſs, the King would ſtill

have it believed he was diſpoſed to war,

though hitherto he had not poſitively ſaid

it; to this end, immediately after the poll

bill had paſſed, he raiſed thirty thouſand

men, who were completed in ſix weeks.

While theſe forces were raiſing, and be

fore the prorogation of the Parliament, the

States-general ſent Van Lewen to the King,

to acquaint him, that they were diſpoſed to

a peace, becauſe they ſaw there was no re

liance on the uncertain meaſures of Eng

land: That, however, if the King would

immediately dechre war againſt France,

they would break off all negociations, and

vigorouſly proſecute the war, purſuant to

their alliances; and that his declaration

was the only thing that could prevent a

peace. This was declared to the King by

Sir William Temple from the States Am

baſſador. The King, now finding that a

poſitive anſwer was to be returned, which

he had hithelto avoided, told Sir William

Temple, “That, fince the Dutch would

have a peace upon the French terms, and

France offered money for his conſent to

what he could not help, he did not know

why he ſhould not get the money."

The weakneſs of this evaſion is manifeſt;

for, though the Ambaſſador of the States

had declared, that there ſhould be no peace,

if the King would really engage in a war,

the King, ſuppreſſing this poſitive declara

tion, ſuppoſed that the States were for a

peace upon any terms. Upon this falſe

ſuppoſition, he ordered Sir William Tem

ple to treat with Barillon, the French Am

baſſador; but Sir William wiſely declined

ſuch a negociation. What Temple refu

ſed was undertaken by others; and the

ſame author ſays, that, amongſt the articles

propoſed by the Ambaſſador of France for

concluding a private treaty with the King,

there was one ſo offenſive, that the King

aſſured him he would never forget it, while

he lived. He ſays no more, whether be

cauſe he was not informed of it, or did not

think proper to divulge what he knew. But

Dr. Swift, who publiſhed Sir William

Temple's letters, acquaints us with that

remarkable paſſage, namely, “That France,

in order to break the force of the confedera

cy, and elude all juſt conditions of a general

peace, reſolved, by any means, to enter into

ſeparate meaſures with Holland; to which

end, it was abſolutely neceſſary to gain the

good offices of the King of England, who

was looked upon as the Maſter of the peace,

whenever he pleaſed. The bargain was

ſtruck for either three or four hundred thou

ſand pounds: But, when all was agreed,

Mr. Barillon, the French Ambaſſador, told

the King, that he had orders from his Maſ

ter, before payment, to add a private article,

by which his Majeſty ſhould be engaged

* Never to keep above eight thouſand men

of ſtanding troops in his three kingdoms."

This unexpećted propoſal put the King in

a rage, and made him ſay, ‘ God's fiſh

Does my brother of France think to ſerve

me thus 2 Are all his promiſes to make me

abſolute Maſter of my realms come to this 2

Or does he think that a thing to be done

with eight thouſand men º' -

Hence it evidently appears, for what the

thirty, thouſand men the King was raiſing

were intended. They could not be levied

for a war againſt France, though the King

uſed that pretence, fince he had already

made
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made his bargain with that Crown for four

millions of livres. Nothing elſe therefore

can be thought, but that the King, ſeeing

the peace upon the point of concluſion,

which he only could, but would not pre

vent, imagined, that, after the peace, the

King of Fiance would affiſt him to become

abſolute Maſter in his kingdoms, and fur

niſh him with money to maintain the thirty

thouſand men, without his applying to the

Parliament. If this be not ſo, what ac

count can be given of his cenduët in raiſing

an army, at a time when all his proceedings

ſhewed he had not the leaſt deſire to make

war upon France

The King was deceived by the promiſes

of Lewis XIV, who artfully took advantage

of the eager defire of Charles and the Duke,

his brother, to eſtabliſh an abſolute govern

ment in England, to engage them in all the

meaſures they had taken during the whole

war, and which were ſo direétly contrary to

the intereſts of the kingdom ; But, when

he ſaw himſelf ſecure of a peace with the

Dutch, and, by a neceſſary conſequence, of

a general peace with all Europe, he made a

jeſt of his promiſe to his friend. He thought,

doubtleſs, it was not for the intereſt of

France, that the King of England ſhould be

abſolute; or, rather, he feared to engage,

for the ſole intereſts of the King of Eng

land, in an undertaking capable of kindling

a new war, in which all Europe might be

concerned.

I do not know whether the King con

fented to Lewis's demands, and am only

ſure, that he continued his levies, whether

with intention to execute his deſigns with

out the affiſtance of France, or in the hope

of obtaining better conditions from Lewis,

by terrifying him with the apprehenſion of

his joining with the allies, which might ſtill

be praćticable; by degrees, he ſpoke more

gently of war, and ſufficiently declared his

inclination for peace; in all appearance, he

had adjuſted matters with France.

Affairs were in this fituation, when the

Parliament met the 23d of May, after a

prorogation of ten days. The King open

ed the ſeventeenth ſeſſion of this long Par

liament with a ſpeech, the ſubſtance of

which was as follows:

g – I am reſolved, as far as I am

able, to ſave Flanders, either by a war or a

peace, which way ſoever I ſhall find moſt

conducive towards it.—If I were able, I

would keep up my army and my navy at

fea for ſome time; but I leave it to you to

conſider of ſupplies for their continuance or

diſbanding, and, in either caſe, not te diſ

gourage ſo many worthy and brave Gentle

men, who have offered their lives and ſer

vice to their country, and in purſuit of your

own advices and reſolutions. I muſt tell

you, that a branch of my revenue is now

expiring, and another part of it is cut off by

a clauſe in the poll-bill; that I have bor

rowed two hundred thouſand pounds upon

the Exciſe, at your requeſt, of all which you

are to confider. I never had any intentions

but of good to you and my people, nor

ever ſhall; tº: I deſire you will not

drive me into extremities, which muſt end

ill both for you and me, and (which is

worſt) for the nation. I deſire to prevent

all diſorders or miſchief that may befal by

our diſagreement; but, in caſe there do, I

leave it to God Almighty to judge who is

the occaſion of it. One thing more I have

to add, and that is, that I will never more

ſuffer the courſe and method of paſſing laws

to be changed by tacking together ſeveral

matters in one bill. The reſt I leave to the

Lord Chancellor.”

The Chancellor's ſpeech, according to

cuſtom, tended to excuſe the King's mea

ſures; as he only enlarged upon what the

King had ſaid more ſuccinétly, I think it

needleſs to inſert it. * ,

The Houſe of Commons, having ad

journed, themſelves for three days, met a

gain the 27th of May, and came to the

following reſolution: ‘That the Houſe,

taking into confideration the ſtate of the

nation, and the expence occaſioned by the

army, were humbly of opinion, that, if his

Majeſty pleaſed to think fit to enter into the

war againſt the French King, the Houſe

was, and would be always ready to aſſiſt

him in that war; but, if otherwiſe, they

would proceed to the conſideration of pro

viding for the ſpeedy diſbanding of the

army.”

The Houſe farther ordered, That the

Members of his Majeſty's Privy-council

ſhould acquaint the King with this vote,

and pray his ſpeedy anſwer. The King

replied, “That the French King had made

ſuch offers of a ceſſation till the 27th of Ju

ly, that he believed they would not only be

accepted, but end in a general peace ; yet,

as that was uncertain, it would not be pru

dent to diſmiſs either the fleet or army be

fore that time.” Upon this anſwer, the

Houſe voted, “ That all forces raiſed ſince

the 29th of September laſt (except thoſe

tranſported to foreign plantations) be forth

with paid off and diſbanded, and that they

would confider of a ſupply for that pur

poſe. Accordingly, the 4th of June, the

Houſe voted two hundred thouſand pounds

for the diſbanding of the army by the end
- of
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of the month; and, the next#:
ted the ſame ſum towards defra

expences of the fleet.

Upon theſe votes, the King, by a meſſage,

told the Houſe, that his mind was ſtill the

ſame, ‘ that the army and fleet ought to be

kept up till the expected peace ſhould be

concluded; and he further recommended to

their conſideration, Whether it were not

diſhonourable for him to recal his forces in

Flanders from thoſe towns which he had

taken into his protećtion, before they could

provide themſelves of other ſuccours.” Upon

this confideration, the Commons extended

the time, as to the forces in Flanders, to the

27th day of July.

. The 15th yJune, the Houſe reſolved,

that, “ after the Tueſday following, no

motions ſhould be made for any new ſup

plies of money, till after the next receſs.”

As hitherto the Houſe had experienced, that

the King intended to have the money be

fore he poſitively declared himſelf, they re

folved to put him under a neceſſity of de

claring, within three days, leſt he ſhould

ſtill continue to amuſe them, till it was too

late. Accordingly, on that very Tueſday,

the King came to the Houſe of Peers, and,

ſending for the Commons, told both Houſes,

* That the peace between France, Spain,

and Holland, was almoſt concluded, in

which his part would be not only that of a

Mediator, but alſo to give his warrants in

it. That Spain writes word, That, un

leſs England bears the charge of maintain

ying the

ing Flanders, even after the peace, they will

not be in a condition to ſupport it long.

Therefore to that end it was neceſſary to

keep up the navy at ſea; and not only ſo,

but to give the world ſome aſſurance of

being well united at home : That, though

the Houſe of Commons might think ſuch a

peace as ill a bargain as a war, becauſe it

would coſt them money, yet, if they ſeri

ouſly confidered, that Flanders had been loſt,

and perhaps by this time, he believed they

would give much greater ſums than that

would coſt, rather than the fingle town of

Oſtend ſhould be in French hands, and forty

of their men of war in ſo good a haven,

over-againſt the river's mouth.” Then he

infinuated to them, “That they could not

but be pleaſed to underſtand the reputation

England had gained abroad, by having, in

forty days, raiſed an army of thirty thou

ſand men, and prepared a navy of ninety

men of war; therefore, if they deſired to

keep up the honour of the Crown at home,

and look to the ſafety of the balance of af

fairs abroad; if they defired he ſhould paſs

any part of his life in quiet, and all the reſt

in confidence and kindneſs with them, and

3

they vo other future. Parliaments, they muſt find a

way not only to ſettle, for his life, his reve

nue as at Chriſtmas laſt, but alſo to add a

new fund of three hundred thouſand Pounds

per annum, upon which he would paſs an

aćt to ſettle fifty thouſand pounds upon the

navy and ordnance, and ſhould be like

wiſe ready to conſent to all ſuch laws as

they ſhould propoſe for the good of the na

tion.' . He laſtly reminded them “to ena

ble him to keep his word with the Prince of

Orange, in the payment of his niece's por

tion, which was forty thouſand pounds;

the firſt payment being now due, and de

manded by him.”

Would not one think, at reading this:

ſpeech, that the King had hitherto kept the

balance of Europe perfectly even, and was

thereby intitled to demand, that he ſhould

be enabled to preſerve it Would not one

think, that he had done the nation ſome

important ſervice, which deſerved an aug

mentation to his revenue of three hundred.

thouſand pounds a year But theCommons

were ſo uſed to ſuch ſpeeches, that they

made no impreſſion upon them. If their

diſtruſt of the King had been hitherto great, ,

it may be affirmed it confiderably increaſed,

when they ſaw a peace concluded, which

diminiſhed not the great power of France,

but left Europe expoſed to her mercy; it

was evident, that the King might, if he had

pleaſed, have procured a more advantageous

peace. After this, it is not ſtrange, that

his ſtrićt union with France was ſuſpe&ted to

conceal deſigns which were not for the good.

of the nation; accordingly, when the Com

mons came to debate on the additional re

venue demanded by the King, it was una

nimouſly rejected; moreover, the Houſe

refuſed to give a compenſation for the loſs

ſuſtained by the King in the prohibition of

French commodities; in ſhort, the Lords

having paſſed the bill for diſbanding the

army, with an enlargement of the time pre

fixed for one month longer, the Commons

abſolutely refuſed their conſent to the a

mendment.

The King, perceiving by this what he

was to expe&t from the Commons, came to

the Parliament the 15th of July, and paſſed

ſeveral bills, of which theſe were the prin

cipal:

1. An ačt for granting a ſupply of ſix

hundred and nineteen thouſand, three hun

dred, and eighty pounds, for diſbanding the

army, and other uſes therein mentioned.

2. An ačt for granting an additional duty

to his Majeſty upon wines for three years.

3. An act for burying in woollen. This

a&t, which is ſtill in force, is very ſervice

able to the flannel manufacture, and con

ſequently
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ſequently makes a great conſumption of

wool. -

Theſe ačts being paſſed, the Chancellor

acquainted both Houſes, that the King

thought proper to prorogue them to the 1ſt

of Auguſt, and ſo to keep them in call by

ſhort prorogations; but that his intention

was they ſhould not meet till winter, unleſs

there was occaſion for their aſſembling

ſooner. Thus ended the ſeventeenth ſeſſion

of this Parliament; and thus England ſaw

herſelf engaged in an expence of ſix hun

dred thouſand pounds, to pay an army and

fleet, which certainly had not been prepared

to make war with France, or for the ſecurity

of England.

While the Parliament was fitting, the

States-general, ſeeing that nothing was to

be hoped for from England, treated with

France, both for themſelves and Spain,

with regard to the Netherlands; at laſt, e

very thing being ſettled, and the King of

France promiſing to reſtore to the Spaniards

Ghent, Aeth, Charleroy, Oudenard, Cour.

tray, and Limburg, the States ordered their

Plenipotentiaries at Nimeguen to ſign the

peace the laſt of June. It was univerſally

expećted, that the peace would be ſigned

that day; but as the time for this reſtitution

had been negle&ted to be fixed (the Spa

niards and Dutch not doubting but it was

to be immediately after the exchange of the

ratifications) the Spaniſh Ambaſſador hap

pened, the day before, to aſk the French

Plenipotentiaries, when they would reſtore

the towns To this they poſitively anſwer

ed, that it would not be till after the reſti

tution of the towns taken from the King of

Sweden by the allies in the North. This

unexpected pretenſion put a ſtop to the

figning of the peace, and the Dutch Pleni

potentiaries received expreſs orders from

their Maſters net to fign, unleſs France

would engage to reſtore the fix places, upon

the ratification of the treaty; but the French

were immoveable, and appeared reſolute to

continue the war, unleſs Sweden was ſatiſ

fied.

Charles, being informed of this new dif.

ficulty, and told moreover by the French

Ambaſſador, that it was his Maſter's inten

tion, immediately ſent Sir William Temple

to Holland, with full power to fign a league

with the States, by which they ſhould be

mutually bound to continue the war, if

France ſhould not agree to evacuate the ſix

towns within ſuch a time. This league

was really concluded and figned the 26th of

Julv, to the great ſatisfaction of the Prince

of Orange, and thoſe who thought the peace

very diſadvantageous.

The readineſs, with which this reſolution

*

was taken by the King, very much ſurpri.

ſed thoſe who, from his former proceed.

ings, had no great opinion of his fincerity.
But, when it was ſeen that the league was

concluded, and France continued obſtinate,

it was hoped the war would be renewed

with more vigour than ever, and that Eng

land would incline the balance to the ſide

of the allies. It is difficult to diſcover the

motive of the King's vigorous reſolution.

Some have believed he was really offended

at the contempt France ſeemed to ſhew of

his mediation, in ſtarting ſuch an incident;

others have thought, that, foreſeeing France

would at laſt comply, notwithſtanding her

ſeeming reſolution, he had a mind to re

deem his credit by his vigour with the

Engliſh, who till then ſtrongly ſuſpected

him of too cloſe a correſpondence with that

Crown ; others have judged, that he took

this reſolution, in order to obtain a large

—ſupply from the Parliament, not doubting

but he ſhould be afterwards able to procure

a peace. -

However this be, it appeared ſhortly after,

that the King repented of what he had done,

and feared that his league would rekindle

the war. At the time that the Dutch were

preparing to improve this happy junéture,

to break off the negociation with France,

and to riſe in their demands, one Du Cros,

an Agent of Sweden at London, brought

an expreſs order from the King for Šir

William Temple to repair immediately to

Nimeguen, and uſe his utmoſt endeavours

to perſuade the Plenipotentiaries of Sweden

to conſent to the evacuation of the fix towns

within a limited time. . The King ordered

him likewiſe to aſſure them, that, after the

Peace, he would uſe the moſt effe&tual en

deavours he could for the reſtitution of all

the territories the Swedes had loſt in the

war. It was not difficult for Sir William

Temple to infer from hence, that the King

had no inclination to quarrel with France;

but he was ſtill more fully convinced, when

he was informed from Penſionary Fagel,

that Du Cros had been with the States De

puties, and acquainted them with the order

he had brought; that he had alſo ſaid the

terms of the peace were abſolutely agreed

between the Kings of France and England,

and, from ſome expreſſions he had heard the

King uſe, intimated it would be in vain to

pretend to prevent it. As Sir William and

the Penſionary could not doubt that Du

Cros was ſent by the King, they concluded,

that the King had either changed his mind,

or had never deſigned to enter into a war

- with France; wherefore the States, inſtead

of forming new ſchemes, were contented

with the Plan already agreed on, with a re

ſolution
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folution however not to ſign the treaty, till

the reſtitution of the ſix towns was aſſured

within ſuch a time.

Since the league had been concluded at

the Hague, the King of France, to whom

it was communicated, had uſed all poſſible

artifices to elude, and bring it to a negocia

tion, with an offer to treat upon it, either

at St. Quintin or Ghent; but the States, on

the contrary, had expreſly ordered their

Ambaſſadors to break off the negociation,

if the peace was not figned by ſuch a day,

with the article of the evacuation of the

towns in a limited time. Sir William Tem

ple came to Nimeguen but three days be

fore the expiration of the time fixed by the

States; on his arrival, he found very little

diſpoſition on either fide towards ſigning the

peace; the French and Dutch appeared e

qually inflexible, and the latter would not

hear either of any negociation or delay. At

laſt came the critical day, the 11th of Au

guſt, fixed by the treaty at the Hague, in

the morning of which the French Ambaſ

ſadors deſiſted from their pretenſions, and

the peace was figned before twelve that

night. This gave France the deſired ſatiſ.

faction of making a ſeparate peace with

Holland, which was immediately followed

by a peace between France and Spain, and

ſome months after with all the confederate

Powers, except the Duke of Lorrain, who

could never obtain his re-eſtabliſhment. It

may be affirmed with great truth, that the

King of England might have procured Eu

rope a more advantageous peace, ſince the

Parliament would have granted him the ne

ceſſary ſupplies, if he had pleaſed to ačt a

greeably to the intereſt of Europe in general,

and of England in particular: His condućt

can only be aſcribed to his deſire of execu.

ting the project of rendering himſelf abſo

lute, and introducing the Popiſh religion

into England, which he thought could not

be accompliſhed without the aſſiſtance of

France.

The league, concluded between England

and Holland, the 26th of July, had, as I

ſaid, fixed the 11th of Auguſt for figning

the peace. . In this interval, the King of

France had, by his General the Duke of

Luxemburgh, blocked up Mons; all his ar

tifices, to draw the affair of the evacuation

into a negociation, were only to gain time

for Luxemburgh to become matter of Mons,

before the peace was figned; but, the Dutch

being bent not to enter into treaty upon that

affair, the French General had not time to

make any great progreſs before that place.

In the mean time, the Prince of Orange, be

ing informed that peace was upon the point

of being ſigned, and deſiring to diſtinguiſh

himſelf by ſome great action, marched di.

rectly to the Duke of Luxemburgh, ſurpri

ſed him, and gave him a conſiderable check :

This battle, called afterwards the battle of

St. Denys, being fought the 14th of Au

guſt, three days after the peace was figned,

gave occaſion to various opinions concern

ing this action of the Prince of Orange.

Some ſaid he knew not the peace was ſign

ed; others pretended the news was brought

him by an expreſs, but not from the States,

and therefore he might improve the preſent

advantages; however, with this a&tion

ended a war which had lated ſix years, and

was at firſt ſo fatal to Holland, that the Re

public ſaw itſelf on the brink of deſtrućtion.

[To be continued. I

The Hiſtory of the Marchioneſ de Pompadour.

Th; public having long ranked, among

its objects of curioſity, the hiſtory of

a perſonage who has ačted, and continues

to act ſo diſtinguiſhed a part in the world,

as Madame de Pampadour; the following

account of her is offered towards its ſatiſ

faćtion :

This celebrated Lady's father, or reputed

father's name, was Poiſſom, butcher to the

invalids. Some time after he was married,

by flying the kingdom, he eſcaped perſonal

execution for a rape, but was hanged in ef

figy. He remained in foreign parts till he

obtained his pardon on his ſuppoſed daugh

ter's account. Her mother, who was one

of the moſt beautiful women in France, did

not, in her huſband's abſence, deliver herſelf

up to vain afflićtion; for ſhe condeſcended

at once to the deſires of two gallants, M.

Paris de Montmartel and M. Normant de

Tourneau, both in great employments in

the revenue; and ſhe paſſed beſides for be

ing extremely free of her favours to others.

During her huſband's abſence, ſhe was

brought to bed of a daughter, now the fa

mous Madame de Pompadeur. None will

have reaſon to imagine that this rare pro

dućtion was the work of her abſent huſ

band. Meſfieurs Paris and Normant, as

the moſt apparent of her lovers, muſt there

fore be competitors for the honour of pater

nity, and perhaps, on a ſtrićt examination,

it might not belong to either.

However, Madame Poiſſon had her rea

ſons for preferring M. Normant to all

others, who alſo, as a proof of his perſua

ficn, that the child was ačtually his, had all

inaginable care taken of her education.

P p Dancing,
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Dancing, muſic, finging, painting, were all

beſtowed upon her, and ſhe had talents for

each, joined to an air that graced them all.

Nothing could be more amiable than her

perſon, and the ſprightlineſs and ſweetneſs

of her temper. She was endeared to M.

Normant in a particular degree, and his

fondneſs for her grew to ſuch a height, that

he began to think of providing for her in

marriage, and in a manner that ſhould ſhew

he conſidered her in no leſs a light than

that of a legitimate daughter.

Among the number of conqueſts made

by her growing beauty, was that of the

young M. le Normant d'Eitiolles, nephew

to the perſon who had thus a&ted the father

by her. His acceſs to the houſe, his fami

liarity on the foot of ſo near a relation, had

frequently procured him the fight of the

young Lady. The charms of her perſon

in the firſt ſpring of her bloom, the graces

of her air, and the accompliſhments of her

education, had intirely ſubdued and capti

vated his heart; and, as his views were ho

nourable, the difficulty was not ſo much

to break the matter to his uncle, the fair's

ſuppoſed father, as to his own; whom he

could not expect to reconcile to a match,

againſt which there might be many objec

tions. At length, however, all difficulties

were raiſed by the uncle's good offices. The

young pair were married, and Mademoi

ſelle Poiſſon was now Madame d'Eſtiolles.

It does not appear that her heart had

been much conſulted in this match. Her

huſband had not the moſt engaging perſon,

being rather diminutive, ill-favoured, and,

upon the whole, a very mean figure. Yet,

if any thing could atone for the want of

perſonal merit to touch the heart of a Lady,

he muſt have been maſter of her’s. The

lover did not ſink with him into the huſ

band; and, as he was very eaſy in his for

tune, no expences in dreſs or diverſions

were ſpared that might prove his paſſien

for her. Though ſhe had charms enough

to make a lover, and eſpecially a huſband

lover with his figure, jealous; he indulged

her in all the liberty ſhe could wiſh. He

aſſembled and entertained at his houſe the

beſt and moſt agreeable company Paris af.

forded, of which ſhe herſelf was the life,

by her gaiety; and not the leaſt ornament,

by her beauty.

Among the numbers that reſorted to her

houſe, many came with deſigns upon her,

and by reaſon of her ſprightlineſs, which

was far from diſcouraging, were not long

without acquainting her with their ſenti.

ments. ... Of theſe was the Abbot de Bernis,

now Miniſter of State, and a Cardinal.

The firſt foundations of his fortune were

then undoubtedly laid by his paſſion for

this Lady, who, though ſhe did not think

fit to gratify it in the way he deſired,

preſerved a grateful remembrance of it,

when ſhe came into power. It was by her

mediation he was firſt named Ambaſſador

to Venice, and her patronage, by rapid de

grees, procured him his preſent advance

ment. Originally he was no more than

of an obſcure family, in Pont St. l’Eſprit,

a little town of Languedoc, on the borders

of the Venaiſſin. The manner of his be

ing firſt known was by ſome little verſes,

moſt of them in praiſe of his fair Madame

d'Eſtiolles; and, though they did not want

a certain eaſineſs of compoſition, there was

certainly too little merit in them to have

got him a place in the Royal Academy; if

his patroneſ, had not contended for it. His

talents for politics fall far ſhort of his poe

tical genius, which in the main is not a

ſuperior one ; ſo that it need be no great

matter of ſurpriſe, if it was much eafier for

Madame Pampadour to make him a Mi

niſter than a Stateſman. But, be that as it

may, he and others fighed for her, but fighed

in vain. For, though the world has not

been very tender of her charaćter ſince her

engagement with the French King, it is

generally agreed that, previouſly to it, ſhe

proceeded no further than mere coquetry,

to the prejudice of the faith due to her huſ

band. The moſt prefing of her lovers

ſhe put off with ſaying, ‘That, if ever ſhe

wronged her huſband, it ſhould not be with

any but the King. All of them laughed

at the notion, and perhaps had reaſon to

imagine the jeſt would never be realiſed.

Though this declaration had nothing

more than an air of gaiety, the diſpoſitions

ſhe made for effecting it were not the leſs

ſerious, being determined, if poſſible, on

the conqueſt of the King. One of the

King's favourite diverfions was known tº

be hunting. . She pretended to her huſband

a fondneſs for it, and he was far from

having the leaſt objection, to her. deſires.

Having then procured a riding-habit, which

her excellent taſte had very exquiſitely ima

gined for ſtriking the meditated blow,

fhe concerted matters ſo as to attend the

King conſtantly in his hunting-parties, not

as one of his Court indeed, but only as a

ſpe&tatreſs of the ſport.

She contrived to throw herſelf in his way,

as often as poſſible; but had the mortifica

tion to find ſo many attractions and ad

vances laviſhed to no purpoſe. The King

however could not paſs unobſerved ſo con

ſpicuous a figure, but it was without be:

traying any emotions of love or defire, tho’

he had aſked who ſhe was. Notwithſtan

r diug,
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ding, ſhe did not eſcape the piercing eyes

of a rival, ſo much then in poſſeſſion of

the King's heart, that it was ſhut up againſt

the impreſſions of any other fair. This was

Madame de Mailly, daughter to the Mar

quis de Neſle. She had taken notice of

Madame d’Eſtiolle's affe&tation of attend

ing the chace, of her way-laying, as it

were, the King, and playing off her charms

in his eyes; being alſo alarmed with the

inquiry he had made after her, ſhe thought

it adviſable to ſend her word, in virtue of

the authority of a favourite, and to cut ſhort

any views ſhe might have of ſucceſs by

perſiſting in her ſtratagems, that it was beſt

for her never to appear at any hunting

party of the King's again. Madame d'Eſ

tiolles, who was in no condition of life to

meaſure with Madame de Mailly, thought

herſelf obliged to comply with the intima

tion; and thus, for a time, her pretenſions

were, if not at an end, at leaſt ſuſpended.

As this ſuſpenſion muſt make a ſort of

chaſm in her hiſtory, it may not impro

perly be filled up with a ſummary of the

French King's gallantries, which is ſo me

ceſſary to comprehend clearly the whole,

that it can hardly paſs for a digreſſion.

Lewis XV, when only turned of fifteen,

was married to Mary, the daughter of Sta

miſlaus Lecſinſki, ſome time King of Poland,

and now Duke of Lorrain. With this

Princeſs helived for a number of years, in

a moſt exemplary conjugal affe&tion, even

though the match had been made, as thoſe

of his rank generally are, without con

ſulting his inclination. The perſon of the

Queen had never been extremely engaging,

and the diſparity ofage, ſhe being ſeven years

older than he was, could not alſo be but of

ſome conſideration. A numerous iſſue at

teſted however the union that reigned be

tween them, and ſeemed to inſure its du

ration. The King, bred up by Cardinal

Fleuri to ſtrićt notions of conjugal fidelity,

did honour to his preceptor in the ſcrupu

lous obſervance of them. Habit too con

tributed to confirm what duty had begun,

and the Queen had on her fide a thouſand

good qualities that might have compen

fated for any perſonal defects, Hence, it

is probable the King did not for a long

time entertain ſo much as a rambling

thought to her wrong. He had even pret

ty ſmartly reprimanded ſome of the Cour

tiers, that attempted to ſeduce him, and to

one of them, who, with that view, was la

viſh in commendation of the charms of a

Lady of the Court: “What ſaid he ſharp

}y, do you think her handſoner than the

Queen º' The Courtier had not a word to

reply, he was ſo thunderſtruck with the

anſwer.

Ten or twelve years were elapſed before

the King gave any ſigns of wearineſs, or

inclination to rove. It is ſaid the Queen's

perſon had, with her growing years, and

frequent childbearing, contračted certain in

firmities rather fit to diſguſt than to invite

enjoyment. The diſproportion of age be

gan alſo more and more to ſhew itſelf. But,

confidering the King's regard for her,

both as the common parent of his children,

and a perſon remarkable for an excellent

temper and unaffečted piety, it may be be

lieved, that he did not eaſily, nor without .

many conflićts with himſelf, depart from

his ſyſtem of juſtice to her bed.

When the King firſt began to ſet looſe

reins to his inclinations, and to talk in the

tone of a maſter that would be obeyed, of

gratifying his will and pleaſure, Cardinal

Fleuri was ſoon appriſed of it. This old,

ſupple, refined Courtier, knew the world,

and more particularly the temper of his

pupil, to think he would brook reſtraint,

where few are capable of ſuffering any.

He would indeed have wiſhed it otherwiſe,

but thought it moſt prudent to connive at

it, and even under-hand to dire&t where

the royal appetite might feaſt itſelf, which

having at that time no determinate obječt,

he judged the buſineſs could be beſt effected

with what was moſt in readineſs. Here

upon, he ſaid, “He bien donc, qu'on

faſſe venir la Mailly.” “Well then, ſince

it muſt be ſo, let la Mailly be ſent for.” She

was accordingly ſent for, and came. Few

Ladies at that Court would have refuſed to

pick up the royal handkerchief, or rather

not to have ſcrambled for it.

The King was ſo pleaſed with her, that

he kept her for ſome time. She was very

deſerving of the favour. No Miſtreſs ever

made leſs advantage of a royal gallant.

Charitable, good natured, affable, and ob

liging, ſhe repaired in ſome meaſure the

blemiſh of her honour. So far from pil

laging him, ſhe received the little preſents

he made her with relučtance. Among

others, the King one day ſent her a pair of

gold candleſticks, at which ſhe laughed,

and only ſaid, his Majeſty_ought not to

have forgot the ſnuffers. This ſhe ſaid,

more becauſe ſhe thought it pleaſant, than

from any cravingneſs. When he left her,

ſhe devoted herſ. If to a penitential life in a

convent, where ſhe died inſolvent; ſo little

was the harveſt ſhe had reaped from her

favour.

The King had only quitted her for a

ſiſter of her’s. There were five of then,

P. p 2. - all
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all daughters to the Marquis de Neſle, la

Lauraguais, Mailly, Vintimiglia, la Tour

nelle, and Flavacourt, who all became his

Miſtreſſes in their turns, and ſome of them

at one time, except Madame Flavacourt,

the handſomeſt, to whom the King had a

great inclination; but her huſband was ſo

rude and unpoliſhed, that he preſerved her

only by telling her, that ſhe might, if ſhe

pleaſed, play him falſe, but that no King

on earth ſhould hinder him from ſhooting

her through the head, if ſhe did. This

fingle exception however did not hinder

the old Gentleman, their father, the Mar

quis de Neſle, from ſaying : “That, fince

his Majeſty had lain with his whole fami

ly, there remained only himſelf for him to

conſummate the honour upon.”

Madame de Vintimiglia, who was the

next, had a ſon by him, but the ſcandal

lurked under the covering of her being

married. She was ſucceeded by Madame de

Tournelle, who died, as it was at leaſt po

pularly believed, by poiſon. The King

had, at the inſtances of his Confeſſor, du

ring his fickneſs at Metz, renounced any

further commerce with her. But this ex

torted reſolution laſted no longer than till

his health returned. The Lady received

aſſurances of a renewal, but did not ſurvive

the reception of them ahove two or three

days, being taken off, as it was ſuppoſed,

by ſome who imagined they had reaſon to

dread her reſentment, on her return to fa

vour. As to Madame de Lauraguais, ſhe

had only a tranſient part in his affečtions.

All theſe paſſions were now over, either

by death or ſatiety. An interval ſucceeded,

in which the King, no longer attached to

any particular Miſtreſs, reſolved to try the

charms of variety, to which he even ſacri

ficed delicacy. He had women brought

him from among all orders of the people,

not excluding the loweſt. In this way he

was chiefly ſerved by Richelieu, one of the

Gentlemen of his Bed-chamber,who, having

apartments at Verſailles, made petits ſcupers

at them, where he invited his Maſter, and

introduced to him ſuch objećts as he thought

would pleaſe him. He was however ſome

times diſappointed of the acceptance of his

catering. Of this there were two remark

able inſtances in the famous Ladies, Ma

dame de la Popeliniere and Madame de

Portail. The King would touch neither

of them, thinking the firſt, though ſhe had

a deal of wit, too affected; and the other,

though very handſome, too mean and vul

gar in her air, which was perhaps the more

glaring for its ſo little aſſorting with the

righnels of her dreſs. Had ſhe been in a

plain jacket and petticoat, ſhe might have
ſtruck his taſte.

Madame de la Popeliniere had been an

opera-girl, and was taken off the ſtage by

Monſieur de la Popeliniere, a rich Farmer

general of the revenue, who married her

Hereupon, probably thinking ſhe could not

make too much haſte to puniſh him for ſo

great a folly, ſhe gave a looſe to gallantry:

Richelieu being at the head of her liſt of

favourites, had hired a lodging contiguous

to her apartment, with which there was

contrived a communication by a door in

the chimney, concealed by the back of a

high grate. This myſtery was laid open

on the firſt quarrel of the Lady with her
maid; and the poor huſband, inſtead of

taking meaſures for concealing his diſgrace,

in the heat of reſentment, publiſhed it with

all the circumſtances that could make it ri

diculous. At Paris, the laughers are rare

ly on the fide of cornuted huſbands. The

ſcheme of the chimney was thought ſo plea

ſant, that it did honour to Madame de la

Popeliniere, to whom the invention was at

tributed. Her name became ſo famous that

it was given to a diverſity of things. It was

a faſhion to have caps a la-Popeliniere 5
ribbons, hoops, fans, and ſo forth à-la

_Popeliniere; and not improbably ſome had

chimmies à-la-Popeliniei.e.

As to Madame de Portail, wife of the

Preſident de Portail, her intervićw with the

King, though not puſhed on to the length ſhe

could have wiſhed, which ſhe attributed to

the exceſs of reſpectful love ſhe had inſpired

him with, produced an event pleaſant, e

nough. Pietty, but filly and vain, nothing

could perſuade her but that ſhe had made

a complete conqueſt of the King, and that

nothing but an opportunity was wanting to

him, for giving the finiſhing ſtroke to it:

Full of this idea, at a great and general

maſk ball, ſhe fingled out one who, by his

air, make, and even voice, had reſem

blance enough to the King, to excuſe her

miſtaking him. He who knew her, and

who was only of the King's guards, hu

moured the miſtake; but humoured it ſo

far, that he took all the advantages of it he

could deſire. Nothing was refuſed him ;

after which ſhe returned to the company,

heartily pleaſed with her adventure, and in

the notion of being engaged with the King.

Her exultation did not laſt long. The

guard, who did not think himſelf greatly

bound in gratitude for a favour not deſigned

him, followed her into the ball-room, and

told every one he met his good fortune.

The Lady's confuſion was complete. This

very ſtory is related with more humour, and
- Inorg
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more at large, under fićtitious names, in

the Bijoux indiſcrets. This Lady, ſome

time after, fell into a much worſe ſcrape.

She was accuſed of having conſpired with

her cook and porter to poiſon her huſband.

However, the affair, which might have

ended fatally for her, was ſtifled by him ;

but Madame Pompadour, who owed her a

grudge for having had deſigns on the King,

worked under-hand ſo effectually, that ſhe

procured a lettre de cachet to ſhut her up

cloſe priſoner in a convent, on the ſtrength

of the preſumptions againſt her. But here

love took charge of her releaſe. Madame

Pompadour's wine - merchant, by name

D’Arboulin, having been in love with Ma

dame de Portail, exerted his intereſt with

Madame Pompadour, whoſe reſentment

was, by this time, in ſome meaſure aba

ted, and obtained her diſcharge. Being

ſeparated from her huſband, ſhe rewarded

her deliverer to his wiſh, and lived with

him openly.

Such were the two Ladies, who had the

honour of being preſented, and the mortifi

cation of not being accepted by the King.

He, on his ſide, after thus running the com

mon for ſome time, began to be diſguſted,

at once, with the facility and variety of the

women brought him, which he found ra

ther perplexed, than ſatisfied his taſte for

Pleaſure. In this mood, one night, as he

was going to bed, he mentioned the un

pleaſingneſs of his fituation to one Binet, a

valet-de-chambre then in waiting. He told

him he was heartily tired with new faces,

and ſtill without meeting with any woman

worth his attachment, which he ſhould pre

fer to his range through the ſex. After

wards he aſked him if he knew of any one

he could recommend in particular, that had

merit enough to relieve him from the trou

ble and diſguſt of changing ſo often. Bi

net, to whom ſuch a confidence was highly

welcome, aſſured the King, that he had a

perſon in his eye for him, who, he was ſure,

would pleaſe him, and was a couſin of his

own, and, beſides, had a real paſſion for his

Majeſty's perſon. This piqued the King's

curioſity to aſk who it was ; And who

ſhould it be, but the very individual Ma

dame d’Eſtiolles, now Madame de Pompa

dour. Binet then proceeded to remind him

that he had ſeen her, at his hunting-parties,

and had even taken notice of her. The

King recolle&ted her perfestly, and owned

that he had liked her, as much as one then

engaged with another could ; adding, that

he ſhould be glad to have a private interview

with her, if it could be conveniently ma

naged.

Binet now had his cue, and, the next day,

poſted to Madame d'Eſtiolles, and ac

quainted her of what had paſſed. She re

ceived the ſummons with rapture, and mea

ſures were immediately concerted for her

lying out, without incurring the ſuſpicion
of her huſband.

At the time appointed, ſhe waited on the

King, who paſſed the night with her, and

the next morning. her coolly e

nough. He alſo did not ſo much as men

tion her name to Binet, either the next day

or many days afterwards. It is eaſy to

gueſs at the vexation of the confident, and

eſpecially of the miſtreſs, who had depended

ſo much on the power of her charms, and

who had now ſuch reaſon to think, that the

enjoyment of them had not left impreſſions

on the King's memory, favourable enough

to reſummon deſire. Above a month paſſed

in this manner, when, one night, the King

ſmilingly aſked Binet, what his couſin

thought of him His anſwer is eaſily anti

cipated. He told his Majeſty ſhe was full

of nothing, thought of nothing, dreamed of

nothing, but him. “ To ſay the truth,

ſaid the King, I was afraid ſhe was too like

the reſt of thoſe I have had, either ačtuated

by ambition, or, perhaps, by a yet more

ſordid paſſion, that of intereſt. Otherwiſe, I

cannot but ſay, I liked her very well. I

had a mind too to try how ſhe would take

my neglect.” Binet was not ſo little of a

Courtier, intereſted eſpecially as he was in

the iſſue of the affair, not to give his Ma

jeſty all proper aſſurances for reviving his

inclination and quieting his doubts. He

obſerved particularly that intereſt, or at

leaſt ſo low an one as that of a common hire

ling, could not have a great weight with

her, ſince ſhe was ſo eaſy in her fortune;

and that, to his knowledge, ſhe had always

expreſſed a paſſion merely for his perſon.

• Well, ſaid the King, if you really think

ſo, I ſhall be glad to ſee her again.' That

point was eaſily adjuſted. The ſecond in

terview took place, and had not the like

conſequence as the firſt. She now capti

vated him to ſuch a point, that he was un

eaſy till he ſaw her again. And ſee her he

did, night after night, till at length ſhe had

ſo far completed her conqueſt, that he at

tached himſelf intirely to her.

It is generally thought, that this her ſuc

ceſs was partly owing to the inſtrućtions of

her mother; a woman perfectly ſkilled in all

the myſteries of gallantry and arts of pleaſ

ing. Theſe inſtrućtions were ſeconded by

a happy aptneſs in the daughter. Madame

Poiſſon died ſoon after ſhe had ſeen the

thorough eſtabliſhment of her daughter's

favour, for which, perhaps, her overjoy

contributed to ſhorten her days. I

rº
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In the mean time, the frequent night

evagations of Madame d'Eſtoilles could not

but alarm her huſband, with whom her con

fidence in the greatneſs and power of her

royal gallant made her hardly keep any

meaſures. He was ſoon appriſed of his

misfortune and the author of it. As he

loved his wife too ardently to ſhare her with

any one, the diſcovery was like a thunder

clap to him. Reſolved, however, not to

acquieſce in it, he began to ſpeak in the

tone of a perſon that was deeply wronged,

and to exert the authority of a huſband de

º

termined to be no longer ſo. This only

haſtened a meaſure already concerted be

tween the King and Madame d'Eſtiolles.

She now boldly plucked off the maſk, and,

ſure of protection, hoiſted the flag of de

fiance, and repaired openly to Verſailles,

as to her refuge. The poor huſband, thus

robbed of his wife, naturally made the world

reſound with his complaints, and was even

taking effectual meaſures for getting her

back, when he received a lettre de cachet

baniſhing him to Avignon.

[To be continued.]

An Account of the Iſland of Martinico in America.

A $ it is currently reported that ſeveral

of our ſhips of war are ſet out with a

numerous force aboard, to attempt the con

queſt of the iſland of Martinico, a French

ſettlement in America, it was thought not

amiſs to give our readers a ſuccinct deſcrip

tion of it, whereby they may be enabled to

judge of the importance and utility of ſuch

a conqueſt, if it can be effected.

This iſland, which the ancient Indians

called Madanina, is not only the chief of

the French, but the biggeſt of all the Ca

ribbee iſlands. . It lies between 14 and 15

degrees of north latitude, and between 60

degrees, 33 minutes, and 61 degrees, Io

minutes, weſt longitude, about 20 leagues

north-weſt of Barbadoes. It is near zo

leagues in length from north weſt to ſouth

eaſt, but of an unequal breadth ; and 45,

fome ſay 50 leagues, or 130 miles, in com

aſs.

Its, air is hotter than at Guardaloupe,

but the hurricanes here have not been ſo

frequent and violent, as in that or ſome of

the other Caribbee iſlands. It is hilly within

the land, appears at a diſtance, like three

diſtinét mountains, and there are three rocks

ſo fituate, on the north fide of it, that they

make it look at a diſtance, as if it conſiſted

pf three ſeparate iſlands. It has not leſs

than 40 rivers, ſome of which are navigable

a great way up the country. Beſides the

{treams, which in the rainy ſeaſon water

the dales and ſavanna's, there are ten rivers

that are never dry, which run from the

mountains into the ſea, and ſometimes over

flow their banks, and carry away trees and

houſes. The coaſt abounds with tortoiſes,

and has ſeveral commodious bays and har

bours. Some of the hills are cultivated,

and others' overgrown with trees that af

ford ſhelter to wild beaſts, and abundance

9f ſerpents and ſnakes. Tobacco grows on

its ſteep aſcents, which is better than that

in the vallies; and, as for the other produce of

the iſland, it is the ſame with that of Barba

*.

does, namely, ſugar, cotton, ginger, indigo,

aloes, piemento, caſſia, mandioca, potatoes,

Indian figs, bananas, ananas, melons,&c. the

firſt of which it produces in greater quan

tities than Barbadoes; it being computed,

that here are made, one year with another,

1o,ooo hogſheads, each of about 600 weight.

The chief proviſions here, beſides the tor

toiſe and hogs, are guiney-pigs, turkeys,

wood-pigeons, ortolans, frogs, and lizards.

The firſt ſettlement, made here by the

French, was in 1657, by M. d’Enambuc,

whom Labat mentions as the father and

founder of all the French colonies in the

iſlands of America. He brought with him

1oo ſtout old ſoldiers from St. Chriſtopher's,

well furniſhed with arms, and all the ne

ceſſary implements for planting. He landed

his men in the Baſſe-terre, the name they

give to the weſt and ſouth parts of the

iſland, which the natives readily yielded to

him ; and, on their promiſe to retire to the

Cabes-terre, he built a fort on the ſhore,

which he called St. Peter, at the mouth of

the river of this name, which was, for a

long time, called Royolanne. The ſavages

however revolted ſeveral times, but the

French at laſt made ſuch ſlaughter of them,

that thoſe who ſurvived retired to Domi

nica and St. Vincent, and left the French,

about the latter end of the year 1658, ſole

maſters of Martinico.

In 1674, this iſland was attacked by the

Dutch, under Mynheer Ruyter, but they

were repulſed. In 1693, it was attacked

by an Engliſh ſquadron of men of war,

and land forces from Barbadoes; the for

mer under Commodore Wheeler, the lat

ter under Colonel Foulkes. They landed

1500 men at a place called Culde Sac Ma

1ine, in the ſouth-eaſt part of the iſland ;

upon which the inhabitants and negroes

fled into the woods: But after deſtroying

all the houſes and plantations thereabouts,

moſt of which were good ſugar-works,

they went on board again, and, landing
Inflºt
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next day in the bay called the Diamond,

burnt ſeveral houſes and plantations, and

deſtroyed the country on that fide. At laſt,

they attacked St. Pierre, while ſome ad

vanced parties deſtroyed the country; but

finding the place too regular a fortification,

and too ſtrong a force to defend it; a ſick

meſs alſo breaking out among the men, to

gether with a want of confidence in the

Officers, they returned to Barbadoes. Their

forces, at firſt, made between 4 and 5ooe

men, and were enough, as it was them

thought, to have diſpoſſeſſed the French of

all their ſugar iſlands, had the Officers that

came from England, done their duty as

well as the Barbadians, who, if to blame

in anything, it was for being a little too

forward. The French, however, were ſo

terrified, that moſt of the wealthy inhabi

tants ſhipped off their beſt effects for France,

ſome of which were intercepted by the

Engliſh. Labat ſays, that in this affair

the Engliſh left behind them a good quan

tity of arms, ammunition, and baggage;

above 300 priſoners, with a great many

deſerters, and 5 or 600 men killed.

This author, who was upon the iſland

in 1699, imputes, to the malignant influence

of ſome unknown unlucky ſtar, a certain

epidemic madneſs that then raged in this

iſland; where he ſays many people, being

deprived of their reaſon, ran about the

ſtreets like madmen, though without any

fever, or other apparent diſtemper. Some

drowned themſelves; others, mounting to

the tops of trees and precipices, in order to

fly into the air, fell to the bottom, and

were daſhed to pieces: But, by impriſon

ment and baſtinading, ſeveral were made

more ſober. This, ſays our author, was

ſucceeded by the ſmall-pox, which was fa

fal to the negroes, as it had been before to

many-of the white women; yet Du Pleſis

ſäys, that, in 17oo, here were 15,000 French,

beſides the negroes employed in the manu

faćtures of tobacco and ſugar.

On the 29th of O&tober, 1727, a dread

ful earthquake happened here, which con

tinued for 11 hours together, with very little

intermiſſion, and was felt ſeveral days after,

whereby half of St. Peter's fort was ſhook

down, one mountain ſunk, and ancther

cleft in two; ſo that a large ſtream of wa

ter iſſued from it; and above zoo ſugar

houſes were deſtroyed by the ſhocks, beſides

churches, convents, &c. and the loſs of ſe

veral lives.

Martinico, notwithſtanding, in its pre

ſent ſtate, is an orderly, well governed co

lony, an iſland populous and thriving, be

yond any of the Caribbees, Barbadoes only

excepted, with fine roads, creeks, and har

3.

bours, extremely well fortified, and manned

by ſtrong garriſons of regular troops from

. beſides which, it can muſter 10,obo

fighting men of its militia, and 40 or

50,000 negroes or ſlaves, who are diſperſed

over the whole iſland among the planta

tions : And it is, without exception, the

richeſt, beſt planted, and ſtrongeſt of all the

French iſland colonies in America. The

Governor-general and Intendant of all their

iſlands, in this part of the world, reſides

here; and it is the ſeat alſo of the Sovereign

Council, which has juriſdićtion not only

throughout the Antilles iſlands, but alſo

over the French ſettlements in St. Domingo

and Tortuga.

This iſland, it is obſerved, is become the

more populous, becauſe the late French

King cauſed a great number of his Pro

teſtant ſubjećts to be tranſported hither for

ſlaves, and becauſe the far greateſt part of

the French ſhips that trade to America put

in here for refreſhments; when it often

happens, that whole families, that came

from France with an intention to go to

other iſlands, proceed no farther.

Labat obſerves, that this and the other

iſlands have ſuffered very much, at ſundry

times, by a diſtemper called the malady of

Siam, becauſe it was firſt brought to Mar

timico by a French ſhip which came from
Siam with the remains of the colonies fet

tled at Merguy and Bancock. The ſymp

toms of it, he ſays, were different accord

ing to the conſtitutions of thoſe it ſeized.

It uſually began with a great pain in the

head and back, attended with a fever. The

patients often voided blood, even at their

pores, and ſometimes worms of various

fizes and colours, both upwards and down

wards. Some had buboes under their arm

pits and in the groin, which were either full

of worms, or of clotted blood, that was black

and ſtinking. It generally carried off peo

ple in ſix or ſeven days at moſt. Some

perſons, who at firſt only complained of the

head-ach, have fallen down dead in the

ſtreets ; and their fleſh uſed to be as black,

and as putrid, in a quarter of an hour after

they expired, as it they had been dead four

or five days. Our author ſays this diſtem

per was making great ravage in theſe iſlands

in 1705, when he left them.

The chief place of Martinico, on the

weſt ſide of it, is St. Peter's. It is a long

ſquare, of which one fide is cloſe by the

ſhore. The weſt ſide is waſhed by the ri

ver of the fort, and has cannon mounted

'on it which command the road. The main

gate of the fort is towards the eaſt ; it is

overlooked on all fides, except the ſea. It

has a terrace on that ſide, with two centi

nel-boxes
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nel-boxes at the corners, and eight port-holes

for cannon to defend the road. On the

land-fide there are two great towers, at the

two ends of a wall, 35 fathoms in front,

each of which has four port-holes with can

non; and in the middle of this front there

is a terrace with two other pieces, that

command the parade and town. The

walls are four feet and an half thick, upon

which there is a parapet with battlements of

ſtone. There is no ditch to the fort, nor

covered-way; but the gates are defended

with ſtrong palifadoes. The parade, which

is about 300 feet ſquaré, has the fort in

front, and houſes on the other three ſides,

from which run five ſtreets. Not far from

the fort is the redoubt of Martinico, where,

in caſe of an attack, women, children,

cattle, and furniture, may be ſheltered very

conveniently in huts of canes, built in mea

dows behind it.

The next place of note is Fort-royal, on

the eaſt ſide of the iſland, 7 leagues by land,

and 9 by water, from Fort St. Peter. This

fort, which is far from being impregnable,

is built of earth, not on a hard rock, but a

very tender eminence, 15 or 18 fathoms

above the ſurface of the ſea, which ſurrounds

it on all fides, except a ſmall iſthmus of 18

or zo fathoms over, which joins it to the

iſland. . This iſthmus is fortified by two

ſmall demibaſtions, and one very ſmall

half-moon, which covers the curtain, with

a ditch full of water, a covered way paliſa

doed, and a glacis. The harbour lies on

the flank of the demibaſtion, with very nar

row ſtairs leading up to a platform mount

ed with ſome cannon; and all that ſide of

the fort is ſhut in by a double wall, with

flankers. Towards the ſea, there is only a

parapet, with ſome port-holes. Over the

gate there is a third terrace, or platform, on

which cannon might be planted, if neceſ.

ſary, to beat down an eminence on the other

fide of the harbour, which has a great com

mand of the fort.

There is a great bay here, called Cul de

Sac Robert, which is near two leagues in

depth. It is formed by two points, that

on the eaſt called Point la Roſe, and that

on the weſt the Point of the Galleons. At

the mouth of it ſtand two little iſlands, one

behind another, which, by breaking the

waves of the ſea, render this bay the more

quiet and ſecure for ſhipping; and indeed

it is one of the fineſt natural harbours that

can be imagined, being capable of admit

ting any fleet, almoſt ever ſo great, with

ſuch conveniency, that the largeſt ſhips may,

in many places, lie ſo cloſe to the ſhore, as

to reach it by a plank.

The port of Trinity is another great bay

here, formed on the ſouth-eaſt by the point

de Caravalle, which is two leagues in

length; and on the other fide by a very

high hill, about 359 or 4oo paces in length,

which only joins to the main land by an

iſthmus, not above 200 feet in breadth.

The eaſt fide, oppoſite to the bottom of this

bay, is ſtopped up by a chain of rocks that

appear even with the water, when the ebb

tide is ſpent. In the hurricane ſeaſon, ſhips

have a ſafe ſtation in this port; and another

advantage is, that, when they ſet out for

Europe, they are to the windward of all the

iſlands, and ſave above 3oo leagues in the

paſſage, which they would find by the way

of St. Domingo or Porto Rico.

The moſt conſiderable river of this iſland

is the Capot, which is commonly 50 or 6o

feet over, but not above 2 or 3 in depth, and

very clear good water. The beſt, or at

leaſt the ſafeſt, harbour in the iſland lies be

tween the Carbet, one of the quarters of

the Baſſe-terre, and Fort St. Peter, one

half of it being ſheltered from the wind by

very high... -

There are many other commodious har

bours, bays, &c. as well as pariſhes,

churches, and monaſteries, which it is un

neceſſary at preſeat to mention. [See an

Account of the Américan Iſlands, in Vol.

XVII. of our Magazine, pag. 241 and 312-3

and a full Account of the Engliſh and

French Settlements in North America, Vol.

XV, pag. 241, 302; and Vol. XVII. Pag.

84, 111, 145, and 218.]

The compendious Syſtem of Natural Hiſtory (Vol. XXIII, Page 72.) continued.

With the Purple-breaſted Blue Manakin, coloured from Nature. From Mr. Edwards's

Natural Hiſtory.

Tº H IS bird is here figured of its natu.

ral bigneſs, and is one of the moſt ele

gant birds, for its ſhining colours, that I

have lately met with.

The bill is black, rather ſlender than

thick, a little arched on the top, and incli

ning ſomething downwards at the point;

the top and fides of the head, upper fide of

the neck, back, rump, thighs, lower belly,

and covert-feathers both above and beneath

the tail, are of the fineſt blue that can be

conceived by imagination, clouded with a

little black on the crown of the head, in

the middle of the back, and on the feathers

between the back and wings ; there is alſo

a ſmall border of black round the upper

mandible
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mandible of the bill ; All the fine blue fea

thers have their bottoms of a black or duſky

colour; the throat and breaſt are of an ex

ceeding fine reddiſh purple colour; the

bottoms, or downy part of theſe purple fea

thers, are quite white; the wings are black,

except the leſſer covert-feathers, which are

blue; the inner coverts of the wings are

black; the inſides of the quills are of a

duſky black; the tail is wholly black; the

legs, feet, and claws are black ; the outer

toe, in each foot, is joined to the middle

moſt toe, as in king-fiſhers.

This bird was lent to me, to make a

The I D L E R.

To the I D L E R.

Mr. IDLER,

Fit be difficult to perſuade the idle to be

buſy, it is likewiſe, as experience has

taught me, not eaſy to convince the buſy

that it is better to be idle. When you de

ſpair of ſtimulating ſluggliſhneſs to motion,

I hope you will turn your thoughts towards

the means of ſtilling the buſtle of pernicious

aćtivity.

I am the unfortunate huſband of a buyer

of bargains. My wife has ſomewhere heard,

that a good houſewife never has any thing

to purchaſe when it is wanted. This

maxim is often in her mouth, and always

in her head. She is not one of thoſe philo

ſophical talkers that ſpeculate without prac

tice, and learn ſentences of wiſdom only to

repeat them; ſhe is always making addi

tions to her ſtores; ſhe never paſſes by a bro

ker's ſhop, but ſhe ſpies ſomething that

may be wanted ſome time ; and it is im

poſfible to make her paſs the door of a

houſe where ſhe hears goods ſelling by

aučtion.

Whatever ſhe thinks cheap, ſhe holds it

the duty of an oeconomiſt to purchaſe; in

conſequence of this maxim, we are incum

bered on every fide with uſeleſs lumber.

The ſervants can ſcarcely creep to the beds

through the cheſts and boxes that ſurround

them. The carpenter is always employed

in building cloſets, fixing cupboards, and

faſtening ſhelves, and my heuſe has the ap

pearance of a ſhip ſtored for a voyage to
the colonies.

I had often obſerved that advertiſements

ſet her on fire, and therefore, pretending to

emulate her laudable frugality, I forbad

the news-paper to be taken any longer ;

but my precaution is vain ; I know not

by what fatality, or by what confederacy,

every catalogue of genuine furniture somes

drawing of, by my obliging friend James

Theobald, Eſq; who told me it was

brought to England by Commodore Mit

chel, who went with the now Lord Anſon

on his expedition round the world; and as

I have a bird of the ſame ſize and genus,

though different in colour, which came

from Surinam, I imagine, that this was

taken in ſome latitude of South America,

nearly parallel to that of Surinam. I have

ſeveral. of this family, though ſmaller,

in my former, as well as in this preſent

part of my Natural Hiſtory; moſt of which

were brought from Surinam.

lumber XXXVI.

to her hand, every advertiſement of a ware

houſe newly opened is in her pocket-book,

and ſhe knows before any of her neigh

bours, when the ſtock of any man, leaving

off trade, is to be ſold cheap for ready

money.

Such intelligence is to my dear one the

Siren's ſong. No engagement, no duty,

no intereſt can with-hold her from a ſale, .

from which ſhe always returns congratu

lating herſelf upon her dexterity at a bar

gain ; the porter lays down his burden in

the hall, ſhe diſplays her new acquiſitions,

and ſpends the reſt of the day in contriving

where they ſhall be put.

As ſhe cannot bear to have any thing

uncomplete, one purchaſe neceſſitates ano

ther; ſhe has twenty feather-beds more

than ſhe can uſe, and lately another ſale

has ſupplied her with a proportionable num

ber of Witney blankets, a large roll of linen

for ſheets, and five quilts for every bed,

which ſhe bought, becauſe the ſeller told

her, that, if ſhe would clear his hands, he

would let her have a bargain.

Thus by hourly incroachments my ha

bitation is made marrower and narrower;

the dining-room is ſo crouded with tables,

that dinner ſcarcely can be ſerved; the par

lour is decorated with ſo many piles of

china, that I dare not come within the

door ; at every turn of the ſtairs I have a

clock, and half the windows of the upper

floors are darkened that ſhelves may be ſet

before them.

This, however, might be borne, if ſhe

would gratify her own inclinations without

oppoſing mine. But I, who am idle, am

luxurious, and ſhe condemns me to live

upon ſalt proviſion. She knows the loſs of

buying in ſmall quantities, we have there

fore whole hogs, and quarters of oxen;

part of our meat is tainted before it is eaten,

and part is thrown away, becauſe it it

Q_q fpoilèd;
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ſpoiled; but ſhe perfiſts in her ſyſtem, and

will never buy any thing by fingle penny
worths.

The common vice of thoſe who are ſtill

graſping at more, is to neglect that which

they already poſſeſs; but from this failing

my wife is free. It is the great caſe of her

life that the pieces of beef ſhould be boiled

in the order in which they are bought;

that the laſt bag of peaſe ſhall not be opened

till the firſt are eaten ; that every feather.

bed ſhall be lain on in its turn; that the

carpets ſhould be taken out of the cheſts

once a month, and bruſhed, and the rolls of

linen opened now and them before the fire.

She is daily inquiring after the beſt traps

for mice; and keeps the rooms always

ſcented by fumigations to deſtroy the moths.

She employs workmen, from time to time,

to adjuſt ſix clocks that never go, and clean

five jacks that ruſt in the garret; and a wo

man in the next alley lives by ſcouring the

braſs and pewter, which, when ſcoured, are

only laid up again to tarniſh. -

She is always imagining ſome diſtant
time in which ſhe ſhall uſe whatever ſhe

accumulates; ſhe has four looking-glaſſes,

which ſhe cannot hang up in her houſe,

but which will be handſome in more lofty

rooms; and pays rent for the place of a

vaſt copper in ſome warehouſe, becauſe,

when we live in the country, we ſhall brew

our own beer.

Of this life I have long been weary, but

know not how to change it; all the mar

ried men, whom I conſult, adviſe me to

have patience, but ſome old bachelors are

of opinion, that, fince ſhe loves ſales ſo well,
ſhe ſhould have a ſale of her own, and I

have, I think, reſolved to open her hoards,

and advertiſe an auction.

I am, Sir,

Your humble ſervant,

Peter Plenty.

Compariſon of the King of PRussia with CAE SAR.

Tº Evolving in my mind the great per

ſonages both of ancient and modern

times, I muſt have recourſe to antiquity for

a parallel to Frederic the Great of Pruſſia,

and I find him equalled (if he is equalled)

by none but Julius Caeſar.

Both of them entered upon the command

of armies about the ſame age; both of them

were put to the bans of their ſeveral em

pires, without valuing them a ruſh. The

marriages of both were matters of intereſt

rather than inclination ; but, in that parti

cular, the magnanimity of the Pruſſian

greatly ſurpaſſes that of the Roman. The

fenes of Caeſar's actions were rather glo

rious than dangerous; thoſe of Frederic

were always dangerous, and therefore al

ways glorious. The quickneſs of Caeſar's

conqueſts never was exceeded but by thoſe

of Frederic. The progreſs of the former

Was ſwift, that of the latter was rapid. The

barbarians againſt whom Caeſar fought,

were barbarous in every reſpect. The bar

barians who ačted againſt Frederic, were

barbarous in all ſenſes but in the pračice of

arms. Caeſar had his Pompey, and Fre.

deric has his Daum: The two former were

Romans, the two latter are Germans.

Though Caeſar was generally vićtorious,

yet he was ſurpriſed by Pompey at Dyrra

chium ; and, though Frederic was ſeldom

beaten, yet he was in the very ſame manner

furpriſed by Daun at Hochkirchen; andeach

owned he might have been ruined, had his

*nemy known how to have made uſe of

his vićtory.

Caeſar, upon finiſhing his expedition into

Africa, wrote to the Senate a famous laco

nic letter, Veni, vidi, vici; but Frederic

could have given an account of the cloſe of

his campaign in 1758, more laconically by

one third, Veni, vici; for the terror of

his name prevented his even ſeeing his ene

mies.
-

In learning they were equal ; both of

them were poets, and both of them hiſto

rians. Each compoſed the memoirs of his

own family. Frederic that of Branden

burg; Caeſar that of the Julii, which he

read, over the corpſe of his grandmother,

and of which we have a fragment in Sue

tonius. Both of them alike ſhone in the

arts of poliſhed life; each of them carried
the Muſes both into the field and cabinet;

and, to conclude, the charaćteriſtic of Fre

deric, by a ſort of preſcience, was drawn by

Lucan in the following line, which he de

figned as the chara&er of Caeſar,

* Nil ačtum reputans dum quid ſupereſt:

agendum.”

I know how eaſy it is for a critic to ob

ferve, that Caeſar ruined the liberties of

Rome; that Frederic aſſerted thoſe of Ger

many. That Caeſar was debauched, that

Frederic is ſober. That Caeſar was tall,

and Frederic is ſhort; that Caeſar's noſe was

hooked, and that Frederic's is ſquare ; with

a thouſand other diſcrepitant particulars;

but the beſt critics have allowed, that it is

ſufficient, if the eye of imagination catches

the moſt ſtriking charaćters of fimilarity,

and a figure of poetry, thus formed, con

ſtitutes the true ſublime,
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An exa: Lift of the Numbers of thoſe Tickets intitled to Prizes, of the Palue of rol.

and upwards, in the State Lottery of 1758. See a Scheme thereof in our laſt

Wolume, Page 268.
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301 35, as laſt drawn, Iooo I.

BRITISH MUSE, containing original Poems, Songs, &c.

In a Garden belonging to Mr. Tyers, at Denbigh in Surry, is a Walk, terminated

by a beautiful Alcove, called Il Penſeroſo; in which are two elegantly carved

Pedºſals, on which are placed a Gentleman's and a Lady's Skull, each of which

here addreſſes the male and female Viſitants.

The LA D Y 's Sk U L L.

LUSH not, ye fair, to own me—but be

wiſe,

Nor turn from ſad mortality your eyes;

Fame ſays (and Fame alone can tell how true)

1—once—was lovely, and belov’d—like you.

Where are my vot’ries, where my flatt’rers

now * -

Fled, with the ſubječt of each lover's vow,

Adieu the roſe's red and lily's white, -

Adieu thoſe eyes that made the darkneſs light;

No more, alas ! thoſe coral lips are ſeen,

Nor longer breathes the fragrant gale between.

Turn from your mirrour, and behold in me

At once what thouſands can't, or dare not ſee;

Unvarniſh'd, I the real truth impart,

Nor here am plac'd but to direct the heart.

Survey me well, ye fair ones, and believe,

The grave may terrify, but can't deceive.

On beauty's fragil ſtate no more depend;

Here youth and pleaſure, age and ſorrow, end ?

Here drops the maſk, here ſhuts the final ſcene,

Nor differs grave threeſcore from gay fifteen i

All preſs alike to that ſame gaol—the tomb,

Where wrinkled Laura ſmiles at Chloe's bloom.

When coxcombs flatter, and when fools adore,

Here learn the leſſon, to be vain no more:

Yet Virtue ſtill againſt decay can arm,

And even lend mortality a charm.

The G E N T L E M A N’s Sk U L L.

WHY ſtart?—The caſe is yours—or will be

ſoon,

Some years, perhaps—perhaps another moon;

Life, at its utmoſt length, is ſtill a breath,

And thoſe who longeſt dream muſt wake in death.

Like you, I once thought ev'ry bliſs ſecure,

And gold of ev'ry ill the certain cure ;

Till, ſteep'd in ſorrow, and befieg'd with pain,

Too late, I found all earthly riches vain ;

Diſeaſe with ſcorn threw back the ſordid fee,

And Death ſtill anſwer’d—What is gold to me?

Fame, titles, honours, next I vainly fought,

And fools obſequious nurs'd the childiſh thought:

Circled with brib'd applauſe and purchas'd praiſe,

! built on endleſs grandtur endleſs days; Till |
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Till Death awoke me from my dream of pride,

And laid a prouder beggar by my fide.

Pleaſure I courted, and obey'd my taſte;

The banquet ſmil'd, and ſmil'd the gay repaſt :

A loathſome carcaſe was my conſtant care,

And worlds were ranſack'd but for me to ſhare.

Go on, vain man, to luxury be firm;

Yet know—I feaſted but to feaſt a worm 1

Already, ſure, leſs terrible I ſeem,

And you, like me, ſhall own—that life's a dream,

Farewel ! remember' nor my words deſpiſe—

The only happy are the early wiſe.

B E L IN D A and A M E I, I A : A favourite Dialogue.

e? º 1– —
-

I

Well

as you croſs'd the mead,

favour or

J
:

long, I’ve felt your

lan—guiſh

- She.

Ah! ſwain, was fair Belinda here

As much to her you would declare ;

You men can praiſe each face you meet,

And ſtill we find you all deceit :

Ne'er in your breaſt is love the while;

2 You're form'd to flatter and beguile.

I-I-

met, A--me—lia,

your ſcorn to prove:

beau--ty'

T

beauteous maid, I ſaw you

*-*

And haſt-–ed here on wings of love, Your

ſyml

Long,

s pow'r; For you I languiſh ev'—ry.

ev'—ry hour.

|

- He,

Believe me true, thou lovely fair,

My paſſion is beyond compare ;

Such charms as thine make conqueſt ſure,

And light a flame for ever pure :

Whate'er thy virgin wiſh can crave,

'Tis but to ſpeak, you're ſure to have.
c. 4
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She.

Firſt, as a proof you love me ſo,

Do you deſign to wed or no 2

Why ſtart you thus * 'Tis plain I ſee,

This is your boaſted faith to me:

But, ſwain, I now behold the ſnare,

I can be virtuous too and fair.

B O T H. - - .

< Then 1a–cted
Hy--men's

He. ---

Such ſounds for ever let me hear, -

They're muſic, and they charm my ear. t

She.

And I am happy in my ſwain,

Nor envy aught around the plain;

Then Hymen's ſacred bands ſhall tie

The nuptial knot of love and joy.

bends ſhall tie T ne nup--ti--al knot of love

< and joy, The nup--ti—-al knot of love joy.

rt I.L. L -

- l_ l— -

- w | -

- EE=====-i-º-º-
- —— ſ -º- Biº

* -º-
-

A New C O U N T R Y D A N C E.

C H L O E 's D R E A M.

* *_e_º º
-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º: I -T

Hº-Hº-EH #.. EEEEEEE

Caſt off two couple –, and up again +; croſs over two couple == i lead to the top and caſt off =#;

foot corners and turn #; lead outfides E. -

The PRoc R Ess of a Bath Rare.

When graceful Manhood does each Limb diſplay,

And juſt when others do begin to ſtray :

When Nature prompts a Love for Womankind,

And to their Frailties all our Sex are blind ; — . - - --

Behold what Wonder at this Age excites ;

A vicious Rake, reclaim’d, his Progreſs writes 1

I. - 2.

HEN firſt my tongue could mamma ſay, At fix years old (a forward boy 1)

# then was full of am’rous play; To pleaſe young Miſs was all my joy,

And ſmiling on my nurſe, I ſcorn'd the trifling rattle;

Whilſt ſhe my tender limbs did warm For, whilſt my ſchool-mates play'd with toys,

By gentie fire, not thinking harm, , I choſe ſhuch more ſublimer joys,

I gave her buſs for buſs, With Pretty girls to prattle,

- * 3. At
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3.

At twelve (tho' then quite innocent)

On women all my thoughts were bent;

I wiſh'd to be from ſchool :

To gain my ends I learnt apace;

I quitted ſoon this hated place,
And liv'd without controul.

4.

From twelve till fourteen years of age

Nought could my luſtful paſſion 'ſwage,

It was in vain I ſtrove;

For, tho' well pleas'd with ev’ry kiſs,

I wanted more ſubſtantial bliſs,

The quinteſſence of love.

5.

Theſe two long years unhappy ſeem'd;

Of' love and women ſtill I dream’d,

But could not them enjoy :

Some females oft' I did aſſail,

Yet all my arts could not prevail,

They call'd me filly boy!
6

At laſt I found a yielding fair,

One who with Venus might compare,

I ſprung into her arms;

And there (what pen can paint the bliſs

Attendant on each mutual kiſs')

I rifled all her charms.

- 7.

At fourteen thus my race began,

And now I thought myſelf a man;

The nymph whom I ſeduc’d

was juſt my age—in am’rous play

The bliſsful moments ſlipp'd away

*Till time a child produc’d.

8

This was the ſummit of my joy,

And now my love began to cloy;

I loath'd th’ unhappy fair :

Marriage was offer'd—I deny'd,

And all their threats with ſcorn defy'd,

Which drove her to deſpair.

9.

Death, ſoon, alas! did cloſe her eyes,

And all her friends did me deſpiſe ;

I mourn'd her hapleſs fate :

Yet 'twas not long 'ere ſorrow fled;

For now my mind was ſo miſled,

Luſt chang'd my love to hate.

IO.

From fifteen years till twenty-one

A vicious thoughtleſs race I run,

Devoid of ev'ry care;

With harlots all my time was ſpent,

Nor all the pow'r of argument

Could make me ſhun the ſnare,

II.

The man that fights in Venus' wars

Does often meet with Venus’ ſcars;

I know it to my coſt : –

With health impair'd, and fortune low,

Who can deſcribe my inward woe,

To think what time I'd loſt!

I2,

Diſtraćtion almoſt ſeiz'd my brain.

To ſee how vicious, vile, profane,

And wicked wretch I'd been 5

Of harlots now I loath'd the fight,

Repenting too, with heart contrite,

Of tv'ry deadly fin.

I?.

My vile companions* it ſtrange;

My friends with pleaſure view'd the change,
And all were reconcil’d:

Soon Virtue's rays began t’appear;

And now I've baniſh'd ev'ry fear,

I’m like a new-born child.

14.

Since Vice for its attendant train

Has nought but penury and pain,

To tempt us to tranſgreſs; —

Let other rakes repent, like me,

The good effect they ſoon will fee,

What joy what happineſs!

Bath, December, 1758.

co U R T C H A R A C T E R s.

Mr. P-TT.

- IND Nature in P-tt hath an ačtive ſoul

- wrought,

Haſh giv'n him perſuaſion and power of thought;

Inflexible, upright, and true to his truſt,

To his King and his Country he dares to be juſt.

Long may’ſt thou, great Orator, plead Britain's

- cauſe,

Revive her loſt honour, and claim our applauſe t

*When for ever thou ſleep'ſt, on thy tomb be en

grav'd,
-

* The rights *** attack'd, here lies P-tt who

“has ſav’d.

Mr. L–G E.

Of manners engaging, and virtue poſſeſs'd,

And each joy domeſtic that renders man bleſs'd,

"Why, L–ge, wilt thou toil in the dirt of a

- Court,

And leave thy retreat, where the Graces reſort;

Thy well-chos'n friends why again doſt thou quit,

And for politics change decent mirth and true:

wit 2

“My Country demands me, oppreſs'd with all
* harms,

* By factions at home, and by foreign alarms.”

Is that thy excuſe 2 Now thy prudence be ſhewn,

Protećt thy dear Country, guard well G–’s

throne;

With what joy ſhall we hear, by thy virtue in

- ſpir’d,

That Britain has conquer'd, and France has ex

pir'd

Fºss.

L–d-LY—N.

From H-gl—y's gay bow'rs, where L-cy

has ſtray'd,

Where the Graces have danc'd and the Muſes

have play’d ;

Where Beauty and Innocence ſweeten’d each

ſcene,
-

And Nature, delighted, appear'd ever green ;

Where Mirth, artleſs Plenty, and Friendſhip

were found,

And Happineſs ſhed her choice blºſings around,

To Court, tuneful L–n, why doſt thou repair,

And change balmy zephyrs for ſtisking town º :
Alas!
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Alas I thy loſt L-cy kind bards muſt bemoan,

sigh back thy deep fighs, and re-echo each groan:

While the angel remain'd the gay minutes did

move,

Richly fraught with Content, ſmiling Peace,

and fond Love;

Thy angel aſcended, a deſart appears

where H–gl—y once roſe, a drear valley of

tears. --

With ſtrains not ſo moving did Petrarch adorn

His darling's, his Laura's, his miſtreſs's urn ;

Nor Orpheus a tale more diſtreſsful could tell,

When he mov’d by his art the grim power of hell:

Gentle nymphs yet unborn thy complaint ſhall

rehearſe, -

And L–cy for ever ſurvive in thy verſe.—

Ah! ſtay thy raſh hand—let thy lyre unſtrung

Not yet in the temple of Virtue be hung;

Each Muſe again courts thee, with ſoft ſoothing

pray'r, - -

Give places to ſlaves—to Parnaſſus repair.

L—d Ch–R F—D.

Hall, Ch–rf—d, hail! on whoſe reverend head

His garland of ſnow father Chronos has ſhed;

Great patron of ſcience, the noble defence

Of Britain, of Virtue, of Learning, of Senſe

Tho' now, halfimmortal, on life's verge you ſtand,

And the chariot of fire attends your command,

At the laſt cloſe of all to your Country be kind,

And, mounting to heav'n, leave your mantle

behind.

L—d GR

Old John, who delights in his bottle and King,

Always truſty and firm, in or out of a place,

His virtue and liquor appear in his face :

Of ſenſe and good-humour poſſeſs'd at threeſcore,

Much prais'd for his learning, his honeſty more;

Supplanted by ideots, no longer he guides

The frail bark of Britain through faction's rough

tides,

But calmly gives place to each ignorant ſtranger,

Yet, unaſk'd, lends his help when the ſhip is in

danger.

P R O L O GUE to the M is ER, affed

(at the Theatre Royal in Covent Garden)

jor the Benefit of the Aſylum, or Houſe

of Refuge, for Orphans, and other de

ſerted Girls of the Poor, on Tueſday, De

cember 19, 1758.

Spoken by Mr. R O S S.

- S late fair Charity, immortal maid "

A Britannia's realms, her choſen ſeat, ſur

vey'd,

Thus ſpake the goddeſs to her fav'rite land;

• My ſons, obedient ſtill to my command

* Your ačtions move; where’er I turn my eyes

* My gardens flouriſh and my temples riſe ;

* I mark your zeal, your goodneſs I approve,

* Admire your bounty, and applaud your love :

* One taſk alone, my ſons, is yet behind,

“To crown your gen'rous toils and bleſ; man

‘ kind;
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Of that ſoft ſex, whoſe nature ne’er ſhould |

Without a parent, and without a friend,

No guide to lead, no guardian to defend;

I ſee how ſorrows, heap'd on ſorrows, preſs,

Whilſt tempted Virtue ſtruggles with Diſtreſs;

From this fair fold I ſee triumphant Vice

Mark out her vićtims for the ſacrifice;

Whilſt winds and waves th’ impending tempeſt

* form,

Where ſhall they find a ſhelter from the ſtorm?

O haſte, untainted innocents to ſave

From ſure corruption and an early grave;

'Ere the ſoft wax can be by Vice impreſs'd,

'Ere lawleſs paſſion ſeize the virgin breaſt,

'Ere Pleaſure's heart-ſeducing wiles be known,

Let Virtue meet, and ſeal them for her own |

No longer let the weary wand'rers roam ;

Give them a guide, a harbour, and a home;

From Error's ways avert their tender youth,

And lead their footſteps in the paths of Truth,

She ſpake, and inſtant the Aſylum "roſe,

Preventive cure of half the nation's woes:

Take it, ye gen’rous Britons, to your care,

Take it, ye happy, ye protećted fair :

Let Pity's tears the pangs of Want beguile,

And bid the daughters of Afflićtion ſmile ;

Let not your bounties ceaſe, your zeal decay,

For know, what Heav'n inſpires it will repay !

I

.* know

|

An Acrost 1 c on Miſ;

A helpleſs, guiltleſs, infant race I ſee,

diſarm,

Beneath the iron hand of Penury;

f mental beauties brighten ev'ry charm ;

S-ee in Lavinia theſe ſweet gifts conjoin'd,

S-hine in her looks, and paint a heav'nly mind!

B-leſs'd and enamour'd with th' inſtructive page,

R-ich ſtreams of lit' rature the mind engage;

1f, to unbend, ſoft muſic claims her care,

D-elightful is each touch, and graceful ev'ry

air;

G-uard, O guard ye pow'rs, this amiable

fair |

The taint of felly or the ping: of woes

-UST not the nymph ev'n Envy's ſelf |

|

j
-

|

!
E-nrich'd with merit, innate and acquir’d,

S-erenely gay, by all approv'd, admir'd.

B—rn—s, December 15, 1758.

PH 1 L AND E R.

|

An AE N1 GMA for the Ladies. {
|

A TT END A NT on my fire I come,

And partially inclin'd;

Rich preſents I convey to ſome,

My dear prolific parent ſure

To others nought but wind. t

Ladies, without a paramour

This fire produces me.

But ah! how tranſient is my ſtate

Death ſoon will me aſſail;

Ye grief-ſuftipient nymphs, my fate

Of nature ſtrange muſt be ;

In ſympathy bewail.
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See I cryſtal drops bedev my bier,

Heart-melting ſcene of woel

O let me ſtop the trickling tear,

And healing balm beſtow.

This muſt each breaſt with rapture fill,

Or mitigate your pain;

Ladies, in ſeaſon apt I will

Reviſit you again. H.

Solution to the Queſtion in our laſt. By T. Barker, of Weſthall in Suffolk.

Put w = the verſed ſine B D, a = A D = DC, *=#. and c = H ;

the x + *= BE, and (by Theorem

2, page iso, of Mr. Robertſon's Menſu

b x

2.rations) 42

- *+ † — ex

the length of the arch ABC. Therefore

b x

we have, as x : 2 a : 2 a.

x++-ºx
2.

× 2 a, per queſt. Whence

x++-ex C2

+ 1 X 2 a = to

++1

%.

“. º

***

“...... ...“

+ x = 2a, out of fraćtiens, gives b-Fi – c X x3 + c– 1 X 2 ax” + a” x

== 2 a”; in numbers, gives o.8466 x* – 7.2 x* + 4oo x = 16ooo; ſolved by

converging ſeries, yields x = 23.216 very near. Q. E. D.

The Honourable HOUSE of COMMONS ordered their Thanks to be given

to Admiral BoscAw EN, General AM H E R st, and Admiral Os BoRN,

for the great Services they have done the Kingdom.

Admiral Oſborn's Anſwer to the Speaker of the Honourable Houſe of Commons was in

theſe modeft and genteel Terms:

S. I want words to expreſs my ſenſe

of the honour the Houſe of Commons

has been pleaſed to confer upon me; and

only hope, that you, Sir, ... be as gra

cious to me in repreſenting my gratitude to

that Auguſt Aſſembly, as you have been

in acquainting me with their favourable ac

ceptance of my ſervices. I have done no

more than my duty.

humble, though happy inſtrument of exe

cuting the wiſe meaſures dire&ted by his

Majeſty.

I have no title, Sir, to any glory, but

what is common to me as a ſeaman, and as

an Engliſhman zealous for the ſervice of my

country, which is pleaſed to reward me

I have only been the

with this inſtance of their approbation.

From the ſituation of my health, Sir, I can

flatter myſelf with having but few oppor

tunities of employing the remainder of my

life in a grateful exertion of my abilities for

the honour and intereſt of my country.

But as the Houſe of Commons is ſo glori

ouſly watchful to encourage the greateſt

merit by rewarding the leaſt, England can

never want good Officers: And, however

honoured I am by this diſtinétion, may my

ſervices be the moſt inconfiderable that ſhall

be thus acknowledged. I am, with the

greateſ reſpe&t, Sir, your moſt obedient

and moſt humble ſervant,

Dec. 8, 1758. Henry Oſborn.

The Thanks of the Houſe of Commons were alſº tendered to Admiral Boſcawen, by their

Right Hon. Speaker, in the following nervous and elegant Terms:

Admiral Boſcawen,

Th: Houſe have unanimouſly reſolved,

that their thanks ſhould be given to

#. for the ſervices you have done to your

King and country in North America; and

it is my duty to convey their thanks to you,

I wiſh I could do it in a manner ſuitable

to the occaſion, and as they ought to be

given to you, now ſtanding in your place,

as a Member of this Houſe.

But were I able to enumerate and ſet

forth, in the beſt manner, the great and

R r extenſive
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extenſive advantages accruing to this na

tion from the conqueſt of Louiſburg, with

the iſlands of Cape Breton and St. John, I

could only exhibit a repetition of what has

already been, and is, the genuine and uni

form ſenſe and language of every part of

the kingdom.

Their joy too has been equal to their

ſentiments upon this intereſting event; and

in their ſentiments and joy they have car

ried their gratitude alſo to you, Sir, as a

principal inſtrument in theſe moſt important

acquiſitions.

You are now therefore receiving the ac

knowledgments of the people, only in a

more ſolemn way—by the voice, the gene

ral voice, of their Repreſentatives in Par

liament—the moſt honourable ſame that

any man can arrive at, in this, or any other

country. It is, on theſe occaſions, a na

tional honour, from a free people; ever

cautiouſly to be conferred, in order to be

the more eſteemed—to be the greater re

ward ; and which ought to be reſerved for

the moſt ſignal ſervices to the State, and

the moſt approved merit in them; ſuch as

this, Houſe has uſually, and very lately,

made their objects of public thanks.

The uſe, I am perſuaded, you will make

of this juſt teſtimony, and high reward of

your ſervices and merit, will be the pre

ſerving in your own mind a laſting impreſ

ſion of what the Commons of Great Britain

are now tendering to you, and in a con

ſtant continuance of the zeal and ardour for

the glory of your King and country, which

have made you to deſerve it, -

In obedience to the commands of the

Houſe, I do," with great pleaſure to

myſelf, give you the thanks of the

Houſe, for the ſervices you have done

to your King and country in North

. . America.

Upon which Admiral Boſcawen ſaid: '

Mr. Speaker,

I am happy in having been able to do

my duty; but have not words to expreſs

my ſenſe of the diſtinguiſhing reward, that

has been conferred upon me by this Houſe;

nor can I enough thank you, Sir, for the

polite and elegant manner in which you

have been pleaſed to convey to me the re

ſolution of the Houſe.

The M ON I TOR, Number CLXXIX.

Non opus eft eo Cive, qui parere meſciret.

To the M O N I TO R.

S I R,

SHOULD the Repreſentatives of the

people be prevailed upon, by any con

nections or perſuaſions, not to inquire into

the condućt of thoſe Officers, who refuſed,

or declined to execute his Majeſty's com:

miſſion in the late expedition to the coaſt of

France; where the miſcarriage of a well

concerted ſcheme for diſtreſſing the enemy

is attributed to the diſlike ſome of the ſu

perior military Officers expreſſed againſt

that ſervice; it would greatly leſſen that

opinion, which the public have conceived for

their wiſdom and juſtice in the honour they

beſtowed upon the Admirals and General,

whoſe obedience to command, ačtivity and

courage, blocked up the French navy in the

Mediterranean, and totally routed our ene

mies in the iſlands of Cape Breton and St.

John.

Lyſander, of old, being aſked, What ſtate

he entertained the beſt opinion of replied,

* Eam in qua fortibus viris, ac malis, con

grua redduntur : i. e. That which is as

ready to puniſh bad men, as to reward the

good.' Should a Government confine its

attention to the virtuous and brave; and

ſuffer the ſervants, that eat the Public bread,
w

BRUson. h. iv. c. 30.

to eſcape cenſure, when they openly and

contemptuouſly diſobey the commands of

their Sovereign, calling them out to the de

fence of the commonwealth; the military

ſpirit of the nation would ſoon expire; the

royal authority would preſently be ſet at

nought; and our moſt valuable poſſeſſions'

would be ſacrificed to the love of eaſe, as

Catullus expreſſes it:

Otium & reges prius, & beatas

Perdidit urbes.

Impunity will always more encourage,

and gain more proſelytes to thoſe vices

which undo a nation, than the greateſt re

wards ſhall promote the love of a country:

Nature is prone to follow what is evil,

though we ſee and commend what is good.

Arms will flouriſh, and Officers will vie

with each other in ačts of chivalry, where

military diſcipline is maintained, and im

plicit obedience is exacted to all orders for

the ſervice of the public : But where eaſe

and capricious humour; where intrigue and

rivate intereſt 5 where a licentious canvaſ

§ of the juſtice and propriety of a com

mand ſhall be permitted to take place of

duty; the people may find money, and the

State may reſolve upon the beſt meaſures to

annoy the enemy; but they, in a ſhort "...i
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will not he able to find Officers to execute

the plansformed in the Cabinet.

Thus, we apprehend, it is neceſſary for

the ſupreme Council of the nation to in

quire after theſe Commanders, if there be

any ſuch, as are accuſed of refuſing the com

mand, for which they were appointed in the

laſt attempt upon the coaſt of France ; and

to bring them to due puniſhment; as it was

juſt to diſtinguiſh thoſe, who have deſerved

well of their King and country, by the

thanks of the Houſe.

Such a behaviour, in a military Gentle

man, is unpardonable. His commiſſion

obliges him not to inquire into the merits

of his command; but to obey, and to do

all in his power to fulfil his orders and in

ftrućtions. He is not to give his opinion

on the equity and propriety of the royal

command; he is to look no further than the

will of his Sovereign, and be content with

doing it, purely becauſe it is his command.

This is the opinion of Seneca :

AEquum atque iniquum regis imperium
rass -

His honour is at ſtake. Should an Offi

cer objećt againſt the ſervice to which he is

appointed, would not his pretences of ex

cuſe occaſion various imputations, in no

wiſe conſiſtent with the charaćter of a good

foldier Should he urge the inſufficiency of

his ſtrength, his courage might be called in

queſtion. Should he object to the nature of

his commiſſion, his zeal for his country

might be doubtful. Should he reject the

ſervice, as impra&icable, or of no uſe to the

ends propoſed; his condućt and loyalty

would ſuffer greatly in the judgment of all

well-wiſhers to their country; who look

upon every excuſe in an Officer, to avoid

the duty of his commiſion, to be diſobedi

ence to ſupreme authority ; for,

Non attendit ºverus chediens quale fit,

quod praecipitur; hoc ſolo contentus,

quia placcipitur.

His intereſt ſhould deter him. Reputa

tion, the advantage of his commiſſion, and

his very life is endangered by diſobedience.

Who can eſteem the Officer that ſhews any

reluctance to his duty How can he hope

for promotion, or to be continued in the

favour of his Sovereign Not only his ap

pointments, but his liberty and life, are to

anſwer for deſerting any ſervice, which the

will of the King ſhall command him to per

form. This was the very caſe of Archide

snus, a Macedonian General, whom King

Philip put to death for controverting his

orders, and refuſing to execute his will, in

a certain expedition, for which his Majeſty

had ſet him apart. **

This behavour is ſo unprecedented, that,

except in the example of Archidemus, I

do not recolle&t one inſtance in hiſtory, ei

ther foreign or domeſtic, where a General

Officer preſumed to rejećt the operations of

war, committed to his truſt and condućt.

And ſhould there riſe up any of that ſort in

Britain, who, preſuming either in their in

tered at Court, connections with the Legiſ

lators, or the miſtaken notion of their be

ing too great or too powerful, dare do de

cline the command of their Sovereign, the

guardians of the commonwealth cannot be

too early in bringing them to a true ſenſe

of their crime againſt their King and

country.

Shall a General, becauſe he is a Duke,

or the ſon of a Duke; becauſe he is allied

to the principal managers in the Govern

ment, or is able to carry his point in diſ

puted ele&tions, and becauſe he has re

commended himſelf to the factious and diſ

fatisfied Courtiers, by entering into their

meaſures for defeating the attempts to be

made for the true intereſt of their country:

Shall he take upon him to diſpute the au

thority of his Sovereign, and to chuſe his

commands; and be permitted to paſs with

impunity Such a filence in the Legiſlature

would be an encouragement for poſterity to

ſpurn at Majeſty, and to hold military diſ

cipline, and the power of Parliament in

contempt.

No man that receives the public money,

in confideration of his ſervice, is to have

any will of his own. From the moment

he accepts of a commiſſion in the army, he

is ſworn to do the will of his Superior, in the

cauſe of his King and country. How ful

ſome, how deſpicable, how unjuſt would it

be to eat the bread of the public in a long

courſe of peaceable years, and to contrive

means in time of war to put the nation to

great expence in uſeleſs incampments and

military parade; but to decline real ſer

vices, that are attended with difficulty and

danger, when neceſſary to annoy our one

mies, and to deprive them of the means to

invade and diſturb us?

Or, what idea can we entertain of thoſe,

who deſerted the ſervice, which was in

tirely Engliſh ; calculated for ſelf-defence,

and neceſſary to bring the war to a ſpeedy

and happy iſſue; and choſe a command in

Germany, under a foreign Prince; and in a

cauſe, however glorious, much inferior in

its value to that depending upon our arms
with France 2

Does not ſuch a choice ſuggeſt a ſuſpi

cion that thoſe Cfficers were not ſo zealous

R r a º in
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in the intereſt of their eountry, - as they

ought to be Qr, that they would rather

involve Great Britain in a ruinous war on

the continent, than endeavour to compel

the enemy to an equitable peace by a right

exertion of our natural power and ſtrength

upon the coaſt of Francé This well pur

fued and executed cannot fail of a ſpeedy

iſſue to our advantage : But a German war

may be ſpun out by the management of the

parties concerned for many years, without

any advantage to our nation, except to

certain Commanders, whoſe private gains

might encourage them to multiply cam

paigns at the public expence.

Will not all coverings of ſuch a beha

viour in thoſe Officers diſcover, what every

well-wiſher to his country dreads, a biaſs

of thoſe in power, or at leaſt of thoſe who

repreſent the people, towards reſuming the

meaſures which were continually draining

our blood and treaſure in the quarrels of

ſome ungrateful or inſignificant Potentate

on the continent? Or a Frenchified faction,

ready to obſtrućt the beſt concerted ſchemes

deviſed by our Councils againſt the Grand

Monarque 2

A bare ſuſpicion of this kind might be

attended with direful effects. A loſs of

credit; a loſs of reputation; a decay in .

power would certainly follow. Who would

venture their money for the ſupport of a

war, which muſt reduce the nation to beg

gary 2 What ſtate, that has any thing to

riſk, would hazard their intereſt and pro

perty with an ally, that deſerted the true in

tereſt of their own country How ſhould

we be able to maintain the dominion of the

fea, on which depends our trade and navi

gation, the ſources ofour riches and ſtrength,

were we to ſcrape and rake every miſer's

hoard to ſupply i. inſatiable demands of a

foreign war *

It therefore is abſolutely neceſſary, both

for the M– and P--t, to convince

the people by their readineſs to render diſ

grace to whom diſgrace, as well as honour

to whom honour is due : For I am ofTul

ly's opinion,

Bomi praemiis invitantury mali autem poemis

coercentur,

The dignity of the Crown, the public

ſafety, the wiſdom and juſtice of Parlia

ment, and the confidence which the Mi

niſtry at this time has gained with the peo

ple, require that ſuch a behaviour in the

Commanders, that rejected the ſervice,

which ended with our miſcarriage at St.

Cas, ſhould not be ſmothered. To make

terms with Majeſty, when he requires an

aćtual ſervice, is offering violence to regal

authority. To draw back, when the na

tion depends upon our ready compliance

with the royal command, is expofing us to

our enemies. To ſuppoſe a caſe of ſo in

jurious a nature can be neglected by the

Repreſentatives of a free people, crying

out for juſtice, would be derogating from

the reputation of a Britiſh P−t ; and

to imagine that ſuch imperious ſervants of

their country expest protećlion from the

M—y, to whoſe wiſdom and integrity

we are indebted, for the advantages reaped

by a vigorous war, founded upon true Bri

tiſh principles, is beyond belief and con

ception.

Yet ſhould nothing be done by thoſe in

authority towards a dete&tion of this com

plaint; ſhould filence countenance an error

ſo dangerous in military diſcipline ; ſhould

neither the executive nor legiſlative power

reſent ſuch treatment from their Officers:

It will be difficult to prevent the army from

uſurping upon Majeſty; it will expoſe us

to the machinations of our enemies, and

endanger our liberties ; it will bring the

power of Parliament into contempt; and

no Miniſter, how virtuous ſoever, and be

loved for his wiſdom and integrity, will be

able to carry his ſchemes for the public good
into execution.

Extrađs from a Dutch Memorial preſented, the 7th Infant, by a Deputation from the

wbole Body of Merchants of the ſeveral Cities in the Province of Holland, is

Her Royal Highneſ, the Princeſ, Gouvermante.

HE memorial commenceth with an

apology for the trouble occaſioned to

her Royal Highneſs by this addreſs; which,

to uſe their own words, is the fourth on

that ſubjećt.

In the courſe of the memorial it appeareth,

from a letter written by Mynheer Hop, the

Ambaſſador from the States-general at this

Court, to the Aſſembly of the States in

Holland, that the conditions upon which

the Miniſtry of England are inclined to re

leaſe the Dutch ſhips detained in the ports

of England, or at leaſt ſuch part of them as

have not been at the French iſlands, are,

Firſt, That the Dutch ſhall engage to re

linquiſh and give up all manner of traffic

to the French iſlands. And,

Secondly, That they ſhall ſupply the

French with no ſort of materials for building

ſhips.

Åher expatiating on the ſubjećt of what

Mynheer Hop mentions in his aforeſaid let

ter to the States, wherein he ſays, that, in

a conference held with the Right Hon. Mr.

F—it,

i
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P—tt, the latter told him, That the trade

carried on to the French iſlands, though

under fićtitious names, is for the French

account, which they judge to be a very

cruel aſſertion, ſince it is in effect to ſay,

that all the ſworn certificates found on board

the Dutch ſhips from the French iſlands are

falſe and forged.' [All this is, however, not

abſolutely ſaying they were not, and is ve

ry artfully contrived to evade the charge,

which they can do but with a very bad

grace :] They then proceed as followeth :

* However the trade and navſgation to

the French iſlands is now held by the Sove

reign thereof as permitted, yet it is far from

the merchants that they would have it main

tained by force : They are too well convin

ced that it is not the intereſt of the republic

to diſguſt a neighbouring ſtate about a

branch of trade, which they are not certain"

to enjoy in time of peace; but they are aſto

niſhed when they perceive that it is become

a ſyſtem of convenience in England to hin

der us from carrying or tranſporting thoſe

goods, which the É.i. themſelves ac

knowledge we are permitted to do by the

4th article in the treaty of 1674, and to any

place except ſuch as are blocked up or be

fieged. By this means the trade and navi

gation of the ſubječts of the republic to the

Eaſt ſea, and all parts of Ruffia, would be

totally deſtroyed, ſeeing that none will or

der goods, if he cannot export them again."

After ſome reaſoning on this ſubjećt, and

ſeveral investives againſt the Engliſh nation,

they remark, that the ſubjećts of the repub

Jic ſuſtained during the late war, by means

of the depredations cemmitted by the Eng

liſh on their navigation, a damage which a

mounted to the ſum of ten millions of guil

ders, i. e. 909,090 l. ſterling ; and then

go on by propoſing the two following arti

cles to her Royal Highneſs ;

* Firſt, The exertion of the powerfulleſt

methods to obtain redreſs in England, and

the delivering up of the great treaſure detain

ed there, contrary to right and juſtice. And,

* Secondly, The granting of ſufficient

protećtion for their navigation throughout

the world.

* Theſe two points the merchants with

due ſubmiſſion apprehend are of the utmoſt

neceſſity, and require a ſpeedy regulation,

in order that the ruin of ſo many great and

worthy men, who are the pillars of trade,

may be prevented, whoſe fall will draw af.

ter it the ruin of all handicrafts, manufac

tures, and trades. Great is the neceſſity

for the firſt point, the ſecond is not leſs ab

ſolutely neceſſary. Ships of war, Madam,

are needful for our protećtion, in order to

prevent farther deſtruction ; that, in caſe

amicable negociations, and great promiſes,

ſhould not anſwer the expectations which

are ſtill entertained for the beſt, the repub

lic may be in a condition to truſt to her own

power; and, ſhould our all which lies in

England be even loſt, that we may be able

to help ourſelves, and be in a capacity of

revenging ourſelves for the injuſtice we have

ſuffered.

* Permit the merchants, in behalf of

themſelves, and of all thoſe who muſt ſub

fiſt by trade, to ſupplicate this precaution

of your Royal Highneſs : Put them in a

condition, by means of ſhips of war, to

carry on their trade and commerce with fe

curity ; permit them to rely thereon, nor

ſuffer them to be referred from your Royal

Highneſs (who hath the principal dire&tion

in regulations of ſtate relating to the repub

lic) to others. It dependeth, they truſt,

on your Royal Highneſs alone to aſſiſt them;

it will require only a fingle word from your

Royal Highneſs to cauſe the neceſſary and

formidable equipment to be made. Far be

it from them, nevertheleſs, to deſire to en

gage the republic in a doubtful war with a

powerful kingdom; no, they wiſh only for

a ſure neutrality and happy peace : They

know the events of war are uncertain ; this

muſt, however, not occaſion their being put

too late in a poſture of defence, when they

are ſo far cruſhed that no hope can be had

of recovering themſelves again.

• And in order to ſhew, illuſtrious Prin

ceſs how far the merchants are, on the

one hand, from deſiring war againſt their

oppreſſors ; but, on the other hand, wiſh

the republic, by her own power, and by new

alliances, may put herſelf in a poſture of

preventing further deſtrućtion; they take

the liberty of repeating what they have ſo

often repreſented, namely, That a grand

deputation be made from among the Aſ

ſembly of their High Mightineſſes to Eng.

land, in order to follicit of the King of

Great Britain a ſpeedy and ſatisfactory re

dreſs, and to inſiſt thereon in the ſtrongeſt

manner, to the end that a complete indem

nification of the damage they have ſuſ

tained may at length be obtained.

“And, were it not that they thought it

might appear as if they meant to out-run

the deliberations of the ſtate, they ſhould

likewiſe propoſe, that, at the ſame time

the embaſſy was made to England, ſeveral

commiſſions ſhould be ſent to Ruſſia, Spain,

Denmark, and Sweden, that, in caſe of a

refuſal by the Engliſh Court, they might

aſſure themſelves of the alliance, ſuccour,

and aſſiſtance of the ſaid Courts, jointly

with us, to oppoſe the ſole dominion of the

Engliſh at ſea.”

Tranſlation
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Tranſlation of a Memorial preſented on the 24th of November to the Dyet of the Em

pire by the Saxon Miniſter. With the Pruſſian Miniſter's Anſwer.

IT was reſerved for the hiſtory of the war,

which the King of Pruſſia had kindled

in Germany, to tranſmit to future ages an

aćtion of ſuch a nature as is that which (ac

cording to authentic advices that have been

received by the under-figned Miniſter of

his Majeſty the King of Poland, Ele&tor of

Saxony) Lieutenant-general Schmettau, the

Pruſſian Governor of Dreſden, hath juſt

now ordered and executed in that royal re

fidence and in the ſuburbs. The proceeding

is ſo atrocious that he thought it his duty,

without waiting for his Maſter's orders,

moſt humbly to give notice of it to the laud

able Dyet of the empire. Thoſe advices

are dated the 14th inſtant, and are to the

following effe&t:

* The Auſtrian army having, on the 9th

inſtant, forced the Pruſſian corps under Ge

neral Itzenplitz to decamp from Gorlitz,

and driven Meyer's independent battalion

out of the Great Garden, Gen. Schmettau,

Governor of Dreſden, ordered the burghers

to carry a vaſt quantity of ſtraw into the ſub

urbs, which was put into the houſes in truſ

fes. He made the inhabitants perfectly eaſy,

by making the ſtrongeſt proteſtations to

them, “ That they had nothing to fear ;

and ordered them to remain quiet within

doors; and that no perſon ſhould be ſeen

in the ſtreets in the night, for fear of danger,

in caſe the enemy ſhould make an attack.”

* At two in the morning a cannon was

fired. On this ſignal the gunners and the

foldiers of the independent battalion diſ

perſed themſelves in the ſtreets of the Pirna

and Wilſchen ſuburbs, broke open the doors

of the houſes and ſhops, ſet fire to the flraw,

added freſh quantities of it, and increaſed

the flames by torches of pitch, and after

wards ſhut the houſes.

• By the violence of the flames, which

was kept up by red-hot balls fired into the

houſes and along the ſtreets, the whole was

inſtantly on fire. Thoſe who wanted to run

out of their houſes were in danger of being

killed by the fire of cannon and ſmall-arms.

There were even ſoldiers in the ſtreets, who

puſhed down with their bayonets ſuch as

were endeavouring to ſave their perſons or

effe&s: By this means a multitude of people

of all ages, who inhabited thoſe populous ſub

urbs, periſhed amidſt the flames and under

the ruins of houſ’s. The number of thoſe

who were killed in the fingle inn, the fign of

the Golden Hart, amounted to ninety; and

upwards of zoo of the principal houſes have

been reduced to aſhes. Humanity is ſhocked

at the thought of the cruelties committed

J.

this might and the two following days. A

ſhoemaker, who was running away with his

infant on a pillow, to ſave it from being

burnt to death, was met by a volunteer,

who ſnatched the pillow from him, and

threw the babe into the flames. Many

perſons, and even ſome of diſtinétion, after

lofing all their effects, were forced to make

their eſcape in their ſhirts, through gar

dens, to the neighbouring villages. Others,

who had ſaved a part of their beds and bed

ding in a garden, ſaw it ſet on fire, before

their eyes, with torches. Some poor peo

ple ſaved their cloaths and a few other

things in the church-yard; but even there

did the red-hot balls follow them, and ſet

on fire their little furniture, and even the

coffins of the dead. One man had got his

things into a waggon; the Pruſſians ſtopped

it, covered it with pitch, and ſet it on fire.

• On the following days, ſuch as ven

tured to return to the ſuburbs to ſave a

part of what they had loſt, were fired at.

Pruſſian ſoldiers ſallied out of the city

from time to time to ſet one houſe on fire

after another; many of theſe men were

ſeized by the Auſtrian huſſars and Groats,

who diſcovered ſo much humanity and ten

derneſs on this occaſion, that they were ſeen,

with tears in their eyes, readily parting with

their own allowance of bread, to give it to

the ſtarving ſufferers; they even gave them

money, and ventured thiough the flames .

with them, honeſtly to aſſiſt them in laving

their effects.

• The Auſtrian army beheld theſe horri

ble ačts, and was filled with indignation

and rage. Its Generals, melting with com

paſſion, tried every method to remedy them.

They ſent 3oo carpenters into the ſuburbs

to endeavour to extinguiſh the flames. The

Auſtrians brought away all the inhabitants

that had taken refuge in the Great Garden,

and very generouſly ſet open to them their

magazines. The General Officers even

made a confiderable colleštion for them.

Field-marſhal Count Daun, with a view to

ſtop the horrid ravages of the enemy, ſent

M. Savoiſki, a Colonel in the Poliſh ſer

vice, with a trumpet to General Schmet

tau, the Pruſſian Governor of that capital,

to repreſent to him, that theſe proceedings

were quite unheard-of in civiliſed nations,

among Chriſtians, and even among barba

rians; and to declare to him, that he ſhould

be reſponſible for them in his perſon, as

well as for all that might happen to the

Royal family, the rather as he had no rea

ſon given him for them; as he had not yet

- been
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been ſummoned, nor had one inch of ground

in the ſuburbs been taken, nor one º:
fired into the town. To which the Pruſſian

Governor anſwered, That he was a ſoldier;

… that he ačted according to the articles of

war, without troubling himſelf about the

Royal family, of the fate of the town ; and

that what he did was by expreſs order of

his Maſter.”

There remains to be added to theſe af.

flićting advices, that the enormities com

mitted even in the Royal reſidence were

equal to thoſe in the ſuburbs. We have

been already informed that perſons perfect

ly innocent have been expoſed to the moſt

rigorous treatment, and that ſeveral houſes

have been pillaged.

What moderation ſoever ſhall be uſed in

judging of theſe horrible exceſſes committed

by the Pruſſian troops in a Royal and Elec

toral reſidence, ſtill it muſt be acknow

ledged that this condućt is very ſtrange,

and altogether fingular. For there was

neither reaſon nor neceſſity for committing

a devaſtation ſo horrible, and accompanied

with the ſhedding of ſo much innocent

blood. It ſhould ſeem that pains were taken

to ſtifle the voice of humanity, to fill the

numerous Royal family, º: in that

unfortunate city, with the greateſt terror,

and to put their lives in danger.

It is unneceſſary for me to enlarge far

ther, by obſerving to the laudable Dyet of

the Empire, that, befides the cruelties com

mitted on this occaſion, the regard due to

the perſons' of Sovereigns, their families,

and reſidences, a regard which men have

ever held ſacred and inviolable, was tram

pled on. -

John George Ponickau.

franſlation of the Memorial preſented, on the 27th of November, to the Dyet of the

Empire, by M. de Plotho, the Brandenburg Miniſter, in Anſwer to that of the

Saxon Miniſer.

ERE is not perhaps any inſtance of ſuch

a denunciation to the Dyet of the Empire,

as that which was made, in relation to what pre

ceded the borning of the ſuburbs of Dreſden, by

the Saxon Miniſter, in a Memorial dated Novem

ber 24, in which all the fačts ſet forth are found

ed on advices pretended to be moſt authentic;

yet it hath not been judged proper to venture to

tell whence, or from whom, thoſe advices were

received, that the Aſſembly of the Empire, and

the impartial world, might judge, with certain

ty, what degree of credit they deſerved.

The Saxon Elećtoral Miniſtry ought not there

fore to be furpriſed, if, on this occaſion, their

Miniſterial credit ſhould receive ſome check;

and if blind zeal ſhould not meet with as blind

credulity.

We are therefore obliged, on our part, to give,

as the Saxon Miniſter hath done, but ſtrićtly ad

hering to truth, the authentic preliminary advi

ces received from our Court.

[Here Baron Plotho inſerts, word for word,

the relation of what paſſed at Dreſden, and be

fore that city, from the 8th of November till

the ſending of M. de Savoiſki. This relation

was inſerted in the London Gazette of Novem

ber 28, and is as follows:]

Berlin, Nov. 18. Marſhal Daun, perceiving

that, notwithſtanding the advantage he had gain

ed at Hochkirch, he had failed in his principal

deſign, which was to prevent the King ºf Pruſ

fia from marching into Sileſia, and raiſing the

fiege of Neiſs, thought it proper however to

take advantage of the abſence of his Majeſty, by

falling upon Saxony, in hopes of making himſelf

maſter, at the ſame time, of the cities of Dieſ

den, Leipſic, and Torgau. Forthis purpoſe, he

followed the King no farther than Gorlitz; and,

after detaching a body of about 24,000 men, in

order to make his Majeſty believe, by their

-
*

march, that the whole Auſtrian army was upon

his ſkirts, he himſelf made forced marches with

the main body towards Dreſden, after having

paſſed the Elbe at Pirna. On the 8th Count

Schmettau, Governor of Dreſden, was informed

that Marſhal Daun approached the city with his

whole army, and a part of that of the Empire.

Finding himſelf threatened with a fiege, he gave

orders to the free battalions, quartered in the

ſuburbs, to defend themſelves from houſe to

houſe, and to ſet fire to the ſtreets where they

could not keep their ground. The Court, ha

ving beeen informed of theſe orders, ſent M. de

Boſe to Count Schmettau, to fignify to him,

that their Royal Highneſſes hoped that, in the

place of their reſidence, he would not proceed to

ſuch extremities; to which M. Schmettau made

anſwer, “That, the city of Dreſden being a for

treſs, with the defence of which he was charged,

he could not avoid burning the ſuburbs whenever

they became detrimental to him ; but, neverthe

leſs, if the Court could induce Marſhal Daun to

give his word of honour not to attack the town

on that ſide, he, on his part, would give his not

to touch the ſuburbs :’ But the Court made an

fwer, “That their hands were too much tied up

for them to interfere therein.” Here it is pro

per to add, that it was declared, ſeveral months

before, both to the young Court, and to the

States of the country and Magiſtrates of Dreſden,

that it depended upon them to prevent the ſuburbs

from being burnt, if they would agree with the

Auſtrian Generals that that capital ſhould not

be attacked. On the 9th, about noon, the ene

my advanced with their whole army behind the

Grand Garden ; the advanced poſts immediately

charged our free battalions and huſſars, drove

them into the ſuburbs, attacked the 7co foot

which were poſted there under the command of

Col, Itzenplitz, and puſhed forward as far as the

Pirna
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Pirna and Ram gates, from whence however

they were repulſed. About midnight we learn

ed that Marſhal Daun was erecting four batteries,

under cover of which he intended attacking the

ſuburbs. M. Schmettau therefore, on the Ioth,

could no longer defer ſetting fire to that part of

the ſuburbs which are cloſe to the ramparts, in

order to prevent the enemy from making a lodg.

ment there : However, not mere than one third

of the houſes were conſumed. In the afternoon

Marſhal Daun ſent Col. Savoiſki to M. Schmettau,

to acquaint him that ſuch proceedings were not

uſual-in a place, which was to be conſidered as

the reſidence of a Royal family; and that he, in

his own perſon, muſt be reſponſible for it. To

which M. Schmettau anſwered, “That the Mar

ſhal ought to be too well inſtructed in the rules

of war to be ſurprized at it, and not to know

that when an enemy approaches a town, and at

tacks it as a fortreſs, it is uſual to burn the ſub

urbs.” As M. de Savolſki replied that the Mar

ſhal hoped they would, at leaſt, ſpare the city,

M. Schmettau anſwered that “That depended

on the Marſhal; but, if they intended to batter

the town in breach, and take it by aſſault, he

would defend it from ſtreet to ſtreet, and at laſt

the caſtle itſelf.”

Whilſt Marſhal Daun was thus employed in

reducing the city of Dreſden, a body of the army

of the Circles advanced before Leipſic; and Ge

neral Haddick marched with lo,ooo men to

wards Torgau, imagining he ſhould carry, by

ſtorm, a place almoſt without defence; but the

King, who had not been impoſed upon by theſe

demonſtrations of Marſhal Daun, had given or

ders to Lieutenant-general Count Dohna and

Major-general de Wedel, to march with a part

of the troops under their command towards Sax

ony, to ſupply the place of thoſe who were drawn

off by his march into Sileſia. On the 12th M.

de Wedel got to Hertzberg, where he heard of

... the arrival of General Haddick before Torgau;

and, having recourſe only to his courage in ſo

preſſing a danger, went, with zoo huſſars, with

the utmoſt haſte to Torgau; the reſt of his ca

valry and infantry following as faſt as poſſible.

After which M. de Wedel attacked the enemy

with 15 ſquadrons ſo briſkly, that he obliged them

to retire, with great precipitation, as far as Eu

lenburg: We made on this occaſion about twen

ty priſoners. General Wedel waited at Torgau

for Count Dohna, who having joined him on

the 14th, they direéted their march together

towards Eulenburg. The King marched at the

ſame time, with all poſſible expedition, on his

return into Luſatia. On the 15th his Majeſty

came to Lauban ; Marſhal Daun did not think

Proper to wait the arrival of the King, but af

ter having made ſeveral unſucceſsful attempts be

fore Dreſden, between the 8th and 16th, he re

tired, on the laſt mentioned day, to Pirna, giv

ing up his great deſigns upon Saxony. Thus the

King, merely by the report of his marching, or,

caſioned the raiſing of two fieges in 14 day

time; which plainly proves the falfity of the tx.

aggerated accounts, publiſhed by the enemy, c.

the famous ačtion of Hochkirchen. The body

of troops which remained near Dreſden, under

the command of Lieutenant-general Irzemplitz,

finding themſelves too weak to oppoſe the united

forces of Prince Deux Ponts and Marſhal Daun,

filed off by the city of Dreſden, and poſted them

ſelves on this ſide of the Elbe, where they wait

to be reinforced, in order to repaſs the Elbe and

purſue the enemy.

M. Plotho proceeds thus:

From this genuine relation of what preceded

the affair, every one will eaſily judge that no

thing was done but what neceſſity and the exi

gency of war required. It is certainiy moſt na

tural, that, when fiege is laid to a town which

is a Royal reſidence, he that defends it ſhould

employ the ſame precautions in its defence that

are uſed in ordinary fortreſſes: And we cannot

conceive on what foundation the beſieged can

be required to uſe tenderneſs when none is ſhewn

by the befiegers: This would be to carry com

plaiſance too far.

Mean while all this, alas! is the deplorable

effect of the war; and thoſe who will not agree

to gentle methods, but demand fire and ſword,

and inſiſt on it, ſee their wiſhes and their deſires

fully, and more than fully, accompliſhed.

The underfigned can, nevertheleſs, moſt ſo

lemnly aſſure, with the greateſt truth, that the

King of Pruſſia, from his great love to mankind,

always feels the greateſt emotion of ſoul, and

the moſt exquiſite concern, at the fight of the

profuſe effuſion of blood, the devaſtation of cities

and countries, and the inconveniencies of war,

by which ſo many thouſands are overwhelmed :

º

-

* *

And, if his fincere and honeſt inclination to pro

cure peace to Germany, his dear country, could

have prevailed, or been liſtened to, in any ſhape,

the preſent war, attended with ſo much blood

ſhed, and ruinous to ſo many countries, would

have been prevented and avoided.

Thoſe, therefore, who ſtirred up the preſent

war, and who, inſtead of extinguiſhing it with

out ſhedding of blood, took meaſures by which

oil was thrown on the flames, and the fire ren

dered fiercer, have to anſwer to God for ſuch a

profuſe effuſion of blood, for the ruin and de

vaſtation of ſo many countries, and for the loſs

of the lives and effe&ts of ſo many inaccent

perſons. -

- Ehrich Chriſtopher Baron Plotho.

N. B. An exact relation of what paſſed in re

gard to the burning of the ſuburbs of Dreſ.

den, with authentic certificates, which will

fully convince the whole world of the illicit

and ſhameful methods employed by our ene

mies to blacken the Pruſſian cauſe, will be

inſerted in our Supplement,

*** The Pirces figned W. Miles, came too late for this Number; but will be inſerted in cut

Supplement, with any other that we may hereafter receive,

Tw
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The Political State of Eu Rop E, &c.

From the Ga z = t t E. November 28.

Neiſs, November 6. -

H E enemy intirely abandoned the ap

proaches this morning at one o'clock, and

marched to Ziegenhals. Above 7o deſerters

came over to us to-day. The enemy were obli

ged to leave behind them ſeveral thouſands of

bomb-ſhells of 50 and 70 pound weight, a large

quantity of cannon-balls of 36, 24, 12, and 6

Pounds weight, and a great many granadoes rea

dy charged, as may be ſeen in the following liſt:

Liſt of the Ammunition and Implements,

which the Enemy abandoned near Klum

penau, before the Fortreſs of Neiſs.

22,200 cannon balls of 24 pounds weight;

23,ooo ditto of 12 ; 1700 bomb ſhells of 75

pounds weight; 3909 ditto of 5o ; 61oo ditto

of 3o; 6oco ditto of io and 7; 20,000 grana

does; 5oo iron crows; Iooo joiſts, and 500 thick

planks, for batteries; and 10 gunpowder maga

2ines.

N. B. The balls, bomb ſhells, and granadoes

not being ranged pyramidically we have not been

able to give a more exact account of them in this

liſt ; but we have likewiſe found a great quanti

ty of ammunition of all kinds dropped upon the

roads, as far as two leagues from the fortreſs.

After raiſing the fiege of Neiſs, General

Harſch retired from Freudenthal, where he ar

rived the 9th, into Bohemia, by Alt Stadt and

Gruliſh; and General de Ville by Neuſtadt to

Troppau. The deſertion in theſe two corps

continues to be very great, and ſometimes 10o

deſerters come in one day to Neiſs.

The fortreſs of Coſtel, which has been bloc

kaded theſe four months, is likewiſe relieved,

by the reſolution the enemy took, in the night

between the 9th and Ioth, to retire, and take

the route of Troppau.

Berlin, November 18.

Ilieutenant-general Manteuffel remains, with

a confiderable body of troops, to obſerve the

Ruffians and Swedes. Nothing lately has hap

pened with the Swedes, except that our huſſars,

on the 14th, put to the ſword ſome Swediſh

huſſars, and made eight priſoners.

All the accounts from Pomerania oonfirm, that

the main body of the Ruſſians have not only quit

ted their camp at Dramburg, but have even en

tered Poland, direéting their march by Timpel

burg towards the Viſtula; there only remains

now a few parties of Coſſacs, who ravage the

circles of Pomerania adjoining to Poland.

On the 9th a Ruſſian Captain arrived with 7o

rmen at Stargard, to reclaim the ſoldiers who

had been left as ſafeguards in Pomerania; and,

after receiving ſatisfaction, he returned to his

army by Dramburg. Two Swediſh veſſels are

arrived at Rugenwalde, loaded with ammunition

for the fiege of Colberg; but, that fiege being

raiſed, they ſet ſail again for Stralſund,

December 2.

Berlin, Nov. 21. After the junétion of M. de

Dohna and Major-general de Wedel, on the 14th,

they direéted their march towards Eulenburg,

where general Haddick had halted, after having

been repulſed at Torgau, and had his camp upon

an eminence above Eulenburg, having the river

Mulda in front; and had placed ſome Pandours

in the town, as well as in a village lying be

fore the town: M. de Wedel, who commanded

the vanguard, detached Colonel de Hardt, with

his regiment, in order to diſlodge the Pandours,

which he executed with ſo much bravery, that

the enemy abandoned the village and town with

the utmoſt precipitation, and were entirely Put

to flight by Major-general Malachowſki, who

ſwam over the Mulda with his huſſars and five

ſquadrons of dragoons. The enemy loſt zºo.

men; three Officers, three Subalterns, and eigh

ty private men were made priſoners; and three

pieces of cannon, and two ammunition waggons;

were taken. After this ačtion, the enemy raiſed

the blockade of Leipſic, and retired towards

Freyberg.

In Sileſia the Auſtrians had raiſed, on the 9th,

the blockade of Cofiel; but they returned before

that place on the 1 ith. Lieutenant-general

Fouquet, having been informed thereof, detach
ed, on the 11th, the Generals Goltze and Wer

ner, with three battalions and four ſquadrons, in

order to relieve that fortreſs; but, as ſoon as the

enemy knew of the approach of our trºops, they

retired in confuſion over the Oder, abandoning

their baggage. Major-general Lettorf, Gºvernor

of Coffel, made a ſally upon this occaſion, in

which 50 Pandours were killed, and 30 made

priſoners.

The Swedes are ſtill at Prentzlow, and ravage

part of the Ukermark. General, Manteuffel

keeps them in awe, on the fide of the Marche;

and detachments of the garriſon of Stettin, pre

vent their extending themſelves beyond the Uker

and the Randow.

The Ruſſian army continues its retreat by

Conitz, towards the Viſtula; and General Fer

mor was expeded on the 15th at Marienwer

der,

Dreſien, Nov. 23. The King of Pruſſia re

ceived the news of the ſiege of this place being

raiſed ſoon after he had paſſed Gorlitz, and im

mediately gave orders for the main body of his

army to march into Sileſia, and advanced him

ſelf towards this city at the head of eight batta

lions of infantry, two regiments of cavalry, and

one of huſſars, and arrived here on the 20th in

ſtant. Marſhal Daun's army has paſſed Giſhubel,

and the main body of it is aétually in Bohemia.

In their march they did not demoliſh the caſtle

of Sonenſtein, but ruined ſome of the works.

which are of no great importance. The Pruſ

fians are in poſſeſſion of Freyberg, and the army

of the Empire continues to retire before them.

According to all appearances, the campaigo is

drawing to a concluſion. There have been fix

fieges raiſed almoſt at the ſame time, viz. thoſe

of Colberg, of Neiſs, of Codel, of Dreſden, of

Torgau, and of Leipſic, -

S ſ December
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December 5. -

Berlin Nov. 25. On the 18th inſtant the
Swedes attacked our vanguard, which was poſt

td in the church-yard of the village of Guſto,

frºm whence they were obliged to retire, on ac

count of the ſuperiority of the enemy; but upon

the approach of the Pruſſian General M. Man

teuffel with three battalions, the enemy fled with

great precipitation, and ſaved themſelves by the

advantage of a thick fog. This ſkirmiſh coſt

the Swedes a Captain, an Enſign, and 35 men;

and 14 waggons full of their wounded were ſent

to Prentzlow. In the night of the 19th they

abandoned the village of Bitko; and, on the 21ſt,

Major-general Platen, upon reconnoitring the

enemy, found, that they had likewiſe left their

camp at Prentzlow, and had retired to Paſewalk;

upon which, M. Manteuffel took poſſeſſion of

Prentzlow with his whole body of troops.

December 19.

Dreſden, Nov. 29. The chain of the Pruſ.

fian army along the frontiers is not yet formed,

but, it is ſaid, that they are in poſſeſſion of

Giſhubel, Freyberg, Chemnitz, Zwickau, and

Plauen, in the Voigtland; and that the cavalry

will be ſent into Thuringe, where there is plenty

of forage; the circle of Meſſen, and both the

Luſatias, being quite exhauſted.

Count Dohna ſtill continues near Leipfic.

Dreſden, Dec. 6. The King of Pruſſia re

mains here in very good health. There is a re

port of a ſkirmiſh having happened near Chem

nitz, between the Pruſſian troops and thoſe of

the Empire, in which the latter had loſt ſome

men, and upwards of 100 that were taken pri

foners. The lateſt accounts from Bohemia ſay,

that the Auſtrians were not gone into winter

quarters, but were cantoned along the Elbe and

the Eger, -

December 23.

Copenhagen, Dec. 9. By letters from Stock

holm of the 1ſt inſtant, we hear that General

Hamilton has not only thrown up the command

of the Swediſh army, but alſo all his other mi

litary employments. The command of that ar

my devolves of courſe upon M. de Lantinghauſen,

who, it is probable, may not chooſe to continue
in it.

Dreſden, Dec. 11. The Pruſſian cavalry re

main chiefly in the neighbourhood of Leipſic,

and are ſupplied with forage, &c. from Thu

ringe : The infantry have formed a chain along

the frontier of Saxony, and occupy the principal

paſſes from Bohemia into this country.

Yeſterday the King of Pruſſia ſet out at ſeven

in the morning, by Torgau, where his nephews,

the ſons of the late Prince of Pruſia, are to meet

him ; from whence he continues his route, by

Cotbus and Sagan, to Breſlaw. A regiment of

huſſars, and ſome infantry, marched from Dreſ

den laſt Friday, which, it is ſaid, will ſerve as

an eſcorte.

Hague, Dec. 19. His Pruſſian Majeſty has

been pleaſed to give a publick mark of his great

ſatisfaction with Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwick's

conduct, by promoting his Serene Highneſs to

the rank of a Field-marſhal. The French have

Mr. Samuel Clarke.

ſtill a garriſon of 400 men in Marpurg; but, it

was hoped, that their ſtay would be ſhort.

The army under the command of Count

Dohna is marching through the Prignitz, towards

Mecklenburg, againſt the Swedes, and were,

on the 11th inſtant, at Ratenow.

From other Papers, December 1.

Yeſterday, being St Andrew's day, the fol

lowing Noblemen and Gentlemen were elected

to be the Council of the Royal Society for the

year enſuing; after which the Society dined at

the Crown and Anchor in the Strand.

Members of the former Council continued.

Earl of Macclesfield, Preſident.

Tho. Birch, D. D. Sec. Mr. John Ellicott.

James Bradley, D. D. Noah Thomas, M.D.

Aſtronomer Royal. Ja. Weſt, Eſq; Treaſ.

James Burrow, Eſq; Lord Willoughby of

Lord Cha. Cavendiſh. Parham.

Peter Davall, Eſq; Sec. Daniel Wray, Eſq;

Members elečted into the Council.

Francis Blake, Eſq; Iſrael Manduit, Eſq;

James Earl of Morton.

Gowin Knight, M. B. William Sotheby, Eſq;

Cha. Lyttleton, LL.D. Samuel Squire, D. D.

Matthew Maty, M. D. Peter Wyche, Eſq;

December 2.

Laſt Tueſday Dr. Shebbeare was brought to

the Court of King's-Bench in Weſtminſter-hall,

to receive ſentence for writing the Sixth Letter

to the People of England; which was, to pay

a fine of 51. to ſtand on the Pillory at Charing

Croſs, to be impriſoned in the King's-Bench pri

ſon three years, after that to find ſecurity for

his good behaviour, himſelf in a retognizance

of 5ool. and two ſecurities in 25ol. each.

December 5.

Newcaſtle, Dec. 2. On Sunday night a fur

prizing large meteor was ſeen here juſt about nine

o'clock, which paſſed a little weſtward of the

town, direétly to the north, and illuminated the

atmoſphere to that degree, for near a minute,

that, though it was dauk before, one might have

taken up a pin in the ſtreet. Its velocity was

almoſt inconceivably great, and it ſeemed near

the ſize of a man's head. It had a tail of about

two or three yards length, and as it paſſed, ſome

ſay they ſaw ſparks of fire fall from it.

Liverpool, Dec, I. On Sunday laſt was ſeen

in Weſt-Derby, by ſeveral creditable perſons,

between nine and ten o'clock at night, a ball of

fire, which aroſe in the eaſt, and appeared to in

creaſe in ſize for ſome time, and then burſt with

out any noiſe. Its direction was to the north

ward. -

Edinburg, Nov. 28. Sunday night, about

nine o'clock, a very remarkable meteor appeared

in the firmament, and paſſed over this city with

great velocity. It was of a conic form, and in

appearance about four or five inches diameter at

the baſe; and, as it went along numbers of ſparks

fell from it, like thoſe of a rocket when its

force is ſpent. A moſt ſurprizing light iſſued

from it, ſo ſtrong, that while it laſted (which

was for five or ſix ſeconds) one could eaſily ob

ſerve the moſt minute thing upon the ſtreet.

This meteor was likewiſe ſeen in ſeveral partst

|
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the neighbourhood, and its appearance was much

the ſame as above deſcribed.

December 3.

Yeſterday the Right Hon. Sir Richard Glyn,

Knt. Lord Mayor, took his ſeat in the Houſe of

Commons for the city of London, in the room

of Slingsby Bethel, Eſq.; deceaſed.

December 9.

Yeſterday the ſeſſions ended at the Old Bailey,

when the two following priſoners received ſen

tence of death, viz. Daniel Miller, for ſtealing

two ſheep and a lamb; and Mary-Ann Bunny,

for ſtealing a guinea privately from the perſon

of John Williams.
At this ſeſſions cne received ſentence to be

tranſported for 14 years, twenty-one for ſeven

years, fix to be branded, one to be whipped,

one to be impriſoned for a twelvemonth, and

two to be pilloried and afterwards tranſported for

ſeven years,

The next ſeſſions will begin on Wedneſday the

17th of January 1759.

ecember 12.

The King of Pruſſia, in finiſhing the campaign

by obliging his enemies to raiſe ſix fieges at once,

will very much add to his honour and glory in

future annals, and cannot be parallelled in hiſto

ry; viz. Colberg, beſieged by General Palmbach;

Neiſs, by General Harſch; Coffel, by an Hun

garian Officer; Dreſden, by Count Daun; Tor

gau, by General Haddick; and Leipfic, by the

Prince of Deux Ponts.

They write from Berlin, of the 25th of No.

vember, that the King of Pruſſia, accompanied

by his brother Prince Henry, entered Dreſden

the 20th paſt, in a kind of triumphal manner,

in a coach drawn with eight horſes, and eſcort

ed with a body of huſſars, with the acclamations

of the people,

They write from Warſaw, of the 18th paſt,

that his Royal Highneſs Prince Charles was arri.

ved there from the Ruſſian army; and that moſt

of the Senators were gone into the country to

their eſtates, not at all pleaſed at the fituation

of affairs in that kingdom.

Dublin, Dec. 2. Laſt Saturday night, about

half an hour paſt eight, was obſerved a light

ning in the ſky, in the form of a full moon, with

a large tail. It aroſe at the ſouth-weſt, and

came gradually on to the north-eaſt, and then

burſt without any noiſe.

December 15.

Yeſterday the Right Hon, the Lord Keeper,

and other Lords Commiſſioners, by his Majeſty's

command, ſigned the following bills, viz.

A bill for granting an aid to his Majeſty by a

land tax, for 1759.

A bill to continue the duties on malt, mum,

cyder, and perry.

A bill to continue the importation of Iriſh ſalt

ed beef, pork, and butter.

A bill to prohibit the exportation and diſtil

ling of corn, &c. till the 25th of December,

1759. -

And one private bill.

December 18.

It is ſaid, that at the ſame time that ſugar

was ſold in Jamaica at 25s, Per hundred, the

French Weſt-India planters, rather than run

any riſk, or pay the extravagant price of inſu

rance and freight, ſold to ſeveral perſons on the

contraband trade, from 8 s. 6d. to 12 s. per

hundred.—An evident proof, if true, of the

great ſuperiority of our naval power in thoſe

ſeas.

Seven thouſand barrels of Iriſh ſalt pork are

contraćted for by the Government, to ſupply the

garriſons of Portſmouth, Plymouth, and Gi

braltar; each barrel to contain zoo weight, and

the whole to be delivered by March next.

We hear a pardon is ordered for Dr. Henſey,

now a priſoner in Newgate for high-treaſon.

December 21.

His Majeſty has been pleaſed to iſſue his royal

proclamation for a general faſt, to be obſerved

throughout England, on Friday the 16th day of

February next, for imploring the bleſſing and aſ

fiſtance of Almighty God on his Majeſty's arms.

A faſt is ordered to be obſerved the ſame day

in Ireland, upon the ſame occaſion. And in

Scotland on Thurſday the 15th of February.

By ſome letters from North America we have

advice, that, on account of the winter ſeaſon

coming on, the expedition under the command

of General Amherſt and General Abercrombie

was to be deferred till early in the ſpring; by

which time every thing would be got ready to

attack Ticonderago and Crown Pointwith 20,000

troops, including the Provincials.

Monday laſt were imported 311 C. weight of

butter, 72.5 C, weight of beef, and 127 C.

weight of pork, from Ireland.

Yeſterday the Commiſſioners for vićtualling

his Majeſty's navy contračted with Mr. John

Cooke and company for 10,400 hogs, to be de

livered at 8oo hogs per week, for the months

of January, February, and March next, at 43 s.

9 d. per hundred weight: They alſo contraćted

with Mr. Allin Spencer and company for 26oo

oxen, to be delivered in the ſame time, at zoo

oxen per week, at 30 s. per Ioo weight; the

carcaſſes of the former not to weigh leſs than

1oo weight, and the latter not leſs than 700

weight each.

An order is iſſued to make portable ſoup for the

fick and wounded ſeamen, from the legs and

other offal of the oxen, which uſed to be ſold

at the Vićtualling-office.

Tueſday laſt 3418 C. weight of beef, 1424 C.

weight of pork, 1710 C, weight of butter, and

397,301 yards of linen, were imported from

Ireland.

ColonelConway is gone to theCourt of France,

with a commiſſion to ſettle a cartel for the ex

change of priſoners.

By one of the Eaſt-India ſhips there is the fol

lowing account i That, fince the new Nabob

had been made at Bengal, there had been three

rebellions in his dominions; but that Col. Clive,

at the bead of his forces, had put an end to them,

and had eſtabliſhed him in the poſſeſſion of his

three provinces in peace, being confirmed therein

by the Mogul : That the Mogul had conferred

great honour and a command on Col. Clive, and

given him a title, which (tranſlated from the Per

fian language) ſignifies, “The Never to be con

S ſ 2 quered,
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quered, and Protećtor of Provinces.” It is like

wife added, that zoco men were at work in for

tifying Calcutta.

A number of tranſports is contraćted for, to

carry troops on different expeditions.

Some men of war are ordered to be got ready

for the Eaſt-Indies, whither they are to carry a

confiderable number of troops.

December 23.

Hague, Dec. 19. Mr. Yorke, the Britiſh

Miniſter, had on the 7th inſtant a conference

with ſeveral of the Regency, wherein he decla

red, that his Mafter, the King of Great Britain,

had with grief learnt the motives of complaint

that ſubſiſted between his ſubjećts and thoſe of

the Republic; that his Majeſty had never any

intention to give the Republic any cauſe of diſ

content; and that their High Mightineſſes ſhould

fee, that his Majeſty had ſeriouſly at heart the

compoſing of thoſe differences; and to that end

his Majeſty had ſent orders to his Miniſter to

enter into a negociation with ſuch perſons as their

High Mightineſſes ſhould appoint for that pur

poſe ; and that he (Mr. Yorke) ſhould on his

part uſe all his endeavours towards reſtoring the

good harmony that ſubſiſted between the two

nations.

All the private letters from France agree, that

the calamities of the people are ſo great, that a

general diſſatisfaction is apparent in the minds of

all merchants and other perſons, concerned in

trade, throughout the kingdom.

A fine train of artillery is preparing to be ſent

abroad with the intended expedition.

Shortly Dr. George Hay, and Thomas Orby

Hunter, Eſq; two of the Lords of the Admi

ralty, will ſet out for Holland, on commiſſions

of importance.

The report of an earthquake being felt on

Wedneſday night laſt, at different places a little

weſt of London, was occaſioned by the blowing

up of the powder-mills on Hounſlow heath.

They write from Dreſden, of the 1ſt inſtant,

that the King of Pruſſia has ordered 100,oco

rixdollars to be coined in that mint, to be diſtri

buted amongſt the peor ſufferers that had their

houſes and effects conſumed in the fire in the

ſuburbs ; and that his Majeſty was ſo well plea.

fed with General de Schmettau's condućt whilſt

Governor of that place, that he has made him

Maſter of the ordnance, and preſented him with

a regiment of cuiraſfiers, and given him orders to

raiſe a new regiment of foot.

Berlin, Dec. 12. The King being ſenſibly

affe&ted with the loſſes which part of his ſubjects

have ſuffered, through the exačtions and pillages

of the Ruſſian and Swediſh armies, and reſolving

not to content himſelf with barely pitying the

unfortunate, he has, in the firſt place, ordered

40,000 crowns to be iſſued out of his privy purſe

to buy corn for the inhabitants of the New

Marche. Secondly, that the magiſtrates and ci

tizens of Cuſtrin be ſupplied, at his own charge,

with zoc,ooo rixdollars, and all materials they

may want, to rebuild their city, the greateſt

part of which was deſtroyed in the laſt fiege it

flood againſt the Ruſſian army. Thirdly, that

the ſubjects of Pruſſian Pomerania ſhall likewiſe

A. - -

receive a gratification of 10c,coo crowns: And,

laſtly, that all the countries above mentioned

ſhall be exempted from all taxes and duties dur

ing the years 1759 and 6o.

December 26.

Portſmouth, Dec. 24. There are in the har

bour, and with Admiral Holburne at Spithead,

near 40 ſail, the major part of the line.

Such great affiduity is uſed in getting the flat

bottom boats finiſhed, for the intended expedi

tion, that the artiſicers, in the ſeveral yards

where they are building, work double tides, in

order that they may be ready for ſervice by the

end of the week.

December 28.

They write from Ratiſbon that the Evange

lick Body of the German empire have follicited

his Imperial Majeſty (by reſcript) to lay afide all

thoughts of putting the King of Pruſſia and his

high allies under the Ban of the Empire, deſiring

him to confider the conſequences that may ariſe

from ſuch proceeding ; and at the ſame time re

queſting that the German ſtates may be freed

from foreign troops.

December 29.

They write from Holland that the Princeſs

Gouvernante, when ſhe went to the Aſſembly of

the States general, and delivered the famous me

morial of the merchants, expreſſed herſelf to

the following import:

* That ſhe came not to the Aſſembly to flir

up the zeal of their High Mightineſſes for the

preſervation of their country, of which they had

given evident proofs on every occaſion, but ts

intreat them to take into ſerious confideration

the augmentation of the land forces, which was

ſo neceſſary in the preſent critical circumſtances

of the ſtate, in order to guard its frontiers from

inſult: That, with regard to the fourth deputa

tion of the merchants, and the ſpeech, of which

ſhe had delivered to them a copy, ſhe had as yet

made no remarks on it, only that it was not ex

preſſed in proper terms to bring things to an ami

cable concluſion, notwithſtanding the aſſurances

ſhe had given the merchants : That ſhe hoped,

by her repeated ſollicitations, to bring matters to

an happy iſſue in England; that ſhe therefore

laid it before their High Mightineſſes, and left,

it to them to do in that affair as they ſhould think

proper : That the time became more and more

urgent for thinking of the ſafety of the republic:

That, if the equipment propoſed by the merchants

ſhould be judged neceſſary, it ought immediately

to be carried into execution, jointly with the aug.

mentation of the land forces, that the ſtate might

be put on a reſpećtable footing by ſea and land:

That ſhe therefore hoped, that, upon her follici

tation, and that of the provinces of Gueldres,

Utrecht, Over-Yſſel, and Groningen, their High

Mightineſſes would exhort the province of Hol

land to defiſt from its oppoſition to the ſaid aug

mentation ; and that all the confederates would

unanimouſly conſent to thoſe two points, ſo eſ

ſential at all times, but more eſpecially in the

preſent circumſtances.”

Some letters ſay that the Princeſs Gouver

nante is dangerouſly ill of a dropſy.

B I R T H s.
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B I R T H S.

Daughter to John Gibbons, Eſq.

A ſon to Philip Jennings, Eſq; of Ca

vendiſh-ſquare.

A ſon to the Right Hon. Lord Viſcount Mid

dleton.

A ſon to Francis Goſling, Eſq; Alderman of

the ward of Faringdon without.

M A R R I A G E S.

HN Bailey, Eſq; of Sutton in the county

of Scmerſet, to the Hon. Miſs Seymour,

niece to the preſent Duke of Somerſet.

Dr. Buſwell, one of the Gentlemen of his

Majeſty's chapel royal, to Miſs Fullerton, daugh

ter of Capt. Fullerton. -

Samuel Charlton, Eſq; of Chelmsford, to

Miſs Sally Williams, of Goodman's fields.

Henry Talbot, Eſq; at Bridgnorth in Wor

ceſterſhire, to Miſs Craddock, of the ſame place.

John Perkins, Eſq; of Windſor, to Miſs Bet

ſey Philips, of Nettlebed.

Ralph Hodgſon, Eſq; ſon of Ralph Hodgſon,

Eſq; of Lintz, Yorkſhire, to Miſs Strickland,

of the ſame place.

Samuel Lewin, Eſq; to Miſs Mary Pollard,

only daughter of Arthur Pollard, Eſq; late his

Majeſty's Conſul at Aleppo.

Right Hon. the Earl of Selkirk, to Miſs Nel

ly Hamilton, daughter of the Hon. John Ha

milton.

Charles Bolton, Eſq; of Amberly-hall, to

Miſs Bell, of Glouceſtorſhire.

Samuel Lunn, Eſq; of Ripon in Yorkſhire,

to Miſs Forſter, of Chelſea.

William Webb, Eſq; of Pall-mall, to Mrs.

Revell, widow of the late Thomas Revell, Eſq.

D E A T H S.

IGHT Hon. Margaret Counteſs of Cork

and Orrery, Lady of the preſent Earl.

Hon. Sir Conyers D'Arcy, Knight of the

Bath, and Knight of the ſhire for Yorkſhire,

at Aſke, near Richmond in Yorkſhire.

Rev. Dr. Bridges, Vicar of Weald in Eſſex.

Stephen Ramſey, Eſq; in Bloomſbury-ſquare.

Edward Marten, Eſq; at Chelſea, Member of

Parliament for the borough of Lancaſter.

Right Hon. George Compton, Earl of Nor

thampton and Baron Compton.

Charles Hay, Eſq; at Bath.

Rev. Dr. Webſter, Vicar of Ware and Thun

drich in Hertfordſhire.

Lady Sarah Cowper, fiſter of the preſent Earl

Cowper.

Richard Goodlad, Eſq; at Mile-end.

Henry Lintot, Eſq; in the Temple.

Right Hon. the Marquis of Lindſey, eldeſt

ſon of his Grace the Duke of Ancaſter.

Kenelm Fawkener, Eſq; elder brother of the

late Sir Everard Fawkener.

Right Hon. Charles Butler, Lord Butler, of

Weſton in the county of Huntingdon, and Earl

of Arran in the kingdom of Ireland, Lord High

Steward of Weſtminſter, and Chancellor of the

iIniverſity of Oxford, &c.

Richard Stratton, Eſq; Turkey merchant, one

of the Repreſentatives in Parliament for Shore

ham in Suſſex. -

Right Hon. Sir George Lee, Knt., Dočtor of

Maſter of the Ceremonies.

Laws, Dean of the Arches, Judge of the Prero

gative Court of Canterbury, Member of Parlia

ment for Launceſton in Cornwall, and one of

his Majeſty's moſt Hon. Privy Council.

P R E F E R M E N T S.

EV. Mr. Bateman, to the reët. of Lang

ford, with Ickburgh, in Norfolk.

Rev. Mr. Samuel Abſon, to the reëtories of

Eckring and Eaton, both in the county of Not

tingham.

Rev. Mr. Thomas Townley, to the vic. of

Tidcombe in Lincolnſhire. -

Rev. Mr. Thomas Wake, to the vic. of Mid

dleton Toney in Hertfordſhire.

Rev. Mr. Territ, to the rećt. of Weald in

Eſſex. - º

Dr. Edward Simpſon, to be Dean of the Ar

ches, and Judge of the Prerogative Court of

Canterbury. -

Rev. Mr. William Fullerton, to the vic. of

Oxley, with the chapel of Welden, in Kent.

Rev. Mr. John Francis, to the vic. of Laken

ham in Norfolk.

Rev. Mr. Bowman, to the vic. of Martham

in Norfolk.

Rev. Mr. John Newland, to the vic. of Hor

ton on the Would in the county of Bucks. '

Rev. Mr. Ralph Webb, to the reët. of Weſ

ton in Suffolk.

P R O M O T I O N S.

From the Ga z E t t r.

H A R L E S-Cottrell Dormer, Eſq; to the

dignity of knighthood, and likewiſe to be

And alſo

Stephen Cottrell, Eſq; to be Aſſiſtant Maſter

of the Ceremonies.

Sir Charles Powlett, Knight of the Bath,

commonly called Marquifs of Wincheſter, to

be one of his Majeſty's Moſt Honourable Privy

Council; and likewiſe to be Lord Lieutenant of

the county of Southampton, and of the town

of Southampton and county of the ſame.

Right Hon. Richard Earl Temple, to be

Lord Lieutenant of the county of Buckingham.

Robert Montgomery, Eſq; to be one of the

Commiſſioners for the receipt and management

of his Majeſty's Cuſtoms, and other duties, in

Scotland, and the duties on all ſalt and rock ſalt

imported, and upon ſalt made there.

B–K–T S. From the GA z z TT r.

A R G A R E T Wade, of Chertſey, in

the county of Surry, ſhopkeeper, dealer,

and chapwoman.

Samuel Mellor, of Mancheſter, in the county

of Lancaſter, diſtiller and chapman.

George Dighton, of the pariſh of St. Botolph

without Biſhopſgate, London, vintner, dealer,

and chapman.

John Titley, of Warrington, in the county

of Lancaſter, and John Titley, of Liverpool, in

the ſaid county, ſail-canvas-makers, chapmen,

and partners. -

Richard Clough, Thomas Clough, Caleb

Clough, and Sarah Ratcliffe, of Mancheſter,

in the county of Lancaſter, copartners, dealers,

and chapmen. -

John Dod, of Newgate-ſtreet, London, cheeſe

monger,
W.11;are
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William Sparry, late of Greenwich, in the

county of Kent, ſcrivenor, dealer, and chap

inań.

Thomas Read, of Wootton Baſſet, in the

county of Wilts, brazier.

John Hallett, of the pariſh of St. Catharine

in the Tower Hamlets, in the county ºf Mid

dleſex, ſail-maker, dealer, and chapman.

John Grace the younger, of London, mer

chant. -

Iſaac Hart, of the pariſh of St. Mary Mag

dalen Bermondſey, in the cohnty of Surry, vic

tualler, dealer, and chapman.

Robert Heath, late of the pariſh of St. Mar

tin in the Fields, in the county of Middleſex,

upholder, broker, dealer, and chapman.

John-Coxe Browne, now or late of the bo

rough of Leiceſter, in the county of Leiceſter,

draper, hoſier, and chapman.

John Hampſon, of Wincheſter-ſtreet, London,

hofier.

William Richardſon, of Tower-hill, London,

merchants

Charles Howell, of the pariſh of St. Botolph

without Aldgate, in the county of Middleſex,

ſhoe-maker, dealer, and chapman.

Robert-Hare Killingley, of Brown's buildings,

St. Mary Axe, London, merchant, dealer, and

chap...an.

John Wright, of Angel-ſtreet, in St. Martin

le Grand, London, dealer and chapman.

John-Taylor Bondfield, of Kingſton-upon

Hull, mercer, woollen-draper, and chapman.

Aaron Anderſon, of the town of Kingſton

upon-Hull, in the county of the town of King

ſton-upon-Hull, grocer.

Chaddock Wright, late of Water-lane, Tow

er-ſtreet, London, merchant, dealer, and chap

man.

George Nelſon, Abraham Hoſkins, and Ben

jamin Mather, all of Mancheſter, in the county

of Lancaſter, merchants, dealers, chapmen, and

partners. -

John Haſlen, of Liverpool, in the county of

Lancaſter, merchant, cornfačtor, and chapman.

John Cooke, of the city of Norwich, beer

brewer, dealer, and chapman.

John Sowgate, late of Tendering, in the

county of Eſſex, innholder and chapman.

John Lawſon, of St. Dunſtan's-hill, Tower

ſtreet, London, broker, dealer, and chapman.

Charles Fleuriau, of Craven-ſtreet, in the

pariſh of St. Martin in the Fields, in the liberty

of Weſtminſter, in the county of Middleſex,

jeweller.

Archer Hodgſon, late of Plaiſtow, in the

county of Eſſex, but now of Queen-ſquare, near

Ormond-ſtreet, in the county of Middleſex,

warehouſeman, haberdaſher, and chapman.

Giles Cooper, of Leadenhall market, London,
butcher.

Samuel Dixon, of Stockport, in the county

of Cheſter, dealer and chapman.

Terence Dempſey, of Northwich, in the coun

ty of Cheſter, linen-draper, and chapman.

Francis Penny, of Biſhops Waltham, in the

cºunty of Southampton, mercer, dealer, and

chapman.

John Marſhall, late of Budge-row, London,

merchant, dealer, and chapman.

Richard Davids, of Mitcham, in the county

of Surry, and Mary Kew, of the pariſh of St.

Ann Weſtminſter, in the county of Middleſex,

linen printers and partners.

Robert Cochran, of Watling treet, London,

warehouſeman, dealer, and chapman. -

Thomas Heath, of the city of Exeter, mer

chant.

George Moore, of Leeds, in the county of

York, merchant, dealer, and chapman.

Samuel Sills, late of Newport, in the Iſle of

Wight, in the county of Southampton, factor,

dealer, and chapman.

William Wright, of Leeds, in the county of

York, grocer and chapman.

Adam Langton, of the pariſh of St. Mary

Magdalen Bermondſey, in the county of Surry,

carpenter and chapman.

A General Bill of all the Chriſtenings and Burials from December 13, 1757,

to December 12, 1758.

Males — 7347

£hriſtened Females — 6862

In all — 142c%

Males - 893 i

Buried Females — sº;

In all - 17576

Whereof have died,

Under Two Years of Age — 5971

Bctween Two and Five 1795

Five and Ten — — — 717

Ten and Twenty — — 556

Twenty and Thirty — 1362

Thirty and Forty — — 1589

Forty and Fifty — — 1606

Fifty and Sixty — — 1368

Sixty and Seventy — 1208

Seventy and Eighty — 961

Eighty and Ninety — 370

Ninety and a Hundred — 68

A Hundred and Two – 2

A Hundred and Three —

A Hundred and Four

A Hundred and Six

- I

* - i

- i

Decreaſed in the Burials this Year 3737.

BOOMS
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B O O K S publiſhed in D F C E M B E R.

Poetical Tranſlation of the Elegies of Ti

bullus; by James Grainger, M. D. Mil

i lar, 6 s. -

The Cloiſter; or, The Amours of Sainfroid a

Jeſuit. Fleming, 3 s.

A Diſcourſe on the Condućt of the Government

of Great Britain, in Reſpect to Neutral Na

tions, during the preſent War. Griffith, 2s. 6d.

Memoirs of the celebrated Miſs Fanny M-.

Scott, 3 s. 6d.

An Account of the new Tragedy of Cleone,

Cooper, 6 d. .

The Farrier and Horſeman's compleat Dićtionary;

by Thomas Wallis, Surgeon. Owen, 3 s. 6d.

Cleone, a Tragedy. Dodſley, 1 s. 6d.

The happy Orphans. 2 Vols. Woodgate, 6 s.

A Catalogue of the Royal and Noble Authors of

England. 2 Vols. Dodſley, 8 s.

Epiſtles Philoſophical and Moral; addreſſed to

Lorenzo. Wilcox, 5 s. 6d. in Boards.

A Meteorological journal of the

:

Oppoſite Saliſbury-court, Fleet-ſtreet, Dec. 24, 1758.

An Eſſay on Brewing; by Mr. Combrune. Dodſ.

ley, 3 s. 6d.

A Deſcription of the common Laws of England;

by Henry Finch. Millar, 6 s.

Conſiderations on the Exchange of Seamen, Pri

ſoners of War. Noon, 1s.

Law, or a Diſcourſe thereof; by Sir Henry Final.

To which are added, Notes with References;

by Danby Pickering, Eſq. Brown, 6 s.

Virtue, an Ethic Epiſtle. Griffith, 6d.

The Redućtion of Louiſburg, a Poem. Owen, 1s.

The South-Sea Fortune. 2 Vols. Wren, 5 s. ſewed.

The Tartarian Tales. Tonſon.

The Caſe of the Dutch Ships conſidered.

ley, 1 s. -

A Letter from a Member of Parliament in Town

to a noble Lord in the Country, on the French

Expedition. Griffith, 6d.

The virtuous Criminal ; or, The Hiſtory of Lord

Stanley. Noble, 6 s.

Dodſ

Weather, from November 24, to December 24,

incluſive, 1758.

John Cuff.

W E A T H E R.

A ſunſhine morning, afternoon fair.

A cloudy morning, afternoon ſmall rain.

A foggy day, afternoon wind W.

A foggy morning, afternoon cloudy, wind N. F.

A ſunſhine day, afternoon, wind N. W.

A fair day, afternoon wind S. W.

A cloudy day with ſmall rain.

A foggy morning, afternoon fair,

A ſunſhine morning, afternoon fair.

Foggy early in the morning, afterwards a fair day,

A cloudy day, afternoon wind S.W. ſmall rain in the evening,

A cloudy morning, a rainy afternoon.

Days Barom. ITher. Ther. I wºr:
ğ. Inch. low. high. Wind.

25 29.98 || 39 41 || S. E. A fair day.

26 || 29.95 || 36 || 4o #
27 29.92 42. -

28 ; : 43 | N. E. A fair day.

29 29.95 39 42 | N. E. A cloudy day.
3o 29.92 || 36 || 4o N. A fair day.

Dec.

1 || 29.85 38 40 N. | Ditto.

2 || 29.68 || 36 38 N.

3 || 29.25 || 32 36 N.

4 || 28.98 || 38 || 4o | N. E. A rainy day.

5 || 29.12 4o 41 || N. E. Ditto.
6 || 29.65 || 38 39 N. A fair day.

7 || 39.2 32 34 || W.

8 || 30.35 | 3o 35 | N. W.

9 30.6; 38 42 S. W. -

IO .# 44 46 S. W. Ditto.

11 || 29.68 44 47 | W. A fair day.

12 28.98 || 46 47 | S. W. A cloudy day.

13 || 29.9 41 42 | N. W. A fair day.

14 || 3o. 3 35 || 4o S. W. -

1 5 30-22 || 43 45 W. A fair day.

16 || 3o. 1 45 46 S. W. A fair day.

17 29.75 46 || 47 S. W. Ditto.

18 || 29.68 || 48 || 5o S. W.

19| 29.78 || 44 || 48 S. E.

20 || 29.75 44 || 47 E. A fair day.

21 || 29.85 || 46 || 49 S.

22 29.78 || 47 || 48 S. W.

23 3o. 43 47 || W. A fair day.

24 || 30.22 || 4o 43 || W. A fair morning, afternoon cloudy with ſmall rain,

About the Middle of January will be publiſhed,

The SUPPL E MENT to the Twenty-third Volume of the UNIVER SAL

MA G AZINE, with ſeveral Copper-plates, and a complete Alphabetical Index

to this Twenty-third Volume, &c.

3

* * *
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PR1cesofSTOCKSfromNovember26,toDecember23,incluſive,1758.

§BAN×IRDaSouthSea|SouthSea|SouthSea3perCent.3percent.3percent.3perCent.[IndiaBonds,B.Cir.pr.
§STocK.STocK.STock.oldAnn.|NewAnn.reduced.conſol.Bank1751.IndiaAnn.prem.1.s.d.

27]117135}Ioo;90;91}8990391%883I|2s]I12628,11713.5%ice;90%91%89}90;90%88ſ.Ilos|I12629]116%136Ioo;90%9.1%893.goi§§IlIs]I126

30,11.7%136Ioo}90%9I4.899I9189;IlIs]II26

1|1.17%.1364º90}91%89399391}884Ilos|1126

2|1.17%137Ioož90;91%89;90%9I883IIIs]I126

3|Sunday.*

4II.71371ooł90}91}89:90}90;88:IlIs]I126

5,116}1364Ioo}º91}8999á90%88;I1o's1126

6116#137Ico;90+91%8990;90%883.IIIs]I126

7|11.6%136;Iocł90;91%899%99;§§I1Is]IIoo

811.6%137IGoo9C91;8999;92;884I1Is]I1269|116;137Ico;90%91#89;90%99;884IlIs]I126

1&Sunday.

11|116+1361ook90%9189%88;89388IlIS|IIoo

12|116#136;Iock§§90%89%89;9O88%1os|1126

131.16%1361ook89%90%8989}893884I1OSIIoo 14||116#1361ook89á90%883k--9088:IlOSIIoo 15117—-100%9099%89;--9088%ol19sIIOo 16|117|–—|Ioož90%99%893——-||90%88;I1o'sIICO

17|Sunday.

18|117——|100%90%90%893||——90%.#ol.19s]IIoo19|1164|——|Icoł90%99;893||——|90%883||11o'sIloo20116;——1oo}9%-90---8911IsEIOO

21116#--Icoſ99;-90}---i--89I1IS.––

22]116}|——-ś--:———I——89%I1IsIIoo 23|1163——|—9--90--I--89%IlIs]IIoo

Bear-Key.Baſingſtoke.Reading.Oxford.Henley.Warminſter.Wheat20s,to28s.gr.71.to81.15s.load.7l.to81.14s.81.Ios.to9l.7l.to91.34s,to48s,q1.

Barley12s.to18s.6d.

Oats12s,to16s.

Beans16s,to24s,od.

;

18s.to21s,qr,

14s,to15s.28s.to36s.

14s,to22s.od.

15s,to19s.

27s,to33s,od,

17s.to20s,qr,

13s.to17s.43s,to46s.

16s,to22s. 14s,to18s. 24S.to34S.

21S.to24s, 19s,to24s. 34S.to40S.

B11.1sofMortalityfrom

Nov.21,toDec.19.1758.

inSMales591

chii.;Femal.529II2.

-Males862

Buried}Femal.81o{167
Diedunder2Yearsold55

Between2and5–175and19–8

1oandzo–5

20and30–133oand40–1440and50–13

5oand6o—II

69and79—137oand80–9.89and90—3

99andIoo—

167:

Withinthewalls15
3Withoutthewalls39:
:)InMid,andSurry79,*C.City&Sub,weft.43.

167:

Weekly,Nov.28.—34.Dec.5.—43.

12.–44, *19.–45: 162;

Wheatpeckloafs.8d.}

#3Bagsfrom70to84s:APocketsfrom80to112s,

NewSubſcrip.1758,984.

Coalsperchaldron21,5s,
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The L E of A L G E R N O N S I D N E Y, Eſ.

With his Head curiouſly engraved. - -

Nothing is more uſeful and entertaining than the Live. of great and excellent Men; but it

often happens that, through the Negleá of their Friends and Cotemporaries, proper Mate

rials are wanting, which is the preſent Caſe. ... One cannot,but wonder that the Life of

Algernon Sidney, a Man of ſuch excellent Abilities, ſuch a Lover of Liberty, and who

died for that glorious Cauſe, was never attempted by any of his intimate Friends, and

fach as were acquainted with the moſt remarkable Paſſages cancerning him. To retrieve

this Error as much as we can, we ſhall lay together, in one View, what can now be

gathered from various Authors, who occaſionally ºnention his Name and Aëtions. And it

is to be hoped, that this ſhort Account, though very imperfect, may do ſome juſtice to the

Memory of that noble Perſon, and give ſºme Inſtruction to our Readers. * : * :

A'.GERNoN Sidney, Eſq; deſcended

from a very ancient and honourable

family, was ſecond ſon of Robert, Earl of

Leiceſter, by Dorothy, eldeſt daughter of

Henry Piercy, Earl of Northumberland *;

to whom his Lordſhip was married in the

i. 1618. The exact year Algernon was

orn is not certain; but it was moſt probably

about 1622. His noble father was very

careful to give him a good education; and

in 1632, when he went Ambaſſador to Den

mark, took his ſon with him ; as alſo, when

he was Ambaſſador to the King of France

in 1636; and the Counteſs, his mother, in

a letter to the Earl then at Paris, acquaints

his Lordſhip, that ſhe hears her ſon much

commended by all that came from thence;

and that one, who ſpoke well of very few

ſaid he had a huge deal of wit, and much

ſweetneſs of nature.'. Upon, the breaking

out' of the rebellion, in Ireland, the latter

end of the year 1641, he had a commiſſion

for a troop of horſe in the regiment of his

father, who was then Lord-lieutenant of

that kingdom; and he went over thither

with his eldeſt brother, Philip Lord Viſ:

count Liſle, diſtinguiſhing himſelf upon al

occaſions with great gallantry againſt the

rebels. In the year 1643, he had the King's

permiſſion to return to England; for which

purpoſe the Earl, his father, gave him like:

wiſe a licence, dated at Oxford June 22,

that year; but, landing in Lancaſhire in

Auguſt following, he was, by order of Par

liament, brought up in cuſtody to London,

where he was prevailed on to take a com

mand under them; And on the , 1 oth o

May, 1644, the Earl of Mancheſter, Major

general of ſeveral counties, conſtituted him

Captain of a troop of horſe in his own re

giment. His brother, the Lord Viſcount

Liſle, being ſoon after appointed Lieute

nant-general of Ireland, and General of the

forces there, gave him the command of a re

giment of horſe to ſerve in the expedition

thither; and it appears by the MS. journal

of the Earl his father, that he was likewiſe

Lieutenant general of the horſe in Ireland.

and Governor of Dublin; and that, before

he went into that kingdom, he had the go

vernment of Chicheſter, and was in thebat

tle at York, and ſeveral other engagements.

. In January 1648, he was nominated one

of King Charles's Judgest, though he did

not fit among them. What his reaſons

were for declining this, we know not, . It

is maniſeſt that he was, both by inclination

and principle, a zealous republican ; and,

on that,account, a violent enemy to Oliver

Cromwell, when he aſſumed to himſelf the

government, to which, as well as to that of

Richard, his ſucceſſor, he was abſolutely

irreconcileable.º upon the reſignation

of Richard, the Long Parliament being re

ſtored in May 1659, and having paſſed a

declaration," to ſecure the liberty and pro

perty of the people, both as men and Chriſ

tians, and that without a fingle perſon,

Kingſhip, or Houſe of Lords; and to up

hold the Magiſtracy and Miniſtry; he ad

hered to them, and was appointed one of

the Council of State, with the Lord Fair

fax, Bradſhaw, Sir Henry Vane, General

Ludlow, Fleetwood, Mr. Neville, and o

thers. On the 5th of June, he was likewiſe.

nominated, .. Sir Robert Honeywood

and Bulſtrodé Whitelocke, Eſq; to go Com

miſſioners to the Sound, in order to mediate

a peace between the Kings of Sweden and

Denmark. . Mr. Whitelocke having de

clined this ſervice, Mr. Thomas Boone was

appointed in his room. The three Pleni

Fº ſet out for the Sound in July

following, and arrived at Elfineur on the

21ſt of that month; where they were at

tended by Admiral Montagu, afterwards

Earl of Sandwich, who, in proſpect of a

revolution in favour of Charles II, to whom

he was ſecretly engaged, reſolved to return

to England the month following with the

* Collins's Peerage of England, and Memoirs of the Lives and A&tions of the Sidneys.

t Our authority for this article is taken from Echard'sº of Angland, P,

- - - t º

75 and 697.

whole
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whole fleet. Colonel Sidney, who was

averſe to that reſolution, wrote to the Coun

cil of State from Copenhagen, to complain

of the Admiral's conduët in that point.

His letters to his father, printed in the IId

volume of the Letters and Memorials of

State of the Sidney family, and thoſe writ

ten by him in conjunction with the other

Plenipotentiaries, publiſhed among Secreta

ry Thurloe's State papers, Vol. II, give us

a very diſtinét account of his negociations.

Things were at this time evidently tend

ing to the reſtoration of Charles II; and,

as it effectually happened, Colonel Sidney

wrote to England, in a letter dated at Stock

holm, June 16, 1660, that he looked upon

all the powers, granted unto him, as extin

guiſhed by the coming in of the King ;

and in his letter of July 22, 1660, he ob

ferves, that he and his collegue had, the day

before, taken their leave of the King of

Denmark; and that himſelf was taking

his way by Hamburgh and Holland; but

did not yet very well know in what place he

ſhould ſtay, until he heard further from Eng

land. His father's anſwer to him from

London, Auguſt 30, and the ſame year,

among other particulars, appriſes him, that

he was accuſed of juſtifying the death of

Charles I, and of having ſaid, “ that it

was the juſteſt and braveſt ačtion that was

ever done in England, or any-where elſe;’

with other words to the ſame effe&t; and

many ſcornful and contemptuous things of

the King's perſon and family; which, if he

could not exculpate himſelf, would hardl

be forgiven or. as ſuchº

soffences made deeper impreſſions than pub

Micaëtions, either of war or treaty.

Colonel Sidney did not continue long at

Hamburgh; for he was at Francſort upon the

NMaine, on the 8th of September 1660, from

whence he wrote to his father, being deter

mined then for Italy; and we find him at

Rome in Novemberfollowing, from whence

he wrote likewiſe to his father, on the 19th

of that month, ‘ that he thought the coun

ſel given him by all his friends, to keep out

ef England for a while, did clearly appear

to have been good, by the uſage his com.

panions had already received.”

He had hitherto received very little ſup

port from his father ; with whom he ex

poſtulates cn that account, in a hetter from

Rome, of the 29th of December, 1666.

However, he ſtill continued his correſpon

dence with his father, to whom he obſerves,

in a letter from Rome, of March 12, 1661,

* that he apprehended orders from Eng

laud to his prejudice, and ſuch as might

*orce him to change his flation.” By the

next letter, dated April 8th, it appears, that

his father had deſired his pićture, and was

now inclinable to do ſomething for his ſup

port. In another letter to his father, dated

June 3d, from Freſcati, he acquaints him,

that Prince Pamphilio, nephew to the laſt

Pope, had given him very convenient lodg

ings, in his villa de Belvedere, which he

ſays is one of the fineſt in Italy.

After he had continued ſome time in

Italy, he thought proper to draw nearer

home, that, if an opportunity ſhould offer,

* he might not, as General Ludlow ob

ſerves, be wanting to his duty and the public

ſervice.” In his way, he viſited that Gene

ral, and his friends, in their retirement in

Swiſſerland; aſſuring them of his affection

and friendſhip, and no-way declining to

own them, and the cauſe for which they

fuffered. He ſtaid with them about three

weeks; and, deſigning to go for Flanders,

where he reſolved to paſs the enſuing win

ter, took his journey by the way of Bern,

dbing all the good offices he could for Ge

neral Ludlow, and his friends, with the

principal Magiſtrates of that city. He was

at Bruſſels in the end of the year 1663,

whence he wrote to his father, the 1ſt of

December, concerning the tranſporting of a

body of the beſt officers and ſoldiers of the

old army into the ſervice of the Emperor.

In 1665, upon the breaking out of the

war between England and the United Pro

vinces, ten perſons were ſent by King

Charles II, to Augſburg in Germany, to

aſſaſſinate Colonel Sidney; andFº
might have effected their deſign, if he, ha

ving undertaken a journey to Holland, up

on buſineſs relating to the public, had not

removed from that city before their arri

wal *.

He continued abroad till the year 1677,

when he procured leave to return to Eng

land; and obtained a particular pardon,

according to Biſhop Sprat, “upon repeated

promiſes of conſtant quiet and obedience

for the future.” Biſhop Burnet affirms,

* that he came back when the Parliament

was prefing the King into a war. The

Court of France obtained leave for him to

return. He did all he could to divert peo

ple from the war; ſo that ſome took him

for a penſioner of France. ... But he ſaid our

Court was in an intire confidence in France,

and had no other deſign, in this ſhew of a

war, but to raiſe an army, and keep it be

yond ſea, till it was trained and modelled.'

But it is evident, from a letter of his to the

honourable Henry Savile, the Engliſh Am

baſſador in France, that it was that Gentle

man who obtained leave for him to return.

The

* Ludlow's Memoirs, Wol, III, p. 172.
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The letter is dated from Nerac, Decem

ber 28, but the year erroneouſly printed

*682. This letter has theſe remarkable

words: “... My obligation to you is the

greateſt I have a long time received from

any man, as I muſt value the leave you

have obtained for me to return into my own

country, after ſo long an abſence, at a lower

rate than the ſaving of my life. I will,

without ſcruple, put myſelf intirely on the

King's word, and I defire not to be a day

in England unknown to him, or his Mi

niſters."

He was at Penſhurſt on the 13th of No

vember, 1677, and then gave a diſcharge to

the executors of his father's will, Robert

Earl of Sunderland, Henry Sidney, Eſq;

his brother, and Sir John Pelham, Bart.

forº legacy left him therein of 5oco and

roo I.

The year following, he ſtood candidate

for the town of Guilford, in Surry; but,

the Court oppoſing his ele&tion, he loſt it;

and, though he drew up an account of the

irregular proceedings in it, yet he did not

think proper to purſue his claim. In 1679,

he ſtood likewiſe candidate for the borough

of Bramber, in Suſſex; but was not choſe,

the intereſt being before made by Sir John

Pelham for his brother Henry Sidney, af.

terwards Earl of Romney.

In 1683, he was accuſed of being con

cerned in the Rye-houſe plot; and, after

the Lord Ruſſel had been examined, he

was brought before the King and Council :

He told them, that he would make the beſt

defence, he could, if they had any proof

againſt him; but he would not fortify their

evidence by any thing he ſhould ſay; ſo

that his examination was very ſhort. He

lay ſome time in the Tower, and was

brought thence by Habeas-corpus, on the

*7th of November, 1683, to the King's-

bench-bar, where he was arraigned on an

indićtment of high treaſon. The indićt

ment, at the time when he came into the

hall, was ſo far from being found by the

Grand Jury, as Sir John Hawles obſerves,

that it was not ſo much as preſented to

them; but the King's Council, who had

packed the Jury, knew well enough that

it would be accepted, that is, found upon

ſight by the Jury, without any conſidera

tion; which was accordingly done. The

indictment was for deſigning to depoſe the

King, and to perſuade the King's ſubjećts

to rebel; and that he did write a certain

libel, wherein it was contained, that he

(meaning King Charles II.) is ſubjećt to

the law of God, as he is a man; to the

people, who made him ſuch, as a King, &c.

To which indićtment he would have put

in ſome exceptions, expreſſed in a parch

me it in his hand; but was told by the

Court, that he muſt either plead, or de

mur; and upon no other terms exceptions

could, or ought to be admitted: After

which he pleaded not guilty. On the 21ſt

of November, he was tried; at which time

he infifted to have a copy of his indićt

ment, as he had done when he was ar

raigned, but was both times denied. The

firſt witneſs againſt him was Mr. Weſt;

againſt whom Colonel Sidney objećted, be

cauſe he was not pardoned : But it was

anſwered by the Court, that he was a good

witneſs in Lord Ruſſel's trial, and there

fore he ſhould be in that. The Colonel

then deſired, that Mr. Weſt might ſpeak

nothing but what he knew of him ; but

was anſwered by the Court, that he might

give evidence of a plot in general, though

the Colonel was not concerned in it j and

it was called Sir William Jones's law.

Then Mr. Weſt proceeded, and gave evi

dence of what Cokmel Rumſey, Mr. Nel

thorp, and Mr. Ferguſon told him of Co

lonel Sidney; but, of his own knowledge,

he could not ſay anything of the priſoner.

Rumſey gave a like evidence to what he

had done in Lord Ruſſel's trial, with an ad

dition of what Mr. Weſt and Mr. Good

enough told him. Keeling gave evidence

of what Goodenough told him ; all which

the Court agreed was no evidence againſt

the priſoner. Then Lord Howard of Eſ

crick gave the like evidence from the mid

dle of January to that time, as he had done

in Lord Ruſſel's trial; except that he ſaid, "

that the Earl of Saliſbury was brought into

the cabal, who was not mentioned before;

and that the meeting at Lord Ruſſel's was

about a fortnight, or three weeks, after the

meeting at Mr. Hampden’s ; whereas, in

Lord Ruſſel's trial, he ſays, it was about

ten days after the meeting at Mr. Hamp

den's houſe : And here he made two nota

ble ſpeeches for Mr. Hampden, at the open

ing of the conſultation, both which he had

forgotten at Lord Ruſſel's trial, nor could

remember at that of Mr. Hampden, tho’

in the laſt he was led by a #. many

queſtions to put him in mind of then.

After his evidence given, Colonel Sidney

was aſked, whether he would aſk the wit.

neſs any queſtions; who anſwered, that he

had no queſtions to aſk him : Whereupon

the Attorney-general ſaid, “Silence—You

know the proverb. The record of Lord

Ruſſel's convićtion and attainder was given

in evidence. Sir Andrew Foſter ſwore,

that Sir John Cockran and the two Camp

belis came to London. Sir Philip Lloyd,

Clerk of the Council, proved the seizing of

T t z ful.
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forme papers in the priſoner's houſe, and he

believed the papers ſhewn in Court to be

forme of them. Shepherd, Cary, and Cook,

ſwore, that the writing produced was like

the priſoner's hand-writing. The Attor

ney-general defined, that ſome part of the

writing ſhould be read : The priſoner de

fired, that all of it ſhould be read , but

was anſwered by the Court, that the At

torney muſt have what part of it he would

to be read; and afterwards the priſoner

fhould have what part of it he would to be

read likewiſe: But he perfiſted to define,

that all of it might be read. Then the

writing was read, which was plainly an

anſwer to a book; but what book was not,

mentioned; in which anſwer the rights of

the people were aſſerted. The Earl of

Angleſea gave the ſame evidence for the

priſoner, of the Lord Howard's ſpeaking

of Lord Ruſſel, and the plot, as he had

done in that Lord's trial. The Earl of

Clare obſerved, that Lord Howard, after

Colonel Sidney's impriſonment, ſaid, if he

was queſtioned again, he would never plead;

that the quickeſt diſpatch was the beſt; he

was ſure they would have his life : And,

fpeaking of the Primate of Armagh's pro

phecy, ſaid, the perſecution was begun;

and he believed it would be very ſharp, but

hoped it would be very ſhort; and ſaid, he

thought Colonel Sidney as innocent as any

man breathing; gave him great encomi

ums, and bemoaned his misfortune: And,

as for the Colonel's papers, he was ſure.

they could make nothing of them. Mr.

Philip Howard ſaid, that Lord Howard

ſaid it was a ſham plot. , Dr. Burnet gave

the ſame evidence, as he did in Lord Ruſ

ſel's trial. Mr. Ducas gave evidence, that

Lord Howard ſaid, he knew nothing of

Colonel Sidney's being in any plot. Lord

Paget gave evidence to the ſame purpoſe;

as did likewiſe Edward Howard and Mr.

Fenwick. Mr. Blake teſtified, that Lord

Howard ſaid, he had not his pardon; and

could not aſcribe it to any other reaſon,

than that he muſt not have it, till the drud

gery of ſwearing was over.

Sir John Hawles obſerves, upon a review

of what has been ſaid, that it is ſtrange

to ſee, what a progreſs was made, in the re

folutions of points of law, to take away a

man's life; as if, in Colone! Sidney’s words,

the Court and Council thought it their duty

to take away a man's life any how. Mr.

Weſt, and ſeveral others, are admitted to

give evidence upon hearſay againſt the pri

ſoner; and their evidence ſummed up and

*rged as evidence to the Jury; and the rea

ion given for it was, that he was admitted

a good witneſs of a like matter in Lord

&

Ruſſel's trial: Whilſt, beſides that, it was

not true (for he was rejected in that trial,

as it appears in print) yet, if he had been

admitted, it was of no authority, as Colo

nel Sidney ſaid, becauſe he was excepted to.

Of a like flamp is the evidence of the con

vićtion of Lord Ruſſel ; though it muſt be

owned, that Lord Ruſſel's convićtion was

as good evidence againſt Colone! Sidney,

as the Earl of Eſſex's murder was againſt

Lord Ruſſel, and no better. The ſame

may be ſaid of Rumſey's, Keeling's, Foſter,

and Atterbury, the meſſenger's evidence.

Againſt the Lord Howard's evidence there

were ſome objećtions, as in the Lord Ruſ

ſel's trial, with the addition of ſeveral other

perſons, teſtifying, that he ſaid he knew

not, nor believed any thing of the matter;

and that he could not have his pardon, till

he ſwore other perſons out of their lives;

which, in truth, was the ſenſe of his ex

preſſions. -

The King's Council, indeed, had thought

of ſomething ſince Lord Ruſſel's trial, to

palliate the matter of Lord Howard's ſay

ings; for they bore hard upon his reputa

tion, and looked, as if he would perjure

himſelf at the expence of ſome perſons lives;

as his words are in Lord Ruſſel's trial.

* Would you, ſay they, have had him con

feſs the matter to thoſe perſons, to whom he

denied it " In anſwer to this it may be ob

ſerved, that there is a difference between

confeſſing and denying. , Who aſked him

the queſtion What did it avail him to

deny it to the perſons teſtifying againſt him

And therefore, when he voluntarily ſaid a

thing, untrue, unaſked, not provoked, or

compelled to do it, and which could do

him no good, it was good evidence of his

untruth; and that no credit ought to be

given to what he ſwore. -

With regard to the laſt part of the evi

dence, which related to the writing; both

the indićtment, and the evidence, was de

fećtive. As for the evidence, if the ſubjećt

matter of the writing had been evidence of

treaſon, the indićtment ought to have ex

preſſed, that he publiſhed it; which the in

dićtment in this caſe did not; and upon

good reaſon, which was, that the Jury

might be put in mind, that the publiſhing

of it was neceſſary to make it known ;

whereas they very well knew, that the evi

dence would not, nor did, come up to it.

This was the firſt indićtment of high trea

ſon, upon which any man loſt his life, for

writing any thing without publiſhing it :

for, in Fitz-Harris's indićtment, he was

charged with publiſhing his libel ; and ſo

in all other indićtments for writing, and

upon good grounds; for, this being made
all

l
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an overt-aēt of treaſon, it muſt be an evi

dence of a deſign to kill or depoſe the King,

, and the like. And as the conſequence of

'what was contained in the writing; which

was, that the power was in the people, &c.

being in its nature no other, nor urged by

the King's Council to any other intent,

than to corrupt the minds of the ſubjećts,

could not be evidence of ſuch matter, unleſs

proved that he had writ and publiſhed it;

whereof the laſt was not pretended to be

proved. -

That it was neceſſary to be expreſſed in

the indićtment, and proved at the trial, ap

pears by the reſolution of all the Judges of

England, in Hugh Pine's caſe, reported, in

Cro. Car. fol. 89, at a time when preroga

tive ran pretty high ; wherein, beſides the

reſolution, that no words charging the King

with any perſonal vice were treaſon, there is

the caſe of one Peacham, in the 33d of Hen

ry VIII, cited, who was indićted for trea

ſon, for treaſonable paſſages in a ſermon

never preached, nor intended to be preached,

but found in writing in his ſtudy. He

was found guilty, but never executed; for

many Judges, at that time, were of opinion,

that it was not treaſon, as the book ſays:

Which, according to the evidence here gi

ven, was the expreſs caſe of Colonel Sid

ney, admitting, that he wrote the book

produced, and that the paſſages in it were

treaſonable.

And as this indićtment was an original

in the particular beforementioned ; ſo it

was a ſecond of an innuendo indićtment of

treaſon. Fitz-Harris was the firſt. The

proſecution againſt Car was an information,

and judgment arreſted after verdićt ; be

cauſe it was by innuendo, of which no pre

cedent could be produced. And, although

in actions for words it was permitted, yet

in criminal matters, being penal, it was re

ſolved, that it ought not to be permitted;

and certainly much leſs in treaſon. And

as this indictment was an original in one

part, and a ſecond in another ; ſo the evi

dence on it was an original in another part ;

which was proving the book produced to

be Colonel Sidney's hand-writing ; becauſe

the hand was like what ſome of the wit

neſſes had ſeen him write ; an evidence

never permitted in a criminal matter be

fore. The caſe of the Lady Car was truly

cited by Colonel Sidney, againſt whom

there was an indićtment or information of

perjury; in which it was reſolved, that

compariſon of hands was no evidence in

any criminal proſecution; and it muſt be

owned, that at that time, beſides Keeling

and Twyſden, there then ſat in that Court

Sir Wadham Wyndham, whom all will

own to have been the ſecond beſt Judge,

who ſat in Weſtminſter-hall fince the re

ſtoration. And, if it be not evidence in a

proſecution of miſdemeanour, much leſs in

treaſon, as Colonel Sidney ſaid: Which

inference, beſides the reaſon of the thing,

is ſupported by the authority of the Lord

Coke.

But admitting Colonel Sidney wrote the

book, and publiſhed it; yet if it were not

done with a deſign to ſtir up the ſubjects

into a rebellion; but was writ and publiſhed

only ‘diſputandi gratia, as the import of

the book plainly ſhewed it was ; is was no

more treaſon than the diſcourſe between

Blagrave and Mat. Lee, about taking the

Tower, was. And ſuppoſing it was writ

with that deſign $, yet it not appearing

when it was writ; how could a Jury, upon

their oaths, ſay it was done with a deſign

to raiſe rebellion againſt King Charles iſ,

when, for aught that appeared, it was writ

before he was King, or thought of . It

might be writ in the time of Charles I.

or of Cromwell, and deſigned againſt either

of them, or any foreign Prince; and there

fore could not be treaſon againſt King
Charles II. -

The evidence was an original in this par

ticular alſo, as it was the firſt time that

ever a particular expreſſion in writing was

given in evidence againſt a man in treaſon,

without reading the whole writing; and

for a very good reaſon given by the Jury in

Fitz-Harris's caſe; which was, that there

might be ſomething in the writing not ex

preſſed in the indićtment, which might ex

plain the clauſes in the indištment, io that

they may bear another conſtruction: And

in that trial it was agreed, that the whole

writing ought to be read ; and was read

accordingly. And it was the duty of the

Court to have ordered, whether the priſoner

or Jury had deſired it or not, as they are

upon their oaths to do right. But in Co

lonel Sidney's caſe, when this was preſſed

by him, it was denied ; only ſome particu

lar paſſages, he might read, if he would :

which he did not accept of, upon a very

good reaſon, which he gave, which was,

that he knew not theº: of the book.

or at leaſt did not remember them, and

therefore could not call for them. It is

true, that practice in civil matters is al

lowed to ſave time, where the miſchief is

not very great ; becauſe, if a paſſage in a

deed or writing, material for either party,

be omitted in reading, the matter may be

brought about again : But in criminal,

much leſs in capital proſecutions, they can

not be, unleſs a way can be found to bring

a man to life again,

Almoſt
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Almoſt all the circumſtances of the trial

are originals. The ſumming up of the

evidence againſt him was barbarous, being

inve&tives, and no conſequences. It was

faid, that he was not only guilty of the

pračtices which he was accuſed of, but he

could not have been otherwiſe, becauſe his

principles led him to it; And it might

with as good reaſon have been urged, that

he not only was become, but was born, a

traitor. The laſt matter remarkable # the

trial was that of an overt ačt, of which the

Court ſaid, it was reſolved by all the Judges

of England, that if a man buy a knife of

J. S. to kill the King, and one witneſs

prove, that he bought the knife, and ano

ther prove, that he bought it for that pur

poſe, they are two witneſſes of an overt ačt,

within the ſtatute of Edward VI. It were

very fit to know who the judges were, who

gave that reſolution, if it were but for the

authority of the caſe; for the reaſon of it

will ſcarce convince any man. They might

as well have reſolved that eating or drink

ing, or the moſt ordinary acts of a man's

life, is an evert-aēt of high treaſon. The

law hath taken that care for the evidence of

high treaſon, which it hath not done in any

other caſe; that it muſt be proved by an

overt-act, proved by two witneſſes. One

would think at firſt fight of the ſtatute that

there ſhould be twe witneſſes to the ſame

fa&. But that hath been adjudged other

wiſe: But ſtill it was reſolved that there

muſt be two witneſſes. But, if the reſolu

tion above-mentioned be law, it is plain

there needs but one. It is true, if a man

does an ačt for which he can give no rea

{on, as placing a mine of powder in a place,

which the King uſually paſſes over, or

planting a piece of cannon to ſheot at a

place which the King uſually paſſes by ; if

he cannot give a credible reaſon, why he did

it; and if another ſwears the purpoſe of

the thing; it is two good witneſſes within

the act. It hath been ſaid, that if a man be

bound to his good behaviour, and wears a

{word, it is a breach of the good behaviour:

And perhaps heretofore, when ſwords were

not uſually worn, but by ſoldiers, it might

be ſo, becauſe it ſtruck a terror into other

people, as much as a blunderbuſs, or the

like unuſual weapon, or the going armed

in a coat of mail, for any perſon but a ſol

dier, doth at this day : But no man will

ſay, that now, when ſwords are uſually

worn by all ſorts of people, that it is a breach

of the good behaviour; and ſo that, which

heretofore was a crime, is now by cuſtom

become none. It is therefore the unuſual

neſs, the unaccountableneſs of the circum

*ance, which nakes it an evidence; which

cannot be aſſigned as a reaſon in the overt

ačt above-mentioned. -

The laſt thing to be taken notice of is,

that Colonel Sidney refuſed to aſk Lord

Howard any queſtions; from which it was

inferred, that he aſſented to the truth of the

matter ſworn. But it is well known, that

it is not prudent to aſk a thorough-paced

witneſs a queſtion. In Mr. Hampden's trial

his Council refuſed to do ſo for that reaſon.

The Colonel being found guilty, when

he was brought into the Court to receive

ſentence, he repeated his objećtions to the

evidence againſt him; in which Judge Wi

thins interrupted him, and by a ſtrange in

decency gave him the lye in open Court,

which he bore patiently.

His execution was reſpited for three

weeks, the trial being univerſally exclaimed

againſt as a piece of moſt enormous injuſtice.

After convićtion he ſent to the Lord Ha

lifax, afterwards Marquis of Halifax, who

was his nephew by marriage, a paper to

be laid before the King, containing the

main points of his defence, upon which he

appealed to his Majeſty, and defired he

would review the whole matter: Where

upon the Lord Chief Juſtice Jefferies, who

had tried him, ſaid, That either Sidney

muſt die, or he muſt die,” During his

impriſonment, he ſent for ſome Indepen

dent preachers, and expreſſed to them a

deep remorſe for his paſt fins, and a great

confidence in the mercies of God. When

he ſaw the warrant for his execution, he ex

preſſed no concern at it, and the change

that was in his temper amazed all who went

to him. He told the Sheriffs, who brought

the warrant, that he would not expoſtulate

upon any thing on his own account (for the

world wasnow nothing to him) but he defired

they would conſider how guilty they were

of his blood, who had not returned a fair

Jury, but one packed, and as they were

directed by the King's Sollicitor; he ſpoke

this to them not for his own ſake, but for

their ſake. One of the Sheriffs was ſtruck

with this, and wept. He wrote a long

vindication of himſelf, which Biſhop Bur

met ſays he had read; and that he ſummed

up the ſubſtance of it in the paper which

he gave to the Sheriffs; and, ſuſpecting

they might ſuppreſs it, he gave a copy of it

to a friend: It was a fortnight before it

was printed, though the ſpeeches of thoſe

who had died for the popiſh plot were pub

liſhed the very next day; and it would not

have been ſuffered to have been printed, but

that written copies were daily diſperſed.

He met death with an unconcernedneſs

which became one who had ſet up Marcus

Brutus for his pattern. He was but a few

minutes
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minutes on the ſcaffold on Tower-hill; he

ſpake little, and his prayer was very ſhort ;

and his head was cut off at one blow, on the

7th of December, 1683, aged about ſixty

one years. The next day his body was

interred with his anceſtors at Penſhurſt.

The paper which he delivered to the She

riffs ſets forth his innocence, and the vio

lent treatment which he had undergone,

with ſuch force, that it deſerves to be inſert

ed at full length:

Men, Brethren, and Fathers; Friends,

Countrymen, and Strangers :

* It may be expe&ted that I ſhould now

ſay ſome great matters unto you ; but the

rigour of the ſeaſon and the infirmities of

my age, increaſed by a cloſe impriſonement

of above five months, do not permit me.

* Moreover, we live in an age that makes

truth paſs for treaſon ; I dare not ſay any

thing contrary unto it, and the ears of thoſe

that are about me will probably be found too

tender to hear it. My trial and condem

nation do ſufficiently evidence this.

* Weſt, Rumſey, and Keyling, who were

brought to prove the plot, ſaid no more of

me than that they knew me not; and ſome

others, equally unknown to me, had uſed

my name, and that of ſome others, to give

a little reputation to their deſigns. The

Lord Howard is too infamous by his life,

and the many perjuries not to be denied,

or rather ſworn by himſelf, to deſerve men

tion; and, being a fingle witneſs, would

be of no value, though he had been of un

blemiſhed credit, or had not ſeen and con

feſſed, that the crimes committed by him

would be pardoned only for committing

more; and even the pardon promiſed could

not be obtained till the drudgery of ſwear

ing was over.

* This being laid aſide, the whole mat.

ter is reduced to the papers ſaid to be found

in my cloſet by the King's Officers, with

eut any other proof of their being written

by me than what is taken from ſuppoſitions,

upon the ſimilitude of an hand that is ea

ſily counterfeited, and which hath been

lately declared, in the Lady Car's caſe, to

be no lawful evidence in criminal caſes.

“But, if I had been ſeen to write thema, the

matter would not be much altered : They

plainly appear to relate to a large treatiſe

written long fince in anſwer to Filmer's

book, which by all intelligent men is thought

to be grounded upon wicked principles,

equally pernicious to Magiſtrates and peo

€.

* If he might publiſh to the world his

opinion, “That all men are born under a

neceſſity, derived from the laws of God and

nature, to ſubmit to an abſolute kingly go

yernment, which could be reſtrained by no

law or oath; and that he that has the power,

whether he came to it by creation, election,

inheritance, uſurpation, or any other way,

had the right; and none muſt oppoſe his

will, but the perſons and eſtates of his ſub

jećts muſt be indiſpenſably ſubječt unto it;”

I know not why I might not have publiſhed

my opinion to the contrary, without the

breach of any law I have yet known.

* I might as freely as he publicly have

declared my thoughts, and the reaſons upon

which they were grounded; and I perſua

ded to believe, that God hath left nations

to the liberty of ſetting up ſuch governments

as beſt pleaſed themſelves.

‘That Magiſtrates were ſet up for the

good of nations, not nations for the honour

or glory of Magiſtrates.

* That the right and power of Magiſ

trates, in every country, was that which

the laws of that country made it to be.

* That thoſe laws were to be obſerved,

and the oaths taken by them, having the

force of a contrač between Magiſtrate and

people, could not be violated without dan

ger of diſſolving the whole fabric.

* That uſurpation could give no right;

and the moſt dangerous of all enemies to

Kings were they, who, raiſing their power

to an exorbitant height, allowed to uſurp

ers all the rights belonging unto it.

* That, ſuch uſurpations being ſeldom

compaſſed without the ſlaughter of the reign

ing perſon, or family, the worſt of all vil

lainies was thereby rewarded with the moſt

glorious privileges. -

* That, if ſuch doćtrines were received,

they would ſtir up men to the deſtruction

of Princes, with more violence than all the

paſſions that have hitherto raged in the

hearts of the moſt unruly.

* That mone could be ſafe, if ſuch a re.

ward were propoſed to any that could de

ſtroy them. .

‘That few would be ſo gentle as to ſpare

even the beſt, if by their deſtrućtion a wild.

uſurper could become God's anointed, and

by the moſt execrable wickedneſs inveſt him

ſelf with that divine charaćter.

* This is the ſcope of the whole treatiſe;

the writer gives ſuch reaſons as at preſent

did occur unto him to prove it : This ſeems

to agree with the doćtrines of the moſt re

verenced authors of all times, nations, and

religions. The beſt and wiſeſt of Kings

have ever acknowledged it. The preſent

King of France has declared, that Kings

have that happy want of power, that they

can do nothing contrary to the laws of their

country; and grounds his quarrel with the

King
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King of Spain, anno 1667, upon that

principle. King James, in his ſpeech to

the Parliament, anno 1603, doth in the

higheſt degree aſſert it; the Scripture ſeems
to declare it. If nevertheleſs the writer

was miſtaken, he might have been refuted

by law, reaſon, and Scripture; and no man

for ſuch matters was ever otherwiſe puniſh

ed, than by being made to ſee his error ;

and it has not (as I think) been ever known

that they had been referred to the judgment

of a Jury, compoſed of men utterly unable

to comprehend them.

• But there was little of this in my caſe;

the extravagance of my proſecutors goes

higher; The above-mentioned treatiſe was

mever finiſhed, nor could be in many years,

and moſt probably would never have been.

So much as is of it was written long fince,

never reviewed, nor ſhewn to any man;

and the fiftieth part of it was not produced,

and not the tenth of that offered to be read.

That which was never known to thoſe who

are ſaid to have conſpired with me, was ſaid

to be intended to ſtir up the people in pro

ſecution of the defigns of thoſe conſpirators.

• When nothing of particular application

to time, place, or perſon could be found in it

(as has ever been done by thoſe who endea

voured to raiſe inſurrečtions) all was ſup

plied by innuendo's.

whatſoever is ſaid of the expulſion of

Tarquin ; the inſurre&tion againſt Nero ;

the ſlaughter of Caligula, or Domitian ;

the tranſlation of the crown of France from

Meroveus's race to Pepin, and from his de

frendents to Hugh Capet, and the like ;

was applied by innuendo to the King.

* They have not confidered, that, if ſuch

a&s of ſtate be not good, there is not a King

in the world that has any title to the crewn

he wears; nor can have any, unleſs he

could deduce his pedigree from the eldeſt

ſon of Noah, and ſhew, that the ſucceſſion

had ſtill continued in the eldeſt of the eldeſt

line, and been ſo deduced to him.

• Every one may ſee what advantage this

would be to all the Kings of the world;

and whether, that failing, it were not better

for them to acknowledge they had received

their crowns by the conſent of willing ma

tions, or to have no better title to them

than uſurpation and violence; which, by

the ſame ways, may be taken from then.

• But I was long fince told, that I muſt

die, or the plot muſt die. -

• Leſt the means of deſtroying the beſt

Proteſtants in England ſhould fail, the

Bench muſt be filled with ſuch as had been

blemiſhes to the bar.

* Nome but ſuch as theſe would have ad

viſed with the King's Council of the means

of bringing a man to death; ſuffered a

Jury to be packed by the King's Sollicitors

and the Under Sheriff; admit of Jurymen

who are not freeholders; receive ſuch evi

dence as is above-mentioned; refuſe a copy

of an indićtment, or ſuffer the ſtatute of

46 Edward III. to be read, that does ex

preſly enaët, It ſhould in no caſe be denied

to any man, upon any occaſion whatſoever;

over-rule the moſt important points of law

without hearing. And whereas the ſta

tute, 25 Edward III, upon which they ſaid

I ſhould be tried, doth reſerve to the Par

liament all conſtrućtions to be made in

points of treaſon, they could aſſume to

themſelves not only a power to make con

ſtrućtions, but ſuch conſtrućtions as neither

agree with law, reaſon, or common ſenſe.

“By theſe means I am brought to this

place. The Lord forgive theſe praćtičes,

and avert the evils that threaten the nation

from them The Lord ſam&tify theſe my

ſufferings unto me! and, though I fall as a

ſacrifice to idols, ſuffer not idolatry to be

eſtabliſhed in this land! Bleſs thy people,

and ſave them. Defend thy own cauſe,

and defend thoſe that defend it. Stir up

ſuch as are faint; dire& thoſe that are wil

ling; confirm thoſe that waver; give wiſ.

dom and integrity unto all. Order all

things ſo, as may moſt redound to thine

own glory. Grant that I may die glorify.

ing thee for all thy mercies; and that at

the laſt thou haſt permitted me to be fin

gled out as a witneſs of thy truth, and even

by the confeſſion of my oppoſers, for that

Old Cauſe in which I was from my youth

engaged, and for which thou haſt often

and wonderfully declared thyſelf.”

Upon the revolution, ſuch regard was

had to his innocence, and the juſtice due to

his memory, that the Parliament made it

one of their firſt ačts to repeal his attainder,

on the 13th of February, 1688-9. -

Biſhop Burnet's charaćter of him is,

* That he was a man of moſt extraordinary

courage, a ſteady man even to-obſtinacy,

ſincere, but of a rough and boiſterous tem

per, that could not bear contradićtion. He

ſeemed to be a Chriſtian, but in a particular

form of his own : He thought it was to be

like a divine philoſophy in the mind; but

he was againſt all public worſhip, and every

thing that looked like a church. He was

ſtiff to all republican principles, and ſuch

an enemy to every thing that looked like a

monarchy, that he ſet himſelf in high op

poſition againſt Cromwell, when he was

made Protećtor. He had ſtudied the hiſtory

of government in all its branches, beyond

any man I ever knew. . He had a particu

lar way of infinuating himſelf into *:::
al
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that would hearken to his notions, and not

contradićt him.”

Several manuſcript treatiſes of his in La

tin and Italian, and an Eſſay on virtuous

Love, in Engliſh, are ſtill extant among

the papers of his family at Penſhurſt : But

his Diſcourſes concerning Government,

which alone will immortaliſe his name,

were printed at London, in 1698, in folio,

and reprinted there in 1704; and the edi

tion of 1751 is the third of this noble

work, which, as the author of Free Thoughts

in Defence of a future State obſerves, ſuffi

ciently ſupplies the loſs of Cicero's ſix books

De Republica, which has been ſo much

regretted by men of ſenſe and probity. In

ſhort, it is the nobleſt book that ever the

mind of man produced; and we cannot

poſſibly wiſh a greater or more extenſive

bleſſing to the world, than that it may be

every-where read, and its principles univer

ſally received and propagated.

Some Propertia of the 44-tree, diſcovered by M. Tablet, an eminent French Phyſician.

HE ancientsand moderns knew noother

property of the aſh-tree, but that its

fruit, leaves, and bark, are a powerful ape

ritive. They rightly aſcribed ſuch a facul

ty to that plant, ſince it contains a conſi

derable quantity of acids, and fixed ſalt,

very acrimonious, though tempered with a

confiderable portion of oil, which preſerves

the parts from corrofion. If a lye is made

with the aſhes of the tree, a great deal of

fixed ſalt may be extračied, the ſavour of

which does not appear ſo acrimonious as

is commonly ſaid. Upon this experiment it

was thought fit to preſcribe the uſe of that

ſalt for a difficulty, or ſuppreſſion of urine,

occaſioned by a thick ſeroſity in the blood,

which cannot be filtrated through the nar

row capaciouſneſs of the glands of the kid

nies, or through the mucilaginous matter,

which, adhering to the infide of the cavity

of the kidnies, hinders that ſeroſity from

filling it.

Being full of a lixivial ſalt, which gets

into the maſs of the blood, it raiſes ſuch a

violent fermentation in that liquor, that the

moſt ſubtile balſamic particles evaporate;

which occaſion many obſtrućtions. Having

therefore good reaſon to believe, as the

event made it appear, that the eſſential ſalt

of the aſh-tree might attenuate, divide, and

z É. a fluidity in thoſe mucilaginous

umours; it was preſcribed to ſome per

ſons, who had been troubled with a diffi

culty or ſuppreſſion of urine, three or four

days; and, about an hour after they had

taken a drachm of it, they made water,

and were purged by ſtools. The ſame doſe

was preſcribed to ſome perſons, who only

wanted to be purged; and it had the de

fired effect without any griping in the guts.

Some children troubled with worms, and

ſeveral perſons who had a looſeneſs for fe

veral days, have been cured with that ſalt.

The matter, children are generally full of,

becauſe they eat too often, and all manner

of things, without digeſting them ſufficient

ly, being the only menſtruum proper to

hatch the eggs of worms; it is no wonder,
fince the ſalt of the aſh-tree divides that

corrupt matter with its ſharp points, and

cuts the tender bodies of thoſe inſe&ts, that

children ſhould be freed from them. The

ſame ſalt, running along the membranes of

the abdomen, and the coats of the inteſtimes,

takes off a kind of hard ſlime, that ſticks to

them, and deſtroys or alters their periſtaltic

motion; by which means the cauſe of the

tenſion being removed, the membranes re

ſume their natural form or ſituation, on

which digeſtion depends. Thus it has been

evinced by ſeveral repeated experiments,

that the ſalt of the aſh-tree is not only a

powerful diuretic, but alſo an excellent

purge : And there is more reaſon to call it

a panacea, than the preparation of mercury,

which is neither ſo univerſal nor ſo ſafe a

remedy.

Some curious Refteåions on the Uſe of LANGUAGES, to diſcover the Origin

of Nations.

H ISTORICAL monuments being

far from reaching the origin of na

tions, ſome uſe may be made of the veſti

ges of ancient languages that ſtill remain,

eſpecially in the proper names of rivers

and foreſts, and even of countries, towns,

and men; for it may be laid down as a

principle, that all proper names were ori

ginally appellative, and the queſtion will

be therefore to find out the fignification of

thoſe ancient names, which is not always

impoſſible.

We learn, from a verſe in the poet Ve

mantius Fortunatus, that the word Ric, or

Ricus, which was the termination of ſo

many names among the Germani, Franks,

Alemanni, Saxons, Goths, Vandals, &c.

ſignified only fortis, ſtrong; fince that poet

renders the name Chilperie, Adjutor fortis,

a ſtrong Helper; and Halp, or Hulpe, is
U u. uſed
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uſed ſtill, in the Teutonic languages, for.

Auxilium, Aſſiſtance.

One may obſerve, in the greateſt part of

our continent, ſome remains of an ancient

prevailing language, which has been as it

were perpetuated, by ſome words uſed from

the Britiſh ſea as far as Japan. Without

dwelling upon the word Sack, which has

been obſerved by ſo many grammarians,

the ancient Celtic word Mar, or Mare, a

Horſe, not only remains ſtill in the word

Marechal, a word common to ſo many lan

guages, but is not unknown to the moſt

eaſtern Tartars, namely, to thoſe who con

quered China. Such is again the word

Kan, King, Prince, derived from the verbs

Kan, Konnen, which in the Teutonic lan

guages ſignify poſſe, to be able; for it is

well known that theſe words, King, Konig,

Chagan, Can, denote, or denoted, a Mo

narch, a great Man, among all the Ger

manic nations, the Sarmatae, the Huns,

the Perſians, the Turks, and the Tartars, as

far as China.

Hence there is good reaſon to believe,

that the greateſt part of the words of that

primitive language were formed by Onoma

topoeia ; that is, men endeavoured to ex

preſs, by a ſound, the idea or paſſion exci

ted in them, by the preſence of certain ob

jećts ; and that therefore, for example,

the power and ſtrength of thoſe, who firſt

uſurped the empire over mem, are in ſome

meaſure repreſented by the ſtrong pronun

ciation of the word Kan, which is owing

to the letter K.

...All the languages derived from that pri

mitive language, may be properly divided

into two great claſſes. The firſt we may

call Japhetic, or Scythian languages; theſe

were ſpread through the northern countries,

in which we may reckon all Europe. The

ſecond go by the name of Aramean lan

guages, and were ſpoken in the ſouthern

countries. Among the latter the Arabic

ſeems to have prevailed over all others, the

Syriac, Chaldaic, Hebrew, Punic, and E.

thiopic being only dialects of it. The Per

fian, Armenian, and Georgian are a mix

ture of the Scythian and Aramean langua

ges. As for the Coptic, or Egyptian, there

is ſo little affinity between it and the other

fouthern languages, that its original might

well be derived from the ancient language

spoken in Ethiopia, before the Arabians

penetrated into that country.

From the ancient Scythian language

ſprung thoſe of the Turks, Sarmatians, Fin

nonians, and Celtae; By the ancient Scy

thians are underſtood thoſe nations that firſt

inhabited the ſhores of the Euxine ſea, and

are called Cimmerii by Homer. A ſur.

priſing affinity is found between ſome words

of the ancient Scythian language, preſerved

by Herodotus, and thoſe languages which

are originally Celtic, fech as the Greek, the

Latin, the Iriſh, and the German. That

Greek hiſtorian informs us that the Ama

zops, a Scythian nation, were ſurnamed

AEorpata, that is, Murderers of men, from

theſe two Scythian words AEor, Man, and

Pata, to kill ; But this laſt word is very

like the ancient Latin verb batuo, which

fignifies the ſame thing; and the word AEor

comes very near theſe Latin, Iriſh, and Ger

man words, Vir, Baro, Herus, Herr, Er, Var,

which denote a Man. In the Greek, La

tin, and German languages, the etymolo

gy of the Scythian word Arimaſpi may be

found out. It was, according to the teſti

mony of Herodotus, the name of a Scythi

an nation, ſo called becauſe the men had

but one eye; for, ſays Herodotus, Arima

ſignifies one in the Scythian language, and

Spu fignifies Eye. We find ſome veſtiges

of thoſe two words, both as to the ſound

and fignification, in the Greek word"Egnº,

ſolitude; in the German word Arm, poor,

deſolate, forſaken; and in theſe Latin, Ger

, man, Italian, and French words, Specere,

Spehem, Sp;are, Eſpier, which fignify to ſee,

to look. Thus it were to be wiſhed that

ſome learned man would give himſelf the

trouble to make a colle&tion of all the ancient

Scythian words, as others have collečted all

the ancient terms uſed among the Gauls,

Phrygians, Egyptians, &c.

If we take a ſurvey of the ſeveral nations

which may be deemed Scythians by extrac

tion, we may begin with the Turks, with

whom may be enumerated the Little Tar

tars, the Calmucs, the Moguls, and the

eaſtern Tartars, becauſe the languages of

all thoſe nations have a great affinity: Af

terwards we may ºfto the Sarmatians,

called fince Sclavonians, to whom may be

referred not only the Muſcovites, the Poles,

the Bohemians, the Moravians, the Bul

garians, the Dalmatians, and the Sclavo

nians of our time, but alſo other Sarmatians

more northern, bordering upon the Baltic

ſea, and called Wendi, or Wenedi; of .

whöm are ſtill ſome conſiderable remains

in the duchy of Lunenburg, and in Luſa

tia and Brandenburg. Among the Sar

matians may alſo be reckoned the Huns and

the Avari, who formerly invaded Panno

nia, or Hungary; the Raſcians, the Ser

vians, the Croatians, and ſome other na

tions, are their poſterity: As for the Hun

gari, they did not make themſelves matters

of Pannonia till a long time after, being

come from the Aſiatic Scythia, under the

empire of Charlemagne. What ſhºws that
-
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the Huns were Sarmatians, or Sclavonians,

is, that, in the language of the latter, Coni,

or Chuni, ſignifies a Horſe ; and it is well

known that the Huns had no other troops

but cavalry, as the Tartars ; ſo that Hun

and Horſeman are one and the ſame thing.

Beſides, Jornandes, deſcribing the funeral

of Attila, King of the Huns, mentions a

great feaſt, which he calls Strawa; a name

uſed to this day, among the Sclavonians,

to denote a great apparel. As for what

concerns the Finnonians, Tacitus, who

calls them Fennos, repreſents them as a

wild and fierce people, which very well a

grees with the Laplanders and Samojèdes,

who are originally Finnonians. It is very

probable that the inhabitants of Eſthonia

and Livonia, and ſome other nations that

live along the ſhores of the Baltic ſea, whoſe

language has no affinity with the Sclavoni

an, might be of a Finnonian race ; but it

is more than probable that the Hungarians,

who came from Aſia, are of the ſame race;

the more, becauſe there is no language in

Europe that comes ſo near the Hungarian

as the Finnonian. -

The Celtae came originally from Scythia,

and ſpread themſelves through the greateſt

part of Europe; they peopled, by degrees,

Germany, Gaul, Italy, Spain, and Great

Britain. Hence it ſeems well grounded that

the ancient Britons were the firſt inhabitants

of Ireland, and that the language of that

country would afford, the beſt means of re

viving the ancient Celtic. The Cambrians,

or Cimbri, now called among us the Welch,

and the Anglo-Saxons, ſucceeded the an

cient Britons. The firſt inhabitants of

Italy were the Celtae, who came from Ger

many and Gaul; and, in proceſs of time,

many Greeks, Lydians, Phrygians, Phoe

nicians, and other nations, were incorpo

: rated with them. The ancient Hetrurian

language, which is no longer underſtood,

the charaćters whereof cannot be read, was

in all probability ſpoken by the ancient in

habitants of Italy. As for the Spaniards,

it may be believed that they are generally

of a Celtic extraćtion; but the Baſques may

well perplex any linguiſt, becauſe, their lan

guage being ſo far different from all thoſe

that are known to us, it may be thought,

with good reaſon, that, before the arrival

of the Celtae in Spain, that country was in

habited by ſome African colony, from which

the Baſques are deſcended. -

Germany ſent ſeveral colonies into Franc

and Italy, and alſo furniſhed Scandinavia

with new inhabitants, who drove away the

Finnonians, or Laplanders. This opinion

ſeems to differ much from that of ſeveral

learned men in the north, who look upon

the Germans as a colony of the ancient

Goths. Certain it is, that this origin would

have ſome probability, if the inhabitants of

the remoteſt parts of Sweden and Norway

ſpoke the Germanic language. Theſe in

habitants are Laplanders, or Finnonians :

but their language has no affinity with the

German. It may, notwithſtanding, be ſaid,

that the Germans, having increaſed in Scan

dinavia, ſpread themſelves again through

Germany; for it is certain that the Cimbri,

the Saxons, the Heruli, the Vandals, and

ſome other nations, came from the ſhores

of the Baltic ſea ; but this happened long

after the firſt migrations.

From theſe curſory refle&tions on the uſe

of languages, to diſcover the origin of na

tions, an ingenious perſon, befides ſatisfy

ing curioſity, may find wherewithal to ſup

ply with very probable conjećtures the defi

ciency of hiſtorical monuments. The hint

is improveable, and in the main may be at

tended with ſome utility.

The Hiſtory of the Marchioneſ, de Pompadour concluded.

(Continued from our laſt, Page 297.)

D'Eſtioles, forced to obey, went to his

place of exile, where, ſtill diſtraćtedly fond of

‘his wife, his violent agitations threw him

into a fever, that made his life deſpaired of.

He recovered however by the ſtrength of

his conſtitution and the advice of friends,

who repreſented to him the folly of throw

ing away his life for the ſake of a falſe un

grateful woman, that would only rejoice at

it. He was about twelve months at Avig

non, when, time and refle&tion operating a

due effect, he grew more reconciled to his

#ortune; he then made intereſt to be recall

ed to Paris, which he obtained on the pro

miſe of being a paſſive non-reclaimer of his

wife. To this favour, if ſuch it may be

called, were added advantages confiderable

enough to make him eaſy, if fortune could

compenſate the loſs of the beloved perſon:

He had places and employments to the a

mount of more than four hundred thouſand

livres a year, beſides gratifications for fa

vours he ſhould aſk for others, which were

ſure to be granted him. Though he never

ſees his wife, they correſpond amicably by

letter ; and, when Madame Pompadour

uſed to go formerly much to plays and ope

ra's at Paris, which ſhe now rarely does,

he received, and ſtill receives, previous no

tice of her deſign, that he may keep out of
TJ u z º. f the
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the way: One reaſon for this was to avoid

the attention of the audience to their coun.

tenances on ſuch an occaſion ; another rea

ſon might be her own confuſion at the

houghts of meeting the eyes of a man once

ſo near to her, and whom ſhe had ſo ungrate

fully injured.

Since his return to Paris, being ſatisfied

that all irregularities in him would be placed

to the account of his wife, as originally the

cauſe of them, he plunged into the moſt

diſſolute courſe of life; and ſhe on her ſide,

being declared the King's miſtreſs in form,

employed herſelf in riveting the chains of

her royal iover. Abundantly provided with

art, ſhe had thoroughly ſtudied his temper,

his humour, his inclination, and ſo perfectly

conformed to them that ſhe fixed him to

her, by creating in him a deſpair of finding

another woman with whom he could be ſo

eaſy and happy.

She ſoon diſcovered, that, of all the fa

culties of pleafing, none would have greater

I. to hold him faſt than that of amuſing

im. Kings have more hours of dulneſs

than other men, from having early exhauſt

ed their pleaſures, through the facility of

coming at them; ſo that it muſt be a great

genius that can procure for them, in plea

ſure, the graces of novelty and variety. In

both theſe points Madame d'Eſtiolles was

ſovereignly the King's woman. To all

the graces of her perſon, and her acquiſitions

from education, was added the art of tri

fling, an art ſo neceſſary at Courts. The

verieſt bagatelles had the power of pleaſing,

by her knack of treating them : No-body

could tell a ſtory, or relate the little adven

tures of the Court and town, with more hu

mour or a better grace. She ſung ; ſhe

played upon moſt inſtruments in a maſterly

manner; ſhe danced with all the lightneſs

and air of a nymph, of which ſhe had all

the delicacy and freedom of ſhape : But

that in which ſhe excelled was the exa&

adapting the diſplay of theſe accompliſh

ments to the call of the moment. Thus, by

F. wearineſs, ſhe was ſure not to

oſe the merit of all the entertainment ſhe

had afforded. No pleaſures were thought

ſuch, which had not the ſtamp of her con

trivance, or the ſam&ion of her approbation;

all of them were required to be a-la-Pompa

dour. At thoſe petits ſoupers the King is

ſo fond of, and where he lays aſide all the

ſtiffneſs of ſtate, no one more than ſhe con

tributed to animate the company. The

King, in ſhort, had ſo many reaſons to be

fenſible that ſhe was neceſſary to the pleaſure

of his life, that he had no temptätion to

inconſtancy. -

Deeply impreſſed with a grateful and

tender ſenſe of all ſhe was to him, he thought

no marks of it too much for her: He pre

ſently gave her a marquiſate, with the title

of the Marchioneſs of Pompadour, and his

privy purſe was intirely at her command.

Her father obtained his pardon, and an am

ple proviſion for life; her brother was cre

ated Marquis de Vandiere, on which the

Courtiers jeu de mot, or playing on the

word, was remarkable, who called him

le Marquis d'Avant-hier, that is, the Mar

quis of yeſterday; but, to elude the ſting of

the jeſt, though trifling, he ſoon after took

the title of Marquis de Marigny, in virtue

of a marquiſate of that name he had by the

King's bounty been enabled to purchaſe.

The royal miſtreſs now engaged in a very

expenſive ſyſtem of life : She drew from the

King whateverſums ſhe pleaſed, which, to

gether with the unbounded traffic ſhe made

of her favour and influence, by her procure

ment of employs, poſts, jobs, and other

beneficial emanations from the royal autho

rity, helped her to accumulate a prodigious

fortune, part of which is ſaid to be lodged

in moſt of the banks of Europe, and part

of it is more apparent, as being employed

in buildings. But, difficult as it muſt ſeem

for a miſtreſs to be thus conſtantly receiving

from and ſqueefing her keeper, her art was

too refined to have its effe&ts ruined by let

ting itſelf be ſeen 3 and never was the game

of diſintereſtedneſs better played, without

prejudice to intereſt; for ſhe ſeemed to aſk

nothing, yet obtained every-thing: ,

In the mean time ſuch high marks of diſ

tinétion, joined to ſo unbounded a profu

fion, could not but create the perſon on

whom they were conferred a number ofene

mies. The diſſatisfaction ſeemed to be ge

neral, and Madame de Pompadour, even

in the infancy of her power, had like to

have been the vićtim of the riſing ſtorm.

As the occaſion was very ſingular, and

made a great noiſe, it cannot be improper

to particulariſe it.

On a certain day that the Duke of Bur

gundy, the Dauphin's eldeſt ſon, then an

infant, was to be ſhewn to the people, who

came in great concourſe to ſee him, one Ma
dame Sauve, the wife to a Clerk in the office

of M. d’Argenſon, Secretary at war, was

in waiting: The child was placed in a cra

dle, on the inſide of a baluſtrade, to defend

it frem the croud preſſing too cloſe upon it.

As ſoon as the room was cleared, Sauve,

approaching the cradle, as ſhe took, the

Prince out, gave a ſcream, occaſioned by a

packet ſealed up, which ſhe ſaid ſhe found

there. It was dire&ted to the King, and,

being delivered to Madame de Tallard, the

Governeſs, ſhe immediately carried * to
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him. On being opened it was found to

contain ſome grains of corn, alluſive to the

ſcarcity that then reigned, and a letter full

of bitter expoſtulations with the King on

his miſ-government and ſcandalous attach

ment to la Pompadour ; not without threats

even of a ſecond Ravaillac, if he did not re

form his condućt, and take more care of his

people.

The King was greatly ſhocked at this,

not ſo much from the tenor of the letter it

ſelf as from the manner of its conveyance.

La Pompadour knew herſelf deteſted by M.

d'Argenſon ; and, her ſuſpicion inſtantly

landing upon him, ſhe did not fail of com

municating it to the King : Beſides, as Ma

dame Sauve was ſuſpe&ted of being his

miſtreſs, it was probable to believe he was

at the bottom of the myſtery. But the very

broaching the ſuſpicion againſt a Miniſter

of ſuch high credit had like to have been

fatal to her own favour : The Queen, the

Miniſters, almoſt the whole Court, took

ſide againſt her, alledging that the whole

affair was an artifice of her own, executed

by ſome obſcure agent of hers, and levelled

at a man who had no fault but thinking

no better of her than ſhe deſerved. The

King, even with all his partiality for her,

was ſtaggered with the unanimity and ve

hemence of the clamour againſt her. Ma

dame Sauve, who had found, or pretended

to find the packet, had been narrowly ex

amined; but, her anſwers only increaſing

the perplexity, and the ſuſpicions thicken

ing againſt her, ſhe was taken into cuſtody

and ſent to the Baſtile, from whence ſhe

never came out. Her huſband had fled on

the firſt notice of her being apprehended,

but returned ſome time after, on being am

ply juſtified. It may be preſumed, how

ever, that d'Argenſon was intirely innocent,

fince the cloud that had hung over him was

preſently diſpelled, and himſelf, at leaſt to

all appearance, reſtored to the King's for

mer confidence ; and, as to la Pompadour,

the ſtorm had only ſhaken her to fix her the

firmer, and it was no ſeoner blown over

than the King appeared more infatuated

with her than ever. The Court was alſo

given to underſtand the extent of her in

fluence; and no offence was more ſeverely

reſented than any mark of diſreſpe&t to the

woman whom the King delighted to ho

nour.

She had not lived many years with the

King, in quality of his miſtreſs, in the moſt

extenſive ſenſe of that word, before ſhe was

diſqualified from diſcharging what is com

monly thought the moſtº funètion

of it. A female diſorder had grown upon

her to ſuch a height, that the King was

|

----------, - - -

forced to abſtain from any intimate ap

proaches to her, by the advice of his phy

ficians, who repreſented them as not com

patible with his health. The whole Court,

and not improbably herſelf, were ſurpriſed

to ſee ſhe could keep poſſeſſion of the King,

in circumſtances ſo fit to cool and diſguſt

him ; but, his predominant paſſion being

for amuſement, none ſo well gratified it as

her, and he even now appeared more enſla

ved than ever; which was evident from his

diſgracing Monſieur de Maurepas, a highly

favoured Miniſter of ſtate, for preſuming,

on this accident of her health, to reflect on

her compliment of a noſe-gay of white ro

ſes to him, on a certain feſtival, by ſaying,

* That he thought ſhe would make his Ma

jeſty, ſome time or other, a preſent of white /

flowers.” This was not the only example

of the danger of offending her : Monfieur

de Reſſelier, a Knight of Malta, for cen

ſuring the King's weakneſs for her in four

ſatyrical lines, was condemned to the iron

cage at Mount St. Michel, a ſentence much

ſeverer than death; for in this cage the pri

ſoner can neither ſtand upright nor lie at

length, and has no poſture left for him but

that of fitting : In this irkſome condition

he was detained ſeven years, and had no

other mitigation but by being transferred

to the diſmal priſon of Pierre-Enciſe, where

he alſo could not enjoy the liberty of his

limbs. At laſt Pompadour, ſatisfied (as well

ſhe might) for what he had ſuffered, procured

his releaſe, and leave to return to Malta.

It would be endleſs to produce all the

inſtances of her arrogance, that ſo often

provoked the ſecret ſcorn and derificn of the

Court; as, among others, her ſuffering no

ſtool or chair, beſides her own elbow-one,

in her dreſfing room, where ſhe received

company fitting at her toilette; her affect

ing a princely air, in having a Gentleman

uſher; her obtaining the honours of the

Louvre, which particularly confiſt in the

privilege of a ſtool to fit on in the preſence

of the Queen, and of being preſented to

her to be embraced, which is the ceremony

of inveſtiture ; and, as if all this was not

enough, her taking it in her head to be

Dame du Palais, or Lady of the Palace to

the Queen; a place never given but to La

dies of the higheſt diſtinčtian for birth,

rank, and character. This too ſhe obtain

ed, though with great relučtance on the

Queen's fide, who was at laſt obliged to de

filt from any further oppoſition to the King's

will.

It has already been mentioned, that, be

fore her intimacy with the King, ſhe had

a daughter by M. d’Eſtiolles: The King

was very fond of her, by her “amºng
- the
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: the mother in more than one point; and

ſhe was with reaſon looked upon as one of

the greateſt fortunes in Europe. This

daughter unhappily died of the ſmall-pox,

at the age of between thirteen and fourteen,

and defeated the mother's fond hopes of

her being married to one of the Princes of

the Houſe of Naſſau; but with what pro

bability of ſucceſs is not ſaid. On whom

now muſt revert la Pompadour's cares of

accumulating wealth Her daughter is

dead—Will ſhe let her brother enjoy the

fruits of her rapacious toils No ; he is

unworthy.—Shall then his progeny be bleſ

fed with her opulent ſtores Perhaps they

may 5 but, as he continues ſingle, it is ar

dently to be wiſhed that he may not too

long remain unmatched, leſt all Europe

fhould have to lament the extin&tion of the

auguſt houſe of Poiſſon.

. Some time after la Pompadour's infir

mity had made her, in a certain ſenſe, un

approachable to the King, his perſon, if

not his heart, was confidered as offering a

vacancy. . A young Nobleman produced

to him, for this purpoſe, a portrait in mi

niature of a young girl, beautiful beyond

imagination, and aſſured him that the ori

ginal was not hard to be had : This piqued

the King's curioſity, and perhaps his deſire;

and he ſaid he ſhould not be ſurry to ſee

her.

The name of this young creature, who

was ſcarce fourteen, was Murphy j ſhe

was born in France, but originally of Iriſh

extraćtion. The King, at fight of her,

readily confeſſed that her pićture had done

her leſs than juſtice : Her extreme beauty,

the freſhneſs of a complexion (of which the

compariſon to roſes would be a compliment

to roſes) her ſpringing bloom, her infant

graces, the air of ſweet timidity natural to

that age,and yet increaſed by the over-power

ing ſenſe of his preſence ; the innocence he

preſumed, and it is aſſured found in her;

all conſpired to excite deſires, of which

there was no neceſſity for one of his rank

to languiſh an inſtant for the gratification

of : He ſignified his pleaſure, and ſhe came

ready diſpoſed to conform to it. Then it

was that he enjoyed a feaſt of pure nature;

a feaſt too good for a King, whoſe taſte is

too vitiated, by all the falſe refinements of

Courts, to have even an idea of beauty's

being exalted by ſimplicity. . -

Young Murphy was now become the

King's little miſtreſs in form, the eſſential

part of the ceremony having been conſum

mated upon her. He had however no mind

to produce her openly at his Court, though,

if beauty could give rank, ſhe might have

taken place of an Empreſs. The privacy

-- y

in which he propoſed to keep his little no

vice was rather a kindneſs to her; for, if

he ſhould think fit afterwards to bring her

into public life, ſhe would by this means be

broke to it by more tolerable degrees.

The point was now to procure ſome ſnug

retired place at hand, where ſhe might be

kept under the care of proper perſons; but

a place accommodated to all theſe ends was

not eaſily to be found ; His good friend

Ha Pompadour helped him out in this per

plexity, to which ſhe added the merit of not

appearing to know that ſhe was helping
him.

As there was not a motion made, nor a

ſtep taken by the King, of which ſhe had

not the earlieſt intelligence by her ſpies, and

perſons of confidence near {. perſon, ſhe

was ſoon apprized of this new fancy. No

thing was leſs fit to alarm her, than his

thus picking out a raw unexperienced girl

for his amuſing himſelf with, in the way
that ſhe could not amuſe him herſelf. She

had at leaſt nothing to apprehend from her

head ; and ſo obvious was the fitneſs of

this choice to calm any alarm in her, that

it was by many believed to be of her own

ſuggeſtion, and even management ; but in

this probably ſhe was wronged.

On being acquainted with the King's

embarraſſment about getting a private con

venient place for his new miſtreſs, ſhe took

the firſt opportunity of letting him know,

that ſhe was heartily tired of a ſmall houſe,

for which ſhe once had a great fondneſs ;

and ſhe intreated his Majeſty to relieve her

from the care of it, and diſpoſe of it as he

pleaſed; but did not at the ſame time drop

a fingle hint of her knowing that he want

ed ſuch a conveniency, nor for what he

wanted it.

He gladly accepted this her ſo well

timed reſignation of a place, extremely

convenient for his actual purpoſe. It was

commonly called la Pompadour's hermi

tage : Imagination can hardly figure to it

ſelf a more delicious retreat : The moſt ru

ral ſtile was preſerved through every part,

and every thing for uſe or ornament of the

inſide expreſſed a ſweet neatneſs and a no

ble ſimplicity. Nothing, in truth, was

unnatural in this retreat, except the owner

of it la Pompadour herſelf, who, with a

ridiculous and ſurfeiting affe&tation, uſed

to come here in the ſtile of a ſhepherdeſs of

Arcadia, and give herſelf the air of amu

ſing herſelf with country houſewifery, and

playing the dairy-maid, by way, forſooth,

of unbending from the fatigues of a Court,

and of forgetting for a while her preſent

greatneſs, as ſhe long had done her primi

tive littleneſs.

To
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To this retreat was young Murphy

brought ; a figure and character much

more congenial to the ſpirit of the place than

the owner; and here the King reſorted to

her at his hours of conveniency or deſire.

She was kept in ſuch ſequeſtration that ve.

ry few indeed of the Ladies of the Court

had admittance to her, and even thoſe few

(ſo dangerous are all Court conne&tions !)

ſhe could not ſee with impunity, as may be

obſerved by the following inſtance, in which

the King gave ſo ſhining a proof of his ſu

perior attachment to la Pompadour.

In one of his hours of dalliance with his

new miſtreſs, and in the ſpirit of familiari

ty, ſo natural on ſuch an intimacy, ſhe aſked

#. archly, “How matters ſtood between

im and his old woman º' The King, en

raged at theſe words, commanded her to tell

him who had tutored her in that ſtrain ; and

the poor girl, frightened out of her wits,

without heſitation gave up the perſon.

It was the Maſhalleſs d'Etrees, who im

mediately, for her ſuggeſting to the girl

thoſe words, was baniſhed to her eſtate in

the country. As to young Murphy, if this

incident was not the occaſion, it was at leaſt

the epocha of his reſolution to part with her;

a reſolution that was haſtened by the cir

cumſtance of her being with child by him.

He had an averſion for natural children, by

reaſon of the troubles, in his minority, oc

caſioned by the pretenſions of the natural

ſons of Lewis the Fourteenth ; and, in the

view of preventing the like, he procured a

huſband for her, who, though a man of

quality, was uneaſy enough in his fortune

to overlook the ſlur of ſuch an alliance, in

conſideration of the great advantages it

brought with it, an ample ſettlement on the

wife, and the child wherewith ſhe was preg

nant, and to which he was to paſs for the

father, and the future intereſt he might rea

ſonably preſume from that circumſtance.

One of the conditions of the match was, that

he ſhould keep her in the country, and not

ſuffer her to come near the Court.

Thus ended the adventure of the fair

Murphy.—But la Pompadour, not content

with triumphing over the Marſhalleſs d’E-

trees, involved in her projećts of revenge

the Marſhal, her huſband, inconteſtably one

of the greateſt Generals of France. The

conſequence was the recall of d'Etrees, when

in the full career of vićtory ; and the ſub

ſtitution of Richelieu, who loſt all the ground

the other had won. La Pompadour receiv

ed collaterally another retribution from

Richelieu, in gratitude for his promotion :

This was his connivance of the traffic ſhe

made of her influence in naming forage-con

trašters. ſuperintendants of the hoſpitals.

vićtuallers, and other jobs for the army,

which were conſtantly given, not to theſe

the fitteſt for the ſervice, but to thoſe who

gave her the moſt money.

The following ſcene is currently attribu

ted to d’Etrees, after his return to Court on.

quitting the command of the army in Ger

many : The King could not refuſe him a

gracious reception, but intimated that he

ſhould take it well if he would ſee la Pon

Padour : The Marſhal complied, and,

waiting upon her, made her the following

ſpeech: ‘I come, Madam, by the King.

my Matter's command, to pay you my re

ſpects : I know perfectly well the nature of

your ſentiments towards me; but I rely

too much on the King's juſtice to be afraid:

of them.” With theſe words, which he left.

her to digeſt as ſhe might, he withdrew,

without waiting for her anſwer.

The ſacrifice of ſo able a General, and

in ſo critical a conjunéture, was followed.

by the diſmiſſion of the Secretary of ſtate,

d'Argenſon, without any mitigation of his

Giſgrace; this was chiefly occaſioned by his.

joining with a Biſhop, and other Courtiers,

in oppoſing la Pompadour's entrance to ſee.

the King, at the time he lay ill of the wound,

he received from Damien. M. Machault,

the Keeper of the Seals, was alſo obliged.

to go out of power the ſame day with d'Ár

genſon, for repreſenting, with ſome warmth,

the exceſſive expences of the King in his

petits-foupers with la Pompadour ; So true.

it is, that, when once affairs are put upon,

ſo irregular a footing as a woman's whim,

every thing becomes precarious. .

The King's neutrality, with regard to

the contending parties about Janſeniſm, was.

was owing, as it is thought, to la Pom

padour's ſuggeſtions. The ſcheme was

well enough calculated to ſerve a preſent

purpoſe in fleecing the people; but in fat:

it was a kind of craft, not much ſuperior,

in point of dignity, to a pettifogger's nurſ-,

ing a litigation for the ſake of his gain by
1t.

By this time all ranks, all claſſes of the

people, concurred in one point, the hatred

of la Poinpadour. Whenever ſhe came to

Paris, crowds followed her coach, hooting,

and ſhowering upon her invectives and ma

ledictions, which proceeded at length to

ſuch an intolerable height, that ſhe has not

for ſome years dared to go thither, unleſs

Perhaps incognito. In ſhort, the nation

in general holds her in the utmoſt abhor

rence.

It has been ſaid, that ſhe was treating

with the King of Pruſſia for the purchaſe,

from him, of the ſovereignty of Neufchate!.

a province of Sewitzerlan A. --.. " ---- .1–
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treaty was conſummated, with reſerve to

declare it in proper time; and that the mo

ney was a&tually paid, though at a time that

France was at war whh him, which would

be a ſpecies of treaſon. The motive aſ

figned for this tranſaćtion is, that la Pom

padour, ſenſible of all the odium ſhe has

incurred, and the danger to her, on the

King's demiſe, of falling a prey to her pow

erful and numerous enemies, might provi

dently have in view to ſecure herſelf in time

ſuch a retreat.

Though it ſtands plain, from fa&s that

admit no dubious interpretation, that am

bition, vanity, inſolence, and artifice eſſen

tially conſtitute her charaćter; it muſt not

be thought that ſome virtues, or appear

ances of virtues, do not ſparkle from amidſt

all this rubbiſh. It does not appear, that,

with all the world's keenneſs for diſcovering

matter of imputation to her, ſhe ever gave

it room to tax her with any of thoſe groſs

gallantries, to the ſuſpicion of which the

very ſound of King's miſtreſs commonly

leads : Excepting her falſe ſtep with the

King, there lies no reproach againſt her

for want of virtue. She alſo cannot but de

ſerve ſome commendation for her benefac.

tions in general to men of wit and letters,

and her patronage of muſic, painting, ſculp

ture, archite&ture, and other liberal arts, let

her motive be what it will.

It has been ſaid that la Pompadour has

an exquiſite taſte; but there would perhaps

be greater propriety of expreſſion in ſaying,

that ſhe had an uncommon fancy. Many

proofs of it might be given, but one may

ſuffice: - - -

On a viſit the King made her at Belle

vue, (that beautiful ſeat he had cauſed to be

built for her at ſo laviſh an expenca, that

no invention was wanting to art, nor no

art to luxury) la Pompadour, who was

prepared for his reception, led him into an

apartment, at one end of which folding

doors opened into a parterre on a level with

it. It was the depth of winter, and the firſt

thing that met his fight was a garden, compo

ſed of ranges of flower-vaſes, the contents of

which were in full blow, in all the livelieſt co

lours of the ſpring, whilſt at the ſame inſtant

his ſmell was ſtruck with a diffuſion from

them of their ſweeteſt natural odours. This

could, however, be but a momentary illu

fion, fince the flowers were no other than

artificial ones of porcelain, in the cloſeſt

imitation of nature ; and the ſcent they ex

haled proceeded from their being ſtrongly

impregnated, every flower with its peculiar
eſſence.

No abatement of la Pompadour's favour

3.

has hitherto appeared, notwithſtanding all

the clamours raiſed againſt her; ſhe ſeems

to have faſt riveted the King's chains, by

a flexibility that gains all her ends, and by

adopting herſelf to all his moods and turns

of temper, like the creeping plants, that,

as they climb, follow and humour the bent

of the tree they wind round and prey upon.

Having brought the hiſtory of la Pompa

dour down to the preſent inſtant, there now

only remains to give ſome deſcription of her

perſon. In order to do this, it will hardly

be thought improper to diſtinguiſh times ;

the one, when in her full powers of beauty

ſhe made a conqueſt of the King, about fif

teen years ago (for ſo long ſhe has reigned);

the other, the preſent one.

She might be about three-and twenty,

when ſhe at length accompliſhed what ſhe

had been ſo long laying out for. Her com

plexion was naturally very fair, with eyes

full of fire and meaning, of which the great

life they gave to her face was not unpleaſing

ly tempered with a certain air of languor and

tenderneſs it received from a conſtitution

rather inclined to ficklineſs. Her features

were all perfectly delicate; her hair of the

cheſnut colour; her ſtature of the middle

ſize 3 and her ſhape of accurate ſymmetry,

as nothing, in fact, could more beautifully

taper into ſlenderneſs of waiſt.

At preſent, being about thirty-eight years

of age, it is hard to ſay what her face may

be, under a layer inch-deep of red and

white. It may be preſumed ſhe has her

reaſons for falling in with that faſhion of

the Ladies of the French Court, which e

qually concealing a bad or a good complex

ion (for they almoſt all uſe it) breeds ſuch

a ridiculous ſameneſs that there is hardly

any diſtinguiſhing one face from another,

no more than in a flock of ſheep ; at the

ſame time that the red is ſo glaringly pre

dominant, they might be taken for ſo many

figure-dancers, maſked for executing a

dance of furies. -

La Pompadour's face being by this means

out of the queſtion, there remains but to

obſerve, that, befides the change eaſily to

be imagined that years may have made in

her perſon, her diſorder has reduced her to

ſo frightful a ſtate of leanneſs, that it is but

juſt all bodily appetite towards her ſhould

ceaſe, fince it muſt ſtarve on the little ſub

ſtance it would find in her, being almoſt as

diſincumbered of fleſh, and as impalpable,and

eluſive of embraces, as one of the infernal

ſhades on the banks of the Stygian lake.

Combine with the idea of this painted ſe

pulchral figure, another not amiſs ſymbo

liſed by it, that of the maſk of artifice over

- all
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al, her hollowneſs of heart, and you have greatneſs, wealth, and kingly favour, that

pretty juſtly before you, in body and in ſpi- objećt of pity and contempt, the pieſentia

fit, amidſt all the ſurrounding glare of Pompadour.

Some further Anecdotes concerning the celebrated Dočior Boerhaave. (See Page 291,

Pol. XXIII.) -

S I R, -

Am now near 70 years old; and in the

year 1722, after having unſucceſsfully

applied to ſome phyſicians of the greateſt

note in London, I was defired by one of

them to paſs a year in Holland, that I

might be under Dr. Boerhaave's conſtant

inſpection at Leyden, to whom reſorted

from all parts of Europe perſons of the

moſt diſtinguiſhed rank in caſes of extreme

difficulty, moſt of which he either cured or

relieved. For my own part, he perfectly

cured me, when I little expected it 5 and

therefore I was much pleaſed to read over

the paſſages relating to him in your laſt Ma

gazine; eſpecially as I had myſelf heard

the ſame expreſſions from his own mouth,

and know him to be the very man as he is

deſcribed; but there is one material fact,

of which I can inform the public, that may

be well worth your notice, and therefore I

ſent it you for your next Magazine.

. It is aſſerted, that Dr. Boerhaave, ha

ving obtained ſome remiſſion from the ſe

verity of the gout, determined to try whe

ther the juices of fumitory, endive, and ſuc

cory, taken thrice a day in large quantities,

(namely, about half a pint each doſe)

might not contribute to his relief; and

• that, by a perſeverance in this method,

he was wonderfully recovered.’

This is partly the truth, though not the

whole truth ; for I converſed with him dai

ly at that very time. He took indeed the

juices abovementioned for a fortnight, or

thereabouts, as near as I can remember;

yet ‘it was not by the perſeverance in this

method alone he was ſo wonderfully reco

vered ; for when he found his ſtomach

would bear the juices of theſe three herbs,

and he ſeemed to receive ſome benefit from .

them, he told me he would add, and ac

cordingly direéted the juices of two more

herbs, namely, water - creſſes, and male

ſpeedwell; and that he would likewiſe take

every day half an ounce of four gums well

beat up together in equal quantities, name

ly, gum ſagapenum, gum opoponax, gum

ammoniacum, and gum galbanum.— He

ſwallowed a drachm of theſe made into

twelve pills four times in a day, drinking

after them half a pint of the expreſſed

juices of the abovementioned herbs; and

this he continued to do for three months cr

more, after which I never heard that he

had any return of the gout, though he lived

fixteen years longer. The Doğtor was a

very large man, and his caſe peculiarly bad;

therefore I ſuppoſe he judged it neceſſary

to take theſe medicines in larger quantities,

and to continue them longer than he would

have directed to the generality of his pa
tients.

I thought it my duty to acquaint the

public of this important fact, as I happened

to have the copy of Boerhaave's original

preſcription by me; and the more fo, as

what I have bee mentioned may proba

bly be of uſe to ſome of my fellow-crea

tures, after I am dead and gone, and when

all other medicines have been found inef

fectual. I ain, Sir, yours, &c.

S E N E X.

On Conſcience, relatively to the wiſe Conduff of Providence inpuniſhing Guilt.

ON SCIENCE is the law of the

all-wiſe Author of nature, written on

our hearts, or properly the application of

this law, as it regards the judgments we

ſhould form of particular ačtions. It is like

a Cenſor noting and obſerving our ačtions,

and therefore it has not undeſervedly been

called by ſome a portion of the virgin

ſoul, as not admitting the leaſt blemiſh of

prevarication. Hence good astions beget

ſecurity in the conſcience, but bad cauſe

anguiſh and vexation, which is better

known by experience than explained by

words: For, if it be painful to us to abide

by the judgments of thoſe we live with,

and to put up with their reprehenſions, it

will be more ſo to be corderined by our

own reaſon, and to carry about us to ſevere

a Judge of our actions: And thus it is that

conſcience performs the fon&tion both of a

witneſs and judge, when it reprimands us.

for having done aniſs, as Juvenal ſays:

But why mºſt thoſe be thought to 'ſcape,
who feel

Thoſe rods of ſcorpions, and thoſe whips

of ſteel,

Which conſcience ſhakes, when ſhe with

rage contrauis,

And ſpreads amazing terrors thro' their ſouls:

X x - ... , Not
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Not ſharp revenge, nor hell itſelf, can find

A fiercer torment than a guilty mind;

Which day and night does dreadfully ac

cuſe -

Condemns the wretch, and ſtill the charge

renews.

Many inſtances might be given of the

wonderful force of thoſe inward compunc

tions and horrors, that ſometimes poſſeſs

a guilty mind, and are awakened there by

the moſt unexpe&ted circumſtances. When

theſe at once let looſe upon the unhappy

patient, the beloved aſſociations of intereſt,

power, or pleaſure, burſt aſunder like bub

bles of air; the whole ſcene of his paſt life

riſes full to his view, and appears big with

extravagance and frenzy; the baſe or wick

ed part he has a&ted ſtares him in the face,

nor can he find any relief from thoſe ſtings

of remorſe that pierce his inmoſt frame, till

he has diſcloſed his guilt, expelled the exor

bitant paſſion, and becomes ſenſible to more

worthy ſentiments and affections.

Our acquaintance with hiſtory and the

world will ſuggeſt to us many examples of

this kind, in which it muſt be confeſſed that

the hand of the Sovereign Phyſician of ma

ture is very conſpicuous. We ſhall beg

leave to rention one, becauſe it is a true

ſtory, and happened in a neighbouring

ſtate not many years ago:

* A jeweller, a man of a good charaćter

and of confiderable wealth, having occaſion,

in the way of his buſineſs, to travel at ſome

diſtance from the place of his abode, took

along with him a ſervant, in order to take

care of his portmanteau. He had along

with him ſome of his beſt jewels, and a large

fum of money, to which his ſervant was

likewiſe privy. The maſter having occa

fion to diſmount on the road, the ſervant

watched his opportunity, took a piſtol from

his maſter's ſaddle, and ſhot him dead on

the ſpot; then rifling him of his jewels and

money, and hanging a large ſtone to his

neck, he threw him into the neareſt canal.

With this booty he made off to a diſtant

part of the country, where he had reaſon to

believe that neither he nor his maſter were

known : There he began to trade in a very

low way at firſt, that his obſcurity might

ſcreen him from obſervation; and, in the

courſe of a good many years, ſeemed to

riſe, by the natural progreſs of buſineſs, into

wealth and conſideration; ſo that his good

fortune appeared at once the effect and re

ward of his induſtry and virtue. Of theſe

he counterfeited the appearances ſo well

that he grew into great credit, married into

a good family ; and by laying out his hid.

E.

den ſtores diſcreetly, as he ſaw occaſion, and

joining to all an univerſal affability, he was

admitted to a ſhare of the government of

the town, and roſe from one poſt to ano

ther, till at length he was choſen chief Ma

giſtrate. In this office he maintained a fair

charaćter, and continued to fill it with no

ſmall applauſe, both as a Governor and a

Judge; till one day, as he ſat on the bench

with ſome of his brethren, a criminal was

brought before them, who was accuſed of

having murdered his maſter. The evidence

came out full, the Jury brought in their

verdićt that the priſoner was guilty, and

the whole aſſembly waited the ſentence of

the Prefident of the Court (which he hap

pened to be that day) with great ſuſ

pence. Mean while he appeared to be

in an unuſual diſorder and agitation of

mind; his colour changed often . At length

he aroſe from his ſeat, and, coming down

from the bench, placed himſelf juſt by the

unfortunate man at the bar, to the no ſmall

aſtoniſhment of all preſent. “You ſee be

fore you,” ſaid he, addreſfing himſelf to

thoſe who had ſat on the bench with him,

“a ſtriking inſtance of the juſt awards of

Heaven, which this day, after thirty years

concealment, preſents to you a greater cri

minal than the man juſt now found guilty.”

Then he made an ample confeſſion of his

guilt, and of all its aggravations, particu

larly the ingratitude of it to a maſter who

had raiſed him from the very duſt, and re

poſed a peculiar confidence in him ; and

told them in what manner he had hitherto

ſcreened himſelf from public juſtice, and

how he had eſcaped the obſervation of man

kind by the ſpecious maſk he had wore.

“But now,” added he, “ no ſooner did

this unhappy priſoner appear before us,

charged with the ſame crime I was conſcious

of myſelf, than the cruel circumſtances of

my guilt beſet me in all their horror, the

arrows of the Almighty ſtuck faſt within

me, and my own crime appeared ſo atro

cious, that I could not conſent to paſs ſen

tence againſt my fellow-criminal till I had

firſt impannelled and accuſed myſelf; nor

can I now feel any relief from the agonies

of an awakened conſcience, but by requi

ring that juſtice may be forthwith done

againſt me, in the moſt public and ſolemn

manner, for ſo aggravated a parricide.

Therefore, in the preſence of the all-ſeeing

God, the great witneſs and judge of my

crine, and before this whole aſſembly, who

have been the witneſſes of my hypocriſy, I

plead guilty, and require ſentence may be

paſſed againſt me as a moſt notorious ma

lefactor.” We may eaſily ſuppoſe the a

Inazement
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mazement of all the aſſembly, and eſpecially

of his fellow-judges. However they pro

ceeded, upon his confeſſion, to paſs ſentence

upon him ; and he died with all the ſymp

toms of a penitent mind. An exemplary

inſtance of the fatal effects of an exorbitant

paſſion ; and of the tremendous juſtice of

Providence, in dete&ting one of the moſt

cool and artful villains, after ſuch a long

concealment

The Hiſtory of ENGLAND (Page 185, Vol. XXIII.) contihued.

We are now come to the diſcovery of the

famous conſpiracy known in England by

the name of the Popiſh Plot, which makes

one of the principal periods of this reign,

and has given occaſion to many politicians

to exerciſe their talents; ſome in ſupport

ing the reality, others in expoſing the falſit

of it. What I have been ſaying is i.

cient to demonſtrate the impoſſibility for

any Hiſtorian whatever to pleaſe two ſorts

of men, whoſe ſentiments are diametrically

oppoſite, and who, through prejudice, re

ligion, paſſion, and party intereſt, are pre

viouſly diſpoſed to believe or diſbelieve the

Popiſh plot; an Hiſtorian is in vain im

partial, if his readers are not ſo. The

courſe of this hiſtory engages me to ſpeak

of this famous conſpiracy, on which depend

all the events of the reſt of this reign; it

may well be judged, that I do not expe&t to

ſatisfy all the world; this I take to be an

impoſfible thing. What therefore I pro

poſe is, to inform the reader of the conſpi

racy. itſelf, whether true or falſe; of the

reaſons and proofs alledged in maintenance

of the reality or falſhood ; and to have the

inward ſatisfaction of ſaying nothing but

what I believe to be true.

But, before I proceed to particulars, it is

abſolutely neceſſary to clear ſome ambigui
ties which I have obſerved in the writers of

both ſides, that the reader may be the better

prepared to be upon his guard.

1. The word Plot in Engliſh, and Con

ſpiration in French, are always taken in a

bad ſenſe. Their general ſignification is a

deſign, but an unlawful deſign to attempt

ſomething againſt the perſon of the King

or his Miniſtry, againſt the conſtitution of

the government, againſt the eſtabliſhed re

ligion ; in ſhort, a deſign bad in itſelf,

wherein the public is concerned, and for

the execution whereof means and inſtru

ments are already prepared. But, if any

one maintains there is nothing unlawful in

a deſign to change a bad religion eſtabliſhed,

in order to introduce a better; or if, on ſup

poſition that a government was eſtabliſhed

by force and violence, it is affirmed there is

nothing ill or unlawful in a deſign to reſtore

it to its ancient ſtate ; it is plain this will

only be a diſpute about words: Thus the

fačt or deſign in itſelf may be allowed,

which by ſome will be termed a plot, whilſt

others will not give it that name. This

has been the caſe with ſome authors who

have ſpoken of the Popiſh plot; they own

there was a deſign to alter the form of the

government, and ſubvert the Proteſtant re

ligion, and yet deny there was a plot.

2. This plot, true or falſe, contained

three particular deſigns: 1. To kill the

King. 2. To ſubvert the government.

3. To extirpate the Proteſtant religion, and

eſtabliſh Popery. Moſt of the writers, in

ſtead of confidering theſe three articles as

branches of one and the ſame plot, have

affected to ſeparate them. Some have chief

ly infifted upon the deſign of killing the

King, and flightly touched upon the other

two ; they believed themſelves able to

prove the falſhood of this defign, and there

fore concluded that there was no real plot.

Others, meeting with ſome improbabilities

in the depoſitions of the witneſſes concern

ing the deſign of killing the King, have

chiefly endeavoured to prove the two laſt

articles, from whence they have inferred

there was a true and real plot, . The reader

muſt be upon his guard againſt theſe arti

fices which intirely alter the ſtate of the

queſtion, and always remember, that the

plot did not conſiſt in the fingle defign to

kill the King, or in the fingle deſign to

ſubvert the Government, or in that to

change religion, but in all theſe three de

ſigns united together, and making but one

and the ſame conſpiracy.

3. Thoſe who affert the reality of the

plot, pretend, that the King, the Duke of

York, and ſome of the Miniſters were the

heads and contrivers; and give many proofs,

ſome of which have already appeared in the

tranſa&tions of this reign. The oppoſite

party objećt, that it is a manifeſt contradic

tion to make the King author of a plot to

take away his own life: That, beſides,

conſpiracies of ſubjećts againſt their Sove

reigns have been common, but to accuſe a

Prince of a plot againſt his ſubječts is a

thing never heard of. To theſe objećtions

it is anſwered, that, though the plot con

tained three articles, the two laſt only were

eſſential, and of theſe the King was the

head and contriver : That the article of

killing the King, though placed firſt, was

only conſequent to, and dependent upon,

the two others ; That this was only the at

X x 2. tempt
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tempt of ſome of the conſpirators, who be

lieved there was no readier way to execute

the plot, than by ſetting the Duke of York

upon the throne, who was leſs timorous,

and more ačtive and daring than his bro
ther: That therefore there is no contradic

tion in the ſuppoſition, that the King was

the head and author of the two deſigns of

fubverting the government, and changing

religion; and that the other was carried on

by ſome perſons without his privity, in or

cler to advance the progreſs of the plot:

That therefore the difficulty of this objec

tion proceeds from the prepoſterous joining

the three articles, when they ought to be

ſeparated; as on other occaſions they are

ſeparated, where they ought to be joined.

As to the ſecond objećtion, that it is im

poſſible a King ſhould plot againſt his ſub

jects, it is drawn from the word Plot, which

is very rarely applicable to a Sovereign;

but it is by no means impoſſible for a King

of England, whoſe power is limited by law,

to form a deſign of eſtabliſhing an arbitrary

and deſpotic government, as appears in

the examples of Edward II, Richard II,

James I, and Charles I. Now a man may

refuſe, if he pleaſes, to give to ſuch a deſign

the name of a Plot, provided he does but

own the reality of the thing.

4. Laſtly, it may be proper to premiſe,

that there are three opinions concerning the

reality or falſhood of this plot. The firſt
is of thoſe who believe it true in all its

branches and circumſtances; the ſecond of

thoſe who believe it abſolutely falſe, and

invented on purpoſe to exaſperate the people

againſt the King and the Duke of York;

the third of thoſe who believe it true with

regard to the deſign of rendering the King

abſolute, and altering religion, but doubt.

ful with reſpect to the deſign of killing the

King ; * who, after duly weighing the

pro and con, think they ought to ſuſpend

their judgment on this article. I thought

it neceſſary to arm my readers with theſe

few obſervations againſt the prejudices they

may have received in reading other Hiſtori.

ans, who ſcruple not to diſguiſe and curtail

the facts, to paſs over in ſilence ſuch as are

diſadvantageous to them, to inſiſt and lay

great ſtreſs upon others; to inſert in their

relations many ſtories admitted by their

party, but ſupported with no authority; to

add numberleſs infinuations founded only

on their prejudices; in a word, to ſuppoſe

continually, what they have undertaken to

prove. . This would evidently appear in a

diſputation in form, but is very eaſy to be

done in a continued narrative, where the

writer inſerts whatever he thinks proper.

The ºth of Auguſt (the day after the

ſigning of the treaty of Nimeguen) Dr. Ex

rael Tonge, a London divine, applied him

ſelf to one Chriſtopher Kirkby, who had

ſome intereſt at Court, to tell the King

there was a plot againſt his perſon. Kirk

by diſcharging his commiſſion the next day,

whilſt the King was walking in St. James's

Park, the King ordered him to bring

Tonge to him at eight that evening. Tonge

came to Whitehall at the appointed hour,

and delivered to the King a writing or nar

rative, which, in forty-three articles, con

tained the particulars of a plot. The King,

after looking over it ſuperficially, told

Tonge he was going to Windſor the next

day, but would put the paper into the

hands of the Lord-treaſurer Danby, on

whom he ordered him to wait the nextmorn

1ng.

Accºrding, on the 14th of Auguſt,

Tonge waited on the Treaſurer, who aſked

him if the paper left with the King was an

original or a copy. Tonge anſwered, it

was a copy of a writing which had been

thrown into his houſe without his know

ledge; but fancied it was by a certain per
ſon who had often entertained him on ſub

jećts of the like nature. Some days after,

Tonge returned to the Treaſurer, and told

him he knew the man, who had even put

into his hands another narrative larger than

the former, which he had delivered to the

Treaſurer. After the Earl had looked

over the paper, he aſked Tonge, whether

he knew the two men ſpoken of in the nar

rative, as the perſons defigned to kill the

King, and went by the names of Honeſt

William and Pickering, Tonge anſwer

ed, he knew them, that they walked fre

quently in the Park, and, if a truſty perſon

was appointed to go with him, he doubted

not but he ſhould have an opportunity of

giving him a fight of them in a very ſhort
time. The Treaſurer aſked if he knew

where they lodged, that they might be ſecu

red. Tonge anſwered he did not, but

would endeavour to inform himſelf.

. The Treaſurer, having given the King

an account of what he had learned from

Tonge, and of the contents of the two nar

ratives, defired at the ſame time, that a

warrant might be iſſued for apprehending

Honeſt William and Pickering; and that

ſome other Members of the Council ſhould

be informed of an affair which concerned

his Majeſty's life. But the King would

neither ſuffer the two men to be appre

hended, nor permit the Earl to ſpeak of it

to any perſon living, and particularly to the

Duke of York.

Somedays after, Tonge ſent word to the

Lord Treaſurer, that he knew where ‘.
In
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neſt William and Pickering lodged; that

ſome of the intended aſſaſſins were to go

within two days to Windſor; and that he

would give notice of the time fixed for their

journey, that they might be arreſted at their

arrival. But, ſome days after, he pre

tended the journey had been prevented by

an accident to one of their horſes. The

King from thence concluded the whole to

be a fiction; and though the truth might

eaſily have been diſcovered, by apprehend

ing the two men whoſe lodgings were

known, he would never permit either that

they ſhould be apprehended, or the affair

communicated to any Member of the Coun

cil; ſaying, “ he ſhould alarm all Eng--

land, and put thoughts of killing him into

people's heads who had no ſuch thoughts

before.”

This reaſon being, as appears, very weak,

it can only be inferred from the King's

condućt, that he believed not the plot, or

had ſome intereſt to ſhew he did not be

lieve it.

Three days after, Tonge writ to the

Earl of Danby, that a pacquet of letters was

to go to the Poſt-houſe in Windſor, di

re&ted to one Bedingfield, a prieſt. The

pacquet came indeed ; and Bedingfield,

after reading the letters, carried them to the

Duke of York, telling him he feared

ſome ill was intended him by the ſaid pac

quet, becauſe the letters therein ſeemed to

be of a dangerous nature, and that he was

ſure they were not the hand-writing of the

perſons whoſe names were ſubſcribed to the

letters.” The King, being more confirmed

in the belief that there was nothing real in

the pretended plot, ſeemed reſolved not to

permit the papers or informations received

from Tonge to be produced. But the Duke

of York was ſo very earneſt to have the let

ters, directed to Bedingfield, examined by

the Council, that the King at laſt conſent

ed, and gave the Treaſurer leave to declare

at the ſame time the intelligence received

from Tonge; and ſo the affair became

public.

I have not yet mentioned the famous

Titus Oates, the principal actor in this

play, becauſe, having reſolved to advance

nothing but what I believe exactly true, I

did not think proper to adopt whatever has

been ſaid concerning him and his ſecret

conferences with Dr. Tonge, of which not

a ſingle voucher is produced. However, I

think myſelf obliged briefly to relate what

has been advanced by others, though with

no other certainty than their own teſti

mony :

* Titus Oates was the ſon of a ribbor

weaver, who, afterwards turning Anabap

tiſt preacher, and being chaplain to a regi

ment of Cromwell's forces in Scotland, was

there ſhut up in priſon upon Overton's

plot againſt that uſurper; but having the

fortune to eſcape, upon the King's reſtora

tion, he conformed to the Church, and got

the living of Haſtings in Suſſex,where he con

tinued till he thought fit to return again to

his former Anabaptiſtical ſtation. This ſon

of his had his firſt education at Merchant

taylors ſchool in London, and next in the

Univerſity of Cambridge, where he was

ſtudent in two colleges, Caius's and St.

John's, and where he left no reputation be

hind him for his parts or learning; though

he ſeemed diſtinguiſhed for a tenacious me

mory, a plodding induſtry, and an unpa

ralleled aſſurance, beſides a particular cant

ing way that appeared in his academical

exerciſes. Removing from thence, he got

into orders, and, for a while, officiated as

curate to his father; after which he enjoyed

a ſmall vicarage in Kent, whence he remo

ved to another in Suſſex; and after that,

for ſome time, got into the Duke of Nor

folk's family, when he particularly ſided

with the Socinians at London; ſo that he

became very uncertain as to his principles

and religion, and infamous as to his mo

rals. . In the laſt year, 1677, being aban

doned and deſtitute of common neceſſaries,

he fell into the acquaintance of Dr. Ezrael

Tonge, a city divine, a man of letters, and

a prolific head, filled with all the Romiſh

plots and conſpiracies fince the reformation.

This man was remarkable for his parts and

great reading, but of a reſtleſs and humo

rous temper, full of variety of projects, and

ſcarce ever without a pen in his hand and a

plot in his head. At firſt, he ſeemed to

entertain Oates out of charity, who then

went by the name of Ambroſe; and, som

plaining that he knew not where to get

bread, the Dočtor took him to his houſe,

gave him cloaths, lodging, and diet, and

told him he would put him in a way. Af

ter which, finding him a bold undertaker,

he perſuaded him to infinuate himſelf among

the Papiſts, and get particular acquaintance

with them : Which being effected, he let

him underſtand, that there had been ſevera!

plots in England to bring in Popery, and,

if he would go beyond-ſea among the Je

ſuits, and ſtrićtly obſerve their ways, it was

poſſible there might be one at preſent ; and

if he could make that out, it would be his

preferment for ever: But, however, if he

could get their names, and ſome informa

tions from the Papiſts, it would be eaſy to

rouſe people with the fears of Popery.”

Purſuant to this advice, Qates reconciled

himſelf to the church of Rome, and, ac

cording
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cording to ſome, even entered into the So

ciety of the Jeſuits. In April 1677, he

was ſent to Valladolid in Spain, where he

remained ſix montbs, and then returned to

England. After a month's ſtay, he was

ſent to St. Omer's, the Engliſh ſeminary,

for farther diſcoveries. In ſhort, the latter

end of June the ſame year, he returned to

England, and repaired to his friend Tonge,

furniſhed with materials picked up at St.

Omer's. Out of theſe materials Tonge and

Oates, at ſeveral conferences together, ei

ther at London or in a hired houſe at Lam

beth, framed the papers or narratives deli

vered by Tonge to the King and the Lord

treaſurer Danby, as copies of what Oates

had written with his own hand.

I omit many circumſtances of what is ſaid

to have paſſed between Tonge and Oates,

which ſeem to ſuppoſe either that there was

fome third perſon who related all theſe par

ticulars, or elſe that one of the two diſco.

vered them before his death. The intent of

this recital is, as may eaſily be ſeen, to

thew, that Tonge and Oates were the in

ventors of this plot, which made ſo much

noiſe afterwards, and never exiſted, but in

their heads. It muſt be owned, that if this

was well proved, it would be a ſufficient

evidence, that the plot diſcovered by Oates

was a fiction. In the recital it appears, that

Tonge, a divine, having a prolific head,

filled with all the Romiſh plots and conſpi

racies ſince the reformation, fancies it poſ

fible there may be one now on foot. He

perſuades Oates to infinuate himſelf among

the Papiſts, turn Catholic, and be admitted

into the Society of the Jeſuits, in order to

bave an opportunity of making diſcoveries.

Oates complies; returns from St. Omer's,

freighted with materials, out of which theſe

two men draw up a narrative of a horrid

plot againſt the perſon of the King, the

Government, and the Proteſtant religion;

and Tonge undertakes to deliver it to the

King. If all this be true, there is need of

no other proofs ; this alone is ſufficient to

demonſtrate, that the plot was a fićtion and

a chimera. Wherefore, if ever there is rea

ſon to give the readers ſome aſſurance of

what is advanced with ſo many circumſtan

ces, it is in ſuch a caſe as this, which alone

decides the queſtion. But I muſt warn the

reader, that thoſe who have advanced theſe

fačts have not vouchſafed to give the leaſt

proof. They have not ſaid, that they were

received from ſuch or ſuch perſons then li

ving. They have cited no authors before

them, nor, in ſhort, produced one voucher

of what they have advanced concerning

faëts, which naturally could not come to

their knowledge but by ſome extraordinary

means. It is a deſign managed between

Tonge and Oates alone, without the inter

vention of any third perſon. It is certain

neither Oates nor Tonge revealed theſe pre

tended particulars before their death, or

ever retraćted their informations. It is

therefore juſtly wiſhed, that thoſe who have

reported their ſecret conferences with ſuch

particular circumſtances, had produced ſome

authority for what they have advanced.

Here follows the ſubſtance of the writing

delivered by Tonge to the King, in form

of a depoſition. Titus Oates was the ſpeak

er, though he had not figned it, and though

his name did not appear in it.

* That, in April, 1677, the ſaid depo

ment was employed by Strange, the then

Provincial, Keins, Fenwick, Harcourt, and

other Jeſuits in London, to carry their let

ters to one Father Suiman, an Iriſh Jeſuit,

at Madrid in Spain: That, in his journey,

he broke open the ſaid letters, and found

therein an account given of what Jeſuits

they had ſent into Scotland to encourage the

Preſbyterians to rebel; and that they fear

ed not ſucceſs in their deſigns, by reaſon of

the King's being ſo addićted to his plea

ſures, and their intereſt in the Duke of

York, &c. That he ſaw ſeveral ſtudents

ſent out of England to Valladolid, who were

obliged by the Jeſuits of the college to re

nounce their allegiance to his Majeſty of

Great Britain; and that one Armſtrong, in

a ſermon to the ſtudents there, did affirm,

that Charles Stuart, the King of England,

is no lawful King, but comes of a ſpurious

race, and that his father was a black

Scotchman, and not King Charles the Firſt;

with ſeveral other traitorous words and cor

reſpondences which he there diſcovered. Be

ing returned to England, where he made

farther diſcoveries, about the beginning of

December, the ſaid deponent was ſent

with another treaſonable letter, written by

Strange, and ſeveral other Jeſuits, to St. O

mer's, wherein was expreſly mentioned

their deſign to ſtab or poiſon the King 4

and that they had received ten thouſand

pounds from la Chaiſe, which was in the

hands of one Worſly, a goldſmith, in Lon

don. There was likewiſe incloſed a letter

of thanks to Father la Chaife, which the

deponent carried to him from St. Omer's to

Paris. During this his journey, and being

abroad, he ſaw and read many other letters,

all tending to the ſame end of cutting off

the King, ſubverting the preſent govern

ment of England, and reſtoring the Ro

miſh religion; and they were ſo confident

as in ſome of them to ſay, That his Ma

jeſty of England was brought to that paſs,

that is, ſo poſſeſſed of their fidelity, that if

any

|
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any malecontents among them ſhould not
prove true, but offer to diſcover, he would

never believe them.”

But one of the principal things he tells us

in this narrative was, “ That in April,

1678, he came over from St. Omer's with

more Jeſuits, to the grand conſult which

was held in May, by about fifty Jeſuits, at

the White Horſe tavern in the Strand,

where they met and plotted their deſigns for

their Society : From whence they diſperſed

into ſeveral clubs, five or fix in a company,

where they figned a Reſolve for the death

ef the King, with the manner how it was

to be done; which the deponent, as a meſ

ſenger, carried from one company to ano

ther, to be ſigned.

re:urned to St. Omer's ; and towards the

end of June came back to England, where

he ſoon became privy to the treaty with

Wakeman to poiſon, and Honeſt William

and Pickering to ſhoot the King ; and

that he heard Keins, a Jeſuit, preach a ſºr

mon to twelve perſons of quality in diſ

guiſe; wherein he aſſerted, That Proteſtant

and other heretical Princes were ipſo faëto

depoſed, becauſe ſuch ; and that it was as

lawful to deſtroy them, as an Oliver Crom

well, or any other Uſurper, &c."

Beſides theſe new diſcoveries, he tells us,

that he learnt ſeveral other remarkable par

ticulars from them; as, “ That the late

wars, and many other miſchiefs, were

brought about by them; but more particu

larly the dreadful fire in 1666, which was

principally managed by Strange, the Pro

vincial; in which their Society employed

eighty or eighty-ſix men, he could not tell

which, and ſpent ſeven hundred fire-balls ;

and, over and above all their vaſt expence,

they were fourteen thouſand pounds gainers

by the plunder, amongſt which was a box

of jewels, conſiſting of a thouſand caraćts

of diamonds. He farther learnt, that the

fire in Southwark, in the year 1676, was

brought about by the like means; and,

though in that they were at the expence of

a thouſand pounds, they made a ſhift to get

two thouſand clear into their own pockets.”

This depoſition, as I ſaid, was at laſt

communicated to the Council by the King's

permiſſion. Probably, the King ſo mana

ged, that the Council took no great notice

of this affair, and looked upon the diſco

very as a forgery. After that, the Lord

Treaſurer, ſeeing he was clear of the buſi

neſs, ſince it was imparted to the Council,

would no longer hearken to Tonge, but,

when he came, diſmiſſed him, either un

heard, or with injurious language. This

made Tonge and Oates reſolve to bring the

affair before the Parliament. But, as they

had cauſe to fear, that the Court would find

Very ſhortly after, he

means to ſuppreſs this depoſition, or repre

ſent it as a writing without name and au

thority, they applied to Sir Edmundbury

Godfrey, a Juſtice of Peace in St. Martin's

pariſh, and Oates requeſted him to receive

his oath, that the paper which he put into

his hands contained matters of treaſon, and

other high crimes. Godfrey was unwil

ling to grant their requeſt, and the rather

becauſe he was not ſuffered to read the par

ticulars; but at laſt, Tonge depoſing upon
oath that the ſame had been communicated

to the King, Oates was ſworn, and a cer

tificate given him. This was the 6th of

September.

Some time after the King returned to

Whitehall, and the Council, being inform

ed of the reſolution of Tonge and Oates,

and fearing to be accuſed of negligence in

an affair which concerned the King and the

public, or influenced by ſome other motive,

reſolved to examine into the bottom of this

matter. For this purpoſe, the 27th of Sep

tember, fix weeks after the King had re

ceived the firſt information, Tonge was ſent

for by the Council, but, not coming till the

Council was riſen, was ordered to attend

the next day. In this interval Tonge took

another copy of Oates's depoſition, and, it

is pretended, inſerted ſeveral articles which

were not in the firſt ; but theſe new infor

mations are not ſpecified. However, this

was the copy which was afterwards publiſh

ed under the title of Oates's Narrative.

This copy being finiſhed, Tonge and Kirk

by carried it to Sir Edmundbury Godfrey,
the Juſtice, and left it in his hands.

On the moirow the Council examined

Tonge and Kirkby, and then ordered Oates

to be called in. After their examination

Tonge and Oates had lodgings aſſigned

them in Whitehall, by order of the Coun

cil, with a guard for their ſecurity, and a

weekly ſalary for their ſubſiſtence. And

now the Privy-council, for above a week,

ſat twice a day on this affair, and employed

Oates, as he was the firſt diſcoverer of the

plot, three days and nights to ſearch after

and ſeize the perſons of the conſpirators, and

ſecure their papers. By his means, and

upon his depoſitions, were arreſted Sir

George Wakeman, the Queen's Phyſician ;

Mr. Edward Coleman, the Duke of York's

Secretary ; Mr. Richard Langhorn, Tho

mas Whitebread, John Gawen, Antheny

Turner, William Ireland, William Mar

ſhal, William Rumley, James Corker,

Thomas Pickering, and many others. The

eight laſt were Romiſh prieſts or jeſuits.

In Coleman's houſe were found letters

which greatly confirmed Oates's teſtimony,

and will be hereafter mentioned.

[To be continued.] Sowie



352 THE SUPPLEMENT TO

Some Obſervations on the Theory of Machines put in Motion by the Wind.

With the Deſcription of a Mill, curiouſly engraved, whoſe Wings turn horizontaſy.

HE air, being a fluid, ought in ſome

reſpects to follow the ſame laws that

water does. It is well known, that, when

the velocity of water is different, its im

preſſions are as the ſquares of the velocities;

in like manner, when a wind goes quicker

than another, it not only ſtrikes an oppoſite

body with greater force, becauſe it goes

faſter, but becauſe there are more parts of

air that ſtrike at the ſame time; and the

number of theſe parts will be greater as the

velocity is greater; whence it will follow,

that of two winds, whereof the firſt might

have two degrees of velocity, and the ſecond

three the impreſſion of the firſt will be to

the impreſſion of the ſecond, on equal and

directly oppoſite ſurfaces, as the ſquare of 2

is to the ſquare of 3. *

Naturaliſts are convinced, by a multipli

city of experiments, that it is with air as

with water. Some, for this purpoſe, have

made uſe of a machine, in which the air

was ſucceſſively preſſed by different weights,

and ruſhed out by an open tube. Hence

it was ſeen what weight the air could coun--

terbalance at its going out, and the force of

its impreſſion on the ſurfaces it met with ;

as alſo how long it was in going out in

tirely, according to the different velocities it

received from the different weights it was

loaded with. -

Air goes quicker out of its tube, when

preſſed by greater weight j that is, when

the velocity is three or four times greater;

and the impreſſion it makes at going out on

oppoſite ſurfaces, is nine times, ſixteen

times greater, always in a duplicate ratio

of the velocities; and therefore the ſeveral

weights, theſe different velocities impreſs on

it, are to each other as the ſquares of the

velocities.

The velocity of wind ought to be 24

times greater than that of water, to ſtrike

the ſame ſurface with equal force. This

velocity of the wind may be known by its

ſhock; for, ſuppoſing that, by an experi

ment made with all neceſſary precautions,

it was found, that a certain wind had made

an impreſſion of 12 ounces againſt a vertical

ſurface of a foot ſquare; to know the velo

city of this wind, it may be ſaid, that as 19

ounces are to the ſquare of 24, ſo 12 ounces

are to the fauare of the velocity ſought for,

which will be found to be about 363,

whereof the root is 19 feet 4 inches.

It being the ſame thing, whether the air

goes with a certain velocity to ſtrike againſt

an immoveable ſurface, or whether, the air

being at reſt, the ſurface ſtrikes againſt it

with the ſame velocity ; it follows, that the

impreſſion received by the ſurface ought to

be expreſſed by the ſquare of the veiocity.

Thus, firing two ſhots from the ſame piece

of cannon, the firſt charged according to

the weight of the ball, the ſecond according

to the half only of the weight; and ſuppo.

fing here the effects proportional to their

cauſes; the velocity of the firſt ball will be

double that of the ſecond; conſequently,

the reſiſtance of the air, on the firſt, will

quadruple the reſiſtance of the air on the

ſecond ; whereupon it will be neceſſary to

obſerve, that the ſurface, which receives the

impreſſion of the air, is not expreſſed by that

of the bail, but by the ſuperficies of its great
circle.

If two pieces, of different bore, were

charged in proportion to the weight of their

balls, it is certain that the two balls would

go with the ſame velocity, becauſe the im

pulſions would be proportioned to the

maſſes. Notwithſtanding, the large ball will

go much farther than the ſmall, becauſe the

circle it preſents to the air is leſs, in propor

tion to its maſs, than the circle of the ſmall

ball is, with regard to its own.

It was not till towards the end of the

twelfth century, that they began, in Europe,

to make uſe of wind for turning mills. The

invention of windmills was brought from

Afia, at the return of the cruſade that was

then carried on. The want of water, thro'-

out almoſt all the Eaſt, obliged the inhabi

tants to have recourſe to them. Wind has

ſince been adopted for putting in motion

other machines, which are always con

ſtrućted on the model of mills.

The moſt ingenious machines are not

thoſe we admire moſt. We are accuſtomed

to ſee windmills, and that is ſufficient to

perceive nothing wonderful in them; but,

when we examine them ſeriouſly, we are

aſtoniſhed to find a nicer mechaniſm than

we at firſt imagined,

The axis of windmills ought to be ſitu

ated in the dire&tion of the wind. Pračtice

has proved the exactneſs of this theory;

but the wings of theſe mills are far from ha

ving all the perfection they may be brought

to.

The axis of a mill being diſpoſed in this

manner, it is plain, that, if the ſurfaces of

the four wings were perpendicular on the

ſame axis, they would alſo be ſtruck per

pendicularly by the wind ; and this impreſ

ſion, tending to overthrow the Raill, and not

- to
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to make it ačt, ſhews the neceſſity of ma

king the wings oblique to the axis. hus,

conſidering only one wing, the oblique im

preſſion it receives from the wind, according

to the theory of compound motion, is in a

perpendicular direction; and this direction,

which cannot be intirely followed by the

wing, is compounded of two others, where

of one tends to make the axis turn, and the

other to overturn it from before backwards;

but, as the firſt dire&tion can only be ſol

lowed, the whole effort, conſequently, of the

wind on this wing has no other effect than

to make it turn on one fide or other, ac

cording as the acute angle it forms with the

axis, is to the left or right. The queſtion

will therefore be, to know what the obliqui

ty of the wings ought to be, with regard to

the axis, or rather the opening of the

angle, the wings and axis ought to form,

that the wings might receive the greateſt

impreſſion poſſible. *

It is of great conſequence that the wings

of a mill ſhould form, with the axis, an

angle of 55 degrees, and not of 72, as com

monly practiſed : For, if one ſhould calcu.

late how much the action of any wind was

leſs on the wings that make with the axis

an angle of 72, than on thoſe that make

only 55, it might be found, that the diffe

rence is two 7ths; that is, having two mills

alike, except in the particular ſpoken of,

expoſed to the ſame wind, if that whoſe

Wings make with the axis an angle of 55

Jegrees, is capable of an effort of 7 on the

ſpindles of the trundle-head of the mill,

that whoſe wings make with the axis an

angle of 72 degrees, will be only capable of

an effort of 5; ſo that one of the mills can

at very roundly with a certain wind, whilſt

the other will remain in ina&tion. -

This is not the only defe&t found in

windmills. Uſe has hitherto authoriſed

*langular wings, without thinking whe

ther they could not be of another figure

capable of a greater effe&t with the ſame

wind. It is however certain, that the uſual

Wings are not the beſt ; and, to be convinced

of this, the following reaſoning may not be

amiſs.

. The effect of a mill depending of the

"Preſſion of the wind, this impreſſion will

* greatar, according as the ſurface of the

Wings is more extended. Let us conſider

them in their uſual ſize, that is, of 30 feet in

length, and 6 in breadth. According to

"...proportion, the breadth is the fifth part.
of the length ; but what certainty is there,".

that this is the beſt figure and proportion

*fides, for what reaſon ſhould the ſmall

menſion be placed by the axis, rather than

* great? With a ſittle attention it may
.

be ſeen, that the worſe method was adopt

ed; becauſe, to have done well, the wings

ought to have been diſpoſed in an oppoſite

ſenſe, whereby is meant, that the greater

dimenſion ſhould take place near the axis;

for, as the length of the arm of the lever is

expreſſed by the diſtance from the center of

the axis to the center of gravity in each

wing, the more the center of gravity is di

ſtant from that of the axis, the more the

aëtion of the whd will have the advan

tage.

However, it is neceſſary to obſerve, that

in mills, as well as in other machines, the

general law of mechanics requires, that the

action of the power ſhould not be augment

ed, without augmenting alſo the time it is

to take up for producing a certain effect.

In placing at as great a diſtance as poſſible

the center of gravity from the wings of the

center of the axis, the arm in reality of the

lever is lengthened, which greatly helps

and eaſes the power; but, on the other hand,

the wings will not turn ſo faſt, as when the

lever, was ſhorter: As then it is not abſo

lutely of the greateſt velocity of the wings

that the greateſt effe&t of the mill depends,

but rather of the greater quantity of corn it

can grind at once, conſequently of the force

of the wings for making the mill turn ;

and as, beſides, this velocity of the mill

ought to be limited ; much more will be

gained in proportion by augmenting the

ačtion of the power, than will be loſt by the

diminution of the velocity of the wings:

But it is known, that, in order that a ma

chine, ſet in motion by water, ſhould be

produćtive of the greateſt effe&t poſſible, it is

neceſſary, that the velocity of the wheel

ſhould be the thirds of that of the current

which makes it turn; and as it is the ſame

with all thoſe moved by a fluid; it follows,

that a windmill will be alſo capable of the

greateſt effe&t, when the velocity of the

wings will be the thirds of that of the wind.

Now, as this velocity of the wings ought to

be meaſured by the circumference deſcribed

by the center of gravity of the ſame wings;

that is, the circle, whoſe radius is the arm

of the lever, at the extremity of which the

aćtion of the wind is ſuppoſed united : If

this radius has 28 feet in length, its cir

cumference will have 88, the meaſure of the

way the wings make in each revolution ;

and thus, the machine being in its intire

perfestion, the wind muſt go 264 feet, whilſt

the wings make one turn.

The obliquity, that muſt be given to the

wings of mills, being the cauſe that the

wind cannot ačt on them with its abſolute

force, endeavours have been uſed to take in

al, this force by making the wings turn ho

Y y lizºntally,
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to make it ačt, ſhews the neceſſity of ma

king the wings oblique to the axis. Thus,

conſidering only one wing, the oblique in

preſſion it receives from the wind, according

to the theory of compound motion, is in a

perpendicular dire&tion; and this direction,

which cannot be intirely followed by the

wing, is compounded of two others, where

of one tends to make the axis turn, and the

other to overturn it from before backwards;

but, as the firſt dire&tion can only be ſol

lowed, the whole effort, conſequently, of the

wind on this wing has no other effect than

to make it turn on one fide or other, ac

cording as the acute angle it forms with the

axis, is to the left or right. The queſtion

will therefore be, to know what the obliqui

ty of the wings ought to be, with regard to

the axis, or rather the opening of the

angle the wings and axis ought to form,

that the wings might receive the greateſt

impreſſion poſſible. *

It is of great conſequence that the wings

of a mill ſhould form, with the axis, an

angle of 55 degrees, and not of 72, as com

monly praćtiſed : For, if one ſhould calcu.

late how much the action of any wind was

leſs on the wings that make with the axis

an angle of 72, than on thoſe that make

only 55, it might be found, that the diffe

rence is two 7ths; that is, having two mills

alike, except in the particular ſpoken of,

expoſed to the ſame wind, if that whoſe

wings make with the axis an angle of 55

degrees, is capable of an effort of 7 on the

ſpindles of the trundle-head of the mill,

that whoſe wings make with the axis an

angle of 72 degrees, will be only capable of

an effort of 5; ſo that one of the mills can

at very roundly with a certain wind, whilſt

the other will remain in ina&tion. -

This is not the only defe&t found in

windmills. Uſe has hitherto authoriſed

rºtangular wings, without thinking whe

ther they could not be of another figure

capable of a greater effect with the ſame

wind. It is however certain, that the uſual

wings are not the beſt; and, to be convinced

ºf this, the following reaſoning may not be
amiſs.

. The effect of a mill depending of the

impreſſion of the wind, this impreſſion will

* greatar, according as the ſurface of the

Wings is more extended. Let us confider

them in their uſual ſize, that is, of 30 feet in

*gth, and 6 in breadth. According to

* proportion, the breadth is the fifth part.

ºf the length; but what certainty is there,".
that this is the beſt figure and proportion ?

sfides, for what reaſon ſhould the ſmall

menſion be placed by the axis, rather than

* great? With a little attention it may

V

be ſeen, that the worſe method was adopt

ed; becauſe, to have done well, the wings

ought to have been diſpoſed in an oppoſite

ſenſe, whereby is meant, that the greater

dimenſion ſhould take place near the axis;

for, as the length of the arm of the lever is

expreſſed by the diſtance from the center of

the axis to the center of gravity in each

wing, the more the center of gravity is di

ſtant from that of the axis, the more the

aëtion of the whd will have the advan

tage.

However, it is neceſſary to obſerve, that

in mills, as well as in other machines, the

general law of mechanics requires, that the

action of the power ſhould not be augment

ed, without augmenting alſo the time it is

to take up for producing a certain effect.

In placing at as great a diſtance as poſſible

the center of gravity from the wings of the

center of the axis, the arm in reality of the

lever is lengthened, which greatly helps

and eaſes the power; but, on the other hand,

the wings will not turn ſo faſt, as when the

lever, was ſhorter: As then it is not abſo

lutely of the greateſt velocity of the wings

that the greateſt effe&t of the mill depends,

but rather of the greater quantity of corn it

can grind at once, conſequently of the force

of the wings for making the mill turn ;

and as, beſides, this velocity of the mill

ought to be limited ; much more will be

gained in proportion by augmenting the

ačtion of the power, than will be loſt by the

diminution of the velocity of the wings:

But it is known, that, in order that a ma

chine, ſet in motion by water, ſhould be

produćtive of the greateſt effect poſſible, it is

neceſſary, that the velocity of the wheel

ſhould be the thirds of that of the current

which makes it turn; and as it is the ſame

with all thoſe moved by a fluid; it follows,

that a windmill will be alſo capable of the

greateſt effeči, when the velocity of the

wings will be the thirds of that of the wind.

Now, as this velocity of the wings ought to

be meaſured by the circumference deſcribed

by the center of gravity of the ſame wings ;

that is, the circle, whoſe radius is the arm

of the lever, at the extremity of which the

aćtion of the wind is ſuppoſed united : If

this radius has 28 feet in length, its cir

cumference will have 88, the meaſure of the

way the wings make in each revolution ;

and thus, the machine being in its intire

perfestion, the wind muſt go 264 feet, whilſt

the wings make one turn.

The obliquity, that muſt be given to the

wings of mills, being the cauſe that the

wind cannot ačt on them with its abſolute

force, endeavours have been uſed to take in

al, this force by making the wings turn ho

Y y lizºntally,
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to make it ačt, ſhews the neceſſity of ma

king the wings oblique to the axis. hus,

conſidering only one wing, the oblique ium

preſſion it receives from the wind, according

to the theory of compound motion, is in a

perpendicular direction; and this direction,

which cannot be intirely followed by the

wing, is compounded of two others, where

of one tends to make the axis turn, and the

other to overturn it from before backwards;

but, as the firſt dire&tion can only be ſol

lowed, the whole effort, conſequently, of the

wind on this wing has no other effect than

to make it turn on one fide or other, ac

cording as the acute angle it forms with the

axis, is to the left or right. The queſtion

will therefore be, to know what the obliqui

ty of the wings ought to be, with regard to

the axis, or rather the opening of the

angle the wings and axis ought to form,

that the wings might receive the greateſt

impreſſion poſſible. ,

It is of great conſequence that the wings

of a mill ſhould form, with the axis, an

angle of 55 degrees, and not of 72, as com

monly practiſed : For, if one ſhould calcu

late how much the action of any wind was

leſs on the wings that make with the axis

an angle of 72, than on thoſe that make

only 55, it might be found, that the diffe

rence is two 7ths; that is, having two mills

alike, except in the particular ſpoken of,

expoſed to the ſame wind, if that whoſe

wings make with the axis an angle of 55

degrees, is capable of an effort of 7 on the

ſpindles of the trundle-head of the mill,

that whoſe wings make with the axis an

angle of 72 degrees, will be only capable of

an effort of 5; ſo that one of the mills can

aćt very roundly with a certain wind, whilſt

the other will remain in ina&tion. -

This is not the only defe&t found in

windmills. Uſe has hitherto authoriſed

rećtangular wings, without thinking whe

ther they could not be of another figure

capable of a greater effe&t with the ſame

wind. It is however certain, that the uſual

wings are not the beſt; and, to be convinced

of this, the following reaſoning may not be
amiſs.

The effect of a mill depending of the

impreſſion of the wind, this impreſſion will

be greatar, according as the ſurface of the

wings is more extended. Let us conſider

them in their uſual ſize, that is, of 3ofeet in

length, and 6 in breadth. According to

this proportion, the breadth is the fifth part.

of the length; but what certainty is there,'.

that this is the beſt figure and proportion?

Beſides, for what reaſon ſhould the ſmall

dimenſion be placed by the axis, rather than

the great With a little attention it may
-

- W

be ſeen, that the worſe method was adopt

ed; becauſe, to have done well, the wings

ought to have been diſpoſed in an oppoſite

ſenſe, whereby is meant, that the greater

dimenſion ſhould take place near the axis;

for, as the length of the arm of the lever is

expreſſed by the diſtance from the center of

the axis, to the center of gravity in each

wing, the more the center of gravity is di

ſtant from that of the axis, the more the

aćtion of the whd will have the advan

tage.

However, it is neceſſary to obſerve, that

in mills, as well as in other machines, the

general law of mechanics requires, that the

action of the power ſhould not be augment

ed, without augmenting alſo the time it is

to take up for producing a certain effect.

In placing at as great a diſtance as poſſible

the center of gravity from the wings of the

center of the axis, the arm in reality of the

lever is lengthened, which greatly helps

and eaſes the power; but, on the other hand,

the wings will not turn ſo faſt, as when the

lever, was ſhorter: As then it is not abſo

lutely of the greateſt velocity of the wings

that the greateſt effe&t of the mill depends,

but rather of the greater quantity of corn it

can grind at once, conſequently of the force

of the wings for making the mill turn ;

and as, beſides, this velocity of the mill

ought to be limited ; much more will be

gained in proportion by augmenting the

ačtion of the power, than will be loſt by the

diminution of the velocity of the wings:

But it is known, that, in order that a ma

chine, ſet in motion by water, ſhould be

produćtive of the greateſt effect poſſible, it is

neceſſary, that the velocity of the wheel

ſhould be the thirds of that of the current

which makes it turn; and as it is the ſame

with all thoſe moved by a fluid; it follows,

that a windmill will be alſo capable of the

greateſt effeót, when the velocity of the

wings will be the thirds of that of the wind.

Now, as this velocity of the wings ought to

be meaſured by the circumference deſcribed

by the center of gravity of the ſame wings;

that is, the circle, whoſe radius is the arm

of the lever, at the extremity of which the

aćtion of the wind is ſuppoſed united : If

this radius has 28 feet in length, its cir

cumference will have 88, the meaſure of the

way the wings make in each revolution ;

and thus, the machine being in its intire

perfestion, the wind muſt go 264 feet, whilſt

the wings make one turn.

The obliquity, that muſt be given to the

wings of mills, being the cauſe that the

wind cannot ačt on them with its abſolute

force, endeavours have been uſed to take in

al, this force by making the wings turn ho

- lizºntally,
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rizontally, as may be judged by the exam

ple of the mill annexed to theſe obſerva

lions. -

The wings are fix in number, ſpecified

by the letters B, C, D, E, F, G, in the

draught or model of a cage of timber-work,

whereof the elevation H I is underneath.

This cage is placed on the ſummit of a tur

ret L, which comprehends the body of the

mill, and can turn independently of the

wings, which are formed by frames covered

with cloth, and aſſembled in an axle-tree

turning A, which goes into the upper mill

ſtone; for here the cog-wheel and trundle

head may be diſpenſed with.

The deſign or uſe of the cage is calcu

lated for expoſing only to the wind the

wings that are to be impelled by it, and

for ſheltering the reſt. For this purpoſe but

a part I, O, H, is covered with thin ſlight

boards. This ſort of windmills is much

uſed in Portugal and Poland.

4 particular Account of the Engagement which happened to the Leeward of Mont

ſerrat, the 3d of November, between his Majeſty's Ship Buckingham, of 65. Guní,
Richard Tyrrell, Eſ); Commander, and three French Men of War, which were

convoying a Fleet of Merchantmen from St. Euſtatia to Martinico.

N the 2d inſtant, at eight in the even

ing, his Majeſty's ſhip the Bucking

ham ſailed from St. John's road in An

tigua, and at five next morning (Mont

ierrat then bearing weſt half ſouth diſtant

7 miles) chaced and brought to two ſail,

which proved to be Engliſh privateers; and

at nine chaced another ſail, which proved

to be the ſloop Weazle, Capt. Bowles. At

twelve o'clock, Montſerrat bearing E. N. E.

diſtant 5 leagues, Capt. Tyrrell ſaw three

ſail bearing weſt and by ſouth, ſtanding to

the ſouthward; on which he crowded all

fail, and at one perceived a fleet of 19 ſail;

he then made the Weazle's ſignal to chace.

...At two o'clock Capt. Tyrrel diſcovered a

French ſhip of 74 guns (the Floriſſant) one

of 38, and another of zo; he then cleared

ſhip, and got every thing ready to engage.

The reſt of the fleet were, a ſmall frigate,

an armed ſhip, and tº ſail of ſloops ; all

which were to windward of the men of war.

At half paſt two the French men of war

formed a line a-head, the Floriſſant hoiſt

ing a red flag at the mizen-topmaſt-head,

and a white jack at herjº.
At three the Weazle was a-head of the

Buckingham, and fired two ſhot, which

the Floriſſant and one of the frigates re.

turned. On this Capt. Tyrrell made the

Weazle's ſignal to come in, and ordered

her to keep cloſe under the Buckingham's

ſtern. At half paſt three the Floriſſant

fired her ſtern-chace at the Buckingham,

which Capt. Tyrrell did not return till he

got nearer, and then repaid it briſkly.

At four, the largeſt frigate bore away.

under the Buckingham's lee, fired her

broadſide, and received one from the Buc

kingham ; on which ſhe thought fit imme

diately to ſheer off. Capt. Tyrrell ſtill

continued to fire his bow chace on the Flo

riſtant, and ſhe her ſtern chace on the Buc

kingham, who alſo received ſeveral fires

*om the 28 gun frigate. But Capt. Tyr

rell, finding he could not by this means

bring the enemy to a general engagement,

ordered the Buckingham a yaw, which

brought her broadſide to bear on the Flo

riſſant, and immediately poured it in, great

guns and ſmall arms. This the enemy

briſkly returned, and at the ſame time the

38 gun frigate hauled her round, came un

der the Buckingham's ſtern, and raked her.

Several broadſides were exchanged in this

manner, till, at haſ an hour paſt five,

coming to piſtol-ſhot diſtance, the fire grew

extremely hot on both fides. The Bucking

ham now filed full broadfides of great guns,

and ſmall arms, from the tops, poop, and

gang boards, which in a little time ſilenced

the Floriſſant; and her white jack, at the

enſign-ſtaff, was then obſerved to be ſtruck,

and never afterwards hoiſted; her red flag

was alſo lowered from the mizen-topmaſt

head as far as the mizen-peak. -

At half an hour paſt fix, the Floriſſant

fired only two guns, but Capt. Tyrrell ſtill

kept up his fire of great guns and ſmall
arms.

At a quarter before ſeven, the two ſhips

fell aboard; the Floriſſant's jib-boom run

in between the Buckingham's main and

mizen maſts, and her fore yard was like

wiſe foul of the Buckingham's main yard:

They remained ſome little time in that po

fition; and it was obſerved from the Buc

kingham's tops, and by Capt: Frey, with

the marines on the poop and gangways,

that there was not a man on the enemy's

poop or quarter deck to fire at ; and the

few that remained in the tops were in ſuch

confuſion, that they threw ſeveral hand

grenades without lighting the fuzee.

At ſeven o'clock, Capt. Tyrrel get ever,

thing ready for boarding, which the ene

my prevented by ſheering off juſt at the

time it was to have been put in execution.

On this the men chearfully run back to the

great guas, which were loaded with *:
an
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and grape ſhot, and round and double

headed ſhot; and at 12 yards diſtance the

whole broadſide was poured into the ene

my, with vollies of ſmall arms from the

tops, poop, and gun-boards, in ſuch a

manner, that not a ſhot could miſs. The

enemy all this time being driven from their

quarters, and the ſhip ſtill remaining in

the poſition, Capt. Tyrrell had leiſure to

repeat the fire; but, a breeſe then ſpringing

up, it ſheered round the Floriſſant, and

brought her ſtern to the Buckingham. The

enemy took this opportunity of hoiſting all

the ſail they could croud, and made off,

being favoured by the darkneſs of the night,

and the great damage the Buckingham had

received in her rigging; her tiller rope be

ing ſhot away, all her braces and bowlings

gone, her ſails to pieces and a-back, her

maſts, yards, and ſtanding rigging much

damaged, and the ſhip under no command.

During all the engagement, the 38 gun fri

gate raked the Buckingham whenever ſhe

could. Capt. Tyrrell had the misfortune

to loſe three fingers from his right-hand,

anti received ſeveral contuſions in his head,

arms, and body. We had alſo the great

misfortune to loſe Lieutenant Marſhal, a

gallant and brave Officer. Lieutenant Har

ris of the marines, and Mr. Winterborne,

the Maſter, were both dangerouſly wounded.

In all, the Buckingham had 7 men killed,

and 46 wounded, two of which are ſince

dead.

We ſhall add no encomiums on the be

haviour of the Officers or men belonging

to the Buckingham : What that muſt have

been, the fatts contained in the foregoing

narrative ſufficiently declare. Capt. Tyr.

rell laboured under this diſadvantage, that

from his former condućt great things were

expe&ted from him, whenever he came to

be oppoſed in action : However, on this

occaſion, he has far ſurpaſſed our moſt fan

guine expectations, heightened as they were.

Nor could the bravery of our enemies be

denied, had they not ungenerouſly given in

to a meaſure fit hardly to be named of the

worſt of pirates, and common ſea-robbers.

Their great guns were ſtuffed with ſtar

langrage, pieces of caſt metal, and other

ſuch mortifying rubbage; and their ſmall

arms were loaded with chewed bullets ;

ſamples of which are now on board the

Buckingham, and ready to be produced.

Their langrage was a ſquare bar of iron,

four inches long, notched on the angles, to

make the wound leſs curable. This is a

practice mean and ſordid in the higheſt de

gree, as it is of no advantage in the ačtion,

but only ſerves to add future languiſhing

torments to the wounds received in battle,

and exhibits an inſtance of French polite
neſs, French honour.

We hear the men of war are got into

the Granadoes, and that the Floriſſant is

an intire wreck, her whole ſide being one

port. The French confeſs they have loſt

140 men, but it is imagined they loſt up

wards of 3oo.

Copy of a Letter from the Mate of an Eaſt-India Ship to his Wife in Cartſdyke,
near Greenock. -

My Dear,

HIS is to acquaint you that I am yet

living; 2nd I do think there is not on

earth a more remarkable inſtance of the great

mercy and goodneſs of God, than has been

ſhewn in my preſervation. I arrived in In

dia the 15th of Auguſt, 1753, and agreed

to go Mate with Capt. Hugh Kennedy, an

old comrade of mine in Virginia. I will

be particular in my firſt voyage; and I hope

you will cauſe what follows to be put in the

news-papers, that all concerned may have

a true and impartial account of the fate of

their friends and relations.

• Our ſhip was about 900 tons burthen,

manned with 1oo Laſcars, or black ſailors,

and navigated by a Captain, four Mates,

and a Gunner, Europeans. We took on

board 5oo merchants, and other paſſengers,

going to pay their yearly devotions at Ma

homet’s tomb at Mecca, and ſailed fom Su

rat in India the loth of April, 1754, with a

cargo on board, valued at zoo, oool. fterling,

for Moco and Jodda, in the Red ſea, with

–

a good wind; and on the 18th at noon we

found ourſelves in the latitude of 15th north,

and 9 degrees of longitude, to the weſtward

of Surat. At one in the afternoon (may

God preſerve me from the like fight forever!)

we obſerved a ſmoke coming up through the

deck in the galley or forecaſtle : We im

mediately got the fore hatches off, to ſee

where the fire was ; but the flame, having

vent, burſt out with ſuch rage, that it burnt

both the ſecond Mate's ſhirt and trowſers

and mine; and, having got hold of his

main ſtay-ſail, in five minutes communica

ted itſelf to the rigging and all the ſails of

the ſhip. Our boats were all on board but

the long-boat, and, our ligging being on

fire, we could make no uſe of the tackles

to hoiſt them out. The Laſcars all ran aft

from the flames, and aſſiſtance we had none.

I went down to the powder-room, which

was be-aft, with the Gunsher, to heave the

powder overboard ; and, whilſt we were

throwing it out, I obſerved the long boat

cut adrift by the ſailors, which was the only
Y y 2. ,Prv
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proſpect we had of life; on which account

I went up to the deck, and told the Cap

tain, that, as the fire was ſo violent, we

had now but two choices, to burn or drown.

He, with his uſual calmneſs, told me he

had ſeen me ſwim farther, in Virginia, than

to the long-boat, and, as it was death to

ſtay on board, I might yet reach her, and

ſave him and the reſt of the Europeans. I

took a cutlaſs in my mouth, and dire&ly

jumped overboard i (at that time the fire

had got the length of the quarter deck,

with ſuch violence that no-body durſt go

nigh it) I had ſo far to ſwim that I was

cbliged to quit the cutlaſs and ſwim for my

life. At laſt I reached the long boat, and

was going to uſe my authority, when,

though I was beloved by the ºr. they

ſoon let me know that it was at an end, and

told me, Did I not ſee 3 or 4oo people

ſwimming towards the long boat? That al

ready ſhe was ſull; that they left their own

fathers and brothers to periſh, and could I

thinks they would return to take in five infi

dels, on whoſe account Mahomet had burnt

the ſhip And, though they ſhould, would

not every one ſtrive to get in his own rela

tions, by which they would aſ periſh I

told them we had neither water nor provi

fions of any kind on board, nor a compaſs

to ſteer by ; that we were 200 leagues from

the neareſt land, part of the coaſt of Mala

bar ; but my remonſtrance fignified no

thing; they were reſolved to purſue for it

with oars, being 96 ſouls on board, of

which eight were black Roman Catholics.

The ſhip blew up, about eight at night,

with a noiſe like thunder, and every ſoul

on board periſhed.

Captain, was brother to a Gentleman cloſe

by Air ; John Short, ſecond Mate, was,

ſome time ago, a Commander at Minorca;

John Richardſon, the third Mare, was a

Yorkſhireman; William Campbeli, the

fourth Mate, was brother's ſon to DoStor

Campbell in Air, and brother to Doğor

Campbell cloſe by Air ; the Gunner was

named Hamilton, a Scots Gentleman's ſon.

* We rowed 48 hours towards the coaſt

of Malabar, and then gave over. I deſi

red them to take their turbands, being

Moors, and ſtitch them with ſome rope yarn

out of the long boat's cable for ſails, and

laſh the oars together for maſts, which they

did with all expedition; and, being a fide

wind and fair weather, we went always

two or three knots an hour ; but, from the

want of ſleep (condućting the boat by the

fun in the day, and the ſtars by night) I

envied the death of my ſhipmates who were

burnt or drowned. We were never hun

* , but our thirſt was extreme ; The 7th

3.

Hugh Kennedy, the

day our throats and tongues ſwelled ſo that

we ſpoke by ſigns; on that day fourteen

died, and almoſt the whole company be

came filly, and began to die laughing. I

petitioned God earneſtly to continue my

ſenſes to my end, which he was pleaſed to

do, I being the only perſon, the 8th day,

that had them. On that day twenty more

died; and on the 9th I ſpied land, which

fight overcame my ſenſes, and I fell into a

ſwoon with thankfulneſs and joy. When

I recovered I took the helm, and ſteered in

for the land, and ran into a bay between

two rocks about eleven o’clock in the morn

ing, ten leagues to the ſouthward of Goa,

a Portugueſe ſettlement on the coaſt of Ma

labar. The natives were Gentoos, or Pa

gans, who uſed us very civilly : Thev teck

all the black people out of the boat firſt,

that were alive; and, when I looked round,

ten lay dead in the boat. Fifty got alive

to ſhore, of which I was one ; twenty died

in two days more, and only thirty of us

got to Bombay, having 550 miles to travel

naked in the heat of the ſun. I was taken

care of in Bombay by the Engliſh Govern

ment, who allowed me 50 rupees (which

is 61.5 s.) per month for my ſuſtenance,

being juſt enough to live on there.

* I recovered in ſix months, and went

Mate to another ſhip, to Africa and Ethi

opia, and returned to Bombay without any

accident: I went again in the ſame ſhip to

the Streights of Molucca, where the Mal

layans cut off the moſt part of our crew in

the night; however the Captain and I were

ſaved, and with the remainder of the black

ſailors we got the ſhip home to Bombay.

• I went the next voyage with the ſame

Captain to Bengal, and arrived there juſt

as the Moors came to befiege it. We fought

the ſhip till we could fight no longer, the

Captain being killed, and myſelf and the

reſt of the Mates wounded in many places.

We had on board 26 European Ladies, that

fled to our ſhip for protećtion, when the

town was taken by the Moors: You have

heard, I ſuppoſe, of the cruel maſſacre of

thoſe that remained in the town. I cut my

cable and ran down the river, having three

Mooriſh forts to paſs. The Ladies were in

the hold in ſafety; but moſt of my Laſcars,

or black ſailors, were killed, and I receiv

ed a ſhot, which took me in the head and

ſhattered my ſkull; but, blood and bones,

I tied up all together, having a Bengal

Dočtor on board, one Gray, a Scotſman;

and, having paſſed all the forts to the

mouth of the river, my wounds threw me

into a fever, and then I made this will and

power which I here incloſe you. When I

recoveied I returned to Bombay, and con

- tinued

º

º
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tinued in the command of the ſhip, and have

made ſeveral ſucceſsful voyages fince; but,

finding my health declining, I propoſe to

return home in the ſummer, 1759, though

To the PRoprietors of the

G E NT L E M E N,

A Gentleman very fond of ſwimming,

but ſubjećt to the cramp, was led to

confider of ſome contrivance to ſecure to him

ſelf the pleaſure of that exerciſe without

danger. For this purpoſe he has invented

a cork waiſtcoat, compoſed of four pieces of

cork, two for the breaſts and two for the

back, each pretty near in length and breadth

to the quarters of a waiſtcoat without flaps;

the whole is covered with a coarſe canvaſs,

with two holes to put the arms through :

There is a ſpace left between the two back

pieces, and the ſame betwixt each back and

breaſt piece, that they may fit the eaſier to

the body; by this means the waiſtcoat is

open only before, and may be faſtened on

the wearer with ſtrings, or, if it ſhould be

thought more ſecure, with buckles and

leather ſtraps. This waiſtcoat does not

weigh above 12 ounces, and may be made

up for about five or fix ſhillings expence.

It is more fimple in its make than the bag;

not liable to the inconvenience of being

blown up, as is abſolutely neceſſary to the

uſe of the bag, nor, like that, ſubjećt to be

torn. This Gentleman has tried his waiſt

coat in the Thames, and found that it not

only ſupported him on the water, but that

even two men were not able to ſink him,

though they made their utmoſt efforts for

that purpoſe. If thoſe who uſe the ſea oc

caſionally, and eſpecially thoſe who are ob

liged to be almoſt conſtantly there, were

to have theſe waiſtcoats, it would be next

I need never want a command in India,

through the intereſt of the Bengal Ladies;
whoſe lives I ſaved. -

John Iver."
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to impoſſible that they ſhould be drowned.

This expedient, confidered as a pleaſura

ble article to thoſe who love ſwimming, is

not contemptible ; but further and greater

uſes may be derived from it: It would be

of vaſt ſervice to thoſe who for their health

ſake bathe in the ſea; and even the moſt ti

morous and delicate young Lady might

boldly venture with one of theſe waiſtcoats

into a rough ſea. I need not ſay how uſe

ful they would be to the navy, and how

many lives they would ſave. And, as we

have now experienced that the coaſts of

France are not inacceſſible, ſurely theſe

waiſtcoats might be of prodigious ſervice to

our men in embarking and diſembarking ;

as it would be impoſſible that even thoſe who

cannot ſwim ſhould be drowned before they

could receive help from the boats. The ex

pence of providing a ſufficient number of

then for our navy can be no objection to a

nation ſo wiſely and gratefully fond of a ma

rine. Beſides, the charge cannot be great;

if a fingle one can be made for about five

ſhillings, ſurely 30 or 40,000 may be made,

upon an average, for much leſs a-piece.

Again it is to be remembered, that the

cork will latt for a very long time; and the

canvaſs, which would ſeldom want renew

ing, is the leaſt chargeable material, I

therefore hope to live to fee them introduced

on board our whole navy, and to hear that

many lives are ſaved by them.

The Claim of the Dutch to proteć French Property fully ſlated and refuted, from a

Pamphlet juſt publiſhed, intitled, The Condućt of the Government of Great Bri

tain, with reſpect to neutral Nations, &c.

THIS pamphlet is, in every reſpećt, a

maſterly performance, and has irrefra

gably proved, that no neutral nation has a

a right to ſupport France againſt us, by

protećting her property on board their

veſſels.

§. 1. The right of a neutral power to

protećt the property of an enemy muſt a

riſe either fºom the law of nations, that is,

principles of natural law, which are relative

to the condućt of nations; or from ſome ex

preſs treaty, by which communities, for

their mutual benefit, have eſtabliſhed ſome

rights between them, which ale not inclu

ded in the law of nations,

§. 2. Nations can have ſucceeded to no

other rights, than ſuch as men originally

enjoyed, as individuals; ſo that now one

nation is to another, as one man was to a

nother, before they entered into ſociety.

§. 3. An individual in a ſtate of nature

would have had an undoubted right to pro

tećt his own perſon and property; but he

would not have had a right to protećt the

perſon and property of A, the enemy of B,

againſt B, ſuppoſing him to be in a ſtate of

friendſhip both with A and B; for how, as

a friend to B, can he protećt A againſt him *

The protećtion of A againſt B is a declara

ticn, that the Protećtor is B's elemy, and,

from
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from the moment the protećtion commen

ces, the protector muſt ceaſe to be a neutral

power. This therefore, by § 2, is the law

between nation and nation.

§. 4. But a nation has a right, to which

an individual, in a ſtate of nature, has no

pretence; the right of dominion. By the

right of dominion a nation enacts laws,

and eſtabliſhes juriſdićtions, to which not

only its own ſubjećts, but thoſe of other

countries, are obliged to ſubmit, within the

pale of its power; here then the trial, which

the law of nations gives, is, as it were, ſu

perſeded, and hence ariſes the right which

Governments have always enjoyed, of pro

te&ting the property of an enemy within

their own precin&ts.

$. 5. But, beyond the verge of theſe

precinóts, the general law of nations as, by

§ 2 and 3, again takes place; the general

jaw of nations therefore takes place upon

the Ocean. This reaſoning is ſupported by

the authority of the moſt eminent writers,

and by the practice of all maritime ſtates.

. 6. With reſpect to particular treaties,

if our anceſtors have betrayed the intereſt of

their country by granting other nations un

reaſonable privileges, we, who have ſuc

ceeded to their rights, are bound to abide

by their conceflions.

§. 7. There is an article in ſeveral of

our treaties with Spain, Sweden, Denmark,

and other powers, by which it is ſtipulated,

that “the ſubjećts of the contraćting ſtates

reſpe&ively ſhould have liberty to traffic

throughout all countries, cultivating peace,

amity, or neutrality, with either of them;

and that the ſaid liberty ſhall in no wiſe be

interrupted by any hindrance or diſturb

ance, by reaſon of any hoſtility which may

be between either of the ſaid ſtates and any

other kingdoms.”

§. 8. This article is intended as a con

firmation of the right, which every nation

had, by the law of nations, of trading to the

ports of any ſtate with their own merchan

diſe, and on their own account, though

that ſtate ſhould be engaged in war with

another. The confirmation of this right

by expreſs terms was made neceſſary, by

its having been frequently violated; ſome

of the powers at war having prohibited the

commerce of neutral nations with their ene

mies totally. About the middle of the laſt

century, therefore, when the commercial

regulations, which now ſubſiſt between the

European powers, firſt began to be formed,

an article of this purport was inſerted in all

commercial regulations, and uſually placed

among thoſe articles of general import,

which are commonly firſt laid down in

|

treaties, as the baſis on which the ſubſequent

ſtipulations were founded.

§. 9. That no right to protećt the ene

mies goods was intended to be given by

theſe articles, is manifeſt from an expreſs

declaration in ſome of the treaties, that an

attempt, under favour of this article, to

protećt the goods of an enemy, ſhould be

confidered as a fraud, and ſeverely puniſhed.

$. 10. To eſtabliſh a right, therefore, to

carry freely the effects of an enemy, it was

neceſſary to have it expreſsly mentioned;

and it is accordingly expreſsly mentioned in

two treaties, that contain the article juſt quo

ted befide, which alone would prove, that

the two articles were inſerted for different

purpoſes. -

$. 11. The right of carrying freely the

goods of an enemy is expreſsly granted in

an article in a maritime treaty between

Great Britain and Holland, dated Dec. 1,

1674, and in another between Great Bri.

tain and France, dated Feb. 24, 1677. The

article is this ; “All which ſhall be found

on board the veſſels belonging to the ſub

jećts of thoſe countries ſhall be accounted

clear and free, although the whole lading,

or any part of it, ſhall belong to the ene

mies of Great Britain, and ſo reciprocally.

§. 12. It is acknowledged, that by this

article the right now claimed by the Dutch,

: carrying French goods, was fully grant
€0.

§ 13. But treaties of alliance are nothing

more than ſtipulations of mutual advanta

ges between two communities, and ought

therefore to be confidered as a bargain, the

conditions of which are always ſuppoſed to

be equal by thoſe who make it.

§ 14. He therefore who breaks his part

of the contraćt, deſtroys the equality or ju

ſtice of it, and forfeits all thoſe benefits

which the other part has ſtipulated in his

favour. Of this opinion are Grotius and

Puffendorf.

§. 15. Holland has brºken her part of

her contraćt with Britain in the following

particulars. In a treaty between Holland

and Britain, concluded the 3d of March,

1678, the ſtipulations are, 1ſt, A mutual

guaranty of all they already enjoyed, or

might hereafter acquire by treaties of peace

in Europe only. 2dly, A mutual guaranty

of all treaties that were then made, or might

afterwards be conjointly made with any o

ther power ; and, 3dly, A mutual promiſe

to defend and preſerve each other in their

peſſeſſion of all towns or fortreſſes, which

did then, or ſhould afterwards, belong to

either of them. . And, for this purpoſe, it

is determined, that, when either nation is

attacked
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attacked or moleſted, the other ſhall imme

diately ſuccour it with a certain number of

troops and men of war, and ſhall be ob

liged to break with the aggreſſor within two

months after the party that is already at war

ſhall require it, and that they ſhall then ačt

conjointly with all their forces, to bring the

common enemy to a reaſonable accommo

dation.—Now, Minorca, a poſſeſſion of the

crown of Great Britain, in Europe, which

ſhe acquired by treaty, hath been attacked,

which is a caſe in the firſt guaranty. By

this attack of Minorca, a treaty that was

made conjointly with Holland, the treaty

of Utrecht has been broken, which is a

caſe in the ſecond guaranty, and England

hath been deprived of a poſſeſſion which of

right belonged to her, which is a caſe of the

third guaranty. Yet Holland hath not yet

granted the ſuccours ſtipulated, and many

more than two months have paſſed, with

out her having entered into war conjointly

with England, as the treaty requires *.

§: 16. By a treaty between England and

Holland, ſigned at the Hague, the 4th of

Jan. 1717, there is a mutual ſtipulation of

the parties to protećt each other in the poſ

ſeſſion of their dominions in Europe only,

as eſtabliſhed by the treaty of Utrecht, by

the ſame ſuccours as in the former treaty ;

1ſt, interpoſition of good cºices; 2dly, a

certain number of forces; and, laſtly, a de

claration of war. This treaty was renewed

by the quadruple alliance of 1718; again

by the acceſſion of Holland to the treaty of

Hanover in 1726; and, laſtly, by the 3d

article of the treaty of Aix la Chapelle. The

guaranties of theſe treaties have been bro

ken by Holland, as ſhe has neither granted

the ſtipulated ſuccours, nor declared war

againſt France upon on loſs of Minorca.

§. 17. But it is ſaid, that as the treaties,

in which theſe ſtipulations are made, are

defenſive treaties, the ſtipulations of Hol

land are not binding, if we were not firſt

attacked. To this it is anſwered, that,

though theſe treaties are called defenſive, it

does not therefore follow, that they do not

operate except we were attacked firſt. They

guaranty in general certain rights and poſ.

ſeſſions of both parties, and when they de

clare what ſhall be done, in caſe either ſhall

be attacked, or moleſted, in thoſe parts

which are the objects of the guaranty, h is

not mentioned as neceſſary, that this ſhould

be the firſt attack.

§. 18. The evidence of fačts, however,

will prove, that England was firſt attacked

in the preſent war; and therefore the trea

ties are binding, as defenſive treaties in the

ſtrićteſt ſenſe. In America the preſent war

has been little more than a continuation of

the laſt; repeated uſurpations of the poſſeſ

fions of Great Britain have been there the

conſtant employment of France, almoſt

from the hour in which the treaty of Aix

was figned; and theſe were at laſt followed

by an avowed military attack upon a fort

belonging to the crown of Great Britain,

by regular troops ačting under a commiſſ.

fion from the Court of France t. France

is alſo the aggreſſor in the European war;

if the intention alone be regarded, the firſt

hoſtile intention in Europe was the deſign

to invade Great Britain i a deſign ſuffi

ciently proved and avowed by the prepara

tions which France made for it. If we

look for the firſt overt-aēt, the firſt overt

aët alſo made by France in her attack upon

Minorca, which was, in the opinion of all

parties, the opening of the European war;

for the captures that we made of the French

veſſels at ſea, muſt be confidered as belong

ing to the American war; they were made

in conſequence of the hoſtilities there firſt

commenced, and as repriſals for the injury

committed there upon the property of the

Engliſh. Upon this principle the Legiſ.

lature here hath expreſsly refuſed to diſtri

bute the captures among the captors, tho’

they have diſtributed all other prizes.

§. 19. But it may ſtill be objected, that,

though France was the aggreſſor in Ame.

rica, Holland is not concerned in the quar

rel, becauſe the conteſted rights there are

not contained in the guaranties; and, tho’

France is aggreſſor in Europe alſo, yet ſhe

being aggreſſor in Europe, only in conſe

quence of hoſtilities committed in America,

neither is Holland concerned in this. It is

anſwered, that if the reaſoning, on which

theſe objections are founded, was admitted,

it would alone be ſufficient to deſtroy the

effects of every guaranty, and totally ex

tinguiſh the confidence which nations mu

tually place in each other, on the faith of

defenſive alliances. It points out to the

enemy a certain method of avoiding the in

convenience of ſuch an alliance; for he

need only make the firſt effort on ſome

place not included in the guaranty, and he

* The treaty ſtipulates, that war ſhall be entered into by the party not already at war, after two

months, if the party already at war requires it. If we have not required the Dutch to enter into

our war with France, the Dutch have not violated this ſtipulation.

t. In 1754, the French took the block houſe and truck-houſe of the Virginians, at Log's town,

on the Ohio; cut off all the traders but two, and carried off goods and merchandiſe to the value

of 20,000 l.

may
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may then purſue his views againſt every ob

ject of it with ſafety: Let France firſt at

tack a little ſpot belonging to Holland, in

America, and her barrier would be gua

rantied no longer. The opinion of Hol

land, upon this queſtion, is manifeſt from

fa&ts. Soon after Holland had concluded

a defenſive treaty with France, in 1662,

(of which her treaty with England, in 1678,

is but a copy) ſhe became engaged in a war

with England. The firſt attack was then,

as in the preſent caſe, made on a place out

of Europe, on the coaſt of Guinea: The

cauſe of the war was alſo the ſame, a diſ

puted right to certain poſſeſſions out of the

bounds of Europe, ſome in Africa, and

others in the Eaſt-Indies. Hoſtilities hav

ing continued ſome time in theſe parts,

they afterwards commenced in Europe.

Holland immediately declared, that the

caſe of that guaranty did exiſt, and de

manded the ſtipulated ſuccours. Theſe ſuc

cours were granted, and France, by this

conceſſion, ſhewed that ſhe was of the ſame

opinion, eſpecially as it was not her in

tereſt to comply ; for this very conceſſion

checked her youthful Monarch in the firſt

eſſay of his ambition, delayed, for ſeveral

months, his entrance into the Spaniſh pro

vinces, and brought upon him the enmity

of England. That the ſame was intended

by the treaty with us of 1678, as was in

tended by this treaty, farther appears from

their having been negociated by the ſame

Stateſman, Van Beuningen, who claimed

and obtained the ſuccours from France, in

conſequence of the firſt treaty, before he

negociated the ſecond.

§. zo. But, at once to put an end to all

diſputes ariſing from the article ſuppoſed

to give Holland a right of protecting French

property, it was, by an article in a ſubſe

quent treaty, long ago repealed. The trea

ty, in which this article was laſt inſerted,

was concluded December 1, 1674 ; four

years after this, a defenſive alliance was

concluded, in which it was ſtipulated be

tween England and Holland, that “if ei

ther party ſhould be attacked in Europe,
the other ſhould declare war againſt the

aggreſſor in two months, if required,’ as

has been before remarked. By this article,

therefore, Holland muſt, within two months

after England has been attacked by France in

Europe, become the enemy of France herſelf.

Except, therefore, it can be ſuppoſed, that to

be the enemy of France means to preſerve

her trade, and protećt her property, Hol

land can now have no right to do either;

and, if the word enemy is not thus abſurdly

taken, the article, requiring the Dutch to

become the enemy of France, is a direct

and poſitive declaration, that the ſhips of

Holland ſhall not have a right to prote&

the effects of the French.

An article of the ſame purport occurs in

two ſubſequent treaties, in which it is alſo

expreſsly declared, that whatever has been

eſtabliſhed by any latter treaty, ſhall be un

derſtood and performed in the ſenſe therein

expreſſed, without any regard had to any

former treaty.

The BRITISH MUSE, containing original Poems, Songs, &c.

ODE for the New YEAR 1759. Written by William Whitehead, Eſq; Poet.

Laureat, and ſet by Dr. Boyce, Maſler of his Majeſty's Band of Muſic.

Strophe.

E Guardian Powers, to whoſe command,

At Nature's birth, th' Almighty mind

The delegated taſk aſſign'd

To watch o'er Albion's favour’d land,

What time your hoſts with choral lay,

Emerging from its kindred deep,

Applauſive hail'd each verdant ſteep,

And white rock, glitt'ring to the new-born day!

Angelic bands, where'er ye rove,

Whilſt lock'd in ſleep creation lies,

Whether to genial dews above

You melt the congregated ſkies,

Or teach the torrent ſtreams below

To wake the verdure of the vale,

Or guide the varying wings that blow

To ſpeed the coming or the parting ſail,

Where'er ye bend your rowing flight,

Whilſt now the radiant Lord of light

winds to the North his ſliding ſphere,

Avert each ill, each bliſs improve,

And teach the minutes as they move

Tv blºſs the op'ning year.

Antiſtrophe.

Already Albion's lifted ſpear

And rolling thunders of the main,

Which Juſtice’ ſacred laws maintain,

Have taught the haughty Gaul to fear.

On other earths, in other ſkies

Beyond Old Ocean's weſtern bound,

Tho' bleeds afreſh th' eternal wound,

Again Britannia's croſs triumphant flies.

To Britiſh George, the King of Iſles,

The tribes that rove th' Acadian ſnows,

Redeem'd from Gallia's poliſh'd wiles,

Shall breathe their voluntary vows :

Where Nature guards her laſt retreat,

And pleas'd Aſtraea lingers ſtill,

While Faith yet triumphs o'er Deceit,

And Virtue reigns, from ignorance of ill.

Yet, Angel powers, tho' Gallia bend,

Tho' Fame, with all her wreaths, attend

On bleeding War's tremendous ſway,

The ſons of Leiſure ſtill complain,

And muſing Science fighs in vain,

For Peace is ſtill away,

Epº,

!
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Epode. Nor on the borders of the frighted Seine,

Go, then, ye faithful guides Nor in the depths of Ruſſia's ſnows ſheOf her returning ſteps, Angelic band, dwells. f

Explore the ſacred ſeats where Peace refides, Yet O, where'er, deſerting Freedom's iſle,

And waves her olive wand. She gilds the ſlave's deluſive toil,

Bid her the waſtes of war repair. Whether on Ebro's bank ſhe ſtrays,

O ſouthward ſeek the flying fair, Or fighing traces Taio's winding ways, /

For not on poor Germania's harraſs'd plain, Or ſoft Auſonia's ſhores her feet detain,

* Nor where the Viſtula's proud current ſwells, Obring the wand’rer back, with glory inhertrain,

The P O S I T I V E F A I R.

< - Well if I con—-ti—nue but in the ſame

teſt : There's* mind, I ne—ver ſhall wed, I pro

< ſome—thing ſo ſhock—ing in all the male kind, That

< bad my thoughts pic---tur'd the beſt.

L

-- 2

- 4- To kiſs me, but from him I tore:

The ſhepherds all wonder that from them I fly, Yet, really believe, had he done as he ſaid,

If ſeen o'cr the Plain as I go He could not have frighten'd me more.

* -

The Nymphs would perſuade, and talk till they why ſtill let them wonder at diſtance, ſay I;
vex, The men ſhould be always kept ſo. -

Love's ſure to catch youth in the prime; 5. -

why; if one muſt once like the oppoſite ſex, Young Collin declares my averſion's a joke,

I think ſeventeen's the right time. And thinks in my heart to ſucceed :

º 3. For woman, he ſays, never thought as ſhe

ºf They tell me 'tis ſtrange I ſhould be ſo annoy’d - ſpoke;

At man, who was meant for our good : He's mighty obliging indeed.

But what's in one's nature one cannot avoid; - -

I'd be in the mode if I cou’d. He caught me juſt now, and it came in his head
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7. -

I hope that ſuch freedoms he'll ne'er again uſe For, oh! I'm quite certain I ſhall not refuſe,

My fix’d reſolution to try :

-

Good lack! I mean, ſhall not comply.

A New C O U N T R Y D A N C E.

-- The H A P P Y C O B I, E. R.

Caſt off one couple and turn partners.: ; four hands round at bottom +3 four hands round

at top = j and right and left =.

The SH E P H E R D and the S E A.

LES’D with the profits of his bleating

ſtore, -

Near the ſea-ſhore,

A ſhepherd liv'd content;

*Tis true his income was but ſmall,

But it was ſure, that's all in all;-

He had enough, and paid his rent,

What could he wiſh for more ?'

It ſo miſhap'd he ſaw each day

Veſſels arriving in the bay,

Whoſe treaſures cover'd all the ſtrand:

To mad ambition he gives way,

Nor can no longer now withſtand .

The ſtrong temptation to be rich and great,

But greedily devours th’ alluring bait,

And ſells his ſheep and land;

Then in one bottom, to his coſt,

He raſhly ventures all, and all was loſt.

Thus tumbled from his former ſtate,

He that was once the foremoſt of the ſwains,

Th’Alexis, or the Daphnis of the plains,

For whom the ſhepherdeſſes made ſuch rout,

Was now plain Roger, or poor Colin Clout.

Howe'er in time, with diligence and pains,

Hoarding each day his little gains,

Once more he owns a flock;

Again ſets up, buys in more ſtock,

Increaſing by degrees his ſtore,

And, as moſt bankrupts do, grew richer than

before.

By Fortune favour'd, as by Fortune croſt,

Our ſhepherd, now no longer toſt,

Again is ſettled to his mind,

And ae'er enquires how ſets the wind,

But as perchance, by the ſea-fide,

He gaz'd around and ſaw the tide,

Scarce dimpled with the breeſe;

And ſaw the ſhips in ſafety ride;

Ah flatt’ring faithleſs deep I he cry’d

I fell by looks like theſe. >

with mod’rate profits, cent. per cent.”

And this day twelvemonth let us know your

I A M a fimple ſwain, God knows,

|In turn for ev'ry fair that glows,

-

Venus, 'tis ſaid, from you arofe,

You have, I ſee, your daughter's ſmiles,

With all her harlot wiles, "

And want more money, I ſuppoſe:

But, Lady Waves, I’m none of thoſe,

That twice are to be caught 5

You may tempt others as you tempted me,

But faith of mine you ne'er again ſtall ſee

A fingle groat.

Were honeſt dealers but content

We ſhould not ſee, as 'tis the way,

How much per pound is left to pay.

The man unpleas'd with his own poſſ,

Who, led by lucre's ſelfiſh call,

Truſts to the ſeas his fittie all,

Oft counts without his hoſt,

And riſes but to fall :

So he that leaves his quiet ſeat,

In hopes at Court to grow more great;

The ſubſtance for the ſhadow quits,

He'll meet more rubs than hits,

And wail his folly when too late.

Bewilder'd men, for ever blind,

To truſt to Courts or to the wind.

But ſtill, if from your golden dreams,

To wake you're not inclin'd,

Go pay attendance at St. James".

Rely once more on South-ſea ſchemes,

mind.

T UN B R I D G E W E R S E S,

The Panegyric.

But have a heart full tender,

And will to earh ſurrender
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And fince to Tunbridge Wells I came,

And have ſeen nymphs in plenty;

My breaſt, I’m ſure, hath felt the flame

Of hot defire for twenty. -

3.

When firſt I to the Pantiles went,

Around about me ſtaring,

Pembroke * I ſpied, and to her ſent

My rude heart for a fairing.

4.

Away with ſcorn the toy ſhe threw—

• Doſt think a Pembroke wanton > *

it ſcarce came back, when out it flew

Again to heavenly Swanton.

Happy to fix on ſuch : fair

Yet there too I miſcarried;

There Fortune drove me to deſpair;

For ah! ſhe too was married.

6.

Then to the widow Hancock I

Offer'd myſelf and lands:

She view'd me with a ſcornful eye,

And cried, “Go, follow Sands.’

7.

Together then two f nymphs I ſpied,

And in my ſoul I fix’d them:

Shall I chuſe this, or that, I cried,

There are no odds betwixt 'em.

8.

Such miens, ſuch ſhapes, ſuch killing eyes!

To give up one I'm loth :

Happy to ſeize ſo rich a prize,

If I could have them both.

9.

But ſee ſweet Sophy tº there appears!

And, as the new moon gliſlers

Among the little twinkling ſtars,

Thus Sophy, 'mongſt her ſiſters.

TO.

But ſhe, alas! was coy and cold ;

I follow’d with ill-luck her ;

For ſhe has ſwains enow, I’m told,

Beſides the flirting Tucker.

I 1.

Then Plunket charm'd : but let her paſs!

She left me in the lurch,

And ſlily ſtole away to maſs,

While I trudg’d on to church.

12.

Then my poor heart, with many a maid,

A kindly ſhelter ſeeks;

To Reading and to Godde it ſtray'd,

To Manning and to Weekes.

I3.

Happy, at laſt, a nymph I found

With ev'ry beauty bleſ,

That does in ſenſe and charms abound,

And now my heart's at reſt.

I4.

Tender ſhe is, and full of love,

And charms with modeſt graces;

No follies her firm mind can move,

No vice her form defaces.

* Lady Pembroke. f Miſs Powis's,

i Miſs Sophy Brookſbank,

1 *.

You, then, ſweet girl, ** do not find

Your name in this ſong written,

Be ſure to bear it in your mind,

That 'tis with you I'm ſmitten.

Extempore on the amazing King of PRUSSIA.

IX fieges rais'd in fourteen days,

By twice his force ſurrounded;

Their Chiefs diſmay’d, with fix’d amaze,

At his bare name confounded. … "

Such Pow’rs (ſo foil'd) ſo ſtrong combin'd,

Say ye adepts in ancient ſtory,

If all your priſtine Heroes, join'd,

Had half the merit, half the glory.

Caius Publicts.

An Anſwer to the Rebus in your Magazine fºr

May aft.

B u N is the name of a cake, I muſt own,

And G A Y was a poet held much in re

nown;

Which when put together it's plain to be ſeen,

That Bu N G A Y's the town your Rebus doth

fntan.

W. Miles.

An Anſwer to the Rebus in your Magazine fºr

Oćtober laſt.

H E induſtrious bee is greatly admir'd

For producing us excellent Ho N E Y;

In both country and town is requir’d

That valuable thing call'd Mon E Y.

W. Miles.

An Anſwer to the Rebus in your Magazine fºr

November 1757.

RITA IN's an iſland, for commerce and

arms much renown'd,

An E L E P HAN T's a beaſt which in Aſia is

found;

A T E M P L E is a place which for worſhip was

founded,

The S E A's that body, with which this iſle is

ſurrounded;

EDs N Bu R G H's a large city lying north of the

Tweed,
-

A YAT ch's a veſſel that's built for his Maje

ſty's need; - -

W1 N E 's a liquor much valu'd by moſt of this

nation,

An A D M I R A L’s a man in high poſt's appella

tion ;

LA w”s a ſcience whoſe quibbles make many folk

Oor,

Lovº: paſſion in which not many true are ;

An IN Q. U 1 s 1 T 1 on 's a place for cruelty odi

Ous,

And S1 L k's a coſtly apparel, that now much in

mode is ;

By the initials of theſe Betsy Wall is,

we find

Is the fair, in whom virtue, truth, wit are

combin’d ;

May Creon be happy, and ſhe ne'er unkind.

H'. Miſs.

Z z 2. 4x
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An Anſwer to the AEnigma in your Magazine fºr

January laſt; by W. Miles.

H E glorious Su N, with his all-chearing

light,

Diſpels the gloomy vapours of the night;

As ſwift as thought he darts his radiance round,

And ſpreads his luſtre o'er the ſpangled ground ;

With joy his face the face of nature fills

And glads, the groves, the foreſts, and the rills :

The blackbird, linnet, and the warbling thruſh,

Sing forth his praiſe, in ev'ry verdant buſh;

The pink, the vi'let, and the fragrant reſe,

To him their ſweetneſs owe, his pow'r diſcloſe :

*Tis by his pow'r the woods are cloath’d in green,

*Tis his vaſt heat which ſcents the jeſſamine;

Cheriſh’d by his beams the woodbines climb

The oak, the elm, the citron, and the lime,

And grapes are ripen'd on the teeming vine.

Millions of inſe&ts into life ariſe,

Which owe their being to his chearing rays;

The little ants on moſſy hillocks lie,

And ſportive lambkins friſk about for joy;

The impriſon'd bee to liberty reſtores,

And brings him nouriſhment in beaut'ous flow’rs:

His heat diſſolves the ice, makes rivers flow,

And crowns the hills with corn and vales below :

By his great pow'r new verdure decks the

ground,

And blooming flow'rs diffuſe their ſweets

around

To diſtant worlds, his ſyſtem's utmoſt bound.

An Anſwer to Mr. Bamfield's AEnigma in your

Magazine for November loft.

H E P E N on all great favours doth be

ow,

On young and old, as well as belle and beau;

For by its aid with diſtant climes we deal,

And all the joys of abſent friends we feel:

A worthy Patriot it is truly found,

And can aſſiſt in ſcience moſt profound;

The parſon, poet, and the ruſtic ſwain,

Its qualities diſplay, and worth proclaim;

With it the virgin doth her wiſh impart,

Excuſe the bluſh, and pour out all the heart;

To it is owing all that mortals know,

Of things in realms above, or things below ;

All curious inſtruments it far tranſcends,

And in its uſefulneſs itſelf commends;

It, virtue-like, doth its own trophies raiſe,

Sublimely high beyond the reach of praiſe.

W. Miles.

ODE to Nz p r u N E, fºr the Year 1759.

EPTUNE, Guardian of our iſle,

Lord of all the boundleſs main,

Still propitious deign to ſmile,

Northy once-lov’d ſeat diſdain'

When on Albina's love-diſpenſing breaſt

Your weary ſoul was ſooth'd to balmy reſt,

Unto the Queen remember what you ſwore,

• Thy ſubjects ſhall be free—'till time ſhall be

no more."

2.

When fond Atrides’ raviſh'd wife,

Involv’d contending gods in ſtrife,

And fierce Pelides' fatal dart

Sunk deep in god-like Hector's heart,

Nor prayers nor tears thy vengeance could diſ

arm,

But Ilion ſunk beneath thy dreadful arm,

Triumphant from that hoſtile ſhore,

Thee rejoicing Tritons bore ;

Before thee whales, in wanton play,

Gamboll'd o'er the wat'ry way;

*Till, landed ſafe upon Albina's coaſt,

Alarms, and feuds, and wars, were all in plea

ſures loſt.

3.

Albina, Empreſs of this land,

Which from her receiv'd its name,

Saw thee ſeek the friendly ſtrand,

Saw, and bluſh'd with conſcious ſhame;

Love's active fires her inmoſt ſoul receiv'd,

She heard thy ardent vows, and what ſhe wiſh'd

believ'd;

Yet e're the nymph unloos'd her virginveſt,

Ocean’s God ſhe thus addreſs'd :

* Grant, O grant me one requeſt:

* Be propitious to my pray'r,

• Make my warlike ſons thy care;

• On thy wide-extended main,

* Free, vićtorious, let them reign;

• A life of ſlav'ry is a life of pain.”

'Twas then, great Power of floods! you fond

ly ſwore,

* Thy ſubjects ſhall be free—’till time ſhall be

no more.”

Received Mr. Dodſon's Letter; but not a ſufficient Anſwer to the Rebus in our Magazine for

July 1757,

In Conſequence of the Princeſs Governante's Speech to the States-general, the Sub

ſtance of which was inſerted in our laſt, Page 324, the States-general ſent, the

ſame day, the following Letter to the States of Holland and Weſt Friſeland.

Noble and Mighty Lords,

TH E Princeſs Governante having come

to our aſſembly this morning, in con

iſequence of a deputation of the merchants,

who had waited on her a few days before,

to inſiſt on a conſiderable augmentation of

our naval forces: Her Royal Highneſs again

repreſented to us the urgent neceſſity of co

ming to a determination, both with regard
I

to the augmentation propoſed by land. and

with regard to an equipment by ſea; two

points, upon which her Royal Highneſs has

always moſt earneſtly infifted, and without

which the ſtate is, and will remain, expoſ

ed to all ſorts of misfortunes and dangers,

both at preſent and for the future.

We thought proper to ſend a copy of.
iai
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ſaid propoſition to your Noble Mightineſſes,

and alſo to the States of the provinces of

Zealand, and Friſeland ; and at the ſame

time, to repreſent to you, that it is now time,

if ever, to confider ſeriouſly of thoſe two

oints as ſoon as poſſible, and carry them

into effect by a ſalutary and unanimous re

ſolution. It would be both ſuperfluous and

tireſome again to point out to your Noble

Mightineſſes the dangerous ſituation of the

republic from the war, which hath been

kindled and rages all over Europe, and

which hath ſpread to the very frontiers of

this ſtate; nor is there the ſmalleſt proſpe&t

of ſeeing it extinguiſhed next year, as we

are informed from all fides, that the princi

pal powers concerned are taking all the neceſ.

ſary meaſures for making it rage next cam

paign with greater fury,if poſſible, than ever.

Every one, who conſiders how uncertain

the conſequences of a war between power

ful neighbours may be to a ſtate ſurrounded

on all ſides by foreign troops, muſt allow,

that it were greatly to be wiſhed the repub

lic were in a proper poſture of defence,

whilſt the war is on its frontiers. All who

know that the happineſs of our country de

pends upon the ſafety of trade, muſt be e

qually convinced, that an armament by

ſea is abſolutely neceſſary in this critical

conjun&ture, when our navigation is di

ſturbed in a manner unheard of; and that

the negle&t of our naval forces at this time,

would be wholly unjuſtifiable. We have

always confidered the zealous efforts of

your Noble Mightineſſes, from time to

time, to induce your confederates to con

ſent to this armament, as highly reaſona

ble ; and, as far as in us lay, we always en

deavoured to ſecond them.

Nor can we diſapprove of the ſtep taken

by the merchants in carrying their com

plaints on this head where they ought to be

carried, when it is done in a proper and

decent manner: But as it is the duty of wiſe

and faithful Rulers to extend their care not

only to a part of the ſubjećts, but alſo to all

in general; and as the principal aim of a

Sovereign ought to be, on, one ſide, to watch

over the happineſs of his ſubjećts, and on

the other to protećt them againſt all vio

lence from without ; we think that, in ſuch

a ſituation as that of the republic at preſent,

an augmentation of the troops of the ſtate,

for the defence of the frontiers, is unavoid

able, as well as an equipment by ſea for the

ſecurity of trade; and that they ought to

go hand in hand. The States of the pro

vinces of Gueldres, Utrecht, Overyſſel, and

Groningen, join with her Royal Highneſs

and us in the ſame opinion, and accordingly

have always inſiſted, by divers letters and

propoſitions, on thoſe two points, ſo eſſen

tial to the public intereſt.

We doubt not but the ſaid States will

explain themſelves to your Noble Mighti

meſſes on this head, and at the ſame time

fignify their readineſs to intereſt themſelves

in the welfare of the trading inhabitants, in

caſe your Noble Mightineſſes will alſo effec

tually provide for the ſafety of their inhabi

tants.

When we refle&t, that not only the inte

reſt of the republic in general requires that

it be put in a proper ſtate of defence both

by ſea and land, but that we can ſee no way

of determining this matter, unleſs, by a

reciprocal indulgence, one of the confede

rates comply with the ſentiments of the o

ther, we leave your Noble Mightineſſes to

judge, whether, by a longer delay in com

ing to a concluſion, both with regard to

the augmentation of the land forces and the

equipment of a fleet, room will not be gi

ven for a ſchiſm and dangerous diviſion a

mong the confederates, the conſequences of

which would be very deplorable, while the

republic in the mean time will remain in

a defenceleſs ſtate both by ſea and land,

and depend upon the arbitrary power of its

neighbours.

We therefore moſt earneſtly intreat your

Noble Mightineſſes, as you value the ſafe

ty of the country, and all that is dear to

you ; as you regard the protećtion of the

good inhabitants, and as you value the

concord and good harmony, which at all

times, but eſpecially in the preſent danger,

is of the laſt neceſſity; that you will ſeri

ouſly refle&t upon the exhortations of her

Royal Highneſs, and on the inſtances of

the majority of the confederates, and take

a wiſe and ſalutary reſolution with regard

to the propoſed augmentation of the land

forces; ſo that this augmentation, together

with an equipment by ſea, may, theÉ.

the better, be unanimouſly brought to acon

cluſion.

Thus concluding, Noble and Mighty

Lords, we pray God Almighty to keep

your Mightineſſes in his holy protećtion,

&c. &c.

A Memorial concerning the Deffroying of the Suburb of Dreſden.

A R SHAL Daun, having taken ad

vantage of the King's abſence, who was

gone to fight the Ruſſians, to fall upon Saxony

with all his forces, in the month of July laſt,

the army of the empire having entered it on

another fide by Peterſwalde, Count Schmettau,

Governor of Dreſden, thought that place in

ſuch imminent danger, that he found himſelf in

diſpenſably
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diſpenſably obliged to take every poſſible mea

ſure to guard againſt a ſurpriſe, and to hinder

the Auſtrians from carrying the place by a

coup de main. An enterpriſe of this nature

would have been the more eaſy, as moſt of

the houſes of the ſuburbs, from the gate of

Pirna to that of Wilsdruff, abſolutely command

the body of the town, both by their prodigious

height, being fix or ſeven ſtories high, and by

their proximity to the rampart. From this con

ſideration Count Schmettau cauſed it to be de

clared to the court by M. de Boſe, chief cup

bearer, that, as ſoon as the enemy ſhould make

a ſhew of attacking Dreſden, he would find him.

£elf under the diſagreeable neceſſity of burning the

ſuburbs, and that for that end he had juſt put

combuſtible matters in the higheſt houſes, and

thoſe next to the rampart, that his orders for

that purpoſe might be ſpeedily executed, when

ever the reaſons of war obliged him to iſſue them,

in his own defence. The ſame declaration was

made to the Magiſtrates, the Governor having

fent for the Burgo-maſter to come to him. The

court and the city earneſtly implored, that this

misfortune might be averted from the inhabi

tants; but the Governor infifted that it would

be indiſpenſably neceſſary to come to that extre

mity, if the enemy themſelves would pay no re

ſpect to the Royal reſidence; and cauſed every

thing to be got ready for the execution of his

threats.

Mean while, the city as well as the ſtates of

Saxony, who were then aſſembled at Dreſden,

fent a deputation to M. de Borcke, the King's

Miniſter, to intreat him to intercede with the

Governor in their behalf. M. de Borcke, after

oonferring with Count Schmettau, anſwered

them, that it depended on the court, and the

city themſelves, to prevent the attacking of

Dreſden; but that, if the Auſtrians ſhould at

tack it, it would be impoſſible to ſpare the ſub

urbs, the houſes of which commanded the ram

part, the Governor having expreſs orders to de

fend himſelf till the laſt extremity. The Mi

niſter at the ſame time pointed out to them the

imminent danger to which the city and the caſtle,

and even the Royal Family, would be expoſed,

if he ſhould be forced to come to that extremity,

as the fire of the ſuburbs could not fail, without

a miracle, to reach the town, and make terrible

havoc: He at the ſame time conjured the de

puties of the ſtates to uſe their utmoſt endea

vours to divert the ſtorm, and not to confider

the Governor's declaration as a vain threat, for

he could aſſure them upon his honour, that, upon

the firing of the firſt cannon againſt the town,

they would ſee the ſuburbs on fire.

Marſhal Daun happily charged his reſolution

upon the King's approach, who was returning

vićtorious from Zorndorff; and the Governor of

Dreſden, yielding to the intreaties of the inha

bitants, ordered the combuſtible matters, with

which he had filled the houſes, to be removed.

But Marſhal Daun, returning a ſecond time into

Saxony, appeared again, namely, on the 6th of

November, within ſight of Dreſden with a for

midable army. This army, having made a

motion on the 7th, and taken a camp on this

fide of Lockowitz, the Governor, who could no

longer doubt that his views were againſt the ca

ſº cauſed the combuſtible matters to be quick

y replaced in the houſes of the ſuburbs which

ſurround the town ditch, and command the

rampart. The court was immediately informed

of it by M. de Boſe, the chief cup-bearer, whom

Count Schmettau charged to repreſent again to

his court, that, if the enemies army ſhould ap

proach the ſuburbs, he would that inſtant ſet

fire to them. It was anſwered, that as the

court, its hands being tied, was obliged to ac

quieſce in all, and wait the laſt extremities, the

Governor was free to do whatever he thought he

could anſwer.

The ſame day (Nov. 3.) at noon, the enemies

advanced troops attacked the huſſars and inde

pendent battalions, which were poſted at Streiſ

ſen and Gruene-Wieſe. This ſkirmiſh conti

nued till night came on, and made the Gover

nor judge that it might have conſequences, as the

enem I might eaſily repulſe thoſe advanced poſts,

and enter pell-mell with them into the ſuburb.

He therefore detached, next day (the 9th) in the

morning, Colonel Itzenplitz with 7oo men, and

ſome pieces of cannon, and poſted them himſelf

in the redoubts, that ſurrounded the ſuburb, that

in caſe of need they might ſupport the huſſars

and the independent battalions. About noon he

ſent for the Magiſtrates of the town; put them

in mind of what he had ſaid to them in the

month of July laſt; and told them, that, the

enemy having evidently a real deſign againſt

Dreſden, he gave them notice for the laſt time,

that, on the firſt appearance of an Auſtrian in

the ſuburbs, they would be ſet on fire. The

Magiſtrates anſwered by only ſhrugging their

ſhoulders, and deploring the misfortune of their

fellow-citizens.

they had nothing to do but to apply to the

court, who alone could avert the calamity.

About noon the Auſtrian van-guard attacked

the advanced ports, repelled the huſſars, whoſe

number was too ſmall to make reſiſtance, and

even forced them, as well as Monjou’s indepen

dent battalion, to quit the great garden, and gain

the ſuburbs. The enemy immediately attacked

the ſmall redoubts where the 7oo men of the

garriſon had been poſted, forced three of them,

and penetrated to Zinzendorf-houſe, and even

made ſuch progreſs, that an Auſtrian ſoldier was

killed on the draw-bridge of Pirna-gate; and

ſome cannon were obliged to be fired on Zinzen

dorf-houſe to drive out the Auſtrians. During

this attack, the enemies cannon played into the

town, and ſeveral fix pounders fell in the arſenal,

in the Princes hotel, and in the houſes of Loos,

Mniſceck, and Counſellor Fritſch. One ball

even fell before the houſe of Marſhal Count

Rutowſky. -

Notwithſtanding this declared attack againſt

the town and the ſuburbs, no houſe was yet on

fire; a plain proof that there was little inclination

to proceed to that extremity. The cannon of the

rampart forced the enemy to retire, and before

night even all the redoubts of which they had

got poſſeſſion were retaken.

Mean while the army of General Itzenplitz

marched

The Governor told them, that

&

ſ
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marched through the town, paſſed the Elbe, and

incamped under the cannon of the new town;

and General Meyer was ordered to defend the

fuburbs with his independent battalions, and

four others, and to ſet fire to them after giving

notice to the inhabitants. One of this General’s

Oficers told the Governor about midnight that

he heard men at work, and that the enemy

ſe ‘ed to be erecting batteries and planting

carry on ; accordingly, all who were ſent out be

yond the barriers to reconnoitre, had a ſmart

fire to ſuſtain. Theſe preparations, added to the

preceding affair, giving room to think that at

day-break the enemy would make a vigorous

attack, and make themſelves maſters of the ſub

urbs, into which the cannon of the town could

not diſpute their entrance, by reaſon of the

heighth of the houſes, the Governor had no

other meaſures to take but thoſe which the in

tereſt of his maſter, reaſons of war, and his own

honour dićtated. The ſignal was given by Ge

neral Meyer, and immediately, at three in the

morning of the 10th, the greateſt part of the

fuburb of Pirna, the houſes adjoining to the

ditch, and two in the ſuburb of Wilſdruff, were

in flames. The fix battalions, with the 7oo men,

entered the town by the three gates, which were

immediately barricaded ; and after fix in the

morning there was not a Pruſſian in the ſuburbs,

as the inhabitants of the town can teſtify. The

#ory of the frequent ſallies of the Pruſſians to

light up what was not yet conſumed, is void of

ałł foundation. It is likewiſe abſolutely falſe

that the inhabitants had not timely notice given

them. Theſe atrocious calumnies are ſufficiently

confuted by the annexed certificates of the chief

cup-bearer de Boſe, and of the Magiſtrates. As

to the red-hot bullets fired upon the inhabitants,

the lighted waggon, the children thrown into

the fire, theſe are ſo many horrible lyes, which

will fall of themſelves when the aforeſaid certi

ficates of the Court, the Magiſtrates, and the

Judges of the ſuburbs are ſeen. The order gi

ven to the burghers to remain quiet in their

houſes was intimated only to the Magiſtrates

of the city, in the month of July; and not to

thoſe of the ſuburbs; and there was nothing

in this but what is uſual. What hath been

faid to the contrary, is, in ſhort, ſo falſe, that

the court of Dreſden was pleaſed to thank the

Governor for the good order he cauſed to be ob

ſerved during thoſe troubles; as will appear by

the annexed letter of de Boſe, the chief cup

bearer.

It only remains that we ſhould ſay ſomething

of the meſſages that paſſed between Marſhal

Daun and Count Schmettau by the intervention

of Colonel Savoiſky. After the firſt compli

ments, M. de Savoiſky told the Governor, that

Marſhal Daun was extremely ſurpriſed at the

burning of the ſuburbs; that he (Savoiſky) was

defired to enquire whether it was by order that

this was done in a Royal reſidence which was a

thing unheard of among Chriſtians; and that he

hoped the city of Dreſden would not be treated

in the ſame manner. The Marſhal then made

his compliments to the court; and added, that

the Governor ſhould be reſponſible in his perſon
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for what had been done, or for what might be

done, againſt this Royal reſidence.

The Colonel received for anſwer, in preſence

of Lieutenant-general Itzenplitz, that the Go

vernor had the honour to be known to the Mar

fhal ; that he had orders to defend the town to

the laſt man: That his Excellency was too well

acquainted with war, to be ignorant that the

deſtrućtion of the ſuburbs which the Marſhal had

attacked was according to rule: That, as to

what concerned the town, it depended upon his

Excellency, fince, if he attacked it, the Governor

would defend himſelf from houſe to houſe, and

from ſtrcet to ſtreet; and that the whole infan

try of the army was ready to defend the city.

On the 11th, the Governor having learnt

from ſeveral burghers of the ſuburbs, who, at

their own requeſt, had been brought into the

town with their effects by water, that the enemy

had thrown into the flames, or maſſacred with

out pity, ſome defenceleſs people belonging to

the Pruſſian army, who had remained behind,

particularly a ſurgeon, ſent at noon Captain Col

las with a trumpet to the Marſhal, with orders

to tell him that his Excellency’s well known cha

raćter did not permit it to be believed that ſuch

cruelties were committed by his order; and

therefore to demand to whom they were to be

aſcribed : That, as to the deſtruction of the ſub

urbs, Colonel Savoiſky had already carried an

anſwer on that head to the Marſhal; but that

this opportunity was taken to declare to his

Excellency, that if he deſired to ſave the reſt of

the ſuburbs, he muſt hinder his troops from ap- .

pearing in them; that no-body had the preſerva

tion of the town and ſuburbs more at heart, than

the Governor, as far as was conſiſtent with his

duty and his honour; that the houſes would not

have been ſet on fire, had not the troops of his ar

my forced their way into the ſuburbs, and even

fired ſeveral cannon into the town (which Mar

ſhal Daun pretended not to know ; ſaying, that

it had been done without his orders) and that

the combuſtible matters were ready to conſume

what was left of thy ſuburb, in caſe his troops

ſhould again enter if. The court took advan

tage of this meſſage to aſk a paſſport from Mar.

fhal Daun for bringing ſome ſheep and fire-wood

into the town.

His Excellency anſwered to theſe three heads,

that he had no irregular troops with him ; and

that he had forbid any perſon of his army to

approach the ſuburbs; that he did not apprehend

any exceſſes had been committed; but, in cafe

there had, he defired to know the number of

the perſons maſſacred; that he was the more

aſtoniſhed at thoſe complaints, as he never ſuf

fered ſuch diſorders; that he abhorred them, and

that perhaps the burghers had no foundation for

what they had ſaid. As to the ſuburbs, Mar

fhal Daun anſwered that he would not ſuffer rules

to be preſcribed to him; that it depended upon

him to ſend troops into the ſuburbs, as he ſhould

judge proper, and the Governor might do as he

pleaſed; but that he hoped that in the mean

while no more families would be made wretched,

and that he had forbid his troops on ſevere pe

nalties to enter the ſuburbs to pillage. As to

tº a
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the demand made by the court, he anſwered, that

he would particularly attend to it; and aſſured

them of his profound reſpects.

On the 12th his Excellency ſent an Officer

with a permit to deliver the ſheep and fire-wood

for the court, which were to be brought into the

town by Pruſſians; and Captain Collas was ſent

to regulate this affair. The Captain, in paſſing

through the ſuburbs, ſhewed the Lieutenant ſent

by Marſhal Daun the maroders of his troops,

both foot and huſſars, who exceeded 200 : And

the Officer promiſed to make a report of it to

the Marſhal. The reſt of the time, to the 26th,

that the enemies army retired, paſſed in amazing

tranquillity.

Dreſden,
Dec. 5, 1758. C. Count de Schmettau.

Nurhber 1.

Letter from M. de Boſe, Chief Cup-bearer to

Count Schmettau.

I have the honour to acquaint your Excel

lency, in anſwer to what you wrote me this day,

that I muſt own that, ever fince you had the go

vernment of Dreſden, I informed you of all

that his Royal Highneſs charged me to tell you

**"...s name, and I have likewiſe réported to his

Highneſs your Excellency's anſwers.

As to the firſt point, I alſo remember very

well that your Excellency charcº me, in the

mouth of July, to repreſent in your name to

his Royal Highneſs, that, if Marſhal Daun ſhould

attack the city, you muſt ſet fire to the ſuburbs,

particularly the houſes that adjoined to the ditch,

into which houſes your Excellency immediately

ordered combuſtibles to be put. I alſo remem

ber, that, upon the ſollicitations which his Royal

Highneſs made by me, to your Excellency, you

ordered them to be removed when Marſhal Daun

retired; and of this alſo I made an humble re

ort. -

P It is alſo true that when Marſhal Daun was at

Lockowitz, on the 8th of November laſt, your Ex

cellency charged me to acquaint his Royal High

neſs in your name, that, if the Marſhal ſhould

approach nearer the town and attack it, you

would be obliged to burn the ſuburbs, and the

houſes adjoining to the town ditch. Although I

made ſeveral remonſtrances to your Excellency

from the court, you declared, that you was or

dered by the King your maſter to defend your

ſelf to the laſt extremity, and that you could not

change your meaſures, unleſs Marſhal Daun

ſhould be prevailed with not to attack the town.

To which I anſwered, in his Royal Highneſs's

name, that he knew nothing of Marſhal Daun's

deſigns, that he could not intermeddle in the

operations of war, and would conſequently be ob

liged to endure what he could not hinder,

Laſtly, it is well known that your Excellency,

during the fire, took every poſſible meaſure in

the town to prevent thoſe exceſſes and diſorders

which might have been apprehended; and his

Royal Highneſs charged me to return you his

thanks for it. I have the honour to be, &c.

Dec. 4, 1758. Joachim Friderick de Boſe,

Number 2.

Certificate of the Magiſtrates of Dreſden.

In conſequence of orders received from his

Excellency Count Schmettau, Lieutenant-general

and Governor, we certify what we know con

cerning the burning of the ſuburbs, viz.

That it was about the end of July when

combuſtibles were put into the new-built houſes

on the counterſcarp; that upon the repreſenta

tions made thereupon to his Excellency, by the

Court and the Magiſtrates, he anſwered, that our

Court itſelf had given its cenſent to it; and that,

if the enemy did not approach, he would not

cauſe the houſes to be burnt. Though we have

ſince heard that thoſe combuſtibles were taken

away, no perſon ever told us, nor have we ever

heard, that any one ſuffered the leaſt damage

thereby.

On the 2d of November, at noon, his Ex

cellency ordered the Burgomaſters and Magiſ

trates to come to him, and told us, that he was

commanded by the King, his maſter, to defend

the place till the laſt extremity; that, though

the new works were ſufficiently provided with

men, he would be obliged, if the enemy ſhould

force them, to 'ſet fire to the houſes, and had

already given orders accordingly. Though we

made the moſt preſſing intreaties that he would

ſpare the town, repreſenting that it did not be

long to the Magiſtrates, but to his Majeſty the

King of Poland, and that it was the reſidence of

an Ele&tor; his Excellency anſwered, that he

would not alter his meaſures, were it the refi

dence of the Emperor himſelf; that it was not

our fault; and that we might apply to our Court,

who had drawn thither the enemy. Upon which

he ſent us away, and would not hear our remon

ſtrances.

Being returned to the town-houſe, we apprized

the Judges of the Fiſhmongers and Ram quar

ters, of the danger with which the ſuburbs were

threatened; we enjoined them to give notice to

the Judges of the other quarters to repair to

the town-houſe; and we told thoſe who at

tended there, that their ſuburbs were in the

greateſt danger of being ſet on fire; that they

muſt warn the burghers to be on their guard ;

to provide themſelves with inſtruments againſt

the fire, and mutually to aſſiſt each other in caſe

of any misfortune, ſince no aſſiſtance could be

expected from the town. We have heard, fince

the misfortune happened, that this order was

executed.

This fire burnt 252 houſes of the juriſdićtion

of the Magiſtrates, which have been intirely

conſumed, and two more very much damaged.

Thirty-one houſes of the juriſdićtion of the

Bailiwic were likewiſe intirely burnt down.

Two perſons were burnt to death, two killed,

three hurt by the fire, and two wounded by the

ſoldiers. -

We never heard, in any ſhape, of a waggon

full of goods which they were endeavouring to

ſave, and which it was pretended was covered

with combuſtibles, and ſo ſet on fire; nor of

ninety perſons ſaid to have periſhed at the Hart,

adf
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hor of the Auſtrian troops, who, it is pretended,

aſſiſted in extinguiſhing the flames.

Dreſden, Dec. 4, 1758.

(L.S.) The Magiſtrates of Dreſden.

Number 3.

Certificate of the Judges of the ſuburb of

Dreſden.

We the Judges of the ſuburb of Dreſden cer

tify and atteſt, that, at the time of the cala

mity that hath juſt happened, things paſſed in

this manner.

1. In the month of July combuſtibles were

placed on the counterſcarp, and removed in the

month of Auguſt following, without doing the

leaſt damage.

2. They were replaced there a ſecond time

on the 7th of November, about fix in the even

ing. On the 7th, about three in the afternoon,

the Magiſtrates ordered all the Judges to attend

them. Accordingly Simon Steltzner, Judge;

John Chriſtian Dittrich, Alderman ; John Mi

chael Faber, and John Chriſtian Kretſchmar,

Judges, attended, and were told (being enjoined

at the ſame time to acquaint the other Judges,

with it) to provide the houſes with water, to

give notice to the landlords, and keep the pumps

ready, and endeavour to aſſiſt one another, be

cauſe, if any misfortune ſhould happen, the peo

ple of the town could not come to our affiſtance,

nor could we go to theirs; and of this we in

formed all the burghers.

3. On the 8th and 9th the Auſtrian army

approached the town; and on the gth the Au

ftrian huſſars forced their way to the ſuburb of

Pirna and to Zinzendorff-houſe.

4. On the 10th, at two in the morning, fire

was ſet to the quarters of Pirna, Ram, and

Wilſdorff, which conſumed

7 Rºſes in the Fiſhmongers quarter.

I4 I in Ram quarter.

32. in Pirna quarter.

1. in Halbe-Gaſſe quarter,

2 - in Seethor quarter.

9 — in Poppitz quarter.

23 in the Bailiwic quarter.

1 The Exciſe-houſe, as alſo the Exciſe-houſe

and Guard-houſe at Pirna-gate, and the

Exciſe and Guard Houſes at Seethor.

280 houſes in all.

Perſons who loſt their lives, or were hurt.

In Ram Quarter.

Two perſons burnt.

In Pirna Quarter.

A burgher named Kammelling killed by a can

non-ball fired from the town, and buried at

Pirna.

A girl of fourteen wounded, who was removed

to Pirna.

A widow wounded, who was carried into the

town. -

In Poppitz Quarter.

One worhan killed by the independent battalion.

There have been therefore in all two perſons

burnt, a man and a woman greatly advanced in

years, and whom it was impoſſible to ſave; two

killed; and two wounded,

What has been ſaid of the waggon is falſe; and

it is equally fälſe that 90 perſons periſhed at the

Hart; only "our perſons in all having loſſ.

lives, as * have juſt mentioned.

The 16th, in the morning, there was found

before Wilſdorff-gate, among ſome ſtraw, which

had been sued there and laid before...the

houſes, ſome parcels of gunpowder, which a

burgher threw into the water. Two rooms in

the houſe called Jungfer-Palais were ſet on fire;

but it was ſoon extinguiſhed.

Laſtly, it is falſe that the Auſtrian carpenters

aſſiſted us in extinguiſhing the fire. We never

ſaw one of them.

We certify that all the above is ſtrićtly con

formable to truth. Dreſden, Dec. 4, 1758.

John Michael Faber,

John Chr. Grohmann,

John George Seyffert,

John Gottfried Peter,

John Chr. Kretſchmar.

Simon Steltzer Judge,

John Chriſt. Groll,

Godefrol Schneider,

C. Benjamin Stamm,

John Daniel Karichs.

Affrač of the Statutes and Rules relating to the Iºffe?ion and Uſe of the

B R IT IS H M U S E U M.

Tº: Muſeum will be kept open every

day, (except Saturday, Sunday,

Chriſtmas-day, and one week after ; one

week after Eaſter-day and Whitſunday ;

Good-Friday, and every public faſt and

thankſgiving day) from mine in the morning

till three in the afternoon; but, on Mondays

and Fridays in May, June, July, and

Auguſt, only from four to eight in the af

ternoon.

Perſons deſirous to ſee the Muſeum muſt,

in writing, give in their names, condition,

and places of abode, as alſo the day and

hour they deſire to be admitted, to the port

er, before nine in the morning, or between

four and eight in the evening, on ſome pre

ceding day ; which he will enter into a re

giſter, to be laid every night before the

Principal Librarian, or, in his abſence, be

fore the Under Librarian officiating for him ;

and, if he ſhall judge them proper, he will

dire& the porter to deliver tickets to them,

on their applying a ſecond time for tickets.

No more than ten tickets will be deliver

ed out for each hour of admittance; which

tickets being ſhewn to the porter, he will

dire&t the ſpectators to a room appointed

for their reception, till their hour of ſeeing

the Muſeum be come ; at which time they

are to deliver their tickets to the proper Of

ficer of the firſt department. Five of the

ſpećtators will be attended by the Under Li

A a a brarian,
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brarian, and the other five by the Aſſiſtant,

in each department. -

The tickets are for the admiſſion of com

pany at nine, ten, eleven, or twelve in the

morning ; and at four or five in the after

noon of thoſe days in which the Muſeum is

to be open at that time.

If application be made by more than can

be accommodated on the day and hour they

had named, the perſons laſt applying will

have tickets for any other day and hour

within ſeven days.

If no more than five produce tickets for

any particular hour, they will be defired to

join in one company.

Perſons prevented from making uſe of

their tickets are deſired to ſend them back

to the porter in time, that others may not

be excluded.

That the ſpectators may view the whole

Muſeum in a regular order, they will firſt

be admitted to ſee the manuſcripts and me

dals, then the matural and artificial pro

dućtions, and afterwards the printed books.

One hour only will be allowed to the

ſeveral companies, ſo that the whole may

be inſpected in three heurs. Notice of the

expiration of the hour will be given by the

ringing of a bell. Each company muſt keep

together in that room in which the Officer

who attends them ſhall then be.

A catalogue of the printed books, manu

feripts, and other parts of the colle&tion,

with proper references, will be depoſited

in each department.

If a ſpe&tator deſires to ſee any book, or

other part of the colle&tion, it will be hand

ed to him by the Officer, if he ſhall think

it conſiſtent with ſafety; and it muſt be re

flored to its place before the ſpectator leaves

the room; but no more than one ſuch book,

or other part of the colle&tion, will be de

livered at a time to the ſame company.

The Officer that attends the company will

give them any information they deſire, re

Jating to the part of the colle&ion under his

care.

The coins and medals (except ſuch as

the ſtanding Committee ſhall order, from

time to time, to be placed in glaſs caſes)

are not to be expoſed to view, but by leave

of the Truſtees in a general meeting, or of

the Standing Committee, or of the princi

pal Librarian ; and will be ſhewn between

the hours of one and three in the afternoon ;

but no more than two perſons will be ad

mitted to ſee them at the ſame time, unleſs

by particular leave of the Principal Libra

rian, who in ſuch caſe is required to attend,

together with the Officer in ordinary, the

whole time ; and but one thing will be ta

ken or continue out of the cabinets and

3

drawers at a time, which muſt be done by

the Officer, who muſt ſee it replaced before

any perſon preſent goes out of the room.

If any perſon, who hath a ticket, come

after the hour marked in his ticket, but be

fore the three honrs allotted him be expired,

he wik, if he deſire it, be permitted to join

the company appointed for the ſame hour,

on his removing into another department.

Any perſon may apply for a ticket, in

the manner abovementioned, as often as he

pleaſes, provided that no one perſon have

tickets at the ſame time for more days than

one.

No children will be admitted.

No Officer, or ſervant, muſt take any

fee, reward, or gratuity.

With Regard to Perſons who defire to make

uſe of the Muſeum for Study.

No one will be admitted to make uſe of

the Muſeum for ſtudy, but by leave of the

Truſtees in a general meeting, or of the

ſtanding Committee; and that for half a

year only, without a freſh application . The

names of ſuch perſons, with the dates of

the orders and their duration, will be en

tered in a book.

A particular room is allotted in which

they may fit, and read or write without

interruption, during the time the Muſeum

is kept open ; a proper Officer conſtantly

attending in the room. They muſt give

notice in writing, the day before, what

book or manuſcript, they ſhall defire to pe:

ruſe the following day; which will be lodged

in ſome convenient place in the ſaid room,

and will from thence be delivered by the

Officer of the ſaid room ; excepting, how

ever, ſome books and manuſcripts of great

value, or very liable to be damaged, and

on that account judged by the Truſtees not

fit to be removed out of the library to which

they belong, without particular leave of

the Truſtees; a catalogue whereof is kept

by the Officer of the reading room.

Such perſons will be allowed to take one

or more extraćts from any printed book or

manuſcript; and either of the Officers of

the department may do it for them, upon

ſuch terms as ſhall be agreed on between

them. The tranſcriber muſt not lay the

paper, on which he writes, upon any part

of the book, or manuſcript, he is uſing.

No whole manuſcript, nor the greater

part of any, muſt be tranſcribed, without

leave from the Truſtees.

Every perſon intruſted with the uſe of

any book, or manuſcript, muſt return it be

fore he leaves the room.

Any perſon engaged in a work of learn

ing, who ſhall have occaſion to make a

- drawing
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drawing of any of the natural or artificial

produćtions, or to examine it more care

fully than can be done in the common way

of viewing the Muſeum, muſt apply to the

Truſtees for particular leave for that pur
ſe.

Pº any perſon having occaſion to conſult

or inſpe&t any book, charter, deed, or other

manuſcript, for evidence or information,

other than for ſtudying, muſt apply for

leave to the Truſtees. But, if the caſe

ſhould require ſuch diſpatch as that time

cannot be allowed for ſuch application, the

Principal Librarian, or the Under Libra

rian officiating for him, may grant ſuch

leave.

No part of the colle&tions belonging to

the Muſeum muſt at any time be carried

out of the general repoſitory; except books,

charters, deeds, or other manuſcripts, to be

made uſe of in evidence: And theſe muſt

be carried by the Under Librarian or Aſ

fiſtant of the department to which they be

long, or by ſuch other of the Under Libra

rians, or Aſſiſtants, as the Truſtees ſhall

appoint; and he muſt attend the whole

time, and bring it back with him; for

which extraordinary trouble and attendance

it is expected that a proper ſatisfaction be

made him.

If any perſon ſhall behave in an improper

manner, and contrary to the rules pre

ſcribed by the Truſtees, and ſhall continue

ſuch miſbehaviour after having been ad

moniſhed by one of the Officers, ſuch per

ſon will be obliged forthwith to withdraw

from the Muſeum ; and his name will be .

entered in a book kept by the porter ; who

is ordered not to deliver a ticket to him

for his admiſſion for the future, without

a ſpecial direčtion from the Truſtees in a

general meeting.

From the M ON I TO R. Number CLXXXII.

I Preſent you with a new year's gift. It

contains a brief account of the memo

rable year 1758, in which we have ſeen

the Britiſh flag reſtored to its ancient dig

nity, and our enemies obliged to yield up

the dominion of the ſeas to the ſuperiority

of the Britiſh navy.

A year, which will for ever record the

wiſdom of our national Councils; the con

dućt of our Officers, and the bravery of our

men employed in the public ſervice, both

by ſea and land; and the chearfulneſs with

which all ranks of people contributed to

wards their ſupport.

The plan, laid down by the Miniſtry

for the operations of that year was to ſe

cure this iſland from an invaſion, and to

defeat the ſchemes for ruining our colonies

in America, in preference to any intereſt

of our allies on the continent; though not

without paying a due regard to thoſe trea

ties, and that intereſt, which require the

aid of Britain, in defence of the liberties of

Europe in general, and of the Proteſtant

intereſt in particular.

For this purpoſe they did not apply to

Hanover, Heſſe, nor to Holland, for a mi

litary aid, to be tranſported into Britain at

a moſt extraordinary expence, to guard our

coaſt againſt a French invaſion : A mea

ſure by which former Miniſters had la

wiſhed away the riches of the nation, ex

poſed the Britiſh courage to in idicule

and contempt of the enemy, encouraged

them to hector over a diſarmed people,

terrified by every report of their motions

towards the coaſt of the Channel, and en

dangered the common liberty of theſe king

doms, by placing our privileges, property,

and lives, under the protećtion of a foreigh

army : But, -

They provided for the internal ſecurity,

by conſtituting a regular and well-diſci

plined militia, whoſe expence does not a

mount to a tenth part of the charge of ten

thouſand foreign troops imported; and

whoſe ſtrength is ten times more to be re

lied on. The hireling will flee in time of

danger; he who takes up a weapon for ſelf

defence will die, rather than be made a ſlave.

Our fleets were not locked up in the

ports of England, to wait the motions of

the French armaments and preparations to

waft their armies into this iſland in flat

bottomed boats; neither was our army aug

mented to conſume the national treaſure in

idleneſs at home, and in unprofitable ex

penſive incampments and parade,

The Britiſh navy was permitted to carry

its power into the ocean, and the army to

enter into ačtual ſervice. The happy fruits

of which Councils have been gathered in

the conqueſt of Senegal; the acquifitions

in North America; and in the damages

done to the enemy on the coaſt of France,

excluſive of the deſtrućtion of the French

navy, and the total ſtop put to their trade,

both in their own and neutral bottoms.

Yet theſe great and glorious advantages

are no more than an earneſt of the ſucceſs

expe&ted from the vigorous meaſures al

ready taken in purſuance of the ſame plan

of operations.

- Till then the Britiſh lion was not at li

A a a 2. berty
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berty to make uſe of his natural weapons,

to exert his ſtrength; nor in a ſituation to

prove his condućt and courage. A long

ſeries of pacific meaſures had almoſt worn

out the veterans ; and the fleet and army

were too much under the command of fine

Gentlemen, whoſe gaieties, pleaſures, ſelf

indulgence, and connections with men in

power, who preferred any meaſures to a me

ceſſary war, were bad incitements to mili

tary glory. Yet that innate courage, which

will always diſcover itſelf in the Engliſh

when led to action, was no ſooner delivered

from the toils which had for many years

kept them in a ſtate of ina&tivity, but we

ſaw them brave all dangers. St. Malo

and Cherburg have felt the power of their

arms; St. Cas is a monument of their in

trepidity ; and the undaunted reſolution

with which the landing was made at Gaba

rus Bay, in the face of an enemy deeply

and ſtrongly intrenched and fortified, ſhews

that our ſeamen and ſoldiers only want an

opportunity to convince the world, that they

are the deſcendants of thoſe Heroes who

conquered, France, and for many years
maintained the dominion of the ſeas.

. By theſe meaſures our enemies are depri

ved of thoſe means, without which it will

be impoſſible to continue a war, which they

began to ruin their neighbours. Their na

vigation is intirely knocked up, and their

device to avail themſelves of the friendſhip

of Dutch carriers has turned out not only

to their greater loſs, but alſo has given

England an opportunity to convince a trea.

cherous ally, that whoever, under the cover

of a neutrality, take upon them to counſel,

aid, or ſupport the enemies of Great Britain,

muſt expect to be treated as her profeſſed

enemies, when taken in the ačt of covering

the enemy's property.

Their diſtreſs in France is not to be de

ſcribed; the new manner of attacking them

has thrown their Miniſters into confuſion;

their Councils always depend on a land

war; their ſyſtem was to divert England

from her natural advantages at ſea, by

drawing her into continental operations.

There they had nothing to fear, every rup

ture was ſure to turn to their advantage at

a general peace ; and, during the war, they

could, increaſe our fears and expences by
diſturbing our internal peace, either by ac

tual invaſions or fomenting rebellions.

But the moment this ſyſtem was broke

through by our Miniſtry, who could not

As uſual be drawn into a continental war

as principals; and the French were made

to feel all the weight of our ſtrength where

nature enables us to maintain a ſuperiority;

their Councils, which have been cried up ſo

much for unanimity and conſiſtency, were

divided, confuſed, and rendered incapable

of doing anything effectually, either for in

vading us, or defending their own trade

and dominions. Nothing has proſpered in

their cabinet ; nothing ſucceeded in their

operations, either by ſea or land, during

the whole year. Their merchants are no

longer able to ſupport their credit, their ma

nufactures are at a ſtand, and their whole

land mourns at the ravagements made by

the diſtreſſes of an inglorious, bloody, and

ruinous War.

From this time we have not been terri

fied with reports of a French army to in

vade us and to cut our throats ; we have

had no heart-burnings at home about raiſ

ing of money to carry on a war for the ſole

advantage of ſome petty ally.

The flouriſhing ſtate of our colonies, of

our iſlands, of all our ſettlements and king

doms, both for their imports and exports,

in the courſe of the year paſt, has never

been equalled; our merchants and manu

fačtvrers, our planters and our navigators,

were never in ſo fair a way to ſerve them

ſelves and their country; both riches and

ſeamen increaſe under the protection of a

well-regulated and appointed navy. . The

nation that can beſt protećt their trade will

always be moſt capable of finding the finews

of war; and the moſt extenſive navigation

is moſt likely to turn out the greateſt number

of able-bodied ſeamen, without whom a

maritime nation cannot ſubſiſt.

Should our expe&tations be crowned with

ſucceſs, from the ſame meaſures which are

now taken to complete the pulling down

of French ambition ; ſhould we live to

hear of the repeated ſtroke of the expedition

againſt the French ſettlements on the coaſt

of Africa, and in North and South Ame

rica; ſhould we repeat thoſe deſcents made

on their coaſts laſt year, and extend them

to the ſouth of France, at the ſame time we

might land a ſufficient body of troops on

the weſtern coaſt to maintain their ground

for one campaign: Verſailles would tremble,

our friends in Germany would be permit

ted to purſue their particular intereſts againſt

their oppreſſors, and Britain would be able

to preſcribe ſuch a peace as would put it

out of the power of a Popiſh combination

ever after to diſturb the tranquillity of the

Proteſtant ſtates, or of the united force of

France, Spain, and Holland to contend

with Britain for the dominion of the ſeas.
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